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COT

TO OUR READERS.

Another volume is completed—another six months have passed—and the Spring leaves have

come again. Upon that volume we look with entire satisfaction, for there is not a line we desire

to blot fi'om its pages ; for those six months we have no cause but for gratitude; and mth the

Spring comes notliing but " smiles among its greenest leaves, and hopes among its flowers/' for

we ai'e promised new sprays to weave among fresh shoots from oivr old standards, and we have

' such golden tlrreads as the following to bind us all together :

—

"M the land I possess stands in beau-pots at my window, yet I take in yom- Serial, and ' The

DiCTiONAEY ' ; have read every sentence, hi both works, from the first to the last ; have written

marginal notes innimierable, and made extra indexes to each volume ; and, I confess, that when 1

take up a new number of either work, after the fatigues of the day, I feel as if I were leaving the

cares of the world behuid me to take a pleasure excursion among fields and flowers." Now that

correspondent resides ui the Sahsbury Square of London, yet The Cottage Gardener aids " the

pure pleasures of floriculture " even in that locality so unsuited for gardencraft.

Another letter of a different aspect comes next; it is from Mr. G. Baker, Horist, of "Wells, m

Somersetsliire, and it bears tliis miasked-for testhnony.—" I shall be most happy to answer the

enquiry of any person who wishes for information as to the profit to be derived from advertismg

in The Cottage Gardener. I have invariably received more orders from an advertisement m

this valuable work than any other, not excepting the more aristocratic pubhcations."

Prom fifteen other letters might we make quotations of similar encouragement, but we have

extracted enough to show our readers somewhat of that which cheers us on to greater exertions,

and sustains our confidence
;

yet we have greater praise—greater support—than those ;
for thus

writes to us one, whom to know is to love :
—" As a clergyman, and as, I humbly hope, a Clmstian,

I beg to return, both to you and to the Authoress of ' My Plowers,' my sincere thanks for making

your periodical subservient to the lughest interests of man."
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Abutilon striatum pruning, 120

Acacia floribunda, 156

Acantholimon glumaceum, 302

Acclimatizing, 47
Achimenes seedlings, 345

Advertisements, 264

Aeridea maculosum, rar., Schrcederi, 45

^Eschynanthus Javanicus culture, 2l6; train-

ing, 393
Agalmyla staminea culture, 80

Ageratum Mexlcanum, 282

I

Agriculture ever improvable, 313

Air plant (Schrceder's), 45

Aiton, William, 263

Allium acuminatum, 366
Allotment ground for food for a cow and pigs,

Allotmenta, profit of, 16; farming—November,

69; December, 132; January, 106; February,

274; March, 337; April, 400; principles of,

196
Almeidea rubra, 223
Alstrcemeria culture, 362
Amaryllis longifolia planting, 55

Amateur (defined), 156

American plants, planting, 6I

Ammonia, carbonate of, 1 ; fixing, 184

Ammoniacal liquor, 156; as manure, 13

Anagallis for bedding, 184

Anemone, its culture, 221 ; its history, 222 ;

sowing, 298 ; beds, treatment of, 408

Anderson (Dr. J.), '

Anguloa, list of and culture, 129

Annuals, autumn-sown, 92, 326; winter, 113 ;

flower-border, 305 ; for greenhouse, 36l, 3/0 ;

under trees, 4 09
Ancectochilus setaceus culture, 130

Anomatheca cruenta, I69
Antler moth, I

Ants attacking hive, 13
Apiary, history of, 259, 227, ^04
Apiarian's Calendar, for November, 70 ; l^e-

cember, 133; January, 198; February, 2/6;

March, 339; April, 402
Apple cheese, QO
Apple-trees, moving large, 106; manuring, 298

Apples, list of, 317 ; for dwarfs, 345

Apricot (Moor Park), 235 ; shedding fruit, 262 ;

list of, 318; grub, 331
Aquatics, list of hardy, 184

;
planting, 311

Araucaria excelsa and Cunninghamii in winter,

14

Arbor vitte in pots, 42
Arbutus, moving large, 298
Arcade, its use, 45
Arnott's stove, management of, 409
Artichoke culture, 56, 167
Arum for window, 282
Ariindina, list of and culture, 133
Ash (weeping), pruning, 42 ; training, 247
Ash-tree, its exelusiveness, 36

1

Asparagus, forcing, 88, 131, 245; salting, 13;

beds, 156; in October, 143; beds, dressing,

51 ; beds, making, 345
Astrapjea viscosa, 352
Auriculas, sheltering, 10; wintering, 51,16/;

culture, 245, 257 ; dressing, 309
Aylsham Horticultural Society, 42
Azaleas, not flowering, gi ; in large pots, 1 19 ;

suckers, 184 ; shifting, 36t ; sinensis culture,

311; (Chinese), select list of, 218; losing

leaves, 248 ; pruning, S/i

Bacon, 246; to keep, 274
Balconies, 213 ; evergreen plants for, 214
Balsams, 301 ; true from seed, 238 ; culture, 3/0
Bank of marl, 409
Banks (sloping), their use, II6, 204,298; for

flowers, 240 ; for roses, 253
Barbacenia Rogierii, 379
Barberry pruning, 1/6
Bark for hothed, 346
Bath bricks, 300
Bartrams (J. and W.), 327
Beans, to plant, 276 ; sowing, 102, 309 ; list of,

195
Bedeguar on roses, 28
Bedded-out plants, 304 ; preserving and propa-

gating, 85, 96
Bedding-out plants (white), 92 j (yellow), 361
Bee-flower, earliest, 283
Bee-keeper's Calendar. See Apiarian's.
Beer, use of, 154 ; from sugar, 181, 247, 312
Bees, remedy for sting, 26 ; collecting honey-

dew, 28 ; uniting, 41, 70 ; wintering, 52 ; with
eke to the hive, 55 ; burying, 56 ; cover for

old hives, 56 ; shading, 70 ; weight of comb,
70; management in former times, 71 ; turning
to north, 76 ; preventing swarming with small
hives, 76; notes about, 89; society proposed,

79; transferring, 89, 139; uniting, 104; feed- I

ing, 104, 106; aspect for, 118; burying, 119;
!

feeding artificial stocks, 134; ventilation, 134 ;

'

feeding in old straw hive, Ul ; cover for hive,
j

141; Taylor's hive, 170 ; honey-candying,
|

170 ; quality of honey, 198; over stocking,

193; artificial stocks, 198; burjing, 199;

honey-dew, 199; hives, painting, 220 ;
bury-

ing, 234; house for, 234; in Taylor's hive,

247; history of apiary, 259; fumigating,

259; shading, 260 ; feeding, 262 ; feeding pans

for, 276 ; honey and hives for the Grand Ex-
hibition, 276; feeding and depriving, 2/7; I

metal feeders, floats, taking off small hives,
j

278 ; dampness in hives, 276, 27a ;
artificial

]

swarms, 277; caps on hives, 281 ;
transferring,

]

3/4; shading and fumigating, 295; honey-

dew eaten by, 296; depriving, 396; Payne's 1

hives for, 312; Calendar for March, 399;

hives, preparing, 339; shading, 340; water
\

for, 340; artificial swarms, 342; candied honey '

for, 344; feeding, 339, 3^6; excrements, 346 ;

time of becoming torpid, 36 1 ; guide comb 1

for, 361 ; young, 402; buried, 402; guide
'

combs, 403 ; artificial swarms, 404 ;
honey-

dew, 405 ; honey consumed by, in winter, 406
,

Begoniads, 159

Begonias, 321; Ingramii, 159; Evansiana, 48;

coccinea culture, 234

Benthamia fragifera, 205
Berberris Wallichiana, 59
Berberrj', 3

Bethnal Green Societies, 315
Bible, information of the, 392
Bignonia radicans, I70 ; list of and culture, 179;

Australis unhealthy, 362
Bignoniads from root cuttings, 238

Black barley, 220
Blancmange (Rice), 105
Blenheim, 249
Bletia, list of and culture, 130

Blistering of nectarine leaves, 156

Border for fruit-trees, 409
Bokhara clover, 282
Borecoles, list of, \9^

Blossoms, retarding, 252
Botany, Natural System, 221

Bottom heat, importance of, 256 ; mode of pro-

ducing, 379
Bottling ale, 77
Bouquets, 305
Box churn, 12

Bradley (Richard), 93
Brassia, list of and culture, 130

Brawn (Oxford), 28
Bread, milk, 75; brown, 203
Bricks, Egyptian, 233
Bridgesia spicata, 97
Bright-line-brown-e\e moth, 207
British Birds (Morris's History of), 249
Brocoli introduced, 157; winter sorts, 182; list

of, 195; protecting, 258; succession of and
clubbing, 283 ; Walcheren, 300 ; laid in, 10,

42, 133 ; sowing, 362, 410
Bromelworts, 265
Brompton Park Nursery, 17I

Broth, white, 75
Brown (Lancelot), 249
Browne, (Sir T.), 15

Brugmansia, protecting, 204
Brunsfelsias, 172
Brunsvigias, are Amaryllises, 48 ; not flowering,

92; culture, 120, 140

Buckwheats, 287; Order, 317
Budding knife, Turner's, 390
Bulbs, removing, 14; potting, 14; culture, 34 ;

desirable, 4S; from the Cape, culture, 120;
first grown in glasses, 157,242; forcing for

Christmas, 204 ; to ripen forced, 31 1, 312 ; in

winter, 114; culture, 140

Bulleyn (Dr. W.), 207
Burlingtonia rigida culture, I68
Burns, treatment of, 373

Cabbage crops, 180
Cabbages, list of, 195; club-rooted, 13, 92;

seed, insect eaten, 27 ; early planted, 273,

276
Cabool, plants for and from, 183, 234
Cactus, speciosissimus, 155 ;

yellow, 297
Cage birds, 280
Calantbe, list of and culture, 166 ; masuca, 223 ;

vcratrifolia, 224
Calceolarias cuttings, Q\ ; shrubby, culture, 99 ;

list of new, 201 ; seedlings, 219 ; for bedding,

243: potting, 345; to obtain, 408
Calendars, how calculated, 14; for November,

77 ; December, 141 ; January, 205 ; February,

283; March, 346; April, 410 ; companion to,

397

Calico transparent covering, 13

California, 248
Calla i^thiopica culture, 345

Calliandra Tweediei culture, 398

Calochortus pallidus, 266
Camellia, leaves blotched, 77 I

propagating, 1 19 ;

buds falling, 169, 262; potting, 219; leaves

brown, 247; leaves diseased, 345; shifting,

361
;
grafting, 374

Campanula carpatiea, 120, 141, 156, 204 ;

white, 374; Vidali), 368; (white), 290, 304;

(blue), 304
;
pumila, 304

Canaries, red bug on, 120

Candles, 24
Canker in cauliflowers, 294
Cantua bicolor, 297
Carbonate of ammonia as a manure, 30

Carnations, list of new, 90 ; winter blooming,

141; protecting, 66; culture, 386; in pots,

389 ; list of, 389 ; showing in pots, 393

Carrots, sowing and storing, 10,23, 338; late-

sown, 91 ; forcing, 181 ; selection for cot-

tagers ; 217; in frames, 273 ; horn, 276, 282 ;

culture, 401

Catalogues, 253
Catalpa pruning, 282
Catasetidte, notes on, 145

Catasetum fimbriatum, 145 ; list of and cul-

ture, 166
Cattleyas, culture and list of, 193 ;

superba cul-

ture, 298; labiata alba, 108; anecdotes of

species, 109
Cauliflower, culture, 10, 116,257; storing, 38;

pricking out, 51 ;
protecting, I67 ; in pots,

230, 294 ; canker in, 294

Ceanothus azureus, 219
Cedars, 16; moving large, 205

Celery cankering, 120 ; culture, 16?, 343

Cellar heated, 409
Cement to unite zinc and glass, 375

Cephalotus. 14

Cerapteryx graminis, 1

Ceylon seeds, 2ig

Chambers, Sir W., and his Chinese gardening,

363
Chalk downs, 170
Chapped hands, 105

Charcoal, burning in-doors, 156; for disinfect-

ing, 262 ; drainage, 344
Charring, how to manage, 310 ; earth, 324 ; saw-

dust, 337 ; rubbish, 28, 258 ; tan and peat,

373 ; wood, 387
Cheep in chickens, 13

Cheese pan, 54
Chelsea Gardens, 157, 158

Cherry grafting, 248 ; list of, 318 ;
(winter) cul-

ture, 408
Cherry-tree cankered, 262
Chickens, feeding young, 407
Chickweed, 75
China-aster culture, ig

. Chinese primrose culture, 374
Chocolate and cocoa, 352
Chorozema, list of, culture, &c., 269

Chloride of lime as a manure, 408
Chrysanthemum (Madame Pompadour), 1/0

Chrysanthemums, their winter treatment, 184 ;

not fiowering, 204 ;
green fly on, 88 ; blind,

92; season, "bad, 107; stopping, 119; cul-

ture, 10 ; selected list of, 278 ; failures, 281

Chrj'sopa perla, 13

Cider from turnips, 77
Cider apples, list of, 299
Cineraria culture, 102, 180, 202; list of, 182;

leaves curling, 234 ; for bedding, 248

Cinerarias prematurely blooming, 297 ; ^ot

blooming, 298 ; potting, 335 ;
protecting, &c.,

372 ; seedlings, 410

Cirrhoea, culture of and list, 229
Citron, l63

Citrus, species of, l63

Clay mari, of Norfolk, &c., 232; of Suffolk,

11

Clayey soil, improving, 170 ; for garden, 345

Cleanliness in cottages, 294, 342

Clematis Sieboldii, treatment of, 220
Clerodendrum potting, 334
Climbers for greenhouse, 248 ; for stove, 243,

298 ; for trellis, 374 ; for wall, 400
Club-root in cabbages, 13, 92
Corcoloba macrophylla, 317
Cochylis vitisana, 29
Cochchafer grub. 15

Cockscomb culture, 370
Cochin China fowls, 3{>0, 3gl ; to buy, 403

Ccelogyne, list of and culture, 229
Coccus adonidum, 157

Colchicum planting, 55

Coleworts planting, 51, 133

Colquhounia, vestita, 84 ; coccinea, 173
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Combretums, list of and cxilture, 243
Compost, 156; for plants, 1"8

Ci.ncrete, for fruit-trees, 289 ; walks, 344, 3"3,

409 ; and roads, 225
Contradenia rosea, 321
Coniferous plants (Knight and Perry), 15

Corn moth, 121

Coronilla glauca, 292
Corj'anthes, list of and culture, 255
Corriea, culture and list of, 191

Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary, 5

Cottagers hives (Pa^Tie's^ price of, 408
Cottage built for .-tlO, 3/5
Couve Troncbuda cabbage, 75
Covent Garden market, 171

Cow, keeping. 79, 80; rules for keeping, 1",

70 ;
points of excellence, 80 ; management

of, 133; feeding, 346 ; Alderney, their supe-
rioritj', 410

Cow-dung and soot for roses, 281
Crassula culture, 92
Crataegus species, 112, 126
Creeper, red-leaved in autumn, 283
Cress, list of sorts, 217
Cricket-ground turf, 41

Crocus bulbs mildewed, I06; sulphate of am-
monia for, 140

Crops, mixing, 2/4
Cropping, plan of. 70
Crown imperial culture, 140
Crust for pies, 75
Cucumber, cuttings, 27, 32; in winter, 28, 31,

3S ; \inerv. 141 ; (earlv) culture, 267, 2/3,

324.387; length of, 362; the longest, 3/4 ;

leaves diseased, 345
Cuphea purpurea, 59 ; cinnabarina, 95
Cupressus funebris, macrocarpa, Goveniana, and

thurifera, 354, 355
Currant-trees, black, to protect from frost, 125

;

pruning, 183 ; soap-suds for, 331
Currants, on trellis, soil for, 82 ;

pruning,
planting, 88 ; list of, 28

Cuttings, of flowers, 290 ; in hotbeds, &c., 306 ;

in dung-heat, 336; treatment of, 183; in

water, 361 ; system of growing, 396, 398;
exportation of, 409

Cutting down shrubby stove plants, 373
Cycas revoluta, 14 5

Cyclamen seedlings disturbed, 1 19 ; blooms
dying, 3-14, 389; Persicum, wintering, 13

Cycnoches, list of and culture, 257
Cyder, a poem, 299
Cydonia japonica, 14

Cymbidiums, list of and culture, 292
Cypripediums, list of and culture, 293
Cytisus, list of and culture, 291

Dahlias, prolonging bloom of, 23 ; taking up,
38, 42; list of, for 1850, 54; roots storing,

106, 245; show, 301; new varieties, 301;
planting, 311 ; Societies, 315; cuttings, 315 ;

culture. 336, 344; list of, 344, 406 ; size of,

for exhibition, 364
Daisies on lawns, 293
Damson wine. 56

Daphne, tender kinks. 375 ; odorata, 326 ; For-
tunii, in cold greenhouse, 36l

Decanter, stopper fixed in, 262
Dendrobiunis, list of and culture, 322, 357
Dendrochiluni filiforme culture, 385
Deodar cedar, 16

Desmodium gyrans, 3

Dcutzia scabra. 163
Devon Horticultural Societies, 301
Dianthus cruentus, 109
Dictamnus culture, 402
Dictionary of the farm, 43
Diclytras, 410
Dionfea muscipula, 327
Diibudding, 380
Docks, 74
Dog-distemper, medicine for, 409
Douglas's journals, 260
Drain making, 61, 69, 76
Draining, 138, 153, 172, 197, 252, 298; its

effects, 378; Donald, on, 378
Drain-pipes cboked hy shoots, 194
Drain-mud for manure, 205
Dress of villagers, 103
Drip, in frames and pits, 130
Ducks. 77
Dwarf shrubs for rock work, 91

Earths soluble in water, 262
Echeandria terniflora, 173
Kcliites, list of, and culture, 151 ; Franciacea,

301

Eggs, to preserve, 91; old for hatching, 326;
price of, 375 *

Elder-flower wine, 155, I69, 184
Elm felling, 5fi

r.mployer and employed, 66
Endive, two kinds of, 217 ; blanching, 24?

English botany, 29
Epidendrum, culture and list of, 385

Epiphyllum truncatum, 321

Eranthemum pulchellum, 320

Erinus propagating, 56
Eschscholtzia compacta. 362
Essays on husbandry, 313
Eucomis punctata, 156

Eupatorium corymbosum, 77
Euphorbia jacquiniflora, 320
Evelyn (John), 57
Evergreen shrubs, list of low, 77 ; hardy, 220,

410; for pond edge, 36 1 ; ornamental, 354
Evergreens, planting, American, 61

Exhibition of 1851. 286
Exhibitors and Judges, 77
Expenditure, scales of, 24, 52, 88, 1 17, 1 53

Falcon, Peregrine, 250
Fanshawe's (Sir H.) garden, 391
Felons, employing, 57
Ferns, flowers among, 247 ; (greenhouse), list

of and culture, 261 ; list of British, 138; in

Norfolk, 166; from seed, 343
Figs, pit for, 106 ; unripe, to pickle and pre-

serve, 106, 120; just transplanted, 120; to

protect. 125 ; in pots, 234 ; culture of dwarf,

236, 243
Filter (table), 54
Fish, gold and silver, 91 ; in ponds, 349
Floral Union Association, 329
Floriculture, society for promoting, 365, 3/8, 314

Florists' flowers, protecting, 194 ; showing in

pots, 393 ; defined. 393 ; routine culture, 400 ;

model to aim at, 365
Flower painting, 29
Flowers, contrast of, 55 ; in a bed-room, 390;

seeds sowing, 363 ; difficulty of selecting, 351

;

opinions of tbeir merits, 379 ; seedlings dying,

140 ; in masses and shades, 289
Flowering plants, planting, 61

Flower-bed, arranging, 97^ 154. 155, 184 ; shapes,

139, 201; shot-silk coloured, 39"; new one,

397 ; shapes, 220 ; and size, 290 ; arranging,

368
Flower-pots, casts of, 92 ; shape, 228
Flower-garden plan. 233, 234, 3S9, 390, 409
Forcing sea-kale and mushrooms, 282
Fork and Spade Husbandry (Sillett's), 17

Fragments for the poor, 218
Frames, their structure, 4 ; management of, 372
Framing, 217, 359
Frauciscea, list of and culture, 22, 371; eximia,

172 ; Hopeana and latifolia, 321
French beans, to force, 131
Freziera theoides, 251

Frogmore gardens, 9I

Frontignac (English), 155

Fruit-garden, formation of, 18, 45; order of

winter business, 60
Fruit-trees, to protect from frost, 125; for espa-

liers, list of, 141 ; borders, 141 ; plants on, 27;
planting 6O; manuring, 289

Fruit, list of for N. Ireland. 248; culture of

hardy, 251; list of hardy, 155; stor-ng, 105;
blossom protecting. 298, 331 ; retardmg, 329

Fruit-rooms, construction of, 224
Fuchsias, wintering, 14,48; in room, 76; for-

warded too early, 389; sowing. 262; pruning.
281; for standards, 312; characteristics of
good, 329; coralina, 374; Brockmannii, 13;
in large potB, 119; not flowering, I69 ; cordi-

folia, macrantha, and corymbifolia, 169; ni-

gricans, 173
Fuel economy, 297, 326, 390
Fumigating with Cannabis sativa, 345; with
Cayenne pepper, 408, 203

Ga^ie, to guard against, 343
Garden plans, 141, 289, 304; formation of fruit

and kitchen, 146

Gardenia radicans, wintering, 155
Garden walks, 212
Gardening, its peacefulnesa, 235 ; instruction

in ornamental, 282, 389
Gardeners' Benevolent Society, 351
Garget in heifer, 220
Garlick planting, 133
Gas refuse for wheat, 94 ; lime, fresh, 156 ; for
manure, 345

Geissomeria, culture of, 23
Genista, list of and culture, 29I
Geraniums, repotting, 14; seedlings, 14; win-

tering, 47, 76 ; pit for wintering, 408 ; scarlet,

in windows, 86, 9I ; Tom Thumb. 91 ; cut-
tings to keep, 140 ; manure for, I69; cuttings,

183; for bedding. 204. 219; scarlet, 219;
yellow, 220; for bedding, 248, 382

Gesnera Cooperi major culture, 183; seedlings,
345

Gesnerworts, 187
Gilia coronopifolia and aggrcgata, 297
Ginseng root, 362

Gladioli hybridizing, 32 ; Herbert's, 33; plant-
ing time, 33, 76, 77 ; list of, 77 ; in pots, 409 ;

moving. 14; planting, 14; gandavensis, 26

;

communis planting, 55
Glass, rough plate, 184, 326 ; as a sheltar, 350
Glass Pavillion in Hyde Park, 286
Gloriosa superba culture, 87
Gloxinia, seedlings, 345 ; propagating, 374
Glycine sinensis pruning, 170
Glycine pruning, 176
Golden-eyed lace-wing fly, 13

Goldfussia anisophylla not flowering, 312
Gooseberries, training, 19; list of prize, 40; pit

for, 408
Gooseberry trellis, 76
Goosefoots, 75
Gordonia Javanica. 18/
Grafting old trees, 331 ; plants in dung heat,

336; whip, 244
Grapes cracking, 28; muscatel, 28; cracked
and mildewed, 44; diseased, 390

Grasses for cricket ground, 41 ; for lawn, 184,

234 ; for pasture on light soil, 262
Grass-plot irrigation, 39
Gravel splashing against house, 374
Green fly, to kill. 344
Greengage, unfruitful, I06

Greenhouse, plants for cool, 34; without heat,

56 ; for five pounds, 59; heated, management,
63.383,397; construction of, 384; charcoal

fire in, 407; improving, 298; plants for, 64 ;

climbers, 76; and vinery, 76; blind, 92; the

^5, 124; heating by steam, 138; aspect for

building, 141; arranging, 169 ; blind, 170;
five pound, 305 ; shrubs (yellow), 290 ; heat-
ing by gas, 312 ; stove plants for, 320 ; build-

ing, 325
;

plants management, 346 ; annuals
aided by hotbed, 369 ; twelve good plants for,

282 ; creepers for trellis, 282 ; temperature
without fire-heat, 350; heated by kitchen,
361

Grub-killing, 140

Guernsey soup, 246
; pickle for meat, 274

Guinea fowls, 26, 77

Habrothamnus kasciculatus wintering, 14

Hakea cucuUata, 81

Hardy plants, forcing for winter, 254 ; list of.

254, 255 ; what are, 365
Hartweg's dismissal, 266
Haricot bean, 390; sowing, 375
Harte (Rev. W.), 313
Hatching, 405
Hawk fly, 43
Hawthorn, the new double scarlet, 126; species
named, 127; berries, 170

Heath seed, time for sowing, 219; large, flower-

ing in July, 282
Heaths in window, 4! ; list of autumnal, 65 ; in

sitting room, 55; for rooms, 76; diseased,
344, 408

Hen-coop, size of, 28
Hen-yard, yearly transactions of, 339, 360 ; work

in January and February, 36l ; Ularch, 388 ;

April, 405
Hens eating eggs. 26 ; what is a good layer, 360 ;

laying shell-less eggs, 156
Hepaticas, soil for, 409
Heracleum giganteum, 283, 36l ; in a tub, 410
Herbaceous plants, hardy, neglected, 327 ; au-
tumn-flowering, 345 ; list of, 408

Herefordshire orchards. 299
Hibiscus, culture and list of, 115
Hill, Sir John, 121

Hindsia longiflora culture, 399
Hollow tree root, plants or seeds for, 390
Holly, yellow-berried. 374
Hollyhocks. I67; blooming, 55
Home instruction needed, 195
Honey (dew), 140; from Taylor's hives, 369;
candying, 390

Honeysuckle trumpet, 374
Horse-chestnuts, scarlet, l62, 231
Horseradish planting, 258
Horticultural Shows, rules for prizes, 364
Hortus Kcwensis, 263
Hot water, heating by. in pipes, 55 ; apparatus,

390
Hotbed making, 267
Hotbeds for cuttings, 3o6, 312; materials for,

30/ { between walls, 345
House, best form and aspect of, I6 j paint for

outside, 41

Household hints, 75; economy, 246
Houttuynia cordata, 288
Hoyas, list of and culture. 49 ; campanulata,

Pottsii, Trincrvis, and Impcrialis. 209
Hundred points of good husljundry, 285
Hyacinths, water for, 219; in glasses, 249, 3*5;

culture. 66, 380; treatment, 408; for house,
106

Hybridizing, geraniums and verbenas, 408
Hypocyrta gracilis, 186



INDEX.

Ice heaps, to make, 147, 204
Indian corn culture, 219
Indian rubber dissolving, 14

Indian Shot, treatment of, 408; seeds, 409
Infants, managing, 75
Insects, destroying, 75
Ipomaea. list of and culture, 244
Italian Rye Grass, 326
Ivy neglected, to prune, 120; planting;, 282
Ivy and Roses planted together, 141
Isias, wintering, 66

Jacobea lilies culture, 344 ; double, culture,

246
Jalap plant, 330
Jasmine pruning, 27; pruning large, 183
Jerusalem artichokes, 245; storing, I67, 184
Judges at Horticultural Shows, 364

Kean's Beauties of Middlesex, 158
Kemp, on laying out gardens, 98
Kew Gardens, 363 ; sicetch of, 263
Kidney beans, list of, 195 ; in pots, 273
Kitchen-garden, formation of, 18, 45 ; routine,

23, 28, 38, 102, II6, 153, 16?, 180, 194, 2l6,

230, 245, 257, 273, 294, 309, 323, 336, 338, 358,
372, 386, 400; barren, 41

Knol-kohl, description and culture, 264
Kohl-rubi culture, 264

Label for Pots, 365
Laburnum decaying, 390
Lachenalia tricolor culture, II9
Landscape gardening, 2J9; its principles, 377
Lantana Sellowii a bedder, 56
Lapiedra placiana, 333
Laurels, time for pruning, 27 ; (Portugal) prun-

ing, 28; freshly moved, 141
Lawn, improving its grass, 76 ; dressing, 141

;

to clean, 282
Leasowes (The) described, 107
Leaves, right to fallen, 77
Leek sowing, 338
Lemon, 164

Leptotes, list and culture, 9
Lettsom, John Goakley, 79
Lettuces, list of, 217 ; treatment of, 273 ; sowing,

10, 276; planting, 309
Lichen pyxidatus, 247
Lilies, anecdotes of, 109 ; of the Valley, forcing,

281

Lilium Japonicum culture, 120; Wallichianum,
109

Lilium lancifoliura, 326 ; list of, 262 ; treatment
of, 408

Lily of the Nile, 408
Lime, I64
Linn^an Society founded, 185
Liquid manure, to apply, 106, 184
Lists of plants, remarks on. 111
Lobelia propagating, 56 ; erinus albus sowing,

248 ; ramosa sowing, 326 ; culture, 374 ; erinus
grandiflorus, 92

London (G.), 171

London, annual consumption of garden produce,
171

Lonicera flexuosa pruning, 183
Loudon (J. 0, 143

Lucerne, essay on, 313; feeding off, 325; sowing,
326; culture, 410

Lumps for building, 232
Lycopodium cocsium, 42

Magnolia grandiflora, protecting, 1 19

;

propagating, 344
Malt wine recipes, 27, 41
Mamestra oleracea, 207
Mandevilla suaveolens, 55; cuttings, 311
Mangold wurtzel first recommended, 79 ; cul-

ture, 401
Manures, economy of, 197 ; ^ow to apply, 248
Market-gardening, 103
Marshall (the Rev. C), 349.
Mealybug, 157; destroying, 244
Meat, warming cold, 75
Medicinal receipts, 296
Bledinilla, list of and culture, 215
Melianthus major culture, 2.34

Melolontha vulgaris, 15
Melon cuttings, 27, 42, 55 ; culture, 273, 324,

387
Mercury as spinach, 205
Mertensia maritima, 106
Meslin bread, 247
Metrosideros buxifolia, 95
Mice, destroying, 67 their kinds, 6? ; to keep
from peas, 410

Mignonette (Tree), 105
Mildew on crocuses, 170
Bliller (P.), 157 ; his dictionary, 157
Mimosa pudica, 76
Miniature stove, 408
Mixed cropping, 274

Moor Park Gardens, 235
Moss, transplanting, 77; on trees, to kill, 248
Mosses, culture of British, 199 ; list of, 200
Mossy meadow, 362
Moussonia elegans, 81
Mowing machines (Budding's), 390
Mulberries, preserving, 13, 42
Mulch defined, 92, 184; round fruit-trees, 312
Mushrooms planting in pasture, 28 ; beds, 258,

359 ; making, 51 ; to prepare, 131
Musk plant culture, 346
Myrtle (Woolly-leaved), 59 ; too large for room,

219
Myrtus toraentosa, 59

Nail drawing, 61
Nectarines known to ancients, 144 ; (the Stan-

wick), 144; list of, 318
Nemophila insignis as a bedder, 326
Nettles, destroying, 14

New plants, their history and biography, 81, 84
Newtown pippin, 220
Night-soil deodorizing, 13
Norfolk Horticultural Society, 351
Nosegays, plants for winter, 113
North border, its use, 56 ; flowers for, 403
Nursery for fruit-trees, 331

OCHNA ATRO-FUEPUEEA, 18/

Odontoglossum, list of and culture, 9 ; citros-

mum, 394
Old pear and apple-trees, to manage, 362
Oleander, with other plants, 184; not flowering,

345
Oleander scale, 13

Olive-tree of Scripture, 392
Oncidiums, list ot, g ; culture and list, 36
Onion (Tree), 106, 156; culture, ll6
Onions, sowing and planting, 309, 337 ; orna-

mental kinds, 366 ; list of, 217; diseased,

410
Opuntia Salmiana, 209
Orange-trees from Italy, 362
Orange tribe culture, 164, 177; red-juiced, 390
Orchard house (Rivers's), 235
Orchid culture in pots, 193, 229, 256, 292, 322,

357, 385 ; culture, 166
;
general rule for, 230

Orchids on blocks, 101 ; list of autumn-bloom-
ing, 102; culture, 129

Our Village Walks, 10

Our Villagers, 38, 68, 103, 131, I6I, 181, 195,

231, 258, 294, 324, 359, 387
Oyster vegetable, 106; plant, 154
Oxalis Boweii, I69

Palisot db Beauvois (A. M. F. J.). 238
Pansies, potting, 66 ; culture, 200, 336 ; list of,

200
Paper duty, its effects, 314
Parsley sowing, 230
Parsnips, good kinds, 230 ; sowing, 276, 338 ;

protecting, 23
Parsonia heterophylla, 160
Passiflora, or passion-flower, list of, and culture,

271, 308, 312; grafting, 362
Passion-flower Order, 3l6

;
grafting, 326

Passiflora quadrangularis, 248 ; impregnating,
272

Pasture land, dressing for, 282
Pauper children, training, 58
Pavias, list of, l62
Paston (Mr,), his design of the Glass Pavilion,

287
Peach forcing, 238
Peaches, list of, 318; dressing, 331; newly

planted, 362
Peach-house, the, and culture, 380
Pears, list of, 318 ;

grafting old, 345 ; list of for

dwarfs, 345; against north wall, 183; for

Christmas, 42
Pear-tree, neglected, 312; tying down shoots,

409
Peas, list of, 195; quantity required, 195; list

of, 247; sowing, 102, 276, 283, 309; liat of
early, 88 ; everlasting sweet, 312 ; soil for, 409

Peat defined, 13 ; charred as manure, 373
Pegging-down plants, 342, 390
Pelargonium, grafting, 302 ; eclinatum culture,

312; potting, 335; with vines, 345 ; shifting,

248
Penstemon Salterii, 329
Pentas, culture of, 234
Petunias, for bedding, 248 ; to train, 36l
Phaius grandifolius, 321
Phalsenopsis, culture and list, 37
Pharbitis limbata, 330
Phenocoma prolifera cuttings, 409
Philadelphus, list of, 163
Philios, John, 299
Phlox culture, 27 ; layering, 329
Picotees, selection of choice, 137; culture, 386
Pigeons, domestic, young ones, 2/9 ; the Lisle,

279 ; Pouters, 70 ; diseases of, 340 ; speckled,

341

Pigs, fatting, 120

Pimelea raacrocephala, 237
Piraeleas, stocks for, 237
Pine-apple seed, to sow, 220
Pine culture, course of, 173, 188, 366; soil and
potting, 367; culture of succession, 1)0; list

of, 189
Pinks and carnations, to purchase, 140

Pitcher plant, 14

Pit (Fortune's^, 155; for forcing, 183; heated
by dung, 335 ; heating small, 410

Pits, their structure, 4

Pitcairnia Jacksonii, 265
Pittosporum undulatum, II9

Planting, 60 ; flowers in masses, 289
Plants and animals compared, 2

Plants, portraits of new, 44 ; half-hardy, win-
tering, 47 ; unhealthy, 234; to manage in

vinery, 353
Pleuro-pneumonia in cows, 410
Plumbago Larpentie as a bedder, 47
Plumbago capensis, 92, 169; rosea treatment,

409
Plums, list of, 318
Poinsettia pulcherrima, 320 ; treatment, 389
Polyanthuses, 245; dressing, 309; sheltering,

lb
;
protecting, 66

Polygonum cuspidatum, and other species, 287
Pond, ornamenting circular, 403
Pony with irritated skin, 92
Poor, modes of aiding the, 68
Poroto beau, 184

Portugal laurel, removing, 140

Port Natal, plants there, 220
Potatoes under an ash, 14; early sorts, 28;
grown on dry soil, 44 ; murrain avoided, 44

;

Rylott's Flour Balls, 44, 55 ; earthing over
stems, 56 ; forcing, 56, 181 ; scabby and
growing, 204; planting, 6g, 88; preserving,

69 ; disease, 90 ; on dry soil, 91 ; scab on, 91 ;

lime for, 120; in rich ground, 120; Rylott's

flour-ball, autumn planting in Devon, soot

and salt for, lime for, sawdust for, 220 ; crop

after, 234; planting, 258; salt and soot for,

262; (sprouted) planting, 273, 282; early

planting, with mangold, with Swedes, with
cabbage, with broad beans, 275 ; on heavy
land, 282 ; earthing-up, 389 ; i" an orchard,

390
;
planting, 410; after turnips, 410 ; storing,

312 ; manurmg, 3/5
Potherb moth, 20/

Potting, 355 ; when to be done, 333 ; winter
resting plants, 184; its principles, 334

Poultry not laying, 56; feeding, 282; profit

from, 375 ; management of broods, 388
Poultry-yard, 406, 409
Preserves, pasting down, 14 ; to keep, 55

Primrose, Chinese and fringed, 374
Primula cortusoides, 326 ; capitata, 365
Profit of land, 104

Pruning, 140 ; order of, 61 ; flowering plants,

175 ; trees newly planted, 247
Pumpkins, their use, 28
Pyramidal training, 42
Pyrus Japonica, 14

Quincunx planting, 15

Rabbit trespassing, 120

Radishes in frames, 38 ;
good kinds, 230 ; sow-

ing, 284
Rain in 1850, 283
Rampion culture, 13

Ranting Widow, 77, 141

Ranunculus planting, 245, 315; for borders,

248 ; beds, treatment of, 408 ; culture, 358
Raspberries, autumn-bearing, 345, 391 ; canes,

rubbing off the buds, 36l

Rats, to kill, 55 ;
poisoning, 205

Ray (John), 221

Red spider on violets, 41

Renauthcra coccinea culture, 65

Rham (Rev. W. L.), 43

Rhododendrons in peat, 140; Javanicum, 42;
situatioH for, 247 ;

grafting, 390
Rhodothamnus Kamtchaticus, 159

Rhubarb culture, 133; forcing, 245; planting,

338
Rhynchospermum jasminoides, 59
Rivers's nursery, 237
Road-making errors, IQO

Rockery, 91
Rock-work, colouring, 262
Rodriguezia secunda culture, 65
Rondeletia thyrsoidea culture, U6
Room plants managing, 7 ; culture of, 186
Rooms, plants for, 242
Root-pruning, 41, 331 ; culture, 147
Roots, their use, &c., 93 ; distance they extend,

94
Rosa indica, 282
Rosary, The, 351, 383
Rose bank, 253 ; girdle, 365



Rose (Solfutarc), 14

Roses, list of, 91 ; Hybrid Perpetual for forcing,

92; in pots, 136; in bad soil, 140; and ivy,

Ul; in pots, culture of, 21 ; stocks, treat-

ment of, 27 ; bede^uar on, 28 ; for a hedire.

42 ; M ith preen centres, ~~
;

planting, G2 ;

trees, making; in six weeks, 63; climbing.

155; cause of failing, I69 ; soil for standard,

184; standard, pruning, 'J()5 ; pruning, 234 ;

list of evergreen climbers, 24", 254 ; in pots,

mulching, 24"
; cow-dung and soot for, 281 ;

root-budding from, 231 ; forcing in pots. 293,

312; soil for, 351, 383; pruning and pro-

tecting, 369 ; Cloth of Gold, 3r4 ; for llower-

beds, 381 ; standard, 390 ; at Royal Botanical

Society, 379
Rustic baskets, 300

Sago palm, 145

Saline refuse, 156

SalpLxantha culture, 272
Salted meats, 274
Salvia patens, dropping its flowers, 339 ; \vith

bud at their top, 403

Sand for cuttings, 184

Sanvitalia procumbens as a bedder, 32S
Saponaria calabrica, 290, 389

Sauari, or Suwarrow nuts, 298
Scale (White), 13 ; destroying, 244
Schomburghia culture, 66
Scilla Siberica, 300

Scceva pyrastri, 43
Scorching of plants in greenhouse, 9I

Scuticaria Steelii culture, 101

Sea-kale, to produce, 131 ; forcing, 245, 282

Season, its forwardness, 258, 309
Senecio clegans, double, 27
Sensation in plant, 3

Sensitive plant, 3

Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana culture, 410

Sevvage of house, I70

Shaddock, l64

Shallots, 133

Sheep, stall-feeding, 410
Shenstone (W.), 107

Shepherd's purse, 74
Shifting, reasons for, 248 ; potted plants, 356
Shrubs newlj' planted, 247
Sillett's autobiography, 17

Sinningia guttata culture, 2l6
Slugs, destroying, 66
Smith (Sir J."E.), 195

Soap-suds as manure, 13

Society for Promoting Floriculture, 301

Soil, test of its staple, 252 ; storing, 88
Soiling cows, 326
Soils, their components, 208; food obtained by

])]ants from, 208
Solandra grandiflora not flowering, 91 ; culture,

3'J3

Solanum jasminoides, price of, 362

j
Sophronitis, list of and culture, 101

I Soup for the poor, 139
I South London Floricultural Society, 300

I
Sowerby (James), 29
Spade husbandry profits, 58
Sparmannia Africana not blooming, 345
Spathodea Iwvis. 237
Spinach, list of kinds, 23n ; sowing, 2/6, 284 ;

New Zealand, culture, 400

INDEX.

Spirrea prunifolia, 16O

Spirreas, list of and culture, 328

Spring planting, consequences of, 52; of 1850

(effects of). 25

Statice pseudo-armeria, 155; glumacea, 303

Stenocarpus Cunninghamii, 169

Stephanotis floribunda, 27
Steptocarpus Resii. 169

Stocks, Brompton, 55 ; time for sowing, 410

Stoves heated by limekilns, 92 ; without flues,

40, 56 ; for forwarding plants, 204

Strawberries (Cisalpine \ 92 ; (British Queen\
to protect, 125; culture, 394; Alpines, 395;
forcing, 155. 16O; seed, vegetating, 361 ; on
light bank, 27

Stylidium mucronifolium, 250
Sugar beer, 220
Sulphur and insects, 75
Sulphur fumigator, 283
Sunflower seed, to grow, 346 ; for poultry, 382

Swede turnips, 276; their usefulness, 310
Sweet William (blood-red), 109

Synonymes, how they arise. 111

Sylva (Evelyn's). 57
Syringa, or Mock Orange, l63

Table stew-pan, 12

Tacsonia pinnatistipula and manicata, 5, 7, 3l6
Tallies, to prepare for use, 2l6
Tan for manure, 120 ; for hotbed, 326
Tarring walls. 326
Tea-making, 75 ; plant, 97 ; tree, history of, 79
Teazel culture, 83, 8*
Tecoma radicans, 170

. Temperature at night, 150
' Temple ^Sir W.), 235

I

'J'heobroma cacao, 352
: Tliorns, species of, 112; ornamental, 126;
I scarlet, 231
: Thrips adonidum, 93
' Thrush ;the Song), 135
i Tigridias, wintering, 48
Tinea granclla, 121

j
Tobacco drying, &c., 220 ; water, 297 ; use of,

1 293

I

Tomatos, pickling, 92
'. Tools for an allotment, 234

j

Top-dressing, 331

I

Torenia Asiatica culture. 393
I Tradescantia velutina, 95

J

Training rods, 06
;
pot plants excessive, 393

1
Train-road scrapings, 29S

]

Training to studs, 262
' Treees, for park scenery, 403 ; large, transplant-
I ing, 319. 332
Trellises for red and white currants, 82 ; for

[

house, 120; for fruit-trees, 303; iron for

trees, 325
Trenching, 197
Trichopilia siiavis, 160

Tropceolum Bcnthii, 95; spcciosum, 3"4 ; for

conservatory. 27
Tulip Show, Great Northern, 351 ; beds, shad-

I ing, 245

Tulips in Holland, 312; early for borders, 315

;

\

protecting, 323

; Turnips (Swede) for sprouts, 133 ; culture, 401 ;

i list of. 230
Tusser, Thomas, 295

WOODCUTS.

Ulcers in plants, 44

Vallota pcbpurea culture. 106
Vanilla planifolia culture, 101
Variation of compass, 56
\'':iscs, flowers for, 205
Vegetables, selections for cottagers. 217
Ventilation, how essential, 95, 106, 128 j in

greenhouses, &c., 149
^'enus's fly-trap, 3, 327
Verbascnms, list of and culture, 402
Verbenas, list of, 13 ; green fly on, 88; arrange-
ment of, 204 ; on trellis, 243 ; list of, 248 ; and
heliotropes, 29"; and geraniums, 298; new,
301 ; for exhibition, culture and list of, 344

;

list and colours of, 389
Veronicas, list of, 119
Victoria regia, its history, 122
Villa Gardener (Mrs. Loudon's), 16
Vine, weak, 26 ; Tortris, 29 ;

pruning for

forcing, 41 ; with red leaves, 156; leaves
blotched. 156 ; removing, 183 ; the Tokay, 374

Vinegar plant, 154, 220; propagating, 75
Vinery ventilating, 311; and planthouse com-

bined, 353 ; construction of, 389; fire for, 409
Vines in greenhouse, 92 ; roots decayed, 92 ; in

pots, forcing, 95 ; and cucumbers, to force,

141; in pots, 210; with stove plants, 219;
over-cropped, 262; mildew on, 312; with
pelargoniums, 345; with pines, 36l ; forcing,

353
Violets in winter, 113 ; and red spider, 41 ; cul-

ture of, 409

Walks in kitchen-garden, 46; making, 153,

190 ; garden, 168, 225, 268, 282, 36l ; over a
swamp, 268

Wall, covering with ivy, 247; of earth, 280;
old, how to manage, 282 ; borders, 45 ; fruita

for south and west, 183

Ward's Cases, why not ventilated, 205
Wasps, destroying, 4 03
Water, to improve hard, 28 ; not the only food

of plants, 171 ; quantity required hv plants,

185

Water lilies in tank, 56 ; Mr. Lawson's work
on, 122

Water plants, 140
Water violet, 311
Weigela rosea, 56 ; culture, 315, 329; treatment,

361

Wheat gluten, 345
Wild Flowers: October. "4; November, 118,

137; December, igs, 260 ; February, 340
Window plants, to manage, 227, 242, 374 ; flow-

ers, sweet, 31

1

Winter-blooming stove plants, list of, 180

Women working in fields. 253
Wood, newly grubbed, 220
Wood warbler, wood wren, and willow wreu, 280
Woodlice, to destroy, 362
Worms in pots, 262

Worton cottage meetings, 315
Wotton, Sir H., 391

Yeast, making, 203

Yuccas, roots out of soil, 14

ZBrUYRAHTUES GRANDIFLORA culture, 312

Antler moth
Forcing-pit
Room for plants .

Box churn
Table stew pan
Cockchafer grub .

Vine tortrii and grubs
Hawk fly

Aerides maculosum var. Schrorderi
Cheese cooking pan
Table filter

Myrtu5i tomentosa

.

Uhyncospernum jasminoides
Five-pound greenhouse . 60.

Ribbed l)lack pouter pigeon
Moussonia clegans
Hakea cucullata
Tiirips

Metrosidcros huxifolia

Cattlcya labiata rubra
Lilium Wallichianum

Page ;

1
I

Corn moth
4

I

Song thrush

7 ;

Stanwick nectarine
12 I Catasetum fimbriatum
12

j
Fruit-tree arrangements

15
j

Mealy bug
29 Begonia Ingramii .

43
]

Rhodotbamnus Kamtchaticus
4 5 Franciscca eximia .

54 Kcheandia terniflora

54 Hypocyrta gracilis

59 Ochna atro-purpurca
59 Gordonia Javanica

124, 125
\
Pot-herb moth

71 Hoya campanulata
81 Opuntia Salmiana ,

81 ' Almcidea rubra
93 Calanthe masuca .

95
I

Piniclea macrocephala
108

j
Spathodea Itcvis .

109 Stylidium mucronifolium

Page
I

121

135
1

144
;

145

147

157

159

159

172

173
186

187

187

207
209
210
223
223
237
237
250

Freziera thcoides . •

Pitcairnia Jacksoni
Calochortus pallidus

Bee-feeder
Lisle pigeon
Glass Pavilion in Hyde Park
Polygonum cuspidatum

Page I

S51 I

265 !

s66
276
279
386
297

Kcliites Franciscca var. florihus sulphutcis 301

Acantholimon glumaccum , . 302

Tacsonia manicata . . 3l6

Coccoloba macropylla . • 3*7

Pharbitis limbata . . • 330

Jacinth pigeon . . • 341

Astrapiea viacosa . . • 353

Primula capitata . . 365

Allium acuminatum - • 306

Barbacenia Rogicrii • 3/9

Olive-tree . • 3g2

Odontoglossum citrosmum . . 394

Circular pond and borders . 403
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wliere animal Hfo terminates and where vegetable life

begins :—the zoopbj'te, or plant-animal, connects the

two kingdoms.

To determine whether plants possess a degree of sen-

sitiveness is not so easy as many persons may believe.

" It is as dilKcnlt," says Mr. Tupper, who has written

ably upon the subject, " to ascertain the nature of vege-

table existence as to determine what constitutes the

living principle in animals." Darwin, by the aid of

imaginary beings similar to the Dryads and Harmadryads

of the classic mythology, has raised plants to a position

in the order of nature superior to that to which animals

aro entitled. Other philosophers, taking a totally an-

tagonist ojiinion, estimate vegetables as bodies, only

somewhat more organised than crystals, but, liko these,

entirely and exclusively subject to chemical and me-

chanical changes.

Tlie above opinions are equally erroneous, for it

might easily be made to appear that the gi'adation from

reason to instinct, from instinct inanimation, is as

gradual as the transitions of light from t)ie noontide to

the midnight of a summer's day; but our few remarks

must be confined to that section of creation that com-

mences from the close of the animal classes in the

zoophyte, and terminates where inorganic matter com-

mences in the ciystal ; and the details must be specially

directed to demonstrate how closely it approaches, how
distinctly it is divided from, the former.

Let us first consider the comparative composition of

animals and plants demonstrated by the researches of

chemists. Their constituents are identical:—carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, acids,

alkalis, earths, and metals are the common comjionents

of both. Nitrogen has been considered by some chemists

as tho constituent, marking by its presence animal from

vegetable matters ; but the distinction fails, inasmuch

as that from some animal matters it is absent; whilst

in the gluten of plants—a chief constituent of wheat

—

in all seeds, and in the wliolo frame of the tobacco, it is

present.

If we follow the above chemical bodies through their

combinations, we shall find that these in animals and
plants are closely similar, and in both are equally

numerous and intricate.

ANIMALS. VEGETABLES.

1. Sulphuric I. Sulphuric
2. Phosphoric 8. riios]iliorio

n. Muriatic .S, Muriatic
4. Carbonic 4. Carbonic
5. Benzoic 5. Benzoic
6. Oxalic 6. Oxalic
7. Acetic 7. Acetic
8. Malic 8. Malic

and others equally numerous in eacli, but not common
to both. Of tho earths and alkalis, lime, magnesia,
silica, soda, and potass, aro found in eacli class. Of the

metals, iron and manganese are their conjoint consti-

tuents.

If wo follow the two classes through their more
compound constituents, we shall find tlie analogy still

holds
:
they contain, in common, sugar, mucus, jelly.

colouring, and other principles, gluten, fibrin, nils,

resins, and extractives.

The functions of animals and plants are similai-ly

closely analogous. Animals take in their food by the

agency of the mouth, and prepare it for digestion by

various degrees of mastication or attrition, as in tlie giz-

zard of birds. In tliis they dilTer from plants, but these

have tliis compensation, they imbibe their food in a fluid

form, and consequently in a state of the finest possible

division. Animal and vegetable remains are their com-

mon food, plants having this superiority over animals,

that, as they only absorb the soluble and finer parts, they

are not obliged to throw elf the grosser constituents which

appear in tlie excrement of animals, though there are

excretions given off from every part of plants dilVering

probably in every genus. In the animal stomach the

food undergoes an extensive change, being reduced to a

pulp of greater specific gravity, and being altered entirely

both in taste and smell. In the lymphatics of plants,

which may be considered their primary organ of diges-

tion, their food or lymph undergoes a change precisely

similar; its colour and flavour ai'e altered, and its

specific gravity increased.

From the stomach the animal's food passes into the

intestines, is there subjected to the action of the bile,

and converted into chyle, the nutritive part, and excre-

mentitious matter. In their passage tliroiigh the intes-

tines the chyle is absorbed by the lacteal vessels, and is

conveyed into the blood ; by tho lieart, tho mingled

fluids are propelled into the lungs, to be there exposed

to the action of the air. The vital fluid tliero changes

its purple hue for a florid red, loses a portion of its

watery particles and carbon ; tho latter combining with

the oxygen of the atmospheric air in the lungs, and

being breathed forth in the form of carbonic acid gas.

As plants in their food take in no gross, unnecessary

ingredients, it is obvious that no process liko the biliary

operation is required. Tho lymph or sap, proceeding at

once along tho branches, is poured into the leaves, the

very lungs of pdants. There, as in the blood, its colour

is changed, oxygen is emitted fi'om it during the light

hours of the day ; but coi'bonio acid gas is thrown off

during the night, and at all periods a considerable

quantity of water.

From the lungs, by the agency of the heart, tho blood

is propelled through the arteries over the whole animal

system, supplying nourishment and warmth to all llie

parts, and where, by these abstractions, being again con-

verted into purple or venous blood, it is returned by the

veins to undergo the changes that were described as

being effected by the lungs.

Tho sap, after exposure to the action of llie air in the

loaves, is returned by another set of vessels situate in

tlio bark, ministering to the growth and support of the

whole plant.

Such is tho close similarity in the digestive and circu-

latory processes of tho two classes; a similarity whicli

obtains in all tho other functions enjoyed by tlicm in

common. In respiration, tlio air inhaled tlirough tlie
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moiitli and nosti-ils procoeds immediately to the lungs

and acts upon the blood ; in plants, when it is inhaled

by their loaves, it operates instantaneously upon the

sap. The changes that tako jilaoe have just boon im-

perfectly noticed, and we have no space to do more than

add, that the oxygen of the atmosphere is the gas essen-

tial to the existence of animals; but it is its carbonic

acid that is quite as important to vogotablos. They

may be considered the vital airs of the two classes. If

animals are placed in a situation wliorc they inhale pure

oxygen, their functions are highly and rapidly increased

;

but it is an exhilaration which would soon terminate in

exhaustion and death, if breathed by them for any ex-

tended period. So plants will flouj-ish in an atmosphere

containing l-13th of carbonic acid, but if it much
exceeds this ]noportion, they are rapidly destroyed.

During sleep, animals respire less carbonic acid than

during their waking hours ; so plants emit little or no

oxygen during the night.

After an animal has enjoyed the regular course of its

functions for a period varying in its duration, the time

at length arrives when decay commences. The wasted,

enfeebled, and relaxed form gradually declines, until

death finally closes all activity. The body tlien becomes

contracted and rigid ; the skin changes the ruddy tinge

of health for death's pallid hue. Decomposition speedily

ensues, with all its offensive phenomena; and finally,

the only permanent remains are the skeleton and a

small amount of earthy matter. The same characteris-

tics attend the last period of vegetable existence. Plants

may flourish only for one season, or their lives may be

extended through centuries of years, yet decay eventually

comes over them ; becoming more and more stunted,

weak, pallid, and ragged, they eventually cease to live,

become contracted and rigid, and pass through the same

phases of putrefaction that oi'c exhibited by the animal

carcass. In both there was a time when warmth and

cxjiosure to the atmosphere were the sources of vigour

—these now become the agents of destruction ; they

were once able to resist and to overcome the lav/s of

chemical affinity— they now aro destroyed by their

attacks. What causes tliis most strikiug change?

What antiseptic agent have they lost? There can be

but one reply. It was their vitality. Now, let us examine

how the vitality of plants in other respects resembles

the vitality of animals, and we will confine this examin-

ation to two or three points.

Plants are excitable. Light acts upon them as a

stimulus. Every body must have observed that plants

bend towards the direction from whence its brightest

influence proceeds. M. Bonnet, the French botanist,

demonstrated this in some very satisfactory experiments,

by which he showed that plants grown in a dark cellar

all extended themselves towards a small orifice admitting

a few rays of light. Every flower almost has a particu-

lar degree of light requisite for its full expansion. The
blossoms of the pea, and of other papilionaceous plants,

spread out their wing's in fine weather, to admit the

solar rays, and again close them at the approach of

night. Plants requiring a powerful stimulus do not

expand their flowers until noon, whilst some would bo

destroyed if compelled to open in the meridian sun.

The night-blooming cereus unfolds its flowers only at

night. Heat also acts as a stimulus upon plants.

M. Duhamol observed, that during moderately fine wea-

ther the foot-stalk of a leaf of the sensitive plant

{Blimosa pudica) stood in the morning at an angle with

the lower part of the stem of 100° ; at noon, the angle

had increased to 112°, but at night had fallen to 90°

If a leaflet of this plant be but slightly touched, it im-

mediately shrinks away ; and the impulse being commu-

nicated, each pair of leaflets on the branch collapse in

sucoessioji ; and if the impulse be strong, the very

branch itself will sink down by the side of the stem.

If an insect alight upon the upper surface of the Venus's

fly-trap [Diuncea muscijpula), its sides spasmodically

ap2)roaoh each other, and crush to death the intruder.

If the inner side, near the base, of any one of the

anthers of the bai'bcrry [Bcrberis vulgaris) be gently

touched, as with a bristle or feather, it instantly springs

forward and strikes against the stigma. But the

strongest indication of the existence of a species of

sensitive ijrinoiple in a plant is, perhaps, that ex-

hibited by the Desmodimn gyrans. It is a native of

India, growing on the banks of the Ganges, but may be

seeu in one of the stoves at Kew. Its leaves are ternate,

the middle leaflet being larger than the lateral ones.

All of them at intervals are in vibratory motion ; some-

times equably, at other times abruptly, but without any

unison in the movements. If their motion bo prevented,

by grasping them in the hand, they renew it more vigor-

ously when the confinement is removed, but by degrees

subside to their natural rapidity of motion. This motion

does not depend upon the application of any external

stimulus, for it continues throughout the night as well

as tho day. It is most active during a warm day, the

leaves then having an additional tremulous motion.

If other evidence be required, let us remember that

some plants close their flowers invariably when rain is

approaching. Others have an unalterable direction as-

sumed by them when climbing. No force can make one

twist round a pole from left to right, if its natural direc-

tion be from right to left. If a garden pot be divided
i

by a vortical partition, and one half filled with a poor

sterile earth, and the other moiety with a rich fertile

soil, a geranium or other plant placed in this pot, with

some of its roots over the sterile soil, and the rest of

tho roots over the fertile soil, those over tho first

named portion will graduaUy change their direction

until they can also get into the richer pasturage. In-

stances have been known of the roots of trees piercing

and destroying walls in their efforts to attain a more pre-

ferable soil than that in which they wore planted. M.

Saussure relates that bo placed some plants of Poly-

gonum persicaria and Bidens cannahuM in water con-

faming acetate of limo in solution. These plants then

imbibed, with the water, a portion of this salt ; but

when they had the opportunity of selection given them,

by dissolving in tho water some common salt, glaubor
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salt, and acetate of lime, they absorbed the two first

named, but rejected tlje latter cntii-ely.

Fi'om the foregoing facts, without arguing that they

demonstrate sensation to exist in plants as acute as that

possessed by the higher or luore pcrfact classes of

animals, yet they certainly are satisfactory evidence tliat

plants probably are nearly as sensient as the zoophyte,

or even as the polypus and the liirudo—animals that

may be out into pieces, and each section become a per-

fect individual; animals whose heads may be taken off

and gi-afted upon other bodies ; animals that may be

tm'ned witli their outsides inwards, and yet without any

apparent inconvenience. If plants be endowed with

sensation of the most limited degree, it explains the

cause, tljrows light upon the prevention of many dis-

eases that affect those whioli are tlie object of cultiva-

tion ; warns the tiller of the soil fi'om the late perform-

ance of many of his operations, and teaches him gene-

rally to be less violent in his practice. If a gi-ape vine

be pruned too late in the spring, the bleeding or effusion

of sap has been known to be so violent, that the tree has

died ii-om absolute exhaustion. Stone fruits, if severely

wounded, are fi-equeutly destroyed by the inroads of a

disease resembling in all its characteristics the cancerous

affections of animals; and we have known a whole crop

of wheat affected with a swelling of the stem or culm,

evidently caused by an extravasation of the sap from its

ruptured internal vessels, owing to the roller being

passed over the crop when of a gi'owth somewhat too

forward. Moreover, if plants possess sensation, it throws

light upon the operation of manm'es, especially of those

containing ammonia, but we must defer our consider-

ation of this until next week.

We thus prominently draw attention to our having

announced on the first page of our last number, that

we purpose to devote a space to an announcement of

the plants any one is willing to exchange for other

plants. We are confirmed in our resolution by the

following letter, since received from a clergyman ;

—

" Would it be foreign to the design of The Cottage
Gakdener, or prejiuUcial to llic iiitero.ils of the nurserymen,
if you were to allow a small spare in your columns in which
yom- readers could give a list of ihshlcnita which miglit he

suppUed either by professional gardeners or by amateurs ? 1

hope I am not guilty of any presumption or impropriety in

making this suggestion. I do so, because I often throw

away scai'co plants when 1 am parting them, and it really

grieves me to do so ; and I sometimes lose plants which
I find it difficult to replace. Last year I moved ahnost the

whole of my collection ; the opei'aiiou took up more than
two mouths, and I think several caH loads of plants were
thi'own upon Iho duug-liill ; many of tlieni were probably
scai'ce, as my collection is a Nciy old fashioned one."

THE FRUIT-GAIIDEN.
The HoUTlOOLTUllAL StUUOTURES Ot- the AlMATEim:

Pits and Khajiks.—At page iUil, we adverted to the
old fashioned bouses with inirlh lights, and wliich were
but badly superseded witli modern acute angled lean-to's;

wo have now to reoommend the sauic principle applied

to pits for general purposes. Whether healed or not,

we do think, that every amateur should |)Ossess a pit or

two with a north light ; such things are, indeed, uncoin

mon, but that does not disprove their utility.

Our reason for recommending such a pit lor ordinary

or for general purposes are as follows :— First, since the

great improvemenls in the mannfaeturo of glass, we are

persuaded that many inexperienced persons, or those

who do not keep a regular gardener, suifer very con-

siderably during bright and warm periods, by a too

intense lieat during the middle of the day ; sufier more
indeed than they arc immediately aware ol'. A north

light pit then, witli as fiat a roof as possible, will prove

a selfprotector. There will also be found a degree of

compactness and a facility for conducting ojiorations

attached to such a pit, not possessed by our sharp-

luiglcd lean-to pits— to borrow a phiase not strictly

applicable. Again; the ventilation of such a pit will

be efl(?ctcd with much greater ease, with more precision,

and with less danger of deranging or soiling the dresses

of our lady amatem-s : we would not have the lords of

the creation suppose, that we write only for them. We
feel strongly, that, in conformity with the well known
gallantry, which all our astute neighbours on the Con-

tinent accord to John Bull, one half—and to use an
Irishism, the biggest half—of our labours should be

directed to our lady amateur performers; from the wile

of the true English cottager all the way up to Her most
gracious Majesty the Queen ; for we happen to know
that The Cottage C-tardener has found its way within

the halo that surrounds Royalty. Well, then, it is either

a lady's ]iit or a gentleman's pit—or even a lucky cot-

tagers—who happens, as our good friend Beaton would
perhaps say, in gudc braid Scotch, '• to be gelling end-

ways." We must now- beg permission to give a sketch,

for we fear a written description would scarcely suffice,

and we are unwilling to risk a njisuuderstanding, for

such is a grievous affau'.

1 1 will be seen by referring to this skeleh, thai il

may lie applied to almost any purjiose, from a mere
hyheniatory (place for winter prolectionj, to the cul-

ture of the pine-apple. Cucumbers or melons would
be quite at home in such a structure ; and those

who merely wanted to winter their pot ]diuils, migiit

employ it the whole spring and summer in this way.
The |iit, according to tlie sketch, is very luirrow ; this is

lo adapt it to the culture of early melons or cucumbers;
for in case of its being employed in that way, it would
be necessary for the two linings to act somewhat in

c(nieert; there is, however, no other reason why it slnuihl

be confined to the precise width of the sketch ; for by
nniking it wider, and by introducing a board lenglhwise
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beuoath tlie apox, the north lights might be coufined to

pots, cuttings, &o., whilst the south portion was occupied

by cucumbers and melons. As for tlie interior fittings,

and tlio manner in which tlie pots are su|i]iortod, whe-
ther by a stage, a Hat slioll', li, or merely placed on the soil

oi' the old cucumber bed, that may be determined by
those who erect it, keeping steadily in view tlie pnr-

poses ibr wliicli it is intended. It need scarcely be re-

marked, tliat if it were tank boated, it would be, indeed,

a very com[ileto ati'air, and it would of course then be

well to support the false bottom on masonry. In such
a case, the necessity for using hot manure as a source

of heat would be done away, aud the structure would
thus admirably suit those who cannot obtain a perma-
nent supply of fermenting materials, or wlio liave other

uses for them. A pit of this kind might stand in the

flower-garden without in any way derogating from the

style of the scenery, and if the north or back could be
placed near a wall or feuce, which constitutes the

boundary between the flower-garden and the kitchen-

garden or the court-yard, the fire-hole, if tank heated,

might be placed on that side, thus leaving everything
neat and systematic within.

It will be understood that both norlh and south lights,

independently of each other, lift iqiwards by means of

hinges along the apex, «, of the roof ; tlius by having an
iron rod graduated and swung opposite eaeli light, with
a catch for each in the pit lights, ventilation may be
accomplished with facility to any degree. Amateurs
who do not like to come in contact with dirty materials,

may thus get instant access to any part of tiio pit with

ease ; and as for the north portion—supposing it to be
occupied with pot plants— the moderate sized north
light may be almost lifted with the finger and thumb.
Hollow walls should by all means bo adopitod ; they

are a capital dofcnoo against damp, that enemy to

warmtli ; such is known to creep from brick to brick in

the most insiduous way by capillary attraction. Hollow
walls then—well known non-conductoi's—are averse to

that speedy oounterchange between innei' and outer

temperatures, which in severe periods acts so suddenly
and so prejudicially. Little more need be said concern-
ing this simple pit ; we may now oftcr a few general
observations.

In whatever way pits may be constructed, or frames
placed, there can he but little doubt that it is, as a gene-
ral maxim, well to place a considerable iiortion of the
structure below the ordinary ground level. This is a
point not sufficiently understood or attended to, and it

is matter for consideration with all who can understand
that there are collateral points connected with the

formation of artificial climates, which ought to form
essential parts of the preliminary calculations in such
matters, it is still however a question for consideration,

how the balance stands between the gain which is made
by taking low levels, and thus avoiding the great vicis-

situdes occasioned by cutting winds, and the loss which
may accrue through underground damps. Our opinion
certainly preponderates in favour of low levels, but then
we would make a most thorough drainage the groiind-

woi'k of the whole proceeding. In this, as in many
other cases, so much depends on the locality, and the
facility that exists for getting rid of underground danrjis,

that it is by no means wise in those who take upon
themselves the task of ofleriug advice, to attempt to lay
down a set of universal rules under the dignified title

of jn-incijiles. It must sufBce, on such occasions, to

trim the lamp anew, and by its light to point to shoals
and sand-banks, as also to show the way to a quiet road-
stead. We will shortly resume this subject, which
deserves the most attentive consideration.

R. ElUUNGTON.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Some fifteen years back I used to wonder why every-

body did not grow the then new Tiicsonia pinnaiislipida,

but now called the old one, as with me, in the west ol

England, it was one of the best out-door climbers 1 had
of the lialf-hardy race. I'rom the end of August to

Christmas, unless the fore-part of the winter was very

severe, it used to flower most profusely at every joint of

the young wood, and the plant was so vigorous and
healthy that it extended a long way u]) and down be-

tween the front lights of a conservatory and along the

top of the iijiright glass. 'I'o lieep it clear from the

glass, so as not to shade the plants inside, we used to

train one shoot over another, so that in time they formed
a kind of rope, and the flowers hung down as thickly as

if they had been stuck on to see how many the rope

would hold. I knew, also, that the plant did equally

well in two more places. It was quite cheap, and there

were plenty of them in the nurseries; and yet one might
travel a hundred miles and not see one of them in a
garden; and when you asked for it, or for the reason
why such a charming thing was not to be seen, the gar-

dener would turn quite fierce and say, "hang the Tac-

soniii, and the writers who recommend such rubbish!"
T know very well the Tacsonia would answer to be hanged
in any direction, but should not much fancy to try the

experiment on the " writers." The explanation which
would follow made it clear enough that this Tacsonia

was very particular as to the kind of soil in which it

would do well in ; but as we know that two soils may
look exactly alike, and even give the same results under
the tests of the operating chemist, and yet be as different

in then' efteots on certain kinds of jilants as chalk and
chcoso on tlie palate, there is nothing for it but to try by
actual experience which plants will suit our garden ; and
I want to lay some stress upon this, as we are tcjo often

prone to be led away by the results of experiments car-

ried on by our friends or neighbours; yet to "hang the

thing " because friend somebody has failed with it, is

not the best way of going to work; we must break the

ice and prove for ourselves.

Since the time referred to I have learned that this

'Tacsonia is as much given to sulks as they said—red

spider and bad leaves going the same journey with it to

disappointment and vexation—not a healtliy shoot in a

twelvemonth—and for some years I gave up the plant

altogether, But 1 have returned to it again with that

kintl of interest one feels for an old schoolfellow, and
have succeeded ; and I would urgently recommend to

those who have also tried and failed with it, to try it

once more ; for when it does well it is the best of all

the Tacsonias, with the exception of maiiicata, wliioh,

perhaps, is the richest thing among all the Passion-

wonrs. This brings mc to our dictionary again ; for if

a reader who never heard of a Tacsonia before was
curious enough to learn what sort of plant it is, if I did

not call it a passion-wort, how could he know but I was
alluding to some kind of scarlet runner? or, if I had
said that it belonged to the sixteenth class of the Lin-

Ufean system, he would not have been much the wiser,

even if he had known two thirds of the plants in that

class ; ibr it would be as likely as not that he would
take the Tacsonia to be a mallow-wort. But almost every-

body knows a passion-flower; and all that do would
have no difliculty to see with the mind's eye what sort

of climber I have been writing about, when I said it was
a passion-wort. Hero, then, is the grand use of learn-

ing to look on plants in natural-looking groups. Take
the Daisy-wokts— the Gowan-worts of childhood—as

another instance. Everybody knows a daisy; and
although the order to which the daisy belongs compre-

hends a greater number of plants than the number of

all the plants which Linnseus aud his contemporaries
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bad any kuowlcclge of, j-ou might teaob a child in three

1
lessons to learn to distinguish a plant of that natural

assemblage of species from the rest of the plant creation.

Michaelmas daisy, dahlia, French marigold, China aster,

coreopsis, sanvitaliu, and cineraria, with artichokes,

thistles and dandelions, are each and all of them com-
pound flowers like the daisy ; and no one who knew
these, or even only one or two of them, could ever mis-

take a compound flower—a Daisy-woki as we call it—

•

fi-om other flowers. Unless when any of them are what
we call double, most of them have the bull's eye centre,

common to the daisy. It is true that some of them—as,

for instance, the thistles—want the bull's eye ; but still

there is a collection of little flowers in every one of them
which make up one individual flower. If you were to

take a single or a double dahlia and pull it gently to

pieces, it would reveal a secret. Every little piece or

quill (or floret, as the learned term it) would be found
to be a perfect flower of itself, having its own stamens
and pistils, pollen and all, as perfect as a tulip. There-

fore, one dahlia must bo a compound flower made up of

these little florets, and it is just the same with the thou-

sands of plants which compose the compound order of

plants.

Now, if I was writing about some new plant, which
no one in England had ever seen before, and were to

say that it was a composite plant—which is a better

word than compound plant—every reader who knew a
daisy would know at once what kind of flower this new
plant must have, which, of course, would be a great

assistance to the memory in minding the name of it.

But whether this new plant, or rather flower, had a
bull's eye centre like a single dahlia, or had the centre
filled up like a Scotch thistle, could not be made out
from the word cmnjwsltc— the English name of the
order. Here, then, is a loose screw. We know the
new composite plant is a compound flower, but whether
or not it looks like a Cliina aster, or a French marigold,
or a thistle, who can tell? Kow, to make the whole
clear enough to a new beginner, or an old practitioner,

botanists have divided largo oi'ders of plants, of which
this composite order is one of the largest, into separate
parcels. Every plant in each parcel wiU, therefore,

show its flowers very much like the rest of the plants in

that parcel. It follows, then, that in writing about this

new plant I ought to say what parcel it belonged to, as
well as that it was a composite plant. Now all this will
be done in the new dictionary, and very simply too.

Let us take an instance, and suppose that a friend
has just returned from California with gold enough to

pay the interest of the national debt, and a hatful of new
plants, which he shows to a clover botanist, who finds
one new plant amongst them which was never named
before ; and we shall say that this new plant had a
beautiful flower, as yellow as gold itself, and looked as
much like a common thistle flower as could be. The
botanist, wishing to compliment our fortunate friend,
offers to name this flower after the man of gold, but he
would rather not be complimented by a yellow flower ;

to a scarlet flower ho would make no objections; but he
saw too much of those yellow ones to have any desire
that his name should bo associated with such a crew;
and the botanist has it all his own way—just the very

I

thing he wanted—for now he has a good opportunity to
manufacture a new name that would be expressive,
and, after some consideration, he fixes on the name as
the golden Jlomr from the gold mines. If he were to put
it into this English garb, no foreigner, who did not uu-
derstand our way of talking, could make out the mean-
ing of the name, and (hat would never do ; so he must
translate the name into some dead language—the ancient
Greek or the Latin aro the usual tougucs to get bard
names from; but, like me, he is not much of a scholar,
and he will bo content with the Latin itself this time,

and calls the now yellow thistle-hke plant Auraria auri-

coina, and says it belongs to the same parcel of compo-
site jjlants as the thistle, and gives a long account of it

—in pure Latin, of course—so that all those who under-
stand the verb amo may understand him too : and if the
new plant were to be put into our new dictionary, we
must translate the name back again after this fashion

—

AunAKi.\. From Auraria, a gold mine ; the plant being
from the gold mines in California. Natmal Order

:

Composites—allied to the thistle. Now the new plant
tiu'ns out to be one of the compound or composite spe-

cies without the bull's eye—but looking very much like

a thistle, because it stands in the thistle alliance ; and
we have only to mako out now what Auriconia means,
and we shall be as wise as the man of orders himself
who first gave it the name. Then this Auricoma means
golden hair—from ^!/ri(n!, gold ; and eoma, hair. The
silky thrcds composing the flower head of a thistle being
likened to " a fine head of hair." So that all this palaver

ends at last in a " yellow-haired laddie " from the gold
mines of California. Yet the thing has a real and ex-

pressive meaning in it, and so have all the hard names
with which we, in our innocence, often find so many
faults. But we are obliged to put more than this in the

dictionary about the same new plant, because there are

so many to please. The learned call composite plants

Asteracea:—that is, asterworts or starwortS'— because
most of these flowers look, at a distance, like so many
Stars of the diiferent degrees of magnitude. Then, after

the learned come the children of the mist, who, if tradi-

tion be true, were exchanged in their infancy hy tlie

fairies for their own little sprats ; they, too, must be
humoured in the new dictionary, and nothing in the

way of plants will go down with thera but what smacks
ofLinnnaus himself; so the Liunwan class and order

are put in to suit their fancies. Then come the ways of

sowing the seeds, or getting the plants from cuttings,

the kind of soil best fitted for the difl'erent sorts, and
many more things besides, which are very necessary to

know for those who would bo knowing themselves.

Now, if it were only for the cmlosity of the thing, it

would bo worth while to buy a few numbers of this new
dictionary, and see all this for oneself; and if it is not

thought worth three-halfpence tlie number, why then it

might be given up, and penny cigai's bought instead,

and a halfpenny saved to boot.

Tn ploughing up for this dictionary, it so happens that

niy worthy friend Mr. Appleby is put alongside with

me in the collar; and, lest some people might think

that he kicks over the traces at times, because be once

said that he thought it pedantic to teach ordinary

mortals so much learning, 1 must say, injustice to liim,

that a more steady ^(H?/fr could not be found—no, not

in Sulliilk itself; and for the rest, 1 can see no slackness

in the traces of tlie foremost pair, nor feel that those

behind us allow us more than our share of the draught,

and I have not heard a single crack of the driver's whip
yet ; nevertheless, it is all up-hill work.

To return to tlie ])assiouworts, and to Tacsonia : it

stands in the dictionary thus : "Tacsoni.\. From Ttieso,

the Indian name of one of the species in Peru. Natiu-al

Order, Passioiiworts (Fassifloracea;). Liu. 10

—

Mona-
ddpliia ; 2

—

Feiitandria. Although tho Tacsonias are

very distinct from the j)assion-flowers, they resemble

them so much in habit and general appearance that a

common observer might see little dift'ereucc between
them, exccjit the long tube of the flowers of Tacsonia.

They inhabit a belt or zone m Pent, immediately above

the region of the passion-flowers, and tlicrefore arc more
hardy with us. I'hc fruit of 'T. moUissiniti, and of two

more species not yet in cidtivation, aro eatable. l''or

propagation and culture, see PASsiox-rLowi'.jt." 'Then

follow the names of the different species, with the year

of introduction, native countiy, &c. Here, then, the
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young student or cottagei- lias the scientific name of this

climhov, the meaning of tlio name explained, tho order

to which it helongs given in English, that order repeated

in the learned form within two strokes, and the liinuaian

reader has tho class and order of his system given in

uumhers and by name. Could anything he done more
precise, or more to the purpose ? Besides all this, we
have the reason why tho Tacsonias are more hardy in

England than the generality of passion-flowers, and the

fact that the fruit of three kinds are good to eat. The
only explanation wanted hero is tho alliance, as was
given for the thistle section of the Composites ; but in

reality tho alliance is given, though not under the head
alliance, when it is said that Tacsonias dillcr very little

from the Passion-flowers—that of itself stam])s the true

alliance at once.

Now, in hunting out all this many books aro to be
referred to, and if such books were carefully put together

the work would be very agreeable and exciting. It is

true that in our day books are made with more care

than they were in Dr. Hornbook's time, when, as Burns
tells us, some booJvS were " lees frae end to end." Still

I was very much surprised at finding some of our books
of reference with " lees " in every one of its pages, and
just in the very boolc where I least expected to find

them ; but in general our books are more free from
errors than those of any other craft—some of them not
having a single error in a thousand pages. Foremost
among the host of them stands Dr. Lindley's "Vegetable
Kingdom." Every one who is fond of scientific truths

referring to plants, aud could spare thirty shillings,

should have this book—a monument of perseverance

and scientific skill—and read it over and over again, as

I have done, and sat to it again and again with increased

relish.

But after all tliis, and much more besides, the new
dictionary, or any other book, cannot tell us the reason

why the first Tacsonia is so j^articular about soil—so

particular, indeed, that it is hardly to be mot with,

although one of the finest late autumnal half-hardy

climbers we have. Now, such matters, if we are to

understand them at all, must be discussed periodically,

until facts acouraulato sufiicieutly to enable us to draw
the right conclusions from them, and then lay down
rifles for future guidance. In the very same border
where I have failed for years to do much good with my
favourite Tacsonia on its own roots, and also grafted on
the common passion-flower, I have it now in tlie most
flourishing condition, simply by grafting it on Tacsonia
mollissiina—another good climber for this time of the

year, but to my fancy not nearly so fine as the old one,

T. pinnatistijiula. There is a third one called T. mani-
cata, which is by fiu' the finest of the family, as I was
lately told by a Londoner, the best judge of such things

within the circle of my acquaintance. I have only had
this third species this season, aud I worked it also on
molUssima, against an open wall, where I expect soon to

see its beauties for myself I was told by my friend

that only one gardener has yet succeeded in flowering

this manieata, and therefore I suppose it also will turn

out to be fastidious about soil and situation, and that

the surest way to get over this habit is to work it on the

molUssima, which seems at home in any good garden
soil.

Like many other strong climbers, the pruning-knife
is their bane. By far the best way to manage young
plants of them is not to prune them at all, but to thin
their leaves very much in smnmer. If that does not
keep them from being overcrowded, disbud them in

great numbers in the winter. By-and-bye, what with
the exhaustion of the border, and that from a few crops
of flowers and fruit, if they set it, the plants are subdued
suificiently to flower abundantly every yeai' from August
to December. They may be saved from fi'ost, against

an open wall, by a thick dry covering ; but the inside

border of a greenhouse is tlie best place for thorn, and
the tojis to be taken outside in summer. Those we grow
here are on a conservatory wall. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

D

C

A

A Window.
B Doors.
C Fireplace.

D Recess.
E Place where the plants

stood between A and B.

EooM Plants.—A few weeks ago I endeavoured to

show some of tlie reasons why several of our friends

could not maintain their plants in a healthy condition

in their I'ooms, and also hinted at the causes why such

plants failed to give satisfaction when turned out of

doors into tho tlower bods—insinuating that disapipoint-

ments arose from want of lii/ht in the one case, and
want of due preparation in tho other. So difficult,

however, is it for us to appropriate truths to ourselves

until we have practically felt their importance, that

week after week, both publicly and privately, similar

questions are repeated by those who had the opportunity

of reading and re-reading the previous answers. Among
the many visitors this season, I have been chiefly de-

lighted with two facts : first, that so far as I know not a
single flower or fruit was interfered with, though on
some Wednesdays there were upwards of three hundred
visitors of all classes, down to tho laboui'ers' wives and
some of their children, cleanly and neatly dressed ; and,

secondly, I was pleased to find that a love of flowers

and gardening was approaching something like enthu-

siasm among our sweet young friends verging upon
manhood and womanhood—giving evidence by their

numberless questions, too abstruse atid knotty at times

for me to unravel, that the love of tlie beautiful, and
the civilisiug heart-refining influence of flowers, would
continue to ]3rogress in splendour and power when we
shall have passed away and been forgotten.

I find it is no uncommon thing, both when at home
and when they are at boarding-schools, for such young
friends to have small gardens, and jierhaps a window
a-piece, where they can each show ofl' and attend to

their own favourite flowers ; and as the season is now
advancing, the preserving of these favourites during the

winter formed a part of the many interesting questions

submitted to me. Partly, therefore, to meet their case,

as many of them read The Cottage Gakdeneh, I give

prominence this week to the inquiries of a correspon-

dent as "to storing his few flowers for the winter," the

accommodation he possesses being a turf pit like that

recommended in " Paxtoii's Cottage Calendar," and a

room, of which a plan is prefixed—the only window
facing the north, and the recess, D, by the side of the

fire-place being large enough to hold all his plants.

Now here, as we have no particulars given, our reply

can onlv he general. Our correspondent complains that

heretofore he has not succeeded, as generally the half

of his plants die ; but he does not tell us whether they

die in the turf pit or in the room. Such a room, unless

in the case of bulbs, must be looked upon as a hyber-

uatory, and nothing more—that is, the plants must
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merely be kept, not grown. I sliouUl also have been

able to give bettor advice it 1 liad known what " the

flowers " are which are deoigncJ to be kept. For in-

stance, if not too warm and dry, Irom being kept near

the fire-place, deciduous plants, such as the J'lifhsiii,

might he kept in tlie recess during the winter ; but the

attempting to keep one of oiir choice pelargoniums

there, in the darkest corner of a dark room, would

ensure its safe destruction. Such a plant coidd only be

made to live by placing it at A, close to the window,

instead of at the side wall, E, merely keeping it healthy,

but without growing much— giving, therefore, little

water at the root, but rubbing the leaves li-ei]uently

with a wetted sponge instead. Of course in cold weather,

when the frost was severe, the plant instead of standing

at A during the night, had better stand at E, or, better

still, in the middle of the room.

In growing plants in a window, it is always best to

have them set upon a narrow table there instead of the

window-sill, as then the table and plants—or a stage, if

thought better—may be moved at once. Confined solely

to this room, with the window to the north, and there-

fore no dii'ect siuilight, it would bo advisable to set tlie

plant out of doors, in a fine, dry, sunny day, for an hour

or two, when the thermometer stands from 40° to ib°.

At such a window you may sn.fcly ju'escrve scarlet yera-

iiiinas, caleeolarias of the shrubby kind, and the hardier

verbenas, if young plants, for bedding purposes ; but

you must turn the plants frequently, and keep them
close to the glass, indess when it is frosty, and use

water more for the purpose of refi'eshi}jg and cleaning

the foliage than for soaking the soil at the roots. VVitii

a window facing the south, tlic south-west, or the soutli-

east, you might in addition to these things have had
Chinese and other primroses, hepeiticits, epaerises, ei/iisuscs,

bulbs, &c., in bloom. The jilants must bo got out of

tiie north room as early in tlie spring as yon can protect

them from the cold, either by the side of a wall or in your

turf pit, supposing you have no glass for it, for if you had,

the plants woidd liave been better there all tlie winter

than in your room, provided you use the moans for

avoiding damp—such as raising the bottom above the

surrounding soil, concreting it, and surface-concreting

the outside to prevent damp penetrating, as was suili-

ciently adverted to last season. Tlie recess by the side

of tlie fire-place might also be useliil for bidbs in

pots—such as croenses, tulips, hyacinths, &o.—as they

would soon fill the pots or glasses with roots in such a

situation, and might be |daoed at the window when the

flower stems appeared, though even then they would do
better with a better aspect, so as to catcli at times a
gleam of the sun's rays.

I shoidd not have said so much of this recess did I

not know that such little side-boards—common as the

coverings of little cujdioards by the side of parlour chim-
neys—after having served the purpose of showing oil'

various fancii'ul and giinerack articles during tlie

summer, were appro]iriated during tlie winter as nice

snug warm corners for preserving the plants that deco-

rated the outside of the windows, and a little flower

[dot during the summer season.
A lady, the mistress of a neat little cottage, not more

distinguished for her love of flowers than for her un-
tiring activity and benevolence, lately pointed with
gi'cat satisfaction to a couple of such recesses, u)ion
which no direct ray of light could fall, as the hitended
abode of her beautiful geremiums, fuchsias, &c., dwiuf;
the winter; bojiing that she W(ndd be more fortunate
than last season, for with all her care she saved only a
very few, and languid and miserable they looked.
Altiirnations of heat and cold, the expansion of the
tissues of the plants without the addition of anything
solid to their suhstancc, which addition can only be
made in light, induced the languid dropsical appearance

that at length ended in decay and dissolution. Fuchsias

might have stood there until tiio fresh foliage was
beginning to break, but then they must have as direct

light as possible. Scarlet geraniums, whu.se stems wore

well ripened, might stand on such places until the fresh

buds were breaking; and in very frosty niglits good
jilants might be removed there from the window. With-

out this attention such plants as scarlet geraniums, with

succulent stems, and such plants as fuchsias, witli

deciduous leaves, would keep better in the middle of an

empty room well lighted, with a protecting material

thrown over them in very frosty weather,—in an empty
stall, in the liyre or stable, where light was adiiiilted, or

even in a hayloft where there was a window near, as all

that would be necessary would be the throwing a little

hay over them in very severe weather. In neither of

these places would light be required until fresli growth

had commenced ; and the superiority of sui^li uncouth

places to the recesses by the parlour fire would consist

chiefly in the greater regularity of temperature and
atmospheric moisture, hy which, as it were, vital energy

would be husbanded untU called upon to act with vigoin

by the gradually increased temperature of spring.

In turf pits almost any window plants and bedding-

out plants may be kept over the winter, if the pits are

well formed and they are covered with glass. Oil jiaper

frames, and even glazed calico frames, arc of little use

for such a purpose, as the damps of winter and the

covering requisite in frosty weather, soon rot and destroy

them. A turf pit is, for tliis pur|)ose, lietter tlian a com-

mon brick pit, because if damji is thoroughly e.Kcludcd,

it is a good non-conductor of heat. The best method
for protecting the glass would be by using Vioard, as

phalt, or straw covers. "Where glass would be too great

a hi.\ury, boarded covers, tarred or painted, or asphalt

felt covers, tarred every season, would enable a person,

who knew wdiat he was about, to save the most of these

common window and bedding-out ])hnits. Air could be

given back and front, when the therniometer was above
oi")^' or 40°, when it was too wet or stormy to I'emove

tliem altogether. In fine days they could be lifted off

entirely for several hours, and in cold dull weather they

might be shut up lor weeks without sustaining injury.

Unless when rotten with damp, and this siiould be

guarded against by having everything dry, or when
several degrees of frost have penetrated, which should

be avoided by coverings of litter, plants will sustain no
harm when covered up in cold weather. 1 have had

them shut up for seven or eight weeks, and by exposing

them gradually to light and air they looked as well as

the day they were shut up. Dryness in such cold pits,

whether with glass or other coverings, is an essential

clement of success. For several months in winter the

moisture in the atmosphere will ]n-etly well supersede

the uso of the water-pail. Your object should be to hus-

band and preserve the resources of the plants, not to

develop them, untU the bright suns and faiiniug breezes

of spring arrive. Hence everything in the shape ot

warm dung linings must be avoided, as in warm weather

they will ferment, and thus cause growth and moisture.

1 once lost a lino collection of cinerarias in a frame,

where there was some heat below, and dung linings

round the box; tlio plants rotted olf when covered up

in a severe frost. Had they been cool, and the frost

merely excluded, they woidd have been safe. The supe-

riority of glass over other covering arises from the aiiility

to obtain light and air when otherwise both would be

impossible.

Such pits, with a rail back and front and cross pieces

for lights, or covers to rest upon, aro likely to bo favour-

ites with many of our young friends. I once liad a

number of these pits myself, but having to be removed

1 obtained a long brick pit, with sashes, as cimipensa-

tion for them without sashes. I was reuiiuduil of them
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the other day by some youLlis who had seen them when
yet younger. One was sure such a tiling would just

suit them at home, and he could get plenty of turf from

an old meadow. Aiiotlier could not get luif, but he hud
plenty of old boards, and he would put them iiji feather-

edge-wise, and then bank tliem round with earth two
feet thick at bottom and one ibot at top ; height at back

thi-ee feet, at front one foot, width of pit live feet ; ho

would then put some gravel on tlie sloping bank, beat

it Arm, cover it with coal-tar, hot, by means of a brush,

and quickly scatter over it sand, or sawdust. A third

would make double walls, a foot wide, or at least nine

inches wide between them, with old boards, and fill in

the placo within the double walls, or rather boards, with

common earth, or, better still, with sawdust. And then

they were to try different means of covering—old window
lights, old tarpauling covers, which they would mend
and fresh tar, lumber window shutters, square pieces of

zinc, and glazed calico ; with each and every of snch
means they were to do such things as never wore done
before. Whatever others may think, I make it a point
ever to encourage and never despise small beginnings

;

confident that every instance of even partial success will

lead to renewed exertions, and that in these there will

be a present jileasure as well as a future reward.

R. Frau.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC ORCHIDACE/E.

PLANTS THAT THRIVE BEST ON BLOCKS ( Goutinuecl f10)11

vol. 4,, page 38aj.

Leptoles bicolor (Two-coloured L.) ; Brazil.—Sepals

and petals pure white ; lip rose colour. A desirabfe,

easily cultivated plant. 21s.

L. eonmlor (Self or One-coloured L.); Brazil. Not
very different from the preceding, excepting it rarely

grows so strong, and the lip has a much less spot of

rose colour. 21s.

CoLTDRB.—Though these two small plants will grow
in a pot, yet the habit of each is to droop ; thus show-
ing the way of cultivation they require, namely, either

on blocks or in baskets. We prefer blocks, because the

roots are more easily kept alive through the winter
than either in baskets or pots. A little moss may be
fastened to the block with advantage, especially during
the growing season of spring and summer.

Odontoijlossmn Rossii (Press's O.) ; jMexico.—Sejials

greenish yellow, spotted with brown ; petals white, witli

purple spots at the base. " The bright white lip lying,

as it were, in the centre of a rich green, yellow and blue
star of three points, produces a peculiarly beautiful and
unusual appearance." This is a very interesting small
plant, and is easy to cultivate. 31s. 6d.

O. Cervantcsi'i (Corvanle's O.) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
petals white, barred with chocolate ; lip white, with a
blotch of pale yellow in the centre. 21s.

O. memhranaceum (Veined O.) ; Guatimala.—Sepals,
petals, and lip pure white, barred with pale brown ; the
floral leaves are very transparent, showing the veins
very prominently ; hence its name. 21s.

Cdlture.—These three Odontoglossums are really
very pretty orchids, and deserve to be in every collec-

tion, and are worthy of every attention they require.
They should be fastened to plain blocks; that is, blocks
without bark, and they do not requii-e any moss. The
cooler house suits them best, as they come from the
lofty mountains of Mexico and Guatimala. When they
are growing, a gentle syringing night and morning will
be necessary, with plenty of air during the day ; but
when in llower, the blocks had better be taken down
and dipped in the tepid water in the cistern without
wetting the flowers. As soon as the bloom is over, the

syringing must be resumed till the pseudo bulbs are
fully formed, when it must be withheld all the winter,
in dull weather especially, and only resumed during
sunny weather, just in suflicient quantity to prevent
the bulbs from shrinking too much.

OiwhUum. Barkerii (Mr. Barker's O.) ; Mexico. —
Sepals and petals rich bi'own, spotted with a darker
colour. The lip is of a bright clear yellow, measuring
an inch and a half across, produced on drooping stems
a foot long. Tljis is a truly sjilondid species (scarce). 42s.

O. bicolor (Two-coloured 0.) ; South America.—This
very rare plant is one of the most beautiful. Sepals
and petals bright yellow, spotted with crimson ; lip very
large, white ruidcrneath, and of a clear bright yellow on
the upper side. It is not purchaseable of florists.

(J.bifoUum (Two-leaved 0.); Monte Video,—Sepals
and petals snuxU and br'ownish yellow; the lip is very
large and of a clear rich yellow, rendering it a desirable

species.

O. cUiatum (Fringed O.) ; Brazil.—Sepals and petals

yellow blotched, with red ; Jabellum yellow, with fringed
plates. 21s.

O. concolor (One-coloured O.) ; Organ Jlountaius.—

A

singular plant even amongst the most singular. Sepals,

petals, and labellum, are a clear pure ycUow. Very
rare. 84s.

O. crispmn (curled 0.) ; Organ Mountains.—Sepals
and petals rich brownish yellow, or leather coppery
colour; lip tlie same colour, with a lighter spot in the
centre. 'J.'he flowers are produced on upright flower-

spikes numerously. They are large, measiu'ing three
inches across. The edges of the sepals and petals are

curled, hence its name. It is a very beautiful species,

but there are some varieties not so highly coloured,

hence not so beautiful. 21s.

O. Foibcsii (Mr. Forbes's O.) ; Organ Mountains.

—

This is a truly )nagniflcent species. The sepals, petals,

and labellum are, on their edges, pale yellow. They are

broad, and the centre is of a clear scarlet, except the
eye or throat, which is white, aflbrding a contrast of

colours that renders it exceedingly attractive and hand-
some. It is nearly allied to U. orispum, luit is of a
stronger habit, and the flowers are, from their contrast

of colour and form, much handsomer. Unfortunately
it is very scarce, and we think it a pity that collectors of

orchids, in their eagerness after novelties, neglect good
old species that are scarce in this country. We do not
know of even one plant in any nursery in Britain, con-

sequently we cannot put a value ujnon it.

O. iridlfoUum (I]-is-leaved O.) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
petals yellow, streaked with red; labellum of the same
colour, and streaked similarly, but more intensely in

the centre. Bis.

O. longifolinm (Long-leaved O.) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
petals yellow, blotched and spotted with brown ; lip all

yellow, except a few spots near the base. Flowers in

large panicles. The leaves ai'e round like a rush, hut
much thicker, aud are sometimes three feet long, hang-
ing down gracefully all round the block. 21s.

O. lunatum (Crescent-lipped O.) ; Dcmerara.—Sepals
and petals of a bright orange yellow, spotted irregularly

with dark brown ; the lip is white, with a few pink !

spots. A pretty little species, but scarce. 84s.

O. pectorale (Stomacher O.) ; Brazil.—This choice ;

sjiecies is very curious and handsome. The sejials and
petals are bright yellow, thicldy spotted, blotched, and
barred with reddish brown. The lip has at its base a

j

number of tubercles curiously arranged and studded

with little button-Uke knobs. These give it the apjjcar-

ance of an old-fashioned lady's stomacher, hence its

specific name. Vcj-y rare. 84s. T. Appleby.
(To be continued.)
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
As tlio wciUher cliaiiges from dry and warm to wet

and cold I'rcqiicntly and suddenly at this season, it warns

us to ho carefid and attentive to the plants that are

liable to suffer from such sudden variations of tempera-

ture. Wo must prepare the llanucl for our own bodies

to p]-otect us from such transitions, and something

equally as serviceable to shelter our lovely Dowers from

the same dangers.

Adrichlas and Polyanihuses must now, without

further delay, he gathered into the place where they can

be sheltered from excessive wet and severe frost. A
brick pit with a glass roof is the best ; and boards for

shelves in the interior will be an advantage to keep the

pots from the soil, and so prevent the worm from dis-

arranging tlce soil in the pots.

CuKYSANTiiEMUMS sliovdd uow be showing blooms,

and require a free and liberal supply of water, strongly

impregnated now and then with liquid manure. Insects

will abound, es[iccially tlic green ily ; and such as are

out of doors, in the borders or against walls, should

have the ends of each shoot dipped in tobacco water to

kill them. In the greenhouse or pits these pests may
be easily destroyed by filling the house or pit with

tobacco stnoko. T. Aitleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
C.MiROTS.—Those who have the convenience at this

season of any spare lights and temporary turf-made or

other pits or frames, with a little fermenting material,

so as to command a genial bottom warmth, will do well

to sow during the uo.x.t two or throe weeks the Earhj

Horn variety, so as to ensure a good supply of early

spring carrots; si.K or eight inches of light sandy earth

shoidd bo placed close to the glass, and drills eight or

nine inches apart bo pressed into tlio soil with a trian-

gular rod, which will leave room for a drill between each

carrot drill for radishes. Earlij Horn Carrots of this

season's growth, stiil left in the ground, would be better

taken iqi ; the latedry weather having pretty well finished

their growth, they are now at rest, but the warmth of

the soil and frequent showers will soon excite them into

growth if left in the ground, causing them to produce a

wig of fibrous roots, reducing the ilavour, colour, and

general quality of them, and inducing decay.

Cadlifloweb Plants.—Those intended for early

spring, and which aro now up and growing, should have

a due share of attention with regard to surface-stirring

and early pricking-olf. Some seasons, in close humid
weather, the young plants, if very thick, are subject to

destruction by mildew, lint timely attention in dressing

tlKjm with a little aii--slacked lime, or dry wood-ashes,

will clear them of this destruulive pest. Lalo soion

cahhiiije plants arc also subject to the same attack, which
may also be eradicated by the same simple means.

CiiEEVii. AND American Cuess.—Make another sow-

ing of both, and thin out finally that previously sown.
Phooolis.—'J'hose now getting too hixui'iaut may

either be taken up with good balls of earth to their roots

and removed to sheltered quarters, and there be laid-in

for winter protection, or they may lifted up carefully and
laid down on the ground where they are standing. If,

however, it can conveniently be laid together in snug
sheltered borders or quarters, it is better to do so, as much
ground is thereby saved, wliich maj' be left to have the

old cucumber-beds or other manure wheeled on to it as

convenience serves, for tho ground to bo well winter-

trenched and ridged.

Storing.—Preparations should at onco be made for

storing endive and lettuce in pits, frames, or temjiorary

erections, which should be attended to always whilst tho

plants are dry.

WiiiTK Cos Lettuce.—The present is the season for

sowing this variety in shallow frames for standing until

early spring. Tlio best method we could ever find for

producing a healthy, clear, and robust stock of plants is,

to cast up a steep bank of tolerably dry, but healthy,

lightish, and rather poor soil, facing the south as nearly

as possible, then, according to the number of lights

wanted to furnish the required quantity of plants, wo
have shallow boxes or frames, just four, nine, or ten-inch

hoai-ds tacked together, with bearers nailed across for

the lights to rest and slide on, and the inside filled up
with soil, as above recommended, to the top. Tho seed

sown, after one day's settling, will have an inch or so

clear from tho glass. The seed should be gently patted

down with the back of tho spade, and a little healthy

sandy soil sifted over it. The lights should be placed

on a tiltup, for tho jiurpose of giving air at onco ; a
small quantity only at first, and so increasing it both at

tho back and front until in a very few days the lights

may in fine weather be taken quite off, and never after

be shut quite close, even at night, but let air be given

freely both back and front all the time the weather is

mild ; at tho same time the i)lants should never be
allowed to get wet, as such tall young plants aro very

subject to canker and mildew, and will require attention

to keep them clear and healthy. Sinfacc stirring, with

very small quarter or half-inch hoes, or pointed sticks,

will also ho found very serviceable for this purpose, as

well as sifting amongst them occasionally and carefully

sonu) dry sandy loam aiul old mortar rubbish, which
should always bo stored for such purposes. Charred

earth or charred dust of any kind aro always famous
materials, applied in this way, for keeping plants in

health. Some of tho late sown small plants of the

hardier kinds of Lcltiico may also bo pricked in frames,

and placed as recommended in tho foregoing.

Jajies Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFOEMATION.

OUK VILLjIG

By the Authoress nf
''

IIuW much beauty tlioro is in hill sconeiy! Next to the
sea—the Ijoundlcss, terrible sea,—liiUs aro tlio objects of

greatest gi'ainlcur nnd sulilimity, wliclhcr they rise sternly

belore us in IjuUl anil riiggnl vnajcsty, or swell into tiuict

undulations of a culm mat pc ai'cfid kind, 'f'lio eyo as welt

as tho mind is always pleased witli resting on a range of

hills ; and liow unjnlercsting is the richest coiujty if it is not
diversified Ijy hills, or knoUs, or rising grounds! Tlicro is

one among many spots near my home, where I particularly

like to stand, ft overlooks a naiTow vale, on tlio other side

15 WALKS.
' il/y Flowers," (Gr.

of which strctdi the tranipiil Ilanipshire hills, s.i boldly and

yot softly swelling, that llioy form a bcaulihil feiiluic I'roiii

every point of view. Just before me arc a group of collages

covered willi creepers, and surrounded by neat gardens ;
Imt

tlicy lie low and among trees, so tliiit litllc more can be seen

of tlicm than tho roofs, and the fruit-trees that surround

tlicin ; but their snug, sheltered position, and tho curling

smoke that ascends from them, gives a pleasing lOnglisli iiir

to the view. Beyond them a large, substantial, conifortiiblc

farm slaauls upon a brow; to tho right is soft woodland
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Bcenery, among wliich is eoncoaleil from siglit a little clmrcli,

a sweet secluded imrsonage, and a rambling liamlet, full of

pictm'esijuo snatolios, and cottages, in every one of wliicli

one cannot help wishing to live ; while a distant line of trees

whicli form the horizon mark tho farm where Jethro TuU
onco lived. On tho left hand, plantations of dingy Scotch
fir now shut in the view, and exclude mucli heauty wlncli,

many years ago, added considerably to tho scene ; hut the
contrast is striking, and in tho winter it heightens the effect.

From this lovely home-view the eye ranges over the cool

grassy hills that stretch along the valley, so high, and yet so

quiet in their character, that the mind feels repose in gazing
upon them. Their summit is still ench-cled by the very
perfect remains of a Roman encampment, which arouses a

long train of thoiight. On that calm and pe.'iceful height
was once heaivl the clang of trumpets and the noise of an
armed multitude. Eapine and cruelty and death followed in

their train, and tho very fields and woods and gardens that

now decorate this valley, were once trodden by the torrilile

legions of a warlike and despotic empire, llow fearfully

must the ti'erabling occupiers of this very spot have looked
up to the strong and threatening fortress tliat frowned from
the hill, full of desperate and lawless men ! and liow ought
we—how ought tho cotlaije (jardencrs of Old England to bless

God that the deep green dylies around their hills, and the
crumbling walls of the old castles that beautify her scenery,

are all that remain of those dark disastrous days when her
sons groaned beneath their bm-dens, and her " children feU
under the wood !

" How ought we all to prize and pray for

tlie peace and prosperity of our dear old island, the Monarch
that sways the gentle sceptre, and the freedom that our laws
enforce and guard ! But let us remember wluj England is

free, and happy, and prosperous ; wlnj the throne stands so
firmly ; whtj her shores are as yel preserved from the foot of

the desh'oyer. Because England pndesis against " the
mystery of iniquity,"—against him " who opposeth and ex-
alteth himself above all that is cf^l.^d fJod, or that is wor-
shipped ; because she aclcnowledges iiiiu " whose name is

.above every other name," in all she says and enacts ; and
because her Monai'ch Alls the throne only " by the grace of

God." For these reasons, and for these reasons only,

EngLand is what slio is. "Whenever, as a nation, she gives
" heed to seducing spiiits and doctrines of devils," tlie cup
of God's wratli will quickly he placed in her hand.
Mountains and hills have lieen largely used in Scripture,

to convey instruction to our hearts, and comfort and con-
fidence. How many glorious and mighty works are brought
to our minds when we gaze upon, or even think of tliem

—

Ararat, Sinai, Pisgah, Horeb, Garmel, Zion, Calvary ! What
speech and language there is in each and all I—how they
glorify Him before whom " the everlasting mountains were
scattered, the perpetual hills did bow !" How they warn us to

secure a sure interest in His covenant before our " feet

stumble on the dai'k mountains," before we " begin to say
to the mountains, fall on us, and to the hills, cover us." Lot
us, as we stand admuing the beauty of our varied British

scenery, think of these things, for they ore of deep and fear-

ful importance ; and let us " look to the hills from whence
Cometh om- help,"—our only help when " earth and heaven "

shall ilee away.
And now, once more, the bright beautiful tints of autumn

are tipping the ti-ees. The limes are speckled Avith gold

;

the beeches are tinged with their first rich colouring; and
among tho copses the birch has clothed itself in yellow, and
its delicate leaves are already strewing the ground.

Yet, the early morning is full of exquisite heauty : the
bright sun-beams slant throngli the trees with rich golden
light; and the dew lies so thickly upon the grass, that it

looks like molten silver. Tho last few mornings have opened
with a thick wet fog, which in spite of its chilUness adds to

the loveliness of the scene ; for as the sun rises higher and
higher, the feathery clumps of trees emerge gradually from
the vapom', and every mstant a new and beautiful object is

brought out softly and gracefully to view. When I first

open my window I see numberless little plump thrushes
hopj)ing fearlessly upon the lawn, knowing well that man is

not yet gone forth to his labour ; and the graceful roguish
squirrels dart like lightning from the filbert-trees, where
they have been robbing our future store.

There is so much deep sentiment in tlie closing year, and

it speaks so loudly to poor short-lived man, that wo can never
mark its earliest approaches without interest and solemn
tliought; at least, as tho winter of our life comes on. To tlie

young, indeed, every season comes blitbly and clieerily, for
all is bright to those wlio are just springing into life, and
have not felt tho sweep of the tempest, and the blighting
winter frost. To use an expressive Scotch phrase, " the
black ox has not tramped " upon them yet ; imd they feel

just as a gay spirit spoke a few days ago, '• Oh ! tlie tints of
autumn are so beautiful, I never think of winter!" Yet, as
years multiply, we </» think of winter, and many things and
persons, and sorrows too. How many eyes that kindly glanced
over the pages of" The Cottaoe GAUDENEn," when first it

saw the light two years ago, have already closed in death !

How few of us are permitted, in this unstable world, to

witness the falhng of the leaves without a lament for objects,

dcu'er far, that h.ave drojipod around us I

And yet, how many of ns have to praise the Lord for

added mercies—mercies without end ! Trials and afllictions

are mercies, although clothed in unlovely garb ; but the love
of our Father sends us showers of blessings, and adorns om-
path with a thousand beautiful things. Oh ! let us bless
Him for tlie continuance of the fraU breath that only
separates us from the land of spirits ; for, perchance, some
of us have an account to give that needs a strict examination
before it is rendered up. Let us remember that every leaf
that falls hung by a stronger thread than that which supports
our lives, and that, however we may " rejoice in the days of
onr youtli," " yet for all these things (iod will bring us to
judgment."

I^et our walks lead our minds to high and solemn thoughts.
They will not embitter, but sweeten our leisure hom-s ; they
will add abundantly to our enjoyments now, and prepare us
for those better tilings that are eternal.

THE CLAY MARL OF SUFFOLK AND NOEFOLK.
The subsoil of a great part, indeed of the greater part, of the^

counties of Norfolk and Suffolk consists of a substance proviii-

ciaUy called " clay." I use the word " provincially," because
this substance is very different from thatwliich is commonly
called clay, viz.; tho eaith of which bricks and pottery are
made. The clay of Norfolk and Sufl'olk is composed of cal-

careous and argillaceous earth, and I believe thatmost speci-
mens contain more or less sand. It varies as to colour,
consistence, and composition. The preparations of calcareous
and argiUaceous earth are variable ; in some localities it is

very stiff; in others veiy friable ; in some it even contains so
great a quantity of soft sand, that ivhen dry it invariably falls

to powder, when pressed between tlie finger and thumb.
The colour of tho upper part of the sti-atum is usually
whitish or grajf, but sometimes blue, and sometimes yellow.
The yellow is, I suppose, coloured by carbonate of iron; the
blue by cai-bon, since it turns white in tho tire. I believe
tliat at the depth of teu or fifteen feet the colour is invaiiably
a blue, either hgliter or darker. This clay seems to be the
result of tlie destruction of a part of the chalk stratum and
of some argiUaceous stratum ; tho two e.ailhs appear to luire
been suspended in water, and as they subsided to have been
mixed together. It is quite plain that one of the component
parts is derived from the clialk ; for, besides the calcareous
eoi'th which is intimately blended with the argillaceous, tho
clay, in most instances, contains numerous nodules of chalk,
a few of which may be six or eight inches in diameter, but
the greater part are much smaller, vaiying from the size of a
small bean to that of a pin's head; many specimens are full

of those small pieces of chalk. Moreover, chaUc flints are
irregularly dispersed in considerable numbers throughout
the mass of the clay, at least through the upper p,ai-t of the
stratum, and in that i)ait the larger nodules of chalk are
most abundant, but smaller nodules are found, and often in
great numbers, in the lower part of the stratum, which
consists of blue clay, and whicJi in sinking wells has been
penetrated to the depth of seventy feet, and perhaps to a
greater depth. Large pieces of septaria* containing carbonate
of lime in a chrystalised state also occurs, but not very abun-
dantly. A fine fragment of rocks, whose geological position
is below the chalk, are sometimes, but not veiy frequentlj',

'•' Septariaj irony marl from which Parlter's Cement is m.iile.
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found imbedded in the clay. The earths which constitute

tlie clay have plainly undergone the action of water, for the

nodules of clmlk .sliow oWdent signs of attrition, soma of

them appear in the form of pebbles ; but this action seems
Lo have been neither sufliciently violent nor long-continued

to jiroduce any great change in the Hints ; they have much
the same appearance as those which are dug out of challi-

pits ; they stUl retain a part, and sometimes apjjarently tlie

whole, of their white coating, and their cavities are often

filled with pieces of chalk.

I have described this clay, because in this district it is

very beneficially and almost universally employed as a

mainire. Sixty or seventy loads per acre are usually laid

upon heath, or common, or i^asture land, when fii'st brolcen-

up. It is considered as indispensable to the cultivation of

bind wlien first brought under the jilough, whether the soil

be light or heavy. I am infonned that upon Ught land a

liimdred loads per acre ai'e sometimes used. Wien the land

lurs been for some time in cultivation as arable land, it will

want claying once in about twenty years; but then tlie

I

quantity required is not more than forty, or, at most, fitly

Uiads per acre. The cl,ny is procured by sinking not shafis

but open pits, whence it is drawn in carts by horses, but it is

somelimes wheeled out by men in barrows. Pits ar'e seldom
opened to the depth of more than aboutfifteen feet, because the

clay wliich lies near the surface is preferable to that which is

found at considerable depths ; since the former contains a

greater proportion of colcai'eous earth than the latter. I

suppose it is only thecalcareous partof the clay that fertilizes

heavy lands, though the argillaceous part has, undoubtedly,
a beneficial effect upon sandy or |)eaty soils, by supplying
au ingredient which in such soils is almost entirely wanting;
but strong clay—thatis, clay containing a large proportion of
.argillaceous earth is seldom found under sandy sods ; a
great deal of sand is usually mixed with it, and it sometimes
passes into a kind of marl, pj'ovincially called " mm'gin,"
wliich seems to consist entirely of pulverised chalk, not un
like whiting ; and, indeed, it is used by the poorer people
for whitewashing the walls and ceilings of their liouses. The
quality of the surface soil is evidently determined by the
quality of the subsoil.

Wlien the clay has been drawn from the pits it is laid in

heaps, and then spread upon the land. This should be done
between the end of harvest and the beginning of winter, tliat

the clay maybe crumbled by the frost, and so be in a fit stale

for plougliing-in in the spring.

I have spoken of the use of clay in agriculture, but I

believe that every one who lias tried it can bear witness from
experience that it is not less beneficial to the gai-den than
to the faiTU. I am sure I can for one. The soil of my
garden is a mixed soil—that is, neither hght nor strong; it

is rather gravelly, but not poor; and it has been veiy mucli
improved by being clayed. But gardens, tlie soil of whicli
is naturally veiy poor and sandy, are made, by the appUca-
tion of clay, to bear luxuriant crojis of almost every descrip-
tion of garden produce. I, of course, suppose that, in addi-
tion to the clay, a_proper quantity of stable-yard manure is

made use of.

But I think I hear some of your readers say, " why do you
encumber your pages with a notice upon the clay of Norfolk
and Suffolk, when those who hve in other districts cannot
procure it, and every gardener and farmer, and every labourer
in those comities is perfectly acquainted with the use of it,

and wants no infomiation upon tlie subject that your cor-
respondent can give them ? " I answer, though that parti-
ciUar description of earth is, J believe, jiecnliar to the eastern
counties, yet other earths, which would bo (piite as useful as
a maiuire, may undoubtedly be found in many other pai'ts of
the country. It is true that the geological position of the
clay which has been here described is above the chalk, but a
kind of clay, or, to speak more properly, of marl, is very fre-
quently, perhaps very generally, found extending over a con-
siderable breadth of country at the foot of the chalk ranges,
plainly washed down, in the couise of a long series of ages,
from the adjacent hills. This iiiarl would, I suppose, be as
valuable a manure as the clay of the eastern counties, per-
haps more valuable for most kinds of land, because it con
tains a greater propoi-tion of calcaieous earth. And I think
it not improbable that earth, which might be used for the
same ptu-pose, may be found in the form of marl or of cal-

cai-eous gi-avel or sand, at the foot of hills composed of lime-
stone niuch harder than chalk. la Kent piu'e chalk is veiy
commonly used as a manm-e.
In short, the whole of this Icngtliy notice might, perhaps,

be comprised in these few words :—Most soils will be im-
proved by the application of calcareous earth, or any kind of
limestone that wUl yield to the action of the frost and of the
air; and those sods which are sandy or peaty, or which con-
tain much inert vegetable matter, mil be improved by the
application of a mixture of calcareous and argillacefius

earth. Kev. E. Simons.

DOMESTIC MECHANISM.
Box CniTiiN.—This shuple and ingenious contrivance is

the invention of au eminent mechanic. Get a deal box of
dimensions according to fancy—longer than broad; the
joints must be perfectly water-tight, and the lid must fit

\'ery close. At the upper sides, exactly in the centre, fasten

firmly two ii'ou bolts with holes smoolhiy bored at their

upper parts. The diameter of these should be about an
incli. Erect two uprights, the distance between which
should be a little moi-e than the breadth of the box; the
height of these three and a halforfoui' feet. At the ujiper

part, stretch a smoothly turned bar, of a diameter a little

less than that of the holes in the bolts of the box. Before
finally fastening the two upright supports together, pass the
bar through the holes of the bolts, thus suspending the box
between tlieni. The box may be easily made to swing back-
wards and forwards on the bar, the centre of its motion
being above llie box. At the ends of the box in the interior,

fasten angular pieces of wood,
stretching across the box ; let

these be roimded, as shown in

the cut, in their inner side.

Supposing the machine to be

properly fastened and hung,
fill the liox with millc, and put

on the close-fitting lid. To
churn and agitate the fluid, all

that is necessary is to move
the box lengthways back and forwards. The jiieces of

rounded wood at tlie ends will throw back the milk at each
swing, causing gi-eat commotion. The machine may be
simply worked by levers. If neeessar}*. in a future number
we will give a sketch of a simple method. A faraier, who
has used this simple contrivance, used to affirm that he could
sit and I'ead his newspaper and churn many a pound of

butter.

Table Cooking Stew Pan.—The simple and eflfective

contrivance shown in the annexed wood cut, has been used
in many famihes not only \\illi

economy as regai'ds time and
money, but also on account of

its cooking small dishes so

delightfully. We Jiave lieai-d it

get several names ; of these

we like the "conjurer" best.

We have ate many a pound of

good stealc cooked by it, and
invariably found it improved
" most magically." From the spedey nature of the opera-

tion and the closeness and lightness of the pan, moat, how-
ever tough, is rendered "benutifnlly tender." We have no
doubt that many of our renders have seen it; others, wc
dare say more numerous, have not. For the benefit of these

we give the sketch. A desi liption is almost uniiecessai-y.

It consists of a circular pan some six or se\en inches diame-

ter, and three or four dee]i, ]U'o\'ided with a tripod stand and
a shelf beneath it. On this shelf is placed a small open dish,

some one luid a half or two inches diameter, containing

s])irifs of wine (or good whisky does famously). 'J'he meat,

with its "garuishing," is put into the pim, and covered in

with a. very close-fitting hd. The siiirits of wiiie are lighted

and placed on the shelf beneath. Vou may place the whole

apparatus on the talile before you ; you will not linve \\^ waif

long for yom- meal. On taking oti' the lid, - the grateful

odoiu-" arising will greet your nostrils, and readily convince

you that the apparatus is indeeil a coiijin'er. B.

/A
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*+* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gaudenek. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed "To the Edifor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.'^

Pansies (X H. K.).—Your four pansies are all of good form and sub-

stance; and, as far as we could judge from the flattened, injured speci-

mens, Nos. I and 4, are the most novel in colouring.

Taylor's Bee-box (A Newly-Married Yeoman).—The to]> of this is

made in all respects as was directed in the appendix of the third edition

of his Bee-Keeper's Manual. The brass-headed nails used are the same
as those employed by upholsterers about old-fashioned hair-bottomed
chairs.

Salting Asparagus Beds (Rev. E. S.).—Salt is best applied in the

spring and summer whilst the plants are growing. We usually apply it

three times, about March, May, and July. Vou may sprinkle it over the

surface^so as to make this perceptibly white ; eight pounds to each thirty

square yards is not too much. We shall be glad of a description of the

mode clay is employed for building.

WiiiTK Scale (L. C).—This insect on the stems and leaves of the

Acacias and Oleanders in your greenhouse is the Aspidiotns Nerii, or

Oleander Scale, The best remedy is to dip the i)Iants into water heated

to 114°, Iceeping them under water for two or three minutes. This
repeated once or twice, if necessary, at intervals of two days, will remove
the pest. To keep them away, let the air of your greenhouse be more moist.

Keep a strict look out for their reappearance, and dip a plant as soon as

one is observed upon it, for they are difficult to exterminate and increase

rapidly.

Rampion (C. B. C).—This is the Campanula rnjmncnlas of botanists,

and it thrivesi best in a light, yet moist shady border. We agree with

you in thinking it " worthy of a place in every kitchen garden," but it

will not thrive with you if your soil is dry or clayey. The roots are good
boiled whilst young and served up like asparagus. Sow three times—in

March, April, and May, in drills eight inches apart. Dig the soil for

thcin two spades deep, and turn in a little well-decayed stable manure
with the bottom spit. Thin the plants to eight inches apart. Give fre-

quent and plentiful waterings throuc;hout the growth of the plants, or

their roots will be dry and woody.

Names OF Insects (J. L.),—The grub you complain of as "most
destructive to all young plants, biting their stems in twojust beneath the

surface," is the larva of some moth, probalily the Brown Heart-and-Club
{Agroiis segetinn). Unfortunately they cannot be discovered except by
their ravages. (Eliza, Richmond Bank).—Your children are right in

thinking that it gives us pleasure "to tell them all about the insects"

they caught. The moth (not butterfly) is a male of the Vapourer {Orgyia
antiqita) ; the peculiarly hairy and tufted caterpillar of which is fully

described at page 3l6 of our second volume. The female is a downy ash-

coloured insect, without wings. The beautiful fly you sent us, and which
seems a fitting inhabitant of fairy land, is the Golden-eyed laee-winged
Fly {Hemerobius jierla of Linnieus, and Chrysopa perla of modern ento-
mologists). It is really gratifying to know that such a beautiful creature
is the friend of man, for its larva feeds on Plant Jjice.

Soap-suds (T. P. L.).—It is much too comprehensive a question when
you ask, " will it hurt flowers to water them with soap-suds now and
then?" What flowers do you mean? Geraniums, fuchsias, and such
hardy plants, when growing, are benefited by soap-suds applied once or
twice a week.

Ants Invading a Hive (A Beginner).—To prevent this, paint a
broad band of coal-tar round the leg or legs of your bee stand, and
repaint it when the tar becomes dry, which will not be for a long time.

Cabbages CLUB-nooTEn (J. A. B.).—\Vc think that your plants must
have been pierced by the insect which causes the club-root, or ambury,
before they were planted. If a cabbage or broeoli plant has a knob near
the roots, this should lie removed liefore replanting, because in that knob
is either the egg or the grub which causes all the mischief. Make your
ground as rich as you can before planting your cabbage-worts in future

;

and as you cannot get ammoniacal liquor, give the ground a dressing of
soot and salt just before digging it.

Peat (A. B. C).—You ask us to give you "some idea of the nature
of peat ;

" and we will endeavour to do so ; but any description will be
less eftectual than your asking any florist in your neighbourhood to show
you some, for each and all florists have it for potting purposes. The best
peat is a mass of vegetable fibres, mostly black, mixed with sharp white
sand. The fibres are chiefly the dead roots of heath. The best peat for
gardening purposes is found just below the surface, on Bagshot Heath,
iJelaiuere Forest, and elsewhere ; and a specimen of this has been found
to contain—fine siliceous sand, 156 parts; vegetable fibres and decom-
posing vegetable matter, 114 ; coarse silica (flint), 102; alumina (clay), l6;
oxide of iron, 4 ; soluble vegetable and saline matter, partly muriate of
lime, 8.

Verbenas (7i/rf).—Twelve good varieties which will do well for you
to exhibit are—Wonder of Scarlets ; Mountain of Snow, white; Spe-
ciosissima, red; Mrs. Mills, blue; Gladiator, orange searlet

-, Escelsa,
pink; ApoUon, motet purple; Beauty Supreme, carmine; Ramona,

maroon critnson; Ilaii\ee, lavender ; Jluhena, rosr/ anmson ; andWoodsii,
dark maroon.

Worms (P. M. H,).—Worms benefit a soil by piercing and loosening
the texture. Your subsoil cannot be "sandy or clayey "—they are
totally opposite. Wc must have a more accurate description of both the
soil and subaoil before we can venture to recommend any manures to mix
with them.

Heavy Soil (Eijre, Brixton Hill).—"Have it drained witli one-inch
drain pipes—the drains twelve feet apart, and two feet and a half deep.
It is quite impossible to lie more specific unless we knew the jjlace.

Disease in Chickens (W. Barnard).—Yowv chickens with swollen
crops, drooping wings, and disordered bowels, are attacked with the
Cheep, or Chip. The name is applied to the disease on account of the
peculiar note they utter whilst suff'ering from it. It arises from exposure
to cold and damp. Confine them until they arc a month old to a dry,
warm place ; feed thcin on groats, with occasionally an egg boiled hard,
with a little onion chopped up with it, and you will probably avoid the
loss of which you complain. If you take T/ie Cottage Gardeners' Dic-
tumary until completed you will find all the practical directions you
covet.

New Garden (Poppleivell).—The only things you can plant j?o?y are
cabbages. Jn November you may plant potatoes and broad (wans. Put
in some cabbages on the ground out of which you are taking potatoes.
The trainer you mention will suit the Tropwoluin tricolorum; but it is

too much to ask U3 to incur the expense of having a drawing engraved
for you.

Names of Plants (Ctericus, Beds).~Yo\iT annual is Kttloca viscidn.

(C. G. R.).~The small leaf is of Melia Azederach, but the other we
cannot recognise. Let us have a flower if it blooms, and we shall be able
to assist you. (T. P. L.).—Your miserable specimen seems to be a
piece of Aubrietia deltoidea—a useful rock plant. Calystegin pnhescens
can be obtained of any respectable florist. Bulbs of crocuses and snow-
drops may be put in now.

Cyclamen Peesicum (T. T. ff.).—These which have been plunged
in your border all the summer repot immediately, but disturb the roots
as little as possible. Merely rub off gently a little of the old soil, and
return them into the same pots, adding a little fresh soil to replace what
has been removed.

Mulberries Preserving (S. S. J.).—These maybe made into jam
the same as any other fruit, and the preserve is delicious. Allow rather
more than half a pound of loaf sugar to every pound of mulberries. Let the
fruit boil up slowly and gradually, then add the sugar, and boil for three
quarters of an hour longer, stirring it the whole time. Midbeiry syrup,
for this fruit is too juiry to make into jelly, is very good, allowing the
same quantity of sugar to every pint of juice. We have tasted some that
was made into syrup last year, and added this, to some fresh blackcurrant
jelly, in the proportions of one-third mulberry, to two of currant, and the
mixture is firm and excellent. We have never seen mulberries bottled,
nor preserved whole in anyway.

Bee-keeping (J. E. IF.),—Your being absent from home from eight
until six, is no insuperable objection to your becoming a bee-keeper, if

you have any one to watch the hives during the swarming season, and
who can hive a swarm if it comes forth.

Night-soil Fumes (W^.).—You can mitigate these by sprinkling a
little powdered Gypsimi over the soil every evening, and doing the same
with a little Chloride of Lime every morning.

Fuchsia Brockmannii (/,. A. C.).—As you have no greenhouse,
leave this in the border all the winter, covering over its rootn all round to
the distance of a foot from the stem, and up its stem a foot deep with
coal ashes.

Calico Covkring for Frames (Wjrf).—For fifty square feet of calico,
one pint and a half of pale boiled linseed oil, half an ounce of sugar of
lead, and two ounces of white resin, are required. Grind the sugar of
lead in a little of the oil, before adding the remainder and the resin ; mis
them together, and simmer them gently in a large iron pot over a gentle
fire. Apply the mixture to the calico with a large brush whilst hot. The
calico should be damped before being tacked on to the frame, and when
again quite dry the mixture applied as above directed. Plant out your
Hollyhock seedlings at once where you wish them to remain. Yor Cal-
ceolaria seedlings, you will find very full directions at page 63 of our
third volume.

Ammoniacal Liquor (H. G, L.).—Where did we ever recommend
this "in its concentrated state," to be applied to Strawberries? No
wonder it has killed yours. We recommended it in its concentrated state

to be applied to vacant ground before it is dug for cabbage planting. It is

then turned down into the soil, kills surface vermin, and comes gradually
to the roots. For watering between the rows of cabbages, when they are

rooted and growing freely, but not before, ammoniacal liquor in the pro-

portion of one gallon to five gallons of water, may be used with great

benefit. Do not even then pour it into the holes round the stems of the

plants, but into a trench drawn between the rows,

Seeds of Annuals (E. S. P,). -Apply to .^ny of the seedsmen or
florists who advertize in our columns ; we cannot recommend any par-
ticularly.

CuiNA-ASTERS (G. H. P.).—They atc Only reared from sccds sown in
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the spring like most of our anniinla ; but nest wcclt you shall see all

about them.

Repotting Geraniums (F. H.).—As your geraniuma will not be ready

for potting till the first week in October, you had better not put them in

their flowerinti: ]iots till the beginning of FL-brua.ry, and the interval will

no more than compensate for " Aunt Harriett's '* six weeks of autumn
weather. At all events do not i>ut them into large pot3 in October,

unless you are a first-ralc grower of them.

Roses (Hji'iI).—The directions given to cure a dreadful malady on the

vine, were altogether inapplicable for your roses. Von ^vashed all the salt

down to the roots, and probably killed or injured them too much. We
cannot too often repeat that salts are as dangerous in the hands of some

people as gunpowder. How would you like to lire oil" a cannon without

any one near you, or fire a train fur a blast in a quarry. Easy processes

to those who understand them, but otherwise as dangerous as salts ?

Habkothatmnus Fascicui-atds (J. French).—The plant you allude

to is protected Ijy BIr, Beaton in winter by a moveable covering of glass,

and the wall is heated by hot-water pipes passing along the middle of it

at the ground line, the centre of the wall being in open cells, Vou had
better take up yonr plant of Ilabrothamnus this winter, as you propose,

and do not tru^t it to thatching until the shoots are old enough to look as

dry as walking sticks, then with dry thatch it is easy enough to keep tliem

out all the winter.

Pyrus Japonica {Ibid).—This is not a pear but a quince, and is

propei-ly Cf/donia Japonica. It is propagated by layers made in the

spring, and by cuttings of the roots, from four to six inches long.

Removing Bulbs {Scriifutor).—Without knowingmore of your stock

than that it consists of "bulbs," it is not ^n our power to tell you
whether the plants can lie removed next Rlarch or not. Hundreds of

bulbs can be removed in fliarch, but many more could not then be dis-

turbed without putting them back from flowering ; some for one season,

and some for two seasons, and a few for five years at least ; but all bulbs,

save a few Irids, may be removed at any time, without endangering the
life of the bulbs itself, if the work is done properly—that is, not to pull

them up, !)ut to take all their roots with thera if possible, and those that

arc in growth should belaid at full length in a basket on damp moss, and
covered with the same if they can be replanted the .same week, if not, the

leaves must not be longer kept in the dark, but the bulbs and roots must
be kept dark and moist, and also the leaves supplied with water. Dahlias
arc not bulbs but tubers. Take them up and store them as directed at

page 109 of last number.

To:m Thumh and Fancy Geranium Seedlings (A Constant
Readn-).—The laiter should be kept growing slowly ; they will not stand
the starving system much. The first may also be grown if you have con-
venience, as Scarlet Goraniums are very bending, submitting to almost
any treatment, in reason. If your plant was large, grow it little until

spring. If small, the warmest place in the greenhouse, or an airy spot
even in the stove or forcing-house, would suit it. See an article on pre-
serving plants during the winter.

FurnsiAs (Ibid).—These in a greenhouse during winter should not
be kept dry, Ijut if ]ilaced beneatli the stage they will require much less

water tlian when placed ujion it, and they are no ornament there until

they have broken into fresh leaf.

Yuccas (/fitV/).—These, showing their large roots above the tops of
the pots, may either be repotted now, or as the autumn is getting on.
in the spring of the year. TIic large roots shoidd not be broken, as you
will injure the plants.

AuAUCAniA ExcELSA AND CuNNiNcnAMii f/i/V/}.—Thcsc arc too
tender to bear our winter in common circumstances, whether standing in

pots or planted in the ground.

Cepualotus, or Pitcher Plant (IF. B.).—Though thero is some-
thing of a pitcher-like a])pcarance among the leaves, yet this pretty little

curious plant is not usually designated the Pitcher plant. It nourishes best

in boggy soil, or in a mixture of peat and chopped sphagnum, kept well

supplied witli water, placed in the lightest and warmest end of the green-
house, and a bcll-ghass i)Iaeed over it. Though thus frequently kept in

the greenhouse, it likes a cool stove best in winter. In propagating it

from divisions, a similar method must be adopted, with the difference of

giving it a higher temperature, to encourage it to root freely. What is

properly termed the Pitcher plant, Neptinthts diatUlaloria, requires the
warmest and moi.stcst part of a plant stove. If first potted in a suitable
sized pot, in a mixture of peat earth and sphagnum moss, well drained, and
then tliis pot packed in a stout basket or oitcn box of nmss, so as to
retain moisture, and this basket be fixed over a cistern or an evaporating
pan, through which a hot-water pipe paiibcs, then the plant would be
placed in a situation to enjoy itself.

Roses {A St(bsoriber).—Your enquiries will be answered fully floon.

BuLDS (S. //. /?.).—The sooner you pot these intended fur blooming
in the greenhouse the better. Uac rich light soil, a little rotten dung,
leaf-mould, sand, and what you have discarded at times from the jiot

plants, and accumuhites beneath most potting benches, will answer well.
J)o not place your bulbs deep, nor yet prcsn the soil much. Three Vun
Thol tulips may be put in a six-inch pot, and one of the large narciasns.
For an early dif<]day we generally prefer four-inch pots for single bulbs of
fiyacinlhH. When all potted, set them down on a piece of ground, made
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firm, and having a layer of ashes and a little Rait, to prevent worms
getting up, and then cover them all over several inches thick with the
ashes, or old tan, or even with earth or leaves. To keep away mice, it is

advisable to cut a quantity of prickly furze and strew over the pots,
before covering them. When full of roots, and the tops pushing, you
may place some of the forwardcst in a hotbed, to bring them into bloom
about the new year, and others will follow in succession. \\'hcn done
flowering, you must encourage the foliage as long as possible, if you
expect them to be useful in the future ; but you must not cxjicct to pot
them until a second season. See Wr. Beaton's method of planting
them out.

Gladiolus (/i((i).^This, still green, wc should allow to remain as
long as the weather is mdd, or even until it received a little frost. As
you know not what it is, we would advise you to take part of it up then,
and lay it in jians in the greenhouse until the stems withered; and the
other part cover up with leaves, and let them take their chance in the

open ground,

Pasting-down Preserves.—il/r. Aloes informs ua it is done as
follows;—Cut a piece of stout ^\riting paper (foolscap) about an inch
larger than the mouth of the jar to be covered; paste one side all over
«ith a small brush ; then stretch the paper over the jar's mouth, with the

pasted side next the preserve, and while the latter is hot, smoothing the
edges down closely, and then the work is done. The jireserve being, at

least, a quarter of an inch from the top of the jar, the paper will not
touch it, and the comparative absence of air from that space, I think, is

the grand secret of success.

Dissolving Indian Rubber (H. G.).—Naptha diseolves Intlian

rubber, but it requires to be heated, and the heat applied fur some time.

Oil of turpentine also dissolves it under the same circumslances. Both
are used in preparing Mackintosh's and other waterproof fabrics.

Destroying Nettles {Urtica).—If you pour the diluted sulphuric

acid over this it will be killed. Your only mode of destroying the nettles

in your grass field, is to pare off the turf where they are, to fork out their

roots, water the place with sulphuric acid, diluted at the rate of one
pound to a gallon cf water, and then to return the turf; watching for the

reappearance of any nettle in the spring, and then to take off the turf and
fork that nettle out also.

Our Calendars (J. i?. TFoorf).—These arc calculated for all parts of

England, because there are very few operations in gardening that will

not succeed if done a week earlier or a week later even in the medium
latitude for which those calendars are prepared. Those of our readers

who live far north, may be safest by performing any operation directed a
little in advance of the time specified, but if a week later they need not

despair of success.

Dibble (IF. A'. IF.).—If you require a dibble that delivci's the seed,

wc know of none so good as Dr. Newington's.

Wild Flowers (J. P.).—Hooker's British Flora, with coloured

plates, comes nearest to your wishes. The price is a guinea.

Potatoes NOT Diseased under an Ash (Ibid).—We know of no
virtue in the ash to keep away the murrain, though we believe our fore-

fathers thought driving cattle with an ashen goad kept tliem from being
bewitched. Potatoes under the shade of trees usually are much diseased,

t)ecause such situations arc most wet and shaded. The ash-roots running
near the surface are well known to keep it poor and dry; these circum-
stances may account for the fact you mention; because wetness and rich-

ness in the soil are the greatest jiromoters of the disease.

Solfataue Rose {licv. E. C. H.).—-Wc know your parish in ^^'or-

cGstcrshire perfectly well, and we can say from our own experience in

that quarter that the Solfatarc rose, if you have the true one (a hybrid of

the 'I'ca-sccnted), shall not flower with you as a standard two seasons out

often; besides, if the stock is very good, you ought to let the shoots

grow at least twenty feet in three years ; in other words, this rose is not
suited for standards at all in England. It is a first-rate sort in Paris,

but with us only a third rate. We keep it under glass in winter, and a

south aspected wall all the year round. It flowers with us in May and in

October, but after all it is not worth much in colour or form, \'cry pale

buff and as ragged as a colt.

Pviius Japonica Fruit {Ibid).—This is now called Cf/don la Japonica,

being a quince ; a reci|JC for preserving the fruit is given at page ytJH of

our second volume.

Gladiolus Planting (Jl/(»?wt*).— There arc gladioli that must be

planted now, and otliera not till the spring. Consult the indexes for

their names, ike. Sec. Those you plant now may have any of the low

annuals transjdunted amongst them as soon aa the gladioli tops are above

ground; Ncmuphila tusignis for instance; but we dislike altogether to

recommend particular plants for particular Ijcds. The best friends in the

world disagree on such topics, and we very nmrh di.slike to disagree with

any one if wc can help it. The Guernsey pcojile would nut send you

s[)ring gladioli, with directions to plant them now.

London: Printed by IlAnuY Wooldridge, Winchester ITigh-strect,

in the Parish of Saint Rlary Kalcndar; and Published by Wilmam
SoMEiiviLi.E Orr, at the Oflice, No. li. Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.-^Octobcr 3rd, 19S0.
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been publislied in England. "We shall not discuss such

comparatively insignificant points as wbetlier tbe au-

thors have adopted some divisions in the botanical

grouping which other botanists have rejected (points

suitable to bo dwelt upon by such as judge of a book by

" its margin's breadth and binding"). It may be that

the authors are wrong in such particular, but if they

are wrong they have erred in good company ; and they

are altogetlier correct and excellent in more important

and useful matters. Their attention to the synonyraes

of the diftereut species, and the fulness of the index

referring to every one of those synonymes, renders it one

of the bestbooksof reference relative to the cone-bearing

tribes that has ever been published. But even this is

not its best feature in point of utility, for as the autliors

justly observe, " The principal practical use of such a

synopsis is to know which kinds are suitable for plant-

ing in a pinetum or an arboretum ; as, at present, no

large country seat is considered coraj)lete without some
plantation of the kind." How the volume before us

aids the reader who seeks from it this " principal prac-

tical use," will be best shown by quoting what the au-

thors say about the genus Cedrus.

The cetlai' of Lebanon ( C. Libiini) will grow in almost nny
soil or situation, but it vaiies veiy much in its appearance,
acconling to the circumstances in which it is placed. "When
crowded with other trees, it takes a fastigiate habit, looking
hUe an immense upright ojin-ess ; but, wliere it is allowed
space, tbe branches, which are of a gigantic size, spread
horizontally, and tlie ti-ee assumes a somewhat pyramidal
shape, the branches being disposed in distinct layers or
stages, and diminishing in extent as they approach the top.
The great beauty of this majestic tree being so well known,
it will be unnecessary to say anything fmther respecting it.

"What is called the Silver cedar is a very distinct variety of
this species, and it is supposed by some persons to be the
same as the cedar of Mount Atlas.

Tbe Deodar c&Aax (C. Dcodara) is foimd on the Hima-
layas at an elevation of from 7,000 to 12,000 feet; and, as it

is now becoming well known in tliis country, it is almost
supei-fluous to remark that it is, perhaps, the most orna
mental coniferous tree ever introduced, and that, from its

great beauty, rapid growth, perfect hardiness, and valuable
timber, it is exceedingly well suited for being extensively
planted in woods, parks, and pleasm-e-grounds. Dr. Falconer
gives tbe dimensions of a fallen Deodar which he saw on tbe
Himalayas, as thirty-six feet in circumference at tbe base,
and one hundi-ed and tlm-ty feet in length. Tlie same au-
tliority states that timber of the Deodar, taken from a temple
supposed to have existed at least 1000 years, was, to all
appearance, as sound as when first placed there, not afford-
ing a dwelling to even a soUtaiy insect. Burnes, in his
Travels in Ihc Mysore, states that "the frameworks of tbe
bouses are made of Deodar cedar, which is floated down
with the inundations of the river Scliem, or Hydaspes, from
the Himalaya. Tbe dm-ability and fragrance of tlie wood,"
be adds, "recommend it for buildings of evei-y description."
He further observes that he saw a "cedar tree lying on tbe
banks of the Hydaspes, with a diameter of tliirteen feet. On
this rivei'," be continues, " tbe Macedonians constructed the
fleet by wlii(di tliey navigated the Indus

; and it is a remark-
able lact, that in none of tlie Tuiijaub rivers are such trees
floated down, nor do tliere exist anywhere else such facilities
for tlie construction of vessels." Bishop Heber, in a letter
to Lord Grenville, alludes to a pine, eridentlv tbe ('. iMMin,
as " a splendid tree, willi gigantic arms and mirrow dark
leaves, whicli is accounted sacred, and cbiedy seen in the
neiglibouriiood of ancient Hin.loo temples." Tlie Deodar
and tlie Armieitria imhriaila are fine illustrations of two oppo-
site styles of beauty in landscape : tlie Deodar being of a
growth and hue hgbt, airy, and graceful, and tbe Araucaiia
being dark, ricli, and massive. The Deodar cedar is parti-

cidarly valuable for planting singly on lawns, and as an
avenue tree. For the lattur pin-pose, it probably surpasses
any other that has yet beun introduced. Tlie wood of tlie

Deodar, Mr. Loudon remarks in bis ArhoreUmi Brituiuilciim,

"has a remarkably fine close gi'ain, capable of receiving a
very high pobsh ; so much so, indeed, tliat a table foniied
of tbe section of a trunk nearly foiu feet in diameter, sent
by Dr. "Wallich to the late Jlr. Lambert, lins been compared
to a slab of brown agate." It is also stated that the wood of
the Deodar has been found perfectly sound in places where
it has been known to have stood upwards of 200 yeoi-s. The
Deodai', hke tbe cedar of Lebanon, will grow in almost any
soil and situation. That it is, indeed, admirably adapted i'ur

planting in all parts of this country, is amply proved by the
noble specimens which are to be seen growing so luxuriantly
in the Koyal Botanic Garden at Kew, and in the Gai-den of
the Horticultural Society of London at Cldswick, as wt-ll as
at the countr)' seats of many distinguished amateurs of gar-
dening, and more particularly at Elvaston Castle, Dropmore,
Pansbanger, and Heckfield Place. It is, therefore, to be
hoped that our lai-ge landed proprietors may be induced to

recognise tlie beauty and value of this, perhaps, best of
trees ; and tliat tbe day is not far' distant when oiu' bill sides
wUl be covered with it and other exotic conifers, the great
beauty of which will produce a most pleasing and an impor-
tant change in the landscape scenery of Great Britain.

The Mount Atlas Cedai- (C. eleijnns) resembles, in its

habit of growth and general appearance, the cedar of Leba-
non, except that its leaves are much whiter; which pecu-
barity has probably given rise to its being frequently called

the Silver cedar. The wood of this species is said to be veiy
valuable.

The Villa Oardener, originally written by the late jMr.

Loudon, and now re-edited by his widow, has one of

those long title-pages which no one ever reads, and

which, like tbe tiresome symphony to an agreeable song,

every one skips over. The last simile is peculiarly

applicable, because if the title-page of tbe book is need-

lessly prolix, the book itself is excellent. It teaches us

how to lay out and arrange the grounds of a subnrlian

villa residence " i'rom one porch to fifty acres and up-

wards." But it does more than this, for it gives plans

for structures from the aristocratic conservatory down
to the humble hen-roost, and lists of trees and plants

suitable for every locality from a plantation to a par-

terre. The whole is profusely illustrated with plans,

which may be consulted with advantage by the gar-

dener, as well as by ladies and " those wlio know little of

gardening and rural affairs," for whom the book is espe-

cially intended. "We have marlced many passages which

we should like to extract, all characterised by the ster-

ling good sense, and all told in that plain intelligible

form, that were tlie author's especial excellencies, but

we must confine ourself to this one, upon the too much
neglected form and position of a bouse :

—

As the eidiiefurm is known to enclose more space with Iho

same quantity of walling and roof llian any other, so it is an
established rule, that a house square in the \>\nn is prefer-

able in all that regards comfort, liabitableness, and economy
of lieatuig, keeping clean, and in repair, to one w-liicb is irrt*-

gular in its jdan. Tbe next best formto a square is that of

a parallelogram ; and the worst form that can bo adopted is

that of a long, narrow, irregular building. A square house
is more compact within, and, from ils form, it is warmer in

wiiUer and cooler in summer tbnn miy ulbcr; it is more
easily heated; it has less space occupied by passages, and is,

consequently, more easily cleaned ; and, externally, it exposes
less surface to the atmosphere, and is, consequently, more
easily kept in repair than any other. "When economy is Ibe

main object, therefore, a square bouse caigbt to be chosen;
and, that it may combine architectural beauty with economy.
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both in first cost and fiituro inanag^ment and repairs, one
should he chosen m which the same description of brick or

stone, the same style of worl<uianship, the same magnitude,
Ivind, and disposition of windows, tlie same facings to tliBm,

the same kind of cornice, and, in short, the same architeo-

tiu'e, is adopted on all the four sides. Above all things, as

a matter of taste, a house ouglit to be avoided which lias any
one of its sides decidedly inferior to the rest, in respect

either to architectural design or execution. We should say,

also, avoid, in point of habitableness and comfort, every
house, the diagonal line of the general plan of which is not
south and north ; were it not that this maxim would con-

demn all those houses which have been buUt along, and
l^arallel to, streets or roads which run directly east and west,

or north and south. Unfortunately, the custom of placing

small country houses that are near streets or roads with one
of their sides parallel to that street or road, and mthout any
reference whatever to its du-ection, is almost universal, even
where there is a distance of 100 yards or more between the
road and the house, though it is productive of two serious

evils, which admit of no remedy. The one is, that the oppo-
site side or front of the house to that which faces the road is

considered as the back, and is, therefore, generally designed
and finished in an inferior style ; and the other is, that no
attention can bo paid to placing the diagonal Uiie of the plan
of the house due south and north ; and that, whether this is

tlie case or not, depends on the direction of the road, and
not on the will of the builder. The latter is much the
greater c\'il ; for so numerous are the advantages of this dis-

position of the plan, in point of solar hght, warmth, ventila

tion, and cheerfulness, and even dryness and healthy vegeta-

tion in the garden or adjoining grounds, that, in our opinion,

it ought to be made the governing principle in the jilaciug

of every detached house, whatever may be the direction of

the road to which the house may be said to belong.

We hope that the work may sell extensively, not only

because the information it contains, we think, will be

beneficial if extensively diffused, but because it is, we
believe, published at the risk of the editor, whom
every one must admire for her literary acquirements,

and for the noble way in which she addressed herself to

the task of extricating lier husband's property from the

difficulties with which he had left it surrounded.

A new Praatical System ofFork and Spade Husbandry,

hy John Sillett, deserves to be extensively read, for it is

full of instruction for the holders of small plots of land.

Tlie teacher we thus recommend is unexceptionable

;

he is a small tradesman, of plain education, who thinks

he derives all his subsistence from the soil he forks over

with his own hands. Let him tell his own story :

—

I served my apprenticeship to a grocer and draper, and at

the expirati(ni of my time I went to London ; I lived in dif-

ferent situations as a Unen draper, and a short time at Bir-

mingham, in the same trade. I afterwards returned into

the country and went into business, as a general shopkeeper,
in a village called the " Garden of Suffolk ; " but it proved a
very unproductive garden to me, for after six years' struggle
I was placed on the wrong side of fortime. I then left this

place and went to London, where I carried on a bvisiness in

haberdashery, etc., for several years. In couseciuence of

family sickness, I was necessitated to return to Suifolk-, and
carried on a business in my native village (Kelsale) where I
now reside.

Haring a natm-al taste for a rm'al life, and reading works
on Husbandry, I was always anxious to catch hold of any
books or articles in the newspapers treating on the subject;
the first thing that most particulai'ly struck my attention,

was an article in a newspaper, headed, " How to keep a coiv

and a jiiij upon an acre of land." This so forcibly attracted
my notice, that I had the curiosity to cut it out and paste it

in ray scrap book ; if I remember right, it was copied from
the " Labom-ers' Friend's Magazine." Probably there are
many of my readers that have never seen this statement,

and thinking it may be useful and interesting to many, I
shall presume to give a coiTect copy of it ;

—

" How to keep a Cow and a Pig vpon an Aerc of Litnd.

*M. Never let the cow out of the cow-house. 2. Carry her food and
water to her. 3. Do not keep one foot of land in pasture. 4. Dig your
land instead of ploughing it. 5. Never throw away anything that can
be turned into manure. 6. Keep your land well weeded, and collect a
large dunghill.

" A small cow, which is best for a cottager, will eat from seventy to
eighty pounds of good moist food of the following kinds in a day :

lucerne, or clover, .ind the leaves of yellow beet, or mangel wurzel ; from
the beginning of spring to the end of autumn : and the roots of yellow
beet or mangel wurzel, Swedish turnips, potatoes, and straw j from the
end of autumn till the beginning of spring.

" If the cow is curried once a-day, it will increase the quantity of milk.
"To procure the above-mentioned crops, you must have plenty of

manure, which you will obtain by careful management. Rushes, potato-
stalks, and weeds before they seed, should be industriously collected for
the cow's litter.'*

I was so delighted with this account, that I resolved to
try the experiment as soon as an opportunity offered.

Shortly after, my mother died; and, according to my father's

will, the two acres of land which are now in my possession
were sold. Being determined to become the purchaser, I
gave i£H8 per acre (i£230), besides the necessary expenses
inem-red upon the pm-chase. This same piece of land my
father purchased thu-ty years before for ^£130. This land is

freehold, tithe free, and land-tax redeemed, and, consequentlyj
entitles me to a vote for the county.
Soon after I had noticed the above account, I obseiTed in

a list of Mr. Cobbett's books one on Cottage Economy :

thmking this book would be of great seiwice to me, I imme-
diately ordered one. Of all the novelties that it contains,
the part winch describes how to keep a cow off a quarter of
an acre of land attracted my attention the most; this article

quite astonished me, and was what I had never heard of
before, and what no one would believe could be done. The
description given how to produce the food for the cow off this

quarter of an acre is very interesting and useful ; and I shall
ever feel grateful to the noted William Cobbett, for the -valu-

able information that his " Cottage Economy " contains. It

is from this excellent book that I learnt aWToy first prineiples

of sowing and iransplantiny. I was so much dehghted with
the simple and pleasing manner in which this book is

written, that I was hiduced to pm'chase Mr. Cobbett's
" EngUsh Gardener," " Year's Residence in America," etc.,

from which I have derived much valuable information.

I had not long begun my labours, before I was beset by my
neighbours, who condemned me most severely for breaking
up such a beautiful piece of pasture. They were quite siu'e

I did not know what I was about, and that I should soon
get tired of it ; and I believe all concluded that I should
soon be glad to give it up ; but, despite their opinions and
interference, I was determined to ijm'sue my course, feeling

a firm conviction in my mind that I should master all diffi-

culties, and eventually succeed. I am proud to say that, by
adhering to the principles of temperanee, frngulity, and in-

dustry, I have for these last seven year's been enabled to

support myself and family in a comfortable and respectable

manner.
Besides the gi'eatest of all benefits that I have derived, in

restoring a sickly constitution to perfect health, I felt de-

hghted at the thought of being independent of the harassing

cares of business. Of all the feeUngs which we possess,

none is dearer than consciousness of independence ; and
this no man who earns his living by the favour of the public

can be said to enjoy in an equal degree with the husband-
man. In trade, there is a great jealousy and competition

existing, and a submission to the public, which is galling to

the spirits. But, since I have given my attention to the cul-

tivation of the soil, I find I have no competition to fear, have
nothing to apprehend from the success of my neighbour, and
owe no thanks for the piu-chase of my commodities. Pos-

sessing on my laud all the necessaries of life, I am under
no anxiety regarding my daily subsistence.

This trustworthy practitioner of what he teaches then

proceeds to state his modes of cultivation, cropping, and

management of his two cows and pigs. For these we

must refer our readers to the shilhng pamphlet now

before us, but we will give the result of one year's jn-o-

duce, after deducting the family's consumption.
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SOLD PRODUCE OF THE YEAR 1847

Produce of two cows, after family's consumption,

fattening one calf and weaning one

One calf fatted, weighed nine stone, at 8s. 2d. per

stone of 14 lbs.

Skin, head, feet, &c.

One year-old heifer

One fat pig of eight stone, at 8s. per stone .

Twenty sacks of potatoes, at 8s.

Twelve bushels early do., at 6s.

Seven thousand cabbages, at ^d.

Twelve pecks of onions, at Is.

Various seeds, vegetables, &c.

Deduct rent for land, at five per cent, on purchase-

money (including expenses) ^6'250 . . .. .. 12 10

Rent for house .. .. .. •• - • 800
Rates, taxes, &c. 2 12
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an establishment possessing only a very few acres miglit

be made the epitome of a nobleman's seat. We must
here deprecate the idea of compelling parties peram-
bulating gardens to pass through every little flight of

fancy which the peculiar bent of the proprietor has
called into being. Rather, we say, so place them witli

such significant indications on the face of them, as that

the visitor or stranger may at once know their jiurpose,

and ijossess the power of passing hij and not through

them, if his taste so inclines.

We must now beat a hasty retreat, and get to the

kitchen or fruit-garden, for we begin to feel that we have
been poaching on the manor of our good friends Messrs.

Beaton and Fish. We crave pardon for the liberty

taken, and shall not be surprised to find those gentlemen
before long doling out a chapter on plums or peaches in

a retributive way.
Boimdary matters and such preliminaries toward the

establishment of a good garden being passed, come we
now to the kitchen and fruit-garden, which we may sup-

pose partially or wholly surrounded, as the case may be,

by what are termed " slips." The use of such may not

be apparent to a stranger, and we may as well talk a

little about these appendages, and their uses. There is

no special reason why a slip should form an appendage
of a garden, as far as the culture of fruit-trees or vege-

tables are concerned, excepting that walls being e.xpen-

sive things, the exterior surface of walling around the

gardens offers an opportunity for the culture of certain

fruits not to be lost sight of Well, then, since the wall-

ing must be made use of, protection must be aflbrded

against the depredations or trespass of either bipeds or

quadrupeds : hence the necessity of an outwai'd enolo-

svrre, and hence the origin of " slijis."

Now, in plans of small calibre, a slip may subserve a

double purpose. After apportioning a border to the

wall-trees, and a walk in front, together with a row of

standard or espalier fruit-trees on the other side of the

walk, the remainder may be made to subserve decora-

tive purposes, and become an adjunct of the pleasure-

grounds. In such a case it is well to plant standard and
dwarf trees alternately, and pei'haps some bush-fruit;

this will produce an irregular outline, quite compatible
with tlie effect sought to be produced by the shrubbery
adjoining. The trained or fancy espaliers will, of course,

be planted in the kitchen-garden. By this mode there

need he no walk between the slip and the pleasure-

ground, but the shrubs may run into and mingle with

the fruit-trees. This, of course, is supposing that room
is scarce, and that the kitchen-garden joins some portion

of the dress grounds.

Thus much about the slips ; we must now give atten-

tion to the walls. It is in general allowed, that a paral-

lelogram is the best form, and there seems no reason to

depart from it. Admitting such, it would seem tlie best

policy, under the present conditions of fruit culture, to

make the side walls (running north and south) about

one-third longer than each of the two ends; for by these

means a much greater extent of comfortable aspects

may be produced, and a much smaller extent of northern

aspect—the most useless of any. There wiU of course

be less of direct south, but this we do not care for;

there will be sufficient for a few peaches and nectarines,

or perhaps vines and figs ; the rest may be grown well

in three parts of the kingdom on the east and west
aspects, provided the borders are not deep. In this

opinion we may have many practical men against us,

but this will not deter us from offering such advice,

coupled, as it ever will be on our part, by a cautious

mode of procedure in planting and the use of plat-

- forms.

Now, with regard to the direction of the walls ; there
I seems no reason to depart from the old practice of " the

i cardinal points;" nevertheless it will sometimes happen

that they must be in some degree departed from, on
account of the situation of the mansion, or other matters.

The subject must now pass on to another occasion,

when we must force our way through the kitchen-garden

doors, and see what can he done as to interior arrange-

ments. R. Errington.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Wb have a plan in The Cottage Gakdeneb which,

although we never say anything about it, must have

been seen all along, and that is—that none of the writers

engaged regularly on the work, interfere with each other's

plans or opinions, and thus we get rid of puffs, praises,

wranglings, and all kinds of uncharitahleness which

used to be the leading features in our periodicals.

Happily, other works on gardening and botany are now

conducted more like our Gottagb Gabdener than such

works used to be ; and I hope to live to see the day when
all envy, hatred, and malice shall he swept away from

the surface of our gardening literature. With us, in

these pages, every tub stands on its own bottom, brimlul

of entertainment and instruction, and if one of us should

so far deviate from his common path as to come in con-

tact with a fellow-tub, no harm can come of it, beyond a

scratch or two—that is all. And even that 1 shall

escape this time, on coming in contact with a tub of

sound bottom ; for to tell the truth, I very much wish

to hack Mr. Errington in his plan of growiiig goose-

berries on espaliers—but entirely for the benefit of his

readers. I do not recollect having ever entered a small

garden where no gardener was kept, or where a man of

that stamp was not called in to dress the trees occa-

sionally, but I saw the gooseberry hushes mismanaged
beyond every thing else in the garden. I think his plan

of growing this ft-uit is one of his very best arrangements

;

and I hope he is not half done with it yet. To my own
personal knowledge, there is not one out of a dozen of

those handy men who job about " dressing trees," knows

even how to prune a gooseberry tree properly. Here,

where people say we carry things by the weight of the

purse, we find Mr. Errington's plan the best and most

economical way of getting a large crop on a small space,

and the easiest way of securing it from fruit suckers when
we have got it.

China-asters.—The most curious thing I heard of

this season was a question asking, " If China-asters

were got by cuttings?" but recollecting that I often

asked questions of that nature myself, I give heed to it,

and the more, as my own China-asters were seldom more

noticed than they have been this very season, notwith-

standing all the dry weather they had encountered while

yet in then- infancy. Still, I fear they are not altogether

what they should be, for it was only the other day that

two great London gardeners went over the garden with

me, one of whom beats me out and out with his grapes,

and the other grows my seedling geranium Punch more

like Master Punch himself than any of the thousands

of them he saw with me here ; and he was so elated with

his success, that he overlooked my success with the

China-asters, and even forgot that he saw anything of

the sort until he wa.s asked by his fellow-traveller, on

their way home, what he thought of them ! Now, this

is very easily accounted for : the great grape grower is

also a great fancier of good China-asters, and other good

things in the florist's way, and of course such things

take his notice wherever and whenever he meets with

them ; and to tell the truth, I did not expect that oui'

China-asters would attract the notice of strangers this

season, for I had them planted very dift'erently from the

usual way, at least, from tlic way they are generally

planted in large places. It is well-known that we plant

many things here to produce shading, or shades of
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colour, both iu beds and in rows, and in order to do this

to our fancy we often plant three shades of the same
colour, or rather three kinds of jilants having different

shades of the same coloin- in the flowers. Now, all the

China-asters here were used in this fashion this season

for the first time in my experience ; but Sir W. Jlid-

dleton, my wortliy employer, says the old gardener often

planted them that way. Indeed, he often wished me to

try the plan before this season, but somehow or otlier

I could not believe tliey could be so usefully employed
as in separate beds by themselves in the more usual way.

It will now be seen that the "great gun" who grows
Punch greater than anybody else, looked on our beds

and borders as so many fine shades and contrast ofgood
rich colours ; looking to well marked contrasts rather

than to the plants which produced them ; and this is

always the best way to look at a flower-garden for mere
l^leasiu'e ; but when one wants to learn a " notch " or two,

he must examine the plants to find out the kinds, and
learn all he can about them, but never to ask the master
or man for seeds or cuttings of them, if it is a show place,

for this simple reason, that if one out of ten who visit

show jjlaces were to be indulged that way, tliere would
be very little left behind to show to those who come late

in the season. Since I entered the experimental garden
of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, in Edinburgh,
in 1827, to this day I had the ?;i(sfortune to be en-

gaged in what is called show places ; and I write, there-

fore, from experience on this point,—indeed, I could
write five hundred anecdotes, and some of them amusing
enough, to confirm my view of it.

Well, then, the Cliina asters were planted in rows
here this season between two other rows of distinct

colours, but the two colours would not contrast or help
each other to have a good effect ; but knowing the
colours of the China-asters from the packet of seeds,

the plants were disposed so as to help the colours on
either side to agree better. I did not know whether the

great grape grower was pleased with this contrast or witli

the individual heads of flowers, some of which are yet
very good ; very likely, being a great florist too, he
noticed the size of the flowers. I said, already, that I

I wellnigh spoiled many of our bedding plants this

season by giving them too much liquid-manure, to make
up for lost time through the dry weather in June. The
China-asters came in for their share of this strong water,
indeed their positions caused them to have more of it

than I liked, but the result proves conclusively how
much finer high feeding caused them to be; and'l shall

never forget that a good supply of good strong water
will always be acceptable to them.
Now, as these China-asters are excellent things for a

mixed garden, and as many of our readers know very
little about the way gardeners manage to rear them from
seeds, I cannot do better than explain the process, till

they are fit to be planted out where they are to flower

;

and after that, as wc have just seen, good soil and an
abundance of good liquid-manure will bring them out
as much as their nature will allow of; and here, if I

were only writing for gardeners—and these China-asters
were new plants that they had not seen gi'own before—all

that would be necessary for me to say would be, to treat
the seeds and seedlings just in the same way as they now
do their celery, which would be just so much Greelc to

one-half of the numbers of readers which this Cott.\ge
Gakdener has brought on the stage. Now the way
with us gardeners is this: wo make three soilings of our
celery and of oar Cliina-asters every spring;—but let us
talce the asters only, and suppose wo want tliem to come
into flower as early as possible, we make a slight hotbed
for tliem any time after the middle of ]\Iarch for the first

crop ; or, wliat is more likely, we should; make use of a
spare corner of a pit or bed already in use ; sow the
seeds in light rich soil, and in shallow pans or wide-

mouthed pots, drained one-third of their depth ; water

then, and as soon as the seedlings were uj) we sliould

place the pots where they could get most air, and after

a few days take them to a cooler place, but always allow-

ing them as much air as would keep them ifom gi'owiug

weak and spindl}'. After the seedlings are strong enough
to be handled they are pricked out, or transplanted into

nursing pans, on a small scale, or into an expended hot-

bed, if on a large scale, to be covered with Ijoops and
mats, if no glass covering can be spared for them. If

they stand three inches apart at this stage it wiU be suf-

ficient; and as much air, day and night, must be allowed

tliem as the state of the weather will allow of, but they

must not be permitted to sufter from frostj' winds. As
soon as they grow so as to get crowded, a bed of light

ricli soil should be got ready for them in a sheltered

place in front of a house, pit, or wall ; and here to be

transplanted the second time, and sis inches apart from
one another, well watered, and covered over with a mat
on cold nights ; and as soon as they rise to six inclicsiu

height they are ready to be transplanted finally where
they are to flower—in beds by themselves, or in rows

among other plants, or into patches of three, five, or

seven plants along a border, or in a bed of mixed flowers.

A second way, and which is very convenient, is to remove
only every other plant from the last nursing-bed, and let

the others stand until they show enough of their colours

to enable one to see what they are, and then to remove
them into the flower-garden, with balls of eartlr hanging
about their roots, and planted according to their colours,

or mixed, or in any other way which fancy may dictate.

I have seen whole beds of them each in distinct colours,

say a deep blue bordered by a lightish blue, a flesh-

coloured one, a deep red one, or a variegated one, or a

cii'cular bed with a patch of dark blue in the centre, and
then rings of the various colours placed round them to

the outside of the bed. I even have seen a bed tried

this last way where some of the plants had to be re-

moved three or four times before the planter was satisfied

with the arrangement, and the plants sufl'ered veiy little,

if any, by this rough usage—for there is not a plant we
use in the flower-garden which bears to be transplanted

so well as these asters; but at each remove, and indeed

ever since they bud for blossom, they stand and require

very large doses of tlie richest liquid-manure, just as

strong as the cauliflower or celery can stand it. Groat

fanciers of them hate the single or bull-eyed ones as

cordially as any of us woifld a bad pen, or a tight boot;

but if the eye had a fine large fringe of a brilliant colour,

I see no great reason to turn them adrift after all the

pains taken with them. To be sure they would be apt

to impregnate the double ones, and so spoil the seeds lor

next season ; for wc must remember they are not really

double flowers, for if they were they could not possibly

bear seeds ; they are only compound flowers or Com-
jiositi's, as the asterworts are called in onr Diction.vrv,

and as I exi)laiued last week. Therefore, the least dust

of foreign jiolleu will as assuredly impregnate a double

China-aster, or a double dahlia, as the constant drijiping

of water will wear away the hardest stone rock; of couise

I do not mean that an aster would cross with a dahlia,

no more than a hollyhock would cross with a geranium
or a Turkey oak, because no flower will cross with one

which is not of its own genus or family ; but a dirty-

coloured flimsy aster, with its evil eye, miglit imiireguato

a vast deal of mfschief into a whole bed of the finest

selection of the season.

I have lieard it said, but I cannot tell whether it is

really true or not, that the top flower of a highly lid

aster is more liable to produce single kinds than side

flowers. 1 only mention this, because it is exactly the

reverse of a kind of fire-side theory which 1 have myself
enteitained for some years resjiecting composite ]ilants,

but whether 1 am right or wrong, I have not builicient
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materials to pvovo. Composite flowers are tlie most

diflBcult of all to get sure proofs from by cross impreg-

nation ; I am not aware tliat we Iiave a single experi-

ment witli any of tliem on record tliat is worth a button.

For a second crop of China-asters, tlie seeds are sown

under liand-glasses, with or without a slight hotbed,

about tlie middle of April, the seedlings once trans-

planted to a nursing bed, and thence to the flower

quarters, and the third sowing, which will suit the

humblest cottager, is made on a sunny aspect during

the second weeli in May ; this sowing ought to be made
much thinner than the other two, as the seedlings may
stand on the bed till they are strong enough to

be removed to where they are to flower. In either

way, thei'e is one point in their management that must
never be lost sight of, and that is, from the appearance

of the seedlings above ground to the fading of the

bloom, they should never for one day suffer for want of

food, and from cold or hot weather, or from the diiferent

removals, or, as gardeners say, never receive a sudden

check, which is fatal to a flrst-rate bloom.

To wind up with a bit of flower-garden botany, I may
as well say, that although we call them asters in a

common way, they are not asters at all: the true asters

are the Michaelmas daisies ; and in our Dictionary the

China-asters will be found under the word Callistemiia

HORiENSE. D. Beaton.

GEEENIiOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

Young Roses—Roses tn Pots.—Much has lately been

said about the management of these royal ilowers out

of doors, but still the subject does not appear at all ex-

hausted, or our friends have not yet learned the habit of

so generalising as to perceive the "what" in general

statements that would be applied to their own particular

case. A letter lately reached us, with the post mark of

Greenwich, pleasing, from the high laudations it con-

tained of The Cottage Gabdener, &c., but containing

the sad drawback that it was sent to us in direct con-

travention of the orders of the helmsman of our little

craft, and entailing, as disobedience generally does, dis-

appointment to all parties concerned, as, not to speak of

anything else, the letter only arrived here after tra-

velling backwards and forwards to every jiost-office that

bore any resemblance, however distant, to the one near

to which I am located, while if sent direct to the editor,

it would have received immediate attention. Most of

what the letter contained has already been adverted to

by our friend Mr. Beaton, and there is only one inquiry

to which at present we will for a moment refer, because

it will just meet the cases of numbers more who have
purchased Tea, Bourbon, Perpetual, and China roses, in

a very young state, planted them out in suitable soil,

and yet, somehow, iind they are even now so small, that

they cannot make up their mind whether to take them
up and give them the protection of a cold pit or green-

house during the winter, or try some contrivance of

sheltering them where thoy are gi'owing. Now, in the

case of all tender roses, such as Teas and others, which
are budded, and especially on stocks above the surface

of the soil, no better plan exists, than to take them up
carefully and plant them in a shed, or against a north
wall, before the frost comes with much intensity, de-

fending them there from wet, and fastening spruce

branches, fern, or a little litter among the branches.

These should be planted out in April, and pruned rather

close, as soon as growth has commenced, as the best

flowers are generally produced from strong sturdy shoots.

To keep up a good succession of bloom dming summer
and autumn, weak shoots, and those done blooming,
should frequently be removed. This plan will answer

better than taking up the plants, potting them, and
giving them the assistance of a greenhouse, as some of

our friends suggest. One of the advantages of planting

them, when kept behind a north wall so late will be,

that they will bloom when the first flush of the rose

season is over, and will continue blooming later in the

season than they otherwise would do. For those upon
their own roots, instead of being at the trouble of potting

them a similar system may be pursued, or they may be

turned into rich soil in a cold pit, such as those referred

to last week, and if not covered with glass, protected

with some material that would keep them dry ; as frost,

however severe, is not so prejudicial to them as frost and

wet succeeding each other alternately. In the case of

all roses, however, upon their own roots, except the

tenderest Teas, and even in the case of such of them as

Devoniensis, Safrano, Eliza Sauvage, Oobault, &o., I

have generally found that raising a cone of old tan, saw-

dust, or even half rotten dung, round the plants, which,

when crusted by exposure, throws off the wet. Placing

a layer of green moss over the beds, which excluded the

frost, and sticking the bed over with evergreen or spruce

branches, to moderate the keenness of the frosty winds,

was sufficient to preserve them sound, and though the

upper part of the plant was killed, tliey broke strong

and bloomed luxuriantly from shoots sent up from the

bottom.

The treatment of roses in pots, such as China, Per-

petual, Bourbon, &c., about which a correspondent

inquires, must be according to the time he requires

them to bloom in his greenhouse. Tastes differ; and

we ought to be sure of our premises before we ])rouounce

another man's taste to be bad, but we would prefer

dwarfs trained in a conical pyramidal form to our cor

respondent's standards. We shall at present confine

ourselves to the questions proposed, leaving some other

matters about roses for the greenhouse for another pe-

riod, merely premising that to have plants of roses in

good bloom in the winter months (and for this purpose

the China and Bourbon group are about the best) the

house must resemble a cool stove rather than a mere

hybernatory for plants : in other words, the tempera-

ture should be from 50° to 63° instead of from 35° to

45^, and even then advantage shoidd be taken of sun-

shine to raise the temperature at least five degrees more,

or the flowers will not expand freely. True, you may
gather roses out of doors in the commencement of

winter when the thermometer is lower than the lowest

point indicated, but then you have the assistance of

energy stored up in the plant, and which you cannot

reckon on after, say from the month of December to

February.
Now, the first question with respect to these roses

in pots is, "Ought I to repot them? If so, when?
and should I shake any of the mould from them ?" The
best time to repot such roses is after they have finished

blooming ; and if you have a succession of roses, there

will thus be a succession of potting periods. There is

a peculiarity in the mode of growth of roses in pots that

renders this necessary. Whetlrer upon their own roots

or budded, the best roots have always a tendency to get

to the bottom of the pots ; and when plunged, unless

great care is taken, they will get out " by liook or crook"

at the bottom of the pot, and then when you raise them
up you lose all the finest roots instead of moving them
within the pots where they would do good service. In

potting, therefore, it is not only advisable to get rid of

as much as possible of the old soil, but the stronger

roots should be shortened that they may produce more
middle-sized ones, and these in potting should be

spread out, and receive an upward direction, and this

should be encouraged also by surface mulching. The
kinds referred to by our correspondent are many of

them constant bloomers, and with moderate care they
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will easily be made to carry a few flowers ; but when
fine masses of bloom at particular periods are wanted
more attention is required. Here we think it would be

better to introduce our correspondent's second question,

"When should I iiruno them?" because the time of

doing so has much to do with the success; as here, as

well as in most other oases, both processes should not
take place simultaneously, but advantage should be
taken of the shoot's own leaves to ibrm fresh roots, and
these when vigorous should be employed in forcing

vigorous young shoots after pruning had taken ])lace.

Hence, when some years ago 1 grew a number of China
and Tea and Bourbon roses to bloom in a warm conser-

vatory from Cliristmas to April, the first flowering ones
when done with were removed to a jiit, where they were
protected from frost. In April or i\Iay they were re-

potted into fibry loam enriched with old cow-dung, and
kept in the pit until the roots had nearly iilled the pots,

when they were placed right in the sun iu J une and July,

plunged in coal-ashes, the flowers being chiefly removed,
set against a north wall in August, kept rather dry,

pruned by outting-in the strong shoots in September,
returned to a warm spot in the sun when the buds
swelled, placed ultimately in the pit, and watered freely

with manure-water, and then transferred to the warmest
and lightest part of the conservatory towards the end of

October.

Other successions just require less trouble. For
instance, to bloom freely in March, the plants should
be repotted in summer, shaded for a time from
the sun, and then e.xposed to its influence, watered
freely, the points of the shoots nipped, just to swell but
not burst or break the lower buds, tlie pots phmged in

ashes, old tan, &c., ])runed in October, defended from
frost, set in a heat of 45° in December, and gradually
increased to bo° and 60°.

To bloom in April and May, the plants shovfld

be repotted iu summer, plunged in a non-conduct-
ing medium, and, in tlie case of all the tenderer
kinds the tops should be protected with fern, and be
pruned iu February, and then bo gradually brought for-

ward. Hardy kinds, about which there was no danger,
had better be pruned in the end of autumn, as the buds
would thus be better swelled. Witlioutthe half of all this

trouble, we have bad a good show in winter and spring,

by merely thiuniug out the older wood, and giving rich

top-dressing and manure-watering always several de-

grees highei- than the air of the bouse, but I never had
such a mass of flowers at one time.

Our correspondent will now judge for himself whe-
ther he will prune or not. if he can protect them,
the sooner he does it the better. As to potting
now, we decisively say no! because, without using
artificial heat to plunge in, the roots would not be
sufficiently in advance to cause the buds to break
strongly, more especially if you wish for early flowers.
Here the matter is very difl'erent from outdoor planting.
If pai'tly pruned as recommended by Mr. ]3catou tlie

other week, and then some time afterwards transplanted,
there is plenty of time for Iresh roots to be formed be-
fore a demand is made upon them by the shoots m April
and May. Instead of potting, oiu' correspondent should
remove the surface soil, top-dress and give plenty of
liquid-manure when they are commencing growth,
and afterwards. By these applications, a rose-plant, if

the drainage is right, and the roots arc prevented getting
into the plunging material, may bo kept in vigorous
health for years in tlio same ]iot.

Tlic questions, " whellier the ]ilauts should bo taken
into tlio greenhouse, when sliould they be taken in,
or should llioy bo plunged out of doors'?'' have been in-
directly answered, if late flowers this year or early
ones iu Ib.Tl are desired, prune out the smaller twigs
aud house them at once, if you have no turf or other cold

pit to transfer them to. If spring flowers are what are

wanted, keep them plunged and mulched out of doors,

raising the mulch in a cone over the pit, so as to throw
ofl' a portion of very heavy rains ; and unless you are

certain of the perfect hardiness of your varieties, do not

prune until you wish to start them, by removing them
under shelter, but rather tie some fern or twiggy
branches of spruce over their heads. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
STOVE PLANTS.

Franoisoea.—This is a genus varying greatly in ap-

pearance aud qualities, yet the greater number of its

species are desirable plants, easily gi'own, free blooming,

often very fragrant, and with handsome flowers, though
not highly coloured ; that is, we have no scarlet or

crimson Francisceas ; the colours that mostly prevail

being blue, purple, lilac, and wliite,

F. augusta (August F.).—Pale blue stove shrub.

F. confertifolia (Crowded-leaved F.).—New, with fra-

grant flowers.

F. e.vlmia (Noble F.).—Not yet introduced into this

country generaUy, and we believe has not flowered; but
the continental nurserymen describe it as a very fine

species indeed.

F. Bopeana (Air. Hope's F.).—Blue aud white ; a very

neat desirable old plant.

F. hi/drangeaformis (Hydrangea-flowered).—A new
plant, not much known at present.

F. hitifoHii. (Broad-leaved F.).—This is also a very

desirable old inliabitant of our stoves, not nearly grown
so much as it deserves to be. No other leaves that we
know have so beautiful a green, especially wlien young.
The flowers are as large as a balfcrown, and when first

expanded are of a beautiful pale blue, but as they become
older they gradually change to white : and as the plant

produces a succession of bloom, it frecjueutly happens
that the plant presents the phenomenon of having blue

flowers and white ones at the same time, and both per-

fect; for in the white stage the flower lasts some time.

F. macrophylla (Very broad-leaved F.). —-A noble
jilant, formerly known as F. hygrangtiformis ; flowers

blue, in large beads ; leaves very broad and numerous ;

lasting a long time in bloom.
F. Poldiana (Mr. Pohl's F.).—Pale blue, changing to

lilac ; a neat, free growing, and abundant flower.

CiiLTunE.—The plants of wliich tbo above is a select

list of the best, are such as may be easily grown; do not
require so much boat as most other stove plants, but will

thrive in an intermediate house, or even iu a pit deep
enough to allow a little fresh air occasionally, and bead
room I'or the plants. Frequently in winter the plants

here look completely dead, having wintered in a cold pit

or fra,me just protected from frost. As soon as tlie grim
wiutcr ])asses away, the plants being then quite bare of

Ibliagc, are repotted and placed iu gentle heat ; a tan

bed is the most congenial, oxeeiiting, perhaps, one uuulo

of leaves. The internal beat should not exceed ").'j^' by
day nor &0° by night, for the first month. After that

period it may be allowed to rise to (iO° by day aud bb"

liy night. 'I'be soil suitable for them is a compost of

loam, ]ieat, aud leaf mould in equal parts, mixed with a
sufficient quantity of sand to give it a sandy character.

In this soil they will grow finely, if all the other points

are attended to.

Water.-—In the early part of their growth they require

very little water at tlie root, but the syringe nniy be >ised

once or twice a week as tbo weather will allow, increas-

ing the qiumtity of water at tlie root as soon as tlio

leaves begin to clothe the plants witli their beauliful

green. When fully expanded they require a pretty large

and constant supply of tlio liquid olcment, pure some-
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times, and at others intermixed with a portion of food

in the shape of liquid manure, but not very strong. The
Francisced latifoUa and F. macrophylla, especially, re-

quire a liberal treatment to bring out fine foliage and
handsome, well-coloured flowers of a good or even extra

size.

Whilst in a young state these plants require some
attention to training to form handsome specimens ; the

shoots must be topped and tied out, which will allow

the centre ones to branch more freely, and spread out

into a more pleasing shape. This attention must be
continued for a considerable period tiU the object is fully

attained.

Propagation may be effected by cuttings in the usual

way we have so often described. Young shoots placed

in sand under a bell-glass, in heat, root readily. We
never observed any seed produced.

Oeissomeria longiflora (Long-flowered G.).—This is

another desirable old inhabitant of our hothouses which
we feared was almost lost, but we have met with it in

the north of England cultivated to a considerable extent

lately, and grown for a purpose for which it it admirably
adapted, viz., for winter flowers. The leaves are in

pairs, moderate in size, and of a pale green ; the flowers

are ia terminal racemes, of a tubular shape, about an
inch and a half long, and of a beautiful crimson-scarlet

colour ; each raceme in a strong plant will measure four

inches high, and it continues a considerable time in

bloom. These qualities are sufiicient, we are sure, to

render it worthy tlie attention and cultivation of any of

our readers who may possess a stove however small.

The only objection we know of against it is, that it is

not of a good habit, being apt to run up with a single

stem and become what is technically termed leggy ; but
this only takes place under ordinary management. By
a little extra care in early stopping the shoots, tying

out the side branches in almost an horizontal position,

which will cause more shoots to spring out of the centre,

and by tying out and stopping these again, a tolerably

shaped bushy plant may be procured. Where an extra

specimen is desirable, and plenty of room is in the

power of the cultivator, it may be obtained by placing

five young plants in a pot sixteen inches diameter, one
in the centre and four around it. So managed, we have
seen a specimen with ten or twelve heads of its beautiful

flowers finely expanded in the month of October, when
most other plants were out of bloom. The soil this plant
thrives in, is a compost of fibrous peat two parts, turfy

loam one part, and vegetable mould one part. If the

peat is not naturally sandy, which is seldom the case,

add as much as will give the compost a sandy character.

This plant is impatient of moisture ; so, great caution

must be used in watering it ; and to prevent the soil

becoming stagnant, use plenty of drainage, covering it

with moss or some other material to prevent it being
choked up. After it has done flowering, cut it down
pretty severely, giving no water till the buds break nut

again, when it may have a sufficient quantity to prevent
the soil craclring away from the pot, which it would do
if too dry, and then the water runs down between the

earth and the pot. Should that happen, let the surface

be stirred and the loose soil pressed down into the

crack previously to watering. As the growth progresses,

attend to the stopping and tying out processes, and
rejiot about the middle of April.

Propagation.—Like several other stove plants, the
Geissomeria is not long-lived, neither is it desirable it

should be so. Young plants make better specimens and
flower finer ; and as this plant is easOy propagated it is

so much the more desirable to cultivate only young
plants. Three years is nearly as long as it is prudent
to grow plants of this kind. Cuttings strike readily in

sand under bell-glasses in heat. Short cuttings are the
best, but if desii'ed they will grow from buds alone.

Take a shoot, cut it into lengths of one pah' of leaves to

each, cut the wood away both above and below the

leaves, and then pass the knife exactly through the

centre between the two leaves. This leaves a bud to

each leaf. Insert them in the sand in the pot, with the

leaves projecting inwards; if they are long, tie them
upright to a small deal stick, plvmge them in lieat, and
place the bell-glass over them. They will soon root,

and the bud will start and grow quickly, requiring pot-

ting off and shading for a few days until they are esta-

blished separate plants. By such a method a great

number of stove plants may be propagated, but it need
not be resorted to when nice short young shoots are to

be had. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
PRoi.oNG.iTioN OF Bloom.—Very lately we have seen

an instance oi Dahlias being preserved from early frosts,

which we consider worth notice. They were chiefly of

the fancy varieties, and were growing in a bed upon the

lawn of a flower-garden. They had been pegged down
whilst young, and kept so by repeated peggings, so that

the highest plant did not exceed one and a half feet.

The owner was desirous to proloug the bloom, aud to do

so, stuck in, all over the bed, some stout sticks, allowing

them to stand up above the Dahlias from six to nine

inches. Every evening when there was the least appear-

ance of frost, the bed was covered over with garden

mats, sewed together in two's aud three's, removing
them in the morning. By this slight protection they

ai-e yet in the greatest perfection, whilst all round the

bed, such as were growing singly in the border and
others in large masses, were all more or less injured and
blackened with the frost. Such of our readers whose
Dahlias may have as yet escaped from frost, would be

wise, if possible, to try the above method ; and the prin-

ciple might be extended to Oeraniums, Heliotropes, &c.,

&c., with the best efl'ects. Now is a good season to mark
in a book, kept for that purpose, the kinds of Dahlias,

their colours, lieights, and other properties.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Caekots.—The principal crop for winter supply should

be taken up this month, choosing a dry day for the

purpose. They may be stored in a dry cellar or dry shed,

packed snugly together, but not in too large quantities,

which would be liable to ferment. They keep best from

fermenting or starting into growth, if stored for some
time without placing any dry sand or charred materials

amongst them, indeed, in a cellar scarcely anything of

the kind is required at all, untU late in the season, when
a slight covering of straw, after lying a few weeks, will

keep them secure. We make it a rule to pack them in

narrow ridges free from the wall or the partition, with

the crowns outwards on both sides ; and in toppiug-otF

their leaves, we prefer twisting to cutting them.

Parsnips.—We find always that the best way to main-

tain the flavour of this vegetable, is to leave it in the

ground. We wheel on the manure aud spread it over

them, and trench them out as required, casting the soil

into ridges as we proceed, in the same manner tliat we
should trench any other piece of ground.

Salsafy and Scoezonera may either be taken up aud

stored in the same manner as the carrots, or left in the

ground in the same way as the parsnips.

Cardoon.s may be earthed sufficiently, a few at a lime,

as likely to be required, until they have made their final

growth, when all may be well earthed on some fine dry

day, and made secure against winter.

Celery.—Continue to earth this vegetable carefully in
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its various stages, always performing the operation when
the weather is dry.

Cabbage and Cauliflower.—Take care that plenty of

plants are duly pricked out a few inches apart.

Cdccmeers and Melons.—Keep up a kiudly heat
about the cucumbers. If the top heat is kept to about
70° to 73'^ it is sufUcieut, now that the days are drawing
in so fast, and the plants have consequently so much less

light. Lale melons require also a kindly heat to be kept
up without much humidity. Where linings are used
they should he kept well topped-up, in order to secure
top heat in the interior of the pit or frame.

Radishes.—Continue to sow in succession a few short
top radislics on a little heat and close to the glass, and
attend well to surface stirring amongst all kinds of pro-
gressing crops in favourable weather. James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

SCALES OF EXPENDITUEE.
Bij tlic Authoress of

Estimate .3.

Income, 4s. Cid. per day; 27s. per week; .£70 per aunnm.
rnovisiONs ^^'EEICI,Y. £ s. D.

Bread and flour for iive persons, 3i lbs., at IJd.. .3 C
Butter, 1 lb., at Is 10
Cheese,

-J lb., at Gd 3
Milk n 1
Tea, Jib. at.3s. Cd lOi
Sugar-, 2 lbs., at 4d 8
Grocery—including rice, ttc, and table condi-
ments 7

Meat or fish, &e., say 6 lbs. at u^d n 2
Vegetables

~

1 2
Table beer—3d. per day U 1

Goals—l:f bushel penveek, on an average, all the
yearrouud, atls. 4d., Is. 8d.; and wood, 3d..

.

Candles—§ lb at 54
Soap, starch, blue,'A-c., for washing
Sundries, for cleaning, scorning, etc

Total for household expenses
Clothes and haberdashery
Eeut
Extras
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sinularity of the two estimates as really suiiirising andliighly

satisfactory. It may be proper to remark, that we have been
sensible of no deficiency of food ; my habits are sedentary and
stndious, but my appetite is always good, to which tlie sea air,

probably, gives additional force. The safe is not locked from
the servant, and the children eat whenever they are hungry

;

in short, there has been no particular attempt at sa\'ing,

beyond that of having no company, committing no waste,

and piu'chasing food of tlie plainest but best quality.'
"

One proof is worth a thousand assertions. T)ie Isle of

Wight was never considered a cheap residence, and twenty-

six yeai's ago, "when the new edition of " Domestic Economy "

was published, every thing was far dearer than it is now. I

sincerely hope that many who are striving to bring up a

family beneath the pressure of honest poverty, will take

courage from the experience of a (/cH^/cnmH. To an officer,

whose life has been spent among convivial and perpetital

society, the absence of " company " must have been great

self-denial; but the enjoyment of a happy home, with the

best earthly companions—his wife and children—without

debt, and, therefore, without distress, are sweeter and purer
pleasiu'es than any other that this deceitful world can afford.

ON THE SPRING OF 18.W,

AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE FRUIT CHOP IN THE COUNTY
or ICENT.

As the very able writer of your fruit-garden department
frequently alludes to the dispai'ity between the climate of

the northern and southern counties, in reference to the
difficulties gardeners have to encounter in securing crops of

the more tender as weU as the more hardy fruits, I beg to

lay before you a few remarks, showing that severe weather
is not altogether confined to the counties north of the
Trent, and as the jjlace I now write from is in the centre of

a neiglibourliood long noted for its hardy fruits, being, in

fact, near the middle of the county of Kent, where the
extensive orcliards of apple, cherry, pliun, filberts, and the
smaller fruits, form a very considerable portion of the parish
maps—where, it may be fau'ly presumed, that the culture of

these fruits, having been carried on for several generations,

may have arrived to as great a state of perfection as in most
other neighbourhoods—and as a favom'able or adverse spring
is acknowledged by all to have a Vv'onderful influence on the
crop, a few notes, which I made with care at the time, will

tend to prove that we are not altogether exempt from the
frosts and cold mnds so hurtful to fruit-trees.

It may be necessary to mention, that the place I write from is

somewhat elevated, being midway up a ridge of hiU facing the
south-west; below us is the extensive plain called the Weald
of Kent, while behind us the ground rises some little dis-

tance, the summit not very many years ago being unenclosed
waste. I believe, it is often thought a situation so placed,

enjoys more benefits than one on an extremely low or high
one

;
perhaps it may be so. Well, having explained that, I

may add, that being fm'nished with a good registering ther-

mometer, I have for some time noted down the variations of

temperature, wind, and state of the weather, all of which
things bear an important part in the fi'uit production way.
So beginning mth the winter, it is fair to observe that the
autumn was mild and fine ; until the 21st of December, when
we had a little snow followed by frost, which on tlie night
preceding the 29th of that month, caused the thermometer to

fall to 10 degrees, whilst succeeding showers of snow, accom-
panied by frosts (not severe), kept the ground covered up to

the 30th January, when a thaw and milder weather followed,

which ended that month without being any way remarkable.
February came in with severe gales of wind, mostly from
the south-west and west; in fact, I have 21 days noted down
in which the ivinds blew from these quarters ; about the
middle of the month a good deal of rain fell, yet not more,
or, perhaps, not so much, as usually falls in February; the
last few days of the month were dry, and the ail- cold, wind
north and east—so ended Februai-y, being likewise not re-

remarkable for anything particular, 24 degrees and 50 degrees
being the minimum and m.aximum of the thermometer.
March came in under very favom'able circumstances ; the
dry weather of the last few days of February continuing with
very little variation to the end of Mai'cb ; in fact, the un-

usual small quantity of rain that fell was remarked at other
places as well as here, and doubtless to that cause we may
ascribe the wonderful escape tlie fruit-trees had from the
severe frosts at the end of the month. I call it wonderful,
because I have on other occasions seen gooseberries and
cun-ants suffer very severely when the thermometer has
sunk some three or four degrees below the freezing point.
May I then ask Mr. Eriington, if he stiU thinks we arc
exempted from severe weather, when on the morning of the
20th March, the thermometer fell to 17 degrees, ancl on the
28th it was 18 degrees ? I guess he will think there must have
been a mistake in the instruments, or that all unprotected
fruit must have perished. I beg to assure him that neitlier

the one nor the other was the case ; the extraordinary dry-
ness of the atmosphere at the time in a great measure
neutralising the effects of tlie extreme cold, so that notwith-
standing our peaches, nectarines, and apricots on the walls,

protected only by single netting, received but very little if

any harm, although they were on west, north, and east
aspect ; and the gooseberry and cm-rants, which are certainly

as tender as any of our fruits, escaped also, except in some
very exposed places, I heard of a partial failure. One of
the causes I attribute to their receiving no harm, is the
vigorous state the trees were in, the crop of 1849 being all

but a total failure in these pai'ts ; the trees, doubtless, were
enabled to lay in a store of food capable of assisting them to

overcome the hligliting infiuence of unusual cold; that,

together with the dry ground and atmosphere, certainly
saved them from destruction at a very critical time ; in fact,

so exceedingly ch'y was the ground, that except in places
where it had been recently tm-ned up or otherwise made
damp, the frost seemed to have taken little hold of it, the
dusty portion not being any way stiifened, and the atmospliere
being also less humid than at most other times, contributed
its share in jireserring to us quite an average croj"! of fruit

from the remarkable cold, wliich the end of March taught
us was unable to destroy. The wind during the month
being from the north-east 10 days, north days, and north-
west i days, and the other directions the remainder; the days
though very diy were not remarkably sunny, so that the
thermometer the latter half of the month was never above
01 degrees, except the last day when it was 57 degrees, while
in the early part of the month it was 59 and 00 degrees, and
the long contmued ch-ought as visible on the grass field as

the hot weather of July usually is.

With April we had more genial weather ; occasional showers
set things going in the ground, which was far from cold, but
the absence of sunshine retarded the progi'ess of vegetation in

like ratio, and some slight frosts at the end of the month told

us that mnter had not yet left us. It may be worth recording
as a matter interesting to natm-alists, that the nightingale
was heard on fhe 10th, and the cuckoo on the lOth, and the
first head of asparagus I observed above ground was on the
12th ; this latter test of an early or late season I have
observed for many years, and, strange to say, the difference

has been very trifling ; the spring of 1847 was the latest. I
said the deficiency of sunshine retarded vegetation, so that
the 1st of May was ushered in with a great accumulation of

its predecessor's work to do, or, in other words, the season
up to that time was a very backward one, although the ther-

mometer had never been below 31 degrees, and only twice

32 degrees, the highest being 03 degrees.

May.—This month—an important one to the farmer and
gardener—was as usual chequered by the usual variety of

changes common at this time. We have said the early

blooming fruits escaping in a great measure the severity of

March, advanced slowly through April ; other later blooming
fruits, as the apple and cherry, now are blooming, especially

the latter
;
yet mark the contrast—a frost of three degrees,

was quite sufficient to destroy the crop of cherries which 15

degrees has been unable to do to that of plums and goose-

beiTies ; but in this case the neutralizing powers were wanting

;

the ground certainly was not very wet, yet the atmosphere
was loaded wth moistm'e, and so extremely delicate is the

cherry, that many trees had their young leaves and shoots

completely destroyed by the frost, as well as the bloom, so

as to look some weeks after as if the whole had been
scorched with fire. The destruction of the eai'ly cherries was
universal in this neighbourhood, a few of the later ones, as

the Bigarreaus, had better luck, yet very few cherries were
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gi'own. What makes the frost in this case more remarkable

is that many of the gooseberries, though of a size almost fit

for tlie first picking, and consequently much more sheltered

by then- own foliage, yet suftered by it; in some cases the

shoulder or upper portion of the berry turning a rusty brown

in most of the exposed fruit, nevertheless, the ci-op on the

whole was a good one. Apples were more fortunate than

cherries, being a few days behind them, they escaped the

worst frosts; but some of those murky changes in the atmo-

sphere, which old people caU "blights," or some other cause,

has reduced the abundant crop of blossom into only an

average, or rather below an average crop of fruit, which, as

in most other seasons, is also variable in places and in kinds

too. liut as apples are an important fruit croj), I will, with

your leave, make their peculiarities the subject of a separate

article ; at the same time, I confess it appears a difficult tasic

to explain what is often called a " bhght," but I have no

reason to doubt the opinion of those whose life and interest

have been connected witli the hai-dy fruit ti'ade, and yet some
fashionable gardener will, I dare say, smile at trees being

pointed out to him which bear only alternate seasons, and

others only if in a certain position. All this is more to be

admu'ed than despised, as science, with all its pretensions,

has quite as often followed in the wake as pointed out the

way. But I am strajing from my subject, the object of which

was to disabuse the public mind of the idea that fruit and other

crops, though, perhaps, not suffering so much from adverse

springs in the south of England as the north, are not en-

tirely free from such misfortunes ; but taking all in all, there

is BO question but that the trees here, baring a better chance

to mature their embryo buds the preceding year, are in a

better condition to resist the changes I have above alluded

to. In conclusion, allow me to say that tender wall fruits

have been quite an average crop, gooseberries and currants

a heavy crop, plums generally good, apples variable, filberts

good, chenies next to none, and pears only good in places.

Perhaps some of your readers will record what phenomenon
connected iritli the weather and the crops occurred under
their notice in different parts of the kingdom, in order that

we may exchange notes.—L. M. N.

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
Guinea Fowls.—For the information of " A Subscriber

from No. 1," I beg to state that " Guinea fowls" are

occasionally brought to this market (York) by the farmers'

wives and daughters, vnXh the common poultry, and sold at

4s, is Cd, to .5s per pair. 1 have bought them in the market
at both 4s and 4s Gd the couple. The Gumea bu'ds' eggs

are brought very regularly to market here ; and as they are

generally preferred at table to the common bai-n-door fowl's

eggs, they fetch a rather better price, say from 10 to 18 for

a shilhng, whilst the others sell at 20 to 33 for a shilUng.

Should your correspondent have had no experience in

Guinea fowls, it may be as well to inform him that they
often sti-ay and lay their eggs some distance from home, as

they ai-e particularly partial to grass, and consequently
prefer the open fields. A safer mode of attaching them to

home (than buying the full-grown birds) is to set the
common domestic hen with Guinea fowls' eggs ; and so long
as she can exercise control over the young ones she keeps
tliem within bounds.

—

Anothee Subschiber from No. 1.

Celery.—You encourage us to acquaint you with our ex-

perience, however limited, in garden matters. I therefore

m-ite to say, that I am this year growing Null's Champiun
Culcri/, on Mr. Turner's plan (see vol. i., p. i;)C), and would
add my Innnble testmiony to his concerning the horizontal
growth of tlie roots of celery plants. Before earthing-up I

could not stir, even slightly with my finger, the smface-soU,
without coming in contact with numbers of httle roots

growing perfectly horizontally, almost along the top of the
soil; also, upon pulling up one or two 25lants that had run,
their roots had scarcely gone two inches downwai'ds, all

straight to the right and left. Now this week, upon cuttiug

away the sides of the trenches for earthing, the roots pro-

trude in great numbers beyond tlio original width,—one
strong long fellow that 1 measured reaching vxactlij two feet

from the plant. For the future 1 think of increasing Mr.
Turner's width of trench, and for the convenience of watering.

suffering (with deference to him) the level on which the

plants are set to be somewhat below the surface-level around.
I have added manm'e on both sides of the original trenches,

and have no doubt that the roots will soon be quite through
it.

—

Cleeicus, Beds.

Remedy for Bee Stin'gs.—I beg to give for the use of

the readers of The Cottage Gaedexer the follott-ing remedy
for bee stings, and stings of all kinds, which I have found
most effectual not only on myself but also on others. But
this, as eveiy other remedy, must depend on the person
stung ; for I am convinced that there is no one remedy
which mil cure stings in everybody, for where tobacco will

cure in one instance, I have known it ineffectual in another.

Sweet oil I have also seen used with beneficial results on one
person, while on another who has tried it it has had not the

least effect; but I think the following is the most effectual

of any. It was given to me by a poor person, and I give it

as I received it :— Spirits of wine, oil of spike, opodeldoc,

camphor, sweet spirits of nitre—one pennyworth of each.

The embrocation to be well shaken before using.—W. H. W.

Gladiolus Gandavensis.— To all unacquainted with

gladioluses, I would by all means adrise them, if they want
a cheap and good one—one that will ensure satisfaction

instead of disappointment—to purchase G. Gantlavciisix. I

had one bulb planted at the end of Februarj'; it has thrown
up two strong shoots ; they ai'e fom' and a half feet high
from the top of the pot, with twelve on one and fourteen

flowers on the other, have been in bloom nearly a fortnight,

and have a few more flowers to open, and are the admiration

of every one. G. CarcHnidis I shall not bloom ; they tell me
it exceeds the other, but is difficiUt to bloom.—J. French.

Hens Eating their Eggs.—Yom' able con-espondent,

Mai'tin Doyle (whose papers upon poultry I enjoy to read,

having kept some myself a few yeai's back), in his remarks
(in July part, page 359) upon "fowls hatching," mentions
the loss of several eggs from under a hen when sitting, and
is doubtful in wliat way they were got rid of. Now I am
convinced in my own mind that some hens will eat the eggs,

should they get broken, and not leave a particle of any thing
to tell how they have gone. With one of my hens when
sitting 1 lost, upon three occasions, some of the eggs ; but
having two or three holes cut in the door of the fowl-house,

with a centre-bit, that I might see all was right with the sit-

ting-hens nithout opening the door, and thus disturbing

them, I caught this hen just finishing the shell of an egg

;

and upon examining her nest I foimd two gone dm-ing the

niglit, which had no doubt been broken when she (luiied

the eggs ; and had I not seen her at the moment, nothing
would have been left to tell the tale, for the nest was per-

fectly di'y. While writing the above I have had a visit from
a country relative, to whom I was mentioning the circum-
stance, and he quite confirms my opinion, and infonned me
in addition, that a hen of his had, upon hatching, destroyed

several of her chickens before she could be prevented, and
would have taken the lives of all liad not her own been for-

feited for her unmotherly propensity ; this I think is a more
singular case than the other. I never yet knew any animal
that would not ju'otect their young to the very last—pai'-

ticularly hens.— Tf'vstboiiriiL' Park T'illas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** We request that no one will write to the dcpartmentnl writers of

The Cottage Gardenek. It gives them unjustifiable troul)le and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Edifur of

The Cottage Gnrdener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Jlnw, London.^'

Weak Vine (A Suhscriher, Crot/don).—Vour vine, n Black Hamlioro',

wns in your stable-yard apainst a north aspect for four years, and had

never borne fruit ; and by cutting away from time to time all liiteral

shoots, excepting the two top ones, it had actjuired a stem about five feet

in length and measuring about an inch in circumference; clean and
healthy looking. This was planted in your new greenhouse, and has pro-

gressed very indifferently during the summer, not having made a shoot

two inches in length. It threw out leaves, but not larger than would

cover a penny-piece, which soon died off. It then leafed a second time,

and with precisely the same result, and now Inoks very shabby. If you

have, indeed, followed the directions given in The Cottage GAUDRNEn,
as to border making for the vine, then the fault must lie in some colla-

teral circumstances. Vou do not say whether your vine is planted inside
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the house or out. It is evident the vine ia "poverty struck," either

through lack of moisture at certain periods or too much. Or, it may be

that through a deliciency of ventilation it has been " starved to death."

Remember that a north aspect in a stable-yard is not the sort of place to

give healthy stamina to a vine. We must, therefore, presume that this,

coupled with the severe check of removal, was quite enough to throw

your unfortunate Black Hamboro' into a declining state. Were we in

your case, we would purchase a good, strong, and well ripened plant from

a respectable nurseryman, and plant in the end of next March, with a

determination to see all matters of summer culture well carried out.

Strawberries ON Light-soiled Bank (l-F. i2. /.).—If you cannot

renovate your soil and start anew, pray use the waterpot most liberally

from the moment the tirst blossom opens until the first fruit changes

colour. Cannot you apply a good coating of "mulch" on the heels of

some liberal shower in May ? Such applied two inches thick will be of

immense service, by encouraging a host of surface fibres, and preventing

a too rapid evaporation.

Cucumber and Melon Cuttings (M. F. G.).—These strike readily,

but it is too late to talk about this in the end of September. An article

framed expressly to meet the desires of yourself and several other corre-

spondents will appear very shortly- We trust it will suit your case.

Malt Wine, or, as one of our correspondents more aristocratically

terms it, Maltese Wine.—We have received three recipes for making

this, and as we are quite unable from our own palate to decide, which is

best, we publish them all.

Maltese Wine, to be made in March or October.—To fourteen gal-

lons of water add forty-six pounds of brown sugar, boil the sugar and

water twenty minutes, skimming it well all the time ; then pour it into

a tub ; when it is nearly cold, put in twelve pounds of raisins picked and

chopped, and when quite cold put in two gallons of ale when it has fer-

mented and ia ready to be tunned ; let it stand three or four days, stirring

it every day ; then put it into the cask with a pint of brandy, half a pound

of sugar candy pounded, and two ounces of isinglass dissolved in a quart

of the liquor. When it has quite done fermenting, bung it close up, let

it stand twelve months, then bottle it. The cask should not be quite full.

~(A Grateful Suliscriber).

Malt Wine.—To a ten gallon cask, eight gallons of water, twenty-

four pounds of good moist sugar, boil together half an hour, skimming it

well all the time
;
put it into your tub till nearly cold ; have ready two gal-

lons of good ale when that is ready for tunning; mix it well together
;

work it in the tub two or three days ; skim it three times a day. Then
put it into your cask, with three pounds of raibins, the rind of six lemons,

a little isinglass, and a bottle of brandy ; let it work a week, then stop it

close, and bottle it off in twelve months.—(T. Phillips).

Malt Wine, or English Madeira.—To make nine gallons, take

five gallons of water, and boil in it for five or ten minutes twenty-eight

pounds of sugar ; draw off the liquor into a convenient vessel, and allow

it to cool, then mix with it six quarts each oi sweet-ivort and of tun;

allow it to stand for three days and then put it into a barrel. Here it

will work or ferment for three days or more ; then bung up and keep it

undisturbed for two or three months, then add three pounds of whole

raisins, half a pound of candy, and one pint of brandy. In four or six

months it should be bottled. Three or six months in this state and it is

fit for a king; indeed, it is the best of home-made wines. {Sweet-wort^

is the liquor that leaves the mash before it is boiled with the hops. Tun,

is the new beer.)

—

{A Constant Subscriber).

Choice Plants for a Greenhouse without Artificial Heat
(J. S. L.).—We will try and do you service, but your want of artificial

heat is a great drawback.

Ericas and good Pi.ants for a Greenhouse (J. S.).—You will

be attended to ere long.

Roses in Pots (A Subscriber).—See -whaX Mr. Fish has said to-day.

Double Senecio Elegans {A Lover of Flowers, Leeds).—This came
up in the border, and you ask how to keep it. Take some of the small

side shoots off close to the stem with a sharp knife ; remove the lower

leaves, and insert the cuttings round the side of a pot, in light sandy soil,

and cover with a hand-light, or set it in a frame. In a fortnight you
might give these cuttings a little bottom-heat

;
pot them off" when struck.

To make doubly sure, after taking off your cuttings, cut your plant pretty

well down. In a week cut round its roots ;
place a pot over it at night, to

save it from frost, and raise it with a ball, and transfer it to a pot in a

fortnight, to be kept in a pit or greenhouse.

Roses {J. B.).— Victor Hugo and Due de Treviso are good old, and
very strong, Hybrid Chinas. The third (Emmeline), we forget just now
to what section it belongs, but any of the old nursery catalogues will tell.

Those strong varieties never flower well if they are much pruned, and
what pruning they do require, according to Mr. Beaton's plan, should be

done late in March, so as to reduce their vigour. Thin the shoots a little,

and merely cut off the first few inches of the points of the strong shoots.

Gladioli.—See what is said of them to-day in another page.

Jasmine—Phloxes—Rose-stocks (An Original Subscriber).—
**lst. What is the best time and manner of pruning white and yellow

Jasmine remaining upon a house ? Do the young shoots grow better for

not being nailed very near their tops? 2nd, Best treatment of Phloxes,

white and purple, after flowering ; cut down and left, or moved ? Stalks

burnt make good stuff for petting purposes? 3rd. In planting Stocks

in November, for budding Roses upon in grass lawns, is it better to leave

a small circle round them unturfed or not ? If it is, could the space be
properly used for Verbenas in summer ? Had the Stock beat be put in

with a ball of its native earth. Or should the roots be pruned and shook
clean ; are its branches immediately to be pruned close, or should that
be done while the brier is still growing in the hedge ?" We insert your
letter entire, with answers, both for your own private use, and for letting

our readers see an excellent specimen of how letters s/iould be written for

editorial consideration. 1st. For weak Jasmijies, the end of October is the

best time to prune ; for very strong ones, the beginning of April is best.

Close pruning is best for them, as it is for all such climbers as flower on
the current season's growth. The young shoots will look more graceful

hanging out a little from the wall, and will flower just as well as if closely

trained. 2nd. The beat way is to let P/ilo.ves alone until their leaves die

off" naturally, or by the frost, then the dry stalks would help to burn or

char garden refuse, or be charred, which would be better "stuff" than
their ashes. 3rd. It is better to leave an open space round rote stoclts

for the first few years, and the open space may be used for Verbenas, as

you suggest ; hut you must make good what food they consume, other-

wise the roses are robbed in open day. No native soil with rose stocks

and their roots, if long and large, must be cut to within a foot of the stock,

and if it were convenient they ought to be pruned now. But whoever
thinks of doing that I !

Trop(eolums for Conservatory (W. X. W.).— TropiEo!u7n Lob-
bianum would answer in one of your tubs, and would mix with T. penta-
phijUnm at the top of the house ; and when the latter was done flowering

Lobbianum would come in to succeed it. We cannot think of another
rlimber suitable to plant with either of these, or, indeed, with any
Tropa?olum in-daors, as they grow too fast for others, and would soon
smother them to death. We have seen Lophospermum trained horizon-

tally on a wall to cover the naked spaces left by other climbers, and it

answered very well indeed up to any height that was bare.

Stephanotis Floribunda.—F. W. T. writes to us thus :
—" I have

a fine plant of Stephanotis Jloribimda which, in a pot, never gave me any
fiowers, and did not grow freely. I, all in a hurry, turned it out into a

bed, with bottom-heat from tanks ; the bed of sandy poor soil, and not

regularly made, varying—in parts sandy, in others nearly very stiff.

The bed cannot be heated without heating the house, and is not more
than 10 to 15 inches deep, so in cold weather it has most bottom-heat.

Since the planting out it has made a great growth, and given two bunches
of flowers ; but it has lost many leaves, and now presents many bare

branches, with several yellow leaves." Your Stephanotis is, indeed, in

an awkward position ; the soil is too poor for it, which with bottom-heat
caused the roots to spread fast ; and as soon as they reach the tanks,

how do you mean to save them from being stewed to death ? You cannot
receive the proper eff"ect3 of the tanks till the water in them is ]2u° at the

least—heat enough to kill any root in contact with it ; by all means
remove the plant before you apply heat for the winter. You might cover

a space of two feet or more in ^vidth across the end of the tank with

boards; lay a strong rich compost over the board, and plant the Stepha-

notis in that with safety; indeed, that way it would surprise you in two
years ; and, as it fiowers on the young wood made the same season, it

should be pruned close in winter.

Dahlias (T. Phillips).—Descriptive lists of these, and other superior

florists' flowers of the season, will appear in a short time.

Strawberries on Fruit Border {Mrs. Charles Brown).—Any-
thing planted on a fruit border is in some degree injurious to the fruit-

trees, but strawberries and other strong feeding plants are especially

injurious. Nevertheless, many fruit-tree borders arc so planted ; and, if

you do the same, the strawberries will do less hurt close to the stems of

the trees than if planted six feet from them.

Heading-down Laurels {Ibid).—The best time for doing this is

just before they begin growingin the spring.

Recipes (J. Dawson).—We cannot give you any of the recipes you
require. Toad-stools, however large in quantity, will give you very little

manure in bulk, \\1iat they do yield is rich. Mix them with salt, and
cover them with earth. The mixture will make a good compost for your
kitchen- garden.

Wood-work of Greenhouse (Novice).—It is quite impossible for

us to give estimates.

Bass's Pale Ale (An Amateur).—Can any of our readers give *' direc-

tions that can be relied on" forbremng this. Do not wean the colt until

the spring. Cochineal, or Brazil Wood-chips, will give rhubarb wine a

red colour ; but you must try a little to ascertain the quantity required.

Ten plants of rhubarb will yield you 60 lbs. of stalk at a cutting.

You must not "mow" (!) the stalks down; pull off the outside ones

only. Many varieties of rhubarb continue red when old. The Cottagers''

Hive is twelve inches in diameter and nine inches deep, inside measure.

There is no hoop round the bottom. It is the same diameter throughout.

Kidney Beans (D. TT'u/A-(?)0.—Yours are very like the Dwarf Earfi/

Cluster ; but the seeds of this are rather darker.

Calendars (W. Morett).—Thanks for the trouble you have taken, and
if any copies of No. 104, page 410, have the Calendars headed " Septem-
ber," they are wrong, and October should be substituted.

Cabbage-seed Destroyed by Insects (R. C).—If the insect is

really " similar to the mite in cheese," you cannot have thoroughly dried

you seed ; it has consequently decayed, and then mites come to feast upon
it. Are you sure that it is not a weevil like that at page 34/ of last

volume? Heat your seeds to 140° for a few minutes; it will kill the

insects without injuring the seeds.
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AVest India Seeds (J. "iV., M. F.).—These, and the yams, nre of no

value, especially as you have only a greenhouse. You could not grow

anything from them.

GoosEBEaRiES (0. F.).—You will find a list suited to your wants at

page 391 of last volume. Of ciirrfinfs, the best black is the Black

Nnplea; of reds, K/iiff/irs Large and Knighrs Sweet; of whites, the

Dutch White. We cannot name nurserymen.

Kitchen-garden (C. M. J.).—You say, "From the end of next No-

vember until next June I sh:ill be unable to bestow much care on the

garden, and I uish to prepare it accordingly." Plant itiiow with potatoes

and cabbages. They will only require hoeing occasionally. The cabbafijos

will supply you with beads and sprouts through the spring and early

summer, and the potatoes, if you plant Ash-leaved Kidneys, will be ready

in June.

Hen Coop {R. H. B.).—A good size for the coop depicted at page 192

of last volume is four feet long, three feet v/ide, two feet high in front,

slanting down to nine inches high behind. Can you oblige us by stating

at which of the seats of the Duke of Sutherland you saw the coop you

mention ?

JIead {Ystrad).—If made according to Blr. Payne's recipe, the longer

it is licpt the better it will be. The elder jvine, for which a recipe is given

in the same paper (Aug. 29), will keep for three years without brandy.

Pdimpkins (J. Derham).—Neither of those sent by you are the true

Himalayah
;
proving how difficult it is to keep any of the Gourd tribe

free from being cross impregnated. The only slightly pear-shaped is

nearest the true sort. As to " what use are they ?" read what was said in

our first volume about making soup from them. It is the cheapest good

soup that was ever suggested. Boiled and mashed like turnips, they are

also excellent. The Mammoth pumpkin is worthless. Send Dfr. Beaton

some of your tall blue Larkspur.

Hard \^^\TER i-OR Garden Purposes (/. M. U.).—Before you use,

let it stand in a tub exposed to the sun and air for a day, and mLx with

every ten gallons an ounce of sulphate of ammonia.

Oxford Brawn.—Take the head of a young porker, lay it, after being

split, in soak for 24 hours in salt and water ; rub it well with common salt

and a quarter of an ounce of saltpetre and a quarter of a pound of moiat

sugar; let it lie in the salting-trough three days ; wash it well, and put

it on to boil until the meat will come readily from the bones ; cut up the

meat into small pieces ; season to your taste
;
put it all into a brawn tin,

or any earthenware vessel with a flat bottom will answer as well ; the

tongue should be placed in the middle upright. It is much improved if

four or five tongues can be had instead of one. ^^'hen cold, turn it out.

—

Mary W.
Bees Collecting Honey-Dew.—P. V. M. F. writes as follows :

—

" Can I\Ir. Payne, or any of your readers, inform me whether they have

ever actually seen bees collecting honey-dew? In the whole three years of

my experience as a bee-keeper, I must confess myself never to have been

eye-witness to this fact ; and I am bound.to say, that I am wholly incredu-

lous as to what is called honey-dew, whether resulting from the secretions

of aphids or the perspiration of leaves being collected by bees, except,

perhaps, in very bad seasons when flowers yield little or no honey. I have

heard the busy hum of beca, of which Dr. Bevan speaks, among the

foliage of the lime or linden tree, but on close inspection, though the

leaves may have been profusely covered with the sweet secretion called

honey-dew, I have never detected one of the many varieties of the genus

bee which throng the blossoms of the lime employed in gathering this glu-

tinous liquid. If by chance one bee has alighted on a leaf, and tlirust out

its proboscis for a moment, it has been only for a moment, and it has

flown off instantly, as if disgusted. I may mention that I observe'd oaks,

beeches, elms, and a variety of other trees, covered with this dew, but in

not a single instance have I detected a bee appropriating it. About the

leaves of a climbing rose that was greviously aff'ected with blight this

summer, I observed several queen wasps indulging themselves, and occa-

sionally a bee settled on its leaves, but I never observed it suck the liquid,

nor has any body, with whom I am ar(iuaintcd, been able to give me any
certain information on the subject, though nil profess to believe in honey-
dew." We shall be glad of answers to this. \\'e have seen bees appa-
rently collecting houey-dew from filberts severely affected with it hiat

year.

Grapes Cracking (HI. D. Y,).—The cracking of fruits, whether of

vines, melons, or pears, is generally caused by the want of a uniformly

moderate amount of moisture in the soil. We think it probable that

some mulching applied during any dry period when the grapes arc about
completing their first swelling, and this well watered on, may probably

stay the cracking. If, however, you can prove that stagnated moisture

is the cause, the remedy is obvious—thorough drain the subsoil, and raise

the roots. Your naming " light gravelly soil," however, inclines us to

the former oi)inion. You surely have got a wrong sort
; probably a

Black Frontignan or a West's St. Peter's. We would graft a Muscadine
and a Harabro' or two next i\[ay on your tree.

Fruit for East WoRCESTRRsninE (J. M.).—Your aspect being
rather inferior, we dare not suggest tender fruits. For pears, we would
take one Jargonnelle, one Dunmore, one Maria Louise, one Winter
Neilis, one Glout Morceau, one Josephine de Malincs. In plums, you
may take one Greengage and one Golden Dro]i. Do not improve all the
old eltu soil in common ; make stations with your first soil and mellowed
pond mud.

C ucUMBERS iM WiNTER (C/tiWcMs).—Youp gardcncp supplies your

table with cucumbers from the rafters or trellis of a stove, from June to

September, and he can do so with an ordinary hotbed, with much less

trouble to himself, even if he begins in the middle or end of March. The
frame may be taken away entirely the beginning of June ; and should any

roots of the cucumbers be visible round where the frame stood, let ihein

be covered up with a little earth and nothing more will be needed but a
little water now and then ; stopping and pegging down occasionally. The
frame towards the middle of August may be emploved again upon a little

bottom-heat for raising either seedlings or cuttings of cucumbers for winter
growth, so as to be provided with some good stocky plants to plant out
in your stove, either in large pots or boxes towards the middle or end of

September, to run up the trellis under the glass, which will supi»ly your
table during the winter and early spring months. The Syon House
variety is considered the best for winter growth. If you look to page 38,

of vol. iv., you will see flir. Errington's plan of a cucumber stove. He
will write upon the winter culture.

PiG-STVE {A Constant Header):—We cannot give estimates. Get two
carpenters to send you in estimates and plans, and take that which you
think cheapest and best.

CuTTiNG-nACK PORTUGAL Laurels (£(/5'PHm).—About ucxt April,

a little earlier or a little later, you may cut back your Portugal Laurel,

being guided by the commencement of its growth. Cut back just as it

begins to grow.

Planting Mushrooms in Va.?.tvr-e {A Farmer and Gardener).—It

is not improbable that if in April or May you were to insert fragments of

spawn in the soil beneath the turf, that during the summer the spawn
might spread, and increase your produce in the autumn. Try the ex-

periment and let us know the result.

Early Varieties of Potato {A Country Curate).—If you refer to

Mr. Duncan Hair's advertisement in our last number, you will see where
you can obtain Martin's Early Seedling; and for liylotfs Flour Bait
apply to Mr. Turner, Neepsend, Sheffield. Cold, wet, heavy loam will

not grow potatoes of the best flavour at any time, but we should not

hesitate to plant there eai'ly in November. We know your district

thoroughly, and could tell anecdotes of the Wigborough, Tolshunt
Darcy, and I\Iersea cultivators, that would make you laugh, until the echo

reverberated from Layer fllarvey Tower. Your objections to early

vaiieties is not valid, because many early ripeners are among our best

keeping potatoes. We never grow a late ripening sort, yet we have po-
tatoes until the new ones come again.

Damsc'N A\''ine (An Oh! S{:!/>:.'ribey).—Can any one of our readers fur-

nish a recipe for this.

Petunias kroji Seed (T. M. W.).—Read the paragraph again. We
say, " seedling petunias do never improve in shape or colour by cultiva-

tion." Nor do they ; if they are bad at first they remain bad.

Blue Larkspur {FI. A".).—The party to whom you sent in a letter

says, " Please to say for me, many, many thanks for having thought of
me in your afUiction. I, too. have been through the same furnace, and
can say, with gratitude, that it is good for us that we have been in

trouble." Thanks also for the note about Couve Tronchuda, which we
will print.

Mossy Formation on Sweet Briek [B, White),—This is very com-
mon, as well as on the Dog rose and other roses. It is caused by a Gall

fly (Rhodites Rosw) depositing her eggs in a bud. and the wounds caused

by the grubs, each inhabiting its own cell within, produces, in a mode
unaccounted for, the mossy ball known as the Rose Bcdegiiar -which was
once used in medicine.

Charred Ruumsu (A. C, Hereford).—This put alone upon your
" stiff soil " will be highly beneficial. If you are about to plant cabbages

on the part manured with it, pour a few gallons of gas ammoniacal liquor

over it just before spreading and digging,—say a gallon of the liquor to

every two bushels of the charred rubbish.

Disfigured Wall (One Constant Reader).—Can any of our readers

say how a wall can be rendered of a uniform colour, suitable for a rose

garden, that is now disfigured by the whitewash where an outbuilding

formerly stood ?

Muscatel Grape (B. C).—The Grizzly, \\'hitc, and Black Frontig-

nans are all of the Muscatel class. They arc called Muscateller in Ger-

many. You can obtain them of any respectable nurseryman. StraW'

berries forced, and then turned out into a border trimmed and watered
in dry weather, often produce a crop of fruit in autunm. All flowers arc

bad on « vine border; see what we have said to-day about strawberries

on a fruit border ; the same observations apply to your case.

Work on Farming {B. M. J.).—Stephens's Book of The Fann will

suit. Read also Cobbett's Cottage Econoviy.

Names of Plants [Carrig Cathol).—The little blue annual (l) is

Brarhycome iberidifolia, 2. The mere tip of a shoot ! we cannot detect.

Send us a flower. [G. C. S.).—Your ferns, 1, 12, and 13, are Polypodium

rulgure. 2. Pteris hastatu. 3 and 4. Srolopeiidrium ojfiriiiariim. .'».

Asplvnium uditintum nigrum. 6 and 10. Aspidiiim nculcatum. ", 9,

and 11. Aspidium Filir-mas. 8. Aspleiiium tricbomaues. 14. Adiantum

runeatum. Some one, whose letter we have mislaid, has sent us a single

specimen of a fern; it is Asplenium adiantum nigrum, or Black Spleen-

wort.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Rlary Kalcndar; and I'ulilishcd by M'illiam
Somerville Orr, at the Ofiicc, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of
Christ Church, City of London.—October lOth, I8i(i.
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Renewing, from page 4, our consideration of the horti-

cultural uses of Carbonate of Ammonia, we may com-

mence by laying down this general rule ;

—

Never apxthj

an cimmoniacal or other stimulating manure to the roots

of plants except when they are growing strongly. We
include all liquid majiures within this rule, and to apply

such manures to the wounded roots of newly-planted

vegetables, or to sickly plants already sinking beneath

the ordinary stimulus of light, is so contrary to common

sense, to say nothing of universal experience, that it

only requires to be pointed out to be appreciated.

We quite agree with Mr. Beaton in his dread of re

commending the use of any salt (and carbonate of am-

monia is one in chemical classification), because we

have witnessed such fatal consequences from their igno-

rant and thoughtless employment. Thus, we once knew

a man who planted his potatoes by aid of the dibble,

and who abused us for not explaining that the salt we

recommended was not to be put into the holes along

with the sets

!

All saline manures require to be used with the gi'eatest

caution, and in a very diluted, or weakened, form. Thus

carbonate of ammonia should never be used stronger

than half an ounce to a gallon of water. If gas ammo-

niacal liquor is used, a pint of it to a gallon of water is

a good proportion. Tlius weakened it is a powerful

manure, and may be applied at any time to all growing

plants cultivated for their leaves ; but to those cultivated

for their flowers or fruit, not until after the appearance

of the blossom buds.

We need only remind our readers, to enforce the im-

portance of carbonate of ammonia as a manure, that all

the dungs they employ are rich, that is, a small quantity

is efficacious, just in proportion to the abundance of

ammonia they contain. Guano, night soil, fatting pigs'

and pigeons' dung, are powerful, and abound in am-

monia, just in the order we have enumerated them.

We have seen the carbonate of ammonia employed,

greatly to the increase of their vigour and productive-

ness, upon cabbages, rhubarb, and asparagus. Of its

effects on other crops we have the following evidence ;

—

Mr. Paynter, of Bos Kenna, in Cornwall, has given the

result of an experiment made with the water on a piece of

barley laud :

—

" A quarter of an acre was taken in the middle of a field

of rather close soil in a granite district. The laud was of

average quality. The gas water was distributed over the

quarter acre by a coutrivance resembling that of a common
watering-cart, and at tlie rate of about iOO gallons to the

acre. About a week before seed-time, the rest of the field

was manured in the usual way. The difference both in

colour and vigour of the barley plant was so strikingly in

favour of the part manured by the gas water, that persons

passing within view of the field almost invariably came to

inquire about the cause. The yield also was superior, as well

as the after i>asl lire—the field having been laid down with

the barley."

The London Horticultural Society instituted experiments

upon manures for the improvement of lau-ns, and tlie con-

clusion arrived at was extremely in favour of gas liquor, when
compared with other manures.

—

{Johnson's Gardener's Alinu-

nacl:.

)

The following are the results of experiments made by
Mr. "Wilson, of Largs (county of Ajt), in 1K41, and commu-
nicated by him to tile Philosophical Society in Glasgow. A
piece of three-years- oldj pasture, of unifoi-m quaUty, was

(hvided into ten lots of twenty perches each, old Scotch niea-

sm-e, which, being treated as follows, produced respectively

the quantities of weU-made hay marked opposite each. The
value of each application was the same, viz., us., or at the

rate of X'2 per acre. All were appUed at the same time, viz.,

April loth, and the grass cut and made into hay in Jidy fol-

lowing :

—

Lot

1

2
3

4

5

6

7
8

9
10
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with ten times its measure of u'ater, and applied with a

syringe to the parts of plants infected with the gi-een-fiy,

it causes so speedy a destruction of those insects, that

the greater part disappear after the first dose, and a

second application is sufficient to clear away all the

remainder. Upon mentioning this discovery to a person

whose garden was four days since in a most deplorahle

state, from swarms of green-fly, he ordered his gardener

to repeat the experiment with gas liquor, weakened with

twelve times its measure of water. The following morn-

ing, upon looking over the hushes, it was scarcely pos-

sible to detect a living individual; the leaves were green

and much refreshed by the operation. The syi-inging

was only used twice.

These applications require the greatest circumspec-

tion, for if the liquor is in the least too strong it destroys

all the leaves. A good plan is to dip a shoot into the

liquor before using this, and if the leaves after twenty-

four hours are uninjured, then, without fear, the liquor

may be applied generally.

Carbonate of ammonia has been recommended to be

placed as a stimulant to the plants growing in frames

and other glass structures not heated by fermenting

dung ; and the results are said to be beneficial. A piece

the size of a pea introduced occasionally and allowed to

melt away of itself is enough. When dung is employed

the introduction of ammonia is not necessary, for dung,

as the source of heat, gives off ammoniaoal fumes during

its decomposition. What gardeners call scorching the

leaves in cucumber and melon frames, as often arises

from an excess of those fumes as from excess of heat

;

and allowing fermenting dung to sweeten, is no other

than allowing time for the excess of ammonia to be

driven ofi'.

THE PEUIT-GAEDEN.
Winter Cucumbers.—To well cultivate this much

esteemed vegetable through the winter, is certainly one of

those horticultural triumphs which cause the pro-

duction to be the more relished in its use, through the

difficulties that have occurred. Moreover, some degree

of scientific lore is requisite, and, herein, is a source of

much gratification to amateurs, who, in the main, being
persons of education, are pretty well able to comprehend
the action of heat, light, and moisture, wherein lies the

chief pith of the affair.

Some persons, in these progressing times, possess what
is termed a cucumber house ; and, as we once before ob-

served, it would be best for all parties who desire cu-

cumbers continually, to build a house of the kind, which,
for an amateur on a moderate scale, need not cost above
twenty pounds. Such a house (or pit, if you will) about
fifteen feet long, by eight or ten feet wide, would produce
more, all the year round, than any ordinary family
would consume ; and with success in winter, the surplus
produce might be so marketed, as soon to repay the

original outlay. Nevertheless, as few of our readers

will follow this advice, it will be better to address the

matter to those who already possess a small stove, and
who would fain combine winter cucumber culture with
ordinary stove plants, or it may be pines.

Before we proceed to details, it will be well to caution
the readers of The Cottage Gardener against pro-

ceeding in such a course in badly heated houses. It is

quite in vain to attempt winter culture in any house

tliat cannot be made to reach at least 55° during a

severe frost—say with an outside thermometer of 20°.

Those who have a house of the proper qualifications,

in regard of beat, must next take into consideration the

amount of atmospheric moisture they can produce jjcr-

manenthj ; for a mere gush of steam now and then will

not suffice. And, lastly, it must be remembered, that

although cucumbers will sometimes succeed best m
summer with a subdued light, yet, that they cannot

have too much during winter; therefore, bright and

clean glass is a prime requisite.

Situation.—This must be well thought of, both as

regards the cucumbers themselves and the other in-

mates of the stove. They are generally placed by or

over the back wall of a stove ; and a very good situation

it is ; but they should not be placed too near the roof,

both on account of the proximity of the ventilating

aperture and the danger of blistering or scorching m
bright sunshine. If placed very near, the operator is

obliged to have recourse to an amount of ventilation

which is apt to be very prejudicial, as the cucumber

plants are very impatient of cold currents of air in

winter; wind, indeed, would probably prove fatal to

them, for we may scarcely hope for a mild or soft wind

in the winter season.

Where a course of flues runs along the back ot the

house, the sui-face of such flues becomes an excellent

situation, being indeed the very snuggest portion of

the house, and the least liable to capricious extremes.

Here, however, care must be taken to interpose some

body between the flue and the tubs, boxes or pots, which

contain the plants, or they will not succeed : the flue

would at times prove much too hot, and the air would bo

too dry. Some contrivance must be had recourse to,

therefore, to create a permanency of atmospheric moisture

in the immediate neighbourhood of the boxes or tubs.

Few things are better than deeply panelled earthen-

ware tiles ; these in convenient lengths,—say two feet

—

so as to be readily removed when necessary, and, above

all things, panelled at least two clear inches deep,—if

three, so much the better—make the thing very com-

plete, and we would, by all means, have them as wide

as possible. Indeed, we would have the flue's surface, for

its whole length and width, an entire sheet of water

when necessary, and this would be during four-fifths of

the time at least. Some support must, as before ob-

served, be interposed between the boxes and this water

surface, or the soil would indeed become soured
;
a mo-

derate thickness will suffice, unless the flue be very hot.

Whatever this be, means must be taken to prevent the

bottom of the boxes ever becoming hotter than 90 ;

the thickness of the intervening body must, therefore,

be ruled by this matter.
.

As to mode of training, that must be m part guided

by the conditions of the interior of the house. The

cucumber will bear training either upright or horizon-

tally, or a mixture of both; training, therefore, is a

subordinate affair.

From the foregoing remarks it will be obvious, that

the conditions of heat, light, and atmospheric moisture

being secured, all the rest is what may be termed ordi-

nary routine ; but it may be well, before coming to the

detail of that routine, to offer a few observations on the

management of temperature during the dull winter

months. In the first place, although an old tale, let us

remark, that the heat must in all cases, or nearly so,

follow the light; that is to say, bear a strict relation to

it. Now, there need be no fear on this head as to the

stove plants or pines which may be in the same house,

for their habits are as near as possible identical in these

respects. Again; although the heat should not be

allowed to descend below 60° in the day-time in the

dark days of December, yet it may not, by any means.
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be pei-jnitterl to ascend above Ct'j" under sncb circum-

stances, for what tbo gardener terms "drawing'' will

take place (a strange term, which, in common will)

scores of other gardening teehnioalities, The Cottage
' Gaedexep.'s Dktionary will thoroughly explain). Let

it, however, lie understood, that although so severe a

caution is given as to temperature in dull, or rather

dark weather of a continuous character, yet no chance

must be lost of increasing the temperature very consi-

derably when light intervals occur. Such are the pe-

riods when the true secretions are formed out of which

i

the future pi'oduce must arise. Even during the winter,

I when the sky is briglit, 70° may be indulged in from ten

o'clock A.ji. until one o'clock I'.m. ; and an addition

'of 5° may be made until tln-ee r.ar., when the beat

should gradually decline to the night standard, which
at fire time, say nine p.m., should not on an average

I

exceed 58°, nor sink below 55°.

CtTLTonE.—We lately had an application, in the form

i
of a query, as to whether cucumbers and melons could be

j
struck now from cidtini/s to bear during the winter.

:
The nature of this inquiry, plainly shows that those

j
who undertake to guide tlio million, should not take

too much for granted on behalf of their readers, a small

minority of whom understand these little points as well

as our best gardeners, whilst, shall we say, a majority

require leading up, step by step, " jirecept on precept,

line on line;" and such, then, be our apology for minute
detail. And we v.'ould here beg to inform our querist,

that it is an established practice amongst gardeners—

a

jjractice based on real scientific principles—to have
their winter cucumbers well established before the dark
days arrive, well knowing that in later periods, although

the tissue of the plant may be elongated by mere heat,

that consistency of parts and a fruitful habit will not
accompany such elongation. An ounce of silver wire,

for ought we know, may be made to circumscribe a
whole county; but when gathered tegether and weighed,
it is still but an ounce. Now from this, by way of

illustration, our readers will see that wo mean that a
correspondent development of parts, coincident with
mere lengthening, is absolutely necessary.

If the winter cueumbei'S are to be raised from seed

specially for the pur])ose, it should be sown in the early

part of August; ii cuttings axe to be struck from estab-

lished plants, the middle or end of August will be soon
enough. The usual routine of sowing, propagating, &c.,

hardly need be mentioned here, as it is so familiar to

everybody, whilst there is plenty of summer beat to

back the operations. The " tug of war" commences
with the latter part of October, when the glooms of

November begin already to present themselves. It

may be remarked, that cuttings require a more generous
mode of treatment than seedlings; the latter are apt to
" run to biuo" too much, and the former are too apt to

produce blossoms before the plants are established. These
blossoms must bo plucked away as I'ast as they show
themselves, and the plants receive weak Uquid-manuro
occasionally, initil they become stout and growing freely.

The seedlings, on the other baud, will ramble fast

enough, and will require stopping occasionally. By
these means, strong plants may be procured ready for

their final planting by about the middle of September,
when they must bo jnit in their winter quarters. We
have been sup)iosing that they have been previously
reared in a comlbrtable frame or pit.

We may now speak of so(7 or compost. It is usual
for some who cultivate the cucumber very early in dung
beds, to use a considerable portion of bog earth or dark
moor soilin the compost; and a good j)lan it is, for such
is a well-known absorber of heat, and piesonts a mellower
surface than most other soils. For those, however, in
houses or where fire boat is used, something of a sounder
character is necessary, something, indeed, which will not

become dry in a fitful way—especially if tbo )ilanls be
eontiued to boxes or tubs. One half of the soil, there-

fore, may be sound turfy loam, in which the turf has
become mellow with age, and the other half equal parts

of coarse leaf mould, half rotten manure, and the boggy
soil before alluded to, adding a little sand or charcoal

dust.

As the cucumbers grow, tliey must be ira(»(.YZ carefully

:

and the close stopping practised in summer may bo
omitted for a while, or until the plants have begun to

partially cover tlie space allotted to them, when sUqipiug

must again be bad recourse to. As soon as any lihrcs

appear on the surface of the sod some mulching may be

applied; and half decayed manure, somewhat coarse,

will be found very eligible.

Above all things, during their subsequent culture, avoid

insects of any kind ; they will be almost sure to appear.

Fumigation must be had recourse to occasionally, in-

deed, as soon as a single aphis appears ; and sulphur
must be employed as an antagonist of the red spider.

Plenty of atmosplieric moisture, however, will be the

best guard against the latter pest; and syringing with
tepid water should take place about throe o'clock on the

afternoons of sunny days.

Those who would like to build a small house pur-

posely for the cucumber and melon, may refer to ]iage

38, No. 81, for 1850, of 'The Cottage GAUcENEn, where
they will find a sketch of one that would answer the

amateur in a small way very well. It will bo seen that

room is highly economised in order to save expense.

R. Er.niN'GTON.

THE ELOWER-GARDEN.
Gladioli.—From some communications which have

reached me lately about this family, the three following

conclusions may be gathered :—First, that half the

young growers of them suppose it necessary for success

that the bulbs should be planted in October, at the same
time as the J.xius, iVom an idea, I suppose, that all the

African species have been imported I'rom where the Ixias

come from in the Capo colony, which is far from being
the ease. Ohidiolus psittacinus and ojtjiositijlorus, or

Jiorihundus, as it is called in tlic shops, are not found in

the country of the Ixias at all, but firr to the east in the

neighbourhood of the Natal river. Secondly, that

certain kinds refuse to grow well in a soil where the

generality of the species are found to succeed; but we
are now so well acquainted with them, that we can pro-

nounce with confidence that this disposition has been
brought about by cross breeding with old kinds or

species which are known to be too delicate for common
cultivation in our climate; as, for instance, G. versicolor,

which is a tempting species for those who arc e.\pert at

crossing, and like showy colours. O. recurviis, also, and
hirsutus have been crossed from, but both can only

weaken the constitution of others having the blood of

cardinalis, hhuuhis, or carncus in them ; and from these

three all the best of the older varieties have sprung.

Except for the sake of exjierimcnts, few pcojile would
grow the old seedlings from Irislis, iiui/iisltis, and iiijhitus,

because, though they are very curious in dull shades,

and delicately spotted and speckled, they wnut the clear

white and scarlet for which those from cardimdis were

and are still highly pri/.ed. 'Thirdly, seedlings of very

high merit still keep coming on the stage ; some of which
are improvements on the older varieties, and some are

in a new strain or new stylo of colouring.

A jiarticular I'ricnd, with wdiom I had formerly con-

ducted exciting cases of cross breeding, sent me a box of

Gladioli seedlings the other day, which bear out my third

iuferenco to tho letter. They were not only beautirul,
,

but lluee of theui were exquisitely so, aud in a new
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strain from all I had formerly seen; and I have had as

much knowledge of what has already heen done that

way as any one. What is to he done with those seed-

lings—whether they are to be liept for more experiments,

or to be given out to tho trade, or what, I cannot tell

;

perhaps they were only sent to set my teeth on edge

;

but this I can tell for the consideration o f young i3orists,

that my friend, knowing me to be an old practitioner,

who would not scruple to take advantage of a " brother

chip " witli a green born stuck on his forehead, took the

precaution to extract the anthers or pollen-bags from all

his seedlings before ho packed them. Those of us who
are in tho " fancy " can see his reason for this careful-

ness at once ; and those who are not in the Hue it will he
enough to explain to them that he took out tlie pollen

for fear that the post-ofiBce people, or the Suffolk gar-

deners, should get dusty noses by smelling the new
flowers ; just as wicked young gardeners serve a party of

maidens when they are by themselves : they offer a bunch
of orange flowers to be smelled all round, and whoever
happe7rs to get most pollen on tho nose, is as sure to get

first married as I am writing this letter.

We have sjiring Avhoat, winter beans, early and late

cabbages, and, indeed, almost early and late every thing
else we grow, and among the rest, early and late Gladioli,

some to be planted now, some next month, and some not
till February, March, April, and even to the first and
second week in May, so that we can plant for six or seven
months and now have flowers from June to November,
Just like the roses ; and both the rose and the Sword
lily (Gladioli) have been brought out in that fashion by
the present race of cross breeders, and yet we are found
fault with at times for explaining our ways of working to

all the world, or for explaining our views but in a

circle, or according to one rule ; as if limits could bo set

to ova- views and operations. It was only the other day
that I was called a Michaelmas goose for so doing,

by a spalpeen using one of Peter Pindar's razors. Five-

and-twenty years ago we had hardly a rose to bloom in

tho autumn, and not a single Gladiolus that would
flower much later than June, if it was planted at the

riglit time in October. Since then, cross breeders, by
the use of the China rose and the Isle do Bourbon rose,

have given us roses which flower till Christmas; and by
the skilful application of the pollen of Gladiolus oppo-

sitiflorus and psittacinus, since 1830, have done the same
with the Sword lilies, for we have some of them yet in

bloom ; and my friend with the box of seedlings said in

his letter he is confident of obtaining seedlings of this

familj' which will flower on to December, which is better

news even than that about his improved shapes and
colours.

Five-and-twenty years since, after Dr. Herbert had
completed a circle with cross-bred Gladioli, and could go
no farther with them for want of newer species, he gave
a collection of his best seedlings, amounting to twenty-
four varieties, to a London nurseryman—Mr. Tate, of

Sloane-street,—and by 1830 they were in the hands of

other gi-owers, and sold out, as. Herbert's Oladioli, with-

out any particular names. Some bought half a dozen
sorts out of this collection, some a dozen, and others the

whole set. I had them all by the spring of 1831, and
flowered dO of them that season, and crossed them, as

many others did, not knowing that they were already in

a circle, and could only be worked round and round
without the possibility of breaking out of the line ;

although the breeder, with six or twelve sorts, believed

he had something new, when he only reproduced one of

the 21 first giveu away by Dr. Herbert. I think I heard
it said, that Mr. Sweet figured one of them—the highest-

coloured one,—and called it pudibundns. At any rate

pudibundus was a favourite flower for some years, but
whether it was a reproduction, or only the original from
Dr. Herbert's seedlings, I cannot tell. Many breeders

believed they had new forms and ooloin's, and gave them
fancy names, but from one end of the kingdom to tho
other end not one single variation could be met with out
of Dr. Herbert's class of seedlings. For more than 15
years Dr. Herbert gave up crossing them altogether.

He had his collection in tlie open borders at Spofforth
for 20 years, winter and summer, and the plants and
flowers increased in size considerably, owing to their

being not disturbed. 'The bulbs got so clustered to-

gether, and were so well drained by the remains of the

old bulbs, that they could stand against any amount of

rain or wot without injury; and all the protection he
gave them was to gather dead leaves over the beds before

winter, and to uncover them by the end of Jilaroh. He
had them in good yellow loam without any mixtures, and
he had some in peat and loam, but those in the jieat, or

in any light sandy soil, would not bear a very hot dry
summer half so well as the same kinds in his yellow-

loam. What became of this collection after his death I

never heard.

Dr. Herbert was the first, in 1831 and 1832, to see

how desirable it would be to have a new race of seed-

lings from the best of the older sorts crossed with
the then new psittacinus and opposiliflorus, to get late

flowering varieties ; but then there were many breeders
in the same field, some of whom appeared before the
publio sooner than he did as the successful raisers of a new
race. Now, it is from the working of these two races

—

Dr. Herbert's old sorts and the newer ones hy psittacinus

and oppositiflorus—that people get juizzled about the

right time to plant the bulbs. Every one of the old col-

lection flowered in May and June, and had to be
planted in October, but psittacinus and ojipositifiorus,

from the south-east of Africa, have a different season of

growth from tho Capo colony ones, and with ns they do
not require to be planted before February ; and they
may safely be kept dry to the beginning of May, if they
are wanted to flower late in the autumn; therefore, the
fine crosses between these two and the best of the old

seedlings or the old species, as cardinalis, take after one
parent or another according as the parents were used as

fathers or as mothers to the new race ; and since then
they have heen crossed and reerosscd so much that the

most skilful of us can only give an approximate guess
to what side any new Gladiolus belongs, and therefore

may be put out as to the right time of planting the bulbs.

Indeed, I should not risk much, if I were to say that I

would eat every number of The Cottage Gardkner
for twelve months, if a single individual could be found
in England, Ireland, or Scotland, who could tell from
any outwai-d signs in a growing Gladiolus what would
be the best or proper time to plant the bulbs, even with
a bushel of dry bulbs of diiTerent sorts before him, from
June to the middle of September. Mr. Groom himself,

whose little finger knows more about these things than
all the gardeners in England put together, could not tell

what was really the time to plant out single bulbs out of

the whole bushel; so that the question about the proper

or improper times of planting these bulbs may be con-

sidered as finally settled, as far as The Cottage Gar-
dener is concerned, for this generation. Nevertheless,

after the middle or end of September, an unmistakeable
sign will be given by the brdbs themselves, so that any
one can judge of the planting time without asking

people at a distance, like us ; and that sign is the sprout-

ing of the roots at the bottom of the bulb. Ixias, hya-

cinths, narcissuses, tuliiis, and the like, show this sign

at the proper time in the drawers or bags in the seed-

shop, and so will the Gladioli. But it is not necessary

to put a bulb to this trial ia a dry cool room. If any
oue were to send me six bulbs of six different varieties

of Gladiolus to-morrow, and I wished to prolong their

season of flowering next summer without injuring the

bulbs, I should test them artificially after this fashion :

—
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I would take a handful of green moss, dip it in a bucket

of water, and lay the six bulbs—crowns uppermost—on

the damp moss in a cool room, and in less than ten days

those of them that need to be planted in the autumn
would begin to root, and those I would plant at once;

but those that did not produce roots I would put by till

the spring. But after all, reserving dry bulbs of Gla-

dioli after this month is only a matter of convenience.

Every one of them that is ripe and dry now may be as

safely planted at once as at any time in the spring, if

the beds or borders are properly prepared for them; and,

with the exception of a few of the old Cape species,

which are now not considered worth growing but by the

curious, the wliole race prefer a deej) rich sandy loam,

such as the hyacinth deliglits in, free from stagnant

water at the bottom, and from recent manures of any
description. But when they begin to show stems for

flowering in summer, they delight in large doses of weak
liquid-manure, say once a week, all the time they are in

bloom. In other words, give them the exact treatment

you would to a bed of hyacinths, and they will flourisli.

I have said already, that I believe hyacinths need not

be removed from a bed that is thoroughly made up to

suit them for half a life-time, unless for the sake of con-

venience, and it is just so with Gladioli; besides we
have the testimony of Dr. Herbert, that large patches of

them were in his garden left undisturbed for more than
30 years. He wi-ote in 1837, that they had been then
standing for more than 20 year's, and they were not dis-

turbed until the sale of his bidbs took place after his

death.

And now for a parting word to breeders of Gladioli.

I have kept a constant look out for all the improvements
in this family since 1830 ; and I have had " a finger in

the pie" myself from that time down to 1847 ; and unless

a new wild species should cast up, having a very dis-

tinct character from all we now possess to tempt me
into the ileld again, it is very likely I shall never cross

another Gladiolus. My parting advice, therefore, has
reference only to the good of the family with whom I

have for years spent many a pleasant evening, and to

whom I have every reason to wish a happy and pro-

gressive rise in the world of fashion. The worst that

their enemies—if ever they had any—coidd say against

tliis family was, that they never dressed too smart, as

too many do now-a-days who cannot trace back tlieir

ancestry to a brilliant Cardinal, as they could do at any
time. Tliis brilliant Cardinal, as most of us know, was
the first founder of this family of swordsmen, and to

this day has kept up his character of being the best

dressed gentleman of tlie race. His regimentals—true

English like—are always of the best scarlet and white.
Now, my parting advice is, that tlie style of growth and
the colouring of Gladiolus cardinalis be infused into the
descendants of oppositijlorus and psiUacinus—of which
ramosus and gandavensis are the types—by crossing the
best of the new seedlings by the pollen of cardinalis,

and that the strongest plants with the best colours from
such a cross be again crossed with the pollen of cardi-

nalis, and so on till the yellowness brought in hj pt:itta-

cinus be washed into a brighter yellow ; and there need be
no fears about the scarlet of cardinalis ever getting the
upper hand. The whole ingenuity of the best cross-
breeder that ever lived was spent in vain for more than
twenty years endeavouring to stamp that briglit scarlet

on cross seedlings. The grand error into which the
early breeders of the Pelarfjonimn had fallen in over-
looking the brilliancy of Pelargonium fulgidmn before
the improving race was too much reduced to obtain
another parent free from purple, pink, or white, should
ever be a warning to others not to commit the same
mistake; but the same mistake is now actively in ope-
ration among the Gladioli and the fancy geraniums. It

is mere fudge to any one who is not fortunate or unfor-

tunate enough to be a florist, to say that you have im-
proved a flower by giving it substance and form if you
lose brilliant colours, or if you do not improve on ori-

ginal colours which are not already at the utmost limits

of the tint. But form and substance need never be
sacrificed at the expense of high colour; the only difter

ence is, that to obtain both requires a gi-eater length ot

time. A cross-breeder shall never produce a better

scarlet and white in Gladiolus than is now in O. cardi-

nalis, nor a better scarlet tha.n fulgidium, nor scarlet and
white as in Ibrahim Pacha, among the Pelargoniums

;

but in both families the colours may be better mixed
and divided.

Bulbs in Genehal.—All flower-garden bidbs—as the

Narcissus tribe, Hyacinth, Tulip, Crocus, Ixia, AVatsonia,

Lily, Crown Imperial, and Dogstooth violet, which is not
a violet, but a pretty little, early, very dwarf bulb—sliould

be planted before the end of this month ; and also a
first or second crop of turban and other common and
border ranunculuses. Another crop of turbans put in a
little before Cliristmas will succeed these by the begin-

ning of next jNlay ; and for the middle to the end of

i\lay, plant them in February; and the last crop in

March, to follow on till after midsummer. After follow-

ing this plan to the letter, I found the Turban ranun-

culus most useful for the last two or three years for

sending up to London as cut flowers, and the bulbous
English and Spanish Iris came in in June before the

turbans were done. Thei'e is no flower in the garden
which answers better for cutting and for sending to a

long distance than these bulbous irises; the moment the

first flower shows the colour in the bud, the whole stalk

may be cut; and though sent hundreds of miles by rail,

they take no hurt, and wiU flower in water for ten days,

or longer, just as well as if the stalk was not removed at

all from the plant. But water is not the best means to

keep cut flowers in the height of summer; besides the

slopping and messing it causes in the rooms where tidy

attendants are not always on the carpet, it drowns, as it

were, the ends of tlie stalks; and vmless the ends are cut

every other day to keep the pores open and fresh, away
go the flowers in the dust-pan. Pure white sand damped
through and through with water, with a little common
salt in it, is of all other modes I ever tried the best ; but
I dread the mention of salt. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND TYINDOW
GARDENING.

Cool Greenhouse Plants.—Some months ago, atten-

tion was directed to the difference which should exist

between the terms gi-eenbouse and conservatory, which
are often used synonymously. The propriety of dis-

tinguishing between a cool aud a warm greenhouse was
also indicated ; the former being used chiefly for preserv-

ing plants for irltimate efl'ect in spring and summer;
the latter for the same pmiiose, and also slowly growing
and blooming plants in winter; the former having an
artifical temperature in severe weather of from 35° to

40°, and the latter of from 40° to 45° and 5(i'-'. A
gi'eenbouse to be used as such in winter, presupposes

not only a certain degree of comfort for the plants, but
a certain amount of pleasure and enjoyment to its

owner. The ecstasy of beholding all your favourites

clasped in the iron embrace of the icy king, is rather

too exciting to wish you to be participators, imlcss you
want a fair excuse for troubling with a good order your
obliging friends, the nurserymen. You may cull, then,

lustily for Hercules to help you, but will he come? He,
and the whole tribe of good genii and beneficent fairies,

will only advance to our aid when we take time, thought,

and prudence, by the forelock. Tho gods help those

alone who take cai'e to assist themselves.
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A gveenliouse presupposes, as we Lave seen, a certain

degree of comfort : whether large as a mansion or small

as the section of a room, the ideas of house and home
are conveyed, and therefore security for the plants,

and such comfort for their possessor, that even .in winter

he may survey them in the worst weather, with head
erect, instead of sprawling " on all fours" in a shallow pit,

constructed of turf or hricks. Hence all greenhouses,

to be used as such in winter, should by means of stoves,

flues, hot water, &c., be capable of being heated in severe

weather, as from their height it is difficult to cover them
effectually, so as to exclude the frost. In small places

any regular plan of heating would be a heavy item of

expense; but in such houses as that referred to by one
of our correspondents, namely, nine feet by six, much
might be done by a tarpaulin thrown over the house,

with perhaps a layer of mats below it, and placing in it,

in vei'y severe weather, several large earthen and stone

ware bottles filled with hot water; such gallon and two-

gallon bottles being frequently met with in lumber re-

ceptacles, testifying to a period when, among respectable

people, orders upon their spirit merchants were more
frequent than now—thanks so far- to the teetotallers !

Without some mode of heating, therefore, a house for

plants can scarcely be used as a greenhouse in winter,

unless plants almost perfectly hardy be resorted to. The
miserable aspect of a tender plant in such circumstances
deprives the nvn'sing and coddling of it of its chief in-

terest. Even comparatively tender plants would be safer

planted against a conservative wall, where they could
be kept dry by such means as glazed calico, because the
roots at least would be free from sudden changes, while
nothing injures plants in a greenhouse more than having
the soil frozen in the pots, and more especially if that

should afterwards be suddenly thawed. In all such
cases coverings should not only be given, but they should
be gradually and carefully withdrawn.
Hence it is no such easy matter to supply, as several

of our correspondents desire, a list of hardy and yet good
greenhouse plants, that will not require any artificial

heat in winter, and yet minister to the interest of the

greenhouse then, and furnish, as one of our friends

says—" in the summer, at any rate, a few nice things in

bloom." Did I recommend things that merely required
a little protection, I should be told—" Oh ! we can have
these things against our walls or in our borders in
winter, and in groups in the flower-garden in summer;
the greenhouse ought to have something different, or

what is the use of it in summer." Did I recommend
some of the more common and hardy greenhouse plants,

such as Acacias, Cytisus, Melaleucas, &c.—" Oh ! I see

and meet with those things everywhere." Did I risk

upon naming some of the finer Acacias, Gompholobiums,
Eriostemons, Chorozemas, Dillwynias, Ericas, Lesohe-
naultias, Pimeleas, Zichyas, &c., then with such accom-
modation, unless extraordinary care was manifested,
complaints loud and deep would be uttered, that I had
made them, among their friends, the tai'get against
which the old proverb was arrowed—" a fool and his
money is soon parted." A prevalent error among many
young in gardening is, that provided they can construct
any thing in the shape of a greenhouse, attached either

to their own residence or placed in a snug cosy corner
of the garden, that there, irrespective of all care about
heating, they ought to have plants as gay and flourishing
in them as where all those means of success exist.

Now, lists are fine things in their way, but right ideas
and principles upon such matters are far more important.
Lists may be forgotten ; ideas and principles rightly
understood, never. Lists of suitable things to the in-

experienced seem the greater boon, because more ap-
parent and perceptible. Ideas opposed to misconception
are still a greater good, though they work silently ^vithout
observation, yet not less surely and powerfully. They

are like the continuous drops of water that wear away,
almost without observation, the hardest i-ocks. Error
is most surely conquered, not so much by boisterous

opposition, as by the gentle insinuations of truth.

Now, in all such greenhouses with no means of heat-

ing them—and as covering from frost must be a very
awkward aftair, endangering the bi'eakage of glass when
effected, and ruinous to most greenhouse plants if neg-
lected—we should recommend, first, that by November,
the most valuable plants should be removed and stored

in turf or brick pits, where covering of any amount may
easily be given them, and then the house may either be
cleaned out and left empty until March, or kept green
by hybrid Rhododendrons, Cytisuses, and late flowering

Chrysanthemums. The house would act thus as a
growing house and show house for nine months in the

year. Or, secondly, consent to forego the ideas of neat-

ness for several months in winter ; and, especially in

frosty weather, set all your plants on the floor of the

house, and by means of hoops, throw mats and other

covering upon them to your satisfaction. All, except
the tenderest of greenhouse plants, may thus be kept,

and in some respects more safely than in cold pits,

because when long covered up they will not be so ex-

posed to damp, and all tlie covering will always be dry,

owing to the glass roof above ; and whenever the sun
striking upon that roof raises the temperature within a
few degrees above the freezing point, then the covering
may be removed, if it was only for an hour, or less.

As neatness is always desirable—as economy is the order

of the day, and as even turf pits cannot be raised for

nothing—I would, tliirdly, recommend all our friends

who have small greenhouses, and no means of heating
them, to make the same house answer as greenhouse in

summer, and a cold pit, or something better than a cold

pit in winter; because the plants will not only be pre-

served, but, unless in the severest weather, easily ex-

amined, while neatness will not be interfered with.
" And how effect all this ?" In an extremely simple

manner; but not the less important on that account;
because every thing that is truly great, is also truly

simple. The most of these small houses are in the shape
of an oblong square ; one of our friend's houses—whose
case is now under consideration—is merely nine feet by
six feet. Many, however, may be a few feet longer, and,

what is more important, a few feet wider, because then
there would be more room. We shall suppose that in

these houses there is a stage for showing off the plants

in summer ; the shelves supported upon sloping rafters,

and ranging lengthwise from end to end of the house;
not the most artistioal, but perhaps the most useful plan
in such small houses. Then, if a lean-to, which is most
generally the case, you have the back wall as the back
alike of your greenhouse and pit ; supposing that the
ends of your house are partly of glass, tlien a few inches

from it you must have ends made of one-inch board, of

the same width, and to rise to the same height, back and
front, as the width and height of your stage, with one or

several pieces, according as your house is short or long,

wide enough to rise to the top of your stage in front

;

you have thus the slieleton of a cold pit—front, ends, and
back, all of which, with the exception of the latter, may
be removed in spring, and stored until another season.

The shelves being fixed with screws, could be taken

off in a few minutes, and then the supports of the shelves

would act as the rafters to your pit. If you had any
spare sashes which you used for cucumbers in spring,

it would be well so to place the rafters that the sashes

would go between them, being supported there by fillets

fastened to the side of the rafters. This system would
be very useful if you wished to propagate verbenas,

petunias, &c., for the flower beds, as one of our friends

liroposes doing in one of these unheated houses. The
plants being placed beneath on the floor, or, if room
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permitted, part of tbem placed upon a temporary platform
made of the shelves they formerly stood upon, would
thus have the protection of double glass, and air could

be given by drawing the sashes down or raising them in

front; and the plants could be examined by raising the

sash in front, and supporting it upon an instrument,

formed by two pieces of wood joined to form an angle,

with an iron point at one end, and separated so as to

form the base of a triangle at the other. To still farther

secure the plants, a cloth covering should be provided,

fastened on one side to the back wall, and in front of

the pit to a round rod of wood, two inches at least in

thickness, and furnished with a wheel for receiving the

rope at one end. By pulling this rope, the wheel and
rod would levolve luitil they reached the back of the

house, when the rope should be fastened to a staple in

front. As the rafters have been cut for the reception of

the shelves, three smooth rods, one in the middle, and
one at each end, should be fastened over them, that the

covering may slide freely. With such a covering, made
of stout cloth, sashes over the pit for all the hardier

plants may be dispensed with. The covering and im-
coveriug may be effected almost instantly, and the plants

may be seen and examined far better than they could

be in a cold pit. I am not recommending what circum
stances did not force me to try: without auy means of

artificial heat, without auy means of internal protection

such as these, which ensures from damp and keeps the

protecting medium dry, I cannot hold out great expec-

tations to our Iriends in winter, as to what they can
accomiolish in their cold greenhouses. I should not like

to guarantee to our friend with his small house the
security of his verbenas, geraniums, petunias, &c., for

bedding; with the means indicated they may be kept
safe.

With less care than is requisite for these bedding-out
plants, the following will succeed. The list, though
very short, will be too long for some of our friends, but
it may suit others. Fancy things wUl bo referred to

again. It is best either to have only one or two of a
genus, or else cultivate only a few families to succeed
each other. Even common things have quite a ditferent

appearance when well grown :

—

Of the Oranrje tribes—much loved for the sweetness of

their white blossom—for small places, the OtalieUc is

the best; is almost always in bloom during summer, if

not allowed to exhaust itself by fruiting. Light rich

fibry loam.

Ciipressus torulosa and latifolius, &c. ; yellow. Peat
and loam.

Camellia: the old double Red and the double White
about the hardiest. Loam, peat, a little sand, and cow-
dung.

Myrtles : the Broad-leaved Myrtle flowers the most
of the summer.

Acaoia affniis, armala, falenta, verticiUala, yellow.

jVnd ijrandis and olceifolia elcgans, also yellow and new.
Soil, peat and loam. Discolor, also yellow.

Daphne indica, white; odora, pinkish white; odora
rubra, reddish ; Fortunii, lilac. The last new ; all very
sweet. Peat and a little loam.
Diosma ericoides, white small flower, leaves fine

scented ; oppositijlora, white; rubra, red. Peat and
loam.

Erica Willmoreii, pinkish ; ventricosa, flesh. E.
cocciuca, scarlet. E. siipcrba, scarlet ; tricolor, reddish-

green ; trnnshiccns, red ; sunveolcm, ]iink ; vcstita,

whitish; vcstita coccinca, sc;ii-lct: Ccriiitlioidcs, dark
scarlet ; ampulhicea, whitish-red. Heath soil and sand.

Epacris impressu, red ; rivalis, white ; campauidrc

flora, white ; hyucinihijlora, white ;
grandijlora, red.

Peat and sand.

Azalea iiidicn: tin; wliite and puride varieties I liave

had frosted for weeks out of doors, and yet they survived

the newer varieties, such as varicgata, damdtiana, Qled-

stanesii, optima, &o. ; will stand rough treatment, but
they will not bloom so early.

Nerimn oleander spilemlens, red. Is a splendid thing
in spring and summer ; have had it out of doors in 10°

of frost, and yet it survived ; but, of course, it did not
bloom next season.

Hhododendron arboreum, and its varieties. This will

do out of doors with a little turf above; but it has
nothing of the brilliancy when bloomed under glass

from March to .lune.

Leschenatdtiafonnosa. ciimson-red. Heath soil.

Eriostemon : the whole family is desirable, and will

do, provided you can give it extra heat .after March.
Flowers chiefly whitish, red, and lilac.

Then there is the following woody plants:

—

Pimelen
rosea, red. Polifjala latifolia, reddish-purple. Correal

pulchella, red. Eiitoxia myrtifoHa, orange. Anthoccreis

albicans, white. Pultencea poh/galifolia, yellow. Jilela-

leiiea clecussata, jiulchella, hijpericifolia, purplish-red. Illi-

cium floridamim, purple. Then for succulents, there is the

Halosanthiis coccinea, scarlet. The Uocheas, Meseiiihryan-

themnms, Semp/erviviims, Aloes, Yuccas, and, though last,

not least, the beautiful Cereits and Epiphyllnm, all of

which will be safe if kept dry and Just iree from frost.

For climbers, Passijiora ceerulea. and eeeriilea raeevwsa,

Tacsoiiia moUissima and pintiatistipula may be used, with

more temporary additions o( Lophosperiniim Hendersonii

and speetabilis, Cohcca seandens, Maurandias in varieties,

and2Vo/woZi(mseitherupon pillars or trellises, and Thun-
bergias in summer for the same purpose. Bulbs there

are in plenty for summer blooming; and what, for in-

stance, can be more beautiful than O.valls Roucii, with

its large crimson blossoms, and which recjuires no room
in winter, and only to have its roots kept from frost.

And then there are many half-hardy herbaceous plants

that die down to tlio surface iu winter, and if kept liom
frost will bloom profuselj' in the greenhouse, such as

Lobelia splendens and its congeners; fine spikes of these

when seen side by side with Campanula pyramidalis

will not soon bo forgotten. And then there is the whole
tribe of tender annuals, balsams, coclcscombs, Thiinbergias

and aehimsnes, if there is such a thing as a hotbed to

forward them in spring. For years I kept the scaly

tubers of the latter buried iu the soil in a warm shed.

I must stop ; and as a parting word for the present,

let me say to our friends with their small houses—Try
and do a few things well, instead of cramming yoin-

space with things which it is impossible you cau grow.

If you present a fine specimen, your friends will be de-

lighted ; not one in twenty will inquire whether it be

now or old. P. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC OECHIDACE.E.

onciiiDS THAI TiinivE BEST OX BLOCKS {Continued Jroiii

page 9).
|

Oncidium pulchelhim (Pretty O.) ; I^emcrara and
j

Jamaica. A very lovely species, with leaves very like

O. triquetrum, only larger. Scjials and petals lilac

blush ; lip the same colour, except a dash of orange at

the base. The flowers lU'o produced ou a paniclo

averaging a foot long, and are so numerous as to give it

a curving, drooping character, very elegant and cliasto

We have frequently sent to its native country for it, but

were not fortunate enough to procure any, it being very

scarce even there. lU.'is.

O. /nVofor ('L'hree coloured O.) ; Jamaica. Sepals and
petals yellowish green, marked with rod ; lip white,

streaked with red : a beautifid small species. (1:1s.

O. triquelrum (Triangular-leaved O.) ; Jamaica. Sepals,
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petals, and lip of a pale grceuisli yellow, striped with

reddish purple. The lip is the largest part of the flower,

and is of a triangular shape. It grows freely, and
flowers readily every year. 31s Gd.

O. urojjlujUmn ('1'ail-leaved 0.) ; Brazil and Jamaica.
Flowers clear yellow ou the upper surface, and white on
the lower. There are a few crimson spots on the upper
side near the eeutre. The Howers are produced ou long

drooping panicles. 21s.

O. unijiorum ((!)ne-tlowered 0.) ; Brazil. Sepals and
petals paie hiown, thinly spotted with reddish jnu'ple

;

lip clear yellow, blotched and spotted round the crest of

the lip. The flowers are produced on short stems singly,

of a good size, and very pretty. Very rare. S4s.

CuLiDKE.—The ahove five orchids are exceedingly

iutercstiug plants, forming a small section of this large

family, but somewhat difScnlt to cultivate ; yet from
their not taldng up much room, and being so very

pretty—especially O. pidcliellum, O. tricolor, and O. tri-

qtietriim—they are worthy of a little extra trouble.

Place thera on blocks without bark, with a very little

moss just under the plants, but not actually in contact.

Syringe only when there is likely to he sunshine, and
in the morning; keep them in a warm moist house, for

they are natives of a warm climate, and require more
heat and moisture than the Mexican house. As they have
no pseudo-bulbs, they must be syringed frequently

during proper weather all the year—the only care neces-

sary being to let them become dry towards the afternoon
and during the night. They should be hung up within
eighteen inches of the glass, so as to receive a great

amount of light, which enables them to resist, even
when young, the influence of damp. If kept too wet
constantly whilst the young shoots are growing, they
are apt to damp off; but with the above precautious and
care they will thrive and flower satisfactorily. The rest

of the OiiL'ich that require blocks, described in a former
number, do not require such veiy particular care.

0. crispiim is very easy to grow—all that it requires is

to bo fastened to the block with a little moss, and kept
moist during the growing season. Every collection

ought to have this iino handsome species in it: its

splendid flowers are very attractive.

O. Forhesii, also, is veiy fine, but rather more dilEcult

to grow. It is nearly lost to the country ; but we trust

it will shortly he more plentiful, as there is a collector

in its native district, we are informed, who knows of

quantities of it growing wild ; and there is no doubt he
will, sooner or later, send over a good batch of this desi-

rable plant.

Plialanopsis amabilis (The lovely moth-like flower) ;

Manilla. This has been rightly named " The Queen of

Orchids," and a most lovely queen it is ! Every one
that has seen it will agree with us, that it is impossible
by any description to do justice to its delicacy and
beauty. Perhaps the finest plant in cultivation is in

the London Horticultural Society's garden at Chiswiek.
Mr. Fortune, when in China on his first expedition,

took a voyage from Shanghae to the Manillas, on pur-
pose to collect a quantity of this plant, and was emi-
nently successful, both in procuring the plants and
sending them home in fine condition. The particular

plant alluded to above was one for which Mr. Fortune
offered a prize to the natives. The prize (two dollars,

we believe) was to be given to the native who brought
him the largest plant, and the one in question was the
prize plant. It is truly a noble specimen, having fre-

quently between twenty and thirty spikes in full flower
at once. The flowers are produced on long stems, which
in the first instance are terminal, but afterwards are
often branched. The weight of the flower causes the
stem to droop gracefully ; and the flowers are arranged
alternately in two rows, sometimes as many as twelve
ou each stem (in one instance we saw eighteen ou one

stem). Sepals and petals pure white, and the lip of the

same colour, very curiously formed, something like a

sharp-pointed boat ; the inside is beautifully streaked

with rosy pink. Each flower often measures three inches

across. The whole flower has much the appearance of

a large moth with its wings fully expanded—hence its

name. Small plants, .£3 3s; large-flowering do., £'d os.

P. grandiflorus (Large-flowered P.) ; Java. There is

not much drfi'erence between this and the preceding

species. They may be distinguished by tho followiug

marks :—T'he leaves oftho latter are longer and narrower

;

the sepals and petals are of greater substance, and larger

and more compact ; the markings on the lip are more
vivid in colom-, yet with all this it requires an observant

eye to distinguish them iVom each other. Prices the

same as the last.

CnLTUBE.—The culture of these fine plants is very

simple. Being natives of the hottest parts of the globe,

they require to be kept constantly in the warmest part

of the Indian house. They should be fastened to a log

of wood of the least perishable kind, because their roots

cling so closely to it, that they do not easily pai-t from it,

even with the greatest care. Henco they should not he

often moved, but be placed at once upon a log likely to

last for at least three years. In fact, rather than tear

the roots from a log on which they are firmly fixed we
place two smaller ones, one on each side, and so allow

the fresh young roots to fix themselves upon them. By
so doing the old roots are preserved, and the young ones

have an opportunity of obtaining fresh support from the

new branches. No moss is required for them. The fine

plant at Chiswiek, growing on its native log, has no
moss near it. The only care requisite, is to give them
abundance of moisture, especially during the summer
months. When in flower it will not be desirable to

syringe the whole plant, as every drop of water upon
the flower causes a sjjot of dark colour, and greatly

detracts from its beauty, by defacing that pure white

which is its greatest charm. As tho plant, even when
in flower, requires abundance of moisture, it may be

given to it by taking the plant oif the hook on which it

is suspended, and dipping the log and roots just up to

the plant in the tepid water of the cistern. From March
to September this operation may be done with the

greatest good cfi'ect every day, and in the hottest days

of summer even twice a day will be beneficial. By this

liberal treatment the plants will send forth flue bold

dark green flowers, and strong flower stems, with

numerous lai-ge flowers. We cannot close our remarks

upon these beautiful plants without mentioning another

good property they possess ; namely, lasting a long time

in bloom. We alluded to a specimen that had eighteen

flowers open at one time on one stem. This plant was
P. grandiflorus, and was exhibited at tho three ex-

hibitions at Chiswiek, by Mr. ICinghorn, gardener to the

Earl Kilmorey, at Orleans House, Twickenham, in fine

condition at each show. This proves its great value as

a flower of long continuance ; and this is not all, for if

the flower spike be cut off close to the place where the

first flower made its appearance, the same shoot will

break out and flower again in six weeks or two months,

thus giving forth its sjilendid beauty for eight or nine

months in the year. Have we not written enough to

recommend this queen of orchids to our readers ! But
we think we hear them say, it is so dear ! Now, really,

we do not think so. We say to them, as we say to many
a customer, save your money, and instead of buying ten

species of common orchids for five pounds, lay it out in

purchasing one that will always delight you, either by
being in flower in regal beauty, or showing buds in

progress, and thus giving that pleasing excitement of ex-

pectation to see its beauties which is often nearly as

much pleasure as tho actual fruition of your hopes. "

Perhaps some may ask, which of the species are we to
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buy? Wei'eply, whiclievei- you can get best ; that is, tbe

largest plant, for in beauty tbey are quite equal.

T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
We have been riding our bobby horse on orchid

growiug so hard, that we have not much space left for

this almost equally loved part of our labours. Indeed,

just now there is but little to do amongst florists'

flowers. Frosts are beginning to make havoc witli our

favourite autumn flower, tlie Dahlia. As soon as its

blighting influence has passed over them, cut off" the

tops and take up the roots instantlj', to prevent a too

great eff'nsion of sap. Take the precaution to dry them
gradually, and store them away where neither wet, frost,

nor heat can reach them. Such as are in store pots

shovild have their tops shortened, and be laid on one
side to induce rest. Let every plant that requires

shelter be removed from the open air into winter quarters

in good time. It is better to be a week too soon than

one night too late. See the numbers for two or three

weeks back, on other parts of this subject.

T. Appleby.

TPIE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
CAULirLowEBs.—We must now begin to store these

for winter use, and this must be done by pulling up by
the roots on a fine afternoon, and whilst they are dry,

SMch as arc just turned in ; tying them into bunches of

four or five together, and then lianging them up in a shed
or cellar with the whole of their leaves to them. Con-
tinue to prick oft' young plants until a sufficiency is

secured for the next spring cropping.

Chives.—Let these he taken up and potted, placing a
few pots in a frame, pit, or house, or any sheltered

situation, or the cottager may put them in bis window.
Several cuttings may be thus obtained from this useful

herb during the short days of winter.

Endive should also be placed in frames, pits, or

temporary made places, and on sloping banks.
Tarragon and Green Mint.—Those who require

these throughout the winter should place a pan of each
immediately inside the cucumber pit or frame, or any
other situation where heat is to be commanded.
Rhubarb and Sea-kale.—-Take up a few strong roots

of these occasionally, and place them in a cellar or other

convenient place, as previously recommended, for pro-

ducing a supply in succession.

Tomatoes.—The best fruit should now be selected and
hung up singly where they may ripen gradually. Those
against walls or fences may bo prolonged by covering
with mats at night.

Fra:ming Cuoombers should now be sown. Those
already growiug on will also require some attention, with

regard to the application of heat and moisture, wliich

now, that the days are becoming shorter, should be well

regulated, so that the plants may not be toomuch excited,

but have a uniform and kindly heat maintained by the

judicious application of air. IFm/crshould also be applied,

but, of course, in a tepid state ; taking the opportunity of

a flue day to apjily a liberal soaking all over tlie soil with-

out wetting the foliage, and taking care on all fine after-

noons at shutting-up time also to sprinkle round the

frame or inside of tlie structures close to the edge where
the soil is liable to become dry by contact with the

linings or hot water pipes. This will secm'e at all times

a healthy humidity, so much needed for securing the

health of the plants.

Frame Radishes, Carrots, Late-sown Coss Let-
tuce, &c., should have the lights placed over them at

night, and when rain prevails ; at tlie same time abun-
dance of air sliould be applied, by tilting the lights,

both at back and front, so long as the weather continues

mild. To prevent the lights from being removed by
wind, a strong staple should be driven in at each end of

the pit, frame, or other structure, to which a cord should

be fastened ready to be passed over the lights when on.

Tlie earth should be stirred carefully amongst all the

above named crops, and if too much moisture prevails in

the soil about them, or the least inclination is shown of

the plants becoming too ranch drawn up, apply dry

dust, by carefully sifting it amongst them.
Routine Work.—Root storing should at this season

be performed in a methodical manner—not ))lacing the

roots together when wet, or in too large quantities, so as to

cause fermentation, which will not only destroy their best

qualities but their keeping properties also. Take every

opportunity in the freshness of the morning, or the

moonlight of the evening, to wheel manure on any spare

ground, in readiness for having it thoroughly trenched
and ridged up, which should be done as roughly as pos-

sible, well intermixing the manure with the top spit of

the soil. Where draining is necessary, it should be done
at once upon a good substantial princi])le. All water
tubs, also, and surface drains, should be well trimmed and
cleared out ; and the outlets of all underground or land
drains examined and cleared, so as to maintain a free

course for the water to pass away, the neglect of wliicb, at

tlie fall of the leaf, often causes complete stopjiages to

j

extensive main drains by the accumulation of sediment,

where it is not all times easy to discover it. Herb plan-

tations should be cleared of decaying stalks, and bo
top-dressed with well decayed manure, leafmould, or

vegetable soil. Look to all kinds of dned licrhs and
floioers ; securely placing them in paper bags, on which
their names should bo written, and hanging them up in

I

a dry situation. James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION,

OUR VILLAGERS.
Bij the Authoress of

The English cott.igev is an object of the greatest possible i

interest in the eyes ot uU wlio warmly love tlieir country, and
desire its happiness and welfare. In an agricultural countiy,
such as is ouv own, the labourer is of extreme—intense

—

importance
; and liis hands are as necessary to the state, as

the heads of its rulers, and the amis of its gUttering hosts.
Wliatever measm-es tend to oppress the British labourer,
directly or indirectly, will in the end prove iiijiuious to our
country, because all classes must suffer with him. This ought
pecuharly to eudeai' him to oui' hearts, and create an interest

" Ml/ Floircrs," ifr.

in all that concerns him ; and the cottages peeping from the

trees, or grouped togetlicr by the side of the cool stream, or

dotted over the face of the open corn cUstricts, should cause

a yet deeper feeling than that of admirntion in our minds.

Tlie poor are also especial objects of interest to nil who
seek to love and fear the Lord " with a perfect licart," because

His statutes do so strongly set forth our duty to <nir " poor

brother," and tlircaten with such lieavy judgments aU who do
him wrong. Specific charges were given in the Law of tiod

on this particular point ; a blessing was annexed to it ; and
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one of England's stritiug and beautiful features, is the

abundance of institutions for the poor, headed aud aided by

the higliest and noblest in the land.

The Word of God has declared, that " the poor shall never

cease out of the land," Bluch has been done, aud much is,

and will be doing, to ameliorate the condition of the poor;

it is our boundeu duly to strive in every lawful way to make
them happy and easy in their humble sphere—to soften as

far as possible the trials of poverty and laboiu'

—

ahove all, to

make tliem "wise vrato salvation"—but "the poor shall never

cease out of the land ;
" and every cottage we see— every

tattered suppliant by the way- side—every labom'er who tills

our fields, aud digs our gardens, illustrates and sets before

our eyes the unchangeable purpose of God.

I was born—we were aU born—in the counti'y, and my
earliest recollections are associated with a village, close to

which our residence stood; our parents were always loved

and looked up to by the poor, and we have imbibed from

them a fondness for, and an interest in, the humbler classes,

that has grown and strengthened with our growth. For the

last twenty years we have lived in the midst of a rm-al and
agrioultm-al people, where Avages are generally very low, and
poverty is consequently great

;
yet the interest we feel in

this rural population—with all the drawbacks incident to

human nature—is the stronger, because of its poverty and
distress ; and we deeply feel from om- own want of means to

effect real aud permanent good, how much might be done in

similar situations by those to whom God lias committed ten

talents, and bestowed the desne to employ them well. A
very dear friend, who loves the poor, and whose departure

from the neighbourliood was long and deeply mourned by
them, has frequently said, " Where I now reside, I have no
local interest—the cottagers are all so well oif, there is

nothing for nie to do : I sadly miss the poor." Thus there

is put into the heart a sympathy, which is as good, as plea-

sant, and as necessary to the giver, perhaps even more so

than to the receiver ; and what is om- duty becomes an enjoy-

ment, without which we feel a void that even personal bless-

ings cannot fill up. To those who take no interest in the

poor—to whom the interior of a cottage is scarcely known

—

and whose sympathies are unmoved by their simple joys and
sorrows, the country seems robbed of half its charms, and
the daily routine of life loses half its pleasures.

Human nature is the same in every land, and in every

station. The passions of men, the evil heart, the fallen

natm-e display themselves in each and all, only that amongst
the poor there is less regard for outward appearances, vices

are more openly practised, and they have not the fear of the

world to keep them in check when the fear of God has no
power over them.

In our intercourse with the poor we must not expect to

find them faultless, or destitute of evil tempers, unthankful
hearts, gross deception often, or ready to hear and do as we
would have them in many little ways that we think would be
better and more comfortable. We must not expect to find

the smooth tongue governed by a smooth heart, or the kind-

ness shown always imderstood and valued. But we must
look around among ovir own kindred, among our own people,

above all, in our own hearts, and see what is found there,

where education may be supposed to have done so much,
and then we shall go forth better prepared to encounter
those among whom we know it has done so Uttle.

There is a good deal of originality among the poor ; and
often we can perceive such a natural imderstanding, or the

germ of so much talent, as would lead to eminence, if cii'cum-

stanoes were such as to encourage it. A friend of our own
had taken a lad into his service to work in the garden, groom
his pony, and wait at table. He was one of the very dullest,

most stupid looking boys I ever saw, and seemed to have
scarcely sense or life enough for his undertalcing, and he
was perpetually in disgrace for want of sharpness and ac-

tivity. This boy, however, began to show a singulai- turn
for carving. With a bit of bone and an old broken penknife
he manufactui-ed a seal for his fellow- servant, and carved her
initials upon it. This seal was shown to his mistress, and
she immediately ordered oue. We all admired it, more,
perhaps, from sm-prise at the ailist than from the beauty of

the work ; but we all ordered seals, of com'se, directly, and
it was surprising to see how quickly practice improved him,
and how correctly and delicately the letters and words were

carved. He began to make other little articles too, all

equally well formed and cleverly done ; and we used to give

him the handles of our old umbrellas, as being rather better

material than common bones. But there was no one to

foster more usefully his genius. He married and settled

down into a common labourer, although for a long time his

cottage window displayed bone spoons, Avooden butter-prints,

etc., which he executed at his leism'e hom's, and most inge-

niously they were done. Then his wife died, his infant died,

and with one little child he left the village, and went I know
not whither. It may be that even yet his native talent may
burst through all impediments—a friend may be raised up
to mark and assist the genius ; and this poor boy may rise

to be high in a profession very diiferent to that in which Hs
humble birth had placed him.

lu England there is no bar before a rising genius. Money,
and friends, and patronage are needed, but there is no legal,

no social liindi'ance to the lowest peasant, if his talent car-

ries him on. In many surprising instances God has Avrought

for a youth with scarcely any apparent hmuan aid. Every
day we hear or read of some interesting case of this kind

;

and in how many persons in distinguished xsosts and profes-

sions have we found the son of the tradesman, the me-
chanic, and even of the humble labom'er.

There is a never failing interest in " the short and .simple

annals of the poor."

GRASS-PLOT lEEIGATION.
Bi/ Cuthhcrt W. Johnson, Esq., F.B.S.

The good effect of house sewage ii-rigation in the growth

of grass has long been known to be very considerable. For
the purpose of testing the various little points of detail

which might arise when carried on on a small scale, by small

landholders, I laid down the turf on a plot of grass in my
garden, near Croydon, in Februai-y and March, 1850. This

was only IG yards long, and li) yards broad. The bed,

therefore, contains only about 208 square yards, and is

sm-rounded by a raised border of turf about two inches

high, to prevent the escape of the iirigating sewage ; and
for a similar' pui'pose the bed is divided by two tmfed ridges

of about the same size into three compartments. These
ridges W'ould have been repeated crossivise, so as to divide

the bed into nine compartments (to suit the size of our

beds to the bulk of our sewage), had we not wished to

avoid impeding the action of the scythe, the whole produce

being intended for the soihng of a pony. Soon after the bed
was formed, earthenware jjipes of about two inches bore were

laid down, extenduig from a tank constructed on some
higher ground than the grass-plot, the contents of -ndiich,

whenever the tank is sufficiently filled, is allowed (by the

hfting of a plug) to flow on to the grass—the orifice of the

jiipe from whence the sewage issues being about eight or

nine inches above the level of the tm'f. From this pipe the

sewage is distributed, by means of an open wooden trough,

to any part of the plot that is just partly cleai'ed. Our prac-

tice has been to cut sufficient grass for two days' con-

sumption, and then immediately the grass is removed, to

direct on to the cleared space aU the sewage which has

accumulated since the last cutting, occasionally adding to its

bulk by allowing some pump water to flow for a minute or

two from the sink through the house-pipe drain into the

tank. By this plan the collateral advantage has arisen that

the sewer pipe, tank, and delivery pipe, as well as the house

sewage itself, by being so constantly cleansed or removed
has not time to undergo putrefaction. The plan, therefore,

is carried out (generally the first thing in the morning)

without any of the inmates or visitors to the house being

awai'e that such a manming is systematically going on.

The result, in fact, shows that the noxious eflluvia from

sewers arises, not as a necessary result of the matter con-

veyed in them, but from their ill construction, and the

barbarous practice of allowing the long accumulating con

tents of cesspools and choked drains to flow into them.

The general result of this little experiment has been such

as to induce me to confidently and warmly recommeiid the

repetition of the plan to such of my readers who ar'e so

situated that the contents of their house tanks can be

directed by its own gravity on to a conveniently placed grass-
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plot. The herbage produced by this mode is not only
exceedingly luxui-iaut, but the pony and some goats we
notice decidedly preiev it to either lucern or meadow grass,
produced without irrigation

; and the same remark is made
by one of my neighbours, wJio has a iield migated witli the
water of the river Wandel, which contains occasionally a
notable portion of tlie drainage of the to\m of Croydon.

It is perhaps of httle use ("as om- tiu'f was only laid in
March) to report one season's produce of grass ; still, as we
have kept an account of it, it may be cheering to the reader
to have the account. Tlie grass was not ready to cut the
first time until May 25, since the turf had to establish
itself, and to contend with dry weather. Tlie weight and
the days of cutting were as follows :

—

May 35

„ 27
„ 30

1

a

Junt

28 lbs

40 „

i'i „
50 „
liO „

Juno 8

„ 10

„ 12

„ 15

(i5 lbs.

•'>o „
50 „

00 „

Total i-ta lbs.

Tlie ground was then irrigated, as I before described, only
once. It began to grow again immediulehj, and kept on in
spite of a very diy season, ^'hiah ]iurche<l up 'nil the surroiiiulinii
grass lauds. By .July 27 it was ready to cut again—the
produce being evidently better than before. The days of
cutting and the weight of this second crop were then

—

July 27 .
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so troublesome that I purchasecT a tin pipe and fitted

it to the register liole, and let tlie pipe pass through the end
of the house; but I found this make the matter still

worse ; for being obliged to supply the stove with fuel

inside the house (unless I disconnected the pipe and stove
every time I fed it), the increase of dust was quite apparent.
After all these dilhcultios surmomited, I am j)repared now
to commence another -winter with the same machinery, only,
in adilition, I have lixed on my roof, very simply, a roller

blind, to let up and down at half a minute's notice, supported
by bearers to keep it from the glass. I broke a great many
panes last winter by using mats and siich material as to

keep out rain and cold, and keep all the boat produced in the
interior of tlie house. My glass was of the common kind

—

panes about 7 in. by 5. I paid l^d tlie square foot, all cut to
iny size.—J. B.

TO CORRESPOE^DEE^TS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

TuE Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouhle and
expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of
The Cottage Gardener^ 2, Amen Corner, Paternoater Row, London.^*

Back Numbers of Cottage Gardener (J. B. il/.).—You can now
have all the back numbers, at the original price, for they have been re-

printed.

Barren Kitchen-Garden (Z). A. B.}.—Your light soil which was
so plentifully manured with coal ashes, may well be unproductive. In a
dry summer it must have its crops burnt up. Give it a heavy dressing
with elay marl as you propose. Night-soil is too stimulating on such a
soil. Put on the marl now, then ridge the soil, and in the spring the
whole will break down and incorporate well together. Stable manure
half decomposed is best for such a soil. You will see from our answer
above, that you can have «// the back mnnlicrs of The Cottage Gar-
dener. By all means have them

; you will find them full of valuable in-

formation, and excellent for reference. Your strawberry planta in your
kitehen-giirden should also have a dressing of marl. In I\Iay cover the

ground among them with mulch. Thin your turnips to half the usual
distance

; it is not probable that they will give you any bulbs, but a good
crop of sprouts in the spring. Answers to other queries nest week.
Uniting Bees {W. A. ^.}-—" Can it be done when the two stocks

are near together ? [Yes.'] I have two hives standing close together, one
the parent hive—an old stock—and the other an immense swarm of this

year's from it. The parent hive is thin of bees, and the swarm could
easily spare some. [Partial driving would not answer.'] There is, un-
fortunately, so much superstition among the cottagers about their bees in

this neighbourhood, that nothing will induce them to sell their bees when
they are going to burn them, or I should have tried ' The Country
Curate's ' plan of forming a new stock with condemned bees. How coidd
I best keep the sun off my bees in winter, as recommended by a writer in

your last number, to prevent their being induced to come out of the hive

in winter? [By following the directions gii-'cn in Taylor's " Bee-keeper's
Majiual,*' page 14/, fourth edition.] When do you consider a hive worn
out with age, and requiring new combs ? Wine is three years old. [In
two years more commence cutting out the combs, talcingfirst the two out-

side ones.] This old stock, which is apparently thinly populated, has still a
few drones in it, which I fear is not a good sign. [The queen is either

dead or worn out by age.] It weighed 28 lbs,, viz., 20 lbs. without the

hive and board, but including bees and combs, on the ICth August; and I

have given them food at the top ever since, which they scarcely will touch.

The swarm A^hich weighed only 11.J lbs. without the hive, has consumed
at the top many pounds of food. Out of four stocks which I have had
at diiTcreut times, only one could I persuade to feed at the top, though
one of them was starved to death last spring, from its obstinaey in not

taking the food. The only one wliich has always fed well at the top, is

the old stock I have alluded to ; and what is singular is, that the swarm it

threw this spvjng feeds well at the top, and since then nothing will in-

duce the bees in the parent hive to come up into the feeder. Is there any
way to entice them to do so, as I do not think they can have enough
honey? I use two feeders recommended in your work. My bees are

much troubled with a small fly which hops about and gets into the hive."
[The flies will -not injure them, they are there only to lay their eggs in the

carcases of the dead bees. Let yourfood be 3 /6 s. loaf sugar, 07ie pint of
icuter, and one pound of honey, and your bees will take it readily from
the top.]

Plants for Grbenuodsks wituout Heat {Jil. IK., Liverpool,

and J. S. L.).—You will see you have been attended to by Mr. Fish.

Planta suitable for a small greenhouse in which no more heat is used than
is necessary to exclude frost. (J. S.)—This also has met due attention.

Heaths in a Window {Janet).—These, no doubt, suffered from
want of air and being drawn up. Fuchsias, probably, from the same
cause ; or from fading, as the leaves generally begin to fade at this season.
If not let us hear again.

Root-pruning (An Incumbent).—Your case is, indeed, strongly
illustrative of the evil of deep and rich soils ; for peach-trees will not
produce " basket-rods " in shallow and moderate soils, We fearyou have

been too mechanical in your proceedings : why two feet to both old and
young trees ? However, you have not done all in excavating at two feet

;

the foe still lurks at the root ; and we advise that you cut beneath your
old trees, presuming that they produce gross shoots, removing all roots

below two feet, and taking away the bones and drainage matter, which
may be replaced by stones, cinders, or any imperishable and unnutritioua

material. As to the young trees, pray take them up and replant them
;

making platforms according to directions in our previous numbers. You
may fill in your trenches in November ; and please to observe, that

"stopping" alune can never make a tree right unless the root act in

concert with such manipulations. Your beetle would, in all probability,

be attracted by a kind of food adapted to bis habits. These things are

much oftencr e(fccts than causes.

Pruning Vines pok Forcing (A Subscriber, Lewes).—At whatever
period vines are required to be put in action—or forced, if you will—the
sooner the pruning lakes place when the foliage has turned yellow the

better. You are a beginner, you say : remember then that the root is

never totally inactive ; if ever so, it will be about the time of the fall of

the leaf in deciduous trees. If yen are jealous of the vine bleeding,

apply a little white lead to the wound.
Tree Violets (A Lover of Flowers from Childhood).—Your tree

violets, judging from the leaves you sent, are in the last stages of con-

sumption, from the attacks of the Red spider. We burnt the leaves at

once, for fear of infecting the whole county with that pest ; and we would
advise you to pick off every leaf that is so infected, and then you will

have but a very few left. Then make a lather with soap and warm water,

and wash the a\ hole of the plants with it from top to bottom, three times

the first week, and twice a week for the next five weeks. Wash pots and
all, and take away the surface soil also, Init keep the pots on their sides

while the plants are being dressed, so that the soil does not get soaked.

When the plants are dry after the last washing, dust a little sulphur on
the stems, and at the bottom of the leaves, but not on tlie blades. If any
means can cure them without doing them any injury, that will do it.

Cricket Ground (P. C. C).—All the grass seeds in the country can
only answer as a make-shift where the turf is already made up of coarse

grass, and patchy ; and all the soot, or guano, or other dressings you can
apply to it, will only mrtke the coarse grow more coarse. 3uw the follow-

ing seeds next February, roll often, and always after frost ; and as soon
as grass begins to grow mow once a week, at least, and use a close-teethed

rake, or daisy rake, instead of brooms, which would disturb the young
grass too much the first season. A mowing machine would be still

better; and there is but one kind, and that costs, we believe, about eight

pounds. T!ie quantity of seeds is, for an imperial acre—20 lbs rye grass

{Lollium perrene temte), 6 lbs. white clover, 2 lbs. small yellow eluvcr,

5 lbs. dog's tail, 3 lbs. sheep fescue, 2 lbs. hard fescue, 3 lbs. meadow
grass {Poa ncmoralis), and 2 lbs, j^ellow oat grass.

Painting the Outside of a House {Rev. J. T. P.).—It so happens
that we have the following from two of the best architects of the day.

We print both—choose for yourself. 1. " Nothing is better than three

coats of oil, the old way of painting. Thus, the first coat with boiled

linseed oil and white lead, subdued with lamp-black to suit the tint ; for

the second coat use spirits of turpentine for oil ; and the last coat with
oil and the usual quantity of dryers." 2. "Anti-corrosion paint only,

three coats, and after the second coat to have the walls dredged with fine

sand while the paint is yet wet ; and after the third coat of anti-corrosion

paint the walls will look as much like stone as they can be made with

paints."

Autumnal Unions by Driving {An Incumbent).—" How long
should the upper hive remain upon the one inverted; I mean after the

tapping for 10 or 15 minutes has ceased? " Not more than five minutes.

Cuttings {G. Dear).—We cannot write private letters. No one will

give cuttings in the way you suggest, and if you write to the parties your
letter will remain unanswered.

Walt Wine.—We have received two more recipes, and as those who
have kindly sent them declare that these recipes give birth to wine
"equal to most Madeira," we add them to those we have published

before :
—"To 32 gallons of water put Q6 pounds of raw sugar; huil and

skim it clean ; when quite cold put to every gallon of this liquor one

quart of new ale out of the vat that is v.orking (as nigh as can be

managed when the fermentation is at its highest) ; let it stand in a tub

for a day or two, then put it into the vessel with ten pounds of raisins

and one pound and a quarter of brown candy. When it has done
working put in three quarts of brandy and 2 ounces of isinglass. Keep
it four years in the wood and then bottle."—" Put 21 pounds of sugar

into six gallons of water, which boil well and skim it ; when cold, put in

six pounds of raisins, chopped very fine, and six ([uarts of ale wort, with

toasted bread dipped in good yeast ; let it work two or three days in a

tub; stir it once a-day; then put it into a clean cask, and add four

ounces of sugar-candy and a quarter of nn ounce of isinglass, which is to

be dissolved in a little of the liquor before being put into the cask. Let

it remain three weeks, and when quite done working put in a quart of

French brandy ; let it remain twelve months before it is bottled."

Cottage Gardener's Dictionary {Elizabeth, Liverpool).—This
will certainly appear on the 7th of November. You can obtain it and
Glenny's Properties of Flowers, by ordering them of any bookseller. If

one bookseller will not serve you, try another. So you are your " own
gardener, although 63 years of age ;" and we are delighted to hoar from
one who not only can grow some of the finest dahlias and tulips, but can
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write a g:ood letter about them. We will give an extract from your letter, just

as an example to others ; ami may a long continued preen old age enable

you to write many such !—" I have some choice Dahlius, allowed to be,

by judges, the finest and best collection for the size of the garden, which

is thirty yards by five and a half; consequently, you will say, it is quite

crammed ; but they are now standing with all the perfection they did a

month ago. I forffot to say, I have about four dozen roots; but in my
opinion, Cardiiml Ferrite ^i2.nd^ unrivalled. I am my own gardener,

although G3 years of age ; sow, plant, transplant, and layer all myself.

1 have some fine Tulips ; and having to make the best of every inch of

ground, planted my Gladiolus floribundus in the same bed as the tulips,

as they come in so well in autumn—the former in spring and the latter

now about—and never did I see them look more healthy than this season,

and yet, out of four dozen of bulbs, I had only a few spikes of flowers

;

can you tell me why they have missed blooming ? I preserve my dahlias

with little trouble ; I let them remain in the ground as long as safe from

frost, then make choice of a dry day to take them up. I shake off with

care the greatest part of the soil ; and as our kitchens are under ground,

the back kitchen standing south, I leave about 10 or 12 inches of stem to

them, and carefully place them under a large kitchen dresser facing the

door, which is half glass ; when I consider them sufficiently dry, I put a

coarse double wrapper and an old hearth rug over them, excluding them

from light, and examine them every three weeks, to see if any of the

tubers are decayed ; if so I cut them away, and have been invariably

successful."

Diseased Vine (Alfred Neve).—W(i will^write on this fully next

week.

Pyramidal Tkaining (Jane).—Vou ask our opinion upon this and

upon the dwarf system secured by grafting on quince and paradise

stocks, and we have no hesitation in pronouncing them excellent for small

gardens, and for situations where fruit-trees of a larger and more spread-

fng growth could not be admitted. We have pears, cherries, apples, and

plums growing along the edges, ranging north and south, of our kitchen-

garden quarters ; and we can grow all kinds of vegetables close up to

them without any injury to either. Of course you have a crop only in

proportion to the size of your trees, but that crop is all gain. Pears are

not necessarily made gritty by being worked upon the quince ; if you tell

Mr. Rivers what you wish for he will not disappoint you.

HiMALAYAii Pumpkin Seed {Rev. T. ii.).—Thanks for your rules,

&c. We have no seed, nor shall we have.

Name of :^lant (E. G. JZ.}.— It is impossible to tell the name from a

leaf. It is not a Lup'uuis.

Asparagus Beds {A Constant Subscriber).—March is the best month

for making and planting. See vol. iii., page 291, for full directions.

Verbenas, Sec, will be killed if you plant them in a hotbed. They re-

quire no more than to have the frost and damp kept from them in

winter. Pray refer to our indexes for full directions.

Christmas Pear (IT. C. 2>.).—The Winter Nelis will suit you. It

is in perfection from November to January. We prefer dwarf standards.

The Aylsham Horticultural Society for the encouragement of

cottage gardens, held two exhibitions during the year 1850, and notwith-

standing those little drawbacks from local circumstances and petty

jealousies, wliich so often impede an infant institution, bids fair to

assume a permanent character. It has distributed upwards of four

pounds in piizes of one or two shillings to cottagers, and its exhibitions

have been attended by many visitors of the town and neighbourhood.

Numerous specimens of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, a variety of plants

in pots, and some pleasing devices were also contributed by those who

have gardens. A small sum remains in hand to begin the new year,

which, considering the smallness of the subscriptions, is a favouralde sign

that the labours of the cottager will not go unrewarded there in the year

1851. We wish we had room for more such reports, and must devise some

plan for doing so. We have no proxies which you ask for.

Mulberries Preseuved Whole.—The following has been oblig-

ingly sent to us :
—" Gather your mulberries on a dry day, when they

are nearly, but not quite ripe. Fill the usual preserving bottles with

them ; tie the mouth over with wet bladders ; put the bottles into a pre-

serving-pan up to their necks in cold water (N.B. A little hay at the

bottom of the pan will render the bottles less liable to break)
;
place

upon a stove not too hot, or on a slow fire; let them remain till neurit/

the boiling point, then remove the pan and let the water cool before you

take out the bottles ; store them up. A few bottles may be expected to

burst during the process ; but care should be taken to do them very

gradually, fliulberries preserved in this way retain their flavour much
better than when preserved in the usual way with sugar. We only

recently finished our last bottle of those preserved last year. We are

trying the experiment this year of not tying them down with bladders

before heating, only with paper, and then filling up with cold water, and

then tying them up for use. Black currants so treated last year answered

well without shrinking."—B. V.

Laying in Brocoli {li^nioram us).—To "lay in brocoli " is a gardener's

phrase for taking it up with a large ball of earth round its roots, and

putting it into a trench dug deep enough to bury it down to the leaves,

and reclining with its head to the north. Vou say, " I cannot think it

right to take up my beautiful plants, upon which I have bestowed ao

much pains, and wliich stand from 18 inches to 2 feet high, in ex-

cellent health !"—and we once thouglit as you do. But we promise you

it is " right." Take them all up and lay them in close together, in rows,

as we have directed. They have made all their growth^they have stored

up all the prepared sap for forming their heads in spring—and you will

find they will produce heads just as fine, will be saved from being killed

by the frost, and you will have their bed for any other crop.

Arbor Vit-e (A Subscriber, Lincoln^s Inn).—How can these droop if

*' they look fresh and green ?" Put them into larger pots. Remember
they are naturally trees 20 feet high, so may well be stunted after being

kept in a pot some years.

Erodium Moschatum (T. M. W.).—Can any of our readers send us

some seeds of this English plant (the Musky Heron's Bill) for our cor-

respondent.

Salvia Nemorosa (B, B.).—The English name of this is Wood
Sage ; and the seed of this, as well as of Origanum rubcscens (Haworth),

may be obtained, we should think, through the herb-dealers in Covent

Garden Market. Cuscuta chinensis [Chinese Dodder) is hardy ; but the

whole genus of Anacampseros are either greenhouse or stove succulents.

Other answers next week.

I\Ielon Cuttings {Verax).—You will have seen what Mr. Errington

said about cucumber cuttings, and his observations apply to those of the

melon. Cuttings taken from a vigorous melon plant in summer will bear

fruit in the autumn of the same year. Absence prevents our answering

your other queries until next week.

Lists of Fruit, &c. (F. H. Enrle).—Have two Black Hamboroughs.

To your Pansy list add Satirist, Ophir, and Black Friiice. You are right

in your other lists.

Seedling Gloxinias C^. U. B.).—These were quite faded when
received ; they should be packed in wet moss.

Ruododendron Javanicum (/. G.).—We incline to the opinion

that the Java Rhododendron is hardy, though usually treated as a green-

house plant. The Brngmansia is not sufficiently hardy to stand the

winter unprotected. That mentioned at page 159 of our last volume will

be cut down before the winter, and the roots protected.

\\'eeping Asn {Novifius).—The weeping ash will bear pruning, and

November, or iMarch, is the best time in which to perform the operation.

Cottage near London (A Real Lover of Flowers).—Take up the

gooseberry bushes this winter ; dig and level the ground, and either turf

it to suit the old lawn or sow seeds of grasses about the end of February.

The best kind of grasses you will see mentioned in our directions for a

cricket-ground to-d .y. The seedsmen will tell you how much to use,

according to the size of the ground. See that the standard rosea are not

higher than three feet in the stem, and select the best of the autumn
ones, such as Madame Laffay, Barrone Prevost, Duchess of Sutherland,

La Reine, and others of that claas ; and for your garden a plant of Gloire

de Roiamene would look well, planted with each standard to hide the

stem, and would be more in character than any other plant. For plant-

ing the borders, see our former lists.

Lycopodium CiESiuai {John Holland). — Your two specimens of

Lycopudium cwsium growing under two glass shades, eight inches wide

and eight inches deep, with a glass cover eighteen inches high, have

grown up to the top, and are losing their lower leaves and becoming

blanched in the centre. You ask the cause, and remedy. The cause is

not, as you imagine, the w ant of light, but the want of air ; any plant

kept close will do the same. The only remedy we can suggest is to destroy

the old plants, replace them with fresh ones, and have a contrivance to

give air when the heat rises above bb°. Too much light destroys the

beautiful blue green, which is the attractive ornament of this plant;

therefore, you need not fear that the situation in which your cases stand

is injurious to the plants. The best things to plant in your new larger

shades are a collection of hardy and half hardy ferns. These thrive

remarkiibiy well in such cases, and arc pretty permanent. The boxes to

contain the aoil in which they thrive best is a mixture of fibrous peat and

turf^two parts of the former and one of the latter. The drainage to

consist of some large pieces of broken pots and charcoal, and a stratum

of smaller pieces upon them ; the whole to be three or four inches thick.

Cover the drainage with a thin stratum of moss to prevent the finer par-

ticles of the soil from stopping up the drainage. It will be better to have

some holes at the bottom to allow the superfluous moisture to escape, but

if care is taken not to give too much water at once, the holes may be dis-

pensed with. Vou may procure the right sorts of ferns by applying to

Mr. Appleby, of Pine Apple Place, Edgware-road.

Gardens near London (J3. H.).—\^'e know of no garden so near as

two miles to the General Post Office. There are several near to Blaida

Hill, and some at Bayswatcr, but we cannot learn to whom you should

apply. If you take a walk that way any of the tenants will inform you

what you wish to know. Tlierc is a piece of ground now offered to be let

fur gardens on the banks of the Regent's Canal, near the Warwick Villas.

Roses for a Hedge {H. H.).—The following perpetual roses will

grow on their own roots, and will answer your purpose to form a low

hedge with ;— Louis Buonaparte, Mrs, Elliot, Madame Laffay, Uu Roi,

Baronne Prevost, La lU-ine, Duchess of Sutherland, Jaqucs Laiiltc, Lady

Alice Peel, Geaut des Battailcs, Wm. Jesse, Joan of Arc, and Clementine

Scringe.

London: Printed by Harrv WooLDniDCE. Wincheslcr High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Publiblied by ^\'lLl.lAM

SoMEEViLLE Orb, at tlic Office, No. '2, Amen Corner, in tlie Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—October ]7th, 18tO.
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[OCIOEER 24.

i

A RATHER extensive inquiry, suggested in the first

I instance by letters we liad received and statements

noticed in the j)ages of our contemporaries, leads us to

the unsatisfactory conclusion, that of late years ulcers

I

in some form have been greatly on the increase among

oar cultivated plunts of foreign origin, whilst our native

plants, whether wild or cultivated, are entirely exempted

from the epidemic.

j

We need scarcely refer our readers to the potato

! mun-aiu as a prominent illustration of the fact, but we

1 may add to these, onions, dahlias, the larch and the

vine, though we could largely increase our catalogue

of species that have been extensively suffering from

I
ulcerous disease.

j

Whole beds of onions we know have been so destroyed

by ulcers, that if you took hold of the leaves the slightest

pull separated them from the bulbs, and these were then

found to be in a state of putrefaction. Dahlias, in very

numerous instances, we have heard of failing to bloom

as uohly as formerly; and when the roots were examined

their tubers were found to be similarly decayed. AYe

read of vast plantations of larch suffering also from

ulceration, but here the disease developes itself in the

branches ; and in the vine, we remember no years like

the last and the present in which ulceration, or shank-

ing, in the bunches has been so prevalent. The in-

stances of this that have been examined by ourselves

are painfully numerous, the destruction being so ex-

tensive. Mildew—that form of fungus invasion so

usually attendant upon a plant with diseased juices—is

also increasingly prevalent upon vines ; and whilst pre-

paring these notes, we received the following from a

correspondent at iSIaidenhead :—
" In the early part of the season, my vines gave promise

of a very large crop of grapes, both in the greenhouse and
out of doors, hut as tlie season advanced they exhibited

symptoms of an unhealthy nature ; instead of filling out

jilunip and large, they censed to grow and began to split,

wither and decay away ; others of a more healthy appear-

ance became covered with a kind of mildew or moixld, similar

to that disease in hops, and eventually they split and died

away as those which had gone before. I, for some time, be-

lieved tliat the aspect, wiiich is easterly, sheltered at every

point of the compass, was unfavourable to their culture, but
on inquiry find another cause must operate to elfect then"

desti'uclion, as they may be found in this town in every
aspect ; some beautifully large and ripe, others green,

small, and blighted. The freaks of this disease are moat
singular and pai'tial. In the gardens of four neighbours,
living in a line, the vines of the two outside and one middle
are diseased, while the other is qtiite free from the scourge.
Ablutions with soft soap and water have been recommended
by some, but that is a commodity with anything but an
agreeable flavoiu'; as some of the I'ruit I have saved affords

abundant proof. Saving grapes with soft soap is very much
like heaving chiua out of an upstair window when a house is

on fire. Sulphur has also been tried without success."

The splitting of the grapes, we think, from actual ex-

periment, arises from the house being kept too warm ; a

conclusion we were led to test further by observing in a

greenhouse where cracked grapes prevailed, that none

appeared at the end of the house in which some of the

glass was extensively broken. The mildew on the

grape certainly may be vanquished by assiduous dust-

ing with flowers of sulphur, provided the application be

commenced as soon as the mildew is first noticed.

This mildew, and the idcerations we have noticed, in

every instance we have jiersonally examined, are con-

nected with excess of moisture at the roots. Even where

there was not any stagnant water in the soil, yet in the

case of vines their roots by having penetrated far down
into the earth, were subjected to one of the worst con-

sequences of stagnant water—cold, which prevented

their action keeping pace with that of the leaves. We
believe that excess of cold or of moisture to the roots

—

an excess unknown to them in their native climes—is

one of the principal causes of these ulcerated forms of

disease. We have always contended for this in the case

of the potato, and we have confirmatory evidence in

this letter from Mr. J. Turner, of Neepsend, Sheffield.

" I was, in 184R and 1840, one of the dii-ectors of a small
fann, and in looking over a field of potatoes in the year first

named, to ascertain whether the disease had commenced its

ravages amongst them, we found no synii>tom of it in any
pai't of the field, except one. That pai't, lying lower than the

rest, was wet, and here a great portion of the potatoes were
cUseased. It forcibly struck me that wet or moisture might
be one cause of disease in the potato, and I thought I would
try the experiment of planting mine the following year on

tlie top of the ground, instead of in ti'enches, and to place

tipon them sometliiug that would not retain much moisture.

For this purpose I procured some sawdust (not from resinous

wood), and an equal quantity of fincish coal ashes, and when
the ground was dug I placed my line where I wished to have
the row of potatoes, planted the potatoes under the line, at

a distance of 12 inches apart, and then taking away the line

I covered the sets with the sawdust and ashes, about or

inches deep, drawing up the earth from each side with a hoe,

about If, inches dee]), and thus forming a ridge over the sets

about U or 7 inches in depth. The result was most satis-

factory, having very few diseased ones amongst the crop, and
this year I have added about one-fourth port of soot to the
sawdust and coal allies, planting them the same way I did

the year before, and on taking them up last month (Sep-
tember) I had a fine crop of perfectly clean grown potatoes,

w'ith only three potatoes at all touched with tlie lUsease
amongst the wliole of my stock. These are Hi/lntrs Flour
Boll ; for I grow none else for second early or late vaiieties.

Jly neighbottrs, on the same flat of land, have liad one-
third, and, in some cases, nearly oneduilf diseased. I do
not wish it to be understood that I think I have found out a
" specific " for the potato mm-rain, I only give the result of

an experiment ; if any of your readers will tiy the same on a

small scale, and irport jn'oi/irss in yoiu" pages, it might be ad-

vantageous to the gardening public. "While writing on ])o-

tatoes, perliaps I shall not do wrong to state that in Decem-
ber, 1848, my worthy landlords, Messrs. H. and W. Cooper,
The Tannery, Neejjsend, had from me about ii lb u( Flour
Bull Pototocs, which they had planted, and the produce of

these, they informed me, was from ItiO to 170 lb ; taken up
September, 1840."

NEW PLANTS:
TIIETR rORTR.llTS AND lUOGnAl'HlES.

Under this head we purpose publishing drawings

and descriptions of the new plants, flowers, and fruits

which are introduced by the aid of the numerous col-

lectors who are now exploring far-off lands for no other

purpose tlian to increase our vegctablo riches. I'or

these portraits wo shall be chiefly, but not exclusively,

indebted to our contemporaries. With their beautifully

coloured and larger drawings wo have no ju-ctension or

intontion to compote; those who wish to see the plants

of their natural coloiu's and size must go to the sjdendid

pages of The Gardeners Magazine nf Botanij, Paxton's

Flower Garden, and The Botanical Magazine; but what
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we hope to eflect is a more general diffusion of coiTect

knowledge of new plants, so as to impart not only a

desire for their possession, but the means of judging

whether they are suitable to the reader's requirements.

Keeping this in view, we shall always endeavour to give

a correct idea of the habit of the plant.

Schuceder's Spotted Air-plant {Ahides maculosum;
var., Schrocderi).—This beautiful orchid is a native of the hills

near Bombay, and was purchased at a sala of newly-imported

plants, about six years since, by J. H. Schroeder, Esq., of

Stratford Green, Essex, so well-known as a spirited and suc-

cessful orchid grower. This is the third year of its blooming
;

and, like the longer known Aerides maculonum, it is of dwarf-

ish habit, and its flowers are white, spotted with purplish-pink,

but much paler than the original species. Naturally it appears

to produce a spike of flowers from wilhin the base of every

leaf.

—

Gardener's May. of Botany, vol. ii. p. 121.

THE ERUIT-GAEDEN.
rORJIATION 01' PKUII AND KIXCI-IEN-GARDENS

—

GoulillUed.

Having at page 18 of the present volume delivered a

few general ideas on the above subject, and conducted
the reader to the kitchen-garden door, we now resume
the subject at that point; and whilst at the entrance,

it may be well to consider the matter of convenience as

bearing on the situation of the entrance doors.

The first thing that comes to mind, and a considera-

tion of some weight, is to economise labour in the

article of manure—to have as little carting and wheeling
as possible; for much of this, through inconvenient
positions in the doors, forms a serious item in tlie j'ear's

labour. Wherever the general depot of manures, rotten

leaves, and other manurial matters may be, a door
should, if possible, be placed on that side ; and where
much soil and manures are to be introduced, and the

distance rather considerable, a pair of double doors,

with a corresponding width of pathway or road, will be

found of great service in economising labour, inasmuch
as bulky materials may be drawn by cartage to the very

centre of the garden. This will be found a great saving

of labour the year through ; and when the pleasure-

grounds, slips, &c., lie in that direction, such an arrange-

ment will Ije found of vast service during extensive

alterations, which not unfrequently involve a good deal

of labour.

Thus a good kitchen gardener would plan out his

whole scheme of cropping in the early part of Novem-
ber in each year; and at each leisure moment the

maniu-es necessary could be carted to a central spot

especially provided, and would supply wheeling labour

to the requisite parts during frosty weather, or as morn-
ing work. It must be understood, however, that this

suggestion is offered on behalf of a rigid economy ; for

it must be confessed, that a store of manurial matters

sufl'ered to lie for days in the centre of a well-kept

kitchen-garden is by no means an ornamental affair;

and, besides, a central depot necessarily leads to a slight

derangement of that simplicity of form and arrange-

ment which sliould a]ipear in all parts of a good

kitchen-garden. We think it a duty, however, to point

out both the merits and demerits of given plans, in

order that different classes of readers may be gratified.

We need hardly observe, that a door should open at

as near a point to the mansion as possible ; and as the

doors of a neat kitchen-garden are generally made
e.Kactly opposite to each other, through the intersection

of two principal walks at right angles to each other,

of course in studying the before-named conveniences

some trifling compromises will have to be made as to

distance. In all such cases, however, a little bending

or twisting of the approach walk or walks will readily

overcome this difficulty.

We would in all oases have the entrance from the

house as much concealed as possible by clever planting,

for these episodical plots should not be spied into with

too much ease—such detracts from the dignity and style

of the place, and rendei-s the digressive plot itself less

interesting when entered. What said Pope

—

" Let not each beauty everywhere be spied.

Where half the skill is decently to hide."

Pope, we believe, it was who composed this couplet;

if, however, our memory is treacherous we beg his

memory's pardon.
A well covered trellis, or arcade, would make a capital

terminus to the entrance walk from the house; and in

order to give it a special character such might be

covered at the top with standard pears trained over-

head, whilst perpetual roses, Irish ivy, or other orna-

mental matters of a permanent or somewhat evergreen

character, might form the sides. Thus might a slight

amount of curiosity be excited, and thus a connecting

link he formed between the dress grounds and the

kitchen-garden ; and we should see no harm in giving

an arcade of this character a length of some ten or

twenty paces; and if the jimction with the house walk

can be so managed, by all means let the arcade enter

straight on the door. It requires a little management,

however, in ground work to form a clever junction

between a straight line and a curve. One of the best

plans, we think, is to interpose an object at the point

of junction—such as a seat, a sun-dial, a vase, a statue,

a massive rustic basket, &c., &c.

We must now begin to think of the fruit-trees, and

would not have meddled so much with tlie decorative

appendages, but that these departments are to a certain

extent interwoven with each other.

Wall Borders.—Before proceeding to details, it will

be well to discuss for a moment the width of garden

wall borders. By something nigh akin to i'atuity, it

seems to obtain as a standard notion that all borders of

this kind must be some ten or twelve feet wide. Now,
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there is not a man living who can give a proper degree

of weight to such prescriptive doctrine hy an incon-

trovertahle course of argument. To be sure, we sliall

be told tliat tliis sort of widtli looks better; and, more-
over, we have heard an old lady—a great stickler for a

wide border—affirm, that for early peas and lettuces we
should be made totally dependent on our continental

neighbours if all tlie English peach borders were
narrowed so as to bo merely a receptacle for the roots of

the fruit-trees. Now, this old lady, though a most
respectable sort of person in principle, is not fit to hold
the candle to om' good friend Beaton's " Aunt Harriet."

The latter personage always took care to dart her eagle

eyes through the murky halo which ever and anon
enshrouds truth, unless the latter must be looked for in

the bottom of the well, when, of course, it assumes a

piscatorial character. To come to the point then, we
do fear that peaches in England have seldom had fail'

play since duck and peas became all the rage ; but it so

happens, as we do well know, that the ducks have no
occasion to wait three days for the peas, if our clever

coadjutor Mr. Barnes be followed in his sound articles

on kitchen gardening.

We venture to affirm fearlessly then, that nine inches
of width in the border to every foot in height of the wall

is sufficient, from the ground level up to the very zenith

itself, although few carry their gardening matters with
so high a hand. Now we do not deem it necessary
to drive every culinary esculent from the wall borders

;

to grapple with this portion of the subject will, how-
ever, lead lis too wide for our present ramble ; and we
must pursue our course by assuming the nine-inch
standard to be correct for the present.

Now for the u'ollis, which of course run parallel with
this border ; for we see no reason to alter their time
honoured position. As we write in the main for small
gardeners, we must of course advocate economy in the
width of these necessary appendages. Still, we would
have our readers understand that these breathing places
are not room thrown away, for they doubtless serve to

economise a healthful circulation of air, which is of
immense importance to vegetation. For gardens of half
an acre we think that four feet may suffice; for an acre
we would go to five feet; and for gardens of two or
more acres seven feet—-the latter being about the width
our landscape gardeners allow in pleasure ground walks,
being, in fact, the width requisite for three persons to
walk side by side.

We have now to recommend a marginal border for

espaliers in a trained state, or for very dwarf standards:
indeed, if our dwarfing processes be followed, no over-
grown fruit-trees will be found in kitchen-gardens ; and
we will engage to produce by far more fruit, and a much
greater variety of kinds, in this way than ever was
accomplished by the old and unsystematic mode, and

—

what is of equal importance at least—in one-tliird of
the time. In these days of steam, people cannot think
of waiting seven years for a pear or an apricot; be it

ours, therefore, to show how these things can he done.
Tills marginal border need not bo more tha)i four feet

in widtli, and may run parallel witli the walk. It
should be occupied entirely with fruit-trees, either under
a dwarfing system or as trained espaliers ; and, indeed,
with the walls, will produce all the fruit that any family
can consume, provided the trees are established and
managed on sound principles. The details connected
with this branch of the afiair we at present pass hy

;

they will form the subject of future papers.
We must now stay to offer another observation con-

nected with the width of the borders and the formation
of the walks. If the borders are made of the width
here suggested, it will bo found good practice in making
the walks to take care that the bottom or subsoil of the
walk is composed of some open soil fit for the roots of the

trees to penetrate; for although in their earlier stages

tlie border itself will amply sustain them, yot when llie

trees acquire some age, and a considerable size, the soil

beneath the walk will become full of fibres, and hence
they will derive much assistance. Such subsoil, how-
ever, must be of a very opeii character, or the walk will

become too retentive of moisture. Some persons may
object to this, but we have had ample experience of, we
will not say the necessity, but the propriety of this

course, which may indeed be considered a very proper
adjunct of the narrow border system, and it is, indis-

]iutably, making the most of the soil and space. In a
subsequent paper we wUl carry on the subject, and those

who are forming new gardens, and desirous of planting

select collections of fruits, will do well to wait a little

while until the subject is fully examined. We are

aware that some of the points have been in part
handled before, and that some of our readers are quite

familiar with them ; it must not be forgotten, however,
that The Cott-4ge G.\nDE-\Eu has an accession of read-

ers who have not studied tho earlier numbers, and also

that it is necessary to be very explicit in even little

things with another and numerous class.

Our H.^nnV Feuits.—I must beg to congratulate

"L. M. N." on the production of so useful and sensible

a register of the past spring as he has inserted at page
ib of the present volume. Such records are of consi-

derable importance, as enabling persons hundreds of

miles apart to compare notes, and to deduce useful

inferences. Nevertheless, as there seems a slight amount
of—shall I say supererogation, in the matter, I beg per-

mission to ofi'er a few remarks.
" Exemption from severe weather," says " L. M. N.

;

"

these are neither my words nor opinions. Again, to

answer another point,—I really do not suppose that

there teas a "mistake in the instruments," nor infer that
" all unprotected fruit must perish." I do, however,
infer, that "L. M. N." is a non-protectionist, and I by
no means dispute his right to that position ; but I would
beg of so sensible and temperate a correspondent to

consider the question of protection on retarding prin-

ciples, and see if ho cannot discover the germs of a good
idea, based on the relation the root action bears to the

branch, the former being steadily influenced b_v a dailj'

advancing temperature— tlie latter experiencing the

occasional drawback of a whole week's vicissitudes.

Until, however, root management is better understood,
I have little hopes of a sound understanding on this

head. " L. M. N." has done well to refer to the well-

ripened wood of tlie south. This is the great fact.

R. Ekutxgion.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
New Punts.—The great fault of public writers witli

respect to what they say about new iilants is, that they,

tlie writers, myself amongst the rest, are too apt to

jump into conclusions, and to pronounce a new plant

as either good-for-nothing, or else praise it up to the

skies ; and for some years past we have had a writer or

two who take a ditt'erent course, but still an objection-

able one with many, and put up every new plant they

describe in tho scales of comparative merit against the

most popular plants which happen to be in (he same
genus, and no matter how good former plants may have
been found; the new plant must bo shown to have
something about it which of necessity must, or should,

raise it higher in the scales. But of these three ways
of pushing new plants into or out of circulation, that

which condemns them before tho trial, or just after an
imperfect trial, is least to bo attended to, and tlie most
likely to cause bickerings between dealers and the

public. Indeed, public writers on plants are not re-
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quired to sit iu judgment between the trade and tlie
;

time; but wbo believes it now! who, indeed. The
public; and if they do at times see cause for saying this,

j

Kidneij Bean, the Capsicum, the Tomato, and allour

that, or the other thing about a new plant, the safest i acquaintances of that stamp, have been got yearly from

way is to loan in favour of the stranger until the public i seeds, time out of mind, in every part of our country,

give it a fair trial, and then one may chime in with
|
without a perceptible difference being made in their

either side, according to one's own judgment. Half the I powers to resist the climate ; and these same plants were

gardening writers endeavoured last year to write down
the Chinese Leadwort (Phunbario Larpenkc), and they

succeeded so far, that tho mass who like to be led by
the sleeve rather than take the trouble to think for

themselves, turned away from it as from an unclean
thing. I was nearly as far wrong on the other side,

but that was more with a view to stem the torrent of

prophecy which prej udged a stranger without a hearing

—

a very un-English way of dealing out justice. I did

all this time proving another fallacy, which, even at this

day, finds advocates amongst our highest authorities in

such matters, and that is, that seedling varieties iu

course of time will revert to the parent or wild stock if

they are successively raised from seed. It is true there

are some few plants which have a tendency that way
under particular circumstances, but they are as one out

of a thousand compared with those which, when once

removed, if but one stage, from the wild condition of

not care one straw whether the plant would do iu the
j

the plant, no art of the gardener has yet succeeded to

flower-garden or not ; but knowing it to be in the hands
of the trade, and selling lower than trumpery verbenas
and petviuias not worth a penny per dozen, before it

was spoken against in our periodicals, I wrote in its

favour, that we might all give it a trial; and if all had
failed with it, no great harm could be done. But it has
not failed. I have a bed of it in full bloom now, when
almost all the summer plants are gone ; and if I live

another year, I shall plant four beds, on purpose for

this time of the season, when families in the country

enjoy their late flowers as they are getting scarce. It

began to bloom in the first week in September, and by
the 20th was iu full bloom ; and what brought it to my
mind to say anything about it now is, that a great gar-

dener, the superintendent of one of our ducal establish

caus"e this reversion. Hence the danger, not to say the

folly, of drawing conclusions from inconclusive evidence,

or from some few isolated facts.

But to our present purpose. Then, as no art of

the gardener can turn the original nature of a plant,

save by cross-breeding, nature must be assisted, and
half-hardy plants must be looked to in time, before we
are overtaken by the winter. "Winter" comes in at

the very end of our new dictionary, but wintering plants

will often have to be mentioned in the body of the work ;

until many of the numbers are out, we must, therefore,

go on iu the old way, answer old questions as before.

But we expect to be much relieved from repeating the

same thing over and over again as soon as the dic-

tionary is completed ; and wo also look for an entire

ments, who called on me the other day, admired it much
j

new set of questions, suggested from a great host of old

and regretted that he was led away against it last season

from what he read about it. He, too, will have a couple

of beds of it next season, and so will many more besides,

for this season has taught us a little more of its cha-

racter and constitution It is perfectly hardy ; will do
better in poor than in rich soil ; requires to be planted

thin, or thinned afterwards; and as it is a late autumnal
bloomer out of doors, it must have a free exposui'e in a

sunny aspect. Then, as long as the frost holds off, it

comes in as a second or third rate bed, according to the

stock of bedders in use ; and after the frost few will

compete the leadership with it ; besides, the bed is not
an eye-sore through the rest of tlie autumn, for it will

stand brim-full, and look well after the flowers are gone, as well think of housing gooseberry bushes, and yet we
It is, on the other hand, not suited for small places,

where every bed should be in bloom with something or

other from the time the spring brdbs come in till the

frost clears off the autumn crop.

HALF'HARny Pl.vnts.—Just at the time that I was
learning how to plant cabbages, the greatest eflbrts iu

and new ideas which we are now gathering together in

tins book.
The oldest question of all, and the most pressing just

now, is, " how am I to keep my geraniums, &c., &c., &c.,

this winter. I have neither greenhouse, pit, nor frame,

and the plants have so grown in the borders that they

will be too large to stand in the window. Last winter

: we managed to keep the young Scarlet geraniums in a

j

window iu ' the passage,' or in the ' spare room' up

1 stairs, and the windows were available for better things.

Such plants were turned out in the borders last JMay,

and after a while they looked most healthy, but now
they are so big who can do anything with them? Might

are very loath to lose them, and we forgot to make cut-

tings of them at the proper time ; how would you or Mr.

Beaton act if you were thus pinched?"
_

Now, where

there is neither glass nor spare windows, it is hopeless to

try to keep verbenas over the winter ; indeed, they are

the most troublesome things in the world to keep over

gardening, and that for which a man got the most
j

the winter without good convenience, and many other

credit, were to change the nature of greenhouse and
half-hardy plants, so as to enable them to stand the

frost in our country. I think it was in the " Memoirs"
of the Caledonian Horticultural Society that a clever

axtiole then appeared describing a new way of " acclima-

tising," as the process was called, which caused a great

stir on the other side of the Grampian range ; tunnelling

this mountain back-bone from Perth to Inverness
would have been nothing to it now. The way the

thing was to bo done, was to bring over fine plants

from the north of Africa, say from Morocco to Alexan-
dria, sow their seeds on tlie northern borders of the

Mediterranean, from Gibraltar to Athens; and when
the plants produced seeds, they in their turn were to be
sown more inland, and the next generation more north-

ward still, and iu process of time the fifth or sixth gene-

ration would be fit and proper to do for themselves in

London ; and the seventh generation, always a lucky
number, were to find their way and prosper on either

shore of the Murray Firth. All this, to my own know-
ledge, was firmly believed by sensible people at that

small, soft-wooded plants are little better ; but as for

strong Scarht geraniums, any one may keep them with

ordinary care, and the larger and stronger they are the

easier it will be to keep them. The same care and

treatment that will secure dahlias will also do for them;

all the leaves and the soft part of the shoots must be cut

away when the plants are taken up from the borders,

then dry them partially in an open shade or somewhere

away from the frost, and then they are ready for stor-

ing; and then where potatoes can be kept in-doors, will

do for them also. Damp and frost, and extreme dry-

ness, are alike to be avoided ; and by looking over them

once a month to see that they do not suffer from either

of these extremes, there is no reason why any one may
not keep lots ofthem. Here, where we have as many con-

veniences as most people, we keep several thousands of

these scarlets, every winter just in the same way—under

stages planted in sand or light soil, in back sheds under

great myrtle trees, upon dry shelves in outhouses, or,

indeed, anywhere that is safe from frost. Their ouly

advantage beyond those of the cottager being that, with
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flues or pipes we make sure from frost. AVe store largo

numbers of them iu the same pots and boxes that they

were growing in through the summer, first cutting them
well down and scraping oft' the surface soil, and for four

months tliey hardly get a drop of water. We still prefer

"Harry Moore's plan" of keeping them in tlie same
pots and soil from year to year, and make up for the loss

of strength in the soil by liquid manure after the end of

iiay. Harry's own boxes of them have been veiy much
admired this autumn ; they are now five years' in the

same boxes, and he keeps them down in the cellar in

winter; but bis cellar is very dry. Ko one can possibly

keep a geranium in a damp cellar.

Iu cold pits we now use pots for bedding geraniums,

except for some fancy sorts. They arc planted in light

soil, and the glass taken off every line day, and the dead
leaves are picked off occasionally. Wo have one range
of quite low pits, wliicli hold about seven thousand of

young plants this way, and there are no means of giving

tlieur artificial heat—nothing save a single mat to kee))

the glass clean—with powerful coverings of stubble and
loose straw over ; and we have less trouble with them
that way than with older plants in pots with their leaves

on. Roots of old Salvias, such as the fuhj fits, splendcns,

and chiimicdrioides, wo keep much after the same way.
We keep them to plant out in mixed borders with

Phloxes, Penstcinoits, and a host of other old border
jjlants ; but for beds we make up a yoinig stock from
cuttings every autumn. Old Fuclisiiis will keep in cold

sheds witliout any danger, but all of them for the flower-

garden will keep just as well in the borders, with a few
inches of leaves jilaced over them, and many of them
will do without any covering. There is no better way
of keeping a bed of Tigridias than by covering the bed
with dry leaves and then thatching it to throw ofl' the

wet. The bulbs of these are very ticklish to keep if

they are tal<en up in the autumn, as they are seldom
ripe enough before the frost sets in; and unless they
are quite ripe they decay from the bottom by the score.

One single mat is sulticient to save the old Linum
Jlaviim, the gayest little yellow bedder one could wish at

midsummer ; and for a front border of Ixias and their

allies, with a great number of other little bulbs belong-

ing to the Amaryllis tribe, which are mentioned iu our

dictionary, nothing is better than thin boards with
feather edges nailed together ; as that sort of covering
will throw off the wet, of which they are much more im-
patient than of cold dry winds or a little frost.

It is very strange how little is attempted to be done
with the scores of neat little bulbs that would flower iu

the spring and early summer iu front of a cottage close

to the wall where little else would grow. The reason
must be that so little is said of them in books and
periodicals since Mr. Sweet died. lie used to keep the

whole country alive witli such fine tales about them
month after month, but now one hears very little about
them unless some new little bulb comes to be figured.

I am quite sure there are no less than one thousand
species of this class of bulbs that would aff'ord endless

amusement to any one who would take the trouble of

preparing a front border tor them. They are like

children, they always want something doing to them,
and there is constantly something new to be learned
about them. I shoidd be afraid to say how many bun
dreds of pots full of them I saw last summer with Mr.
Appleby; and he is just as fond of them as everybody
knows he is of those strange orchids he writes about.

I wish he would lock up those orchid houses for a

month and treat us with various dishes of little bulbs
;

at any rate, I hope he will cram them into the dic-

tionary, that I for one may have another turn at them,
as people used to say some years back I was bulb mad.
But I have sadly forgotten them, and am now over head
and ears with tlie Amiiryllis again, and I have made a

strange discovei-y in them this very season. The Can-
dalahra plants, called Brunsvigias, are true Amari/llises,

which is known to many already ; but few would dream
of their breeding with the puiq^le Vallota ; but they

have done so; and if I could send the breed, and that

between the J'allota and the C'l/rtanths to California,

where thej' could enjoy their proper climate, we should

some day see the whole race floweriug with their leaves

on, which none of the older family ever did before. The
Caloehorts of the golden regions would then be eclipsed

on their native soil. But, alas ! a man ought to talk

about such things at five and twenty, and not at the

ago of D. Beatox.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAfiDENING.

Cool Giieenhouse without Aetificiai. Heat.—In

the list of plants given last week, I do not think that I

mentioned the Begonia Evansiana, referred to in a late

article, as the only one of the family found growing in

cottagers' windows. As it is herbaceous, dying down
every season, all that is necessary in winter is to keep

its tuberous-like roots from frost, which may easily be

done in such a house, by covering the pots with a little

moss. Indeed, we frequently keep this and other tuber-

ous-rooted things, along with bulbs for summer bloom-

ing, secure enough in a warm shed. This is just one of

those common things which fastidious gardeners and
florist amateurs toss their heads at, and term " coarse

and weedy-looking !
" No doubt the leaves look a little

rough.—the upper surface has a dash of pale yellow in

its green—but then, when elevated above the eye, how
beautiful is the purple dashed with green of their under-

sides, with the huge masses of pink blossoms bending

gracefully over them. Eor a splendid floral effect, taken

in connection with the ease with which it is produced,

this common Begonia deserves to stand iu the front and
foremost rank among all its more jn'ized compeers. Iu

a cold house, without any means of artificial heat, plants

have borne a dense mass of bloom from June to the end
of September—are still standing, but are now beginning

to fade.—each plant on an average being four feet in

height, above the surface of the twelve-inch potiu which

it was growing, but plunged inside of a vase somewhat
larger— the diameter of the head being five feet—sup-

ported by one stake in the centre, to which the stronger

shoots were loosely hasped, and the weaker ones allowed

to bend graceftdl'y downwards, so that the plant as a

whole, when in full bloom, presented rather more than

three parts of a circle, of the above diameter, studded

with hundreds of its cymes or bunches of i)ink flowers.

The vases in which the plants were placed were about

four feet in height, and teiuled to show oft' the plants to

the best advantage. Several connoisseurs of refined

taste, who bad previously discarded this common thing

which any old wonuin might have in her window, have

been induced again to take it as a nursling under their

protection. The system of management from first to

last may, therefore, be acceptable. These plants referred

to were strong and good the preuodiug season. In the

beginning of October, as the flowers were drujiping. the

leaves getting yellow, and the stalks showing signs of

ripeness by cracking and splitting at the joints, tlie

plants were placed against a south wall, in order further

to facilitate the ripening process. Hero, in no great

length of time, the stalks fell down of their own accord

—

a sure sign that the roots were charged with snllicicnt

material to enable tlicm to endure with advantage a

season of rest. The pots were then placed iu a vinery,

where bedding-plants, &c., wore kept during the winter,

plenty of air being given, and just enough of fire-)ieat,

and no more than was sufficient to keep out the frost.
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Peaches are also grown in the same house ; and when
these opened their flower-buds in spring, without any

more forcing than was requisite to keep tlie frost out, a

little more attention to lieat was given ; the temperature

at night, however, heing oftener below than above -10°.

Partly from this little flro-heat and the increasing power
of the sun's rays, tlie Begonias that had been kept dry

and dormant during the winter began to pusli up their

shoots, and show signs of returning vitality. Then
they received a watering with liquid several degrees

warmer than the atmospliere of the house; and, if very

dry indeed, they were soalied iu a pail or tub,—tlio sur-

face-water being allowed to drain away. This and the

increasing temperature, chiefly from solar power, pro-

duced a thicket of shoots and leaves, from si.x to nine

inches in length, by the time the vinos were breaking

into leaf; then the plants were shifted. If desirable,

each pot might then make half a dozen, by division

;

but in the present case all the weaker shoots witli their

roots were removed, and either potted by tliemselves as

successions, or put together for being given to those who
might take a fancy to them. The strong shoots, show-

ing by that very strength that they had a iund of orga-

nised material to draw upon iu the larger tubers, were,

after slightly pruning the roots and getting rid of any
that were decayed, re-potted in the same-sized pot, the

stems all beside each otlier in the centre; so that what
was iu reality a number of plants were made to resemble

one ; the tubers and roots heing extended outwards

towards the circumference of the pot, like the spokes of

a wheel ; and well packed in a compost of equal por

tions of sandy peat and flbry loam, with a little charcoal

a,nd dried cowduug. After tliis manipulation a little

shade was required, and this the foliage of the vines in

general supplied. If that was not sufficient they were
shaded in the heat of the day by other means, such as

tissue paper, thin gauze, &c. As soon as the roots liad

taken hold of the fresh material, they were set in the

liglit as much as possible, aud well supplied witli liquid-

manures ; not keeping long to tlie same thing, hut
giving weak manure-water at one time, soot-water at

another, &c. They were removed to a cool glass house
in June, well set with flower-buds. " Oh ! but, " say

our friends with houses without flre-heat, " all this is

Greek to us, for we have no fire-heat whatever to give."

No, not quite ! All that has been done in the present

case may be accomplished as efficiently in a cold house,

or a cold pit, provided you commence a month or six

weeks later, by allowing or causing the plants to doze

all that time longer-—by placing any non-conducting
medium over them, sucli as sawdust or moss, and then
by a close atmosphere after potting ; even employing a

hand-light to set over them at times,—husband and
make the most of the heat of the sun, which scarcely

ever comes wrong, because accompanied with light.

Those who have never tried it would be amazed to find

how quickly things may be made to grow in a cold

liouse or pit after the beginniug of April, by merely
giving little air, so as to enclose the lieat from the sun's

rays. It may be dunned into your ears, that yoii will

ruin your plants from want of air—tliat they will get so

lean aud lanky as not to have a leg to stand upright upon

;

because heat expands the tissues—and these, if mois-
ture can be got, will be inflated to bursting point with
mere watery fluids : mere expansion being a very dif-

ferent thing from solid addition ; and, as a proof of

your friend's sincerity, he will point you to liis pit or

house, with air breezing gaily in by back and front

—

even thougli this air he somewhat nijipy to the finger

points, and then at night he will show you them closely

shut up,—matted over, with dung linings steaming
around them, or fires roaring beneath them^and all to

keep Iris proteges healthy, stubby, and short-jointed ! !

Now, though aware that heat, however applied, iu dark-

ness, will make plants leggy—unles's iu extreme cases,

which common sense would guard against, either by
a little air or shading ; tliere can he no such danger

from heat derived from the sun, because the tendency to

increased expansion aud absorption are counteracted by

increased evaporation—the decomposition of carbonic •

acid, and the consequent iixatiou of carbon or solid

matter. As a general rule, therefore, our new readers

will bear in mind that tlie highest temperature should '

ever be in unison with the brightest light.

Excuse the seeming digression—as I find I shall not
;

now overtake what I intended to form the chief part of

this week's subject. The remarks, however, will not be

without profit, as a great many greenhouse tuberous

plants may be treated in a similar manner, without half

so much trouble. This plant may be grown in a cold pit

or window, in the usual way, hut then the specimens

will not be such as to arrest and rivet attention. I must
mention that since the plants were removed to their

blooming quarters, they have several times been surface

dressed with rotten cow dung.

However amateurs may cram their small houses in

wintei-, in order to supply their flower-gardens, I think

that a few plants of a large size would be more pleasing

in summer. As one of these, because not obtruding

itself in winter, allow me to herald this Begonia. As a

companion, there is the Salvia patens,-—a tine thing for

beds it is true, but apt to be swept of its blooms by any

wind, after the begiuning of September. Treated in a

similar manner to the Begonia, its azure blue is more
delicate ; it blooms abundantly and equally long. On
one side might stand a large yellow Calceolaria, and on

the other a monster Scarlet Geranium, and by the side

of the Calceolaria, the Unique Oeranium. Luxuriance
and beauty would make ample amends for the want of

rarity; not that the latter is not desirable, imd shoidd

receive the greatest attention, but it alone will never

comjiete with commoner objects when not well culti-

vated or unhealthy. Speaking of Scarlet Gerauiums, I

may mention that Tom Thumb is capable of swelling out

to a very giant. The pink Lucca Rosea does in the

house uuder glass, as it never can be made to do out of

doors. In most situations it requires a sheltered shady

place to do any good, and even then the flowers have
1 neither the brilliancy nor the size they have when pro-

j

tected with glass. I shall say nothing of Mrs. Judy

!
nor yet of Mr. Punch as bedders, because I have not

' sufficiently tried tliem, and the successful raiser of them

may have more to say of their respective merits; but if

! Master Punoh continues to progress with me as a pot

1 plant as he has done this season, he will cudgel every

other scarlet, kings and queens, and Tom Thumbs' out

j

of the field. In cold greenhouses, to do even such com-

j
mon things as these well, advantage must be taken of

every gleam of snushine after March, and the heat it

imparts be made the most of; and, after all, sun-heat is

alike cheapest aud best. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETlfENT.
STOVE PLANTS.

HoYA.—In this genus are several very handsome in-

teresting species. Some of the finest being lately in-

troduced, a few remarks upon their culture may be

useful to such of our readers as cultivate stove plants,

we shall devote, therefore, this week's observations to

the subject, commeucing with that old favourite

Hoya carnosa (Uoya, in honour of Mr. Hoy, a re-

markably clever gardener and cultivator of plants to the

Duke of Northumberland, at Sion House; carnosa,

fleshy, which is the character of the leaves). A native

of Asia, with bunches of pink flowers.—This handsome .

inhabitant of our stoves for nearly half a century (it was
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inti-oduced in 180-2), has leaves thick and floshj'; the

flowers are produced in umbels, on short stems, some-
times as many as a dozen on a stem. In the centre of

each flower there is, as it were, a drop of tiiick Uquid
distilled, which, if tasted, has the luscious taste of the

tinest honey, hence the plant is often called the
" Honey plant." When the flowers drop off, the stems
should not be cut away, as they have the surprising and
unique propensity of producing from the same stem a
second, or more, crops of flowers, often more numerous
and finer than the first.

CuLTonE.—Hoya carnosa is a plant of a somewhat
succulent habit, and consequently requires a soil of a
very open texture. A compost of fibrous peat, turfy

loam, and some lime rubbish with broken jiotsherds

amongst it, suits it well. It is a climber, and, therefore,

may he trained in various ways. A circular wire trellis

TOth this plant trained all over it is a very ornamental
object. It also decorates a pillar handsonrely, but the
finest plant we ever saw of it was used to cover the
upper part of the back wall of a Pine stove, which it did
completely, and was for half the year in bloom. It was
the finest covering for a blank wall we ever witnessed.
It may also bo cultivated in a basket, and hung up in

the orchid house. In that situation its long slender
branches hang down gracefully, and produce their beau-
tiful flowers in abundance, and are more seen than in
any other situation. So useful and ornamental can this

plant be, that we wonder it is not more extensively cul-

tivated. It has the advantage, also, of being in a great
measure free from the attacks of insects, and is easily

propagated. Cuttings of almost any size will grow in
sand, if dried for a short time (two days) previously to

planting. It will grow, also, from single leaves, hat,
excepting as a matter of curiosity, this way of propa-
gating it is useless, because it grows so rapidly from
larger cuttings. A good sized plant may be purchased
for 2s. 6d.

Hoya imperialis (The Imperial Hoya).—This is, in-

deed, a noble plant, worthy of the utmost care and skill

of the cultivator! Just look at the dimensions of one
flower now lying before us. It is full three inches
across, and the umbel from whence it was taken had ten
of these large flowers upon it. The diameter of the
umbel measures eight inches ; the stem of the umbel is

seven inches long ; and the stem of each separate flower
is four inches ; altogether forming one of the finest

umbels of flowers ever seen. The colour of the flower,
indeed, is not so bright as a Scarlet Anemone, yet it is

very pleasing. The calyx is flve-parted, green, and very
small for so large a flower. The corolla is also five-

parted, forming a star-like ai)pearanoe, each part is

triangular-shaped and tunied bnck a little on the edges;
the colour is a reddish chocolate, shaded oti" in the
centre with creamy white. The nectaries, five in
number, are large and of a yellowish white. Between
each there is a small dark coloured spot. The whole
flower is highly polished and glossy, like ivory or wax.
The leaves are as large as the leaves of the comuion
laurel. They grow in pairs, are of a pale lovely green,
and covered with silky down. Now, wo would' ask, is

not this faithful description the picture of a fine, first-

rate, desirable plant? We think it is; and ovu- readers
who have never seen it, and have the means of growing
it, ought immediately to procure it, the price being now
reasonable. 7s. Cd.

Cui.TunE.—This fine plant was discovered by Mr.
Low, juu., growing wild iu the woods of Borneo, in per-
haps the hottest climate in the world, consctpiently it

requires a warmer stove iu this country than the ]U'0-

cechng species. The soil it thrives well in with us is a
compost of peat, loam, and leaf mould, made very
sandy and well drained. It will thrivo better if there is

the convenience of a bark-bed to plunge the pot in in

which the plant is growing. In that situation it will

grow rapidly, and flower soon. Our plant is only two
years old. and it has at present two umbels in flower,
and several others showing: and no doubt would have
been much larger had it had a bark-bed to stiuuilate its

growth still more. However, it will encourage those
who have not the convenience of a bark-bed to grow it

iu to cultivate so noble a plant. It strikes easily ; for

incipient roots may be observed appearing on the stem
of the plant. Short shoots with two leaves make the
best cuttings ; place them singly iu tliumb pots,

chiefly iu sand, uuder a hand-glass, and in a fortnight

they will be rooted, and may then be hardened off

gradually and repotted. As it is a climbing jdaut it

may either be trained to a trellis, or, which is tlie best
method, may be trained along the roof of the stove. In
that way it shows off its fine flowers to the greatest ad-

vantage. It requires moderate supplies of water even
in summer, but in winter very little will be sufficient.

Hoya bella (Pretty Hoya).—As the //. imperialis is

one of the most noble of noble jjlants, so this is the
prettiest of all pretty ones. It has been called " an
amethyst set in frosted silver," and that is a just des-

cription of it. It is a dwarf species witli small leaves,

and an umbel of flowers no larger than a single bloom
of the preceding species, yet, though so tiny, it is a gem
of a flower, and both on account of its taking up so little

room and its exquisite beauty ought to be in every plant
stove in the empire, however small. Tlie corolla is

nearly of the same colour, but whiter, as the old //.

carnosa, but the nectaries are of a pleasing amethyst,
or violet colour. The contrast between the two sets ofl'

each to the greatest advantage. We can confidently

recommend this beautiful little plant to our readers, as

being well worthy of their care and attention. The
price for tolerable good plants is 7s. fid.

CuLTUitE.—It requires a rather particular mode of

culture to grow and flower it well. It is n native of

Java, and was introduced to this country by Messrs.

Veitch and Son, of Exeter, through their diligent and
successful collector, Mr. Lobb. Coming from such a
warm climate it requires the warmest part of the stove.

It will grow and flower well in a pot in the ordiuaiy way
of culture, but thrives best in a basket hung up near
the glass. The best flowered specimen we have yet seen
was grown by that method. T'he basket was filled with
rough peat and half-rotted leaves mixed, with broken
potsherds in very small pieces mixed throughout ; ma-
naged in this way the branches droop gracefully over
the edges of the basket; and if hung up so as to be
near the eye, the flowers are brought nearer to tho sight

than if grown in a pot, because in the latter situation

tho eye only sees tho back parts of tho llower.and it has
to be lifted up before its beauties can be seen. This is

the only species of Hoya, that we know, that is not a

climber, and so requires no trellis to support it or liaiu

it to. It has also the advantage of having a delightl'ul

perfume, especially in the morning ; and so possesses at

least two of the grand properties desirable in all plants

—

beauty of flower and sweet scent. Like all the tribe it

is easily ju'opagated by cuttinr/s. Short shoots put into

pots, half filled with the compost, and the top jiart w'ith

sand, strike readily under a hand-glass in heat : and
after roots are produced, they should be potted oU' in

very small pots; and as soon as the pots are partially

filled with roots, repotted into pots a size larger, and so

on till they are fit to place into the baskets.

T. Arn.EBY.
(To be continued.

J

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
We cannot too often reiterate to our amateur florist

friends the necessity of watching tbo "seasons as they

roll," and taking caro to provide for the well-being of
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the plants iu theiv possession at this untoward season of

the year. Damp weather, frosty nights, succeeded per-

haps sometimes by drenching rain, and sometimes by

briglit sunshine, all require careful attention to prevent

evil effects from sucli sudden changes.

Auriculas and polyanthuses should now be in fi-ames

or pits facing the south ; the glass should be kept on in

damp, foggy, or rainy weather, and air given freely

by lifting the lights behind. Iu sunny weather the

lights should be ch'awn entirely ofl', to give them the full

benefit of such cheering weather. Do not forget every

morning to look for tlie trail of slugs, and if any are

perceived, seek for them till tliey are discovered in their

hiding-places and destroy them. A''ery little water is

required now, and that in moderate quantities and given

in the fore-part of the day. Carnations and pieotees

ought now to be all potted and placed under frames,—
watering them just enough, and no more, to prevent

flagging. Dahlias must now be all taken up and stored

away. Late-struck cuttings continue under glass, to

induce the formation of small bulbs; they often make
the best plants for the succeeding year. Roses.—Now is

the best time of the year to procure additions to the

stock already growing. Early orders always secure the

best plants. Plant, stake, and mulch with short litter,

and they will grow much better than later-planted ones.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
AspAKAGUs.-^If not already cut down and the ground

cleared of weeds and refuse, the asparagus beds should

now at once be attended to. We do not recommend the

stems being cut down until they have begun to turn

yellow, and the ground between the rows should, after

clearing, be immediately well forked over, leaving the

surface rough and loose. Those who intend to top-dress

may take the earliest opportunity of wheeling on a good

dressing of good strong manure of any kind tliat they

have to spare. Our system is, to lay a few boards be-

tween two of the rows at a time, on which to wheel on
the manure, so as to prevent trampling upon the ground,

and we shoot the manure out of the barrows right and
left ; by which means we manure the space of two rows

at once. Spi-ead and fork it in immediately on each

side, taking care that all is in some way covered with

earth, and that the surface earth is left open and rough.

Never since we have had the superintendence of aspa-

ragus planting have we practised the four-feot-bed sys-

tem, but we choose a good piece of ground, which we
manure and trench well in in the winter season, and
form it into ridges as rough as possible, forking it over

frequently when frosty mornings and dry weather pre-

vail ; and either sowing the seed in drills at two feet

apart, or planting one-year-old plants at the same dis-

tance. After having been established for two years,

every alternate row is carefully taken up for forcing

;

thus leaving the plantation in rows four feet apart, be-

tween which, after the asparagus season of cutting is

past, and the stems have grown to their natural height,

a row of late cauliflowers is planted, which being thus

partially shaded throughout the months of August and

part of September, seldom fail to succeed well ; and as

the asparagus is at that season well supplied with

liquid manure and salt, very little exhaustion is caused

by the row of cauliflowers planted at that distance. We
never practice the earthing-up system or the covering

the crowns of this esteemed vegetable any more than

is rendered necessary in the application of manure, as

we do not approve of the stilling method of blanching

the shoots. Take care that a little of the best seed is

put by out of the way of mice at this season for sowing

next spring.

CoLEWoHTS.—Should any strong colewort or savoy

plants be remaining, and should there be any spare

corner of ground, or any room between the rows of cur-

rants, gooseberries, or raspberries, they may still be

planted for coming in useful next spring; for it is some-

times found that late planted vegetables of this kind

will stand better than others the severity of the winter.

C-ArLiFLOwEK Plants.—Those who adopt late sowing

should now, as soon as the young plants become sti-oug

enough, commence pricking them into the small two-

and-a-half or three-inch pots, and at once plunge them
into light soil close to the glass, whicli may be kept over

them for a few days after their being fresli potted ; and

as soon as they may be considered to have thoroughly

taken root, give air freely night and day, always taking

the lights entirely off on every flue day.

Cabbage Plants in every stage of growth should have

the soil about them often stirred; and where only a few

thousands are planted, all decayed leaves may be col-

lected, and neatness be maintained with very little

trouble.

Onions.—Those onions in store, as well as all other

root crops, should be occasionally looked over, selecting

those that are in auy way decaying. Underground
onions and shallots may now be planted, and onions

should also now be selected for seed.

Mltshroom Beds.—Make these in succession, as pre-

viously directed, by collecting good stable manure, with

which half-dried sheep or deers' dung may be advan-

tageously incorporated. Sufl&cient maiden loam should

also be added to modify the heat and moisture which

will otherwise carry off the most valuable properties of

the compost. The beds should bo well trodden or

rammed down when the material is in order for forming

them, and they should be spawned when at the tempe-

rattu-e of 85° or 90°, and be at once cased with about

two inches of good holding maiden loam, in order to

retain a proper degree of heat. Where the beds are

made out of doors, or in open sheds, a moderate cover-

ing will be necessary, which should be of a kindly

nndching nature. If wood lice are troublesome, shake

over the litter, sweep out the dusty short material clean,

and, previously to the mushrooms showing, apply over

the whole surface of the bed and other parts of the shed,

if in a shed, boiling water from the rose of a watering-

pot. This will not only efl'ectually eradicate these pests

by its application once or twice, but will also greatly

assist the working of the spawn. Jajies Barnes.
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MISCELLANEOUS INPOEMATION.

SCALES OF EXPENDITURE.
By the Authoress of *' Aly Flowers," li'C.

Estimate 4th.

, iier day ; :l0.s. per week ;
Income—.js. per day ; :l0.s. per week ; i:78

Fa-iiiia-—A man, and liis wife, and three chilch-en.

it s.

Bread and Horn' for five jicrson, ii lljs -'i

Butter, 1 lb II

Cheese, ^ lb., at Gd (I

Milk n
Tea, i lb., at iJs. Od (1

Sugar, 2 lbs., at 4d
Grocery—including table condiments n
Meat, fish, &c
Vegetables 1

1

Beer
Coals and wood—average all the year round ....
Candles (1

Soap, starch, &c., for washing II

per annum.

D.

•i (i

1

n :;

1 n

ll)i

8

Sundries, for cleaning, scouring, itc

Total for household expenses
Clothes and haherdashery
Kent
Incidental expenses

Total expenses
Saving (more tlinu l-r.!th)

n 17
II .•)

(I }

1

£1 1:^

ini

Amount of income £1 10

The writer makes the following observations upon this

estimate:—"We have to observe, respecting this estimate,
that it is practically correct, being almost a verbatim tran-

script from an account kept for the last year." The estimates I

Tfere first published in the " New Edition " in 1824, " by a
steady person on ^fhose accuracy and veracity we can rely,

and difJ'ering only a few shillings in the whole year from !

what we should have given as the result of our own calcula-
;

tions It is deserving of remark-, that this family,
though possessed of so slender an income, appears to live

comfortably : doubtless, from the regular mode of conduct
which it has habitually acquired."

Every thing is cheaper at this period than at the time
" Practical Domestic Economy" was compiled, especially all

articles of clothing, which, where children are concerned, is

a very material thing. "When the correctness of calculations
are in-oved by actual experience, it is a very great encourage-
ment to anxious and drlerminal economists—to those wlio
will do what can be done, and whose inexperience and, per-
haps, ignorance, alone, keep them from attempting to carry
out economy fidly. Some there are, and even among our
own highly-respected correspondents, who shrink and draw
back from the lupjjini/s and prniiinijs we have suggested to
them. A letter received in .July contains the following pas-
sage:—" I fear, for the reasons assigned, I must still charge
myself with the expense of the garden, the man, and the
pony. But if these are not to be renounced, well may it be
observed that the dilhculty is greatly increased; and how,
indeed, are we ' to ti-ini and steer our little bai-k among the
rocks and shoals of a pitiless world ?

'

"

I am grieved and yet glad (if a contradiction m.iy be par-
doned) to reply, that the "reasons" are only ix'rusvs. A
reason is a stuliborn thing, but an excuse—however it may
be decked in bon-owod plumes—possesses neither bull

that, although our personal inconvenience may somewhat
increase, our little bark has again answered the helm, and is

scudding before the gale under bare poles indeed,—but all is

safe and snug below. Let ns keep our eye fixed on the one
unerring Compass ; and then, although " neither suu nor
stars appear for many days," and "no small tempest lie upon
us," yet a Comforter will ever stand by us to cheer ns on, to

strengthen us, and to make the disagi-eeables of Ufe, as well
as its heavier trials, easy and pleasant to be home.
The position of our con-espondent is one of much diffi-

culty, as regards his residence. Would it not be possible to

accommodate another family, or single individuals, in con-
junction with his own household ? .\ landlord jnight not

—

scarcely could—object to this, and with a little good manage-
ment a very comfortable aiTangement might be made ; not
so pleasant as living by ourselves in our own house, but
under existing circumstances, and for a limited period, pre-

ferable to high rent, anxiety of mmd, and debt. No feeling

of pride should be allowed to utter, or even whisper, a syllable

on such occasions as these. Children are rising up around,
and must be sacredly considered and served by every lawful,

honest efibrt in the parent's power. Almost the rent of the
house may thus be gained ; and what an important benefit is

tliis, even at a heavy inconvenience to oneself, which really

may not be the easel In towns, professional men often
require rooms with partial boai'd, sometimes without any
board at all ; and gentlemen ai'e more easily lUsposed of, in

a general way, than ladies, and are more constantly engaged
from home. To lessen a heavy rent is a grand desideratum,
and will do more for us tban all the pinchings and nippings
we can possibly resort to in the home department. Let me
m-ge this plan very sti'ongly to all who are o\er-housed and
over-rented, and cannot help themselves ; and let them,
when they are fairly wearied with exclaiming against the
horror and impossibility of such a system, (juietly consider
whether it is impossible and dreadful, whctlier they could
not efifect it without immense suttering; and whether, at the
periods of half-yearly payment, they would not feel unspeak-
able relief at finding perhaps more than half their rent
paid back into their hands.

In the hasty, ignorant impetuosity of youth, a thousand
things there are that we cannot away with—a thousand
things are "dreadful—impossible to be done ;

" and we plunge
about and chafe, like a colt caught up wild from the pasture;
but when we have attained the age of reason—still more,
when we have children clinging round us—above all, when
we feel that they are entrusted to us by Ciod, and that it is

a sacred duty to jirovide for them as amply and as diligently

as His AVord permits—we shall renounce every feeling of
pride and selfishness, and strive without a raurmm- to do
that which oinjht to be done.

sohdity, nor extension, and of this nature are the apologies a trial

WINTERING BEES.
Si.NCE I forwarded my first prepiu'cd table to be filled up

by those who wish to try one or otiier of the tmusual plans
of wintering bees, recommended by me or others, my atten-

tion has been drawn to one or two other methods which
deserve notice, although their results in an economical point

of view are, perliaiis, not likely to be so valuable as in the
particular instances mentioned by me in a former paper.
They seem, however, to be less ha/au'ilous, and would recom-
mend themselves to many who might be loo timid tu venture

made for retaining the luxuries above-mentioned. T am
iirieverl to be obliged to speak thus strongly, but where so
much is at slake, and the remedy so distastefid, a timid
hand will efiect nothing. I am i/!u,i to think that each of the
three luxuries is absolutely unnecessary, and that the com-
fort derived from them is as nothing compared with the plea-
sure of feeling that no gratification is allowed, however much
lU;e a necessity it may array itself, that we are cutting olf a
decided expense, and feeling a decided relief from it; and

of the others. I thiidc it is Mr. Richardson who,
his shilling book, " The Hive and Honey Boo," 2nd oiliticm

(an edition far superior to the first), suggests a, very simple
contrivance for the ventilation of hives stowed away under
gravel or leaves in a barn or outhouse, ll is a long frame
of \\ood, coveied over with plates ut' perfnrateil /inc. so eitu-

strucled that a current of air shall pass throughout its whole
length underneath the zinc. Upon this frame the hives are
placed side by side (any number of hives of wood or sti'aw,

according to the length of tho frame, may be so wintered),
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and covered over to some depth with earth, gravel, cinders,

dry leaves, or any other available material. Care must be

taken of course to allow a free passage for the nir under-

neath, by leaving open the ends of the frame. If hives be

thus treated, let them be stowed away in some unfrequented

room, loft, or outhouse, wliere tliere is an absence of all

noise or concussions of any kind. A tloor of wood is bad,

because every foot fall will disturb these insects, who are

extremely sensitive of touch—the slightest concussion being

enough to arouse them. This evil might, perhaps, be

obviated by resting the frame on a substratum of sand, or

on bits of Hannel rag. This plan of Mr. lUchardson is

admirable, not only because of the perfect vcnt'dulion it

aflbrds, but also as facilitating the riinnhuj (ff nf uny coii-

deiisud vapours which might be engendered in the hives by
the bees' perspiration. I have thought that the siispensioti of

hives by a stout rope from the beam of some dark, cool, ilnj,

ami well-aired barn would answer the same and equally well,

while nothing could be simpler. They should be hung up
out of the reach of mice or other vermin, to be effectually

closed against their possible intrusion. Mr. Cotton, of old,

recommended tying up hives in cloths, and thus hanging

them ; but this I am persuaded must be bad, both from the

imperfect ventilation, and because the cloth would catch and
retain the moisture, which it is so important to get rid of.

Jly plan is to suspend the hives in a plate of perl'orated zinc,

in shape like the scale of a balance; or still better, perhaps,

suspend them on their usual bottom-board, out of which, in

the centre, has been cut a square hole, from four to six inches

in diameter ; underneath this a slide of perforated zinc

might be arranged in a groove, which woidd answer all the

purposes of ventilatioji, and afford facilities for the occa-

sional sweeping out of any dead bees or accumulated filth

during the winter. One or other of these two plans I would
recommend, in preference to any other, to those whofear the

biu'ial of bees as too hazardous an experunent, or hold that

air is essential to their well-being in winter.

There are some persons (and among them bee-keepers of

much longer experience than myself) who maintain, that not

only air but also exercise is necessary to the same end. To
a certain extent I agree with them. I allow it : for instance,

where bees are so situated as to be templed to take exercise

in winter, as they are when hives ai'e suffered to remain on
their summer stands, or in the open air at all. In the former
case it is not uncommon, in our vai'iable climate, for a change
of 20 degrees (as when the sun shines) to occur in the ex-

ternal temperature within a very few hours even in January

;

and though, perhaps, such change is not so great where
bees are wintered in a northern aspect, it is still often

sudden and considerable. Here, of course, the insects

must naturally awake from their winter slumbers and be
tempted into the open air, and it is good for them, doubt-

less, so to do ; although in so doing, on sucli a day as I have
described, they would consume, each hive pirobably, not less

than from three to five ounces of food. Confinement, under
such circumstances, would probably be fatal. Where, how-
ever, the hive is so placed as not to feel these sudden and
great changes, I am persuaded the bees will remain in good
health and in a state of toi'pidity for a very long time, and
be no more incommoded by a three months' than by a three

weeks' imprisonment. My theory seems to me to be sound,

and to be borne out by those remarkable and well authenticated

instances on record, in which interment of bees has been
tried with success for sucli long periods. I do not believe

that even a great amount of cold is requh-ed to throw bees

into this inactive state. On dark days, with an external

temperature of u.S degrees, and even upwai'ds, my own bees
seldom stirred last winter until they had been fairly ai'oused

by repeated warm suns in February ; and now my old hives

can scarcely produce a single forager, except on very tempting
days. I confess, taking aU these things into consideration,

I, for my part, am veiy sanguine of success ; the issue, how-
ever, will determine with what reason.

I have another theory on the subject moreover, namely,
that bees gain an e.rf('ns/oK of just such lenyth to their natu-

rally short life as they j'ass in a torpid state in ivinter. If this

be correct, here is another most important argument in favom'
of my scheme.

That bees do not require exercise in winter seems to be
acknowledged, in the winter management of then- apiaries.

by the bee masters of Poland, who regularly shut up their

bees for five months every year. A late Polish writer on
bees (whose work, however otherwise interesting, recom-
mends to us a most H/jrecommendable plan of bee manage-
ment, as far at least as concerns the method of harresting

the honey—may I never know the taste of Polish honey 1

forbid it, ye gods !) states, if I understand him rightly, that

from about the middle of October to the beginning of April,

every cranny and chink ("shts,"he says) is carefully stopped

up with clay, including the entrance of eveiy hive, so that

not a bee can, if he would, stir abroad in all that time.*

Now, it is no objection to say that the winters of Poland are

more severe than ours, because by the jieculiar construction

of their hives the inclemency of the climate is effectually

withstood; a suitable temperature being kept uj) within, not

much, if at all, lower than that which would probably be

secured by one or other of the new methods proposed by me.
I believe, however, that it is not so mucli a very cold climate

as a very equable temperature that is favourable to an econo-

mical winter treatment of bees.

I may seem, from the strain of this paper, to recommend
the suspension of hives in preference, generally, to their in-

terment. It so, I am misunderstood. Let the hives only

be bm-ied in a dry situation, and this plan offers as many
advantages as any other; not, however, in a hole filled with

leaves, as it has been suggested, for these, methinks, must
natm'ally heat and rot under-ground, and occasion the verj-

evil we wish most to avoid. A good thick coating of straw, a

gravelly or strong soil (whether ai tificial or natural), a north

I

aspect, and a shady though dry situation, these alone are

requisite ; and the hives may be buried at a depth of from
two to five feet, on a rubble (and well drained) substratum.

The best time for winterinr/ will offer with tlie first shai'p

frost in October, and for disinterment and restoration to their

summer stands, with the first day in April which promises to

be warm and sunny thronyhout.

I should be greatly obliged to those of yom- readers who
are disposed to copy out for their own use the table fm-nished
in your 103rd number, if they would distinguish their

several experimental hives in the first column by the letters

ABC, and so on ; also, state in the second column how
much food and comb Avas allowed to the bees which they
preserved (if any) ; in tlie fom'th, any peculiarity of experi-

ment differing from those there specified, as well as the depth,

if buried in the ground ; in the fifth, tlie general character

of the winter ; and add two more columns at the end, stating

in one the aspect and situation in which the hives were
buried, and in the other the system of ventilation adopted.

We shall thus have a uniform report from every experi-

mentalist, and be better able to judge of the causes of suc-

cess or failure. Any further observations will also be very
acceptable.

In conclusion, I am happy to say that I have already

received apphcations through you from seven or eight quar-

ters for my table, which is an encouraging sign ; but I shall

not be satisfied unless I get as many more papers in the
spring from individuals who have listened to your public as

well as to my private invitation to join me in my experiments.
P. S. Since writing the above, I have observed in yom-

paper of to-day (Sept. 26th) the remarks of "An Old Bee
Master " on my former communication. At the hazard of

being considered techous, allow me to make a few observa-

tions in reply. I am glad to find that he speaks undoubt-
ingly as to the desired >-esult of hive interment, but I cannot
see where the great expense lies which he seems to depre-

cate in my proposed experiments. Surely the cost of a small

tube or plate of zinc would very little exceed that of such a

screen as he recommends; seeing, moreover, that that screen,

however it may check the egress of the bees, will very little

hinder the consumption of honey ; i.e., where hives remain
in a sunny aspect ; because the temperature of the atmo-
sphere surrounding the hives will be raised many degrees
every warm day, and this must afl'ect their interior; neither

do I hope that many will be found to complain of the little

additional trouble.

Your correspondent, however, suggests a very good plan
of wintering bees (which I had purposed to add to my table

of experiments) in recommending their removal to a well-

* They seem thus to exclude air from the hive, as well as to confine
the bees I
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sheltered north aspect. I woiiltl fm-ther adrise, that tlie situa-

tion also be a dry one. We have the testimon}' of Jlr. Nutt

and others in favoui' of this plan, who has shown, if I mis

tftie not, that the consumption of honey is reduced hy at

least IT third in compai-ison of what it would have been in a

summer station. As to the ;Ji;/-m«/itH( position of an apiary

northwards, I may mention that its desirableness had before

ocemTed to my own mind ; so tliat when looking out for a

place where to bestow two ai-tificial stocks, which some lady

fi'iends of mine proposed to establish according to my plan

about six weeks ago, we fixed upon a granary window- liaving

a directly north aspect, and looking down upon a yard well

sheltered by tall trees. Botli hives seem to be doing well in

this place, although I certainly think they would have eaten

more food than they have done, if a hot sun had shone on

them for a few hoiirs every day. I cordially join in "An
Old Bee ilaster's " prayer for assistance in his schemes,

while, at the same time, I promise to inform hira of the

result of my experiments of the same kind.

A CorNIEY C'L'EATE.

u

DOMESTIC MKCHANISM.
Cheese Pa>;.—In preparing toasted cheese—whether used

for Welsh rare-bits, as the Yankees call them, or " rabbits,"

or for one or other of its varieties—it is exceedingly difficult

in all cases to prociu'e it fairly and ec[uaUy run—the edges

and thinner parts frequently getting crisp or bm'ut, which

in the opinion of epicures rather deteriorates the " value of

the ai-ticle." To obriate this difficulty the following con-

trirauce has been adopted —or adapted, for it is merely on the

principle of the common glue-pot—and very largely used : it

is, we beheve, aibnirably calculated to prepare melted cheese

iu high perfection. A tin pan of

any convenient dimensions, as

shown by the thick outside hues,

is prorided, into this another pan,

shown by the dotted Unes, fits ; it

is made of less dimensions, so

that it shall hang clear. Into the larger pan water is placed,

which, surrouncUng the inner pan, boils and melts any

material put into the latter. Care must be taken to have the

lesser pan fit tightly into the larger; and the lesser pan
must be provided with a close fitting Ud.

liiPEOYED Taele FiLTEr,.—A mere glance at the annexed
figure will show the arrangement. The filtering material

—

a sponge placed, for instance, in a

linen bag—is ijlaced at the dotted

line near the top ; tlie water passes

through this mto the lower jjart

of the vessel ; the level being tlie

same in both Umbs, by merely
tilting the vessel slightly on one
side, the filtered water may be

poured into any convenient vessel

by the lip at tlie toj) of the lowei'

Hmb. The filtering material may
be placed further down the taller

limb than is shown in the sketch.

If made of zinc—a veiy excellent

material, the outside of wliich may
be ornamented to any degree of

ehiborature—the filtering material might lie iu a plate

of perforated zinc, instead of being in a bag. Gutta
percha would be an admirable material, and susceptible of

the highest ornamentation. We liave no doubt that by
addressing a note to J. B. Smithies, Esq., Gutta Percha
Company, London, he would give all infonnation as to the

price for which he would make one.—B.

NEW AND GOOD DAHLIAS FOB IsOO.

Consolation (iUeillez") ; vermUiou scarlet; fine shape and
habit lOs. 6d.

Duke of CambHdi/e (Fellows) ; silvery lilac, constant and
good habit; 3ft. 7s. 6d.

Earl Ghireiidon (Union); novel; mottled orange; good
shape; 3ft. 10s. Od.

Fame (Turvill) ; shaded plum, large high centre, and con-

stant; 8 ft. to 4 ft. lOs. Od.

Flora (Cook) ; red, mth small bronze tip; extra fino

form. lOs. 6d.

Gaiulij (Dodd's)
; yellow edged and mottled with red ; very

showy, large, open petal. 7s. Cd.

Magnificent (Keynes); novel; shaded rose; fine foiui

and veiy constant ; -i ft. 10s. Cd.

ilrs. Seldon (Timier) ; bright pure yellow; good petal;

flower very circular', full size, extia fine; first-class certifi-

cate at Eirmingliam ; should be shaded when voung ; f) ft.

10s. Cd.

PulUiJiiiin (Eatteur); beautiful amaranth. lOs. Od.

Primrose Invincible (Dubras) ; fine primrose, of good
sliape, and constant. 10s. Od.

Pcemier (Legg) ; darkpui-ple; fine form. lOs. Od.

Queen of the Isles (Skynner) ; white, distinctly tipped with
deep crimson ; veiy striking and beautiful, the petals being
smooth and well arranged. Exhibited at Cambridge and
Norwich in twelve blooms, and obtained the highest award.
10s. Cd.

Queen of Lilacs (Turner)
;
pale lilac ; full size ; fine form;

and noble show tiower; 4 ft. 10s. Od.

Seraph ( Fellows i; bright novel orange; compact fine

form; a very constant flower for exhibition, requiring good
growth, and to be disbudded freely. Obtanied a first-class

certificate at Nonvich ; 3 ft. 10s. Od.

Sir F. Bathurst (ICeyues) ; dark crimson ; fine form and
constant ; 4 ft. 10s. Cd.

Snoufinke (Dodd's); veined or pencilled white; a novel
kind; 4ft. lOs. Cd.

<S'/iOicia// (Barnes') ; an excellent white and good quality.

lOs. Cd.

Thames Bank Hero (Robinson) ; deep crimson, full size,

and constant, with a good form. lOs. Cd.

KEW FANCY DAHLIAS.
Admiration (Batteur)

;
yellow bufl' stiiped and spotted

with carmine; large and fine. lOs. Cd.

Carissiinu (Salter); white, striped with lilac and rose; very

distinct. 10s. Cd.

Carminata (Paris) ; rose-edged and tipped with white.

7s. Od.

Dandi/ (Barnes) ; salmon scarlet tipped witli white ; con-

stant and unique. 73. Od.

Fleet (Barnes) ; nearly black, tipped witli white. 7s. 6d.

Elizabeth (Prockteri; blush, with pink edges; good
shape. 10s. Od.

Floral Beiniti/ (^Whale) ; white and rich dark crimson;
good and constant ; 3 ft. to 4 ft. 7s. Od.

Flying Dutchman (Dodd's); red and white ; 3 ft. 7s. Cd.

Giraffe (Liddiard); pm'ple and white; large and fine

habit;' 4 ft. 5s.

Highland Chief (Keynes) ; salmon, tipped with white;
curious and beautiful ; 4 ft. 7 s. Ud.

Jeunnelle (Fauvel); red and carmine, tijiped with pure
white ; extra fine shape and habit. lOs. Od.

Lady Galium TBarnes) ; Yellow, tijiped with white; fine.

lOs.Cd.

Lady Gienville (Bragg); red, tipped with white ; constant

good shape ; one of the best ; 3 ft. to 4 ft. lOs. Od.

La Rosiere (Batteur); rose, striped with crimson; flue

shape. 10s. Cd.

-Madame Bresson (Dubras); nankeen, tipped nitli white;

extra fine sliape; one of the best. lOs. Cd.

Miss Compton (Liddiard) ; salmon scaiiet, tipped with

white ; fine form ; full size; 3 ft. to 4 ft. 10s. Cd.

Mis. Lahouchere (Turner); scarlet, tipped with white;

very striking and constant. 7s. Od.

Mdlle. Basseville (Batteur); creamy white, striped with

crimson
; good shape and habit. 7s. Od.

Picturala (Barnes) ; cream, margined with scarlet ; a novel

colour. 73. Cd.

Princess Helena (Tm-uer); red and white ; large. 5s.

Peine du Jour (Batteur); orange, striped with crimson;
large and good shape. 10s. Cd.

Rowena (.Tassart) ; niinkeen, tipped with white ; fine

form. 10s. Cd.

Unique (Tiu'ner) ; red, tipped with white ; fine form ; '3 ft.

to 3 ft. 7s. Od.
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EXTRACTS FEOM CORRESPONDENCE.
Potatoes: Heatino by Hoi-wateb.— You were land

enough to furnish a description of Hylott's Flour Ball Potiilo

in a late number of your interesting Cottaoe Gaedeneh.
I haie to tell you that nn acqitaintance in this neighbour-

hood has been eminently snecessful in its cultivation this

season, mauy of his plants having produced 40, or more, at a

root, and a snigle potato which he brought me weighs nearly

7 ounces ; this leaves me far helunil. My Cheshire friend

already alluded to, sent me some specimens of Fox's liadical

Potato, weighing about sis to the poimd, of which he had a

splendid crop this season, the produce (large and small) 28 to

80 at each root, and in one instance, the eiwrmoKS quantitii of

lituhers at one root. I never heard anything like this before,

but have no reason to doubt its correctness. If you will not

call me troublesome, I will ask what is the construction of

the " pohuaise " apparatus for heating apartments, eulogised

so much by your Tirydail con-espondenti I never see any

allusion in your columns to the plan of heating greenhouses,

Jtc, by hoilbig the ii-ater in the pipes, the latter not more tlian

1 inch inner diameter, ai-ranged in 10 or li coils round the

inside of a square brick- built furnace or tire-place ; the lower

end of the pipe caii-ied into the house along the front wall,

which it traverses six times ; the upper end of the piipe con-

veyed into the house along the back wall, which it tra\er3eB

six times ; the ends of the two pipes terminating in an ex-

pansion tube, situated at the far end of the house, and fur-

nished with a kind of safety valve. The pipes in traversing

the interior of the house, are hmig with a few cast-iron

troughs, into which water is occasionally poured; the hot

pipes in passing through these little troughs supply the

house with a moist atmosphere wliene\'er I'ecpiired. I have

ns\"er in my travels, seen any hot-Avater ajjpavatus on this

constniction but one, this was at Macclesfield, some 14 or 15

years ago, and it then appeared to me the most efficient ofany

T had ever seen ; the house was not large, yet it contained a

choice collection of rare and interesting plants, all in a

healthy vigorous state, and many of them natives of the

tropical regions ; the follo«ing were amongst the number :

Nepenthes Distillatoi-ia, and Dioncxa Muscipula (both in

flower), Laurus Camphora, and Cinuamomura, Coifuni

Arabica, Thcea Tiridis, G^ossyijium Herbacemu, Saocharum
Officinale, Zingiber Officinale, Maranta Arundinacea, Sagus
Parinifera, Ficus Elastiea, some beautiful orchids in flower,

grown on blocks, besides a multitude of young plants, and
others (full-grown), as many as the house could accom-

modate, sufficient to prove the adequacy of the system, yet,

I never hear it named now. It would be intei-esting to know
why a i)lan, apparently so effective, has not come into

general use
;
perhapsyou cantellussomethingaboutit, if not,

I will tell you as much as ever / can about it, and finish the

rough sketch I have given (with yom' permission, of course).

The hot-water apparatus alluded to was at T. Brocklehurst's,

Esq., The Fence, near Macclesfield. I cannot tell whether
it is still in use. I omitted to state that the furnace was
placed on a lower level than the point where the pipes

entered the house, which ensured a continuous retm-n of the

water into the furnace as it got some degrees cooler; also,

that the pipes were all made of wrought iron, excepting,

perhaps, the expansion pipe, which I think was east ii-on.

—

W. L.

CosTnAST OF Flowers.—I have an accidental mi.'ctm-e in

my garden, wliich I am led to recommend to your readers on
account of the striking and pleasing contrast of colours. I

have some Tropceolum canariensis rambling round the base

of my windows, about a foot from the ground ; and I see

that some Scarlet verbenas, planted in the grass below, have
climbed up amongst the Tropceolums, and I assure you pro-

duce a most agreeable contrast.
—

"W. K. W.

Rats.—The following is found very eflectual in desU'oyiug

thenr :—Eye-flour, three parts ; lime, in powder, one part

:

mix, put it where they frequent, and place water near to it.

They eat it greedily, and run to the water, which they drink

till they burst, frequently on the spot.

—

Veeax.

Good Way to Keep Peeseeves.—Put powdered loaf-

sugar on the top ; cover with tissue-paper dipped in the
white of an egg : when this is dry it becomes like a bladder.

Your plan of tlie pasted paper is good, but this I think still

better.

BEOiinoN Stocks.—Allow me to say, in reply to your

correspondent (F. \\. T., page 230, July part) respecting

Erompton stocks, that I have grown them for some years

without any protection during the winter, and that even with

leaving the side shoots on. I have had the centre bloom

over 16 inches in length. The seed (which I save myself

annually) I sow the last week in May or first in June upon

a south border, placuig a hand-glass over it, or some pea-

sticks, to prevent the birds scratching it up. When ready

for pricking out, which is in about a month, or when the

plants are three inches high, I place them about the garden

as I find I have room for them, either singly or in threes

(for my garden is very small), in which places they remain

until they bloom the following summer. A vei-y hard -ninter

will sometimes cause the lower leaves to turn yellow and fall

oft', but I have never yet had a plant killed, and I do not

even protect then- roots mth ashes or other dry material.

When three are planted together, and I find one single and

two double, I leave them all, thinking the bees passing from

one to thd other may improve the seed.

TO CORRESPOfJDENTS.

*,* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers bf

TnK Cottage Gakdenir. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

e.-ipense. All communications should be addressed "To the Editor of

Tlte Cottage Gardener, 3, Amen Corner, Piiternoster Row, London."

Heaths foe Aoccst and September (J. S.).—iifti.—Grandis

^new), Ignescens, Erubescens, Crucnta, Vestita rosea. /"iViA'.—Wilmore-

ana, Linnseoides. Ojvinje.—NodiBora. IT'/iiie.—Bowieana, Monsoni-

ana, Reflexa alba. I'ei/oii'.—Vestita lutea, Flava, FnrplisU—'Luc.iis.,

Nitida, Vestita purpurea, Hartnelli, Translucens. The Mitrana will

suit you, but more anon.

SlELON Pla.nts feom Cuttincs (J. M. ii:.).—These are generally

raised from the earliest bed, and then treated just as seedling plants-

only they may be planted thicker. The iiuantitji of fruit is generally

greater, but unless well watered, or well thinned, the specimens will not

be so large. Mr. Errington will very likely allude to it in good time.

Heaths foe Sitting-eooms {M. S.).—We fear you will not succeed

without great care. It is the confined air, the dust, and the heat at

night that will ruin them. See list above.

Teop(eolu5IS [Ibid).—We cannot conceive how your plants do not

answer. There is such a difi'erence between them—the Nasturtiums are

termed Tropieolnms, and so is the Yellow Canary Plant. Do you mean

the small-growing ones, such as Tricolorum and Pentaphyllum ? Send a

small bit, and we will oblige you as far as possible.

Mandevilla Suaveolens (il/.S.).—This plant is not particularly sub-

ject to green fly or other insects. Have you got it planted in good loose

material 7 You must not mind a dose of tobacco smoke for once. Open

the doors in the morning, and burn any sweet smelling herbs, and you

will scarcely perceive the reek of tobacco. Many plants are troubled with

insects at times, under the best culture. We have to-day observed a few

on the Mandevilla, the first time for years.

CoLCHicuM (F. P. S.).—This may be planted immediately in the open

border.

Gladiolus Commdnis (iiirf).—So you may this, only place it a few

feet from the edging.

Am.vkvllis Longifolia («irf).—Not quite sure of it; but you will

not err in planting it in a dry sheltered place ; at least nine inches deep

in front of a south wall, or keep it in the house, which perhaps would be

best during winter.

Hollyhocks and CACTt;sES (G. A. B.).—AU your Hollyhock seed-

lings will flower next year, exactly the same as they have done ; perhaps

a trifle better. Your Cactuses ought to be under shelter when you wrote,

to avoid late rains and early frosts.

Roses foe Teellis {Philantlie).~-\'o\i will find a suitable list at

page 13 of our last volume. You will find all the information you seek

for, if you will refer to our indexes.

Sea-kale (i';ii7i)rai'i)«s).—If you propagate this from suckers of the

old plants, the best time for so doing is in March or April ; but the finest

and most productive plants are raised from seed sown now. The plants

must be two years old before they are blanched. Root-pruning straw-

berries is very bad gardening.

Bees (G. J. B.).—"I purchased a hive this spring, which swarmed

twice i
the first swarm having threatened to swarm itself, I foolishly put

a bottom strav/ eke to it to prevent them. I find now, from a neigh-

bouring bee-keeper, that I have done wrong, as it only weighs now about

IJ pounds J and he says the bees will have to fill the empty comb nest
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year, and will not swarm. [He is quite right.'] The comb is nearly to

the bottom of the board, and, consequently, part of it is joined to the

eUc. M'ould you recommend mc to take the ckc off now, if prac-

ticable? As this has been a bad bee season in this neighbourhood, my

old parent hive, weighing below 20 pounds, and both, are daily getting

lighter. In order to preserve them, I have commenced feeding them. May

1 continue to do so until the frosts set in ? If so, how often a week ?"

By all means take off the eke, and do it in the middle of a fine day
;

treat the bees with a iitw puffs of tubaeco-smoke in at the mouth of the

hive, then turn it very gently upon its sides, placing it so that the combs

are perjiendicidfir ; "then, with a short knife, commence cutting out the

combs as far as the eke reaches ; all may be done in tlircc minutes
;
if the

bees arc fierce, give a little more tobacco. Go on feeding as fast as the

bees will take it until they have 20 pounds stored. Mr. Payne will send

you a hive with pleasure ; but please apply to him at the time you require

them, and send him the money first.

Lobelia Krinus, &c. {l'efax).~Thc nurserymen's lists say the

truth aljout Lohelia eriniis and Emms grundiflorn ; both are perennial

and half-hardy. There are many varieties of them, which require to be

perpe uated by cuttings, as their seeds do not always reproduce the true

parent. Comparta must be raised from cuttings, as it is more variable

from seeds than any of them but Erinus. E. grandijiora comes true

from seeds. March is the best time to sow all of them.

C.V.MPANULA {Ibid].—To be sure there is a fine, hardy, deep blue

dwarf Campanula ; the name is Carjmtira ; and there is a snow white

variety of it ; both fit for everybody. M'e have described and recom-

mended them repeatedly, and we thought all our readers knew them, and

recollected Mhat we sung to their praise.

Lantana Sellowii (7A(rf}.—This also we spoke of repeatedly, and

not long ago. It is a little purple bedder, strikes in the spring as freely

as a vcvljcna, flowers all the summer, can be taken up and potted from

the frost, will also come from seeds sown in a hotbed in March or April.

IxiA Bulbs (E. Johhs).—About three weeks past you planted these,

and they arc now about two inches out of the ground. Cover the ground

over them with two inches of leaf-mould or coal-ashes, and cover them

well in frosty weather with two thicknesses of mats, or, if you can, with

boards ; the covering to be removed every fine day.

Floweb-Gabden [A Young GMrt/c'«tT;.—Your design is very pretty

indeed, and if it is your own conception you must be "brought out."

Let us hear from you confidentially, giving your address, Your list of

plants is very suitable, but you \\ill improve on it next year wlien you

see the effect of your present plan.

Scarlet Gkbamums (G. £., Westmoreland).— Mr. Beaton will

write something which will answer your purpose.

Wateb Lily (F. H. Eiirle).—A water lily will grow in your three feet

square tank very well. You ask the depth of water necessary ; it should

be at least 18 inches deep, especially as you intend using it for watering;

there should be also four or five inches of mud at the bottom, for the

lily to root into. Fresh water every time you take any out will be very

beneficial to your plant.

Da:\ison Wine.—We have received this recipe, for which we are

obliged :
—"To every gallon of water put two pounds and a half of sugar,

which you must boil and scum three-quarters of an hour; to every gallon

put five pints of damsons, stoned; let them boil till of a fine colour, then

strain through a fine sieve ; work it in an o)ien vessel three or four days

;

then pour it off the lees and let it work in that vessel as long as it will

;

then stop it for six or eight months, when, if fined, you may bottle it.

Keep it a year or two in bottles. Biiliacc Cheese is quite as good, or

even superior to damson cheese
;
you make both the same way, putting

in the kernels after the stones have been broken.

Damson \\'ine.—E. B. sends a recipe for damson wine, which she

knows to be good :

—" 1 peck of damsons to four gallons of water; cut

the damsons and put them in a tub ; boil the water and pour it over

them ; let them stand four days ; then put them in a sieve and let them
drain

;
put the liquor in a cask and put four pounds of sugar to a gallon.

Burying Bees {B. B.).—The hives are bound with straw previously,

to prevent the damp injuring thehive, and fur this purpose straw is better

than any other preservative. Grapes are useless fur bees, and you will

find about bee flowers at page 3l6 of volume iii. I-et your hives remain

unmoved until you see what Mr. Payne says in our next number.

WiNTERiNC GaEENHOUSE PLANTS {J. Barr).—Read what Mr. Fish

has stated in our present and la^t number.

Ibon Training Hods (Grace).—Let these be about eight inches from

the glass roof of your hothouse, and a foot and half apart, running the

lengthways of the house. Apply the ammoniacal liquor in the spring.

Greenhouse [Rev. J. Downs).—The information you require will be

given next week.

J. B.'s Greeniiousk (J. 5., Chelfen?iajn).—l( yon refer to his state-

ment, you will find he uses Carman's Stove, 120, Newgate-street. (Rer,

C. A. A. /./o//(/).— Stoves without flues would not do for choice greenhouse

plants in a growing state, nor arc they good for any horticultural purpose,

on account of the Carbonic Acid Gas they produce, but for merely keeping

out frost in the cheapest practicable mode from bcdding-out plants, such

stoves have been successfully used. J. H. is an example.

Name op Pra [U'. 7^.).—The large bean-like peas you have sent,

which grow in pods seven inches long, on stems seven feet high, with

purplish blossoms, are probably Ttie Tall, or French Imperial, one of the

edible-podded kinds, to be boiled in and eaten with their shells.

Autumn Planting Potatoes {Potato-eater).—Yonr Prince Regents

which ripen in August, will do very well for autumn-planting. We can-

not say whether your variety is the same as the York Regent.

The Employer and the Kmployed (H. H.\—Itisquitc impossible

for us to give advice when we know neither of the parties ; but if we did

we should probably say as we say now—Tell your employer what his late

steward engaged to do lor you. If he replies that he is unwilling to do

all that you were promised, it then remains for you to consider whether

you arc comfortable and willing to remain upon the terms offered. For

a head gardener, your wages are low ; but such situations are not plentiful

and applicants forthem are very numerous.

Klm Timber (.-I Bromify Curate).—YgW it as soon as the leaves are

all fallen. Either November or December are good months for the pur-

pose. The timber is not so liable to decay as that felled in the spring.

Back Numbers (G. E. H.).—All these and the indexes can be ob-

tained of our publishers through any country bookseller.

Gebmination (-1 Lover o/ F/oa-frs;.—We do not understand you

—

pray write more explicitly.

Unripe Figs {A Young Entomologist).—We know of no use for them.

China asters can only be raised from seed.

Sillett's Fork Husbandry (C. Greening).—Any bookseller will

get it for you from Messrs. Simpkin and Marshall. Do not be misled by

the prices, but calculate his returns at such prices as you can realise now

in your own neighbourhood.

Weigelea Kosea [A Constant Sul/sa'iber).—Turn it out into abordcr

without disturbing it. It is perfectly hardy.

Habdits (A. B.}.—The best and cheapest trap is the wire used by

poachers. Your steel traps are not strong enough, get larger.

Ukes (— ).—The bee traps cannot be purchased, but they are easily

made. We have no recipe for l/itter ale. Answer to your other question

next week.
Books (T. M. VF.).—We do not know either of those you mention.

Currant Cuttings (Clericits),—The insects on the roots of these are

a species of mite (Acanis), and will do them no harm.

Cover fob Bees {W> Sno»rfe??;.—Nothing is easier than to put a

broad hand, or collar, round the conical part of your common straw hive,

so broad as to support an inverted milk-pan. We believe that turning

bees to the north, and shading them from the sun in ^\inter, is a good

plan. Wait until you have read what Mr. Payne says next week.

Eabtiiing-ovek Potato Ste:vis {A. Foster).—This has no beneficial

effect in preserving potatoes from the murrain ; it must rather have a

tendency to increase it. In cases where no disease followed such treat-

ment, there would have been none, probably, if the stems had not been

earthed-over.

NoRTn Bor.DER (IF. W. H.).—This, 150 feet long, we should partly

plant with pot-herbs, and the remainder will serve for laying in hrocoli,

placing auriculas and polyanthuses upon after they have done flowering,

and many such purjioses.

List of Peaus (Amicus).—Yon will find a list of 20 pears, calculated

to supply you with fruit from July to April, in the first volume of The
Cottage Gabdener. There are about 600 varieties, good, indifferent,

and bad, which it would be useless to encumljcr our pages with. The

twenty selected by us are described, and full particulars given concerning

them.
Artichoke Culture (T. P. R.)-—Suckers of this must be planted in

Blarch or early in April, in rich moist soil, in rows about four feet apart

each way. Water abundantly and nmlch over their roots during their

time of grow ih. They will produce heads from July to October. These

are boiled, and the bottoms of their leafy scales eaten with butter and

salt.

Poultry not Laying (L. A.).—Keep them warmer, and feed them

on more stimulating food, such as fragments of flesh meat, buckwheat,

and sun-flower seeds.

Name ok Plants (J. K-).—Your's is Oxycoccus macrncarpus, the

large-fruited Cranberry. It succeeds in peaty soil, in a cool situation

near water.

Forcing Potatoes (Truro).— It would be quite impossible, com-

mencing at this time, for you to succeed in producing for your employer

a crop of new potatoes in a 2-light frame by Christmas-day, however well

you may be otf for fermenting materials. Asparagus you have sulficicnt

time fur in the 2-light frame. You will be likely to succeed much Ijcttcr

with a crop of potatoes, if you have all things ready to plant the bed the

first of January next, Achimenes jxttensh a stove plant, and requires the

same treatment as other Achimencs.

Variation of the Compass {]Vcafherroc/<:).—In putting up your

vane, the true north in the neighliourbuod of London nmst be 22'^ 30' to

the east of the north, as pointed out by the magnetic needle. In other

words, the variation of the compass there at present, is 22"^ 30' W.
Name of Plant.—That which came uj) accidentally in a kitchen-

garden is Cncnlia vocdnea ; a very pretty half-hardy annual.

Name of Apple (Rev. T. H. R.).— lt is Fcarn's Pippin, and has not

been introduced more than thirty years, if so mucli.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldkidcf., ^\'lnchcstcr Iligh-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalcndar; and Published by Wili.ia:^

So:\iKRViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of Londoni—October 2lth, 1850*
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a means of t.lie felon's making reparation, and of the

pauper contributing to liis own support.

So far from this being a chimerical idea, we are

extremely pleased to observe that, the cultivation of the

soil is rendered highly profitable as well as a jjart of the

Iiidu^'lrial Traiiiiiiij of Pauper Children in the Guilt-

cross Union, Xorfolk. Such is the title of a little

pamphlet now before us ; and we cannot better enforce

our opinions than by quoting from this some of its

statements, which are from the pen of the highly-intel-

ligent master of that Union, Mr. Rackhani :

—

" At the formation of the Union the Guardians purchased

3 acres of land, of which Ia. dn. 5p. v.-as used as the "Work-

house site, and for tlie yards and offices connected witli it,

leaving, 1a. 1e. :15p. available for the pui-poses of cultivation.

" At Michaelmas, 1845, the Uuardians, in order to extend

the means of employing the boys in the Workhouse School,

and training them in habits of industry, procured 3 acres of

additional land : this land, which ^\ as then in hills or holes,

and useless for agricultural puriioses, was levelled by the

paupers, the top sward being carefully kept uppermost. In

the autumn of If-'iC, one acre of the new land was planted

with wheat, and 2r. 2:!p.» of the home-laud—tlie 1a. 1e. 35f.

mentioned above—was also planted with wlieat, making in

all 1a. 2r. 23r. under wheat for 1817. This land produced

18 coombs 3 pecks beyond a sufficient quantity reserved for

seed for the wheat crop of 1818. The remainder of the land

was planted with Scotch kale, cabbages, potatoes, &c., &c.,

which began coming into use in March, 1847, at which time

this account commences. We have now 4a. 1e. 30r. in

cultivation.
" Two dozen spades were purchased at the outset to com-

mence digging the land with, and wlieel-barrows were
made by a pauper who was a wheelwright ;

pickaxes and
other tools were also made by the paupers with the assist-

ance of the porter who was a blai-ksmith. The cost for these

does not appear, as there was no produce account to charge
them to, but the stock being kept up they remain as dead
farming stock.

" The first year's account was kept merely to satisfy the
Guardians, but at Lady-day, 1848, the new order of accounts

came into operation, and the land account now forms an
item in the Union ledger and master's day-liook, which is

duly audited by the auditor half-yearly.

"The quantity of vegetables actually consumed by the

paupers according to the dietary table only is charged in the
pro\isions accounts. Persons acquainted with domestic
management and the produce of land are aware, that where
vegetables are purchased, a great deal is paid for that which
is useless for cooldng pui-poses. In the present case this re-

fuse is carefully presened and used for feeding pigs, which
were first kept in April, 1818. This accounts for the large

amount of pork fatted, as compared with the small quantity
of corn and pollard used for the pigs. The leaves, itc, not
eaten by the pigs, become valuable manure. If the Guar-
dians would consent to keep cows, different roots and vege-
tables might he grown to feed them with ; and these would
produce an increased quantity of manure, whilst an increased
quantity of manm-e would afford the means of raising a
larger amount of roots and green crnps, and secure a more
extended routine in cropping the land.* This would add to
the pr<ifit of the land account, and give much additional com-
fort to the aged people and the young clnldrcn in the Work-
house, as a better supjdy of milk and liutter would be oli-

tained than can at present be had ; but the immediate profit

of cow-keeping would be but a trifling advantage compared
with the opportunity that would Vie given of training the
female pauper cjnldren for dairy-maids, who would thereby
become doubly acceptable as farm servants, and the boys too
would gain an acquaintance with the recent improved
management of cows, which could not fail to be of service to
them.

" For the benefit of those Boards of Guardians or Masters
of Workbouses wdio may from this statement feel desirous

• Mr. nackham auggcatcd to Jlisa JIartineau her mode of cow-keep-
ing.

—

Ed. C. G.

of entering upon the system here pursued, I would state that

in all cases I change the crops, sowing alternately, wheat,
potatoes, carrots, parsnips, and cabbages. I have found by
the experience of the last two years, that it is best to plant
early potatoes, and to plant them very early, that is to say,

in February or tlie beginning of March. Having plenty of

labom- during the winter months, the land is laiil in ridges
'i^ feet wide, about three inches of the top soil is pared off

which removes all weeds and seeds that may be in the land
;

after the wheat crops a full spade's depth is talien up, to-

gether with all the crumbs, and 3 inches of top-soil is then
forked into the sub-soil at the bottom of the trench, which
gives fresh soil for the potatoes. At the time of planting a
diill, about 3 inches is drawii, and the potatoes are put in a
foot apart, the sides of the ridges being chopped down so

that the potatoes are covered about G inches. As the po-

tatoes advance in growth, I have the land levelled, and in

May sow swede tiu-nips or plant cabbage plants. The po-
tatoes ai'e fit to dig in August, when I transplant the swede
turnips or plant more cabbage plants, first giving them a

good soaking in liquid manure, for which pm'pose all soap-
suds and night-soil are carefully preserved. Two crops ai'e

thus obtained in the year froiu tlie potato land.
" The land appropriated for tlie produce of cabbages, is

managed as follows :—in the middle of July I sow cabbage
seed of a good kind, namely, the Ham or Victoria ; I sow
again in the 2nd weeks of August and September—beginning
to plant if possible the latter end of Septemlier—in rows 3

feet apart, leaving inches from plant to plant. These being
well established in growth and earthed up, other cabbage
plants are planted between those rows as before stated, in

Januaiy or February, as the weather may suit. These are

put in 1!) inches from plant to jdant. In early spring I draw
e^'el•y other plant of tliose first planted, wdiich affords a
supply when most wanted, and admits air to the remaining
plants. After cutting the first cabbages, the ground is

cleared, and the third crop of cabbages is planted, which
furnish a supply till after harvest, when the cabbages between
the potatoes come into use, and the cabbage land is cleared

or made fit for a wiieat crop. It will he seen that an abun-
dant supply is thus produced for pigs, and if the Guardians
permitted cows to be kept, there would be enough for them
also; but it must be borne in mind that all this planting is

followed up by very liberal supplies of liquid manm'e.
" The following is a summaiy of profit for labour upon

4a. 1r. 3')P. of land, as shown in detail in the account
already referred to :

—

£ s. D.

First year 00 2 4^
Second year ol 17 (>

To Christmas, 1849, | year 07 2 1}

17!) 1 llj

" 1 have thus endeavoured to give all the information I

can upon the subject, disclaiming any intention of teach-

ing the well-informed fanners, ray only object in preparing
this statement has lieen to point out to those who have the

charge of children in Union Workhouses a means of train-

ing them in habits of indusb'y, and preparing them for

future usefulness.

" The fact that there are 00 boys and girls who have been
trained at this Workhouse now earning their own living, is

some evidence of the success of the system pursued there."

From the above statement it appears—and all the

details are minutely given in the pamphlet—there is

from eiiob acre a clear profit of A'lo per annum. Now,
if this oan be eftected by pauper children, cau any pos-

siVde reason bo assigned why able-bodied felons cannot

be made to do the same '? The labour might bo rou

dered as severe as that of the tread-mill: for hours of

continued digging and carting are not cliild's play ; and,

unlike the tread-mill, such severe efforts would not bo

labour thrown away.
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WoonY-LEAVED Myetle (Mijrtus tomontosu).—Gar-

dener's Magadne of Botany, vol. ii. p. 105.—This
Myrtle is a native of the Neilgherry Mountains, in

India, and of China and Coohin-China. It has been

known to gardeners and botanists for many years,

being introduced from China, by Mrs. Norman, as long

since as 1776. It is a shrub, and its flowers are more

beautiful than those of the Common Myrtle (M. com-

munis), inasmuch as that its bright purplish-|)iulf

flowers become white after a few days, and thus its

sprays are adorned with blossom of many shades of

colour between the two extremes we have named. It is

now becoming more common, yet is of such rare occur-

rence tliat it may be included among New Plants. It

requires to be grown in the stove.

5!)

Jasmine-like Rhynchospermum (Rh/nchospermum
jasnunoidenj.—Oardenm-s Magazine of Botany, vol. ii.

p. 114.—Mr. Fortune, during his "Two years in

China," discovered this plant at Shanghai, iu the
year 1844. It was first made known to the public in
the Journal of the Horticultural Society (vol. i. p. 74),
and is, as there described, a slender climbing evergreen
shrub, rooting along its branches wherever it touch esa
damp surface, like Ivy. The leaves are deep green and
glossy like those of the Camellia, and its flowers are
white, very like those of the Jasmine, and deliciously

sweet-scented. In habit it is like an Aganosma. It is

a greenhouse plant, and requires a trellis. " It is to the
greenhouse and conservatory," says Mr. Ayres, " what
Bcn/uJaria odoratissima is to the plant stove."

Pueple-floweeed Cuphea (Cuplica purpurca).-
Fhre dcs Scrres, t. 412.—A hybrid perennial sub-
shrubby plant, seemingly suitable for bedding out,
raised about 1848, by M. Delache, of St. Omer, from G.
ininiata, by the pollen of O. viscosissima. The flowers
are rosy tinged with purple, large, and appear through-
out the summer.

De. Wallioh's Beebeeey (Berherris Wallicldana).—
Paxton's Flower Garden, vol. i. p. 79.—This is known in
gardens as B. macropliylla. It is certainly half-hardy,
and perhaps a hardy, evergreen shrub, for it has en-
dured, unsheltered, three winters, at Exeter. The deep
yellow flowers clustered in the axils of the leaves are
highly ornamental. Introduced in 1845, from Java, by
Mr. T. Lobb, the ijl ant collector in the service of Messrs.
'^'eitch. Mr. Lobb found it in mountains, at an elevation
of 9000 feet above the sea's level.

A FIVE-POUND GREENHOUSE.
Oun ingenious correspondent, who has succeeded in
erecting an efficient structure for protecting his plants,

at a cost so reasonable, has sent us, most obligingly, the
following details and plans :

—

" I have attemirted two or three sketches of my green-
house, but I fear very much I shall not have sened your
pinpose. My wife has succeeded better in the "tout
ensemble,'' which I also enclose. Iu the materials I urn
better satisfied, as the calculations of their cost is not at all
difficult.

" Of course, much ingenuity would naturally be exercised
in the appUcation of the various parts, and some reflection
as to tlie best mode of placing the laths, so as to throw off
the rain. My glass lies over the plate, so tJiat no splashing
can take plai'C. A little zinc gutter, with pipe into a drain,
caiTies away all the roof-water.

" A person glazing the upilght glass would find thin lead
S this shape, placed on the lowest frame of glass (upheld
by a brad), of great use in supporting the next one, and so
on until all the row is finished. The lead can be removed
when the putty dries. You will perceive, with such light
material the house has no shade at all; indeed, it is the
same, except the glass, as if the plants were outside. It is
low outside, to suit the size of my ground. Inside, I have
lowered tlie path, so that a moderate-size man can stand
upright comfortably." j_ -q
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Back of brick nogging ; 'l I feet long outside.

-smr-T,.—T^fe^S
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Hinges
Carriage

SiU of door

s. d.
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10 G
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and, by consequeiicp, to ascertain whether the clayey or

sandy principle is required in addition. Again, whether

the plot or garden is so meagre as to quality, as to justify

the improver in resorting to what we term the " platform

system
;

" that is to say, to improve those portions in the

immediate vicinity of the trees irrespective of the rest of

the plot, which, with the addition of manures, may suffice

to grow the ordinary vegetables.

Second in order as to garden economics at this period,

let us name watercourses or drains. We do liope that

our readers will put it out of our power to say, " we have

piped unto you, and ye have not danced." The constant

ory of wolf 1 wolf ! is certainly grating to ears polite,

but how much more grating to be told on some fine

morning, that half the flock is gone ? In spite then of

the charge of iteration, we again say, Dkain, if damp.
Somebody will say, " How am I to know whether my
little garden requires draining or not?" Now, we can

feel for our gardening tyros in such matters, well re-

membering in early days having to grope through dim
passages, " dragging our slow length along," until a

glimpse of light appeared. Who does not envy the

rising generation? chronicled, journalled, and 1. do not

know what else, weekly ! and if these should, perchance,

shoot over the heads of thousands, a Cottaue Gardener
to unfold horticultural puzzles, and bring mysterious

matters—physiological, botanical, &c., &c.—within the

reach of the most busy or the least learned, with a single

half-hour's reading once a-week.

All matters, then, connected with root-culture being

carried out, it behoves the cultivator to run his hand
over the nailed wall-trees, and to withdraw every fasten-

ing which appears decaying, in order that work may be
provided for wet or frosty weather, and also that nailing

or training may be pursued at all proper intervals as the

pruning is completed. We do not advise this course in

order to hurry the pruning at an improper j)eriod, but
merely that time may be properly economised. It must
be remembered also, that nailing in severe weather is

pinching work to both nose and toes, to say nothing of

the finger ends. In former days we have known many
a younker spend half his time, whilst at nailing mat-

ting, in bufleting, blowing his fingers, and hunting for

his kerchief. The bands of matting, too, where the tying-

down system is practised, should all be cut, for the young
shoots should all be looked over annually. This, to

persons not conversant with the practice, may appear

somewhat tedious ; but it is not so ; and it is astonishing

what a number of bands a lad will cut in an hour or two,

if diligent, with a sharp-pointed knife. It will take as

much time to draw one nail and shred as to cut nearly

half a dozen ties of matting. These preliminaries being

fairly settled, folks will begin to anticipate the approach
of Cbi'istmas; and the leaves being all ofl" or the re-

mainder brushed off, for the sake of cleanliness and
system, pruning may at once commence, still taldng cai-e

to time the weather.

Now, those who are not in a particular huriy with
their planting, and are content to perform the operation

in February, will do well to leave the making of stations,

the preparing of ground, &c., until winter ; or, at least,

reserve such labour for those periods when it is too cold

to prune or to nail. We name these things in order to

teach young beginners how important it is to have well-

digested j)lans for the winter's campaign ; much valu-

able time is frequently lost by inexperienced persons

through neglect or ignorance in this respect.

In commencing pruning, let the bush fruit be the first

;

indeed, most of these may be pruned as early as the be-

ginning of November. The raspberries maybe classed

with these ; and next in order we would place all young
or espalier trees which have not been planted above
a year or two, and in which there was no danger of

cutting many blossom-buds.

The Morello cherries against cool aspects may next
be trimmed, ibr the fruiting buds of these arc always
easily determinable ; there can be no uncertainty here.

Trained apjiles may succeed these, and may bo pruned
on this side Christmas, taking care to deal gently with
those wliich produce blossom-huds on the young shoots.

We may here digress to say, that we had forgotten to ob-

serve, that vines may be pruned the moment the leaf

is off.

Thus much caiTied out, there will have been a thorough
chain of work in hand, adapted to the weather: training

when mild, the renovation of soils, ju'epiuing stations,

&e., when cold and dry, and the dressing and preparing
of all kinds of fastenings whilst rain or snow prevails.

As to pruning pears, plmns, apricots, peaches, and
ncetiirines, we do not like to recommend the practice

until the end of January ; not that it is injurious to the

trees, for the earlier all pruning is perfonned after the
fall of the leaf the better, but because it is sometimes
difficult, even with a man of long experience, to dis-

tinguish with certainty the bearing wood ; so many ot

these things, under peculiar circumstances, having a
tendency to produce blossom-buds on the young shoots
of the preceding season. Besides, it will be found that
by observing such an order of business as the present,

the hands will be pretty well occupied until the Christ-

mas pudding is ready ; after which all the world, by com-
mon consent, instantly turns its eyes to a new year, and
a new order of business, and the remnant of the old year,

like old worn-out friends, is not unfrequently slighted,

or even treated with the utmost disdain, hlic transit

gloria muncli, " thus the glory of the world passes away."
.11. Ekbinqion.

THE FLOWER-GARDElNr.
Planting.—Now is the best time in the whole year to

plant all kinds of trees and bushes which cast their

leaves in winter ; but all the evergreen American plants,

as, for instance, the Ekodudmdron. may be planted now,
as well as in July, August, or September—the right

months for getting in most evergreens. Of course,

evergreens will be planted every week until next May,
when the ground is free from frost, with more or less

success, according to the kind of season which follows,

and the degree of skill and care in the planters ; but
after all, those who can, should get the best part of their

planting finished before Christmas. When plants ai-e

to be bought in from the nurseries, I would have them
taken home this month, even if I was quite sure that I

could not get them planted till next March ; first come,
first served, is not only the standing rule in the nur-

series, but they add to it—first come, best served. I have
wrought in more than one nursery, both in England and
Scotland, and I know all about it. One rule more,

which I would strictly observe myself, if I had a large

order for a nursery, is this :—after looking out and
marking what I bargained for, I would see the men who
were to take up the plants, and "make fi-iends with

them," promising that if I got plenty of good roots

carefully drawn, without cutting through or pulling

them about, I would give them something for their

Christmas dinner; or, if I did not go to the nursery

myself, I would send a message to the same effect to the

master or foreman. I know very well, from experience,

that that is, of all others, the best way to insiu'e good

roots for a lai'ge order of plants. You may write to the

nurseryman, that you will do so and so, or even take

away your custom from him, if they mutilate the ruots

in taking up the plants ; but if your plants are to come
from a large firm, my promise would be ten times more
effectual than all the threats in the world—human nature

is human nature, all the world over ! and a little soft
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talk, or soft mwilur as Sam Slick woukl saj', goes farther

witli it than all the big words iii the dictionai-y. At any
rate, whether at homo or at the nursery, we can never

lay too much stress—in these pages—on the matter of

taking great eare of the roots of all kinds of plants when
they are removed. A gentleman sent us a letter the

other day, or rather a little slip of paper, twice written

over or " crossed," and all we could make of it was,

that he, or his man, or somebody else, had cut the roots

of someLliing very sadly ; and. probably, there was a

request about what was to be done with it, but all that

was unintelhgible with the ' crossing;" and we may
\rnte our pens into stumps without being able to write

down the careless practice of handling roots, as if they

were made out of old ships' cables.

In the flower-garden, the first planting of the season

always begins, or should begin, with the roses ; and this

season they are more fit for early plautiug than I re-

member to have seen them, except at the end of 1840,

and again, just twenty years before, at the end of 18:21).

Last Michaelmas-day I pruned a great number of dwarf

plants in the rosary, which were quite ripe for the

knife : this was to cause them to grow much stronger

next season : the next day I budded thirty-two rose-

stocks—six of them were budded in September, and
failed ; and the rest were not fit for budding in Septem-

ber, because the baric would not rise. The rains at the

end of the mouth put them all right, but the budding

was more for the say of the thing than for use or profit

;

but I dare say most of them will take. Well, the very

nest day I transplanted tlie row of roses of which I

said, a month back, that I cut them, or pruned them, for

experiment, leaving only a shoot to eacli ibr fear they

should • bleed ;" wlien I pruned them their tops were as

green as leeks, but the bottoms of the shoots were as

dry and hard as one could wish; and I am quite sure,

already, that the plan of pruning back many kinds of

trees and bushes at the beginning of October, so as to be

ready for transplanting by the end of the month, or very

early in Noveuaber. would answer remarkably well. I

have been at this kind of work a good deal since last

July, to keep "a-head" of our planting; for I may as

well say, that since we began transplanting the box-trees

last June we have been at it, more or less, every week
since ; and if anybody wants to know when all this

planting is to be finished, I must refer him to ^Ir.

Barry, the great architect, who will also be called the

great planter some of these days. Old gardener as I

am, he taught me a lesson or two that I could not learn

from all the books on gardening put together,—so much
so, indeed, that if I wanted five hundred rose-trees from
Mr. Rivers, nest season, I would go to the Sawbridge-
worth Nursery at the end of September, look out the

sorts, and see them close pruned before I left the grounds

;

then I should know that they would be ready for me any
time after the end of October ; and I should not be in a
great hurry, or in a great fright, if I did not get them
home before tlie end of next Februai-y. as no other

customer would think them good enough, even if Mr.
Rivers offered them.

Now, I shall tell a tale about roses, which I hope will

cause a great sensation.—at least, it caused me a great
deal of surprise. I had a letter the otlier day. with a
queen's liead inside, without going through our business
office at all, from a gardener whom I once knew sliijhth/.

He told me he was with a lady of title ; that they were
to plant five hundred standard roses in tlio kitchen-
garden, aloug both sides of a ceutre walk, so many
yards long ; praised The Cott.\ge Gauueneis, of course,

and on the strength of his getting it for two-pence a
week, wanted me to make him out a list, and arrange
the five hundred roses for liim. Now, if this man threat-

ened to do me some grievous bodily harm, sliould I not
be justihed in summoning him before the Lord Mayor'.'

I am quite sure he is dreaming or making a noise on his

pillow nine times out of ten before I sit down to write

these letters ; and, moreover, he is one out of a section

—

a small section, I hope—who think that because he
subscribes to The Cottage Gaudener we are indebted
to him ; whereas the debt, and a heavy debt it is. too, is

just on the other side of the ledger. Certainly, it is very
gratifying to us who burn the midnight oil, for our own
good in the first instance, and for the good of our coun-
trymen, to find that so many peojjle buy and praise The
Cottage Gaiujenee. Yea. our vanity is often in danger of

getting fanned by what is said of ns ; but taldng all into

the account, and allowing compound interest, still the debt
is on the reader's side of the accoimt.

After the roses, the next class of flower-garden plants
which I shaU mention will be the haU'-lun-dy kinds Irom
dift'erent parts of the world. Tlie severe enld we ex-

perienced last spring taught us many thiugs in this line.

Many of this class which go through a hard winter with
little danger, if they happen to be in poor dry soil, ai'e

fearfully cut-up, or I'ather down, after they move in the

spring, if the weather sets in liard ; and the damage is

much aggi'avated after sjirinij jihintiiig : here we lost foiu'

hundred roses in one or two nights at the end of Mai'eh,

every one of which were thoug'ut qiate hardy, but they

were only transplanted six weeks before. Last ^lay ami
June we wei'e besieged with letters asking how to deal

with dying and dead plants from the same eaust—spring
plautiug. New plants are thus set down as only half-

hardy, whereas, if better managed, their real hardihood
would have been established ere this time. And what
more shall I say against spring planting ; what, indeed,

liut that all the recent introductions from Mexico and
California, from China and Japan, should not be trans-

planted at all in the spring till we learn more about them

;

plant them now, or else put them ott'till the dahlias are

being set out next Maj' ; if these and others of a rather

tender nature are removed now from the nurseries they

receive a check, and. will yet ripen a good deal before

Christmas, or at least will have their juices so much
dried up by the check, that they will have all the chances
in their favour to stand against a hard or long winter,

and the eff'ects of om- variable spring weather. New
comers that have been planted within the last few years,

and arc now in rampant growth, should be root pruned
forthwith, which will have nearly the same effect as

transplanting. Tlje tops of succulent growths should

also be well cut in before the frost overtakes tliem ; it is

a sad mistake to suppose that a few inches or feet cut off"

by the frost do no hiu'm, if the parts below are ripe aud
not apparently affected; the whole system from top to

bottom gets a shock and a chill tliat may cripple a plant

for years, which might be avoided by a judicious use of

the knife and sjiade, aud the early frosts always do the

most damage. I have kuown a fiiclisiti killed to the last

root by an early frost, wlien one just as tender and not a
yard from it escaped, merely because the latter hajipeued

to have been cut down to the ground some weeks pre-

viously ; and I think it is best to cut down all the more
tender fuchsias to the ground before the frost sets in, and
if they or any other soft wooded plant bleed much by
this early cutting, I think it is rather an advantage than
otherwise, because all thejuiceslostthatway atthis season

can do no harui to the next growth : the roots and crown
of the plants are drier by the discharge, and there will

be time enough for the roots to gather up more moisture
long before leaves can appear to make use of it. 'This is

a very different case from the roses I was so anxious to

keep from bleeding, when I pruned them at the end of

September; my object then was to get the bottom eyes

well filled, as well as the shoots aud roots, to enable
tliem to piush up vigorously next season, aud to form
new roots more efl'eetively in the meantime ; but now
the object is to get rid of all the moisture aud sap we can,
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so as to leave less for tlie frost to act upon. Tlieu as to

covering to ward off clanger, the grand point to be
attended to hinges on the same point or ])riuciple

—

dryness ; dry covers, dry liorders, dry plants, dry every-

thing about and around half-hardy things to be protected

from frost, otherwise the remedy may cause more harm
than the weather; but in all this dryness let us not lose

sight of the poor (jardcner : dry flannels, dry stockings,

and above all, dry soles of gutta percha, and dry eom-
fortei-s about the throat, will go as far against lumlmgo,
rheumatism, colds, and sore throats, as all this dry
covering will do against frosts. Young healthy people
are sadly careless about these things, but the days are

fast coming, as I can tell from sore experience, that will

convince the hardiest of our race of the folly of not
attending to our personal comforts as much as lies in our
power while we are yet young and full of spirits ; add to

this a desire to please and to seem to be at ease, and to

try to be so with ourselves, and the whole will go along
way to ward oil' the frosts incident to our positions,

whatever they may be.

But here, just as I was going to write a lecture on
—I forget what,—a new dodge came across my mind,
and I must out with it, else ten to one I shall forget

all about it before juy ne.\.t letter ; indeed, my wortliy

employer remarked at the time I got the story—"We
shall have all this in The Cottage G.^bdenee by
and bye." A gentleman—a member of the fiimily

whom I have had the pleasure to serve for the last

many years, and who, by his own industry, has risen to

the post of Capt. R.E.—came down the other day " to

see the gardener," after an absence from our common
country for some years ; the plough and the pruning-
knife were soon forgotten, and we dived at once into

foreign vegetation, foreign gardening, and all that sort of

thing; and I have often thought tliat there is no class

more instructive to talk with than those who have
travelled in foreign parts—if their heads were at all put
on the riglit way. The best that one can learn from home
travellers is, that a new crust may be put on an old pie

safe enough, and appear all the better at table, but
still you cannot get rid of the idea of the old dish over
again. Well, after travelling from pole to pole we came
back to old England again, and he went down to Scot-

land and back again faster than I can write it ; there and
then he saw a plan of mahing rose-trees in six iceeks

from the first commencement ; and any of us may make
a rose-tree now in the same time, and send it to a friend

hundreds of miles off in full blossom. Tlie plan is

this—any time, or soon after Midsummer, fix. on a strong
shoot of that season's growth, and when you find it

getting hard near the bottom, put in the knife just

under a bud and slit it up an inch or more as you would
in " tonguing " a carnation for layering, put in a wedge
to keep the slit open, and tie a ball of gi'een moss all

round it, and the work is done ; the " tongue " roots im-

mediately into the moss, and by the end of the six weeks
the plant is fit to cut off below the moss, and also fit to

take care of itself at the same time; and if that does not
outrun railroads, what will? Now, although I had read

of all that the Chinese are said to have done by ringing
and putting balls of clay round the rings to get stunted
trees from,—what Mr. Munro, an old friend, had written

in Loudon's Oanleners Maijazine about driving the

point of a knife through the centre of a rose shoot,

wedging it, and then laying it in the ground, and so

leaving it till the roots sprang out all round the opening
as thick as the mustachios of a gallant hussar,—and also

what the late Mr. Cunningham, of Edinburgh, had done
with slits and wedges, to get cuttings to form callosities

before he took them off,—and all that Mr. Loudon said

about this when he was editor of the Oardcners' Gazette—
I confess that this way of making rose plants in so short a

time struck me as a greatand useful novelty;—and if this

number of The Cottage Gardener should reach the

worthy gardener who has hit on the plan, 1 hope he will

be induced to write a whole article on the suljject for

these pages, if only to save people from writing to in-

quire more about it of D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Heated Greenhouses.—Having glanced at some of

the modes of managing somewhat hardy greenhouse

plants, in houses without any means of artificial heat,

and given a list of those most suitable for this purpose,

I proceed—in order to gratify tlie wishes of other in-

quirers—to enumerate a few good things ("not common,
as geraniums, fuchsias, cinerarias, &c."), which may be

successfully grown where artificial heat is at command.
In order, however, to guard against misconceptions and

consequent disappointments, I must state, that in the

ease of those friends who are to use as much and no

marc heat than will just exclude frost, they must be

satisfied with such a list of things as that previously

given, in addition to their usual bedding-out plants ; or,

at least, the additions must be ec|ually hardy. The
chief object of fire-heat in their case is merely the saving

of time and labour involved in covering and uncovering,

and guarding against the damps and mildew, which are

apt to seize the plants when covered up for weeks, in

weather that is not only frosty but dull. With a very

low temperature at night, provided it be a few degrees

above the freezing point, such plants will be safe, and

safe all the more, because there will be no stimulus to

unhealthy expansion. In cold dull weather, when the

sun does not raise the temperature sufiiciently for several

days to warrant the admission of air, then, by still

maintaining the same low temperature at night, a fire

may be stirred up after breakfast, so as to warrant the

opening of the ventilators a little about mid-day, which

will do away with the evils attendant upon a stagnant

atmosphere, even when the temperature is low._ The
giving of air, even in the worst weather, is of more

importance in such houses than in cold pits securely

covered up, because in the latter there is less variation

of temperature. Hence, during a severe frost, as we
have already seen, provided the temperature is low, and

the air dry, such pits may be covered up for weeks, and

the plants sustain no injury—nay ! they frequently will

look all the better for the long rest and nap they have

received ; resembling, in some respects, the verdure of

your hardy grasses that had been covered several weeks

with snow, when the snow had disappeared,—that snow
having fallen before the ground was much crusted with

frost. But in houses uncovered—from the variations of

external temperature—from the bursting-out of the sun,

even for short intervals—fronr their upright glass in

front, upon which the rays strike almost perpendicularly

in winter—a period of complete rest cannot be realised

within; a stimulus to growth will be given, and as that

growth, especially in dull weather, deteriorates the atmo-

sphere, a little fresh air becomes necessary. Where, as

in general is the case, there are no means for heating

the air before admission, it should always be given in

cold foggy weather spurin;/!;/, and with great caution,

chiefly at the top of the house ;
admitting it at the front

only for a short time. The lighting of a fire in the fore-

noon, in such circumstances, will cause a rapid circula-

tion, with the admission of even a very little fresh air,

as may easily be proved by suspending any light sub-

stance, such as down, feathers, &o., in the house ; and

this circulation is the best antidote against mildew in its

various forms, which often makes such havoc among free-

growing heaths, &c. Strong fires at night are now,
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hap])ily, becoming llio exception, and not tlie nilo:

—

great quantities of air, and a comparatively low tem-

perature during,' the day, to neutralize the eti'eots of an

unnatural stinudus by heat at night, are, therefore, not

required, i'roportioning the exciting agents for expan-

sion to the light, as the means of iiicrciisiii:/ and solidi-

fying, is, or should be, the object of the cultivator.

These matters uuist be even iiioir particularly attended

to, where a higher temperature is maintained. In order

to be precise, cool greenhouses, where no more heat is

given artificially than just to exclude frost, should ever

be looked upon more as the medium of prescrrimi than

groicing—as the means for securing future rather than

2ncscnt display. The medium temperature of such

houses at night, in frosty weather, may be set down at

35°, ranging from that to -tO°, but not above ; and in

mild open weather, when the external temperature

ranges from 40° to 50°, not only will fires be unneces-

sary, but a little air may be loft on at night as well as

during the day. In unsettled weather, it is safest to

shut up close before going to bed. The foretelling at

night what the weather will be in the morning can only

be relied on after long experience, and oven then the

wisest are sometimes taken in.

In such houses, however, unless in a very mild winter,

much in the way of bloom is not to bo expected, except

from some of the hardier Heaths, Primroses, Cytisus,

and bulbs ; treither will some of the finer gi-eenhouse

plants thrive to the satisfaction of their possessor.

True, in a very severe night it woidd be wiser policy to

allow the thermometer to fall to 3.5° than to dry the

atmosphere of the house by roaring fires, which would
thus too rapidly dei)rive the plants of their juices. But
in such circumstances, it would be wiser still to use

as much covering over part of the glass as would alike

prevent the necessity of large fires, and the sinking of

the thermometer much below 4((". In extreme cases,

where much artificial heat is requisite, moisture also

should bo communicated, by pans &c., of water placed

upon the pipes or flue. The average temperature of a

liouse, which we may designate a irann greenhouse,

should bo 40° at night, sinking a few degrees in very

cold weather ; and allowed a rise of from ten to fifteen

degrees at mid-day, in bright sunshine.

To the question of a correspondent, therefore, who
inquires whether the Mitrnria coccinca would succeed
in a house where the frost was merely excluded, I

reply, that, with my little knowledge of this beau-

tilul plant, I should be extremely donbtl'ul. Judging
from its appearance, as exhibited in London, I sliould

say it would require such a house as the second to

keep it in good health; and as to the in quir}' about
the period of its bloouiing, I should suppose that

would be almost constant when placed in such circum-
stances. Trom the appearance of the plant I should
say, that what graced the exhibition tables in May
and June had received for a time a higher tempe-
rature. It is, certainly, a pretty thing—the scarlet

tubular blossoms contrasting so nicely with the green
foliage. When I first read a description of it, I thought
it would do for bedding purposes, but 1 am rather doubt-

ful after having seen it, fearing its leaves would get

larger than in a pot, and thus conceal the drooping
blossoms. Some of our friends will correct me, if mis-

taken. It should be grown in fibry peat and loam, with
a little sand and charcoal to keep tlie soil open ; and, in

addition, ])lcnty of drainage. It has been described as

hnnhj, and almost luirdy ; but this ajipears, as yet, unde-
cided.

As a companion to this i\Iitraria, I would place the

Pleroma clegana, with its large blneish-purple flowers,

produced in great abundance. A warm greenhouse, as

wo have indicated, is just the place for it. It has been
frequently grown in plant stoves, hot and cool ; and,

generally, with disappointment. When apparently gi'ow-

ing luxuriantly, it will suddenly turn sickly, and lo.so,

without any apparent cause, the most of its leaves ; and
thus present a woe-bcgone appearance. The green-

house is its proper home. When grown rapidly upon
tlie one-shift system, a higher temperature alter potting

will be required. The prettiest shrubby plant I have

seen, densely clothed with blossom and healthy leaves,

was thus managed ;—It was filtcen months old from the

cutting; had been moved from a three into an eight-

inch ])ot ; kept rather close in a pit, nntil tlie roots were

occupying the soil, and tlien removed to the greenhouse.

,\.s this is a beautiful thing, a few extra particulars may
not be out of place. Anything approaching miuralinn

with moisture is its ruin. When the roots have oceujiied

the soil, and growth is proceeding rapidly, abundance
of moisture must then, nevertheless, be given. The
mdtcr'uil in which the plant is grown, is therefore a

matter of the first moment. The peat and loam, the

first preponderating, should not only be fibry and sandy,

but pieces of charcoal and broken bricks, or biokenpots,

should be mixed somewhat liberally in the compost. I

shall do little more than name the following—merely

premising that most of those mentioned the other week

will not only be preserved but bloom, or, at least, be

made to bloom earlier, from thus liaving an average

temperature at night of 45° instead of 85''.

Acrnphylhim rciiosiiin : serrated foliage and wdiorled

spirea-like flowers. Loam and a little peat. Flowers

chiefly in spring and summer.

^•l^i/yc/civ'.'! /(!(m(7(.5, pinkish ; sesainouks, whitish-purple I

macriinilia jvnpiireti, purple; rosea, rose. Peat and a

little loam. Flowers in spring and summer.

Doronia scrndata, pink ; pinvrita, purple ; triphijUii,

pinkish-rose. Peat earth with a little sand and charcoal,

well drained. Spring and summer bloomers.

Chironhi anr/uHifolia, red; jasmhtoidcs, purple;

florihundri, rose ;
gluliiinsa, rosy-lilae. Peat earth and

half jiart fibry loam, sand, and broken potsherds.

Should be propagated often ; flowers in summer and
autumn chiefly.

Gliorozcma cordnta, red; Ilciichmnnii, scarlet: Biek-

Koni, scarlet and yAXovf \ Jlara ayiA triaiigidarr, ^caxist

and yellow. Sandy peat, with a little loam, particnlarly

well drained. Flower generally in spring and summer.
f)illii:/iii(i.floril)unda, yellow; loiiiifolia, yellow ; ijli/-

cinifolia, i-ed. Peat and loam with plenty of sand.

Summer flowering.

Epacris iinpri'sxn, red ; r/randljlora, red white tijqicd

;

))K'H((/f(y, pinkish-vermUion, wliite tipped; In/aciiithijioru

aiiididhsima, white. Peat and sand well drained.

Flowers in winter and spring.

Urioslcinoji. : where there is space, those mentioned
the other week and the whole family are desirable.

Peat, and a dash of fibry loam, with silver sand, and a

few pieces of charcoal to keep the soil open. Flowers

ehietly in summer.
Enhiantlma rcticulafiis, white and pink. Sandy peat

and a little loam. Flowers early in spring.

Gompliolohiiim barhir/criiin, yellow ; versicolor, scarlet.

Most of the family are yellowish-orange, and desirable

where there is room. Peat and loam well drained.

Bloom chiefly in sununer.
Hclicliri/sum : all the species, whore there is room.

Sandy peat, with a very little fibry loam. Blooms chiefly

in summer and autumn.
Horca celsii, blue ; Maiiglcsii, piu'ple ; chorozcinifolia,

blue. Sandy peat, with a little flbry loam, and abun-
dant drainage.

Jjioiiica Lfiirii, blue. Peat and loam. Will do well

when it gets to the roof ; flowering all the summer.
Keniiedija dilatata, scaxX&t; Marnjatta:, scarlet, strong

growing; i/ioHOyi/ij/W'f, purple. Peat and loam. Flower
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chiefly in spring auil summer. Do cither for trellises or

j)illars.

Lcsclienaultiaformosa, scarlet ; ohhita, orange ; hilolia

supcrba, blue. Peat and loam. Flower nearly con-

stant, if allowed to do so.

Mctcrnsidoros tomcntosus, rod bunches of filameuts.

Peat and loam.
Pimderi rosea, rose red ; Hcndcrsnnii, rosy-iiink

;

spcetrtliilh, whitish-pink ; Xiippcrr/cann, yellowish. Sandy
peat with a little loam. Bloom chiefly in the latter end
of spring and summei-.
PrimHla sinensis, Jiorc plena, white and red varieties.

Peat and loam. Flower from Christmas to June.
Culture in our third volume.
MamleeiUa suneeohns, pure white. Does best scram-

bling over the roof.

Statiec : all the greenhouse species are desirable.

Sandy loam with a little peat; if allowed, almost con-

stant bloomers.

Sti/Udium androce)im,v/hite ; Dnnnmondii, pink; sean-

flens, rose. Sandy loam and a little peat. Summer,
autumn, and winter flowering.

'Tropceoliim tricoloruni, orange and purple ; rizuiriiin,

blue. Good for trellises, for pillars, and rafter. Fen-
tapliijllum may be used for summer, and Lohlnanum for

winter; the first—orange yellow, and green; the

second—-orapUge red, and which will make a brilliant ap-

pearance during the whole of the winter months. There
is, also, Dickericmum, scarlet, green, and blue ; highly

recommended.
Tacsonia jasminokles, pink and blush. Peat and loam.

Good for roof ; flowers all summer.
Ziclvja : allied, and requiring similar treatment, to

Kennedija, but well fitted for training round orbicular

trellises. Coecinea, scarlet ; hetropliyUa, purple ; tricolor,

red, yellow, purple ; forninsa florihunda., orange rod.

Peat and loam. Blooms in s])ring and summer.
The newest, and, therefore, the most expensive of this

abridged list, are generally placed last, though none
mentioned are expensive. I have not noiioeA Azcdms—
the best varieties may be added to those mentioned the

other week. If wanted to bloom early, keep them at the

warmest end of the house ; if late, at the coolest.

CameUi'-is have also been passed over. Similar treat-

ment for these will be required as for the Azrdea ; and if

anxious for what is Jiew and strikingly good, purchase
Dri/.idalii as soon as it is to be had.

Heaths have not again been alluded to. If a collection

is aimed at, they must be kept at the coolest end of such

a house, and plenty of air be allowed to breeze away
among them whenever the external temperature reaches
40°, unless it should either be very dam]i and foggy,

or blowing something like a miniature hurricane.

R. PjSH.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.
EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.

oBCiiiDs THAT THRIVE BEST ON BLOCKS (Continuedfroni

page 3(3).

Renantliera coecinea (Scarlet R.) ; China. — Sepals

pale scaidet, irregularly marked with a deeper eolom'

;

jjetals scarlet, striped mth yellow ; lip yeUow, barred

with scaiiet. 21s.

Culture.—This is frequently called the " Chinese air

plant." The natives, when they meet with a plant show-

ing flower, cut oif the upper portion of the plant with

the roots attached to it, firing it home, and hang it up in

theii' " best parlour." In that situation it soon comes
into flower, and delights the inhabitants with its high-

coloured and insect-like blooms for a long season. The
flowers are produced on long panicles, frequently

branched, and very numerous. It is, however, with

ordinju'y treatment very difGcult to flower ; the reason

for its failing to produce blossom is the too uniform heat

and moistm'e of the orchid house. As it is when in

bloom a truly splendid object, we shall try to describe

the methods adopted by the best growers of the day to

cause it to flower. The year must lie divided uito three

seasons, and the plant uuist be at least fom' feet higli

before it -nill be strong enough to bloom. The first

season wUl be one of rest, commencing now, the first

week in November, and contuiuing to the end of February.

This rest must bo induced by placing the plant in a

liouse, the heat of vi-hich never e.Kceeds (iO° by day, nor

falls lower than 50° by night. No water must be given

to it, nor moistm-e in the au', except what arises fi-om

the watering of the other plants in the house. The next

season is one of growth, commencing in March and con-

tinuing to the end of June. During tliis season the plant

must lie placed in the Indian house ; the temperature of

which, for the first two months, shoidd be 70° by day
and 00'' by night ; for the second two months, 85° by
day and 70° by night; these we the maximum heats. In
dull weather they may be five degrees lower. Dming
this season abundance of moistm'o should be given. The
])lant should be syringed every day, and the pipes or

flues, paths, and walls, thoroughly wetted mornmg, noon,

and evening, to cause a moist atmosphere. By tliis

liberal treatment the plant will grow freely and strongly,

and put forth niunerous thick fleshy roots. The thu'd

season wfll be the flowering one. In this the temperatm'e

should be as high as the second, but comparatively dry

;

the sjTmging should be gi-adually reduced, and the pLant

placed as near the glass as possible. In tlris season the

flower-stems will probably appear even the first year, if

the plant has made short jointed strong growths. If

it does not flower the first yeai', do not despair, but fol-

low the same course the following season, and that result

will be almost certain to foUow. The way to gi-ow the

plant is to first procm-e a strong upright branch of a tree

(cork tree is the best, elm, or acacia, the next best),

fasten the plant to it with zinc wne. If the plant is

young, the branch should be at least fi ft. high ; if it be

more it need not be sliortened, because the Reiiauthera

is a quick grower, and will soon reach the top. Place a

little moss here and there on the block to hold mois-

tm-e and encom'age gi'owtb durmg the growing season.

As soon as the plant is properly and neatly fastened to

the block, place it in eitlrer a basket made of willow or a

large garden-pot, fiU rormd the block firmly some chopped

sphagnum, pressing it down so hard as to enable the

block to stand upright secm-ely and mdependently ; it

can then be removed conveniently, with care, into the

chfferent houses requii'ed to induce rest and flower.

When it is in flower, it will be desirable to place it in

a cool ch'y house, wliioh will prolong the bloom a month
longer at least. Such is the treatment Renanthera coe-

cinea reqiiu-es to cause it to flower, and the same course

will answer for a gi'eat number of the Indian orchids

that are rather shy ; Vandei, Batemannii, Boxlmrrjhii,

tricolor, SKavis, teres, of Aerides vaiious species, fmd

Saccolnbiums, also will flower more freely if ti-eated simi-

larly, excepting, perhaps, not quite so low a temperatm'e

during the season of rest.

Rodriguezia sectinda (Side-flowering R.) ; Trinidad.

—

The whole flower is of a pale scaiiet ; they are produced

on spikes about eight inches long ; tlie flowers ai-e ai'-

ranged in two rows, all facuig one way. It is a very

ornamental species, and when weU growni is really haiid-

some. 21s. There are some other species that ai'e pretty,

but of a pale straw colom- with ciimson dots. The best

are named R. crispa and R. planifolia.

Culture.—Place them on a block -nith a small por-

tion of moss attached, m a moist house, and shaded from

the smi whilst growing ; and when the pseudo brflbs ai'e

frilly foimed keep them cooler and diy.
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Sclwmhiirghla criqia (Curletl-floweretl S.) ; Demerava.

—Sepals and petals yellow and brown, and curled at tlie

edges ; lip white, with a stripe ol' pink, and edged with

pale yellow. Each llower is one and a liidl' ineli across.

They "are produced on stout riowei-stems rather nume-

rously. It is a line plant, wortii gi-owing. 31s. Od.

S. mriiyiniUa (Bordered S.) ; Sminam.—Sepals and

petals orange red, bordered -witli yellow ; lip pale

lilac. This may be known from the preceding species

by its thicker and sliorter pseudo Indljs as well as by

its colour. It first flowered in tlie fine collection at the

Fence, Maccleslield, lielonging to T. Brocklehiust, Estj.,

and has lieeu named the " Spread Eagle." 4is.

<S'. iUiicinis (Cow-born orchid) ; Hondiu-as and

Jamaica.— Sepals and petals deep pink, speckled

with while on tlie outside, but rich chocolate red mi

the inside. The lip is white in the centre, but

rose-coloiu'ed at tlic sides, with a sliort chocolate red

middle lobe. The flowers are more than two inches

across, and we produced on stems, five or six feet long.

Tlie pseudo bidbs are hollow, and ai'e often a fine

liicUng-place for coela'oaches, woodliee, and other vermin,

as well as a good ti'ap to catch them in. Mr. Bateman, in

his splendid work on OrchidacecB, gives a plate of this

fine plant, and a humom-ous vignette, showing the plants

growing on the branch of a tree, overhanging a pool of

water. Some adventurous lU'chins are trpng to get some
of the pseudo bidbs to make horns of, and one imlucky

fellow has lost Ins balance and is tumbling into the

water. Tliis shows the use the natives make of the horn-

like pseudo bulbs, namely, to make a noise something

like that produced by a cow-horn ; hence its name, the

Cow-born orcliis. 42s.

S. tmdulatit (AVaving S.) ; La Guapa.—Sepals and
petals piu'ple and waved, not curled at the edges ; lip

violet coloiu', and small ; these distinctions are quite suf-

ficient to make it a separate species from S. crispa. The
flowers also are much larger. In every other respect it

very much resembles that species. It has been lately

introduced in large quantities fi-om St. Dommgo by H.
Cummrugs, Esq., along with a new species not yet

flowered. 42s.

CuLTCRE.—These fine noble-looking plants grow best

on tluck flat blocks of hard wood withoiit any moss neiu'

them : for the roots are very tluck and juicy, and soon
rot W'ith too much wet. The blocks shoidd hang verti-

cally, to allow the water when they are syiinged to pass

off treely, so that the roots may qmckly cby. When the

plants are growing, which should be diu'ing the spiing

mouths, the atmosphere of the house ought to be hot
and moist. The gi-owths ought to lie quickly made, and
evei-y year larger and stronger till they reach the maxi-
mum size. As soon as the annual gi'owth is perfected,

which may be known by the size and plump appearance
of the pseudo bulbs, they ought to be removed into a
much cooler and drier bouse, and the water withheld
entu-ely. The roots will then appear covered with a
wliitish down, and will keep their vitality tluough the
season of rest. The pseudo bulbs should also appear
solid, and the flower-buds wUl be prominent at the end
of them. Though this may he the case, still there must be
no eiu'taihnent of the pciiod of rest, whicli period should
be comparatively long, at least for five or six months. If

tempted by the plump appearance of the flower-buds,

heat and moistm'e should be given prematurely with a
view to bring the flowers fonvard, it is more than pro-

bable, that instead of flowering, the plants will begin to

gi-ow and the flowers will not come forwaixl. The resting

season shoidd not be less than foiu' or five months.

T. ArrLEBY.
(Tu be continued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
In giving weekly directions bow to treat florists'

flowers, there will neeessarfly nppcM' to be a repetition

of mstruetions
;

yet we must continue to remind nur
readers of what is absolutely necessary to be done. Be-

sides, as we believe that the readers of I'liK Cottage G.ui-

iiEXEii are on the increase, we tnist, at least to them, that

our remarks wUl lie interesting and useful.

Auriculas and jwli/iiulhuacs wUl requu'e constant

attention, to prevent the evil effects of damp, cold, and
wet. Air must be given on fine days liy drawing oil' the

lights ; and in damp or wet days by tdting up the lights

behind. At this season very small quantities of water
will be sutficieut, and that ought to be given in the

mornings of fine days, so as to dry the surface of the soil

as quickly as possible, so that no damp may arise inside

the frame or pit when it is shut up at night. As frosts

may now be expected whenever the sky is clear, let one

mat be tin-own over the glass every such night, which
will be sufficient protection for tins montli, if not for

the next.

Oarnations and picotccs in pots slioidd be placed under
glass, and protected in a similar manner to aiuicuhis.

Look after slugs and destroy them, or a plant, if not a

pan', may be destroyed in one night.

DfihJias—see last week's numlier.

Jii/acinths examine, and see that they are progi'essing

favoiu'ably; remove the outer coverings of each bulli

that may be rotting, or it will penetrate further, and
eventually destroy the whole. This remark applies more
especially to hyacinths in pots. Those in glasses belong
to our fi-iend Mr. Fish, who will, no doubt, give every

instruction necessary.

Piiilcs—see last week's numlier.

Prnisics may yet be potted in 8-incli pots, and placed
under protection to Idoom in those pots early. Choice
kinds, intended to be planted out early in spring, should
now be protected in frames, and carefidly seciu'ed from
wet and vermin.

Ranunculus beds must be fi-equently tm'ned over, in

order to be in good conchtion for receiving the tubers in

February or early in March. T. Api'leby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The fall of the leaf will at this season cause a con-

tinual untidy appearance, and require attention in almost
every part of the garden, but amongst the drilled

growing crops it is very easy to rake them out, which
should occasionally be done, as they only form a harbour-

ing refuge for slugs ; and if any quantity can be collected

I

these dead leaves may be turned to useful account as a
' fermenting material, or for placing round the crowns of

Globe artichokes, or protecting temporary frames, and
many other things. If not required for such purposes

they may be taken to the manure-pit, or to some place

where they may be charred with other refuse.

Where slugs aliound they will at this season be found
troublesome and destructive to crops. The best way to

accumulate them in large quantities together in a short

time, is to put a few fresh brewer's malt grains about
the places where they abound, in small heaps of about
half a tea-cup or large tablespooufuleach ; the smell of

these attracts the pests for a considerable distance round,
and tliey may be seen in all directions travelling on to-

wards the heaps of grains. New bran also, when scalded,

is very attractive to them, if placed about in the same
way. When large quantities are thus collected together,

which will certainly be the case where they abound, in

about two or three hours after the bait has been laid, by
going rouud witli a lantern, bucket and trowel, on any
mUd evenings, the slugs may iu a short time be coUected
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by wholesalo, and maj' either be saved till morning for

the hungry ducks and fowls, or bo othcrvviso dealt with

by liot water, fresh slaked lime, or in any other way that

the proprietor may think best. The quickest plan is at

once, in tlie evening, to take about, with the lantern, a

bucket of liot slaked lime, and dust tlieir jackets then,

although the next morning it has a rather ugly appear-

ance it' they are not collected and buried at once ; a few

evenings sti'ict attention to this plan will soon clear any
locality of slugs ; and we liud this also tlic easiest and
most ellectual system that we could ever discover, if any
troublesome customers iiud their way into a cucumber
or melon frame or pit, or into any hothouse or other

sb'uoture ; for a spoonful of fresh grains placed as wo
recommend will very early attract their attention.

Mice, too, as the weather becomes wintry and cold,

after their summer's excursion in the woods and fields,

will often return for slielter at this season to the garden,

particularly if old dry banks form any part of the boun-
daries, and any sheds, &.c., are contiguous. Now, there

being several vai'ieties of mice troublesome and destruc-

tive in various ways to the gardener, it maybe as well at

the present time to point out a little of their natural

habits, and to state the simplest method we have found
successful for destroying them. The dark coloured House-
mouse is well known to every one, being occasionally an
inhabitant of every old cottage, house, and shed, both in

village and in town, and which not only nibbles its way
into the bakehouse, pantry, larder, and every other jjlace,

but into the garden also, attacking the seed-drawers, &c.

The dry seed of peas, beans, radish, lettuce, endive, spi-

nach, cucumber, melon, and. indeed, almost every kind of

vegetable, as well as many kind of flower-seeds whilst in

a dry state, will this little pest eat and destroy. It may
be caught with toasted cheese in many kinds of traps,

but the easiest way to clear a place of them at once is to

place away out of their reach every other kind of food, and
then feeding them for a couple of nights with a little

toasted cheese, by laying it near their haunts, and on
the thii'd night roll the bait of toasted cheese whilst

warm in a sufficient quantity of arsenic, and lay it in

the place where they have previously been fed ; this is

the most effectual and easy way of ridding premises at

once that we have ever discovered.

The greatest enemy in the mouse way to out-of-doors

gardening, and the one to which we most especially beg
to call attention at this season, is a long, light coloured,

brown mouse, with a white belly, large eyes, long tail,

and uncommonly active on its feet when routed out of

its haunts. It is fond of many varieties of vegetable

and flower-seeds in their fresh state whilst saving, and
will hoard up large quantities ofsuch varieties as come
in its way ; indeed, they seem at times to take it on
themselves to clear eveiy seed of the flower-garden, in

the way of dahlia, aster, marigold, zinia, salvia, ver-

bena, and many others, besides hoarding away batches

of filberts, walnuts, beechnuts, chestnuts, cherry and
laurel stones, and a number of other kinds of seeds and
fruit stones. Sometimes, too, when peas, beans, radish,

and other seeds have been sown and germinated, and
have made a shoot from a quarter of an inch to an inch

in length, these pests will entirely clear the ground,

unless stopped in their nefarious depredations in due time.

We have seen the shoots from whole rows of beans and
peas thus cleared in a short time, and every radish seed

inside a frame, or small bed of early sown, or on warm
borders when covered with litter, carefully scratched out

and destroyed. These mice care but little for either

toasted cheese or dry seeds as baits, but any number
may easily be caught, and any premises may soon be

cleared by the following sim]5le contrivance :—Put a

few peas into a flower-pot or pian, and place a little moist

earth over them, or put them into a pan with a little

water, and if required in haste, place them inside of a

heated frame, or in the chimney corner, and ajiply tciiid

water, which treatment will soon cause them to grow

enough for baits ;
get a farthing's-worth of strong white-

brown thread and a needle, out the thread into long

lengths, threading on the peas so as to allow two only

to every nine or ten inches of thread, which shoidd be

so divided when cut to the above length, tie a knot at

each end of the thread, cut a handful of small raspberry

canes, currant cuttings, or any kind of convenient shoots,

which should also be cut into lengths of ten inches or a

foot, and a slit made at one end of the thread to be

drawn into the slitted sticks, the knot preventing its

drawing out; the stakes are to bo placed into the

ground in various ])laces all over the garden. The

distance of the thread from the earth's surface should be

about tliree inches, and the two peas should be divided

about half an inch apart, to afford room for the mouse

to thrust its jaws between so as to nibble the thread

assunder, wliich it generally does without first touching

the bait ; a brick being placed over the bait, and i-esting

on the thread, brings it to a,bout two and a half inches

from the ground, which seems about a convenient height

for taking the mouse easily and with certainty. A boy

will set at least a score of such simple inexpensive mouse-

traps out of doors ; and at this season, if trapping is

strictly attended to, the mice may all be cleared before

the peas and beans, &c., are sown. If traps are set

on very loose soft ground, just slap the brick down hard

so as to have a surface firm enough to secure the mouse,

for we have known them scratch their way out from

traps tilted on soft rough cloddy ground.

Another troublesome kind of mouse is a rough,

shaggy, dark brown, bull-headed, short-tailed vermin.

This fallow seems most at home in meadows, and long

rough grass plantations ; and feeds a good deal on green

vegetables, roots, &c. Tliis is a most destructive, trouble-

some fellow to the gardening fraternity in various ways.

We have known them in the winter months get into the

stored endive and lettuce, eating through and destroying

the heart of almost every plant in a very short time.

These mice burrow and form runs in all directions ;

we have known them get into temporary pits where

thousands of flower-garden plants have been stored, and

gnaw through the whole, from end to end, and from side

to side; they seem to delight in forming new roads, and

that, too, very often. We have known them find their

way into a forced asparagus-bed, and, in one night,

nibble ofl' the point of almost every shoot above ground

;

and scratch out those about coming up. We have

known them in districts where fig-trees are obliged to

be bandaged, or otherwise protected in winter, to take

possession very quietly, without making much outward

appearance, and nibble ofl' the whole of the bark from

the base of the trees ; indeed, we have seen fine trees

stripped of their bark nearly all over by the time they

were uncovered in spring, and as white as basket-

makers' rods, and the trees killed to the ground ; this we
have seen to be the case with thousands of young ash,

hollies, and many other plants. Only a short distance

from where we are now writing, a holly hedge, three

years ago, had, for a considerable distance, the base of

every shoot and stem peeled ofl' to the height of two or

three feet ; and when summer arrived it looked as if it

had been fired—all brown and scorched up ; indeed, the

havoc we have known this little depredator make, in

various ways, would astonish those who have not had

the opportunity of observing it. I have known them

find their way into early cucumber and melon pits and

frames, and nibble ofl" every blossom and fruit ; and,

not satisfied with this, would gnaw off all the plants at

the base, and numberless tricks of the like kind, to

which many can bear testimony as well as myself.

Now, the catching of these, in an easy simple manner,

was what we wished to discover, but we found it a diSi-
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culty for rnauy yeai's. As to bread and biUtcr, cbeosc,

beans, peas, or otlier dry seeds, tbey took but little

notice of tbera ; but wo found, at last, after trying many
dillereut tilings, that tbey dclif^btod in pig-nuts, and

tubers of the Jerusalem artichoke; and these wcbavo
foimd to be very successful baits : and the kind of trap

best adapted for the purpose is the little bird or mouse

gi"^-
. , .

The Dor or Sleep-mouse is a pretty creature, with its

beautiful clear soft red coat, and busiiy squirrel-like tail.

It is foud of many kinds of seeds, nuts, and small

stones of the hedge-fruits, shrubs, trees, &c. :
and we

have often found it take possession of au old chaffinch

or greenfinch or other small bird's nest, as a founda-

tion for making its own upon. This nest is formed in a

globe shape, securely roofed-in with dry leaves, &e., and

lined with shreds of the outer loose baric of the old part
j

of honeysuckle-stems, clematis, and other kinds of

'

plants that may afford a suitable material near their

establishment, which is generally chosen in the midst

of a locality likely to afford plenty of seeds for some
time. At tbis season of the year they may often be
found, and be easily secured, asleep in their ucsts. As
the season advances, tbey are often discovered in diy
bank^, coiled-up amongst a quantity of leaves ; the leaf-

rakers often discover thcin coiled-up in sheltered, dry,

warm situations. AVe have never observed tbis mouse
numerous enough to commit any very c.Kteusive depre-

dations farther than divesting the Clematis azurca, C.

Sieboldii, aud some kinds of shrubs, of every seed as

fast as it became ripe. Discovering their nest, and
taking them, is tlie general means of putting a stop to

such depredations.

The small red white-bellied mouse, so numerously
seen in corn-stacks, is but rarely seen about a garden or

its structures : nor the little squeaking unbappv-looking
Shrew-mouse either ; nor do 1 recollect either of these

varieties of mice ever committing any particular depre-

dation about a garden or its structures.

J.VMES B.\ENES.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

In remarldng upon the manners and customs of tlie

cottager, it must be borne in mind tiiat I live iu au agri-

cultural and a poor district, near a large and iiopulous
village, where the people are, generally speaking, very igno-

rant,—where work is often scarce, and wages low. At the

present time the general rate of wages for able-bodied men
is seven shillings per week; many liave only six. A man
with a wife aud seven or eight children paymg rent aud
supporting life upon seven shillings a week, presents to our
mmds a pictm-e of sad distress

; yet m the present state of

agiicultiual depression fanners -will not, or

OUR VILLAGERS.

Bi/ the Authoress of " My Flowers," iCc.

work—whicli consists of a piece of dry bread,—aud to wash

bis clothes for Smiday, which latter operation is often per-

formed in a slatternly and uncomfortable way. The mothers

are themselves so unskilful, tliat they cannot instruct their

daughters; and there is no other meaus of acquiiiug the

knowledge of maldns the few homely preparations that

would be such a comfort to I'amUics, both iu liealth aud

sickness.

I shall never forget the wretched coudition of a poor

labouring man, suflering from a distressing swelling on the

side of his liead, which eventually caused his deatli, hut in

He was a

he could

cannot, give

more; and I have heard hard things said of the poor under i
which state of increasing agony he fingered Ion;

these cu'cumstances, even by those who would think it a i rpiiet, patient creature—but lie liad such a wife

bitter trial to be reduced, individually, to subsist upon that
|

do nothing : her house was dirt aud eonfnsinn—her children
' ungovernable and idle—her bands incapable of doing any-

thing to comfort and relieve her husband—and her voice ! it

was enough to put any one's temper to the proof to heai- her

hopeless, unvarying tone. 'With such a wife, nothing could

be done at home to alle\"iate the sufi'erings of the unhappy

man—it was aU misery togetlier; and his renlo^nl to the

hospital was a happy event not only to himself, hut ti all

who felt interested in his welfare, and who could dii litlle

for his benefit, while uuder the care of such an ignorant aud

helpless woman.
If it were possible to combine the art of domestic manage-

ment in its simplest forms nitli the other instructions of

the weekly school, if any arr.angement could be made by

the rich and benevolent to fit the daughters of tlie soil for

their important position in the state, it would, indeed, be a

boon to the comitry ; and if every parish could prepare its

female population—at least, in this generation—to be clean,

active, useful mves and mothers, it would do more to secure

its own comfort, peace, and respectability, than if hundreds

were spent in gifts at Chi-istmas ; aud the blessing would be

transferred from mother to daughter, perhaps, for years and
years to come.

If a room could he connected with the school iu any way,

sum. Out of this scanty pittance a poor-rate has for some
time heen levied upon the cottager, and tlie collector has
suffered greatly in the painful duty he has been obliged to

perfomi : in some cases he has himself paid the rate to

spare the poor. Surely the landlorils of such lowly tene-

ments would gain in comfort more than they lose in money,
if they would themselves discharge tlio rates upon their

property, instead of taking it away from the hungry children
of the poor labourer.

Under these cUsadvautages it seems almost a hopeless
task to point out what should he done by the cottager to

increase the comfort of the little dwelUng ; it seems impos-
sible that anything can be done, except to eat the crust of
bread with a tliaukfiil heart, which, I rejoice to say, is the
case with almost all who have passed under my notice ; and
yet, whoever knows much of the interior of cottages—

I

mean among the poorer class—will be aware that there does
exist in tlicm great carelessness, iraprondcnce and waste.

It seems a harsh and severe thins to lay the lilame of
this upon the mfe,—to make her accountable for all tlie

]

want and cUsorder that afllicts the little household ; but she
j

has much to do with it, and many tilings might he far better
|

than they are, if she did her duty cleverly. In many cases
i

ignorance is the cause of much of this e^-il; there is a I where broth, aud gruel, and simple jnuldings might lie made
defect in the way in which the daugliters are brought up ' for tlie sicli aud poor, and if all who were in tlic liahit of

and sent into the world to be labourers wives, which many * supplying tliese comforts to tliose around them wouhl coii-

of them never overcome. They are taught, indeed, to read
j

sent to send the rnii< material to be manufactured under safe

and work at their noccUo—aud blessed and usefid is such I and skilful superintendence, .and if the girls were ohliged to

tearliir™! for the wny of life is opened to the eyes of the take it by turns to cook, to clean the vessels employed, and
child who can read her Bible—but nothing else is taught
them ; aud n girl wlien she marries, is often utterly ignorant
of the way to mnl:c tlio commonest pudding, the simplest
broth, a cup of griiol, or a loaf of In-ead. All she can do is

to cut her husband some "victiials" to take with him to his

keep the room or kitchen in proper order, tbey would be

learning lessons of great consequence to the well-beiu^ of

many; and also be in some measure prepared for their first

attempts in service. I venture to throw out tliis suggestion

witli extreme dilbdeuce, because it may ah'eady be ciuiied
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out ill many places upon a fur wiser and better scale ; but I
biive never happened to meet with or liear of anytbins of

tlie kind; and Iciidwing tlic ignorance of some pn]Hi(.)n ol' tbe

poorer classes, it bas occurred to me, tliat a plan of this land
in every parisli, under the eye of the clergyman's lady,

miglit effect great good. I believe it can only be attempted
ivitli the risliiff generation ; that which has arisen, is very
difficult to persuade, li^ven in tlie lowliest ranlc people do
not liUe to be taught, or interfered with in their cottages,

beyond a certain point ; and I tliinl; tliat bad effects have
sprung from an indiscreet way of treating the poor in then-

little homes. Although they are poor, they have wills and
ways of their own—each, in his British castle ; and even in

our endeavours to do them good, we must treat them with

respect and tenderness ; and I am sure that if we strictly

lUd as we would be done by, w"e sliould abstain from many
little ways, botli of speaking and acting towards them, that,

perliaps, cause many a pang, and many a bitter feeling in

their hearts.

"Women have so much influence, even in the lowest stations

of life, that if we improve their capabilities wisely, and
nccordincf in their sphere in life, we shall do much for the
benefit of the country at large.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR NOVEMBER.
"We should hope that by the time these remarks meet the

eye of the allotment cultivator, he has collected and secured
many of his most valuable roots. Those who have not done
so, may fairly count on indifferent keeping properties. As
the season declines, of course the probabihty of dry weather
declines also ; and we would, again and again, impress on the
minds of root cultivators tlie importance of both netting their

roots dry and keeping them dry afterwards. As for potatoes,

it is a very common practice in this part of the Idngdom to

suffer them to remain in the soil until nearly the middle of

November, but from what cause, except through dilatoriness,

we could never perceive. If, indeed—cultivating them, as

they do, in " bouts " or " lazy beds," as some term them

—

their object were to avoid fermentation in the pit or bog, and
that they soiled them over in the end of October six or eight
inches deep, there would appear some reason for the pro-
ceeding.

It is ^ery pleasing, in conning over the various newspaper
reports from various parts of the United Kingdom, to per-

ceive, that notwithstanding a vast amount of alarm occasioned
by cases of rapid decay here and there, yet, that on the
whole, the reports wear a far pleasanter aspect than they have
done at any similar period since the commencement of this

sad visitation. Of this fact we feel persuaded, and we are also

backed in the opinion by our market prices ; for here we can
purchase any quantity of really sound potatoes—sound as to

their keeping appearance—for twenty-one pence per bushel
of ninety pounds. Now, one farthing per pound is surely

not very alai-ming, and the potatoes are, in general, of splendid
quality—floiuy and fine-fiavoured. That the improvement
lias taken place mainly through increased care of the seed,

by an early and more particular clioice of it, and, above
all, by earlier planting, there can be no doubt. Let
us, therefore, again urgently advise those who have not
yet made a selection of seed for the ensuing year, to be in-

stantly revenged on their neglect, by accomplishing this

most necessary proceeding forthwith.

In selecting the classes of early and second early potatoes
from those classes characterised by their roundness, and of

which the Shaws and Champions of former days were the
types, too much care cannot be taken in choosing those
which possess a greater amount of roundness than the rest.

It is well-loiowii to those who have grown early and second
early potatoes for many years, and who have taken to a free

use of manure in tlieir production, that they are apt to
" breed out," as it is termed. The same may be said

of the Ash-leaved Ividney, and, indeed, of most kinds.

Now, this to novices may appear as being " too par-

ticular." The man, however, who will excel in any depart-

ment of gardening, must blot out that word from his

dictionary ; he may easily be too particular in mere whim,
but not easily so in his pursuance of real principles. Besides,

it will be found that many of the " sets " show a tendency

to produce deeper " eye-holes," as they are tomied ; this, to

say the least of it, becomes inconvenient, and in the paring of

potatoes leads to waste. Again, with tlio kidney kinds, an

examination will show that there is at all times a tendency

to " run back," in other words, to increase in roundness.

Our practice is to plant entu-ely what are termed in tliis

part "sets," that is, those rejected as being too small for

eating purposes. These are, however, larger tlian the
" chats " of the Londoners, being, in fact, as lai'ge as a good

sized walnut ^^ ith the green or outer shell on. These, we are

persuaded, bring, in the main, the finest and most e\en crops

of potatoes. Cut sets from large specimens possess very

gross buds ; these develop under favourable circumstances a

very coarse shoot, and the coarse shoot is as sm'6 to produce

very strong tuber strings—if we may use such a term ; need

it lie added, that there is sure to be one or two overgrown

potatoes at the end, which fatten betimes at the expense

of a later progeny.
In selecting seed, too, prefer tiiose with a rough or rus-

setty appearance to thin-skinned sleek-looking sorts ; the

former have been earlier fomied, and are more matm'e, tlie

latter are, many of them, produced as the last act of growth

in the potatoes. As to situation for preserving seed pota-

toes, we agam repeat, (jet them dry, and keep them dry ; and

rather keep them too warm than suffer them to freeze. AVe

have, at this time, about half-a-dozen bushels of tlie best

early kinds, which were taken up a little before they were

ripe and spread about three deep on a dry boarded floor

upstairs. Here they lay for a month, when they were

gently turned, and at this time they are the finest sample

we ever possessed. Instead of having shrunlc, they cut as

firm as a sound carrot or swede turnip ; and their little buds,

in half embryo, are peeping already in healthful clusters in

every cranny. In another fortnight, we shall make a bed of

dry soft hay close to the wall, pile them on it a couple of

feet deep, and cover over thicldy with hay, thrusting it also

between them and the wall. Thus they will he until Fe-

bruary, and wdien uncovered they will have little stiff buds,

scai-cely a quarter of an inch in length ; and we shall then

place them singly and protect them until planting time.

The cottager's roots, then, being duly secured, the very

next thing we would have him turn his attention to is the

manure-heap. AU the earlier made manure, collected since

last April, should he separated and thrown together in a

conical heap, and a coating of soil of any kind applied

nearly a foot thick. This sliould be beaten smooth to throw

off rain ; and the heap will be found of great value in

iMarch and April for the crops in general. This done, the

ctnestion is, what to do with the remainder, which will be of

a coarser character ?

It so happens, that at this period there is, perhaps, more
coarse haulm, weeds, itc, attainable than at any other pe-

riod. Such, then, wo would coUect forthwith, and blend

them with the rough manure, in order to bring on a slight

fermentation. The fermentation wUl be of immense use

in breaking down the texture of tough materials, for this

heap will be wanted jirobably before the other. As soon,

however, as the heat gets beyond that of new milk it sliould

be soiled over, and all its virtues shut in. Thus it will lay

and stow, if I may be permitted that term ; and if it can be

kept warm for a month, it wiU be a lino pulpy mass of ex-

cellent material. As to refuse, why there is all the potato

haulm, and the whole of the weeds of the garden, whicli

should liave a rough dressing immediately, botJi for the sake

of culture and also for decency's sake, and herein lie three

legitimate objects all one way. The common, or other wUds,

where accessible, may furnish fern or other coarse herbage.

Lane sides, avoiding all trespass, may be trimmed in a

manner to benefit the public, and, indeed, every coarse

material of the vegetable character should be scraped toge-

ther,—even sawdust and tan if attainable. Thus may a

heap of manure bo collected, which, when broken into,

will astonish the cottager himself.

Another important point at this period is, to see that all

water-courses are scoured out; for the trenching we shall

recommend will only produce half its ett'ect if stagnant

moisture be permitted to haunt the allotment. Where tlie

cultivated ground is situated in low flats, the ditches are too

apt to possess only a very trifling fall ; and where such is the

case, a clear scouring should be given annually, for the
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faulty char.icter of the incline is enough, wilhout siifl'enng

accumulations of mud and coarse lierhage to impede the

passage of the dull water-course. Of course, the active

allotment holder will consider at this period whetlier any
more drainage is necessary ; and if so, instantly make up
his mind resolutely to cany it out Ijy ))ouk or hy crook. If

ever he drained a piece before, or had to dig a formerly

stagnant plot, botli before and after draining, it will surely

put him in heart as to the character of the lahotrr involved,
' to say nothing of the superior produce.

! And now we have to suggest another little matter, which,

indeed, may be settled in half an hour, and that is, that the

cottager forthwith decide in his mind how he will have liis

ground cropped in the ensuing year. He can do this over

his iire-side ; and a Uttle distnission with his family will

serve to expand their ideas witli regard to the handling of

allotments. AVe consider this ahsolutchj necessary, inasmuch
as the character of the digging or trenching, as well as the

amount of manure, depends on the settlement of this ques-

tion.

These tilings done, let all spare time he employed in

digging or trenching every spare plot, throraig all in ridges,

in order to receive the benefits of a winter frost. As to

trencliing, we advise, that every portion of the garden be
trenched at least once in every three years, for we do not

suppose that the allotment holder can deeply trencli every

portion each season. Let the trenching always be for the

tap-rooted crops, as carrots, parsnips, long red mangold, &c.,

or for onions, cabbages, itc.

If the plot be sotu-, let him wheel all his cinder-ashes on
it, or old lime rubbish, sand, or very loose sandy soil ; this

should be put on the ground frst, and spread, and then the

maiim'e. Do not pare the dung, as too many do, into

the bottom of the trench, only as burrows for the earth-

womi, but dig it in with the soil with a deep spit, merely
casing this o\er "with the under portion. Manure sinks but
too fast in many soils ; for carrot culture, however, it may
be kept deeper.

After such plans are cai'ried out, the days will have become
very short, and if the cottager can get a day by chance, he
should spend it in examining his fences or boundaries, and
make prorision against trespass. In " trimming " or re-

pairing hedges, it is a tolerably sm-e sign of a want of suffi-

cient energy or interest in land to see a cottager year after

year content to patch his blanks with dead materials. It is

astonisliing wiiat annual labour is thus thrown away by
many dilatory farmers, without taking a little pains to procure
a live fence. To the allotment man or cottager then, who
has a lioundary of this character, we say, whenever you meet
with a decided blank, never allow it to pass during the planting
season, but instantly plant fresh thorns, taking care to well
break up the bottom, and to introduce a little fresh soil, paring
all the weeds, etc., into the bottom of the hole. Tliis done,
a little " trimmuig " or plashing, well j)erfonned, will pro\ ide
a dead fence tmtil the new plants are established.

Those cottagers who keep a cow, will do well to plant
abitndance of cabbages for stall feeding ; and this is a good
period, if omitted preriously, to plant a good breadth. Miss
Martiueau confirms this practice, as will be seen at page
3;!4, Vol. iv., wliere, in her useful paper, she has shown
forth some \eiy good practices in cottage economics. Mr.
Sillet, too, at page 17, of our present volitme, has no less than
seven thousand cabbages as an item of ju'oduce sold from a
small jiortion of only two statute acres; the profit on which
altogether he represents as no less than £!)! Is. lOd. AA'hat
say our large farmers to this, who sny they cannot live in
these pressing times on some two or three hundred acres of
land ? To be sure, there has been a great depreciation in
the value of farming stock and produce since Mr. SiUet's
estimate was formed ; still it sufficiently attests what has
been often asserted by good judges'—that with the highest
possible amount of culture there can lie little doubt, that
Knglaiid's average might in effect lie doubled.

It would appear, therefore, that at no vei7 distant day the
spade must in a very considerable degree supersede the
plough, and that a great breadth of present pastm-ago must
give way to an extensive cultivation of green and root crops.
What is above all, we ilo hope to see the day, when no
labourer's cottage may be permitted without three-quarters
of a statute acre of land attached to it. K. E.

THE APUEIAN'S C.A.LENDAE.—Xovkmeer.
i?// ./. H. Payne, Enq., Author of " The JpUtriau's Gaide."

I hope that by this time many of the readers of The
Cottage G.uidener may have adopted the jilan of miiting

bees as directed some short time ago in its pages by a
" Country Curate," and that they will communicate the result

of these attempts through the same channel. Jly own bees
baring neither swarmed nor worked a glass of honey, are

all tolerably strong, which rendered it unnecessary for me
to try the experiment, but which makes me the more
desirous to learn how it has generally succeeded with those

who hiive. I also wish that some persons would try the

experiment of wintering a few of their stock in a northern
aspect ; and by carefully weighing to ascertain if they really

consumed less honey, and are in April in as good health as

those allowed to remain in their southern quarters diuing
the winter months. November is a good time to remove
them.
A person writing to me a day or two ago says, " How could

I best keep the sun oft' my bees in winter, as recommended
by a wTiter in the last number of The Cottage GjUidexer?"
I reply in tlie words of the same wiiter :

" See Jlr. Taylor's

Bee-keepers' Manual, 4th edition, page 147, wiiere he says

in the case of common hives, as a means of preventing the

access of the sun's rays, I have always seen the advantage
of fixing liefore each a wooden screen large enough to cover

the wiiole front placed one or two feet in advance—acting,

in fact, as a north front. This does not interfere with the

coming forth of the bees at a proper temperature, and it

supersedes any necessity for shutting them up." It is a

board eighteen inches square fixed upon a pole, and if made
to slide upon it similar to a fire screen, all the better. It

may, I have no doubt, be found a very usefid thing in an
apia^^^

In giring " a table of the estimated weight which should
be allowed for the comb and bees in hives of the first year,

and wiien two, three, four, and five years old," as I have lieen

requested to do at page 408, vol. 4, of The Cottage Gau-
DENEK, there is some difficulty. That the combs in a hive do
increase in weight every year they are allowed to stand, is a

fact that no person at all acquainted with bee management
will attempt to deny, but the exact yearly increase it is diffi-

cult to ascertain. However, in giving an estimate, it will be
better to err on the safe side. I would say, therefore, for a

hive c\{ seven years standing, dming the autumn and winter

months, allow for combs, bees, and stored pollen, seven

pounds ; for one of sir years, six pounds and a half; for //re

years, five pounds and a half; for four years, fom' pounds
and a half; for three .t/cnrj, three pounds and a half; for /wo
years, three poimds ; and for one year, two jiounds.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DOVE-COT TIGEOXS.

FIFTH RACE.

(Continued from vol. iv., payc 202.)

The Pointers : Cohimba yulturosa.—The throat or crop of

these singular birds is enormously swollen hy their power of

drawing in and retaining a large quantity of air. Those of

a pure origin are uniform in their colour, tlie great quill

feathers of the wing being wiiite, and the female is always
like the male.

All pigeons have the faculty of swelling their crops, but
to a much less degree than the Pouters. We are not aware
of what use this extraordinary power can be to them, but we
do know that it is frequently attended by disaster to them.
Their swollen crop obliges them to draw their head back,

and to remain almost in such a pei-pendiculav position that

they can no longer see before them, and the bird of prey
takes advantage of the moment when they thus bridle up
to fall upon them and make them its rictinis. 'This swelling

also renders their Might heavy and difficult, and deprives
them of the possibility of rising high, or of going any great
distance in search of food; and when these pigeons fight,

and begin to moult, their rough and reddish throat presents
a disgusting aspect. Another inconvenience, again, common
to all pigeons that swell their throat is, that, being obliged
to keep themselves in an upright position as if they wero
endeavouring not to fall forwards, they are, when in this
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sitiiiition, quite unalile to resist otlier jjigeons wliicli attac;l<

tlieiii, iiiul can with one stroke of tlie l)iU iiillii:t a mortal

wound on tUeir swelled throat. It' a yust of wind overtakes

them it turns them over with violence, and frequently carries

them some distance. But still these disadvantages are

nothing compared to anotlier, frequently brought on by this

proiligious distention of the throat, the result ol' wliicli is

usually fatal. Tlie Pouters are not very jiroductive, and
have great diHiculty in feeding their young: the reiterated

efforts which they are obliged to make, to bring back into

their lieak the grain they have swallowed, occasions a disease

which generally terminates in death in the course of a few

days. The muscles of the crop, already weakened by too

great a distention, entirely lose their energy after a spasm
of disgorgement, and they remain in a paralyzed and weak-

ened state ; the first digestion no longer takes place, the

corn accumulates and remains unacted upon in the crop,

wliich it draws domi by its weight. The fatigued animal

can no longer support it, but leans forward and drags its

tln-oat on the earth ; it is deprived of the power of flying,

and sorrowfully creeps into the dar-kest corner of tlie dove-

cot ; tlie grain which can no longer pass into the stomach

becomes putrescent ; the membrane of the crop is inflamed

;

ulcerations appear, and death quickly follows, if a prompt
remedy is not resorted to. There is one mode of curing

tills disease, which Ave will now give, having practised it our-

selves with perfect success. A kind of bag must be pro-

cured the length of the sick pigeon, and sufiiciently narrow

to press every part of the body, but still not to hurt it in

any way. The material it is made with ought to be as elastic

as possible, that is to say knit. A thread stocking may be

advantageously employed if we -nill not trouble ourselves to

make a bag on purpose. The pigeon is slipped into it,

taking the precaution of securing its feet by extending them
the length of its tail, to prevent its maldng painful and dan-

gerous efl'orts to release itself; the head and a small part

of the neck is allowed to protrude through the upper open-

ing. Thus swaddled, the bag is hung against a wall or ver-

tical plank, by means of a string fastened round tlie pigeon,

and the breast is placed against the surface of the wall or

plank ; it is left in this attitude for several days ; and when
the grain it has taken is well digested, some more is given

it, but in small quantities, and at intervals it is then allowed

to drink, without leaving its bag. The disease being now
removed, it is set at liberty iu a place by itself, and its food

rationed out to it, so as to give it time to re-establish itself

perfectly. The muscles of the crop gradually recover their

vigour, and the bird is restored to health. However, when
this accident has once occurred, it is frequently known to

be reproduced by every brood. Sometimes the crop bursts,

and the food diffusing itself occasions the most seiious con-

sequences. In this case, I have seen my colleague, M.
Corbie, open the throat with a very shai-p incision knife,

take out all the food that had entered it, sew up the opening

with a piece of sUk, and then follow the treatment we have

just described for the first case.

In consequence of all these reasons, these birds have been

rather neglected, in spite of their beauty. According to

Buftbn, also, some varieties of them have been lost, at least

in Paris.

2'2. Common Pouter Pigeon ; Columba gnttiirosa subntbl-

cundu.—The males are generally streaked with small black

tongues at the extremity of the plumage ; the females are

never thus streaked. The eye with a yellow iris, or cock's

eye ; the feet a little shod
;
plumage reddish brown. As

these birds' all produce abundantly, and nearly equally, we
shall not repeat it in the other varieties.

2.3. The Ceoppee: Columba guttiirosa stnimosa.—It differs

from the preceding in the plumage, the extremity of which

is the colour of the chamois or wild goat. It is never

streaked, and it is much less esteemed. The eye is black

like the following ; feet rather shod ; the females are never

streaked.

24. 'Whitish Poutee : Columba gutturosa caudiila.—Its

name indicates what it is. It has the swelling mucli less

detached than the foUowmg, with which it must not be con-

founded.
20. 'White Pouter: Columba guUurosa alba.—The swell-

ing of the throat aj)pears much detached like a globe. The
wings long, crossing over the tail ; the feet a little shod.

26. Spotted-oeey Pouter : Columba. (/ullurosa lumira

varieyula.—Its colour would be uniform, if it was not for

some black tongue-shaped marks scattered irregularly over

the cloak or covering of tlie wings.

27. Grey Pouter : Columba (/utturosa ciiierea blanda.—Its

colour is delicate and uniform all over the body.

28. EusTY-GEEY Pouter ; Columba ijullurosa cincrea-femi-

giuosa.—It is marked with riliand like bars.

20. Grey-dotted Poutee : Cohnnha guUurosa ciucrca-

puuctatu.—Silvery, and spotted witli bladi.

30. Maiikoon Pouter : Columba yutlurosa balankolor.—
A broad white mark on the necl;; plumage of a brown chest-

nut colour, with the quill feathers of the wing all ivhite.

31. Bibbed Black Pouter: Columba guUurosa nigra.—

Of a beautiful velvety black, with the ten large quill feathers

of the whig quite white ; white bib under the neck ; naked
feet; that is, without feathers.

32. Bibbed Slate -coeouked Pouter: Columba guUurosa

ardosia colorem reforans et fasciata.—Wings and bib white
;

female like the male, as in all the pouters with white vrings

;

feet shod.

33. Eed Poutee: Columba guUurosa ruiescens.
—

'\Vings

and bib white ; feathers reddish.

34. Olive Pouter : Columba guUurosa olcagina.—Plumage
of an olive-colom-ed brown. I have never seen this species

described by Buftbn ; doubtless it no longer exists.

30. DiUiK-GREY Pouter : Columba guUurosa cinerea-caligi-

nosa.
—

'Wings and bib white
;
plumage of a sombre grey.

36. Blue Pouter : Columba guUurosa aerulea.—'SVmgs

and bib white
;
plumage bluish, with black streaks. This

pretty variety is very generally spread through Picardy,

where it is highly valued.

37. Large English Poutee : Columba guUurosa maxima.

—This superb variety, which at the present time only exists

in England, very frequently attains the size of a Eoman
pigeon ; it is very productive.

38. Dantzic Pouter : Columba guUurosa gedana.—This is

not so large as the preceding ; its plumage is of a uniform

pale red, with the wings streaked with white ; naked feet

;

yellow iris.

30. Hahnessed Pouter : Columba guUurosa strata.—This

variety and the following are much smaller than the preced-

ing, neither have they the faculty of swelling their throat so

much. They differ from them again in the feet, which are

not always so much shod. It has a plumage varied in an

inverse manner with the swallow; that is, what is white in

one is coloured in the other. There is, however, this differ-

ence, that the spot, coloured in the swallow and white in

this pouter, extends in this last a little below the beak, in

the form of a half bil) or band. Its neck and throat are of

a deep slate-coloured grey, the back light blue, the wings

and the shoulders white, as well as the head ; the tail is

blue, tipped with a black bar.

40. Yellow-HARNESSED Pouter : Columba guUurosa strata-
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Intca.—Eftsemblins tlie preceding in form, size, ami an-ange-

ment of colours, but of ii uniform jeUow on iill parts which

we coloured.
To be continued.

ON BEES AND THEIE JIANAGEJIEXT IN

j

FOKMER TIMES.

Although I am convinced that the management of bees

I

has really less influence on the success attending them than

I tlie management or assistance we render to other things has

on then final issue, vet as tlie matter has assimied an impor-

I tant feature in your pages. I beg to lay before you the treat-

I

juent a very aged accpiaintance of mine liad been in the

I

habit of giving them many years ago ; and probably some

I of your apiarian friends may learn that some of their inge-

nio'us contrivances were, with tiiiiing exceptions, known in

an outlandish country rillage nearly a centurv- ago, ns the

person above alluded to, long smce departed, had followed

the same course of treatment for something upwards of liO

years. I have seen other plans, reflecting great credit on their

inventors for the mechanical contrivances adopted, yet it must
, be allowed, tliat very little honey is made in these novel
' structures ; and the poor cottager's unassuming old sti'aw

hive, sheltered by a piece of turf or an old broken dish in-

verted on its top, usually produces more honey than the rich

man's beautifully constructed apparatus fitted up with glass

additional sitting rooms for the bees to retire into, and other

seeming attractions, and the whole esconsed in a house erected

on inu'pose, proof against mice and other intruders, and
sim'omided by Flora's richest treasures

;
yet with all these

seeming advantages it affords no small gratification for the

poor cottager to hear' that one of his own straw hives contains

more honey than the whole colony inhabiting such gay

quarters.

My venerable friend lived and died at the same place, in

one of our northern comities,—a situation of unpretending

character; but at the distance of two or three miles are ex-

tensive tracts of moor or heath, which formed the chief pasture

for his numerous flock, and afforded the principal feature of

his plan.

Notwitlistanding that he had a great regard for the old

straw hive, he did not use it much ; it did not atJbrd the

same facilities as the wooden boxes for obtaining honey
without destroj'ing the bees. His boxes were made of the

best seasoned deal, as tliey had to endure the scorching

effects of bright sunshine. They were uniform in size, and
I think like a cube of I'i or 14 inches, inside measurement;
that may appear large, but his object was to have them so—

a

small or confined swarm he used to say was useless ; at the

back of these square boxes a small piece of glass was let in,

more to indulge visitors with a peep into the interior than
with any other pm'pose in ^iew, as it was always covered up.

On the top, were some holes corked-up ; the aperture for en-

trance was sm.all, but the landing board or stand on which it

rested was somewhat spacious. This may suffice to describe

the first floor or story of the busy hive's abode. Now, spacious

as the above may seem, lie did not think it sutiicient at all

times, and consequently had boxes similar to the above in

size, but only half the depth, placed on the top of the first,

the corks or plugs (five in number) being taken out, and very

often a third box or even a fourth of the same size added,

all ingress and egress being still confined to the small place

at the bottom of all, and all interstices between the boxes
where they might not fit close made as air tight as possible.

Ail', he said, was not so much required as heat to cari-y on
operations inside; and he used to aftirm, that it was the
absence of heat, which a small body of bees could not pos-

sibly be possessed of so much as a large quantity, that caused
their failure, rather than any want of individual energy on
their parts. lUit having now described the abode, let us now
turn to their treatment, A'c.

Yv'e shall presume that a swarm made its appearance early

in the season, and I may here reniaii;, that the first swarm
does not always give such tokens of their intention beforehand
as after swarms do, so we shall say it did come off and
alighted on the branch of a tree where it was accessible; well,

then, as soon as tlie busy throng had clustered themselves in

the usual egg-shaped lump, and the quantity could be guessed

at, and it appeared small, it was doomed to be returned back
to the hive again. So tlie swarm was shaken into an empty
straw hive which was hghter to handle than the boxes, and
the hive placed over a sheet in a sunny place, the bees gene-
rally clustered into it in a few minutes, and when partially set-

tled they were taken carefully up and tlie sheet spread level on
the ground, and the swai-m again shaken out of the hive into

the middle of the sheet, and a sem'ch commenced for the

queen bee, amongst the haK-crawling, half-firing, yet good-

natured insects ; and I never knew an instance of tlie queen
not being caught in that way and secured. The remainder of

the bees were allowed to settle themselves in the hive again,

—

which they will do,—and they were finally cmiied to the

hive from whence they came, and a temporary boai'd of &

good size placed level with the lauding place or entrance;

they were then emptied out, and readily found their way
back to their jjatemal home. I guess this will appeal' ex-

traorilinary to oiu- town friends, accustomed to look at bees
with somi> alarm, oven when a square of sheet glass sepai'ates

them : but I assure them it is not more singulai' than true.

Bees in swai'ming seldom sting, and even when tliey do it is

seldom attended with the pain that follows the sting of an
older insect. This may be easily accoimted for, by the almost

helpless state they present when first issuing from their abode
—a seeming rush is made to the entrance, and generally tliey

are pushed over the edge of the lamhug board and fall to the

ground, only a few taking the wing on then' descent ; and so

very docile are they usually at this time tliat I have seen one
capriciously cluster on the top of a high beech tree, and I

have, accompanied by another xiersou, scrambled up after

them, cut oft' the branch (which fortunately was a small one)
and conveyed our Uving burden safe to the bottom, handing
it from one to another as we descended. It is easy to

guess that a rupture between parties at an elevation of some
thirty or forty feet would have been highly in favom' of our as-

sailants—had they proved so ; but tranquihfy was maintained,
and the swai'ni housed mthout accident. I do not aflirm

that stings ai'e imcommon on such occasions, on the contrai'j',

swelled faces, one or both eyes (the neighbourhood of which
is a very attractive jilace for their vengeance) neai'ly swelled

up, and the hands similarly disabled, ai'e the occasional mis-
fortunes of those attending bees ; and more especially those
of one unaccustoined to them, who, alarmed at then buzzing
about his face, etc., attempts to scai'e them away by sti'ikmg

at them with his hands. This is the worst thing that can be
done, as their peaceful intentions being so rudely attacked,

they are almost sm-e to retiu'u to the charge vritli a vengeance.

Nevertheless they sometimes sting even without provocation

;

in crawUng up the hands tlieir fm-tlier progress is arrested by
the sliu-t v\iistband, or sleeve, under wiiich they may have
partially entered, and finding then' onward movement arrested,

and probably a slight movement of the hand may impede
their retreat, a sting is not unusual at such times; the usual

remedy at that period was a very simple one, but had to be

applied immediately; it was only a little dirt wetted and
applied to the spot, and held there a minute or two ; it

generally allayed the pain and prevented swelling.

It is surprising what a degree of hai'dihood and com'age
extensive practice only can coiiiinand ; and where two or three

ai'e concerned, it sometimes assmiies an almost fool-hai'dy

piece of competition which can accomplish the most daring

exploit, even when a more prudent course would have been
attended mth equal benefit. However, a certain degi'ee of

courage is absolutely necessai'y when, as 1 have before said,

the queen bee has to be sought for amongst the buzzing
throng in the sheet. She is known by being Im-ger than the
other bees, and I beUeve she has one more streak across the
body ; but of this my memory may be faulty ; size is the

usual characteristic, and the wings, wiiich, however, she
does not use so much as her subjects, are much shorter in

proportion to her bull;. But, under favourable circumstances,
so docile are bees in such cases, that I have absolutely seen
a swarra emptied at the end of a sheet, and the empty liivo,

with the i'ront propped up a little, placed at the other, and
have seen the bees driven into it by gently rubbing over
them a small bough ; of com'se, a considerable number of
them took wing, but a great many crawled in the direction

intended, and it is needless to say the scene alforded a good
deal of amusement to us youngsters, besides giving us a
more favourable chance to iiud tlie queen and make other
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remoi'ks ; and I do not remember an instance of my vene-

rable friend allowing a swarm to be added to bis stoclc ivitb-

out liis having made the acquaintance of her majesty ; and
when, as I have before said, her subjects were not numerous
enough, or even herself defective in personal agility, or, in

plain words, poor looking, she was, like royalty of yore,

doomed either to death or captivity; in fact, the former
always followed the latter, for although we often succeeded
in keepuig lier alive for a few days, she eventually died. Her
subjects, consequently, were returned home again, and their

numbers considerably increased by recruits by the time
anotlier queen was being prepared to lead them forth to

honourable industry, which was usually about ten days. We
shall presume this swarm was up to the mark. It was
accordingly placed in its jn'oper box at once, and allowed to

stand the afternoon near where the swarm alighted, and
when all was quiet at night it was removed to its final place

;

or, if it was not early in the season, it was bundled oit'that

night or very early the next morning to the station on the

heath or moors, although at that time there might be lite-

rally nothing there almost for it to live upon, as the honey-
maldug heatli {Calluna vidiiiiris) is seldom in bloom before

the tenth of Aiignst in tlie northern counties, while the

purple bottle-shaped heath {lirlca diierea), which flowers

all the season, is of very little use to the bee, the interior

being inaccessible ; but when fine bright weather follows

the blooming of the pink flowered heath above alluded to,

it is surprising how quickly the bees fill their cells. But,

as I said, the moor presented only poor pastm'age for the

bees early in the summer, and tliey would have been better

in the garden at liome ; but tlien, as it was invariably oiu'

custom to remove thera all to this heath station about bloom-
iiig time, this young swarm miglit not, perhaps, ha\e filled

its box with comb, and as they, conti'ary to other artificers,

always begin at the top, the rough usage of a moorland
jom'uey might easily break the wliole down. But when the

swariu is sutliciently early in the season to ensure then filling

it witli comb before the time of removal, they were allowed to

luxuriate in a garden and enjoy the usual pasturage which
meadows, hedge-side flowers, fields of clover, and other

things in their immediate neighbom'hood afforded.

The second and all after swarms gave more warning, and
often sent forth some two or three queens; the number my
worthy friend could always foi-etell by listening attentively at

the back of the hive in the evening, the pecuUar sounds of

the queens differing very much from the usual hum of the

rest of the hive, as well as from each other ; it would be vain

my attempting to explain such music, although at the time I

was well versed in it ; and, if no untoward weather retarded
them, could reckon pretty sure the night before they came
off; and have been placed beside the hive, and caught as

many as three queens as they issued forth ; and, perhaps,
one might still escape for the bees to cluster to ; but when
more than one queen existed, it was our practice to destroy

all but the sti-ongest one. That the bees do that themselves
I have no doubt ; at least, that is the received opinion. I

may here remark that all late or small swarms were at once
retm-aed to the hive again, minus the royal family; they
would easily go back even Avith her, but would most likely

come off again next day ; but, by abstracting these necessary
personages, the delay of procuring another enables other

younger bees to jom their ranks ; so that the next migration
is more pov.'erful and lilcely to succeed ; while the very late

swai'ms only weakening the parent hive, and with only a poor
chance of surviving themselves, had at once better be sent

back to their homes.

Having detailed the swarming process, and presuming the
old stocks to be crowded fall, the next thing was to give them
increased accommodation. For that purpose the corks stop-

ping the holes at the top of the box were drawn out, and
another box placed on the top ; this second one being, as I
said before, only half the depth of the bottom one, but in

every other way exactly like it ; and when this was filled,

another similar box to the last was placed on the top of that,

but ia all cases ingress and egress was still confined to the
bottom. It was these half boxes tliat were made available for

honey, as when they seemed full, they were removed, but
only one at a time, and an empty one put in its place ; and
whether the one taken away was at the top or the middle,
the empty one was always placed in the middle, so that the

occupants of the upper stoiy had to pass through the empty
room on their way to their own quarters, lilven wlien the
third one was first placed tliere it was put in the middle, to

enable those boxes to part freely from tlie one below tliem
;

the bottom was laliced over witli strips of wood to take out

when the honey was to be removed ; this kept tlie comb
from adhering to the top of tlie box below it. Care was
taken that those slips did not cover the holes of ingress and
egress, and likewise that they did not prevent the close fit-

ting at the edges, so essential in all matters. I may here
observe, that the taking away of those fiUed-up boxes was
done in the middle of the day, and could only be performed
by the jjarties being well secured against the vengeance of

the plundered bees. This was a job differing widely from
handhng swarming bees ; every individual here was an as-

sailant—and a formidable one too—if they were not carefully

guai-ded against. A large muslin bag was thrown over the

hat and tied securely about the neck, taking care that it did

not touch the face anywhere, otherwise it was not proof
against their stinging through it

;
good gloves, and all places

of entry about the breast, wrists, and legs, guarded against,

we went to work, one person marching off with tlie plundered
box as fast as he could, leaving the other to place the empty
one and put all right. By carrying it some distance, many
of the bees left it; others bent on revenge, or in despau-, still

clinging to their former jiroperty, were occasionally dislodged
by coming in contact with smol;e, which, perhaps, some third

party might have conti'ived at the right time; at all events,

they were to be removed some way ; tickling them out mtli
a twig was often tried, and all schemes except killing, which
we were loth to do. By this plan, too, there was less 1 ear of

that still more cruel death, starvation, which driving so often

accomplishes. Here there was only a piortion of their store

taken away, and if we may judge by the quickness with which
the worlcs of the new abode were carried on, we may come
to the conclusion that the whole fraternity assisted in its

fonnation, and not the losing individual bees only ; at all

events, in about a week, if the weather kept fine, the place

was completely filled again with comb, and in a few more
days with honey ; then i^robably the toj) one was taken away,
and the last placed on elevated to the top, the empty one
being always in the middle. I do not remember of an in-

stance in wliich bees were sacrificed, except it were such as

appeared unable to survive the \vinter even with feeding

;

these were destroyed in the usual way.

As soon as the first blooms of the honey heath, as it is

familiarly called, made its appearance, the whole stock was
cari'ied to these worldng quarters ; the boxes were furnished
with necessary fastenings to hold them together, and a rude
frame, fitting to the back of a horse or donkey, and so

contrived as to allow the boxes to stand upright—one being
placed on each side, and one, a small one, on the top or

middle ; of com'se the hole stopped up to prevent their

escape. All wheel-carriages were out of the question here,

as every one will know who has ti'aversed any extent of

waste. Soon after midnight was our usual hour of de-

partm'e, and I dare say the appearance of the whole might
form a not uninteresting subject for the pen of poetic genius;

but our purpose was to get them safely there, and we gene-

rally succeeded without any mishap. A rough stone enclo-

sirre on high ground, and used in winter for the shepherds
to drive their flocks into in stormy weather, was our summer
apiary ; the tops being guarded against wet by a large tm'f,

which, taken from these moorland places, throws oft' more
rain than would be supposed. But all our care and trouble

was unavailing if bad weather followed; wet, dull, and cold

seems to paralyze the powers of the bee, while bright hot

sunshine, increasing their industry, their cells were speecUIy

filled \rith honey. Generally they were placed there with

one empty box each to fill, and if the weather held fine,

another empty one was added, taking a full one away ; but

towards the end of the season they were more leniently

dealt mth, as it was an important part of the plan to have
them as strong as possible for the \rinter. But it is sm--

prising how quick they make honey on the heath when fine

weather occurs at the time it is in blossom, which is not

more than a month ; but after tliat, they continue to mal<e

honey from the fiowers found in the boggy places of those

wastes. The Blue Scabious is very abundant, and some-
times so conspicuous as to form an immense flower-bed ; it
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is also prolific in honey, but differs materially from the

heath in that respect, the honey made from it and other

hogilowers partakinpr more of the character of garden-made
honey, while the purely heath-made has a tiavoui' pecidiarly

its own, and is more highly prized at the table of tlie rich

tlian the other sort. Oiu' town friends may. therefore, be

told that pm'e honey is not always alike, and though Mr.

Pillbox may doctor his cUherent from Jlr. tiaUipot, yet the

standard of excellence in the pure article would be as diffi-

cult to decide as in many otlier instances where taste is the

critic. There is a sort of charm attached to the name heath

which, I dare say, assists in giving the honey so made the

preference, and the supposed idea of its pm-ity, over the more
domesticated lioney of home growth ; yet Mr. Quacksalver

can easUy give the latter the delicate pink hue of the former,

and increase its quantity amazingly by foreign materials

j

imknown to the simple yet industrious workers of pm-e
honey.

The enthusiast for ingenious contrivances will see little

in the above to admire, and if liis taste be pm'ely a me-
chanical one, he will feel oft'ended at the absence of all

intricacy; but the question is, do bees relish such toy-

looking things, and liow have these contrivances stood
the test of tri.al :' Alas ! many a one can lament their

misfortune of buying an expensive apparatus wliich pro-

mised to furnish tlieir tables with glass jars of honey in

abundance, and \ritli aU the paraphernalia of cases for indi

vidual colonies, and places to examine them, etc. But what
is the result on an unfavom'able season ? Tliey barely keep
themselves, and require feeding in the following winter ; and
on fine seasons the honey made and brought to table is

much less than the poor cottagers' homely-made straw hives

produce. Such a state of tilings plainly assure us that
honey, like other hardy fruit, is more under the influence

of tlie seasons than assisted by any of our help ; so that
under the very best of management, there is only a season
in fi\e or six that is really prohfic in honey. The most
abundant year that I lemernber was IS-jC, and, consequently,
it set everybody keeping bees ; but bad seasons following,

reduced the number to those only who, looking more to tlie

pleasure of attending them than to intrinsic matters, kept
up a stock. And as I write the opinions of one who had
kept bees on a very extensive scale -for some CO years, I
thinl; there are few but irill allow such experience deserves
more attention than the invention of yesterday, or, perhaps,
of last year ;—certainly I have not had much experience
myself the last twenty years or more. The plan detailed
above alludes to the practice prior to that time ; but then
has success ever exceeded what I have recorded, and wiien
it is known that as much as 140 pounds of honey have been
produced in one of tliese boxes mtli its two auxiliaries, and
that about tlie beginning of the present centuiy, may I ask
where has that been exceeded ? But turning to the question
in a more serious way, I guess some one will pop the ques-
tion, " "What profit is there in the long run ? " That awkwai'd
question, evaded by many a speculator, was often asked of
my venerable friend, and, with an ominous shake of the
head, lie used to say, " that he had never kept regidar
accounts, but feared that if everj-thing was fauiy accounted
for, that he had made very little money by bees during a
long life-time, notwithstanding that on one particular season
he cleared upwards of £100 by his lioney, and had an exten-
sive stock left ; but the ensuing season pro\ing adverse, he
had to feed very extensively the following mnter, and the
spring found him minus one-half his valuable stock he so
much prized eighteen months before, although it had cost
him £2S for sugar and other feeding materials, as, it must
be remembered, lie did not stint his favourites in their food.

But such casuahties are common in bee keeping affairs ; a
favourable season producing abundance of honey sets every-
body on keeping them, and writing about them too, vainly
imagining tliat it was by their measures that the honey was
made. It may be unkind to contradict such good-natured
notions, but tho fallacy is generally detected the following
season.

Now, I do not wish to deter others from keeping bees by
the aliove recital, T merely wish to restrain tliose novelty
hunters in their enthusiastic course, and point out what has
already been done. That bees by their industrious habits,

itc., form a very interesting portion of animated nature, and

ai'e fit inhabitants of a garden, I certainly admit, and highly
approve of every one keeping them having a taste and con-
venience for doing so. But when we hear of those golden
dreams of wealth they ai'e said to bring in their train, I say,

pause and consider; remember, by so doing, I do not mean to

say they are a losing concern if economically managed, but
let not their merits be injm'ed by over tiatteiy. In conclu-

sion, let me again repeat tlie above remarks are from remi-

niscences in early life ; the venerable personage whose
numerous stock I at that time assisted to manage, has long :

ago depai'ted this life, but as bee-keeping seems rather a

favourite topic, I thought the system he had pursued during
a long life might assist in directing some less experienced

,

persons in the right path.—H. T.

NATIVE WILD FLOWERS.
OCTOEEU.

In recounting the wild flowers of September, we had
reason to lament their scanty nuniher, and the dreary
aspect which our meadows and woods hail generally as-

sumed. How much more ouglit we to lament over the
flowerless fields of October, wiien the green grass has
scarcely a daisy to enhven its darkening hue, when every

rustle of the cold wind among the dead leaves sounds the
knell of departed summer, and bids us grieve o'er the forest's

faded verdiu'e ?

" See the fading many-colour'd woods.
Shade deepening over shade, the country round
Imbrown'd ; a crowded umbrage, dusk and dun.
Of every hue, from wan declining green
To sooty black. These now the lonesome muse.
Low-whispering, lead into their leaf-strewn walks.
And give the season in its latest view."

As in every region of the globe, even the most inhospitable,

"man finds some plants to minister to his support and en-

jojiuent," so, in lilce manner, at every season some cheering
blossoms appear in our northern land to cheer our hearts
and cherish our lo\e of nature.

There is a class of plants wiiich, although almost entirely

neglected throughout the summer months, receive the atten-

tions of the botanist at the present season ; we mean the
weeds—those vile things that annoy the cultivator, and,
begrimmed with dust, grow rankly by the waysides, diffus-

ing their seeds throughout the adjoining fields. It is not
often that The Cottage Oakdener has a good word to say

on behalf of such cumberers of the ground, but at this dull

uninteresting season it may not be improper to draw atten-

tion to a few of tliese despised plants, for they at present
seem almost the only representatives of our native Flora.

No plant is more common l>y the waysides and in waste

ground than the Shepherd's Piu'se {Cajisella biirsa-pastoris),

and to no one does the opprobrious epithet of weed seem
more applicable. Mean and uninviting in its aspect, worth-
less in its qualities, and altogether unpoetical in its asso-

ciations, this plant is universally despised by the British

botanist. Yet the very commonness of this otherwise un-
interesting plant presents one of the most interesting phe-
nomena wiiich geographical botany has to disclose. It is

not in the British Isles alone that the Capsella abounds; it

is found in almost every region of the globe—luxuriating in

the heat of the tropics, and braving the rigom's of the
northern clime ; thus adapting itself to climatic comUtions
of the most adverse character. Thus, wherever the English
traveller wanders, he finds, greeting him at every step, this

little despised weed of his native land ; but wiiich becomes
more endearing to him than even the gay assemblage of
tropical blossoms with w liich he may be sun-ounded ; it is

one of the familiar things that dwelt beside his cottage-
door, and brings to his recollection many a pleasing remi-
niscence of home.
The Docks are a more annoying family to the cultivator,

and some of them may still be found in flower, or at least
ripening their seeds. The broad-leaved Dock ( E>imi:v nhliisi.

foliiis), is tlie most common of all the species, ami is often
piirticulaiiy abumlant in waste stony ground in tho neigh-
bourhood of buildings; indeed, we have met with il growing
in the utmost profusion in the midst of the smoki'inul dirt id'

manufacturing tomis, wiiero even the I.oiulon I'lide iiined
out a miserable existence. The Ciuied Dock (Ji. crispiis),
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is the one tliat is chiefly troublesome as an agricultural

weerl, and the difficulty of eradicating its perennial roots is

well known to the farmer. E. acetoseUa is most common as

a garden weed, although by no means very troublesome ; in

dry soil, however, where it is once allowed to spread, it is no
easy matter to get it eradicated. Its near ally, the Common
Sorrel {R. aciiosella), is sufficiently familiar as a native

liedge-bank salad. The Alpine Dock, or Jlonk's Rhubarb as

it has been called, although found in various places, is not

admitted into our Floras as a native plant. Having in early

days been cultivated to a considerable extent by the iMonks

for the sake of its root, which was used instead of Rhubarb,

it is supposed that this plant is only an escape from cul-

tivation at all of the stations where it is found, a supposition

wliich is especially rendered probable by the circumstance

that the IMonk's Khubarb is seldom found at any great dis-

tance from some ancientruin. The species of Rumex, although

tliey have recently had the attention of British botanists, are

by no means free from confusion, and Su' J. E. Smith, whose
general authority in English botany we consider almost un-

questionable, does not seem to have had any clear under-

standing of these plants. It seems of great importance in

this genus to attend to the form, relative size, &e., of the

enlarged sepals of the perianth, which in many cases bear

prominent tubercles, also affording important and convenient

characters of distinction.

The Common Chickweed (Stellaria media) is abundantly

diffused, and assumes somewhat of the cosmopolitan cha-

racter of the Shepherd's Purse, following the footsteps of

man in his wanderings to distant lands. It is sufficiently

troublesome as a garden weed to be familiar to the gar-

dener ; but, independent of its importance in the economy
of nature, it is not entirely without its direct uses to man
and the lower animals. Every cottage gardener knows how
gratefully the cage bird relishes the Chiokweed's seeds; and
we have the authority of Hooker and Arnott, in the new
edition of " The British Flora," for stating that this plant is

" a good pot-herb."

The Goosefoots are not by any means a very inviting

family of plants, but one species, the Chenopodium Bonus
Henncus, Mercury Goosefoot, or Good King Henry, de-

serves notice here on account of its economical qualities.

It has been long noticed in botanical books as affording a

sort of spinach, which, however, we have not been able to

learn has been actually used to any extent, and concerning
the good qualities of which some botanists of high authority

have ventured sceptical suggestions. Having met with a

quantity of this plant grooving by the wayside while taking
a botanical walk some days ago, I determined to make trial

of its applicability for spinach, and accordingly jJuUed a

quantity of its leaves. The I'esult was highly satisfactory
;

and although I will not venture to characterize the Mercury
Goosefoot as superior to the best garden spinach, yet I can
confidently recommend it to attention. It seems peculiarly

suited for the cottager ; in its wdld state it is almost always
found growing by the cottage door, planted there by
nature ; and the circumstance that it is freely offered to

us by the waysides, ought not to prevent our planting it as

an economical plant. G. Lawson, F.B.S., Edinburgh.

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
The Couve Tkonchuda Cabbage is said to be too delicate

to stand our ivinters ; but with me the stumps of four re-

mained strong and healthy in a very exposed situation, and
without any protection beyond a layer of ashes over their

roots, during the winter of last year. In the spring I had
them planted in a vacant spot, well manured, and they have
produced abundance of seed.—H. K.

ViNEG.AE Plant.—There is an observation I beg to make
as regards the vinegar plant, and that is, that in order to

propagate it or make vinegar', instead of putting a whole
one in, as recommended in one of your numbers, it is suffi-

cient to cut it into three or four pieces (these we call sops),
use one, and give the others away. A great part of the
vinegar in use amongst my neighbours is made from this
jilant.

—

John E. Wood, Thornton Bust.
HousEHOU) Hints.—A baby should be " brought up to

give as little trouble as possible." How is this to bo done?
To save the tiresome and wearying method of lulling or

walking an infant to sleep, let it, before it is a month old, be
laid down awake at the proper hours, and learn to go to

sleep of itself. This the nurses call jiultiuy it to sleep

uwa/ic. It may cry a few minutes, perhajis ten or more, for

a day or two, and then the trouble will be over; if allowed

to stay for another month, it will cry for an hour, and tliis

for many days. At the same early age lay it doAvii after

dressing or feeding, on a blanket on the iloor, while the

nurse or mother puts away the things. It will soon come
to lie for an hour at a time (but care umst be taken not to

allow it to tire of the floor at first), while any occupation
within hearing may be irarsued. It will, as it strengthens,

stretch and kick, and exercise its little limbs in a way it will

not on its nurse's lap ; and the plan will almost make a

weak back a strong one. Then it will turn about and over,

and learn to crawl,—nothing can be better; put it on a
round dark pinafore, and never mind the dirt. Then it will

get to a chair, next pull itself upright, and presently, to

your delight, run fairly away. See how strong and straight

its little legs are, and how merrily it laughs at its own
newly-acquired powers ! A nursery should have no caiiiet,

except, perhaps, a couple of yards, or a rug, just before the
fire ; and the furniture, which should be as spare as possible,

should be ranged against the wall, in order that the entire

centre, whether large or small, may be free for play.

Now I will give you one or two receipts. A nice way of
warming up cold meat is done by chopping it rather small,

moistening it vA\\\ a little catsup, seasoning wdth salt and
pepper, and putting it like mince-meat into a crust made of
tlour, a small portion of its own kind of dripping, and
water ; then fiy in some of the same dripping.

White Broth : an excellent winter dish.—A whole, or part

of a nee li of mutton, ^tist sufficient water to cover it, plenty

of carrots, turnips, and leeks or onions, pei^per and salt,

and now and then, for change, a few herbs or some rice.

Stew well; and fifteen or twenty minutes before serring take
oft' the grease, and add a quart of skimmed milk.

A cheap short crust fur fruit pies.—J B of flour made hot
in the oven or before the fire, o or 4 oz. of clarified suet or
dripping (if the former, it must be warmed sufficiently to

rub in easily), a small teaspoonful of moist sugar. Rub
these well together, and mix with a little tepid water—miUc
is better; knead as Uttle as may be, and roll it out. Pastry
should be baked as soon as it can after it is made. Pud-
dings made of flour and suet, or dripping and fruit puddings,
should be boiled I'ery fast. A large apple pudding, boiled

in this way an horn' and a half, will eat better and have more
syrup than if boiled slowly three hours. Plain plum and
suet puddings eat quite as w-ell without eggs, if boiled long
as well as fast—say five hours, at least—and be quite as
firm.

Milk Bread.—One lb flom", 1 oz. butter, melted in a little

milk, a tablespoonful of yeast (if thin a little more), and a
little salt. Mix well, and let it rise two hours.

Tea.—After reading one of yom- articles on tea I procm'ed
a black pot, and much pleased was I with it ; but I have
now adopted a far superior plan. I put into a common tin

cofi'ee pot the quantity of water I wish to make into tea,

make it boil, and then throw in the tea, and with it, whether
the water be hard or soft, a very small quantity of washing
soda. When the leaves have sunk it is fit to diink.

I have found, this summer, that rubbing the parts of the

body infested with the harvest bug with vinegar, will keep
them off. Rubbing the bite with vinegar will kill the insect,

and then the irritation, if not indulged, soon ceases ; so will,

and much more speedily, common spirits of camphor. All

apxilications should be made before the part is rubbed or

scratched ; they are nearly, if not quite, useless afterwards.

By well mixing a small quantity of carbonate of soda
with milk or cream, it may be kept sweet much longer

—

double the time.

—

Mardvn.
Sulphur and Insects.—In both old and new receipts for

destrojing insects on plants, sulphur is one of the chief

ingredients ; indeed, it seems to be the sheet-anchor for the
escape from every pest, from the white scale and mealy bug
on the pine apples, to the endless brown scale on orange
plants, nay, the greatest plague of all, the red spider on
vines, itc. Although most of om- leading wTiters advocate
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the use of sulphur, I differ from them on the follo^^ing

grounds. In ray eai-ly practice I used sulpliur in common
\vitli other gardeners, Init soon ^ave it up as a useless

remedy against insects. Afterwards, I had some conversa-

tion -tt-ith one of the Messrs. Loddiges, who sti-ongly recom-

mended, or ratlier the fumes of, it from the liot tines or pipes

as certainly destructive for the red spider. This came from

so good authority, that I gave it a fair trial ; hut in my
anxiety to save the foliage on my vines, I went too far, not

being content with simply foll<iwing the plan just noticed,

but foolishly went through the vinery mth some sulphur on

a hot shovel. I soon found my error, for many of the \'ine

leaves were scorched, ^nthout any apparent injury to the

insects. Indeed, tlie next day they were as lively as ever.

I then put some of tliem to a stronger test, by placing a,

kidney bean plant, swarming witli tlie red spider, under a

hand-glass, and then filled it witli sulphur smoke enough to

stifle his Satanic IMajesty himself. But when the scorched

plant was put out in tlie sun, the insects appeared as if

nothing had happened. Since then I have not used sulphur

except for mildew, against which it may be of ser\ice if ap-

plied early. I say nothing of the great unpleasantness of

entering a fine looldng greenhouse or \'inery impregnated

with sulphur, liowever engaging be the plants. — John

"WiGIITON.

TO CORRESPOiyDEWTS.
** "'Ve request that no one will v-Tite to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Garuenf-u. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communioatinns should be addressed " To the Editor vf

The Cottase Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Roiv, London.^'

Select Pla?<ts for Greenhouse (J. S.)-—Vou will see you have

been attended to.

Heaths for Sitting-room (il/.)-—Of these mentioned a fortni|rht

a"-o, trv Willnwrei, Livnceoides, and Ventricosa. Keep them as free

fr°oni diist as poasiljle. Give them as much aiv as tou can by even setting

them outside the window, when the air is mild and the temperature above

40°. If you keep good fires in your room in the evening, say a tempera-

ture of 60'', your heaths will be ruined unless you can menage to move

them to a cooler place, returning them to the room before going to bed,

when the fire has got exhausted.

BIiMOSA PuDiCA i\VrinI:le).—This, if true, is properly a Brazilian

annual ; and, therefore, both its nature and its native locality would unfit

it for living in your window over the winter. The Scnsitiva is the sensi-

tive plant, which would stand in your window in the heat of summer, but

would fade in such a position before winter.

Young Fuchsias {Ibid).—These, if growing, should be kept in the

large room where the Arnot'is stove is. If kept in the frame, you must

protect them from frost until their growth is finished ; after that you may

place them anywhere, secure from frost, until growth commences, when

you must give them light either in your frame or the large room; the

latter would cost you least trouble, if you can give air when wanted.—

Geraiiiunts cut down and potted three months ago, and iwiv in leaf.

These will do well cither in the frame, properly attended to with cover-

ing, &c., but will do as well kept near the windows in the large room,

kept alike from being too hot and also from frost. See what fllr. Fish

has said to-day and in late articlea.—P/(/»/a-/o)- windows in winter, ivith

nice leaves, "ivhat arc better than myrtles and cut-leaved sweet-scented

geraniums, some of which are blotched with white and some with yellow
;

Bome with a black dash along the middle, while many are perfectly green.

We shall think more about it.

Cheap Greenhouse Plants to Bloohi in Winter {Kirkdale).—
We will see what can be done.

Various (J. W. T.).— 1 . Fuchsias and roses taken up now will not do

much good if placed at once upon the shelves of a greenhouse. The

fuchsias should be kept in the shade until fresh roots are formed, if pre-

serving the present flowers is the object. The roses must be treated in a

similar manner ; but a cold pit would suit them best if you do not wish

them to bloom until next season. Jlore will be said of roses by and bye.

2. "Is it not a general rule that all plants after blooming in pots ought

to be immediately laid aside for rest in a cooler temperature?" With

many it is, not all ;—with many quite the reverse. 3. Grecnhonse climbers

have often been referred to. Those that remain the longest in bloom, we

can hardly state without knowing the temperature you intend maintain-

ing. Tropa;otum pcntaphylluni will flower from April to December ; Tro-

7j(eo/«7rt I.oifiia?iMm will flower all the winter; Passijtora cwrulea, race-

mosa, and Ballotii, will bloom nine months out of the twelve; Mnnde-

villa auaveolens the best part of the summer ; Kennedi/n monophytUi and

MaryattcE in winter and spring. But none of these will do for present

planting, unless you obtain large plants, 4. Rose cuttings may yet be

Btruck if kept in a gentle heat, and dry heat secured for the top to pre-

vent damping.

Various {Arthur Loftus).—You will be attended to.

Work on British Ferns (J. S.).—Moore's Handbook of British

Ferns will best suit you.

Gooseberry Tbellis (G. H. P.).—Pray do not erect a gooseberry

trellis without ensuring a good soil. The gooseberry likes a sandy loam,
not, however, so sandy as to be " hungry." If your native staple is too

clayey, you will find ample dircctious in back numbers of this work for

the modes of correcting it. If you can introduce some turfy and mellow
material from old pastures, pray do ; the more vegetable jemains con-

|

tained in it the better. There must be no stagnation of moisture; this
I

would prove fatal to the plan. As for the distance of the uprights, you
may soon determine that—only fancy a couple of field iron hurdles leaned

i

against each other, We would place the wire for training five inches
j

apart. The bushes may be from five to seven feet apart in the lines. As I

for the fastening of the curtains, surely your blacksmith will fumiih you
,

hooks and rings or something equivalent. These are subordinate matters,
j

and of so simple a character, that the veriest tyro may plan them by
j

putting his head to work for two minutes.

ViNERV and (iREENHousE {W. H. li-).—If your vincs are or have
]

been good bearers, we would cut them hack progressively—main stem '

and all to the very wall-plate of the house at front. Then, supposing

you have nine, cut three down now, three more the next autunm, and
the last three the succeeding one. You will then not be thrown entirely

out of grapes. You cannot ensure a regular crop of young shoots from
old vines by cutting old spars entirely away. If your vines are taken

out, and you can command heat, why you can grow anything—Kidney
beans, cucumbers, mushrooms, strawberries, Sic. ; but remember the

heat i-equisite for some of these things would ruin the vines ultimately,

for they require an annual rest. Your oranges and lemons, formerly iu

pots, are very likely starving in the midst of plenty ; very likely turned

out without crushing their balls, as bad gardeners do coniferous plants.

First examine and see if the old ball is nut dry. If so, pile sphagnum
moss over it, and every time you go past them, for a v.'cek to come, pour

a little water on the moss. A radical cure must be sought for in taking

them up and transplanting, with a full knowledge of the cause of failure.

Take care of some of your huge geranium bushes, or other exotics, to

take the place of the aloes, &e. The achimcnea family, grown strong in

pans, are «ell adapted to endure shade. As to your bouquets, we have

little doubt that Messrs. Beaton and Fish will, before long, give a chapter

on this most important branch of fancy gardening.

Gladioli Planting (A Constant Reader),—Queen Victoria, gan-

davensis, formosisaimus, ramosus, psittacinus, and floribundus, need not

be planted till the spring; Cardinalis and Bezantinus plant now. Try

and get a cross between the Bczantinvis and psittacinus. Beztintinus

is the only one of the European ones which is at all likely to unite with

the Africans. Try ramosus also with the pollen of Cardinalis. The
country is full of crosses from the rest in your list.

Wholesale Queries (S. J-).—Your eighteen inches of good soil on

a clay subsoil, we recommend to be drained well, and the evergreen, with

most other trees and shrubs, will grow well. For lists, look back in our

indexes, and watch what Mr, Beaton will say this winter. He is to com-

mence about such things as you want now. You can also grow anything

that ran be grown in our climate, by our instructions only; but the

ripening of grapes out of doors you must take upon your own head. You
say you can get any: quantity of chalk, and to this we reply ^^^^ wish we
could exchange situations with you. Loam eighteen inches deep, clay

bottom, high, so as to be easily drained, and abundance of chalk at hand

:

a prince could require no more! and a gardener would be satisfied with

half your advantages. Vou shall hear of u-al/cs shortly. To renovate

your Inu-n, take off the coarse turf two inches thick if you can, and put it

in a heap for future composts, and that will in a few years pay for making

a good lawn. Dig the ground, and sow with the grasses we have recom-

mended next February and March, and pick out broad-leaved weeds.

For the flower and pleasure-ground, drain three feet deep, and use large

or two to three-inch pipes or tiles ; and for the fruit-garden, at least four

feet, &e. After covering the pipes or tiles three inches with the strongest

ofthe clay, we would fill in the next foot with chalk in rough lumps, except

where the drain lies under the walks ; there we would use all chalk for

filling up. after securing the pipes with a coat of strong clay. The reason

for covering the drain first with clay, is to prevent chalk water encrusting

the pipes. Now, after all this, let us hear of your success from time to

time. We sometimes are astonished at seeing only one out of a hundred

returning to give their fellow readers an account of the benefit derived

from our careful advice.

Turning Bees to the North (Pedagogiis rtisticus).—In preference

to moving the bees from a south to a north aspect, Mr. Payne would

recommend the screen figured in Mr. Taylor's Bee-keeper's Manual,

page 167, 4th edition. It will answer the same purpose ; andif removed

many of the bees, on a mild winter's day, will return to their old (|uartcrs

and be lost. Mr. Payne is also very anxious to hear of the trial being

made, in difi"erent localities, of placing a few stocks facing the north,

where the sun never reaches them ; not for the w inter only, but for the

whole year /;e*-»m77c»^/^//. In Holland, we are told, the bees are gene-

rally so placed, and do remarkably well.

Small Hives preventing Swarming {A Pwpi'O.—Mr, Payne has

not had a swarm from any of his stocks for many years, where the small

hives have been put on ; but it must he remembered that simply putting

on the small hive will not prevent swarming. The bees must be induced

by guide-combs to work in it, and when liaving done so another small

hive must be supplied between the one partially filled and the stock, and

in some scaaons even a third, before the upper one is ready to be taken.
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FucnsiAS (J. iV.)'—We should be most happy to name the three
fuchsias, but there are so many varieticB of them, and such a sameness,

too, among many, that it is quite impoaaiblc to lie certain in the name
from a single blossom, especially when become shrivelled as youra were
before we saw them.

JjEAii- OF Plant (J. P, Scott).—It is the leaf of Magnolia gnmdijlora.

We shall be very glad to receive your mode of cultivating roses in pots;

and no one will read it with more pleasure than Mr. Beaton, from whose
mode you say it differs.

Low ICvERGREEN Shrubs (A Pui'soH^s W'fe).—\'on wish for the

names of six or eight ornamental shrubs, evergreen or deciduous, which

would not grow above three or four feet high, and thus never impede the

view from the windows. The soil ia gravel, the situation a vale, but yet,

when the leaves arc off the nciglibouring trees, much exposed to the

north winds. A small piece of water is close by, and the house rather

shades the place from the sun. Of all the plants in our new Dictionary,

the common evergreen JBerberry will suit you best. Berheris aqmfoUa
will grow and flower ^lost beautifully in the poorest soil in the kingdom.

If it stands the sea-breeze, and we should be very glad to know if it docs,

it would grow in pure sand banks, and keep the sand from shifting

about. Rhododendrons would grow near the water, even in poor sandy

earth; and so would Lnurustivus and a few variegated Hollies; all of

which would look better than deciduous things, which the shade of the

trees might injure. As we are now old friends, you will not take it amiss

if we say—few things well chosen for the wise, and long lists for the

noodles.

Gladioli Planting (Rhodoii).—You ask if it would be a good plan

to place under, around, and above the bulbs—when planting gladioli

—

about two or three inches of cinder-ashes, to improve the drainage ?

The remedy would be worse than the disease. Instead of improving

the drainage'by making a hole in "retentive" soil, and putting a few

inches of cinder-ashes in it—that would only draw water to the holes, not

from them.

Seed of RIelilotus Leucanthus (J. B. P.).—Send four postage

stamps to J. H. Payne, Esq., Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, stating your

address ; he has kindly undertaken to supply you.

Ranting Widow {Ibid).—Our correspondent says, that he noticed in

the Isle of Man a plant seven or eight feet high, bearing an abundance

of pink flowers, and there called " The Ranting Widow." It is an

excellent bee flower, and he wishes to know its botanical name. Can
any of our readers enlighten us on this point, or send us a specimen ?

We do not know such a name ; and the only approach to it is Widow's
wail (Cneorum tricoccum), better known as the Spurge Olive, and that

has yellow flowers.

Anacahipseeos (J. H. P.).—We were quite correct in saying, "the
whole genus of Anncampseros are either greenhouse or stove succulents."

Your plant, " perfectly hardy, and growing for seven years in an exposed

situation," is not an Anacampseros, but it is Sedum ]}opulifolium, a

species of Stonecrop.

Flower-garden Planting (J. P.).—We cannot lielp you; for it is

with extreme reluctance we advise, at anytime, as to the planting of beds,

and much more do we shrink from correcting the plans of others. If

you refer to our indexes you will find ISIr. Beaton's and other opinions,

and by a little thought you can apply them to the case in question,

fllETROSiDEROS (E. P.).—The whole genus is comprised of greenhouse

and stove shrubs, and must be treated accordingly. You do not name
the species you have. It must, however, be housed immediately.

Transplanting I\Ioss {D. A. P.).—Remove it without disturbing

the roots, and plant it in a place resembling as nearly as possible that

I which it naturally inhabits. That which grows under trees must not be

! placed in open sun-light, but in the shade. By attending to these points

—that is, le.nrning of nature—you will succeed. Can any of our readers
'. describe minutely in what parts of Norfolk the Adder's Tongue and
Moonivort Ferna can Ue found ? Send us eight postage stamps, and we
will endeavour to aid you.

Drakes and Ducks {R. C),—Four drakes are not too many to con-

sort with sixteen ducks.

Mice (G. M. Hagley).—See what Mr. Barnes says to-day. Roses have

green centres in your garden, very probably owing to their roots being

too wet, as you suggest. Green centres are only the stamens and pistils

converted to leaves—an excessive production of foliagCj which, in some
form, may be produced in all flowering plants if supplied with excessive

moisture before the flower buds are fully developed. Excess of manm'e
may, however, produce the same consequence.

Heading-down Evergreens {W. H. M.).—The best time for head-

ing these down, " so as to leave nothing but bare stubs two feet long, in

the hope that they will shoot again," is early spring, just before they

begin growing.

Right to Fallen Leaves (Jui-iiee).—You have a plantation which
overhangs the turnpike-road in the country, and you ask, " Do the leaves

which fall from my trees belong to me, and have I a right to collect

them, or do they belong to the person who buys the scrapings of the

road V" We do not see how the scavenger can have any more right to

the leaves from your trees than he can to any fruit or wood which may
fall from them.
Gladioli {F. G.).—Amphion—ground colour purple crimson, white

blotch with purple rays ; H ft, Clulilde—ground colour salmon pink,

each petal margined with white pale blotch, with deep purple rays ; lA ft.

Elegantissima—ground coloiu' salmon red, white blotch with deep crim-

son rays ; I ^ ft. Gloria mimd!—-ground colour bright scarlet, light blotch
with extended purple rays ; 3 ft. Hfloise—ground colour pale Hcarlet,

pure white broad blotch with purple r.\vs ; l^J ft. Hfnirielte—ground
colour red, buff blotch with purple riiys ; 3 ft. /7«/'0i«e—grounil colour
scarlet, white blotch with light purjile margin; 2ft. Fulgidu—ground
colour a dark shaded red, white blfjtcli with light and dark crimson rays

;

2 ft, ; good. Iphei(enii;—ground colour rcddiah pink, pure white blotch

with purple and crimson rays ; tl ft. Jenny L/wf^—ground colour red,

white blotch with purple rays; 2 ft.; extra. Maduine Sonta^—ground
colour pink, large creamy white Ijlotch with no vnys—the two side petals

mottled with white ; 2 ft. Princess Alice—ground colour rosy pink,

Itluteh, a white line with crimson rays ; flowers late in the season ; 2.^ ft.

Princess Royal—pale scarlet ground colour, light purple blotch with
crimson rays—a beautiful variety ; 2^ ft. Purpurea—ground colour

purplish pink, white blotch witii crimson rays—fine; 2ft. Triump/iuns—
ground colour bright scarlet, long white blotch with plum and crimson
rays— fine, and a good form; I:^ ft. The above 1.5 varieties of this

charming tribe were raised by the late lamented Rev. Dr. Herbert, Dean
of Manchester. They were purchased at the sale of the Rev. Dr. H's
bulbs, after his death, by Messrs, J. A. Henderson and Co. ; and
bloomed finely in the open air in the nursery at Pine-apple Place, in 1848
and 1849, and proved to be fine distinct varieties.

Names of Plants (P, W. H).—The plant you sent is Liatrts pyc-
nostachya ; and your plant under the name of Narthecimn ensifoUum is

Dianella ert-sifolta. The other plant you have under the name of
Arthopa{>an piuiiculatam, must be Ai't/iropodtam panicnlutum. They
are not diff'erent names for the same plant.

Blotched Camellia Leaves (/iT. O. T).—The peculiar shaped
markings upon the leaves appear to us as though the plants had stood
out in the wet, where other wet leaves had fallen upon them, and the
fallen leaves had retained a certain portion of moisture, and the sun
shining upon them, the tender portions had become scorched. Whether
this was so or not, they are sun-scorched in some way or other. Better
ventilation early in the morning, so as to get the upper surfaces drv
before the sun was up on bright days, would have prevented it, we think.
Pick off the blemished leaves, and you will probably have no more. Let
us hear if you do.

Guinea Fowls {IMd.).~-\t is only the hen that has the power of
uttering their peculiar cry, so if both yours do this, no wonder you had
no fertile eggs.

Cider from Turnip Juice [A Recent Subscriber).—As cider is a
term formerly applied to any fermented juice, the above is no Hiber-
nicism. Our correspondent wishes to know if any of our other readers
can inform him whether the white or yellow turnip is preferable for

making cider, or for making the Champus^ne which is prepared from the
same root's juice in one of the American States? We will give you
shortly more than one recipe for brewing beer without malt. We know
of no recent or probable edition of Maccullnch on Wine Making.
Peat {A Constant Subscriber).—That which you enclosed is only fit

for fuel.

Bottling Ale {A Young Housekeeper).—It may be done at any time
of the year, and always as soon as it has become clear or fine. Cork
immediately.

Catsup become Putrid {J. B. P.).—We should fear, from your
account, that some of the mushrooms were poisonous. We should throw
it away ; it cannot be wholesome.

Name of Plant {Langley).—Your plantis Eupatorium corymbosum.
It is a freely flowering greenhouse plant, and if cramped in a pot all the

summer, and shifted into a larger pot at the end of August and housed, it

will flower all the winter and spring months. The Cottage Gardeners'
Dictionary cannot be sent with The Cottage Gardener by post.

Cheap Greenhouse (C. D.).—You have to-day what you ask for.

Newly-enclosed Land (J. Fleet).—Tell us the situation and
character of the soil and its subsoil, and we shall be happy to advise vou.

Exhibitors at Shows (.4 Shacklewell Novice),—It is neither usual
for exhibitors to accompany the judges whilst these are making their de-

cisions, nor should they on any pretence whatever be allowed to do so.

Errata.—Page 36 :
" Cnpressus torulosa uml la tifolins" should he,

Cytisus racemosns and latifolius. VndcT '^ ll/nulodendran," the word
'* turf " should be "protection." For *' Hulosanthus,** read Kalosuntkits;

and for " Roweii,^' read Boweii,

CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER.

ORCHID HOUSE.

The dark days of November are not injurious to orchids, provided they
are kept dry and cool: that is, to a certain degree, ^jr need only be
given when the sun is very powerful in the middle of the day, and then
only in small quantities, just sufficient to keep down the thermometer
to 70°, In dull weather the heat should not exceed 6,1°, even in the
Indian house. In the Slexicaa house, 6o° will be amply sufficient. If

possible, no growth should take place during the month. As, however,
some will grow even at this untoward season, they must have a small
quantity of water given to them without wetting the leaves or young
shoots. No shade is required at this time of the year. Some that are
growing and have not been potted will recjuire the peat renewing. Now,
also, is a good time to renew the basket in which are growing Vandas,
Aerides, Renantheras, Saccolabiums, and other Indian plants. Also, the
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Stanhopeaa that have done flowering:, and the baskets are rotten or filled

with routs, may now have new baskets, and Irenh peat and moss applied.

Several apccica will now have completed their growth, such, for instance,

as Catesetums, Myanthus, Cvrtopodiuins. Ike, and should be placed in

a cool house to rest, and no water given to them. The plants on blocks

should still have occasional syringings, with a very fine syringe, just to

keep them from, shrinking. I'- Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.

The freat care to be taken daring this month is to keep the air of the

house dry and cool ; 60° bv dav and 50° hy night will he the maxmium

heat with sun in the day. Fibes will be necessary, both to keep up the

heat and dry up damps. All decni/in^i^ Icai^es must be removed mstantly

thev are discovered, or the effluvia arisiiia: from their decomposition will

be very injurious to the young leaves and the winter flowering species.

Creepers should be pruned in, every leaf and stem sponged and tied up

to the rafters, so as to admit the greatest quantify of light. All the tribe

of Gesne7-as, excepting Gesneva zebrina, G. oblongata, G. jnctn, ^m\

Achimenes pirta, should now be at rest, and put by m some place where

neither frost nor cold can reach them. This is a good time, also, to

destrov all kinds of insects, because every one destroyed now prevents a

multitude of progeny in the spring. Where there is a bark-bed, it will

be necessary to renew it early in the month by a considerable admixture

of fresh bark, after removing all the decayed to make room for it. The

renewal now will keep up a good steady heat all through the winter ;
care,

however, must be taken not to plunge the plants up to the rim in the

bed till the heat moderates, and there is no longer any danger of burning

the roots. Water must be given very sparingly at the roots only, and

just enough tn prevent the plants from flagging. All this keeping the

heat down and the plants drv, is to induce a cessation of growth or rest,

so as to enable the plants to start with vigour when there is more light,

heat, and air, to cause strong healthy growth. T. Applbby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

The great work to do this month is the planting of Tulips^ choose a

fine day, about the 10th of the month, for that operation. Plant them in

rows, lengthwise of the bed ;
put the tallest growers in the central row,

the next size on each side, and the lowest growers next the pathway
;
you

will then have five rows in the bed, which is a convenient width to observe

the beauties of each flower when in bloom. The rows should be six

inches apart, and the bulbs in the rows from four to six inches, in pro-

portion to their size and strength. They should be exactly two inches

deep. When all are planted, level the soil neatly, and protect the bed

from very heavy splashing showers. Gentle rains will be beneficial. All

florist's flowers in pots, such as Auriruliisanii Palyunthiifie% CarvntUms

and Picoters, Pansies, Verbenas, &c., should be placed (if not already done)

under glass. In fine weather, the glass should be drawn off every day ;

but if wet and cold prevail, give air only at the back by hfung up the

lights. See to Dahlia roots, that they are not damp and covered with

mould. If they are, place them in the sun till they are quite dry, and put

them in some dry sand or sawdust. Pinks examine, and if the wire-worm

prevail, stick some lettuce plants amongst them. The wire-worm prefers

tine lettuces to the pinks. Water should only be given on fine sunny

mornings to plants in pots, and only just suflicient to prevent flagging.

T. Appleby.

GREENHOUSE.
AiE, admit rather freely in mild weather. Azaleas, for blooming early,

keep in the warmest end "of the house, and they will not lose many of their

leaves. Those for flowering in spring and early summer keep as cool as

possible, so that the temperature is above 35°. Bulbs, such as hyacinths,

tulips, narcissus. &e., pot for spring flowering. Calceolarias, keep

growing slowly, in an airr moist atmosphere ; seedlings, pot oflf. and

prick into pans. Camellias, finish setting in, and the late ones may

have their buds thinned if necessary, Cinerarias, encourage the for-

wardest to grow in a moist gentle heat ; keep these for spring and sum-

mer just moving. Climbers, however beautiful, cut back to give light

to the other plants. Chrysanthemums, remove incipient shoots from

the axils of the leaves, on the main shoots ; thin the buds where too

thick ; encourage with manure water ; and, if not all in doors, have pro-

tection ready. Damp stagnant air, avoid. Fires, light in frosty and

fo"-gV weather, that air may be given ; but give artificial heat during the

day,'rather than at night, unless the frost is very severe. Furnaces

and Flues, clean out previously. Meatus and Epacrises, keep in

the airiest part. Genistas, Cyt'isuses, Coeosillas, &c., syringe in a

sunnv dav, and aid with manure water, to cause the bloom to open

stron'flv. Geraniums or Pelargoniums, encourage the old plants

with a'good position. Nip any luxuriant shoot, so as to equalise the

strength ; keep fresh potted ones just moving. Plants, keep clear from

dirt and insects, by washing and fumigation. Temperature, keep from

40° to 45° at night. Water only when necessary in dull weather: httle

will be wanted, unless plants swelling their flower buds : for these use

water warmer than the air of the house. A slight dusting with the

syringe over the foliage will he serviceable in a sunny morning. Clean

Dots naths, stages : tie, train and fresh label in bad weather.
*^

'

*^

R. Fisn.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Anemones, plant for first or succession bloom. Auriculas and

Polvanthoses, put under shelter (See October). Bulbous Roots,

finish planting in dry weather; pot for latest forcing, and for plunging in

flower beds, &c. cIrnation layers, finish planting and potting ; secure

the pot at once from rains. Climbers of all sorts, plant, prune, and

train. Compost, prepare and turn in dry weather. Crocus, pot large

lumps from the borders for forcing. Half-hardy bulbs m borders,

secure from frost and rain by a boarded covering. Dahlias, cut down

after frost, and let the roots remain as long as it is safe ;
when taken up,

dry them in open sheds, &c., before storing, where frost ami damp

cannot reach them. Dress the beds and borders, and put mark-sticks

to bulbs and other roots, to guide you when digging. Edgings, plant.

Evergreens, finish planting, b. Fibrods-rooted Plants, finish

dividing and planting, b. Fork over borders, &c. Gladiolus : all

the old sorts may yet be planted ; most of the new do better planted in

spring. Grass, cut very close the last time ; keep clear of leaves ; and
roll. Gravel, weed and roll. Hedges, plant, clip, and clear at bottom.
HoE and rake shrubberies, and bury the leaves, &c., between the plants.

Hollyhocks, finish planting. Layering, perform generally. Leaves,
gather for compost, &c. Marvel of Peru, take up and store like

dahlias. Mulch round trees and shrubs lately planted. Plant peren-

nials and biennials I'sce October). Planting, perform generally,

and finish as early as practicable. Potted Plants, for forcing,

plunge in the earth of a well-sheltered border facing the sun. Prune
shrubs and trees generally. Ranunculuses, plant for earliest Idoom.
Seedlings of them, in boxes, itc, remove to a warm situation. Weak
Roses, prune without delay ; very strong ones, delay pruning till Ularch

;

tender ones, secure from frost with moss, fern, &c. Shrubs of all kinds,

plant, stake, and mulch. Suckers, from roses and other shrubs, sepa-

rate and plant. TiGRiDiAs, save from frost as long as possible; should

not be dried till January or February. Tulips, finish planting, b.

D. Beaton.

FORCING DEPARTJIENT.
Air, admit as freely as the season allows. Bark-bfds, renew or turn

over, to keep up the required bottom heat. Cucumbers, maintain a

lively heat too by renewed linings ; if in houses, secure plenty of atmo-
spheric moisture. Dress borders, and keep a dry porous surface. Fire
Heat, by whatever means it may be distributed, must now be daily

employed, to keep the temperature from 55^ to ti(t°, witli an advance in

sunshine of 10°. Leaves, keep clean with sponge, &c., and remove
decayed ones. Pines (fruiters) retjuirea temperature of "O*^ to 80^, sink-

ing to 65° at night ; in dung-pits, keep airy and dry. Protect outside

borders, in which forcing trees arc planted, from rains and frost. Peach,
prune ; wash with diluted ammonia water from the gas-works before

training. Tobacco fumigation, employ, if insects appear. \'ines,

strip the old liark otT, and clean, as the peach, before cunmencing to

force; begin with a day temperature of 50°. Late Grapes, keep dry

by fire and ventilating freely. Water (tepid), apply with the syringe oa

clear afternoons. Sulphur, apply where Red spider exists.

R. Errington.

ORCHARD.
Planting of all kinds carry out. Stake newly-planted trees for fear

of wind. DIulcii newly-planted trees as soon as planted. Pruning,
commence. Currants and Gooseberries, prune, b. Apples, prune,

m. Plums and Cherries, prune, m. Laiige OBCiiARn-TREES, prune,

e. Raspberries, prune and dress, e. Figs, pull ofl" all young fruit as

large as a horse-bean, b.
;

protect from frost, m. Nectarines and
Apricots, clear away the remaining leaves from, m. Nails and shreds,

draw out superlluous or rotten ones from all wall trees, m ;
pick and

prepare them for reuailing. Suckers, clear awyy from all fruit-trees, m.
\'iNES, prune, m. Espaliers, prune, m. i\IuLBERRiES, plant, b.

Medlars, plant, b. Raspberries, plant, b. Strawberries, plant,

b. Stones of fruits, sow, b. Apply Top-dressings to all fruits in a

weakly state as soon as they are pruned. Protect British Queen Strain,

berries, m. Top-dress between old strawberry rows, b. Trench, or

otherwise prepare ground for planting, b. Walnuts, plant, b. Fork
ground about fruit-trees slightly, b. R. Errington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Artichokes, \yinter dress. Asparagus-beds, dress; attend to that

in forcing, and plant in succession. Beans, plant a good main crop

toward the end of the month. Beet (Redl.digup for storing; leave,

or plant out for seed. Brocoli, lay down or remove to other warmer
situations with good halls of earth ; take care not to injure their leaves.

Cabbages, plant; plant out for seed. Cardoons, earth up, b. Car-
rots, dig up and store, b. ; leave, orplant out for seed. Cauliflowers,
prick out iu frames, 9cc., for winter protection, pay particular attention

to airing in all fine weather, both hand-glass crops and otherwise.

Celery, earth up in dry afternoons, having the earth all forked up pre-

viously. Coleworts, plant. Composts, prepare. Cucumbers, attend

to in forcing. Drain vacant ground. Dung, prepare for hotbeds.

Earthing-up, attend to. Endive, blanch, and protect. Garlic,
plant, b. Herbaky, clean, Ike. Horseradish, dig up and store.

Hotbeds, make for salading. &e. Jerusale.m Ahticuokes, dig up

and. store, Leaves, &c, continually clear away. Lettuces, plant in

frames; attend to tliose advancing. Mint, plant; force in hotbed,

Mushroom-beds, make ; attend to those in production, Onions, in

store, look over; (Potato), plant. Parsley, plant some in a frame for

use in snowy weather. Parsnips, dig up and store, b. ; leave or plant

out for seed. Peas, of the best early kinds, may be sown toward the

middle or end of the month. Potatoes, attend to those in store, or

dig up, should any remain out. Rhubarb, clear away decayed leaves,

and top-dress ; also pot off any number of plants that may he required

for early forcing, to bring into tlie forcing structure as wanted. Radishes,
sow, in hotbed. Salsapy, dig up and store. Savoys, plant for seed, b.

ScoRZONERA, dig up and store. Sea-kale, pay particular attention to

the removing of all tlie deciiyed leaves. &c. ; top-dressing, covering up

with fermenting materials, or other modes of farcing. Seeds, dress and

store. Shallots, plant, b. Small Salading, sow; sow in hotbed.

Spinach, thin, earth-stir, and keep clear of decayed and fallen leaves.

Thinning, attend to. Trench, ridge, ;s:c., vaciint ground. Turnips,
attend to thinning out, or hoeing the late sown crops, and should the

weather be inclined to set in very severe, any number of turnips that are

full arown, may be taken up and stored for winter use.

T. WEAVEtt.
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one coiTespondeut—"What kind of cow do you recom-

mend?" To which wo reply—a Jersey cow it' you live

in the south of Enghiud, or a North Walei? if you live

in the northern districts ; hut, let us add, that a North

Wales cow will thrive well in our southern counties.

These cows are helow the ordinary size of the animal
;

and we know from many years' experience, that there is

no reason for excepting the cow from the universal rule

—

size and food must keep pace. There is a prejudice

that the Jersey (usually called the Alderney) cow re-

quires hotter, that is, more nutritious food than any

other cow ; but this is a mere delusion, for, although

the North Wales and other hardy breeds may endure

cold and hard-living without suffering in health better

than the Jersey, yet all are alike in one result—the

better fed the fuller the pail.

Whatever kind of cow you may resolve to keep, buy a

good one of that kind, for it costs no more to keep the

best than it does to fodder the worst, and the few extra

pounds paid to purchase her will be repaid from the

dairy the first year. Now, there are some points of uni-

versal applicability, and to be attended to when you are

about to purchase your moolly. 1. Parentaije—whether

the parent on each side were of a stock distinguished

for good dairy qualities. 2. Head small, fine, tapering

to the muzzle ; eyes full and lively ; horns smooth ; and
earssmaU. 3. i?aeft straight from the shoulder to the

tail. 4. Cliest deep—rather deeper than the belly.

5. Hide thin, moderately loose, and covered with glossy

smooth hah-. 6. Barrel, or body, well ribbed up to the

back-bone, and exhibiting a slightly flattened circular

outline. 7. Tail long and fine. 8. Fore-legs straight,

short, fine, and tapering from a full fleshy thigh to a

small hoof. 9. Hind-legs short, hips broad, thighs

fleshy, tapering like the fore-legs, and not to cross each

other when walking. 10. Udder large, but not flabby,

well u]i behind, with four large equally distant teats,

and milk veins large and prominent.

Providing nutritious food is the next cousidej-ation,

and upon this point we shall quote an authority, im-

plicitly to be relied upon.

Colonel Le Couteur says :

—

" The Jersey fanner treats his cow with gentleness and
care ; it might he more correct to say that his wife does so.
On good farms she is usually housed at night after the end
of October to the end of February, if heavy rain, hail, or
snow prevail. It is deemed to be licalthful to give a cow a
short nm daily through the winter, excepting in stormy
weather. At this season, which is usually several degrees
warmer than in the mildest part of Devoiishire, she is fed
with a certain portion of straw, from 10 lbs. to 20 lbs. of hay,
with about 10 lbs. to 201bs. of parsnips, white carrots,
turnips, or raangold-wm'zel.* The small portion of grass
which she may pick up in the winter, mth the above quantity
of food, enable her to produce arich and well-coloured sample
of butter till within six weeks of partm-ition.

" Some of the early meadows produce rich grass in March;
but the general flush of grass, which comes on generally late
in April, is the period when the Jersey farmer looks forwards
with anxiety.

" The cow is then tethered to the ground by means of a
halter five or six feet long, this is appended by a ring and

•A good rule is that a cow to keep her in high health and production,
rcciuires four per cent, of her weight in food daily. Thus, if she weighs
100011)3., her daily allowance is 4ulb3.—Ed. C. O.

swivel to a chain, which encircles her lioms, closed by a ring
and bar ; the other end of the halter is fastened to a chain
(J or 8 feet long, which is connected by a swi\el and ring to a
stout iron stake a foot long; this is ihiven into the ground
liy a wooden mallet. The cow haxiug this cu-cular range of
\i feet or more, is compelled to eat it clean. She is usually
moved thrice a day, and millced morning and evening ; on
many farms at mid-day also.

'• Under this system, the writer has owned fotu' cows that
produced eight and-forty piainds Jersey, or above ul lbs. im-
perial weight, of rich yellow butter per week, in the month
of May and part of June."

Now, to the correctness of these du-eetions we can add

our own testimony, and that of many practical farmers.

Let us also add as of Jirst importance—the cow should

have unlimited access to clean spring water.

As to the mode of sujiplying the food, wo shall quote

the practise of a party who obtained the largest returns

ever given by a single cow.

Mr. Cramp was the keeper of the House of Correction

at Lewes, and the average profit from his cow was more
than ^40 annually. He says :

—

" Summer season, fed on clover, lye-grass, luccru, and
caiTots, three or four times a day ; aud at nuon-time about
four gallons of grains, and two of bran, mi.xed together

;

always obserring to give her no more food than she eats up
clean. Winter season, fed with hay, bran, and grains, mixed
as before stated, feeding her often, \i'/.. five or six limes a iliiy,

as I see proper, giving her food when milking ; keeping the

manger clean when she is fed with grains ; not to let it get
sour; wash her udder at mdldng times with cold water,

winter and summer. Never tie her up ; lays in or out as she
likes

;
particularly careful to mUk her regularly and clean.

Milch cows are often spoiled for want of patience at the latter

end of milking them.
" One man would attend ten cofrs through the yeai' (with

the exception of an assistant at milldng times). Feeding
milch cows as above stated, they will at all times be in good
condition fit for the butcher, if an accident sboidd happen.
There will bo no gromid trampled and food spoUed by cattle

running over a vast tract of land. I think cattle may bo
fattened by the same mode of feeding, with much advantage

;

one-fourth part of the land woidd feed them, a great quantity

of manure made, and the beast fatten much sooner. Cattle

so fed have nothing to do but fiU themselves and lie down to

rest. No lahouriiiy for Iheir food. I fattened the two cows
I bad before this, and made them very good meat in about
seven weeks (I found it to answer, although I bought the

food at a dear rate), giving them a little ground barley or

oats mixed with the grains and bran. I think cows would
nearly double (in the course of the season) their quantity of

millt and butter, by following the above plan.
" It is unnecessary for a cow to go dry long before she

calves. The thing will tell for itself. AVhen her milk
changes bracldsb, she should then be dried oif ; that may be,

in three, four, or five weeks before she calces. Milch cows
seldom go dry before, unless it is from neglect, poverty, sick-

ness, or bad milldng. Let the milk stand two days in sum-
mer, and three days in winter, before it is skimmed.

" If grains cannot be had, there is no laud but will pro-

duce jiotatocs, and they are an excellent substitute for

grains, pounded in a ti'ongb, or ground in a common apple-

mill, and then mixed with bran. Bran also w^ouldbc a good
substitute for grains, wetting it to the same slate as grains,

and then mix a little ground oats or malt-dust to separate it.

Milch cows may be fed witli turnips and cabbages, provided
proper attention be paid in doing it. One meal a day of

tm'uips or cabbages will not all'ccl the milk, provided cai'e be
taken not to give them any rotten or withered leaves. One
rotten tmnup or cabbage would do more injury to milk and
butter than a cartload of sweet sound food. I have often

given cabbage to my cow without any ill eflccts whatever.

I have sown rye, and tares, wiiicb I find to answer; they will

come rather sooner than lucern, if sown the first week in

September. One gallon of rye is sufficient to mix w ith a

bushel of tares. If the rye be sown toe thick, it will over-
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powisv the tares, aud injure them ; but sown modorately thin,

it will suiiport tlie tares, aud lieep them from tlie ground. I

liave sown oats and red clover, and out the oats before tliey

come out in ear ; the oats will shoot up again (if cut before

they are in full carj, and the clover grow up with them, and '

produce a good second crop ; the clover will be in full per-

fection the spiiug following. After the crop of rye and tares

come otf, lucern may be sown, and it will be fit to cut once
\

the same summer, but not later than the middle of October,
j

The lucern will be in full cultivation the next summer,
and will produce four cuttings the season. Lucern should

be cut before it grows hard and sticky, or it admits waste,
'

and loses much of its goodness. I

" Often changing food is good for milch cows. I seldom
give my cow two sorts of food following. I cannot be at a loss

|

where there is so great a variety to be had, viz., rye and tares,

lucern, cinquefoil, trefoil, cow-grass, clovers, natural grass, !

green oats, carrots, cabbages, turnips, grains, bran, pollard,

hay, etc., &c."

We could increase our quotation of authorities, but if

our readers will refer to what is stated in our former

Tolames, and combine thestatements with what we have

now said, we think they need be at no loss for direction

as cow-keepers. If tliey do require more information we

recommend them to buy a little three sliilling volume,

by Mr. Cutbbert Johnson, entitled. The Modern Dairy

and Coiclccqjer.

NEW PLANTS.
THEIR rORTRAtTS AND BIOGRAPHIUS.

ijig it somewhat dry aud oool for six weeks at the end of

winter, and then pruning the young wood close in to one

or two joints, according to their strength, and placing it

in moist heat until a new growth is made an inch or two

long, shaking away most of the old soil from the roots,

repotting it in liglit ricli compost of one-lialf sandy loam

and the other half of equal parts of rough peat and leaf-

mould, with a little white sand, and then growing it on

liberally in close moist heat up to midsimimer, it will bo

ready to stand in a close cold pit as long as the summer

heat is such as to keep up that of the pit above 60°,

and would come in at any reipiired time from the end of

the autumn ; or might be retarded a month or si.x weeks

by keeping it in the cold jjit longer and allowing it to be

rather dry. G'esnerworts, whether in the shape of

Gloxinias, Aohimenes, jEsohynanthus, Niphfeads, Strep-

tocarpus, or any other of the forms they assume, are all

more or less favourites with gardeners. The order com-

memorates the name of a distinguished botanist at

Zurich, Conrad Gesner, the friend of the Bavarian

Naturalist, Von Martins, who also doubled the compli-

ment by naming Gonradia, a primate genus of the order,

after his Clu'istian name.

Elegant Moussonia (Moussoida elegruis).—Flore des

Serrcs, t. 489.—This stove plant was introduced by M.

Van Houtte, in 1848, from the mountain districts of

Guatimala. Stems and leaves hairy, tinted partially

with red ; leaves short-stallved, pointed oval, and with

round-toothed edges. The flowers, about two inches

long, are orange aud yellow, spotted inside with purple,

and in umbels of tln-ee or fom-, springing fi'om between

the leaf stalk and the stem. It is of the Natvu-al Order

Gesnencorts (Gesneraceee), and is not unlike Ocsnera

elunyata, upon which species, in fact, iM. Eegel, in 1848,

founded this genus oi Moussonia

M. elegans is another of those useful plants wliich gar-

deners find so convenient for decoration during the win-

ter ; that bemg its nat^n-al time of flowering. By keep-

'mm

Incurved-leaved Hake.v (liaJiea ciiciillata).— Pax-

ton's Flower Garden, vol. i., p. 125.—The genus was

named after Baron Hake, an enooiu-ager of botany in

Germany ; and the specifio name cuoidlata, cowled, refers

to the leaves turning inwards, after the manner of a

monk's cowl or hood. This gi'eenhouse evergreen slrrub

is a native of New Holland, where it was discovered in

1824 by Mr. Ctniniugham. It has since been foimd by

Mr. Baxter, at King George's Sound, and by !Mr. Drum-

mond, at Swan Eiver. It was first figured in tlie

Botanical Magazine, t. 4528. It is about foiu- feet high,

erect, with round very hau-y branches ; leathery, lieart-

shaped, alternate, stalldess, minutely- toothed, mUky-gi-een

leaves ; the flowers are red and small, but showy from

being in dense clusters, embosomed between the leaves

and stem. It is of the Natural Order Froteads (Pro-

teaeeee) ; 4

—

Tetrandria, 1

—

Monogi/nia of Linnaeus.

The New HoUand species of this Natural Order are well

cultivated in the Kew Garden^, where, Mr. Smith says,

they use for them good yellow loam, adding for small

plants a little sharp sand ; in repotting, keeping the old

ball a little above the new soil to keep water from stag-

nating rovuid the stem. In summer, water is given

freely in tlie evening or early morning, but ui winter the

son is only kept slightly moist. The rays of the sim are
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never allowed to shine on tlio pots. The //. CKCiiUdhf

does not strike readily from cuttings, but gi-al'ts well on

any of the fi-eely growing species. It may he raised also

from imported seed.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
Teelltses.—If we were called on to give a sound

definition of what constitutes a trellis, we should ap-

p)roach the subject with a very measured step. Having,
however, a desire to show how things of tliis character

may become matters of great service to many of our
fruits, it may be well to observe, that by trellises, or

tn'illa(/i's, according to some of our old authors, is meant
any material whether wood or iron, or anything else,

which supports in an artistic way, anything belonging
to the vegetable kingdom which may be trained thereon.

Position, therefore, is nothing here ; it may be hori-

zontal, or, what we shall hereafter have to term, Uilih-

trellis. It may be of the saddle form, or an incline ; or it

may be some other form ; for instance, an arcade over
head.

This much premised, the object in view may be pro-

ceeded with. It is well known to the readers of this

work, that gooseberry trellises were recently dwelt on

;

and it is a pleasure to find that this homely old English
fruit has still many a patron, as evinced by some letters

and queries lately received, applauding the plan des-

cribed at p. 301, Vol. iv. Amongst the rest, our coadjutor,

Mr. Beaton, in his funny discourse about the tubs, gave
the " one cheer more" for our homely gooseberry.
Thus invigorated, then, we proceed to point to some
other fruits which deserve trellis culture; and to com-
mence, we will take the currant as " grouping well" with
the subject—to use a painter's phrase. To exi^atiate on
the utility of the ml and iiitite ci(n-aiit, -whether for the
dessert, or, what is perhaps of more importance, for

tarts, ices, or other confectionary matters, and to at-

tempt to show how necessary it is to endeavoiu' to

secure as long a season of them as possible, would, in-

deed, be a mere waste of paper. They are frequently

used with the raspberry, and w'e shall shortly show how
families may receive a constant supply of botli, with the
greatest facility, from Midsummer until the middle of

November, or nearly so; and, wo think, after five months
service, the bushes may very fairly be permitted to go to

rest.

It will be remembered that a kind of double trellis was
recommended for the gooseberries; tliis, however, will

not lie quite the thing for the currant. Before jirooeed-

iug farther, let us remark, that we are now speaking of the
red and white currants only : llie hlaclc will neither need
nor deserve a trellis ; not on account of any inferiority

as to useful purposes, but because the fruit cannot bo
made, by any scheme with whicli wo are acquainted, to

hang on the bush after becoming fully ripe; tliorefore,

any experiment in the way of prolonging its season must
proceed chieHy on the retarding principle, before they
change for ripening. We have to propose, tliorefore, a
trellis composed principally of perpendicular rods, on
which alone the currants should be trained. Such may
be put up exceedingly cheap, for we have miles of it in

our neighbourhood, as ordinary cattle and sheep fence

;

but in these cases the wires are horizontal. Of course
a stronger connecting rod would be necessary at top and
bottom ; and this would have to be strained to well-fixed

posts, capable of withstanding a great amount of tension.

The perpendicular rods need not be nearer than one foot

apart; indeed, perhaps no better distance could be de-

vised ; and at the bottom of every upriglit we woidd
plant a young bush, or even a strong cutting. Now
some persons will think them too near,— that they will

rob each other, and so forth ; but there need be no fear of

this. It must be borne in mind, that tlie amouut of soil

reqiusite ibr any given plant is prim.'ipally ruled liy tha
volume of leaves and shoots wliicli tlie tree is ]ierniitted

to retain : and as the trellis we ]n-opose is not aliove five

feet, or thereabouts, in height, each plant would bo sub-
jected to a rather severe confinement; indeed we sug-
gest this on principle, iu order to increase the size of tin-

fruit.

Deeming it necessary to give some information con-
cerning this strained wire trellis, we will say something
in the sequel about jirice, mode of fixing, &c. ; in the

meantime we will suppose that the ground requires pre-

paration, which, indeed, in all tiellisiug matters would
be best performed before the trellis is jmt down ; care

being taken that the trelUs-tixers place their feet on
boards during the operation, or the whole proceeding
may bo nullified.

Soil.—For the white and red currant, tlicu, the ground
must be of a mellow character, and from Jy to 'ii

inches deep. An upland sandy loam, or indeed any
ordinary free garden soil, will grow them pretty well

;

but it may be observed, that in order to preserve them
long on the tree, a soil which preserves a steady mois-
ture, yot free from all stagnation, is of great service.

Wherever, therefore, stagnation exists, or the ground is

very adhesive, it must certainly be drained; and if some
fresh inaiden soil cannot be obtained to incorporate with
the existing soil, the usual ameliorators must be freely

introduced—such as rotten leaves, mellowed pond mud,
the bottom of tlie rubbish or weed heaps that have be-

come almost mouldy with age, or indeed any vegetable

matter; for the cuiTant is very jiartial to lunnus of every

kind, or any dark soil of a soft and mellow character, and
fine in texture. Of course, in ameliorating a given plot

of ground for them, if too adhesive, recourse must be had
to the usual mechanical corrections, such as sand, cliarred

material, lime-rubbish, &c. Our friends must not deem
us too tedious in thus prescribing for the currant, for

although it may be grown in tolerable perfection on most
soils, yet we would have those on trellises first-rate, both
as to produce, size, and flavour.

We would, in ]n-epariug the groiuid, allow six feet in

widtli for the prepared bed ; this will give throe feet of

prepared soil on each side the trellis. Now, we arc

aware that this will be a somewhat inconvenient dis-

tance for ladies or gentlemen who carry out personally

the manipidations necessary ; but we may observe, that

after the ground has fairly settled there can be no
objection wliatcver to forming a gravel-walk, or a pro-

menade of grass, to within two feet of tlieir stems,

which two feet must bo held, according to our doctrine,

inviolable, inasmuch as we shall recommend an annual
top-dressing, by system, in order to encourage abundance
of surface fibres. The beneficial action of such is at

this day undoubted ; and when time serves we sliall

show their exact use and their immense importance.

Ourrant Trellis.—These things carried out, we come
to tlie fixing of the trellis, and the kind of plants, with

their character. Strong oak posts, charred, being firmly

planted at each extremity in the centre of tlio prepared

soil, so as to be incapalalo of swerving, intermediate

posts (which may be of larch) must be introduced at

about every six feet. Three horizontal courses of strong

wire rod will now he neccssoiy in order to brace the

whole together, and to fasten the upright wires to.

These rods sliould be stout, for on them will much of ilie

security of the work depend. One wire at or near the

top, .another near the bottom, and a third midway will

sulfice ; and to these, as before observed, upright rods

of about half the thickness of the horizontal ones may
be carried at about one foot apwt. Those rods or wires

must all be streleheil tight, and made perfectly fast at

their ends ; for no slipping or movement must be per-

mitted.
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Phintbig.—All will now be ready for plauting', ami, as

already stated, we would plant one plant at the loot ol'

each upright rod, and train it porpcndioidarly, coulming
it entirely to the one wire. Of course, llie sooner tlie

plants are in the better, but, if the jieriod is much
advanced, as to autumn planting, and (Ihristmas is at

hand, wo would defer the planting until tlio early part

of February, when the sooner they are in tho better.

As to pruiiliir/, the currant, under such circumstances,

should not bo allowed to retain above seven or eight

inches of young wood as leading shoots at each winter's

pruning ; for they must be compelled to develop every

eye or bud up the stem as they advance ; as tho base

of such development forms the nucleus of a complete

bunch of spin-s of a fruitfnl character ; and which
spurs, with a proper system of summer pruning or

stopping, will i"emain permanent for several years ; and
thus this single stem will become a continuous line of

spurs, and of course be clothed with currants from bottom
to top.

About other pruning matters, more will bo said in due
time ; we must now suppose that the ti'ellis is duly estab-

lished, and that some protection, as suggested for the

gooseberry, is necessary. We are not aware that any
necessity e.\ists for adopting any variation as to the cur-

rant, for precisely the same arrangement as for the

gooseberry will suit very well. The spout from which
the canvass curtain hangs, and along the edge of wliicli

it may slide with rings, after the manner of a bed-curtain,

must be wide enough in the case of the currant to

throw the curtain at least six inches from the training

wires ; for it must be remembered that the currant will

make much breast-wood during tho summer, and although

such must be put under a course of stopping betimes,

yet, still as the leaves from the base of such breast-

wood perform the all-important office of catering for the

fruit, three or four inches must be left on until the fruit

is nearly ripe.

The red currant ordinarily grows much taller than
the white, and, we may add, much stronger ; indeed, it is

sometimes apt to be mifruitful through sheer grossness,

and in such cases must, without hesitation, be root-

pruned ; of this, however, more in its proper place.

The soil, then, forthe white currant should be of a more
generous character than for the red. If tlie two are to

be planted together on the same trellis, it would be well

perhaps to ])lant tliem alternately ; making the white

occupy the lower portion, and the red the upper. In
such case the red should be trained with a naked stem
for half a yard or so, and thus make way for tho white

below. By such an arrangement the upright rods need
not be more than nine inches apart.

And now for tltc expense per yard lineal. The wire

may be purchased for about eight shillings per cwt.

The oak posts at about one shilling each ; tho larch

posts at about sixpence each ; the staples at about one

shilling per hundred. As for the labour involved, that

is a trifling item ; and will generally be performed by a

labourer already employed. Canvass, of capital quality,

may be obtained for about sixpence per square yard.

The above are extracts from genuine accounts now lying

on our table, of work really performed. This fence is

termed " strained wire fencing," and is being used e.x-

tensively in these parts for common enclosures, and for

the division of fields, chiefly in cow pasturage.

We had almost forgotten to name the strength of tho

rods or wire. The three horizontal rods for the currants

may be about half an inch diameter ; but for tho per-

pendicular wires, about No. 1 or 2 on the regular

metallic wire gauge will do very well.

R. Erbinqton.

THE ELOWER-GARDEN.
I oivE public notice—as the town-crier says, when he

has anything particular to announce—that I cannot go

nut to tea parties this winter, nor see company at home

after dusk. I petitioned the editor, as earnestly as I

could, to let me off from this Cottage GAituENERfor the

six winter months ; now that flower gardening is over for

the season. " No ! not for six weeks, " was all the com-

fort r received. Formerly I could anuise myself, and

while away two evenings in tho week writiugthese weekly

letters, and tho other four evenings I could devote to

whatever chanced to come in the way ;
but now, what

with letters and making dictionaries, I am obliged to

" r/lve notice" as above; and the more so just now, as I

was sadly teased the other evening by an honest man

who called in and kept me from my lioolcs, till all the

rest of the honest people in the parish were gone to bed,

when I had to strap to it just as if tlie tea-thmgs had

only then been cleared away oil' the table. As soon as I

could get rid of tho fidgets' I was in all the evening, I

determined on making the subject of his visit my article

for The Cottage Gardener, and here it is :
—

" Do you,

or any of the writers for The Cottage Gabdeneb,''

says he, " happen to know anything of teasinrj !

" Happen to know anything aliout what?" replied I,

seeing he was in earnest. " Why I have lieen pleasing

and teasing, by turns, ever since I took to public writing

;

but what do you mean? " " Oh ! I don't want the in-

formation for myself," be said; "but I was over last

„eek at ,
and my brother-in-law, George, wanted

my advice about a piece of waste land which lie says

must be added to his holding, owing to ' tlie line ' having

crossed it, and he was advised to break it up and plant

it with teasing." " Well," I rejoined, " you do puzzle

,nc now—I have heard of many odd things and ways m
my time, but this way about your brother-indaw, George,

wdth his bit of wasteland crossing the line, staggers me !

I have crossed 'the line' myself more oft than any

captain in Her Ma-jesty's Royal Navy, but upon my
word your teasing is far beyond all the ' lines

'
I ever

yet heard of." "No, but it don't!" was his reply;

" they say it pays so well." " What pays ? " " Teasing,

I tell you !
" " What on earth is teasing ? " " What they

use toraisethenapon cloth." "Oh! he meant Teazels."

" Well, I suppose it is all the same thing ;
but you

gardeners have new names for everything, new and old,

that grows ; but if you know anything about it tell me,

as I told George you writers in The Cottage Gardener

knew everything ; everybody says so." He was so im-

portunate, and said the thing was of so much value, that

it was of little use to tell him that we gardeners never

heard of any person in our lives who knew everything,

but one, and he made a sad mess of it ;
for the very first

time he was sent to do something in the kitchen-garden

he pulled up a bed of artichokes, and afterwards declared,

he never met with such strong thistles before ;
but sup-

posed the climate made all the difference ! Now, if he

had pulled up a bed of Teazels in a mistake for thistles,

he might have saved his credit, notwithstanding that a

good crop of them has been known to be worth more

money than the land which produced it. But if it is

really true, as my teaser aflirmed, that these Teazels are

really of such use, or ofanyuseinthe.se days, for raising

nap or lowering it, all of us should know something

more about them ; and to put it to the test, let me say a

few words about their history, use, and cultivation, first

premising that though I never made cider on the one

hand, or planted Teazels on the other, I have seen, for

more'than ten years, how both were conducted by the

best farmers in' the West of England, and with my books

of reference if I cannot write a short chapter on either

branches, it is not for want of materials. N evertheless, as

the subject has never been handled in any gardening
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book tliati know of, the maiu points of it ave only treated
of in this letter.

Tea-<:h\ or, more properly, tvazd, belongs to a small
group of genera, only six in number, and Scahiuus is one
of them; Dlpsacusj'uUonum being our Teazel jjlaut, and
the order is called after it Taizh'iioiis. The wild Teazel
of botanists, is not the Teazel of the planters and fullers,

but an improved variety of it, which, although it will

grow in any ])oor or waste land, 'grows strongest and
pays best on bean sod,—that is, stiff loam with a dry
bottom. A fresh piece of newly broken-up waste or

common land, such as that from which Mr. Barnes gets
his compost for tlie pine-apples at Bicton, would be the
very thing to produce line Teazle heads ; much better,

indeed, than old garden soil full of dead vegetable re-

mains. On such new laud it is not at all considered
an exhausting crop,—probably, because it is of a very
different nature from our ordinary crops—provided it is

not planted on the same gi-ound more than once in si.K

or seven years ; but it is a very bad crop to suck the land
poor, if used on old tillage and planted crop after crop.
Like the cherry orchards in the west of England, the
farmer or landlord often lets out a piece of land to
cherry or teazel merchants for a single crop
The teazel ground is brolien-up about this time, or

before winter ; and the deeper it is stirred at this time
the better, if the surface is left rough for the frost to lay
hold on. When the ground is dry in March, it is pointed
over or ploughed, as the case may be, reduced to a tilth,

and the seeds are sown any time in April, when the
land is in a good state to work on. Like the manage-
ment of turnips in England, the seeds are put in vari-
ously ; but in drills is the best way, and about fifteen
inches from drill to drill. Old people say an inch and
a half for every month " from seed to head," making
the rows just eighteen inches apart ; from seed to head,
on the average of seasons, being twelvemonths, or, in
other words, ii-om the timo the seeds prove themselves by
showing a full drill from end to end in the seed-leaf,

—

which rarely happens, owing to faulty seeds, bad sea-
sons, and other causes—till the centre of the plant
sliows the head of the flower-stem, the Teazel being a
biennial, or nearly so. The crop is ready in .Jidy, the
second season after sowing the seeds. Any one who
can manage a few drills of turnips might be trusted to
look after the teazel crop : as soon as the plants are up,
they require to be thinned to live or six inches apart,
the ground well stirred, and as soon as the leaves meet
a second thinning is given, and in some seasons a third
thinning is necessary ; and when the land is very good,
the plants at the last thinning should stand twelve
inches apart. A clever speculator, who rents high for
his crop, will have all the land qiadcd over twice the
first season,—that is, a good regular digging, and every
weed kept down by hand and hoe; and if any blanks are
to be made up, the plants for them will bear moving
any time after harvest when the weather is showery.
The extent of " 'japes," or failures, is considered before
the final tliiuning, and a sulficieut number of ]dauts
are left in the outside rows, or at the ends, to make up
a full crop. I3y the end of October the land should
look quite clean, and every row full from end to end,
without any "pouch-mark" or"feeting"—that is, that
no foot-marks made in wet weather should be seen. In
the spring, the soil between the rows is stirred, and the
plants are carthed-up like beans, care being taken that
neither the tops of the leaves nor the crowns of the
plants be covered. Then, with the exception of keeping
down weeds, no more is done to them till the flowers
fade and have fallen, when the crop is ready to gather;
but not in the usual way, like other crops, as tliey do
not all come to maturity at the same time, some being
fit to (!ut long before others. They are as prickly as
field thistles, and must bo handled with strong pruning

gloves on. The stems are cut nine or ten inches below
the heads, and then laid into small bundles, and hung
up on poles to dry under an open shed, as the rains

would injure their bristly beards if they were exposed
in the open air; but on fine sunny, days you see them
hanging out on poles. When they are perfectly dried,

the next process is to sort them into good, better, and
best sorts ; and here the practised eye can tell at cue
look if the sorter has done his duty

—

Icinija, middlings,

and scrubs being the usual trade names, according to

quality ;—9000 Idngs, or 20,000 middlings, go to make a
prick ; and the soruljs are not much sought after, unless

a great scarcity of the others prevails ; but being as pre-

carious a crop as the hops, the whole trade is a sort of

speculation alter the same manner. A good hit in them
is a most profitable speculation, and pays abundantly.

Ten packs an acre is a good crop, but twelve packs

have been secured ; and though that might not happen
more than once in three or four years, still their cultiva-

tion persevered in woidd pay well, as in the time of

scarcity five, six, and seven pounds the pack have been
given for them twenty years back; but what they may
fetch now, or whether they fetch anything, or are at all iu

use, I cannot say, for until my friend put me in mind of

them, I had forgotten all about them for the last fifteen

years.

The heads of Teazels have long bristly awns, or beards,

lilce bai'ley, which ai-e finely teethed, or seiTated, as we
gai'deiiers call it; and every tooth, or seiTature, is hooked,

s<j that when the heads are aiTanged on a turn-about

gToat ch'um, and the cloth is made to tm'n against them,

the thousands of those little hooks catch hold of the

finest fibres of the woollen web, leaving the cloth as

shagg)' as a goat, or a badly kept gi'ass lawn : then it is

that om' mowing machine, or, more properly, the clothier's

mowing, napping, or nipping macliuie, is set a-going to

cut ofl' all this shagginess dovni to a fine velvet-like siu'-

face. T\niat we call om- moT\ing machine is nothing

more than this very napping macliiue set diflerentlj" by
one of those clever clotliiers, to suit om' velvety cai-pets

ui every flower-gai-den. And now, late though it be to

make the acknowledgment, if icc, among other things,

cause a stu' about growing teazels aU over the couutiy,

and so reduce the price of them for the clothiers, we
shoidd only be paying olf a debt standuig against us
these twenty years past. Even if steel hooked wu'es, or

cards, be again in use in place of teazels, we might raise

teazels enough to put down all artificial substitutes, and
so help om'selves as well as those who gave us the mow-
ing machines. At any rate, besides being sine enough
myself of beuig well paid for this letter, I tlunk I have
sho^^ni a desire to rc])ay my part of the obligation as a

flower gardener, bj' giving or tlu'owiug out these hints,

although some peojile might say, imless the subject was
as closely connected T\'ith the flower-garden as the i-oller

iuid i-evolvijig kiuves of Mr. Budding's machine, I should

say nothing aliout it.

New Plants : CvIquJioiniia T'cstitri.—It is very hkely

tliat, in a year or two, this new plant wifl nuike a stu'

among such as nm after novelties. It came over ii'om

India after the battle of Sobraon, \rith a high charai'ter,

and veiy probably fomid its way to the nurseries from
the Isle of Wight, where many plants of it wore raised

from seeds. Lord Hardinge sent it to Sir W. Jliddletou,

and I flowered it last yeaa'. It is not worth a bache-

lor's button for the flowers ; but, as it will jirovo nearly

hardy in the climate of London, and quite so in Devon-
shire, it wiU be an adthtiou to the sluiibbeiy, where it

MiU come in as a relief to the dark green masses of fohage,

having a whitish -woolly appearance, like some kinds of

Phlomis, to which it is very nearly related botauii-ally.

The flowers arc produced in whorls at the joints along

with the leaves, and are poor gaping-looking thuigs,

neither orange nor red, but somethuig between the two.
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It has not yet appeared in any English catalogne, but
Stendel has it in his Nomendatuve. It was named by
Dr. Wallieb, in compliment to a Scotch gentlemen,

whose patronymic dates back time out of mind, and is of

Gaelic orighi, a language which is overloaded with con-

sonants, and vowels too, that are )iever sounded. Oul-

quhounia, sounds as if vraitten Gohoi'iiiid, with the accent

on the u. Those who have the slmdi in the open ground
now should see about some winter protection for it, as it

is too yomig yet to stand exposed ; and those who have
it not, may avoid some disappointment on a future day
by niakuig a memorandum of it.

I intended to get in some account of a newish hardy
evergreen climber just coming into bloom witli me, but
the man with his tcazing took up too much of my time

this week. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

PnESEnviNG Bedded-out Plants: Propag.wion—
SoAELEi Gekaniums.—From the munberless inquuies

upon tliis subject, notwithstanding all that has been said

jireviously, it would appear that a few more statements

would be acceptable, and of a more lengthy character

than can be squeezed into the correspondent's column.
To oxu- friend, Mr. Beaton, belongs the pleasm'e of treat-

ing of these matters in a wholesale way, but many of om'

fi-iends who style themselves window gardeners, even
though possessing a small box of a greenhouse, and a

few yards of flower-garden, have not yet so got into tlie

habit of generalising, so tar as gai'dening is concerned, as

to perceive that the same principles of treatment that

are applicable hi large places are equally applicable in

small ones ; and, therefore, they expect that sometliing

shall appear just to suit then- own individual case ; and
hence it is that forests of questions and inquiiies are

made which akeady have been so repeatedly answered,

that were it not for the larije mimledness winch the study

of gardening fosters, om' more experienced readers would
look upon any fmther aUusion to such matters as a per-

fect dose of repetition.

Having transferred fi'om their window-sill, or then'

small gi'eenhouse, into then' flower plot some favomite
plants, which they had tended with anxious care dming
all the vicissitudes of winter, by the time that the leaves

of autumn are tinged with yellow, they begin to have
many a considtation with themselves how they shall save

then favomites fi'om the icy king, so that similar atten-

tions, which delight as well as employ, may again be

afforded. Hence, when visiting a gardener of some ex-

tent, and knoOTUg the sunple-minded commmiicativeness
of gardeners in general, after clearing the way with suc-

cessive notes of admhation (winch the knight of the

spade takes merely as a matter of com'se, ^vithout feeling

a bit of vanity or inflated importance, being too well

aware of deficiencies wliich liis visitors do not perceive),

statements are then made in easy confidence, as to what
they have got, and what they have done, and what they

expect to do ; and then, without a dnect reference to

then- own special proteges, they inquu-e how the plants

in such and such beds ai-e to be preserved during the

winter. O for the pencil of a Crmkshank to depict

the serio-comic appearance then- countenances often pre-

sent, when told that the most, or all of them, would be
killed with fi-ost !—a portraiture made up of the doubting,

the incredidous, with a dash of the felt-to-be-cruel and
honible—and all the more pleasing, because, like every

ti'ue amusement, such sensations revealed hi the coimte-

nance proceeded from the development of the nobler feel-

ings of our natm'e, those winch lead us to attach om--

selves to objects with which we have long been pleasmgly
familial'. This feeling of attachment is identically the

same, though varied in its apiiearance, when manifested

towards a ratiomd creature like ourselves, to an animal
which we pet, or a flower that we tend. So much is this

the case, that we rarely find a strong kindly regmd
manifested m any one of these directions, but we can

predicate, with tolerable certainty, as to the views enter-

tained with respect to the others. Whoever knew a per-

son that was doatingly fond of plants and flowers, that

was not kind, and feeling-hearted, and beneficent to

then fellow-creatures ?

Gai'deners are not less attached to their flower-garden

and other plants than are our amateiu' fiiends in gene-

ral ; but as the saviag of all they require woidd demand
a space under glass, not of a few yards, but the large

fi-actional part of an acre, they make a vhtue of neces-

sity, and knowing that though each plant is perfect in

itself as a whole, it is, nevertheless, composed of an as-

semblage of distmct individuals, they take some of tliese

individuals, in the shape of cuttings, wluch occupy but

little of then- valuable room in winter, and liy then- care

and attention endeavom' alike to preserve tiie race, imi-

tate, if not excel, then- previous splendom', and, as man-
kind do in other cases, love these yormg plants all the

more for their parents' sake. Once let om' friends, young
in gardening, get into the habit of looking a-head, of

acting with the same forethought in then gai'dening

matters that they display m the other avocations of life,

and they will feel more independent at the approach of

winter, and have fewer questions to propose as the

eleventh hour is passing into the twelfth, as to hoic then

favoiu'ites are to be saved ; though, in the meantune,

they may rest assiued there is no necessity for apologis-

uig for ti'ouble given, as the answering of then niqiui'ies

is ever looked upon more in the light of a pleasui'e than

a labour.

For instance, and as confirmatory of these remarks,

what more splendid—what moi'e prized for window and
diminutive flower-plot—tlian the Scarlet rjeranium ? as

evidenced in the inquiries about the modes of its pre-

servation. A fortnight ago the matter was adverted to ;

the modes in which it may be kept will also be found

referred to in another part of this day's paper. We
allude to it no farther here than to state, that to pre-

serve such plants in dry cellars, dark rooms, and hay-

lofts, those possessing the greatest firmness and least

succulence in the stems are to be preferred, because tliey

are less likely to damp, and more stored with perfect

organised fluids ; and hence plants grown in pots are

always preferable to those grown in the open garden,

just because they are firmer and shorter-jointed. In

keeping them two things must be attended to ;—First,

the roots and part of the stem should be kept in a

material so dry, such as earth, that there will be little

danger of rotting with damp ; and, secondly, tlie air

around them should neither be so dry nor so hot as to

cause the evaporation of the stored-up juices. To bus- •

band this all the more, the leaves, should be completely

removed, and the succulent points of the stems. I knew
of one instance, where the proprietor—resolving to be

sure—stored away part of his jjlants over a boiler used

almost every day for farm-purjioses ; another part were

stored near to and over an oven. In the one case the

plants were parboiled with steam ; in the other, they

might as well have been kiln-dried or made into char-

coal. Until the buds begin to break—when light must

be given, and moisture administered by degrees—they

will just require a little more attention than the pro-

perly keeping of potatoes. Success in every instance is

not, however, to be expected, whatever the amount of

care you give them. If you take them up now, repot

them, and put them in a greenhouse, you will keep them
more easily; but, as they ^vill lose many of then- leaves,

they will not be much of an ornament during the winter.

To secm'e a few flowers and a fine foliage dui'ing winter,
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either for greenhouse or window, some of tlic plants
slionltl liave had their roots cut round in August, hceu
raised and potted in September, and then set in a shady
place ; and long ere now tliey would bo fit for going
wherever you please. To attain a similar result now,
without any previous jireparation—and then, after all,

with greater chances of ultimate disappointment—the

plants should be carefully raised, so as to preserve, at

least, all the 7(?(v/<'r roots; potted into light sandy soil;

the pots plunged over the rims in a sliglit hotbed ; the

temperature of the bed averaging 70°; the sashes then
laid over them, but not shut close, either night or day,

except in the time of frost; and no water given at the
roots untU fresh rootlets appeared in the new soil,

—

though when the sun shined a dusting over the foliage

might be given to check evaporation. The keeping of

the top cool was to prevent expansion there ; wliUe the

heat at the roots was to encomage fresh action tlicre :

and when fresh roots were thus formed, the reciprocal

action between tlie roots and leaves would be restored,

and water being given, the absorbing and perspuiug
mediums would lialance each other. The pots should
then be gradually raised from the material in which
they were plunged, set upon the sm-face of the bed, and
idtimately transferred to the room or the greenhouse
shelf

Now, admitting that all these arrangements were
attended with success, still in the case of our window-
gardeners, to whom both time and space are scarce
commodities, the irhoJe of them may be neglected, and
a spice of forelhoinjlu will be sufficient to atone for the
neglect—to e.xpiato the seeming cruelty of allowing
old favourites to jierish without an attempt to save
them, while futin'o expectations may be no less san
guine, and present satisfaction from beholding healthy
vegetation increased rather than lessened. From what
has appeared in these pages, and also, perhaps, more
strikingly from what will appear in tlie Dictionary,
readers will bo perfectly aware tliat, imlike the goose
and gander sauce proverb, difterent plants require very
different treatment as to jiropagation and culture. Of
these, our Scarlet Oerfiniums are the easiest almost to

manage. We are not now to dilate upon the methods
by wliich they may be successfully treated, I only mean
to meet the present case. Supposing, then, by the end of
May one or several jilants have been transferred to

the flowsr-border or clump, and have there appeared
with a luxuriance and a brilliancy which they never did
in a pot; just to prevent nightmare visions of dis-

quietude as to how you were to preserve such large

plants in winter,—visions which, liowever dim, always
serve to detract from jiresent enjoyment,—look over
your plants in August, the nearer tlie commencement
tiie better

; you will then observe, according to the size

of yoiu' plant, several or a number of shoots, from three
to four inches in length, the removal of which will be
an advantage to the plant, as enabling the sun and air

to reach its principal stems, and thus cause it to bloom
more freely. Cut these shoots off close to the main
stems iVom which they proceed ; tlie firmer and shorter-

jointed they are the better. Then remove the lower
leaves, say from one or two inches from the liottom of
the cutting. Place them down in a row, that the cut-

end may be dried ; but sprinkle the leaves with water,
and put a cabbage-leaf, or a bit of paper, &o., over them
to prevent tlieir evaporating. Here they may remain
for twenty-four hours, less or more, according to your
fancy.

In the meantime, get a small piece of ground dug,
enough to hold all these cuttings when standing in

rows eight inches apart, and four or five inches from
each other in tho row. Any aspect will do, but one
facing the south will bo tho best. This done, beat down
the dug ground with the back of the spade, and then, if

you have such a thing as leaf-mould and rough sand,

mix some together, and throw them over the ground to

tlie depth of at least a couple of inches, and beat down
again. If you have neither of these commodities, hunt
some road-side, and get a few shovelfuls of the drift

that has been washed by heavy showers, draw shallow

drills, place the road-drift in them, and beat down as in

the above case. In both circumstances, insert the cut-

tings from one to two inches deep, and give the ground
a thorough watering. If very dry, it should receive a

soaking before road-drift, &c., is jiut on. This will save

future labour, as anything like a thorough watering will

not again bo required. If very sunny in the beginning
of August, and you have chosen a south aspect, a little

shading, such as by an evergreen bough, may be re-

quired in tho middle of the day, but that will only be
for a short time. ^Yhenover the leaves, though a little

drooping in the middle of the day, yet manage to regain

their jiroper consistency and stand upright, inviting the

sun in the morning, they are just giving a quiet hint

that your services, so far as shading is concerned, may
be safely dispensed with. In the forenoon or afternoon,

or both in sunny days, a dash from the syringe, or a

spirt from a fine-rosed watering-pot, will be useful, just

to chock evaporation from the stems and leaves. The
advantage of the south aspect is, not that the plants wUl
root so much sooner, but that the plants will be more
sturdy and short-jointed afterwards. In September you
may raise them with little balls and pot them. Set

them a short time in the shade, and tlien full in the siui

;

and, by this time, they will be nice healthy stout plants

that—provided you cankeep them from frost—rather dry,

and give them light—will occupy far less room than old

plants, look better, and require upon the whole less

trouble. On a south border, this season, we planted a
number, over part we laid some old sashes, supported

back and front by rails, tho space between the rails and
the ground about a foot being entirely open, and in the

other part wholly uncovered, and if there was a differ-

ence, it seemed to lean to the part that was quite tiiico-

ven'd and nnsharled. I mean to allow a number to

remain with the old sashes over them, and banked-up
back and front with turf Such ]dants, if potted, may
be got to almost any size before bedding-out time, if

room and suitable temperature is given them. One
objection may be urged against them, so far as bedding
is concerned, that they do not flower so freely as tho

old plants : but this objection has little force, as luxuri-

ance is easily diminished by shallow jilanting. poor soil,

and root-pruning. Tho succulence of tho stems, the

orgauisable material stored up in these short lirnr roots,

support vital action until fresh roots are formed, and
thus propagation is so easy. Try the adiiic system with
CaJfcolnriiis, and j'ou might as well hold your fingers

to the sun ! But of this, more anon. B. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAHTJIENT.

STOVE PLANTS.
Ag.\i.3Iyla St.\jiine,v (Long-stamened A.) : Java.

—

A curious, handsome plant, with bunches of scarlet

flowers something like tho blooms of a Gesnera. Tliey

are produced in clusters, growing out of the stem between
the leaves ; and are in that respect singular and curious.

The foliage is large and handsome. It is a kind of soft-

wooded trailing shrub; and is worth}' of eullivation

either in tho moist stove or the orchid house. Tho
price now is 5s. each.

Culture.—It may be cultivated succes.-^fully in several

ways
;
perhaps the best method will be, to combine pot-

culture with a branch of tree set in the middle of tho

pot, and covered with short moss. Tho j.dant should bo
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put in tlio pot close to tlio bvanob, and trained to it.

Tlio plnut sends out iibves IVom its branches, something
like our common ivy ; and tlicse will cling to the moss-
covered branch, and thus obtain support, and perhaps
sustenance. In this way it will grow fast, and flower

i'reely. The soil in the pot shonld ho a compost of a
very open toxtm'e, ibr the roots are very impatient of

moisture : indeed, its constitution very much resembles

an orchid iu tliat respect. The materials of the com-
post sboidd be very fibrous : rough peat, very turfy

loam, and half-decayed leaves—all in equal parts; the

wlujle to be mi.Ked with broken potsherds and coarse

sand. This compost will, witli good drainage, keep the

roots in healthy action, and thus enable the plant

to thrive ; whereas, if the common culture of hard-

wooded stove shrubs be adopted, the ends of the fine

roots will canker and perish, tlio jtlant will become
sickly, the leaves will turn a bad colour, and if it

is not speedily removed into a more genial soil, the

plant will die. AijalmijJa may also be successfully

grown iu a basket made of copper wire, or wood, in the

same compost, and hung up to the roof in the manner
of a Stauhopea. In this way it becomes in time a very

ornamental object. The shoots should bo stopped, to

cause them to branch; and each branch must be trained

over the basket at equal distances, till they completely
cover it. They may then ho allowed to droop down-
wards ; the clusters of scarlet tubular flowers will then
appear to great advantage.

Cultivated in either of the above methods in the open
compost, this plant will bear frequent syringing, which
greatly conduces to keep it growing and healthy ; and
will also keep down the red spider, to the attacks of which
it is, on account of its soft fleshy leaves, peculiarly

liable. It requires a warm moist stove, and so will

thrive particularly well in the orchid house. The tem-
perature should not in summer be less than 7.j° by day,

and 6.j° by night. In winter it should have a degree of

rest, and so the heat may be reduced ten degrees lower.

Water may be supplied freely during the spring and
summer, but very moderately during the autumn and
winter months.

Propagation.—As this plant, like the ivy, sends forth

roots freely against a branch in the open air of the stove,

it strilves freely with very moderate care and skill.

Short shoots make the best cuttings. Take oft' the

bottom leaves close to the stem with a sharp knife,

leaving the two uppermost leaves entire. Then put in

the cuttings in sand, singly, in a a^-inch pot ;
place them

under a hand-glass upon a heated bed of sand, and in a

fortnight they will begin to put out roots. Give them
then a little air every day for another fortnight. They
may then have the hand-glass removed entirely, and be
shaded for a few days longer until they can bear full

exposure. As soon as the pots are filled with roots, pot
the plants into the compost described above ; and when
they have filled them with roots again, they will be large

enough either to put into baskets, or fix against a log of

wood, as described above.
Glokiosa SuFEiiBA (Supcrb G.) ; East Indies.—It

must not be thought, because we often write about new
plants, that we shall forget fine old ones. Our present

subject, for instance, is not a new acquisition, though
there are, no doubt, many cultivators who never grew it,

yet it is a fine plant, worthy of notice, and every care

the grower can bestow upon it. It is a herbaceous stove

dwarf climber (that is, the stems die down every year),

with long fleshy tubers, often, when large, forked. The
leaves are lanceolate, with tendrils at the ends to lay

hold of any object that will support the shoots. The
flowers are produced toward the upper parts of the stem,

out of the axils of the leaves ; the petals are of an
orange colour, with stains of chocolate about the middle
of each petal ; they are rei-y much waved, almost curled,

at tlio edges; and are, when expanded fully, turned

backwards ; oacli petal measuring iJi inches long. It

is, when well grown, a really handsome, interesting

plant, and commands attention and admiration amongst

all its more showy neighbom-s. Price, for strong bulbs,

7s. (Id. each.

CuUurc.—In winter the plant shotild be completely

dormant, as much so as a Gloxinia or a Gesnera. About

the month of March, prepare a compost of light fibrous

loam, turfy peat, and very rotten dung, or leaf-mould

;

add as much silver or river sand as will givo to it a

sandy character. Mix these well together witli
^

the

hand, and let it be iu a state neither dry nor wet. Then
have ready a sufficient quantity of broken potsherds for

drainage, and the required number of new or well-washed

pots. For full-grown tubers, pots of 10 inches diameter

will be necessary ; and for smaller tubers, pots in pro-

portion. When all is ready, bring the pots containing

the tubers from their winter quarters, and turn the pots

upside-down, and strike them gently on the edge of the

potting bench, catching the ball with the right hand;

then gently break the ball in pieces, and separate the

tubers from the soil, and from each other if they have

increased the year previously. And now is the time to

attend to a point of vital im/iortunec iu the culture of

this fine old plant. In separatiug them from the soil,

and re-potting, the greatest care must be taken that not

the least bruise is inflicted upon the tubers, whether old

or young, for such a wound would, iu nine cases out of

ten, cause a gangrene, which woidd end in destruction.

Having, then, got the tubers safely out of the old soil, a

new beginner would be puzzled which way to put them

into the soil ; they have no eyes, like a potato, to guide

him ; all the surface is perfectly smooth, and nothing

but experience can tell him as to the right way to plant

the tubers. We candidly confess, the first time we
potted a root of Oloriosa saperha we were as much at a

loss, iu this particular point, as the veriest tyro in gar-

dening that ever existed. To avoid setting the tuber

the wrong way up, we laid it lengthways across the pot,

and covered it 2 inches deep with the compost. Of

coui'se it iu due time came up, but the shoot was close

to the edge of the pot; and, until the trellis to train it

to was alHxed, it had a very ungardeuer-like appearance.

It taught us this lesson :—That tlie new shoots of this

particular spiecios of pilant start .from the opiposite end to

irhich the tuber hail been eittached to its p>arent. There-

fore, in placing the bulb in the pot, the end farthest

from that to which it had gi-owu to the bulb of last year

should be placed near to the middle of the pot. Place,

then, all the bvdbs, whether young or old, in that posi-

tion, covering them about 2 inches deep ; and place

them in the stove, giving no extra heat or any water for

a fortnight. As soon as the young shoots appear give

a gentle watering, and, if convenient, plunge the pots iu

a bark pit, the temperature of which should not exceed

80°. The shoots wiU push on rapidly, and should have

support. For a time a single rod to each shoot will be

sufficient, but when they have reached the height of

4 feet, it will be advisable to adopt another method.

Place five rods, 3 feet long, of willow or deal, close to

the edge of the pot (the strongest shoots from old

bulbs are the most likely to flower, and to them only

this training is apjilicable), have a hoop of thick wu-e

about a foot or fifteen inches diameter, place this hoop

half way up the rods, and tie each oue to it at equal

distances ; then bring the ends of each rod together,

and tie them all firmly together. It will then form a

neat trellis to train the plant to. Commence training it

round this trellis, at 6 inches from the top of the pot,

tying it neatly to every upright rod round the trellis;

and, as the shoot grows, continue to train it round

again at the same distance from the first coil as that is

from the pot. By the time the trellis is covered it wiU
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probably show its flower-buds, and will reward tbe cul-

tivator with its glorious ilowcrs for all his trouble. As
soou as it has done flowering, gradually lessen the

quantity of water until the leaves turn yellow, then

withhold it altogether; cut down the shoots, and place

the pots iu a place where they can be ])rotected from wet
and cold until potting-time the spring following.

T. Apw.eby.

FLORISTS' PLOWERS.
Continue to pay close attention to plants iu pots.

The green fly will make its appearance upon the Chrij-

santhemvm, and if not destroyed it will disfigure the

bloom greatly. Smoke them frequently with tobacco.

They require now abundance of water, and will be
benefited if they have every third time a dose of manure-
water. Vcrhenas in store will also require smoking with

tobacco, to keep them free from tbe green fly. Should
mildew make its appearance give them a dusting with
flowers of sulphur ; pick ofi' all decaying leaves ; and
give air to all jilants in frames or pits on every favour-

able occasion.

Soil.—Now is a good time to lay in a stock of all kinds
of soils. Endeavour to get it from upland pastures that

have not been disturbed for half a century. Turfy peat

should be obtained from dry moors, where the wild
heath flourishes vigorously. Try to get all kinds of soil

fi-om tbe surface only. Turf, 4 inches thick, forms the

best compost for plants, either in pots or beds.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
PoT.\TO Planting.—All judicious observers since the

commencement of the potato disease must, by this time,

be convinced of the desrrabilit}', if not tbe necessity, of

the early or autumn planluig of this most valuable

tuber, iu order to secure a crop free from infection.

Mail}', I am sorry to observe, stiU persist iii plantmg at

a very late period, although then' crops have fi-om year

to 3'ear fallen a sacrifice to disease, and yielded little or

no retiu'u for the laboiu" performed. The present being
the season for autmnn jilanting, a healthy well ib'ained

piece of gi-oimd, not over rich, with any Idud of stimu-

lating maum-e, should be chosen. If the soil be of a

stiii' tenacious natm'e, as will be the case in some locali-

ties, tbe best plan is to cast it up into sloping banks, and
if any old brick and mortar nibble be at band, to apply

a good quantity of it and fork it in. Old dry worn-out
thatch and other mulch ai'e also very valuable materiiils

for the same piu-pose. Hantiug the tubers of a mode-
rate size, whole of course, ridge ti'enching at two feet

apart, and planting the tubers six inches in depth along .

tlie centi-e of tbe ridge, allowing the ridges to remain, is

a very good plan.

The planting of potatoes for eai'ly forcing should also

be attended to in succession at this season. Plant them
in small pots, tuljs, or shallow boxes, so as to have
plenty of plants for turning out, when three or fom'

inches in height, into lai'ge pots, boxes. &.C., iu the inside

of peach houses, vineries, &c., or upon the aspaiagus beds

wlien tbe cutting season is over, or on to slight-made

hot-beds, &c. AVe always plant a quantity into small

pots, and placing them into any odd corners where we
have the command of heat, we take them out in succes- •

sion as soou as they have made a shoot an inch long or

thereabouts, and place them in a colder and more shel-

tered situation. By this means we have them ready for

turning out all of one imitbrm height. ^Ve always, also,

take ofi' all the shoots that make tlieii' appearance, with

the exception of one, and that the strcmgest : and by
planting the rows one foot apart, and the plants in the

rows eight or nine inches apajt, we get a fine crop of

uniform-sized tubers.

Asparagus Fobcing.—Apply moderate bottom heat,

and see that the bed, as soon as the shoots begin to

make then' appeai-ance, get a good watering with tepid

v.atcr. Cover the crowns with a couple or three inches

more of light soil, leaf moidd, or old tan.

Routine Work.—Place in succession a few roots of

sea-l-ale and rhuharh into heat. Put the endive and half-

fjroun lettuce under shelter. FUl out the sloping banks
with plenty of late cabbage, cauliflouer, lettuce, and l<ite

endive plants. Sow early short-top railish and Horn
carrots in succession; and see that yoimg late lettuces and
caulijlouers in fi-ames liave the smface soU often stiiTed

and dry dust sifted amongst them to prevent canker and
mildew. Prepare for sowing eaily peas and beans. The
Conqueror is a good eaily pea, considered, indeed, by
some to be the best early pea Icnown ; tbe eaily Emperor,

Prince Albert, Waruiefi, Daneeroft's Rival, and Early
Frame, are all well known eaily varieties. 'The Early
New Roijal Du-arf vaiiety of bean is the best. It is one

and a half foot high, andrequii'es but little space to gi-ow

on. The Mazaijan Long Podded also, and the Wonder,

&c., ai'e all well tried and very good varieties when ob-

tained true to name.
Cardoon and celeri/ wliieh have made then- gi'owth

shoifld be carefully and finally eai'thed up. If the celeiy

grub appeal's on the celery leaf, di'edge it over T\itli

cliimney soot. Clear up all the rubliish, which reqnii'es

continual attention at tins season, and place it by for

chaning. It may all be stored in temporary sheds, or

in old boxes, or cement casks, for spiing use.

James Bahnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

SCALES OF EXPENDITURE.

Income—."js. Od. per
annum.—Provisions, weekly,

Hi/ the Autliorcss of

Estimate 5th.

day; 3.1s. per week; about .£80 jier

Bread and flour for five persons, 24 fbs.

Butter, 1 ft., (Si Is

Cheese, ^ tb., (a) (Jd

Mill;

Ten, { 11)., @ ;)s. Ud
Sugar, ;.!tb., (a) id
Croeeiy, itc, as before

Meat, fish, &c.-—say meat Itj., @Ocl
Vegetables
Beer

.e
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Tho observations upon this estimate are very useful:

—

" This is anotlier practical illustration of tlie correctness of

our clala, as it shows liow the artificers ami others of the

metropolis whose income is 5s. J. per day, might and ought

to live so as to enjoy the greatest portion of comfort that

can be derived from that income. Tliis we consider as a

very useful estimate, as it is applicable to the condition of a

great number of indiN-iduals of the most valuable and in

dustrious class of the community. Of two or three accounts

given us last year, by persons of this description, but one of

tliem was a regular weekly account, the others affording only

averages, or varying in their weekly amount according as the

respective incomes per week had been regular or not;

neither of the parties having been provident enough to make
any reserve as a provision for loss of time, or any other

contingency, but having lived, as is the conmion phrase,

"from liand to mouth." This is a radical evil, the con-

sequences of which will be continually felt by all who act

thus. But if, on the contrary, out of such an income one-

twelfth, or one penny in a shilling, cannot be saved as we
recommend, would they save one halfpenny only, or, at all

events, make a point of saving some given sum, tlio good

effects thereof would, ere long, become obvious and salutary.

It is e\ident that though the wages of an assistant or

journeyman tradesman be nominally .53. Od. a day, or 33s. a

week, yet he must, from a variety of causes, lose some time;

and therefore we recommend that, if he reckon on an average

loss of half a day in a week (33. Od.), he will regulate his

expenditure by tlie fourtli estimate, or 30s. per week income;
and if he lose a day or nearly a day in a week, on an average,

he should live according to the third estimate, and so on.

The man who values his present happiness, or looks forward

to a better condition in Ufe, will follow this advice. A clerk

or other person with such a family, ha\-ing an income of

eighty guineas a year, by acquiring a habit of U\-ing regu-

larly miglit live comfortably."

These are valuable remarks, and are applicable in their

general tenor to all classes of persons ; hut as many of oxu'

readers are of the particular class to which they refer, I

trust that they will feel an especial interest in them, and
derive benefit from their consideration.

Each child is calculated to cost one-twelfth of the income,

if the number of children therefore exceed three, a reduc-

tion in the scale must necessaiily take place. For instance :

witli four children, the possessor of i£86 per annum, instead

of living according to the present estimate, must live accord-

ing to tiie fourth ; if he possess five children, then he must
adopt the third, and so on. By very strict attention to these

rules, a great deal of expense and misery may be avoided ; and

if, in the providence of God, a reverse of circumstances takes

place, there will be no debts to' pay oif, or to hang hearily

and destructively upon the future efforts and earnings of the

father. Nothing cripples and distracts a man like debt. If

he is ever so poor, ever so pinched in his way of li\'iug, if he

can only keep out of debt, he may he called rich, and wiU

certainly be happy. But if debt accumidates ever so slowly,

if he has to pay back instead of paying forward, however

he may regard his own personal comforts, and look well in

the eyes of his neighbours and friends, there is a worm at

the root of his peace that will quietly nibble on till the

leaves wither and che. The countenance will soon and
surely tell the tale: there will be the anxious eye, the

deeply lined cheek, the contracted brow ; there will be the

thoughtful silence, the broken rest, the faihng health, and,

hut for the grace of God, the last wretched resources of a

desponding mind.

If the husband and wife would only pull together in the

right course, what immense efforts might be made, and what
extraordinary things could he effected ! If men would but

forego their personal pleasures for the sake of their families,

what a marked improvement would take place in tlieir

worldly circumstances, and how much happier they would be

after an evening spen£ peacefully with their wives and chil-

dren, than when they retm'n home late from the mischievous,

expensive, demoralizing atmosphere of the theatre and the

tavern ! How much valuable money,— nay, I wiU put it in

better language—how much "children's bread" is, in an

earthly sense, " given to the dogs," in these and similar ways.

If every father could resolutely put into a bag every shilling he
felt tempted to spend upon ardent sphits, boon companions.

and evening enterta,inments, so called, as refreshments after

the business of the day, ho would bo astounded at the sum
that would in a few years be ready to educate, or othoi-wise

fm-ther his children's prospects in life, besides himself pos-

sessing sounder health, steadier spirits, more prosperous cir-

cumstances, and a happier heart.

Husbands and fathers are little aware of the pounds that

are consumed in the pence and shillings of which they take

60 little account, neither do they reckon up the teai-s that are

shed in their own homes during then- evening amusements;

but there is a " bottle " into wdiich those tears are put, and

a "book" in which all things are noted down. Happy and

many, I trust, are those husbands and fathers who will not

be ashamed when that bottle and book are opened!

Economy may be as efficiently promoted by a self-denymg

father as by the most active, devoted, untiring mother.

When both are engaged in the work, what an amount of

good is effected, and what peace encircles the happy home!

NOTES ABOUT BEES.

iNDisrosiTiON alone gives me the opportunity of sajdng a

few words on bee management ; and I am more induced to

do so, after reading tlie observations of " An Old Bee-

master." I liave tried Ins proposed plan of keeping bees in

tlie shade, and find it answer decidedly. I have to-day

removed mine into the shade of hedge and house, and
where I have had them before ; the amount of honey in the

hive, in my opinion, is of much less importance than a

proper situation, where they ^^'ill be sm'rounded with a suffi-

cient circulation of air to ])reveut them becoming damp ; and

in the shade they are notinduced to leave the hive; numbers,

standing in a sunny situation, do so—they eat, leave the

hive, drop in tlie shade, become paralyzed, and die. In the

shade one pound of honey will last as long as ten in the sun.

I will now answer P. V. M. F., who is doubtfid as to

whether bees collect honey-dew. Undoubtedly they do ! I

well remember the first time I observed this, twenty-flve or

six years since, at WUdboarclough, near Macclesfield. I had

a hive, the first, I picked up on the litli of Jidy in a pastm-e-

field ; it swarmed on the 25th of July of the summer follow-

ing ; a honey-dew fell at the time, and my swarm filled the

hive in three weeks, there was so much in that locality ; it fell

in drops from the leaves of the Hornbeam—a tree much
like the beech, but not so smootli in the leaf; but this is

only one solitary instance. I liave seen it frequently.

I have one thing further to say, that is, as to driving, or

transferring. Tliis is best performed in the middle of the

day, without any thing Uke fumigation. All that is required

is, first, patience ; next, what your correspondents have

never hinted at, a stout pair of leather gloves—of the fashion

brought from Eussia in 1813, 1814, covered with fm-

—

on which the bees cannot be hurt by leaviug theu- stings.

A similar cap, with a brim of pasteboard, in tlie shape

of that of a Friend's hat ; a net bag open at both ends

alUve, and drawn with tape at both ends, to be drawn

close over the brim of the hat or cap at one end, and at

the other under the collar of the coat, and made secure

at both points ; but I have used one so long that it has

become tender, and the bees find holes to creep in,_ a

dozen at a time ; when in, all they want is to get out again.

Now be patient I Let yom- wrists be secm-ed over the gloves

by a tie or two of tape ; this done, you will find you are per-

fectly master, and your antagonists will soon give in.

Now as to the hour of the day : all have a chance of fol-

lowing her Majesty, which they will assuredly do, and the

casualties will be very few. I have turned them up, given

them a tap at the ofl'-side, taken a gravy-spoon, and placed a

spoonful or two on the intended lighting board, and the rest

are quicldy induced to follow.

If you think any of this worthy of notice, I will give yon

the history of the removal of a colony full of honey ten

miles, and its successful introduction into the middle dor-

mitory of a Nutt's patent box in August, on a remarkablij hot

day, wliere they were for at least three years after. I will

now only add one more observation, and that is, I may
venture safely to say that my bees have swarmed six times

out of seven on Sundays, wdien I was at home (other days I

am rarely at home) : did any one ever ventm-e to say that it

is possible to cause them to swai'm at any particular- time,
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presuming there is every appearance of their heiug reaily

:

I have vei7 frequently seen them commence, and once I liad

the gratification of seeing the commotion within on that

occasion. S. J. K., Barnsky.

[Anything which you, a practical heo-keeper, can write to

us will he acceptahle. Wc shall be very glad to receive the

history you offer.

—

Ed. C. G.]

LIST OF CHOICE AND NEW CARNATIONS.
SCARLET BIZAURES,

s. a.

Achilles ( Headley's) ; a fine \aliety 7 C l?-pair.

Admiral Courzon (Lasom's) ; extra Ihie .... 3 U „

Amanda (Puxley's) ; ditto 5 „

Captain Edwards (Summer's); very fine 5 „

Duke of Weliuigton (Braggs') ; had a First- '»

class Certificate at the lloyal South London .5 „

and Loudon Floricidtural Societies j

Excelsior (Kay's) ; extra fine „

Grand Master' (Ilolliday's) ; ditto o „

Lord EancUfl'e (ditto) ; ditto f) „
Lord George Bentinck (Puxley's) ; ditto „

Splendid (Martin's) ; very superior -0 „

CRIMSON BIZABEES.

British Standard (Puxley's) ; extra fine 3 C „

Constellation (Slater's); ditto 5 „

Great Britam (Ely's) ; ditto B „

Lord Milton (ditto); ditto 3 „

Mercutio (May's); very hue a „
Malek Adhel (unknown) ; extra line 5 „
Rainbow ( Cai'twright's ) ; a good old kmd .... o (J „
Rainbow (Hastings') ; extra fine 'A ,,

Sir Joshua Reynolds (Hughes') ; ditto 3 C „
Thomas Hewlett ( Holliday's) ; ditto 7 „

Thomas Shaipe, Esq. (ditto) ; ditto 3 „
Zorraide (luiloiowu) ; ditto 3 U „

PINK AND rURPLE BIZAERES.

Henry Vinke (White's) ; extra fine .5 „
Mary (Gregg's) ; ditto 5 l.l „

Prince Albert (Puxley's) ; ditto 3 „

Sarah Payne (Ward's) ;
ditto 3 „

Tw)"ford Perfection (Yoiuig's) ; fine petals

—

\ r. n

full and constant )
"

PURPLE li-LAKES.

Beauty of Woodhouse (Mansley's) ; very fine 3 C „
Cymba (Ely's) ; ditto 3 (i „
Earl Spencer (Barrenger's) ; ditto 3 (i ,,

Mayor of Litchfield (Clarke's) ; truly extra .. 7 C „
Mayor of Oldham (Hepworth's) ; ditto 10 C ,,

Mango (Ely's) ; very fine 3 „
Queen of Purples (Holhday's) ; extra fine 5 „
Rev. J. Bramhall ; full and smooth, and finely | „ ,.

marked
J

"

Sir G. Schofteld (Puxley's) ; extra fine 5 „

SCARLET FLAKES.

Brilliant (Elliott's) ; an extra smooth and"! r r,

good flower J
"

Defiance ( Haines') ; extra line 7 C „

Jenny Lind (Merryweather) ; ditto „

King of Seal-lets (Ely's) ; tlie finest .1 „

Queen of Scarlets (Holliday's) ; extra fine .. 3 (J „
Queen Victoria (Simpson's) ; ditto 3 fl ,,

Rising Sun (Puxley's) ; ditto 3 li „

Eoi de Feu (unknown) ; ditto 5 „
Sir H. Smith ( Hall's) ; ditto a „

ROSE PLAKES.
Ariel (May's) ; extra fine 3 C „
Flora's Garland (Brooks') ; the best 5 U „
Lady Ann (Ely's) ; extra fine 3 (I „
Lady Gardener (ditto) ; ditto,—a first-rate)

,
„

flower
J

* " "

Lorenzo (May's) ; extra fine 3 G „
Maid of Athens (ditto) ; ditto 10 (I „
Pi-incess Royal (Puxley's) ; ditto „
Princess Alice (May's); ditto rj u „

EXTRACTS PROM CORRESPONDEATE.
I'oTATO Disease.—Seeing tlie remarks of Jlr. I'nrm'r in

your last Aveek's Cottaoe Gardener concerning potatoes, I

feel tliere would be a forgetfulness of duty it 1 did not

impart tlie result of my observations upon the natuiv of the

disease in this ahnost indispensable vegetable. In Fcbraary,

184t), I planted Asli-leaved Ividneys from seeds produced by my
own crop of lyly ; the disease had never made its appear-

ance amongst them. I planted quite at the edge of a bank,

dibbled them in four inches, and filled in the liole with fino

chai'coal dust. The crop was excellent, and no disease to be

seen. From the seed of this crop 1 planted in Februai-}-,

1800, in an open part of an orchard, in a much lieaWer

soil. But, I'oreseeuig the effects of siich a change of soil,

I prepared ridges nine inches above the level and distant

.about two feet. Into these ridges I dibbled my seed, filling

up the hole as before with charcoal du.-.t. From this I had
a good crop, but the last dug-up showed, liere and there,

signs of disease. In the same month, February, 1800, 1

procured some Early Cocknies from a neighbour, who was
discai'ding them altogether on account of the disease

almost destroying the whole crop of 1849. In a not quite

open situation in the same orchard I diliblcd tlieso in on
ridges, filling the holes with charcoal dust, as with the .\sli-

leaved ICidneys. These are all gathered in and laid in a

dry shed, each layer covered with charcoal dust ; and they

sujiply my table daily, and wUl for some time to come. I do
not mean to say that these were free from disease ; on the

contrary, it was very perceptiljle ; but in comparison with its

effects in the situation from wlience they were discarded, in

mine they were as nothing. Here, then, is the thing which

I propose to set before you. Seed unaffected with disease

placed in a worse situation is fomid sUghtly afi'ected ; on

the contrary, seed diseased placed in a better situation is

greatly improved. And the inference I draw I'rom these

observations, and from a long course of attention to the

reports concerning potato disease, is tliis, that as in some
way above and beyond our compreliensiim diseases hitherto

unknown to the human frame in this land are suddenly

found to exist, with fluctuating effects from year to year-,

and at apijointed times, and can never afterwards be wholly

removed, tliough they may be greatly ameliorated, and are

found to be induced or lessened by attention to discovered

circumstances, so this disease in the potato appears to have

acclimatised itself; and if so, wa shall linve as good a chance

of rooting out consumption from our land as this vegetable

malady. Our wisdom wiU be, then, to gather together all

the data we can of the positions in which this evil most
predominates, and of those in which its effects aie least

offensive ; and so by avoiding the one and embracing the

other, if we cannot ensm'e a complete absence, wu may
secui'e at least the lowest estimate of its power. I intended

to have allowed another season to pass before I had ven-

tured to make these remarks, and to have seen whether my
Early Coclmies in a still better situation would liave con-

firmed the report here made, and continued their improve-

ilient; but as Mr. Tm-ner's remaiks, and these I now make,
may induce planters to attend more to the situation and

circumstances of the seed in the ensuing season llian they

possibly miglit have done, I am not willing to withliold for a

moment this testimony, in order that the remarks of Mr.

Tm-ner may liave their full weight upon those employed in

this business. One remai-k I may be allowed to nniko as

disadvantageous to this system. The tubers are apt to

force tliemselves out t)f the groiuid, and by exposure become
spoiled ; and while I, in my little way, by daily watching was

able to cover them with some nice di-y soil, the thing would

be impossible almost over many acres. N.B. My neigh-

bour gardeners laughed heiu'tily when they saw my ridges

in the spring—saying I had begun at the wrong end ; others

declared it was nogood planting potatoes on that land.—J.B.

Useful Recipes.—Perliaps the following method of using

the apples icA ic/i /«// /rum llic trees may be useful to some
of your numerous readers. I have used them thus for

several yeai-s :

—

Apple Cheese.—Cut and pare the apples as for a pie

;

put tliem, wlien so cut, into a jar or pan, cover it over with

a pan, plate, or in any other way ; put it into the oven, len.ve

it there until Uie apples oi-e baked quite soft; then, while
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tliey arc? quite hot, rub Uiem t,1u-oiigli a sieve or colander
(the sieve is best) ; then, to every pound of pulp, put half a
pomid of loaf sugar; boil for half nn hour: the clieeso is

then made. IMtter almonds blanched, the kernels of plum-
stones, or the juice of blackberries, may be used to ilnvonr
or colour it. It should be kept in saucers, and covered over
with oil or brandy papers. It cuts nuite firm—forms an
excellent dish for dessert; is very good with hoiled rice, hot
or cold, and many other jiurposes which will, doubtless,
suggest themselves to your readers ; and will keep for many
months if stored in a cool, dry place.

To Prebeuve Eogs.—The simplest, least troublesome,
and certainly a very excellent plan, is to simply pack them
in pans, with the broad end downwards, in sa/t—surrounding
them viiliivli/, and packing Ihora row above row until the
pan is i|uite full. A moderate-sized pan will hold, perhaps,
one hundred. They will eat lil;e quite fresh eggs for a weelc

or ten days after packing them in the salt ; and will ];cep

good for twelve mouths, if necessary. I have kept all my
egg& thus for years, and never had one spoiit in the kceptnej.

Oi course it is needless to say, the eggs must be kept in a
quite dry place.

—

Cantiuh.

Potatoes on Dry Soil.—After reading the first article in

yom' number of last week, it occurs to me that possibly it

may be interesting to you tc know—not that I tried any ex-

periments mth my potatoes this year, for I was too much of
an ignoran^us in matters of husbandry to do so—that I
planted two long beds in my kitchen-garden, and somewhat
less than an acre of glebe (which had not been broken xxp

within the memory of man) with earhj potatoes (the farmer
of whom I jjrocured the sets calls them Radicals) ; also

another plot of less than half an acre with lute potatoes

—

they were " Early Eisers," and lie recommended them as

having found them freer from disease tlian other kinds.

All three of these plots of ground are rfri/, having light soil

;

the latter plot is particularly diy and sandy ; and among the
whole of my potatoes my gardener tells me there were scarce

a dozen diseased. This would appear to confirm the view
taken by yourself and by Mr. Turner, of Neepseud, that the
rot arises from excess of moistm'e. I should add, that my
neighbours, whose land is lower than mine, and moister,
nearer to " the moss " as we call it in Cheshire, have
suffered much this year in respect of their potato crops.

"While I am upon this subject, I may state a circumstance
which puzzles me, viz., the exceeding partiality with which
my potatoes were affected with scab. In some places the
tubers were quite free from it for many yards together, and
then came several yards of perfectly disfigured tubers.

"What is the cause of " scab ?
"

—

Rev. D. A. B , W
Rectory.

[The scab in potato tubers seems to be an hereditary
disease ; for it never atfects some varieties. "We think it is

oftenest found in soils containing an excess of oxide of iron.

—

Ed. C. CI.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and
expense. All communications should be addressed " 3'o the Editor of
The Cottage Gardcyio'y 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

The Cottage Gardener's Dictionary {G, F. P.).—Vou will see

by an advertisement that the first number /s published ; and a number
will appear every Thursday until completed. When you obtain your
copy, which you can through any bookseller, you will understand what
care is required in preparing it.

Rockery (R, A. L,, Devonshire).—You say your rockery has been
lately finished ; and wish to know whether it would be advisable to let it

remain without planting until spring, or if any plants are to be inserted

now, and what kinds ? All dwarf shrubs suitable for rock-work may,
;

with great propriety, be planted in open weather now ; such, for in-

I

stance, as Cotoneaster microphylla, Dwarf Cistuses, Dwarf Rhododen-

j

drons, Daphne Cneorum, Epigea repens, Dwarf Genistas, and hardy
Heaths, if your soil is, or can be made, peaty. Some of the evergreen
rock-plants may also be planted, especially the Saxifrages. Gold and

I

Silver fish will live in your pond, though a still one. They will require
a protection from frost, by covering a portion of the water with some
rails, and spruce-fir branches or a matting of reeds. They will exist and
increase without feeding; but it is very amusing and pleasing to feed
them, though not absolutely necessary. Gold fish will travel by railroad in
water, in a vessel to which air is admitted. They will die in an air-tight
vessel.

Roses (S.).—The four standard rosm that will «uit your purpose
^VG'.—Barnnne Prrmat, pale rose ; Dr. Manx, carmine; Mrs. Elliott
purple; and Geant des Batuilles, brilliant crimson. Your six dn-arfH
may be Aubcrnoiuhn^\\t red; S«/vn7io, pale yellow ; Fiticuv, scarlet

;

6'u!iuew(> rff il/«/mu(W/7, rosy flesh; Charles Sonchet, purplish; and
Gloire de Guerin. The two best cUvihcrs for your six-feet pillars arc
Bremuts, rosy crimson

; and Laura Davoiist, pink, changing to white.
These will furnish you with fine roses from .July until the frost dcitroys
the flowers.

Scorching (F. W, T.).— It is a hopeless task to give reasons for your
plants scorching, or, as you term it, "scalding," without knowing the
elevation, thickness, si/c of glass, 8cc., &c. Vou seem to think your
gardener does not give air early enough ; most probably you are right, if

your house is very lofty, and at a high angle. However, 'it might easily
be proved, by trying giving air early during one season. Internal as
well as external temperature must be studied in giving air. Peat noil is
ijest kept in the open air fully exposed.
Scarlet Geraniums (J««c),—You have such as Tom Thumb from

three months to three weeks old from the cuttings, in a spare room, and
we do not think you have any reason to be alarmed, or to epeak forebod-
ingly of disappointment. See what Mr. Fish says, pages 7 and 8. You
may save them by keeping them rather dry in your spare room up stairs,
by keeping them near the light in fine weather, and from frost when it is

severe. You may also save them in a loft, if there is a window in it, and
you throw some material over them when frosty. You will also succeed
perfectly with them in your cold frame, giving plenty of air when the
weather is fine, and covering up when frosty ; but you will 7iot succeed
with putting them in a dark cellar, though dry, except with a few of the
first struck ones that were potted early, and early submitted to a starving
system, to concentrate organi^able matter in their little stems. In an-
other season you may keep older plants there, if, as you say, the position
is dr^i and you will do this all the better if the plants are kept in pots,
because the stems will not be so succulent as when planted out in the
open ground. When the latter is the case, both roots and stems should
ijc pruned before lifting them, so as that the latter may be firmer in con-
sequence. This has several times been lately referred to, And lastly,

your small plants should stand within a foot or so of the glass in the
frame, because that distance will not rob them of light ; and if a sudden
frost comes, the air between the glass -and the plants will take some time
to cool. If the pots are set on ashes, &:c,, they will require to be watered
very seldom, but always give as much as will reach all the roots when
you do water,

Tom Thumb Geraniums (An Amateur).— 1st. These you have struck
in the soil of an old hot-bed, sheltered with glass, and a mat at night, but
giving plenty of air, and you wish to know if they can be kept there, as
they arc so healthy, by banking round the frame with ashes and decayed
manure, or whether they should be potted and taken to the greenhouse ?

Either way will do if you give the requisite attention. The cuttings
would have done quite as well in the open air as under the glass. If

your bed is raised considerably above the surface ground, there will be
less danger of damping. You w ill succeed better with ashes alone round
the frame, or ashes and earth; avoid the decaying manure if possible.
If the plants are very thick, you had better thin them and put them in

the greenhouse. If you have plenty of small pots, you might pot them
all—taking them up with small balls—and transfer them to the frame
again, which would check their luxuriance, and they would be ready to

be moved anywhere in spring. We almost fear that, in the rich soil of
the hot-bed. they will grow too freely. However, we are trying a great
many ourselves, by leaving them in the border where they were struck

;

but they are not so forward as yours. Prcser%'ing old geraniums and ver-

benas that were bedded out has often been referred to (see preceding
correspondent) ; and verbenas are best kept by securing small cuttings

before they are cut down by frost, and preserving them in a cold frame or

greenhouse, or window.
Late-sown Caerots (Ibid).—These should be allowed to grow a

little longer if you wish to have them large. These roots are taken up
not so much to escape frost, as to escape from being disfigured and eaten

by worms, Sec.

Her Majesty's Gardens at Frogmore (A Gardener).—We cannot

say whether these are open to gardeners generally, and at any time. Mr.
Ingram is well known for his urbanity and kindness.

Solandra Grandifloka (Jii'c?).—This baa never flowered with you,

though kept in sandy loam, and also dry from May to October. We
should give it a little peat and leaf-mould, and, instead of keeping it dry,

we would grow it vigorously during the summer, and then let it have a

season of comparative dryness and coolness ; and if in the process the

leaves fall, that will not prevent its flowering afterwards.

Various (Arthur Loftus).—Azaleas—These inserted in pots of sand,

and placed in a moderate hotbed in July, should have been rooting. Have
you not given too much air ? Did you place a bell-glass over the pot ?

Was not the wood rather hard ? if so, they will be longer in strilting ; and

as they are healthy perhaps they will do so still. A nice sweet bottom heat,

and a bell-glass over them, would soon lead to success or failure. Your
shrubby Calceolarias inserted at the same time were inserted too early for

autumn and too late for spring propagation. In autumn they strike best

when kept cool ; in spring, after the plants begin growing, cuttings from

them strike best in a gentle heat ; we seldom lose a cutting at either

season. You would have been more successful close to a wall witb

a north aspect than in a frame with peat, but the subject will be alluded
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to. Atiagaltis—Seeds of this you may procure from any respectable seeJs-

man. Some better kinds do not seed freely, and are therefore propagated

by cuttings. Mr. Beaton recommends the white Campavnla carpatica

for bedding, and we wish we had it, as ne have no doubt it will be beau-

tiful, if at all as good as the blue. For a taller bed nothing beats the

double Feverfew : we have had it in dense masses, each flower being from

the size of a sliilling to nearly that of half-a-crown. There is also the

little white Campanula pumila for a dwarf bed, and the Lobelia erinus

albtis for the same ; also the (Enothera Turaxacifutia for a thick low bed
;

and then, for early work, what is more beautiful than the white eoergreen

Candy-tiift, or even the annual white Camhj-tuft? For Greenhouse

plants, cheap and of easy culture, to cut blooms from in winter, see Mr.

Fish's article on cool greenhouses, and you will be farther attended to.

Bkunsvigia {A Le«r;ier).—This, which has been out all summer, you

may take up from the border ; keep it dry, and secure from frost during

winter, and either pot it and grow it in the house, or transfer it to the

border nest spring, securing it from frost by planting it deep enough, and

covering it before the heat of summer.

Hybrid Perpetual Koses for Forcing (/it'rf).—Prune wom), and

the buds will be better swelled. Top dress when you like, but do not

pot until your plants have flowered. Put the plants in the house when-

ever yon "like
;
you will succeed best if you do not commence forcing

until after the new year. Sec an article by i\Ir. Fish lately. Force gra-

dually at first, beginning with 45°.

Vines in a Greenhouse {Arthur Loftus).—Owing to various reasons,

we seldom can answer correspondents in the first number after then-

writing to us, from the necessity of having the work in a forward state.

The second number from the time of writing is, in general, the earliest that

can be relied on for an answer, and frequently it must be longer. " Will

the vines injure my flowers ? " No, not in winter or spring, nor yet in

summer if only planted thinly, and plenty of air given, so as to suit the

plants more than the vines. If vines and their fruit are made the chief

objects during summer and autumn, then you must keep your house

closed, and remove your common greenhouse plants out of doors, and

supply their places with tender annuals, &c. " The best method of

training vines over plants ? " In single rods up the rafter ; this rod to be

cut-back the first season within a short distance of the bottom, and the

spurring system of pruning in future resorted to. The best kinds where

little artificial heat is used are White Muscadine and Black Hamburgh,
Good-sized vines may be planted ; and if roots were proportioned to tops

they woxild bear sooner ; but in general nice strong healthy plants in pots,

raised from single buds this spring, will answer best. Plant now, disen-

tangling the roots, in a nice drained border, or wait until nest spring,

starting the plants in the house before planting out in May.

Vine Roots Decayed (T. E., Leicester).—Never mind what you are

told about "the drainage being ample,"—those roots sent to us were

rotted by stagnant moisture ; and you explain the source of the mischief

at once by saying—" the roots are confined, as it were, in a cistern, by a

brick wall." If you cannot get the roots out of that cistern—as by

getting them on to the surface in a station, or by breaking down the

walls—that vine's roots will continue to rot.

Lobelia Erinus Grandiflorus (Flora Montague).—This is of very

dwarf habit, about eight inches high—colour of the flowers blue. It is a

greenhouse perennial, but does well planted out in summer along the

front of borders. Other questions next week.

Pickling Tomatos {E. K, V.)—You pickle yours too ripe, probably.

When mature, but not quite ripe, cut them off, leaving a small piece of

stalk attached ; wipe them dry with a soft cloth ; put them into ajar, and
cover the whole with cold vinegar ; fasten down close, and in three weeks

they will be fit for use. By this means you retain most of the flavour of

the Tomato, ^^'hen fattening poultry, if barley or oats are used, it is

useful to soak the food ; otherwise, it is immaterial.

Flower-pots (An Amateur).—^^'hen a flower-pot is described as a

6o, or ID, and so on, nothing more is meant than that the manufacturer

sells them in quantities containing that number—he calls it a cast, and
there arc 60, 40, and so on, to the cast. It has nothing to do with the

price. You can get your evergreens at the nearest nurseryman's.

CnKYSANTiiEMUMS BLIND (M\ M.).—You are not singular in having
many of your Chrysanthemum-shoots without blooms. You cannot
remedy it now. The cause, probably, was that you cut down the stems
too soon last autumn, before the plant had finished elaborating the sap

necessary for this year's growth. The most deficient part of Chrysan-
themum-growing is the want of judgment shown in treating the plants
after they have finished blooming.

MuLcn {Rev. D. A. B.).—No fear of your not being able to obtain
this ! It is the gardener's term for long, half-decayed stable litter. We
verily believe it is in common dictionaries 1 Your other questions next
week.
Autumn-sown Annuals (EUse).—These are best sown where they

are to remain. The long-fruited Evening Primrose {(Enothera macro-
carpii) is about twelve inches high; sown this year it blooms the next.

Campanula carpatica is about six inches high, and takes the same time
before it blooms. Lobelia rainusa may be sown in the open ground.
You are quite wrong in thinking tliat questioning us is any annoyance;
our aim is to be useful, and answering questions is one of the modes of
being useful.

Pansy Seedlings (A Subscriber, Edinburgh).—Youv Pansy is large,

but coarse, and petals plaited ; colour striking, bright yellow, fringed
broadly with purple. A good border variety, but will not do for exhibi-

tion unless the petals next year arc not plaited. (F. L.).—Your bloom
(not being packed in damp moss) was dried up, therefore, we can say
nothing about the form ; but we could make out a golden thread edging
round tlie lower petal, which is unique and pretty. Let us sec a bloom
next year.

Plumbago Capensis (—).—This Cape of Good Hope Lcadwort
answers perfectly to your description. It is a very pretty greenhouse
evergreen, with blue flowers ; introduced in 1818.

Dorking Fowls.—Any person having genuine five-toed Dorking
fowls to sell may write by post, addressed to it. T. Y., Post-office,

Throgmorton-street, London.
Many Queries (IT. IF. JB.)-—A roller-blind would be as cfTectual to

2)revent radiation from jour greenhouse as A\ould mats. In severe

weather it is very advantageous to have a similar jirutcction to the sides

as well as top. Rose cuttings may be struck now in your warm green-

house, but they may be struck much more easily in the spring. Your
sewage mixed with earth instead of water (the latter being scarce with

you and expensive) would answer nearly as well in rainy weather, but cer-

tainly not at other times. It is impossible to say how much mould you
should use, since we neither know the strength of your sewage nor the

plants you intend to apply it to. Your brocoli not heading is caused by
the badness of the variety or the poverty of your soil. You may cut away
the roots of your fruit-trees striking i?ito the clay subsoil, and yet they

will bear next year, if the roots spreading near the surface are not too

much disturbed. We are glad that J. B.'s greenhouse has set you to

work, and that you have built one (12x6x9) for *7-
Strawbekeies (P. A.m.).—Our correspondent (referring to Cobbett's

English Gardener, page 247J wishes to know where lie can obtain the

Cisiilpine or Napoleon strawberry, or its seed, there mentioned. We
suspect it is only the Red Alpine under another name. All the back
numbers of The Cottage Gardener may be obtained at twopence each,

at No. 2, Amen Corner. You shall hear shortly about vines inpots.

Club-root in Cahdage-worts (Gaidheal)-—This disease you say
attacks your seedlings in the seed-bed, though your garden is new, and
no cabbage-worts have been yet twice on the same plot. This often

happens in light soils, the surface of which the fly can easily penetrate to

deposit her eggs. Spread soot thinly over the surface of your seed-bed.

The Cottage Gardeners^ Dictionary is nut stamped for free transmission

by post, but a penny postage stamp would frank it.

Pony with Irritateh Skin (Cravensis).—Give him three balls at

intervals of a week, composed each of powdered nitre, 2 drachms ; sul-

phur, 2 drachms ; black antimony, 1 drachm ; aloes, I drachm
;
powdered

ginger, 2 drachms. Treacle enough to form into a ball. Bub your cow''s

swollen hock with a mixture of mustard flour, 4 ounces ; liquor ammo-
nite, 2 onnccs ; and water enough to make it as thick as eream.

West Indian Climuer (Beta).—This would require to be cultivated

in a stove, where it might be sown immediately ; but be assured it will

not repay you for your trouble.

Gas Aai.MONiACAL LiauoR (J. L.).—This, after being fixed with oil

of vitriol, will keep until spring in an open tank; but raiu should be ex-

cluded. Other question next week.

Stoves Heated by Small Limekilns (A Cymro Glan).—Our
correspondent says, that in Ireland hothouses have been heated with
great success by small lime-kilns, and would be glad of information on
the subject. We are incredulous of the alleged fact ; but even if the ex-

periment has been tried we shall be obliged by any of our Irish readers

sending us i)articular3,

Nambs Of Plants (A Lover of Flowers from Childhood. )-~'YonTs\s
Gazania w^^yfora, a greenhouse under-shrub, but may be bedded out in

the suumier. (B. W.).—Your plant is one of those odd-looking thick-

leaved Crassulas. It should be grown in sandy loam, with a good por-

tion of old mortar or brick-rubbish mixed with it, and well drained.

Cuttings root readily in the same soil, if laid to dry in the sun for two or
three days previous to planting thcni. Your species is the Crassula

obliqua—a greenhouse plant. Crassula falcuta, or, as it is now usually

called, Rochca falcata, is a much more desirable species, being one
of the most beautiful of greenhouse plants, and requiring the same treat-

ment in every respect.

IcE-nousE (Clerirus).—The mode by which wc intend to advise ice to

be kept involves no brickwork. Mr. Beaton will be in time with full ex-

planation about it.

Flower-beds {J. S., Dudley),—Instead of having the groups of pointed
beds at cross corners, they would answer better to be both next the house

;

the other two with the square sides being so much larger, would come in

for the farthest side from the house, to be planted with the tallest plants

you have. In the centre group of beds, you must reverse the beds 1 and 2

for 5 and 6, as you can never see the scarlet Verbena, No. 1, or blue

Lobelia ramosa, No. 2, over the heads of the blue Salvias in No. fi, un-
less the grovmd is much out of level. The rest seem very well indeed

;

9— 8 and 8—7 on the left hand i.s a different arrangement from any wc
have seen ; very rich ; we should, however, be afraid the balance of colour

would there be too strong ; but wc do not know the Calceolaria you call red
in bed 7.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winehealer High-street,

in the Parish of Saint fliary Kidcndar; aiul Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Ollicc, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—November 7th, Jfi.'iO.
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the carrot, soorzonera, and radish are placed in water,

some witli only tlieir extremities immersed, and otliers

with their entire surfaces plunged in, except tlie extremi-

ties, tlie former imbibe the water rapidly, and the plants

continue vegetating ; but the others imbibe no jiercep-

tible quantity, and speedily wither. It suggests also the

reason why the gardener, in applying water or manure

to trees or shrubs, does so at a distance from their

stems. A good rule for ascertaining the proper distance

for such applications, seems to be to make them beneath

the circumference of the head of the tree ; for, as M.
De Candolle observed, there is usually a relation between

that and the length of the roots, so that the rain falling

upon the foUage is poured olf most abundantly at the

distance most desirable for reaching the extremities of

the roots.

This explains why the tibrous poiiits of roots are

usually annually renewed, and the caudex (or main limb

of the root) extended in length: by these means they

each year shoot forth into a fresh soil, always changing

their direction to where most food is to be obtained. If

the extremity of a root is cut off, it ceases to increase in

length, but enlarges its circle of extension by lateral

shoots.

Tlie distance to which the roots of a plant extend is

much greater than is usually imagined; and one reason

of the stunted gi-owtb of plants in a poor soil is, tliat

the sap collected and elaborated by them has to be ex-

pended in the extension of the roots, which have to be

larger in proportion as the pasturage near home is

scanty. An acorn accidentally deposited on a wall pro-

duced a young oak ; but this made no progress until its

root had descended the whole height of the wall, and
had penetrated the soil at its base.

In deep, poor siliceous soils we have traced the roots

of trees from twelve to fourteen feet perpendicular with-

out reaching their tenniuation. Tliose of the Canada
thistle, seven feet ; common fern, eight feet ; wheat
thirty inches; oats, twenty-four inches; potatoes, eighteen

inches; onions, twenty inches: carrots, parsnips, and
beet, two feet. The distance to wliich roots will travel,

and their tenacity of life, render them often very ob-

uo.xious to the gardener. Thus tlie common couch grass

{Triticum rcpens) is the most troublesome of weeds, for

every fragment of its far-spreading roots will vegetate

;

and the sweet-scented coltsfoot and lemon mint ai'e not
less to be avoided, for the same cause renders them ex.

trcmely difHcult of extirpation, and they never can be
kept within moderate bounds. Yet these creeping rooted

plants are not to be condemned without exception ; for

whoever has grounds under his care bordering upon the

sea-shore, the sands of which are troublesomely light and
shifting, may have them effectually bound down by
inoculating them with slips of the root of these grasses

Elymns arcnririus, Oarex arenaria, ami Aritiulo arenarin.

'.fhe roots of plants, unless frozen, are constantly im-

bibing nourishment, and even developing parts; for if

the roots of trees planted during the winter be examined
after an interval of a few weeks, they will be found to

have emitted fresh radicles.

It is by their extremities, then, that roots imbibe food

;

but the orilices of these are so minute, that they can

oidy admit such as is in a state of solution. Carbon,

reduced to an impalpable powder, being insoluble in

water, though offered to the roots of several plants,

mingled with that fluid, has never been observed to be

absorbed by them
;
yet it is one of their chief con-

stituents, and is readily absorbed in any combination

which renders it fluid.

Pvoots then must obtain from a soil nourishment to

plants in a gaseous or liquid state : we may next, there-

fore, consider what constituents of soils are capable of

being presented in such forms. Water can be the only

solvent employed ; indeed, so essential is this liquid

itself, that no plant can exist where it is entirely absent;

and, on the other hand, many will exist with their roots

in vessels containing nothing but distilled water. Plants

with a broad surface of leaves as mint, beans, &c., we

have always found increase in carbonaceous matter,

whilst thus vegetating ; but onions, hyacinths, &o., with

small surfaces of foliage, we, as invariably, have found to

decrease in solid matters. The first, at all times, obtain

nourishment by decomposing the carbonic acid gas of

tire atmosphere : the latter do so in a much smaller pro-

portion: hence the reason why the latter are so much
more impoverishing crops than the former, inasmuch as

that they acquire nearly all their solid matter by means
of their roots. These observations explain the conflict-

ing statements of Saussure and Hassenfratz on this

point: the former experimented with broad-leaved

plants; the latter on such as have small foliage. The
first maintained that plants increase in solid content

when their roots are supplied with water only; the

latter denied the fact.

We took occasion more than once lately to m'ge njion

our readers the importance of gas refuse as a fertiUzer.

It may usually be had at a rate so reasonable as to be

almost the cheapest of manures, and we are therefore

exti'emely pleased to receive from a con-espondent at

Crewe, in Cheshii'e, the follo«'ing evidence confirmatory

of om' own : tins letter is dated October 29th, 1850 :

—

" A short time ago, Ixaving occasion to make inquiiy re-

specting Mr. Payne's Cottage Hives, 1 intimated that I was
trying an experiment with gas lime far a crop of wheat,
promising to give you the result.

" The land is three rods under half a statute acre ; light

loam ; and for the last twenty years lias been cropjied witli

one half potatoes, the otlier portion Swede turnips und
mangold wurtzel, sliglitly mantired ; tlie following yeiu'

niieat, and so on in succession. The crop of potatoes, JLc,

last year was very poor, the soil, hciny quite irorn out. I put
on tliis half acre 30 cwt. of gas lime, frcsli from the pm-itiers

of the gas works, so strong in amraoniacal salts, that the men
had frequently to desist buth in loading and spreachug it on
the land, declaring, 'they had never met witli so strong a
smelt'my bottle," AVitli one six-inch furrow I tiu'iied the gas
lime under, then sowed the wlieat, passing over a hght har-
row; my neighbours affirming that e\eiy gniin uoiihl he

destroyeil ! ! The plant soon made its appearance, continued
strung all the winter, and a most luxtn-iaut dark-green
through the summer; running too much into the straw to

permit its standing against strong wind and rain.
" I have now thrasheil and measured an excellent sample of

twenty measures of wlveat (38 quarts each), from less than
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lialf a statute acre ; I say nothing of the liglit grain, which
indeed was trifling ; the straw, very long, weighing 25 cwt.

" Had not fully one half of the crop been laid liytlie wind, I
should have thrashed ovit 20 measures, eijual to 50 measures
of wheat to the acre. The general produce in this part of
Cheshire after potatoes, Swede tiu-nips, and fallows, does not
exceed, on the average, liccntij measures of wheat to the acre,

which is considered a good crop.
" The fanners can procure gas lime from the gas works

here at sixpence per two horse-load ; but tliey say it is of no
value, (ill the strength being tahen out at the gas works.
AVhat stupidity ! It is impossible to comince tliem that, by
passing the gas through the lime it is loaded witli all those
valuable fertilizing salts set forth in your very able publica-
tion on The use of Gas Lime and Ammoiiiacal Liquor. Tliis

pamphlet I have distributed to all the large farmers in tliis

neighbourhood, but it is of little use ; yon. cannot beat down
their stubborn prejudice.

" In the spring of next year, I propose to try gas lime for

onions, caiTots, and jiarsnips."

Of the result of these experiments vfo shall be glad to

be informed.

NEW PLANTS.
IHEIK PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

Box-leaved Iron-wood (Metrosideros huxifolia).—
Botanical Mayazine, t. 4515.—Native name. Aid, but

called by the settlers Lirjitum vita. An evergi'een green-

house shi'ub, not unlike box in general appearance. It

was introduced into tliis oounUy before 1848, fi-om the

forests of Wangaroa, in New Zealand. It flowered in

August at the Kew Gardens. Branches hoary ; leaves

almost stalkless, in four rows, ovate but almost round,

slightly tiu'ued back at the edge, leathery, dark glossy

green above, sUghtly hoary beneath
; Jloicers with small

white petals, and very long white filaments, with yellow

anthers, almost stalkless, springing from between the

leaves and stem at the tops of the branches. It belongs

to the Natm-al Order Mi/rtleblooms (Myrtacefe), and to

the 12

—

Icosandria, 1

—

Monogynia of Linnaeus. It is

propagated from cuttings of the ripened shoots planted

in sand under a bell-glass ; and plants thus raised flower

whilst of small growth. It prefers a soil of equal parts

loam, peat, and sand. It Is a handsome shrub, but

gives no idea of the striking beauty, while in flower, of

its congeners, such as Metrosideros tomentosa. (Downy-

leaved Ironwood), which flowered last season in the Kew
Gardens. Nor does it equal most of the old Bcauforlias,

Melaleuca.^, and others belonging to the same group.

Bentii's Nasturtium or Indian Cress (Trojieeolum

Bcntlm).—Alhj. Gard. Zeit.— Introduced in 1849 by

Messrs. Low, of Clapton. This climbing greenhouse

plant is a native of Bolivia, and flowers in the spring.

Leaves, with footstalk inserted in then' middle, deeply

cut into five or six blunt leaflets, bright green on upper

smface, paler underneath. Fhwers yellow, with short

straight spur. Resembles T. hrachyceras, wliich is raised

from tubers. It requires a rich light soil. Natiu-al

Order, Nasturtium-uvrts (Tropeoleje) ; 8

—

Octandria,

1

—

Moiiorjijnia of Linnfeus.

Velvety Spider-wort {Tradescantia relutina).—Ann
de Gaud, v. 185.—Introduced from Guatimala by il.

Warczewitz, of Berlin. Requires a cool stove. Tuberous-

rooted herbaceous perennial. Stems branching, downy ;

leaves stalkless, clasping the stem at one end—oval, termi-

nating in a point at the other ; flowers numerous at the end

of the stems, in umbels, with petals and filaments violet,

but anthers yellow. Blooms in November. It may be

propagated by suckers, and prefers a soil of equal parts

sandy peat and loam. Natural Order, Spider-irorts

(CommelineEe) ;
6

—

Hexandria, X^Monogynia of Lin-

nfeus.

Vermillion-coloured Cuphea [Guphea cinnaharina),

Flore des Serres, t. 527. This is a new species of one of

the most useful genera of all our greenhouse plants, and,

like its relative, O. platycentra, will probably prove

half-hardy. It was introduced in 1848 by M. Van
Houtte, from Guatimala. It is a low shrub with

slightly hairy branches ; leaves opposite, willow-shaped

;

flowers pale red, calyx tipped and ribbed with green.

A variety—the Dark blood-coloured [atro-sangidnea)—
has the petals purplish crimson. It requires the same

culture as the C. platycentra, now so common. Natural

Order, Loosestrifes (Lytbraceoe) ; 11

—

Dodecandria, 1—
Monogynia of Linnaeus.

THE PEUIT-GAEDEN.
Forcing Vines in Pots.—Several inquiries having

been made concerning this matter, and the season for

commencement being at hand, or nearly so, we must beg

to offer a little advice to the uninformed. The circum-

stances luider which such forcing is carried out by

various persons are so difl'erent, that it is rather difficult

to generalise them; we must, however, attempt to do so,

and to confine ourselves to those elementary principles

which, under every mode, must receive the utmost atten-

tion, in order to command success.

It scarcely need be observed, that the first and, indeed,

only secure step towards success, is to have good strong

plants, with well-ripened wood ; without this, all will,

indeed, be iqi-hill work. This is pre-snpposing a good

course of culture in the previous year, amongst the items

of which may be mentioned, as of the greatest import, a

thorough exposure of a liberal amount of foliage to the

light. Sucli it is—acting, of course, in concert with a
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vigorous root-action—which will produce a hanl c<iiu'.

with phunp eyes or heads, and, we may add, a potfal
of healthful roots.

Whilst speaking of preparatory courses, let us name
the " rest period." We much fear that small gardeners
do not fuUy appreciate the importance of this ; for

we have seen pot vines—at least, those intended for

forcing—standing behind sheds or outhouses, unpluuged
and unprotected in any respect. Now, this is very bad
gardening uideed. It should be borne in mind, that

in such a situation there is every probability of the soil

becoming " soured," as practical men term it ; that is,

having lieen denied the mellowing and revivifying in-

fluences of the atmosphere through stagnation in the
soil, it becomes closed up in all those interstices or

breathing places, which it is the aim of every good cul- :

tivator to preserve in an open state. Unless a special
provision is made the worms will enter, and by produc- i

ing the eftects before-described, the whole volume of the
,

roots will become corroded ; and, indeed, many of the
finer fibres totally destroyed. And although the viaie, like

the wiUow, is ever ready to renew its roots under favour-
able circumstances, yet it is of immense importance to

commence forcing with a good potful of sound roots

;

inasmuch as one of the fundamental principles of suc-
cessful forcing in this and, indeed, all other fi-uits is, that
the root be slightly in advance of the top.

Another serious evil attends neglect of this kind : a
plant in a pot unplunged is exposed to double or treble
the amount of frost that one plunged or growing in the
natural soil is liable to. This will appear obvious,
when it is considered that the ordinary or rather average
ground heat is nearly always in advance of the atmo-
sphere by a few degrees; and, moreover, that during
very intense frosts, whilst the thermometer in the air
may indicate twenty degrees of frost, one plunged a foot
deep in the soil would not probably show above three or
four degrees. Sucli are important facts, and should
teach the amateur a lesson, not only with regard to his
vines, but to evenj other jihint in a pot—even an ordinary
evergreen or shrub. Thus much for general principles
and for preparatory matters, we may now pass on to
details.

The whole process of forcing pot vines may be divided
into four distinct periods, each of which has something
peculiar to be noted ; not only with regard to tempera-
ture, but also atmospheric moisture and ventilation ;

they may be characterized thus:

—

1. The Bee.\kin-g Peeiod.
2. The Setting PEraon.
3. The Sweli.ing-opf Period.
4. The Ripening Period.

Before, however, proceeding farther, we may remai-k
on the structure necessary or available.
Were we to make clioice of situations best adapted to

cany out such nice proceedings, we should prefer a pit
or low house heated by fermented materials alone, up to
the period when the "breaking" is fully completed:
after wliich they would requii'e the appUca'tion of extra
heat, \vluoh must, of course, lie supplied by fii'e. Not
that it is impossible to supply a necessary amoimt of
heat by fermenting materials, but that, at or near the
period of blossoming, it becomes necessaiy to qualil'y
an atmosphere chai-ged with humidity by a change to
what may be termed comparatively chy air, accompani(Hl
by a somewhat Hberal circulation. Dm-ing the first

period inuch light is not essential, but as soon as the
leaf begins to be developed, hght becomes as necessary
as heat

;
and by the time the leaf is unfolded, we must

hear' no tdk of shade produced by trees overhead or
otherwise : hght is the very " life anil spirit" of the vine.
The structure adapted to the blossomuig period will,

indeed, also answer well for the swelling period, pro-
vided a heat can be guaranteed, under the most adverse

circumstiiiices, of 70" by day and .'i.s" by night, indepen-

dent of simshine we mean. Added to this, there must
be mcEUis available fur sustaining a liberal avnovmt of

atmospheric moisture : not that a damp air is idways
to be in fashion, but, that liy means of a liberal amoimt

j

of heat, and a proportinmite amount of atmospheric
|

moistiu'e, a fi'ee ventilation—minus cold di'aughts—may i

be daily made use of Siiy what they will about colcl

cmrents, and some other horticultmal scarecrows, there

is notlnng Uke fresh sweet air, at least in the case of

fi'uits, where, in order to attain perfect matiu'ity, eveiy

bom' through the day shoidd be adding giowiiig matter

to the system of the plant, for light alone would appear

to be incomplete towai'ds tliis end. " Give us aii'. or we
die," is an axiom established by one of the best physiolo-

gists of om day : and let its echo, we say, resoimd
through eveiy bothy, stoke-hole, and gardener's hut in

the kingdom !

As for the ripening period, everybody knows that a

much drier air becomes absolutely necessary the moment
the berries commence their last swelling and incline to

the colouring process. The most liberal ventilation

possible will be of the utmost service ; indeed it becomes
indispensable. In pursuance, then, of the course we
chalked out for ourselves as to the order of the subjects,

we may remark, that a mere pit, which could command
7b° of bottom-heat, would be the best place to start

them in : and here they may remain plunged in the

warm material until the bunches begin to appear,

when, if no other source of heat exist in the pit, they

must forthwith be removed to some house or roomy
l)it which can command 70' of atmospheric warmth.
Tlie common practice used to be, to place them on a

back shelf over a back course of flues (generally the

return flue), but in these days of hot water piping flues

are almost out of date, and in many houses no piping

exists at the back of the house. With due precautions

as to protecting the sides of the pots from sudden dryness,

these back flues were almost everything that could be
desired, inasmuch as, from their being placed nearly

in contact with the flues' surface, they possessed oue of

the great desiderata in vine culture—a bottom warmth
sligbtlyin advance of that of the atmosphere. In whatever

situation they are placed, there must be no obstruction

overhead, for they must have all the light possible, and,

moreover, a liberal amount of room to expand a good
quantity of foliage to the light.

We will now wind iqi our observations on this head
by offering a few remarks on the mere routine matters,

commencing with

The First Iiitroductinn of the Pots.—In the first place,

if the pruning has not been done, let them be cut back

to as many eyes as appear sound and plump. About
three or four feet is sufficient for a strong cune ; those

with less pretensions may be taken back to about four

or five eyes. The only maxim in pruning is, to prune
short enough ; that is to say, provided those eyes which
are left can be relied on, for the less space the sap has

to travel through, the less expenditure of its powers;

therefore, no definite length need be assigned to them
in pruning. As soon as pruned, apply a patch of thick

white lead (such as used for making white paint) on
every pruned end. This will prevent the possibility of

bleeding, whicli they are apt to do on being introduced

to heat, especially if powerful young vines possessing

capital roots. By-the-bye, speaking of roots, reminds

US that such should be examined when the plants are

preparing for their course of forcing ; llic ilniiiHitje, enjie-

ciitllii, should be carefully examined, and if disarranged,

should be made safe. All the loose or decayed soil may
be, at the same time, discharged from the surface of the

pots, and replaced with a good top-dressing, composed
of equal parts turfy loam, of some age, and rich manure.

The plants must now have a dressing applied to the
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shoots, and we know of nothing holtov than Ume, sul-

phur, and soft soap for the purpose. Beat up two
ounces of soft soap in a gallon of warm water, add three

handsful of sulphur and as mueh lime as it will cany ;

stir the whole into a uniform mixture, and anoint
every portion above ground with it. The mixture may
be applied at the high temperature of 1:J0°, and we will

engage that neither an insect nor an egg will be left

alive.

And now we say to thosa who have canes of some
three or four feet or more in length, let your canes bo

|

bent in some way, in order to make the buds develop

themselves with equality. If you can by any means
make the cane describe a semicircle, or nearly so, until

'

every bud has pushed, you will be repaid by more good
shoots than by neglect of such practice.

We may now suppose the vines fairly established in

their new situation, under circumstances previously

described ; and now the next little affair will bo to disbud ^

with a cautious hand all sprouts which may be con-

sidered superfluous. The amount of branches to be left

depends on two things : first, the calibre of the stem ;

'

and second, the amount and character of the roots. A
j

stem three-fourths of an inch in diameter, well ripened,
|

and possessing good roots, should be able to carry
'

from six to eight pounds of ijood grapes ; any more
would certainly deteriorate their flavour. All useless

sprouts, then, being disbudded as soon as possible, stop-

ping must come next in order, and this may be per-

formed at either one or two joints beyond the fruit.

Indeed, all the remaining processes are so strictly iden-

tical with the general management of oi-dinary house
vines, that we do not care to inflict a repetition of de-

tails—such will be foimd in previous numbers. The
whole management, indeed, henceforth, will be just of

the land alluded to ; and the operator has only to con-

sider each plant, with its appurtenances, in the light of

an individual branch from a tree in a vinery, only he

must allow a much greater expanse of foliage, to cater

for the extra number of bunches.

Soil.—We believe that nothing will be found superior

to chopped turf of a loamy character—half way between
adliesive loam and what is termed sandy loam. This
should be a year old, and if so, the turfy portion will

readily crumble in the hand. The turf from limestone

is said to be the best, and probably the opinion is

correct. With this we would blend one-third of rich

manure and leaf mould in a half-decayed state, and
finally add some charcoal grit, or lime rubbisii, and,

above all, the most complete drainage. All this, how-
ever, refers rather to the matter of previous cultiu'e.

Through all the proceedings we would, if convenient,

so place them, as tiiat their pots should be a few degrees

warmer than the atmosphere ; and, as another point of

good cultvu-e, take cai-e that the pots are not exposed to a

dry atmosphere without shade or protection. If they are

unplunged, why a little moss or a piece of old bast may
be tied round the pots, or they may be double potted, as

some people do with their Ericas.

Watering is a most important affair : let them never
he watered until they are really dry ; let them never be
diy long; and when you do water, give enough to

charge the soil all through. Clear water until the blos-

soms are set, and then a regular course of weak and
clear liquid manure imtil the berries begin to change
colour.

When surface roots begin to abound a good top-

dressing may be applied, and an artificial rim may be
made to the pots, in order to hold tlie more. The top-

dressing may be equal parts old turf and very rich

manure.
Ventilation must be well attended to : give air be-

times, and take it away betimes ; give all your thermo-
meter will allow you.

Another point,

—

insect.f must be watclicd. If the

aphides attack their youug points, fumigation must be
instantly resorted to,—not a day lost, in order, too, to

bo guarded against red sjiider and the (h'eaded mildew,

use sulphur rather liberally. It so happens that this

is antagonistic to both. li. Eiwingtox.

TPIE rLOWER-GARDEN.
The evergreen, or nearly evei'green, hardy climber

wliich I alluded to last week is BrUlgesia spicata, a

plant that is named after Mr. Thomas Bridges, an
English gaixlener who went to reside in Cliili, wlience

he sent many plants to his friends and patrons at home.

I have been oftener than once, and by more than one

London nurseryman, requested to report on tlds plant if

I succeeded in flowering it. Tiie only place where I

have heard of its flowering hitherto is the Bmy St.

Edmund's Botanic Garden. Here it is now in profuse

bloom, and it does not deceive me, as new plants often

do ; it shows how mucli may be learned about new
plants by paying attention to the natm'al order to which
they happen to belong. The Soapieorts fSapindaceceJ

clahn this plant as a member of their order, not one of

the twining or cUmbing plants among which are re-

mai'kable for any quaUties preferred by the gardener,

and Bridgesia spioata will not raise them in pubhc
opinion ; it is altogether wortlfless as a floweiing plant,

but being hardy, a fast grower, and not very particiflar

about soil, it ^viU be found useful for covering waUs, &c.,

where such things as Feriploea graca and linearis, or

the "tea-plant," are now tolerated. Agauist a damp
wall it would strike like ivy; in large towns, also, where

it is difficiflt to get a green covering to walls witliin

sunk areas and the like, it will be useful.

Flower-beds,—Now that flower-beds aa'e cleared for

the season, and we are allowed time to look back on

what we have been doing all tlie summer, and also

looking forwai'd to new plans and arrangements for the

next yeai', and havmg done so myself, I see one part of

wliat people thought I undertook to perform, when I

was tm'ned over fi-om the windows to flower-beds, must
needs be apologised for or explained ; but I choose the

word apology, and I aUude to my own rudeness in re-

sisting so firmly every attempt at forcing me—and they

were many—to do that winch no man ever did before

me mth credit or any degxee of success, and which I

firmly believe no man will ever do after me,—no, not the

man in the moon lumself,—namely, plant a set of flower-

garden beds properly which I had never seen save on
paper.

Five and twenty yeai's ago I coidd have done the

thing to a T, and to any extent ; yea, I had so much
philosophy in my head at that time, that if one were to

send me a sample of the soil of the place in a bladder

I coifld tell every thing that was necessary to be done

for flowers, ti-ees, shi-ubs and all. I have said already,

that to jdant a good sized flower-garden properly is the

highest branch of the gardener's art, and the most difii-

ciilt branch too to attain perfection in. Indeed, I am
qidte sure that there is not one gardener m the kmgdom
who could plant a large flower-garden now, for the first

time, without fafhng into some mistakes. It is tnie that

we have had waiters enough who coifld do, with the

gi-eatest ease, that which I insist on cannot be done

at all—plant flower-gar-dens at a distance wlxich they

never saw. I may be excused, therefore, if I exiflt a

Uttle at seeing lugher authorities putting tins species

of hrmibug into plaiu Enghsh. Heal- what Dr. Lindiey

said the other day in a leading article in the Gar-

dener's Ghronide. " The aijproach of whiter brings,

as usual, many inquuies as to the manner of laying-

out gardens. One correspondent wants to know wliat
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to do witli Iwlf au acre ; another is pei-[)lexed with Ids

dozen. Sliould a tree he phiuted here ? Shall au ojieu-

ing he made there? Would a rockery look well iu that

corner ? AVhere can I stow away my roses ? How shall

I carry a walk round a square piece of gi-ound ? A thou-

sand such questions arise, hut they are put in vain to

those who are not on the si)ot to advise ;
for it may he

taken as a general truth, that mere detaUs of arrange-

ment can never he settled, except upon personal in-

spection, and a hdl knowledge of all the circumstances

that may aid or injure a given operation either in winter

or summer. Plans on paper are usefid as guides, hut

heyond an indication of the general natui-e of a design

they are worthless. A strict adherence to a plan on

paper has wholly nuned the effect of many a place,

wliich the genius of the landscape gardener, applied upoii

the gi-ouud, would have rendered charming." Now,^ if

all this he true—and there is no do\iht ahout it—with

reference to the whole design of a given place, with how
much more force will it apply to that part of it which

requires the highest degree of skill to arrange in such a

manner as to add to the effect of the whole, and yet form

a complete design in itself viewed as such. " It is not

the mere unfolding of truth to others winch constitutes

the real criterion of usefulness in life. The exposure of

an error may he fuUy as necessary and beneficial." So

says the author whose excellent book suggested these

remarks and the above quotation; and in reference to

the subject in hand, what can he more true than what

Mr. Kemp remarlis, page 59, spealdng of different ex-

pedients to lude the offices from tlie garden or principal

views—" The preference to be given to any of these ex-

pecUents must be determmed altogether by the locality,

the style of the house, and the tastes and desires of the

owner. Either of the methods suggested will requii-e to

be applied with skUl, or they will, in remedying one evU,

only create another." The" tastes or the desu-es of the

owner, or the requirements of a given locality, ai-e but too

often the last tiling's which enter the brains of dog-

matism. My first essay in landscape gardening was on

a fine April "morning in 1818, or 1819, iu the shape of a

bundle of stakes to be placed where the genius of a

Gilpin dictated ; but whether the •' tastes and desires
"

of the noble lord who paid us were consvdted or not con-

sulted, I sliall not tell ; but I recollect the conversations

and remarlis wldcli ai'ose out of a month's work at

" laying out " many plans, as if it were but yesterday.

I have, since that time, seen the gi'eatest master minds
of the age the first to detect and own faults in their own
conceptions before they were half carried out, even when
the requirements of the locality, the desu-es and the

tastes of the owner had been the first leading featiues in

the composition. All that the best of us can do with a

plan—say of a flower-garden—is merely this, to conceive

by the mind's eye a square or circular enclosM'e sur-

rounded by high walls, the space included to be a level

flower-garden, and ourselves looldng at it from a door or

window in the centre, and on the same level with it. In
such a case, it is true, any one ha^-ing a knowledge of the

heiglit and oolom'S of flower-garden jilants might say

with confidence liow all the beds would look best as a

whole, and assist eacli other by a given arrangement in

planting them, bvit now tal;c a.way all ideal obstruction

between tins gai'den in full bloom and the surromidiug

parts or scenery, and the chances are that cross lights,

the shade or eoloiu's of a mass of trees and slu'ubs, of

statmny, and of fifty other things, besides the inclination

of the ground, may conspire to render your fine com-
position, " by tliis writer in The Cottage GAiujENEn," a
really namby-pamby tiling after all ; and so witli the

best of us, also, in first planting a flower-garden in a new
locality, we must see the ett'ects of all and every thing in

* " How ti) Lay-out a Small Garden," b}' Edward Kemp, Landscape
Gardener, Birkenhead-park.

and sun'ounding the flower-garden, mitil the actual

effects are produced before us in succession as the

season rolls on.

But to return to Mr. Kemp's hook. As soon as I read

the first notice of it I made up my mind at once to read
'

it ; hut not from any curiosity, or a desire to learn—at
i

my time of life—any new-fangled notions that it might
recommend ; but from a knowledge of Mr. Kemp's per-

[

sonal lustory for tlie last do/en years, which is just a i

couuterj)art of my own doings during the same period.
'

He left London under the auspices of Mr. Paxton ; but
Chatsworth, large as it is, was not sufficiently so for two
such heads ; and he had Mr. Kemp removed to \x'here he
now dates Ins hook from

—

Birlienheod Park ; and ever

since Mr. K. may be said to he working out in practice

such ideas and views as iSIr. Paxton entertains on land-

scape gardening ; at any rate that is the way the Gar-

dener's Chroiucle accounts for the subject matter of the

hook—a very good way, indeed, to sell the book, but a

very uncharitable way of dealing with the author, who,
although I have no more knowledge of liim than I can

gather fl'om the book itself, I am quite stne woidd not

write a page of it either for Mr. Paxton, or for Dr.

Lindley, or Dr. Beaton (wlien he is one), or Dr. Auy-
bodj'-else, if he could not subscribe to eveiy word of it

himself. Of course all this was meant; but still an angiy

critic might, fi-om the context, set it do%\'n against us

poor gardeners that, because we ai'C not overbm'dened

with money, and must be digging gi'ound for cabbages,

or shooting caterpillars, we ai'e not so independent in

mind as we might be. All tliis time I was workuig

under a higher artist than Mr. Kemp, and can speak,

therefore, from experience ; though my head is too tliick

ever to write so good a book as he has, but I subscribe

to every syllable of the work, except what is said on
making new walks ; and here, too, Mr. Kemp is far

before nine-tenths of those who flew to Loudon to anti-

cipate my own ^^'ay of constructing walks and roads, for

be wants a dry bottom for his walks, but not by opening

a trench over " retentive " soil to collect water from the

land right and left, and placing his walk as a covering

for the ch-am.

When I reflect on the awful nnthinijnenn of many of

the lai'ge doses of landscape gardening 1 have had to gulp

down for the last twenty years,—yea, for the best ten of

them,—I ought to be thankfid that the rising race of

young gardeners ai'e not likely to have sore throats from

similar doses. Another great recommendation of the

book is, that it is as cheap as The Cott.\ge Gardener.
And here, again, beuig an old rider, 1 nnist go in the

saddle to say, that some authors and pubhsliers are vei-y

mucli in then own light, and keeping light fi-om us too, by

a false notion, that a book is not respectable enough imless

a high price is asl;ed for it. No such thing ! Where
can there be a more respectable work than The Cot-

tage Gardener, which every respectable person in tlie

three kingdoms reads and dehghts ni, not one of whom
has yet sent us a complaint about its dieapness ; and

our XEW Dictionary will be a great deal cheaper; and we
are rpiite confident akeadythat it will pay us better tluin

if we asked three times the money for it.

Only one more book is now wanting about gardening,

whicli would tench everybody to plant his or her own
little flower-garden just in the way best suited to the

locality ; but we must have the spirit of prophecy before

that book can be )irinled, or else I'all back ou the

unintelligibleness of the old landscape gardeners again.

Now, on the supposition that the coast is clear, or that

these observations are understood. I propose and ]U-omise

to every reader who will take the trouble to send to the

Echtor a plan of a flower-gaa-dcn as it was planted last

summer, or as it is intended to be ]>lnnted next spring,

with a list of the jilants to fill the beds witli, that 1 shall

point out such defects and improvements in the plant-
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ing as may appear to me, without any reference to the

smTOunding parts, which of course cannot he taken into

tlie account without hcing on the spot. The only aids

that I ask for are a hlack stroke on one side of the phm
to represent the garden-side of the house, and a few

words— not a luiuj letter, for it puzzles one— saying

how the ground lies, whether it he level fi'om the house

across the flower-garden, or either rising or faUing much
fi-om a level line. The shapes, or sizes, or the plants in

nse, I shall say nothing ahout ; the whole tiling will only

be a private ati'air between confidential fi'iends, as it were.

In this free country every one has a perfect right to choose

the shape of Ids own iiower-beds, and choose what to

plant in them, without being called to question : provided

always that we do not push om- own fancies in tliese

tilings before the world as tilings to be copied from, or

recommended to our neighbours, and calling them stupid

names if they dift'er from us. An exact copy or dupli-

cate of the plans sent to us should be kept to i-ead the

answers from, with letters or numbers referring to the

different beds. A plan of this sort need not be th-awn to

a scale ; indeed, they give less trouble without a scale,

if the different proportions of the beds are shown, by
making some smaller or larger, just as they stand. The
column for answering con'espondeuts wiU be the place to

look for the explanations ; and no reader need expect to

leai'n fi-om the answers except the party concerned.

D. Beaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Preservation of Beddedout Plants : Shrubby
Calceolarias.—Next to the scarlet geraniums, to which

I adverted last week, few things are more desiderated

by the amateur with limited space than the brighter

coloured Shrubby Caleeolarbis. And well do tliey merit

his attention ; for, after having gemmed his window or

Lilliputian greenhouse in the early months of spring

and summer, they only require, when their beauty is on

the wane, to be slightly dressed, reshifted, or fed with

manure water, or transferred to the flower clump, to

flourish with increased beauty during the later summer
and autumn months. I have alluded to the brighter

coloured among these plants; for in this fastidious age

though, hke myself, you have still a love for purples,

can even admire cloudy browns, and entertain some-

thing approaching a passion for tlie somewhat nonde-

script bronzy-orange Kentish Hero—the first to bloom,

the last to give over, with the exception, perhaps, of the

diminutive flowered rugosa : you must keep all your

admiration to yourself, and expect all your Calceolarias

to be sneezed at with disdain by the arbiters of fashion-

able taste, unless they be gorgeous in their orange and
dazzling in their yellow. Let the present crusade in

behalf of the bright and the warm in colour be carried

right cheerily to its legitimate conclusion, and the eye,

formed in general to grasp and comprehend witliin its

range the beauties of every tint and shade, fatigued

with the monotony of even varied and contrasted bright-

ness, would be forced to seek in the wUds and wolds of

nature the repose and enjoyment denied it in the gai-den.

It oftener marks a little rather than a great mind, ruth-

lessly to oppose itself to the general stream of taste,

even though that taste be of a questionable character :

but co-existing with respect for the opinions and prac-

tices of others, it is jierfectly possible to maintain and
practise a thinking of our own ; and if we only con-

tinue long enough, we shall find that, just like ladies'

dresses, the taste in flowers and their most prized

colours will so often change, that we shall frequently vm-

consciously find ourselves in the very height of fashion.

Even those who can see no beauty in a Shrubby Calceo-

laria unless it be of a determinate colour, and that

colour brightly yellow, may find out that that yellow is
[

alike heightened and softened when placed in juxta-

position with a sober purple.
|

" All very nice," say several correspondents at once
;

j

" but there now," says one, " are my few plants which
j

I put in that little border in June, and they looked so I

nice—are blooming now, even in November—that I put '

off and off meddling with them, and fear I shall lose

them, yellow and purjile too !
" " And let us catch our

\

jUh before we dress them," says another : " I put
|

in cuttings in nice soil in July ; gare them air, too, regu-

larly eveiy day, but I had no success—all of them died

;

only let us get the plants, and we will enter then, with

real zest, into the question of fashionable colours."

Now, though we hinted last week that the Hhndihj

Gidceohiria must be propagated in a very ditterent

manner and time from the Scarlet Geranium, one thing

respecting them, so far, at least, as our friends with

limited space are concerned, is similar, namely, the im-

portance of propagating a young stock, which would
take up little room in winter ; and which, did they receive

the same attention as old plants, would he more hand
some than them in spring. In propagating these plants,

gardeners strike them successfully at any period ; but

though they manage to get plants in eight days in

March or A)uil, they would require, with all their care,

something like six times the period in July ;
and, there-

fore, unless in a very particular case, propagation in

summer is abandoned. Though in difierent climates we
change the period of aplant's blooming, we do not greatly

change its nature ; for amid succeeding generations it

retains the traces of its primeval existence.

I'lourishing at a high altitude on the hill-sides of Chili

and Peru, these Calceolarias chiefly come into full bloom

after the growing strength of the sun has commenced
melting the snows on the Andes above thom. Hence,

in this country, the chief period oi /loiieriii'j is when we
have the longest and brightest days ; and the chief

period of groicth is early in spring and late in autumn.

These latter are the times when propagation is most

easily effected, because nice young shoots are obtained

in abundance, and the evaporating and decomposing

processes from heat and light are at a minimum rather

than a maximum, which they would be in smnmer.

Of these two periods the claims are nearly equal :—In

autumn the cuttings must be kept cool, and the later

they are put in, until the middle of November or later,

the less time they wifl take; in spring, after fresh growth

has commenced, by giving an additional stimulus to the

naturally-increasing heat, and preventing evaporation

by jilacing the cuttings in a sweet hot-bed, plants will

be made in a third of the time. It is owing to this

fresh growth, and the activity of the vital forces in

spring, that so many plants are easily propagated then.

Those who prefer larger plants for winter than they can

obtain from autumn propagating, and yet not so large as

those growing in tlie border, should propagate late in

April. Set the plants in their cutting-jiots, when struck,

behind a north wall, and pot them in July or the begin-

ning of August. I have often resolved to do this, and

thus save the trouble of taking up any out of the bor-

ders ; but though hundreds may be left after the general

planting, yet, somehow, they always melt away before the

autumn comes.

Lest some of our friends should think that we were

counting our chicks before we had got our eggs, I shall,

before saying a few more words upon propagation, advert

in the first place to the preserving a stock to propagate

from, premising, that at present it contains the plants

turned out into the borders. The lesser of these, if

raised and carefully potted in September, and set in a

shady place, would by this time be well supplied with

roots for keeping in a healthy state during the winter.
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To attain equal success now, you must move your soil

and pot to the plant, and i-aise it with a good hall, using
for this purpose rather a large pot ; and tliis will take
up your room, and require a little attention to sliadiug

and picking oil' decaying foliage. You may raise your
plants, reduce their tops, shake a pai't of tiie soil from
their roots, so as to squeeze tliem iuto smallish pots,

and then set them in your window and greenhouse

;

and though in the dull weather of winter, trom the

little evaporation from the foliage, the plants will look
tolerahly well, you ]nay consider yourself fortunate if

you lose not more than lifty per cent, hefore the mouth
of March, after all your labour, when young plants
would have been getting better every day, and merely
because there was no growth of roots commensurate
to tlie demands made by sun and air upon the branches.

Supposing that you had no means of bottom-heat, the

plants would have done better transferred with all the
soil that would adhere to them, and laid iu, in a cold
frame or pit, after reducing the tops, or packed in a large
deal box, and set in a cool corner of the gi'eenhouse;
because in both cases the roots would escape the alter-

nations of temperature and moisture to which they are
lialile in pots. But if you can command a little fer-

menting materials—such as tree leaves and dung, which
should be thrown in a heap, to heat well before using it,

in order that the slimy gentlemen may be set a-tlitting

—

and, in addition, you have such a thing as a spare frame
or pit, then success with your plants is next to certain.

Whether you pot your plants singly or reduce them
both in branches and roots, so as to squeeze half a dozen
of them round the sides of a largish pot—say eight
inches,—iu either case plunge them to the rims in
the fermenting material, if not above 70°; or, if it

please you better, put some light sandy soil on its

surface, and turn the plants into it without pots.

Whatever plan is adopted, aii- shoidd be left on back
and front in all weather not very cold and fi-osty ; the
object being not to excite the buds into growth, luit tlie

production of fi-esh healthy roots, so that when the
returning warmth and sunlight of spring set the top
moving, tliere may be plenty of resources in the root
to mamtain a reciprocal action. During winter, if the
soil was fair for moisture, little or no water would be
required iu such circumstances; Init tlie foliage in sunny
days would need a little dusting from the syringe.

Propagation.—By saving a few of such plants you
may increase your stock to any desirable quantity in
spring. If to lie set in a window or gTeenhouse, the
young shoots should be taken olf when iiom one to two
inches iu length, and before they are drawn and spongy,
inserted in pots half filled with drainage, the other half
with sand, loam, and leaf-mould, in equal proportions—
the roughest over the drainage, the finest at the sur-
face, and over that a slight dash of pure sand, which
kee2)s the smfaoe firm, and does not allow the air too
freely to penetrate to the base of the cutting. Water,
and then place a bell-glass over them, and shade from
bright sunshine ; or, plant in small pots, to he set in
larger ones, and a square of glass over each, when
shading will in most eases be unnecessary, as the sides
of the larger pot will in general be sufficient. The bell-

glass and the square of glass are to prevent evaporation
from the foliage. After the first watering, little more
\yill be requu-ed than dusting the foliage in the day-
time. But if a quick return is desired, the plants
should be allowed to grow a little more, and a hotbed
must bo prepared—a cucumber bed, in March or the
beginning of April, especially its front, would just be
the place; and there, if fifteen inches from the glass,

and kept close, they would require neither bell-glasses
upon thom nor any shading. A slight dust from the
syringe, when the sun was bright, would suit them
better. Iu autumn it is as well to cut to a joint when

making a cutting, because, tliough the roots seldom
come from thence, it is so far a security against the

base of the cutting damping; but in spring, when the
hotbed system is resorted to, there is no necessity for

])riming of any sort, but merely take the cuttings with
a sharp knife—jointer no joint—and insert them ijnme-
diately. The close atmosphere and the moist exhala
tions from the fermenting matter prevent the transpi-

ration of the juices of the cuttings, and present tliem

with a feeding metlium. The air admitted is given
almost solely at night, in order to aflbrd a Iresh stimulus
from fresh oxygen.
Our friend who failed in stril<ing these plants iu a

hotbed in July, even though he gave air every day, will

now see that, as that was the height of the tiowering

season, he would have succeeded better if the place had
been the coolest and shadiest,—if, in fact, he cordd have
mingled an atmosphere of the dog days with three

atmospheres borrowed from an ice well ; and, also, that

though tliere are exceptions, yet, as a general rule, the

closer cuttings are kept the sooner they will strike. A
deciduous cutting of a Gooseberry requires no .shading

from air and sun, because it possesses a store of ripe

organised material ; and the same warmth and light

that expand the buds expand the part in the soil, and
cause the jirotrusiou of roots. A gi'oen cutting of a
Calceolaria, &o., has not its juices so fully organised—aii'

and light admitted would, by the medium of its leaves,

deprive it of its juices; and, therefore, we exclude the

one during the day, and subdue or diffuse the other

before reaching the cutting—so that the leaves shall

evaporate slowly, and feed slowly upon the surrountling

medium, until roots are produced, and the balance of

a perfect plant again restored.

Those wishing to propagate note, will find it is not yet
too late. They may place them in their window or

greenhouse, as never needed in spring, but after a week
or two they must give them the warmest corner. They
will also do well in a slight hotbed, where the tem-
perature is at the bottom from 00° to 00°, the top

ranging from 40° to 4j^'. They will also do well

under a hand-light by the side of a wall, where drench-
ing rains are thrown off. But in such a position you
must secure them from worms by a sprinkling of salt

;

from being soaked by a drainage of cinders, &c., below
the soil ; and then be provided with a nightcap or two
to place over them in the time of frost and snow. They
stand damp in winter wonderfully well.

1 prefer the end of September and the mouth of

October for the autumn propagating, and then place

them under hand-lights, or in pits without any artificial

heat. This season having a few old lights at hberty, I

thought I could try them a little earlier, and stick them
in a north border, and also some fancy Geraniums in the

end of August, laying the lights over them, and closing

the space up all round. With the exception of very few,

they arc now struck ; not one in five hundred has died;

there is scarcely any above one inch in height. Tlicy

have been left iu a great measure to themselves. But I

have already exceeded my space, and must give the out
line of their simple treatment at some other time.

R. Fi.su.

r.S.—I have been informed there is, though I have
not yet read it, an article on the [n'opagatiou of Calceo-

larias in the The Oardciicr's Magazine of Dutamj, by
my old friend J. C, to whom flower gai'dening is so

much indebted. I know not whether our practice bo
similar now, but my uniform success for nuiny years

arose from iniilatiiii/ his method, when some fifteen

years ago be stood almost alone in the case and cer-

tainty with which he managed these flowers. He has
also raised several varieties, valuable alike for pot and
bed. Every one who loves compactness of growth, with
smotherings of bloom, must be acquainted with Caie's
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i/ellow. Ono feature more—Mr. C. never keeps liis good

things to himself.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.
EXOTIC OECHIDACE.E.

oBOHiDs THAT THiiivE BEST ON BLOCKS (Continued ffOlll

page 65).

ScuTicARiA Steelii (Mr. Steel's); Demerara.—Sepals

and petals pale buff, richly spotted and streaked witli

reddish brown; lip white, with rose-coloured stripes

lengthwise. This is a flue plant when in bloom. The
flowers are large—nearly three inches in diameter, and
are produced on sliort stems, generally in pairs, close to

the block. The leaves are round, like a thick rush, and
hang down to a great lengtli^ofteu as mucli as from

three to four feet. They are long-lived. We have leaves

quite fresh at four years old. A very interesting plant.

42s.

Culture.—Tliis is one of the plants we wrote about in

The Cottage Gardener sometime back as requiring

peculiar treatment, and we beg our readers to refer to

that account. In this place we shall only remark tliat

it thrives well on a block, but better still if the two
methods of growing in a basket and on a log are com-
bined. A square basket that will just hold the block

should have the block, with the plant fastened to it,

firmly fixed in it, and be hung up to the roof vertically

;

that is, the basket should be hung sideways, which will

allow the leaves of the plant to droop without obstnic-

tiou.

SoPHRONiTrs CERNUA (droopiug S.) ; Rio Janeiro.—
This is a very neat, pretty plant, with reddish sepals and
petals ; the lip has a dash of yellow in the centre. 21s.

S. GRANDIFLORA (lai-ge flowered S.) ; Organ Moun-
tains.—This is a splendid gem even among orchids ; the

whole flower is of a beautiful orange-scarlet, and very

large in proportion to tlie plant. Each flower is often

larger than the whole plant. We can haixlly say too

much in its praise. ti3s. A considerable quantity was
imported about two years ago by J. Hadwin, Esq., of

Liverpool. Being a merchant in tliat town, and having
connexions in Brazil, he requested a captain of ono of

his vessels to procure him some orchids. The captain,

to please his friend, engaged a number of blades, and
went with his party to tire top of the Organ Mountains.
He saw this Sophronitis growing on the tops of the

highest trees ; but all his oflers and persuasions were in

vain to induce his attendants to mount the trees and
bring down the air plants that he coveted for his friend.

The fear of snakes and other noxious animals was too

much for his sable attendants' slender courage to sur-

mount. 'There was nothing for it, in order to accom-
plish his wishes, but to fell a tree on which these coveted

gems were growing. To work, with a right good will,

the natives went, and soon cut througli the stem of the

tree; but, alas! the trees were so interlaced with
creepers that it would not fall. Still determined to

accomplish his object, he set his assistants to work to

cut down another tree ; but he could not obtain his ob-

ject till Ave or six were cut through, and then at last

they came down with a tremendous crash, and he was
enabled to bring liome a great number of branches
covered with this beautiful 8. yrandijiora , and several

other species, such as S. pterocarpa, S. niulacea, and
some other genera of less value. We have now a plant
of S. t/raiuliflora in flower that was one the persevering
captain brought home with him. This anecdote will

give our readers some idea of the trouble and exjiense

incurred in procuring orchidsfrom their native localities,

which expense, combined with their slow increase, and
the cost of cultivating them in our stoves, are the

reasons why they are so expensive when compared with

other plants.

S. vioLAOEA (violet-coloured S.) ; Organ Mountains,

—

'This species, though not so showy as the last, is worth

cultivating on account of its pretty violet-colom'ed

fiowers. 21s.

S. PTEROCARPA (wiug-podded S.) ; Organ Mountains.

—

Sepals and petals pink, lip of the same colour, with a

dash of white in the centre. A free-growing desirable

species, with larger leaves than any other species. 2 Is.

Culture.—This family of small orchids being from the

tops of trees on mountains of considerable elevation in

South America, do not require a high temperature. 'The

Mexican house, therefore, is the most suitable for them.

They grow best on small blocks of cork- with the bark

on, without any moss ; require syringing twice a-day

when growing, and at that time a moist atmosphere

;

but as soon as the pseudo-bulbs are fully grown, syring-

ing once a month will he sufficient, and a drier atmosphere

in the house will be advantageous for them. Witli this

treatment, which gives a season of growth and a season

of rest, these pretty plants will grow and flower well.

Vanilla planifolia (smooth-leaved V.) ; West In-

dies.—Yellowish white. 21s. 'The fine scent named
vanilla is obtained from the seed pods of tliis plant. It

produces its flowers from the axils of the leaves on short

stems. There are often as many as seven or eight

flowers on a stem, and these are succeeded, if properly

fertilized, by as many pods, six or seven inches long.

In then- native country this office is performed by

insects ; but in our stoves artificial means must be used

to effect it. There is a projection, something like a lid,

over the stigma ; this must be removed, and the pollen

masses laid upon the stigma, and then the pods will

shortly appear. If this is not done tlie blossoms will

all drop off, and no seed pods will be produced. Per-

haps some of our readers may wish to inquire which is

the stigma and what is the pollen? We will try to

describe them. In the centre of nearly all orchids there

is a fleshy column, the top of which is called the

stigma. Over this, hung generally by a joint, is one or

more m.asses of a sticlvy, wax-like substance ; this is the

pollen, which, when touched, especially in the genus

Oatasetmn, springs off; and if it falls upon the stigma,

impregnation takes place, and the^eed vessels are pro-

duced. In the case of the Vanilhi, this cannot take

place unless the lid-like covering of the stigma is re-

moved and the pollen applied by the hand ; at least

that is the case in our stoves.

There are two more species of VaniUa, namely, V.

aromatica and V. bicolor ; but they are not much different

in habit and bloom from the above-mentioned.

Culture.^ To grow the Vanilla to perfection, and all the

species requu'e the same culture, it ought to be potted in

a mixture of pieces of turfy peat, chopped moss, and

broken potsherds, in equal parts. 'The pot containing

the plant should be placed against a wall, and the plant

fastened to it with a nail and shred of cloth. It will

soon attach itself to the wall by the roots it puts forth

all up the stem ; and will only requu-e the ends of each

directing, so as to prevent them crowding each other.

We had once a plant under our care that had the

advantage of a bark-bed to root into ; the roots ran

among the bark surprisingly ; and, in consequence, the

shoots progressed in proportion, entirely covering the

back wall of a house nearly 40 feet long. As soon as

they reached the top, some of the shoots were trained

down the rafters, where they flowered and fruited freely

after being set. At Syon-house, the seat of the Duke
of Northumberland, this plant is trained over the back

wall, which it entirely covers with its fine large fleshy

laurel-like leaves, and there it fruits plentifully. Our
readers must not suppose, however, that the fruit is

the only attraction; the flowers themselves are large
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aud handsome, and emit a sweet perfume during the

night.

We have now hrought our labours to a close on this

section of our subject, that is, on such plants as thrive

best on blocks. We have had muoli pleasure in giving

such information as we possessed on the subject. We
have kept nothing back, but have endeavoured, in plain,

simple language, to make the culture quite easy to the

most uninformed or new beginnei-, to grow these most
singular, interesting plants. It only remains, now, to

give the culture of such as thrive best in pots ; and our
ne.Kt paper on orchids will commence with the third and
last section of orchidaceous plants.

We had the pleasure to pay our annual visit last week
to our good and estijnal.ile friend ilr. Bassett, gardener
to R. S. Holford, Esq., of Weston Birt, near Tetbury, in

Gloucestershire. As usual, we found the extensive col-

lection of orchids in most excellent health. There was
a degree of robust strength about tliem that we do not
often meet with. The point of excitement is carried

just to the right pitch, to produce larger and stronger
pseudo-bulbs than the previous year. Below is a list of

those we observed in flower, which list will both give
our readers an idea of the Icinch that Jioiier in autumn
and the extent of the collection there :

—

andAngraicmn bilobum, white
Barkeria Skiuuen, pink
Brassia brachiata, yellowish
brown

Calanthe vestita, white and
rose

Cattleya bicolor, green, brown,
and purple

Candida, white
• labiata, pui^ple and rose

mai'i^anata, pm-ple and
rose

Mossia!,purple and rose
Yiolacea,violetaudwhite

Cypripedium barbatum, and
Javanioum

Dendi-nbium moniUforme,
rose and wliite

Epidendrum ciliare, white
crassifolium, pink
paniciUatum, white and

chocolate
• 'vitellinum, scarlet

Lffilia Perrinii, lilac and white

Lajlia rupestris, pm-jdi

white
Lycaste Skimieri, white and

crimson stripes

Maxillaria picta, yeUow and
brown

Miltonia Clowesiana, choco-

late and brown
MoreUiana, deep pui-ple

lip

Odontoglossmn grande, yel-

low and browii

Insleayi, yellow and
light brown

Oncidium leucocbilum, wlute

and brown
Vanda fusco-^•ioides, rusty

green
Zygopetahuu brachypetalum,

purple hp
Mackayii, white,

purple stripes—— Crinitum roseum,

low, brown, and rose

with

yel-

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CiNEEAKiAS.—Such as are showing bloom should now

be re-potted into lai'ger pots to encourage free growth.
If they are kept in small pots the blooms will be poor
aud few. Encourage them by liberal treatment to pro-
duce leaves as large as cabbages, and of a deep green,
healthy colour. The compost for them now should be
of the richest description; good light fresh loam three
parts, and two years old dung one part. If a i)ortion of
loaf mould is added it will be useful. Pot blooming
plants into pots 7^ inches diameter. Plants in ayounger
state to succeed the first will not need potting till next
month. Great care must be taken to protect them from

a single degi-ee of frost, as they are now flush of growth
and very tender. Now is a good time to procure the last

year's seedlings, or any other good sorts tliat may be
desirable. If postponed till spring the plants will be
weak, and will not flower so fine as if had now and re-

potted immediately.
For other florists' flowei's, their treatment, protection,

watering, giving air, and keeping clear of insects, see

the back numbers of The Cottaue Gardener.
T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Globe Artichokes should now be protected for the

approaching winter, by placing neatly and systematically
round each stool of crowns some dry leaves, fern, or
mulch, and covering them all over afterwards with an
inch or two of the surrounding soil, so as to keep all

close, aud prevent the windfi-om blowing the leaves, &c.,

about.

Jerusalem Artichokes should have their stems cut

ofi' within a few inches of the soil, and the surface should
be mulched with some kind of refuse, otherv/ise the soil

in the wiuter months may perhaps get frozen so hard as

to make it inconvenient for taking them up.

Reu Beet may now be stored in cold sheds, or banked
in narrow ridges out of doors, and thatched.

Peas and Beans.—Those who have plenty of spai-e

soil may form sloping banks, and get in a sowing of

beans and peas at once ; but if not convenient to do so

now, the last week in tliis month or the first week in

December will be found early enough, so as to have
them just breaking through the surface of the soil by
the shortest day, when they may be protected with dry

dust, &c., with very little trouble. Where a convenient
place, such as a shed sufficiently light, a frame, pit, or

hothouse, or any thing of a similar kind, is at hand for

sowing the early peas in small pots, shallow wooden
troughs, 3-inch semi-circular drain-tiles, strips of turf

3 inches wide scooped out in the middle, or any such
simple contrivance for forwarding the pea crop, and
where at the same time ground for cropping is not very

abundant, the end of January, or any time in the first

two weeks of February, will be early enough for sowing
pens ; and heans may be sown in pans aud placed in-

side some kind of shelter, or under hand glasses, to get

them ready for transplanting.

Roqtine Work.—Take an early opportunity of finally

earthing-up some of the most forward cardoons, as well as

celery, previous to drenching rains, the winds aud frosty

mornings which, may now be expected ; make all secure

by systematically cartbing-u]) to prevent any being

battered and broken down. Sea-kale, rhubarb, and
asparagus should be prepared in small quantities as

previously recommended for forcing. Sow eueuinhers,

aud keep the young plants close to the glass, with the

heat applied at the top, and take care to air liberally
;

those in bearing should have the fruit kept thin, allow

iug at this season only a few at a time to swell oil', or

the plants will soon exhaust themselves, now that there

is so little daylight. James Barnes.
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OUR VILLAGEKS.

By Ike Authoress of " Mi/ Flowers," &c.

The love of dress among the female portion of tlie jioor

lias Ijeen greatly and lamentably increasing of late years; and
is a fruitful source of mischief in many ways. I remember, in

my cliildliood, the neat and comfortable dress of the female
peasantry—the dark stuif or cotton gown, the milk-white
apron, the unriu red cloak, and the large black puckered
bonnet,— all seeming to last from womanhood to age, and
that gave so respectable an appearance to the rural congre-
gation on the Ijord's day. Tlie dress of those times seemed
to last for life,—it was so strong, so good, and so carefully

treated, so that when once the purchase was made, little

expense was needed for the future. But now things are

wholly changed, and the two or three stout scarlet cloaks

which still linger iu the village, form a striking contrast to

the tawdry, unbecoming finery that i^revails now, and makes
us continually regret the simple propriety of bygone days.

The very children in the streets, ragged and dirty, liave their

long hair plaited and tied with bits of greasy faded ribbon,

in imitation of their betters (a style which, I must observe,

is by no means so pretty and child-hke for the liigher classes

as the simple crop I remember in my youthful days); and
then- bonnets are filled up -n-ith bunches, as they call them,
and decorated with ribbon in needless and wasteful abun-
dance. Instead of delighting to be neat and clean, young
people ai-e only trying to be fine; and there is nothing so un-
pleasing to the eye, as well as distressing to the mind, as un-

becoming finery in a laboui'er's cottage. Many shillings are

thro\vn away or debts incurred by this love of dress ; and it

is to young women the root of a thousand e\'ils.

The cheapness of all articles of clothing, especially of that

which is worthless and unsuited to the lower orders, may be
considered a real misfortune, because they can so easily give

way to their fondness for finely. Imitation-lace, flowers,

ribbons, beads, and trumpery of all descriptions are so cheap,

that it is a sore temptation to the young and vain ; and
servants spend their wages upon then- persons, instead of

assisting their families, or laying their money by for time of

need.

The classes immediately above the common labom-er, who
ai'e, in fact, little removed from him in point of circumstances,

are equally wrong,— I mean the mves and daughters. On
Sundays it is scarcely possible to distinguish the wife and
daughter of the workman, or the petty shopkeeper, fi-om the

gentry of the neighbourhood, except by their manner and
by the stnarlness of their clothes. The sisters of a sawyer,

iu mourning for their mother, are as handsomely dressed in

bombazine and crape, in fashionably-cut cloaks, bonnets,

and parasols as any lady under similar circumstances could

be; one of them is a servant out of place, and botli are

dependent upon their brother, and their own exertions as

laundresses, for support.

I was leaving the village shop, one day, which contains

everything that couutiy customers can require, from bonnets
and cotton dresses to cheese and bacon, ifcc, when a figiu'e in

a walking dress met me, and I was just going to accost her
as a lady of fortime in the neighboui'hood,—my hand was just

advancing to greet her, and her name was only just not

spoken,—when to my extreme surprise I discovered that the

features were those of tlie daughter of the person who keeps
the shop, and the dress and general appearance were but a

close imitation of the lady for whom I had mistaken her.

The unseemliness of such dress in the humble ranks of Ufe

is very striking and lamentable. It confers no resjiectability

ujion the individual, and only pi-ovokes the envy of those

below them, and the disapprobation of those above. It is

in vain to lament tlie jiressure of the times when such
expense is lavished upon that "wliich profitetli nothing;"
and it is grievous to see the parents rising early and labom--

ing late, while their daughters are displaying at church a

style of dress so improper for their means and station. If

this gromng evil could be checked or discouraged, great

good would be eflected ; and it might be the means of pre-

serving many yoimg people from guilt and disgrace.

The dress of farmers' wives and daughters is equally ex-

ti'a\'agant, and tiie manner in which their little children are

now decked out and brought up is truly deplorable. The
liard-working, simply dressed daughters of farmers of old

times would be indeed confounded, if they could now rise

up and visit the scenes of their past labours. They would
find their clean wainscotted or white-washed parlours

papered, and curtained, and cai-jieted ; tliey wi>uld find the

stout oak or walnut-tree tables and chairs exchanged for

fashionable furniture ; and, possibly, the mother of tlie rising

generation reclining iu a large easy-chair, and summoning
her children from the hands of the governess, by ringing

for the servant to bring them in. This is no over-drawn

picture—no fanciful or exaggerated case : it has passed

distinctly before me, and my own eyes have mtnessed these

and many similar instances of folly and improper expense.

It is scarcely possible to over-rate the evil eflects of such
extravagance. The sin lies at the door of the mfe, and sister,

and daughter, and they only are to be blamed for these

transgressions; for very rarely does the father trouble him-
self about display in tlie liousehold, except to find fault with

the bills when they are sent in. Men's follies are not those

of dress and furniture, generally speaking, in any rank of

life ; they are often negligent and regardless of such thuigs,

especially m their own homes ; and it is scarcely possible to

avoid seeing that in the mischief and sin to which I allude,

the female portion of the middling and lower classes are

principally concerned. Among " our villagers," among the

agricultm-ists,—yes, and among the cottage gardeners too) I

see much in this particular to regret; and I shall feel deeply

rejoiced and thankful if but one of my humbler " sisters " is

led to practise more sobriety in dress and domestic arrange-

ments by glancing over these lines, and thereby not only

saving many shillings and even pounds for useful and pro-

fitable pm-poses, attracting the admiration and respect of aU
right thinking persons, but obeying the command of the

Apostle to clothe themselves " in modest appai-el, with shame-

facedness and sobriety," and to be "adorned" only "with

good works."

Whatever the Word of God enjoins is always the happiest

path for us, as well as the best.

MARKKT-GAKDENING.
Advantage should be taken of all fine days for well

hoeing or hand scarifying the earth between the present

cnbbaffe crops, the banks of late endii'e, leiluce, spinach, &c.
;

and sloping dry banks should be foi-med for pricking-out the

quantity likely to be required iu spring of cabbage, endive,

Brown Cos, and the hardy cabbage lands of lettuce. In the

autumn season cauliflowers and brocolis may be considerably

prolonged by lifting a quantity of them, as they show their

heads, and laying them in some kind of sheltered cold

situations—such as open sheds, temporarily-formed shelters,

turf pits, or such other places—where, in case of frost, they

may be a little protected by top covering with some kind of

haidm or straw, by which management they may be pro-

duced in market at a season of scai'city. Quantities of endive

should also be stored in the same way, placed thickly

together. All kinds of fruit-trees may now be planted;

they should be staked at once, and the earth's sm-face about

them be slightly mulched. AU spare gromid should at this

season be well manured and ridge trenched, first attending

to the drainage where it is required. The outside fences,

ditches, and water tubs shoidd all be put in order ; and any

alterations or repairs required to the roads or walks, or

any new ones that may be required, should at this season

be attended to, as time, when the change of season arrives,

is too precious to be aflbrded for such matters. Temporary

shallow frames should be placed on sloping banks, and

filled within a few inches of the top with soil for wintering

caulifloicer plants, for sowing the short-top eaiiy radish, and

transplanting the early Ho7n carrots, the half-grown endive
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and lettuce, also for prioking-out a quantity of small lettuce

plants of the last autumn's sowing. We mention these tem-

porary frames because four boards from six to nine inclies

wide merely requii'e to be nailed together for this pui-pose,

of tlie same size as the forcing frames, the lights of ivhich

are to some extent at tliis season out of use, and may thus

be turned to account. AVhen the forcing season arrives

these lights may be dispensed with ; for although it may be

cold Tveather, and too early, to plant out any of those plants

protected in these temporary frames, yet they may be pro-

tected by other means until the warmer season aiTives

—

such as straw, or reed mats, or other light materials made
the same size as the lights—cheap canvass, painted, too, is

good for the purpose, or asphalte ; indeed, there are many
|

ways of eontri\ing light temporary protections, which may i

aft'eiTvards be turned to valuable account throughout tlie

season ; for as soon as they can be dispensed with for the

foregoing purposes they mil be found useful in early spring

tor protecting tlie spriii(j salads, the early sown carrots,
j

turnips, su-eet marjorum, uni basil; for sowing earli/ celery
]

and other seeds they are also valuable, as well as for the
j

earh/ liidney dwarf beans, and the forcing of rhubarb and 1

sea-kale, and for growing niushrooms under. They may also

be made available for forcing a crop of earhj Ash-leaved or

other dwarf-growing early potatoes.

Keep the \'ine of tlie irinter cucumbers tolerably thin,

regularly stopped to the fruit that shows, and neatly trained.

Do not allow the vine to carry too many fruit at once, but

pinch a portion of them as soon as they show. Sow at the

present time, so as to have good strong jilants in readiness

for the end of the year. Old seed is the best, on account of

the iilants growing more short jointed, and showing fruit

eai'lier and more abundantly. To get the seed to vegetate

Idndly, and tlie plants to grow on vigorously, the pot con-

taining the seed should be plunged to the rim in a kindly

hiimid bottom heat of 100 degrees, and the interior top-heat

of the structure should be 75 degrees, or thereabouts.

Immediately the plants begin to show themselves tlirough

the soil, lift the seed pan from the plunging materials, and
place it on the siu'faee ; modify the interior lieat to 70

degrees by ginng air systematically, keep the young plants

close to the glass, and liave small pots drained in readiness

placed inside to warm, with some kindly earth to pot them
off as soon as they can be handled, and by jjlacing them
again close to the glass, a little plunged in some kindly

material, good sturdy plants will be secured. Of course

they should be shifted into larger pots as they may require

it. New seed does not require so much bottom heat to

germinate in by many degrees. We have an objection to

new seed botli of the cucumber and melon, on account of

the plants produced from it generally growing too luxiu-iant,

long jointed, and not so readily or numerously showing fruit

as old seed. Seed two or three yeai's old is a ver)' good age,

although we have found no difhculty in getting seed to ger-

minate between that age and fifteen years old, for the seed

keeps many years if corked tightly in a bottle, and a piece

of skin is tied over the cork. James Baenes.

UNITING BEES.
I AM induced to give you an account of the management

of my bees, as I obsei-ve a different effect from the union of

stocks to that described by yom" con'espondents.

I purchased a hive of bees early last spring, which threw
off three swarms ; the original stock being in an old worn-
out hive, I determined to transfer it, and my gardener, an

intelligent young man, but as gi'eat a novice as myself in bee

management, succeeded in dri\ing it into a new cottage

hive in September ; eaidy in October he removed the third

swarm from the cap of a hive into which they had been
placed, into a new hive also, by diiving about an hour after

he shook them out upon a cloth, and successfully united

them to the first swarm; they appeared to be in harmony in

the morning, but in the course of the day the thii'd swarm
was driven out, and about a hundred bees Idlled ; he, how-
ever, united them again in the evening, and shut them up
the whole of the next day ; they have not since been driven
out in numbers, but each day a quantity of bees came out
upon the board, and all attack one bee, which they either

destroy or drive away ; it is not a di'one.

About the middle of October he luiited the original stock

•with the second swarm, and shut them up the next day, and
none ^^•ere driven out at the time, but now in both hives the
same work is going on ; crowds come out of tlie hives to

destroy one bee. I shall be glad if you can account for this

strange effect, or suggest any mode of preventing it. The
bees are fed daily with honey and sugar. If you tlunk fit

you can insert this account in your next number. I wish to

know how long I ought to continue to feed them (as I can-

not ascertain their weight), and what protection I ought to

give them in the winter ? each hive is upon a single pedestal,
!

covered with a milk pan, one of them has a coating of lime

and sand.—M. F. G.
[" The one bee" is a robber attracted by the food you

are daily supplying; you have nothing to fear from this, go

on to feed until each stock has a store of 20 lbs. ; feed from
the top, it will save you much trouble next season if yon
will unite your second and third swai-ms at the time of .

swarming.—J. H. P.]

PROFIT OF LAND.

In your paper of the lOtli of October you give an extract

from Mr. Sillott's pamphlet, showing the profit made on his

farm, in which the price obtained for the articles sold is so

much higher than it would be here (Chester), that I think

there must be some error. A calf is stated to be sold at

8s. 2d. per stone of 14 lb, or at 7d. per l"b ; a year-old heifer,

£!j ; a pig at 8s. per stone, or CJd. per lb. Now, here we
have not paid more than Ud. x^er lb, round, for all our meat
since Christmas last, and 1 expect to get it much lower ; as

baring to sell 'M fat sheep last week, I could not get more
than id. per lb, sinking the offal ; and for a fat heifer, three-

year-old, which met with an accident and was obhged to be

killed, I only got Sd. per lb, sinking the ofi'al. Pigs have
not sold here for some time past at more than 4d. per fl>,

and veal at the same price. If the other ai'ticles sold are

over-estimated as the above appear to be, I fear the state-

ment will do more hai-m than good by misleaiUug yoiu-

readers ; I shall, therefore, feel obhged if you can explain

the apparent error. I notice that Mr. Silletfs quotations

are for 1847, but if prices ai-e in his neighbourhood as low
now as they are here, would it not have been better to give a

statement based on present prices?—P.

[ilr. Silletfs prices were too high.

—

Ed. C. G.]

FEEDING BEES.
A main objection to the method of forming artilicial stocks

adopted by the "Country Curate" would present itself to

many persons in the outset

—

viz., the trouble of feeiling

them. Even when this is no consideration (as in my own
case, for the toil is a pleasure to me), I tliinlc that feeding

with any kind of mixture is better avoided, as, supposing
any of it to be left in the hi\e after the winter's consumption,
it would be likely, in my opinion, to become candied, or

otherwise spoilt ; and, consequently, would only occupy room
without being useful to the bees. The " Country Cm-ate"
seems (page 40:1, vol. iv.) to be of the same opinion. Of
com'se artificial food is necessaiy on this system, as the

expense of feeding with pme honey is out of the question.

Were I, however, to ti'y the plan again (for I have tried it,

and, though I commenced so late as the beginning of Sep-

tember, with every omen of success) I should feed for the

first three or four days, during which comb building would
be inincipally going on, with Mr, Payne's mixture—being, I

think, the most acceptaljle to the bees of any ; afterwards I

should give them eight or nine pounds of pure honey to

store ; and then, if they required any more, feed witli the

mixtm'e again. I think I am right m supposing that the
food last stored would be first consumed, so that all that

would be left in the hive the following spring would be
unadulterated honey. Perhaps even less hunei/ lliau the
amount above specified would be sufficient. Now, I have
another modification of the same plan to propose, which
would ob\iate the trouble to those who desire it, and would
be attended with little, if any, additional exjiense. It could
only be adapted where collateral or storil'j-ing hives of the
same dimensions as stock hives, aud which might stand as

stock hives themselves, according to Dr. Bevan's and Mr.
Gelding's plan, are employed. Such a hive should in an

average season contain at least 30 11) of honey. It loight be

despoiled, at the proper time, of about half or two-thirds of
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its contents, and the exileJ swaniis ilestined to form new
stocks for the ensuing J'ear, hived into the remaining store.

Mr. Payne's, or any otlier kind of hives, if storified witli a
view to this plan, niiglit have tlie large liive jilaced on tlie

top, instead of tlio smiill ones, and then be deprived and
tenanted in tlie same way. Supposing 10 lb of honey to be
left them, they might be fed a little, either in autumn or
spring, without any very great trouble. 1.5 lb would be
sufficient without feeding at all.—^A Most Edified Reader.

STOEING FRUIT.

Orchards now present a very different appearance to

what they did a few mouths ago ; then they were loaded
with blossom or fruit, looking so full of life and beauty that

you could scarcely imagine a few short months would have
wrought the change that has now taken place. Even so is

it in the bodily life of man ; a few years pass, and those who
once, jDerhaps, prided themselves on youth and beauty, be-

come old and decrepid—unfit for any duty except that of
glorifnng the name of their heavenly Father, by beai-ing

testimony to his " mercy and longsuftering," or by sub-
mitting with resignation to the chastisements of His All-

wise hand. Not so, however, is our spiritual life ! Old
habits—old feelings, as "we grow in grace," are thrown
aside ; and new, and young, and fresh one's arise in their

place. However aged we may be, however pure we may .ap-

pear in the sight of man, still a " new heart " must be placed
within us before we can arrive at that heavenly habitation,

where all teai's are griped from our eyes, and where the
weary are at rest. Surely we must all long for such a
resting place ! for liow few, how very few, can call this their

"happy home." Let us then jiray earnestly for this new-
heart—" the heart of flesh," as it is called in the Bible ; and
let us all examine ourselves, whatever our age, whatever our
station may be, to see that we have put off " the old man,
which is corrupt; and that we have put on the new man,
which (after God) is created in righteousness and true
holiness." The withered and dead-looldng apple-trees have
led me far beyond my subject; and now I must bring ray

thoughts back to the jjoint at which I had intended to start,

namely, the best means of keepiing apjiles, walnuts, &c., &c.,

during the ivinter.

The Americans, who certainly manage to keep their

apples hard and sound a long time, proceed in this man-
ner :—They place new coarse linen on the floor of the apple
room, and after the apples are quite dry put them separately

on it ; they then place another \nece of linen (the same size

as the under one) over the apples, and that, they say, com-
pletely excludes the frost. The plan I have seen answer
the best is this : —Buy some very cheap brown pitchers, fill

these quite full with apples, cut a piece of slate or tile the
size of the mouth of the pitcher, place this well down, but
be careful not to touch the fruit, and then tie them down
with double newspaper; by this means ,all air is excluded,
and as you only open one pitcher at a time the apples are
not sufficiently long exposed to the atmosphere to be injured
before using. I know by experience that this plan is a
good one, the only annoyance is procuring tlie pitchers

;

they, however, can be bouglit very cheaply if a pottery
happens to be near.

The old-fashioned way of placing apples on straw is very
bad, for unless the apple is a very hard sort, it imbibes the
taste of the straw, and is completely spoiled for the dessert
table. If I were to jilant a gai'den ivith apple-trees, the only
sorts I should allow in it would be ribston pippins, Kerry
pippins, and margills, and perhaps a quaranden for early

eating. There is an idea that the three former are only
suited for the table ; this, I maintain, is a delusion which
will at once be dissipated if a tart is made (and eaten) of
either the raai'gill or ribston pijipin. If apples are placed
on shelves, great care must be taken that they do not touch
each other ; and on wet days, the gardener, or some one who
has the care of the apple-room, should wipe them over, and
remove any which may have become at all decayed. Pears
are very diflioult to keep ; in fact, it is not possible to keep
them good after they are ripe. If, therefore, you have more
than can be consumed in the house, they shoidd be sold, or
gi\'eu away, before they become " ready." Walnuts must be
kept in a cold and rather damp jjlace. The shells must be
talcen off, and the walnuts put into a jar or box ; then pom-

sawdust over them sufficient to fill up all the crevices, and
then keep them in the cellar. Filberts may also be K-ept in
the same way, but the outside covering should not be re-
moved from them. Some people after filling a jar or box
mth nuts, bury it in the earth, in order to prevent their
becoming lU'y ; this may be a good plan, liut as I have not
tried it I cannot recommeud it. AVhen walnuts are recjuired

for dessert they should be bruslied, and then wiped with a
dry cloth ; for, if tliis is not done, the moisture that is on
them stains the fingers. Grapes may be kept a long time
by tying them to a line stretched across a dry roojn, but first

be very careful to remove any that may appear mouldy.
Pears, alsci, that are picked before they are lipe, may be
hung up by tlieir stalks in the same way. Attention to

trifles is the great art in keeping fruit for a long time ; in
fact, " trilles hght as air" constitute the happiness and
misery of our lives.—A Friend.

TREE MIGNONETTE IN A WEEK.
A lady of ray acquaintance, celebrated for having at all

times a quantity of mignonette in pots growing as trees and
otherwise, at my request, very Idndly imparted to me the
method which she adopts for having it the whole year in
tlie most extraordinary luxuriance. I have followed her
directions, and with the like success. As many of your fair

readers may wish to possess themselves of some good sjie-

cimens of this general favourite without any trouble, I will

give the plan I was directed to pursue :
—" At the end of

October, or beginning of November (before the frost comes),
select some of the most vigorous and luxmiant i)lants from
tlie borders, jiut each plant into a five-inch pot, place for a
few days in a close room, givmg a good supply of water,
and then place them in a window or greenhouse ; those
that are twelve inches high trim up as trees ; if carefully

managed, the leaves will not even flag, or shew any signs of

baring been removed." I have several plants (trees) twelve
inches high, which were removed from the borders last

week, looking as luxuriantly as possible, and scenting the
room where they are standing most delightfully, and show-
ing no signs whatever of having been removed. Remember
to select the most luxuriant plants, and those fullest in

bloom, but not so far advanced as having begun to ripen
their seed.—J. H. P.

RICE BLANCMANGE.
This forms an excellent accompaniment to preserves of

any land, or to baked apples. It is made as follows :—Put
one teacupful of whole rice into half a pint of cold water

;

when the rice cracks or begins to look white, add one
pint of milk and a quarter of a pound of loaf-sugar. Boil it

until the rice has absorbed the whole of the milk, stining it

i'requently the whole time. Put it into a mould, and it mil
turn out when quite cold. If jareferred hot it may be ayain

made warm by being placed in the oven for a short time.

It may be flavoiu-ed with lemon, cinnamon, &c., but is most
wholesome witliout, and forms both an elegant and very

economical dish at any time.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*#* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable tvouble and
expense. All communications should be addressed "To the Editor of
The Cottage Gardener^ 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

Errors.—In some copies of No. 109 Jvre the following; errors :—Page
64, Citsii, instead of Celm ; 65, Meterosideros, instead of Metrosideros;

Tacsonia for Tecoma; and "6, Bezentinus for Bi/zantinus.

Analyses of Vegetable Productions {M, D— Dhian). — Dr.

Thomson's Chemistry of Organic Bodies— Vegetables, and the /rs^ num-
ber of the volume of the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1848, will give you

many analyses.

Chapped Hands.—"As the season is now arrived when many per-

sona complain of rough and cracked hands, I must send you a recipe

which I prepare from my own honey, and find infallible. The paste

should be rubbed on the backs of the hands after they have been washed

clean, but are still wet, and then let them be dried thoroughly with a

hard towel. 1 pint of oil of sweet almonds, ^Ib. of honey, beat them

well together ;
^Ib. of almond powder, the yolks of 3 eggs; mix the

whole well, and beat it for some time, then strain it through a cream

strainer or thin cloth ; a small quantity of perfume and Eau de Cologne

may be added. Mine has kept from last autuuia quite as good as when
newly made."

—

Guildford.
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Scripture Phrases {Rev. H. P. G.).—\Ve were annoyed and dis-

pleased by the use of the phrases at pp. Co and 6l, quite as much as any

of our readers can be. We know the writer too well not to be aware that

they were passed uncorrected in the haste of composition; and the Editor
]

claims exemption from blame, because unavoidably absent at the time of

insertion.

Vallota Purpurea (T. W. T.)-—This when imported, or sold by

the dealers, is sometimes like a hyacinth bulb ; at other times, it has the

remains of strong fleshy roots. In either ease you may place it in a warm

part of the greenhouse, but do not pot it until fresh growth is commenc-

ing ; or you may pot it at once, but keep it dry until the roots are push-

ing freely, and the bud is breaking. Vou would succeed better if you

could induce your plant to bloom earlier. As it is, as soon as it has done

blooming, cut down the flower-stalk, and put a little lime and charcoal

over the place to prevent anything like mouldincss; and instead of a dark

place as formerly, keep your plant in the warmest and lightest part of the

greenhouse, supplying it with water as long as the leaves remain green.

When a change is perceptible refrain from watering, and by and bye turn

the pot on its broadside, exposed to the sun, or shake it out of its pot,

and place tlie Ijulb on a shelf in the sun, with a very slight covering of

moss or paper, just to prevent its being roasted. Repot again when

growth commences.
Ventilation (F. W. T.)-—This will receive attention ; meantime, it

is always sound policy from February to October to give a little back air

before the sun strikes upon the house, as the confined air of the night is

thus got rid of.

PlYACiNTus FOR HousE (S. C.).—" Thesc are potted and placed in a

dark cellar. Shall I water them ? " No, if the soil was moderately moist.

'' How long shall I allow them to remain?" Until the pots are well

supplied with roots, and the stems have grown an inch or two; or if you

have a slight hot-bed, you might forward them for the greenhouse or

window. With or without a hot-bed, a small funnel placed over the top

of the bulb, made of paper, will diaw up the flower-stalk. Vou need not

keep it on longer than you Uke. Your small bed in front of greenhouse,

in which geraniums are planted in summer, you could not do better than

fill with early bulbs—hyacinths, tulips, jonquills, crocuses, snow-drops,

&c, ; or you might have some early flowering low shrubs and herbaceous

plants, such as evergreen candytuft, arabis, and daisies.

flIoviNG LARGE AppLE-TREE {G . E. H.).—Your large apple is an

adventurous affair, being two feet in circnmference. We will make a

chapter soon on the most proper mode of conducting such an operation.

In the meantime, throw out a trench immediately, six feet from the hole

on all sides, and let it remain out all the winter. Then, Mithout delay,

prune away all crowded weak-looking shoots, especially from the interior,

with a most liberal hand ; even removing limbs which look exhausted,

taking care to case the large wounds over with a mixture of clay, cow-

dung, and lime, well kneaded, covering tlie whole with a piece of cloth.

Thus let it remain until the beginning of February, before which period

you will find an article on the subject of removal.

Greengage Unfruitful (G. G.).—VJfi fear your greengage with the

four stems is merely the apology for a tree, the offspring of a debilitated

root. Your soil is most imgenial in an unimproved state, enough to

account for it. We would destroy it, and plant another on a prepared

station, as frequently advised in these pages. If, however, you will try a

remedy, apply a top-dressing of nice fresh soil and decayed manure, at

the same time excavating beneath the tree, and cutting away all roots at

half a yard below the ground level. Your wall-trees may have had pre-

pared soil; the others probably not so.

Pit for Figs (G. S. B.).—Your pit will, indeed, be superior to what
you term " Rivers* trellises." Your angle is too sharp ; we should make
it about 20°. This is as we conceive a proper subject for a north light,

for we do strongly object to these sharp angles ; they may be aptly termed

heat traps. By a north light (as indicated in your sketch, which we re-

turn), you will reduce the height of your back wall materially, and enable

the operator to carry out many of his manipulations with facility. We
would plant out the figs ; in so doing, however, eschew all manures.

A compost of two parts mellow loam, or sound garden soil, one part half

rotten leaves or weeds, and one part lime rubbish will he quite good
enough, probably too good, the first two years. You must have ventila-

ting flaps in the front and back walls, as indicated by the dots. Pray do

not give up your glass ; asphalte can never do what glass assuredly ivill.

Of course, by our suggestion, you will have two lights in length. Your
north light may slide, but the south one merely lift up.

Oyster Vegetable {St. Nicholas Rectory).—Our correspondent will

be obliged to any one who will send to us for her seeds of the oyster

vegetable Mertensia maritima (formerly Pulinonuria maritimu). It is,

in plain English, the Sea-lungwort, and is a hardy herbaceous plant,

native of the sea coasts of our northern counties, and of Scotland. " It

is in taste and appearance (when cooked in transverse slices) exactly

similar to oysters."
Mildewed Crocus Bulbs (,-1 Lover of Flowers from Childhood).—

Your crocus bulbs in damp moss, and now in a dark closet, have begun
to emit roots, but mildew or mouldincss is appearing. Wipe ofl^ the

mildew without disturbing the roots, dust thein with flowers of sulphur,

and bring theui out into the light and warmth of the parlour window.
Other questions next week.

Chrysalis (T. P. il/.).—It is a chrysalis of some moth (not a grub)

which you sent us, and is of too common a form for us to tell of what
species until the moth comes forth.

Unripe Figs (.-I Lover of Flowers from Childhood^.—"As you tell

one of your correspondents that you do not know any use for the small,

unripe, green figs now on the trees, you may like to have the following

recipe from " The Cook's Oracle," which, barring some of the garlic and

shallot, has been constantly made in our family for years. The green

figs forming one of the favourite and a very foreign looking ingredient,

especially if some are split in half. Mock Indian Pickle or Pici-alitti.—
To each gallon of the strongest vinegar put 4 oz. of curry powder, same

of flower of mustard (these two to be rubbed together with half a pint of

salad oil), 3 oz. of ginger bruised, 2 oz. of turmeric, ^ lb. (when skinned)

of shallots slightly baked in a Dutch oven, 2 oz. of garlic baked the same,

\ lb. of salt, 2 drachms cayenne pepper. Put these ingredients into a stone

jar, cover it with bladder wetted with the pickle, and set it on a trivet by

the side of the fire for three days, shaking it up three times a-day. It

will then be ready to receive gherkins, nasturtiums, sliced cucumbers,

sliced onions, whole small onions, unripe green figs, sprigs of cauliflower,

slices of cauliflower stems, radish pods, French beans stringed, capsi-

cums, green peaches (to imitate mango), or anything excei)t red cabbage

and walnut. These articles (except the capsicums) should be separately

jjarboiled in a brine of salt and water, strong enough to bear an egg,

taken out and drained, spread out, and thoroughly dried in the sun and

air is best, or on a stove, or before a fire, for two days at least, then put

into the pickle. It will keep several years. Small green melons are a good

addition, slit in the middle sufficiently to extract the seeds with a marrow

spoon
;
parboil and dry them like the other vegetables, and then fill them

Mith mustard seed and two cloves of garlick. Bind the melon round

with thread or fine packthread.

Preserving Unripe Figs (G. S.).—" In the last week's number of

The Cottage Gardener, a correspondent asks if there is any use for

unripe figs. I have known them preserved and dried in the same manner

as apricots, cherries, or other fruits for dessert, and in this way they are

excellent."

Tree Onion.—We are obliged by the following kind off'er :

—" Having

last year supplied many of your readers or correspondents with bulbs of

this valuable but neglected variety, or species, of onion to an extent that

I little anticipated, I beg to state I am now prepared to meet the demands

of those who were disappointed, provided two or three postage stamps

are enclosed to N, S, Hodson, Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edmunds."
Feeding Bees {Frank).—" In feeding bees from the top of the hive

from a pan, under a bell-glass, the condensed exhalations from the hive

running down the glass and mixing with fhe food in the pan, would it be

at all injurious to them ? " [Not at all.} " I purchased my first swarm, a

strong one, late in the season, the latter part of July, and now they do

not weigh but sixteen pounds ; the hive, swarm, and foot-board at first

weighing about eight pounds." [Go on to feed copiotisli/ .1 You are

right with your Verbenas.

Planting {Tirydail).—Stuart's Planter^s Guide will suit you. Our
correspondent says that he wants to know how to make Oxford brawn,

and that the recipe we gave at page 28 is not the way to make that ; will

some of our readers send us the true recipe. Several correspondents

have asked for a plan of your polmaise heating. Can you oblige them
and us.

HiMALAYAH Pumpkin Seed.—Any one desiring seeds of this pump-
kin, will receive a supply if they send their address on a stamped enve-

lope to DIr. Daniel Parage, County Gaol, Oakham, Rutland,

Storing Daulia Roots [H. E. B.),—Your dahlia roots, packed in

silver sand and kept in a sitting-room, will do very well ; but you had

better examine them occasionally and remove any decaying parts. By
all means change the water in hyacinth glasses. Do it once a week,

without injuring the roots ; and use rain water rather warmer than the

temperature of the room in which they are growing. JMimosa pudica is

an annual, and cannot have its life prolonged. Your plant enclosed is

Arabis alpina, or Alpine Wall-cress. Instead of putting your Cyclamen

persicum bulbs into sand, keep tbcm in the mould and in the pots where

they have been growing. You may obtain the bulbs you mention of any

of the florists who advertise in our columns.

Insects (/. 5., .4//c»rfrt/e).—The shoots of the trees you sent to us

we think are covered with the eggs of a small mite {Acarus), which is

often found congregated in the same manner as the red granules on the

shoots.

Cottage Gardener's Dictionary {Ibid).—This will contain plans

for heating greenhouses, and all other practical matters connected with

gardening.

LiauiD Manure (ir. 5.).—This may be applied from your overflow-

ing casks to your cabbages, savoys, and celery during open weather.

Poured upon vacant ground and dug in will he beneficial, when you

cannot apply it fast enough to growing crops to keep down your store.

You may apply it in open weather to your tvinter tares with great advan-

tage. You may apply mulch to fresh planted trees about nest Fe-

bruary.

Names of Plants (/, Watso7i). — Yours is Baueria rubioides, a

hardy greenhouse plant of easiest culture. {Brentingly Cottage).~WG

believe yours is Campanula alliariafolia. {T. T.).—Omphttlodes verna;

from Greece and other parts of Europe.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar ; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Comer, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—November 14th, 1850.
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a wiseacre to us the other day, " I have ahva3's treated

my plants so." Then tlie obvious answer is—At last,

even the hardy cln'ysanthemums can endure it no

longer.

Another cause of our sliow clu-ysanthomnms proving

so generally inferior to the open-border specimens may
be, the tendency we notice in Horticultui'al Societies to

have their exliibition day very eai-ly in November. This

compels the exhibitor to hasten his chrysanthemums

:

they have to be put into moist heat—and we all know

that no other florist's flower is more impatient of such

forcing. This was never more unmistakeably evidenced

than at the Hampsliire Horticultural Show on the 11th

instant. There are some most successful cultivators of

the chrysanthemum in the habit of exhibiting there,

and they had the greatest dLBicnlty in bringing suffi-

ciently forward their collections, though tlie clirysanthe

mmns in the open gardens for miles round had been in

fiill beauty for more than a week previously. Let us

recommend to all Horticultural Societies never to have

their November show, if chrysanthemums are an object

for patronage, before the 20th of the month. No flower

is easier to keep in its prime than the chrysanthemum,

and none more difficult to hasten into perfection ; and,

be it remembered, that the object to bo attained in

growing this flower is not obtaining it at an uunatural

season, but obtaining perfect blooms upon vigorous

well-foliaged plants.

NEW PLANTS.
THEIR PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

White Ruby-lipped Cattleya (Giitlleija laUataalha).

-Paxloris Floiver Oanhn, 117.—The genus Cattleya

was named by Dr. Lindlcy more than twenty years now
passed, in comiiliment to W. Cattley, Esq., of Baruet,

then a celebrated grower of exotic plants ; lah'iata. tlie

specific name, has reference to the labellum, or lip, of the

flower ; the petals and sepals of this variety being creamy

white, the name alba refers to that colour ; the labellum is

of a deep pm'plisli rose: At present, all the curious forms

known among orcluds have been reduced into seven

gi'eat divisions, and these are severally named after some

conspicuous genus, or group, in each. Thus, beginning

with MaluxecB, named after Malaxis, mostly weeds, we

come, in succession, to Ejj'idendrete, from Epidendrum,

Vandea, after Vanda, and Oplirew, called after Ophi-ys.

In this division, we may observe, stand our own native

orchids. These are followed by the fifth group, which

is called after Arethusa, the sixth is after Xeottia, and

the last after the Ct/pripetUum. In these seven divisions

are included nearly 3000 species, in almost 400 genera,

and all having more or less family likeness in their dis-

tinctive sections. Thus, Cattleya is in the section of the

Epidendnims. and the nearest genus to it, or alliance, is

Lalia,—all of them fine handsome stove orcliids, so often

referred to by Mr. Appleby. The appearance of tliis

splendid vaiiety of one of the best of the old Cattli'yas

brings a more recent introduction, C. Mosniix, into such

contact with lahiata, as to render them specifically one

and the same tiling. Indeed, this is the case in many
more instances of this favovnite family. The many
attempts, from year to year, to increase their number in

species, are fast going on to prove the difterence to be

more in the words than in the appearances they exliibit.

Yet so vai'ious ai'e the aspects they assume, tliat there

is scai'cely a common animal to which some of them have

not been likened, more particulai'ly insects and reptiles

;

and, notwithstanding the strange forms some of them

take in the forests of the ti'opics in both hemispheres,

they have not surpassed in vagai'ies some of those ter-

restrial orchids we sometimes hear of from the settlers

in New Holland. Yet, with all their sti-ange aspects,

botanists have reduced their flowers to three sepals, an-

swering to the calyx in other plants, three petals, and

the lip, or odd petal, which is, in most cases, very dif-

ferent from the fonn of a petal ; with the column, which

are the parts of fructification consolidated together into

one body; but the lip or labellum is the piai't whicli

takes the strangest forms.

Mr. Appleby's papers on orchids render any account

of the culture of Cattleya from us superfluous, but we

will conclude with a biographical sketch of the species

and the new variety.

Cattleya lahiata was introduced accidentcilly in 1818,

by Mr. Swainson employing some of its stems, &c., for

packing safely some boxes of mosses he was forwarding

to Su- W. Hooker, from Brazil ! Nothing more was

known of its native place until the late Mr. Gai-dner

^dsited the neighbourhood of Eio Janeiro a few years

since; and ho thus writes about its dwelliug-place:—" On
the edge of a precipice on the eastern side of the Pedra

Boiiita (a mountain fifteen miles from Rio), I first met

with the beautiful Cattleya hibiatu, which, with some
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difficulty, and no small risk of falling over, I managed

to reach." It has since been discovered in the Caraccas

and New Grenada ; the specimens varying in the in-

tensity and various combinations of their pink tints

;

thus, that of which we give a drawing being white all but

the labelluni, or lip, which is purplish pink. Another

new variety, the Blotched Ruby-Upped Cattleya (C.

lahiatK jiicta), has its sepals and petals of a lilac rosy

tint, and its labeUum blotched -with darker hut similar

colouring. The Cattleyas belong to the Natural Order

Orchids (Orchidaceae) , and to the 20

—

Oynandria, 1

—

Monogynia of Linnaeus. They are all stove inhabitants.

Dr. Wallioh's Lily {LiUum WaUioJdanum).—Pax-

ton's Flower Garden, 121.—The name lOy is said to be

derived from U, the Celtic word for white, and referable

to the common Wliite lUy. A great congi-egation of

bulbous, tuberous, fibrous, and fleshy bundled-rooted

plants are now brought together under one common
title, Lihjuorts {Liliaoeai) ; and this fine new hai-dy

plant from Almorah, in the north of India, belongs to

the section of true Ulies ; and the nearest alliance to it

in ovu' gai'dens is Lilium longiflorum, a native of Japan,

of which species one called Eximium in the nursery

catalogue is a variety with a more powerful odour. This

noble plant. Dr. Wallich's lUy, which grows fi-om three

to four feet high, is a good acquisition to our hardy

lilies. In India it prodirces its flowers in twos or threes

at the top of the stems, but in the examples hitherto

bloomed under oiiltivation in this country (Ireland), one

flower only has been so home. A deep, rich, sandy

loam, and two or three years' growth to enable the bulbs

to gain their maximum strength, will no doubt reveal

the true native character of the plant. The flowers are

fragrant, of a creamy white colour, and eight inches

long, extending from the bottom, with a narrow long

tube expanding into a wide-spreading limb. Stately

though this new lUy really is, it is far surpassed in

stature by another Indian lily, called the Gigantic lily,

Lilium giijanteum, whicli is upwards of twelve feet in

height; but this giant must yield the palm to the Wallich

lily if their flowers be compared, those of the Gigantic lily

being of a dull reddish yellow colour, like some Ilemero

callis, or Day lily ; so that some of our cultivators will

be somewhat disappointed with it, now that it is, at last,

established amongst us, as we believe it is from what

we learned at the Hackney Nursery a year or two back

;

but many attempts at rearing it from seeds have failed

withm the last dozen years.

Being now among the lilies, we may give the follow-

ing anecdote about the best of all our present stock of

them—Dr. Siebold's Japan ones (Lilium speciosum and

varieties) :—When these were yet unpacked fi-om the

cases in which they arrived first in Evu'ope during 1831,

the French cavah-y, at the siege of Antwerp, got amongst

the valuable treasure, and destroyed many fine things

which remain to this day to be re-introduced. The Japan

lilies, now the pride of our autumnal flowers, were

among a few things preserved from the wreck of the con-

signment. Lastly, the " lilies of the field," so memorable

from the touching allusion made to them by our Saviour

in his sermon on the mount, and which have long been

supposed to be the common Wliite lilies of our gardens,

ai'e now proved to be the Scarlet lilies which cover the

plains of Sjaia—the Lilium clialcedonicmn of botanists.

It has been shewn by the researches of botanical tra-

vellers, that the White lily is not a native of Palestine,

or any part of Syi-ia ; but our space does not allow of

om- producing the full evidence which established the

identity of the true " lily of the field."

Blood-red Sweet William (Dlanthiis cruentiis).—
Flore des Serres,t. 488.—It is doubtful whether this very

pretty flower is a native of Siberia or Caucasus ; but the

more important information that it is a hardy herba-

ceous plant is certain. It was introduced by Dr. Fischer

into the Botanic Garden of St. Petersburgh, and from

thence into Belgium by M. Van Houtte. Its nearest

allies are D. barhaUis (Sweet William) and D. Oarthu-

sianorum (Carthusian Pink). Leaves light green, in a tuft,

from which rise ihejlower-stems, bearing globular heads

of flowers of a colour intimated by the name. They are

pleasingly associated with the violet colour of the calyx,

or outer covering of the flower-bud, hairs of the same

colour, and the reddish brown bracts, or leafy appen-

dages of the flower-stalks. The genus Diauthus well

merits its name, derived from words implying " a divine

flower;" for it includes such beautiful and fragrant spe-

cies as the Sweet WilHam, Pink, and Clove Pink, with

its varieties the Carnation and Picotee. It belongs to

the Natural Order Clove-worts (Caryophyllacs), and the

10—Decandricc, 2

—

Digynia of Linnaeus.—B. J.

THE mUIT-GAEDEN.
Pi^jEs.—At this period, when light has undergone

such a vast decrease, the heat must be also kept in due

subjection. We have before explained ho\y that, with

regard to the general management of artificial climates,
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light is the oliief regulator of the whole affair. It matters
not what be the subject, or from what climo, if it re-

quires ill-door treatment, the laws regarding light and
heat, and their conjoint influences on the vegetable
kingdom, are nearly identical all over the globe. Not
so, however, atmospheric moisture: this, although
abundantly present at one period of the year in some
hot cUmates, is comparatively abstracted at others ; as

our friend Mr. Appleby has shown in his eminently
practical papers on Orchidaceous plants. Now, the
direct eifect of this on plants whiclx have previoiisly,

during the moist and hot period, made a rapid growth,
and by consequence a most liberal development of parts,

is of necessity to cause those elaborating powers which
during active growth are in a dispersive state, to become
more concentrated, and the production of blossom is

generally the sm'e result.

With a fruitfid condition also is induced a degree
of hardihood against severe depression of temperature.
The pseudo-bulb of the orchid becomes compact and
solidified, and the wood of the peach, the vine, &e., be-
comes what the practical man terms ripened, and in
such things as the pine-apple, a comparative cessation
of growth takes place, and the whole plant assumes a
more sturdy character.

We name this as preparatory advice connected with
"winter pine culture, and to point to an exceptional fea-

ture ; for the pine, as to cultural matters, and the con-
veniences arising from its capabihties of sustaining a
succession in the dessert, forms an e.Kceptional case.

Thei'e is no occasion to dry up the leaves of a pine
plant as an orchid : nay, the practice would not answer.
Although the pine delights in an atmosphere always
tolerably well charged with atmospheric moisture, even
in winter, yet that moisture should not be allowed to
condense into drip.

Moreover, although it may be desirable in the case
of full-grown pine plants to' compel them to form fruit

at a given period, for the sake of a succession, or a
special supply, yet with young stock, which merely re-

quire wintering preparatory to their full stature being
completed dm-ing the early summer months, the case is

wholly different. Here, the object ought to be to keep
the plant from sinking into that quiescent state which a
long continued drjTiess of atmosphere is sure to produce.
Under proper conditions, therefore, it appears that
young pines may continue to grow, or to slightly in-

crease in size, all the winter, provided that all the
light possible is ensured them ; and that, accordingly, all

the enlargement which takes place is accompanied by a
firmness of tissue, characterized by a deep gi-een colour,
and by a sort of metallic firmness in the foliage.

It is the custom with many persons stiU to winter
their yonng stock of pines in dung beds, or pits as they
are termed. Now, this we conceive to be a "penny-wise
and pound-foolish " plan, inasmuch as we believe the
day is nigh at hand when people will find another and
superior use for such valuable materials, which are thus
allowed to lie and stew away some sixty per cent, of their
essence, leaving a residual humus, which, although a
tiling to promote speedy root-action in many crops, is

yet a material of slight durability, inasmuch as its

organic texture is broken down and destroyed in the
most artistic way. However, since pines must be grown
in dung pits, and since they can be grown well in dung
pits, they must ever be taken care of; and a little advice
to those who are in need of it—in fact to small gar-
deners—may be of service. Come we now, therefore,
to hard practice in this affair.

The main business thi'ough the autumn with the
dung-pit men is so to manage affairs, as to get their
young stock in a firm state. To effect this a most Hberal
amount of ventilation is had recourse to, through the
months of September and October. To sustain this free

ventilation—which would only be another name for

starving, unless artificial heat were impai'ted in some
way—recom'se is had to renewed linings; and, in most
cases, to a renewed bottom-heat also. Where timber-
trees abound in country gardens people generally wait
until the fall of the leaf, until they renew their bottom
heats ; for although we have, in broad terms, called the
ordinary structures " dung pits," yet we do not wish it to

be inferred, that in using a mere conventional phrase
that nothing but dung is in vogue. Some use a vast

proportion of leaves—even in the linings : some ai'e

compelled to " top-up " occasionally with the mowings
of lawns ; and most cultivators use tan, at least as a
plunging medium : tliat is to say, a means of securing a
regular and, if possible, sjjccific amoimt of bottom
warmth, as near as may be, independent of the atmo-
sphere.

Such, then, forms in general the preparatory course as

to winter culture ; or, perhaps we had better say, winter
conservation. We will now suppose such steps taken, and
that red holly berries denote the approach of Christmas.
Tlie bottom heat now should be as near as possible 75°

;

and should not be allowed to deviate five degi'ees either

above or below this point during the winter or until the
middle of February, when an advance must take place.

We are now supposing the plants to be plimged neaidy
their full depth. Many persons, however, having ineffi-

cient structm'es, are compeOed to maintain a bottom
heat of 80° to 90°

; but in that case the pots must only
be plunged half their depth.

^\'"hen the structure is complete, and a sufficient

amount of heat can be readily obtained, there will be
no occasion to disturb any of the plants, for the less

they are disturbed the better : it will suffice to apply
some surface tan, stirring the whole up with a powerful
stake, and applying water to the tan where husky. As
before observed, a free ventilation must be used on all

fitting occasions, especially during the forenoon of each
day ; always taking care to close the glass soon after noon.
The syringe must be entu-ely dispensed with until the

end of Januai-y, for the plants wOl get sufficient atmo-
spheric moistiue from the fermenting materials.

From the end of November until the middle of

Januaiy let the ordinary au- of the pit range from
.55° to 60°, allowing a rise of five or six degrees

through sunshine. The linings wiU requh'e a weeldy
examination, and what is termed topping-up must be
frequently had recourse to; and about once a month
the whole volume of Knings will waut trimming to the

bottom, removuig entirely any decayed materials. Snow
should be swept away as it faUs, and not suffered to melt
on the luiings ; and when very intense cold prevails and
chilling winds, spruce boughs, or any extra protectors,

will greatly assist in keepuig up an equable temperature.

We have thus dwelt much on the winter culture of

dung-pit pines, believing that such puzzle the novice

more than those in houses, which are generally in a
more defensive state. We may now, however, say some-
thing about fruiters in houses.

It may be here observed, that where the bottom heat
is very much on the decline, similar means must be
taken to that before described as to removal. In five

oases out of six, the bottom heat may be renewed with-

out disturbing the plants, which is a thing specially to

be avoided with fruiting pines, for they abhor all sorts

of meddling which has a tendency to rupture surface I

roots, recently acquired, and to damage their leaves. !

It is almost vmnecussary to dilate on the immense bene-

fits derivable from a permanent source of bottom heat

as the tank ; such at once supersedes both the mischief

incident on removal and the capricious action of fer- I

meuting materials.
|

Now fruiting pines in houses, especially those of the i

black section, adapted for winter fruiting, such as the I
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Black Jamaica, enjoy an amount of atmospheric mois-
tm'e which would be prejudicial, if not totally ruinous,

to plants in dung pits. There is a double reason for

this ; there is and must be a more liberal amount of

atmospheric lieat. There are greater vicissitudes occur-

ring in such structures ; for, of course, the amount of

perspiration from the foliage is greater, and it also lies

iu the power of the operator to permit at intervals a

greater amount of di'yness in the air ; and this some-
times becomes necessary for a few hours, especially after

a series of didl and damp days, when, of course, all tlie

functions of the plant are at a minimum jioint, and
when a long coutiuued moist atmosphere woidd in part

induce what we must for the moment term a vegetable
strangulation.

It may here be observed, that when pines in diflerent

stages of fi'idting are wuiteriug in the same house, a

thing not by any means unusual in these days, a com-
promise becomes necessary. Those swelling off, or ap-

proaching the ripening process, will require a liberal

amount of atmospheric moisture ; those ripening or

coloming are averse to a damp air; and those merely
showing fruit require an elevation of temperature, in

order tliat a free ventilation may be encouraged ; these

things being necessary to what is practically termed
" good setting." The last is, of course, a somewhat un-
imjiortant section ; at this period they are few iu num-
ber, and not to be I'elied on. It behoves the pine gTower,

therefore, to bend to the majority, such being indicated

by their probable usefulness and value. From now
until the end of January a bottom heat of from seventy-

five to eighty must be insured, and an air thermometer
ranging from sixty at night to sixty-eight in the day
may be allowed, permitting, nay encouraging, an ad-

vance of some eight or ten degrees on sunny days or

bright intervals, which should be instantly taken advan-
tage of, if only for an hour or two.

Those who are deficient in atmospheric moisture, had
better immediately apply some evaporating tiles on the

surface of their hot-water pipes or flues. Let it be a

maxim to provide an ahnost surplus of means for tliis

essential, reserving the question as to whether they
should be filled, and when.

Let us advise above all tilings, clean glass ; and
that we could persuade every amateur in the kuigdom to

take as much pains over his horticultural glass in

general, at this season, as his butler does over his wine
glasses ! This, to some, will seem fussy enough, but let

om- friends and coadjutors, Messrs. Fish, Appleby, and
Beaton, be consulted in back numbers of The Coitaoe
Gabdenbb, and we have no fear of our opinion being
ignored in the matter. K. Ereinoton.

THE rLOWER-GARDEN.
Shrubs, low trees, and other plants very suitable for

planting at this season in and round flower-gardens,

pleasure-grounds, and homesteads, are as familiar to

most gardeners in large places as Scarlet geraniums, or

cloves, and Sweet Williams ; and the way for transplant-

ing them and securing them afterwards fi'om the effects

of cold winds, frosty weather, heat and drought, is as

familiar as planting cabbages to all our readers who
think anytbing about such decorative work. Therefore,

the ground being thus in a great measure cleared and
ready to plant, all that remains is to sit down, count
the cost, and look over some good and well authenticated
list from which a selection may be made to suit the

given locality of the planter, and the weight of his purse.

iVIere names, however, are next to useless to all those
who do not happen to know something of the things

represented by name only, and to those who know all

about them; lists are only remembrancers ; hence it is

that unless time and space can be afforded to explain to

the uninitiated—some pecidiar fitness in the plants for

particular purposes and situations — a string of long

names in alphabetical order, or in no order at all, for

amateurs, might just as well be copied from the cata-

logue of Theophrastus as from an English list ; and
hence, too, my own dislike to what is called, and often

called for, lists of such and such plants, when no clue

can be given as to their properties and uses, or fitness,

for those to whom they are specially intended.

Mr. Appleby is the only writer to whom I can point,

on tbe spur of the moment, as the best manufacturer of

lists, such as, I am quite satisfied, are at all useful to

amateurs—aye, and to gardeners too ; and when the new
mode of giving English terminations to names, and
orders, and sections, and the nearest aUiance of the plant

spoken of is understood and appreciated, I am equally

confident that no list can go beyond his in usefulness,

and, according to our present knowledge, is all that pen
and ink can do—brains must do tbe rest when the list

is before us. Of course, I do not include iu this cate-

gory such lists as extend to monographs, or certain

families of plants such as that lately noticed by the

Editor from the Messrs. Knight and Perry, the celebrated

proprietors of the Exotic Nurseiy, Chelsea, and which
monograph, on the conifers or fir tribes, is the most
complete and useful one in our language, and should be

read and studied by gardeners, young and old. To read

a book and then lay it by, is no better in these days

than whistling an old tune ; we must study them by
reading over and over again.

One more featui'e in lists, and I am through with

my preface ; that is, the giving under each kind all

the synonymes referring to it. This is of immense
advantage ; and here again the conifers have the ad-

vantage of most other families. The most coiTect list

of them extant is given this autumn in the Jovunal

of the Hortioultm-al Society. Nothing is so provoking

as to find that one has bought the same plant three

times over under three different names ; and yet the

thing is often unavoidable in the absence of a full num-
ber of synonymes appended to catalogue lists And
half the world cannot conceive how such accumulations

of names take their rise—but the explanation is very

easy. Suppose four clever men now at the mines of

California, as much bent on finding new plants as gold,

and suppose each of them has made a small collection

of specimens of the rarest plants round about, and that

they are now on board tbe same vessel on their way
back. After getting across the Isthmus of Panama, one

of them goes to New Yoi-k, one to Paris, another to

Vienna, and the fourth to London. Now, let us suppose

again tliat a magazine of botany is issued monthly, or at

any stated period, in the four large cities, and that each

of the travellers has given his collection of dried speci-

mens to the botanist in chief for each magazine ; he ex-

amines them, and compares his description with all the

plants that are described in his books from that quarter,

and finds that one of the dry specimens is really a new
plant ; it does not answer to any of the sorts formerly

given out, nor to any in the same order to which it

belongs from other quarters, therefore it must be new,

and he gives it a new name, and gives a description of

it in liis magazine. This plant being new to science,

and iu the four collections, must, of com'se, go through

the same process in four diflerent parts of the world,

and very lUcely gets four names stamped on it at once
;

and who can help it ? Let us follow the circle, and sup-

pose a London nm'seryman has got hold of this new
plant, and calls it by the name given to it in London;
he has a standing order with a New York nurseryman

to send him over every novelty which comes to hand :

this same plant arrives under the American name, tbe

same from Paris and Vienna, and our London hiend
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has one plant with four names to it ; and no one can
say if it is not four species of one genus till it blooms,
after a few j'ears, and pi'oves to be just one liind of

plant. By this time the four names may be fauiiliar to

every gardener in Europe and America, and no one to

blame either, and nothing but the stern hand of the law
can settle which of the four names will have, or should
have, the preference. But here, for the convenience of

the public, the botanical law is like that of the Medes
and Persians, it altereth not ; whichever of the four

magazines published the name first has the jiriority of

name, and the other three succumb without a murmur;
and the ne.\t one which compiles a list will give the ac-

knowledged name, and the other three names as syno-

nymcs. This we, in our ignorance, call humbugging
I and changing names, whereas no change at all was
attempted, and we are even saved the mortification of

buying this plant four times over b}' the very system we
rail against. For the sake of charity, therefore, if for no
other purpose, this part of gardening and botany wants
to be explained as much as anything we have to do with,

and the e}iample I have here given is the very easiest I

coidd think of; the four collectors might have been far

asunder, and the four plants named in distant lands,

and forgotten before they reached us : one of them, and
the first, might have been described in China, and the
book kept out of cii'cidation alter the author was kUled,
and all the western botanists might have named it over
again, thus doubling the syuouymes before the book in

China came to light
; yet the luideviating rule would

allow the China book to be the true reference, and its

name the legitimate one, and all the rest would be

—

not
changed names—onl}' unavoidable synonymes, of which
we can never get rid with advantage to any one. There-
fore, making out really good and respectable Usts of any
class of pilants or seeds is not such an easy task as

many of om- country friends beheve it to be. I have
always in these pages set my face against sought-for

eorapUations of mere Usts of names, but never to this

day endeavom'ed to show cause for so doing ; but I

hope I have said enough to convince our own readers

that it was not from a wish to shruik from the task that
any of us ever refused to finnish " a list

;

" and that all

the lists admitted to om' pages may be rehed ou with
the greatest confidence, i shall fill tlris letter with a
short descriptive list of nice low trees, or large shrubs,
suitable for small places ; and as opportunities oflei'

shall continue them through the winter, without farther

preface or explanation, save that I shall not confine
myseU' to any one system, such as is necessarily followed
in books ; and shall begin -with

Cbat.egus, our own " Mays," or May-thorns, among
winch ai-e some of the very nicest things which any one
can wish for. With the excejjtion of the pink thorns and
the scarlet thorns, they have all wlrite or whitish flowers;
and then- chief peculiarities are shown in then- haws or
fruit, then- leaves, and in their stj'le of gi-owth. They
are just as easily increased by budding in June or July
as the rose, or as sure from grafting in March and April
as the apple and pear ; and they may all be worked on
the common hawtliorn, or upon each other, with almost
equal success ; indeed, some of the very weakest of them
will live louger when worked on others less strong than
the common hawthorn, because the stock and tree are

thus more in unison with respect to constitutional habit,

although the common practice is to work all of them on
the fi'eer stock. Then- seeds take two years to vegetate

;

and the simplest v/ay to get them from seeds, for the jnu--

pose of rearing stocks, is to gather a few handsfid nou-

from the nearest hedge, and to put them into a large
tiower-pot with an equal quantity of sand or moidd, and
to bury the pots in a corner of the garden till next Mi-
chaslmas, then to sow them in a bed Ulie onions, either

broad cast, or in drills six inches apart; the latter is the

best plan of the two, as the surface earth can be hoed
and stirred from time to time. About one inch is quite

enough to bury them, either way. In three years, at

the farthest, most of them will be fit to graft or bud ;

and budding them is the surest way. Two years might
be saved by purchasing a lot of seedlings,—and four if

established old plants are bought in,—and now is the

best time : if they are planted before next Christmas
most of them can be worked or budded next June; but,

after all, the cheapest and surest way, to begin at the

beginning, is to buy maiden plants at once from a
respectable nursery, as at that age—maiden age—they

sell them far cheaper than rose-trees. After one has
thus a good selection of them as I intend to enumerate,

the sorts may be increased at home now that we know
how to set about it. Some day, but it is far distant,

their fruit v.-ill be as much in request at the dessert

table as chenles arc at the present day ; for had it not

been that tliey take a long time to grow from seeds we
should now be dishing them up after our suunner fruits

are gone : and, if only to run experiments over a wider
field with them, I shall mention, that I am totally at

issue with every writer who has hitherto explained the

best way of improving our dessert fruit. The sum
total of tlie whole is this : procure the veiy best speci-

mens that can be grown of any fruit you intend to sow
the seeds from, and the chances of a better sort are in

your favoiu-. I have for the last twenty years made
many curious experiments in crossing a great variety of

plants—perhaps as many as any man living,—and al-

though I have no direct proof to the contrary, I firmly

believe this creed about improving fruits

—

not Jiouers—
has been established upon a wrong basis, or from incon-

clusive data, and that the largest, the highest coloured,

and the best flavoured peach that can be grown in

England, has not the same chances in its favour to pro-

duce a better peach from its kernel that a " wildliug"

has. The North American farmer, who can produce
from his open orchard as fine a peach as the best of us

can do from our south walls and peach houses, has not

yet been able to excel us in improving the breed of

them with all his advantages ; but, according to my
creed, all these advantages, under the general practice,

are just so many steps against him. But to our haws.

Cr.\t.egus—The Thorn. The word is froui Iratos,

strength, referring to the strength and hardness of the

wood ; oxijoantha, meaning sharp-thorned, is the specific

name of " The May," or common Hawthorn : and Haw
itself, is derived from Jiar/e, or hieg, a hedge. The most
noticeable varieties of the common hawthoni, are the

Weeping— a remarkable seedling raised by General

ilonkton, at Somerford Hall, not many years back ;

among the weeping trees here then we have the weeping
thorn, Queen Mary's Thorn, or Eeginse, more appre-

ciated from associations, than from any distinctness it

can claim to. The original tree was long thought much
of about Edinburgh ; it stood in a garden which once

belonged to the Regent Mui-ray. When I saw it last,

I witnessed the tragedy of the unfortunate Mary's

escape from the Castle of Loch Leven, the same week,

on the stage ; and now I recollect the perplexities of

poor Sandy MacPharlau. 'The Glastonbury 'Thorn is

also a variety of the hawthorn; the difl'erence being

that it comes into leaf very early in the spring, and
sometimes at the end of the autumn, and therefore is

a desirable tree for a small garden; besides the old

legends respecting it. 'There are also white, black, and
yellow berried sorts of the common thorns ; the yellow is

the most common. I have often seen them in hedges, and
there is one not far from hero. 'The black fruited thorn,

with a little encouragement at first, would make the best

timber tree of all the thorns. There is one very elegant

variety, called the fern-leaved thorn, the leaves are

longer than in the species and much cut on the edges; and
i
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there are the gold and silver varieties, hut they are very

poor things, except just when they hurst into leaf in tlie

spring
;
yet I mention them, as some might fancy them,

and perhaps it is from had taste that I do not like them.

There are many more varieties of the common thorn,

hut there are so many better kinds, that I shall pass

over them, except the pink and double white, which die

off with a pinkish shade, and both are very pretty, and
are two of the best I know for budding on large trees of

the common sort; the three thus worked are most
beautifid about the third week in May, when they are

all in bloom at the same time ; and I hope every one

who has a thorn-tree about his garden ^iill now cut back

some of the side branches near the top, and the young
shoots from the cut parts will make tlie best " stocks"

possible to bud on next June. 1). Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

BiooMS FOR Nosegays in Winter.—" Kindly give a

list of plants for the greenhouse of easy care and cul-

ture, and cheap withal, to supply bouquets occasionally

during the winter months," is only one of the forms in

which the desires of many of our friends reach us

—

some desiring mere lists and others short outlines of

treatment. In order to meet their wishes if possible,

and also as supplementary to some other papers, I shall

not, to use a sporting phrase, hark-auay, but harli-hack

again into cover; and as bloom in winter is our object

we shall not trouble oiu'selves always to inquire whether

our vegetable acquaintances are greenhouse citizens or

not, being quite delighted if we can swell out oiu- little

posy with a jjrimrose from the brake or a violet from

the hedge bank.
1. Then, for securing the means of cheaply cutting

bouquets in winter, I recommend the cultivating a few

of the Dwarf Annuals, as, with tlie exception of the

labour, the money value involved would be next to

nothing. There is the Mignonette ; who does not love

and admire it? Viryinian stock, with its white and purple

sweet-scented blossoms ; Sweet alyssiim, white, honey-

soented; OoUomiacoccinea,reA; grandiflora, pale yellow;

Lobelia speclosa, erinus, and grancUfi'(ira, all blue, the

latter compact and deeply blue; Lobelia erinus alba,

white ; Collinsia grandiflora, purple ; bicolor, bufl" and
purple ; Nemopliilla iiisignis major, white and blue

;

atomaria, white and black dotted ; discoidalis, jjurple

;

macidata, large deep purple blotched ; Glarkia pulcliella,

purple; rt?6(e, white; &o. These—if sown in a shady place

from the middle of June to tlie middle of July, either in

pots to be thinned or on a piece of ground to be after-

wards transferred to pots, set in the sun in September,

grown singly or in clumps, trained by placing twigs in

the pot through which the tiny branches may ramble,

or placing small stakes round the side of the pot and
bracing tliem together with a thread, and removing them
into the house beibre touched with frost in November

—

will blow during the most of the winter, if plenty of air

is given them, and a temperature of from 40° to 45°

maintained, with a rise of from five to ten degrees of

sunshine. Wliere there is not much time to look after

them many of them, such as the mignonette, miglit

—

especially in loamy soil—have small masses of the

plants raised from seeds sown in the middle of July,

taken up carefully and transferred to pots upon tlie spot

in October, and they will, after being duly shaded for a

little time, often do better than those grown in pots and
neglected in watering, thinning, &c. We have often done
Clarkias, Nemophillas, &c., in the same way, growing

some as compact masses, and allowing others to hang in

festoons over the pot.

2. Some of the taller growing annuals may boused
for a similar purpose, such as Vesiearia ntricuhita, sown
in May, pretty rose-coloured flowers ; Chrysanthemum
eoronarium or lueidum—not quite sure of its specific

name, but has been sown for a long period as the tall

Clu-ysanthemum, under glass in jMarch, and then planted

out in May and June,—all colours from light straw to

orange yellow ; usually about three feet in lieight, but

more in good soil ; and, along with single flowers, fre-

quently possessing others so double and compact as to

e'qual their Cliinese rivals. Sow in May, or, what is

better still, look over the plants transferred to the bor-

ders in August, select a few of the best, prune tliem

back rather freely, water the plant witli manure water

several times, and then lift and pot the plant any time

from September to the present ; for it makes fibres in

such abundance that it may be moved in fvdl bloom, and

with ordinary care will flower through the winter when
the Chinese chrysanthemums are all gone. Ageratum
Mexicamim, odoratiim, Cceruleum all Ulao blue, and

merging considerably into each other; seeds in April, or,

better still, cuttings in May, planted out in good soil in

June, lifted and potted in September or even now will

flower profusely all the winter, and next summer too if

you choose to keep them. A number of years ago I

obtained from my neighbour Mr. Bushy, of Stockwood

Park, cuttings from a dwarf plant of Me.cicanum, which

has retained its character, and, what is more, blooms

much earlier than the usual varieties. I believe it is

now pretty common over the country. The last I shall

name, because others will suggest themselves, and it is

one of the best for the purpose owing to the number of

fibrous roots it makes, is the Coreopsis tinctoria and its

varieties of atrosanguinea, &o., now changed to Calliopsis

bicolor ; seeds sown in May or June will furnish fine

plants for winter blooming ; and a pretty feature it makes
with its crimson and yellow flowers in a little nosegay,

while a well grown plant looks extremely graceful.

3. Small Herbaceous Plants which, when kept in

pots and used to it, wUl bloom in the liouse from Cluist-

mas and onwai-ds. Daisies in all their varieties. He-

paticas—used to be Anemone hepatica—pink and blue,

single and double. Primula in all its vaileties of poly-

anthus, priim-ose, cowsKp, and oxlip, the two first—es-

pecially when double crimson, double yellow, puiiile, and

wlute—being very interesting ; and in a house are free

ti-om the ravages 'of the bhds, which in some places will

scarcely allow a floret to expand. The white and pm'ple

allied genera of Arabis, Draba, and Aubrctia. Alyssum

saxatile, yeUow ; Ompihalodes rerna, blue ; Corydcdis

tuberosa, pui-ple, &c., only want dividing in the early

pai-t of smnmer, and kept in pots- in a shady place mitU

September, and grown in open sandy loam. To these

may be added Heartsease, which, in such a position, will

bloom the whole of the whiter if the plants were raised

either from seed or cuttings dmiug summer, and many
of which ai-e delighttuUy fragTant. And then there ai-e

the duninutive, retiring, yet teU-tale by then; perfume,

Violets, reminding us of that chartered nobility that is

never known but by its beneficence, " that does good by

stealth, and blushes to find it fame," the presenting a

few of which—whether from the sheltering hedge, con-

sisting of wild blues and whites, or the larger and double

kinds ii-om the gai-den—ever bring the smile of jjlea-

sure into a lady's face, and all of wliich can be easily

managed—the wild ones hunted out durmg the spruig

or autumn, and potted ; better still, the single Eussiau

blue, because it blooms eai-lier, divided or propagated by

cuttings, or even seeds, in spring, transplanted and

potted in September ; superior still, the double tree

violet, divided or jiropagated by cuttings under a hand-

Ught in April ; and, best of all, the Iflao Neapolitan,

propagated by divisions or outtmgs in a similai- manner,

planted out, and potted into rich soil in September. A
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few pots of either of tlie two last mentioned will perfume
a whole house. The eliief tiling to be attended to with
the Neapolitan is never to allotc n runner to grow from
the jjlauts before or during the lloweiing season. Though
veiy chtlerent in point of size, a few difl'erent-coloured

single Walljiouers arc also valualjle for tliis pmpose;
plants from seeds sown in August in a sheltered place,

pricked out in Apiil and potted in September, are best

for winter blooming. The double ones wiU not bloom
well until spring.

4. Bulbs.—Masses of Winter Aconite, Wood Ane-
mones, especially the white double, Snowdroj)S, single

and double. Crocus of all colours, may now be taken up
from the border as the shoots appear above the ground

;

also, Tulips, N^arcissus, Jonquils, Dog-tooth Violets, Bulho-
codiums, Hyacinths, &c., if j)otted in October, placed in a

dry place, and covered up with ashes, if there is a small
forcing pit, may be brought into bloom about Christmas.
If taken after being well rooted to the greenhouse, they
must not bo expected to bloom until February and
March, if no other heat was given them. Those recom-
mended to be raised out of the border will not stand
anything like forcing, but must have pretty much their

own way, though they will be more forward in the house
than out of doors. Thougli not biQbs, yet in company
with them in the greenhouse, may now be placed the
beautiful tribe of Cyclamens, which, if now pushing,
shoidd be top-di'essed with rich compost. Lcichenalias

and other bulbs will follow in the spring.

5. Hardy Shrubs.—Many early blooming ones will

come much earlier in the greenhouse, especially after

they have been used to it for several seasons, and when
after blooming they could be protected in a pit for a
short time while making their wood, plunged in an open
situation during summer, and placed in a shady cool

place to give them a rest in the end of September. I

only mention a few:

—

Persian Lilacs, hardy Azaleas,
Deutzia scahra, Weigela rosea, hybrid llhododendrons,
and though last, far from least important, strong plants
of Perpetual, Bourbon, and Tea Roses, to be kept in the
airiest and warmest part of the house, not forgetting

even the common China, and some of the varieties, such
as Criimoise superienre and Abbe Mioland. These, if

pruned rather closely in July, set in a shady place, kept
cool and dryish until the buds were breaking, brought
then mto tlie sun, top-dressed with rich compost, watered
with something stronger than pure water, soon have
several strong shoots, and a good many buds upon them
opening and to open. Jasminum officinale (Common
white) and Jasminum revoUUuiu (Yellow), if prevented
flowering and pruned and treated in a similar manner,
will yield their delicious blossoms during the most of
the winter.

6. H.\LF-HAEDy Plants, such as are generally used
for bedding, many of these are valuable for winter bloom-
ing. I shall mention the most prominent, keeping the
bouquet principle in view. Scarlet geraniums of all

kinds,

—

Tom Thumb and Punch perhaps the best

;

plants to be propagated in May or June and shifted a
time or two by October. A few of the fancy kinds, such
as Jehu, Statuiskii, Yatemanianum yrandiJio7-um, Nose-
gay, &o.

;
propagated in May. Also, some sweet-scented

ones, as Prince of Orawje, Citriodora—a sprig of either
of which give a zest to a nosegay—and Citriodora pur-
purea, which, in addition to sweet scent, possesses beau-
tifidly curled and crisped foliage. Penstemon gentianoides,
purple, with its varieties of coccinea, red, and alba, white

;

if sown in a hotbed in March, or propagated by ctittings
iu May, planted out and repotted in September, will
flower for the earliest winter months. Guphea platy-
cenlra, scarlet ; striligosa, red and yellow, and others of
tlie same genus, and particularly the first named, are
constant bloomers, and when good specimens are very
ornamental m winter. I have had plants several years

in the same pot, and summer or winter it is much the
same. Loam with a little peat, jiropagated in ^\.pril or
May. Heliotrope, the common, is the best for winter,
and many like its scent

; plants propagated by cuttings in
May, potted and repotted, make nice bushy plants by the
end of September ; should be kept in the warmest pait of
the house. Calceolarias—Rugosa, Caies, yellow, and
other small flowering kinds, dark or bright, are the best
for winter, as less heat and light are wanted to expand
them ; Amplexicaulis is useless for tins jmi-pose ; the
Kentish Hero, however, 1 think nill be valuable, as even
now out of doors it is throwing uji large strong trusses;

plants propagated by cuttings in Ajjril, planted out in a
border of rich light soil in June, stopped when showing
flower, raised and potted ui September and October, will

answer best. Salvia—tlie best of the bedding ones for

winter blooming is fulgens, red; there is also a very
pretty variety with variegated leaves

; plants struck in

Atay and June, several times potted, or planted out
and raised and potted in the beginning of October, will

bloom for most of the winter. A salmon-coloured kind,

Involueratum, if propagated by cuttings in April, and
grown on, not stopping it after the end of July, will

bloom in autumn and the beginning of winter ; the gem
of theni all for brUliaucy, splendcns, as was shown last

year, may be had in bloom the most of the winter ; and
Oesnerai/lora, propagated by cuttings iu May or June,
and siiccessively potted, will produce abundance of its

scarlet blossoms in Februaiy and March.
7. Various.—Chrysanthemum sinense—the varieties are

endless, and will cheer up any greenhouse fi'om Novem
her to Jimuary. Whether propagated by di\aduig the

plant, suckers, or euttings of the tops in spiing, or lajung

the points of shoots in autumn, two tlungs must be
attended to— light rich soil, and stoppmg to make
bushy, as much as you Uke, before but never after the

first of Jidy. Cineraria—the treatment of this family,

as well as the former, has been previously given ; all the

varieties bloom well in the dark days of winter ; for tliis

puqaose seed should be sown in April, and the plants

grown on; or late flowering plants shoifld be set or

plunged in a shady border in May. For small plants

the suckers should be taken ofl' and potted singly in

August ; for large plants in six or eight inch pots, the

plants should be raised, all the smaller suckers removed,
tlie strongest left, the old soil shaken away, and repotted

into good light rich compost, kept close at first and
then e.Kposed ; and now they would be opening theh'

trusses of bloom. Chinese primroses—these, for winter

blooming, should be sown in April or May ; for spruig

blooming August wfll do. They are not of much use,

liowever, for nosegays, as the bloom wiU not stand after

being cut. Very different is the double Chinese Prim-
rose, whether white or crimson ; it may l)e had the most
of the \vinter season, as was shown not so long ago, by
propagating it by euttings in April, May, or June.

'Tropccolum Ijobhianiim—this, fi-om its long flower-stalks,

small reddish flowers, and its abundant blooming, is

valuable for cutting fi-om December to April
;
propagate

in May or June.

8. VVe now arrive at our Previous Lists for cold and
general greenhouses. A limited selection of winter-

flowering Heaths has been lately given :

—

Epacris im-

pressa, nivalis, pungens, &c., will now be coming into

bloom. To have them early the plants should be cut

down after flowering, and kept close until the I'resh wood
is making. Cornea speciosa and all its brethren bloom
in winter; Cytisus, Coronilla glauca. Acacia armata,

spread out their golden blossoms during the cold wea-

ther, and especially the two first. Azalea Indiea, and
especially alba, when kept closer than usual after it has

done blooming, will make its wood earlier, and thus get

mto the habit, without any forcing, of opening its buds
at Christmas. Camellias will do tlio same, with the
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exception of some now ones ; the double white and
striped red are about the cheapest and best ; and yovmg
gentlemen who by means of a (.amellia-hud would
sound their way into tlio good graces of the fair patron-

esses of gardening—when all around in the open atmo-
sphere is bleak and dreary—are likely to know more of

tlie value of such flowers, at such times, than their

humble servant, Robert Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

STOVE PLANTS.
Hibiscus.—This genus comprises a gi'eat variety of

plants from various parts of the world. There are in it

annuals, biennials, perennials, shrubs, and trees. The
greater part of the genus is from warm climates, and it

is with them that we have to do on the present occasion.

Some of these are very fine objects, with large crimson,

scarlet, and yellow flowers. In so large a family there

are, as might be expected, various degrees of merit. We
shall select a few that require the stove and are the most
deserving of cultivation, arranging them for conveni-
ence alphabetically.

Hibiscus Gameroni.i (Mr. Cameron's H.).—This hybrid

is named in honour of the late D. Cameron, Curator of

the Birmingham Botanic Garden; a most worthy man,
zealously devoted to the oultiu'e of plants, especially of

ferns. It is a handsome variety, with pink flowers

spotted with chocolate colour in the centre. It is a
dwarf evergreen shrub, flowering most of the summer
and autumnal months.

//. grandijiorus (Large-flowered H.) ; Georgia.— A
very large-flowered species, requiring a moderate stove ;

it will live in a greenhouse, but will not flower well

there. Its flowers are liesh-coloin'ed.

H. lieterophyllus (Various-leaved IT.) ; Asia.—Flowers
white and red. A species with leaves deeply divided,

growing rather tall, with large handsome flowers.

H. lilliifioriis (Lily-flowered) ; I. of Bourbon.—Scarlet

flowered. A very handsome free-flowering evergreen
shrub.

H. Manihot (Manihot, the native name) ; China.

—

Clear bright yellow, with dark spot in the centre.

Perhaps there is no flower that captivates the spectator

so much as this. He may see a large promising bud in

the evening, and in the morning the large beauteous
flower is fully expanded, measuring five inches across,

of the most beautiful yellow imaginable, and set off by a
rich dark blood coloured spot in the centre ; its ex-

traoj'dinary beauty compensating in a gi'cat measure for

its short duration and rather bad habit.

H. Rosa sinensis (Chinese Rose H.) ; China.—Dark red.

,, ,, Harrisd (bright rose).

,, ,, Parherii (scai'let).

„ ,, rwirffi^fenMs (double red).

„ „ rubra Jiavens (double yellow).

,, „ variegata pleniis (Double-vaiie-

gated) ; scarlet.

„ „ hellidiflorus (Daisy-flowered) ; dark
red.

,, „ regina (Queen-like) ; scarlet.

The last seven are all varieties of what is commonly
called the China Rose. They are great favoimtes with
the Cliinese, who cultivate them lai'gely in then- fantastic

gardens. In our stoves they form, with moderate ma-
nagement, handsome evergreen shi-ubs, producing their

showy flowers, of various hues, from May to September.
H. Rosa Malabarica (Malabar rose) ; East Indies.

—

Scarlet. A splendid dwarf evergi-een shrub, \vith lai'ge

scarlet flowers.

H. speciosus (Showy H.) ; Carolina.—Bright rose. A
fine species, with large light green wooUy leaves and
large showy flowers.

Onlture.—As the plants of this handsome genus are

all fi'ee growers, they require a lilieral treatment with
rich compost and abundance of water dming the season

of growth and flowering. The compost for them should

consist of light turfy loam, fibrous sandy peat, and vei-y

rotten dung, two years old. It should be mixed twelve

months previously to using, and be frequently turned

over in dry weather to thoroughly mcorporate the parts.

The best season for pottmg is the month of March.

Bring the plants mto the potting-shed, prune them in

freely, and clean the leaves and stems thoroughly by
sponging them all over with a wet sponge, frequently

washing the sponge in tepid water. Set them on one

side to dry, and prepare the pots for the repotting by
either using new ones or very well washed old ones.

The compost should also be prepared by being brought

in some time previously to dry and warm. Then take a

plant, tm-n it out of the pot, and with a pointed stick

loosen the sides and top of the ball, removing all the

loose soil. The ball will then present an appearance of

a bundle of fibrous roots ; any that are dead, or very

straggling, should be pruned off with a sharp knife. The
plant is now ready for its new pot and fresh food. Let
it be moderately drained, and have about one inch of

fresh soil round the ball. Give a gentle watering, and
place the plants in a heat of 60° by day and 55° by
night. Syringe them every day with a very fine rosed

syringe, and shade from bright sunshine. They will

soon show the effects of this care and attention, by send

ing forth fi'esh lively shoots and dark green healthy

leaves. The next point to attend to, then, will be to stop

the strong shoots, to cause nioi'e shoots to be produced,

so as to fonn a handsome compact bush. The //. Rosa
sinensis is particularly capable of being so managed, and
when well stopped and trained, will form as pretty a

plant as need be desired. The finest sight of these hand-

some flowers we ever saw was at a place called Tliomes

House, the seat of Milnes Gaskell, Esq., near- Wakefield,

in Yorksliire. They were placed on the top of a flue

next to the back wall of a pme stove. The wall had a

trellis fixed against it, and the H. Rosa sinensis, in

varieties, were slightly trained to it the whole length.

There were hundreds of their gorgeous flowers in bloom,

and they certainly were a fine sight. These plants, also,

are very fitting objects to plant out in the central border

of a stove-conservatory. In that situation they form

finer shaped bushes and flower more ahimdantly than

they can possibly do in pots with the best management.
Propagation.— Some species produce seeds abun-

dantly, the H. Manihot for instance, and ai'e easily in-

creased by it. Sow the seed in a rich light compost, in

shallow pots, in a cucumber bed, or any other place

where there is a brisk heat ; as soon as they come up
pot them off into 2J-inch pots, in the compost described

above for tlie established plants ; replace them in the

bed, shade for a few days until they make fresh roots,

and then by degrees accustom them to bear the sun,

giving plenty of air during the day in mild weather. Nip
off the tops of each plant to cause them to send forth side

shoots at a very early stage of then- growth ; repot them
as soon as they have filled the pots with roots, and keep

them in the frame for a fortnight longer, then remove

them into the stove, and place them under the usual

routme of the other plants in that house : with good

management they will flower the same year. The ±1.

Rosa sinensis is a species that sports into varieties, as the

'

above list shows ; we tliink it liighly probable that other

species with large flowers would hybridize with it, at

least it is worth the trial.

By Cuttings.—Tliis tribe of plants strike readily in

heat, in sand, placed under glasses. Take the young

shoots thi-ee inches long, cut off the bottom leaves, fill a

pot fom- inches wide with di-ainage at the bottom and

compost to witliin an inch of the top, fiU it up with pm-e
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white sand, place the cuttmgs roiuid the edge of the pot,

making them firm with a small dihhle, fill up the holes

with some more sand, give a gentle watering, place them
under the hand-glasses, and water them occasionally

when they hecome dry ; in six weeks they will be rooted,

and shoiild tlien immediately be potted oil' into small

pots, and managed the same way as is described above

for seedlings.

RoxBELETU. THYBsoiDE.v (Tlm'se-flowcred Ronde-
letia) ; S. America.—This is a beautifid new plant be-

longing to the genus Rondeletia. It was raised by two

jjersons at nearly the same time, namely, Mr. Bassett,

gardener to R. S. Holford, Esq., and Mr. Smith, gar-

dener to J. Anderson, Esq., of the Holme, Regent's Park.

It is somewhat singular-, both these gentlemen discovered

then' plants gi'owing amongst a mass of orchids imported

fi'om S. America. The singidarity of the foliage attracted

their attention, and the plants were carefidly preserved

until they flowered. JMr. Smith's plant, we beheve,

flowered earUest. Tins is not the first time that liand-

some valuable plants have been accidentally imported
into this country. Messrs. Henderson, of Pine Apple
Place, above seven years ago, obtained the fine ^<'7ajK('«^s

hirsuta Irora Guatimala, amongst a mass of Odoiiio-

rjlossum gramle ; also, a new £Jpipht/llmn, fi'om the

midst of a mass of Cattleija Skiniien. The above-named
Mr. Smith had that beautiful and valuable-for-bcddmg

plant, tlie Cuphea jyintijcentra, in the same way. The
fact is easily accounted for : these orcliids ai'e foimd in

the localit}' where these plants gi'ow wild, the seeds

either fall amongst the orchids or are carried thither by
bu'ds, and so are brought over with the masses of orchids;

and as soon as they are placed in a favourable position

as to climate and moistm'e, the seeds germinate, and the

plants ai'e produced. AU they want, then, is to be care-

fully drawn out, potted, and grown on tUl they flower.

'The above facts show that we ought to take care of every

plant that appears amongst newly imjiorted orchids, be-

cavise, altliougb we may be often disappointed as to the

value or beauty of nine-tenths of the plants so procm'ed,

stiU the chances are that the tenth plant wdl be a good
one, and repay for the trouble of gi'owing the other nine
that may or may not be wortliless.

Our present subject is a plant with large handsome
foUage and corymbs of flowers hive the other Rondeletias.

The colour of the flowers is a pale rosy lilac. They ai'e

produced abundantly in terminal and side clusters in

February and March, or with a little extra heat still

earlier. We saw them last December flowering finely in

a warm stove at Weston Birt, under the judicious care

of Mr. Bassett. The season of flowering may be pro-

longed much by keeping the jilants in a cool greenhouse
till ilarch, and then placing them in a moderate stove

lieat. A vinery or peach-house at that season would suit

them well. The usual compost of loam, peat, and leaf

mould should be used to grow them in. They strike as

readily by the same method as the family of Hibiscus
described above. This plant is valuable as a winter

bloomer, and is a useful ad(htion to the flora of that

dreary season. Messrs. Henderson, of Pine Apple Place,

have a large stock of it. T. Appleby.

heavy rains, frost, and snow ; have your coverings for

plauts in frames also ready for use every evenuig, should
there be the least appeiu'ance of severe frost. See back
numbers for further particulars. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The fine weather we have been favoured with lately,

has enabled the florist to give plenty of aii' and light to

the tender plants imder his care. By exposmg them
constantly to the open aii' they will acqiiire a degree of

hardness and strength that will enable them to with-

stand better the severity of the weather that is more or

less sure to visit us in the next and following months.
Do not, however, let the fine weather tempt you to neglect

using evei-y precaution against a sudden change. Have
everytliing in readiness to protect beds of bulbs from

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Whilst the weather continues favomable make the

best use of yoiu- time in establislung good order, and
attending systematicaUy to all out-of-doors operations.

Let the surface soil be kept in a loose open state amongst
aU kinds of crops. See that no gaps amongst the cole-

irort and cuhbatjc crops are allowed to remain for want
of tilling up with strong plants. Take care that a suffi-

cient quantity of cuulifloiier pAunts are pricked in frames
and in pots, or on sloping banks, &c., and that those

previously pricked are kept sm-face-stirred, and the de-

cayed leaves cleared away. If any of the first pricked

plants are likely to become too strong, fork them up and
reprick them, in order to give them a little check, but
this will only be found needful where the olden time of

S0T\dng, from the middle of August to the middle of Sep-

tember, continues to be practised. 'Those who sow as we
have always recommended, from the middle of September
until the second week in October, need have no fear of

their plants becoming too strong at this season, or of

their biittouing or forming little puny flowers early in

the spring, when their growth should commence. Those
who have gone to the expense and trouble of planting

out under hand-glasses, should leave the glasses oft' aU
night as well as during the day whilst we have mild
open weather; and the slugs should besought for and
trapped as previously recommended. Oiu practice has
always been to repair' and store our hand-glasses in

autumn, keepuig the caidiflower plants potted on till

Februaa'y, trenching up and manuring the piece of

ground selected for then transplantation into high
sloping banks, aU roughly ridged, frequently stu'ring the

soil on frosty mornings. As we, however, generally

choose the ridge cucumber gi'ound for this pm'pose, our
ground is ah'eady manured; but by either way of manage-
ment when planting time arrives, the soil has become
in good healthy condition, free from slugs, &c. 'The

valleys between the sloping banks are made choice of for

the hand-glasses, pretty close to the foot of the warmest
side of the bank ; the alley or walk necessary for attend-

ing to the airing, &o., being formed on the coldest side of

course.

The sloping banks are at once planted, pai^tly with
cauliflowers, lettuce, and sjibiach, with a,rov,' oi carli/ jieas,

&c., on the summit; all of which crops make great pro-

gTess, with no gaps or uneven stunted gi'owths to be seen ;

aU advance rajiidly, and aU come in eiu'ly in the season,

and the gTound is again cleiU'ed at the right time for taking

a splenchd crop of celenj, summer lettuce, autumn endive,

&c., between which we also take a crop of the Bishop's

durirf piea, the American, or any other good variety of

dwarf pea that will continue to yield its produce untfl

November ; and thus, by a little contrivance and good
management, a lai'ge produce in succession may be ob-

tained from a small portion of land.

After aU this succession of cropping and stui'iug the

sod that we have been describing, we trench oiu' celery

out, as reqiui'ed for use, into banks as we proceed, in

readiness for the spring onioti crop, for winch tliis portion

of om' gi'ound is always in excellent condition ; of course

tliis is also forked and stirred on frosty mornings, so that

neither weeds nor vermin have any chance of making
their appearance : and when the season for onion so\Wng
arrives the seed of com'se is driUed, and charred refuse

is mixed with it as manm'e. In tliis way a splendid crop

of onions ai'e always safe and sure ; and when these ai'e
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' harvested the land is immediately well mamired, again

j
trenched into two feet ridges, and at once planted with

strong cabliage plants, one foot apart, on each side of the

ridges, up and down both sides of the hanks ; by wliich

means we secm-e plenty of pretty sized good cabbages from

;
the middle of November until Mart^i, when the gi'ound is

I again cropped with peas, beans, Erent:h beans, &c. ; a

row or two being transplanted and protected pretty early,

and so managed that the regular autumn and winter

crops of White brocolis may be in due season planted

between, so that they may get established by the time

tlie above mentioned crops are taken oif, when the

ground is at once forked over ; and the crop of brocolis

liave then their full range and a favourable season for

maldng a luxuriant gi'owth. The constantly surface-

stirring with the hand scarifier, hoe, or fork, amongst

all antl every successive crop is the masterpiece of good
cultivation; and this is still more evident where charred

materials are used as a manure, on account of tlie loose

surface thus admitting the full benefit and influence of

the atmosphere.

Sow radishes and Honi. carmls now, where reqnired, in

succession ; keep those already up well surface-stirred,

and thinned in due season. Keep also a succession of

asparagus placed in moderate heat, as well as rhuharh

and sea-hde. Sow cucumbers,—keep those plants now
growing, sturdy, by systematic airing ; and sow a few

seeds of a good early variety of mdun.

J.uiES Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFOEMATION.

SCALES OF EXPENDITURE.
By the Authoress of " Mij Floivers," lic.

Estimate 6th.

Income—Os. per day; 36s. per week; about £94 per annum.
Prorisions, weekly.

.£ s. D.

Bread and flour for five persons, 24 lbs 3 U

Butter, 1 ft 10
Cheese and milk, 3d. per day 1 2

Tea, i ft., @ 3s. 6d 10*

Sugar, 3 ft., @ 4d 10
Grocery, including rice, oatmeal, and condi-

ments 10

Butcher's meat, fish, &c.—say meat 8 ft., @ Cd. 4
Vegetables, including apples, &c., occasionally

for puddings 1 5

Beer, a firkin or 9 gallons per month, @ Os., and
porter occasionally 2 6

Coals, cfec, (3 chaldron and 6 bushels per year,

@ 48s.,) and wood, 8s. per year 2 2

Candles, average all the year round 5

Soap, i ft. per week, 3d. Starch and blue Id. .

.

4

Sundries, for cleaning, scouring, &c 4

Total of household expenses.. 10 9§

Clothes, etc. : man, 8s. 6d. ; woman, 2s. ; children,

Is. 6d 6

Eent 4

Extras, including schoohng for one child 1 C

Total expense
Sa™g (more than l-12th)

1 11 3i

4 84

Amount of income 1 16

The " observations " upon this estimate include the fol-

lowing useful calculation :
—" After the rate of this estimate,

the expense of each child wiU be 3s. per week : hence it mil

be seen, that if the number of clfildi'en in a famdy be more
or less than three, the mode of living may be governed by

the estimates preceding or following, in an inverse ratio.

Thus, with this income, if there be only two chilch-en instead

of three, the family may live after the rate of the Seventh

Estimate ; if there be only one child instead of three, they

may live after the rate of the Eighth Estimate ; and if there

be only the man and his wife, they may live by the mode
prescribed in the Ninth Estimate,—or, they may live, if

they jjlease, by this Estimate, and save an additional 3s. per

week for each child less than the three. On the contrai-y,

if their be four children instead of three, they will require

3s. per week more for their support, or they must live after

the rate of the Fifth Estimate ; if they have five cbikh-en,

then the Fom-th Estimate must be their guide ; if they have

six children they must live according to the Thu-d Estimate

;

and so on. Thus, without material error, this, and all the

other estimates may be adapted to maiii/ different modes of

lii'iiiff, such as the varying circumstances may warrant, and
according as the number of chilch'en may be more or less

than the nmnber given."

If steady, resolute attention be paid to these rales, how
many difficulties might be prevented and overcome. How
many things we now think necessarj', and even essential,

might be very comfortably left out altogether in our fist of

weekly items, mthout diminishing in the least our health, hap-

piness, or respectability. I have never forgotten the remark
made by a lady,—young, handsome, and rich :

" I never ask

myself what I want, but what I can do without." From one

who seemed so little to need the practice of self-denial, the

observation came with extraorcUnary point and power ; and
it has been of so much use to myself, for many years, that

I confidently offer it to the consideration of " my sisters,"

and request tliem to adopt the salutary system, for they will

unavoidably benefit by it.

Tfs have om- little weaknesses and extravagancies as well

as our fathers, and husbands, and brothers. We must not

be clear-sighted to then- faults and blind to om- mni ; for

although ours do not take the same bulky, expensive form
that theirs may do, yet have we not often fancied a di-ess

looked shabby, or a bonnet faded, or a cloak old-fashioned,

when a little neat-handedness and skdl might have made
each article look almost like new, and saved many shillings,

if not poimds, at the mercer's and milliner's ? Do we not

see chikh-en dressed-up to a height that surpasses folly, and

becomes sin?—childi-en whose parents we know are poor,

and who are fostering a yet undeveloped passion in young

minds, as well as doing that which is not lawful and light

to do. Do we not hear some of our sisterhood reject a

suitable house, because it is situated in an unfashionable

street, where then- friends would not like to be seen, and

would therefore neglect them ? It has been my lot, more

than once, to hear such a reason assigned, when the income

was painfully Hmited; and in one case the objection was

raised by a lady whose excellence of character and rebgious

mindedness might have led us to expect a far different

feeling on the subject.

Now, all these fancies and prejudices display weakness,

and cause extravagance, and have a sensible eff'ect upon

small incomes, and reaUy strenuous efforts in other things.

If we give ten or twenty pounds a year more for a house than

we really ought to give, we shaU never make up the de-

ficiency by all the sa\ings in bread, or candles, or meat,

that we can possibly effect. We may ma];e ourselves un-

necessarily very uncomfortable, and perhaps stint our

children or ourselves in that which is proper for health, but

without at all replacing the sum we have anlcaBfuUy ex-

pended. So it is mth dress, and with everything in which
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we suffer ourselves to exceed the bounds of what our means
afford.

I know, by my own experience, bow embaiTassmg, as well

as wrong, it is, to buy a new di'ess or bonnet, if it i^i not

reaUy requu-ed ; and bow often have I, the nest morning,

nay, the next minute, -n-isbed from my heart that it was

again in the shop—besides not really needing to wear' it

ruitil the /('s/iioH bad changed, and something still prettier

would have been really usefid, and at the same time la\vfuUy

bought

!

We may can-y out a great principle upon a very smaU
scale. However trilling is the work given us to do, we may
perform it " as unto God," and thus in the humblest walk,

and with the most hmited opportunities, we may be em-

plojung om- thoughts and faculties in His service as dili-

gently, and as acceptably, as if we had hundreds to distribute,

or thousands to regidate and employ.

ASPECT FOR BEES.

Yorn con-espondeut, the " Counti-y Curate," in noticing

my former communication faoth Sept.), has somewhat mis-

understood me. In speaking of the winter management of

bees, it was not my intention to propose any removal of the

hives. I am con\Tnced they are better standing all the year'

in one and the same i)Osition, and with the bees always at

liberty. The only real enemy is the sun, to protect them
from whose rays in winter all that is needed, ai'e Mr. Taylor's

screens. There ought to be a separate screen to each stock.

If this faces the south, its screen must be so fixed as to in-

tercept the sun's rays, falling at this season from the western

side. My screens are rather more than d feet square. They
cannot well be too large ; but I see no utility in making them
to slide, as mentioned by Mr. Paj-ne. When bees are moved
from their summer stands, so much recommended by Nutt,

confinement becomes needful, or one half of the bees would

be lost, for tbey always fly to then- accustomed spot, where,

not finding their hive, tliey perish. Of all practices, I con-

sider the shutting up of bees the worst ; in which doctrine I

am stoutly supported by one of our very best apiarian au-

thorities—Jonas de Gelein. The eifects of confinement I

have always found to be more or less of dysenteiy, and great

weakness to the bees. I do not mean to say that it always

is fatal ; but the examples of Dr. Dmibar and Dr. Bevan,

who each inten-eda hive, do not prove tliat these bees woidd

not have passed the T\-inter equally well, or better, on their

txsual summer stand ; and as neither of these gentlemen ever

repeated the experiment, we may conclude they did not

think it worth while. As a caution to such of your readers

as might be led astray by the statement doubtingly quoted

(page 339) by yom- coiTespondent from the Hereford Times,

I have taken the trouble to investigate its fomidation, and
find it can be traced no where, or to no one. As I suspected,

it seems to be a mere fiction.

I am glad to see that our friend, Mr. Payne, has taken up
my recommendation as to a fair trial of a permanent northern

aspect for bees. If this succeeds, there is an end of any
fm-ther controversy about winter moving, screening, or bury-

ing. Since my last communication I have endeavom'ed to

learn what is known in this respect, on which we are vcij

much in the dark. It is not a little singular that no indi-

^'idual has yet told me the exijeriment has been tried and
failed. Very few liave even thought of it. Some of my
friends say an eastern aspect is not desirable, as the bees

are tempted from home too early, and become disabled from
chill. Others object to tlie west, as inducing them to leave

the hive so late in the evening that they are benighted, and
fall a sacrifice to enemies. Again, the summer south ex-

posure is strongly deprecated by other parties, and I can

testify to its ill effects where care is not taken in properly

shading—often a troublesome affair. We need say notliing

farther as to the baneful effects of the sun's rays in winter

;

the cause of more destruction to bees than all other casualties

put together. We are thus led to the consideration of tlie

remaining point of tlie compass—the north
;
possessing, I

verily believe, a greater number of requisites as a desu'able

permanent aspect for bees than any of the others
;
prorided

due security is taken against damp, or undue exposm-e of

any kind, especially on clay soils. To the instance I men-
tioned in my last letter of the successful woi'king of a stock

placed to the north, I am now enabled to add the experience
(reported to me at second hand) of a scientific gentleman,
in a southern country, who has tried the system witli a good
many hives, and who is so conrinced of its superiority that
he has desired his gardener never to place any more bees
othermse than against a north wall. I have heard the
rumora', mentioned by Mr. Payne, as to a similar practice
amongst the Dutch apiarians, and in some pai'ts of Switzer-
land. As to fears about cold, expressed by some old-

fashioned practitioner, I believe them to be entirely chi-

merical, mth proper outer protection to the hives. The
truth is, by the thermometer it will be foimd that in a
healthy stock of bees the internal temperature (baning the
sun's influence ) will not vary much, if at all, whether the
aspect be north or south. So that the combs are uninjured
by actual frost, the lower the degree of temperatm'e the
better, and the less wiU the bees consume or require of food,

with proportionate good liealth. The truth of tliis tlieorj' is

conflnmed by your correspondent, S. J. E., in your last

number (page 89), whicli came to my hand w-hilst writing

the preceding. He says, " in the shade one potmd of honey
will last as long as ten in tlie sun." I confess for my own
pai-t I tliink the mere saring of food the least important con-
sideration, and care little whether the bees consume three or

six pomids of honey, so that they ai-e but healthy.

As a collateral branch of tliis subject I may mention a

coiToboration of Gehen's remai'k, when he says, " it is a

mistake to suppose that bees exposed to the sun produce the
eailiest swarms. I have often experienced the reveree."

A friend of my own has been noted for baring eai-lier swarms
than his neighbom-s—often in the beginning of May, and
more tlian once in April. I have never seen his apiary, but
cmiosity has recently led me to make inquny into its position.

To my surprise, I have learnt that my friend's bees rarely, if

ever, see or feel the sun at any season, being so situated

among buildings, trees, itc, as to be entii'ely overshadowed.
I feel I am trespassing on your pages, but I wish to add

a word more. Mr. Taylor has instnicted us in a new mode
of mal<ing bee food, or, as he expresses it {Bee-keeper's

Manual, ith edition, page 158), " converting crystallizable

into uncrystalhzable sugar." I found my bees appropriated

it greedily. To ascertain more fully the properties of food

thus prepai'ed, I allowed a quantity of it to stand in a jai-,

exposed to the influence of damp (though covered from the

rain), in the open air, for several weeks, till, in short, the

whole became dissolved. This was in the spring. It has
since remained in a dry closet in the same liquid state, with

no tendency again to crystallize. To all appearance it might
be taken for pure honey, which it nearly resembles in colom',

consistence, and almost in flavom'. Those who prefer liquid

food, may therefore always be prorided with what I am satis-

fied is the best substitute for honey that has been thought of,

and at a cost not exceeding that of refined sugar. I appre-

hend it win keep any length of time, so chymically changed
as never again to assume any kind of soUd form.

An Old Bee-masteb.

NATIVE WILD FLOWEES.
November.

It is a pleasuig task which devolves upon me of con-

tributing a monthly -wi-eatb of Wild flowers to the columns
of yoin: active missionaiy of industry. The Cottage Gae-
DENER. It seems of special importance that the cottager,

while receiring instructions for the management of his

domestic Eden, should have his attention likewise directed

occasionally to that wider field of obsenation—the garden
of nature, which, in tlie words of Cowper, is " free to all

men—universal prize I

" Here he may contemplate tlie

vegetable creation in all its native grandeur and loveUness,

fresh from the creative hand of the Almighty ; and his tastes

shall be elevated thereby, his conceptions of universal beauty

expanded, and his general happiness increased by the

greater facilities thus afforded him for the contemplation

and enjoyment of the beautiful. Ornamental gardening

owes its existence to man's love of nature ; and under all

sorts of circumstances we observe manifestations of this

love ; even the toiling ai'tisan, bmied in the smoke atid

dust of the city, has his few pining plants on the window-
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sill to cheer his heart,—they " seiTe him with a hint that

nature lives," and bring to his recollection the green fields,

the flowery woods, and the gay meadows, to which ho has

long been a stranger. But to the cottager our native Flora

is of interest in another jjoint of view, and deserves liis

careful attention. The wild plants of oiu' land are in many
cases important for their economical uses, and are otherndse

interesting to the cultivator. In these papers I have endea-

voui'ed to draw seasonable attention chiefly to tliose native

plants which may be turned to profitable account in supply-

ing food for man and the lower anbnals, or other purposes

;

and although m some instances the uses to which I have

alluded may not prove really beneficial to many of yoiu-

readers, yet, according to no meaner authority than Lord

Brougham, it is a gratification to extend our inquiries and

discover what is useful to man, even though we have no
chance om-selves of ever benefiting by the information. To
no class of readers does it seem more advisable to address

a series of papers on economical native botany than to the

readers of The Cottage Gardener : no class is more
likely to aid in the development of this som'oe of indigenous

wealth.

At the present cheerless season of the year, when there

are so few wild flowers to invite the botanical wanderer to

the fields, it may be excusable if I for once depart from my
usual rule, and devote the present paper to a family of

plants which, although not conspicuous for their economical

uses, are nevertheless exceedingly interesting to all cultiva-

tors of ornamental gardening : I mean the Ferns.

During the present month many of these plants are in

great beauty, and are, in fact, along with the mosses Cto

which we may by-and-bye direct attention), the only objects

of interest which reward the collector at this ungenial

season. It woidd be out of place for me here to enter upon
detailed teclinical descriptions of the British Ferns, seeing

that so many excellent manuals (as those of Jloore, New-
man, and Francis ) are before the public ;—I shaU briefly

enumerate the various species, only alloOTng my remarks
expansion when this seems to be called for by the jjeculiar

interest of the plant under consideration.

Adiantum Capilhis-veneris (Maiden-hair).—This is one

of the lovehest and one of the rarest of our native ferns—
the only British representative of a genus whose delicate

species seem ill adapted to brave the rigours of the north,

and are more frequently found enjoying the genial shades of

tropical lands. The few habitats known for this plant are

chiefly in warm exposures, and especially near the sea ; it

generally grows from the sides of upright ch-ijiping rocks

and caves ; and, in accordance with its predilection for the

south. Hooker has recorded it as being very abundant in the

south of Europe, where he has seen it lining the inside of

wells, as it does the basin of the fountain at Vaucluse, with

a tapestry of the tenderest green.

Allosorns crisjyus, the Rock Brake, or, as Southey aptly

dubs it, the " Mountain Parsley,"—not indeed from its

possessing any of the good qualities of its culinary proto-

tyjie, but from the beautiful crisped fronds which it exhibits.

The Allosorus is often abundant in mountam districts, fre-

quently covering the debris of the hill side with a refreshmg
verdure.

Asplenimn Adiantum-nigrum (Black Sploenwort).—Com-
mon on rocks and walls ; often cultivated ; sometimes the

fronds are forked.

A. lanceolatnm (Grreen Lanceolate Spleenwort).—A rare

and beautiful fern.

A. marimim (Sea Spleenwort).—The shining fronds of

this species ornament the pei-pendicular clifi's of the sea-

coast, a habitat seldom chosen by ferns, but which seems
peculiarly suitable for both the present plant and the
Scolopendr-ium.

A. Rvta-mnraria (the "Wall Rue)—so named in allusion to

the nature of its favomite places of abode.—Small and in-

conspicuous, like the two following.

A. (litem ifoliuni (Alternate-leaved Spleenwort).—Esteemed
by cultivators as one of om' very rarest fems.

A. septcntrionale (Forked Spleenwort).—Not so rare as

the preceding, but a local plant. It occurs in Wales, West-
moreland, Perthshu-e, and grows in considerable abundance
on the rocks at Arthur's Seat, Edinbm'gh.

A. Trichomanes (the Common Spleenwort) is indeed the

commonest species of the genus, but a beautiful plant,

although when transferred to the flower-pot it does not in

all cases long retain its native luxuriance and beauty.

A. viride (tlie Green Spleenwort) resembles the preceding,

but is a neater plant, and a much rarer one, being con-

fined to mountainous districts. It may readily be cUstin-

guished by its green rachis, that of the Trichomanes being

black.

(To he continued.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouhle and
expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of
The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.^'

Lachenalia Tricolor (A Sutjscrilier).— It will do admirably in a

window. See what is said of it in the third volume. The pretty tubular

flowers are produced in abundance at the end of short flower-stallcs from

nine to fifteen inches in length. Sandy loam, with an equal portion of

peat-earth, or very reduced leaf-mould, suits it well
;
give little water

until it is growing freely. It forces well ; and by keeping it dry when
not growing, it may be brought into bloom at almost any time. For

your window do not hurry it, as it will bloom the finer the farther the

sun gets from the dark days.

Veronica Speciosa and Pjttosporum Undulatum (/. W.).—
" Can these be wintered in a cool greenhouse ? " Yes. " Are there any

other varieties of either plant that may be so wintered?" Yes

—

Veronica

decunsata, tahiata, parvifiora, and perfotiuta ; but we neither praise them
nor s/ieeiosa greatly, though the foliage of the latter is pretty. Pittospo-

rum tobira is hardier than tindalatum, and its white flowers are equally

fragrant. There are, also, remhitvm, tomentosum^nA fulmim, all yellow,

and coriaceum, blue, which is rather more tender. Both genera like loam

and peat ; and cuttings of young wood, getting firm, strike freely in May,

when inserted in sand and covered with a bell-glass

CuRVSANTHEMoms ( W. 11'.).—These with lanky stems you wish to

make bushy. After striking and potting them in spring, pinch the tops

off them repeatedly, which will make them bushy ; but do not pinch after

July.

Propagating Camellias (J/. G.l.—Take ripened young shoots, cut

them into what lengths you please, but every bud will make a cutting,

severing them from each other between the joints, slice off a little of the

wood on the side opposite the bud—each cutting will thus consist of the

bud, its leaf, and a piece of wood above and more below the bud—insert

these buds into sand, placed above sandy peat, and place in a hotbed with a

hand-glass over them. If put in in autumn, many will be sti'uck before

spring. Without bottom-heat, they must be kept in a shady place in

the greenhouse, and get a lift on witlr bottom-heat in the spring. Larger

cuttings must be cut across at a joint in the usual way. Grafting is best

done in spring, having the assistance of a moist genial hotbed.

Fuchsia [G. F.).—As your plants are in nine and twelve-inch pots,

unless you wish them very large, we would advise shaking the soil from

the roots, and repotting in fresh soil, trimming the roots a little, just

after the tops begin to break, and using the same sized pots.

Azaleas {Ibid).—"Plants 2 ft. 6 in. high, shifted into 12 and U-inch

pots in March, shall I shift them again in Rlarch, or allow them to bloom

in their present pots?" Allow them to bloom ; do not touch the roots

until then ; and, unless very much matted at the roots, we would, after

flowering, merely top-dress, and let them stand another season.

Cvclahien Seedlings {Bath).—These have been very much shaken

in the bos in which they were sown, and you think injured. You may
either pot them or allow them to remain, with a little fresh soil strewed

among them, until they begin to grow. In either ease, give little or no

water until fresh growth has commenced ; but see that the tubers are not

so dry as to shrivel.

Climbing Shrubs, &c. {O. F.).—We will see what can be done so

far as we can understand you.

BIagnolia Grandiflora [J. B.).—To prevent the young wood of

this growing against a rustic fence fi-om being cut by the frost, place

stout rods against it a little longer than the top leaves, and when quite

dry thatch it with long dry straw, after the manner of cottage bee hives ;

or tie the thick ends of the straw in little bundles, and after packing

three inches thick of small broken straw or ferns among the leaves place

the tied straw astride the whole ; the tops of the rods will hold this, and

a packthread tied round the middle of the thatch will keep all right.

Your dark Pelargonium, like Jtolinskii, must be Belle d'Afric or Afrique,

and the other Yetmeniana grandifiora or one of its seedlings ; but to be

quite sure we ought to have seen a fresh flower of each. Punch is scarlet,

and no mistake.

BoEViNG Bees (B. B.).— 1. The ropes of straw are simply wound

round the hive, beginning at the bottom, enclosing the entrance of course,

and gradually ascending to the top. The earth being throwm into the

pit as the hive is in process of binding, it of course keeps each straw-

band in its place. The hive thus encased, had best be surmounted by

some old pan or pail, or a few old slates, previous to its complete inter-

ment. 2. It is difficult to say whether the tube is necessary ; presuming

that it is not, I have this day (November 8) buried a hive which has no

communication whatever with the external air. StiU, as this is interred
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in a peculiar ivay, although it lacks a tube, it 13, methinks, not the less

advisable to apply one to a straw-covered hive interred in the manner

recommended by me before. 3. The tube should. I think, be inserted at

the entrance, and proceed straight up the sides of the hive, the straw

being ivoiind nnind it part of the way u]) (1. e., the tube is to run between

the straw binding and the hive), its shape bc-ing something of this

shape, S- The hive alluded to above, was Iniricd in the following

manner :—A hole having been dug, 3 feet deep and 4 feet square, in a

gravelly soil, was p^ved with a shovelful or two of large stones, upon

which a piece of old board was placed. The hive (weighing 1 li lbs. of

contents), with its entrance open to its full width, was now [not bound

with straw or anything else) lowered into the pit upon 'Us usual board, it

being made to rest upon the piece of M-ood already adjusted on the stones.

A quantity of full-sized slates were next arranged all round the hive,

sloping outward from its roof (against which they lean), one overlapping

the other in such a manner that all moisture which falls from aljove

must glide away from the hive. The earth having then been thrown in

half-way up the hive upon the slates, a milk-i)an (their usual roof in

KuniQier) was placed bottom upwards over the hive; this done, the pit

was finally filled up, and a mound raised over it. By this plan of inter-

ment a vacant space all round the hive is secured, which it is hoped will

answer all the necessary purpose of hive ventilation as effectually as need

a tube communicating with the open air above.—A Country Curate.

Ereor at Page 85.—" In the hurry of writing, or printing, the name
of the author, Dr. Steudel, is not spelled right, neither is the title of his

work rightly given. It shuuld run thus; Steudel's Nomenclator Bo-
tnnicus. The work is in two volumes, and twice arranged alphabetically.

The first giving the genera and species, with all their synonymes
; and

the second the synonymes themselves in the order of the alphabet, re-

ferring thcDi to the true names. The work was only published a few

years back. I looked over it for some new names, in the library of the

Horticultural Society, in Regent-street ; and I thought it the very best

catalogue I had ever seen or heard of before. I do not know the price

or the publisher; but any of the foreign booksellers in London could

And it out,—D. Beaton."
Brunsvigia {J. D.).—Yes, you are right ; but we were asked what to

do noiv with a Brunsvigia that was growing out of doors all the summer,
and knowing the confusion of that part of the family, we took it to be

Aminocharis, and advised accordingly. Of course all Brunsvigias grow
in winter and rest in summer, as you would have seen in former pages.

Fig just Transplat-jted {W, H. G.)-—Pray cover your fig prepara-

tory to hard weather, and do not prune until next April. As soon as its

shoots begin to bud, notice which are most likely to produce side shoots

to furnish the space allotted, and prune accordingly. You will remember
we advise the tying-down system, as practised for pears, &c. ; and that

in such an event the leaders must be at least twelve inches apart. If

your strong shoots are much nearer, you will have to cut down several

for successive shoots ; it may be alternate ones, if the distance be suit-

able. We should not fear to throw the main leaders fifteen inches apart,

if tying down and stopping were resorted to. Above all, take care to

avoid grossness.

Orchard [J. L., Banhury).—Do you not fear that the horse will bark

your orchard trees ? Vv'ould it not be well to employ the land between

the apple-trccs in growing root crops ? You might lay down your extra

land in grass for the horse. The cow, however, may be trusted in the

orchard, perhaps, if under grass ; but much depends on the size of the

apple-trees, and their position. "We should, indeed, hope to accomplish

your objects in the main, but you will have to buy much of marl. Your
soil appears pretty good, and deep enough, but may, perhaps, require a

little draining. M'e have heard it affirmed that a good coat of cinder

ashes will destroy moss, but we never proved it. Ashes are notorious for

encouraging white clover, and we should always use them to mix with

other top-dressings for grass land. We conceive that white clover,

highly encouraged, will, of itself, extirpate the moss by suff'oeatlon. Your
mode of setting forth the strata of your soil is a good idea. We will

shortly offer a specimen adapted to querists, in an improved form, as

regards fruit-tree and vegetable culture.

LiLLiUM Japomcum {Brenttnglif Cottage).—Are you sure your plant

is Lilium japonicum? if so, it is quite hardy if you plant the bulbs sis

inches deep in a peat border, in which it will do better than in loam ; but

many are miscalled i/. japonicum. At any rate, as soon as the lea\es

fade, cut down the stems, and put the pot in some dry place till March,
and by that time you will see it sprouting.

Neglected Ivy {S.).—You must cut in the breast-wood—the " over-

hanging tendrils"—of your ivy, and that very severely too, otherwise
some stormy night it wdl all come down, and, perhaps, some of your

house with it. About the end of April is the best time to cut it; and in

six weeks or two months the bare old wood will be clothed again as green

as you please. But losing all one's overhanging tendrils at one sweep is

more than you can bear; therefore cut out every other branch at first,

and next season tinish them. You might leave a few of the bottom ones

for years to come, by way of consolation.

Celery Cankering (/iirf.).—We should certainly try the black sandy
soil you name for the trenches. It is difficult to say what is the cause of

your celery cankering, as we do not know the soil or situation. Celery

is most liable to canker in an ill-drained soil.

Red Bug on Canaries {J. S., Kingston).—A very good authority

writes to us thus ;—" In answer to your inquiry relative to the red bug in

breeding cages, &c., I beg to state that canaries and other birds are very

subject to these pests, especially during breeding time, which irritate them,
so much that they rarely are able to sit sufficiently close to hatch the eggs.

The only way to rid them, is to plunge the cages into scalding water, and
thus destroy brood and eggs ; the birds will pick them out from their own
feathers. If the rages are well cleansed aftenvards with soap and water,

the birds will do very well. Breeders are very particular in seeing to this

before the birds are put together, and care must be taken that the moss
and hair is perfectly clean and free before given to the birds, which is

best done by scalding that and drying it after."

Campanula Carpatica {Elise).—We have said erroneously, at

page 92, that this is sown one year and flowers the nest. If sown in the

spring it flowers the same year.

Pine Apple (A Subscriberfrom the Beginning).—You will find what
you require, we think, in Mr. Errington's papers. If you require a

monthly epitome of Pine culture, buy The Gardener's Almanack for

I85I, which is published this day by the Stationers' Company.
Work on English Botany {\V. Yates).—Without being able to

say that it is " the best and cheapest," yet we can recommend to you
MacgiUivraifs edition of Withering's Arrangement of British Plants,

It is a pocket volume. I\Ir. Sowerby's work is very high priced.

Rabbit Trespassing (W. Lambton).—If your neighbour's rabbit

comes into your garden through a fence, which he is bound to keep in

repair, and after you have given him notice, you might recover in the County
Court for the damage done. But we think that more neighbourly modes
of preventing the trespass and injury might be adopted.

Cape Bulbs {A Constant Subscriber).—All the Cape bidbs above the

size of a pigeon's egg are of the lily tribe, and will require to be planted

in good loam, with one-third sand, in pots, and the bulbs buried, except

just the neck, and to get no water till they make leaves two inches long

;

but first of all try the bottoms of them and the dry coating about the

neck, to look for white bugs, which often accompany them, and which

will breed fast if not at once destroyed. Those in the dry hard brown
envelopes belong to the Irids, such as Gladiolus, J.ria, Sec. ; clear away
all the coatings, and pot the bulbs in loam and one-half peat, with a little

sand. Any smaller than crocus roots must have nothing but peat and
sand, and no water till they show leaves. They are greenhouse plants,

all of them.

To Preserve Unripe Figs.—I beg to forward you the following

receipt, which I can strongly recommend :—Take the figs and cut off the

end of the stem, then run a silver skewer through them
;

put them
immediately into salt and water, in which let them remain two hours :

then throw them into a jar or skillet, which place over a stove to simmer
until tender; strain them quite dry (this process being to extract the

milky juice which exists in them). The figs being drained of the salt

and water put them into as much rich syrup as will cover them, allow-ing

for shrinking ; then throw them into the jar or skillet with some ginger,

and let them simmer until they become as soft as a preserve should be.

They harden after boiling and become like citron.—A Mouern House-
wife.
Trellising (M. B. B.).—WTiat is called galvanized iron trollising,

painted of the colour of the house front, is best, though not the cheapest

at first. Iron trellis will not attract lightning to your house ; but if your

house was struck by the lightning, it would help to carry it away down
to the earth, like a lightning conductor.

Abutilon Striatum (ir. D. Paine).—This bears upon the shoots of

young wood, and should not be much pruned in autumn or winter. Your
questions relative to the " five pound greenhouse " will be answered

next week, with more particulars and illustrations.

Tulip Tree (E. B.}.—This is the Liriodendron tuUpifera, and is of

the Linniean class and order Polyandria Polygynia. Its flowers are dull

yellow and red. Winter spinach should be thinned to sLx inches apart in

the row.

Old Tan (T. Ecans).—This if well-decayed and soaked with amrao-
niacal liquor from the Eas-^vorks, will make an excellent manure for your
kitchen garden.

Pigs (J. B. H.).—A pig usually attains its full growth at eighteen

months old, which is a good age at which to convert it into bacon. For
particulars as to food for fatting, we refer you to page 358 of our last

volume. In large animals, for every 20 lbs. they weigh when alive you
will get about 14 lbs. of pork ; but in smaller pigs only about 12 lbs.

la.ME FOR Potatoes {Clericwi).—We have planted all our potatoes.

Slake your lime with water before you spread it over the ground, and
apply it just previously to digging the ground for planting.

Beer always Tuick {J. U7/f;j/t}.—You tap it too soon; let it

remain undisturbed until it has worked itself fine.

Potatoes in Ricu Ground (G. i^.}.—Plant your potatoes at once,

without any addition. Use ^\hole sets; plant six inches deep, as you
dig ; and do not trample on the ground until hoeing time arrives. Ash-
leaved Kidneys may be now planted.

Elder-flower ^\'ine.—'"A Subscril)cr" would be obliged by a
recipe for this which baa been called " English Frontiniac." Any of our

readers sending one which they know to be good will oblige.

London: Printed by Harry' Wooldhidge, M'inclicster High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of Londou.—November 21st, 1850.
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neck are two brown transverse stripes bent fonxards. In the month of '

August or September the larva is fully grown, and ready for its chantre. :

It now leaves the corn-heap and betakes itself to its winter quarters. The i

cracks and fissures in the lloor. in the walls, and in the roof of the granaries. '

are full of larvic at this time ; they gnaw the wood into fine chips, from
which they form themselves a cocoon or pupa-case in the same ^\ay as I

they previously formed their web. In this ease the larvie remains with- i

out taking anv nourishment the whole winter. Not till March, April, or

even Mav, according as the warm weather sets in, is it transformed into

a brown pupa, the posterior part of which is much lighter than the other
part, and the last segment of which is provided with two points. In
about three weeks the pupa pushes itself by means of these points nearly
half out of its case ; and in about half an hour afterwards the skin split's

and the moth comes out.

—

{Tri'titise oit InaectsA
When grain is atfected with this grub, the most etfcctual remedy is to

submit the grain for some hours to a heat of about 200°. This kills the
grub, but the grain is afterwards just as good for grinding, and probably
for sowing too, as if it had not been thus heated.

What the Baohab is among trees, aud the Bafflma

Arnoldu is among parasites, the Victoria Lotus, or Water

Lily, stands fortli among the water plants. It is the

foremost, the most beautiful, and the sweetest of all that

dwell within the waters, and, therefore, fitly dedicated to

our Island Queen. Not one of the least extraordinaiy

facts connected with this sovereign of the Water lilies is

that, familiar to Europeans as have been the products

of South xVmerica for some centuries, traversed as have

been her rivers, ransacked as have been her mountams

and streams for their natural productions, and though

the seeds of this very plant were known in her markets,

yet this, one of the monarchs of the vegetable world, was

not even indistinctly known until the year 1827.

Wo have now before us an appropriate biogi'aphy of

this beautiful aquatic, in one of the most elegant little

volumes recently issued from the press. It is entitled,

TIte Royal Water Lily of South America, and the Water

Lilies of our own Land ; their History and Cultivation.

Its author is Mr. Lawson, to whom our pages are

indebted for a monthly comment on our "Wild Flowers."

We recommend it without any reservation to oiu' readers,

for they will find in it all that is at present known rela-

tive to the Victoria Lotus, with some very good coloured

illustrations of its appeai'ance, and of the appearance of

ouv native Water lilies when floating in their appro-

priate element.

Tlie Victoria Lotus, as is stated by Mr. Sowerby, has

been noticed under the si.\ following names by the

authors, and at the dates attached to them :

—

" Buryale Amazonica, Poeppig, 18.32 ; Nymphtca flctoria,

Schomburgk, 1837 ; Tictoria Eegina, Gray, 1837 ; J'ictoria

Reyalis fGray) ? 1837 ; Victoria Reyia, Lindley, 1837—
Hooker, 1846 ; Tictoria Cniziana, D'Orhigny, 18i0. It is

clear that the oldest of these names is Eurrale Amazouica
(and uuless it he thought proper to accept the provincial
names, one of them must be employed) ; now, therefore,
tliat it is found that the plant does not belong to the genus
Euryale, and that it forms the type of a new genus, the
specific name Amazonica ought to he retained, or rather it

ought never to have been altered. As for the ' permission
of lier JIajesty,' om- loyalty need not to he alarmed, for it

appears most probable that the 'permission' oidy applied
to the name Victoria along with the generic name Nyiuphaja
in Sir E. Schomburgk's letter before it ivas revised, Eegina
being an afterthought. Her Majesty mil not be oiiended
by that name being adopted ^vhich is most in accordance
with accepted rules. I would, therefore, call it A'ictoria Ama-
zonica. The Victoria Cruziana of DOrbigiiy is supposeil to
\>ii only a variety."

Now, as tlie new ilower is certainly not an Euryale,

and there are stilficient distinctive characters to separate

it from the old Nympha:a, there cp.ri be no objection to

the next generic name, Victoria, even if founded only

upon the claim of botanical precedence. However, a

big-endian-anddittle-endiiin controversy has arisen as

to the right, founded on the order of time, of calling it

regia, or reyina—a dispute so important that we shall not

venture to intrude into the contest.

Regia, meaning royal, we shall venture to use it as

the most appropriate, until we are convinced that by so

doing we shall be guilty of botanical heresy, and will

now leave such weighty matters to make room for what

is more agreeable, a sketch of the histoiy of the plant.

Victoria regia, the Royal Victoria Water Lotus, is

found in some of the far inland and still waters con-

nected with the branches of the Elvers Plate and Ajua-

zon; and the first botanist whose heart was gladdened

by its discovery was M. Haanke ; be found it on the

marshy banks of the Eiver ilamore, somewhere about

the year 1801; but M. Hasnke was added to the martyrs

of science, and almost the only note of his discovery will

be found in the foUowmg e.Ktraot from the papers of a

subsequent discoverer :

—

" In the year 18'.;7, M. A. D'Orbigny discovered this vege-

table wonder on the river Pai'ana, at a part of this ' majestic
stream ' nearly a league in breadth, although distant 000
miles from its junction with the Rio Plata. He communi-
cated specimens, along with his other collections, to the
Museum of Natural History at Paris, in the same yeai'. He
gives a verj- interesting account of the Victoria AVater lUy,

and also of another allied plant, which he supposes to he a

distinct species, althouglt we feel more inclined to follow the

general opinion of botanists in considering it a variety only,

more especially since Mr. Spruce has recently obseived

difl'erent flowers from tlie same root, varying in their appear-

ance, and uniting the characters of Victoria Eegia and M.
D'Orbigny's second species, for which he proposes the name
of Victoria Cruziana. To the Botanical Mayuziuc ai'e we in-

debted for 51. D'Orbigny's remarks in an English di'oss, and
these are withal so interesting, besides containing almost all

the information that is known concerning the supposed
seco/id species, that we must iutr'oduce them here at full

length. He says :
—

' If there exists in the animal kingdom
creatmes whose size, compared with our own, commands ad-

miration by their enormous statm'e ; if we also gaze mth
wonder on the giants of the vegetable kingdom, we nuiy well

take especiid pleasure in surveying any peculiarly ^vonderflU

species of those genera of plants which are already known to

us only in nrore moderate dimensions. I shaU endeavour to

express not only my own feeUngs, but those of MM. Bon-
pland and Hasnke, for we were all alike struck with lU'ofound

emotion on beholding the two species of TicturUi which form
the subject of this note. For eight months 1 had been in-

vestigating, in all directions, the province of Corriehtes,

when, early in 1827, descending the river Parana, in a frail

pirogue, I arrived at a part of this majestic stream where,

though more than 900 miles distant from its junction with

the Bio Plata, its breadth yet nearly attained a league. The
surrounding scenery was in keeping with this splendid river;

all was on a grand and imposing scale, and being myself,

only accompanied by two Guarani Indians, I silently contem-
plated the mid and lovely view around me ; and I must con-

fess that, amid all this watery waste, I longed for some vege-

tation on which my eye might rest, and longed in vain !

Ere long, reaching a place called the Arroyo do San .Tost, I

observed that the marshes on either side the river were
bordered with a green and tio.athig surface; andtlie (luaranis

told me thnt Ihey called the plant in question '\rupc,'

literally water-platter, from y, water, and ruj.c, a dish, lis

general aspect reminded mc oE our Xi-iiiqiliar, belonging
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to the family Ni/mphrraccir. Nearly a mile of water

was overspread witli huge roiiiiil-margined leaves, among
which shone, sprinkled here and there, tlio magnificent

flower;*, white and pink, scenting the air with their delicious

fragrance. I hastened to load my pin^gue witli leaves,

flowers, and fruits. Each leaf, itself as heavy as a man could

carry, floats on the water hy means of the air-cells con-

tained in its thick projecting innimieralile nerves, and is

beset, like the ilowev-stalks and fruit, with long spines. The
ripe fruit is full of roundish black seeds, white and mealy
witliiu. AVhen I reached Corrieutes, I hastened to make a

drawing of this lovely AVater lily, and to show my prize to

the inhabitants ; and they informed me that the seed is a

valuable article of food, which, being eaten roasted like

maize, has caused the plant to be called Water-maize (Mais
delAgua). I afterwards heard from an intimate friend of

M. Bonpland, the companion and fellow-labourer of the fa-

mous Humboldt, that having visited accidentally, eiglit years

previously to my visit, a place near the little river called

Riochuyo, he had seen from a distance tliis superb plant,

and had well nigh precipitated himself off the raft into the

river, in his desire to seciu'e specimens, and that JI. Bon-
pland had been able to speak of little else for a wdiole month.
I was so fortunate as to get dried leaves, flowers, and fruits,

and also to put other specimens in spirits ; and about the

end of IS'JT, I liad the delight of sending them, vrith my
other botanical and zoological collections, to the Museum of

Natural History at Paris. Five years afterwards, when
travelling in Central America, in tlie country of the wild

Guarayos, a tribe of Guarauis, or Caxibs, I made acquain-

tance with Father La Cueva, a Spanisli missionary, a good
and well informed man, beloved for his patriarchal virtues,

and one who earnestly devoted himself to the conversion of

the natives. The traveller, after spending a year among
Indians, may easily appreciate the pleasure of meeting with

a human being who can understand and exchange senti-

ments witli him ; and I eagerly embraced tlie opportunity of

conversing with this venerable old mau, who had passed
thirty years of his life among the savages. In one of our
interviews, he happened to mention the famous botanist

Htonke, who had been sent by the Spanish government to

investigate the vegetable productions of Peru, and the fruit

of whose labours lias been unfortunately lost to science.

Father La Cueva and Hajnke were together in a pu-ogue

upon the Pio Mamore, one of the great trilnitaries of the

Amazon river, when they discovered in the mai'shes, by the

side of the stream, tliis plant which was so surpassingly beau-

tiful and extraordiirary, that Hajnke, in a transport of admi-

ration, fell on his knees, and expressed aloud his sense of

the power and magnificence of the Creator in his works.

They halted, and even encamped, pm'posely near the spot,

and quitted it mth much reluctance.' "

—

Laicson's Water
Lilies, :3-->-(j.

Various attempts, all more or less abortive, were made

to introditce the Victoria into our stoves, until the year

1849.

" This time, the seeds were put into phials oi jjure water,

and forwarded per mail to the Kew Gardens by two gentle-

men, whoso names will long remain on record in connection

with the Victoria's history—Hugh Rodio, Esq., JLD.,

and Luckie, Esq., George Town, Demerara. The first

arrival of seeds from these gentlemen was in February, 18i9.

These seeds proved quite perfect and fresh ; and three other

importations, sent at difterent times, shortly afterwards, all

arrived safely at Kew in the like good condition. By the

end of March, six healthy plants had been raised from the

seeds first received from jfessrs. Eodie and Luckie, and
those which afterwards came to hand continued to gemiinate
from time to time. More than fifty plants were in all x^ro-

duced, and were in good condition by the latter end of sum-
mer.

" So soon as the seedUngs were in a fit state for safe re-

moval, they were liberally distributed to distinguished pirivate

cultivators and pubhe gardens in various parts of the country.

It was only in some of the establishments, however, to which
it was sent, where accommodation sufficient for tlie colossal

Water lily could be provided, and in such only did the plants

survive. In a few instances, under the most favourable cir-

cumstances, have the plants been successfully cultivated, and
produced flowers and fruit.

" Among other gardens to which tlie seedlings of the Vic-
toria were sent, one was received on the 3rd of August, 1849,
at Cliatsworth, the seat of the Duke of Devimshu'c, long
celebrated as one of the first horticiiltural establishments of

Europe, and of peculiar interest to the bot.anist and tlie

scientific gardener, from the magnificent display of rare

exotic plants whicli it at all times contains. Mr. Paxton,
chief gardener to his Grace, being anxious to afford the \ic-

toria every accommodation, and, if possible, to bring it into

a flowering condition, immediately prepared a tank, expressly
for its reception, measuring twelve feet square, wherein it

was planted on the 10th of August. Although the plant

was of very limited dimensions when received from Kew,
ha\-ing only four leaves, the largest of which measured only
four inclies iu diameter, yet it soon increased greatly in size,

and, by the latter end of September, nineteen leaves were
formed, the largest measuring three feet six inches across,

or about eleven feet iu circumference. The tank became so

crowded of leaves, that it was soon necessary to enlarge it

to double its original size, to allow of the full development of

the plant; and it was not long before even that "was found
insufficient for the extent of its gigantic foliage. Although
there were only thirteen leaves, yet the dimensions of each
measm'ed from four to four feet six inches across, or from
sixteen to eighteen feet round. It was obseiwed, that al-

though the plant was thriving vigorously, yet the loaves,

which had always been described by observers of the Lily in

her native waters as curiously turned up in the edges, re-

mained quite flat—an occurrence for which various causes
have been assigned. Even in this form, however, the foliage

was very buoyant, altliough certainly not so nmch so as

when fully developed under the suitable natural comlitions.

It is related of the Cliatsworth plant, that a young lady en-

joyed a sail on one of the gigantic leaves, a board being
placed upon it to prevent her feet going through the fragile

vegetable texture. Thus, as ha-s been remarked. Homer's
fabulous story of Venus floating on the Water lily leaf might
be repeated as a practical feat, instead of remaining a merely
poetical fiction. When the jilant increased in age, the leaves

presented a different appearance, and the peculiar turned up
margins, not observable at first, became evident, so much
so, that some of the leaves are described as having ' pire-

sented a jierfect rim, like that of a common garden sieve,'

although in no instance has this been so remarkable as in

the wild plant when grown in the American waters.

"On the 1st of November, 1849, a flower-bud appeared
upon the Victoria at Cliatsworth, indicating a condition of

advancement beyond what had been attained by any of the

other plants, at Kew, or elsewhere in England. By 'this time,

thirty-one additional leaves had been produced, the largest

of which measured four feet ten inches in diameter. Some
of the more vigorous leaves, at particular stages of their

growth, are recorded to have increased in diameter at the

remarkable rate of sixteen or eighteen inches in one day.

On the evening of Thursday, the Btli of the same month,

between five and eight o'clock, the petals of this flower

partially opened ; but they again closed dm-ing sunlight on
Friday the 9tli, and fully expanded the same evening—tlius

rewarding the care, skill, and industry, wdiicli Mr. Paxton
had expended in its culture, by according to him the lionom-

of flowering, for the first time in Em-ope, the most exti-aor-

dinary and'the most beautiful vegetable production of the

tropics, the successful cultivation of wliioh had baffled tlie

skill of the celebrated horticulturists wlio had previously

attempted it."

We have seen this beautiful aquatic, and must confess

that the flower disappointed us, as little exceeding in

beauty our own White Water lily; but the leaf certainly

surpassed our expectation in the novelty of its construe-

tiou, to say nothing of its form and size. It belongs to

the Natural Order Wafer Ulies (Nymphseacete), and to

Vi-Pohjandria l-Monogynia of Linuffius.-::

* The Rev. R. A. C. will find ditectlous for the cultivation of this and

all other water plants, under the title Aquatics in the fourth number of

The Cott.\ge Gardeners' Dictionary.
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A FIVE-POUND GREENHOUSE.

Since we wrote iipou tliis suliject at page bO, wu liavu

received so luaiiy inquiries for i'lirlliev details, tliat we

have liad no alternative but to trouble our friend J. B.,

and by the aid of his jien, and by the aid of tlie pencil

of liis wife, who is no mean artist, we lay the following

before our readers, requesting such of thoui as have sent

us queries to glean answers as they travel on :

—

" I am Sony any of your readers ha^ e fallun into the

hands of such livals as the stove makers. They may com-
fort themselves with the reflection that the greatest rivahy

exists among equals, and then their ditticidty and delay ^^^ll

have an end. ^'ery likely there is not a pin to choose be-

tween eitlier the vessels or the fuel. The action of the stove

I have I know, therefore I approve of it, without condemn-
ing the other.

" Now, for other queries in order. I was not content with

the pan only, because it did not sene the same puiiiose as

the oven. The pan being small and shallow, and placed
innnediately upon the sto\e, would get \"ery liot in weather
which required all the beat the sto\ e could produce ; and,

therefore, it wiU be perceived I did not use it imtil the

sharpest pai't of the winter had passed; and then, with the

reduced temperature, it was quite hot enough to strike cut-

tings of A"erbenas and Petunias in ten or twelve days, to pot
off and prepare for bedding otit. My oven being much lower
in temperature, woidd not have accomplished this, but
neither woidd the pan have suited my seeds ; in the pan,
the seedlings woidd have spmdled up in a few days, weakly
plants at the best, and every one must have been potted and
preserved; whereas, coming up gently in the oven ( which
was more than a yard one way, and neai'ly as much the
other), my seeds came uj) sturdy fellows in rows four inches

apart. I had two dozen ditferent kinds of seed in, all at one
time, and when the weather suited to plant them out, a

small trowel lifted a few at a time, without any disturbance,

and they rejoiced in their new situation as if no removal
had occun'ed. It will also be seen that, as the weather
became milder, there woidd be no necessity to continue the
beat under the oven, except when the house reqiured it. On
the contrary, the slips of Verbenas, &c., when once put in

to the sand, required a continuous heat. Another reason
why the oven was preferable for general use was, that the
biicks around, although loose and otfering no hindrance to

free circulation of the heat, grew wann in themselves, and
increased the general temperature. Another reason was,
that in order to rfplenish the stove, it was needful to lift the

Ijan off every time this operation was performed ; and as

more delicate arms than mine were sometiiues engaged in

this operation, we did not continue it longer tlian was abso
lutely requhed.

"The pan we found useful for strildng sUps and germinat-
ing such seeds as ciicuinbcr, pumphiii^ Ijyrmiea^ Iiidiun coii-

volvii/iis, and such things as when struck, or up two inches,
cotdd be potted off. I have now (Oct. 23rd) line bloonnng
Ijlants of Salvia.'i^ Ageruimn^ Cch'ifis, NiereviOeri/ia, and of

many other plants whose names I do not know (the slips of
which I begged from ray friends, the working gardeners,
vhilo visiting their houses in February and the beginning
of March), tcigethcr with almost eveiy Muiely of Ftu-hsitf,

all of w bich owe then' origin to my pan.

"The oven is suitable for seeds and such things as ai'e not
required to grow quickly, and yet which are greatly liolpen

by a slight bottom heat, and which, again, will not suffer by
ha\ing that under heat occasionally removed.

" The charcoal I get is procurable at any of the London
dealers, price Is. for a two-bushel sack ; the pieces about the
size of a walnut. It is well to keep by you some lai'ger char-
coal for lighting, and also when the i^eather is extremely
ciild to nnx with the fine)', in order to increase the draught.
The (pinntity consumed depends on the coldness of the
weathei'.

"My blim! is fixed at the top of the roof, the roller passing

up and down when
rcipiircd, ay shown
in tho accompany-
ing drawings. A
thick string jjasses

from the band
roinul a iiuUey

li.ved at the corner

of the roof, au<l

continues ouwiu-d

to the wheel at-

tached to one end

of the pole. Sup-
posing the wheel to

be at the bottom, that is, let down, the stiing will then be
turned many times round the large wheel, say six inches in

diameter. The aclion is

thus :—You pull the siring

passing over the pulley,

which unwinds the strung

turned many limes round
the wheel, and as the string

is gathered into the band
the pole turns round, winds
up the blind, and proceeds

«ith its burden until safely

landed under its wooden
covering at the tup. There
is some Uttle accommoda-
tion required to learn how

best to get the lai end of the pole to reach its destination at

the same tune as the near end ;
but this, Id^e ail such mat-

ters, simply requires a slight obsenation to malce the

aiTaugement simple and effectual. My covering or locker

for the blind, when drawni up, works on hinges and shuts

down, restmg on the roof; thus seeming the blind from rain

or damp.
" The bearers I mentioned are four in number, about three

inches from the roof, half an inch thick, and ai-e not m-
teuded for strength, but to preserve the heat generated

within, and to exclude more effectually the outer cold as

once directed in The Cottage Ct^vrdeser. You will per-

ceive that my bearers project beyL.nd the glass at the lower

ends. I let the bhnd down one foot beyond the glass, which,

I Uiink, will quite serve the purpose of a blind for the front

in keepmg out the frost.

" My winter hlaid is composed of a brown coaree stout

stuff, such as is used for packing, namely two yai-ds wide, at

Od. per yard. Before I fixed up my cloth, it was stretched

on the ground, and brushed well over twice with boiled lin-

seed oil. Tlie rain runs off, leading the under side quite

drj'. This oiling also fills up the intervals between tlie

threads and adds to the wannth, besides rendeiing it more
durable. If no smnmer shade is required, it would be better

to remove the winter covering altogether when done with.

" I gave the stove maker 2s. for tlie pan and for altering

the register.
" I have had my greenhouse but one winter, and fashioned

it for the sole purpose of keepmg my Gerniiiiims ; therefore,

geraniums of e\eiy variety formed my main store. I did,

indeed, manage to keep Fcliiiiias, and I'erliciias, nnd Phloxes,

and a few other trifles in blossom the greater part of the

winter; and, for the firstseason, these were sufficient gratifi-

cation for a young arlisle. This winter I am tr\ ing a higher

flight with some other plants, but bow I shall succeed time

only wiU show. I begin well with O'eraniiims, likely, in suc-

cession, to flower for months to come ; the seroli/olia

Fuchsia flowers all the winter I am told; the Cilisasi^ a

good pilant, and the Acacias, or Mimosas, are looking well for

early flower. I have also the Lolas promising to blossom

for some time to come, and the Cajihea. By ]ilanting slips

in autumn, I hope to liave Fetaaias and J'erlieiias in (lower

tluougb Ibe winter, though inferior to those invigorated by

the summer sun. There are the ('r«ss»/(is, the Seihmi, and the

Mesembrijaiitlutiuim of that Iribc, and the Flumbaijo Caprnsis,

Then for climbers, I have the Tropaohim Lobbiaiuim and the

Cobea scaiulciis now in flower. Then there are the Tree

violels and the Aarieiilu, old, indeed, in name, but scarcely

to be matcbrd bv the moderns.
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"P. S. I have been asked, wlictlior the pan would do for

liot water? The removal of the pan with water woidd bo
dangeroiia to the ciiidera and sand above, nuless it had a
water-tight covering ; but no doubt it would answer. Tlie

Icniiicridiirc of my house (see the dimensions) could bo
raised by the stove I had, about 15°, witli the register open
wide. liCaving Iho register in a certain position, tlie lieat

evolved would continue tlie same, but the temperature of tlie

house would be regulated by the e.^ternal atmosphere.
" J. B."

FKONT or QEEENHOUSE INSIDE.

THE FEUIT-GARDEN.
Proteotion iT.oji FnosT.—The fig is one of the first

in the fruit way lo require a little defence against severe

weather ; bnt there is no occasion, indeed it is bail

policy, to cover up too soon, for such frosts as occur

before December sets in tend rather to harden the wood
than otherwise. Moreover, covering for a very long

period is apt to engendei' an amount of confined damp,

which is in a degree prejudicial to the bark of most tilings

in the vegetable kingdom. Close covering should be

avoided with the fig : this is a tree which does not need

much protection. There are several modes of covering

practised, but we are not aware of any better than that of

sticking in either spruce boughs, or fronds of fern, as thiclv

as possible ; commencing at the bottom of the wall, aiul

overlaying each tier, as in thatching a building or stack.

Spruce is particularly adapted for the purpose, for it

has the desirable property of casting its leaves in a

progressive way in March and April ; thtis gradually

inuring the tender and swelling bud or fruit germ to the

liglit and air.

Some persons tie straw in wisps, and hang these on
lines, overla])ping each line successively, as with the

boughs. This is, however, rather too fussy a proceeding

;

we would have all practices of this kind reduced to a

minimum amount of both trouble and expense, which
two terms indeed, as to gardening in general, are nearly

synonymous.
In former days it used to be a practice, with some

gardeners in the neighbourhood of London, to vmnail

the figs entirely from the wall, then to prtine them, and
finally to bend and strap them down almost parallel

with the horizon; they would then closely encase them
with mats, and really the whole proceeding, when
summed ijp, was tolerably expensive, and without any
commensurate benefits.

Those who cannot get spruce boughs, will do well to

resort to the use of new straw, which may be thus

applied :—Let the operator cast a sharp eye over the

tree or trees, and see if he cannot throw the whole of the

wood into three, four, or more groups, according to their

extent. By a grou^i we mean the fastening, from right

and left, a considerable number of supple or inferior

branches to one of an older and sturdier character, and
which thus being averse to bending is eligible to form,

a centi'e to each group. An extent of walling of some
half a dozen yards in length may thus be thrown into

five or six groups, and they may be drawn very close
together with either willows or string. The gvoujis will,

of course, be nearly perpendicular, and tlio operator may
now merely tic straw (drawn into tliick wisps) aU the
way up and around each group. This plan is so simple
tliat an active labourer will complete half a dozen yards
in a half day's work. (.)f course the whole of the group
must be surrounded with straw, and some may be tuclicd

amongst and behind the shoots towards the wall. We
never knew them suffer during the hardest winter if

thus protected ; still tho fir boughs are better, as requir-
ing no unnailing of the trees.

One thing must here be observed; where figs are very
fruitful it is not unusual to meet with a host of little

fruit late in the autumn; all those wliicli are as large as
a liorse bean may at once bo stripped off, as they are
only exhausting tlie tree,—being sure of destruction.
Another point: figs should not be autumn-pruned. Let
all the shoots remain on until the buds begin to swell
in the end of jVpril, and then tho veriest tyi-o may dis-

tinguish with ease between the good or bearing shoots
and the inferior. After the figs are covered, some coarse
litter should be applied over the surface of the roots
close to the wall, in order to protect the collar from
injury.

The British Queen Sie.vwbeiiiiy.—Here is another
fruit belonging to the protected section, and one so valu-
able, when highly cultivated, as to be deserving of a
considerable amount of care. Everybody admits that it

is somewhat tender, as regards extreme weather we
mean ; as to its presumed tenderness as to cultural ope-
rations, that we have nothing to do with at present.
Wliere they are grown in rows, we advise an immediate
application of mulch, of a somewhat littery character,
such as the half decayed linings of old melon frames, of
about the texture of mushroom dung when sweetened.
This should be tucked in closely, and even a little intro-

duced witli the hand amongst the crowns.
In addition, it will be found capital practice to stick

fir boughs, or the fronds of fern, amongst them, so as to

arrest tlie radiation from tlie root upwards ; and such
may be introduced tolerably thiclc ; that this will obstruct
the light is an argument of no weight whatever between
the end of November and the middle of February. About
the latter j^eriod the mulch will have to be partially
dressed away from the crowns, and may then be spread
between the rows, where it serves the double purpose of
maniuing the soil and encouraging a permanency of
moisture to the surface fibres; for we have known straw-
berry crowns (somewhat elevated above the ordinary
level) sufifering from drought, as to their surface fibres,

in the month of May, whilst all the while the lower
roots were saturated in a cold and undrained soil. In
our opinion, by far too little attention is paid to what
is termed " mulching

;

" in the early part of May, or

even a fortnight sooner in some parts, we would have
all naked soU between strawbeiTy rows covered two
inches thick.

We do hope that our gardening friends will thoroughly
repudiate the idea of cutting awaj' the dccaj'ing leaves

at this period. Let them, rest assured that nature, not
accident, did not decree their shrivelling on the plant in

vain. This is one of tho cases in which a desii'e to

carry out neatness of appearance must give way to a
principle of culture. Neatness is, indeed, a great essen-

tial in all gardening, but as soon as it becomes antago-

nistic to the greatest amount of success, the point should
be instantly given up, unless the circumstances are very
peculiar indeed.

These remarks are intended to apply to all our straic-

hcrries, for in no one case have we ever found a benefit

in this unnatural and forced procedure, but the reverse.

The inventor oftliis piece of error has probably before

now paid the debt of uatiu'e, or we should almost desu-e
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to see liis eavs clipped, in onlor to expiate the iiiisehief

of wliicli lie has heen the ovigiu.

The Black Cubbant.—It may seem odd to pailicu-

hivise this at the present moment, but there is a feature

connected with it in our mind's eye which deserves a

passing notice. If any one wlio cultivates this valuable

fruit by the top-dressing system, as heretofore recom-

niendecl in these pages, will just examiuo its root

action at this period, by merely scraping away a little

of the " mulch " applied last April or May, he will

find miiiiatU of white fibres apparently in full action.

These, it will be readily seen, have been called into

action by the surface dressing, in the absence of that

meddling enemy of ft-uit-trees, the spade. Now, siuce

they have been coaxed to the surface, they should not

bo permitted to be checked by the vicissitudes of a severe
|

frost, without sliglit assistance. "We suggest, therefore, I

what has been long our practice, and that is, that a I

little old mulchy material be spread over their root sur-

face tlie moment they are pruned, and this should be

accomplished fDvthwith.
I

These interesting white fibres are, indeed, a beautiful

illusti-ation of the fact, that the sap of many of our deci-

duous fruits, natives of northern climes, is, perhaps,

never comjileteli/ at rest, even during the period of the

greatest dormancy. No sooner is the celhilar system of

the plant emptied in part of its mere watery surjjlusage,

through the completion of the elaborating period, than
nature at once commences a reiilUng process, which
proceeding, less or more according to circumstances, all

througli the winter, so changes again the whole system
of tlio plant, that the buds become impatient to burst

with the least excitement of a returning spring.

Now, it is not worth while to suffer this revi^ifying

current to expend itself, in renovating portions of the

bush about to be pruned away; better by far to husband
those valuable resources by early pruning; and for this

reason the black currant, above most of our fruits, claims

early attention in this respect. This done, and the

primings cleared away, let a little well decayed niulcliy

material be spread an inch or two over the surface of

the roots.

Having now dipped into miscellaneous matters con-

nected with out-door gardening, let us advise that all

wall-trees be immediately examined, in order to draw all

superfluous or rotten shreds and nails from the trees.

And in order to eft'ect this completely, any remaining
leaves left on the trees may be plucked awaj', or whisked
off, with a few small twigs.

W'e do hope that this will not be thought inconsistent

advice, seeing that this course has been strenuously
opposed in these pages. It is one thing to oppose the

proceeding in the early jiart of October, and another to

recommend it in tlie end of November. No harm will

accrue now, and it becomes necessary for system and
decency's sake. This carried out, the borders may par-

take of the general cleaning consequent on the fall of

the leaf, and the removed slireds and nails, being imme-
diately dried, will furnish one item of in door work for

the labourer during inclement weather.

lioBKBT ErBINGTON'.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Cb.vt.egus.— 7'/w Hiiuihoni.—People who have paid

little attention to our best selections of flower-garden

trees, may think that I spoke too favourably of this

I'amily at tho end of my last letter. Tliere could not be
a greater mistake. No writer, be liis abilities what
they may, could overrate them; that is, a selection

of them — just wliat I am about doing. Tlie late

Mr. Loudon described, I think, eighty kinds of them,
and figured more than half that number in liis great

work on the hardy trees and shrubs of Great Britain ;

and tlien strained all his iron nerves to spread a know-
ledge and taste for them ; and some dozen or fourteen
years back much was done to the same effect by giving
figures of many of theiu in the Bctditiad lletjister: since
then we have heard very little about them. ]5ut if I

had the poetic vein of (Jssian, I could sing their praises

to the farthest off corner of the three kingdoms. How-
ever, as I am no poet—no, not so much as to v.bistle a
tuno properly—and as ilr. Loudon's praises might ap-

pear too highly coloured for sharp tliorns, I shall 'give a
short quotation from the Butaniad Eajister; ^o that if

I lay on the brush a litth too much when describing
any of my own more immediate favourites, I slujl

still be in resjiectable company. " Lew bai'dy phmts
are more deserving of general admiration for the neat-

ness of their foliage, the diversity of their manner of

growing, the beauty of their flowers in tlie spring, or

the gay appearance of their numerous richly-coloured

haws in the autumn, than the various species of the

genus Crtitceijus ; and yet thej are little known, except
to the curious collector. They are not very frequently

seen in gardens, if we except a few varieties of the com-
mon hawthorn; and botanists themselves have paid
them but little attention. I, therclbrc, propose to avail

myself of the circulation of this work for the purpose of

bringing the subject into more notice, and of showing
how very well deserving the species of Crata3gus are of

general cultivation ; but as they are very much alike in

flower, and as their strongest claim to lie considered
ornamental plants arises from tlie beauty of their leaves

and fruit, it is in the latter state tliat they will generally

be represented."

I, too, have just proposed to avail myself of the circu-

lation of The Cottage Gabdeneb, which has the largest

circulation of any work I know, fur the self same thing.

Of all the thorns, that which the greater number of

persons admire the most «hile in blossom, is the Secirlct

thorn. Every one knows a scarlet thorn when he sees it

in bloom, but not one out of five thousiuid, oven in this

country, has ever yet seen the lest scarlet thorn, and,

perhaps, not the second best. If, therefore, a second-

rate variety of it has been so much admired and spoken
of, how much more would a splendid first-rate sort be

run after, if half the world should but know of its exist-

ence—but not to stop here. Suppose we were to learn

now, for the first time, that the Chinese, or the Chilians,

were in possession of a da/.zling scarlet thorn, and the

flowers of it were perfectly double, ^^•lly the one half of

us would not believe the good news, and the other half

would be for sending after Mr. Fortune to hunt out the

prize for us, even if he had to battle with the pirates

again before he got possession of it. But, in truth, this

very double and very Scarlet thorn is at the door of every

one of us. Every nurseryman of note in the kingdom
has plenty of it, and to spai-e, and would, no doubt, sell

plants not at a guinea a-piece, but at tho price of a

second-rate verbena, and you might buy a dozen of them
for less money than woidd be asked for a seedling fancy

geranium, which may turn out to be not \^ortll a groat

after the first season or two. The best name to ask for

it in the nurseries, is 2'lte S'eir Donhle Scarlet Thorn ;

for if you give it a Latin name, perhaps you may puzzle

them, and get the double pink for your pains, because it

has more tluui one I,atin name. Ptinieen Jlore pleiio is

the best of its Latin names, Eosea siiperl/ii jileiio, or iiiul-

ttjilex, is the next best; but the best way is not to mul-

tiply or perplex with bard names ; and there is a single

kind of it, with darker scarlet flowers, which they call

Piiidceti, or Rosea snjwrha; and if you buy tlie one bo

sure and have tho other also. They are two of tin' finest

flowering trees that will blossom in England next ^lay,

and yet they are seedlings of the common lliorii in the

hedges ; and they prove conclusively that the English
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avo tho most expert gnvdeuors for improving flowers,

iilthougli we liave not got the nack of raising better fruits

tliau our neighbours.

G. ovicnlalis (The Eastern Thorn).—There are half

a dozen thorns which I call my own Aiyourito trees,

and I tliiuk this must come in as the ne.s.t best after tlie

scarlet flowering ones. The flowers of this are nothing
better, if so good, as those of our " ^May ;" but the

great beauty of the tree is in the autumn, wlien it is

loii.ded with the haws, which are large, of a dark pur-
plish ml, or port wine colour—and not amiss for eating.

They call it, also, sanguinca. or Blood-red-fruitcd Thorn,
and some other names besides, for many of these thorns

are loaded with synonymes ; many of tlieni, and this

oncntalis, among the rest, were called Mcspiihis, or

Medlars, in olden times. Tonrueforte found it first, in

1700, when on his travels in the Levant, growing in the

Crimea and the northern borders of tlie Black Sea, and
he named it Me^ip'dus orientalis. It does not accord with
"the May" in the south-east of Europe, as it does not
bloom till the very end of May in this country.

C. Aronia (The ,-ii'ouian Thorn.)—This is the next best

thorn, which has less thorns on it than the generality of

them, and chiefly valued for the abundance of its yellow

fruit in the autumn, which are good to eat, and last in

use from September till they drop (ff about the end of

this month. It makes a very handsome middle-sized

tree, with flue leaves variousl}' cut, or lobed, like most
of the thorns. There are no plants more difficult to

understand from pen descriptions of the leaves than the

different kinds of thorns with jagged leaves, as a great

deal depends on the kind of soil they are growing in ; and
sometimes you might pick half a dozen forms of leaf off

the same tree. The Ai-onia is a native of the south-east

of Europe,—from Greece, eastward.

O. tanaeet'ifolla (The Tansy-leaved Thorn).—If this

thorn would bea.r as many fruit at one crop as Aconia,
most people would think it the handsomest of them all.

The jagged large leaves are of themselves very hand-
some, and the yellow fruit on good land attains the

largest size of all the haws. It is a strong upright
growing tree, and without " stopping " the branches are

too apt to grow wide apart when the tree is young and
vigorous, and without pruning at an early age I have
seen very gawky specimens of it. Every young tree

within or about the garden, however, gets a yearly

pruning now-a-days, but summer stopping is the best

way to bring any of these thorns to a well balanced
head. When a young shoot is seen to push much
stronger than the others, it should at once be stopped

;

and, as often happens, when such stopped shoots break
out into more lateral spray than is convenient to keep
without crowding the head of a tree, the right wa}' is to

cut off the superfluous parts close to where they started

at the winter jjruning, so that no more growth can be
made there. Ine.Kperienced persons are very apt to

make a wrong step with this kind of pruning in any
plant they take in hand ; they think that where a set of

branches are too close to each other, the remedy is to cut
in so many of them to a few joints, but if the plant is

vigorous, this kind of apurpruning only aggravates the

evil ten-fold—a host of fresh shoots issue from the spurs
the following season. In all oases, therefore, where
crowded shoots are to be dealt with, the proper way is to

cut the over-stock of them clean ofl' from the parent
branch, and if this is done before the growth is more than
a year old, no more shoots will ever come from the same
part of the branch. Thus stopped and pruned at the
first setting off", the Tansy-leaved Thorn will soon form
a head as handsome and well balanced as any of its

fellows. It is a native of all the higher mountains of

Greece, and was described by Dioscorides in bis " Me-
dical Botany," by the name of Mespihn, our Mespilus,
as being " a spinous tree, with leaves like hawthorn.

fruit like a little apple, sweet, with three hard seeds."

They say of this great herbalist, that he was not over
particular about how he described his plants ; but he
made a good hit of his " Mespilon," no doubt from hia

having partook of the " little apples," on their native

hills ; only we in this country often find five instead of
" three hard seeds."

C.odoratissima.—Perhaps this is the next best thorn,

.but at this stage there are seven or eight kinds which
are equally good, and therefore it must bo left as an open
question for the present. At a short distance, when
this one is not in flower or fruit, it might be mistaken
for the last, but a practised eye would see their difference

in the middle of winter: this one having the branches
spreading out laterally, while the last has them quite

upright and less downy. The leaves of both are greyish,

with a woolly down. The li'uit of this is large, dtdl red

or brick colour, and freely produced. The name is the
worst thing about it ; odoratixsinM means the sweetest,

and that is a botanical fib, not one of them being sweeter
or even so sweet as our own " May." It is a native of

the Crimea and parts bordering on the Black Sea.

G. Azarolus (The Azarole Thorn) is another of the

downy-leaved ones, with large red mealy fruit, which is

eateu in the south of Europe, Init with us is too sliarp

or acid to be indulged in. It makes a handsome middle-
sized tree. A native of Italy and the south of France.

G. coccinca is a most handsome tree, with an in-

different uame, which is just as likely to lead people into

error as not: racc(H(?rt refers to the scarlet fruit, which
is not more scarlet than the other bright red-fruited

kinds; but the beauty of this does not depend so much
on the fruit as on the fine leaves, and low spreading
character of the branches, and the light colour of the old

bark, which, like that of the birch, is very conspicuous in

winter. I never heard of it being recommended for a
stock to work the smaller sorts on, but I am quite sure

it woidd make the best stoclc of any of them for that

purpose. There are scores of this eocdnea here about
the Park, the soil of which is light, and in many parts

only a few inches above the chalk
;
yet I never saw

thorns in general do so well anywhere as they do here.

I am within the mark in saying there are five Inmdred
handsome full-grown specimens of them within the deer

fence ; and many of them could not be trained by hand
into better shaped heads above the browsing line. And
as to bush thorns, there are a thousand of them, if there

is one ; and when they are in flower the air is loaded

with their fragrance, and you might look in the morning
out of a bed-room window on a grove of them, and think
there had been a fall of snow the night before. Now,
amongst all these thorns, this cocclnea is as healthy as

any of them, and at thirty years old is but a very small

stemmed tree ; and if it should ever become fashionable to

havelittle standard thorns, like standard roses, this should

be used as a stock. If the country was searched for

curious little thorns, they might be found no doubt of

such a size as wovdd never grow bigger than a Brennus
standard rose. I mean those of—I hardly know how to

call them—deranged growth, which country people call

" birds' nests." A vigorous shoot is arrested suddenly in

its growth, turns gouty at the end, and makes a bundle of

little shoots, these little shoots never extend more than

an inch or so in a season, and look at a distance as if a

mistletoe bush was growing in the tree. Now, by taking

buds from shoots in this state, you would only perpetuate

the deranged condition, and transfer it to a new parent,

and that parent should be coccinea, or a variety of it called

coralina ; and there is another variety of coccinea called

maxima, which they say is the best sort of the three for

a garden plant, but I never saw a fuU-gi-own plant of it

myself
G. pyrifoUa (The Pear-leaved Thorn) is also a large-

leaved sort, with close-gi'owing branches, and small
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fruit of reddish yellow coloui', and produced in abiin-
i

dance, middng the tree look very lieli late iu tlie

autumn; and if not devoured by l.iirds, which are fond
of it, it dries on the tree, and hangs in black clusters all

the winter. It is a native of North America, and grows,

on good soil, to a large tree from ''O to 90 feet high.

O. macranthn (Tlie Long or Large-sjjined Thorn.)

—

Very long stiff s[iines, and large plain leaves, "with

sliiniiiij rtd fiiiit, produced in large clusters and early,

are tlie chief characteristics of this one ; besides, it always

looks healthy, and docs not come to a large size for

many years, therefore, it is one of the best of the large-

leaved sorts for small gardens. A native of North Ame-
rica, with very succulent fruit for a thorn.

C. OUveriijiia (Oliver's Thorn).—A very distinct variety

of the common hawtliorn, with small hoary leaves

deeply cut, with small hlacli fruit, very numerously pro-

duced, and are very ornamental in the autumn. Well
worth having.

O. Jictero/dti/lla (Various-leaved Thorn).—-This is a
fine, large, beautiful species, with numerous small red

fruit in the autumn, and loaded with dense clusters of

sweet-scented white flowers early in the season. Sup-
posed to be a hybrid between the common thorn and
the Azarole.

O. 2nwctitta (Dotted-£i-uited Thorn).—A very desirable

kind from North-west America, where the native Indians
make wedges of it to split other wood with. There are

three other forms of it, which were got from seeds in

this country, one of which has yellow fruit, and another
with purjilish large fruit, and an iipright way of grow-
ing, which they call fastigiate ; all four have a lane

appearance in tJie autumn.
C. fjlandulosa (The Glandular Thorn).— Native of

Noi'th America—from Canada to the Rocky Mountains,
with large red fi-uit: very spiny, and a dense bushy way
of growth. Of all the American thorns, it is the best to

form hedges witli.

C. crus-galli (The Cock-spur Thorn). — Every one
knows the Cock-spur thorn, or ought to know it; the

spines are long, and curved backwards a little like a
cock-spur, hence the name. It is a healthy-looking tree,

owing to the smooth dark-green shining leaves, which
are not cut up into lobes like many of them, but only a

little notched on the edges. In good land and warm
situations, it holds the leaves on till very late in the
winter ; the fruit, which is of a dark red colour, hangs
also very late. It is one of the American thorns, and
one of their very best.

O. Do^i/fosij (Douglas's Thorn).—Poor Douglas! the

gardeners never look on yoiu' namesake without regret-

ing your unfortunate end. The little Primwort, which
also commemorates your name, and which you found in

bloom on the Rocky Mountains, with a wreath of snow
for a mantle, we shall never forget. I wish I had no-

ticed this fine and very distinct thorn sooner, as I can
never write about my brave coiintryman without de-

pressing the spirits. The fruit is small, piirpligh, and
ripe in August. The leaves are the thi(!kest or most
leathery of all the thorns. It is one of the latest to

come into leaf, and they fall off earlj-— fit emblems of

its discoverer's short appearance on this stage.

D. Be.\ton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Ventilation and CoLi..\TEnAL Mattebs. — Various
inquiries having been made, I shall in a randoni manner
throw a few ideas together upon the subject. Ventila-

tion is the act of getting rid of noxious vapours, expel-

ling impure an, and supplying their place with those

which are i^ure. According to the knowledge or skill of

the operator, tliis act will be followed by buovant health
and luxuriance, or attended with danger and ruin. 'The
air long looked upon by our forefathers as a simple
element of nature, is now recognised as a compound
body, consisting chiefly of nitrogen and oxygen,—70
parts of the former and 21 parts of the latter, witli vary-
ing propoi'tions of carlionic acid gas and water in a
state of vapour—the fonuer from one-live-hundredtli to

one-thousandth part, and the latter, on a rough calcu-

lation, aliout one part in a hundred, but varying in

proportion, accorchng to the temperature and the dry
or moist situations over whicli tin.' aii' is placed.

Invisible, elastic, inodorous, and tasteless, air is the

great vehicle for the transmission of liglit and sound,
the wafting of odours, and the ditl'ushig of contagious
malaria. 'The chief clianges experienced are on-ing to

heat, moisture, motion, and light. Though invisible, the

air possesses the usual properties of matter, such as

comp)ressibihty, weight, &c., and is, like other material
objects, iuHuenced by chemical action. It nniy well be
considered the great laboratory in which are conducted
the various processes of organic existence, be that exist-

ence animal or vegetable. 'The state of the air, there-

fore—its changes, its heat, lis elasticity, its dryness, its

comparative freedom from, or its lieing loaded with other

substances, either in a gaseous, aeriform, or a vapourised
state, its brisk breezy action, or its stillness and re-

pose—must ever exercise a favomable or luifavourable

influence upon the phenomena of hfe. In a greater or

lesser degree, these matters must be considered, before

intelligent people, like our inquiring fi'iends, can resort

to the processes of ventilation in such a manner as to

feel the satisfaction in their own minds that they are

doing what is right. In this, though sometimes attended
witli disappoiutments, consists the superior pleasure in

conducting operations upon an understood well-deiined

principle, over that enjoyed in working merely by rou-

tine, and conducting experiments in the dark and at

hap-hazard. In the one case, our chart may deceive us
and we may mistake its teaching ; in the other, we are

groping our way without chart or compass at all. One
striking feature of The Cottage G.uidener is, not
merely to expatiate upon the modes as to the hows, but
to give the reasons as to the whi/s.

Of all other classes none are more indebted to the dif-

fusion of cheap. knowledge and benevolence of feeling

combined than the yoiuig gardeners of the present day.

Even when the ventilation of their plants and Ibrciug-

bouses was deemed of such import, that in changeable
weather, in order ncedlesshj to keep them at a given
degree, they were under the necessity of jumping about
like lamplighters, abridging or enlai'ging the quantity of

air, just as the sun was covered by, or had emerged from,

a cloud. There was so Utile, nny so much of no attention

at all to the securing a pure air in the miserable hovels

in which they were often lodged, that the wonder is, not

that gardeners as they became old were the victims of
decrepitude and rheumatism, but that after passing

through such ordeals they should ever lie old at all—

a

consummation whicli when it did take place, after

being situated in such circumstances, was generally

owhig to the pure air and invigorating exercises of the

day neutralising, to a certain extent, the baneful influ-

ences of the dark, murky, confined receptacles in which
they alike lived and slept. Owing, as we liave seen, to the

diffusion of cheap knowledge, combined with the spread

of beneficence,—ownigto the practical recognition of the

principle, that a man cannot live for himself, but that Ins

happiness must be identified with the happiness of

others,—the liighest and noblest of our aristocracy think

it nought beneatli them to investigate the means of

healtli in the abodes of their humblest dependants; and
thus the miserable lean-to holhies in gardens are giving

place to airy and roomy structures, and means are nflbrded
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by whi(-h the luoii may Lake cave of their own healtli as

well as tliat of tlio plants coiuniittcJ to their Charlie.

Causes onouufir i'or gniuibliiig there may yet he ; for auy
body may find tliese if tliey like the mood of iniud tliat

is always on the look-out for tliem
; yet eoutrastin!^' the

position of young gardeners noiv,—tlieir comfortable

rooms and their access to books,—with tlio discomfort,

privations, and self-sacrilioes, with wliich many of tljeir

older brethren, such as some of those wlio write in tliese

pages, had to contend; I shoidd not think of enrolling

them in the hrst ranks of tliat wortliy class who " are

prosecuting knowledge under difficulties."

This seeming digression will not lie without its use,

if young gardeners are led to study thou- own physical

nature, and the necessity of pure air for the possession

of health ; and if even a very few of those gentle-

men who patronise the cottager, if they had not done
so before, would examine the condition of the lodg-

ings they provide for their gardeners and assistants.

Once show that you are interested in the importance of

their breathmg a pure micontaminated air in their own
rooms, and gardeners, young or old, who—with all tlieir

faults, are a reflecting class^will so act, that our corre-

spondents will not have reason to complain, as some
have done of late, that their jilants are covered with

mildew owing to a stagnant atmosphere ; or that the

leaves of others are parboiled with sun and collected

vapour combined, because the gardener will not move a
sash, let the weather lie what it will, until a certain hour
of the morning. Let it not be forgotten, however, that

under the most careful treatment allowance for failures

must be made. Ventilation is a ticklish matter, especi-

ally in winter, and all the more so when, as in small

places, plants of very dissimilar habits are collected toge-

ther ; and the more especially if some are intended to

hegroini and others to enjoy their season of rest. Excess
of caution in one direction often leads to an opposite

evil : you may fly from stagnant moist air to an air,

wlretber hot or cold, so dry that it desiccates the plants

by robbing them of their moisture, and then their dry

shrivelled appearance becomes a matter of astonishment

!

A first principle to be observed in all attempts at

ventilating plant-houses, is the securing a much lower

temperature at night than during the day ; the regu-

lating of temperature not so much by a fixed scale, as Ijy

the presence or absence of light. Whatever time men
may feed, the assimilating processes are carried on
chiefly during the repose of night, but in jilants, the as-

similating of solid luatter to their substance can only take

place duruig the day. Hence the importance of having
tbe greatest degree of expansion by heat counteracted

by the assimilating process in sun light. Thus only can
firm sturdy growth he secured. The expansion of the

vegetable tissues at night, is mere lengthening out of

what the plant contained or absorbed, without the

addition of solid matter. Hence, in all cases, but
especially where anything like forcing is attempted, the

superiority of the modern practice of having a low tem-
perature at night over that which prevailed only a few
years ago, when the injury wliich would have taken
place from the umiatural practice of keeping strong fires

and close houses at night, was only counteracted by ad-

mitting large quantities of air during the day, so as to

allow a rise of only five or tejr degrees at most,—while
now by maintaining a low temperature at night, we
think nothing of a rise in sunshine of 20°, and more.
One advantage of this system is that it is the cheapest;

a second feature is, that even for tender plants a few
visits to the ventilating openings during the day will

be sufficient ; and there will not be the untimely wearing
of shoes, and an ever and anon rattling of sashes or ven-
tilators ; and third, as it is the most natural, so it is the

most successful. The plant requires repose at night,

and the laying .[up a fresh store of oxygen : present it

with the stimulus of lieat at night, and thou so far be-

come a follower of natiu'e as to allow your house to rise

pretty well with the sun during the day, and the ex-

citability of the plant will become exhausted, and dis-

appointment will dash your hopes, even when you
thought they were upon the point of realisation. From
this cause, and others to be mentioned, I have seen

flowers dropping wdien tlieir full expansion was expected
;

and grapes not only red when they were expected to be

black, but even not ripe so soon as those which scarcely

received any assistance from fire-heat at all.

R. Fish.

(To he continued.)

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^.
orchids that thrive best in pots.

When we commenced writing about the treatment of

these singular and interesting plants, wo proposed to

divide them into three sections :—First, such as thrive

best in baskets ; second, such as thrive best on blocks

;

and, lastly, such as thrive best in pots. The two former

we have already presented to our readers, and we now
proceed to the third and last section. We shall, in this

section, follow tlie same plan of selecting only such as

are from some desirable quality really worth gi'owing.

Cultivators, especially beginners, should pay especial

attention to tliis point, and for this reason principally,

that it costs no more—either of heat, moisture, or atten-

tion—to grow a good fine species, than it does an indif-

ferent, or merely botanical, or worthless kind. Hence,
in any collection, when an unknown, newly-imported, or

even known species flowers, and is not handsome, sweet-

scented, or possessed of some other interesting quality,

let it either be thrown away at once, or sent to some
botanic garden, to be kept for the pui-poses of science

only.

When purchasing orchids, buy nothing but what is

really worth growing, and then the collection so selected

will always be interesting and increasing in value. As
far as lies in our power, or laiowledge. The Cottage
Gardener and The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary

shaU only mention, or contain, such orchids as answer

that description ; and such as ought to be m eveiy col-

lection that has any pretension to rank as one.

Anguloa Clowesii (Mr. Clowes's) ; Cokunbia. —
Sepals and petals clear and bright pale yellow; lip piu-e

wliite ; flowers large, cup-shaped, and very handsome.

A noble jilaut. 42s.

A. SuoKERii (Mr. Rucker's) ; Columbia. — Sepals

and petals rich brownish orange ; lip greenish yellow

;

flowers very large. A handsome species. 423.

A. suPEKBA (Superb A.) ; Peru.—Flowers of a rich

chocolate red, blotched with dvdl purple ; scape short

and few-flowered. Very scarce—not to be purchased at

present.

A. UNIFLOEA (Single Flowered A.) ; Columbia. —
Flowers white ; lip tinged with yeUow. The flo"wers

have a very agreeable perfume. 42s.

Culture.—This very handsome small tribe of orchids

are all well worth every care and attention of the culti-

vator ; they are large strong-gi-owing plants, and there-

fore require, when fully grown, large pots. A compost

of rough fibrous peat and half-decayed leaves, with

plenty of drainage, will grow them well. Being natives

of the temperate regions of South America, they do not

reqiui-e the hottest part of the house, yet they must have,

when growing, a warmer temperature than the Mexican
house ; the cooler end of the Indian house will be more
suitable. When growing they require a liberal supply
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of water luitil the pseudo-bulbs are fully formed, when
the quantity must be gi-adually lessened. This givjwing

season ouglit to be coinjiletcd by the middle of Septem-
ber, and then a season of rest induced till February by

keeping them moderately dry and cool. Tliey may then

be jiotted and placed in a warmer house, and a small

quantity of water given them till tlicy liavo half made
their shoots, and then have a fuller sujiply of water.

The flowers appear in June or July.

Ancetochilus SRTACEi'S (Friuge-fiowered A.) ; Ceylon.

We have already deseriljed this beautifid plant under
the head "Plants that require peculiar treatment," and
we refer our readers to that account in a forn^er iiumbei-.

We need only repeat here, that it thrives best in a pot well

drained, and flUod with sandy peat, covered with green

moss, and a bell-glass placed over the whole, within the

rim of the pot. As the flowers are not very showy, the

beauty of the plant being in its velvety green leaves,

tinged with copper, and curiously covered with golden

net-work; in order to preserve the leaves in their beauty,

and to encourage tliem to produce fresh shoots and new
leaves before the old ones fade, it is advisable to nip olf

the flower-stem as soon almost as it appears.

AnuNniN.i B.iJiBCSiFOLiA (Bambusa-leaved A.) ; No-
paul.—Sepals and petals rosy pink; the lip is of a rich

crimson pm'ple. Tbis is a very elegant plant, with nu-

merous slender stems, two feet high, and narrow bright-

green leaves. Sis.

A. DENSA (Dense-flowered A.); Sinoapore.— Sepals

and petals deep rose colour; lip dark pink, streaked with

yellow, with a spot at the end of orange crimson. It is

very fragrant. U3s.

Culture.—These two beautiful plants being natives of

India, require as high a temperatm'e as the other natives

of that region. Tbey shoidd be potted in fibrous poat,

with a small portion of half-rotten beech or oak leaves

mixed amongst it. As the leaves do not fall otf, they

should not be allowed to become thoroughly dry, even
in the season of rest; but when gi'owmg, a liberal supply

should be given them. Occasionally, a dose of liqiud-

manure dm'uig summer would be serviceable ; in autumn
and winter, water should be given more sparingly.

Bletia CAjii'ANULATA (BeU-flowercd B.) ; Peru and
St. Domingo.—Flowers deep purple, with a white ccnti-e.

The finest of the genus as now constituted. The flowers

are large and handsome. 2j3.

B. HVAciNTHiN'A (Hyacintli-likc B.) ; China.—Sepals
and petals rosy purple; lip lighter rose, blotched with

deep crimson. Very handsome, and a dwarf grower.

10s. 6d.

B. SuEPrEnDii (Mr. Shepperd's) ; Jamaica. — Sepals
and petals dark purple; lip the same colour, but marked
down the centre with long yellow plaits. This is said to

j

be only a lai'ge-flowerod dark-coloured variety of B.
I verccunda. It is a beautiful plant, lasting a long time

!
in bloom. 10s. Od.

I

Culture.—Bletias are all terrestrial, that is, growing

I

on flie ground in their native wilds. This term is used
I in opposition to epiphytal, or gi'owing on trees. When
we receive them from their native country the roots show
that they grow in sti'oug loam, portions of which fre-

quently adhere to the mass of bulbs; but in our artificial

mode of culture, if grown in the same kind of soil, they
often perish through a too great supply of water. It is

safer to use the following compost :—Light fibrous loam,
turfy peat, and half-decayed leaves, mixed roughly to-

gether, and not pressed down into the pots too hard. The
pots should be well drained, and when the plants are
growing a moderate supi)ly of water should be given,
but when at rest it sliould be withheld entirely. The
season of potting is the mouth of February. The pots
containing the bulbs at rest should be brought out and
placed on the potting bench, the compost having pre-

viously been warmed and moderately dried. Turn the

pots upside down, and strike Ihcm gently on the edge of

tlic bench. Shake off all the old soil from the batch of
bulbs, and put them into the now pot nearly filled with
compost; let the bulbs bo just covered and no more;
give a gentle watering, and set them in a house very
moderately lieated, or place them near the glass in the
coldest part of the orchid house. They will not need
any more water till the shoots appear, and then a little

more may lie given. Increase the quantity as the plants

advance, and the Hower-stems will soon appear. Whilst
the new leaves and flowers are advancing in growth is the

time when they require the greatest supply of nourish-

ment in the shape of water. Tliey should then have plenty
of air, and be fully exposed to li.ght. After the new bulbs
are fully formed, the leaves will begin to show symp-
toms of ripeness, by changing to a yellowish hue. Very
little water should then be given, and the pots removed
to a cool house, or even a cold pit, if that state occurs as

early as August. Here they may remain till fi'osty

nights occur, when they should be brought into a diy,

cool house ; a warm greenhouse would answer well.

Keep them in a state of rest till February, if possible,

and then repot as before. This b'eatment will suit all

terrestrial orchids that nre deciduous, that is, tljat lose

then- leaves in winter. Tliere are terrestrials that do not,

and when we come to write about them we shall men-
tion the ^^'inter treatment they require, which is con-

siderably different to the method described for Bletias,

and other deciduous terrestrials.

BrtAssiA BEACHiATA ( Opposite-branchcd B.), sra. B.
Wrai/a:; Gualimala. — Sepals and petals rather long
and narrow, of a yellowish green, blotched with brown

;

lip broad and yellow, tinged with green and blotched

with brown. A good species. 21s.

B. CAUD.^TA (Long-tailed B.) ; West Indies.—Sepals

and petals yellow,' barred with brown. They are from
four to sis niches long, and when the plant is large and
healthy it produces numerous drooping spikes eighteen

inches long, and numerously flowered. In that state it

is graceful and handsome ; lip broad and yellow, spotted

with greenish brown. 21s.

B. Lakceana (Mr. Lance's); Demerara.— Flowers
yellowish green, spotted with brown, and very fragrant.

Foimd by Mr. Lance growing on trees in a very hot
locahty. A handsome species. 21s.

B. MAcei.ATA (Spotted B.) ; Jamaica.— Sepals and
petals pale greenish yellow, blotched with reddish

brown ; lip wliite, spotted with purple. This is, pro-

bably, one of the oldest orchids that we have in oiu'

stoves, being introduced more than 40 years ago. It is a

Iree gTower and abundant bloomer, and well worth cid-

tivatiug. los.

B. VE-nnnoosA (Warty B.) ; Guatimala.—Sepals and
petals pale green, barred with light brown ; the lip is

white, covered here and there with green warts, whence
its name. The flowers are jiroduced on stems frequently

more than two feet long. It is a very pleasing variety.

31s. Od.

Culture.—These plants require a varied treatment.

Such as eome from CTuatimala do well in the JMe.\ican or

cooler house, but tlioso that are ufitives of the warmer
climates of Jamaica and Demerara should be grown in

the Inthan house. They do well in rough pieces of tin-fy

peat, well drained, and require freely watering when
growing, but very little when in a state of rest.

T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Dnip IN J'rames akd Pits.—Tlicre is, probably, no

cause so injurious in its effects, especially at this time of

the yenT, as drip in plant habitations, but more espe-

cially in cold frames and pits. Crreat care must be

taken both to prevent it and, when it takes place,
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to neutraliso its almost murderous effects. Various

seliomos liavo boon devised ior tlio puvposc, suoli, ibr

instance, as gutters cut in the rafters and ribs of tlio

ligbts, to convey the accumulated drops to a front pipe,

and by this to bo conveyed away outside ; but the

grand preventive is good glazing, and such an inclina-

tion of the lights as will send the condensed water off

quickly, before it has time to collect into drops. If,

therefore, the drip is observed to fall upon the plants,

let the glazing be carefully exaniined and n^paired ; and
the elevation, or angle of the glass, raised to tlie earry-

ing-olf pitch. Admission of air, on every favourable

day, will dry up the drip, and help to cure the evil if it

has occLn-red. T. ArPLEuy.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
FonoiNG AsPAU.\Gus, &0.—Especial care must be

taken in the forcing of asparagus at the present season,

so that the shoots may be produced large and of a good

colour. At first, as previously recommended, a very

moderate heat must be ajiplied at bottom, liberal airings

should be given, and tepid water applied when required.

Suocessional beds should be made to keep up a good
supply. Eresh roots, also, of sea-kale and rhiihiirb

should be taken up carefully and added to the forcing

stock.

French Bean.—Those who have any convenience for

forcing this excellent vegetable, should at this season

adopt a careful system of potting. Our plan for the

short dark days' culture, is to form a hillock in the pot

and plant round it, as wo find this a good preventive

against shanking.

Mushroom -BEDS. — Make these in succession by
placing a good portion of holding loam amongst the

well-selected stable dung, &o., well incorporating it

together by frequent turnings, until quite ready to form
the bed, which should be well trodden and rammed
firmly down, and siiawued and cased while it maintains
a moderate heat. If the mushroom-beds are made in a

warm close, structure, or where a little warmth can he
commanded by hot water pipes or flues, no coverings

need be added to the beds, the mushrooms will have
more substance, and he produced short-legged, firm,

and weighty, and altogether of good quality. Where it

is necessary to cover with litter, it is better not to

make use of much hay, on account of its tendency to

make the mushrooms spindle. When we find it needful

to cover, we like a mixture of soft mulchy straw litter,

in the proportions of about two-tlrirds of this to one of

hay, well shaken and incorporated together, taking care

that all dust and short mulch is well shaken out of it.

and never allowing it to lie too long without turning,

but, at the same time, keeping the surface of the bed

clear from short mulch. When a mushroom-bod be-

comes so cold that tlie spawn seems tardy in running,

the best plan to make a safe and speedy movement is to

take a stake, bore a row of holes through the middle of

it, and, with a watering-pot, pom- scalding-hot water into

each hole quickly, and stop it in immediately with a

wad of soft mulch, cover down the bed at once with

litter, and water it with hot water; a genial heat will at

once be established, the spawn will run kindly and

strong, and an abundance of mushrooms will soon be

the result. We, also, always wjter the siu-face of our

beds with boiling water as soon as the mushrooms begin

to show, which is a safe and sure remedy for clearing all

wood-lice, slugs, and other troublesome pests.

Keep in mind at all seasons the collecting together of

plenty of half-dried fermenting materials for making

beds in si.ieoession ; but wet, sour materials will not

answer for muslu-oom-bed making. Everything that is

suitable for mixing foi- fermenting purposes, should now
be collected, and be kept turned often, and well incor-

porated together, so as to he in readiness for the many
purposes for which it is likely soon to be required.

Sea-kale.—If a few roots at a time have been taken

up and placed in the mushroom-house, cellar, close shed,

room, or other convenient situation, placed in boxes, &e.,

tepid water should be applied occasionally, and a suc-

cession of roots placed in. Tlxose who have not such

convenienoies may cover the crowns, where they are

growing out of doors, with three or four inches of fine

cinder ashes, or charred dust, and then i^lace pots or

boxes over a small space at a time, placing about them
a sufficiency of fermenting materials to command only

a moderate warmth to start the growth at first, and

increasing the warmth a little afterwards by adding more

materials. Care should be taken not to hasten it too

much, or the kale will be produced of a bad quality,

weakly, and possibly cankered. There is no plan for

producing good sea-kale in succession for the next two

months equal to that of taking up the roots carefully,

and placing them, as we have previously recommended,

in boxes, pots, &c., inside a mushroom-house, or other

close place; of course it would not answer to have them
placed where light and air can to any extent get at them.

We have produced excellent sea-kale iii boxes at the

back of pine stoves, early vineries, and such places, by

having roughly-made covers to the boxes ; and great

indeed is the saving of trouble aud expense by this

practice in the dead of winter, when a regular uniform

heat by fermenting materials placed round the roots out

of doors is scarcely to be obtained. James Bahnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGEES.

Si/ the Authoress of

There is in our neighbourhood one old woman who is a
picture of tlie olden times, and gladdens my eyes and heart
too, every time I see her, for she is in every way what an
English cottager ought to be. She is a widow, having lost

her husband suddenly many years ago, tlu'ough an awful
accident; and she has since lived quietly and contentedly
close to the scone of her painful bereavement, and near to

those who know aud respect her, and aid her occasionally in

her advancing years. Her little cottage stands alone in a

large piece of ground, half field, half garden. It is the pro-

perty of a very neglectful landlord, aud is a sad tumble-
down place, for it is all that remains of what was once two

" Ml/ Flowers," &c.

tenements, and the black relics of a fire place, and other

ruinous appearances on the outside give an air of extreme

desolation to the little dwelling. Altliougli there are many
cottages vei-y close to the field in which it stands, yet it

looks so lonely and so sad, that I never see it without think-

ing of " a lodge in a garden of cucumbers ;" and on passing

up the narrow path that leads from the wicket, a stranger

would almost expect to find dirt and desolation -within. But
on opening the door a smiling scene appears. There sits

the quiet widow, in her neat well mended dress, the very

image of cleanliness and order. Her cottage and its old

furniture are refreshing to the eye—her little work-table.
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near the lattice, shows tliat her haiiils are u.sefnlly omploj'etl,

and the Book that lies upon it proves that she \vell knows
the Source from whence " all hlessings Uow." There she

' sits, in cheerful and blessed peace, a peace tliat Christians

I onlji know, and wliich many an inmate of lordly halls wonid

sell " all th;\t he hath to obtain." The pleased welcome

i and the sparkling eye seem to spring at once from the heart,

!
and it is scarcely possible to visit Betty Wright in her totter-

ing cottage without feeling that thr world can offer nothing to

compare"with that which tier thankfid contnilcd heart enjoys.

Contentment—not the cold tran.iuilily of a quiet temper,

hut the blessed inHuencc of love to God, and simple trust in

Him—is the secret of excpiisite peace.

Poor old Betty Wright's weekly receipts consist of eighteen-

pence and a loaf of bread. A kiad friend has for some
years paid her rent ; and witli these possessions and this

liberality she considers herself rich and happy. Amongst

the poor indeed, it is a state of ease and comfort ; the rent is

always a heavy drag upon their little pittance, and when the

parish relief to an individual amounts only to a loaf and a

shilling (which is the highest allowance in our district,

cxceptin some special cases), nearly the whole of the money
is swallowed up in that one expense, leaving literally not

more than threepence per week to piu-chase firing, soap,

and every article of clothing and food, except the allowance

of bread. Betty's rent being paid, therefore enables her to

pm-chase those few simijle necessaries which under other

circumstances she could not possibly enjoy.

It is indeed a pleasm'e to assist those who are neat and

orderly in their habits, and wdio make the most of every

thing that is given them. I have often heard poor people

complain that thcij never get help from any one, as some of

their neighbours' do; and upon glancing round, I have

scarcely wondered that such shouhl be the case—dirt, con-

fusion, and rags need »«•(/ exist under any circumstances, and

they are therefore very likely indeed to disgust and prevent

the charitable from giving that which would be wasted or

misused. But the neat and clean are always attractive and

pleasing, however poor and suffering they may be ; and I

have made one very general remark, that among such, com-

jyJuining is never heard: I do not remember, at this moment,

one single instance of complaint proceeding from a clean

and well ordered cottage, however poor its inhabitants might

be. The grumbling and discontented are usually those who
are idle, and dirty, and improvident, and who are conse-

quently much poorer and more wretched than they need to

he.

Betty Wright's example might benefit all classes, because,

in fact, her happiness springs from the deepest and sweetest

source ; and neither the station nor abundance of the rich

and great can in themselves produce it. The high and the

lov.' must alike slake their thirst at the " Well of Life," f.ir

no other spring can satisfy the cravings of an immortal

spirit.

There is another old woman who greatly resembles Betty

in cleanliuess of person and in dress. She wears the same
sort of warm red cloak, black bonnet, and checked apron

;

her shoes and stoclcings are equally clean and whole ;
liut

the countenance—how different 1 There is a sour, cross,

ill-looking expression of face, a cast of features particularly

unprepossessing, and a something aliout her which always

reminds me of the " wicked fairy " that used to figure in the

story books of my childish days. Mary T , with all her

natural cleanliness, h.as not the inward adorning of " a meek
and quiet spirit." To use the words of a simple-hearted

old man, who once lodged in her house, " She reads chapter

after chapter of the Bible, ma'am, and then she shuts it up,

and uses such shocking language, that I am afraid she is

not like to get good from vdiat she reads." Here is the

secret of the difference between these two cottagers, and it

is the secret of the difference between all who are happy

—

really, scrlpturaUi) happy—and those who are not ; and in

either case, the countenance, as well as the words and

actions, tells pretty truly what is the state of things within.

Cottage piety is so simple and beautiful, it is drawn so

exclusively from the Word of God, and is so little coloured

by the jn-ecepts of men, that it is sweetly refreshing to the

mind, and gratifying to the taste and feelings. The language

of the lowly Christian is so unafl'ectedly scriptural too, from

studying chiefly the Book of Life, that it gives a dignity and

almost grandem- to the simple truths he utters ; and I have
sometimes list<3ued with astonishment to the conversation of

a poor labourer, who might tnily lie said to know nothing
hill " Jesus Christ, and him crucified."

Let the humble peasant remember— let the cottage gav-

deut'C remember — let all remember, f»f every tdass and
station, tliat the only foundation of real " wisdom" is " the

fear of the Lord." " X good understanding have nil tiny

that do thereafter."

Especially at this awful and eventful time, a clo,e clinging

of the heart to the simple M'ord >;/' (iod is of the highest

and deepest importance. The palace and the cottage must

stand on tlie same rock, to breast successfully the waves

and storms that assail them,—to stand safely amid the '• tieiy

darts of the wicked one " that .are now flying around. " The
sword of the spirit" is a mighty weapon, even in a poor

man's hand ; and we have every encouragement to " hope
to the end," in the exercise of persevering prayer. Pid not

the Lord cause the army of Sennacherib to " hear a

rumour " and return to its own land, when the arm of man
was powerless ? and did He not promise to spare the guilty

city, if ten righteous men only were found in it ? Let this

quicken and cheer on the lowliest believer, for who can tell

how much help and Idessing his individual prayers m.ay

bring upou the land !

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR DKCEMBER.
The month of December is indeed a dull, gloomy, and

inactive period as to this kind of business ; but, as observed

in last month's advice, something may be dime preparatory

to the coming spring, and accessary to the general and

ultimate welfare of the whole.

Fencing, draining, and such-like operations tending to

increase the quantity and quality of the produce, as well as

to provide against trespass, are matters shamefully neglected

by the majority of cottagers at least, and, we fear we may
add, many amongst the allotment class. Somehow or other

agricultural affairs would seem to be regarded with a totally

different eye from those of a commercial character
;
pro-

spective matters are little heeded lieyond introducing manure
and casting in the seed. How ditlerent the case mth our

manufacturing class ! Show theni where the introduction

of new gearing, new wheels, &c., is needeil, and that they

wiU repay at a futm-e period, and immediately it is carried

out. And yet, after all, the land is more permanently honest

in yielding a sure return than commercial affairs. The
profits are certainly not so great, but they are less fluctuating.

A man may introduce improvements at a vast expense into

machinery, and liy the time the fruition of his plans shouhl

take place, a commercial panic may ensue, and his " plant,"

or gearing, is obliged to stand still at a loss, or be worked at

a loss. Not so, however, the man who has drained a piece

of land hitherto unproductive in character; he is sure, come
what times may, to reap the benefit of his exertions, for

there is always a demand for agricultural produce at least;

and although expensive ond complicated farming systems

may be and are worked to a loss, ive have never yet known
such occur with an industrious cottager, if placed ou land at

all adapted to cultra'al operations.

Let allotment raeu, then, take heart, and be sure to take

a lesson from the busy in our towns. We do hope to hear

of a greater amount of perseverance as to extra improve-

ments of a permanent character.

DK.MNrau.—We can do no more than repeat what was

urged before,—that where necessai-y, it be carried out im-

mediately. Where gentlemen carry out an allotment system

through benevolence of feeUng, it is to be hoped that they

will either take care that the general plot is most completely

drained at the commencement—which is by far the best, or

that means be taken as opportunities oft'er; for it is indeed

in its own nature a landlord's question.

To those who are now projecting allotments we would say

:

select a site which has a liberal depth of soil ; for of all the

impediments to a liberal course of culture, a shallow soil is

the most unconquerable to a labouring man. The groiuul

should by all means be deep—not less than a foot, and, if

possible, mellow in quality ; for it is pitiable to see poor

fellows fightuig against wind and tide in endeavouring to
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prepare a plot of stabboru clayey soil, iu the moulh of

March, for seeds, &c. The farmers ma;/ do with such soils

oil part of a farm, hut the cottager caa never succeed with

them as he ouglit to do.

As advice |ieculiar to the season, we suggest that the slori-

roots he well looked to. Mauy throw a little temporary
covering over their j;o(n/»es at the getting-up time, in order

to suffer theii' perspiration to pass away. Now, however, all

I'eai" that way is over, and the principal danger to he appre-

hended is from frost. Let all pits or bags therefore he now
well sorted over, at least six inches deep. Seed potatoes

which have been laying thinly on room lloors should now he

got together and piled iu heaps, well protected all round.

They will do exceedingly well in pits, if not iutrodueed until

the middle or end of November, by which time a real rest

state has been induced, and the ground being cold, there is

no inducement to sprout. As for mangold, Swedes, and
such roots, they of course ai'e either in some outhouse or

piled up iu a sharp ridge if out doors. When the latter is

the case they should be thatched, for wet is the great enemy
to be avoided. What keeps out the wet thoroughly will also

keep out frost.

Most cottagers will now have a bed or two of cfibbajit'

plants pricked out, and jierhaps a bed of lettuces, or a few

eaidiflowers in some snug corner. Tlie latter should have
some sticks thrown across, and an old mat or carpet at liand

to cover them with. Until hai'd weather comes he may
cause them to protect themselves by placing a few of his

old pease sticks over them, and stremng thereon a little of

the old pease haulm or straw. As for the cabbages, the best

way is to let them get pretty well frozen, and then to put
pleuty of litter over them, to keep them iu that state as long

as possible.

AVliere the allotment man has a stock of the cnleiimrts,

which we liave so often recommended,—that is to say, nice

little fresh-hearted cabbages from a June sowing,—he would
do well to bunch them and get them into market, where they
ought to fetch a capital price. If it is desirable to keep
them until February, they must he taken np anil " heeled "

quite close together. A small bed will thus hold hundreds
of them ; and a moderate amount of straw or litter will

securely cover a vast quantity. This is a plan wo have
practised for years, and hope to continue it as long as we
grow a colewort. By so doing the cottager may realize

double profit ; for in the event of a hard wnter, such things
will command very high prices in the neighbom-hood of our
best towns.

Rhubmib.—If any spare chimney-pots, old tuljs, or large

garden-pots are available, they should be placed over some
of the best crowns of rhubarb before they are frozen ; first

taldng the jirecantion to cover the crowns with some dry
leaves or litter, suificient to keep out frost. Soil may then
be heaved round tlie sides of the vessels, and a wisp of hay
or straw stuck in at the top. Thus managed, the produce
will be three weeks earlier than by having it exposed. If

the cottager keeps a cow, he may as well pilace some of his

warm manure round the jiots. This, however, he need not
do nntil Christmas has fau-ly passed, as the roots bud very
sulldly, and of course weakly, at too early a jieriod. By the

latter plan, there is no reason why good rhubarb should not
be enjoyed from the end of January until it comes in

naturally. This is so useful a root, and of such easy cul-

ture, that no poor man who has ground should be without
it ; and if he cannot produce an apple-tree, he can in this

root find a very able substitute.

Shallots and Gaelick.—There is nothing like autumn
planting for the shallot, which is very usefid as a condiment
in the poor man's diet. Choose a bed of soil of an open
textm'e ; throw up the alleys so as to raise the bed three
inches ; then apply a good coat of very rotten manure, and
dig it in rather deep. The shallots are merely stuck in with
the thumb and finger, for although neai- the surface, the
frost never does them any injury beyond throwing them
out ; and this is easily avoided by shaking some littery stuff

on the surface after planting, removing it clear away in the
early part of Febntary,

Swede Turnips for Sprouts.—A mellow and rich bed
of soil is well employed at this season in this waj-. Draw
drills close together, and place some of the strongest
Swedes close in the drills ; then crumble the soil in the alleys,

and cover them all over six inches deep with it. Cinder

ashes or sawdust are capital materials, being more easily

removed ; for it is necessary to scrape the covering away
from the crowns in the act of cutting. Thus may beautiful

heads be cut in abundance from the beginning of iebruaiy

until the end of JIarch ; and which (being blanched

of course) are, iu our opinion, eipial to the finest sea-kale.

We might show how the cottager could now plant Swedes,

onions, &c., for seed, but we are perfectly satisfied that, by a

good course of culture of his other crops, it is far cheaper

to buy what little seed he requires.

Bkocoli.—If any of these stand in the allotment, let the

owner immediately lay them with their heads to the north.

They will assuredly be much safer by this plan ; and he may
pile the soil close up to then' very necks.

Celery.—Give the celery one more earthing up when
dry, if it will take it, and press the soil close to the stems.

TuE Cow.—The supply of refuse from the garden which
lias proved of so much use diiriug the previous months, is

now gone of course, and she will be thrown on to root-diet,

iu part, of some kind. The first roots to work up should be

the crooked, deficient, and cankered carrots, parsnips, run

Swedes, &o., &c. These should always be sorted from the

rest when the crop is stored away. Oat straw is very good
where obtainable ; and those who are short of good hay had
better purchase a httle. If the hay has been badly got, it

will be found good practice to sprinlde a little salt and water

on it in the manger, and then strew a handful or two of

sweet bran over it. We have known cows thus readily eat

inferior hay, which otherwise would be rejected. Mucli care

should be taken over the fodder : some people waste a great

portion of it through neglect. Some cows are notorious for

treading it under foot ; and the best way is to feed little and

often. Another point of good cow management necessaiy

during the winter months, is to be siu'e and keep a bucket

of water in the cow-house. This placed there eveiy afternoon

may be otfered to the beast at raking-up time, when the

chill will be off it. It must be remembered that iu bad

weather the cow has not the same means of getting access

to water as in summer. Cows generally contrive to make
known their wants, whether as to meat or drink, by what is

termed a " basking" cough; which frequently denotes some
want.

Cleanliness is most important with this animal, both in its

own body and in the stall. All cow-houses should be cleaned

out every morning at least, and the manger kept particularly

clean. If the cow begins rubbing against a tree or post the

moment she is turned out, it is more than probable that her

coat is foul and she feels uneasy.

It is very capital practice for cottagers to eke out their

limited diet by means of mashes. We would have one
given every evening before going to bed. We have been in

the habit of putting a good pinch or two of salt in the

water, the mash being composed of bran, with about two

moderate handsful of linseed meal. This may be given

instead of the clean water, for which in tliis case there will

be no occasion.

There is a great plague with the cottager's cow at times

in getting her to go away to pasture in the morning. Some
cottagers' wives are very fond of giving the cow potato

peelings, or other nick-nacks, near the door or at the gate or

hatch. This is fooUsh policy. We have known cows thus

treated which would not go out to pasture, although the

latter was close to their heels, but would hang constantly

about the hatch. These peehngs, or any other dainties,

should be reserved for stall work ; and we would always give

the best food in the evening, and a little dry food to go

through the night with. They are thus prepared for moist

food again ; and if care is taken that they get nothing by

hand, except in the manger, they will soon be cured of the

bad habits alluded to. Those who rear their o-wn cows should

begin thus systematically with the calf itself.

THE APIARIAN'S CALENDAR.—December.
Bij J. H. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Apiarian's Guide."

Those persons who have been so fortunate in this un-

toward season as to obtain a few glasses of honey from their

bees, must now look well to their stocks, and, by judicious
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feeding, got them up to twenty pounds, at least, if it has not
been ali-eadj- done. I would very strongly recommend the
food being supplied at the top of" the hive ; and should the
bees be in a hive that has not a hole in the top, with a shai-p
knife make one forthmth, for the danger as well as the
inconvenience of feeding at the bottom, and more especially
at this season, is very great.

TiTJiousE (Parus Major).—This sad enemy must now be
looked sharply after, for it is alr-eady beginning the work of
desti'uction ; the life oven of a single bee, and more espe-
cially at this time of tlie year, is of importance.

Yenth.ation.— It will be advisable where bees are in
boxes, to see that they are well ventilated. If in Mr. Taylor's
amateur's bar hive, I would recommend the feeding-pan
being allowed to remain on during the winter,—say till the
end of March,—and one of the zinc slides of the hive taken
ottt; and if in any other kind of box, let a bell-glass be
placed over the opening at tlie top, on the inside of which
the vapour of the hive will condense, and so pass oft". " Per-
haps," says Mr. Taylor, " tliere is nothing more prejudicial
than the moisture often engendered in hives at this time,
particulai-ly after frost and in certain states of the atmo-
sphere : it accunndates on the top and sides, moulding and
rendering off'ensive the combs, and producing disease
amongst the bees. For this reason, hives with "flat roofs
have sometimes been objected to, and perhaps justly, when
no provision is made for ventilation." Gelieu obriated tlie

e\il by placing caps or small hives over the stocks, the
moisture ascending evaporated through the opening. " I
have," says Mr. Taylor, " tried different expedients, and
have found nothing better than the practice of condensing
the vapom' of tlie hive as much as possible, and conveying
it away." (See "Taylor's Bee-keeper's Manual," page 140,
fourth edition, where a figure of a condenser is given.) I
would strongly recommend that particular attention be given
to this httle matter by those whose bees are in boxes ; for
want of it many excellent stocks are lost, or become so de-
populated as scarcely ever to recover.

In a letter from a gentleman at Dublin, of the first of
last month, he tells me that he has just concluded feeding
two stocks of this year with about thirty-seven pounds of
honey divided between them, which they have eagerly appro
priated. One of these stocks is a second swarm, to which has
been added about a pound and half of bees, but so amazingly
fertile is the queen, that the colony is highly powerful, anil
breeding is now going on rapidly; the r[uantity of pollen
brought in is not onl)- enormous, but seems to be daily in-
creasing in amount. Another proof tliis, that a stock, be
it ever so weak, and at almost any time of the year, may,
•with very little attention, be made strong in numbers and
rich in store.

Floor-boards.—It wiU be necessaiy to clean the floor-
boards fi-equently with a dry bush, but more cspeciallv so
upon the breaking-up of a frost, for it is then that dampness,
especially in boxes, is most to be feared.

FEEDING AETIFICIAL STOCKS.
Your correspondent, "A Most Edified Reader," in the

111th number of The Cottage Gardexee, has made some
suggestions for the feeding of artificial stocks according to
my plan, wliich seem to call for a few remarks from me.

jHe is eviflently a thinker, and as such must make a good I

apiarian. But I am sorry to be obliged to differ from him
altogether in his proposed manmjr of feeding his artificial I

stocks in future. His suggestions had long ago presented
j

themselves to my own mind, but there then appeared, as
there still do appear to me, sever.al grave objections to
them, whicli I am anxious to state explicitly, as suggestive
of cnntion to those who may be disposed to agree with his
l>rimA facie just observations,' and to foUow his advice.
My objections are two-fold : 1st. That in no case, probably,

would more than a qunrtcr, or a third-part at most, of the
" eiijhl or nine pounds of honey " whicli he proposes to give
" after the first three or four days" of the hive's establish-
ment, really find its way into the cells of the hive ; and
2ndly. Tliat instead of this survi\ing the winter consump-
tion of food, and being the last of the store to remain in the
hive, it would be among the ./i/s< to disappear. These ob-
jections I wiU undei-take to prove.

I. It is well known to the scientific apiarian that bees,
except when in the midst of rigorous brecdmg, do not make
more comb than they are likely to want for the iiniucdiate
pm-pose of storing honey ; or, m other words, comh -nut/ring

j

proceeds in exact proportion to the abundance of food, or the

wants of the queen-mother. In the instance of a stock artifi- I

ciaUy formed in tlie early part of August— at which tiino

breeding goes on more or less actively in all good hives— !

every constructed cell which is not filled with food is quickly
j

seized upon by the queen as the ilopository of an egg (and
every cell, as I shall presently show, not occupied by an egg,
is more or less filled with honey, i.e., the provided mixture)

;

now such a cell cannot be free for tlie reception of food for

three weehs to come, and as the queen somethnes (especially
j

if she be a young and rigorous mother) lays very consider-
ably at this season, a large breadth of comb will bo thus
occupied as fast as it can be made. Althougli, therefore, it

be true, as your correspondent stated, that comb-making
at first, in this instance, is the order of the day, while but i

little food is stored, he must not suppose that the combs
already made at the end of three or fom- days (and they ai'e

not many) are, therefore, ready to receive his eight or nine
|

pounds of honey. He supplies the bees with it, however, I

wiio tliankfuUy accejit it ; but wliere is it to be stored '.' '

They do not hesitate, but set to work, more diligently than
ever, wax-elaborating, for the pm'pose of constnicting a re- i

ceptacle for it; and in tliis process a great part of it is neces-
|

sarily consumed—for it cannot be supposed that the bees
|

will prefer to use the mixture aheady stored (for some will
;

be stored) from foresight of its ill-capacity for preseiwation.

In confirmation of the above, I m.ay mention my asto-

nishment this autumn to find how small was the u-eii/hl

gained during the most liberal supply of food. " Where
does it nil go to?" I have often asked myself Doubtless
the answer is,—in the process of comb-making ; for tlie con-
sumption of food itself, as such, cannot be very great at any
time. On referring to my note-book, I find that one of my
lately-formed artificial stocks indicated a weight of only
si.vtecn pounds net (i.e., hive deducted) as the result of a
supply of fortij-five pounds, at least, of prepared food,' and
this, too, composed of a greater amount of saccharine matter
than is usual in such food!! Now if, as Huber states, sugar
is more productive of wax than honey is, what becomes of

yoiu' correspondent's generous supply of eight or nine
pounds '? If my experience as detailed above be generally
true, not more than /«'o or three pounds, at the outside, is

likely to find its way among the permanent stores of the
hive I

Again, supposing the stock was formed late in the sea-wn,

when little or no brood is being reared, A. M. E. E.'s honey
becomes absorbed in the same manner. Perhaps a little

more vini/ be laid by than in the former case (though I very
much doubt it), because they make no more comb than they
want ; and in this case they store as fast as they build, and
build as fast as they store. If A. 51. E. R. could examine
his stock three or foiu' days after its estabUshment, he
would find about three or four combs in difl'erent stages of

advancement, every cell of which (except those which were
not completed) would be foimd more or less full of the
mixture mth which he had supplied them, some, perhaps,
being near ceiling over. The honey aftenvards given must
then take its chance with the other food, pait being stored

away, but by far the greater portion consumed in wax-
making. A. M. E. R. seems to argue that in every case

the bees for the firsts few days would build nothing but
comb : they are, however, far too sagacious to do that ; they
never waste their substance in expensive house building,

tearing it in uncertainty whether tlieir new granaries sliall

be filled or no—like many human beings, who claim supe-
riority to tliem as being endowed with reason. I use tlie

expression " crpensive" advisedly, for I reckon that not
far short of fifty pounds of honey (or, at least, prepared
food) is required to elaborate one pound ofioax—so costly is

this substance, for which only about Is. Gd. can be obtained
in the market!!

II. In tlie next place, I affirm that the honey or mi.rlurejirst

stored is amnny the earliest consumed ; that is, as soon lis the

bees have done comb-mnliiufj, and have eaten the honey in the

* Observe, I take no note of the honey which the bees collected all

this time in the fields.
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unccUed celk ; and tliis I will quickly show is an unansu'erahlc

objection, wUate\ei- may be thought of the former. For

where, let me ask, do the bees huddle together on the

approach of cold weather but among the earliest' built

combs, which are generally the largest 1 Of this A. M. E. 11.

will speedily couviuce himself (or anybody else) if lie will,

after reading this, turn up his new hives and examine them.

And there tliey will remain for tlie next four or live mouths,

—

then they will commence the operations ofthe new year,—and

then, of course, they will first clear the combs of wliatever

food tliey may contain, as saving them the trouble and peiil

of moving ; and, be it remembered, Ihese are the very cmnhs

in which A. J\{. E. R.'s honey has been stored. I conclude,

therefore, that it is well at no time to feed artilicial stocks,

reared according to the plan recommended by me, on pure

Iwney, as being botli expensive and useless. Tlie food

throughout sliould be of a nnij'urni quality ; or, if otherwise,

rather ;ni;)roi'/«(/ in quality after the first fortniyht's feediuy.

A. M. E. ll.'s objection' to my plan—viz., that the surplus

food above the winter's consumption might be spoiled—will

be removed if the stock be fed up to fifteen or sixteen

pounds only, uvt weight, in October; for this will keep the

bees alive tUl the folknving April or May (accordiny to the

season), at wliich time a similar niixtm-e might be given

them (perhaps a little less to tlieir liking than the food

supplied in autumn, so that they may not be tempted to eat

it in preference to tlieir stores), in quantities of half a

pound per week at a time, until it was evident that honey
abounded. In this way very little, if any, of tlie autumn-
supplied mixture will sm-vive the spring demand of the

increasing brood. As to its candying or spoiling (unless,

indeed, trater is a principal iugrecUent in its composition) in

the ceiled cells, I cannot imagine it, where honey itself so

stored would not spoil or candy in like manner.
If, however, I am obliged to thsapprove altogether of your

corresj>ondent's proposal in the early part of his communi-
cation, I must do him the justice to say that the suggestions

put forth by him in the latter part of it are very valuable.

He has, in fact, pai'tly anticipated me in a similar recom-
mendation of my own, wliich I had already committed to

liaper some weeks ago, in the manuscript of a work on bee
management (suggestive of an improved and, in some
respects, novel system), which I hope to have shortly in the

press. I would have transcribed it here but for the too

great length of the passage, and tlie want of time. Suflice

it to say that I advise, in preference to converting a sujyer or

duplet into an artificial stock, the preservation of a triplet

for this purpose, or, still better, of a nadir (on the storifying

system) : the triplet as interfering less with the spoil of the
bee-master, and the nadir (into which the swarm is sure

almost to descend) because of tlie opportunity afforded to it

for the conversion of the old stock into a new colony, after the

removal by excision of a third of its combs. Being so treated

every year, it might be iireserved to an indefinite existence.

On the collateral system, on the other hand, I recommend
the old box to be sliifted to the right or left, and its place

supplied by an empty box, through which tlie bees shall

pass into the open air. If plenty of additional room, in the

shape of bell-glasses or small supers, be supplied over the
stock hive, the side box will be found generally full of comb,

well stored with pollen, and only a third full (or even less)

of honey ; for the bees always prefer to store over their main
domicile, whither they will transfer their stores from the

side box when the weather is unfavourable to their moving
out of doors and adding to their treasures. Tills hive will

prove a most valuable boon to the new colony of preserved

bees, who will require but a comparatively small supply of

prepared food, while at the same time the bee-master's

harvest of honey will not be so greatly trespassed upon.
According to A. M. E. R's plan, he would find that the

bees would consume a lai-ge quantity of the already-stored

honey in the combs (which remain after he has cut out his

shai'e), or of tlie prepared food with which he suppHes
them, in replacing the removed combs ; this they will be
almost sure to do. A Counibi Cueaie.

ENGLISH CAGE BIRDS.

TnE SONG thuush.

Insessoees Dentirostres. MeI!ui.id.e.

Tardus musicus ; Merula musica : The Throstle; The
Thrush; Gommou Thrush ; Garden Thrush ; Mavis.

This is one of oiu' most beautiful song birds ; easily kept
in confinement, and readily reared from the nest; its food
consisting of berries, worms, and snails, and, indeed, insects

of all kinds. It will also thrive on the paste of oatmeal
alone. I always reared from the nest tliose I kept, which
I did easily by feeding them on oatmeal paste, made pretty

stiff, with an occasional worm or piece of meat, and at the

same time giving thein after feeding (wliich was usually

about every iialf hour) a little water; this is best done by
means of a syringe, which by gentle pressure allows a drop
or two to trickle through the nozzle of the syringe into the

bird's mouth, and which nozzle resembles pretty much the

beak of its parent. It is a principal ingredient of success in

the rearing of young birds to keej) them exceedingly warm,
and I used to do this by covering them either with wool or

flannel, taking especial care to remove the dirt contained in

the natural bags by means of a pair of pincers, immediately
that it is evacuated ; and it is of importance that the plumage
is not daubed or soiled by the paste, for if so, the birds will

become sickly, and eventually will perish.

Young birds are very subject to cramp ; this is often ob-

viated by mixing with the prepared oatmeal paste a quantity

of gritty matter, such as bruised old mortar, or road grit,

which acts as a scour in their stomach, and when cramped
will often relieve that state. The oatmeal paste should be

made fresh every day, and in the heat of summer even twice

a day, for if it becomes sour it w ill produce dian-boja, and
kill the nestlings in a short time. It is better if tlie oatmeal

paste be made with milk instead of water—that containing

mueli animal matter.

By rearing young birds from the nest, the following yeai'

you are sure to have them breeding, whicli, to a true lover of

birds, is very desh'able. When I kept them, mine bred every

year ; and I was much amused and delighted to watch the

birds making their nest, and rearing their tender oft'spriug.

I supplied them with a quantity of moss, and lla^ing several

fir-trees planted in the aviaiy, they provided themselves with

a suitable position for their nursery. Both birds assist in

building, but the female is most busy, and eventually com-
pletes it. After having laid the foundation, by dropping
large pieces of moss on the branch of the fir-tree neai' to its

stem, tlie bird then lowers itself in a squatting position, and
with its feet scratches, as it were, the moss into sometliing

like regularity, at the same time partially spreading its wings

as if to keep the moss within its grasp ; it then moves in a

circular du-ecdon, and weaves, as it were, vrith its feet again ;

and this it does untU it has described a circle, pushing with

its beak here and there a stray bit which its wings may not

have encompassed ; and thus in one day, as I have often ob-

served, will it have diligently toiled to the completion of its

nest, as far as the form and shape. On the following day,

the lining the nest is the next jirocess, wliich is done by the

bird seeking out some muddy place, collecting the mud in its

beak, and dropping it in the nest, then preparing to plaster

it round the nest by tmniing itself round, describing the

circles as before, and thus by its breast rubbing the mud
against the rough interior of the mossy nest. This is re
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peated till the nest ia entirely lined with a thick coating of

mud, which, when done, the hird dries by its own warmtli,

hy sitting iu tlio nest thus recently niado for a day or two.

Should it, however, liappeu that tlio mud is not sulHcitntly

moist, or, as I have seen it occur, tliere has been no mud at

all within its read), but dried parched up earth, then tlie in-

stinct of the hird prompts it to take in its beak this dried

eai'tli, and then to the fountain of water, into which it would

dip tlic earlli, and then deposit it in its nest, afterwards re-

turn to the fountain and have a thorough bath, maliing its

breast feathers thoroughly wet, and then like a plasterer set

to work, turning every now and then so as to complete the

circle, and render its work round and smooth.

In the course of a few days four or five etjys are deposited,

and the hen patiently sits about 14 days before hatching is

completed. Should it rain during the process of incnl>nlion,

the bird spreads out its wings, culirely cuveriiig the nest, so

that tlie rain povu-s olf the wings over the nesl, and tlius the

little nurslings are kept from being wetted. She feeds them
entirely on insects and worms, and, in their absence, with

meat. ImmeiUately after the food is put into then' beak and
swallowed, the little bird elevates its hinder part of the body
and chschai'ges the excretion in a membraneous bag, which
the parent bird seizes in its bill, ami flies off with to some
distant spot. Both pai'ents are engaged in feeding tlie

young, and they appear to know wliich has beeu fed and
wliich not, as I have patiently watclied them by the hovu'

feethng them one after the other in regular succession, so

that I knew when the parent anived at tlie nest whose turn

it was next. While sitting on the nest my birds, which were

always vei'y tame, would let me stroke them on their hi;ad

and back ; )jut if I attempted to toucli their eggs, would im-

mediately peck my fingers, and that shai-ply, while they re-

mained sitting on.

At one time, when I was looking at the hen thrush sitting

on her nest, I fancied I saw something black move under-

neath its wing, and upon further inspection I found a hen
buUfincli had deposited four of her eggs in the same nest as

the thrush, and both were sitting together, hatching each

their young, without any molestation on the pai-t of mistress

thrush. They both sat until they hatched, but the small

birds were overpowered by the larger, and thus perished. It

was, however, a curious coincidence that both should occupy

the same nest. The bxdlfinch coirld, and did after, make a

separate nest, which is mostly composed of short sticks.

After the first brood is reared, the mother bird then sets

about another nest, going through tlie same ijroeess as the

former one, and, if means be short, pulling the old nest to

jjieces to build tlie new one. She never resorted to the old

one e.tcept to pull it to pieces, while the male bird took care

to see after the first brood, and feed them until they could

take care of themselves.

In the autumn, and even in winter, if there shoxdd happen
to be a sunny bright day, the young birds would begin to

sing, and in February and March would pour forth their

melodious notes from morning till night ; and often in the

summer time, my parlour being lighted with gas and shining

through the window, tlie thrush would continue his song tiU

past midnight, and only seemed to cease wdien the shutters

were closed and the light excluded. I have noticed the

thrush would sing much louder and more frequently just

before rain and during a gentle shower.

I have observed persons shade then- birds wdien in cages

from the sun, but in my apiary, as the sun took its circuit

and slioue on parts of the a\iary in dift'ei'ent places during

the day, that all the birds, in the hottest days especially,

were always sure to be lying in the sunsliine with gaping

mouths and outstretched limbs, and ruilled feathers ; and
till my chiliU-en and others have hastened to me with such ex-

clamations as, " Oh ! the bu-ds are dying ; come and look."

Instead of which, they were only enjoying themselves in the

sunshine, and inv.aiiably removed themselves to that part

where the sun was shining, if it left the spot they were
enjoying a few moments before. W. Eaynee.

rtosES IN roTS.
In coirniliance with your permission and ivisli that I

should inform you of the mode adopted liy me in growing
roses in pots, as specimen plants, and for exhibitiqn at our

local shows in the months of May and June, I will begin
by oliserving, that tho method does not in principle dill'or

from tliat so ably laid down by Mr. Beaton in a recent

number, but simply so as regards httle matters of detail in

the difterence of time roconmiended for the necessai'y opera-

tions of pruning, re-potting, i&c. ; and hope you will excuse
iny being somewhat lengthy in my observations, as I feel

that omitting tho most tritliiig operation will somelinus
hazard the success of an undertalung.

jMy first considovation in growing '' roses in pots" is to

procure some pots that are well cleaned, or, wliat is better

still, quite new ; and may here observe, that ^I's are a veiy

convenient size to commence with. 1 tlii'U, at the com-
mencement of November, proceed to Jlessrs. I'aul, of

Cheshuut. Having recommended them many customers, I

presume in consecpieiico and ninl;.', I believe, ft somewhat
unusual ajiplicatidn tii be allnweil to select at once and take

up such roses as I wish for the purpose,—a request which
young Mr. Paul kindly ac<'edes to, and accompanies me
himself to assist in the selection. It is as well here to

state, that experience shows me that worked roses are

preferable, for pot xmi'poses, to those grown on tlieir own
roots ; and in consequence I select such as are dwarf
standards only, and worked close to the collar, so that when
the rose is potted the stem is scarcely visible. I also find

that Tea, Chuia, and Bourbon, or theh' hyljrids, are better

suited for forchig and pot plants than Noisette and Hybrid
perpetuals,—the two last named class of roses growing to

greater perfection in the open an-. Amongst Tea roses I

would recommend Satfrano, Devoniensis, Comiite de Paris,

Nephetos, and Princess Clementine as unrivalled. Mrs.
Bosanquet, Duchess of Kent, with a few others amongst
Chinas ; Souvenir de Malmaison, Leveson Gower, and Du-
petit Thenars amongst Boiirions. Of the above, Souvenir
de Malmaison is unrivalled as a pot rose. Having se-

lected my plants, I without loss of time, and before the roots

have got diy, pot them (having first pniued the strong

r(jots) in a mixture of old cow dung, leaf-mould, silver sand,

and yellow loam, in the following proportions of half yellow

loam, and the rest, as regards the cow-dung, leaf-mould,

and sand, in equal parts ; but find that a greater proportion

of loam may be added with advantage, shoidd the rose to be

potted happen to be a Bourbon or Hybrid perpetual.

My plants being potted—which operation is complete

about this time,—I place them on ashes under a north wall

in some sheltered part of the garden, until the frosts of

November compel me to put them in cold pits, keeping

tliem, since their being re-potted, as dry as I can to prevent

growth, but not suificiently so to cause the plants to flag or

then- roots to get quite dry. I then, about the commence-
ment of December, prune all that I intend liringing into

the greenhouse in the early part of .Tanuary, for blooming

in May and June, and stimulate them gently by appljing

water at a temperature a few degrees warmer than the

atmosphere of the pit where they stUl ai-e, so as when they

are introduced into tlie greenhouse at tlie commencement
of January, at a medium temperature of 45°, tliey are just

beginning to push strongly.

About the commencement of Februoiy a little more heat

is given, and weak hquid manure is applied about twice

a-week, which is strengthened as the plants increase in

vigour and have their buds well set. About this time

syringing over head with lulcewarm water, or steaming, may
occasionally lie had recourse to, as it tends to give strength

to the plants, and keeps away the aphis and other enemies.

Lastly; when the shoots are suificiently long for the pui'-

pose, they are gently brought down to the sides of the pot,

or staked to such places as they are intended to occupy, so

as when the plants are ready for tlie show, these appliances

may be removed, and the plant still prcseive a round and
uniform appearance.

I had almost forgotten to add, that it is neccssiiiy at all

times when the temperature is at oO° or above, to give as

much air as possible ; and this may even be done when a

gentle fire is going. J. E. S.
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A SKLECTtON OF NEW AND CHOICE PICOTEES.

H.

—

Heavy ed^cd. L.- -Lit^ltt cd^cd.
iniermtjduUc*

llED EDOED.

T/iyit' not murlicd uru

I^'inma (rjuri'ouglics) ; extra. T,

lUmcst (Edinuiids) ; larffe and fine

Duchess of tliilhfrhmd {IjiUTOUglies) ; tho fuiesl

ol' its class ; toolc first class certificates at several

lilaccs, and tlic j^remier prize at Slough

Gem {Youell) ; extra fine, i,

Tsiihrlla (Wiilman) ; extra

Jcniii/ lAitil (Edmonds) ; very fine

Kiiiij Jiihii (Hepwortli) ; a fine Ml flower ; con
]

stant )

Miss Burdelt Cuutts (Burroughes)
Prince of Wnles (Morris); a very extra-tlno llowcr

Hir ir. Middleton (.Tessop). ii

Si/lvuniis (Blorris). ii

TJiiiquc (Hudson), n

rUEPLE EDGED.

AmeHij/st (Matthews); extra fine, i

Ann Page (May) ; a fine full flower, and very
|

constant, l J

Constance (May) ; large and extra fine. H
Ernestine (Tinner) ; 'small, hut of extra fine]

quality. H J

U.iquisite (Hudson) ; a very extra fine variety .

.

Holt. H, E. Anneslcy (Kiitland) ; extra fine

Juliet (May) ; extra fine, l
Ladij Harriet Moore (Turner) ; medium size,

hrrge fine petal ; smooth and constant ; first

class certificates at various places
Lorina (Bm'roughes) ; extra pure white, delicately

margined with violet jjmide ; first class certifi-

cate at various jilaces

Mary Helen (Hepworth) ; a fine lai'ge constant

flower

Pride of the Tlllai/e (Kirtland) ; extra large flower;

full and constant
Prince Albert (Morris) ; extra large, and con-

stant. H
Begina (Cox) ; very fine. L
Sviilux (Kirtland) ; extra fine

KOSE AND SCiUlLET EDQED.

Formosa (Matthews). L
Lady Dacre (Garrat) ; extra fine, l

Mrs. Barnard (Barnai'd) ; V017 fine, i,

Miss Osborne (Burroughes). n
Miss Trahar (Dickson) ; very fine, l

Plimbe (May). H
Queen Victoria (Green). H
t^enus (Headly) ; extra fine. H

I'KR PAIR.

.Os. Od.

Ill G

5
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P. pher/opturis, or Mountain Polypody, is a lover of the

waterfall, and tliis fact forms a key to its successful cul-

tivation.

Poll)podium viilijare, or Common Polypody.—A very com-
mon plant, perhaps tlie most common of all ferns, growing

on old walls, tlio decaying trunks of old trees, S:c.. The
beautiful variety Camhriciim, with its lacliiiated and crisped

fronds, is a highly interesting object to the cultivator. //

has heeu found wild in ^N'ales and Ii-eland.

PcHi/slichiiiu lohalmn.—Not unfrequent in woods.

P, acult'ufum.

Poli/stichiim hiichiles (.Vlpine Shield Fern).—Truly an
alpiue plant, growing at a great elevation, and, indeed, "a
very handsome northern fern." Under cultivation it rarely

exhibits the stately beauly which characterizes it in its

native haunts. Strange that the child of the mountain,

exposed to the rough butfetings of the stonu, should become
dwarfed wlien convoyed to a warmer region.

Pleris aquiUiia (Common Brake or Feather Fern).—

A

large-growing plant, very common in hilly districts, and often

used, both in its green state and when dried, as litter for

farm stock. " The people in Scotland employ it as a ver-

mifuge :
" so say Hooker and Arnott.

SmlopendrUim vuhjare (Hart's Tongue).—Not of veiy

common occm'rence, but often in great jirofusion on wet
shaded banks, especially by the sea-coast. It is easily cul-

tivated.

Trichomanes rndicans (Bristle Fern).—The most beautiful

of all our native ferns, and veiy rare. It " has a habit very

ditferent from tlie rest of our ferns, and belongs to a group
which abounds in the tropics." In the few places where it

does occur it is oliserved to love moist and shady situations.

Woodsia hi/pcrborfo, and If. ihcnsis.—Both very rare.

I may on a future occasion offer some remarks on the

genera Lycopodhim and Equisetiim, whicli I find would
occupy too much valuable space in The CoiT.iGE Gaudenee
at the present time.

a. Lawson, F. B. S., etc., EdinUmjh.

TEANSFEEEING BEES.

Some years since on my iirst coming to reside in this

place, I bought a hive of bees from a maltman, in whose
garden it stood with others till the swarming season, and
whicli I generally saw on my visits to that place (Snaith),

about once a week ; and on one occasion I observed

signs of their approaching swarming {the first swarm). I

went down the next day and saw the new colony issue about
eleven o'clock. I had with me a box for their habitation. As
usual, I had very goon the company of the neighbours to

witness the stirring scene. The bees knit in a thorn hedge at

the end of a wall ; I placed the box overthem, expecting they

would be glad of such accommodation, but, as too frequently

happens, they commenced returning to their old habitation.

On examining for the cause, I found the queen on the ground
under a piece of old bag, and about four or live of her sub-

jects endeavouring to protect her.

I took her up and placed her by the box, into which she

hastened, and the music changed, as did the bees in the

selection of an abode.

Having then no place of my own proper for bees to stand,

I left them, three miles from my residence, till August.
Being at Peniston, nine miles from here, I was in company
with two worthy gentlennm, one of whom an old bee-keeper,

but now no more, the other, D , Esq., a professional

gentleman, when, as was usual with my late much esteemed
acquaintance, the subject of bee management was brought
forward in conversation. Mr. D. was regretting that he had
had several fruitless attempts made during the season to

stock a new Nutt's box, that the swanns would not stay

when put in, and was up to that time initcnanted. I inquir'ed

on what terms I should till it with comb, honey, aud bees,

and on which we soon agreed ; the next time I had occasion

to visit the place, I went down to Snaith, brought away my
box, then quite full, took it to Peniston ; the day tm'ning out

exceedingly warm, thnjugh which I was much later at the

place than I intended,—10 o'clock-.

However, delay would oidy add fuel to the fire, so I went
to work, found the box very damp and unfit for bees (the

cause why it could not be earlier filled), cleaned it out, placed
mine by the side of it, and with chisel, hammer, and san-,

took my box to pieces, shortened the cross bars, which were
too long for the Nutt's box, took the comb, bees, and honey,
fitted the same into the new box, placed cross bai-s firmly
in to keep all from descending to the bottom bnard, which
might have interrupted the egress and ingress of the new
inhabitants, and if not done them serious harm, would have
caused them much labom' ; the box was then safely placed
right way up in its proper situation, and the work of industry
was speedily resumed.

Certainly, I never knew bees more angiy, and I liad

several stings, but being prepared, none were hiil/ so painful
as the sting of the nettle; and I was most annoyed by the
excessive heat of the day. Mr. I), liad the same colony in
that box for three jears. I am of opinion they died at last

from neglect, in not being provided with something to keep
out the damp in winter ; these boxes generally being made
too light in the substance.

I will uo^v add, although diffeiing -nith many who pos-
sibly have had more experience than myself, that I am of
opinion feeding is exceedingly injudicious after the time they
cease gathering their winter store, and more particularly

with any liquid siibsliinee. I have tried most ways of feeding,

but, as yet, have fouud nothing better for late feeding than
good brown sugar. Let any one obseiwe the size and weight
of a working bee that has been partaking of a Uqnid food

—

it is sm-e to lly after it; its strength is nothing like what it

was in the working season ; it is too heavy to retm-n to the
hive—it drops, becomes paralysed, and must die. With a

dry substance it may, and will, take what will support its

nature, and share mth many others it may come in contact
with ; but there is no depositing in cold weather, neither can
comlis be made till at a sufficiently wann temperature.

I read much about uniting too ; and here again it can
answer no good purpose after the working season is over

;

better far chance a small colony in their own abode than
introduce them amongst strangers. I have ever, exijeri-

mentally, found that much less honey mil support them than
your correspondents appear to think; only avoid inducing
them to fly when the working season is over, by shading ;

and be sure to keep them from becoming damp in the
winter season. A light and weali swarm thus attended to

may come out in the spring better than one full of honey,
wliich has been unceasingly disturbed during the ^^'inter

season. You frequentlj', and I am sure very properly, say
of plants, " Let them have a nap at tlie right season ;

" let

me intreat you to say the same of the poor bees, so often
persecuted with kindness. If worth your notice, I will try to

bestow a few moments on, what I think, the most humane
way of keeping them, if it is intended to take what may be
tenned a reasonable advantage of their labom's.—S. T. 11.

[Although we totally ditt'er from our correspondent in his
opinions relati\'e to feeding and uniting bees, yet we insert
his letter, because he states some interesting facts ; and we
shall be very glad to hear his " most hmnane way of keeping"
bees.

—

Ed. C. Li.]

GREENHOUSE-HEATING BY STEAM.
In February last I gave the readers of The Cottage

G^uiDENEU a description of a ]nethod I had successfully

adopted of heating a small grcenhonse by steam ; experi-

ence has enabled nie to improve upon my first ideas, and, I

believe, jjorfect my process. My greenhouse consists of ono
of two rooms over the kitchen ; size about 8 ft. by I'-l ; aspect

westerly. I have three large sash windows in front, all of

which open. The roof is of glass, with a ventilator at the
liack. The joints of the floor are caulked and painted over.

Under the stage is a shallow wooden tank, the entire length
and width, containing water for the supply of moisture, in

which gold and silver fish greatly enjoy themselves appa-
rently. The tank also serves to catch the waste water, and
is occasiomilly emptied, as the water gets foul, by attaching a

gutta percha tube to a small stop-cock, and passing it through

a hole in the fmnt wall. Here I can grow any greenhouse

plants that do not insist upon a very moist atraosplu're, dry-

ness, not damp, being in the ascendant. Now for the heating.

This I eff'ected last winter by means of a gas-pipe commu-
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iiicating between the kitchen boiler below and stoam tins

above. I coulil get sufficient lieat, but the "women follv,"

not ha\-ing tlie fear of John Frost before their eyes, were

con.stantly interfering witli me,—fllling up tlie boiler witli

eoUl water, letting the fire go low, and otiier petty though
undesigned annoyances. However, I set my wits to worlc

this winter to cii-cumvent them, and liave succeeded.

Tliinking the steam would have no objection to travel three

or four yards further to please me, I removed the top of a

scpiare Arnott's stove, constantly burning during tlie winter

in an adjoining oliice, and replaced it by a tin boiler about a

foot squai-e ; the bottom of tlie boiler forming the top of

the stove, and fully exposed to the action of the coke fire

lieneath. On the top of the boiler is a small aperture, with

a screw cover, for supplying fresh water, and an upright

one-inch iron gas-pipe, which, after rising four feet, taiios a

horizontal direction towards the greenhouse, and joins the

pipe from the kitchen boiler at a distance of about twelve

feet. Altogether the steam from the tin boiler travels a

distance of thirty feet, though I believe it would as readily

travel sixty. In the greenhouse is a steam tin, thirty inches

long, six wide, and sixteen deep, -with a small tube at tlie

top to carry olf the waste, and another at the bottom to

carry off the condensed steam. Both pass through the wall

to the outside. In ten minutes after the water has reached

the boiling point, the steam rushes into the tin, and through

the waste pipe, with sulficient force to sound a lilliputian

whistle. With this apparatus I can readily move the ther-

mometer from five to ten degrees, which is amply sufficient

to exclude frost, and something more—the real test of its

utility, and the heat is delightfully sweet and pure. I have
command over the steam from both boilers by means of

stop-cocks, but rely mainly upon the small boiler over the

Arnott's stove, as being less effected by disturbing causes.

I would not be understood to consider my method of heating

as preferable to either the flue or hot water systems, where
these can be adopted ; but I firmly believe there are scores

of small greenhouses and conservatories where such appli-

ances are utterly inadmissible ; and I further believe that

scores would be erected were it not for the expense, and
especially the trouble, involved in constant firing dui-ing the

winter. I fearlessly assure any one desirous of possessing

tlie luxury of a small greenhouse, that if a good sleamlic/ht

kitchen boiler, or even a stove, is employed within thirty or

forty feet of an eligible site, no fear need be entertained of

the result, whether it be on the ground or any other floor.

The peculiar formation of my greenhouse compels me to

use the steam tin in a disadvantageous situation ; it is my
con\'iction that a similar tin in the centre of the room, or a

three-inch tin pipe passed along the low side of the house
and retm'ned, would be still more efiective.—C. B., Barton.

FLOWER BED SHAPES.

I have found much trouble in procm-ing pretty shapes for

flower-beds. It is a subject not much thought about; but I

find it is no use to have pretty flowers in ugly beds—they do
iiot look at home : can you help me to any nice shapes ?

Circles and ovals are very pretty, but beyond this no friend

or gardener can furnish you with an idea that will look any-

thing but tasteless forms. One thinks a set of small coffins

"nice" if arranged in a circle; another gardener says,

" suppose you have a neat square, ma'am ;
" and a third sug-

gests some bed all points, so that the ends of the beds must
be empty or the flowers half hanging over the grass. I

have some nice beds, but I sadly want three more, and they

are not to be had. My lawn is something like the sketch I

have given, only more crooked than I had room on the

paper to make it. How would a lawn look covered with

butterflies ?—tliey are bright creatures, and all shapes and
colom-s. Would not a Butterjlij Verbena-bed be good '? The
ground of the upper wings pm'ple {Walton's Emma), with a

good spot of wliite on each ; lower wings scarlet, horns of

Blue Lobelia, and the body some neutral tint? I had snakes

last year, but have done away -with them. The foi-ms of just

leaves are always pretty, hut I cannot have all leaves.

I hope for a few lines upon this subject, which wiU, I feel

sure, help many young gai'denerg as well as myself.

—

Fanny.
[At present we can say no more than that " We'll think

about it ;
" but at the same timo we cannot keep your racy

letter from our readers, any of whom will oblige us by sug-

gestions of the forms of beds tliey have observed to lie

pleasing, with the names and colours of the flowers in

them ; for there is more relationshiii between form and
colour than most people imagine.

—

Ed. C. G.]

SOUP FOR THE POOR.

A GREAT deal was written and said two years ago about

soup for the poor, and in the time of scarceness soup-

kitchens were estabUshed ; but still tlio poor do not appear

to have imbibed the art of making it in their own homes.

They, generally speaking, prefer haAing (if it can be pro-

cured) one good dinner a-week, and the other days are con-

tented with potatoes, bread, &c. Tiiis I can only attribute

to idleness, or want of thought and energy on the part of

the wife ; for I am very sure no labouring man would of liis

own free will choose this method of proceeding. The chil-

dren, too, delight in broth, in which they can soak their

bread and potato ; besides, in the cold weather, how cheering

to have a nice basin of smoking soup to warm and comfort

you ! How many times have I repeated this to the poor

people around me! Their usual answer is, " Oh, it cer-

tainly would be much more comfortable, but I have no time
;

I also work out of doors." They forget that, generally

speaking, tliey leave the eldest girl at home to look after the

baby, and it never enters their head that she could manage
to boil a little broth. They keep her' away from school, and

do not teach her what they so easily might, which is, " to

be useful in her generation." This sm'ely is a lesson

which should be impressed on the mind of every one.

Young or old, rich or poor, we have each and all of us our

appointed tasks, which, however trifling they may appear to

us, should be pei-fornied with cheerfulness and alacrity.

" Whatsoever thy hand findetli to do, do it with all tliy

might." It is the duty of e^ery one to whom God has given

of " tins world's goods," to try and improve the condition

of the poor, both by precept and example ; and I am sm-e

if the working man's home was made a mors comfortable

one to him, the alehouses would be much less frequented,

constant disputes between husband and wife would be

avoided, and they would be led to consider that there is a

God to be loved as well as feared. I have found that the

best way to improve a cottage kitchen is to give out once or

tmce a-week soup made by the receipts given to them
;

they then taste how palatable it can be made, and will, I

hope, in time profit by the hints. It would be very easy at

every gentleman's house to have soup thus given to a certain

number of cottagers ; and if the lady of the house super-

intends the distribution, and at the same time adds a word of

encom-agement or exhortation to each, much good may be

done. Seiwants, I am son-y to say, are very apt to forget

their own cottage homes ; and it is therefore necessaiy that

the mistress's eye should watch the proceeding. I will now
give some receipts, which may, perhaps, be found useful to

charitably-disposecl persons as well as to the poor.

It must, in the first place, be remembered, that when a
" soup-pot" is once established, nothing need be wasted.

Tlie outsides of onions, celery, pieces of bread, the skim-

mings from any boiled meat, all improve the flavour and

add to the nourishment of the soup. The vegetables you

intend putting into the saucepan must be cut rather small.

Whilst that is being done, allow some fat to be melting in

the pot in which the soup is to be made. AVhen the fat

begins to bubble, throw in the vegetables, let them remain

till they are hghtly browned, and then add water, also the

bones and meat you intend for it; put some peppercorns

and a httle salt into it, cover it closely, and let it simmer for

some hom-s. This soup requires very little trouble. It

could easily be made before the mother of the family went

to her work ; and if left on the hob till she retm-ns, it will

be found very palatable. Sheep's head and "pluck" (as

the liver, &c., is called) make a capital soup for a large

family's dinner for two days. The head should be split in

two, soaked in a little water, and then, when the vegetables

are fried, put into the saucepan with half a pound of

damaged lice. Pea soup is very nourishing, and is always

much liked. Whole peas ai'e cheaper than the spUt ones,
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and, if boiled sufficiently long, will he found equally good.

They should he put on in cold -ffater, and boiled rather

sbai-j)ly at iirst. "Sheep's trotters" and "cow's heels"

are also most serviceable for the consumption of the poor ;

and they have the additional merit of keeping longer than

meat will, which is an advantage to those who live far from

a butcher. Some farmers have made a capital rale of

paying theii- labourers every Friday instead of Salm-day.

If this was generally adopted, the week's provision could be

laid in on market-day, when, generally speaking, eveiything

is cheaper, and more choice is given. In the kitchens of the

rich, soup for the poor can be made at a very moderate

expense ; for I fancy there are but few houses where there

is no waste,—where nothing is put into the " hog-tub

"

that migbt be of serrice to some fellow-Christian. A little

additional trouble, both to the mistress and the servant, is

certainly required ; but I am very sure there is no one who
would gTudge this, particularly when they feel they may be

the means "of maldng the collage homes around them per-

manently more comfortable ; for if they feel the luxury of

having a nicely-dressed dinner once or twice a-week, they

will soon, I trust, think of preparing the same fare every

day : and in a little time we may, jjerbaps, see gaudy ribbons

and smart caps tUscarded by the women, and the " mug of

beer" now drank at the alehouse given up by the men, and

in their place a clean cloth spread at one o'clock, and a

smoking basin of soup ready for each person.—A Feiend.

neighboming colony of bees that scent out the deserted
treasure. Again, the swarm of " S. I. R." may have been in

a locality favourable to a late collection of huuey, which
seems the more reasonable to suppose, seeing that the hivo

from which it issued, which was also a very late swarm, ap-
peal's to have done equally well tlie year before. I need not
say that honey dews are universally declared to bo of rather
rare occuiTenco by all bee \n'iters. " S. I. K." repeats again
at the end of the paragraph, "But this is only one solitary

instance; I liave seen it frequently." Seen what? Honey
dew ? So have I, at least the substance called honey dew.

But has he seen the liees in any number collectinff it '? 1

have not.—r. A'. JI. F.

GUUB-KILLING.

Many persons have begun, or soon will begin, to trench

and rough-dig their garden grijund. I fancy I found it veiy

destnictive to gruljs and wireworms last winter to trench

during the frost. I waited for a frost, fust to drive the
insects down low into the eai'th, and on certiun signs of the

nest approaching frost, and while the ground was hai'dening

and hard, I set some of my men to trench as quick, and as

deep, and in as thin ridges as they could, by which means
I exposed my enemies, Ijy night and day, to an intlueuce

which, I am uiclined to think, was destnictive of vast

numbers. I had some grumbling about hard digging, but
iiupro\'ement stops wliere grumbling is attended to.—

A

WORCESTEESHIHE M-\N.

HONEY DEW.
I CONFESS to have been wailing with impatience for some

notice from one or other of your numerous bee correspon-

dents on the suliject of honey dew ; for although I stated

my disbelief in its collection by bees, I could not altogether

divest myself of the hope that a fact so often stated and so

currently credited, might rest on a better foundation than
mere vulgar error; although in my seven (not tliree) years'

experience as a bee-keeper, my own eyes never mtnessed a

satisfactory instance of it. At length, after the space of

nearly a mouth, conies the notice of " S. I. K.," wdio, in an-

swer to my query for euligbteument, answers with confi-

dence, " Undoubtedly they do!" and in proof of it he men-
tions his having picked up a swarm (the first he ever had,

wdience ho was more likely to have jumjied at an erroneous
conclusion) so late as the 10th of July one season, "which

swamied still later the following season, viz., on the 2.0th of

July, and yet the hive was tilled in llnvc weeks. To account

for this, he mentions the fall of an abundant honey dew at

the time on the leaves of the horn-beam. This, no doubt,

looks very like proof positive, but " S. I. E." does not tell us

wdiether he actually saw bis bees collect this matter. Unless
he can assure us that he ii-itnessi;rl wilh hh own eyes the

collection of that dew, I must still confess myself sceptical

on the subject. For the sudden increase in a hive of bees is

no unusual thing even so late as November, or so eai'ly as

March ; while it frequently happens that Ijees desert an old

hive in the spring or sunmier, with which, from some cause

or other, they have become disgusted ; in which ease it is

natural to suppose they would transfer their stores to their

new dwelling, as comb was made to receive it ; indeed, such
instances are actually on record. Not only so, but how often

has a wealthy hive been known to jierish in the course of the

summer from the death of its queen, or some other cause, in

which case the remaining stores become the prey of the first

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** We request that no one w\\\ write to the departmental \vrite7s of

The Cottage Gardenek. It gives them unjustifiable Trouble and

expense. All communications should be .addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gttfdener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster How, Londojt.'*

Sulphate of Ammonia (.S. G,),—The crystals of this salt dissolved

in the proportion ol" half an ounce to a gallon of water, may be applied

with advantage to crocuses growing either in the open border or in sand.

Apply it not oftener than once a week, and not until the tlower-buds are

visible.

Crown Imperial {A Subscriber).—This, which is also called the

Fritillary {FritUtarla imperialis), has been cultivated in our open garden

borders for nearly three centuries, and this is the best situation for grow-

ing them. We know of none that arc higher than three or four feet, nor

of any that bloom in another mode than in a cluster of pendant hcU-

llowers round the top of the stem and surmounted by a tuft of leaves.

Oerarde cultivated them here in 159(i, speaking of them as " rare and
strange plants," introduced from Constantinople. It is a native of Turkey
and Persia.

BuviNo PlNits AND C.VRNATIONS (.^ BreconsJiire Subscriber),—You
may purchase pinks now, and plant them ; they are much more hardy

than carnations and picotees, which yovi had better not procure till

March.

Roses (.'1 Lover of Flower.^).—Your soil may be "good," but is cer-

tainly not so for roses. Those against your house are too hot to bloom
well ; the others arc all in bad rose soil. If they were in good soil, and
utterly neglected, they could not be half so bad ; and from your report

we strongly advise you not to remove the large Portugal laurel at all ; if

you do, probably you will never see another leaf upon it—plant a young

one. Geraniuni Cuttings,— One of our staft' made a direct experiment on

keeping these cuttings over the winter for our pages, and the successful

result was reported.

Pruning (O. J*'.).—You will see we have begun a scries of articles on

shrubs, trees, and climbers. The modes of pruning them form part of

the plan.

Brunsvigias^Bulc Culture (J. E. A.).—We very much doubt

your tine large bulbs being properly named. No matter how dry a

Brunsvigia is all the summer, it will naturally begin to grow in Septem-

ber, and no art that we know of can prevent it doing so. It first throws

up a strong llower-stalk from the centre of the bulb, and by the time the

flowers fade, leaves issue and go on growing all the winter, die down in

May, and rest to September. Bninsvigiu fulcuta, which, by the way, is

not a Brunsvigia at all, takes the opposite course—grows from the end of

the spring to October, and rests all the winter. If you are sure your dry

bulbs arc true Brunsvigias, begin to water them immediately, without

disturbing them from the present soil. The green one you will of course

keep watered till the leaves begin to turn yellow, for this is a sure rule

ivith all bulbs; and another, eciually important, is never to cut off u

heaUltij root from a bulli. Htimanthus tigrinus naturally grows from

September to May, hut may be rested and set growing almost at any

season ; the leaves are its chief beauty—there is no beauty in the flowers

of any of them. Rogers's boiler is good, if your coals do not "cake."

Flower Seedlings (H. G. IL).—You find these die when a few days

old. The surface-soil of your seed-pots is too damp, anil kills the seed-

lings as fast as they appear. Sprinkle a little dry soil over them, and

keep them in a drier place. Plunge the pot with the Pontic rhodo-

dendron in the open ground all the ^\ inter ; the plant is hardier than the

l)Ot ; the frost might split the pot and so injure the fine plant. Dogs-

tooth violet, Winter aconite, and Jiulliocodium vernuni, will most likely

do well in the moss and china bowl, but we never tried them that way
;

do not let them get too damp, particularly the first and Inst. The

aconite, if only recently taken up, will surely do ; it would flower in a

lady's slipper in damp moss, and so woidd patches f>f crocus taken now

from the borders, but neither of them would answer with a better treat-

ment the following year.

Water Plants (Ibid).—You say you are "much pleased wilh the

Dictionary;" look under AauATics, and you will find just the infor-

mation you require.

KnoDODEtiDRoNS IN Peat (E. iV. S.).—Tlicsc for three years have

looked sickly. The bottom soil is far too dry, or the sandy peat is not of

the right sort. Our own rhododendrons are exactly like yours, and the
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only remetly is to place a thick layer of moss all over the beds, and to

water the beds well thi-ee or four times, from the middle of May to the

end of July. Wc have seen a score of kinds of rtuicyatium, all with

white flowers, but not one under fifteen inches high in the tlower-steui.

They arc all stove plants, except P. maritimtim, the one which grows on
the northern shore of the mediterranean.

Ivy AND Roses (.1 Sub.icrifjer uml Admirer).—V/e owcc saw a cot-

tage with all the walls quite covered witli ivyj and the common China
rose trained round all the windows and the two doors, witli a plant of the

white Cydoiiiu jnponira behind each scraper at one of the doors, and
we never saw any other arrangement which looked half so rich. The
roses and ivy were planted at the same time, and, therefore, had it all

their own way for some years ; but when the ivy reached the top, the

I'oscs were unfastened from tlie walls, except in two i>laccs, midway and at

top, and tied to the ivy shoots here and there. Your roses planted after

the ivy being established, will have a hard struggle for the first three years,

because the roots of the ivy will be sure to suck the goodness from the

new bed of suil, which, of course, you have made for the roses; and the

only way to get them to agree, is to fork over t!ie soil, once a month in

summer, round the roses, and give them plenty of water. Old tea-boxes,

in imitation of Mr. Beaton's tar-barrels, sunk among the ivy roots, and
filled with good rich soil, and well watered in summer, would gain two
or three years on your plan; it is so very difficult to get any plant to

establish itself by the side of one already in possession.

Garden Plan {M. S.).—Wc hardly know what you wish; but if it is

only our opinion, it is this :—We do not altogether like the two beds of

dahlias being close together, but the rest is so well done that there must
be a reason for them—^perhaps the colours and way of training. The
other parts arc extremely pretty and well arranged. The end figures, 1

and 2, come very near our own beds and arrangement for fancy gera-

niums ; bed 5 in No. i. Dark-purple heliotrope, and 9 in No. 2, we do
not like so well, on the supposition that Voltaireauum is the heliotrope,

which, with us, looks always as if frost bitten, and, therefore, uncomfort-
able ; and, by all means, "one who has a right to be pleased " with No. 9,

must not be otherwise dealt with for all tlie gardeners in England.

Indeed, notwithstanding the great pleasure wc derived from studying

your plan, that about bed 9 and the centre roses pleased us the most. We
suppose the heartsease are removed in May to make edgings fur the two
crescent beds of standard roses ; at any rate, pansies rooted late in the

autumn, or in early spring, would flower well in these two beds all sum-
mer ; we have had them so all this season.

Li3T OF Fruit-trees foe Espalif-rs {O.L. T., Stttingbourne).—
Pears: Dunmore, Marie Louise, Bcurre did, Winter Neilis. Plums:
Precoee de Tours, Orleans, Green Gage, Golden Drop. Apples: Kerry
Pippin, Ribstone Pippin, Nonpareil, Lamb Alibey Pearmain. As you
have not stated their purposes, we have recommended a succession of

table fruit only. By limiting yourself to four pears, you disable us from
scheming a complete succession. As to nurserymen, be sure to get them
from one of long standing and of repute. Do not buy fruit-trees of little

town gardeners. In shrubs, a man may judge by the eye ; but in fruits,

you must take the vendor's word. Your old pears being ordinary stan-

dards, and not worn out, you may graft all the good kinds you can on
them—say Bcurre diel, Marie Louise, Passe Cohnar, Glout Morceaux,
Aston Town, Swan's Egg, &c. Only put plenty of grafts on ; when they

bear, you can encourage which you please.

Vines and Cucumbers (A Cheshire Rector).—If you must force

cucumbers in January, and the roots of your ^ines are outside, it will be
better, perhaps, to turn your vines out. We have known, however, very
good crops without, by taking the precautions necessary. First, the
vines to be pruned the moment the leaves begin to fall, and then tied

close to the roof, interposing a mat or something to keep otf solar excite-

ment, and another to prevent the air around them from attaining too

readily the temperature of the warm air of the house. Then, when the

vines are to commence forcing, say in the beginning of February, place

hot manure over their roots, and sustain a heat of 70° in their soil. As
to pruning, let it be according to the character of the young wood, reserv-

ing plump eyes and cutting away that which is weakly or inferior.

Dressing Lawns {A Worcestershire Man).—Sand is a good dressing

for any lawn, and so are fine coal-ashes, more particularly on heavy land,

but neither will keep down worms, nor will any other substance in nature.

All the doctoring about killing worms is nonsense—we might as well

believe that we got rid of the rooks in one field by killing all of them
with one lucky shot ; but, like the worms, others will take their places

in a very short time. However, as the worm does not fly like the rook,
if any one were to kill all of them in one parish some parts of the land
might be exempt from worms for a season or two—that is all. Brush
down the worm casts now, and the frost will keep the creatures away till

I
the return of fine spring weather. It is immaterial what quantity of sand

;

or ashes you use, iirovided you do not smother the grass : the rains will

I

soon wash the dressing into the roots of the grass, and cause a firm
bottom. Like worms, sand improves lawns by helping to drain it.

I

Flowering Shrubs {J. H. N.).~'Mr. Beaton will get through his

I

lists of shrubs before the time for spring planting commences. We can

I
add our testimony to the beauty of the Cratetgus genus.

I

Ranting \Wmow.—Helena C. W. says :
" Theplantso called in the Isle

,
of Man, and described by a correspondent in page "/J, No. 109, is probably
the Epilobium ungnstifolium, or French Willow Herb. It is of rarablin"-

\

growth, and from that circumstance may possibly have been called, by

some, the Rambling Willow, which in course of time may have degene-
rated, in some localities, into the somewhat odd name of Ranting Wi-
dow. If this conjecture be correct, no specimen can now be sent, as the

plant is not only out of flower, but, at this season, dead down tu the

ground. An excellent representation of it may, however, be seen in fllrs.

Loudon's book of " British Wild Flowers."

Winter Blooming Carnations.—Mr. Fish writes to add these to

his list of flowers for winter bou'juets. Propagated early in tlie spring and
grown in rich loamy soil, they will come into bloom after Christmas, in

the grecenhouse, without forcing. The Anne Bolei/n Pink may be cut in

the spring also without forcing.

Pansiks (J. L. Phelps).—Yours is a very fine specimen for the time of

year. {F. L.).—Your seedling flower is very large, but crumpled; its

purple ground colour and yellow eye are very usual. It will be a good
border flower, but its crumpled petals will keep it from the exhibition-

stand.

Campanula Cabpatica (H. J.).—This is quite hardy; you will see

what we said about it last week. AH the verbenas you mention are half-

hardy. Sown in February in gentle heat, they will bloom in the autinun

of the same year. All the other plants have been described in late

numljcrs, if you refer to our indexes.

Feeding Bees in an old Straw Hive (Somerset).—Cutaholcin
tlie centre of the top four inches in diameter ; have a board to fit on this

with a hole of the same size, whicli may be done with very little ingenuity,

and put your bee food in the proper feeder on this board, and cover it

over with another hive without any [entrance. Buy Payne's Apiarian^s
Guide; it is 33 fid, we think. Where did " the green worm " attack your
cabbages, at the stem or leaves i*

Fruit-trek Bordees {Philocurpus).—No worse practice could be in

gardening than trenching these borders ; and no crop more injurious

than potatoes could be grown in them. One great object in fruit cul-

ture is to keep the roots of the trees near the surface, whereas deep dig-

ging destroys all within nine inches of it. As to Coal ashes for lawns,

sec what we have said to another correspondent. Soda will keep cream
or milk from getting sour longer than saltpetre will, but we cannot say

whether it would be any hindrance to the speedy production of butter.

We believe that Mr. Roberts'ti Strawberry Tiles are registered, but he
need not be afraid that any one will imitate them. We gave our opinion

upon them at page l64 of our second volume, and that opinion has been
fully confirmed. No man who is not mad will attempt to make Deto-
nating Balls—the process is one of great danger.
Dorking Fowls {E. B.).—Our correspondent wishes to know where

she can obtain some genuine.

Greenhouse {J. B. Ma.ifield).~lf you do not wish this (.0 have the
full power of the sun at noon, then build it as Mr. Appleby long since

pointed out for his orchid-house, namely, facing the east ; and its ends
pointing north and south. Your other question next week.
Cover foe Bee-hive (A Retired Tradesman).—The sized milk-pan

we use for covering a Payne's Cottage Hive is 1 9 inches in diameter
across the upper rim (or from three to four in your drawing), and 9
inches in diameter across the bottom—both inside measure. It rests on
the edge of the hive ; and no straw is put on the top of the hive in
winter. There is never any fear of bees being injured by cold—hunger
and damp are their worst enemies. Talc for making the bee trap can be
bought in Loudon of the dealers in minerals, such as Mawe and others.
Freshly-moved Laurels [H. E. ^.).—Do not water these with

soap-suds or any other liquid manure. You may mulch over their roots
with advantage. Rhubarb needs no protection further than stirring the
surface of the bed slightly, drawing off a little of the earth, putting on a
little well decayed dung, and then returning the earth. By this means
the crowns are slightly covered, but this is not absolutely needed.
Names of Plants {Palria).~Yo\xT ferns are:— 1. Asplenium tri-

chomunes. 2. Blechnum boreale. 3. Poli/podium vulgare. 4. Aspi^
diumJlliA-mas. 5. Scolopendrium officinarion. (B. C'.).—Your orange-
coloured flower with small heads is Lantana crocea, tlie red and orange
flower Gladiolus psittacinus, and the light blue flower is Plumbago ca-
pensis. (Young Gardener).— 1. We believe to be the leaves of Thnja
orientalis, the Chinese Arbor vita^. The two broken Iea^'es it is quite
impossible to distinguish ; send us a specimen in flower. (H. J.J,—Yours
is a double variety of Pi/rethrum parthenium, or Common PelUtory.

CALENDAR FOR DECEMBER.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Air : none is required excepting on very fine days, when the sun shines

brightly, and the thermometer indicates more tlian the maximum heat
required ; care must be taken, also, that the external air, if frosty, does
not blow directly upou the plants. Insects, such as mealy bug, scale,
cockroaches, green fly, thrips, &.c., to all of which these plants are liable,

ought now to be diligently sought for and destroyed. Potting should
now be done with such as are growing. See former numbers of The
Cottage Gardener for the method of performing this important
operation. Plants (not orchids) suspended from the roof of the orchid
house should now have fresh baskets and fresh compost. Water must
only be given to such plants as are growing. Phaius grandifoliiis
(Large-leaved P.) will now be showing flowers, to bring them to perfection
give free supplies of water. Syringe logs occasionally, on such mornings
as are likely to be sunny. T. Appleby.
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PLANT STOVE.
The plants in this department should now be alnioat in a state of

quietude. Excepting the winter blooming plants very little water is

necessary, indeed, only just enough to keep the soil moderately moist.

AiH will be ref|uired in moderate weather, giving it from ten in the

morning to three in the afternoon. A few pots of caeh kind of Achi-

menes may now be potted to flower early. Choose a few of such Ges7ieras

as show growth, pot them, and give a little water. Gloxinias may have

the same treatment. Hedychittms should be repotted in freah soil the

last week in the month, placed in heat, and a little water given. In-

sects, destroy diligently. A portion of plants to force may now he

brought into the stove to bring tlicm on gently, such, for instance, as

Kalmias, Rhododendrons, Lilacs, and Roses. ' Fumigate frequently

with tobacco, to keep under the green fly and thrips. T. Appleby.

FLOniSTS' FLOWERS.
Air. give abundantly in fine weather to all plants in frames or pits.

CovERiNHS. apply to Carnations in frosty or hea\'y rainy weather, also

both to plants m frames and to Tulip and Hyacinth beds. Gladioli, of

sorts, may vet be planted. Hyacinths, shelter in severe weather; in

puts, place in heat to bloom in February. Pansies, shelter from frost

and heavy rains ; such as are to bloom in pots put into "-inch pots singly,

and place under glass in a cold frame, water, pick oil' decaying leaves,

and give abundance of air. Ranunculus bed, turn over, and shelter from
hca'i'j- rains and snow. Roses may yet be planted successfully ; those in

pots for exhibition water with liquid manure
;

prune. A^'^atkr, give to

all florists' flowers in pots about once during this month, some fine mild
morning. Verbenas, shelter ; such as are intended for exhibiting in pots

give a shift into pots a size larger ; towards the end of the month nip off

the ends of each shoot to make them branch and Ijecome bushy.
T. Appleby.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit freely when the external temperature is above 35°. Bulbs,

well rooted in pots, place in gentle heat tor early blooming ; keep mice
from the successions ; few things arc better for this than chopped furze.

Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Camellias, Sec, attend to with heat and
moisture, according to the time you desire them to be in bloom ; the two
first will require frequent fumigating. Climuers, prune them generally,

to give light to the plants beneath them. Passion-Jlowers may be pruned
close back to main shoots. Tecoma jasniinoides will bloom best on
hingish, strongish shoots, the smaller, therefore, should he cut out.

Train and clean winter-fiowering ones, such as Kennedya Maryatta, and
various Tropxolums. Earth in pots and borders keep fresh by stirring.

Geraniums, encourage the forwardest, when early blooming is desirable,

with plenty of air and a medium temperature of 45°, giving them plenty
of room, and tying them out. Heaths, keep cool, and give abundance
of air in mild clear weather. Heat, by tires, apply when necessary ; use
a little covering in severe weather in preference to making the fires

strong. IxiAS, Gl.-vdioli, and the hardier Lilies, pot and set in acold
pit, to be protected from frost. Insects, keep under, by fumigating
and scrubbing. Leaves—dirty, wash; decayed, remove. AIignonette,
take in a few pots now and then. Primula (Chinese), introduce ; water
with liquid manure when it shows the fiower-bud ; the double white give
a favourable and warm position. Roses, and other Shrubs, introduce
for forcing ; commence at first with a top temperature of from -15° to 50°.

if the bottom-heat is from 6° to 10° higher all the lietter. Salvia
SpLENDENS, supply liberally with water, and give it a warm corner.
Succulents keep dry, and Cactus especially, except tlie Ti'iinratus,

which will now be in bloom—give it a warm position or the blooms will

not open freely. Water sparingly, unless when the flower-buds are
swelling and opened

;
give it after breakfast, and with liquid rather higher

than the temperature of the house. Temperature, 4.'i'^ during the day,
iO° at night, with from 5° to 10° more, at a warm end, or in a conserva-
tory, for placing tenderer and forced flowers when first introduced, allow-
ing in caeh case a rise of 10° or l.")*^ for sun heat. In severe weather,
prefer covering, even during the day, to large fires. R. Fish.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Anemones, defend in bad weather; plant, if mild, for the last time

till February. Auriculas, defend in inclement weather. Bulbs
omitted, may be planted if the weather be mild. (See November.)
Carnations, defend in inclement weather. Co:iiposts. prepare. Cro-
cuses, take up and pot in lumps, to force in pots, Dig over borders,
and dress all quarters generally. Edgings, plant. Fibrous-rooted
perennials and biennials, divide and plant. Flowers (choice), defend
generally from inclement weather. Grass, roll occasionally, if winter be
mild. Gravel, roll and keep orderly. Hawthoun, gather berries and
bury in sand to sow next October. Hedges, plant. Hyacinths,
defend in inclement weather. Leaves, collect for compost. I\1ulch
round the roots and stems of shrubs newly planted. Plant shrubs of
all kinds. Potted Plants, protect in deep frames, &c. ; place in hot-
bouse for forcing. Privet, gather seeds of, and make young shoots into
cuttings in bad weather, lay them in damp sand or soil, and set next
February, Prune all shrubs requiring regulation. Pruned Roses,
scrape bark and wash with lime and soot. Ranunculuses, defend in
bad weather; plant, if mild. Seedlings of all kinds require protec-
tion. Stake shrubs newly planted, and any others requirmg support.
Suckers may be planted as removed during the winter dressing.
Tulips, defend in bad weather. Turf may be laid in open weather.
T'ncover protected plants, and if not dry place dry materials next them.
Water in glasses, change weekly ; add a few grains of salt or five drops
of spirit of hartshorn. Buy all yourTttEES and Shrubs forthwith, and
put them in ground preparatory for final planting in February. Think
on the Ice Heap, and let leaves be gathered to cover it. D. Beaton.

FORCING-HOUSE.
Air, admit as often as circumstances permit. Apricots (sec Peach).

Bark-deds, stir, and renew if heat declines. Cherries (sec Peach).

Cucumbers, in pots or boxes, introduce; water when dry. and train.

Figs (see Vines) : they may be in pots m the Vinery. Fires : beware of
too much fire heat. See that all Fruit-trees in pots, or tubs, out-of-
doors, are well covered from frost. Kidney Ueans, sow in small pots,
not larger than 43*3

; water frequently when up. Light, admit as freely
as i)03sible. HIats, put over ghiss in very severe weather, even in the
day-time, if really necessary. SIushrooms, attend to the beds ; water
if dry ; renew exhausted portions on shelves ; tliey require a moist atmo-
sphere and air on proper occasions. NECTAniNEs and Peaches in
blossom, keep at aliout 55° during the day, and at night about 40' ; water
very sparingly; shake branches gently to distribute the pollen; stir

earth around often. Pine Apples (fruiting) re(|uire increased bottom-
heat, to about /S'^ ; water seldom ; temperature in house from 60*^ to 70°

;

successions, ventilate freely and renew Imings. Strawberries, in pots,
introduce ; when blossoming, water frequently ; day temp, not more than
60'^

; keep them near the glass. Tiier^iometer, watch carefully.
Vines—in leaf, keep about 6o°, in blossom, about 70°, during day; at

night, 50°; protect stems outside by hayhands ;
give liquid manure if

dry. Water, soft, and warm as the house, apply as requisite ; in pots,

&c., keep constantly in the house. R. Eerington.

ORCHARD.
Almonds, plant. Apples (Espalier), prune, &c. ; plant, S:c. Apri-

cots, plant; prune and train in frosty weather. Brine, apply with a
scrubbing-brush to stems and branches of fruit-trees, to destroy insects,

eggs, and moss. Cherries (U'all and Espalier), prune and train;
plant. Chesnuts, plant. Currants, prune; plant. Cuttings of
Gooseberries and Currants may be planted. Espaliers, prune and
regulate. Figs, protect from frost. Filberts, plant. Fork the sur-
face around fruit-trees. Gooseberries, plant; prune. Layers,
plant. Loam and Compost, obtain. IVIedlars, plant. i\Iulberries,
plant. ]\IuLCH, put around newly planted trees. Nectarines, ])lant;

prune and train in frosty weather. Peaches (See NECTAUiNfi's).
Pears, plant; (Espalier) prune, &c. Plums, plant; (Wall and Espa-
lier), prune. Ordinary Pruning, attend to generally. Quinces,
plant. Raspberries, plant

;
prune. Services, plant. Snails,

destroy in their torpid state. Stake and support trees newly planted.
Standards, remove dead and irregular branches from. Suckers,
plant. Trench and prepare borders, Kc. for planting. Vines, plant,

prune, and train. \Valnuts, plant. Wall-trees generally, prune
and regulate. \\'alls, it is a very beneficial plan to paint these by
means of a white-washer's brush, with a liquid mixture of 8lbs. lime,
4lbs. soot, and 6lbs. sulphur. It destroys and banishes insects, as well
as by its dark colour promoting the warmth of the wall. The liquid

employed in which to mix the above should be urine and soapsuds in
equal proportions.
Any trees proposed to he regrafted in the spring may he headed down

now, hut the stumps of the branches should be left sufficiently long to

permit a few inches more to be cut off at the time of grafting.

R. Eeeington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Artichokes, dress. Asparagus-beds, dress, b.

;
plant to force;

attend that in forcing. Beans, plant a good main crop the first week in
the month, if not done the last week in November. Beets (Red), dig
up and store, b. Borecoles, full grown, may be taken up with good
balls of earth, and planted in any nook or corner, or plot of ground of less

value. Brocolis, treat the same, but lay in deeper, so as to earth up
the stems well ; lay them well with their heads towards the north. Thus
moving these vegetables gives an opportunity to prepare the quarters they
occupied for other important crops ; they are thus better enabled to stand
the severe weather that may be expected, and, being closer together, they
are much more convenient for protection. Cabbages, plant ; earth up.
Caedoons, earth up. Carrots, store the main crops if not done, and
attend to those growing in frames, SiC. Cauliflowers, attend to
airing in all favourable weather those in frames or under hand-glasses

;

remove all decayed leaves, and look after slugs. Celery, earth up, and
protect when necessary. Coleworts, plant. Co:\iposts, prepare and
turnover. Cucumbers, attend to those bearing ; sow seed towards the
end of the month for plants to ridge out in the middle of January.
Dung, prepare for hotbeds. Earthing-up, attend to. Endive, take
up full grown on a dry day, and plant deep and close together at the foot of
walls, or other warm dry corners convenient for protection in severe weather.
Horse-Radish may be dealt with in the same way as directed for the
Jerusalem Artichoke. Hotbeds, attend to. Jerusalem Artichokes,
give a good top covering of any rough mxilehing or garden-refuse, so as to
keep out frost, and to enable them to be taken up mIicu required ; yet it

is well to have a few of the roots stored in case of snow, or other rough
weather, at the very time they are wanted. Kidney Beans, force, e.

Leaves, fallen, remove. Lettuces, attend to those advancing in

frames on a gentle heat ; see that no drip falls into the hearts of the
plants, and give all the air the weather will permit to such as arc
planted in frames for winter protection only. Liquorice, dig up.
Mint, force. MusnROo:\i-BEDS, make; attend to those in jiroduction.

Parsnips, dig up and store, b. Peas, sow in the open ground; attend
to those advancing, protecting them from frost, mice, slugs, and birds.

Plants to produce seed, attend to, b. Potatoes may be planted in
light soils in open weather, and in hotljcds towards the end of the month ;

examine often the in-door stores. Radishes and S.mall Salading,
sow in frames, &c. Rhubarb, take uj) and pot off for forcing, or cover
up with pots or tubs and fermenting materials. Sea-Kalk, cover up
w ith fermenting materials ; fallen leaves arc the best material both for

covering up the Sea-Kale and Rhubarb. Spinach, kcej) clear of weeds
and fallen and decayed leaves. Tansy, force. Tarragon, force.
Trench, drain, &c., vacant ground. A^'eeding, attend to.

T. Weaver.
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beils. The quantity of fernieutiiig (lung required is fiu'

greater tlian if the plants ai'e takeir up and put into a

frame. jMoreover, when once you have set the roots

growing at the end of September, you must litep them

growing all the winter and spiing, otherwise they die or

iu'6 spoiled; as is tlie fate with half the bulbs that are

forced into a vegetating state. j\Iy practice is, about the

middle of Septenilicr, to cut down the stems of all the

asparagus wliich is to be forced that season. The buds

on the root-crowns immediately begin to grow, and re-

quh-e very little heat to force them into production until

Christfnas has arrived. All that is reqrnred is a hole in

the ground tilled with slightly-hot dung, covered over

with a few inches of earth, and the roots to be planted

thickly in this as for oi'dinary forcing them. A mat, or

a few hoards covered over the frame, just to exclude

fi'ost and inclem^t weather, is all the shelter required."

Now, we mention this thus prominently, because it is

an illustration of the useful suggestions science is

capable of making to the practitioner. When the above

question was put to us by the gardener in the lectui-e-

room, we had never tried to produce asparagus in early

autumn ; but we knew it to be a law of vegetable nature

that if a plant is cut down before it has comjjleted its

annual growth, and before the elaboration of the sap is

finished, jnreparatory for the next year's development,

then that plant makes an eflbvt by the production of

fresh leaves to complete the p)rocesses that had been

interrapted by the premature cutting down. We inferred,

therefore, that by cutting down the immalui'e asparagus

stems, their roots would make an effort to thi-ow up fresh

stems, and tKat advantage might be taken of this, and

by promoting that effort asparagus for the table would be

obtained iu early autumn.

NEW PLANTS.
IPIETE PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

The Stanwick Nectarine.— Gardeners' Mug. of

Botawj, vol. ii., p. 129.—Lord Pi-udhoe, of Stanwick

Park, who has smco succeeded to the Dukedom of

Northumberland, having received from om' Vice-Consul

at Aleppo, INIr. Bai'ker, some necta.iines and peaches

with sweet liernels, sowed some of their stones in the

March of 18-13, and from one of them was produced the

parent tree of what is now known as the Stitnuick Scc-

tariiie. Mr. Uaillie, gai-deucr to his Grace, says, " the

tree on its own roots is a sh'ong and robust gi-ower, and

continues to grow late in autinnn, and has hitherto

(184(i) retained its leaves throughout the winter. I

have no doubt, however, that when worked upon apricot,

plum, or almond stocks, it will prove quite hardy, and

bear well even in the north of England." (Hort. Soc.

Journal, vol. i., p. 273.) The fiaiit of this nectarine is

middle-sized, roundish oval, with a point opposite the

stalk end
; pale yellow skin, passing off to bright red at

the end fLirtbest from the stalk ; flesh greenish white,

slightly red next the stone, fi-om which it sepai'ates

fi-eely. Eijje about the eud of August or beginning of

September in Yorksln're. Flowers large, pale pink

;

leaves ronud-saw-toothed, -nith two Iddney-shaped

glands at the base. (GarJeners JSIiiy. of Botany, p.

129.) Mr. Thompson, of the Cliiswick Gardens, says

the flesh is " exceedingly tender, juicy, rich, and sugary,

without the slightest iiavom of jimssic acid. The kernel

is sweet, like a nut, possessing nothing of the bitter-

almond flavour." [Hort. Soc. Journal, p. 272.)

The Duke of Northumberland having munificently

given buds fi'om this nectarine to raise trees for sale, the

proceeds to be given to the Gai-deners' Benevolent In-

stitution, and Mr. Elvers, in a similai' good spiiit,

having raised those trees without charge for their propa-

gation, we have thought it right to place these pmti-

culars before oiu' readers; but we do no more. Without

expressing any opinion upon the mei'its of the nectai'ine,

we sincerely liope that both the Institution smd the

piu-chasers of the trees may be one and all benefited.

And now for a few words relative to tlie whole race of

nectarines, a fruit which we have always been told was

unknowni to the ancients, but fi'om wliich opinion we

dissent. Florentinus, one of the Geoponic writers who

lived at the verj' commencement of the thii-d century,

tells us of a fiiiit, the harhilu-i, which was raised ii'om

the stone of the peach.

Theocritus speaks of this fruit as Horpcclics Braliy

lots; and Athenasus, in a note upon this, says, "This

stone fruit is smaller in circiunference than the cocq/-

melon, but similar in flavoiu', only some what more acid."

It is singular that no one has been able to find a pro-

bable derivative for our word peach, yet it seems to be au

easy contraction and coiTuptiou of horjieekes.

The name Barbilus or Brahihis appears to be derived

from Bra, well, and bi/llos, swollen—literally meaning

plump and smooth ; and we know of no more accurate

dcscrijition of the Nectarine than to say, it is " a plump

smooth Peach." We believe, also, that nectarines were

known to the Eomans by the name Tuheres. Pliny

says, " Of all trees the Almond blooms first in tlie

mouth of Januaiy; next to it flower the Apricot, and

then Tuheres and eai'ly Peaches (Pracoccs)'' Now,

what frtiit, except Nectarmes, could by any probability

have been meant by Tuheres > We have other notes in
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supjjni't of oiu' opinion, Imt to insert them would exceed

our limited space.

But whether the nectarine was known or unknown to

the ancients, it is quite certain that it was not introduced

here before the end of the 16th centmy ; for none of oin-

oldest ^Titers, though they mention fully the peach, take

any notice of the nectarine; and Parkinson, in 1029, is

the first to speak of the Kuuipen^ica, or " Nectorin" add-

ing, " tliougli they have been with ns not many years,

yet have they been known in Italy to Matthiolus (who

died iu 1577), and others before him. They knew no

other than the Yellow nectorin, but we, at this day, do

know five several sorts of nectorins— the ]\Iusk, the

Roman Red, the Bastard Red, the Yellow, the Green,

and the White."

The nectarine belongs to the Natural Order of Almond-

worts (DrupaceEB), and to the 1'2-Icosamlria l-Monogynia

of Linnaeus. Modern botanists have formed a new
genus for it and the peach, to which they have given the

name of Persica. Whether it was right, for some trivial

difi'erenoe, to separate these fraits fi-om the almond,

Amygdalus, admits of great doubt ; but upon what

gToimd it can be defended calling the nectarine a species

{Persica Icevis), when it is notorious that the same twig

sometimes beai's both peaches and nectarines, and at

others a fruit half nectarine and half peach, we have yet

to learn. It is equally notorious, that even when in

bloom the nectarine cannot be distingmshed fi-om the

peach by any specific mtu'ks of diifereuce.

Fhixged-lippeu C.vrASETUii {Cataseliimjiinhi iutum).—
Annals de Omul., t. 231.

—

Paxton's Floirer Garden, Yo].i.,

p. 1'24.

—

Catasetmn is derived from hata, downward, and

seta, a bristle, referring to the position of the horn-like

processes on the column ; Jlmbriatum, fringed, refers to

the fii'inge-like edges of the labellum, or lip, of the flower.

The genus fmnishes the name of a small group of the

Vanda section of orchids, Gaiasetidcs. The neai-est alli-

ances of Catasetmn are Mormodes and Glowesia. Every

distinctive featiu'e, except that derived from the pollen

masses, which has hitherto been adopted by botanists as

the foundation of a proper or natural classification of

these strange-looking flowers, has broken down in succes-

sion, as anomalous forms have successively appeared.

Orchids are remarkable as much for the variety of the

odours they possess as for the imusual configuration ot

their UTegiilar flowers, and the transfonnation of the

ditierent pai'ts of the flower in different genera. But

that wliich, more than any other, startled the ideas of

botanists, and shook to the foundation their views of the

soundness of genera and species, was first observed in

this genus, Catasetmn, by Su' Robert Sohomburgk, and

described by him a few yeai-s since in the Linnaan

Transactions, xol. xvi\., p. 551. This was no less than

as if the flower-spike of a hyacinth had furnished at one

and the same time samples of such flowers as those of

Agapanthus and Day lily, or of the Tuberose or Asphodel,

or, indeed, of any of the Uly order in affinity with it.

Upon the flower-spike of a Catasetum with wliich Su-

Robert met in Demerara were flowers of Myanthus hnr-

hatus, Monachanthus riridis, and true flowers of Cata-

setmn ! Since then we have been made familiar with

similar instances under cultivation at home.

No orchids ai'e more easy to manage than those asso-

ciated with Catasetums, as instanced above, to which we

may add Cyrtopodium and Cycnoclies, or the Swan-neck

orchid, which complete the section. But it is of Uttle

use to talk of sections when every new freak in any

new plant of a section may chance to break down the

limits of either section or genua ; nevertheless, the

orchids seem much better assorted than many families

which have been aiTanged by successive -miters since

the days of Linnseus—the Ulies for instance.

The Frinyed-lijjped Catasetum is a stove terrestrial

orchid, a native of the marshes m Villa Franca, near

Brazil, from whence it was introduced in 1847 by M. de

Jonghe, of Brussels. It flowers about August. The

pseudo-bulbs are longish egg-shaped, producing leaves

shaped like those of the willow, but plaited ; the Jlowers

grow in drooping clusters, on a stalk springing from

beneath a pseudo-bulb ; their sepals are shaped some-

what like the leaves, as are their petals, but these lie

close to the upper sepal, and are rather broader and

shorter than the sepals ; the labellum, or lip, is heait-

shaped, with a fringed edge, and a blunt spur behind.

The sepals and petals are pale purplish pink, spotted

with red, and the lip in one variety (Hejoiderycxii)

creamy white, with a blush of pink ; but iu another

vaiiety (Legi'ellii) it is greenish white.

The S-A.G0 Paoi (Cycas revolutaj.—Gardeners' Mag.

of Botany, vol. ii.. p. 172.

—

Cycas is the Greek name for

a palm, and revohita, or rolling back, refers to the

position of the leaflets or side divisions of the feather-

like leaves. It belongs to a small order of plants called

after this genus Cycads (Cycadacese), and to Dieeeia, the

22nd class of the Linnfean system, having the male

organs on one plant and the female ones on another.

There is no trace in the order of what is usually called a

flower, and the fruit is produced in large cones, which

rise from the top of the column iu the middle of the

waving plume-like leaves. These cones are in all respects
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arranged as iii the conifers, or pine bibc ; ami the seed

or nuts from these cones ai'e the parts wliic4i oi'e said

to furnislr the sago of commerce. It is now, however,

questioned, by compietent authorities, whether this is

really the ti'ee or plaut which produces the true sago, as

was asserted by Rheede. Bhune tells us fliat a gimi,

like tragacanth, is obtained from Cyoas circinalis, winch

wheu (hied is appUed, ui Java, to ulcers, in winch it

induces siippmation m a short time. Thunberg also

relates, that a litud of sago is produced from the soft

pulpy matter inside the tliick stems of Gycas revoluta.

At the Cape of Good Hope, a substance called Caffrc-

hread is obtained from African Cycads, in the genus

Encephalartos or Zaiiiia, and in Mexico the eatable

Dion, another Cycad, ftu-nishes seeds as large as a

chestnut, from a huge cone which could hiuxUy be distin-

giushed fii'om that of the Araucaria. One of them which

was sent to the London Horticultm'al Society, a few yeai's

ago, was as large as a child's head. The Society have

distiibuted plants of the iMexican Dion lately, winch,

with the different species of Gycas, and the African

Zamias, and Zamia-like plants ii'om the Caffi'e frontier, of

which there are many species, together with the Screw

Pines (Pandanus), fi'om the south and eastern ti'opics,

would furnish a low stove in imitation of those palaces of

glass now becommg fashionable for the display of the

more noble palms. Specimens fi'om the different genera

of Cycads may ]iow be seen in the soutli wing of the new
conservatory at Kew, which has fm'uished us tliis idea

of the more hmnble imitation.

We have also on record, in the Fossil Flora of Great

Britain, that Cycads have once fomied a large portion of

the vegetation of this eoiuitiy, a cu'ciimstance not more

to be a subject of svnprise than that, notwitlistanding

the general simUaiity of Cycads to Palms, there is, in

reality, but a single step between the former and the

present race of pmes and fii-s, and one more step would

introduce us, botanically, into tlie regions of ferns ! One

day, not far distant, the spore cases, or seed cones, on the

back of a fern leaf, that of the Cycads fi'om the centre of

a cellular stump, and the fir-apples of our grandfathers,

will be found to be, after aU, but different modifications

of one and the same method of a neaiiy aUied group of

vegetation to pei-petuate then spiecies by seeds ; and,

also, it will be found that the pinnated leaf of the Fern,

the Cyoas, and Zamia, and the comb-hko leaves of the

Silver Fn, are but diflc'rcnt stages of development be-

longing to tlnee large orders of plants, closely hnked

together by the ties of brotlierly kindi-ed.—B. J.

THE ERUIT-GARDEN.
rORM.VTION OF rntJlT AND KITOHEN-GAKUENS.

{Continned from page 4").)

This subject was by no means exhausted at the last

liaudling ; and we feel that by sliowing how the many
little details connected not only witli each tree indivi-

dually, but with tlie whole collectively, aud as a system,
can be carried out, we shall be giving satisfaction to a

numerous body of readers, not only present but ]iro-

spective. We would beg it to be understood, before

proceeding fai'ther, that in proposing a scheme for the
general disposal of fniit trees in the kitchen-garden, we
deem it necessai-y to shake ott' all fetters of a prescriptive

character, and to discuss the matter on a mere common-
sense basis ; it matters not what has been recommended,
we must see what can be done, and say why it ought to

be done.

We have to propose then, in the first place, that the

tree culture of the kitchen-garden shall ibrm a system
by itself; the main pivot on which such a system is

hung, being a thorough recognition of a special course

of culture applied to the roots of the fruits, totally un-
fettered by the vegetable or flower culture, which, it may
be, is carried on to within six feet of their stems.

In the second idace, we are now going to deal with
trees under what is termed a dwarfing system, whether
tramed or not ; with the ordinary orchard tree we have
nothing to do at present. It will be seen that, at page
4.5, we suggested that nine niches' width of border might
be allowed to eveiy foot in height of the wall. This
advice was intended to apply to those who ai'c so fond of

planting gross vegetables on the wall borders. By it we
liad hopes of dnectmg om' readers to a thorough con-

sideration of the root question : one, which we are sony
to say, our practical gai'deners in tlie main scarcely

recognize in its wliole bearuigs. Still we shoidd liave

no objection to allowhig a much greater width to the

wall border, provided that instead of vegetable ciilture

dwai'f fi-uit trees trained low were substituted. The
margins of the south, east, and west wall borders ma}'

be thus appropriated ; the north we may for the present

leave out of the question.

On the other side of the walk there sliould be another
ti'uit border, of course parallel with the walk ; this we
would plant entu'ely with dwarfed or pjTamidal trees,

without trellises ; conflning the treUises (of whatever
character, excepting liigli arcades) to the margin of the

wall borders. Now the border next the kitchen-garden

must have a walk liehind it ; this we would make about
40 inches in width ; and next to tliis, at the south end
of each quarter of the garden, we would have a huge
slope for the cultivation of early vegetables : this to be
the equivalent for the loss of the south waU borders.

One has read, in certain fables or allegories, of liirds

confabulating ; and why not vegetables '? Only fancy a

huge cauliflower, grown while with a liberal amount of

manure, addressing his time-houomed companions of the

peach border on the loss of their " vested rights; " and
on the gross indignity of being compelled to associate

nitli companions of inferior grade on this new-fangled

slope, through the plotting innovations of distwbed
minds with wliich the age abounds : Messrs. the peas,

lettuces. Kidney beans, &c., calling loudly for a bill of

indemnity, and for a projier equivalent. In such a case

we could give both one aud tlie other. As to indemnity,

we could assure them that they should still have the saiue

allowance of maniu'e as formerly ; and that the well-

formed incline of their new destination should guarantee

tliein at least as innch of the direct influence of the solar

rays, with less of eddying currents of wind. And as an
equivalent they ^^ ill enjoy a greater deptli of soil ; for

who, in tliese days of improved gardening, is not nhinncd

when he sees the thougbtless labourer liackiiig away at

the numerous healthy fibres which aumuiUy make Uieir

way to the surface, in order to get a " good bottom " i'or

his early crops ! We have seen men, who ought to know
better, thus committing certain damage I'or an uncertain

good, who would otherwise slirinlc with horror from a

ease of root-pruning, the necessity for which was obvious.

We beg pardon for thus making a joke of so grave a

subject, but we would fain try any and all means to get

our readers to throw aside tliis last great prejudice of

border cropjiing as a necessity.

Our able iLclpmale, Mr. Barnes, whose code of kitchen-
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gavdoning stands so high, has repeatedly pointed to the

great benefit derivable from artificial slopes, having

doubtless proved them for years, as wo have done. In-

deed, for the last six years, we have had a plot of con-

siderable extent worked entireli/ on this system, in beds

or parallel lines running east and west ; and here we
prodnoe most excellent vegetables, at least as early as

in tlie glorious peach border days.

As to tfdUses for the margins of the wall

borders, we woidd not confine om' readers to

one shape alone. The table trellis, whether per-

fectly horizontal or with a slight incline to the

walk, is a most excellent form for some kinds ;

whilst for others the saddle trellis might be
adopted,—or even perpendicular trellises, such
as suggested for the gooseberry or the cm'rant,

might be put in requisition. Whatever be the

form, none should exceed five feet in height; indeed,

more would be unnecessary under a dwarfing system.

Besides, it is of importance that the eye of the spectator

or operator should see to the very bottom of the wall be-

hind; and five feet is quite lugh enough for a lady
gardener.

These firings premised we will proceed to show how
aspects should be appropriated through the whole gar-

den ; first observing, that we would not plant another
fruit tree within walks, but in the manner here explained

;

the interior of all the quarters, therefore, will be kept

in the most exclusive manner for vegetable cultm'e.

FamiUes differ so much in size, in habits, and in extent

of garden ground, that it is, we confess, difficult to find

a starting point; but as our friend Beaton sarcastically

observes, that one portion of the world believes that The
Cottage Gardener's writers "know every thing," we
must take courage and proceed.

Let us, to commence, put the case of a respectable

family, with many visiting connections, and with a well

filled nursery (the up-stairs one we mean), holding a

kitchen and fruit-garden all in one, without orchard, of

from one to two acres. In order, also, to bring iu a col-

lection of fruit adapted to the whole year, we will sup-

pose that the family are at home all or most of the year.

It must here be observed, that whatever selection of

fruits may be given, or however good they may be in

either quality, or cropping propensities, no person can
hope to succeed equally' with the whole in all situations.

There is something peculiar in every soil and every situ-

ation, which, rendering it peculiarly favourable for the

production of some fruits, in like manner would seem to

unfit it for the successful pi'oduction of some other kind;

for how seldom do we hear of a garden being equally

eminent for the production of all our hardy fruits.

As we must, of necessity, occupy another paper, or it

may be two, with the lists alluded to, as well as with

their adaptations, seasons, &o., we may as well finish

this by some general remarks which will tend to prepare

the minds of our readers for what is to follow. In the

first place, we may be permitted to revert for a moment
to the svibject of special root culture. Those who have
been accustomed all tlieir days to stick in a fruit tree

here and there, will doubtless feel rather alarmed at

such ceremonious procedures. They may rest assured,

however, and we speak from long experience, that once
established, trees are much easier managed by this mode
than by any we are acquainted with. We will engage
that, if this advice be followed for three years, the trees

shall almost prune themselves afterwards. We have
now a row of pear-trees on the table trellis system, and
whioli have been established for at least eighteen years.

The stems of many of them are nearly two feet in cir-

cumference, although only fifteen inches high, and these

have borne abundantly for many years. The row is 240
feet in length, and we will engage that a common
laibourer shall prune them iu a dozen hours.

It will be remembered, that we advised in the event of
vide borders, a trellis on the front portion. The follow-

ing diagi-am will tolerably well represent the occupation
of the border by the roots wlien the trees are esta-

blished :

—

Horizontal section of a portion of the wall border, showing
its enthe occupation by the roots of the fruit trees.

WALK MARGIN.

N.B.—The dots denote tlie position of trees.

Thus it will be seen, as above, that the whole border

will ultimately be a mass of fibres, freely ascending to

the surface, and wholly immolested by the spade. This

is just as we wish it to be ; and provided the border, or

rather the stations, are rightly prepared, that is to say

with soil of a proper texture, we will engage that with a

slight annual top-dressing, in the end of April, the trees

shall continue in prosperity with the least possible

amount of labom- for at least twenty years—if pears, for

double that time. We are here, however, averaging the

whole—pears, plums, cherries, apples, &c.

A garden thus established must, at all times, be a

source of the Irighest gratification to its owner ; every-

thing would appear systematic in the very highest

degxee—everytliing carries a direct and siJecial meaning

on the face of it. Here would be no mangling of the

delicate fibres of the fruit-trees, in order to carry out the

culture of a few peas or lettuces. All will be like a well

executed map ; and where the garden line was stretched

this year, in order to carry out cultural operations, there

it may be stretched for a similar purpose ten yeai-s

bence. Egbert Ebbington.

THE rLOWER-GARDEN.
Icebergs.—As we gardeners have the credit of giving

fanciful names to all things belonging to our craft and

calling, and then take on ourselves the trouble of ex-

plaining our terms by means of new dictionaries and

glossaries, there can be no valid reason why a heap of

ice stored up by our industry, in lieu of the old pent-up

icehouses of the last century, should not be called in

our books an Icehercj. If it be objected to on the ground

that in Germany they say a herrj when they mean a hill,

we may advance a precedent from the conventional

language of arctic and antarctic navigators, who, when

they see or meet with morrntains of floating ice, reduce

them to the size of common hills by calling them by the

name I have adopted. Icehouses, like the Linuffian

system of botany, are already falling into disuse, and are

reckoned as things of the eighteenth century rather than

of our steam-going days; but they ansv/ered their re-

spective ends very well, and paved the way Ibr a more

economical order of things. Monandrias and mono-

cjlinias, it is true, are still very well suited for the

nursery and for short country walks; and so are ice-

houses, when they are allowed to stand as parts of our

cellars. But where can a publisher be now foujid who

would risk his capital on a book of twenty-four classes

of plants, or an architect who would chill his fingers in

planning an icehouse ? Nowhere. Icehouses have had

their day, and Iccberr/s, which are within the means of

all who can afford to cool their wines and creams, have

now usurped their place Poor old Cobbet smashed
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iceliouses, and showed a far better aud economical way
of keeping ice in bis " Cottage Economj'." Econojny,

according to Cobbet, means good management ; and tlie

way tbey manage tbeir ice in Long Island, in America,

suggested to tbis writer the way we all now adopt in

large places to secure large quantities of ice from one

year's end to another. Tlie only difl'erence between our

present system and that recommended in the " Cottage

Economy," is an improvement on bis economical ice-

bouse ; and what is not a Uttle singular, Mr. Fortune,^

iu his ""Wanderings" in China, found Cobbet's plan of

keeping ice carried out almost to the letter amongst the

Chinese, who, no doulit, adopted the plan many genera-

lions before tlio rest of the world ever heai'd of such a

idace as America or Long Island.

I bad a long letter the other day from a gentlemen at

Norwich in anticipation of this my promised article on

ice aud icehouses, in which bo suggested all the us;ud

precautions we took in filling the old icehouses, and
stopping the passages with straw to keep them free from

air currents, &c. Even these precautions were entirely

on a v.Tong principle, as I have shown two years since.

Currents of an to carry ofl' the vapours arising from
the slow melting of the ice is the prime consideration in

ice-keeping; and confining the passages by any means
to prevent the escape of these vapours is a fertile source

of waste and extravagance. Those who have read the way
in which tliis was proved and explained, may be curious to

know whether we have since made any alteration or ini-

jirovement in the plan. To which I may reply, none what-

ever— there has been a strong current of air passing

over the icehouse hero day and night, summer and winter,

ever since ; but some have misunderstood the plan so

far, as to suppose that the air-currents are allowed to

reach the ice itself, which is not the case. That, in-

deed, would bo worse than the old mode of stifling, by
which so much ice was formerly wasted. TheTe is a close

covering of diy straw over the bed of ice, three or four

inches thick, and the air enters above the straw from
two opposite sides, and passes oiT at the very crown of

the arch which covers the ice-well, and through wbi( b

the pounded ice is throv.'n in when the bouse is filled,

which is a groat improvement on some icehouses,

where the ice has to be tlirown in through a side

passage. This opening at top is a circular hole two feet

in diameter, and when the house is filled, or, rather,

jiearly filled,— for we leave an open space at the top for

the air to pass freely through—a strong wooden lid fits

into tlie opening, and is covered over with eoal-asbes a

little higher tlum the surrounding ground, in order the

better to throw off rain and snow-water. The way ah-

is let out, is by fixing a tube of fonr-inch bore into this

lid, the top of the tube standing two or three inches

above the covering outside. Like all the old icehouses,

tlie pai't to hold the ice is made circidar up to a given

height, aud then doomed-over with an m-cb. At the

springing of this arch a bole was cut through- the out-

side bank, aud through the bottoui of the arch into the

ice-well ; in this was fixed earthenware pijjes a foot in

diameter, with a close iron-grating placed against the

opening outside, to guar'd agdnst the visits of rats,

mice, or any other creature that might take a fancy to

look in aud taste somo of the good thiugs preserved

above the ice ; as, in truth, wo never draw a bucket of

ice from this house at all, it is used only as a second
lai-der, aud is generally supplied during the summer
season with the best of such good thiugs as are to be
met with iu the larders of the wealthy in the land, and
for which things rats, and other animals belonging to

the race of mammals, have a strong predilection in

these close times. The passage to tlie ice-wcU has two
doors, and a third door leads from the end of the pas-

sage into tlie middle of the door over the ice. This
passage with us is quite free, aud small openings are

made in each door to let in the air, so that a free air

passage is allowed from opposite sides of tlie well, aud a

quick current is caused by the top opening through tlie

lid ; any damp or vapour, therefore, which may arise

from the melting of the ice below, rises through the

covering of straw, and is carried out unmediately by the

rapid current. Tliis goes on, as I have said, troui year's

end to year's end ; and nothing in the way of keeping in

sunk wells, that I know of, answers better. Before we
adopted this plan, the house was so close that the ice

melted away too fast, leaving the bouse almost empty
before the game season came on ; but now it is other-

wise, we hare not seen the bottom of the well since we
opened these air passages. Therefore, if any of om'

countiy readers are in a lix with old-fashioned icehouses,

I can confidently recommend this way of remodelling

them ; but, unless 1 am pressed very hard indeed, I

shall never recommend to any one to build an icehouse

from the foundation, for of all contrivances they ai'c the

most unsatisfactory things that one can take in hand,

besides being very expensive to get up.

Now, altbongli it is the practice in all large establish-

ments in the country to have the icehouse under the

care of the gardener, in our Cott.age Gaedenee estab-

lishment I am not head gardener, only pottering among
flowers and flower-beds; therefore, I take it veiy hard

—

besides being out of my proper place—to have hcen

pressed to chill my fingers with this slippery article
;

but I dare say it only serves me right for the quantity of

shoe-leather 1 have worn out, sliding on winter ice and

summer snow, wdien I v>as a philosopher.

This is the way to do the thing on scientific pi'inciples :

when you see a wreath of snow in the bottom of a

sloping" valley (in the Highlands), you advance down the

side until you are within twenty yards of the snow
;
yon

then quicken your step a few paces, then a run, till you

get the hindmost foot on the snow, then away you go in

the direction of the slope ; and if you do not get a tumble

down, you may reach ever so far before the end of the

slide. All this time the body must be kept on tlie

centre of gravity, otlierwise a sore elbow, or a bump on

the back of the bead is inevitable. Even in our play

we might often learn some useful lessons, and the first

thing a stranger to this kind of exercise would Icaru, is

that the sun in our climate by his fiercest rays has no

power to melt, or even to moisten the sini'acc of a snow
wreath, except just at the edges where it touches the

j

bank on cither side ; the greatest accumulalious of snow
being always fotmd iu the bottoms of deep hollows, in

the northern side of high mountains. But it is farothcr-

! wise under the snow, where the sun cannot penetrate,

I

and where the air finds no passage to carry off the damp
close atmosphere, which makes a learful havock with the

\
under side of the snow, just as confined air has been

! doing in onr icehouses time out of mind. The prin-

ciple is exactly the same in both cases ; and I recollect, as

j

if it were but yesterday, the days when I used to mourn
over, or rather under, a favourite wreath for playful

exercise, when about the end of August it had so worn
from below, that it was not safe to trust oneself on the

I

hard surface without risking immediate destruction.

But to bring this light reading to hear on the question

in hand : we have seen that not only the air in contact

with frozen snow, but the fiercest raj's of the sun iu July,

has not the slightest influence in melting it, while in

the dark caverns, forty feet, it may be, below the surface,

the melting is so quick and the showers of melted snow-

water so powerful, that you might as soon venture to

find your way into the hollows in the rock behind the

spray at the I'alls of Niagara, as make your way under a

vaulted arch of snow iu the mouth of July. 1 have seen

it so hundreds of times, in the highest mountain ranges

of the Highlands ; and now I can see as clearly as can

bo, that if a Brunei or a Stephenson were on the spot to
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drivo a timnol iindor tho wrcatb, up through the valley,

and so let in a strong current of air, which would carry

along with it all the moisture as fast as it was disengaged
from the sides of the tunnel, a hard crust would soon be
formed on tho luider as well as ou the upper surl'acc of

the snow, and the mass would stand as long as tho

present order of things remain as they are. Here, then,

is a solution on a larger scale of how a current of air

made to pass over a mass of ice in Suffolk, preserves it

from waste or destruction ; and how a contrary mode of

management, or rather mismanagement, had thrown
aside the use of icehouses altogether at the present day.

And now to our icebergs.
" Catch your hare and then cook the heast," is a trite

proverb, hut you may catch your ice and pack it too, in

the best possible manner, and yet you may not succeed
in keeping niucli after all. If there are leaves or broken
sticks on the ponds and lakes, and we get them in our
ice, we can no more keep it than if we placed the lumps
on hot gridirons. A little stick not bigger than my pen-
holder will make for itself a whole chamber in the
centre of an iee-well or iceberg; and as the vapour must
accumulate, the ice molts away in an increased ratio ;

therefore, the very first look out should be on the waters,

whence the ice is to be drawn. All that being settled,

we shall rest on our oai's till our little craft is fairly

fixed in two inches thickness of clear-as-crystal ice, then,

and not till tlien, is tlie proper time to sound the horn
and gather all our strength to the side of tlie water; one
set of stout fellows are to be provided with fish-hook-

like instruments, barriug the barb fixed at the end of

long poles, like tliose used by the " lancers," only to be
as long as the men can use ; another lot of men are to

be provided with stout clubs to smash the ice into such
pieces as a third set can conveniently raise on common
hay-forks, and tumble into carts backed to the very edge
of the watei'. After a while, the ice round the sides is

all disposed of, and on its way to the iceberg ; and our
little boat is also disengaged and ready to carry out a
clubman and a hooker ; the former gives a blow to the

ioe with his weapon, and the man with the long hook
harpoons a large sheet of disengaged ice, and the boat
pulls the whole to the shore. Here the clubmen do their

duty, and tlie forkmen soon follow, and the coast is clear

for a second haul, and so ou, till the gardener at the

iceberg says—"enough," for this season.

In the face of all " temperance" people, those engaged
in this sloppy and pummelling work will not long keep
then- tempers smooth witliout something hot, with a
spoon in it. In Scotland they give them raw whiskey,

aud make them as wild and frantic as the little hoys who
handed up the red hot bolts for fixing the tubes of the

new Meuai Bridge ; and instead of breaking the ice,

they sometimes break more valuable articles, even to tlie

cracking of bones and such things; but here in England,
where bones are of more value, they take better care of

the whole framework—bones and all, and give the men
good wholesome home-brewed, right hot off the fire, and
some ginger grated into it : and a very grateful beverage
it turns out ; and most grateful are the poor fellows for

it,—and to see them toasting the crust of a " brown
tommj'," and plunging it iuto the midst of a ten-gallon

ea,n, is enough to warm both sides of a philanthropist

through and through.

Tlie making of an icehei-g is the simplest thing in the

world. It must be made sugar-loaf fashion, with tho

broad end at the bottom of course. I have built them
with perpendicular sides up to seven feet, and then
sloped in the top like a corn stack, hut the plan is not so

good, or is it so easily thatched, as when made in aregular
cone from the bottom upwards. There are several ways
of doing this coning of the icebergs. When the site is

on level grouud, the carts must be emptied as near to the
cone as that the ice when broken can be conveniently

thrown on with shovels, and then two or even tliroe

places round the cone may be used for breaking tlie ice;

but the easiest way is, when the ground or site is on the

face of a bank, or at the bottom of a gravel or chalk pit,

as in that way the carts may be emptied on the top of

the bank, broken there, and then thrown down t)ie

bank, so as to empty itself on the cone at once. This is

the plan we liave adopted here for the last twelve years.

A natural hollow was chosen ibr the site of the iceberg,

and the bank on one side made as steep as we could

;

and at six feet from the bottom of the hank you meet
the outside ofthe cone when it is finished. Some such

space is necessary between the bank and the ice, to get

rid of rain or snow-water running down the bank before

it gets to the ice. At the bottom of the bank, and lialf

way up, posts are let into tho gromid in pairs, four feet

apart, and braced together with a strong piece of timber

set across, as builders do their scafibldiug; then oiu'

garden planks for wheeling on are made into a long

trough, inclining from the top of the bank, and resting

on those cross pieces ; the bottom of the trough being
carried out to near the centre of the cone, and far above
it ; the ice is broken on a platform of boards at the top

of the bank, and thrown into the inclined trough, aud
down it rattles, falling just over the cone. Nothing can
be more simple. A set of men are now put on the cone

to distribute the broken ice as it falls from the spout, and
one of whom is the master buUder : he sees the cone

brought up as regularly as if he were a professor of conic

sections in the university ; and when the ice reaches the

height of the bottom of tlie spout, the planks are re-

arranged so as to allow room for throwing otf the ice as

fast as it comes down ; and, finally, when the cone is

finished into a sharp point, the whole is left till the first

fmst after mild or thawing weather ; and the reason is

tliis—as soon as it turns to rain or thaw, the outside of

the iceberg begins to melt a little, and sometimes it re-

mains so for three weeks, but on the first hard frosty

night the whole is frozen over again, and the outside of

the cone is then as if it were one solid face of rugged ice,

and now is the time to thatch it with good long straw,

and about the same tliickness as you would a wheat or

barley stack, and no more, prorided you have clieaper

materials to give it a good thick covering afterwards.

Here, we use large quantities of leaves, and nothing else,

over the straw; we throw it on at intervals, so that tlie

leaves do not beat by putting too many on at once. The
depth of covering over the straw is sometimes twice as

much as in other seasons, according to the quantity of

leaves on hand, but I could never make out that two feet

in thickness preserved the ice better than one foot. One
thing I did not expect to find out is, that we never had
the ice uncovered by high winds blowing off the leaves,

and Ave never put anything on or against them to keep

them down.
Perfect exemption from v/et or damp is neoessai-y for

the bottom of an iceberg ; aud a few pieces of rough
wood, placed on such a place, and covered with briish-

wood about a foot, and that agahi covered with six inches

of straw is the way we do here. The brushwood and
straw are soon compressed into a few inches in thick-

ness by the weight of the ice ; and as the ice melts, the

water passes through, without hindrance, into cross open
drains at bottom, and soon into a bed of wlute sand.

D. Beaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

Ventilation—Low Tempehatube at Night, &o.—
When the exhausting effects of a high temperature at

night come to be fully seen, two economical advantages

will arise ; the first is, that provided air is given early
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in the morning, if not left on all night, less trouble will

be necessary, in ever and anon increasing its quantity

—

as a considerable rise from sun-heat in these circum-
stances will be beneficial rather than injurious. The
second advantage is, that less fuel will be required; a
matter of considerable importance. Thanks to the im-

, proved modes of heating—some of the most ticklish of

gardening operations are reserved for our amateur

I

friends, who aill have early cucumbers with the assist-

;
ance of theii' dung-beds only.

I As low temperature at night is here a fruitful source
of disaster, let us describe how it often happens. The

j

plants are doing well, a sudden and severe frost comes;
I hurry-scurry, but not witliout method or forethought, fer-

I

mentmg material is piled round the box or pit, and
,
coverings are put over the glass in the most approved

!
fashion: and the enemy is thus shut out, and safety

j

reigus within. It is right, aye and good, for us to be
aroused by the sight of an enemy; it is dangerous when
that enemy retreats to repose upon the laurels of self-

satisfaction and indolence. During the frost, the plants
would be healthy and luxuriant ; the temperature at

noon, even with a sufficiency of an, would be 80° or up
wards by sun-heat, and though most of the air was re-

moved early, and coverings early put on, the plants would
never grumble, though the temperatm-e stood at 60"

in the morniug, though the grower miglit fret right
loud about it. But now the frost goes as suddenly as
it came ; is the ti'eatment changed likewise ? Dull
foggy warm weather succeeds the frost with its sunshine ;

that of itself would have the tendency to render the
plants weak and watery. The temperature by day
ranges from 6.5° to 70". The linings used for the ex-
clusion of cold are now rapidly fermenting and trans-

mitting their heat. It has neither been deemed necessary
to remove part of them again nor to pull them back from
the sides of the pit or frame, or even much to lessen
the amount of covering; nay, the good man congra-
tulates himself, that if his temperature is Jiot venj khjh
during the day, it is nearer 80° than 6.5" when lie un-
covers in tlie morning; and in his mind's eye he is

already cutting twenty-inch cucumbers on Easter Suu-
day. But a season of clear weather again succeeds the
dull and foggy. What renders so buoyant the spirits

i

of the gardener must be equally grateful to the pets
over the dung-bed. Without thinking of the suddenness
of the change, without dreaming of a shade, he clears
the glass of every spot that would obstruct the liglit,

and gives as much air as will prevent the temperature
being unduly elevated, forgetting that in certain circuui-
stances the eflects of veri/ hut and leri/ cold air- are al-

most analogous. He returns to observe progress, and is

astonished to find every leaf flagged ; the edges of many
of them turned up and scorched, as if with a liot curling-
iron, and tlieir surface in many idaces as smooth and
shining as if a huge snail had lel't tlie marks of its trail.

If by a close moist shady atmosphere, he so far recovers
his plants, it is so long before they escape from their de-
bilitated state, and their watery condition renders them
such an agreeable repast for hosts of inserts, that, as a
question of profit and loss, it might require some in-

genuity to decide between the cost of the tobacco for
fumigating and the wortli of the cuoianbers. Had heat
been regulated by light, had the chief stimulus for ex-
pansion been associated with the chief agent for the
assimilation of solid matter, fewer precautionary measures
would have been necessary, and failvnes less likely.

Exactly similar results follow similai' causes in our hot-
houses, greenhouses, and cold-pits, though the evils are
less quickly perceptible. Hence, I liave uniformly re-

commended the <Hxtiseo{ fermenting materials forplacing
round ]iits and Iramcs ibr half-liardy plants in winter,
not merely on accoiuit of the damp llnis fostered, but
because weak sickly growth would thus he encom-aged.

If necessity at times forces its adoption, it should eitlier be
removed when the occasion for its use lias passed, or its

presence counterbalanced by a plentiful supply of air

during the night. " Then what is the definite rule you
would give us for the temperature of our plant-houses ?

"

say some of oui' younger fi'iends. No definite rule but
this: rcrjuhiie the temperature irithin by the Ihjlit, and
temperature, and moisture, in the atmosjihere uilhout.

As an example : here is a warm greenhouse ; we say

nothing of its ventilation in summer, because then it

can scarcely have too nnich,—our remarks apply chiefly to

late autumn, winter, and early spring. Its average tem-

perature is 45° at night, and 50° dirriug the day, with a

rise of five or ten degrees h'oin sun-heat, with plenty of

air when the weather was mild without, especially in

autumn, but a more limited supply irr spring, because

the air is then generally much drier and colder. But
supposing, that instead of an external temperatm'c rang-

ing from 33° to 45°, we have ten, fifteen, or more degi'ces

of frost, shall we keep up the same temperature night

and day. and give air on similar principles. No ; in-

stead of increasing the fire, we will, if at all convenieirt,

cover the glass of at least a poi-tion of the house, and
thus so far retard the radiation of heat, and the con-

densation of rnoistui-e in the atmosphere within ; and if

that is not practicable, we will, rather than roast oiu-

plants, allow the temperatiu-e to fall five or eight degi'ees

at night, and in this there will be a great advantage, for

if the sun shines brisk the following day, it will take so

much of its unaided heat to raise the houses incon-

veniently high, that but a very limited portion of air

will be necessary ; and the less that can be done with

the better ; for cold air in frosty weather deprived of its

moisture by congelation, is very scorching and destruc-

tive in its effects. Rather than give much air in such
circumstances where tender plants are concerned, we
would prefer shading for a time. What holds true in the

case of our warm greenhouses, is still more forcibly

true in relation to other houses for plants and forcing,

where the temperature is much higher. This will fur-

ther appear, if we consider.

Secondly. That the capacity of air for moisture in the

shape of vapour is in a certain progi-essive ratio to its

temperatm-6, and that the rate of the condensation of

that moistiu'e upon the glass of the building is in pro-

portion to tlie difference of the temperature within and
that without. Thus the capacity of air for moisture at

44° is doubled at 6(i°, and quadrupled at 99°. Take
this in connection with the fact, that each square foot of

glass wiU cool 1^ cubic foot of air per minute as many
degrees as the difference existing between the internal

and the external temperature, and that the moisture

contained in that heated air will be deposited on the

glass as dew. and either through the laps find its way
out of the house, or fall over the ]ila.nts inside in tlie

shape of drip ; while the cooled air falls until it reaches

the gi'ound, and is then drawn towards the healing

medium, again to Lie heated, and thus successively be
fitted to suck moisture from soil, leaves, and stems, and
it will easily be seen that, without counteracting agen-

cies, our plants would soon he as debilitated by thus

parting with their' moisture, without an equal clunice of

absorbing more, as if they were exjiosed to the parching
eflects of a sirocco. Need we wonder that plants droop
from wealjuess, and that flower-stalks are too tender to

support tlieir burden ! Tlie more open tlic house the

greater the danger from this cause ; every volume of

heated air, loaded with moisture, that escapes, is re-

placed in keen frosty weather by an equal volume of

air, cold and nearly as dry as if it had been baked in an
oven. If the pots are i'reely watered tlie remedy is more
apparent than real: while the stems and leaves arc

being dried the soil and roots are being rapidly cooled

by evnporaliciu, and that all the more if the pots,
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as some recommend, be very ^)ocoiW. Air in sucb cir-

cumstances, even in sunshine, sliould be admitted witli

caution, and tben only at the top of the liouse ; tlie cold

ail' thus rushing in wliere the heated air was rusliiug

out would dejirive the latter of a portion of its heat and
moisture, and thus he ameliorated before it reached the

plants. Giving front air in such circumstances, when
the external atmosphere is very cold, unless it be heated

and moistened before reaching the plants, is often as

scorching as if you had held a hot iron near them ; and
thus the sun is often blamed for what the cold dry air

has done. From tliis cause hard wooded plants suffer

most severely, and, therefore, should never be mixed if

possible with those possessing succulent stems.

These facts will explain why in severe winters, with
every attention to keeping them from frost, our window
plants become so laugiud and weakly, and all the more
the more ooiily \vc koiiji tliera. When, therefore, we put
to the shutters, and dofi'our thick boots for slippers, and
get ensconced with a book near the chimney corner—all

so comfortable—instead of bringing our plants near our
elbows we should give them the coldest position in the

room, provided they be safe, and even then moisten
tlieir leaves and stems more frequently than we water
the roots. Placing them in the centre of the room when
the fire is out, as we go to bed, is a difl'erent afi'air. The
importance of screening and shading our early fi'uit in

spring, as Mr. Ei'rington recommends, will thus also be
perceived, not merely to save from cold, but to prevent
the exhausting eflects of a cold dri/ air, if the sun was
freely allowed to set the fliuds actively in motion, even
when the roots were comparatively in a torpid state.

Our remarks will be seen to refer to extreme cases in
winter and spring, and I have been the more particular

because tJieii is the season of danger ; when the weather
is fine, mild, and open, there is but little to fear from
either the abundance or the dryness of the air.

" But is there no palliative for such evils without
lowering the temperature withi)i?" Yes, and some of

these have frequently been indicated.

1st. Judicious covering, as referred to, frequently will

so far prevent the radiation of heat and the consequent
deposition of moisture.

2nd. Vessels filled with water, set over the heating
mediums, would ensure the cool dry air being supplied
^vith moisture as well as with heat.

3rd. Introducing the air by a pipe or drain brought
into contact with the heating medium, and made to

pass through or over a damp substance before reaching
the plants, will be of great advantage in all operations
where nicetij in detail is essential.

Tliirdly. Keeping in view these extreme cases, the

amount of moistme in the shape of vapour in the atmo-
sphere of our houses must be regulated by the season,

and the object we have in view. In all houses where
the inside temperatm'e does not greatly exceed the out-

side, it will be found in autumn and early winter, unless
very cold, that the common atmosphere contains a suffi-

ciency of moisture—nay, too much—foi those plants we
wish to ripen their wood and take tlieir season of rest,

owing to the rains that then descend and the heat still

remaining in the ground. In the spring it is diiferent

;

the air is then comparatively dry when the temperature
is raised and growth has fauiy commenced. Hence pro-

ceeds one of the difliculties in cultivating exotic plants
from warmer regions ; when we reqiui'e dryness to

solidify their tissues, in the autumn, we ai'e often pre-

sented with the greatest amoiuit of moistiu'e ; hence,
in our forcing and plant houses in spring, we supply
moisture when growth is advancing by syringing,

sprinkling, and eva^Jorating pans, but discontinue the

whole when growth is finished and ripening is jiro-

grossing,—nay, we use artificial heat, with a circulation

of aii' ; not because we wish more heat, but because we

wish the air to be drier. Succulent plants, such as

Cactus and Scarlet Oeranitims, require little moisture in

winter when at rest, either at their roots or in the atmo-

sphere ; similar treatment would destroy Ileaths or

Epacrises ; moi'e moisture and heat, still, is absolutely

necessary for such flowering plants as Cineraria and
Primula : hence the importance of keeping different

families by themselves.

Fom-tbly. As to when air is to be given. Keeping
in view extreme cases alluded to, and using the pre-

ventives to injury even in these cases, I reply, aluatjs.

This will be the case whether we will or not, unless the

house is hermetically sealed ; the internal air will escape,

the external will intrude. But this will not be suffi-

cient ; nothing is more prejudicial to many plants than

a stagnant atmosphere. With the views here presented

I may not give so much air dm'ing the day as some
people, but I am not the less anxious about a constant

change, that, among other reasons, a wider field may be

presented for the plant obtaining carbon for the building

up of its solid structiu-e. Equally important do I con-

sider a change of air at night, in all favomable circum-

stances, in order that a wider field may be presented to

the plant for the inhaling of oxygen, and thus giving an
impetus to vital action in the efforts of the following

day. Hence I have recommended giving air to cuttings

at night ; when, therefore, I shut up houses close at

night, it is merely a yielding to ecoiiom;/, a saving of the

fuel heap. A very small portion of air at the top will

prevent the accumidation of all noxious vapours ; if

closely shut up, this opening should be made the Jlrst

tldnt) in the morning, even if the weather should be so

stormy that they must be shut up shortly afterwards.

When in summer, by means of syringing the paths,

walls, &c., and shutting up early with a strong sun, we
give our plants the luxury of a vapour bath, we consider

it necessary during the evening to give a little air for

the night. Once more : in winter we have frequent

tluck fog and mist ; if it continues merely for a day,

and you can keep it out by shutting up your house, do

so ; but if it finds an entrance, or remains for a longer

period, as the stagnation which accompanies it would be

ruinous, hght a fire, or augment the heat of that you
have got, and give a little air, and thus you will cause

motion in the atmosphere, and change the fog into in-

visible vapom'. B-' Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.

STOVE PLANTS.

EcHiTES.—A genus of stove climbers, possessing great

beauty, so much so, as to render them desu-able plants

for every stove in the kingdom. They belong to the

Natiu-al ord., Dogbanes (Apocynacea;), an order that con-

tains many handsome plants, such as Allnniaiidn. Vinca,

Nerium, Taberncemoiitana, Cerhera, Baiiiiiiniilia, and

others less interesting. They ai'e remarkable for the

twisting of their corollas, winch is, indeed, the chief

essential chai-acter of the order. Such of oru' readers as

may be acquainted with any of the above-named genera,

may have observed this twisting of the petals, wliich has

been compared to the rays of a Catherine wheel. This

pecidiai- conformation caused Linnsus to name the

order Contortce.

In the genus EcUtes, we have selected seven really

beautiful species to write upon on this occasion, and we
propose on a futm-e opportunity to describe some of the

other genera and species belonging to this order.

E. ATRopuKPUEEA (Dai'k purple E.) ; East Indies.

—

A cKmber \vith handsome foliage and beautiful dark

chocolate tube-shaped flowers. 3s. Gd.

E. CBASSINODA (Thiok-jointedE.) ; East Indies.—This
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is a favounte plant witli oxhibitovs of collections of stove
plants. It has a s'ood habit, neat foliage, and beautii'iil

lai'se rose-colouvcd flowei-s. Ss. lid.

E. Fn.vNciscE.v (Francis's E.) ; East Indies.—A plant
not half so well known as it deserves to be. Wo saw it

very lately for the fu'st time in flower, in the stove at

Syon House, where, under the care of the excellent gar-

dener, Mr. Iveson, it was blooming i>rofusely. The
flowers are produced on short stems, in umbels of six or

eight flowers each. They are of a pm'phsli-red colour,

rather larger than a shilling, and more open than any
other species of Ecliites. The foliage is of dark gTcen,

and tliicldy produced on tlie twining shoots, os.

E. NOBiLis (Noble E.) ; East Indies.—A half slmibby,
half climbing plant, with slender stems and handsome
opposite leaves. The flowers lu'e prochioed at the end of

each shoot in short racemes. They are of a pleasing
pink colom, rather cup-shiiped, and are of long con-
tiBiiance, the lowest buds opeumg first, and as they fade
others come forwards, so tl'.at before the whole raceme
has bloomed, a considerable time elapses. The plant
consists of a large root-stock or bulb, which increases in
size every year. Messrs. Veitch have imported these
root-stocks as large as a child's head. From this i-oot-

stock, when so large, several shoots spring forth, and
each shoot produces a head or spike of blossoms. In
that state the plants form noble objects. In winter,
dm-mg the season of rest, the plants lose their leaves, and
shoifld be kept partially dry and cool. The shoots often
become woody, mid do not then (he. These shoots, when
the season of growth recommences, will send forth several
shoots each. These ought to be encom-ageil to grow, as
each may produce a spike of flowers, but it is not ad-

visable to idlow the whole to remain. Two or thi'ee will

be as many as will jii'odnoe bloom, and the rest, when
wo or three inches long, make excellent cuttings. 5s.

E. sPLENDEXs (Shining E.) ; East Indies.—The bloom
of this species is the finest of the whole race, frequently
measuring five inches across ; it is salver-shaped, and of
a deUcatc piiik colom'. This colour may be much
heightened by being close to the glass, and ti'illy exposed
to tlie light. The leaves are of a light green, almost
milky green, as large, nearly, as those of the common
lam-el, thin in textm-e, with sti'ong ribs or veins. This
is, as well as E. crassinoda, a plant much valued and
used by exhibitors, because when it is grown in a large
pot and tramed to a balloon-shaped trelhs, it flowers
abundantly ; and by its large and eminently handsome
flowers is very effective. It is also very suitable to plant
out in a border of the stove, and train either up the rafters

or to a chain lengthwise of the house, which aUows a
more free extension of the branches, and consequently a
greater quantity of bloom. It well merits cultivation.
:ls. Od.

E. sonEiiECT.v (Half-erect E.); Jamaica.—A yeUow-
flowered Ecliites, and of considerable beauty. It is a
half climber, with bimches of yellow flowers produced
when the plant is vigorous and healthy in considerable
numbers, from liotween the handsome dark green leaves
and the stem. The flowers have much the appearance
oi' AUainanda cathartica, but the plant is not scrambling
like that species. The coloiu- is a bright orance vellow.
3s. Gd.

E. nosA CAJiPESTEis (Rosy-field E.) ; East Indies.—

A

lov/ climlier mth beautiful rose-coloured large flowers. It
is deciduous, that is, loses its leaves in whiter; rather
difficult to gTow. 5s.

Culture.—These plants, like most other inhabitants of
the stove, thrive better, and flower more freely, if they
have a period of rest. Tlus can be best attained during
the diu-k days of winter. As the year declines hi the
autumn, reduce gi'aduidly the quantity of water, especiidly
to £. crassinoda, E. sp'lendens, E. nobilis, and E. rasa
cam2)sstris, "because the.so species have, as mentioned

above, a root-stock which contains a siiinciency of sap in

itself to preserve the principle of life through the period

of rest. The other species must ha\'e a sutficieucy of

water to keep the leaves fresh, even through the wintei'.

The soil they tlulve best in, is a compost of sandy tmfy
peat three parts, loam one jiart, and leaf moidd or very

rotten dung one part ; add as much shaiii silver sand as

wiU give the whole a sandy character. ^lix thoroughly
with the band previously to using. The best time to pot

is in early spring. Turn the plants out of the pots and
carefully reduce the old ball without injuring the roots;

use clean pots and plenty of ckamagc. The pots should

be large in proportion to the plants, to encourage them
to grow freely. As soon as the potting is finished give a
gentle watering, and, if convenient, phuige the pots in a

gentle lieated tan-bed. If the trellises ai-e out of order,

or Hkely to be too small, no%v is a good time to renew or

enlarge them. They may be made either of wUlows or

split laths, in the manner described in a late number,
when giving dnections for the cultiu'e of Gloriosa su-

pcrhn. They may be formed still better \\\\\\ wire, which
should be well painted. Any viii-e-worker will easily un-

derstand the kuid of ti'cllis reqidred, if the cultivator

describes the kind his taste may dictate. The one we
prefer is \\liat is commonly called balloon-shaped,

with an open cu'cidar ornament at top, lishig a little

above the main body of the trellis, so as to form a kind

of crown to it. This treUis, when well covered with the

creepers, looks handsome, and slio\vs off the flowers to

great advantage. >The weak grov/ers, such as E. nohUin

and E. rosa camjiestris, require but a small ti'ellis, or

even none at all, except a few upright sticks to tie the

branches to as they shoot up. They seldom exceed three

feet in height. Jn spring and sunnner these plants

requh-e constant attention to liecp them neatly tied in,

and moderately watered. They never require flooding,

because their roots are extremely delicate, and too niueli

water is apt to canker them, and then the plants become
sickly, and in that state are more lialile to the attacks of

insects, such as the mealy bug, red spider, brown scab,

and gTeen fly. Tlie latter will attack them even when in

perfect health, and they must be desti'oyed and kept

under by frequent smokings with tobacco. The red

spider, and all the rest of uisect enemies, must be got rid

of, and there is no reafly ellectual means like washing
them ofl'with a sponge. 'Though tedious, this method is

sure, and not only not injm-ious, but actually beneficial

to the plants, 'The syringe may be used frequently with

usefid results, only keep the floAvers from being wetted

when fiflly expanded. Tlie flowering season extends

over the months of May, June, and July, but it may be
prolonged two months later, by having a succession of

plants to bring into heat as the first section lose then'

bloom ; or, if necessaiy, the whole may bo kept back to

suit any particular season that their flowers may be re-

quired for.

Propagation.—The aaIioIc of tliesc jilants may be pro-

pagated by cuttings of the young wood, but then' in-

crease is chflScult and uncertahi ; nurserymen with

sliilfnl hands, a good propagating house, and all the

projier means to boot, are not always snccessfid. We
sliail try to describe the best method, and the means
nccessai'y, so that our gardening and amatciu' fi-ieiuls

may, with some prospect of success, try to increase their

stock and preserve each kind, should their original

plants sicken and die. First procure a clear white bell-

glass or two, some piue silver sand, new pots that will

just allow the bell-glasses to fit within them, some of

the compost above described for the plants of this family,

and some broken potsherds of different sizes, but quite

clean. Cover the liolo at the bottom of the pot with a

large piece of broken potsherd, laid hollow, to allow the

free escape of tho superfl\ious water ; lay upon it some
smaller pieces of the same, and upon them an inch thick
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of some not largur than maiTowfat pens ; cover tliis

drainage either with a tl[i\i layer oi' peat sittings or moss,

to prevent tlie eompost from stop])ing up tlio free passage

of the water; then fill the pot with compost to witliin an
inch and a lialf of the top ; this overspace must be iilled

np to the rim with silver sand
;
give a gentle watering

with a fme rose pot or sp-inge to settle the sand; and
place the hell-glass upon it to ma!;e an impression, wlueh
will show a circle to keep the cuttings within. "When
all this is done, take olf the young shoots with a pair of

leaves to each ; cut off the bottom quite smooth with a

very sharp knife, and insert them in a circle just within

the marked line ; turn the leaves iuwai'ds, and keep

them there with short deal sticks ; fill up the holes made
by the dilihle with some dry sand, and give them another

very gentle watering to settle the sand firmly round each

enttiug ; then place the pots, covered with tlie bell-

glasses, u]) to the rim in a tan bed, and shade them
from the sun with, sheets of white paper or an old news-

paper. Should they become dry, take ofi' the glasses

early in the morning, water gently, and allow the glasses

to I'emaiji off for an hour to dry the leaves, then replace

and shade. Continue this care and attention tOl signs

of growth are visible, and as soon as it is judged roots

are produced, examine them by very carefiilly turning

the ball out of the pots ; if rooted, pot immediately into

small pots, and place them inder hand-glasses till they

are fully established ; then harden them off gradually,

and give them the usual culture.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Om- space is full, but we need only say that the care

and attention mentioned in late uumliers must be dili-

gently continued. Next week we wdl enlarge iipon this

part of cm- pleasant lahom's more ftdly.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Alt. spare ground that has not already been drained

should, if needful, be attended to at once, previous to

taking on the manure and trenching. Various depths

are recommended for draining the soil, but in our opi-

nion this shoidd be regulated by local circumstances, as

it cannot be laid down for a decided rule that one stated

depth would ausvirer equally in every locality or on every

kind of soil ; but we recommend for gaixlening in gene-

ral, if a suitable staple of earth is chosen, and a sufficient

fall at command for taking away the superfluous water,

that tlie drains should he laid at least fom' feet in depth.

Various materials have been made use of for draining

the soil, but there can be no doubt, that pipes are the

best when properly laid in; and if a foot of rubbly

stones can be placed on the top of the pipes without

much additional expense, so much the more perfect, sub-

stantial, and lasting, the draining will be. Wherever

drains have to pass near hedgo-rovvs, or wilbin even a

considerable distance of trees, the joints of the pipes

should be very secm-cly cemented together ; for if tliere

is the least cavity for the roots to creep into, they are

sure in a short time entirely to jirevent the cii-culation

of the water by their fibres, whi(-h will increase until

they become one solid mass or wig of roots, entirely fill-

ing up the cavity as ti.ghtly as if with a cork. No mat-

ter how large the di-ain may bo, a small root at first

creeping through a small aperture is sure to cause

a stoppage in a very short time. We have seen a

drain, a foot in diameter, entirely choked and blocked

up within the space of one year, where an extensive and

powerful stream was running the whole time, in conse-

quence of the roots of the elm and other trees finding

their way through an aperture no larger at first than a

thread.

Walk Making.'—Where this requires to be done, and

where old walks require to be put in order by turning

and casing, the present is a good time of the year to get

it done ; as, if put ofi' till the spring, when plenty of

other operations need attention, it is more difficult to

find the time to perform it. If it is intended to ease

walks, either old or new, with a finer and brighter mate-

rial than the foundation, they may be left tdl the season

is fra-tlier advanced. The edgings of all walks should

be made up eveidy, of whatever material they may have

been previously formed, with slate one inch thick and

tlu-ee inches deep. Slate, where it can be obtained

cheaply, is a most durable and neat edging for kitchen-

gardens, affords no harbour for sings, and is always neat

and clean.

Routine Work.— Persevere in laying baits of brewers'

grains, or fresh, oi- scalded bran where grains cannot

be commanded, for catching slugs whilst the weather

continues mild ; by which means a garden may he cleared

of such pests ]3revious to their hiding away in the cracks

of walls and fences, and fissures, or worm-holes in the

earth, whence they will emerge vnth their broods in early

spring, in time to assist in the clearing away of all small

plants and young seedlings, as well as every Idud of vege-

table, &;c.

Attend to all previous directions with respect to

wheeling out manure, trenching, surface-stirring, keep-

ing the growing crops clear from decayed leaves, and

dredging the fi-ame crops of carrots, radishes, lettuces.

&o., occasionally, while the foliage is dry, with charred

dust, or dry dust of some kind; such attention will

ensm-e vigour to the crops, and keep them free from

mildew, canker, &c. Keep the growing cucumber vine

pretty thin and carefidly trained ; allow but few frint to

swell at a time :—Keep up a kindly atmosphere about

them, neither ovei' heated nor charged with too much
humidity, but regulate such matters with moderation

wliilst the days are short and dark. Sow a few seeds of

a good early melon, and place in heat pans ol mint, tar-

ragon, &c. Attend also to the succession of sea-kale,

rliuharh, &o., as previously directed. Jajies Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS USTEORMATION.

SCALES OF EXPENDITURE.
By the Authoress of " My Flowers," lie.

Estimate 7th.

Income—Cs. Cd. per day; 39s. per week; about oBlOl Ss.

per annitm.—Provisions, weeldv.

£.

Bread and flour for five persons, 24 11)

Butter, IflJ

Cheese 6d. and milk Is

s.
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Coals (aj chaldi'ons ayenr, @ 48s.), and wood, ;£ k. d.

9d. per week, average 3 3

1
Candles, on an average all the year round, per

; week 4i
I Soap ( i ft per week on an average, @ Od.) , starch,

I
and blue

Sundries, for cleaning, scouring, &c

I Total of household expenses .

.

1 7|

For clothes, A-c C "

Rent 4 6

Schooling, and incidental expenses 1

Total expense 113 ii

Saving (more than l-12th ) 5 74

Amount of income 119

By maintaining the same quantities arid piices for the

articles of butter, tea, sugar, and candles, which have been

i

allowed by my calculation in the previous Estimates, and

wliicli are, as I have before stated, less in each item than in

the original, the difference in saving between my Estimate

and that from which I transcribe it is 3s. 4|d. This is a

material saving in one week ; and the proportion has been

very much the same in those already given. But as incomes

enlarge we are readily disposed to thinic our expenditure may
enlarge in the same ratio; and by this means we seldom

find the benefit we might do from easier circimistances.

With ifilOO per annum, if we practised in non-essentials

the same self-denial that we did witli i;70, we should find

ourselves in pocket at the end of the year ; and the increase

of income is yet so little, that it does not justify our indulg-

ing in any material point, beyond that which was allowable

intUe earlier Estimates. If any increase may be considered

justifiable, it is in meat and firing, because warmth and a fair

supply of animal food, if they can be luwfuUij enjoyed, are

beneficial to health ; but we siiould very narrowly and keenly

examine our circumstances and ourselves before we relax

any of our rules. I do not mean to inculcate parsimony and

illiberality—nothing is further from my thoughts, but with

small means it is om- bounden duty to expend them well

;

and nothing that savoru-s of self-indulgence can be tenned

doing well. The future, and indeed the present, wants of

children should be most carefully provided for; education is

always a heavy ex^iense for boys, and it is also one of ex-

treme importance. Daughters may be brought up and trained

by their mother's side ; but it is very rarely that a father can

conduct the education of his sons; and a good ijeneral

education for the sons of the poor, among the upper classes,

prepares them well for whatever situation may oflFer, when
their age permits. It is far better to lay by any ovei-plus for

such a purpose as this, tlian to spend it upon present

gratification, however lawful it may appear.

There is one item which I have always inserted with

extreme reluctance, because it appears to me to be wholly

unnecessary, as well as very expensive—I mean beer. At

the lowest computation Is. 2d. per weelc is allowed for beer;

and in a weeldy income of only one guinea, what a serious

sum is this ! and what a considerable addition it would make
to the little portion saved each week from the narrow means

!

It is so much the custom of the present generation to fancy

they cannot live without beer, that in every Estimate, how-

ever small, twopence a day is quietly set apart for the

purpose, without a thought being given as to the propriety

or possibility of doing without it, and to very many even that

allowance will seem distressingly small. But when we look

romid among the labouring classes, and see how well steady

men work, and work for years too, without tasting beer, the

better classes need never complain of the deprivation, wliose

food is of so much more nom-ishing a kind, and so much
less limited in quantity. I am not now alluding to those

whose constitutions, from delicacy or disease, require a

degree of stimulus, and even in such cases I think it

probable that other treatment would produce a far more

beneficial result; but I am speaking of those whose healtli is

good, whose strength is in full vigour, and whose means and

families demand that the strictest economy should in eveiy

thing he maintained.

I have frequently been disturbed at hearing ladies whose

worldly circumstances required no exertion, and who had not
even the fatigue of a young family to encounter, say, with the

utmost seriousness, " Oh, I must have my hrer .' I cannot get

on mthout my leer," and at the same time wonder wliy they
always felt oppressed and uneasy after their luncheon and ,

dinner, and so frequently suffered from disordereil stomachs.
So coarse and heavy a beverage can rarely be needed for

"my sisters." Those who are in the habit of using it

woiUd feel themselves immeasurably benefited by its discon-

tinuance, and where expense is to be strictly avoided,

scarcely any article can be so conveniently and profitably

dispensed with. When the mother and children are prac-

tising the utmost moderation in the use of fond needful and
proper, and the father is indulging in that which is, at best,

superfluous, there is a wrong principle evidenced, and want of

thought, nl le(tsl, is strongly apparent.

For the benefit of those whose health ahsnhilely requires a

stronger beverage than that sweetest and simplest, and most
wdiolesome element, water, I -will in my next paper give a

receipt for a cheaper and far less mischievous beer than
that which can be pm"chased, or is usually brewed at home

;

but I earnestly desire to impress upon my particijar readers

the entire practicability of doing without it, and the very few

cases in which it can ever be considered as either necessary

or useful.

VINEGAR PLANT.

I have used it for several years, and think it far exceeds

any vinegar I can purchase in flavom-. We pickle witli it

raclish pods, onions, cabbage, vegetable-marrow, cucumbers,
itc. It may, perhaps, be useful to some to know that we
have found it much improved by boiling one stalk of rhu-

barb in the water when making it.—T. Thoepe.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** "'Ve request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardenee. It gives them unjuatifiablc trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed *' To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

Oyster Plant.—We had dozens of applications for the seed of this,

many of them without postage stamps; and we take thia )iromincnt

opportunity to aav that we never had any of the seed, and that if our

correspondents had read attentively they would have discerned that the

lady who applied, as noticed at page 106, wished some one would send

seed to us for her.

Flower-beds (F. X. F.).—The composition nf your flower-garden is

exceedingly good and rich, and the planting no less so. Beds 19 and 29

would be much improved by a patch of the Gladiolus psittaciniis between

each moss and cabbage rose, and would look gay after the roses were

over; or if every other rose in 19 was Geant des Batailles and Baron

Prevost, the same in 29, you would have the nearest colours to the roses

now in use, and flowers to November. The Baron is nearly as sweet as I

any of the old roses. 21 and 2,t might be emptied late in July; the

carnations would easily transplant, and Tugetes tenui/olia just coming
j

into blnom transplanted, and these would be very rich till hard frost set
j

in, and would always carry the eye across the garden in that direction :

threepence-worth of seeds sown in the kitchen-garden about the first of

May wnvdd fill them. Emma and Bnrkerii do not look well together;

they want a brighter colour between them ; wc wouhl change Amntlinstina

from the opposite side for one of them. M'hat a splendid nuiss you have

collected into this group, and how well 15 and 1" balance them, and the

whole garden. Vou are not an apprentice in planting flower-gardens, at

any rate ; hut what a slow process to learn! U. Plant one half of this

bed with Vert/ena Ainat/ii/fttina, or, which is better, Duchess d'Aumaulc,

that is, every alternate plant save the outside row ; and when you see the
;

eff'ect let us hear how you like it. Your jilan of writing the names of the

plants, and the numbers on the beds, makes it the easiest to us ; and a

list of names on the corner of a plan is the next easiest.

Flower-beds (!'. Z.).—You have confused your list by writing it

higgledy-piggledly in the body of your letter. Always write the names

of the plants by themselves under a b c. &c.. or 1 2 3, or put the same

letters or numbers on the beds; but F. X. Y.'s plan, as above, is the ^

best, as then one can in imagination almost sec the plants growing,
j

Your garden is on the true geometric Dutch style, an<l a very pretty

example of that school, and always the easiest for beginners to plant.

Planting standard roses (3) in the centre of intersecting walks is new to
,

us, but we like it much. The Irish i/ews (1) arc also much to our taste. ;

You must keep the rhododendrons (4) in neat trim to harmonise with the

rest. Antirrhinums will live out the winter, unless your ground is wet, I

and BO will Penstemons. The centre group (J. K. N. O.) are the beds
(
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for dwarf roses, and nothing with them. A, X. D, W. should be of sc^r-

/e/ or some bright red} the rest will do as you propose, hut it might

be better.

Strawberry Fohcing {Y. i?.).—Place your strawberries m the cool

vinery (as near the glass as possible) until the new leaves appear. Then

transfer them to the "further house," which you keep about GO^ yet

let us advise only 55° by day and 45° at night, by fire heat. Let the tem-

perature rise to 75° occasionally, during sunshine, for an hour or two

only. When the bloom truss arises give plenty of air, and be sure to

keep them close to the glass. As soon as the fruit is setting apply liquid

manure at every watering ; let it be very loeuk and very clear.

Flower-garden (H. P.).—Unless your scarlet geraniums Are Tnm
Thumb, we would plant them in A, and change the verbenas to D. The

lowest plants should meet you first coming down from the house. The

carniiHons and English Iris in bed B are summer flowers, the former

succeeding the iris in bloom ; both must remain to the end of July. In

bed C the pinks might remain, and cuttings of the heartsease struck early

in the spring, or half the old plants divided and cut in before they bloom

in April, would go on blooming all the summer. C and 1) ought to be

filled with mixed plants—such as Phloxes, Penstemons, Campanulas,

Gladiolus psittaciims, imd(Enotheras, viith low annuals near the sides.

How beautiful a collection of the old fanct/ geraniums you might grow

in border F; just the place for them—such as Diademafmn, Lady Mary
Fox, Jehu, Rouge et Noir, &c. K. A row of white phlox all along

behind the espalier would hide it in part, and look remarkably gay as a

back ground. The annual coreopsis, of sorts, would also find food enough

in front of the phloxes ; and the annual (Enotheras or Goodenias are of

richer colour in poor soil. They would do next the walk in K border;

and the whole of the steep bank G we would sow with mignonette, at the

end of March, to get established before the hot weather sets in.

Flower-beds [E. L. H.).—We are sorry to say that our contributor

will not advise as to new beds, or the altering of old ones. He says he

never learned the art of catting out new beds, and that every one has a

right to choose what shapes best suit their own ideas. What he has pro-

mised to do is to give advice as to any alterations he might deem necessary

in the planting of beds already existing, or a set of beds already in

progress. He also adds, he never yet heard of a single individual who
could please a second party in the shapes of flower-beds. Your moss

roses had better remain as they are, on the principle of "let well alone."

Climbing Roses {Eyre).—No climbing rose is so good for pillars as

the evergreen ones already noticed ; and they are the best sorts to bud

Perpetuals on after they are once established. Laura Davousi and

Noisette roses, together with the single White Musk rose, flower in the

autumn ; but, with the exception of the Davoust, what are they worth ?

one of them is as good as another. There is no really good climbing rose

that is a perpetual bloomer. It is true, the Crimson Boursault will some-

times flower in the autumn, and is a fast growing rose ; and Ruga runs

over every thing, and blooms for three weeks ; and no rose can be worked

on it out of its own class. Thorn hedges can be removed certainly, but

must be done well ; it is best to cut down one-third of the older wood.

Cactus SpECiosissmus (J. JV.).—The one flower so far swelled we

would now allow to open, but give no water, and would keep the plant

cool, that the other flower-buds may not expand until spring as you

desire, It will be forward then, from its appearance now. When you

increase heat, you must give water at the roots ; but previously to that,

if the stems are at all shrivelled, let them be moistened frequently in

sunny days.

Statice Pseudo-armeria (JfiirfJ.—We fear this is not hardy enough

for the open air in winter in the north of Ireland. It should have the

greenhouse or a cold pit ; but if you have two plants, try one in a dry

place, and planted on a raised mound, in rather poor soil, and report to

us the result.

Wintering Gardenia Radicans (/. F.").—This maybe kept in a

moderately warm greenhouse in winter and rather dry ; but to have it in

rich luxuriance, it must be transferred to a sweet hotbed in March or

April. It flourishes in sandy peat and loam.

Select Hardy Fruits (T. M. G.),~VJei select the following, and

place them in the order of their ripening ;

—

Peaches—Acton Scott, Royal

George, Grosse Mignonne, Walburton Admirable. Nectarines—Violet

Hfitive, Elruge, Newington. ApHcots—Blenheim or Shipley's, Moor-

park. Vines for Outdoors—August Muscat, Burgundy, Lashmar's

Seedling, Purple Fontainbleau, Cherries—Early Duke, Royal Duke,

Elton, Morello, Apples— B.^6. Juneating, Kerry Pippin, Hibston Pippin,

Ashmeads's Kernel, Lamb-abbey Peavmain, Sturmer Pippin. Kitchen

Apples— Mank's Codling, Dumlow'a Seedling, Northern Greening.

Pears— Jargonelle, Dunmore, Louis Bonne of Jersey, Beurr^ Diel,

Winter Neilis, Glout Morceaus, Beurre Ranee.

Flower-garden {A Lover of Flowers from Childhood).—Pray

take good care that the winter covering over 6 is dry and thick enough to

keep off the frost ; and let us hear how the Daturas look next summer :

they are exactly in the right place. 10, a basket of ivy filled with Scarlet

geraniums and edged with White Ivy geraniums is the best thing in the

county. 7, a constellation of fancy geraniums in the recess between 5,

6, and 8 is uncommonly well managed. There are no good sorts of this

class with different colours. The next best four to Diadematum, is

Diadematum ruhescens, a redder sort ; Lady Mary Fox, orange scarlet,

and black; Spleenii, striped flower, like S/rfowm, but a better grower

;

Quercifolium, a good low red sort; ixxid Rouge et Noir, red and black,

as the name implies. This and Spfeenii require poor soil to keep them
down to the size of the others. There are no good white or whitish yet

in this class. U, 12. 13, very bad indeed—no meaning. Knnck out 11

altogether, and make a group of six beds, same shape as 12 and 13, with

the points to the centre, and the outsidcs forming a circle. 15, plant a

hedge of Fuchsia gracilis across the border wherever you wish the grass

to end, but on no account turf the border. 18 is too much in the shade

for an edging of Nemophila. Sweet Alyssum is the best for it, unless

you get Campanula carpatica. Your other questions next week.

Flower-garden {Denonicnsis). —What a beautiful Italian terrace

garden it is ! Rfany thanks for the smallness of the plan, and the little

space you occupied in explaining it—ten acres of flower-beds need never,

for us, occupy more than 07ie half page of small post paper. You need

never go wrong in planting 1 ; and in it we would have a new arrangement

of mixed colours every year, but not glowing colours

—

Zauchsneria was
out of place there last summer : it does not answer that way. 3 and 11

should always have the same colour and same sized plants ; white Cam-
panula carpatica—the best plant for both. 8 and lO should also be of

the same colour and height, and different from the white in 3 and 11.

Tagt'tes tenuifoUa is the best we can think of for 8 and iG. After that,

your own planting seems very good ; all thai: we can sec is, unless the

plants in 13 were pegged down, the bed was too high to match 5. Going
down the middle walk, the plants on both sides look best if as near as

possible of the same height.

Flower-garden {Subscriber, Bury St. Edmunds).—Who planted 19

with shrubs? and who proposed 20 and 21 on each sideof it ? The whole
group absolutely frightful, and completely spoils your whole garden as to

effect. The oval should have been up near the flower border 22 ; but,

better still, nowhere. We never saw anything in Loudon so inelegant as

the shape of 20 and 21. The geometric garden in front of the bouse is

very nice, and so are 16 and 17 beyond; but l."!, a young Deodar, \s

entirely out of place ; and here is the rule for it :

—

A piece of turf in

front of a house (from the size of a dining-room to many acres) should

never have anything planted in the very middle of it. We would do

away with 19, 20, and 21, and plant a high fence of evergreeri j-oses on
one side cf the walk beyond 22 ; but cannot say which side. 13 we
would remove beyond 14, and a little more towards the corner, so as not

to be in a line with 14 ; and on the opposite aide, to match it, repeat 14.

If more flower-beds are wanted, have them in groups on either side of the

lawn. It is quite impossible to say with certainty if that would be a

good place for a conservatory.

Fortune's Pit {A. B.).—There ought to be sufficient heat, unless the

materials are too deep. Our bottom heat is 80° on the very same plan,

but on a large scale, and it hardly ever varies. Tan, in such small quanti-

ties, is troublesome through the winter, but after February would answer

well.

Gravel Walks (P., Constant Reader).—We cannot decipher your

letter altogether, but from what we can make out we are enabled to say

the subject will soon appear in our pages.

Elder Flower WiNE.^We have been favoured with five receipts for

making this " English Frontignae," for which, on behalf of the inquirer,

we return thanks. They are each accompanied by a warranty of excel-

lence, so we publish them all.

No. 1 .—To 1 gallons of water add 28 lbs. of lump sugar, boil it well

;

when almost cold, put in a quarter of a peck of picked elder flowers, and

27 lbs. of raisins stoned, squeeze in the juice of 4 lemons, adding the peel

thinly pared, with about 6 spoonsful of yeast ; stir all together, then put it

into the barrel, and after it has fermented two or three days, bung it close

and let it stand sis months ; then bottle it. Two bottles of white French

brandy to be added when put into the barrel.

No. 2.—To every gallon of water add .Slbs. of lump sugar, boil well

together, and clear with the whites of eggs. Have ready picked from

the stem, for 10 gallons of liquor, three-quarters of a peck and a pint of

elder flowers, and when it is nearly cold pour it upon the flowers and stir

well. To every gallon add \ lb. of raisins of the sun stoned, one spoon-

ful of the syrup of lemons, and to the whole, four spoonsful of yeast ; let

it work two or three days, stirring it well three times each day ; then put

it into a barrel with 1 oz. of isinglass and a pint of brandy, close it up

well, and let it stand six months before you bottle it. Take care the cask

is quite dry when the wine is put in, otherwise it will turn acid.

No. 3.—To every gallon of water 2 lbs. of Malaga or Sultana raisins

and 2 lbs. of lump sugar ; boil them one hour and pour them into an open

tub ; when the liquor has cooled down to about the warmth of new milk,

stir into it the elder flowers at the rate of a quarter of a peck to every six

gallons ; the next day work it with good ale yeast, and add to every gallon

one tablespoonful of lemon juice ;
put the dregs into the cask with the

wine, and let it stand till it has done working with only a paper over the

bung-hole ; then bung it down tightly till it has acquired its proper

sweetness, which will easily he ascertained by occasionally tasting it;

when it has done so, it should be carefully drawn off from the dregs and

fined with isinglass at the rate of hoz. to every sis or seven gallons—the

isinglass being dissolved in some of the wine, but not put into the cask

till nearly cold ; in about ten days it will be clear and fit for bottling.

No. 4.—Ten gallons of water, 30 lbs. of loaf sugar, boiled half an hour,

carefully removing the scum ; when lukewarm, add half a peck of elder

flowers carefully picked clean from the stalks, the juice and thin peels of
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9 lemons, gibs, of raisins plckofl and shred ; let the whole stand a week,

then strain through a sieve ; stir in about a tablcspoonful of good yeast,

and put it into a cask; when it has done woikinp:, bun? it up for six

months, then draw off and bottle. A little of the Ii<[Uor must be kept for

filling up as it works. It is a beautifully clear sparkling wine.

No. 5. To ten gallons of water {ale measure) put 30lbs. of loaf sugar,

the rinds of 7 lemons pared very thin, and the whites of sLx eggs well

beaten, also the shells; boil it half an hour, pour it into a cooler, and

when only new milk warm add three quarts and one pint (or rather more)

of elder flowers shitkan from the stalks ; wlicn nearly cold put m half a

pint of new yeast, stir it ttticc each day until the tlovvers come to the top

and turn brown ; then strain it from the flowers and tun it. Put into the

cask 6 lbs. of Smyrna currants or raisins, tlie juice of the lemons, and a

pint of good brandv, when you close your cask, throw in an ounce of

isinglass, let it stand four months, and then bottle it. N.B. It should

not be bunged up till it has worked sufficiently in the cask.

l^LiSTERiNG OF NECTARINE LEAVES {PhUocarpiis).—\YQ havc re-

peatedly stated that this arises from excessive juiciness or moisture in the

leaves, "arising either from too great a root-action in proportion to the

activity of the leaf in elaborating the sap, or from an excess of water in

the soil. Sudden checks by night frosts and easterly winds may exaspe-

rate the distortion by rendering the vessels in the leaves still less able to

digest the sap forced into them. Draining tlic soil, or, still better, growl-

ing the trees on stations, and sheltering them whilst in bloom and until

summer is at hand, are etfcctual preventives of such blistering. Peas

sown now in the open ground will not come in earlier than those sown

similarly in February, unless the winter prove unusually mild. Grapes

not ripened may be left on the vine without injuring it ; but we do not

know your object for so doing—they will not ripen next year. Leave on

the large leaves of the Bnissela Sprouts. Any London seedsman can

supply the Dwarf Ind'uin Corn,

Compost {A Lirerpool Subscriber).—Your mixture of spent tan, de-

cayed animal carcases, and the cleaning of the lime pits of a tan yard,

must be a very fertilixing compost if the tan is also decayed. Twenty

tons per acre would be a good dressing with it for both arable and pas-

ture land.

Amateur {Burr/ St. Edmunds).—Om- correspondent saya that the

Horticultural Society of that town consider " that person an amateur

who attends to the plants he exhibits, and only occnsionntly employs a

gardener for the more laborious work," and we consider such a person an

amateur provided he does not so attend to plants " as a profession, or

for pecuniary advantage" (see Cottage Gardencr^s Dictinnari/, p. 3\).

Blany little florists attend to their plants themselves, and only occasion-

ally employ assistants for the harder work.

Tree Onton.—We beg of our readers to regard the following notice:

—

"The numerous applications having nearly exhausted my stock. I must

defer the pleasure of a further supply until next season. It would faci-

litate the growth if the small bulbs were potted immediately, and kept

in a cold frame or pit till Rlareh, and then to be planted in the open

ground."—S, N. H., Btiri/ St, Edmuvds.

Charcoal Burning In-doors (G. F. TF.).— Charcoal might be

burnt in a ball well ventilated, though the stove had no flue, without

causing fatal consequences, but nothing can prevent such a practice

being unhealthy. Sprinkling salt on the charcoal has no power to pre-

vent the production of carbonic acid pas, of which consist the "dele-

terious fumes of charcoal." You will havc seen your other query

answered last week.

Petunias, Geraniums, &c., Pamping-off {J. S. L.).—This occurs

in a small greenhouse where a stove is only lighted to keep out frost.

You have your plants too moist in proportion to the temperature and

light: give less water and more air. See what I\Ir. Fish says to-day.

Asparagus Beds (Ces^-m/i)-—You have made these at the worst

possible time ; March or April, when the young plants begin to vegetate,

is the proper time for planting them. You made the bed very well, but

putting horse-dung Oi^er the plants is bad. The crowns of the plants

should not be more than two inches below the surface ;
reduce your

covering to this depth and then leave them alone. No frost, however

severe, will hurt them. Supply them plentifully with liquid manure

twice a-week when thejj are growing next summer.

Saline Refuse (/. A'.).—This mixture is of 50 parts gypsum, 40

parts lime, and 10 parts s\dphatps, muriates, and silicates of soda and

lime. It will be of advantage to pasture sown broadcast in March over

the land, at the rate of ten bushels to the acre ; if wet, it may be mixed

\rith earth or ashes to enable it to be delivered by hand ; we should thus

apply it in preference to mixing it with animal manure. To a clayey

kitchen-garden it would be of little use. A sprinkling, about one pound

to a square yard, would be of service to asparagus and sea-kale when

they are growing.

Gooseberries (S. S.).—At page 391 of last volume you will find a list

fidly directory.

Vine WITH Red Leaves in Autumn {Ibid).—'We cannot tell certainly

the name from this circumstance. The leaves of the Black Muscadel

become bright scarlet in autunm ; those of the Claret Grape then become

of a blood colour, and those of the Cambridge Botanic Garden Grape

change to bright crimson. Prune the side shoots of youT Jiaspberrt/

canes so as to leave only two or three eyes. We keep our ChnmontcUe
pears in a dry temperate room, and take care to have them on table the

very day they arc ripe; they are improved by having them in a warm
room, or before the fire, for a few hours before putting them on table.

Otlier question next week.

Campanula Cx-rv \tic xiVerax).—If the original species, with blue

flowers, is sown very early in the spring in a gentle hotbed, and well

attended, it will probably bluom in the autumn. Your other qucstiui.

next week.

Fr.ESii Gas Lime [Capt. J. F.).—We have no hesitation in applyin.T

this to arable land as a manure; in fact, by keeping it loses the litll'-

ammonia it contains, and becomes a mixture of sulphate of lime anti

chalk. It would not do to apply it fresli as a top-dressing to growing

plants, but if spread over vacant ground previously to digging or plough-

ing, and used in moderate quantities, it may be applied fresh.

Tree Onion.—Mr. N. S. Hodson, Bury St. Edmunds, obligingly

writes as follows :
—"Many of your readers having been supplied, and

expressing a desire to know the mode of cultivation, I have only to ob-

serve, that the small bulbs sent will produce fine onions next year, and

when taken up in the autumn, and planted again in the spring, will afford

a good supply for tlic future, as it is only the larger ones that give a crop

of bulbs on the top of the stem. It will be found requisite to support the

plants during their growth."

Hens Laying Siiell-less Eggs {J. Newrjj).—When they do this

habitually, it becomes a disease, and is called the lush or oon, arising

usually from torpid digestion. Give each hen a small teaspoonful of gin,

and feed them fur a wdiile on soft nourishing food, small quantities at a

time.

Stove for Grernhouse (W. E.).—You do not tell us what you re-

quire it for, whether for forcing the vine, or to keep frost from the

plants.

Mildewed Crocus (A Lover ofFlowers from Childhood).—The bulb

you sent us was quite dead and dry. If they are all like that, nothing

remains but to procure fresh bulbs.

Heating Pit (Speeds).—We have no doubt that the plan given at

page 50 of last volume will answer well for your pit to strike cuttings.

Ask two or three whitesmiths in your neighbourhood, what they will con-

struct it for. Do not apply ammoniacal liquor to your worn-out land

until the time when you are about to give the last jiloughing before

sowing or planting. A gallon to every thirty square yards will not be too

much. The price is merely nominal.

Ferns in Norfolk.—A correspondent, in every way trustworthy,

writes to us as follows :
" As one of your correspondents in(|uires in what

parts of Norfolk the Adder's Tongue [Ophioglossum vulgatnm) and the

flioon Ferns {Botrychium lunnria) are to be found, I am glad that I am
able to give him the information which he wishes for, at least with respect

to the habitat of the former plant. It is not at all uncommon in some of

the pastures in the neighbourhood of M''atton : it grows abundantly in a

meadow close to my house (Ovington Parsonage^ I am tufurmed that

Botriichiuni Uuuiria grows at Shropham, six or seven miles south of

^\ atton, but I believe sparingly, on a piece of ornamented land opposite

the Hall, on the right hand of the road leading from Watton to the

village of Shropham, and thence to Kcnninghall."

Comedians (Dramaliciis).—'W'e have read with great pleasure your

able note in defence of your profession ; and it shall be forwarded to the

authoress of " My Flowers," who, be assured, would not willingly need-

lessly cause an annoyance to any one.

Vine-leaves Blotched {Tirydail).—Ventilate more perfectly. We
believe the blotches arise from the moisture loaded with ammonia arising

from the manure of your cows in your vincrj^ condensing during the

night on the leaves. Can you not use means to get rid of the ammonia.
by watering the stalls, &C., with chloride of lip.ie daily? We look for-

ward wiih pleasure to your promised communication.

Names of Plants (Boston).—VCe think the sprig you sent is

of Aracia /loribintda. You say it came from Australia, and that

you "havc it growing against a wall with a western aspect." "Wc
shall be much obliged by your stating where you live, how many
years you have groM'n it in the open air, and what protection you give it

iu winter. (7. S.}.—Your plants are Ca/esti/ia agvratoidcs, a greenhouse

perennial, and one of our best bedding-out plants ; and Erica persoliita

alba. {J. F. Armstrong).— I . A species of Jungermannia. 2. Asplenium

adiantinn nigrum, 3. Asj/lenittm ritta-mvraria . Your grnss-likc fibres,

we think, are those of the New Zealand flax, produced from a kind of lily,

Phormlum tenax. Your hothouse plantis Justicia ptcta. (Deronshire).—
Wc cannot tell the name of your fir from so small a specimen. (./. £,.,

Epsom).—Your plant is the Eiicomis punctata, a greenhouse plant,

readily increased by offsets ; be sparing of the water-pot imtil the plant

begins to start again next year ; do not injure the present leaves of the

plant, but let theni die off naturally. A good rich sandy loam suits it

well. Your specimen is well grown. Wc wish all of our correspondents

would send such good specimens, we should then find but tittle difficulty

in answering them.

London: Printed by Haeey Wooldbidge, Winchester Pigh-strcet,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
So:mervillr Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—December, 5th, IS'iO.
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If we were desii-ous of impressing upon a stranger the

extent and prevalence of the taste for gardening now-

existing in England, we coidd not eflect our object better

than by placing in his hands a small volume just issued

from the press, entitled The Beauties of Middlesex : bebuj

a Partioular Deseription of the Principal Scats of the

Noliilitj/ and Gentry. Its author, Ur. AV. Keane, en-

dowed witli a good taste for ornamental gardening, and

a correct knowledge of horticulture generally, has visited

those residences, and records their peculiarities in the

pages before us. Now these residences amount in num-

ber to somewhat more than two hundred ; and if we

accept this as a fair average of the counties of England

and Wales, then we shall have a total of more than ten

thousand of these " stately homes of England" scattered

over the face of the realm. This we think a fair calcula-

tion, for although Middlesex is the metropolitan county,

yet, with the exception of two others (Rutlandshu-e and

Anglesey), it is the smallest in all Britain. It is gi'ati-

fying to know the evidence these ten thousand give of

the love of home pleasures, now so characteristic, and

yeai-ly more and more characteristic, of om" countrymen.

But it is stOl more gratifying to loiow that each of those

ten thousand are centres of improvement, tending to

elevate the gai-deuiug and to increase the home attrac-

tions of even the poorest neighbouring cottages for miles

round each. It soon becomes known when and how
"tlie gardener up at the great house" puts in his kitchen-

garden crops and prunes his trees ; and " the gardener

up at the great house " will give a cutting of a flower

now and then to those who love to have them in their

borders and sitting-room windows. An infusion of good

knowledge and of good plants, whicli we can aver from

experience, brushes up a neighbourhood.

At jiresent we shall do no more than extract the fol-

lowing, not only as applicable to our memoir to-day of

Philip Miller, but as a fair specimen of the amusing

nature of the work; but we may return to the volume,

for it contains much suggestive matter :

—

" CHELSEA BOTANIC GARDEN
Is venerated fur its antiquity, respected for its celebrated
patrons and cra-ators, and upheld for its utility.

*' ' Go witti old Ttiamcs, view Chelsea's clorioia pile,

And ask the shatter'd hero whence his smile."

—

Rogers.

"Whoever lias passed up tlie livcr beyond that noble
building must have observed the two old specimens of
vegetable life, tlie cedars of Lelianou, which have weathered
the storms since the year 108.3 ; their ramifications we
most distinct, and their iimbrella-shaped heads are pic-

turesquely developed. This garden contains between three
and four acres, its origin is involved in obscurity. The first

notice of it in the books of the Apothecary's Society is in

1604, when it was proposed to wall it round ; and two years
afterwai'ds, the Compaoy agreed to purchase the plants
gromng in Strs. Gapes' garden at Westminster; wliich
garden, it is thougiit, may have been the one mentioned in
Evelyn's Diary for 1058, as ' the medical gia-dcn at West-
minster, well stored with plants under Morgan, a skilful
botanist.' Piggott is the name of the first curatia' noticed
in 1070, to him succeeded Watts, and then Doody, who
continued to superintend it till 1717, when Pctover was
appointed

; the celebrated Miller was appointed in Wl-i, at
tlie time Sir Hans Sloane, when applied to for a renewal of
the lease of the garden, granted it to the Society in per-
petuity at a rental of £5 per anuuni, and on condition that
specimens of fifty new plants should annually be fm-nished

to the Eoyal Society, till the number amounted to two thou-
sand. Miller resigned his situation two years before liis

death in 1771, and was succeeded by Forsyth, who went to

be royal gardener at Kensington in 1784, and was sm-ceeded
by Fairbaini, ivlio died here in 1814. He was succeeded by
WilUam Anderson, avIio died in 1840. Hubert Fortune wa.s

then appointed to the situation, which be held for a short
time, and resigned for a more lucrative appointment in

China. The situation is now filled by Mr. Thomas Moore,
one of the editors of the Gardener's Magazine, who is con-

tributing most materially to restore this fine old giu'den to

its original high character for utility and good Ueei>ing,

The following horticultural buildings are disposed in dif-

ferent jjarts of the garden :—The span-roofed hothouse is

CO feet long by 20 wide ; a fern-house 30 feet by \i ; a
greenhouse 30 feet long, and a house for succulent plants

30 feet long by 12 mde. The span-roofed greenhouse is

40 feet long by 20 wide. On the north side of the garden
is a spacious brick building 120 feet long and two stones in

height, erected in 1732. On the ground fioor is the lectm'e-

room, with suits of apartments overhead. Attached to it on
one side is a greenhouse, and on the other side a stove to

correspond, each 00 feet long. The following plants were
noticed either for their size, rarity, age, high state of culti-

vation, or for their useful mediciual properties :

—

Antiaris toxicaria (the Upas-tree)
Gesnera mollis

oblongata
Indigofera tinctoria (East Indian

Dyer's Indigo)

The Chusan Daisy
Napha?a rubida
Phytolacca icosandra
AUosorus sagitatus

Gasteria nigricans
Adianthum curvatum

trapeziforme
setulosura

Littcea geininiflora

Aloe purpuraaccns
Echeveria, of sorts

Hawortliia translucens
rctusa and other very

pretty spotted varieties

I Tliuja pendula, si.\ feet in height
' Araucaria excclsa
Aloe fliexicana

Zamia elegans, three feet in cir-

cumference
furfuracea (yields the best

sort of Arrowroot)
Diospyrus Lotus
Planera Richardi
Ostrya vulgaris

Pandanus odoratissimus
Cycas revoluta
Asclepias ciirassavica

Ficus nymphieifolia
Euphorbia canariensis (the drug

Euphorbia)
Styrax officinale

Fraxinus heterophylla
Kolreuteria paniculata

"In the extreme eastern corner stands one of the sti'aight-

est, and one of the most beautiful Oriental plane-trees that

can be seen in England ; it is 17 feet in girth 2 feet from
the ground, with a bole 30 feet high. There are also beau-

tiful specimens of the cork-tree, a large evergreen oak, and
an unusually fine Celtis occidentalis (the nettle-tree).

There are many otlier exotic trees flourishing here in the

open air : the Salisburia adiantifolia is as high and as large

as a swan's-egg pear-tree, which it resembles ; an old Pome-
granate, Magnolia, and the Styrax oflicinale, and above nil,

a noble I'istacia terebinthus (the turpentine-ti'ee and oak-

tree of Scripture).
" Lysons says, that ' Sir Joseph Banks made an accurate

admeasurement of the two cedars of Lebanon in the month
of August 17i)3, and found the girth of the larger to be 12

feet llj inelics, that of the smaller 12 feet and half an
inch.' Upon being measiu-ed again in the mouth of May
1809, it was foimd that they had iucreased 12 inches in girth

since the month of Augnst 1793. The larger one now
(1850) measures 15 feet 9 inches, and the smaller one 13

feet 4 inches, 2 feet from the ground. In Evelyn's Me-
moirs, vol. i., page 000, we find the following notice of this

garden :^' August 7, 1085, I went to see Mr. Watts, keeper

of the Apothecaries' Garden of Simples, at Chelsea, where
there is a collection of innunuu'able rarities of that sort

particularly, besides many rare annuals, the trne bearing

Jesuit's bark, which has done such womlers in quartan
agues. What was very ingenionswas the subterranean heat

conveyed by a stove under the consenatory, all vaulted with

bricks, so as he has the doors and windows open in the

hardest frosts, secluding all the snow.'

"It is rather a siugular coincidence, that after the lapse of

more than 100 years, a system should have been introduced

to the same place under the name of Polmaise, ' which was
j

to heat a hothouse on a simple principle, without flues ur '

hot water pipes, or anything else in the w.ny of pipes, but !

merely by a circulation of hot air abundantly sujiplied, and
heated to any temperature by means of a stove.' Although
the system was introduced nith a flourish of trumpets, and
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under the managemeut of Mr. Fortune, it is liumilialing to

our boasting [uiJe of the improvements of the lOtli century
to find tliat tlie discovery, a mare's nest, was very mucli
inferior to Watts' stove of tlie ITth century, and was soon
abandoned as impracticable.

" In the centre of tlie garden is a marble statue erected to

the memory of Sir Hans Sloane, by the eminent Eysbrack.
The rockwork around the a(piai'ium, near the statue, is

worthy of particular notice for its historical recollections.

It is composed of the tutfa, corals, and madrepores brouglit

from Otalieite by Captain Cook. The ideas which these

objects immediately suggest, expand to circumstances con-

nected with far distant lands, from which they are recalled

by the beauty and seclusion of the home grounds,
" * Where in the grass sweet voices talk,

And strains of tiny music swell,

From every moss-cup of the rock,

From every nameful blossom's bell.' "

NEW PLANTS.
THETH POKTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

><^
Ma. IxGR.ui's Begonia [Begonia Itujramii).-— Gar-

deners' Magazine of Botany, vol. ii., p. 153.—The genus

Begonia was instituted by Linnfeus to oommemorate
the name of Michael Begon, a Fi-enoh patron of botany.

The whole order numbers about 150 species, wliich are

objects of considerable interest with our gardeners, and

a bone of contention with the cultivators of botanical

science—no two of them agreeing as to the place it should

occupy in the natural classification of genera. Like the

cucumber and the filbert, the Begoniads have the male

and female organs in different flowers on the same plant,

and are, therefore, referable to the 21st class of the liu-

nsean system. It has been long a matter of opinion, and

now of fact, that points of difference wliich separate

one genus, or one species of plant, from another, are to

be depended on in proportion to the nearest approach

they make to the seat of reproduction, or tliat of the seed.

Thus, a difference in the envelope of the flower, the

calyx, is less to be depended on as a specific or generic

distinction than that in the floral leaves or petals ; and,

in theii- turn, petals when they differ in two plants are

less trustworthy marks than such as occur among the

stamens; and so on to the seed cord and the body of

the seed itself Relying on this minute kind of investi-

gation, Begoniads are now found close by the side of the

cucumber. But this research is pushed to the negative

pole; for we find young and old splitting these Bego-

niads into fanciful genera in tlie absence of more novel-

ties on which to exercise botanical acuteness. A solid

or a two-lobed seed cord—not a double cord, as is

asserted^beiug the point of separation. We, too, have

been eyeing the cord of Begonias, but our glass is some-

what worn with close inspections, and will not reveal to

us a separation of this same cord ; we can make out the

two lobes representing the folded leaf in embryo, but

still the folds join what should be tlie midrib ; and

in our soliool-boy days, when our blankets were put over

us doubled, the nurse never said they were double blan-

kets ! Bo that as it may, Jlr. Ingram has here doubled

our gratitude to himself in having united two of the best

Begoniads and produced a thii'd, which will some day

strengthen the most cherished cord which binds the cot-

tager to his flower-pots. And we do hope those Bego-

niads, which Hartweg discovered climbing up trees like

cords of cucumbers " to the height of 25 feet," will soon

be coiled round all discordant botanists, and thus enable

tliem to harmonise their disagreement about Begoniads.

Mr. Ingi'am's Begonia was raised in the Frogmore

Gardens by Mr. T. Ingram, jun., by crossing B. fuahsi-

oides with B. nitida. Seed sown at the end of 1819 pro-

duced seedlings wbicli bloomed last August, and tliis is

one of them. Stem erect, warted; leaves four inches

long, unequal-sided heart-shape ; dark glossy green

above, pale glossy green beneath, witli ribs reddish,

and edges waved and round-toothed; flowers in droop-

ing two-ranked bunches ; the male and female flowers

ai-e alternate in separate bunches. Male floioers, calyx,

or outer flower cup, pale pink ; the outer pair of its

sepals, or sections, roundish, egg-shaped, and fleshy ; and

the inner pair narrower, boat-sliaped, and paler ; stamens

united into a column, and crowned with yellow oblong

anthers. Femaleflouers, sepals five, oblong, and pale pink

;

styles divided into two spiral, downy, pimpled, yellow stig-

mas ; ovary three-celled, longish egg-form, three-sided.

The Kamtchatka Rhodotham {Blwdothammis Kami-
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cliaticus).—Paxtoiis Floicer Garden, \i. 113.—Pallas, the

discoverer of this plant, named it Bhododendron Kamt-

cliatkum, and we wish that what that excellent authority

had fixed had not been disturbed. We so wish, because

unless a genus is already overloaded with species, we

admit of no right to disturb a species included in it,

except upon much moi-e essential points of difference

than those on which this is raised to a genus. It is said

to have a large calyx, but so has Bhododendron harhatum

and others ; it is said to have a i;orolla deeply divided,

but so has Rhododendron Cauoasicum; surely the mere

mode of the stamens spreading is no ground of generic

difference ; for, if we remember right, Rhododendron

chri/santhum is not yery different in this respect; and

as to the gland at the terminal point of the leaf, why it

is one of the peculiarities of the Rhododendron, accord-

ing to some writers, to have its leaves with a withered

point or yellow gland. INIoreover, if tlie Ground-Cistus

Rhododendron (/?. chaincmstiis) is to be retained in that

genus, we, with diffidence, submit that this genus of

Rhodothamnus can have no good gi'ounds for being

created. We do this with less reluctance, because the

gi'eat object of every science is to bruig its subjects into

the smallest possible number of sections, so that the

mind may not be needlessly burthened.

M. Pallas found tliis beautifid and quite hardy shrub

in muddy places on the inountains of Kamtschatka and
the Aleutian Islands, situated between the extreme

northern points of Asia and America. It will not bear

exposure to our summer heats and dry air, except in a

damp situation beneath a north wall. It has a creeping

root, and prostrate leafy stems ; leaves close together,

alternate, stalkless, egg-shaped, with a point tipped with

a conspicuous gland, edges of the leaves liau--fringed

:

flowers, with corolla, or inner flower cup, flat, like that

of the prhnrose, but purple; and leafy calyx, or outer

flower cup ; stamens ten, unequal in length, and having

anthers purple, double, and egg-shaped. It was culti-

vated as long ago as 1802, but Messrs. I,oddiges, who
raised it ii'om seed twenty years since, have it now only

as a bush about ten inches liigh. " It is admirably

adapted for rock-work in a shady situation."

Rhodothamnus is derived from rhodon, a rose, and
thamnos, a shrub. It belongs to the Natural Order of

Heathuorts (Ericaceae); lO-Deeandriu 1-Monogynia of

Luinfeus.

Sweet Thichopili.v {Trichojnlia siiavis).—Paaion's

Flower Garden, t. IL. Natural Order, Orchids (Or-

chidaceas).—This stove orchid is a native of Central

America ; flowers creamy white, spotted with red and
pink ; about six inches liigh. Plowers in summer, and
perfumed like the hawthorn. Introduced in 18-18. Its

name is derived from thrix, hair, and pilion, a cap, refer-

ring to the cap of the anthers.

Vaiiious-leaved Pjuisonia (Parsonia heterophi/lla).—
Journal of Hort. Soc, v. 194.—This genus was named
in honour of Dr. James Parsons, a Scotch botanist. It

belongs to the Natural (.)rder of Doijhanes (Apocyuaceic),

and to b-Pentandria V-Monoijijnia of Linnseus. The
genus was made up of some spo(.'ies previously included

in Echitcs. The species now before \is was raised in

1817, in the garden of the Horticultmal Society, fi-om

New Zealand seed. It is a greenhouse evergieen twiner.

Stem round, clothed with yellow down ; leaves very

varying in form, but chiefly like those of the willow,

leathery and dull green ; /lowers cream colour, in one-

sided bunches, rather fragrant: calyx very short; corolla

pitcher-shaped, with edge five cleft and rolled back

;

antliers tailless, and arrow-shaped. It is a native of

northern parts of New Zealand. Another species, cha-

racterised by the same changcableness of leaf-form, was

introduced from the same island in 1817, and similarly

raised. It is named Variable Parsonia (P. variabilis),

and is only distinguishable from the preceding sjiecies

by its shining leaves, which are even more various

shaped, by the flowers being smaller and bell-shaped,

less hairy, less numerous, but sweeter. It has little

beauty. B. J.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
Strawberry Forcing.—Wc are reminded, by an iu-

qiury or two, that many diflieidties still lieset this prac-

tice, whether in the hands of practical gardeners or of

the amateur. And it is by no meaus a task of easy and
certain accomplishment to produce good crops of well-

flavom'ed strawberries in the beginning of February,
even by those who have every needful a]ipliance. Stil),

as it is not only possible, but has frequently lieen accom-
plished, there are those who will still fearlessly attempt;
more especially as the fruition of their wislies in this

respect will constitute a horticultural trium]ih of no
inconsiderable character.

It will not perhaps be amiss at this tune to ofler a few
remarks, tending to attract attention to tlie main featiu'cs

of tlieir culture ; for it is generally by a close attention

to one or two great facts that success is attained ; and
young begiuners, in the true spirit of quackerj', ai-e but
too aiit to place a reliance on a host of small secrets

which they have somehow ]iickcd up in then' travels.

Sucli should remember the old fable of " the cat and the

fox "—the " single shift " of getting up a tree saved poor
Pussy, whilst Foxey with his many devices perished.

Amongst su(^h small secrets may be named the follow-

ing :—The application of Uquid-mauure, frequent syring-

ings, top dressings, steamings, &c. All these ai'e good
in theii' way and as assistants, but the prime secret of

successful strawberry forcing does not lie here. We
have before lU'ged, that good plants alone form the very

foundation of aU success. Who can hope to obtain a
good crop, even in the open ground, from ill-used and
late-obtained I'unners ? And yet here the chances, with

regard to setting, &c., arc as ten to one in their favour.

Depend upon it, all appliances are vain, unless tlio

forcer has a thorougldy organised and luatiu-ed bud to

commence with. Without this, anomalous ajipcnrances

will present themselves in every stage : the leaves will

rise and elongate considcraldy without the llowcr truss

(which in the open ground in May is almost eqiuil in its

advancement) ; the flower truss will begin to expand
with every symptom of ujidformation before the bloom
stalk is of a proper length ; and, fiuidly, those berries

whicli pei'cluince " set," will bo little more than ju'gniy

abortions—one-sided, 01-swelled, and ripening iireuui-

turely. To sucli anomalies the gardeners of the olden

time were wont to give a set of technical appellations,

winch, like the old term " bliglil," secuu'd lo bid defiance

to investigation ; and belonged rallier to llial non-

descript catalogue of mysteries which have always
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attaohed tlieraselvcs to every art, iu proportion to its

want of a sound and sciontilic basis. Thus far then as

to inferior plants, wo will now say a few words about
good plants, and how to proceed in their first stages.

Some say, put them in a cool vinery ; some in the

greenhouse ; some in the peach house ; and others in a

frame or pit. Now, this mode of teaohing young begin-

ners is not good. What boots it as to what structure

they may he in, provided the main conditions as regards

light, atmospheric moisture, air, and heat, in a due rela-

tion to each other, be secured '? Young beginners will

never learn principles by these means. It is a matter

of perfect iudiflerence to the strawbeny, or indeed to

any other fruit or plant, what the structure is, if it is

such as to subserve those great principles. Let, there-

fore, the inexperienced at once learn not only the in-

dividual importance of any of these principles abstract-

edly, but of the whole conjunctively.

We come now to a most important consideration, as

bearuig on strawberry forcing, viz., whether it is more
there turning liyht, or the ivarmtk, of spring that first in-

duces a development of the parts. To say that it is both,

is to fij' to a sort of truism of almost universal application

iu the vegetable world ; nevertheless, it may not be the

less true, that the one agent exercises greater inilueuce

than the other. Be this as it may, there is one fact

connected with mere temperature which deserves atten-

tive consideration : viz., the relation tlie ground heat

hears to that of the atmosphere. There can be little

doubt, that from the end of November until the end of

January, the soil at a foot deep out of doors is on the

average some eight or ten degrees in advance of the atmo-
sphere. Now, if tlus be true, we may ask, what is the con-

sequence of such a discrepancy ? and whether such is

obtained on the shelves of any of the houses before-

named ? As to the first, we will attempt a solution

;

to the second, we boldly answer

—

No

!

In considering this ati'air let us, in the first place, con-

sider the strawberry as an herbaceous evergreen, and
amenable in a great degree to the same influence through
ground temperature, &o., as other hardy evergreens.

Being, moi'eover, natives for the most part of temperate
climes, they must be liable in tlieir native habitats to the

kind of discrepancy in temperature before alluded to ;

hence it becomes almost a necessary condition of their

well being.

Now, Ave do know that almost all hardy evergreens in

our climate continue to increase in the volume of the

root all the winter, if not an entire renewal of some
portions. Such admitted, and no corresponding increase

in the foliage, what becomes of the ascenduig juices,

for ascend we presume they must ?

Doctors difl:er—so do gardeners ; but our version of the

matter stands thus : from or about the period at which
the strawberry ceases to grow, or rather to elongate iu

its parts (which will be about the time, in general, that

it ceases to produce runners), the whole system of the

plant becomes almost entirely elaborative—that is to

say, the natural enlargement of all the parts being com-
pleted, nature directs all the energies of the plant

towards digesting and storing up its materials iov the

present perfecting of its parts, a,nd for future growth,
and the fruit in its day has the power of appropriating
what is necessary. During these continuous processes,

which involve, of course, a considerable amount of

perspiration, much of the watery fluid by which the

plant lieoame charged dm'ing the period of active vege-

tation passes ofl', and leaves the tissues of the plants

comparatively empty. Thus it is with most of our
bulbous tribes ; and, under such circumstances, it would
seem to be necessary that many weeks of root action,

without any excitement in tlie leaf or bud, becomes
necessary, in order to create the first genuine impiflse to

the awakening bud.

If this be anything like sound doctrine, does it not

point to a discrepancy in temperature in the earlier

stages of strawberry forcing as a necessary procedure ?

Does it not throw light on the idea that has of late been

a favourite one with most of our best gardeners—viz.,

that in most forcing oases the root should be in advance

of the top ? Assuredly it wUl be found good practice

with the strawberry ; and we, therefore, strenuously

advise that the early strawberries, at least, pass the first

month of their forcing (if such it may be termed) in

some structure where they may he plunged in a steady

temperature of 00^ as to ground heat, whUst the crown
of the plant is in an atmosphere fluctuating between
40° and 45°.

Sixty degrees will, perhaps, appear as an almost imma-
terial amount to some persons, but it is not so to plants

\\-hicli have for weeks been subjected to a temperature

of 4.j° to 50°. aioreover, it is not far wide of the ground

heat the strawberry receives dmlng the latter part of

April—the very period at which the first spring develop-

ments are taking place, and which of course corresponds

with the period we are now prescribing for. This

practice is, we know, backed by most good cultivators

of the present day, in principle at least ; in this, how-

ever, as in many other things, mere expediency—that

oflspring of moi-al cowardice—or an undue pressure of col-

lateral afl'airs, too often dictates the course to be pvirsued.

Now, assuming those doctrines to he correct, for tlie

sake of carrying out the argument, it follows that tlie

earliest stage of forcing would be as well carried on out-

doors as in, and then all the fuss about their situation

in the houses set aside. And here we meet again the

practice of our best cultivators, who say there is nothing

like cold frames or pits, if you can spare them, for

wintering in.

Our advice, then, is, to those who would force very

carhj strawberries, to sink a brick pit, or pits, below the

ground level—say two feet. Let it bo made half a

yard wider all round than the frame intended to he set

upon it. Introduce fermenting material in the middle

of October, finishing with a coating of old tan. In

this instantly plunge the pots to their rims ; and take

care, by free ventilation, to keep the surface temperature

down—say ranging from 40° to 45°. The frame being

half a yard narrower than the pit, linings may be

applied subsequently, so as to excite the bottom-beat, If

necessary. Of course, if the bottom-heat became too

strong, a little cold water introduced, by lifting out a

pot here and there, would set all right. Let it be under-

stood, however, that the pit wall terminates even with

the ground, and that the frame is not put over the

plunged pots until frost arrives. Those who can imitate

the principles hero laid down, by a bottom-heat of

piping in a chamber, would do well ; and were we gar-

dener to some go-ahead millionaire, we would instantly

estabhsh some such a thing, never fearing the result.

Indeed, this plan of exciting autumn or early winter

things, by means of an out-door bottom-heat (if I may
so term it), is a new idea of some import, iu our opinion

;

or if not new, folks have hitherto been very shy in

enunciating its principle.

Tliere can be little doubt but that most of oiu- early

winter flower-forcing should rest on this basis ; for why

introduce things to" heat of a sudden, and at a given

date, as though every gardening process had to be guided

by an act of ParHament? The doctrine of the necessity

of a periodical rest— a wholesome doctrine in itself—has

been too severely strained in many such cases ; and it

does appear to us that many things destined for mid-

winter or late autumn work should never he allowed to

sink into absolute repose through low temperature—the

partial repose, or rather concentration of energies, in

duced by weU-matured elaborations, being, in all proba-

bUity, all that is required. R. Eebinoton.
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THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Trees and Shrubs.—After the Thorns come a host of

uice low trees aud large shrubs—such as Coiuiicasters,

Pavias, Amdanehicrs, Ccanothiiscs, Pniiius, Pyrus, Ke-
gumlo, unci such like—one or two of which are well

suited to represent the best of the older llower-g;u'deu

and lawn trees.

Perhaps the very best out of the lot is the Scarlet

Horse-chestnut, or Scarlet Paria, as it is now called.

The Pavias are quite low things when compared with
the uobiUty of om- fine tlorse-chestuuts. If one had no
more room than would take three ornamental trees, the
Scarlet Horse-chestnut shoidd be one of them. There
are t^^•o or three kinds of it varying in the shade of the
flowers : one of Avhicli is a deep scarlet, one a jiinkish

sort, and one a yellowish pink—the first is the best.

I believe it is now settled in the minds of the learned
that either plants, or animals, belonging to two dift'erent

families, or genera, cannot be crossed with one another,
or, if they do cross, that they are of one genus nothwith-
standing dissimilarity of aspect. The name Pavia to

the dwarf Chestnuts, therefore, has been a great mistake,
for they will cross and recross, like calceolarias, among
each other, aud with the Horse-chestnut—so that very
often one does not know which is which, e.xcept by
guessing from the appearance of the leaves. At any
rate, for the purposes of The Cottage Gardener, dwarf
Cliestnuts is a much better name and easier to mind
than Pavia. The Scarlet Horse-chestnut will not come
true from seeds, but I would have plenty of them sown
whenever they are found ; and, after three years, destroy
all the strongest ones, keeping only those seedlings that
appeared to be of a weak constitution—;just tlie sort of
p)lants that many would not think worth their while to

keep at all. But, as the dwarf Cliestnuts do not all seed,

aud do not come true in most instances from seeds when
they have them, they are grafted on the common Horse-
chestnut iu the nurseries, to increase the stock of them
and to keep them all true to the sorts, as apples and
pears are managed. Now, for small gardens, and, indeed,
for any gardens, weak seedlings from the Scarlet Horse-
chestnut are far preferable to graft the different sorts

on than the Horse-chestnut; because the Horse-chestnut
grows too fast for the Pavias, or dwai'f Chestnuts, aud,
in time, either gets weakly itself or half strangles the
weaker sorts ; so that, except in nurseries and some
good gardens where trees are very well managed, one
seldom meets with dwarf Chestnuts, except, perhaps,
here and there a scarlet one. One of the Scarlet Chestnuts
here (Shrubland Pink ) had the roots cut all round at four
feet from the stem the spring before last. It was becoming
so large that it threatened to damage a fine Ilex, or ever-
green oak : and as that kind of oak is ticklish about
being removed, we prepared for transplanting the Chest-
nut away from it instead ; and last May, what with the
check from cutting the roots and from the good light
compost put in the trench for the young roots to work
in, it certainly was the finest tree I ever saw in bloom.
Every single shoot, or side spray, all over a large round
head produced a long spike of splendid coloured flowers;
aud some knowing ones who saw it then thought it was
iui imjiroved sort from the old one ; and if I had not
been accp.iainted with the tree for years, I would side
with them. But afterwards I found the reason to be
that the flower-spikes being so numerous, the one re-

flected its colour on the next to it, and so on all over
them

; and when a flower-spike was cut off and shown
at a distance from the rest, the colour was not so rich.

Now this is just the way the best of us are often deceived
al)out ]dants and fruits—something or another causes
a temporary departure from the usual state of the
flowers or fruit, aud some gi-eat man says at once they
are ditferout from any of that kind he had ever seen or

tasted before. The thing takes, and we all of us know
the rest : and we seldom pass two years in succession
without being actually gulled by our own best friends in

tliis way, and no design either of deceiving any one.

The mischief is, that we allow ourselves to fall into con-

clusions without troubling ourselves to think or find out
causes ; aud if I were to say that all Europe woidd thus
be visited before The Cottage Gardener is many years
older, from irons already in the fire, everybody woidd
call me a croaker.

The next dwarf Chestnut, or Pavia, that I would gi-ow

is one that is very little known among country people,

indeed, little known out of the nursery aud botanic col-

lection. It is a native of South Caroliiui, where the

fruit ripens so well that it is accoimted really a friut-tree,

as nuts, filberts, or almonds, are with us; but havuig an
easy, slovenly way of increasing itself from ground-
suckers, people are content with that, instead of breaking
ott' the bad habit of suckering. Let our fiiend, Mr.
Eriington, take it iu hand, however, and make a
" dwarf" of it, but not on the " dwarfing principle," but

just on a contrary plan, and then send it over to Mr.
Barnes, in Devonshire, aud let it be planted in deep,

rich, moist ground—as almost all plants from the low
grounds in both the Carolinas and in Georgia prefer a
moist subsoil,—and if it does not produce a late dish of

excellent nuts for the desert, it will do what wiU be ten

times more aooeptalile, flower in abimdance, and in a

very singular manner, for two or three months when na
other hardy tree iu England is in bloom ; aud if that is

not a recommendation to it, wdiat more can I say—only
that nobody in the country knows it ; because it is not a
verbena to bloom on the ground in July, August, and
beginning of September, instead of blooming a little

above the eye at the same time. Now, I have said

almost all that can be said about this kind of dwarf
Chestnut, without absolutely giving the name of it ; aud
yet I am free to set my " head on the block," if there is

one gardener out of ten between here and Inverness

—

my Highland home—who could, on the spur of the

moment, tell what S])ecies I meant ; because the plant,

as far as I know, has never yet been done justice to in

private gardens, eitlier as to name or cultm'e. As to the

name, like most trees and shrubs, it has been variously

called, but the true one means Itu'ge, or long spiked,

Macrostacliya, and refers to the long spikes of white

flowers with which every shoot ends. It is not the

length of the spike, or the colour of the flowers, however,

which give its peculiar charm, but the fringe-hke dispo-

sition of the stamens which advance much beyond the

openiug of the flowers, each flower having seven sta-

mens; and when we know that these flowers are set

closely on a spike of from ten to fifteen inches long, and
each of them having so many stamens which spread out
after getting fi-ee of the flower, we can easily conceive

what a pyramid of fringes each spike will produce ; and
when a little standard ti'ee, not much bigger than a

standard rose, and from a score to a hundred of these

fringed pyramids all glistening with the miu-ning's dew,

J know not a prettier plant for a quiet corner of the

lawn, unless it be the A'enetian Sumach, Jxlms coliiiiis,

under similar circumstances. But we shall never see it

luider such favourable circumstances by the way we
generally manage the plant, and roar it from suckers aud
layers, because it shows a strong natural disposition to

that way of increasing. The true way to manage it is

to graft it on weak seedlings from the above Scarlet

Horse-chestnut, on which it would grow soou to the

nicest form possible for a small garden, and on wliich it

woidd thrive for many years on good rich laud with a

moist liottom; because the stock and itself woidd go on
ail the while at about the same I'atio of growth. Thus a

Horse-chestnut in miniature, with au improved style of

flowering, might be had for little or no trouble.
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Besides tlie Soai-let Horse-chestnut, there is nnotlier

dwarf chestnut called the Red-flowering Pavia, P. rithi-

cundd, which is, perhaps, the next best of these dwai'f

sorts, but the flowers are not nearly so showy as those

of the above two. The stamens of nih'wumhi. do not

project beyond the blossom, and the colour is rather

dingy, but still it is a very nice little tree for a select

collection, and there ai-e tlu-ee or more slight varieties of

it, all very pretty, having glossy leaves growing in fives

from oue'footstalk, like the five fingers of the hand from

one wrist ; and this style of growth tliey call jiahnatc—
another way of expressing the palm of the band, al-

though the botanical hand or palm is not confined to

five fingers or leaves ; the common Horse-chestnut

having seven, and the middle one the biggest—as with

the fingers.

Except it were for variety's sake, I would be content

with these, but there are several others of them distin-

guished by their heights, leaves, and flowers ; of the

latter they cannot boast much, only milk-and-water

or wine-and-water-looking things, unless there are newer

ones which I do not know. As they are not bad things

to graft or bud, one might try half a dozen sorts on

one tree, and the scarlet would be the best to graft them
on. Keeping them up near the top that tliey might
have the advantage of sun and air, the Horse-chestnut

itself would make the next best tree to work on. All

kmds of chestnuts require the same way of pruning, as

they flower the same way on the top of the shoots made
the year before, or, as we gardeners say, " on last year's

wood." This is the way the peach-trees flower, there-

fore one might reasonably suppose the same way of

pruning would answer for the two sorts of trees, but that

is far from being the case ; two very ditFerent ways of

pruning are necessary ; but I am not aware of a single

author or book in the English language which explains

the pruning of chestnuts, except for timber ti-ees. I

have had so many questions about how sucli and such

things ought to be pruned, tliat I am sure people do not

understand our gardening terms or rules on pruning,

unless they are explained in the simplest language one

can use. To say briefly that such a tree or bush ought to

be cut in this or that fasluon, without giving the reason

for the process, is almost as bad as advising one to cut

his neighbour's ears in a particular way, without giving

any reason for the attack.

'This tribe of Chestnuts and Pavias, to distinguish

them from the Spanish Chestnuts, the Facjus of Virgil,

bear their flowers on spikes at the end of the branches,

as we have just seen; and we are supposed to be pruning
them to increase the number of their flowers only,

without reference to the fruit. Every spike of flowers

which will open next May, is now to be seen in the

shape of " a fruit bud," as the fruiterer says—as if fruit

sprang from buds instead of from flower-buds ; and if

you cut an inch this winter, or any winter, from a chest-

nut shoot that is to flower next year, you shall have no
flowers from that shoot to send to theexhibition of 1851,

because with the top inch of the shoot you carry ofi' the

flower-bud. Now, here is a ticklish question, for from
this simple rule of not cutting off just one inch we
are prohibited from cutting at all, or else forego for one
year the pleasure of seeing our plant in bloom ; so that if

we are to prune one of these dwarf chestnuts and still

expect a complement of flowers, we ought to have two
plants of a sort, or else fall on a scheme by which to

secure the requisite pruning, and still have as many
spikes of flowers as the tree can bear to carry. There is

not another fruit-tree or bush in the garden but you may
prune from September to February, except the dwarf
chestnuts. The proper time to prune it yearly, is just

when the flowers begin to fade, and then the strongest

branches all over the head ought to be pruned back to

, two or three joints, and if you cut to the last joint of the

young wood of the previous season, you will have two
shoots instead of one, as the buds are in opposite pau'S

in this family. There are not many llower-garden trees

or shrubs which come in under tliis rule of pruning, yet

it is a distinct rule, founded on a natural law, and,

therefore, can not be violated with impunity. The other

rule I gave for cutting thorns, so as to keep them free

from too many shoots, is, like this one, hardly ever men-

tioned in books, and that is one reason why I began

these papers with two families requiring rules not re-

gularly applied in practice, if even well understood

amongst ourselves. My next class wiU exhibit a third

rule, a natural one, that is seldom seen in books, though

practised every year by most gardeners.

There is one plant, or rather a small genus of plants,

which, more than any other, shows the necessity of this

third style of peculiar pruning, and that plant is Deutzia;

and when managed properly is a very desirable plant,

with immense quantities of white flowers in jNIay, and

is one of the easiest to force into early bloom. It

belongs to a very small Natural order called Syrimjas

(Philadelphiaceffi). It flowers on long slender shoots

made last year, not at the very end of the shoot as Avith

the chesnuts, but all the way up from near the bottom

of each shoot. The Spiraas are the next nearest in

their way of flowering. The Syrinijus should be pruned

in summer only, and just as thoy are going out of

bloom ; and all of them, that I know, flower early in

summer, except Phikiddjiluis Oonlouianus, which blooms

in July. But first of all let us refer to Deutzia scahra, a

Japan shrub now common in most gardens. The young
shoots of this plant never flower well after the first crop,

but throw up a fresh lot of young shoots from the bottom

of the flowering ones to bloom the following season;

therefore, it stands to reason, that leaving the shoots after

they once flower can do no good to the plant, but may
do 'harm by crowding tlie others, and thus depriving

them from more sun and air. Prune them back, then,

to the nearest young shoot which is now—say the end

of May—coming up strong from below tlie flowering

part, and this must throw more strength into the young

ones, besides giving them more room; and so manage
all the Syringas, and so also with Philaddpluts Oordo-

nianus, even in July. Do not wait tdl next winter, but

relieve the plant of its then-going-out-of-flower shoots.

Scahra is the only Deutsia that I can recommend for a

select collection, and of the PhUadcljihiads, coronarhis,

or the old Synnya, or Mock Oi-ange, and Gordonianus

are the best two, and should be in every collection.

verrucosa, or warted, and latifuUus, or broad-leaved, are

the next best couple; but all of them are sadly mis-

managed by leaving them unpruned till winter in most

gardens. The bushes get so crowded with little twiggy

shoots, smothering each other so, that one out of ten of

them are never seen to flower half so fine as they are

capable of doing if pruned and kept thin of sprawling

shoots in summer. There is another section of Philadel-

jjhiis with quite a small style of gi-owth, and with fiowers

sparingly produced in proportion. One from Mexico,

called Mexicanus, gives a good example of this section

;

and here there is one reared from seeds sent to Sir W.
Middleton by Viscoimt Hardinge from the north of

India, which has not flowered yet, but looks much like

the Mexican XJlant. The largest flowering of this small

growing section is a North American one called Idr-

sutus, or hairy,—the leaves being clothed with smaU
hairs. TMs flowers about the same time as P. Oordo-

nianus ; and if the two were crossed carefully, they

would probably furnish an improved race that would

bloom in July, after all the others were over. Mexi-

canus and om' old Syrinya would also furnish a most
useful cross, which would come in famously for forcing,

and be fair rivals to Deutzia in that respect. Indeed, if

all had been as it should have been, this cross might
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now be iu the nurseiics. I took some paius in obtaiu-

ing it as soon as the Mexican phmt first flowered witli

me, and succeeded so tar, that I made sure the cross

was a true one; but soon alter that "nobody" killed

the plants, and yet, somehow or other, they were killed,

and I was so disheartened, that I retrained from a

second disappointment with them to this day ; but I

would strongly advise others to attempt to mi.x those

fom' species, and also to try and eli'ect a cross by either

of them with Deutzia scahra, for I have very little faith

on the botanical distinctions whicli raise it to the

standard of a natural genus. PhilnddjiJms having

thi-ee or four times the number of stamens that Deutzia

can boast of, maij be owing more to the distance be-

tween Europe or central America and Japan than to

anything else which, in the eyes of a gardener, can fur-

nish marks of distinction sufficient to sepai-ate plants

having so much of a family likeness. Besides that

Deutzia also has a section of dwarf puny bushes like

PhUadelplms itself. D. BeatOxN.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

The Or.\nge Tribe.—If we chose to moralise upon
the fickleness of taste, the history of the estimation in

which at different times these plants have been held

would furnish an appropriate subject. Once they were

ne.'it to idolized. Cousidering the beauty of their foliage,

the perfume of their flowers, and the rich flavour and
varied usefulness of their fruit, we cannot but admire
the desire that was manifested for their possession some
two Inmdred years ago. Towards the close of the

eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries,

the introduction of novelties threw the once coveted

orange-trees into the shade. In the tastes for plants, as

well as in the aft'airs of man, there is an ebbing and
flowing tide, and oranges, for some time drifting back-

wards, are now feeling the ripple of the retui'ning wave
of public approbation. Well worthy are they of resto-

ration to favour; fitted, as they are, to flourish against

garden walls in the climate of London, and southwards,

especially if hollow, heated, and protected with glass in

winter; and even without these advantages, if secured

from frost by wooden shutters or straw frames, suited to

give an air of eastern lu.\ury to our flower-gardens and
lawns in summer; though the manner in which we em-
ploy them too often, iu sticking tliem np in great gawky
tubs aud bo.s.es, is anything but complimentary to a re-

fined taste ; capable of ornamenting at all times green-

houses and conservatories, clothing their back walls, as

well as those of forcing-houses, with their foliage, fruit,

and flowers, where the shade would prevent many other

things from growing; and when the smaller kinds arc

used, or if somewhat larger are propagated by cuttings,

then yielding nice little blooming plants for the window
or sheltered balcony.

The Citrus tribe was originally introduced froni India
and China, but has long been naturalized, and its varieties

increased in the warmei- countries of Europe. It has
been cidtivated in Britain, with various degrees of

success, between two and tliree centuries. j\Iany dis-

tinct species, or what are termed such, are now in cul-

tivation ; and the varieties of these are veiy numerous.
Without considering these, I shall allude iu a few words
before proceeding farther, to what may be termed the
2>opular distinctions of thi^ family.

First. There is the well known Oraiii/c group (Citrus
aurantia). The leaves of this, as well as of the Sliaddock,

are oblong, entire; the foot-stalks whiged with stipules;

the flowers are generally white ; fruit nearly round, and of

a golden o)-ange colour, used for dessert and many other
purposes. There are a great many varieties. The smaU-

leaved kinds arc more curious than interesting. AVitli

their exception, amj may be chosen, vihewdriunncut is the

main object. Whcu/n/!^ is the object, the common blood-

fruited Maltese, Sweet China, Seville, Mandarin, and
St. Michaels, are the best—the two last especially so.

The Seville is the best for marmalade ; and as it is hardy,

has large white flowers, and produces them plentitidly,

it is the best where bloom is the object. Its seeds sown
are also good for stocks for grafting tenderer kinds. Tlie

Otaheite is a sweet Little thing, almost always iu bloom,
well fitted for windows, but its bloom though sweet are

small, and purple on the outside.

Secondly. The Citron (Citrus medicaj : leaves not

winged at the foot-stalk, toothed at the edges; flowers

purplish on the outside ; fruit large, yellow, warted and
furrowed ; used for preserves, lemonade, &c. The Madi'as

Citron is the largest and best ; seeds sown produce plants

good stocks for other kinds.

Thirdly. The Lemon (Citrus limomimj : leaves

generally similar to tlie Citron ; flowers reddish ex-

ternally; fruit pale yellow, knobbed at the point; ob-

long, not so warty as the Citron ; uses similar. The
common is as good as any. There are great varieties iu

the fruit, because seedlings are fruited more than iu the

other divisions.

Eourthly. The Lime (Citrus acida) : leaves without

wings at the base ; flowers white and small ; fniit

globular and small ; acid more bitter than sharp—used

in confectionary, &e.

Fifthly. The Shaddock (Citrus d-ecumana} : leaves

much larger, but in other respects shuilar to the Orange;
flowers large and white; fruit large, greenish yellow,

roundish, but flattened at the ends ; juice cool aud re-

freshing : is considered, however, more beautiful than

useful. As size here is an object, the variety termed

the largest-fruited should be chosen. The Ivitley Shad-

dock is the hardiest—i-eared at Kitley, in Devonshire.

I have already incidentally alluded to the circum-

stances in which the Citrus tribe may be cultivated ;

these are

—

1st. Against walls with a soutli aspect, or nearly so.

If the wall is hollow, all the lielter ; if flued or piped

for artificial heat, better still. But waving aU these ad-

vantages, we shall suppose the spot to be thus occupied as

a sheltered nook near a friend's house, aud that neither

firing nor glass is to be xised. The site should be

made thorougldy dry. The compost should be raised

above, not sunk lielow, or placed on a level with the

surrounding soil. It should be fibry loamy soil, with

little manure of any kind (and that hardened hy drying)

intermixed with it. Instead of manure, it should be

kept open with pieces of charcoal, sandstone, and lime-

rubbish. The orange requires rich feeding ; but that

can be given by rich surface-dressings and manure-

water. As much as possible of the sm'facings of one

year should be picked oli' before the other is ^lut on.

This will tend to preserve the opeu libry nature of the

soil much longer. A large space need not bo madi' at

first; it will be best to make additions of fresh compost

as needed ; it need not be deeper than eighteen inches.

The plants chosen must be large, and well-feathered to

the bottom. The roots must be disentangled, and spread

out in the compost. The beginning of June will bo a
good period for planting. The )ilauts must be syringed

several times during the day, and shaded froui bright

sunshine sometime afterwards. In fact, until thoroughly

used to it, oranges out of doors woidd be the better for a

gauze netting in very bright days in summer. The
preparations ibr winter would consist in a broad tem-

porary coping, and wooden shutters reaching from the

ground to the coping. The best mode of a]iplying these

wfll at once suggest themselves. They may he partially,

and frequently wholly, removed in flue days in winter.

Growing in such soil, the wood will be well hardened;
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and ill severe weather the plants may he thus hoxed up
for weeks without sustaining injuiy. Tlie light, how-
ever, should reach them ijraduaUij. Tho roots will not
bear the cold that the tops will, and, therefore, they

should be well covered with litter, and that covered with
a material that would exclude wet. Boarded shutters will

be the neatest for putting over the trees, and best from
their non-conducting qualities. When expense is not
minded, glass sashes may also be used, with these covers

over them when needed. In this manner the first

oranges in this country were cultivated 250 years ago,

at Beddiugtou, in Surrey, and bore splendid crops until

they were killed by neglect in 1739, 1740. At Solcombe,
in Devonshh'e, all the varieties are thus succesfuUy culti-

vated with the protection of reed hurdles, which some-
times remain on for months. At Luscombe (C. Hoares,
Esq.), splendid fruit of all the varieties used to be grown
every yeai'. At Coombe Royal (John Luscombes, Esq.),

fruit equalling those from foreign countries used to be
gTown every year ; and I suppose still are so grown.
Wood covers were found to be the best. I have had
oranges in sheds, and in the open air, in very low tem-
peratui-es, and judging from this, as well as the above
facts, I shovdd come to the conclusion, that about Lon-
don, and north of London, provided the roots are kept
comfortable and dry, they would only require against a
wall a little more attention tlian is requisite for the

myrtle in similar circumstances. Many, therefore, who
may have no greenhouse, if they cannot reach the length
of obtaining very fine fruit, may, with a little trouble
and attention, procure what is often deemed a greater

luxury still—abundance of orange flowers, either for

bouquets or distillation, &c.

2iid. In pots and boxes. To produce the best effects

in such circumstances, the plants should be large, with
clean upright stems. To attempt to raise them to such
a size, in our climate, from seed or cuttings, would be
nearly as preposterous as cultivating the vine for wine
malcing. Plants must, therefore, be brouglit from tlie

nurseries imported in their tubs from Italy, &o. ; or, if

we would save expense, and not mind trouble and
labour, we must be satisfied with obtaining in a rougher
way jjlants with small heads, no great command of

roots, but with nice clean stems, as tliey are often seen
standing in bundles at the shop-doors in London.
Their appearance is anything but captivating; but if

perfectly sound, they will repay your patience and
attention. The vital powers are not extinguished, they
only want arousing. If you had stoves and bark beds,
&o., there would be little difficvdty. I will suppose,
however, that you have none of these things; that a
structure, a go-between the shed and greenhouse, is all

you possess for wintering these. A moist heat is the
first thing to be thought about. Dung from tlie stable,

sweetened, will secure you that ; if mingled with tree

leaves, it will ensure tho heat being milder, and more
continuous and equal. Build your bed about two feet

in height, as frequently detailed, and a little larger than
will aflbrd standing room for your plants. If you had a
cucumber box, that would be of no use, for your plants
had better stand upright. A little foraging would gene-
rally bring to light some old doors, boards, and opaque
substances, with which you could form tw-o or, better,

three sides of a sentry-box for holding your plants. Fail-

ing old saslies, the top and south sides, at least, should
consist of glazed or varnished waterproofed calico. To do
it neatly, the south side or part of it should be in the
shape of a door, that you may examine the plants at

pleasure. Four slips of wood, with a bracing in the
middle, having the calico tacked to it, hinged on one
side with stout leather, and fastened on the other side

with a nut turning on a naU, would make it all com-
plete. When once finished and put up securely in no
conspicuous place, it wiU foim a standing hospital for

invalids, and where many of the not pleasing, but neces-
sary operations, such as fumigating, may at times Ije

performed.

Wliile all tlus is going on, the poor plants must not
be lost sight of The distention of their vessels by llie

absorption of moisture is the first tiling to be thought
about. Turning them head and heels into a long bathing
machine filled with water, kept about 70°, for at least a

dozen of hours, would just be the thing. The second
best would be to plunge roots in water in a tuli so

heated for six hours, pouring on the stems frequently,

and then to pack both roots and stems in moss or litter,

kept moist for a day longer. Then prune the roots, and
cut in the head as far as you can to secure good remain-
ing buds ; transfer them to as small pots as possible,

using light loamy soil, with the least sprinkling of leaf-

mould ; and set them at first on the surface of the bed in

the liospital, but plunging them as soon as the bottom-
heat at the depth of the pots would not much exceed
00°. In liot days sponge the stems, and let them have
a vapoury misting fi'om the syringe, and let the siu'-

roundiug booi'ds, &c., be moist, hut give no uater to the

soil in the pot until fresh roots are being fi'eely pro-

duced. When growth is freely proceeding, air slioidd

be gradually given, and then the plants be removed to

the house, where they should remain for that season.

Before all that is accomplished, the dung-bed may re-

quire forking-up occasionally, and the addition of a little

ii'esh material. The same means may be successfully em-
ployed for restoring sickly orange plants, as well as many
other hard-wooded genera in similar circumstances.
The same treatment in such cases must be adopted

for obtainmg large standards for the conservatory,

whether grown in tubs or boxes, or planted out. I have
been disappointed, more generally than otherwise, with
the result of keeping such large plants in houses in

winter, and then transferring them with great labour to

the sides of walks, &c., in summer. Various reasons

may be assigned for this. One is, that the plants fre-

quently are deficient in a healthy green appearance.
Tlus arises : 1st. From allowing the plants to get too cool,

especially the roots in winter ; the medium temperature
should be from ib° to -18° in winter. The house may
be much lower, provided the boxes, &.c., are packed in

dry litter. If boxes are to be used, wood is better in

these circumstances than slate. 2nd. From over dry-

ness ; and yet in winter it is better to prevent the too

free escape of moisture than to give it with a lavish

hand. -Srd. Bringing the plants from dark-roofed houses
without previously giving them abundance of air, or

placing them at first in a shady place. 4th. From
allowing them to remain out too long in the season.

Another source of disappointment arises from the fact,

that whether studded in flower-gardens or close to the

dweUing, the sight of the tubs alike tells you the plants

are not at home, and breaks in uiion the unity of ex-

pression and feeling. I lately saw a beautifully grouped
flower-garden, the effect of which w-as greatly marred by
sticking over every available spot of an artistic structure

in the centre with common red2Mts, of all sizes and di-

mensions; and almost equally out of character are large

slate boxes, or green painted tubs, close to a stone

coloured mansion ; though with the orange-trees them-
selves these would be jileasant associations. How ob-

tain the pleasure without the drawbacks ? 1st. By
having baskets made in separate jiieces, and with one or

two tiers, the orange occupying the upper one. 2nd.

By taking a leaf from Mr. Beaton, and having artistic

and beautiful coverings for the square boxes. 3rd. By
sinlung the tub or box into mother earth, and cover-

ing with moss or turf, with precautions, however, for

securing ventilation round the box, and thorough drain-

age from its bottom. B. Fish.

(To he continued.)
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HOTHOUSE DEPARTIMENT.
EXOTIC ORCHIDACE.E.

PLANTS THAT WILL THRIVE WELL IN POTS.

BuKLiNGTONiA BiGiDA (StifF-stemmed B.) ; Brazil.—
Flowers purplish white, witli streaks of piiili. A very
beautiful plant, but somewhat difficult to flower. .31s. Od.

CuUiire.—The best way to grow this plant is to place
it in the middle of a large pan, well drained, in a mix-
ture of chopped spliaguum, very turl'y peat, pieces of

charcoal, and broken potsherds. It flourishes in tlie

hot humid forests of Brazil, shaded from the stui. on
branches of trees, where it can obtain no nourishment
but the moisture arising from the humid atmosphere
whilst it is growing. To imitate this, place the pan
containing the plant in a shady part of the Indian
bouse, and when growing freely dming the spring and
summer months, syringe it abundantly every day with
such a iine-rosed syringe as to make tlic water fall upon
it like dew. As the shoots grow bring them gently (for

they are very brittle) down to the level of the pan, and
pin them down with hooked pegs. Continue this till the
siuface of tlie jmn is covered all over with shoots, and
even then keep pegging them down, tier upon tier;

they will then become strong and healthy. As the
autumn and winter months progress, give the plant less

water and less beat, thus inducing a state of rest.

Calanthe jtASDOA (Masuca is the Indian name)
;

Nepaul.—Sepals lilac inside, and wliitish outside ; petals
tlie same coloiu- inside and brownish outside ; lip heart
shaped, and of a beautiful violet purple. The flowers
are produced on a spike eigliteen inches high, and are
large and numerous. It is a very handsome species,

antl continues a long time in bloom. As the flowei's die
they change their colours to a beautiful coppery hue.
Very desirable and easily cultivated. 6-3s.

C. vestita (Clothed C); Java.—Sepals and petals
pm-e white ; lip pure white also, with a deep rose-
coloiued spot in the centre. This species has large
whitish pseudo-bulbs, from the base of which, when
strong, the flower-stem rises to the height of 18 inches.
It then curves gracefully, producing eight or ten of
its truly beautiful flowers, which appear at a time
(December) when flowers are scarce. U3s. There is a
variety with a yellow sjiot in the centre, which is not so
handsome.

C. veratrtfolia (^''eratrum-leaved C.) ; Java and
Manilla.—Tlie whole flower is of the purest white.
Though an old species—introduced from the East Indies
in 1819—and now pretty common, yet everybody that
has the means ought to gi-ow it, not only because it is

very beautiful, but because it lasts a long time in flower,
and is moderately cheap. It will thrive very well even
in a common stove, with onlinary care. It may be
gi-own to a great size, and is useful then as an exhibition
plant. Our readers may remember that in The Cottage
Gardener reports of one of the exhibitions at Cluswick
and the Regent's Park, plants of this species were
described with V2 and 14 stems of their beautiful flowers
to each plant ; and any one may grow them to that size

with very moderate means, and the ordinary attention of
repotting into lai-ger pots as the plants increase in size.

10s. 6d.

Culture.—^These fine plants being all terrestrial orchids
require the same treatment in regard to soil as the genus
Bh'tia ; but as they are, with tlie exception of G. vestita,

evergreen, they must be kept constantly moist at the
root, but in a less degree in winter than summer ; and,
also, as tliey are natives of India, they must be kept
warmer in the summer than Bletias. C. vestita
should liave a difiei-ent treatment. It has pseudo-bulbs,
and, therefore, should have no water given to it after
Christmas till it begins to gi-ow in ilaroh. It may then

be repotted into fresh compost, and be watered in the

usual wa}'.

Catasetom—A large genus of plants with flowers of
tlie most grotesque shapes, and, what is still more won-
derfid, tliey sport one into another, so tliat this year the

plant will produce flowers proper to its described species,

and next yeai' it may produce flowers belonging to a

widely different species, perhaps even an allied genus,

such for instance as Monachunthus viridis, which is

sometimes seen growing on C'atasetum tridentatum.

Where there is a house lai'gc enougli to aflbrd room
amongst better things, it is desirable to grow a few of

the handsomest Cataseturas, such as those we will now
particularize.

C. barbatuji (Bearded C), called by some Mi/nnthiis

barbatiis ; Demerara.—Sepals and petals green, spotted

with purple ; lip pink or green, with a delicate fiinge

surrounding the edge. 31s. Cd.

C. iieltoideum (Triangidar-lipped C), or Mijaiitlius

deltoideum ; Demerara.—Sepals, ))etals, and liji are of a
dark greenish purple, marked with sti'ipes and spots of

dark brown. The lip being of a triangular sliape, at

once cUstinguishes the species. It is a really curious

plant, worth growing. 4'2s.

C. integerrimu.-m (Entii'edipped C.) ; Guatimala.

—

Sepals and petals of a piuphsh colour, spotted with

brown ; the lip has the inside yellow richly blotched

with purple. The flowers have a powerful scent, like

Stanhopea graveoltns. Tlie leaves are lai'ge, measuring
four inches across, and a foot long. 4as.

C. INTEGERHI3IDM, Var. INTERMEDIA VARIEG.iTA.

—

Thls
is a pretty variety from Brazil, with the sepals and petals

of a rich Ulac purple; the lip is wliite, with yellow

centre ; lamellas or plates on the lip are red, whilst on the

C. iiitegerrimum they are white. A veiy rai'e plant ; not

on sale.

C. LAMINATUM (Plated C.) ; Mexico.—The flowers are

large and greenish, spotted with purple ; lip wlute, with

a broad plate rising up in the centre, running along the

centre to the end. There is a variety with the whole
flower spotted with dark purple. A beautiful species,

but very I'are. 84s.

C. longifolium (Long-leaved C.) ; Demerara.—The
whole of the flowers are of a bright orange, slightly

hordered with violet, on a curving raceme thickly set

with blooms, and frequently a foot long. A very fine

species, perhaps the finest of the genus. It is very

scarce. lOiis.

C. NASo (Tmnk-flowered C), or Myanthus naso; Car-

raccas.—Sepals and petals nearly white, tinged a little

with greeuisli j-ellow, thickly spotted with rich crimson

purple ; the lip is lengthened out in a most extraordinary

way so as to appear something like an elephant's trunk.

Curious and handsome. 31s. (id.

..<C. SACCATUM (Bagged-lipped C), or Mijanthus sae-

catus ; Demerara.—Sepals and petals pale yellow, spotted

with rich purple ; lip (aright yellow, thicldy spotted with

crimson dots. The form of this part of the flower is the

most extraordinary of this most siiigidar formed genus,

the middle of it being swollen out uuderneath, and on
tlie upper side there is a narrow opening which leads

into the swollen part, forming a conical chamber or bag,

whence its specific name. A species well worth growing,

for the flowers are very large, curious, and handsome.
Scarce. 63s.

C. TRIDENTATU.M (Thrce-toothcd G.) ; various parts of

S. America.—This is the commonest of the whole genus,

and sports frequently into all kinds of monstrosities, on
whicli accoimt alone it is worth cultivating. 'There are

several varieties named C. Claferingii, C. Jiorihundum,

C. macrocarpum, and C. Wailesii, all of which are liable

to sport into each other. The prevailing colours are

yellow, yellowish-gi-een, and brown. Sometimes they

come all green, especially 0. floribumhim. lOs. 6d.
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Culture—The principal part of the genua are natives

of the hottest districts of Sonth America. Tliey are

mostly found growing on either trees standing singly, on
the highest branches, or on trees growing at the edge of

the forest. Here these plants receive the full amount of

the sun's rays, and, consequently, in this country should

be exposed to as much light as possible. But as our
plants are under glass, and we have many dark days,

the eifect of full e.Kjiosure to the sun might burn the

leaves, it follows that it is more safe to give them as

much light as we can, but shade them from the rays of

the Sim, especially dmiug the summer mouths, when
the leaves are growing, and are young aiid tender.

The compost to grow them in should he—very fibrous

peat, two parts; chopped sphagnum, one part; and
small pieces of charcoal and broken potsherds, one part.

This will form an open material to gi-ow them in, and
will allow the water to pass off freely. The pots ought
to be rather small in proportion to the plants, and
should he half filled with broken potsherds for drainage.

The best time for potting is when they begin to grow.
In summer, during the growing season, water moderately
at the roots, but be very sjiaring of the syringe. In
winter they should be without leaves enth-ely, and should
then have all the sunhght the season will afford, and no
water whatever, unless the iiseudo-bulbs shrink very
much. See the method of potting orchids described at

the oommencemeut of the thii'd volume of The Cottage
Gardeneb.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The tr3'ing season of dark winter is now fast approach-

ing. We have already had some nights of shai'p frost;

and we trust our readers have profited by om' warnings,
and preserved then- pets fi-om its injurious jiowers.

Auriculas and Polyanthuses require constant attention

in covering up by night, and e.x.posing to the full Ught
dm-ing the day. Give plenty of air on all favourable

occasions. Should the fi'ost prevail above the power of

the sun in the day, give air only at the back, by tilting

up the lights, and shutting up early in the afternoon.

Be careful in the application of water, and give it, when
absolutely necessary, only in the morning of fine days,

that the suii'ace of the soil may become dry before closing

up for the evening. Carnations and Picotees require

similar attention. If they are kept too close now they
will be apt to mildew and di'aw up weak and spindling.

Daldias, look over occasionally, and clear away all

mouldy stems or decaying roots. If these are pei-mitted

to remain the mould will soon spread to the sound roots,

and cause them to perish also. Hollyhoclrs, if strong,

may yet be planted where they are to flower. Cuttings
lately struck had better remain in pots rmder the pro-

tection of a cold fi'ame, covered up in fi'osty weather
with mats. Look over all the frames constantly for

slugs, as they will now be prowUng about in search of

food in frames and pits. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Ahtichokes.—The Olohe artichokes, if not already pro-

tected as previously recommended, should be attended
to immediately, by placing about them dry leaves, fern, or
dry mulch ofsome kind, with a thin casing of eartli on the
outside to keep the wind from disturbing the covering.
Jerusalem artichokes should have their stems cut off and
laid over them, with some other rubbish for a slight pro-

tection, in case the gi-ound should become so miich fi'ozen

as to prevent their being taken up when required ; or the
stalks may be tied up in bundles whilst dry, and turned
to some other account, whilst the tubers of the artichokes
may be ti-enched out of the ground, and again planted

with the middling-sized tubers whole. Plant them two
feet apart in the rows, and let the rows be four i'oet apart,

leaving the soil in ridges as the work proceeds. The
best tubers may be stored in cellars, or be earthed over
in ridges, and if protected a little in order to keep them
from getting dry and shrivelled, no fi'ost will injiuo tbem.
The small ones, or any that can be spared, may be
stored for the pigs, or more especially for poultry ; all

kinds of which, as well as the gold, silver, and conmion
pheasants, are remarkably fond of them.

AsPAriAGus.—That which is intended to be taken up
for forcing should be surface-protected, either by the

manure tliat is intended to be trenched in for the ne,\t

crop, or with mulch of some kind, so that in the event
of frost the quantity reqiured may without diificulty be
taken up. Asparagus at the present tune in cut, should
be encouraged by apphcations of tepid water, with a little

salt dissolved and some liquid manure mixed with it,

whicli will greatly assist its growth. Take care tliat the
bottom-heat at the commencement of forcing is very
moderate; if necessary to hurry the asjjaragus on.ajiply

surface-heat ; if in fi'anres or pits only depending on fer-

menting materials, apply the heat at top instead of at

bottom, which may be done by placing the linings on
any kind of refuse prunings, fm'ze, heath, or refuse brush
faggots, &c.

Celehy.—The principal winter crops will ere this

have had their final eartliings, and should now have a
provision made for protection when frost sets in ; if the
celery has been cultivated as recommended by us in

trenches or beds five or six feet in width, witli the rows
placed crossways in such beds at from eighteen inches
to two feet apart, according to the season of planting, a
quantity of good sized, well-grown, and well-hlanched
celery has in all probability been secured with but little

trouble in protecting it. We have at this time an abun-
dant crop, varying in height from four to five feet, and
weighing, with the outside leaves on, each from five to

seven and eight pounds. We always trench it out as

required, leaving the celery bed as wo proceed foi'med

into sloping banks, and iu rough ridges crossways of the

banks. On frosty mornings these ridges are forked over,

or if frozen too hard for the fork, then the jjick-axe is

made use of—a beautiful tilth being thus secured for

succeeding crops.

Caulifloweks.—This vegetable requires during the

present month a liberal admission of air, but protection

against severe frost should, at the same time, be attended
to. AH decaying leaves should, of course, be kept cleared

away, and the surface of the soil be ke]5t healthy about
the plants by frequent stirrings and dredgings of dry
dust appKed about them, particularly in damp dark
weather; as slight protection only is requked even
should the frost be very severe. Those in pots sliould

be duly shifted, kept close to the glass, and water
applied as required; for if their growth be in any way
checked by dryness, it is probable that at the growing
season, when planted out, they will flower instead of

starting vigorously. Those pricked on borders, sloping

banks, and other sheltered corners, will now require

attention, and occasional applications of dry dust.

Peas, beans, young lettuce plants, Horn carrots, radishes,

&c., will require the same kind of attention as the cauli-

flowers. Applications of dry dust about such things for

the next two months will always be found most valuable

in preventing canker, shanking, &c. ; if mildew prevails

amongst the young lettuce or any other protected plants,

apply dredgings of fresh slaked lune and wood-ashes

mixed in equal parts. This preparation we have found

a most eftectual and sure remedy.

If the space has been manured and dug between the

small fruit plantations, and there is stiU any quantity of

coleicort plants in the seed-beds, plant them out tliickly in

such places. We have seen some that have been thus
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attended to duriug tlie present month that have proved

a real treasiu'e in eaily spring alter a severe tauter,

when, to a great extent, tlie early plantings liave heen

destroyed ; ajid we are always rnrefiil ourselves to put a

quantity in such places, which aie certain of proving
acceptahle iu due season. J.\mes Baknes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGERS.

By tliH Authoress of " Mij Flowers" i£r.

Theee are two things more especially the bane of the

peasantry, more especially the riiiu of liealth, morals and
domestic comfort in this our favoured land, and these two
things are, heer and tobacco. Short-sighted was the poUcy
and e\ll the liour that estabUshed the system of beer-

houses throughout tlie country; for a more demoralizing,

pernicious, dangerous scheme could not have been devised

to augment the revenue. Public-liouses were evils certainly,

in some respects, but tlien they were only to be found in

rillages; and places of jjublio refreshment, if conducted i\ith

strict ijropriety, are necessary and usefid. But beer-houses
taint the au'. At eveiy turn, in every lane, and road, and
byepath, the poor laboiu'er is tempted to spend his children's

money in these unholy precincts ; he cannot return from his

work without passing the door whence issue fumes of

tobacco, and noisy voices, and unseemly language; and to

those whose hearts are strangers to the love and feai' of God,
how attractive are such scenes ! If we beUeve that " right-

eousness exalteth a nation," how can we expect to prosper
as a people, if om' national measmes promote sin ? It used
to be brought as a reproach against the poor Irish, that

starving as they professed to be, they could always iind

money for " the rint " exacted by their arbitrai7 leader. Now
a far hea\ier sin lies at the door of the English peasantry,

for however wretched and staning may be the i\ife and
children, yet the man wlio loves beer will always find money
to procure that Nvicked and ruinous indulgence. Tobacco,
too, where can be the pleasm-e and profit of smoking ? It

is a sort of intoxication in itself, and leads to drinking.

How many pence are spent in it tliat would give a meal of

bread or rice to a child ; and how much disease and misery
of mhid i\dll that man escape who resolutely resists his

passion for tobacco and beer! If for one mouth only, or

even one week, the father would put by every halfpenny he
is accustomed to drink and smoke, he would be surprised at

the useful little sum that would he found in tlie corner of

the cupboard when llie stated time was over.

It is astonishing to observe the dilierence in the looh-

between the sober man and the drinker. There is always
a cheerful, clean, open air about the fonner, and a heavy,
sodden, dhty, ashamed face in the latter character. Vice
always marks the man, however he may try to conceal it

;

and it mai'ks liis family too; for it is impossible for his wife
and children to look well clothed or happy when he drinks
half his wages, and comes home cross, and violent, if not in
a state of positive intoxication.

A man is made miserable by drinking, and then he
drinks again to forget liis misery ! How sin enti-aps us

!

How "the roaring lion" decoys us into perdition! I am
sure that nine men out of ten would Hee as from a serpent,
if they only knew tliat when tempted to enter a beer-house
Satan has hold of their hand, and, in all bis hideous
deformity, is dragging them on. One cry to Him who holds
the lion's chain,—one moment's sharp resistance, and he
would speedily flee from them.
We were speaking to a basket-maker, some days ago, who

for many years kept a Uttle public house in the adjoining
parish, and we were greatly pleased to find that he had given
it up, and settled himself in a cottage, attending only to his
trade. He told us he had begun to suspect that he was not
in the right way, that "no good" came of selUng beer, and
encom-aging men to drink and smoke, and break the Sab-
bath, and that neither his own liealth nor happiness were
the better for residing at " The Swan." He left it, and both
his " Missus " and himself found themselves better and
happier than they had ever been before. He had not been.

in any way, a drinker, but he had taken more than he
needed; and now that he lias given up .all, his appearance
has changed too : he is better clothed, happier-looking, and
in regular work.

I have no doubt that his experience is that of every one
who talves the same wise step. No one can possibly look

more wretched than Charles S the mason, who comes
to his work with a pale, swelled face, and a languid step.

We have sometimes met him returning from the public-

house in chrty working clothes, even when the sweet church
bells were chiming ; and his wife looks the jiicture of woe, as

she stands at the door mth her poor UtUe chilch'en round
her.

It is wonderfiil that a man can look at his family when he
knows that he is depriving them of food and clothes to gratify

a fondness for driuldng; there is such cruelty and selfishness

ill his conduct, that it cannot fail to make him angry with
himself, and ^VTetched, in spite of the unmanly jileasure he
may take in the taste of the beer. He must have a heart of

stone to throw away sixpence after sixpence, when his little

ones are running about almost without shoes to their feet,

and crying to their mother for more bread. But it would be
better for him if these sixpences were thrown awaij. Alas!
they are entered in a long and heaA'y account, which mU
too sm'ely appear' against him one day, soon. Not one
of them is lost; and perhaps when he leasts expects it, he
will be called upon to reckon it up. Not many weeks ago,

an old man, who had led a life of sin, went homo, afler

taking a pint of beer among the worthless company in a

beer-house, sat down in his chair, and died ! AVlio cnn tell

when he quits the same fa\'omite haunt, whether he also

may not die as suddenly and tpiite as uniirepared '?

It is not the wife and children only against whom the

man who lilies drink ofl'ends. There is a God who is "of purer
eyes than to behold iniipiity," whose Word he casts behind
him, and whose power he defies,—wliose mercy he refuses,

and to whose calls and wai'nings he ahke closes his ears. Let
him, even if he can resist the ties of nature, the wife and ehil-

ih-en who look to him for support, stiU tremble at the thought
that " for all these things God shall bring him to juilgment."

His cottage, which might be the abode of harmony and love,

is a scene of destitution and uiihappiness : his daily labour,

which might be a cheerful and sanctified worl;, is a weary,

distasteful toil; and his weekly earnings, which might be
blessed and increased, ai'e the som'ce of additional sin ;—yet

neither cottage, nor labour, nor gam, miserable as they are

now, can compare with that dai'k abode, that unceasing
agony, and those terrible wages, which ai'e the portion of alt

who keep not the law of their God.

WALKS.
I WISH Jlr. Beaton would give us his promised instruc-

tions for the proper making of walks. I see he refers to it

again in bis reriew of Mr. Kemp's work on "Landscape Gar-
dening." The construction of walks does not seem to have
attracted the observation of any one to tlie extent it ought
to do ; at least, what little I have read tends all one way

—

an excavation more or less deep filled up with mntter foreign

to that of the adjoining ground. Having, during the Inst

few yeai's, formed several walks over ground excceihngly
retentive of water, I thought there coidd be no better way
than enticing it to the foundation of the walk, and from
thence coiive3'ing it away by drains running longitudinally

underneath. The details of my plan will be found recorded
in The Cottaqe Gakdenee some months back, followed by
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ft promise from Mr. Beaton of furnishing particulox'S whereby

ft walk niiglit be formed np the steep sides of Snowdon, Hel-

vellyn, or Ben Nevis, capable ol" resisting tliG desolating

effects of thunder storms and other casualties. Tliis piece

of information I have looked for anxiously, as I hesitate not

to confess myself not at all well acquainted with making good

useful walks of common materials in hilly places. Cesspools

or sinks at the sides, cross channels, gratings communicat-

inu' with drains, and suncb-y other contrivances, I have used

with varied results, but I presume these appendages may be

dispensed ^vith in Mr. Beaton's plan. Certainly they detract

very much from the beauty of the walk. But there are many

objectionable things in this world which we cannot get rid

of, and I presume these may be classed in that category

until some master mind points out a cure. One thing m-t-d

not be forgotten, the cure is of no use if the materials for

making it be not accessible by reasonable means. AVe all

know tliat a flight of steps might be made to reach the top of

Mont Blanc, but who would undertake to keep the snow

swept off them ? An asx:)halte walk might also be formed

anywhere, but its appeai'ance is anything but agreeable, and

for hilly places very objectionable; besides, tlie expense

places it out of the question, where, perhaps, a mile of it is

wanted. So that, taldng gravel, ashes, sand, shells, and

similar substances, as well as stones of various kinds, brick-

bats, itc, for your materials, the question is simply this : in

what manner can the best walk be made in the cheapest

and most durable w^ay of such materials, due regard being

had to appearance? It is far from my ^visli to fetter the

case by any conditions, but hope it will be frankly ansAvered

in sucb a way as to be available to many of your readers, as

well as to—L. N. V.

TO CORRESPOr^DENTS.
#* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifinhle trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed ''To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.''

Fuchsia not Flowering (Lewis).—The leaf sent we presume to be

a small one of Fuchsia Cordifolia, a free grower, but rather shy bloomer

at the best of times. Keep it in a very light part of your greenhouse,

and with ordinary treatment it will bloom in winter nnd spring. This

will be hastened, if the wood is pretty firm, by allowing it to get rather

dry and cool for a week or two, and then keeping it warmer, and giving

it plenty of light and moisture. It flowered most generally with us in

winter and spring, and, therefore, should not he rested at these periods,

as the most of the others like, with the exception of serrutifolia. Sec. It

is a native of Mexico, and where room is scarce it is not worth growing,

as many British hybrids are far superior.

Arranging a Greenhouse [C. A.).—Youra is IG feet by 12, and you

wish to preserve the back wall for creepers. This must depend upon

taste and the wishes of the possessor. To keep the most plants, with

justice to the creepers, we would allow a space of 3j feet, at front and

ends, for a shelf and pathway ; 3 feet at back, or 2.J feet for border and

pathway ; and then you would have 5^ feet or 6 feet as the base of a stage

in the centre, which might be either flat or, still better, raised, so as to

have the highest terminating shelf in the centre, and two or three more

descending, like steps of stairs, downwards on each side. This would

not only allow you to store more plants, but in summer you would keep

them longer in bloom by removing them from the south to the north

side. If large plants are j'^our object, they might stand on the floor with-

out a stage at all ; and then you might bring the creepers down the

rafters, and have a wider shelf for small plants in front. Estimates have

been given, and you will lately have seen what others have managed to

put up houses for ; but then they managed it themselves, which is a dif-

ferent affair from employing tradesmen. Further than this we cannot

well go. Have an estimate of everything before you begin.

Camellia Buds Falling {S. W.).—This will happen from three

causes : first, when it is an effort of nature to relieve itself when the buds

are so thick that there is not room for the flowers freely to expand.

Secondly, when the drainage is bad, and the soil becomes sour and water-

logged. And thirdly, when watering has not been given efiiciently, so as

to wet the soil thoroughly to the bottom of the pot. If your soil has

much peat, give weak manure water alternately with the clear. Avoid

the dribbling system. By its use thousands of plants arc ruined. The
surface soil for an inch or two may he moist, and the rest of it as dry as

if it came from the deserts of Sahara.

Roses (Ittid).—The roses will not open, and the plants are short lived,

and you attribute your failures to strong eddy winds and the smoke of a

town. The last, we presume, is your chief enemy. You are right in the

circumstances of giving up standards and resorting to dwarfs; and we
would advise you to syringe the plants frequently with clear lime water

OS the buds are breaking, and with clear water frequently afterwards

until the flowers are opening. We would plant every sort you name, and

prune close ; and thus there will be less of the smoke-encrusted wood
left; and though you will have fewer flowers, want of quantity will be
made up in quality. To secure masses of bloom, we would recommend
the China—such as the Common, Cramoise sitperieure, Alftje Miolund,

Belle de Florence, Fabvier, a.ni\ Mrs. Bosaiiquet ; cutting them well in

cither in autumn or, better still, in spring, and manuring well. Bour-
bons— such as j^rmosa ; and various Teas, on their own roots—such as

Safrano, Devoniensis, &c., we think would also answer well, protecting

them with moss and branches during winter, aud cutting well down in

April. Strong shoots, with bunches of flowers, would come from the

bottom, and in succession, and at a season when the nuisance of smoke is

at a minimum.
Elder-flower Wine (Elizabeth). ~T^o, 6,—To make white elder

wine very much like Frontignac, boil 18 pounds of white sugar with six

gallons of water and two whites of eggs well beaten, then skim it, and
put in a quarter of a peck of elder-flowers from the tree that bears white

berries ; do not keep them on the fire, ^\'hcn near cold, stir it, and put

in six spoonsful of lemon juice, four or five of good yeast, and beat well

into the liquor ; stir it every day ; put six pounds of the best raisins

stoned into the cask, and tun the wine. Stop it close, and bottle it in

six months. When well kept this wine will pass for Frontignac.

No. 7 (Great Aunt Mary).—To six gallons of water put 18 pounds of

lump sugar, boil it half an hour ; when new milk warm, put to it a

quarter of a peck of cider-flowers, picked from the stalks, the juice and
peel of six lemons, six pounds of raisins, and a little yeast (we always

spread ours on a dry toast, and take the toast off" before we barrel it) ; stir

it often for three or four days, then put it into a barrel ; it will be x'eady

to bottle in six or eight months.
Herbarium (C. B.^.—When we have a large-rooted specimen to

mount in this, we split it and remove one-half, or even two-thirds of its

thickness, and fasten it down with its flat side against the paper.

Trellis for House-front [A'. O. T.).—As your house is stuccoed

and will not bear nails, and yet you wish to have a wire trellis, have a

frame of wood made of deal rods about two inches square, and the rods
as far apart as will admit the wire netting to be fastened to them with

small staples. The rods may reach from the roof to the ground, and be
framed as any carpenter will tell you.

Spibjea Prunifolia (H. J.).—The flowers of this are white, generally

double, and very pretty ; a native of China ; deciduous and hardy in shel-

tered places. Flowers generally about midsummer. As it is a new
thing, you cannot err in placing it against a wall at first.

Stenocarpus Cunningham!! (Ibid).—Wc can hardly tell you when
you may expect it to bloom, but your specimen is a good one. If you
had one leader instead of four, it would, perhaps, have been as well ; but

the cutting of them away now, after being four feet in height, we should

not think of doing. To remedy the crowded state of the leaves, cut out

a few, and tie out the stems as far apart as possible.

FucusiA Macrantha (Ibid).—We have had no experience with it,

but have not heard it was peculiarly difficult to flower. Fuchsia specta-

bilis generally blooms best in autumn, winter, and spring, as is the case

with the old Cordifolia (see answer above) and also Serratifolia.

Streptocarpus Rexh (Ibid).—This is an old plant and worth grow-

ing, but you need not pot off too many of your seedlings. It produces

abundance of light blue tubular flowers, and the seed vessel is very

peculiar.

FucnsiA CoRVMBiPLORA(Zi/rf).—This large standard we should treat

as you propose. If the wood is pretty well ripened, it will stand the

stai-ving system well during the winter ; and when examined at the roots

and pruned, not too much, in February or March, you will have less

growth and more blooms. Habrothamnus fasicularis generally blooms

from April to June.

OxALis BowEii {A Constant Header).—The leaves sent are right. So

luxuriant, planted in August, and not yet showing bloom, we fear that

you will look for flowers in vain. Instead of treating of the reasons, we
would rather tell you how to ensure success in future. Thus, keep the

plants in the greenhouse full in the light, and give water as needed as

long as the leaves keep green ; when they turn yellow, refrain from

watering, and then afterwards lay the pots on their broadsides below the

stage, or upright, where no water will reach them. Sometime nest sum-

mer the bulbs will begin to push ; then, but not till then, pot them, and

you will be sure to have plenty of flowers. The other leaf sent we do not

recognise; we do not think with you that it is an Oxalis,

Plumbago Capensis (Ibid).—You may cut this in as much as you

please, if you confine yourself to the one-year wood. It is the long young

shoots produced nest season that will produce the flowers, and then they

may again be cut off when the wood is ripened.

Manure for Geraniums (W.J. IF.).—Guano, soot, and salt are

very good things in the hands of those who have sufficient chemical and

practical knowledge to use them properly, but they are poisons with

other people; therefore, we make it a rule not to recommend these

stron"- and most dangerous ingredients, even to practical men, for fear

our less-informed readers might be led to use them and destroy their

plants. Have you not seen all-along that when *' put to the point," we

have invariably placed these things in the same category with gun-

powder ? For pot-cultivation in general, have nothing to do with guano,

soot, or salt, till you have won a prize in London with a pelargonium.

Anomatheca Cruenta (Ibid).—Keep this pretty bulb dry till the

middle of April, and then plant it two inches deep in a warm border of

light rich soil, and it will flower and seed all the summer. Sow the seed
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in March in a hotbed, and as soon as the seedlings are up, harden them
off; and if you nurse them well to the end of Maj-, and then turn the
balls out along with the old bulbs, they also will bloom next autumn.
flfADAME PoMPADOR CHRYSANTn EMU M {Ibid).—This IS a dark red and

a dark purple also, and dark half a dozen other shades besides, if we had
time to think of them. It is useless sending us stamps. Except in very

special eases, we write no private answers; and wc are often surprised

that our correspondents wisli to he ej-cliisiveli/ informed on any point.

It dops not occur to them that, perhaps, five hundred of our readers are

benefited as well in these simple answers.

Hawthorn or Writetuorn (.-1 Subscriber).—These are collected

for nurserymen by women and boys. The price paid for them depends
upon the crop. In plentiful seasons they give from Sd. to Is. per bushel,

They are eollected into a long heap, covered with soil, and allowed to

remain in the heap till the second spring after they are gathered. They
are then sown, and come up the same year. For exportation, we should

put small quantities of the berries in open canvas bags, and then hang
them from the roof of a cabin, so as to be kept dry and cool. We can

give no information as to the price per pound of the seed, but we think it

would not be extravagant. Inquire of some nurserymen in your neigh-

bourhood that grows thorns in quantities for sale.

Chalk Downs (Suntm).—We believe that these might be planted
not only to the great improvement of the beauty of the neighbourhood,
Imt also to the increase of the average temperature of the place, and to

the pecuniary advantage of the proprietor. It so happened that when
your note reached us we had some verses from a classic friend lying

before us—verses written on one of sueh calcareous wastes (Compton
Down), and not far from where Richard Cromwell pa?scd the last years

of his life, much more happily than he did those whilst the unwilling

Protector of England. M'^e must spare space for these rhymed good
thoughts :

—

I climb'd a mound of russet green,

—

November's air was moist and chill

;

I set me to explore the scene,

But all was wintry, sad, and still.

The distant -view was cold and grey,

And mingled with the troubled sky
;

Dark woods and fields extended lay,

Far as I bent my wand'ring eye.

I turn'd me—nothing fis'd my gaze.

Save here and there a sable yew,
And flocks which Unger'd still to graze

On sloping downs of purply hue.

I turn'd me still, and then there rose

Before me, in a sheltered vale.

The Village Church, in sweet repose.

Lit by a sunbeam streaming pale.

Grey were its walls, its roof, its tower

;

Around were shrubs in crimson dyed;
And elms that shed their golden shower,

Oft as the fitful breezes sighed.

The spot with warmth and brightness glow'd.

Amid surrounding damj) and gloom-
As if to cheer the pilgrim's road

Who seeks hia home beyond the tomb.

Behold him now in fancy's eye,

With furrowed brow and silv'ry hair

!

His faded vigour tells how nigh

The end of all his grief and care.

Here, 'midst his penury and toil.

He finds refreshment, peace, and joy
;

'Tis here he feels a Father smile

And promise bliss without alloy.

Nor think he feels but passing gleams,

That leave him cheerless as before :

No ! here true hope's unfailing beams
In boundless, ceaseless, radiance pour.

That radiance, veiled from faithless eyes,*

Flows from the Eternal Fount above,

Where changeless reigns, beyond the skies.

The Sun of righteousness and love !

Mildew (A Lover of Flowers from Chiid/iood).—The "malady" on
your crocus roots is overcome, we hope, long before this time ; but as sul-

phur early applied, did not stop it depend on it it was not mildew, though
it looked much like it. It must have arisen from one of a hundred kinds

of rottenness which we term mouldy.
BiGNONiA RAUiCANS (Ibid).'—This is now called Tecomu radicnns.

You may prune it close like a grape vine, and from the few eyes you leave

shoots will come out next spring, which will flower at the end of the same
season.

Glycine sinensis (Ibid).—This is best pruned just like an old pear-

tree, It flowers in a manner between that of a pear-tree and an apricot-

tree, on old spurn, on little snags (little side shoots), and on the bottom
of strong young wood made last year. When you want to let a flourish-

* Compare Malaehi iv. 2 with Rev. xxi. 23.

ing young plant go-ahead, it is a good rule to prune back, now, two-

thirds of last summer's growth ; and if it has filled its space, prune all the

shoots back to a few eyes.

Standard Plum and Cheury-trees (Ibid),—These, five to six feet

high in the stem, you cannot well manage by planting against a wall and
then training duwn the shoots ; but if you have head room for them up-

wards, or right and left, you might manage verj- well, by cutting-off close

the shoots from one side of the heads.

Mensuiiation (Patri(t).—A thorough knowledge of this can be ob-

tained from books, if you understand the principal arithmetical rules.

Practical Mutheviatics, Part I. (price -Is.); and The Keif to it (price

3s. 6d.). in Chamber's Educational Course will be your best guide,

Dorking Fowls {E. B.).—We have the information you require, if

you will send us a stamped envelope with your address on it.

Land near London (D. H.).— 'Vo answer sueh a sweeping question

as " how to make the most of your plot of ground ? " would take the

space in our columns sufficient to hold twelve of our monthly papers on
" Allotment Farming." We can, therefore, only refer you to these. Buy
the back volumes of The Cottage Gardener, and begin with reading

what is said about "Allotment Farming for January," at page 133 of vol. i.

We should be happy to answer any specific question when you are in a

difficulty.

Celery (Grand Homme).—We find Nutt's Champion Celery the best.

It may be had of him at Sheffield. We never manure for Potatoes, but

grow them on soil moderately fertile from manuring for previous crops.

You may som' Peas now, if you take proper precautions to guard them
from mice and birds. We never recommend dealers. Keep your

He7ts warm and feed them on stimulating food, as we have more than

once directed, to make them lay.

Fruits True to Name (/. J5 , Z>u6/(»).—M'rite to any of the ,/??-s^-

)'«^e nurserymen near London.

Clayey Soil [P.M. H.).—You have been rightly recommended to

burn some of it to improve its staple. The top spit probably is the most
fertile, so do not burn that; but if you burnt the nest spade's depth all

over the field, and then spread and dug the ashes into the top spit, you
would change the character of your soil. We should also give it a good

covering with lime and tanner's bark.

House Sewage (W. W. J3.).—You may apply it a gallon to a square

yard without any addition, provided the ground is vacant. Apply it just

before digging for the insertion of a crop.

Blind foe Greenhouse (Ibid).—You will have seen that our cor-

respondent J. B. uses only boiled linseed oil for rendering his blind

waterproof; a still more effective composition for the purpose is given at

page 123 of our second volume. If you cover the sides of your green-

house you will better exclude the frost, but it adds to the trouble, and is

not essential.

Rifting Logs (Ludoviciis).—As we knew a man who was nearly killed

in blowing up tlie root of a tree, we cannot recommend your plan. The
eternal ice mentioned by Mr. Beaton, is in the central valley of some
mountains in the Highlands of Scotland. Skates are not within our bill

of fare.

Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary (H. T. H. B.).—We cannot

imagine how you have been mistaken ; it is only published in one size,

small octavo.

Names OF Plants (Ormskirk).—The rose of which you sent a bud,

is Lord Marartnei/s rose (Rosa bracteata). It is nearly evergreen, a

native of China, and was introduced into this country in 1/95. There is

a variety of it named Maria Leonidas, which is a pure white, and quite

double, and a perpetual bloomer. (A Subscriber frovi the First).—
Your shrub is the common Spindle-tree, Eiio}ir/7mts eitropevns ; and
your Ferns: 1. Asplenium trichomanes,a.iiii 2. Polypodium vulgare.

Names of Apples (Rev. T. H. R.),—\. Norfolk Beaufin. 2. Striped

Beaufin.

Taylor's Hive (S. S.).—The bars in this are one inch and an eighth

wide, and three-fourths of an inch thick. The hive should be II if inches

square, and S.J inches high, inside measure. The top piece screwed on

is not removed when a second hive is added. The second hive is added

without disturbance, by withdrawing the slides. Buy the 4th edition of

Taylor's Bee-keepers' Manual. It will save you more trouble and ex-

pense than the 4s. you will pay for it.

Honey-candying (An Original Subscriber).—The same thing which

makes water freeze causes honey to crystallize—namely, cold. Very finft

honey crystallizes much more readily than that of a second or third rate

quality. If kept in the combs (by far the best way of keeping it), it will

bear a considerable degree of cold without candying; but when drained,

it is almost impossible to prevent it. Evaporation and fermentation are

also connected with the candying or cryst.allizing. Honey put fresh into

a vessel, hermetically sealed, would jiroliably not crystallize. By keeping

it in the comb, divided into small quantities in the cells, fermentation is

prevented.

Stove for Greenhouse (W. E.).—As you only require it to keep

out the frost, a small one like that used by J. B., in his "Five-pound

Greenhouse," will answer your purpose.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Knlendar; and Published by William

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—December, I2th, 1850.
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strate that each erop takes different Idncls of food from

the eavth, and not that universal one, water, wiiieh is

ever present and renewed.

So fai', indeed, from water being the sole food of plants,

they are injured and destroyed by its siiperabnndauce in

the soils sustaining tliem. Sucli soils are always coldo-

than weU-di-ained soils, inasmucli as that tiie same quan-

tity of caloric (heat) wliich will warm the earth four

degi-ees, will only warm water one degree—or, to use the

language of the chemist, the capacity for heat of water is

four times greater than that of the earths. Secondly,

the vegetable matters decomposing in a soil, where water

is superabundant, give out carburetted liydrogen, acetic,

gallic, and other acids, instead of cai'bonic acid gas and

ammonia—products essential to healthy vegetation. Pal-

liatives for such evils are the application of lime, or its

carbonate (chalk), to the soils in which these acids have

been generated; and, indeed, after they have been

formed, such an application is essential, though the

radical cm-e and preventive of recurrence — thorough

draining, be adopted. It is not an extravagant asser-

tion, that there is scai'oely a garden e.xisting that would

not be benefited by under-draining. Every gardener

knows the absolute necessity for a good drainage under

his wall-trees and vines ; but few gardeners ever think,

for a moment, whether there is any escape, any outfall,

for the water lie has di'iuned from immediate contact

with the roots of the above-named favomed trees. Every

gar-den should have drains cut, varying in depth from

two to thi-ee feet, according to the depth of the soil, with

an interval of twenty-fom' feet between the di'ains, At

the bottom of the drains should be placed one-uich

pipes : these should be well puddled over, si.\ inches

deep, with clay, and then the earth returned.* They
should have an outfall into a ditch, at the least elevated

side of the garden. By having the pipes with a bore no

lai-ger than an inch, moles cannot creep in, and they are

large enough to carry off all the water, after even the

heaviest rains.

The expense is, comparatively, nothing, varying from

^3 to i£5 per acre ; and we shall not stop to argue with

any one, who doiibts foi' an instant the advantage conse-

quent upon removing all water from a soil not retainable

by its ovni alisorbont powers ; and we will only repeat

one relative fact, viz. .tluit at Lord Hatherton's residence,

Teddesley Hay, in Staftordshire, ibur hundred and sixty-

seven acres, formerly letting for an average rental of 12s.

per acre, were all chuined for an outlay of £'i -is. 7d. per

acre, and their rental now avei'ages more than 31s. per

acre

!

The importance of following the dictate of nature to

keep the roots of plants, natives of the torrid and tempe-

rate zones, as warm or warmer than the branches, has

been too much neglected by the gardener in his forcing

department. In the vinery, for example, the stem and

roots are too often absurdly exposed to the rigour of

winter ; whilst the buds are expanding within the glass

• If the subsoil be clayed, the drains should be only twelve feet apart,

and the draining tiles covered with stones.

shelter in a temperature of 60°. A vine so treated, is

like the felled elm, which, allowed to retain its bark,

though rootless, puts forth its leaves in the spring

;

expands its buds, and advances through the first stages

of gi'owth merel)' from the sap stored within its stem and

branches. This is no mere suggestion of fancy ; lor

repeated experiments have shown that hot-house vines,

with their roots thus kept torpid by exposure to cold, bad

not broken, tliat is, their buds had not burst ; whilst

other vines, treated in all respects similarly, but with

then' roots kept genially warm, were actually in bloom.

NEW PLANTS.
THETU PORTn.\TTS AND DIOGIt.\PHlES.

Choice Fiian-ciscea {Franciscea eximia).—OanUncrs
Magazine ofBotany, vol. ii., p. 177.—Stove evergreen un-

der shrub. Franciscea is a name given by Pohl, a Ger-

man botanist, as a compliment to the Emperor Francis

of Austria, whe]i Bonaparte was on his fatal march to

Moscow ; and, therefore, as j\Ir. Beaton clearly explained

the other day, is only a synonym of Plumier's Brunsfchi<t.

Phmiier wrote his last books on occidental plants in

17:")!), after a long course of authorship, and he is the

legitimate author of BrnnxfeUin , which Pohl unwarrant-

ably turned into Franciscea more than sixty years after,

wards. Wc must, therefore, cancel Franciscea, and gently

rebuke young authors and gardeners for perpetuating a

name without a title. It is true that many of our books

of reference saddle BrnnsfcUia on Linnfeus ; on over-

sight which, if true, would place Pohl's Franciscea still

more in the back ground. The genus Brunsfolsia com-

memorates the name of Oiho Brunsfcls, a Carthusian

monk of Mentz. The specific name, cximhi, means choice,

and well applied is it in this instance, for it certainly is

the choicest yet described of the Brunxfchi/in. The large

roots of one of the species in our gardens, wniftora, are

called Maiiaca in Brazil, where they are extensively used,

medicinally, for exciting the lymphatic system. It is

also the Vegetal Merourio of tlie Poi-tuguese settlers. It
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belongs to a section of the Natural Order of F'ujirorU

(Scrophulariaccae) , Salpiijlosxis and Browidliii being tbe

nearest alliances. In tbe liiinajan system it is included

ill class \irDidijniiiniii i-AiKjiuspcrmiii.

The Brunsfvhia (Franciscea) cximia was introduced in

1847 from Brazil, its native place, by M. de Jonghe, of

Brussels. It blooms wben very young, and the flowers last

from January until the close of June. Its stem is about two

feet and a half high ; leaves shaped like those of tbe willow,

three to six inches long, didl green above, paler beneath

;

Jlowcrs two to four together at the ends of the hranches
;

calyx five-cleft, downy ; corolla, with tube slightly curved

and longer than the calyx, spreading into five waved lobes,

deep bluish purple, lightest towards their edges.

Three-floweeed Echeaneia (Eclwandia ternifloni).

Paxton's Flower Oanlen, vol. i., p. 120.—Tlie derivation

of this generic name is said to be unknown, but it was

applied by M. Ortega, and probably means surpassingly

beautiful, from tbe Greek elc and canon. Be this as it

may, it is a half-bardy bulb, wortby of cultivation as

ornamental ; and also wortlty of notice to be held up as

anotlier warning against tbe presumption and tbe mis-

cluef of needlessly creating new names, thus helping

to overload our vocabularies with synonyms, and

embarrassing most needlessly the student. Any one

searching for information relative to tliis plant, must

seek for it as Antlicrivum reflexmn in Cavanilles, as

Oonanthera EcJieandia in Persoon, and as Plialangium

reflexmn in Poiret

!

Echamdia terniflora belongs to the Natural Order ot Lily-

tcorts (Liliaceie), and to (y-Hexandria \-Monotjynia of Lin-
nasus. It was first received in this country by Sir Charles
Lemon in 1837, from Mr. Rule, then inspector of the noto-
rious mines of Eeal del Monte, iir Mexico. " It flowered in
the greenhouse at Carclew (Sir C. Lemon's residence in

Cornwall) in June, 18:3i), and continued to produce a sitcces-

sion of five or six flowers daily during July and August. It
promises to ijroduce seeds by which there is every chance of
its being increased." This announcement in the Botanical

Beii'ister some ten years since does not seem to have been
realized; but, at all events, the plant is not often met with,

and is propagated by offsets of its thick fleshy roots, wliich

sliduld lie taken up in the autumn, and preserved thmugh
tbe winter in sand. Though it bloomed earlier in tbe Corn-

wall greenhouse, yet, as a border flower, its blossoms do not

expand until August; they are of a golden yellow, \ery like

those of the St. John's Wort, but they last only one day.

ScARLET-rLowERED CoLQUHOUN {Golquhoun'ui coccuwa).

Botnnical Magazine, t. 451-1.—This genus, as stated

by Mr. Beaton at page 85, was named after Mr. Colqu-

boun, and belongs to the Natural Order of Lipworts

(Labiatie).

C. cuceinea was introduced from Nepal about tbe year

1840, and flowered towards autumn of tbe present year in

the Kew Botanic Garden. It is a balf-bardy shrub, tall, and
somewhat climbing; branches slightly four-sided; leaves

opjiosite each other iir pairs, and from the angle between
them and the branch spring the partially stem encircling

flowers, tipper lip, back of tbe tube, and margin of lower lip

of these red, and other portions yellow.

Dark-i'eialled Fuchsia (Fuchsia nigricans).—Floi'e

des Serrcs, t. 481 .—Tlxis is a native of the damp shady

mountain ravmes of Central America, at elevations of

between GOOO and 8000 feet, whence, in 1847, it was

introduced in Belgium by M. Linden. A greenhouse

shiiib, flowering fi-oni May to November. Nearly allied

to F. triphijUa.

Leaves egg-shaped, tapering to a point, usually in threes

round the branch, but sometimes in pairs opposite each

other; floivers hanging down, and springing from tbe angle

between tbe leaf and the branch near its end ; calyx rosy,

downy inside
;
petals dark violet, pointed, and tlat.

The genus Fuchsia was named after Leonard Fuchs, a

German botanist; and belongs to the Natural Order Onayrads

(Onagraceffi), and to 8-Octandria \-Monogynia of Linn«us.
B. J.

THE PRUIT-GAEDEN.
Pine Culture.—Although we liave but recently

offered advice as to the winter management of the pine-

apple, principally in dung pits, yet tliere appears a

necessity for taking up the subject again in a more
general form, inasmuch as we find that one portion of

the readers of The Cottage Gardener, and liy no

means an immaterial portion, desii'e further information.

We must, therefore, crave tbe patience of another and
important section of our readers—those wdio either do

not cultivate the pine, or wdio already possess the kind

of information it becomes our duty to endeavour to

impart.

In order to be fully understood by tbe class of readers

desirous of instructions in detaU, we feel compelled to

take up the subject almost in a calendarial form, and to

advert to the application of the great elements of heat,

moistiu-e and air, in their relation to tbe probable

amount of light in each month. A consideration of the

conflicting opinions—sucli as tank versxis fermenting

materials, or that of pots or no pots, w-e shall feel

bound, in the main, to waive ; these are, in the present

state of matters, somewhat speculative. Not so, liow-

ever, tbe just apportionment of beat, moisttu-e, and air,

ill their relation to light; wliatever mode of root culture

be employed these remain unchanged, and, as it were,

unchangeable.
To put a case, and gain a starting point, we will

suppose an amateur just commencing pine growing,

previously kno^ng nothing about details of culture,

merely having heard that the pine requires a great heat

to bring it to perfection, and also tliat a great amoimt
of atmospheric moisture is requisite. In addition.
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suppose that he has just huilt a new house adapted to

theii' culture, jjosscssiug amjile means for produL-ins

aitilicial wiu'inth and moisture, with a very light root';

and that an extra provision is made, indejiendent of

atmospheric heat, for insuring a bottom warmth of 80°

at any season, if considered necessary. I^et his period

of commencing pine culture he the second week in

Fehruavy ; and we wiU suppose that he has piu'chased

a lot of flue strong young successions in seven inch

pots, and that, having been well wintered, the pots are

full of roots.

Kow, to shape our remarks for tank-heated chambers
would, we fear, be to write for the minority ; us, there-

fore, the management of fermenting materials is tlie

most difficult, we will suppose that for the first year or

so the pit inside is worked by such, leaving tlie worthy
proprietor an easy chance of introducing tank lieat

subsequently if he chooses.

The second week in February is alioiit the period with
most good cultivators to commeni^o a course of culture,

rising progressively yntli tlie rising spring, and only
declining in the ensuing autumn, tlu'ough a jiartial

deprivation of liglit; for the pine does not appear to be
intended by nature for a state of decided rest—such is

known in practice to be inimical to the production of

fine fruit, although it has a tendency to cause plants to

show ii'uit; such, however, in the main are but abortive.

Well, before these pines ai'rive he must make up what
is termed a bottom heat ; and the pit being some five

or six feet in depth, he cannot do better than till it

three parts full of tree leaves, if he can procure them.
If not, tan alone must be used ; but as five feet of tan
will be by far too powerful to admit of tlieir being even
partially plunged, what, then, is to be done ?

In the case of old establislied pits, there is generally a
lot of old tan, wliich when liddled, and the mere fine

parts rejected, serves admirably in mixing to qualify and
moderate the severe heat arising trom a great body of

new tan. We tbinlv that thirty inclies of new tan is as

miich as ought to be placed in a body, if the plants are

to be partially plunged ; and, therefore, for the first

year the excavation in the interior of the pit need be no
deeper. The tan then is in, and now the plants must be
repotted. Much fuss has been made about soils, com-
posts, &c. ; but we are ])ersuaded that any turfy soil,

even from a road-side, will grow them in high perfection,

pi'ovided it is well chojiped to pieces irheii dnj, but by
no means riddled. Nevertheless, it is very good practice

to have a richer and mellower compost in a more decom-
posed state on the potting bench, the use of wliich %vill

be shortly described. Few things will be better for this

pm-pose than the surface of an old cucumber bed

—

chopping, wlien dry, dung, rotten leaves, and loam
altogether, but most of the loam, and then ]);issing it

through a very coarse riddle, afterwards adding one-
sixth of charred sticks, or rubbish, such as will pass
reaibly through a riddle of an inclr mesh.
Some practise sliifting only a single size larger as to

the pots ; we would at once place thenr in pots wdiich
woukl require but one more shift : the size of the pot for

the final shift wUl determine this; and pots of about
thirteen inches diameter wiU. be sufficiently large for
any beginner to fi-uit in.

Let us now sup]iose a potting bench, with the chopped
tmf on the riglit hand, the mixed compost on the left,

and plenty of drainage materials close at hand. First,

place three or four hu-ge crooks in such a way, as that at
least three bold apei'tiu'es he formed, both for the escape
of water and the admission of gaseous matter from
below. Over this strew broken crocks and charcoal
lumps, large as horsebeans, until the large crocks at the
bottom arc just concealed. Then strew a layer of the
tmiy lumps out of which the loose soil has been ejected
by shaking in a riddle. This done, the ball may at once

J

be inserted, first suffermg such ci-ocks as arc loose to

dislodge themselves from the old ball. Next, throw iu

another layer of the tiu'fy lumps all roiuid tlic hidl, and
on these sti'ew a couple of inclics of the mixed compost
in a mellow state—this being tiuer will fall occasionally

amongst the interstices of the turfy material ; and now
use a blunt stick, and give the whole a slight pressure

all round the ball, in order that there may be no rocldng
or settling. Next, anotlier layer of the turfy kunps,
strewing a little of the compost over them ; again press

with the stick ; and now place a final coating of the

compost, nearly two inches in depth, all over, and level

with the rim of the pot. The work is now done ; and
we strongly advise that no tapping or thumping the
bottom of the pot on the bench be allowed—the ram-
ming, if the soil be tolerably dry, is a much superior

practice. One remark may hero be introduced : it not
unfrequently happens that the balls of the pines about to

be shifted are dry, in wdnch case it is the best practice to

water them, at least three days before they are to be slufted,

with tepid manm'e water, in order to allow the moistiu'e

to equalise itself, and the sm'plus to pass away. Thus
there will be no occasion for any I'oot watering for

nearly a month after shifting ; the roots will be found to

increase much more rapidly iu new soil rather dry than
with watering. The pit having been didy prepared, the

plants may be plunged immediately tliey are shifted;

but let them by no means he more than half their depth
in the tan. If any disrooting has become really neces-

sary, and the sim shines bright, a little canvass shading
will be a benefit for a ooujile of hours each day ; not,

however, to obstruct light, but rather to prevent the too

rai)id disi)ersion of atmospheric moisture.

And now for temperature, which we w Dl give with tlie

rest of our advice in a monthly digest.

Tabic of Temperature, Day and Niyht, for the irhole

Year, as to Artificial Heat onlij.

Day.

•January IU dog.

February (iO „
March 70 „
April 74 ,.

May 76 „
June 78 ,,

July 80 „
August 80 ,,

September 70 „
October 7.3 ,,

November 70 „
December 04 ,,

These temperatures will be found perhaps as near tlie

point as can be devised ; nevertheless, it may here be
observed, that tables of this kuid must not be allowed
to guide tlie thermometer entirely. A good cultivator

will take notice of the condition of his jilants, and shape
his course accordingly. If they appear " drawn," lie

should at once lower his night heat, as also that on dull

days.

And now with regard to bottom heat. Wo do think
that by adding 0° to every one of the artificial day
temperatures, as here recorded, we shall be as correct as

by any tedious detail. Thus the highest months—viz.,

July and jVngust—would give a bottom heat of 80°,

wbicli, in our opinion, ought never to be exceeded, on
any pretext, iu pine culture. And the lowest months

—

December and January—will give 70°, which will,

perhaps, be quite as healthful to the plants as those high
bottom heats sometimes rei^ommended.
Monthly Cui.tuhe.—The plants being all plunged in

the new pit, trial sticks must be put in, and a bottom
heat thermometer by all moans employed. Now, hero it

ought to be well understood, that the bottom heat here
given is meant to apply to the heat at the bottom of the

Night.
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pot. Whilst practitioners ai-e driveu to capricious fer-

moiiting materials as a source of liottom lieat, an excess

of lieat will sometimes become Jiocessary inside tlie hfcl,

in order to provide somewhat against sudden declines.

Let. tlieu, the operator secure the bottom heat as per

table at the bottom of the pot, and all will be right.

If the heat rises above the desired point, let water be

instantly employed as a cooler between the pots ; and if

this does not immediately check it sulficiently, let the

pots forthwith be rocked to and fro in tbe bed, until a

fair cavity is obtained between the tan and the pot side
;

and when tbe heat has declined to the desired pitch the

cavity may be filled up again.

And now, all things being in working order, let atmo-

spheric moisture be liberally employed, especially from

three o'clock in the afternoon until eight or nine the

next morning. A slight syringing may be applied on
every afternoon about closing time, taking care that at

this time of tbe year it is dispersed on the following

morning by a liberal heat and a free ventilation. Air

must be given daily, if only for an hour ; during all

moderate weather a little may be given at 8 a.m. ;

increased, if necessary, about 11 a.m.; and taken en-

tirely av?ay about 3 p. si.

March.—We have been rather prolix in our February
advice, inasmuch as our new beginner woidd want, like

a new workman, a stock of tools to commence with.

This, however, will save repetition ; for the same prin-

ciples win have to be put in requisition through the

whole cultm-e—receiving merely an increased or dimi-

nished appUcation, according to the amount of light

which, as before observed, rules the whole of the pro-

ceedings at all seasons.

The sun will now be gaining much power, and
the amount of perspiration from the foliage will be

much increased; let, therefore, a corresponding increase

take place in the amount of atmospheric moisture.

Shading may be employed for a couple of hours or so

in the middle of very sunny days with some benefit ; for

we would not have the perspiratory powers of the plants

taxed too heavily until they have a pot full of roots,

which they will not possess until May. Syringing the

surface of the tan is an excellent thing ; but this and
some other practices we will ti'eat of when summing iip

in the sequel. If the wind is very cutting, be very

cautious in the admission of air ; the front sashes may
be kept closed, and, if sunny, the shade applied, merely

letting a little of the surplus heat escape at back.

R. Ekrington.
(To be continued.

J

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
Pruning.—Out of the many proofs—revealed to us

through our correspondents—of the interest we have
created about gardening, the anxious inquiries about

the proper way to prune the different hardy trees,

shrubs, and climbers are the most remarkable. Almost
every post brings under our notice questions in relation

to this part of practical gardening; and as winter priming
should now be done out of hand, if only to get places a

little tidy, and swept up after all the leaves are down,
I have postponed, for this time, my intention of furnish-

ing, weekly, a few selected names of trees and bushes
that would show the diflferent methods of pruning, as

well as be of interest to new beginners who want to

plant, but hardly know what sorts to look out for in the

nurseries; and I shall lump together a good many of

tbe more established sorts to-day, and say how they

ought to be pruned to make the best of them. Many
kinds may not occur to me as I go along, and, in such

case, I wish to invite all youngbeginners to send for advice

about such as they do not rightly understand the prun-

ing of, just as if I had not ^vi-itton this letter. Our
weekly 'instructions—in every department—1 dare say,

often come within arm's length of the very tiling many
of our readers want to know, and yet not be up to the

full mark; but when we really know or understand

what is most needed, we have no diificulty of commg to

the point at once—as far as tbe subject is known in our

day. Fortunately for me, nothing in tbe way of garden-

ing is better understood by all of us than pruning, and

yet few things in our line are more often mismanaged

by the thoughtless. Tell a second-rate gardener how a

new plant has flowered or produced its seeds, and it does

not matter a straw whether he had ever seen the plant

or not, he can give a very near guess how it ought to be

pruned, either in winter or in summer; but summer
pruning with all those who understand the principle of

pruning, is by far the best ; and when perl'ormed with

judgment, it leaves very little to do in winter for two-

thirds of all flower-garden plants.

Almost every body knows that a grape vine flowers on

young wood made the same season, or, as gardeners say,

on the current year's wood, so that every young shoot on

a vine, the growth of this season, might now be all cut

out, except one eye or bud at tbe bottom, and yet the

vine be as full of wood and flowers next June as it was

this season. Of course, I only mean this to e.xplain what

follows. Now, if a vine was only half way up tbe wall it

had to cover, it would be a very foolish thing indeed to

cut back all the young shoots to one eye. The top

shoots ought to be left to a certain length every pruning

time, until the wall was covered. And here comes the

first puzde—" a certain length." What is " a certain

length"—a foot, a yard, or what? This is just such

another case as planting a flower-bed on paper. Some
would do the thing with a few strokes of the pen, and

others could tell you the very bud at which you ought to

cut—that is on paper ; but if truth must come out, which,

though the best, is not always the most palatable tiling

in the world, there is not a man hving, nor a woman
either, who could tell the length of " a certain length" in

pruning. The very best gardener in this country, after

pruning one half of a large vine, could not tell to a foot,

perhaps, at what lengths he ought to prune the other

half—if one was to take him gently by the botton-hole

and turn his face from the tree, and then ask him the

question as to the lengths. A scientific pruner at his

work may be likened to a good grammai-ian reading a

book : he can give you the school rule for every sentence,

and he can see, too, how easy it is to violate all the rules

of the gxammariaus in one page, and yet be understood,

and pleased, as well as instructed, with the subject.

Just so with the said pruner ;—he, too, can give his rules

for every cut he makes, and also see the rules of pruning

set at defiance by another, who may still obtain the

crop he wants ; but here the comparison drops
:
he of

the book may write bad grammar to the end of the

chapter ; the bad pruner can only escape a season or

two.

We have established a law amongst ourselves, which

holds good in ninety-nme cases out of a hundred,

namely :—Suppose a vine, or a Olycine sinensis, or a

lioneijsiwlde. or a Clematis, or a passion-Jiowei; or a jas-

mine—for all of them flower on the current gi-owth-has

made atop or side shoot eighteen feet long, and that the

space intended for it to cover is not filled, cut away two-

thirds of the gi-owth, that is, dividing eighteen feet into

three parts, each part would be six feet; then twelve out

of the eighteen feet is to be cut away, and one-third is to

be left. This rule is the same, whatever the length

may be : eighteen inches, cut ofi" a foot ; a foot, cut

away eight inches. All this cutting refers only to the

end shoots ; the little side shoots from the older branches

must be cut very diflerently ; and in those plants I named,

and all others which bloom on the current year's wood,
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the side shoots ought to be cut to two or three eyes, or

pair of eyes, accordiug t(5 their strength, tlie strongest to

have three eyes, or three pairs of eyes, where two
ojiposite eyes come at the same joint, as in tlie honey-

suckle ; and the weakest slioots may be left with a single

eye onl)', or one pair of eyes.

Yi'hen a climber is trained fan-fashion, or like the

spokes of a wheel, as tlie shoots get higher they get

wider apart, and wlien two of them stand so far apart up
a good way, one of the side slioots may be trained in

between them, and the rule with this go-between shoot

is the same as with a leading shoot—one-third of its

length ought to be left. Jn otiicr cases, where there is

not room to train in one of these side shoots to form

another branch, a short piece of young wood from si.x

inches to a couple of feet may be nailed in a temporary
wav ; and when it has flowered it should be cut down
close to the last eye, and another one laid in the same
place for another season ; and in the summer, when a

more than ordmary strong shoot grows fi-om the sides, it

ought to be stopped when it is six inches long, else it

woidd assume the habit of a leading shoot, and so de-

range the training. Another advantage of stopping

such shoots is, that they make some more growth,

and" flower later in the season than those that needed

not to be stopped. Now, every plant which flowers

on the current year's gi'owth, and is to be pruned for the

sake of the flowers only, should be done exactly after

this manner untU such time as the allotted space for it is

filled up ; and when that is ett'ectcd the only diflerence is,

that the topmost shoots, or the end of the main branches,

must be cut in as short as the side inferior growths.

When any of this class is newly planted, and especially

if it be half-hardy, as the passion-flower, it is not a good
plan to leave much wood uncut during the first two or

three years. There is nothing to be gained by leaving

long pieces at the winter pruning, neitlier wOl there be
less bloom the following season. Suppose a young
passion-flower, or Mnnderilla, has reached the top of a
ten or twelve feet wall, the first or second season you
gain nothing in the long run by cutting either of them
down to five or six feet ; they answer much better if cut

to %vithin a few inches of the ground, three or four

slioots to one will rise next season, and each of them
will bs much stronger than your six feet length if left;

besides the facility of guarding them against frost. The
Ghjcine in particular, as it does not bloom for the first

three or four years, if planted very young, should be cut

down the three first winters to the gi'ouud ; as if it

flowered on the w-ood made the same season, which it

does not. We have all of us heard of Ohjcines standing
for years without blooming, or even making much young
wood, and the reason for its standing still is, that at

first going ofl' jiieces of unripened wood were left so long,

with a view to get it on as fast as possible, that they iiad

not sufficient energy to start afresh next year, and the

summer's sunbaked the dwiudling branches into a hide-

bound monument of bad management. I think I said

last year, the best way to do with a Oh/cinc in this plight

would be to lay the whole shoot down horizontally, so as

to cause a fresh bud to start from the bottom ; and that

is a good make shift; but the better plan is not to risk

tlio necessity for doctoring at all, but to cut the fellow

down until the roots were in a condition to send up a

shoot of such strength as would ripen the lower three or

four feet of it before the end of August. A good practical

pruner with his eyes bandaged could toll to an inch
how low a shoot of it should be cut after attaining this

strength : he would be guided by the hardness of the

wood; and if there should he an error, it had better be in

the shortness of tlie piece left, than that some inches of

spongy young wood should remain.

The next pruning in order, after pruning annual
shoots, is that of two-yearlings—such as Mr. Errington's

' peach-trees. They grow one year and flower the next,

as gardeners say ; not meaning, of course, that they flower

but once in two years. The wood they made in IS.jO,

will produce flowers in 1851, but never afterwards from
the same parts. But lest I be root-pruned myself, I

shall no more refer to them, but take to another old-

fashioned family, the most ill-used of all the plants I

know in the way of prrming, I mean the Btirhcrrics, which
1 used to be hard dealt with for bringing the mildew on

!

the farmers' corn, before they found out the use and

I

abuse of draining their land. Who would prune a l/ar-

• hernj ! But if the barberries, and there are many of

them, were properly attended to as to pmning, we have
very few shrubs that would look much better in the

!
autumn, when loaded with clusters of bright red, black,

I

or blue berries. The Asiatic harherrn, wliicli is all but
evergreen, forms one of the most handsome little trees I

know for a corner of the lawn, when confined to a single

stem six or seven feet high, and then a spreading bead
of well balanced branches loaded with oval piuple fririt,

that would hang on all the winter, were it not that the

birds are so fond of them. The dwarf evergreen ones

with holly-like leaves (which used to go by the name
of Mabonias), do not require much pruning, and,

therefore, will not be referred to as examples for pruning
for two-year-old shoots. Therefore, the oldest of all, the

ijarden barberry, will answer all the purposes of this

paper.

A barberry Inish is a young plant at one hundred
years old; and no one has ever heard of its d\ing of

sheer old age. If properly managed in deep rich loamy
soil on a rock or chalk bottom, it would grow as big as

any of the apple-trees in Herefordshire ; not so thick in

the stem, it is true, but fully as high in the head. It is

on record, that in thirty years it made as many feet, up-

wards ; and that is quite enough for any apple-tree.

When it gets very old indeed, or very badly managed, as

often happens, the pollen is so dry and scanty that it

does not do its duty, and always when that bajipens

there can be no seeds; but the berries come the same ;

and when wiseacres meet with a bush in this condition,

forthwith it is set down in a book as a new khid

—

aspcrma, of course, from a, not, and spcrina, a seed ; and
who can doubt it ! but set a good pruner over it, and the

next edition will have it

—

pnhjspurmd instead ; from
poJi/s, many, and spenna, a seed ;—and fi-om these many
seeds, if jieople took the trouble to sow them, many more
new kinds would come up—some with white berries,

some with yellow, some with purple, Idue, or lilack—and
some of all colours perhaps : and why not some as sweet

as a strawberry'? Why, indeed, but that wo do not know
how to come at that yet. I am glad, however, to see tliat

what I said about oru' backwardness in getting better

fniits than our neighbours, the other day, has attracted

the notice of a contemporary, who made a capital leading

article on the subjcot ; although a brother chip was
badly, or in bad taste, snubbed for not quoting a French-

man in full, about Virginian apiiles coming sour at first

from seeds, as Mr. Knight's apples and cherries used to

do at Dowiiton Castle, and whicli well-nigh caused us

tlie loss (11 the Black IJagle cherry altogether. But let us

put our shoulders together and see if we cannot get a

better barberry than the Emperor of Austria, who lias the

best of them growing natmaUy in bis own dominions

—

if, perchance, he has any dominions by this time to get

barberries from. I'liis Aii.itrinn barbcrnj is, alter all,

really a good thing; and Loudon says it is to the com-

mon barberry what the apple is to the crab. But it does

not come true from seeds, it must be bad from layers,

and is the best sort to try experiments with for a ven-

ture at an improvement in barberries. Who would unit

up currants and goosebeixies, if barberries and fuchsia

berries could he bad for table down to Christmas?

In anticipation of such things, let us learu how to
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pniiie better sucli Idiids as we have, if only for example
to guide us in managing plants having the same mode of

showing their flowers. A flowering barberry, if looked

to now, will be seen with the remains of tlie stallcs on
winch the fruit was borne this autumn,—not unlike a

currant-bush after the tom-tits have stripped the berries.

AU the shoots with these remains were grown in 1840,

and they will never bloom again ; neither will they grow
away from the points next summer, if left, as peach
shoots of the same age would do, but bend over among
the rest of the confused branches in the head of a mis-

nninaged plant, and two, or three, or more young shoots

from the lower eyes of tliese bearing shoots will be seen

to shoot upwards, to flower next year. They, also, in

their turn, will bend over in the same manner, and pro-

duce anotlier succession from theii- lowest parts : thus,

without pniniug, a barberry-bush gets so thick in the

head from these bearing shoots that some of them must
get smothered, and therefore so many of them die every

year, although the bush is known to be as long-lived as

the oak. Now, without going farther, an ordinary

pruner would see exactly how this bush ought to be
pnmed, although he had never seen it nor heai'd of it

before. The first thing to be done, is to get rid of evei-y

one of those arched shoots which have carried fi'uit this

season : if you only see but the remains of one cluster

on a branch, take my word for it, that branch will never
show another cluster of fruit ; and so out with it at once,

and cut as low as where a J'oung branch of this season's

growth has started from. And on the supposition that

no such branch did really proceed, and your cluster-

bearing branch is free of other shoots from end to end,

you must cut it back to the very last bud of it—if you
only leave an inch of stump to tell tlie tale of its being
there. That over, the whole head of the bush will now
be made up of very old looking and, may be, very
crooked branches, bearing a host of very j'oung ones,

probably a great deal too thickly—or crowded on each
other, and one false cut with any of them is sure to

make the crowd more crowded next season. If you let

the knife touch one of these young shoots of this season's

growth, the chances are, that it will not bear a single

flower next season : they are so excitable that all the

buds would grow into shoots instead of only fruit clus-

ters. Therefore, every young shoot that is necessary to

form a well balanced head must be left at fidl length,

and all those that crowd or cross others must be cut as

close to the old branch as you can. The leaves being
not very big, you need not make the young shoots veiy
thin ; if any two of them stand six inches apart, about
the middle, it will be enough, now that all the useless

branches are got rid of; and, on the whole, I would have
the head of young shoots rather crowded for the first

two years after so much cutting, to see what effect it

would have on the whole plant, as, no doubt, the roots
j

being as strong as ever, they will cause young growths
j

to issue from some of the bare branches below, and too
many bottom shoots will become as difficult to deal with ;

as too many in the head; but such of them as come
from the outside of the bush all round will be very use-

fid in a year or two, as fmnishing bearing wood from
the bottom upwards, like a well managed peach-tree.

But if you ai'e in earnest, let no more suckers come from
the roots, or fi'om any jiarts within a foot of the ground

;

as soon as you see any of them rub them off; and if

gi'ound suckers come up you must clear- away the soil

down to the roots in May, and get at the very places
where they issue from the roots, and cut them clean off

with a chisel, without wounding or r.utulinij the roots in

the least, as that would be sure to increase rather than
diminish then- natural disposition to sucker.

There is another, and a very scientific pirooess which
might be resorted to at the winter priming with great

' advantage. It is disbudding; and £ shall take good care

the- real meaning of the word is properly explained in

our beautiful new Dictionary, with which 1 am highly

delighted, and which I hope will soon be in the liands

of every man, woman, and child who cares a snuff about
gardenuig ; for, apart from all considerations of fame or

profit, I am quite convinced already, that since the day
Philip Miller sent out his Gai-deniug Dictionary, that we
have not had so useful, or so cheap a book. Errors

there will be, no doubt,—and where is there a compiled

work without them? for I have discovered a few in the

best work of that class in the English language, after

going through the ablest hands in Euro])e in successive

editions for more than fifteen years. Therefore, it would
be the very height of folly in us to expect to escape the

common lot ; and we shall take it in good part from
cynic or critic who will point out any errors to us, in

whatever sj)irit they may be offered : our aim is to

render the work as useful as the present state of our

accumulated taiowledge can make it, and no more or

less. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

The Obax'ge Tribe.—Following up the remarks of

last week, I am now to advert to their treatment when
kept altogether, or almost constantly under glass. First,

When planted out in Conserratories.—Here the centre

plants should be standards of large size ; those nearer

the paths may be reared at home by any of the

methods hereafter to be mentioned. Few things are

more imposing than a house of oranges or camellias so

planted, when they are in robust health. To realize the

greatest amount of pleasure, however, imity of ex-

pression must !iot be marred by studding among these

turned-out plants lilliputian specimens in pots and
boxes. When it is not intended, therefore, to plant at

least one division of the centre of a conservatory either

with oranges or something else of a kindred nature, the

attempt should not be made at all. Hence I previously

advised, that in limited space the planting out should

chiefly be confined to the covering of the back wall, and
creepers for the rafters. Even when the plants are large

it is better to have them all in the centre of the house, in

pots or boxes, in preference to liaviug some one way
and some another. As a consolation for those who
cannot well make an orange grove at their library door,

it is well to liuow that no plants flourish better in large

pots and tubs. For the sake of those, however, who
wish to plant, I will give an outline of the proceeding.

The soil should be well drained, with a firm bottom
sloping to the di'ain ; and if six inches or a foot of open
rubble over the bottom all the better. Few plants suffer

sooner from saturated soil or from drought. I have
seen some plants sickly just because, though the surface

soil was moist for six inches, the remainder was tho-

roughly dry. Oranges, or any other plants, ought never

to be watered, unless so that they got enough to reach

eveiy fibre.

The soil in which they are planted should be open
and rich, and from 18 to 24 inches in depth,—
the following will answer admirably :—One-third good
fibry loam, obtained little more than one inch thick from

the top of an old pasture, built into stacks a yard in

width—the air allowed to circulate through it, but no
rain to fall upon it ; to stand at least a twelve-month,

and then chopped down with a spade, but into no very

small pieces, when it w ill be found tough, fibry, and as

sweet as a nut ;—one-third of the following as a wdiole,

the relative proportions being regulated by circum-

stances : sandy road-drift, broken fr-eestone, chai'coal,

lime and brick rubbish from which the mere dusty

matter has been sifted, and one-third altogether of
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manuring substances, consisting of leaf mould, eow-
dung, sheep-dimg, deer-dimg, all from one to two j'ears

old, himjiy and hard fi-om haA-iug been dried in the

shade, with a portion of broken bones. Tliese should
be mixed together and used directly. I have no notion
of making many composts long before using them,
especially if they are to remain in the open air, exposed
to rains, &e. The manure, wlien thus dried under cover,

is veiy different from tlie unctuous mass it becomes
when exposed for a year or two to the open weather.

Some will smile at mentioning so many tilings for a
simple orange plant ; but it wUl be seen that many of

them may be used as substitutes for each other, por
instance, I would be satisfied with loam, road-drift, and
cow-dung, if the other things were difficult of acquisi-

tion. Much, however, as the present generation may
smile at the folly of the old gardening florists, who
would almost iceiyh some twenty uigrecUents for a single

ti'ibe of plants, it cannot be denied that most plants
under artijicicil cidture succeed lest in a mixed compost.

All being ready, the plants may be turned out of their

pots or boxes, part of the old soil removed, the roots

traced out, and trained in the new soil, well wetted with
water at 70° or 80°, but only as far as the roots go—

a

few pins may be put in to mark the extent, as it is better

not to soak the rest of the soil before tlie roots begin to

enter—performing the operation in AprU,just as fresh

growth is commencing. The bouse should be kept
close for a short time afterwards and syringiugs given
two or three times a day, especially if sunny. If cold

weather should prevent the temperature rising to 00°,

dm-ing the day a little heat may be given. When growth
in the branches and roots has faii'Iy commenced, more
air may be given ; and by the end of May the syriugings
may chiefly be given in an evening, until the middle of
September. When tlie trees are established, the tem-
perature may range in winter from 40° to 4S°, with ;j° or
10° more for sunshine ; from Februaiy to May it may
gi'adually increase to 55° at night, 60° by day, and 10°

for sunshine. From the end of June, for tlie Ijest part
of three months, 10" higher may easily be maintained
by keeping the house closer—all that is necessary being
frequent slight s^irinklings with the syringe, and good
soakings of manure water wlieii requisite. In such a
temperature—fi'om 00° to 65° at night, and from 70° to
80° dining the day—the orange will ripen in perfection,

and there will generally be frait and flowers in different

stages at the same time. In very bright weather it will

be necessary to draw a net over the glass, or otherwise
darken it, as the foliage of the orange, until well used
to it, does not stand the full sun well.

I have been told of oranges thriving when ti'ained

several feet from the glass, on a trellis similar to

peaches ; but I Iiave never seen them so managed,
though I have no doubt they would thus make a splen-
did appearance.

In planting them against the back walls of con-
servatories and gi-eenhouses, the same plan may be
adopted ; but as only one side of the plants will be
exposed to tlie light, the plants must either be placed
thinly, or if thickly to produce an effect quicker, then
the compost should be equally open and rough, but not
so rich. If the roots work freely, it is an easy matter to

supply luxuriance by top-ch-essing and manure water ; in
the case of such plants, where fruit as well as flowers
are expected, it will be necessary to have the centre of
the house cleared of very tall plants during the summer,
that the sun may easily reach them.

Trained against the back of forcing houses—such as
vineries, &c.—tlie orange tribe also succeeds well. Here
they have good light in spring where forcing does not
commence early; the lugli temperature and shade in
summer just suits them ; and then they get light in
autumn again to solidify theii' tissues. Figs, it is true,

will often do well in such circrmistances : but then, if

we take into consideration the beauty and the tragrauee

of the orange, there is no comparison of ajqieiu'ance

between it and the fig—the one being a beautiful ever-

green, whilst the other is a rough-looking deciduous
plant In order to guard against disappointment, it is

reqiusite to state, tliat if there is a stage at all in such a

house it must be a low one, and tbe plants set on it also

be low, or tbe orange plants wlQ be too much shaded
against the back wall. In such positions tlie plants

should be a good size before planting, and the soil open
and rich. More than a dozen of years ago I had the

pleasm'e of seeing splenchd fruit of all the varieties of

the orange tribe against the back walls of the houses at

Woodhall, near Glasgow.
With common gi'eenhouse treatment, all the year

round, orange plants will succeed much better than when
taken out of doors in summer, especially north of Lon-
don. If the usual tenants of such houses are withdi'awn,

and their places supplied mtli tender annuals, &c., the

oranges Avill just be in their element. In such positions

they are generally grown in pots. A few ku'ge ones may
be in tubs or boxes. It matters little what may be the

material if kept in the house. Slate answers well, aud is

neat, but I do not consider it equal to wood when placed

out of doors, as the roots are liable to be very much
heated dming the day, aud as rapidly cooled at night.

Wood boxes or tubs painted stone colour, and sanded,

I consider preferable. For all large specimens, the

vessels contabiing them should be so made as to be
easily taken to pieces, and put together without much
trouble, so that the roots may be easily examined; old

soil picked away, and fresh added; and even the ojiera-

tion of moving into fi'esh bo.xes accomplished without

greatly distmbing the plants. To be gi'owu in tbe gi'een-

house in large pots, &c., in adihtion to those mentioned,
I would recommend the Totness, it being a fine large-

looking orange, and a free beai'er. I know very little of

its lustory.

Shifting, or Repotting.—The first thing to be thought
of here, is ample drainage. The second is sod of a very

open textme, and, therefore, where such loam as I have
spoken of cannot be jirocured, a portion of Jihrg peat
should be added. A little soil of a finer quahty may be
spread over the surface, which will look neater, and pre-

vent a too free penetration of air. Tlie main part of the

soil, however, should be coarse; riddling it if you choose,

but only that you may exclude all the finer matter. At-

tention to this will prevent disappointment, and save

labour aftei'wards ; as if well done, luiless in very small

plants, several years may elapse before the oranges again
want your attention—so fai' as jjotting is concerned.

When grown in this stilted manner in pots, &c., they

should rather be underpotted ; oranges in such circum-

stances, drainage being secured, aud the soil rough and
open, preferring rich top-dressings, and manure-water-

ings, when growing freely, to very extended root room.

The top-dressing may consist of the niauui-es specified,

but not in a fresh state ; aud they, and also guano aud
superphospate of lime, may bo used in weak solutions lor

watering. The last may also be applied as a slight top-

dressing on the smface. If, in large boxes, a good
soaking of water is given late in autumn, little more will

be wanted until fresh growth coiniiiences in the spring.

Pruning.—The flowers and triut are generally pro-

duced at tbe termination of the short shoots of the

current year's growth, and upon small side shoots break-

ing out from those that are longer and stronger, but well

ripened. This must be kept in view, wlieii the greatest

quantity of flowers and ti'uit in a limited space is desired

;

and must be more attended to when tbe plants are grown
against a trellis, than when shaped into symmetrical

heads as standards ; in which case the fruit aud flowers

would natirrally bo studded all round the outside of the
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lilant, and the chief point of pruning here would consist

in tiie removing of the older branches. Pruning may be

performed in aiitumu or spring ; strong watery shoots

should be stopped whenever they appear, miless a leader

for a particular purpose is wanted.
Thinnhiij Fluwers and Fruit.—The former may be

done for boiupiets, for orange-water, and to cause the fruit

to set better. To have the latter line, only one fruit

should reiiuiin from a bunch of flowers.

Propagation : by Seed.—For raising new varieties, and
for stocks for grafting; for the latter purpose, citron,

lemon, and Seville oranges are to be preferred ; but any
will do. If the fruit is decaying all the better, because

the seed will be pluuiper and riper. Sow any time after

Christmas in a hotbed. Pot off singly when several

inches in length, and keep reshifting during the simimer,

and growing rapidly in a high moist temperature, if tall

stocks are the object; allow them to rest during the

winter ; start them again the following spring in a hot-

bed, and then bud or graft by almost any method. AVhere
the stocks are too tall to be placed in a hotbed, tViey

should be set in the shady part of a house, and the scion

after being secured, covered for a time with, thin glazed

gauze or tissue paper. Where nice little bushy flowering

plants are wanted, the seeds may be sown any time in a

hotbed in spring, potted off, &c., as above, and grafted

about midsummer. As the stock is small, side or cleft

grafting are here the best. By the first—it is merely
necessary to cut a piece off the side of the scion, and an
equal piece olf the side of the stock, bind them together,

and clay over, allowmg part of the head of the stock to

remain until the scion has fairly taken. By the second

—

cut the stock down to within an inch or two of the soil;

sialit it in tlie middle, prepare the scion like a wedge ;

insert it so that at least on one side the inner bark of

the stock joins the inner bark of the scion. Or, if the

bark rises freely, a longitudinal cut may be made in the

side of the stock thus cut down, as if for a bud, tlie scion

being made thin and inserted aeoorchngly. Tying in all

cases must be carefully attended to, and the air excluded

by clay or grafting wax, and the plants must be kept close

until the union is fanly effected. If placed under a hand-
light in the interior of the hotbed, this will be the sooner
accomplished. They must then be hardened by degrees.

By Guttinijs.—This is the best plan of all where neat
small flowering plants are wanted, and may be prose-

cuted at any time, unless when the plants are growing
freely. Early autumn and early spring are, therefore,

the best times. Young woll-ripened shoots are the best,

but such shoots also do well with a portion of the older

wood attached, though the latter require a little more
time. Cut them over to a joint, insert in pots filled

with sandy loam and pure sand at the top—the base of

the cutting resting on the draining crocks ; water, allow

the foliage to get dry, keep under a hand light in one of

the houses for two oi' three weeks, and then plunge the

pots in a sweet bottom heat. According to circum-

stances, it will require from six to twelve weeks before

the plants are fit to be potted.

Insects.—The orange tribe has its enemies, the most
prominent of which are the aphis, when the shoots are

young ; and the red spider and hrown scale (Coccus).

When in winter and spring the syringe can be less freely

used the first is easily set adriit by fumigating with
tobacco ; the second with sulphur vapour, placing it on
hot-water pipes, and syringings with clear soot water. The
latter operations are destructive to the third, but a few
will generally escape, and give employment in winter by
hunting for and dislodging them,—^washing the plants
with a solution composed of an ounce of soft soap and
an ounce of flowers of sulphur to two quarts of water,

setting the plants in a shady place, and syringing them
lustily with clean water two or three days afterwards.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

STOVE PLANTS.

BiGNONiA : a genus of pilants, the type of the Natural
Order oi Biynoniads (Bignoniacefe). This natural order

consists chiefly of flue ornamental creepers, mostly from
the warmest parts of the world, very few being found in

more temperate regions. Tliey are remarkable for

broad pinnated leaves and handsome trumpet-shaped
flowers, rendering them interesting olijects to cultivators.

We propose on this occasion to select a few of the finest

species that are desirable to cultivate—confining, of

course, our remarks to such as require the heat of the

stove.

BiGNONi.4. Chambeklaynii (Chambcrlayne's) ; from
Brazil.—A lofty climber with yellow flowers, suitable to

cover the rafters of a large conservatoi'y. 3s. 6d.

B. CHEBERE (Cherere, native name) ; red and green

;

Guiana.—A beautiful moderate-growing creeper, very

full of leaves, which appear ternate—that is, in threes,

with a tendril on the odd one. The flowers are very

pretty. 3s. 6d.

B. VENUSTA (Lovely B.) ; S. America.—A splendid

creeper, with large bunches of bright orange flowers.

Very lately we had tlie pleasure of seeing a very fine

specimen of it in the Royal Gardens at Frogmore.
There it is planted in a narrow border at the back of

the stove, and is trained irregularly over the wall, which
it nearly covers. In some parts it has reached the top

of the house, and is trained down the rafter a consider-

able way. There were scores of bunches of flowers upon
it, and hundi'eds of buds yet to expand. This and
other examples teach, that in order to have this and
other free-gi'owing creepers in the greatest perfection it

is necessary to allow them plenty of room to extend

their branches and their roots. No pot cifltm-e could

possibly bring them into such a state of beavity as this

plant exhibited.

There are many other species of Bignonia that would,
no doubt, by the same mode of culture exhibit their

fine flowers to as great perfection ; but they would
require a large stove conservatory like those at Chats-

worth, or the Royal Gai-dens at Ivew. Should the
" powers that be " think fit to form " the chrystal palace

"

of Mr. Paxton, in Hyde Park (after the Fjxhibition of

the Industry of all Nations is over) into a winter garden

for the recreation and instruction of the inhabitants

of ovu' great metropolis—"a consummation devoutly

to be wished,"—there would then be an opportunity of

cultivating these magnificent creepers to the greatest

perfection in that lofty building. The bananas and
palms of India might be grown to something like the

grandeur they attain in their native climes, whilst the

creepers of such countries wovfld hang down in gi'aceful

festoons, and delight the senses of the beholder without

the serious drawbacks upon the enjoyment of their

beauties to which he is subject when viewing them in

their wild luxuriance in their native wilds. We think

this most desirable ; and we hope to see the day when
every one will have a free opportunity of seeing the

plants of foreign climes growing in such structures as

the chr3'stal palace.

Culture.—The best situation for the growth of Big-

nonias, we have said, is to plant them in a border in the

stove. They may either be trained to cover the back

wall, as at Frogmore, or be planted in a border in front,

and ti-ained up the rafters in a siniUar way that the vuie

is usually cultivated. In summer, allow all the shoots

to grow, excepting very weak ones, which are not likely

to flower. The strong shoots should be trained so as to

have as much light as possible without entirely shutting

it out from the jilants below.

Soil.—The borders should be weU drained ; and if so
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uan-ow as 1 foot, it ought to be at least li foot deep.
It should be formed with—loam, two parts

; peal, two
pai'ts; leaf mould, one piut; with a due projiortion of

sand. The loam and peat should be used iu a rough
state, unsifted, as this will keep the bonier opeu for

some years.

I'yopaijation.—Tiiese phiuts seldom jiroduce seed, and
therefore nuist be projiagated by cuttings. Tlie best
time is early spring. The best cuttings are the young
tops of the shoots made the same season. Three joints
are sufficient to make a cutting, if short-jointed; if long-
jointed, two are sufficient. Place the cuttings in sand,
under bell-glasses, either ])lunged in a bark lied or set

upon a heated surface of sand over a tank of hot water.
As these cuttings are young and tender, they ai-e apt to

damp off—hence it is necessary, for the first week or
two, to wipe the moisture fi'om tlie glasses every morn-
ing, and by this means preventing the ill eiffeets of
damp confined air. If well managed, they will be
rooted in two months, and should then have the glasses
left ofi' every niglit for a week ; then to be potted off

into small pots iu the compost described above, using
the precaution of putting it through a coarse sieve, to

take out the stones and rough pieces of turf Place the
plants, after potting, trader liand-glasses for a short time,
tUl tliey are able to bear full exposure to the light. In
a year's time they will be fit to plant in the borders.
Winter -BLOOMING Stove Pl.vnts.— In all places

where a collection of stove plants are cultivated, it is

deshable to know wliat plants may be expected to bloom
at particular seasons, especially" iu places where the
owners are only at home at some periods of the year

;

and the following list of such as bloom in irinter will be
useful to a number of our readers, more particularly such
as may be just entering upon their culture.

AcHiMEXES ricTA (pauited A.).—Yellow inside, red
without, and spotted. Soil.—Leaf mould and loam :

should be cultivated ui wide shallow pans.
ApHELANUu.i .vuRAXTiAc.i (Orange A.),—Bright orange

coloin-
; requires great lieat to bring it into flower.

When in bloom remove it into the coolest part of the
stove—it will last then a long time in bloom.
Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) aulica (Courtly A.) ; red

with wliite stripes.—A fine bulb with lai'ge handsome
flowers ; should be grown in a bark pit, and when in
flower removed into tlie stove.

Begonia r.uientacea (Branching B.); white.^A
dwarf growing species, flowering from July to Decembei-.
A very desirable plant, with roundish leaves that are
red underneath.

Centradenia FLORiBUNDA (Maiiy-flowered C); pale
rose.—A dwarf bush w4th abundance of blooms. The
stems and leaf-stalks are bright red.

EiiANTHEMUJi puLCHELLif.M (Pretty E.); blue.—

A

charming winter-blooming plant of e.asy culture. May
be grown to a large size if frequently repotted, and the
ends of the shoots stopped from the Septemlier previous
to the season of blooming the year following. It may
then be throe feet high, and as much through.

E. STRicTOM (Upright E.) ; purple.—A compact grow-
ing plaut, with numerous spikes of bright purple flowers

;

flowering from October to Januaiy. A very desirable
plant.

^^
Euphorbia .tacqdiniflora (Jaoquinia-flowered E.).—

This is a graceful plant with small bright scarlet flowers,
produced on the upper part of the shoots made the sum-
mer previously. The branches are slender, and curve
downwards, and the flowers are arranged on the upper
side, numeroasly and thickly

; thus rendering them an
elegant ornament for ladies' liair. Grown in quantities
in some of the nurseries round London, for supplymg
the dealers in cut-flow^ers in Covcnt Garden.

Garde.nia FLORIDA (Florida G.).—Already described in
a former number.

CiESNERA picTA (Painted G.).—.\ neat free-flowering
plant, lately introduced from Brazil, having scarlet and
yellow flowers tipped with green, produced" numerously
from the upper pai'ts of the stems. Very desirable.

Jasminu.m ligustrifolu.m (Privet-leaved J.).—.V very
pretty sweet-scented Jasmine, of dwarf habit, flowering
when very young. The blooming season of this highly
perfumed species extends through nearly half the yeai".

J. s.oiB-ic PLENO (Arabian Jasmine).—Double white,
strongly perfumed flowers ; blooms nearly all the year.

LrcLTLiA GRATissLMA (Swectcst L.).—A truly charming
shrub. Wfll flower at this time of the year be.outifuUy
in the stove. Answers also pilanted out in a warm con-
servatory.

Manettia bigolor (Two-coloured M.).—Few plants
give greater pleasure than this pretty dwarf climber.
The small neat foliage enables the flowers to show them-
selves to advantage ; they are bright red tipped with
yellow.

PoiNSETTiA puloherima (Most pretty P.).—A splendid
plant, with large scarlet bractes, frequently si.x. or eight
inches diameter ; the colour is most brUliant.

RoNDELETiA sPECiosA MA.ioR (Larger shovi'y E.).—With
very handsome orange-red flowers.

R. iHYRsoiDEA, described lately ; a new and good
acquisition.

Salvia gloxin/eflora (Gloxinia-flowered S.).—A traly
splendid ornament for the stove, at a time when flowers
are scarce. Easily cultivated.

(To he continued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CiNERARi.is.—Some of the early bloomers will now be

coming into flower, and may be moved into the green-
house. Those intended for exhibition sboidd be care-

fully attended to, to prevent a single degree of frost

reaching them; at the same time they must be excited

as little as possible. The gi'eat object is to keep them
growing slowly, so as to develope a large quantity of

large foliage before the flowers appear. Give air abun-
dantly at aU seasons not actually frosty. In dry
weather take ofi' the lights of the pit entirely. In wet
weather tilt them up either behind or, what is better,

place the tdt in the middle of the rafter, and let the edge
of the light rest upon it. This gives a thorough draft of

air to every part of the pit. Water occasionally; even
now Cinerarias require more water in winter than any
other plants in pits. Smoke with tobacco frequently;

the green fly is the greatest pest to the Cineraria and
Calceolaria, and must be kept under. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Every vacancy amongst the cobhar/e crops sliould be

filled up, and not one plant allowed to be missing. Where
the phiutings are not very extensive, they may easily, by
the assist;uice of a boy with a basket, on a dry day, be kept '

clear of decaying leaves, and the loaves may always be

turned to some account either for the ]iiggery or the '

manure pit. Surface stirring should not be neglected

when the weather is favourable, as attention to this

point is not only conducive to the maintenance of health

and vigour amongst all crops, but is also a protection

agamst severe frost.

Kecj) jirevious (hreotions in view with regard to all

tender and advancing cro|)s, which should be occasion-

ally dredged with charred or other kind of dry dust.

Trifling as such attentions may appear, depend upon it

the after results will be very satisfactory. Those who
have any quantity of cabbages or colcnorls now turned in,

should secure tltem by hfting and laying them in thicldy I
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together iu some sheltered corner, shallow trench, or

other place where they may be slightly protected when
severe frost arrives. The winter varieties of Iiroco-

Ues now coming iu, and all those in a forward state,

slionld meet with the same treatment. An excellent

supply of good vegetables may always be continued
throughout the whole winter and early spring months
by a little foresight in cropping, fostering, and protect-

ing, &c.

'.fhe banking and otherwise protecting of the early or

forward blanched cniUri'. Uttiice, &c., sliould be kept in
view if not already secured, and order and neatness
should every where be kept in practice at all times and
seasons. At the present time, the next year's cro[)ping

operations should be pretty well settled in the mind's
eye, with i-egard to the place each future crop is to

ocoup}', and also by what each crop is to be succeeded ; if

these points were kept in view, there would be no waiting
at any time either for seed or plants, but each would be
prepared in readiness for its due season.

On wet days and during rough weather the root crojys

of all kinds which have been stored shoidd be looked
over ; sti'aw mats and usefid protectors of various kinds
should be made, and the old ones repaired ; thatched
hurdles are always useful, and temporary frames may be
made fi'om thin scantlings and then thatched, covering
some with asphalte, others with canvass painted. Where
hedge trmimings, evergreen prunings, &o,, abound,

famous protectors for liot-beds, linings, &c., may he
formed by placing them in flat bundles, and tying them
snugly together with two or three witlies. When the

prunings are short, wo work-in artichoke stalks or some
other stored refuse ; indeed, every kind of refuse we find

worthy of being carefully stored, and nnich loss of time

and labour too is saved by always having such tilings in

readiness when required.

A warm border may now bo sown with radishes and
Earl;/ Horn Carrots, drilled and sliglitly covered witli

straw haulra or fern. Slight hotbeds may also be made
for the purpose of forwarding raditshes, carrots, }iola-

toes, &a.

Ouoiimhers, where still produced by frames, pits, or

hotbeds, should now have a beginning made with well-

wrought fermenting materials. Our own practice is, to

lay a good foundation of refuse prunings, bush faggots,

and refuse rough wood, placing on this the hotbed of

well-worked leaves about 18 or 'M inches thick; on this

again, we place the frames, and then the linings the

wliole way round, to the top of the frames, protect-

ing the linings with refuse evergreen prunings, furze,

faggots, &c., tied the proper length with two or three

witlies. A kindly bed is thus soon ready for the plants.

Potatoes, of the early kinds, should be placed in heat
to make shoots two or three inches in length, rubbing oft"

all the shoots, with the exception of one, previously to

planting out. James B.\rnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INTOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGEES.
By the Authoress of " My Flowers," £c.

I now proceed to give the recipe for sugar beer, which I

mentioned in my last paper. It has been kindly given by a
gentleman in whose family it is constantly used, and who
makes it himself, witli the assistance of a seXTant ; and those
members of my own family who have drank it, state that it

it is quite equal to any beer they have ever tasted.
" For a ten gallon cask of tolerably strong ale, take l^ffi

of hops. Boil these for five minutes, and no longer, in eleven
gallons of water—tlie extra gallon is required to flU up the
cask, as the wort shrinks by evaporation, cooling, and fer-

mentation
; strain off the mixed liquor, and dissolve in it

14 lbs of Foot. West Indian sugar (the light-coloured, weak
sugar must not be used)

;
pour the wort into the cask.

There irill be about half a gallon over, this will be needed to

supply the shiinking of the wort. Set tlie cask with its end
upwards, and have the bung or cork hole at the top, leaving
this open. When the wort is nearly cold, add a pint of

yeast of the best quality. Place the bung lightly over the
hole, and remove the yeast once a day, as it works through
the hole, adding the spare wort, so as to keep the cask rather
more than full. The wort soon begins to ferment, and will

continue working for about three weeks. Then draw out of

the cask about a quart of the beer, and dissolve in it, by
boiling, half an ounce of isinglass ; let this get quite cool

(otherwise it wUl set the beer fermenting again) and return
it into the cask. This fines it ; and then in a week or so, it

will be fit to drink. The tap shoidd be placed about two
inches from the bottom of the cask, to avoid drawing off the
sediment. For a weaker beer, and in larger casks, IJ lb, or
even 1 fb of sugar per gallon may be used, with the same
proportion of bops, viz., IJlb for every ten gallons."

It is, or ought to be, a consideration even to the affluent,

to obtain a luxury at the cheapest possible rate ; and beer is

decidedly a luxury, except in cases of weakness, or constitu-

tional delicacy of liealtb. Where this is the ease, and means
are small, it is a consideration of some importance to obtain
it with ease, at a clieap rate, and at the same time good.
Any one can make tliis beer whose house possesses a boiler,

at least in small quantities ; the jn'ocess is neither dirty, dis-

agreeable, nor troublesome : and where ladies are concerned
who may not possess a man-servant, it is an advantage to be
able to brew mtbout expense and inconvenience.
The dark-coloured, strong sugar, which is best for this

purpose, costs about 4d. per pound. Hops ai'e now about
Is. 3d. per pound, therefore good table-beer may be brewed
for less than .'js. 6d. tlie 10-gallon cask ; and ale for a trifle

more. But, I repeat, that only in cases of absolute necessity
should those possessing narrow means indulge in this luxuiy

;

and where means are not narrow, health will, in nine cases

out of ten, be best secured and enjoyed by abstaining
from it.

I have bad the advantage of conversing with some of the
best practical economists,—those who have themselves gone
through the different stages of affiuence and poverty, and
each has borne testimony to the fact, that doing without all

that is not absolutely essential to the support of life and
health, is the only real economy. This I have impressed so

often upon the attention of my readers, that I have no doubt
they are weary of reading it; still, unless we go to the root
of the matter—unless we resolutely ascertain the truth, and
repeat it without regarding the distaste which it may excite,

we shall not be doing om" duty fully ; and it may be, that

by continual repetition some good will be done. I do not
write for those whose means are such as to allow of their

economising, as it were, for amusement ; or even for tliose

who feel it right, and a sacred duty to be careful of every

tiling which a merciful God places in their bands; but I

Avrite for those (in whom I trust, also, the same holy prin-

ciple dwells) whose means forbid indulgence of any kind;
and require the strictest and most self-denying practice in

matters of the most trifling nature.

It is a great advantage to us, when om" little income is an
ascertained one—not subject, I mean, to fluctuations from
various causes, and where it is also received at regular times,

however far apart those times may be. When money comes
slowly in, or in trifling sums, I know how much inconvenience

arises, and how little it seems to do, in comparison of what
it ought. This may seem to many an ignorant remai-k;
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but I am sure those wlio have experienced it will vouch for

its truth. I have known lliat money due to the amount ot

three or four luindred pounds, lias come in so slowly, and m
such Uttle sums, that wliere chums were large and impera-

tive it all ebbed away, under such disadvantages, that it

seemed to leave the recipient unconscious of ever having

received it. A sum received in the lump, even at a long date,

effects more real good, than when scattered like dust over a

somewhat less porUon of time. If this is the case with

lai-'re sums, where means ai-e ciippled, how much more so

must it be when they are so very small as to need our utmost

efforts to exist without distress or debt

!

When om- income is regularly paid, it is an exceUent plan

to set apart particular sums required for stated objects—

to seal them up in paper, each labelled with its destined

appUeation, and to lock them up in a safe place. I have

known this plan adopted with success and comfort, by one

lady in particular, whose income did not call for any strict

economy indeed, but whose abliorreuce of debt, and know-

ledge of human iniiniiity, led her to guai'd sedulously

against it.

Eent, taxes, rates,—any bills that may have come m, and

cannot, from some inconvenience, be instantly paid,—in fact,

all fixed and ascertained expenses should be thus laid by,

and then the ovei-plus is ready for the weekly consumption,

and we are not dreading the ^•^sit of the tax gatherer, and

the terrors of "quarter day." We all, I daresay, feel how

unsafe it is to have money lying by us, how busy om- fancies

are to coniiu-e up reasons why something " very cheap," or " so

extremelj- useful," is actually wanted, and that such a trades

man wiU not send in his bill, or want his money if he does

send it in, for some time to come, so that we may venture

thus to employ it just this once. All this is dangerous tnfling,

and leads from small beginnings to disagreeable if not down-

right cUshonest results.
" Let us honestly and steadUy seal

up om- money as it comes in, and shut our eyes to eveiy

thing, however useful and desirable, that aiii/ one else's

money must be employed to buy.
" Owe no man anything, but to love one another," is a

Scriptural command; and although there are, unhappily,

cases in which debt and difficulty arise, over which we liave

no control, yet these are few in comparison with such as are

brought on by carelessness, folly, and extravagance, and the

honest, God-fearing heart, will strain every nerve to pay all,

even to " the very last mite."

NEW OE CHOICE CINEKAEIAS FOE 1851

Adela J'ilUers (Henderson's) ; rosy crimson and

white, in equal proportions, large size and beau-

tiful foi-m ; a first-rate flower

Amy Eoisart (Henderson's) ; lilac rose, self, dai'k

disc, fine form • •

Anyeliquc (Henderson's); carmine, with grey disc;

a beautiful and distinct variety 3

Annie (Henderson's) ; white centre, broadly mar-

gined irith dark plum coloiu- ; a distinct and strildng

variety 3

Beauty of Pecklmm, (Ivery's) ; clear white margined

mth ci-imson flower ; large and well fonned 1

Bessy (Henderson's); fine rich plum ;
good habit .. 3

Blue Perfection (Ivery's) ; deep blue, size average,

outline fail-, habit good, bloom abundant, colour

quite new ; a most desirable variety 10

Carlotta Grisi (Henderson's) ; white, tipped w-ith

pale blue ; very dwarf 3

Compacta (Pond's) ; white, edged mth pm-ple; dark

disc ; fine 3

Curiosity (Henderson's); pui-ple, shading to white 8

David Coppeifield (Henderson's); disc grey, sm'-

rounded by a belt of rosy crimson, which shades off

to a deep ^^olet blue ; fine broad petals, and large

flowers ; a new and desirable variety 10

Desdemona (Henderson's); white, tipped with lilac

flowers; large and chstinct; a good variety 3

Deliyht (Henderson's)
;
pale lavender ; distinct, and

new in colour 3

Edmondsinna (Bell's) ; blue, -with white centre, of ex-

cellent form and habit ; veiy distinct 1

5

7 C

3 li

10

1

Electra (Ivery's) ; violet pillule ; petals broad, notch
scarcely perceptable, habit good, average size,

colom* new, bright yellow disc ; flowers abmidantly
Emperor (Henderson's); rosy crimson; very largo

bold flower

Empress (Ivery's); cleai' white ground, edged with

rosy purple ; fine

Fearless ( Ivery's ) ; hght blue, fiery centre, and white

disc ; form good
Flora Mac Ivor (Henderson's) ; brilliant crimson, of

good growtli and habit ; a very fine variety 3

Formosa superba (Pond'sJ ; bright rosy crimson .... 3

Handel ( Rogers's ) ;
pure while, tipt with light blue

lilac, very dwai-f, excellent habit 7

Jetty Trejfiz ; clear white, tipt with azm-e blue

;

disc of the same colour, which changes to a deeper
blue as the flower advances ; of free growth, and
fine dwaif habit ; a first-rate flower in all its points

Julie (Henderson's) ; fine bright blue ; dwarf habit

Lady Constance (Henderson's) ; beautiful pale blue,

with grey disc, habit good; a distinct and striking

variety

Lady Gertrude (Henderson's) ; chai-ming dai-k blue

flowers, large and well formed, habit dwarf and
compact

Lady Lushiuyton (Henderson's) ; light sky-blue
;
good

form
Lady Ternon (Rogers's); a distinct and well foi-raed

flower, very dwarf, pure ci-j-stal white, beautifully

tipped with shaded Ulac pm-ple ; disc rich and well

raised

Lettice Arnold (Henderson's) ; a beautiful rosy pui-ple

and white in nearly equal proportion, violet shaded
disc, flowers large, habit dwarf, beai-ing a veiy large

compact head of flowers ; a first-rate variety ....

Little Wonder ( Ivery's) ; w-hite, tipped with rosy crim-

son, fine habit, and attractive variety

Madame Meille: (Ivery's); pure white ground, black

eye, blue edge, jietals broad, bloom abundant, and
habit excellent

Madame Sontuy (Henderson's)
;
ground colour the

finest white, broadly margmed with beautiful ma-
zarine blue, disc dark blue, fine form, habit dwai-f,

and be.ars a large compact head of flow-ers ; a first-

rate variety 10

Mayna (BeU's) ; darli blue flowers, lai-ge and finely

formed ; habit dwarf and compact ft

Monarch (Ivery's) ; dai-k plum colour flower; very

large 3

Othello (Mackay's) ; dai-k velvetty purple, very distinct

and novel colour

Pauline (Henderson's); violet plum, large bold

flower, fine form, and distinct

Pride of Dorking (Ivei-y's)
;
pm'ple rosy pm-ple, white

centre

Prince Joinville (Henderson's) ; dai-k purple ; very

fine 2

Princess (Kendall's); white, tipt with blue, of good
form and habit 2

Benville (Henderson's)
;
pale violet blue, with a nar-

row belt of white romid the grey cUsc, wlrich is

small ; a beautiful flower of first-rate foi-m, ex-

cellent habit, and very distinct from anything in

cultivation 10
Sanspariel (Kendall's) ; white, tipt slightly with sky-

blue ; distinct

Tarn o' Shunter (Ivery'sJ; slate colom-ed blue; vei-y

distinct and fine 3

Wedding Piny (Henderson's) ;
petals equally and

distinctly divided \\ith white and bright crimson,

dark disc, good form
Wellinyton (Henderson's)

;
petals equally divided

with white and purplish crimson, maroon disc, good

form, and dwarf compact habit

3 G

5

10 C

7 6

3 G

3 6

a C

•i

3 6

T. -Atpleby.

WINTEE BEOCOLI.

Some of your correspondents would confer a benefit by

giving a short list of the best kinds of brocoli known,
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more especially of those which may with certainty be de-

pencleil mi for coming into nse in the Avinter months, say

from the middle of January until the end of March. Gene-

rally the Cape hinds and \Valcheron supply the autumn
tolerably well; and the latter, when true, often keeps in use

all the winter, but it is far from certain to do so; so likewise

are Grange's and Chappell's, both said to be winter brocoli.

There is no lack of spring kinds, unless it be an exceeding

late one, and with me a sulphur coloured one^ much undulat-

ing in tlie leaf, seems to have that property. It is, or has

been, called Bowles's Sulphur ; and for hardihood and ex-

treme lateness is the best I know. There are few things in

the seed trade which cause more uncertainty to the gardener

and more unpleasantness to the seedsman than brocoli;

certainly the season may have a powerful influence, but that

is not always the case. It is no uncommon thing to witness

in June plants with two feet of naked stem, and a large tuft

of lanceolate leaA'es at the top, looking lil^e some of the

i prints we have of eastern palms ; and, on making inquiry,

we are told it was from brocoli seed having a high-sounding

name, which ought to ha^e come into use in February.

Such disappointments are not uncommon ; and the exceed-

ingly sportive character of the brassica tribe may be urged as

an excuse ; but we generally see cabbages tolerably correct,

and tields of turnips likewise faultless, why then not eifect

the same \\i{\\ brocoli ? I think the anxiety eA^inced by the

trade of late years to multijily kinds, has led to seed

growers planting them too close together, and consequently

aj*e produced the class of mongrels I complain of. Pre-

suming it were determined only to grow six lands—two for

autumn, two for ^vinter, and two for spring, I should be obliged

by some of your con'espondents, well versed in such things,

informing me which are tJie best six idnds known.—H. T.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*#* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should he addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Pateimoster Roiv, London."

Fr0it for South and West Walls (G. H C).—The wall 80 yards

long, 6 feet high, south aspect, requires 3 peaches, 2 nectarines, 4 apri-

cots, 1 May Duke cherry, 2 pears. Pearlies—Acton Scott, Royal George,

and Walburton Admirable ; Nectarines— Elruge and Newington
;

Apricots—Shipley and three Moprparks ; Cherry—May Duke; Pears—
Winter N^lis and Beurr^ d'Aremberg. For the wall 20 yards long, 6

feet high, icest aspect, 2 cherries, 2 plums, and 2 pears. Cherries—Morello

and Late Duke. Plums—Prince de Tours and Greengage, Pears—Beurr^

Ranee and Slarie Louise.

Black Currants {H. SI. Fern).—Your practice appears good, there-

fore continue it. You need not keep the middle of your black currant

very open. Black currant pruning is merely thinning out. You will see

all those things thoroughly explained in The Cottage Gardeners' Dic-

tionary.

Moving Vine (J. H. P.).—If you find excellent roots to your Hambro'
vine six years old, you may certainly move it from your wall to your new
greenhouse, but not until the middle of March. Prune it, however, now
back to as many eyes as are absolutely necessary to get it introduced in

the house. If you find the roots scanty and wiry looking, let us advise

you to purchase a good stout plant from a nursery ; and when you plant,

squeeze the ball to pieces, uncoil the roots, and spread them carefully

out near the surface. We believe common charcoal will do quite aa well

for your stove as the prepared fuel.

Pear Trees AGAINST a North Wall (/awe).—A north wall is not
quite the place in Ireland for pears, especially the tender kinds. We
advise you to take them all up and plant them on the surface of the

ground, raising the soil of course altogether above the ordinary level. If

you must crop the border, set off six feet for the trees ; this will be a

much higher level than the front or vegetable ground, indeed wholly
above it. Your trees will soon make shorter shoots, and then you may
look for fruit buds. Pray keep manure out of their reach. Greengage
plums doubtful.

Forcing Pit (F. IT". T.).—You ask, "Is it intended to place hot
manure under the false bottom and outside of the bed, as described at

page 4 ? " That depends on the object in view. The pit is intended for

any purpose ; either a cold pit for wintering half-hardy stock, or for

forcing cucumbers, melons, &c. If the former, of course no fermenting
materials will be needed inside, and, with proper precaution, none on
the outside. For the latter purpose, it will merely be necessary to intro-

duce two or three trestles to support a few boards running the whole
length of the pit ; or, indeed, the pit may be filled up to the desired

height, and finished off with a coating of ashes, on which the pots may
be placed. Or a stage may be introduced if for half-hardy stock. Of

course if for melons or cucumbers the trestles, &:c,, would have to be
taken out, and fermenting material introduced. In this case a trench
must be sunk at the outside, front and back, for the reception of warm
linings of dung. Sec, fee. If the latter were the only object, why a retain-

ing wall may he built both back and front, running as high as the solid

masonry. The pit was planned for small amateurs, who frequently

change their plans. As to your dung being too powerful, you should try,

at least, half tan with it, working the dung well, however, before mixing
the tan. On iirst throwing your dung together, or at least when first

very hot, use abundance of water ; this will tame it. The tan would be
as well half spent. We hope this will be an answer to Verax also.

Gesnrra Cooperi Major {Ibid).—Start it slowly in a comfortable
greenhouse until the end of January, and then give it increase of warmth
if you can; in fact, stove culture. Do not, however, water much, if at

all, until Christmas has passed, and then very moderate at first. You
are right about constant excitement ; these things require a rest.

Large Jasmine (An Original Subscriber).—Your jasmine continuing
to grow will not be injured by having the points of the shoots nipped by
the frost. It is one of those plants that flower on the current year's wood,
and may be pruned in mild weather any time to the beginning of April.

We would close prune it now, and look over it again in March to cut off

any parts that may have been frost bitten.

LoNiCERA Flexuosa PRUNING (Clertciis).—This bears on the young
wood made the same season, therefore should be close pruned; but you
may see a full account of pruning in this number.

Cuttings [Ibid).—Not only three or four cuttings of Scarlet gera-

niums, but three and forty, and more besides, may be kept in one pot all

the winter, just as they were struck in the autumn. Thirty little plants

in one pot have a far better chance with amateurs than one in a very

small pot. The rule is to place the cuttings round the sides of the pot
only, and when they are rooted to thin the inner leaves, so that the

middle of the pot or bunch of leaves is not too much crowded ; and such
pots may be watered regularly as fast as they get dry ; there being so

many roots to suck up the moisture, there is little fear of damping. Mil-

lions of these store pots are kept over the winter in this country, without
losing a plant out of a thousand.

Geranium Cuttings (Jane, Ireland).—We are sorry to hear such a

bad account of your cuttings; but you began too soon, namely in Sep-

tember, when the cuttings were in full growth. A month or six weeks
later would have made a great difference in their capacity of resisting

damp ; and we fear there is no better help for you than to put up with
the disappointment, and try again next year. We believe all of them
should have been at once excluded from all outward influences, instead

of what you did. After all, the plan is to be looked on more in the way
of curiosity than of real utility ; but certainly the thing may be done.

Plants fob and from Cabool (Carig Cathol).—Thanks for the

seeds, but our climate is not suitable for such large soft fruit. We have

already tried five kinds of melons from the same quarter, and so have

many others, and our experience brought us to this conclusion. To an
English resident in Cabool, who knows nothing of gardening, bulbs and
annuals are the best flowers to begin with—say the different sorts of

Ipomeea, or Convoh'olus, major and minor, Thunbergias of sorts, Lisian~

thus of sorts, Sensitive Plant, Cockscombs and Balsams, Martynias,

Cleomes, Clitoria ternatea, if not there already, with the " Midnight
Lily," or Ipomaa bona-no.r, are two annuals which all Europeans in the

East admire very much. The former grown just as we do Sweet peas,

gives a splendid row of the best of all blue pea flowers ; and the Bona-

nox, planted and trained as our Scarlet runners, loads the evening and
night air with its delicious fragrance, and blooms from sun-down all

night. Zinnias, Portuluccas, and Mesembryanthemuvi tricolor, with

the difterent sorts of Swan River daisies, or Brachycome, might be tried;

Canna of sorts, Cinerarias, Fuchsias, Humea, Cobea, Lophospermnm,
Maurandia, Eccremocarpus, Rhodochiton, Marvel of Peru, Eschscholt-

zias. The Scarlet Mexican Thistle, the very best of all the thistles,

would be just at home at Peshawur. Ask for it by the name of Erythro~
Icena conspicua. You might also send a packet of German Asters and
Stocks; and your best plan would be to trust the whole commission to

the Messrs. Knight and Perry, whose address you will find amongst our

advertisers ; and tell them to recommend you Chilian, Peruvian, and
Mexican showy bulbs, or, indeed, any other bulljs to begin with. We
cannot well say what he could send you in return, but as he knows so

little of flowers, we would prefer his own selection before that of our best

botanical collectors, as he would be sure not to gather anything but what
struck him as very beautiful. Let him mark any such when in flower.

Get the seeds when ripe, dry them slowly in the shade, and put them up
in coarse paper packets, and send them by the overland route. There is

no book about such doings ; our own instructions in former volumes are

the most comprehensive of any you can meet with in our language ; and

we have written the whole of them from actual experience. We have

received and sent seeds to all parts where the English language is spoken,

with more or less success through a period of many years. In the way
of vegetables, you ought to apply to some of your West Indian proprietor

friends. Their P/g'eoji />e« in particular, and the Mexican Z>eoH would

be a rare treat in the way of nuts ; see page 146. Our best rhubarb and
brocoli might also be tried ; and why not try a bed of asparagits where it

could be irrigated in the dry season ? At any rate send seeds of it ; and

pray communicate with your friend in our name, and ask him for a list of

everything he has seen grown about Cabool either for use or ornament.
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Our pages run the circle of the globe, and we should be most thanltful for

such information from any clime, so as to render us more useful. In

return, wc shall be happy to furnish lists, or any information within our

sphere, for any settlement in either hemisphere; and the more corre-

spondence we can originate on this subject, the more useful we must be.

We had hoped ere this to furnish some very useful topics from our mis-

sionary stations in foreign parts, and we are looking forward with interest

when our friends and patrons at home shall put us in possession of such

information,

Jerusalem Artichokes Storing (W. H., Cheelham).—There is

little difference in the effect upon the tubers, whether you leave these in

the ground where grown, or take them up and cover them with coal ashes

in a dry cool place, hut we prefer the latter mode, as it allows the ground

to be ridged for exposure to winter frosts.

Oleander not noxious to other Plants (J. L.).— It is " an old

wife's talc " that the Oleander emits a vapour injurious to other plants

in the same greenhouse. It is liable to a peculiar insect, the Oleander

scale {Coeiis Nerii).

Winter Treatment of CnRvsANTHEMUMS {A Youngster).—Your

practice has been to cut them down close to the pot, and if you do not do

this until the leaves have faded, you do right. You then put the pots

into a cold frame, and if you take care to give them air freely, to prevent

them becoming dry, and to exclude frost, as much as you would from

Auriculas similarly placed, you would also do right. This is not the bar-

barous treatment they usually undergo.

Fixing Ammonia (Tiri/dail).—We do not recommend chloride of

lime for this purpose, as cheaper or more efficient than diluted sulphuric

acid, but it removes all other offensive animal smells besides those of the

ammonia.

Beown Stout (.^ (?ra^e/«Z Subscriber).—Ladling the water into the

mash-tub will do very well. Any cooper will tell you how to make a false

bottom to your mash-tub, but your old mode of running off the wort will

do. Quantities you can calculate as well as we can, from what we have

stated in No, 97. Every one knows when beer is fined by its clearness.

We cannot state prices of such articles as you inquire about. Putting

liquid ynamtre on the surface of vacant ground is the most wasteful mode
of applying it. Its ammonia is wasted into the air, and by the rains.

The best mode is to apply it to the ground just before digging it for a

crop, and to water this with it as soon as the crop begins to grow.

Drainage [An Amateur, Peckham).—To make your main drains be-

neath your pathways will be a good plan, and sufficient if they run the

whole length of your garden 30 feet wide.

Tobacco on Surface of Pots {L. R. Lucas) .^Th\s is only em-
ployed as directed by Mr. Savage (vol. iii. p. 215), that the fumes may
drive away the green fly ; you must not pour water over the tobacco in

watering.

Rough Plate Glass {Rosea).—This is perfectly well adapted for

your greenhouse. One of the most elegant conservatories we know has

been glazed with it for some time, with perfect success.

W. DE. G.—You tell us you have "an immense quantity of spent,"

something which looks like "dung," but we were not aware that this

is used by *' calico printers ;" please to enlighten us upon this point, and
say what is done with it by the printer, and we will then tell you its value

as a manure.

Azalea Suckers {Elizabeth).—These should be removed as fast as

they appear ; and if they persist in coming, serve them as Mr. Beaton to-

day recommends the barberry suckers to be served.

Grasses (/I SH6sCT-j6er).—The grasses we recommended for a cricket

ground, will answer as well for a lawn, the object in both being fine her-

bage. We do not recommend you to trench the ground, as it will render it

needlessly uneven for your purpose. Those grasses are not the best for

permanent pasture, because here you require the most nutritive grasses,

and they widely differ in this quality. If we knew the nature and situa-

tion of your soil we could give you a list of pasture grasses.

PoROTO Bean (/. A. 71/).—Our correspondent has sent us the follow-

ing extract from Bryant's Wmideringa in some of the Wester7i Republics

0/ America. 'We shall be glad if any of our readers can furnish us with

the scientific name, and any other particulars relative to this bean, which,

if even half-hardy, would be a great acijuisition to our culinary resources.

We fear, however, that it is only some variety of the Haricot Kidney-

bean, none of which are duly appreciated here. "The plant that bears

the Poroto bean is hardy and prolific, and I believe would grow wherever

sown and attended to. It is not likely that these lines will be read by

any labourer, but they may, possibly, by some one who has at the same
time the wish and the influence to ameliorate the condition of the poor in

their own cottages. In Chili, they calculate a large double handful of

the dry bean as a good allowance for a man, but the beans swelling very

much makes the allowance a large plateful. I will give the receipt for

cooking them ;
—

' Put the beans in an iron pot, cover with water, and boil

for half an hour. Throw out the water, draining it with care, for the water
is unwholesome, but leave the beans in the pot. Cover again with frc^h

water, and boil until the beans arc nearly done, then drain the water off

a second time. For the third time of licatiug up, keep the beans in the
pot, but add no water; instead, add a little (this is for English cottages)
dripping, kitchen stuffy salt-butter, or lard,- according to the means.

Season with salt, and, if it can be afforded, pepper, and heat the mess up
for a quarter of an hour, stirring gently now and then.' I have often,

after a long day's work, sat down to a plateful of the above humble dish,
with a relish I have scarcely felt at the Cate de Paris, or the Trois Freres

;

and can add that I was more fit for work after the first than the last. I

will answer for it, than an English labourer would go back to his work
with his inside in a more perfect Etate of content, than on a scanty meal
of bread and cheese, and, moreover, do his work easier. Besides, the re-

mainder maybe heated up again for supper; and no labourer can eat
fuod more invigorating, and at the same time more satisfying. As to the
usual growl of— ' Try it yourself,' I never recommended anything, unless

I have tried it; and I can truly aver, that I was never more fit for real

hard work than when I lived for many weeks upon those Porotos."

Flowee-bed (B. A.).—Your large bed of geraniums will look ex-

tremely pretty. Your white-edged U Mangle's Variegated: it will not
at all have the bad effect you fear—quite the other way; but Statuiskii

and Purple Kosegny arc poor dull things for such a bed. Unique and
Diadematum would be far preferable. Lucia rosea will not answer in

this arrangement.

Anagallis {Ibid).—They are low-spreading plants, but they do not
come true from seeds. Get a plant or two of Carnea, a light pink, and
Philipia, a large blue, and you may soon get up a stock—they root as

easily as verbenas. Calceolaria amplexicaulis is very good for a bed, but
the soil should not be rich.

Soil for Standard Roses {H. TF., Leivishnm).—In the absence of

good loam, or rose soil, rotten cow-dung three inches thick, and forked

into the light soil, is the next best application. In your soil, the drainage

from a dung-heap, stable, or cow-house may safely be used now, next

March, May, .Tune, and July. Give a gaUon to each plant every time.

There is no rule for the strength of liquid manure—weak and often is

the safest. Have nothing to do with guano. If you look to our indexes

you will find lists of all the climbers you require.

What is Mulching ? (Ibid)—We have certainly answered this

question half a dozen times ; and the best of the matter is, that perhaps

no English Dif'tionary is without an approach to a correct definition. It

is putting undecomposcd stable dung or other vegetable Utter over the

soil above the roots of plants, to keep that soil from drying too much.

Repotting Plants {W. T.).—You wish to know the best time to

repot plants that rest through autumn and winter, and you mention

Lilies, Cyclamens, Cacti, and Mesembryanthemunis. You will obtain

that information in full in The Cottage Garde>ier''s Dictionari/ ; but as

that work is not all out yet we may state that Lilies {the Japan varieties

we suppose you mean) must be potted immediately, and kept just moist

enough to encourage new roots to be emitted. They ought to be placed

in a cool pit, and ju^t protected from frost. Ct/rlamens repot in a

month's time. Cacti and ]ilesembr!/a?ithemums pot in March.

Sand for Cuttings {Ibid}.—Nothing answers so well as silver sand

for cuttings. River sand finely shifted, and washed from all impurities,

is the next best. Sea sand is too strongly impregnated with salt.

Hardy Aquatics [H. G. B.).—Wc'thought our former reply to your

queries explicit enough. The clay at the bottom of your cistern for

hardy aquatics should be two inches thick, upon that a layer of rich loaiu

four inches thick. We reconunend you to grow in it the following :

—

Menymithcs tri/uliata, Aponogeton distachyon, Hottonia j)alustris, and
Butomus umbeltatus. Your cistern is too small for a water lily, unless

you devote the whole to it. We do not know where you could procure

seeds of them ; and, if you do get them, they will be several years before

they flower. Plants are cheap, and flower the same year.

Elder Flower Wine {T. Phillips).—No. 8.—Take the flowers of

elder, and be careful that you do not let any stalks in ; to every quart of

flowers put one gallon of water and 3 lbs. of loaf sugar ; boil the water

and sugar a quarter of an hour, skim it, and pour it on the flowers, and
I
let it work three days ; then strain the wine through a hair sieve, and put
it into a cask ; to every 10 gallons of wine put one ounce of isinglass, dis-

solved in cider, and 6 whole eggs, close it up, and let it stand six months,
and then bottle it,

(J. P. Jones).— No. g.—To 9 gallons of water add 30 lbs. of lump sugar

and the rind of 12 lemons, which boil for half an hour ; when new milk
warm, put in a pech of elder flowers, free from .stalks, tied in a muslin
bag, which allow to remain in the litiuor for twelve hours, then squeeze

out ; after which, put a little yeast on a toast, to work for a couple of

days, then barrel it ; after which, add 12 lbs. of raisins chopped, the juice

of the 12 lemons, and 1 ounce of isinglass ; in six months bottle it.

Stove Maker {\'era.r).—J. B. has said that either of those who
advertise in our weekly columns will do.

Error {Ruftis).—The error at page 16 of The Cottage Gardeners* Dic-

tionary, under the head Acis, was one by the printer. It should he
" Snowfiakc," instead of " Snow." Thanks for the correction.

Error,—At page 150, col. 1, line U from top, of the present volume,

for low read high.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

SoMEBViLLE Oru, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—December, 19th, 1850.
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abundantly ; for they take up, as in tlieii- native siliceous i warmer than the soil to which it is to be added. It may
soils, a large supply, and retain it pertinaciously in

I

be given in dry hot weather every second day, and ia

defiance of the long-protracted droughts to which th?y

are exposed.

In the same species we have always found varieties

transpu-e abundantly, and require a larger supply of

water in proportion to the extent of their transpiring

surface. Thus the broad-leaved fuchsias and pelar-

goniinns transpire from two to three times as much as

those varieties whicli have smaller and less abundant

foliage.

The want of a few suggestions for the cultivation of

plants in rooms has been so often brought to our notice

that the subject may be here glanced over, especially as

it ^^iU aiford tlie opportunity for a few remarks upon

potting generally.

Plants growing in pots, placed ia our dwelling-houses,

may be as successfully cultivated as other plants placed

such abundance as to pass slightly tlu'ough the earth

into the saucers. These must be emptied as often as

water appears in them, unless they be Hunt's saucers, in

which case a little water may be allowed to remain, as

before mentioned. These are general rules, to be
modified only ia the instances of plants requiring pecu-

liar treatment. Among the exceptions are the ditierent

kinds of mimulus and some others, which are benefited

by the saiioers being constantly filled with water.

If the thermometer does not fall below 00° during the

day, nor to less than 34° at night, the usual room plautS'

may be kept in healthy growth during the winter. There

is a much greater variety of temperature at command,
even in a small room, than is generally imagined. Thus,

ia one twelve feet square, with a fire burning, and having

the door open, we have observed the thermometer on the

NEW PLANTS.
THEIR roETRAITS AND BIOGIIAPHIES.

in greenhouses. It is quite true that they very rarely ! floor 59°; at six feet from the lloor, 07°; and at nine

are so cultivated; but this does not prove that such
j

feet, 74°. During severe I'rosts, the higher plants are

success is impossible—it demonstrates no more than placed from the floor the less liable will they be to sutler

that either the cultivation is more difficult, or is less
,

during the night, when the fire has become extinguished,

judiciously attended to, or that both these sources of

failure attend upon our room plants ; and that they do

suffer from both, is the actual truth.

As the plants are placed in or near windows, there is

no injurious deficiency of light, but as it comes to them

most intensely on one side, they should be half turned

round every day, that tlieir heads may have a uniform

appearance, and the leaves be not turned ocly in one

direction. If the window faces the south, the intense

heat and light sliould be mitigated during the middays

of tlie summer months by lowering the blind.

Whenever tlie outdoor temperature is not below 34'-',

the plants will be benefited by liaving the window and

door of the room open. They cannot have too much
fresh air at any season of the year, if they are not grown

under a Wardian case ; for the exterior air always con-

tains a due proportion of moisture, whilst the air of a

room is as invariably drier than is beneficial to plants.

A due supply of moisture in the air, as well as in the

soil, is absolutely necessary to our room plants. To
obtain this in the best available degi'ee, little porous

troughs constantly filled with water should be kept on

the stand among the pots; and the saucers of the pots

themselves, if made according to Hunt's plan, may
always have a little water remaining in them. The
application of water to the soil requh'es far more atten-

tion than it usually receives. Room plants mostly are

the proteges of the ladies, who administer the water

with their own hands ; and so long as the novelty and

leisure prompt to this attention all goes well ; but no

room plant ever existed, perhaps, which was not at

some period of its life left to the tender mercies of a

housemaid, with the frequent usual consequence of a

deluge of water, cold from the pump, after the roots had

become heated and parched by days of total abstinence.

Plants so treated cannot flourish. The water should be

allowed to stand in the kitchen for some hours before it

is applied to the plants, so that it may be as warm or

The Slender-stemmed Hypooyrta (Hiipocjirta rp-a

cilis).—Pa.vtnns I'louerGarden. p.l'J3.
—

'The name of this

Gesiu-raort is derived from lajpo, l)encath. and kmioif,

inflated : alluding to the swelling out of the bottom part

of the flowers ; r/racilis is sufficiently explained above.

The different species belonging to this genus are so

dissimilar in their outward appearances, that we find

Martius, who first named the genus, forming two other

genera out of two species now proved to be only so niiiny

species of Hypocyrta. 'The false genera alluded to nro

OnocDijdsIra and Codondiithe ; and all three, singularly

enough, present the same idea as to the inflated bottom
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of the tubular flowers ; for if we translate tliem accord-

ing to our wont, we find Onvogastra to bo from onJcos, a

swelUivj, and gastra, the belly ; and Codonnntlius from

Codon, a little bell, and aiitlios, a flower ; therefore, we

must pause for fm-ther examination before we chime in

with Lindley, who believes Hypoojrta gracilis to be a

species of Allnjilivtux, though that genus be in close

affinity with Hypocyrta. The true Gesnerworts—from

Gcsnera, Gloxinia, Achimene^, Niphcca, Nematanthus,

through Besleririds and others, on to Hypmcyrta—are all

natives of the warmer parts of Central and South

America ; and every addition made to their numbers is

hailed by our industrious gardeners with strong feelings

of regard and satisfaction. Witness the universal move,

both here and on the Continent, to multiply the best

forms of Achimenes by the use of the pollen. Hence our

haste to record the appearance of the present species in

the pages of our oldest acquaintance of the illustrated

guides to the cultivation of the delightful science of

botany—the Botanical Magazine, t. 4o-'31, with the fol-

lowing specific definitions :

—

The whole of this creeping stove plant is slightly hairy.

Stem purplisli brown, rooting at the joints. Leaves in pairs,

fleshy, egg-sliaped, rather pointed, dark green, and spoon-
like above, paler ami often marked with red beneath.

Flowers single or in pairs on short stalks ; calyx, or outer

flower-cup, in five narrow long-i)ointed segments, red near
the stalk ; corolla, or real flower leaves, creamy white, orange
spotted, funnel-shaped, with a swollen, bent tube, and the
month divided into five round segments. It is a native of

Brazil, and was introduced in 181t), by Messrs. Backhouse,
of York. It belongs to the Natural Order Gesiierculs, and to

1-i-DidyiHimia 2-Anytospcrnua of Linnteus.

Schreber ; and about forty years since the elder Decan-

dolle proposed it as the head of a small Natural Order

of plants, now called Oohnads, in the Annals of tlie

Museum of Natural History, Paris. Since then Och-

nacea has found its place in the consecutive arrange-

ments of various botanists, either in the neighbourhood

of the Rueworts, or by the side of the Quassiads, whose

bitter properties several of the Ochnads possess, though

in a mflder degree ; but the principal distingiushing

chai'acter by which Oohnads are best known from neigh-

bouring allies, is the large fleshy receptacle or torus

around which the fruit grows, and from the top of wliicli

the style grows. There are six. or seven more species of

Ochua that have been introduced to our gardens, all stout

evergreen bushes, except arborea, which is an evergi'een

tree, and like this atro-jmrpurea, a native of the Cape of

Good Hope. Our present subject, notwithstanding its

name, does not depart from the yellow colour prevalent

in the flowers of all Ochnads ; and beautifid yellow

flowering things most of them are. The flowers are

produced ou side racemes or spikes from the angle

between the leaves and the branches ; these leaves are

smooth and shining, much in the way of those of a

healthy pear-tree, hence the name, Oolina being the

Greek term for the wild jjcar-tree. As far as we are

aware of, this is the first time Oclma atro-piurpurea has

been figured in England, but it is not new to science,

having been published as far back as 179fi, by Leonard

Plunkenet, in his Almagestum Botanicum.

This greenhouse shritb belongs, as above stateil, to the

Natural Order of Ochnads, and to I^-Pulyandrin l-Monogipua

of Linnffius. Its specific name alludes to the purple colour

of its calyx, and which becomes still darker as it dies off.

It is a native of the south-east point of Africa, between the

Cape of Good Hope and Delagoa Bay. It bloomed for the

first time this year at the Kew Gardens, though introduced

in 1823—a residt obtained by giving it more warmth in

winter. The divisions of the cahjx are egg-shaped; the

edges of the leai'cs are sometimes smootli, and sometimes

acutely toothleted.

Dark Purple Ochna fOchna atro-purpmrea).—Bo-

tanieal Magazine, 4519.—This genus, Oc^na, was named
about the middle of the last century, by a German Javanese Gohdonia {Oordonia Javanica).-—Botanical

botanist, and author of several botanical works, named I Magazine, t. 4539.—This is an acceptable addition to
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tlie beautiful Gordonias of the western hemisphere,

iuti-oduoed hy Messrs. Bollison, of Tooting, from Java,

as the specific name implies. The genus Gonlonia was
named by ElUs, a London merchant aud botanist, in

compliment to his friend Mr. James Gordon, then a

nm'seryman at Mile-end ; aud so gi-eat was the com-

petition for having the honour of naming such beautiful

plants as Gordonia jiuhcscens and lasianthtis, from the

swamps of Georgia and Florida, in North America, that

five other botanists entered the lists against Mr. Ellis.

Catesby called it Lasiantlius, from lasios, hairy, and

antlios, a flower ; and so tnie did this name appear, that

it has been retained for a specific designation, as above.

Sweet named the genus Poh/.ipora, from polys, many,
and spora. seed ; but finding his mistake, and being

ashamed of it, he endeavoured to saddle liis Polyspora

on Camellia axilark—a double mistake, when we con-

sider how many seeds the Camellia furnishes from one
friut! Marshall, another writer on American plants,

called it after the gi-eat Franklin, FraiMinia; and those

not interested in this contest regretted much that one of

the finest genera in the wilds of North America could

not be retained to commemorate the name of the son of

a tallow-chandler at Boston, the projector of " Poor
Ptichard's Almanac," of the American Republic itself, of

the first public library, and first Fire Insurance Com-
pariy, and the author of the brilliant discovery of the

identity of the electric fluid with the lightning, and
whose simple language in Jus publications on electricity

is said by Sir H. Davy to be " as worthy of admiration

as the doctrine they contained." Our countryman
Salisbury called it by a name signifying " The Milky-

tea : " Lamtliea, from hie, milk, and tlica, the tea plant.

This name introduces the reader to the first view of the

natural affinity of Gordonia, its real station being

among the Theads (TernstromiaceiE), a natural order

first proposed by Mirbel of Par-is in 1813, of which the

Tea and the Camellia are the chief representatives in

British gardens. Korthals, a foreign botanist, is the

last candidate on om- list, and he comes witli two heavy

unpronounceable names ; but all were lost to more
deserving competitors : and our London merchant with

his London friend have won the prize legitimately by
the law of ]iriority. We have thus incidentally learned

that the American Gordonias, lasiaiitlnis aud puliescens,

have their large white flowers covered with woolly down,

their juice milky, and that tliey belong to Theads ; aud
we may fiu-tlier state that their bark is used by the

American tanners, that they are large handsome trees

in their native swamps, and only at best but half-hardy

shrubs in England. How far the Java species now
represented may agi-ee with them in these respects, we
have not materials enough on hand to certify

We make no doubt, however, but the following account of
it will be of interest to those among our readers who may
be lookin;,' out for our selections of sucli novelties as corae
within our ])rovincc in these biograpljies :—It belongs to the
Natural(.)r(ler oi Tlivcuh, an(\ to V.UPulynmlria l-Moiini/i/iiia

of Linmeus. In tlie Kew Gardens it is an evergreen slirub,

two feet liigli. Zeiircs alternate, oval Ijut pointecl, and rather
paler green than those nf the Camellia. Flmeeix single,

from the angle between the leaf and tlie branch, erect, witli

two or three small green floral leaves or bractes, just below
the Calyx : tliis is divided into iive roimdish oval segments,
and rather hairj-. Felals, or fiower-leaves, five, reversed egg-
shape, that is, with broadest end outwards, and slightly
twisted. It will probably succeed in a warm greenhouse, if,

as is beUeved, it comes li-om the Ingh mountains of Java.

B.J.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
PINE CL'LTDRE ( Coneliidedfmm pai/e 17')).

April.—Towards the middle of this month there will

be manifest signs of a liberal growth having commenced,
aud in proportion to its rapidity must be the admission
of air. There are those who advocate a very close course
of treatment all tlirough the spring, and tins, with the
old and nonsensical disrooting system, was necessary,
especially with the black Pines. The case is, however,
widely different with strong and healtliy plants which
have not needed disrooting: atid hence we find the
advocates of free ventilation increasing, both in numbers
and earnestness—very many contending for a moderate
circulation of air during the night.

With a little freedom in growth, accompanied by a
free perspiration, the plants will begin to require occa-

sional waterings; indeed, the Queen section will have
required it before ilarch was out. With regard to

such as the Black Jamaica, the case is widely different;

it is astonishing how long these pines will not only
subsist, but thrive without water. Queens, Envilles,
Providences, &c., will require it thrice to then- once

—

especially the Queens. No further spcciid observations
apply to this month.

M.\Y.—We can do little else than repeat the April
directions ; atmospheric moisture must continue to in-

crease v/ith increasing heat and light. The syringe may
now be plied two or tliree times a week, always choosing
bright afternoons for its application. Tlic closing up,

or reducing tlie air, must now be deferred imtil four

o'clock P.M., aud the giving of air must take place pro-

portionately sooner ; indeed, suoli ought to have been
named in April. The plants will now be in high vigour,

aud an increase of ventilation at all fitting times, will

keep them sturdy in proportion to their heiglit. If they
are all right at root, and plenty of atmospheric moisture
can be commanded, we advise the discontinuance of

sliading in the end of Aju-il or beginning of May, unless
the roof be of an exceedingly briglit character, and the

squares of glass very large. Eather let atmospheric
moisture more abound, accompanied by a freer venti-

lation still.

June.—^^'e come now to the question of final shifting

or repotting, which, of course—as far as the size and
character of the fruit is concerned—ought to be ruled by
the requirements of the plants; hut here expediency
sometimes steps in. It is a pretty well-known fact, that

under a good and regular course of culture, the final

shift has mucli influence on the period at which " the

show," or rising of the fnut takes place. About seven
or eight months, perhaps, may be allowed with such as

the Queens, but the Black Jamaicas will be about a
couple of months more. However, to advise for many
contingencies, will lead us wide of our object, and we
must now observe, that if those strong successions have
done well, their pots will be filled with fine roots by the

end of June, and shifting into the fruiting-pots will

become necessary. We will, liowcvor, pass on to the

next mouth.
Ji'LY.—At wdnitever jieriod the last sliiftingocciu's, the

same routuie of potting may be observed; wo have
nothing new to say, except that as the size of the pot
increases, so may in projiortion the size of the lumps
of turf, &c. A chance now occurs of renewing the plung-

ing mediiun, if necessary, but much caution must be
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exercised at this period, when the sohu- heat pvoduees

so much excitement. However, we advise that a foot or

so of new tan ho trcnclied into the hottoni of the bed,

and a htllc mixed with surface tan—and tins merely

to promote dm'abihty through the ensuing winter. We
ai'e well aware tliat the tank system is superior to all

this, and tliat oak leaves are in the main superior to

tan; hut we are merely advising those who cannot reach

all these nice things; and if their lirst hand is tried in

this jirecarious process, they will consider a good tanlc

sj'stem as a child's play, if by good luck the}' should fall

in with it. After a renewal of the tau, they must, however,

beware of "bmniug;" they nmst by no means plunge

deep. I'hey must, moreover, watch duihj their bottom-

heat thermometer. As before observed—if the plants

reqiiire a watering, let it be three days before the opera-

tion of shifting.

AucrUST.—The plants will now be in the height of

their growth, and through the whole mouth we think

the highest temperatm'e allowed may be pei'mitted.

Alter the plants have been shilteda fortnight or so, they

will again recpiire the water-pot. Until the plants are

begiuniug to iiivest the new soil liowever, they may be

kept moist enough by copious syringings, damjnng
«,lso the surface of the tan daily. All that is further

necessary, is a most liberal ventilation from eight a.m.

until past four I'.ji., applying all the atmospheric mois-

ture possible the moment the house is closed, and syring-

ing just previous to closing.

September.—The August advice will do perfectly

well for this month, excejit that ventilation may even be

more liberal still, when the weather is fine. This we
advise to put a check on too rampant grovi'th, for in

order to have fine " shows," the tissue of the plant must
become highly solidified, not stunted.

OciOEEn.—The light will now begin to decrease

considerably, ajid both m'tificial heat and atmospheric

moisture must give way in a proportionate degree. Still,

however, persist in permitting a considerable increase of

heat when tlie weather is bright. We need hardly say,

beware of burning at root. The advice applies to every

mouth alike ; but it requires a double amount of watch-
fulness at all times ; for three weeks aftei' distmbing the

fermenting material.

NovEJiBER.—The dulness of this month is proverbial,

the lieat and moisture, therefore, must exjierience a con-

siderable decline. The tan-bed will require some re-

newal in the early part of this month, in order to go well

through the winter; and if the tan is mellow, or some-
what dry, let it be well watered with tepid water, and
then stirred deeply with a pointed stake, as deep as the

stake can go. The whole may then be cased over up to,

and rather above, the rim of the pot, providing the

bottom-heat has declined sufiBciently to bear it. This
renewal must be watched, and water applied to the tan if

necessary.

Dece.mbee.—This and the succeeding month require

a very similar course of practice ; much fire-heat will at

tunes be necessary, and all possible means must be taken

to counteract dryness in the atmosphere. Syringing can
seldom be permitted in these two months ; an equivalent,

therefore, must be found. Frequent syringings or

sprinklings on the surface of the tan will be good prac-

tice, and once a week it may be stirred up with a stake,

as before observed. Besides this, all floors may be kept
moist, evaporating pans kept in continual requisition,

and even the walks sprinkled, if necessary. If the weather
become unusually severe, rather give up five degrees on
the thermometer than continue a roasting fire for

several days. In emergencies of this kind, they will

take no harm at 55°, but not a degree below this shotrld

be permitted.

Febku.\ry.—The temperature will now begin to rise

again slightly, and a kind of resuscitation will become

manifest towards the end of the month. Most cultivators
who do not possess a tank-heated chamber, find it ne-
cessary to make a re-arrangement of their stock during
this mouth, and to seize tlie opjiortunity of renewing
bottom-heals, &o. ; thisbriugs usto the point from which
we commenced.
Having already occupied much more space than we

intended, we must be permitted to conclude with a few
maxims which apply to pine culture under ahnost every
mode, and which the amateur will do well to hear iii

mind ; remembering, also, that no set of rules or maxims,
however -well concocted, will bear a servile adherence.
The variations in seasons will ever give rise to various
modifications. Jf there lie one maxim of gi'cater import
than another, it is this : let heat advance with light,

atnmspheiic moisture increase with heat, and ventilation
keep pace with both.

Am He;\t.—Beware of excess of night heat. Let the
highest daily temperature at all seasons be during the
last three hours of fair daylight.

Am Moisture.—Do not permit condensed moisture to
lodge more than twenty-four hours in the axils of the
leaves, during October, Kovemher, December, January,
and February. An increase of heat for a few hoiu's, v.ith

libend ventilation, will soon disperse it.

All heating swfaces should be provided with evapo-
rating pans, or an equivalent. It is a good plan to jilace

a retm-n pijie, or pipes, in a cemented trough the whole
length, and by turning a taji, to cover the pipe over
head with water, when uecessan", which will be nearly
always; sudden gushes of steam are too evanescent in
cluu'acter to be suflicient. Let all floors he washed
down as often as possible.

Boot Moisture.— If atmospheric moistm'e is plen-
tiful, and syringings are had recourse to occasionally,

less watering than is commonly imagined will suffice,

especially with the Black .lamaica pine, which has been
kept without root watering all November, December, and
part of .January without damage. The queen section
will, however, require more than twice as much.

VEXTiL.iTiox.—Endeavour to give iresli air daily if

only for an hour or two; and in proportion as the plants
push up luxuriantly, so increase it. T'he huge crowns
complained of are chiefly the results of imperfect venti-

lation.

Botto.m-Heat.—The moment this declines below the
prescrilied temperature, let a slight addition of new tan
be applied, heaping it up to the pots rims as soon as the
heat permits. Let all water used in the house be at

least equal to the average temperature of the period in-

doors. The oftener the tan is stirred up the better. Let
the 0]ierator at all times bev/are of breaking the foliage,

or of cutting away any portion still green. The pine
abhors all meddhng.
We may now give a list of the best kinds :

—

The Queen.—A free grower and an early fruiter. This
is peculiarly fitting for the earliest summer fiuit, and it

is excellent during September and October.

The Ripleij Queen.—A variety of the old Queen. It

is a very fine fruit, and by many preferi'ed to the last.

St. Vincent, or Oieen Olive.—.kji excellent winter
fruit.

Blacli Jamaica.—This tree is, perhaps, the best winter
pine in the kingdom. It is too often confoimded with
the Montsorrat.

The Black Antigua.—A noble pyramidal fniit, with
large pips ; shoidd be cut a little before it is quite ripe.

Bronn Siif/ar-haf.— A flue pine; large and showy;
v.dth a very juicy flesh. Is said by some to swell tole-

rably well in winter.

'J he White Providence. — One of the largest and
noblest of ]>ines ; flavour rather inferior.

Trinidad.—Another large pine of pyramidal shape
;

flavour not first-rate.
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Enrille.—X ffi'eat favourite, being a noLlc looking

fiiiit ; flavour seeonil-rale.

Tliese comprise tlio liest in cultivation.

FnuiTS.—Ifahealllilul course of cultnrc is kept up,

and the stock clean to begin with, a most essential

point, insects will rarely appear. INJr. ILamilton stronglv

recommends the following recipe for the " cotton bug
"

and white scale:—Sulpliur, 80/..; Scotch snnft', 8 oz.

;

hellebore powder. U oz. ; nox vomica, (i oz. ; Cayenne

liepper, 1 oz. ; tobacco liqiior, 1 quart. Add 1 gallon of

hoihug water, stir the mixture well, and when cool strain

it through a rough cloth. The plants to be washed

thoroughlv all over, letting a jiortiou rnn down to the

bottom^ofthe leaves. After the leaves are done, the balls

must be reduced, and the roots and trunk well washed

also. After the operation, the plants are set to drain,

and then repotted. Mr. Hamilton adds, that tliis appli-

cation has never been known to fail.

Pi. EnniNGTOx.

THE PLOWER-GAEDEN.
Git-WEL "Walks.—lUe ego qui qnniulam, etc., is the

opening phrase of a spirited ]iamplilet written many
years since about gardening matters, and attributed to
''
a good old English gentienian," now known to gar-

deners by the name otDodiiian : and that iihrase is ap-

plicable to the jiresent subject, if thus paraphrased

—

I am
lie iilio.someciijlu tieiirs(iij<i, irasput to my a-il.s-enih tihoiit

makiiirj iialls. A summer storm once caused sucli a flood

with lis as carried down with it long stretches of the prin-

cipal walk on the slopes and steep banks, and ploughed

up the bottom soil into deep holes and trenches. Tliis

was the first flood of the kind I had v.'itnessed in these

gardens, and I was much alarmed at the enormous

labour, to say nothing of the time and expense, ne-

cessary to i)ut tlie walks into good condition again ; and

tlie more so, when some of the older hands in the garden

told mo that such visitations were not of uni'requent

occurrence. None of them, however, could say that he

had seen such destruction before. The first tldng I did

after replacing the walks hurriedly, was to read idl tl}at

was witliin my reach about making walks: and that is

the best course to jjursue when one gets into any diffi-

culty. Whatever we may have knowji about the matter

before, it is only wlien we really want information

on a given subject that wo can make the best use of it

when we find it. Before I attempted a reformation in

the construction of walks, I hadread the substance of all

that was written concerning them ; and [ have also read

the most of what has been since said about roads and
walks. Perhaps some of our readers may wish to heiu'

the authors on whom I place most i-eliance ; and if my
own account is compai-ed with any of them, it will be

found to be very diiiei-ent. Amongst ourselves as gar

deners, or in our gardening books, there does not seem
to bo any one who ever tliought of making a walk on

the right principle ; and all the modes recommended are

too expensive by one half; taking the wear and tear

with the weeding into the account. ]5y far the best

hints will be found in the writings of the road-makers.

The most stining account of road-making on record is

by il. Thiers, where he describes the prodigious labours

of Napoleon, .and his engineers, in tlie passes of the

Alps, to get his army across the Great St. Bernard.

The best accoinit of road-making is by Sir Henry
Parnell, in his TreatUe nn lioads ; the last edition of

which, I believe, was in 1838. 'I'he works he describes

were begun in lnl."), under ^Mr. Telford and a Govern-

ment Oomraissiou, on the Holyliead road. The princi|ial

features in these works suited to my present pi.ir|ioso,

was the adoption of the nUl Pioman way of])avingtbe

bottom of the load with large flag stones; and where

the bottom was very soft, a layer of small stones was
rammed iu and then paved over. Tliat, also, was a
feature of the lloman practice. Mr. Telford did not

fasten his flag stones with cement as the Komans did

;

therefore, I prefer ilcAdam's plan of using small rough
stones for a bottom : still I would not make a yard of

road or walk after either of them. McNeill's way of

making tlio Higbgate Archway road is the best account

of tiie whole subject; but he, too, made that road at

double the expense it might have been done for, and
still he more strong and durable. His plan was to

place a coat of lloman cement, mixed with a large

ipiantity of the old gravel, over a lirm bottom, and notch-

ing the surface of the cement before setting, so as to

receive a coat of surface gravel better than if it was
finished-otf smooth. This was coming nearer to the

Romans, It has been stated that a piece of old Roman
road on the side of a hill, had the foundation washed
away, and still the road remained fit to bear carriages

passing over it with safety ; and this, perhaps, nearly two
thousand years after the road was first laid down.

One great and common error in all I'oads and walks,

as far as I have read, is that tliey have been made from
twice to six times too thick, and of course the expense

of materials and construction is increased almost in an
equal ratio. The principle on which the thickness of

either walk or road should dejiend, is the answer to this

question. How much perpendicular weight is a square

foot, or a square yard, able to sustain without in the

smallest degree affecting the foundation on which the

materials are laid? 1 cannot make out that this prin-

ciple has been observed by any one, and I know it was
not by the Romans. W-'e have the angle of inclination,

or the line of draught, calculated to a fraction, hut of

])erpendicnlar resistance it has been all guess work, and
yet it is the most important point. First, ascertain this

point—that is, how much your road can carry, on what-

ever kind of bottom, without iiijuiin.g that particular

bottom, and then allow ten per cent, iu addition for ex-

traordinary loads. After that, get at the easiest slope and
curve, if you have to depart either from the level or out

of a straight line ; that is the second principle ;—and the

third is, the nature of the materials to make the walk or

road with. Tlien, as a matter of course, those materials

which can bear the greatest wear and tear, will be the

best to use, and the cheapest in the long ran.

Now, 1 do not think that 1 have erred in any of these

points. I have, for the last eight years, given all the

attention in my power to the subjeot, aided by the minds
of all who studied the questi(m liefore me, and I have

also had proofs before my eye for the last seven years

of how these points work in practice, and 1 am perfectly

satisfied in my own mind of their iuiiiortance, and of

their effects. AVhen 1 mentioned the subject inciden-

tally in these pages last spring, I knew that we had
nothing on the subject better than the older methods,

since Sir Henry Paruell's treatise ; but I thought to my-
self, seeing how simple the thing is, that some of our

gardeners might have hit on it, and that 1 might be

erring widely, by giving out as a novelty that which was
the yearly pracl^ice of some other gardeners, although

we had no account of it in print. And knowing at the

same time, that almost all our first-rate gardeners read

this work, 1 thought they would push iu their plans

before me in these ])ages, instead of which they went
and played their ci'icket match in an adjoining meadow,
and wlien I told them over the hedge that I did not like

that way so well as my own, if 1 made use of any ex-

pressions they did not like in their turn, 1 am sorry for

it, a,nd I now retract them.

Shortly after this, or about the end of last April, I

looked over some plans Mi', Barry the celebrated archi-

tect sent i'or adding a new entrance front to the mansion

hero. His first proposition was to lower the ground for
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u considerable way before the old entrance, nnd right

and left of it, averaging abont a yard to be cleared away,

altogether there was above half un acre so altered ; two
•approach roads had also to be lowered, and one iiad to

be turned to a different line ; in one plan three sections

of this ground were given to guide the men in removing
the earth, and each of the sections passed through the

carriage-road. ^h\ 15arry could not possibly know how
deep these roads were, but in his sections he showed
them eight inches in depth ; some gardeners make their

garden-walks dee|)er than that; but from this "fact" I con-

clude tliat if Mr. 15arry were to lay out a carriage-road for

himself, he would not make it deeper tliaa eight inches,

perhaps not so deep, seeing he would have to pay for it

out of his own pocket. (Jne of the approaches is up a

steep hill for a considerable way ; the upper portion of

this was lowered nearly two feet, and some way down
the foundation was made higher by nearly as mucli; tlie

new bottom being made of loose sandy soil. A new road

was made over this loose bottom, not eight inches, but

only live inches in depth, and in three days after it was
finished they began hauling huge loads of Caen stone

over it, from five to twelve tons a piece, and with from
four to ten horses, two and two a-broast, and this went
on for the next month, or longer, and nearly a thou-

sand tons were at the front dooi- by that time ; and
nearly as much tliis autunni has been hauled up on the

same road since the autumn rains fell, and damp weather

came on; the very best time to prove a new road five

inches deep. Now, with ten liorses drawing twelve tons

of stone or feathers up a hill on a new-made road, and on
loose sandy soil bottom, the wheels being not broad-

rimmed, how deeply did the wheels sinlv in ? For such
•a weight ilcAdam would make a road from si.xteeu to

twenty inches deep, and would have men with hammers
breaking the large pieces of stone which the wheels
squeezed up from I do not know what part of his road.

But in truth, these narrow wheels could hardly make
their impression on the surface of this road, much less

sink into it at all ; and I have seen the wheel of an
empty barrow leaving a deeper mark in a garden-walk
than these wheels leave on this road this very week.

Therefore, I conclude, that a road five inches deep,

propevlii made, will carry ten tons any day iu the year,

without in the smallest degree iyjuring the foundation,

even if that foundation was damp clay, but properly
drained.

The reason I did not write about walks sooner, al-

though pressed to do so by our worthy Editor, and by
many correspondents, was that I might see what the

effects of these heavy loads would be on this new road
daring damp or rainy weather ; for I knew all along that a

large quantity of stones were bespoken to come over tiiis

autumn. The loads come up now as easily as tliose last

May, although during the interval the road had a more
severe trial than that with the ten, or let us say five ton
'loads of stone. Whenever we had a summer thunder-
storm, and one in particular, on the eve of St. Swithin,

the drainage from some acres of land collected into one
stream and passed rapidly down this road. There was
no preparation made for it to drain any other way, nor
will there be until the works at the house shall be
finished. I have seen one part of the road near the top
of the hill covered with a sheet of water from side to

side, and of some depth, iu one rapid current, and yet no
harm done to the road, or to the sides ; and soon after

that I promised to show a way of maldng walks on any
sort of declivity : but before I do so, let me be under-
stood that all I mean to say refers to carriage-drives and
:garden-walks, in parks and pleasure grounds, and all

1
descriptions of gardens, and not to common roads. I

1
may remark of such, that Mr. Zelford had some parts of

j

his roads made stronger iu the middle than at the sides.
' This road that I am writing about was made about four

times stronger at the sides than in the middle, and om*
new walks, for tlie last half dozen years, are so made ia
order to resist tlie action of streams which must ne-

cessarily run along their sides at times.

Upon a careful consideration of all kinds of land on
whicli this style of road or walk is to be made, and
allowing for the old prejudice of deep made roads, I

have li.\.ed on six inches as the maximum depth of a
carriage-road on the worst kind of bottom, and four

|

inches for that of a walk over such bottom, and from
i

two to three inches for the best kitchen-garden walks

—

where, if the bottom is not good, there is always a sufii-

cient inducement to make it so. It is only in a kitchen- :

garden that I would ever consent to a drain under or

near the bed of a walk : liut every walk in a kitchen-

garden ought to have a drain under it, as deeji as the

ground iu the borders or quarters is ever likely to be
stirred, and as deep, besides, as any body chooses to go
to the expense. These drains I would cover with bad
soil to within two feet of tlie top if I could not get chalk
to fill iu instead ; chalk, imderdrained, being, as I

believe, the kindliest bottom for the roots of all kinds of

trees, and if it is in small pieces, watered and rammed
as the work proceeds, no roots will penetrate through it;

but it must not come in contact with the drain. A cover-

ing of a few inches of clay or bad soil should intervene

between the drain and tlie chalk, to keep it back in case

it should walk into the drain and encrust it ; after that,

twenty inches of good soil to till up the drain, and this

should be perfectly dry when put in, and jircssed down
hard, so that it should not settle any afterwards. We
have now four inches to fill in with the walk, one of

which should fir.^jt be filled witli small or sifted coal-

ashes, or chalk in powder; this is intended to intercept

in some degree the damp from below, and to prevent the

roots of trees on either side clinging to the bottom of the

walk, and getting scorched in hot weather. I have suffi-

cient experience to know that roots will pass freely under
such a wnAi and get spoiled in hot summer without this

precaution ; and I have also proof enough that the most
healthy portion of the roots will be found under such a
walk after a few seasons, and when that is the case the
trees need less assistance from the water-pot. In all

places out of a kitchen-garden I would take as much
precaution to keep dampness from the bottom of a good
walk as I would do for my bed-room, by drawing away
from it—not to it ; and then the remaining three inches,

I would make in such a way that no water could pass
through to tlie bottom, but should split sideways ; and, for

such a w.alk, one inch rise in a ten feet walk, from each
side, will do that. That is. in plainer words, the centre of

a ten feet w^ilk should be two inches higher than the turf

on either side of it, and the half inches allowed for the

thickness of the turf, will add so much to the fall from
the centre of the walk, and, last of all, the walk itself is

to be one body of solid concrete, made with anything
except gravel that will concrete—from an oyster-shell to

granite; all the particulars of wiiich I shall ex]ilain next
week. D. Ijeaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW I

GARDENING.
CoRH.-EA.—This is an elegant family of plants, nearly

always in bloom, but flowering most iirofusely in winter
;

and spring, and therefore 'well worthy of notice now.
For this, and many more of our ornamental plants, we
are indebted to Australia. It is placed in the Natural i

Order of Rue-worts (Kutacese), though, so far as mere
appearance goes, it is less like a Crowea, an Eriostcinon,

'•

or a Dictdmnns, than an Erica or an Andiomeda. Its

corolla is tubular monopetalous, divided into four seg-

ments at its point ; in some of the most beautiful species
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and hybiids the spgmeiits are nf a diflerent colour to the

rest oi' the tube. In general, n-Iicre the tube is of one
uuitbrra colour, or wlierevt is short and the segments so

reflexed as to resemble petals, there is less to attract

attention.

Foiu-orfivo have generally been recognised as species,

such as n'nvfs, green; nlha and /»/((, white; ^)»?t7«'7/'^,

pinkish scarlet ; and Kpeciosii, crimson and green. The
two latter are the ])rettiest, and most distinct, though
they have been hybridised. There is not much diiicrence

between the whites, luiless in the foliage, it being shorter

and roinider in nifn. The foliage oi alha, as well as the

flowers, is whitish, and presents no great claim as an
object of beauty ; it wOl succeed very well against a con-

servative wall, and will even stand out in the border

with a little protection in severe weather in winter ; the

leaves are used by the settlers in New Holland as a sub-

stitute for tea. jSotwithstaiiding its rather dingy appear-

ance it is even valuable here, as it strikes vei'v fi'eely,

and forms a good stock for iuai'diing oi- grafting tlie

more ]'are and shy sorts. The spcelosa, with its some-
what leathery leaves, loaded with flowers as above
described, is still oiu' favourite.

Whether these be distinct species or not, hybrids have
been raised from them, chiefly by Messrs. Oiaines and
Story. Many of them are very beautiful, and, in our
estimation, are pretty in proportion to the modicum of

spechisa tliey contain ; as instances, I might mention
Ruhescens, a free grower, long tubular flowers, and bright

red in colour ; and Picta, tree growing, long tubular

drooping flov\'ers, crunson tipped with gi'een. The only
advantage these have over speciosa is their free growth;
in this respect they' equal, if not excel, the Pulcliella.

PalUna, alha deliatta, with short tube aud reflexed seg-

ments
;
femii/inea, form similar, and the names of which

intunate their colour, may also be gTown where there is

room ; and so may also siicli hybrids as H/iryissii lonr/i-

flora, OrevilU, &c., some of which, however, I have not
seen.

Pivjirii/ation.—This is effected by cuttings, and graft-

ing or inarching. Fu'st

—

hj Ciittiiif/s. All that I have
met with may be raised by this method, but .speciosa

takes a very long time, aud is very uncertain, and, there-

fore, it is generally grafted or inarched. The whole
family, however, except alha, and even that requires

attention, is very impatient of moisture when in tlie

cutting pot, and yet they must not be allowed to get dry.

If the common ]u-ocess is followed, the pot should lie

three parts filled with draiiiEige, some rough material

strewn over it, sandy peat and loam over that, and sur-

mounted by at least half an inch of silver sand. The
following method, how-ever, is better, not only in the pre-

sent case, but in all others of any ditiiculty :—Take a six

or seven inch ]50t, and two small ones of three inches

;

invert one of them over the hole in the bottom of the

largei' ]iot, and on it thus inverted place the other,

standing upright ; its rim will be on a level, or nearly
so, with the rim of the larger pot; flU up the space
between these and the other pot with draining material,

to with n two inches of the surface, taking care that the

upper ayer is broken small; on this place a mere
sprinkling fjf green moss, and then fill up to witliin

three-quarters of an inch of the surl'ace, with sandy ]ieat

and loam, having even that in several degrees of fine-

ness, and, over all. place clear silver sand. Press it

firm ; set the pot then in a pail of water until it is

thoroughly soaked, and then allow it to drain in a shady
place for --l-k hours. The best time for taking cuttings

i

is, when fresh growth has been made in April and May; ;

select stiffish but young little shoots, from an inch to an
inch and a half in length, and if with a heel at the base

j

all the better; cut smooth with a knife like a ra/.or, !

remove a few of the lower leaves, and hisert the cuttings i

firmly round th'^ sides of the small pot in the centre.

and so tJiiiih/ that no part of one cutting touches the
one next to it. Put a httle silver sand in the holes made
by the dibber, water with a fine rose, ajul when the
cuttings are dry place a bell-glass over them, its base
resting anywhere between the inner aud outer pot.

But here, again, selection is necessary ; and 1 meutiou
it the more particularly, because the same safeguard
against ihniqiiiuj will be necessary iu similar circum-
stances. Let the bell-glass taper to a pomt at the top,

in tlie shape of a cone, instead of being nearly flat-

headed, as they geueraUy used to be. When I wanted
such conical glasses some dozen years ago. lliey had to be
made to order, now they are common enougli. The con-
densed moisture, instead of, as iu the flat glasses, dropping
on the cuttings, will in these conical ones trickle down
the sides into the sand, &o., outside of the cuttings. If,

in addition, a little air is given at night—by jiuttiug a
peg beneath the glass on one side—the labour and
trouble of wiping glasses dry in a morning may be
pretty well dispensed with. " All very well." say some
of our young friends, '' but, now, what is the use of the

empty little pot in the centre, aroimd which you Lave
firmly fixed the cuttings '.' we guess the use of the in-

verted one on which it stands to be the securing of per-

fect drainage." Quite riglit, and so likewise the pot in
the centre answers important purposes ; though I must
not eiilarge, else I may receive a hint I'rom our orderly

Editor, that such matters would have been better dis-

cussed in a chapter on propagation. First, then, cuttings

always strike best at the side of a ])ot, and with a bell-

glass over them you could not well place them round
the outside pot, nor yet, in the present case, round the

inside of the inner one. " But why do they strike best

in such circumstances ?
" Because the resistance thus

given to the expansion of these tissues causes roots to

protrude, as naturally as the wielding of the hammer
strengthens the sinews in the arm of the blacksmith.

In many cases, the inner pot might contain the cuttings,

and the outer one be filled with drainage, earth, or moss,
on which the bell-glass might stand ; but then there

would be no such security against '/rt);i^)(';(^ as the empty
pot in the centre supplies. If placed on the shelf of a
greenhouse, and shaded when necessary, most of the

Avater vi-anted may be given outside the liell-glass ; but if,

as we prefer, the pot be partly plunged in a frame or pit,

where, however, there is little or no heat, except what
the sun gives, then a little water at times may be poured
into the pot, its ascent by evaporation stopped, by plug-

ging the hole at the bottom with clay, when the heat

will draw it up through the drainage to the base of the

cuttings, and render siu'face waterings next to totally

unnecessary : a matter of importance flhere delicacy of

operation must be attended to.

Having said so much of these double pots for pro-

pagating, I may add, that when waterings on the surface

are uuadvisable, and yet a moist atmosphere reipiisite,

the above arrangement of pots may lie ailopted. only the

upper may he plugged at bottom and filled with water.

AYIiere bottom lieat is the chief essential, a smaller pot

may be inverted inside of alarger one, so that the bottom
of t;he former is on a level, or nearly so, with the rim of

tlie latter. If a bell-glass is used, a potsherd or a piece

of clay over the hole will jirevent too much heat getting

into the atmosphere of the cuttings. The inside of the-

pot may be kejjt moist by pouring a little water down,
and then plugging u]i tlie vent. For such purposes
piorous jiots are rcnj useful.

As soon as the Corroeas are struck, they should be
potted oft' singly into small pots, using equal parts loam
and peat, or rather more of the latter, with silver sand
to make it light, and re]ilacing them in the pit, and
keeping them close until the roots were working freely

in their new quarters ; reshifting again when necessaiy

The more diftioult kinds, such as upeciosa, were long.
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inarched on tlio strongei' growing—especially alha, bo-

cause it was a free grower, and required little trouble iu

striking it.

Gnifllng is more generally practised, because in-

volving much less trouble. August and April ai-e about

the best periods, though almost any period will do. A
very slight hotbed is provided—not near so strong as for

the orange, as mentioned the other week ; free gi-owth in

the stock is thus encouraged a short time before the

grafting takes jjlace. Side grafting is generally resorted

to, or a sort between grafting and budding ; the chief re-

quisites being the preserving a close moist atmosphere

irntU the union is fairly effected, then stopping repeatedly

the growth of the stock above the scion, but not cutting

back to the graft until it is fairly making headway, which
generally will not be the case until the following season.

The after treatment of plants raised fi-om cuttings and
from gratting are similar, only that those fi-om cuttings

will require more peat and open matter in their com-
jiost. For large plants, equal jiarts of flbry loam and
peat, with another third consisting of silver sand, broken
charcoal, but no dust, pieces of brick, and sand-stone

will answer well, with good drainage. For those grafted

on alba, more loam may be given. After flowering, they

should be kept in the greenhouse, or, better stiU, in a

closish pit, to encourage fresh gxowth ; when this is ac-

complished, they may stand in a somewhat shady place

out of doors, where they will have plenty of air, and be
sheltered from drencbin.g rains. If exposed to much
sun, the pots should either be j'bniged with drainage

below, or banked round by some non-conducting material,

such as moss, &c.

The insects to which they are chiefly exposed, are the

red spider and a white scale. Similar remedies must be
applied as were mentioned last week for tlie orange. In
vigorous gi'owth insects seldom appear. The syringe

may be used freely in spring and summer. E. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^.
PL.4NTS THAT THRIVE BEST IN POTS {Continued

from page 167).

Cattley.\.—For this week's pajier we have the pleasant

task of describing one of the most gorgeous families of

the whole tribe of orchids. The flowers are large, finely

formed, and of the most beautiful colours. The bloom
lasts also a considerable time, especially if they are

removed into a cooler house whilst the flowers are open.

Cattleya bicolob (Two-coloured C.) ; Brazil.—Sepals
and petals pale gi'een, changing, as the flower fades, to

a rich brown ; the liji is of the richest puiqile imaginable.

31s. tid.

At Pine Apple Place there is a variety with the Up
broadly margined with pure white, which is a great

improvement. It is also of a much dwarfer grow'Ai than
the original species, which has pseudo-bulbs from 18

inches to 3 feet long, whilst the variety has not yet

exceeded 1 foot in height, (ios.

C. CANDIDA (White C.) ; Brazil.—Sepals and petals of

a delicate white, slightly shaded with pink ; the lip at

the base is of the same colour, with a shade of yellow in

the centre and at the end. -12s.

C. CRisPA (Curled-petalled C); Rio Janeiro.—Sepals

and petals pure white ; the latter are much cmied at the

edges ; the lip is of the same colour, excepting a lai'ge

blotch of deep rich purj)le ; it is also much curled at the

margin. 21s.

There is a variety with the sepals, petals, and labellum
much broader and more expanded ; the blotch on the

lip is also broader, and of a deeper, richer colour.

Messrs. Rollison, of Tooting, exbiliited a plant of this

variety at the (Jhiswick Exhibition last year; and we
saw a plant of the same variety very finely bloomed in

the T'rinity College Gardens, near Dublin, in August
last. The original species is, however, a vei-y splendid

plant ; the pseudo-bulbs are about a foot long, smaU at

the base, and much swollen upwards. The leaves stand

singly upon the bulbs ; they are six or seven inches long,

thick and broad; the flower scape rises fi-om the top of

the pseudo-bulb in the hollow of the leaf, in a sheath,

through wduch it soon bursts, producing fom-, or if very

strong six, large spreading flowers. The variety has not

yet produced so many flowers on a stem.

C. GKANULosA (Rough-lipped C.) ; Guatimala.—Sepals

and petals yellowish green, with rich brown spot ; the

li]) is whitish, beautifully spotted with lirown and crim-

son. The flowers are produced on tall, rather slender

pseudo-bidbs, between two moderate-sized leaves. Each
scape, when strong, has four or five flowers. A free

gTOwer in a cool house, which it prefers ; will do well in

a common stove. A desirable species, thougli not so

splendid in colour as some other species. 21s.

C. GUTTATA (Spotted C.) ; Brazil.—Sepals and petals

pale yellowish green, spotted thickly with dark red spots ;

lip white, stained with purple. A desirable, fi-ee-growing

species. 21s.

C. GUTT.ATA, var. RussELLiANUM (Lord Edward Rus-

sell's Variety) ; Organ Mountain.—A much stronger

variety than the species, the flowers are larger, and not

so much spotted ; the lip is shorter, with rose-coloured

tip at the end. Veiy scarce. 84s.

C. HAKRisoNii (Mrs. Harrison's) ; Brazil.—The whole

flower is of beautifid rose colour; the lip has a slight

tinge of yellow. The stems are long and slender, bear-

ing two leaves at the top, between which the flower-

scajie arises, producing frequently, when well gi'ovm,

four or five beautiful tiowers. We had once under our

care a plant of this kind that measured 3 feet through,

and produced upwards of twenty spikes of its beautiful

flowers. 21s.

C. H.VRRisoxii, rar. violacea (Violet-coloured Variety).

This is a still more beautiful variety, with flowers of

a deep violet rose colour. 31s. fid.

C. intermedia (Intermediate-sized C.) ; Brazil. —
Sepals and petals delicate rose ; lip ueai-ly wdiite. A
very pretty species. 21s.

C. interjiedta purpurea.—Exactly like the preceding

species, excepting the lip has a large rich purple blotch

towards the end, which greatly adds to its beauty. 42s.

C. LAEiATA (Ruby-lipped <J.) ; Brazil.—This superb

species was imported and flowered first by the late Mr.

Cattley, of Barnet, a zealous cidtivator in his day of

many tine plants. The genus is named after him; and
never was a name more appropriately and deservedly

honoured. The sepals and petals are of a delicate rose

colour, and a little curled at the edges ; the lip is the

same colour on the outside ; the inside is sti-iped and
blotched with deep carmine, and nmnerous stripes of

deep yellow and brown ; the edges are tinged witli pui-ple,

and finely fi-inged. The flowers are very large, frequently

5 inches across ; and often four in number, rarely five,

on a stem. Such is a brief description of the splendid

flowers of this truly magnificent plant. Dr. Lindley

remarks, " It is not merely tlie large size of the flowers,

and the deep crimson of one petal contrasted with the

delicate lilac rose of the others, that constitute the love-

liness of this plant; it owes its beauty, in ahnost an

equal degree, to the trausparenoy of its textvire, and the

exquisite clearness of its colours, and the graceful manner
iu which its broad flag-like flowers wave and intermingle

when they are stin-ed by the air, or hang half drooping,

half erect, when at rest and motionless." In addition to

the above we have only to add, that the splendid flowers
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appear after all the other Cattleyas are out of bloom

—

geuerally in August, or early in September. 42s.

C. LABiATA .vTuopcr.puitEA (Dark Purple Variety)
;

La Guayra.—This is a lumdsome variety, approauhiug,
in appearance of the 2>lant. to Cattlvya crisjia, but the
flowers are those of C. labiata, with the sepals and
petals of a paler rose, whilst the lip is nearly all over of

a deep purple. (j:!s.

There are two more varieties of Cattleya labiata that

have lately flowered— one is named C. labiata picta,

and it bloomed in the orcliid house of .J. Blandy, Esq.,

of High Grove-house, near Reading. The other is named
C. labiata alba ; it bloomed last summer in the stove

of the ]_)uke of Northumberland, at Syon House. Both
are referred to and described at pages 108 and 109 of

this present volume of The Cottage Gardeneh. As
ihej' are in the hands of private individuals, they cannot
as yet be purcliased.

C. LoDDiGESir (Mr. Loddige's).—Sepals and petals of

a pale rose, tinged with lihic, and thinly spotted with
dark reddish spots; lip ligbt rose outside, and inside

' streaked and marked with yellow. The pseudo-bulbs ar-e

like O. Hurrisoiiii, but stouter and shorter. A very free
I flowering piretty species. 42s.

C. MossLE (Mr. Moss's) ; La Guayra.— It is dilKcult

to distinguish this fine species from C. labiata. yet there

are marks by which tlie practised eye can distinguish it

readily. These marks have been described as, "An
' elongated branching stem, bearing many deeply i'urrowed

pseudo-bulbs, bearing flowers with much broader sepals

and petals, wluch latter are clawed at the base ; the

colours are more varied, and there is a difference in the

markings and size of the plates of the li]j." There are

also, as in the case of G. labiata, several varieties of

C. MussitB. One named sujwrba is a truly splendid

flower, with bright colours. We can scai'cely consider,

however, that C. Mossiic is more than a splendid variety

of G. labiata. 21s.

C. Skinneuii (Mr. Skinner's C); Guatimala.—A self

coloured flower of a rich rosy purple ; the sepals are much
narrower than those of G. labiata, but the petals are

broader and undulated at the edges. Mr. Skinner once
told me that, when wandering in the forests of Guati-

mala, he saw a long branch of a tree, upon which the

sun was shining, completely covered with this plant, m
full flower. It must have been a splendid sight. He
further observes, " This plant inhabits the hot damp
coasts ; it is always found on very high trees, and most
diflicult to get at, except alter a storm that may have
chanced to throw down some of the largest foi-est-trees."

He suggests further, in regard to its culture, that " it

should be well watered daily, to re)iresent the heavy
dews and rains, which latter are from ilay to November.
I should recommend, on whatever you may grow this

plant, it may not imbibe too much of the extra moisture,

as its habitat being on branches of high and large trees,

seldom having any lichen—the heavy rains do not lay.

This flower does not seek too much shade, but rather

exposed places. Clhnate S0° to 85°, and somethnes 95°,

during the day." 21s. to 42s.

Culture.—The grand diflicidty is to olitain good peat i

for these. It shoidd be composed chiefly of fibre, such

as the roots of grasses and ferns. Break the turf into

pieces with the hand, and sift out the earthy jiart ; this

eartliy jiart will suit to mix with sand to grow ferns or

heaths in. This will form the principal body of the com-
post. Cho]) some sphagnum jn-etty small, and sift the

dust out of it, add some jiieces of charcoal about the

size of pigeon eggs, and some broken potsherds. This
will form an ojien compost, through which the super-

abundant water during tlie growing season, will easily

pass, which is a very important point, for

Drainage is more important in this family of plants,

than in any other tribe of orchids in pots. The pots

should be wider at the top than ordinary, and the drain-
age should fill these pots at least two-thirds, or even
more would be desu'able. Cover the drainage with a
thin layer of moss, and place upon that the comjiost up
to the rim of the pot, or a little higher. 'Then place the
plant upon the compost, and till up among the roots with
it, finishing by leaving the plant upon a cone in the
centre, elevated above the rim of the pot. It will be
necessary then to use sticks to steady the plant.
An-ange the stems or pseudo-bulbs at as equal distances
as possible, so as to give room to each, and to allow the
young shoots to have a full amount of air and hght.
Summer Culture.—They ought in summer to have

plenty of water, but so given as not to lodge in the young
shoots. Remember Mr. Skiiuier's words above on tluit

point. In very hot weather tliey will bear an occasional
syringing in the morning, when the sun is likely to con-
tinue in his glory all tlie day. Lmlng this season the
heat may be. in the day 75° without sun ; with sun, 85°

;

then give air. In the'night the heat should faU to 65°

or 70".

)riiiter Culture.—As soon as the annual growths are
]ierfected, cease watering at the root entirely, and allow
the heat to' decline to ti5° by day, and 55° by night. The
air of the house should also be sensibly di'ier. We have
often jiressed the necessity of a rest for orchids, which is

quite as necessary for them as for peach or apple-trees,

to induce a state of fraitfulness in flowers.

T. Appleby.

FLORISI'S' FLOWERS.
The dull foggy weather we have had lately, has had

the efl'ect of causing a considerable quantity of mouldi-
ncss to appear on the leaves of ))lants in frames and pits.

There is no remedy for this but constant removal of tlie

leaves so aft'ected, and giving as much air and as little

water as jiossible. These are two essential points easily
applied. We have so often given du-ection how to givb
air, that we need not repeat them. Should trost sud-
denly come upon us again, which is more than pro-
bable, all our readers must be wide awake, especially
in the evening of a fine cleai- day, with the thermometer
falling. Cover iill Auriculas, Puhianthuses. Carnations,
Cinerarias. &c., securely from the power of fi'ost. Re-
member, one night's frost will defeat a uhole year's care
and attention ! T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
The principal operations at present to be attended to

in this department are, tlie making of new and the turn-

ing of old walks, where necessary, during open weather,

])utting the edgings in order, manuring and trenching

as required, and the protecting of all tender things with
dust, &o., as previously directed. Our remarks ou
drainage, too, in a former number, must not be for-

gotten, jjarticTihu-ly with regard to the examination of

drains placed in the vicinity of trees or hedges. We
find it necessary to open some of our main drains eveiy

year, for allhough the bricks are laid in roman cement,

and plastered inside with the same, and all the joints of

the pijies are most carefully put together, yet roots will

find their way through the smallest crack or crevice,

and the fibres wUI so increase in growth, if the finest

thread ouce penetrates, as very speedily to choke up the

drain entirely.

The seed bags and drawers should now also be looked

over, and if any old seed is left of any jiarticuhir kinds

worth growing again, date and jilace them by them-

selves. Clear out the drawers, &c., and cast away old

useless seed of all kinds. Look over the memorandums
made during the past season, and get the next season's
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seed list iu reiuliuess. The following list may afl'ord some
of tlie cottage gardeners and tbose newly beginning a

little infonnatiou.

Pcrijf.—Tlieve are many varieties, and a great same-

ness about many of the early kinds ; one good variety is

all that is I'equired iu a small garden, and for one com-
bining all tlie good qualities of a pea the Earhj Gim-

giii'for, 3 feet high, is the best. The Early Warwick,
Prince Albert, Dauecroft Kival, Shilling's Grotto, &c.,

are also all good, well-known peas, where variety is re-

quired. The best varieties to succeed are the Blue
Scinntar, 2h to 3 feet high ; tlie Champion of England,
a first-rate pea, 4 to .') feet high ; the lielianoe Mai-row,

U to 7 feet high ; the British Queen, tt to 7 feet high
;

and Bishop's new Long-pod Dwarf; all of which are

first-rate peas to succeed each other from May till

November. There are many other good varieties, such
as the Auvergne, 4 to 5 feet high : the Spanish Dwarf,

1 to 2 feet high ; the Bauksian Blue, 3 to 3 feet high
;

tlio Kiugwood Marrow, 4 to o feet high ; the Blue Im-
perial, 3 feet high; Blue Surprise, 4 to > feet high;

Woodford Marrow, 3 feet high ; Knight's Tall Marrow,
7 to 8 feet high; Ivnight's Dwarf Green, 3 feet high;
Tall Green, to 7 feet high ; Mammoth Tall Green
Marrow, 6 to 7 feet high ; and the Dwarf Green Mar-
row. 3 feet lugh.

One quart of any early variety of pea is quite suffi-

cient for sowing a row 1 00 feet in length ; half-a-pint

less sown in the same distance of the blue varieties

;

and one pint of tlie large and tall kinds are sufficient

where the soil is rich, well pulverized, and j^retty free

from slugs, &o.

Of Bains, the Early Royal Dwarf, U to 2 feet high
;

the Long Bod, 3 to 4 feet high ; and Johnson's Wonder,
3 to 4 feet high, are the best ; and of tall kinds we
recommend tlie Windsor Broad-beau, and the Green
Windsor or Nonpareil, each from 3 to 4 feet high.

Beans of any of these varieties planted as outside or

single rows will produce double the crop they will pi'o-

duce when planted in patches, and in rows succeeding
each other from two to three feet apart, and the same
may be said of jieas. We always plant or sow at great

distances, and get immense crops, besides the advantage
of such rows forming partial shade and shelter for other

summer crops, There are other varieties of beans, but

the foregoing are all well kno\\'n and proved varieties,

and are enough for any garden.

French Beans.—Of these there are endless varieties.

The Black Negro is a very good one ; the Newington
Wonder, Pale JJun, Dark Dun, Bobin's Egg, and Jilack

Speckled, are all good bearers-; but of the Runners no
variety that we have ever grown possesses so many good

qualities as the old Scarlet Runner : there are the

Painted Lady, the Spanish Haricot, the White Dutch,
&c., all very good where plenty of ground with strength

to work it is at command, and variety is required.

Brocolis.—Tliere are a great many more fine varieties

of this vegetable than there were 25 years ago. For
a small garden, where only a small piece of ground can

be spared for its cultivation, we recommend the Wal-
cheren White, the Wilcove White, Malta White, S])rout-

ing Purple, and Knight's Protecting White, with Purple

and White Cape, and a good variety of cauliflower. The
following are also good vai'ieties, when obtained true :

—

the Brimstone or Portsmouth Dwarf, Russian Late
White, Grange's Early White, Chappie's Cream, Bowie's

Sulphur, Miller's Dwaii', Howden's Purple, Waterloo
White, &o.

Borecoles.—The Dwarf Cireen Canadian, Tall Curled

Egyptian, Siberian, and Buda are about the best varie-

ties ; and the Ijrussels Sprouts, the Sprouting-stalked

Savoy, as well as the Dwarf Curled Green Savoy, are

all fine varieties.

C'abh(ir/e.—Of this vegetable there is an endless

variety—three or four of the best are enough for all

purposes throughout the year. Atkins' Matchless is a

pretty dark-green coloured variety, forming a pretty-

shaped heart close to the ground, coming in quick at all

seasons of planting, and early in spring, and is a beau-

tiful colour for coleworts, greens, or any purpose. Non-
pareil is also a very good pretty-sized quick-coming-in

cabbage, and so is Shilling's Queen. Enfield, West
Ham, and Tobolsk are good vai'ieties, larger, and not

quite so quick in coming in. There are many other

very good varieties—such as the Early Hope, Battersea,

Sprotbro', Yanach, ^^'ellington. Sugar Loaf, Emperor,
&c. James Barnes.

(To he continued.)

MISCELLANEOUS INEOKMATION.

OUK VILLAGE ES.

By the Authoress of " Mij Flowers," etc.

Amongst the labouring classes there is a striking feature
in domestic life, that leads to a thousand evils, and which
cannot lie too strongly condemned and striveii against. It

is the very early and complete throwing otf of parental
authority, amongst the rising generation. Boys and girls

are alike affected by it; and the peace and comfort of the
lowly cottage must he sadly interrupted ; wliilst the resjiect-

ability of the family 1.5 often endangered by it. This must
arise from want of care and tirmness on the pai-t of the
parents, who are cmnmunded to "train up a child in the way
it should go," and whose duty it is to compel oliedience from
the cradle. Many old people lament this change in the
habits of the poor, since they were children. In their days
the little ones were brought up in strict submis.sion to their
parents : the hours of the humble household were regular
and properly regarded, and there was no idle playing iu the
street, and staying out late in the evening as there is now.
The boys were at worlc, and the girls were kept at home
with their mother, at their needle, or the spinning wheel,
which in those days was a general and useful source of
occupation and profit.

In the present day a spirit of lawlessness manifests itself

amongst the very children, over whom it is sad to see that the
nrother, at least, has very little power ; and I often hear the
poor lamenting when then- children have committed some mis-
chief, as if they had no power whatever to restrain or govern
them. How earnestly ought jiarents, in the humble walks
of life particularly, to keep their children in cheerfid sub-
jection to their authority. There is, in their class, a freedom
from all restraint of custom and opinion, which governs
so much the upper ranks of society, and therefore if children

are not taught and broken in, to listen to, and obey their

parents, there is no other check whatever to then- little

wilful ways ; for I need not say that where jiarents are

treated mth indifference, the fear of God cannot be alive in
the heart.

The one grand want, in this matter, is, religious instruc-

tion at home. Schools, however excellent, are robbed of half
their benefits, by the way iu which children are managed in
their homes. Can we suppose for an instant, that the
Scriptural lessons of the day will act upon children's minds
as they ought to do when the evening conduct and conver-
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sation are such as ive know it must he, liy the fruits that

appear? When the fatlicr loves to I'reciueut thu heerlioiiso,

and the mother only just escapes dctei-tion at best, in

breiJdng fences and stealing wood, bringing uji her daugh-
ters to the same wicked practices, can we suppose those

parents assemble their family for morning and evening

"Worship '.' nr speak to them of those holy and life-gi-iing

doctrines which the Word of (Jod sets forth ? Alas : -nhat

stumbling blocks do such parents place in their children's

path ! The Word of God and the works of their earthly

parents contradicting each other! Tlie laws nf God and
the teaching of their own homes confusing their young
minds, instead of enlightening them

!

Oh ! if parents would but consider these things ; if they

would but value the salvation as well as the perishing bodies

of their offspring, they would stop, before they led them on
the road to ruin ; and the very anxiety to preserve their

children from destiitction might arouse them to a sense of

their own danger and duties. The cottage gardeners of

England are a large and iniluential class ; sometimes they
constitute nearly the whole population of a rural parish.

Coidd they not set an example of household jriety, and
household order, and household happiness ? How many
of their poorer neighbours might be led to "go and do
likewise !

"

Parochial schools and family religion when walkmg in

blessed harmony, would have an eft'ect upon the rising

generation such as the mind can scarcely imagine. If the

father of a family of yoimg children woidd resohttely resolve

to begin a steady system of family worship, even if it were
at first distasteful, the amount of blessing it would bring
down upon the lowly roof would be great and increasing.

At this time of national peril, and in these days of strange
doctrines and corrupt jiractices, how specially needful is

social prayer, and intercession for "tlie powers that be," as

well as for individual protection and instruction I How
important, that eveiy Biitish household, even the hut by the

road-side, should send up incense before God! not that of

perfumed herbs and spices, but of prayer and jiraise ! How
important that the young shotdd be taitght by the example
of their own parents, to give " fear to whom fear, honour to

whom honour;" and to " obey their parents in all things, for

this is well pleasing unto the Lord."

I have sometimes heard, late in an evening, tlie hymn of

praise ascending from the poor man's hearth ; and how
strildng—how affecting—how beautiful it is ! There is

poverty, privation and sutfeiing very frequently, within those

humble walls ; the flickering light that issues throtigh the
rude shutters is pale and dim, but heavenly riches and
heavenly light clieer the rejoicing inmates, for the Lord is

there.

Does not the example of thankfulness and praise in those
who possess few of the world's good things, not only speak
loudly to others in the same humble sphere, but with a

trumpet-tongite to " the rich in this world ? " I have v cry,

very frequently felt shame and confttsion of face, at wit-

nessing the cottage "giving of thanks," before a meal began.
The few potatoes that formed that meal would to us have
seemed starvation, yet tlie gr.atitude with which they were
partaken of, was indeed a lesson to those who ai-e not
always pleased with llie plcnt;/ that is set before them. Tlie

quiet unpretending example of the cottuijc ganleiwr may do
good to many who mark his walk and conversation, by wiiom
he little suspects that he is watched so closely ; and one well-

ordered househrdd in a village may, by tlie blessing of God,
be the leaven that shall "leaven the whole lump."

Let none of us despise or undeiTate tlie jiower of good
exarajde; and let us remember, too, that Kngland, our own
dear counti'y, has a claim upon us in these very things.

Tlie children of this day are the men of tlie next generation :

and if tliey are not taught to "obey tjieir jiarents in the

Lord " note, they are little prepared to " be subject to prin-

cipalities and powers " and " to obey magistrates " hereafter,

all which are commanded of God to be religiously observed.

Let Englaml's humble classes remember this.

ALLOTMENT F.^EMING FOR .LAXUAUY.

Pr.oor.Ess.—Let this be our text to begin with,—to cha-
racterise the beginning of a new year, fraught, like its

numerous predecessors, with kaleiiloscopic ciianges, and
" dissolving views." Shall it bo said, then, that the Lriii.sli

cottier or allotment holder is stationary, whilst all arouml
him is on the mo\e '.'—a move which would seem to be a part
of a great Providential scheme, which has for its object the
civilization of all nations, both in material things and
those of still greater import than even mental progress,

—

those whicli relate to the soul itself.

We would now fain excite a feeling of self examination
in the mind of every one who holds a bit of land. The
industrious tradesman " takes stock," as it is tenned, at

regidar intervals ; and is not the p^or man's acre, and all

connected therewith, a part of his stock '.' indeed, this and
his daily labour constitute the wiiole. It is as much tlie

duty (nay, the ititerest) of eveiy labouring man, to ascer-
tain his real position at the commencement of every new
year as it is that of the tradesman : from the merest peasant
to Her JIajesty the Queen, these tilings must be done ; and
the moral cowarilice of those who will not do so is but too
often severely punished by bitter adversity. Let, then, the
holdei's of small plots of grotmd, in the first place, consider,
in reviewing their jiast proceedings, whetlier tlieir general
policy be the best that can be adopted under tlieir circum-
stances ; whether it is that which will produce the greatest
value of produce at the least cost of manure, and with the
least amount of deterioration of soil. In doing this, he
should take into full consideration tlie probable effects of a
rotation running through three or four years, in order that
his calculations may stand on a sufficiently broad basis.

In order to plan a good rotation, he should remember, that
some crops are what are termed " cleaning crops ;

" others,

the reverse; some, scourgers ; otliers, improvers. Of course,,

two scom'ging crops should not follow in succession ; neither
any two which have a tendency to encoimage weeds. All

grain crops are of necessity amongst the latter class ; whilst
all root crops are invariably to be found amongst the
" cleaners " and the " improvers."

-\nother view, is carefully to distinguish those crops whiidi

must or niiffht to liave manm'e, from those whicli can do with-

out it ; for not every cottager or allottee can manure all his

ground eveiy year ; neither is it ahsolutcUj neccssur;/ that he
should do so. And here, as with the kitchen- gardeners of

the gentry, or witii the niarl;et-gardeners, one grand point

—

which, indeed, may be almost termed the fundamental
principle, as to soils in constant tillage for a long series of

years—is to take care that none of the cabbage or green ttibes

foUow each other : such as savoys following cabbage, or the
latter succeeding kale, &c.

Schemes of cropping, even on small holdings, may differ

much : one man may crop to provide for the immediate ne-
cessities of a family; another may cultivate for sale, the
proceeds of which wUl purchase him those necessaries, and
leave a surplus to boot. The latter class are generally fomied
by the circumstances around them ; such as the living not
far from a thriving town, or very near to a railway station.

It requires, however, an amount of iu'irenuity rather above
the average, for a mere cottager to cultivate things not in

ordinary demand, and to protit by them. Sucli men, never-

theless, are to be I'ound ; men who make double the protiLs of
some of their more blunt neighbours, througli a idever

anticipation of the wants or demands of those in towns,

wiiose incomes will command luxuries in the vegetable or
fruit way.
Having pointed to a few of the principles to which every

holder of land should give attention, we have done all that

we can in this way ; it remains for the holder of sucli plots,

whether attached to a cottage or not, to work out such plans
for himself It is, indeed, useless to attempt to dictate a
line of policy : situations are as various as the crops the
garden is capalde of producing; all that is wanted is a keen
forecast, coupled with much perseverance. One thing
we have, however, proposed to oiuselves to ilo, in order to

I'Xpaud the views of the allotment m.an or cottager, and that

is to advert very frequently during the early portion of the
year to what has been termed "mixed cropping," for in so
doing we liope to render some service.

There is nothing more certain than that some men will
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turn ont as much proiluce fiom one acre as ollier.s will from

two; if, then, this is true, wliat an important fact for

consideration. Indeed, the same is repeatedly urged as to

the farmer and the gnrdener, and all concerned in the

culture of the soil are parties for consideration under this

seemingly hold assertion. We are well aware that some
persons, who imagine they have reached the pinnacle of

perfection, will he very cross "with ns, and may possihly

retort hy ohsening, that our keen cultivators will require

more manure. We will not go so far as to offiim that

liberal manurings do not form a jiart of high culture ; hut

we will just gently remind our ohjectors that it so happens
one man will make a singlewheelbarrowfuUof manure go as

far as a couple in other hands ; and it may as well he added
here, that some men hy a greater amount of assiduity and
skill will annually make a Ifa'ger manure-heap than others.

There is, indeed, much room for advance—indisputably

so ; let us at once, then, away with cavilling, and see iclinl

can he done. By mixed cropping is meant the introducing
one crop between portions of an existing one, or otherwise
so arranging a first crop that a second one may be introduced

at intervals, whilst the first is in course of cnltin-e. This
mode of cropping was strongly lu'ged, and indeed extensively

practised, in the days of the potato faihu-e. It is, however,
an eligible proceeding under all circumstances, provided
the cultivator well understands the habits of the respective

crops, and the time necessary for them to attain maturity.
And here some distinction or classification of kinds be-

comes necessary; for there are some kinds which will bear,

or it may be enjoy, shade in their earlier stages, which yet

require all the light our autumns afford, in order to perfect

their qualities, and give them bulk. Of such are the man-
gold, the Swede turnip, the parsnip, &c. Pome few will

succeed pretty well in a partial shade most of the summer-
as such may be named the Drumhead cabbage, tlje Horn
carrot, the common turnip, the savoy, green kale, and
indeed all the cabbage tribe, to which may be added such
things as lettuces, spinach, &e.
As for potatoes, they need all the hght possil-e; still

upon warm uplands we have seerr cases in whiclj mixed
cropping has been advantageously carried ont without injury
to the potato. This root, however, diil'ers so much in habit,

that what is adapted to one kind is by no means so with
others ; they must be classed into early and late before
forcing them into a scheme of mixed cropping. In a sub-
sequent paper we will point out some crops which may be
judiciously combined; and in the meantime let us see if

any advice can be cfl'ered peculiar to the season.
Deaikikg.—Once more let ns point to this, the great

amelioration in strgnant soils. If any man doubt whether
his soil is too damp or no, let him at once jiut down some
drains, or open some water-courses. The latter process,
indeed, will soon let him know the effect that draining will

have. Our excuse for again adverting to it is, that this is

the last month in which such operations ovgM to be carried

out. Not but it m<iii he done in Tebruary or Blarch, but by
draining in good time the soil will be in good order for
cultural matters at the usual time ; and, moreover, a good
schemer will want to put several things in his garden before
March arrives.

TI!E^"CHI^'G.—We have before observed that too much
cannot he said in favour of this or deej) digging, whether as

a renovator by bringing up fresh inorganic materials, by
promoting a greater extension of root, or to pr(i\ide against
the injurious droughts of sum.mer. Many people, when
they see one crop of Swedes or mangold so \ery superior
to another, forthwith conclude that more or richer manure
has been the cause. Such is not obliged to be the case, but
may frequently be traced to deeper digging or ploughing.
Some crops on shallow and baked soils stand completely
still—nay, go hack as it were, during a long continued
drought; whilst those on deep dug or trenched soils quail
Dot, but steadily advance. Now. it is surely easy to imagine
what an important loss accrues through any crop of the
kind becoming stationary for three or four weeks in the
height of the season. People complain of mildew among
Swedes : do they not know that stagnation in the system of
the plant is the fertile if not the only cause of this agricul-

tural pest ?

We would, however, have the process of trenching rightly

understood, inasmuch as some persons wr.sle manure
through the operation being ill-conducted. When a coating
of manure has to be introduced in the process, it is no unusual
thing to see it pared as clean into the bottom of the trench
as though the operators was going to make a neat walk.
This is fad work; manures do most good l.y being in-

timately mixed with the soils; the more so the better.

However, .since it would be rather too tedious a process to

equally blend it all through the soil, tlie next best plan is to

dig the first si it, tiitliotil what is termed " paring," which in

nine cases out of ten is merely a convenience to the operator.
When the ground is tobe dug two spits, the first spit manure,
and all should be a //««, but ver;/ deep one. The second will of
course be clear soil, and need not be so deep ; six inches in

general will suflice. By these means the manure is brought
I much more within reach of the young plant, and is, withal,

I

more intimately mixed, especially if clug thin, and scattered

j

abroad in the act, instead of being piled primly up in a com-
pact body. When there is much of mere weeds, or long and
coarse herbage to bury, it may be pared down in the old way

;

but if the surface he of field or pastime character, by all

means dig it as if manured, taking a thin deep spit first, and

I

a shallow one next.

Some persons introduce manure between the " spits," and
it is by no means a bad plan, although it of course con-

I

siderably increases the amomrt of labour. When the latter

j

is no object, we should say, introduce a more decomposed
kind of m anure midway, such as the shovelhngs of the dung-

, hole or dung-heaj).

I

Eco>.-03iic.\L Ari'LicATios OF Maxuees.'—Vfe are perfectly

! aware that the cottier's m anure-heap is neither very capacious,
! nor composed of any great variety of materials, neither is it

necessary it should be so. It is, however, generally com-
posed of at least two kinds, not diflfeiing iir quality, but in

texture. The small holder should leam the meaning of

texture ; a point too much, by far, overlooked. W'e may ob-

serve, for the information of sucli, that all coarse vegetable
materials, such as the rei'use of recent crops, haulm, fresh

weeds, or trimmings of any kind, whether from hedge, bush,
or plant, in a somewhat fresh state, and not having been
subjected to feimentation, is termed raw organic matter,
because the organism, or, in plainer words, the structime or

fabric of what was once the living vegetable, has not been
broken down. Again, all dark soily-looking matter, such as

generally is to he found at the bottom of old dung-heaps, or

even at the bottom of an old wood-pile, is termed decomposed
organic matter, the vegetable filire hanng been broken dowir
by putrescence. Our learned readers will no doubt excuse
such attempts to bring the language of science within the
reach of our ordinary peasantry.

Now, although quahty is doubtless the first consideration,

generally speaking, there are cases in which mere rair

organic matter, before described, is of eminent service

;

indeed, with regard to some crops, even more so than the
most highly concentrated manures. Such cases consist, in

the main, of what are termed hard worn or exhausted soils

:

scientific men are in the habit of calhng them "effete,"

which in plain English signifies worn out. For instance, if

we had to cultivate a piece of moorland, from which all the
stunted lierbage, moss, fern, heath, S:c., had been removed,
leaving nothing but a dailc moorish sort of earth, loose and
incoherent, we should prefer an old heap of half-rotten

weeds as compost, to grow potatoes or indeed any other crop,

to a good dressing of the best Peruvian guano. And, to

digress for a moment, it may be added, that this would not
prove a manure of permanent stability without the marly or

clayey principle ; for manures, whether vegetable or animal,

reqiiiie a jiermanency of moisture, as well as a free access

of air, to render them nutritive to the growing crop.

Our space is now nearly exhausted, and we must conclude
with an exhortation to the cottager, to study these points well

before the cropping season commences ; for it is only by such
things attentively considered that any positive advance can
be made. The subject of mixed cropping will be handled
in due time.
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NATIVE 'WILD FLOV>"ERS.

Peceheer.

Oeten is it lamented that the colil paths of tlie forest, iu

cheerless De 'ember, are unadoruecl by tloral ornament

;

that tlie dnll meadow and dreary moor are nuspeckled by a

single Hower to relieve the wintry gloom, and point the eye

of hope to tliat happy time when all sliall smile in summers
loveliness. Bnt we join not in such lamentations ! Grateful

for the joys of the season that is past (its flowers still bloom-

ing, fragrant and lovely in our heart), we need no farther

earnest of coming spring, but look forward to it in sure and

joyful anticipation. Indeed, the rustUng leaves remind us

that we too may wither ere another summer's sun has aroused

the latent energies of Nature—yet, we have aU-eady shared

sufSciently the enjoyment of Creation's loveliness, to call

fortli our earnest gratitude, and something more.

" The time will brinj on suaimer,

"Wlien briers shall have leaves as well as thorns,

And be as sweet, as sharp."

Let US only think for a moment how painfully ludicrous

would be the speetacle ot a gaudy winter Flora ! poppies

marring with their blooddike petals the purity of the driven

snow ; cherry blooms scattered by the wratliful tempest

;

hyacinths blooming amidst the desolation of leafless, song-

less woods ; water lilies ritUng on the turbulent and swelling

surface of the muddy mountain stream ;
and roses blusliing

on the bleak and barren hill-side ! Away, such unseemly

fancies, and spoil not winter's picture ! plain and beautiful

it is, and pregnant with teachings to mortal man.

But let us not imagine that Flora is unmindful of us, even

in these ungenial days. Tiie ordinary observer may see

little or no attraction in the lanes and fields, no traces of the

fair goildess' favours. But the patient naturalist, who ex-

plores the ditches and hidden nooks, tinds a host of interest-

ing beauties " lurldug in their shy retreats." The " dim

world of weeping mosses " are now adorned in their verdant

loveliness, and afford an ample harvest to the cryptogamic

botanist: and even the horticulturist sometimes tinds these

tiny plants sufficiently interesting to merit his careful atten-

tion in subjecting them to cultivation. .\s we shall have

occasion to return to the mosses at a future time, when their

capsules aie more abundant than during tlie present month,

we refrain, at present, from entering upon any remarks on

the various species. This dnll and moist season is highly

favourable for transplanting the mosses from their native

liaunts to tlie greenhouse or rockery ; and sucli of our

readers as feel desir lus of trying their skill at this novel

department of liorticnhure, and who wish instructions for

their guidance, we beg to refer to our papers on tlie subject,

in the first and second volumes of Thu Gurdcnci-s' Mui/iizine

of Botrniif.

The botanist who is located on the sea-shore, will find

sufficient to engage his attention in the treasures of the

deep. If the coast is a rocky one, the nmnerous pools that

are left by the receding tide will afford a profusion of the

beautiful CoraUina nfftciiirdis (now eleaidy shown to belong

to the vegetable kingdom), and numerous other Alg* of

equal interest. The agitation of the waters caused by a

heavy gale, often uproots those species which fiourisli at

considerable depth, and are otherwise beyond the collector's

reach ; and a rich harvest may thus often be gathered im-

mediately after the subsidence of a storm. Tlie sea-weeds

are not very conspicuously important in their economical

uses to man, but a number of the species have been and

still are applied to various purposes. Their uses in the

manufactm-e of kelp and iodine are sufficiently well known;

anil our cottage readers may, many of them, be familiar witli

the large Fiici, as afforiling a much-prized manure ; and

what is perhaps not less important, a valuable article of

food for pigs. I am not aware that your southern pigs

rehsh such food, but I can assure you that it is the chief

article of diet on which many of our Scotch ones are fat-

[

tened. The cottager prepares the sea-weed by pouring

I

boiling water upon it, mixing with it at the same time a

little oatmeal or bran.

Before closing my brief account of the December Flora, I

should rerpiest attention to the interesdng family of lichens

which now adorn tlie old walls, rocks, and trunks of trees,

chiefly in alpine districts. Of these several are important

in the arts, some yielding dyes, while otliers are applied to

medicinal purposes. The Iceland iloss {Cclraria ialundU-a)

and Reindeer Moss {Coiomyce rantji/cnna) are widely cele-

brated for theii' economical (pialities.

G. Lawso.n-, F.R.P.S., F.B.S., Ediiihiinjh.

THE BEE-KEERER'S CALENDAR.—.jAKU.vr.Y.

Bi/ J. H. Payne, Esq., Aiilhur nf " The Bec-Kccpcr's GiiiJc.''

Little attention will be required during this niontli of

cold and frost, except upon a mild day, should such occur,

nf cleaning tlie tloor boards mth a dry brush, and looking

well to the ventilation of boxes of all kinds ; for however
trilling these matters may appear to those who are inex-

perienced in bee management, the well-doing of many stocks,

during the coming season, will in a great measure depend
upon their being carefully attended to ; and the interior of the

hives being clean and free from damp at this time, is quite

as important as their having a supply of food in store, for

even with the latter, if the former be neglected, the hives fre-

quently perish.

I am anxious that the coming season may be a favourable

one for honey gathering, that the number of persons who
are already providing themselves with hives, itc, intending

to become bee-keepers this year, may not feel disappoints

ment. If I may judge from the correspondence I have had
from various parts of the kingdom, there wiU be more bee-

keepers this year than in any precedhig one.

Good Seasons.—With all oiu' experience, how little we
know what it is that constitutes a good season. In some
summers the bees in the most favoured localities, abounding
in white clover, lime trees, and every thing that is calculated

to afford a good supply of honey, scarcely collect enough to

keep them through the winter; whereas, in the next season,

perhaps, which tit us appears to differ as little as possible

from the former one, they are filling glass after glass, and
liive after hive, with the finest honey, and this perhaps in

the less favourable situations.

Quality of Honey.—It is remarkable how much honey
differs in quality, even honey that is collected by the same
stock of bees in the same season, a few weeks only inter-

vening. A lady has lately sent me two samples, one from
a glass taken at the end of June, and another from a glass

also taken from the same stock late in August. The first

is as fine as honey can be, and the other exactly the reverse.

The latter appeared as if mixed with soot from its duty
appearance, wliich its tlavom- also tended to confirm ; and
the good lady attributed this, and in a very positive manner,
to a steam engine having been erected in the imme^liate

vicinity of her garden, between the times of her taking the

first and the second glass : but which erroneiuis conclusion

I have been enabled to remove, by having a sample of honey

sent me from a village hard by, where the air is remarkably

pure and free from smoke, of exactly the same colour and

of the same smoky flavour.

OvER-STOCiaNci.—Some persons I know have an idea that

it is possible to over-stock a district with bees. I'erhaps it

maybe so; but it is not at all likely at present to be the

case. Some writer tells us (I think it is Mr. Hnish), that

one square mile will support a hundred hives, and tliat there

is not, or was not at the time of his writing, taking the

country through, one hive to ten square miles ; so that if his

statement be a correct one, we need entertain no fears what-

ever at present of over-stocking.

Before this paper meets the eye of our readers, the sun

will have entered the ascending pai-t of the ecUptic, and
the length of our days will consequently be increasing, in-

spiring us with the first gleam of luqie and anticipation of

spring; om- litlle favourites, too, by the end of tlie month
wiU be gratifying us with their pleasing hum, and we may
be looking for the commencement of their labours for

another yeai', by their attacking the aconites and early

crocuses.

ARTIFICIAL STOCKS OF BEES.

I WISH to thank the " Country Curate" for correcting my
errors, which were those of one who is a novice in bee-keep-

ing, but anxious to try every available experiment, for doubt-
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less there is sometliinf,' still to ba discovered in apiarian

science, as in others. My mistake arose from the IbllowinLC

fact :—5Iy bees were liived Sept. ), and were fed ri-ijularlij

from about three days after that time (I conld not get a

proper feeder before). The weight of contents, exclusive of

bees, was on the Isth of the same month, '^^ lbs. ; on tho

2Cth, 7f lbs, ; on the 1st of Oct., l(i lbs. They had thus in-

creased 8^ lbs. in live days. Natnrally, 1 conchuled that

storing did not advance much till the hive was tilled to a

considerable extent with combs. For though I attributed

the great increase at last paitJy to a great improvement in

my feeder, which enabled the bees to appropriate nearly as

much food during the last five days as they did in the first

fortnight. I did not conceive they could in five days have
built sufficient fresh comb to store H^ lbs. of food, and have
stored it as well. I acknowledge the justice of the observa-

tion, that the sagacity of bees would prevent them from
building comb with an uncertain prosjiect of getting any-

thing to fill it ; lint I cannot lielp thinking that, in this case,

when they found ]novisions coming in plentifully, they set

vigorotisly to work to enlarge tlieir storehouses, and that

comb-building went on much faster than storing food. I

cannot make out, by calculation, that I gave them altogether

more than 28 lbs. of food, besides a little refuse honey in

combs. However, I believe there was still something to be
gathered from the mignonette, and the ivy blossoms afforded

a small supply.

I must say, I have often felt for the poor exiled bees,

working with all their might and main from morning till

night, to lay in a store for winter, while the occupants of my
otlier hives were lazily luxiuiatiug on the produce of their

summer labours, and scarcely stirring from home on the
finest day. This was partly the reason why I wished to give

them a hive already to some extent furnished. It seems
hard to put them so late in the season into an entirel}'

empty one. The advantage of forming ai'tificial stocks is

so great that it is imjiortant to consider the best way of
effecting it. The chief advantage, in my opinion, not to

mention one's o>\n interest, is being able to provide a home
for the bees, which one's unenlightened neighbours will not
see that it is to their interest to preserve, and will bum, if

some benevolent person does not interfere. Even such
interference is not always effectual. I was refused some bees
this autumn by a neighbom'ing farmer, who said, " he did

not want to have any trouble wi' 'em ; he should smother
'em, and have done wi' 'em ;" but kindly offered me the
" dead nns," if I liked to accept them. It is not always
advisable, I think, to unite such preserved bees to one's own
stocks, supposing these to be sufficiently strong ; and the
formation of an artificial swarm at once furnishes a habita-

tion to the bees, and increases the number of stocks for the
following year.

A word as to burying. I do not lil;e the notion of con-
signing a hive of bees to the earth for four months of the
year, however snug they may be in such a condition ; and if

they do consume two or three pounds more above ground, I
am far from grmlging it them. If I can protect them by
shading from being tempted out in cold weather, it is all I
require. xVecordingly, I should not be disposed to follow
the plan to any extent in my own practice—this, however,
is beside the question. It is of the greatest importance
that the capabilities of the plan should be fully tested ; and
the experiments, if snccessfid, will not only furnish new
facts in the science of bee-keeping, but will be of great
practical advantage. It will often be expedient, sometimes
necessary, to adopt the plan once well established. I am
myself among the experimentalists.

"With regard to the disputed question of hone;/ dew, I have
seen much of it this year, but never saw a single bee touch
it, though it was much resorted to by wasps. Can any one
explain the cause of the humming noise often heard in
woods ? I have noticed it particularly in fir-trees, and in
some other trees yielding no blossom. Can it proceed from
files ? or has it any connection with the gathering of honey
dew ?—A Most Edified Header.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CULTURE OF BRITISH
MOSSES.

While so many efforts are making by liorticulturists to
bring to perfection their respective iavomites in the fioral

W( irld, there is one family or class of plants that liave hitherto
been almost altogether overlooked, at least as far as their
cultivation is concerned. I refer to the niunerous genera of
Mosses, wliose bright green tufts and polished capsules are
now ornamenting the wall-tops, rocks, and trunks of trees,

according as these localities are fitted for their growth.
Though universally admired, even by those who have not
made them the subject of scientific study, very httle has yet
been done with the view of making them inmates of otu-

gardens; more attention, indeed, having been paid— and no
doubt rightly—to eradicate such species as infest garden-
walks. There are, however, many species which with a
little care might easily be cultivated ; and when estab-
lished and well grown would form elegant and beautiful,

if not strictly showy, objects for the alpine frame or green-
house. Many, also, would do well in a Wardian case.

Having been engaged for some time in cultivating some of
the most interesting of these objects, I shall now briefly nar-
rate the modes I find most useful to secure success in
growing them, hoping that some of your readers "vvill think
it -n'orth their wlnle to devote a little time to the same pur-
suit, anil throw further light on the subject.
Though the mosses have much of a common character, as

far as their reproductive organs are concerned, they vary
much in form, texture, and the localities which they afl'ect.

Their treatment, therefore, in cultivation must necessarily
vary. The strictly aquatic genera, Fiintiiintis, Cinelidotiis,

and some Hi/piuims, would succeed best where there is a
constant supply of clear flowing water. Sphci/niim, again, as
its name of " Bog-moss " implies, luxuriates in peat bogs,
where in process of time it accumulates to a great depth.
We pass, however, from these to such as grow on banks,

wall-tops, rocks, or trees ; denoting in the list at the close
the habitats of such species as we think most easily found,
and likely to repay the trouble of cultivation.

A mixture of clay or heavy loam, with rotten sticks, or
other decaying vegetable matter, is the most suitable soil for
such as (/row on hanhs. The pots used should be drained
till within at least two inches from the top, and a layer of
thin moss on the surface of the drainage before the earth
is put in. Some species of .ffy/jnifm, or Feather-moss—one

I
of the most beautiful as well as widely diflused of the

• genera—which abound on banks, have a very trailing habit;

j

these must be pegged-down on the surface of the pots, and

I

if carefully watered will soon show a profusion of verdant
shoots. Water should be given to them very carefully, with

I

a fine rose ; indeed, with the exception of those always found
in wet spots, a sprinlding of water on the leaves when they

j

appear to shrivel from want of moisture, will be quite sufii-

I
cient. Dicriiniim adiantnides, I). Jh:riio.iitm, Hypniim cor-

j
difoUiim, IT. detidroides, &c., are plants that succeed best in
pots constantly supplied from below with moisture.
We next proceed to those whose natural habitat is the siir-

i face of roclfs and stones. Many species of the genera Tortiila,

j

Triehnstnmum and Orlhotriehiim are found only on these,

i
and thus require little earth in the pots in which they are

:
cultivated. A porijus stone, v/liose surface is level with the
top of the pot, is the best situation in which to put any of
these mosses. In order to give solidity to them, a Uttle
loose earth may be sprinkled in the interstices between the
lumps.
My experiments have not yet been directed to those that

grow OH trees, though I have little doubt that a decaying and
gnarled branch of some aged monarch of the forest would
form a fitting dwelling for cultivating many species, and
present in a siutable place, as is often seen in a wild state,

an object of much beauty. It must be remembered in
making such attempts, that there are species which confine
themselves to one description of tree.

In conclusion, it is only necessary to say that care in
!('n^'r//i_(/ judiciously is the matter of the greatest importance
in the cultivation of the Mosses. In summer they should
be kept in a cool, shady place, under the shade of shrubs,
or belov^ a north wall. The back shelves of a greenhouse or a
pit will give suflicient protection in winter. Besides being
interesting as objects to admire, the man of science may
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;

fintl it very profitable to watch the progress of the growth of

I

these lovely ohjects, and the development of their friiit. It

i is well known, that some species which produce fruit readily
' in other countries never attain that state in Britain ; some
' of these, also, are very beautiful. If by cultivation this could

be achieved, it would be a subject of pleasure both to the

botauist and liorticulturist. They also are well adapted to

add interest to a tloral exhibition ; and all wlio have seen the

collecti(»n at Arniston Gsu-deus, near Edinburgh, under the

care of Mr. R. ^'eitch, will acknowledge that even the tufts

of emerald t^'reen, surmounted by glossy fruit, are objects

well deserving tlie attention of every admirer of nature.

Subjoined is a list of such Mosses as are jtretty generally

distributed, and from their liabit and appearance lilvoly to

make some show, and afford considerable variety. Those
1 who have made Cr3ptagamic plants a subject of study, will

easily be able to increase the list; to which also may be

added many interesting species of the large genus Junger-

I mannia, which will reipure, in all respects, a similar treat-

I
ment.

JIOSSES HECOMMENDF.D I'OK Cri.TR'ATIOX.

The abbreviations refer to the localities where they are found, b. banks,
i w. wall-tops. wo. woods, r. rocks, t. trees, ro. road-sides. Those dis-

I tinpuished by an asterisk will only succeed where a constant supply of

\
moisture can be insured.

MUSCT (mosses).

I
FuNARiA, Card Moss

\ hygrumctrica. b. and ro.

I

Grimmia
I

a|i0carpa. r,

> Gymnostomu:m, Beardless l\loss
' *festivura. r.

pyriforme. I).

rupestre. r.

truricatulum. b. and ro.

HOOKERIA
lucens. wo.

HvPNuiM, Feather Moss
I dciiticulatuni. wo.

myosuroidcs. t.

I

pulcheliutn. b.

undulatuni, Slc. wo.

! Neckera
i

crispa. r.

I PoLVTRicm'M, Hair Mass
aloides. b. and ro.

I undulatuni. b. and ro.

Pterogomum
gracile. r.

[

Tetrapuis
I

pellucida. b.

1 Triciiostomum, Fringe Moss
*aciculare. r.

heterustichum. r.

I

polyphyllum. \v.

j

Weissia
, acuta, r.

contravcrsa. b.

curvirostra. r. and w.
*verticillata. r.

CULTIVATION OF THE PAXSEY.
winch, within the last twenty

Bartramia, Apple Moss
*tontana. Moist r.

pomiformis. w.
Brytjm, Thread Moss

'androgynuni. l\Ioist b.

arcenteum. w.
ctespititium. w,
cuspidatum. wo.
bornum. wo.
ligulatum. wo.
marginatum, wo.
nutans, b.

roseu.^i. wo.
rostratum. r.

punctatum, r.

turbiiiatum. b,

*ventricosum. Sloist b.

DiCRANUM, Fork Moss
adiantoides. Moist b.

bryoides. b.

cerviculatum. b.

flavescens. b.

heteromalhmi. wo.
*squarrosum. Moist r.

taxifolium. r.

varium. h.

Didy:iiodon
capillaceum. b.

tle.\.ifolium. b.

purpureuni. h. and w.
Encalypta, Extinguisher Moss

ciliata. b.

vulgaris, w.

AMON'f't tlie many plants

I

years, have more or less attraL-ted the attention of the Horisls
; of this country, perhaps there is none that has rewarded

I

then- care and persevering dihgcuce with more decided

;

results, than the subject of the present remarks. From a
mere weed, through the inliuence of cultivation, it has been
raised to such a X)Osition, as to rank amongst one of the best
which Ave find in the list of ilorist Howers. Indeed, so great

I

has been the progress which in so short a period has been
made in the improvement nf this tiower, both as respects its

size, shape, and colour, that it is scarcely possible to identify

it with its original ancestors. The autlior of these remarks
has been for a long time a very successful cultivator of this

liower, both for the purposes of ornament and exhibition;
and within the last two years has taken ten first class j)rizes

at the various Horticultm-al Exhibitions in his neighbour-
hood ; and in detailing bis system of management vAih.

them, he has been induced to undertake the task, more
particularly, in order to direct the attention of The Cot-
tage (jrAr.DEXER's amatcur readers to this plant, as being
one well deseiTing their notice ; for the I'ansey possesses
advantages over many other tiowers which are more
highly prized. It needs not the protection o{ a spacious

glass erection to aid the development of its growth, nor any
complicated sj'stem of heating, to make it pruduce its

beauties. Britain is its native home, and hero it thrives in

perfection. For bedding, it is well adapted, as from its

dwarf compact habit, the profusion of its blossoms, the
\ariety of its hues, and the length of time it remains iu

tiower, it is paiticularly suitable for planting in masses.
I will first give a Hst of 24 of the best vaiieties, selected

from above one hundred Idnds which I have imder cultiva-

tion : ai'ranged in three classes.

Cl.\ss I.

—

Selfs.

Alpha (Busfield's) ; dark purple.
Cossur/c (Thomson's) ; dark maroon-
Juno; dark.
Negro (Scofield's): rich crimson

chocolate, approaching black;
very large.

bronze purple
Lord Hardijige (Gossett's)

and ]mrplc.
Constcltutiun (Thomson's)
and purple.

Juleiii (ilajor's)

and purple.
Milton (Major'si

;

purple margin.

golden yellow

primrose ground,

[For this communication on the culture of the Mosses
we are indebted to Mr. R. M. Stark, Seedsman, (C'c, 1, Hope-
street, Edlnburi/h; and we are glad of this opportunity to

name him as a party to whom any of our readers may apply

with confidence for any British plants. For such a dealer

we have often had inquiries ; and we know that he fiu-nishes

all things necessary for Herbariimis. And now one word
about the Mosses before we pass to other subjects, and it shall

be a lesson taught us by a child. " It is only a Moss," Avas

our careless reply to a little girl's query relative to a sprig

she had picked, and we sliall never f(3rget the prompt
reply :—

" 'Tis Nature's livery round the globe,

Where'er her wonders range :

The fresh embroidery of her robe,

Through every season's change.

Some moment in the Eternal's plan,

I too myself must be,

In awful thought the sum of man,
Time and eternity.

This thoufiht should strike whene'er this weed
In sim|)le guise I see ;

Crec])ini; Ijeneath the wliisperins; reed

—

Borne on the loftiest tree."

Ed. C. G.]

Blue fringe (Major's) ; white, deep
blue eye, with a blue edging:

round all the petals ; novel, but
rather inclined to curl.

Aurora (Bell's) ; white and purple.
Duchess of Rutland, (Thomson's);

white and pmrple lilac; of weak
habit.

Rainbow (Hall's); dark glossy vel-

vet, bluish centre.

Satirist (Thomson's) ; bronze
purple.

While sergeant (Cook's) ; white.
Yellow cliniuj: (Bell's)

;
yellow.

Class II.

Havino: gold, yellow, sulphur, or straw prounds ; with margins of
maroon, crimson, chocolate, bronze, puce, and their intermediate shades.

Heroine (Youel's'' ; rich yellow and > Perfection (Thomson's)
; yellow

and rich purple,
traw , P/j;i// (Thomson's); golden yellow

I

and purple,

traw
I

Supreme (Youel's)
;

yellow and
!

dark purple.
2//.irfi (Thomson's)

; golden yellow
and dark purple.

Cracker (O'Bryan's); yellow and
bronze purple ; very large.

CL.4.SS III.

Having white grounds, with margins of purple, lilac, blue, mulberry,
and their intermediate shades.

Caroline (Turner's) ; white and
blue mottled.

France Ci/eole (Grieve's) ; white
and purple.

Ladi/ Lacoti (Bell's) ; white, bluish
margin, line dark eye.

Optiinus (Turner's) ; white ground,
light purple edge.

Cultivation.—A suitable sitittition is the chief point in its

cultivation ; the native situation of the wild I'ausey is

generally found to be in fields of growing corn, where it is

partially sliaded from tlie wind and the heat of the midday
sun. To grow the Panseyforthe purpose of exhibition, the
situation for the plants should also be one sheltered from
;dl cutting winds, as tliese are very destructive, often in-

juring, und even killin.Lr, the }dants close to the soil, by
twisting them about. The situation should be open to the
free circulation of the air, and exposed to the intluence of the
morning sun, but protected from the full infiuence of the
midday sun, which injures the colour of tlie blooms. The
plants should be placed altogether iu beds made for the
purpose, as they c;in then he attended to with ease and cer-

tainty. Tlie situation should be cool and moist, but
tlmroughly drained, for althou^'li the I'ansey requires con-

siderable moisture during the blooming season, and through
tlie summer mouths, yet it is very impatient of superabun-
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dant moisture, and the plant'; will be found never to do well

wlieu the soil becomes in any decree sodden.

The Soil sbould be rich, and tolerably light, I prefer

decayed cucumber-bed dung to any otlier maniu'e, and the

soil which I have found suit them best, is a liglit hazel loam,

with a good portion of decayed turf from pasture land,

thorouglily mixed therov.'ith, by frequently stu-ring and
digging, and to tliree barrow-loads of this soil I add one of

the cucumber-bed manure two years old. I find that

manure-water, particularly guano water, applied during the

blooming season, very beneficial.

The Plants should be carefully selected for the purpose of

produomg blooms for exhibition, as it will be always found

that when they liave tlowered well through one season, they

never produce so tine blooms the second. Those who intend

to grow the Pansey for exhibition, should select young plants

well established from cuttings for the purpose. For the

spring exhibitions in May and .Tune, I select plants struck

the previous autumn, in .August and September ; and for the

autumn exhibitions in September, I select plants struck

early in the spring ; and after these have produced their

blooms, I save them for store plants, to produce cuttings,

always having a constant succession of young plants for the

purpose of blooming.
The Propayntion of the Pansey is a very simple and easy

process. I tind that the young side shoots are to be most
preferred for cuttings, as the old hollow stems seldom strike

freely, and do not grow so sh-ong for spring blooming. I

take off a suSicient quantity of these side shoots in August,

or the beginning of September, and for autumn blooming in

April and May ; these I insert either under hand-glasses,

or in pots placed in a cool-frame in some good light

compost, mixed with a good quantity of silver sand, taking

care to keep them moderately moist, and shading them from

hot suns.

Tlie Disease to which the Pansey is most subject, is a

withering away suddenly, as if struck by sometliing at the

root. This disease has received various names, as root-rot,

tlecline, ttc, but both cause and remedy are unlmown. I

have found that old plants are much more subject to it than

young ones, and that it appeal's to be most prevalent during

hot and dry seasons. When I find a plant that is thus

struck, which is indicated by a withering of the foliage, if it

be a rare and clioice kind, I immediately take all the cuttings

I can get, and strike them, as I have almost invariably found

that the old plants die. Strong stimulating manures I have

found productive of this disease. As a preventive I keep the

sm-face of the soil frequently stirred, and out of above 500

blooming plants during the present year, I have not lost

more than three by this disease.—J. H. Knight, Florist,

Battle.

NEW AND CHOICE C.-VLCEOLAEIAS.

Herbaceous—to be cultivated in pots in the greenhouse.

Black Af/nes—white ground, large dark blotch ; medium size.

Bridal Rituj—^lemon ground, numerous dark spots, thicker

round the margin so as to form a ring ; medium size.

Catlierine Heaton—wliite ground, thinly covered with dark
spots ; robust growth.

Claudia—dark ; medium size.

Coronet—clear white ground, dark spots ; a fine form, with
lai-ge flowers.

Damon—orange ground, crimson spots ; medium, fine form.
Dr. Neal—dark cherrj'-coloured ground, darker coloured

spots ; large flowers, finest form.

Eh'iiuns—bright lemon ground, dark spots ; medium size.

Falconbriilije—chocolate ground, streaked and marked mth
cream colour ; robust grower, large flowers.

Fair Maid of Kent—white ground, dark maroon blotch in
the centre ; medium size, and tine form.

Laura—clear white groimd, dark spots ; fine form ; an ex-
cellent variety.

Macbeth—dark maroon ground, spotted with white ; medium
size.

Mark Antony—yellow ground, dark spotted ; medium size.
McNiel—white ground, dark spots : medium size.

Orhata—white ground, dark blotch ; fine round flowers,
excellent shape.

Parkmount Beanti/—yellow ground, dark spots ; fine form ;

a rolinst grower.

Portia—dark ; niediura size.

Besplendens—dark red, black spots ; medium size; a fine

variety.

Ruhcscens—bright cherry ; medium size.

Sir H. /S';?n7A^sulphur-coloured ground, dark spots ; medium
size ; fine form.

VAHIETIES FOR EEDDINil-OUT.

(Jhielly of a shrubby habit.

Amplexicanlis—sulphur-colour self; free grower, and abun-
dant flowerer; medium size.

Gem—crimson self ; medium size; abundant bloomer.
Hero (Cattel's)—rich maroon ; large and showy.
Kaijii—bright yellow ; dwarf habit; most abundant bloomer.
Kentish //(;'o—yellow ground, cream-coloured spot ; flower-

ing abundantly in large panicles.

Shankle;/ana—bronzy yellow ; free flowerer; strong grower;

au excellent variety.

Siilfan—extra fine crimson self; fine shape.

tSulphnrea splendens—bright lemon colour ; free bloomer,
large flower ; dwarf habit.

Viscosissima—bright yellow
;
grows tall: suitable to plant

against a low wall or paling ; and answers well for a

large bed, if pegged down early.

Vivid—yellow groimd, liright red blotch.

T. Appleey.

FLOWEK-BED F0EM3.

By inserting "Fanny's" letter, I presume that you invite

hints on the subject to which it refers ? Tv'ill not all your

readers point to Mr. Beaton, as the man to settle such

ciuestions ?—to whom nothing is too great, or too insig-

nificant ! Still, I shall not be deterred from oftering an idea

or two, as I have had some slight experience—sliall I say in

landscape gardening ? No ! the word is too pompous,

—

seeing that I have not acted under tlie guidance of any pro-

fessional landscape gardener, either theoretically or prac-

tically; but more from observation of nature and the dictates

of my own taste,—yet my work, though of Lilliputian e.xtent

compared with the works of " tlie powers that be," have

ehcited great applause.

Knowing nothing of the sketch that " Fanny " sent you,'

—

of the extent, shape, or diversity of surface,—whether plain

or dotted with shrubs, trees, or other ornaments, I shall

premise, first, that there are some shrubs or trees ; conse-

(inently the turf is thrown into irregular portions, or glades,

recesses, or vistas. To dot such spaces over with single

beds of fanciful shapes, either at regular or u-regular dis-

tances, to fill with half-liardy plants, would of course fail to

please. Beds, in such cases, if single, should be of the

simplest shapes ; and filled with some plant that harmonises

better with the scenery than do most lialf-liardy plants, such

as roses, fuchsias, hollyhocks, yuccas, dwarf barberries,

rliododendrons, heaths, azaleas, &a. ; but if the half-hardy

plants must be grown in such places, groups of beds may
be introduced ; in the centre of which may be a pillar of

roses, formed by bringing three or five larch or other rough

poles together at top, in form of a cone ; the bed in which

their bottoms are plunged will serve for planting the chnib-

ing roses in to cover the pillar ; and the intervening spaces

sliould be filled with some dwarf rose, of one sort, that will

answer as a distinct coloiu-, round whicli to group the half-

hardy plants ; or it may be a rustic basket, standing on a pe-

destal about two feet high, and in tlie centre of a small bed.

The bed itself may form the centre of a group, if the space is

large ; but if small it may stand alone, baring the basket fiUed

with petunias, heliotrope, or other traiUng plants ; and the bed

at the base, in which the basket stands, \rith pelargoniums, or

what the fancy dictates. Such a bed and basket may be sm'-

rounded with a small rustic fence or edging, 13 inches high,

round which may be trained some small trailers. Or again,

the centre of such a group may be furnished with a neat

wire basket, and covered with loasas, tropojolums, &c. Or
again, it may lie formed by a fine rose-tree ; but if in the

immediate neighbourhood of trees, raised rustic beds may
be formed, which would in great measure prevent the plants

being robbed by tlie roots of the trees. Indeed, with
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materials for rustic worlc, a man of taste nill jjive to a pre-

\it'nisly uuatlomed spot a great variety of appearance, at little

cost ; and almost any thing that is really rough may be

worlied itp. Larch poles and peeled oak tops are the mate-

rials oftenest used ; hut tliere are many others seldom
thotight of :—Old cankered apple or tliorn trees furnish good
material ; the kni:)tty excrescences of old elms.tlie cones of the

fir tribe—especially the Stone pine, hazel rods, or even the

holliiw trunk of a tree cut in lengths. Tlie great fault in

making rustic work is, that tliere is too ranch imitation of

cabinet makers' work ; or, in fact, too mucii nicety is observed,

-in old cement or tar barrel cut in two, or a few rough boards

formed into a liexagonal or octagonal box, will furnish a

foundation.

And now I come to tlie second supposition, that "Fanny's"
lawn is an open space, destitute of either trees or shruljs, in

which case it would be equally ridicitlous to dot the stn'face

over witli beds of one particular shape or size, but would
be better to lay them out •nith some geometrical design, on
a more conipreliensive scale than the plans I have given

;

but such a plan could only be given after some information

as to size, shape, and natm'e of the surface.

H. H., 67. Osyth Privry.

CIXERAELi CULTURE.
It is generally admitted, that at no jieriod of the yeiu' is

the conservatory or greenhouse so gay with Flora's choicest

beauties as the end of ilarch and the whole of April, wlien

the blaze of Indian azaleas, forced rliododendrons, roses,

acacias, and other things, assisted materially by the varied

tints of the plant which fonns the subject of my present

chapter, produce a disjilay of bloom which taken in contrast,

for tlie small quantity of foliage then seen, is not equalled

at any other season. That Cinerarias tend very much—nay,

mostly—to this unusual display, being generally aclinow-

ledged, a few words to the amateur, as to forming a selection
[

or collection of this charming plant, may not be out of place.

There are few things thrive better, with ouly indifferent

treatment, than do Cinerarias ; avoid some two or three

extreme points, and a tolerable share of success will follow.

The first of these is, never to allow the least frost to touch
them. The second is, to avoid the opposite extreme, by .

keeping them as cool as can conveniently be doue, without

endangering frost. By steering clear of these extremes, and
attending to some other matters detailed below, the amateur
or inexperienced gardener may fairly expect to succeed with I

this—one of the best and easiest cultivated of greenhouse
|

plants. But in the first place let us commence with their

summer cultm'e, beginning at the time when we suppose
the plants no longer worthy a place in the plant house, are

turned often heedlessly out of doors. But while in the

hoime, and when in full bloom, we would by all means
advise a strict attention being paid to their respective merits,

and carefully noted down, and if many of them be seeiUings

flowering for the first time, it is as well to put a number '

to it, and enter the description in a bool; of all such as are
|

thought worthy of after cultivation. All inferior ones tlirow I

away at once, after the blooming is over, and as they are
i

increased with facility, it is as well to place the criterion of

merit pretty high. I'robably the amateur may be loth to dis-

card nine-tenths of his whole stock ; but that is no more
tlian what gardeners generally do, presuming, as is often the

case, the bulk of them to be seedlings. 'Well, then, we shall

say he has selected those he thinks worthy of preserving;

now, in so doing, there are two objects to be considered

;

thus, he has a favourite seedling he wants to propagate,

and would likewise irisli to have seed fnmi it too, as being
likely to produce others eipially good, or better ; unfor-

tunately. Cinerarias will not always ripen seed and live

like herbaceous calceolarias and hollyhocks ; many a good
plant has been sacrificed to the anxiety of obtaining seed
frnm it. Tlie expericnceil cultivator can tell by the way in

wiiicli the plant is furnished at bottom whether it is likely

to live to propagate from or not; but should any doubt exist

on that point, and there be a desire to perpelitale it, regard-

less of its seed, the best way is to cut oft' its bloom when in

its prime—the operation seems cruel, but there is seldom
any other way. Do not cut it too low—leave suflicient of

j
foliage to enable the plant to commence a fresh gi-owth ;

and, if the season will admit of it, it might be set out of
doors at nnce. Unr plan is, after having selected those in-

I tended to propagate from or furnish seed, to set them any-
where under shelter (if it be too eaiiy to turn them out of

I doors) and save the seed as it ripens. Those wanted to propa-
gate from are sometimes indulged with a larger pot while in

this state ; but as soon as tlie season intimates they may he

,
safely tmned out, which is often about the first week in

' May, we generally turn all the plants out of tlieir pots, and
i plant them in a piece of well-prepared ground, in a sheltered

I

out of-the-way place, planting them about a yard apart, and

j

make the tnp of the ground fine and smooth. The advan-

I

tages of this plan are twofold. Those plants before being
! pot-bound can now ramify at pleasure in a compost to their

j

liking, while the seed in ripening requii'es no attention—as,

falling on a well-prepared bed, it genninates speetlily, and
with only occasion.al waterings to preserve the young plants

I

against the scorching effects of a midsummer sun, they

j
require no other attendance. The young plants are almost
sure to come up as thick as weeds ; and the old ones will

also throw out numerous side shoots—that is, if they live.

j
Previous to planting them out as above, I used to set the

!
pots on some suitable place, for the seed to fall and grow ;

j

but I find planting out is attended mib less ti'ouble in

w-atering, and gives the old jdant a hotter chance to recover.
' It may be proper to remark, thai if it be a very sunny place,

it will be necessai'y to sliade the ground with souiething when
the seedlings are coming up, as they do not like too much
sunshine ; in fact, they do better under a north wall than
anywhere : in such a place it is common to see them spring

up in himdreds on a Ijed of coal-ashes, or between the stones

of a pavement : and many good plants have I collected from
such a place. But, as I have remarked, a bed on purpose is

better for both parent and progeny; both of which we shall

presume to be progressing so favourably, as entirely to cover
the ground by the end of July, soon after wiiich the potting

may take place, as itis better to do so before the plants get into

too gross a habit; the beginning of August is a very good time
for that 0])eration ; the old plants may be taken up at the same
time, and di\ided as much as necessary. By beginning with
them thus early they get well established in their i>ots, and
have two or three shifts before winter, and some of them are

likely to tlower in Xovember ; whereas, if they are leit in the
grninid, ami even standing pretty thin, they get rank ; and
the mutilation that invariably attends taking-up and potting,

is often such as to cause most of the flower-shoots which
show themselves to become, what gardeners term, blind—

a

misfortune also common with most of the flower-buds that

are formeil in the dark days,—so that we have estabUshed
the rule of cutting away all such flower-stems .as are not
pretty near expanding their blooms by the first of November.
Sleans must, therefore, be taken to hasten those liliely to

flower in autumn, otherwise to stop them altogether, as the
miserable appeai'ance they generally present in mid-winter
makes it a pity sacrificing good plants for such an uncertain

serrice ; but when they can be made to bloom in autumn,
which they are easily encouraged to do, nothing adds so

much to the interest of the houses at that untoward season.

Those showing flower-stems in September had better be only

sparingly potted ; and if the pot could be ijlunged in some
warm material, with the top out, the chances of its flowering

will be much increased, but the great mass of the plants are

expected only to gi'ow in autumn, and be ready to flower

eai'ly in spring ; repeated shifting •will, therefore, lie neces-

sary ; only after the first of November let those shiftings be
on a sparing scale ; it is better then to partially check the
luxuriance of the plant, and thereby husband its resources.

"Winter is fast approaching, ami they cannot always be
allowed the best places ; therefore, when they have to

endtire most of the season in a cohl frame, and in severe

weather often covered up for several days, they ouglit not to

be in too delicate a state on enteruig the immuring season.

When they can have the advantage of a house or pit, heated
so as to exclude frost and admit the light, they are of course

better off; but the number of other plants requiring the

same attention at this season, too often ousts a lot of

undetermined seedling Cinerarias. Therefore, when such
threatens to be their fate, they must be trained for it.

Although we have said they will endure a period of con-
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finement in a cold frame, covered up proof against frost, yet

we, by all ]neaus, advise some of the best plants being liejit

in some more suitalile place. A long continuance in dark-

ness encourages damp and moiUd, wliicb latter they do not

endure so well as shrubby Calceolarias, and some other

things, yet, on the whole, suffer less than geraniums. Nc\ er-

theless, they do sutler, and severely too at times, so that

where immuring in a cold frame is unavoidable, every avail-

able means must be taken to give them all the light imagin-

able consistent vith their safety. And if a dry clear day

occur, which often does just at the setting-in of frost, let

them liave all the air they can to make them perfectly dry

;

even presuming the atmosphere to be absolutely frosty, they

are better fitted to stand confinement when in a partially

chilled condition, than when excited by warmth and hu-

midity. Cover up immediately the air is taken away ; do
not wait for the sun (if there be any) acting on the glass

and creating moisture inside. It is almost needless to say

that water must have been withheld for some days prior to

this; in fact, in mid-winter, water is little required where
no fire-heat e.vists. We have had Cinerarias covered up
under mats, straw, and snow for three weeks, witliout taking

any serious harm; while, on the other hand, we have seen

plants almost destroyed in four or five days—so much de-

pends on the condition they are in, and other circumstances.

When a change of weather admits of their being opened out,

do so ; but be careful not to allow too rapid an ingress of

fresh air, nor yet the jiowerful beams of sunshine in a frosty

day ; but whenever a fine clear day does occiu' after they have
been sometime confined, let them be uncovered, ancl each
light moved so as to allow the escape of those noxious
gases which generate disease, and their place to be sup-

plied by a more wholesome air. It would be better if some
means could bo applied to drive out those baneful exhala-

tions; unfortunately, I know of none available without being
detrimental to the plants inside. I should wish to invite

your scientific friends to give that matter their attention.

The only attempt that I have made that way, and one \vhicli

is in every one's power, is to put a few clods of unslaked
lime into an em)ity flower-pot, and place that inside the
frame

;
pouring a little water over it creates a vapour not at

all hurtful to living vegetation, but certainly imimical to the

production of that kind of fungi which we are accustomed to

call mould. I have frequently used that in frames or ccdd

pits where bedding-out plants and other succulents are wont
to be wintered, and think it was very seiwiceable. lieraem-
ber, I do not assert it has been proved to be so, because the
success or failure of an undertaking often arises from other
causes than those we are so fond to call our hobbies ; but
the well-known properties of lime, as being a sort of antidote

to mildew and other parasitical fungi, gives it an importance
deserWng a trial ; but on this subject I shall, perhaps, advert
on a future occasion. Let us, therefore, proceed with the

Cinerarias, which, on a final opening-out after a thaw takes

place, we find to be loaded with moistiu'e, and perceive decay
to some extent in the leaves and leaf-stalks of some of the
most luxuriant plants. These being picked off, some dry
ashes, fresh from the fire-place, may be spread under them

;

and if the weather holds mild, they may be gradually inured
to it, care being taken to ensure their being dry where
necessity compels their being again covered up. At that
tiiue, a quantity of fresh dry ashes, warm from the fire-place,

will be of service. Anything which will counteract decay,
without being detrimental to the plants, may he adopted,
always remembering to keep them as dry as possible.

'Like other gross growing plants. Cinerarias delight in a
soil made tolerably rich with rotten dung or decayed leaf-

mould ; and for those shifts in which only a small portion of
fresh earth can be added, as, for instance, from a 4S-pot to

a 32, the soil or compost ought to be rather heavy than open,
flbry, and liglit; by heavy, we do not mean stiff and clayey, but
a finely-pulverized mixture of good loam, rotten dung, and
sand, made fine enough to go in pretty solid. For the first

potting a more open material may be used ; or, when a large
shift is given, that too may be of a more open character

;

but where the quantity given is small, it is only reasonable
to infer, that it ought to be in as condensed a state as pos-
sible. Of late years, the advocates of a half-decayed vege-
table matter for potted plants have been both numerous
and, sliall I say, clamorous. I beg pardon, if I give offence

by such a vulgar expression I as it can scarcely be denied
but that they are mostly right; nevertheless, there are cases
in which the old-fashioned gardeners' sifted soil, beautiful to

handle and look at, is of more service than the more open
mixtiu-e prescribed by their junior brethren, and we think
this is one of those cases. I'eat earth we have also added to

our mixture with advantage, only we think when njuch of

that is used, pots of a large size are required to grow
plants of equal size with those grown in rich sound loam
and dimg.
In common with everything else, the cooler the tempe-

rature in which Cinerarias are grown in, the dwarfer and
more robust their habit ; therefore, when they have the
advantage of fire heat let that be applied, so as to exclude
frost, and give abundance of air on all favourable occasions.
By a low temperature tliere is less danger of the green fly,

which is apt to attack them ; nevertheless, it is advisable to

give a sharp look out for it; and whether it makes its

appearance or not, it is better to fumigate them once towards
the end of the season. Towards the middle of February
many of them will require potting, which attend to,—and
continue to do so until they show the fiower-stem advanced
half its length, lu some respects Cinerarias difl'er from
Geraniums : the latter stores up an amount of vegetable
matter in autumn or early winter capable of developing
its blooms in May, without the assistance of additional pot
room. Cinerarias, on the contrary, do not form such accu-
mulations, but require additional food being administered to

them to the last. Certainly there are cases in which both
may be said to partake of the latter character ; but it is.

generally admitted, that to bloom Geraniums, well they must
have been in their blooming pots some time ; some growers,
even insist on their receiving their last shift before Clnist-

mas. Not so, however, with Cinerarias ; a considerable part
of their growth is to make after that time, excepting with
those we have alluded to as flowering in autumn or early
winter.

Having drawn these remarks to a greater length than I
intended, I must hastily draw to a conclusion, trusting that

the above observations maybe of service to the amateur. Itis
unnecessary making any remark ou the blooming peiiod, as.

their management then requires no particular attention ; antt

I must refer the reader back to the Editor's criterion of a
good flower, in the volume for last year, as a guide on which
the merits of seedlings, and in fact all others, ought to be
judged by ; and as they are increased with so much facihty,.

would advise all falling much short of the points therein re-

quired, to be at once thrown away. S. N. V.

FUMIGATING.
I I'ISD a very effectual cure for the aphis (though perhajiSi

not safe unless jierformed by the master) is the fumigating,

the house thoroughly with tobacco smoke, and putting
to two ounces of tobacco as much arsenic as would
cover the tip end of a pen-knife. But the fumigating
must be done from the outside, and no one allowed to go.

into the house for more than tweh e hom'S, and then merely
to ventilate. The great thing is not too have too much
arsensic, which will llurt the plants.—L. 11. L.

BROWN BREAD .IND YEAST.
" A Parson's Wife" having lately spent some weeks in Nor-

thumberland, took the oijportunity of inquiring into the

proportions of the mixed bread mentioned by the authoress

of " My Flowers " in the September part of The Cotuge,
,

Gaedknek. An experienced housekeeper informed her
that she had habitually made the excellent bread in ques-

tion, and that it was composed of i-ijuul parts of wheat and
rye, not grown or ground together, but mixed by herself in

the making. The same excellent senant has communicated
the foUoiving receipt for making yeast, very valuable to those

who live far from a brewery, and which has been for uu-
j

numbered years practised in the large establishment above !

alluded to, where inditt'erent bread is a thing unknown :— j

Take a pound of flour, mix it with a pint of cold water. I

Boil one ounce of hops in three pints of cold water for I
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twenty ininntes ; strain the hops over the flour, ami let it

stand until it is new-milk warm. Then ailcl the " onset,"

iind set it by tlie tire all night, and it wlil he ready fur use

in the moruin;^. Tlie "onset" i^ a iiiut til' the same mixture

kept from the last halving ; it will keep more than a week,

or may he used sooner. For tlip tirst time of trying,

hrewer's yeast must he used instead.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
%* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

TuE Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed ^^ To the Editor of I

The Cottage Gardener, 3, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.*'
j

HiPPKASTRUM AuLicuM (Doctor).—We have sent your criticism to a '•

friend who has studied the order. He says you are right, and that aulirum .

has only two flowers on a stalk; dull red, with a greenish eye, and no ;

particle of white about it. He also says, that vittutum and reticulaium \

united would produce a cross such as is described by Mr. Appleby, and
|

none other ; one cttWcA Johnsonii was the first of that class u^ith white !

stripes. You had no need to hit so hard about the "pinnated leaves'*

in the same article : we all know that Bignonias have not their leaves
|

in the pinnate disposition. What is meant is, ihvit Bignon'iads archest

known to gardeners in the bold pinnate leaves of Tecorna radicans, on
,

which the order was founded : another instance of the value of studying

plants in natural groups and alliances, which wc take so much pains to

render familiar to all our readers.

CaR\'SANTiiEsiu>is NOT FLOWERING (W. B. M.).—This has"been

rather a bad season for Chrysanthemums out of doors, especially as far

north as Westmoreland, even though in a sheltered place against walls.

Cut down all the flower-stems, and protect the ruots with a few branches

during the winter, in order that you may gel them to start early and

strong in the spring. i\Iulch them noa\ In March or April thin the

shoots, so that each shall have six or eight inches to itself on the wall,

nailing them neatly or f^istening them as they grow. Bo not once stop

tfiem; let each sprout grow to its full length. Give abundance of rich

material and manure waterings next summer, and we think we can

guarantee a mass of flowers from the points of the shoots. To keep

them fine, a slight protection should be supplied by wide coping boards,

or canvass, or glazed calico, to protect alike from frost and beating rains.

At page 87, third volume, i\Ir. Fish mentions those that are best fitted

for exposed places.

Stove for Forwarding Plants (Z). J.).—For the sum you mention

(^6o) you should have a nice house. As your greenhouse is span-roofed,

why not have the stove the same? but of course more heating power

would be required. Whether you have a house or pit, as propagating as

well as forwarding is your object, make arrangements for having a supply

of bottom as well as top heat. A small boiler will do both very easily.

In general circumstances, pipes for bottom heat are the cheapest, sur-

rounding them with brick-bats, clinkers, Ike, and surmounting with any

plunging material. If you want a moist bottom heat, all jou require is

to have a few draining pipes standing upright, through which you may
pour the requisite amount of water. A pit would be the cheapest every

way, but then the ad\antages and pleasures derived from it would be at

a minimum. A good wide pit, with a lean-to opaque roof at the back

over a pathway, would combine the greatest convenience for the least

possible expense. Settle everything before you begin.

Sloping Banks (71/. D.).—The diagram of ridges you have given is

the same as that which appeared in The Gardeni^rs" Almiinark fur 1340,

and is similar to that recommended by I\Ir. Krrington the other week.

Our banks, upon an average, are twelve feet apart, from the top of one

bank to the top of the next ; which, after allowing between two and three

feet fur pathways, would give about ten feet for the base of the bank.

The banks run cast and west. Where it is desirable that a quarter should

be so ridged, the most northern should be the widest and highest. Of
course, the part left for the path should be as much below the ground
level, as the top of the bank is above it. The nirthcrn slope shuuld be
shorter and steeper than the south. Wc find the north as useful for

retarding, as the south is for furicarding. In making such banks for

the first time, put in stakes with a line over them in the line of the top

of the bank, and trench all the ground, and form the banks as you
proceed.

Laying out Ground {Ibid].—Your plot protected with ditch and
hedge, how long not given, but thirty-six feet wide near one end, and
twenty-eight feet wide at a short distance from the other end. we would
cither divide l)y taking a walk up the centre, or, as one end and side arc

square, we would take a two-and-a-half feet walk round them at five feet

from the hedge, cross at the narrow end, leaving there a corner of twelve
or eighteen feet in width, and return the walk over the other side parallel

with the first, which will give you a parallelogram in the centre, which
you may divide into beds as you plea<e. On one end and side you will

iiave uniform borders, while on the other end and side the width of the
border will be variable.

Potatoes {Ibid).—These from grass land are scabby, and now putting

forth young potatoes the size of a nut. We fear that your rich pasture
gri.'und was too fertile fur your potatoes. t)id you add any dressing

whatever? You have, pcrhajis, graved them too? If you had placed
them in small quantities above the ground, and mixed with dry earth,

we do not think they would now be so growing, unless diseased.

Icebergs {Viator).—You say, " Can you inform me if the following

mode of proceeding would answer :—Drive some stakes into the ground,
leaving a space of about sis inches out; on these make a floor of stout

planking, leaving a small space, say one inch, between each two planks ;

cover this with the brushwood, and that again with the straw. On this

foundation raise a cone of ice ; wait till the first frost succeeding a thaw,

then thatch with straw, and cover with leaves." If you place planks

under the iceberg as you propose, you need not use either brushwood or

straw ; the ice will keep Ijctter on the boards, and the drainage will be
sufficient. Since our article on this subject appeared, wc were shown a
plan of an ice depot at Lowestoffe, belonging to the Eastern Counties

Company, having a capacity of 63 ft. 6 in. long. 40 ft. wide, and 15 ft.

high, built above ground like an ordinary building, and paved with stone.

On this pavement joists are laid as for common flooring, and thick planks

over the joists, with small openings between the edges. The walls, also,

arc lined with boards. The ice put in after the usual manner. The
drainage from between the planks goes to underground drains below the

stone pavement, and after leaving the building it has an air-tight trap,

which we ronsider objectionable. "Wc would admit air below the ice to

pass up the walls behind the boarding, and so out at the top by a shaft

sufficiently high to cause a quick current. But we are promised the par-

ticulars as to how the ice keeps under present arrangements, and also of

a similar depot of old standing at Yarmouth. When ice is wanted from,

Rlr. Beaton's iceberg, the thatch is opened at the bottom each time, the

ice cut out with a spade or pitk-axe, and then the thatch replaced. It is

impossible to sa}' how much ire would be required for a family, but Mr.
Beaton \\\\\ furnish a short article to include all further details up to

placing iced things upon table.

Plans for Gardens [P. V.).—How can you continue to ask for

them, when we have positively declined giving them?

Forcing Bulds {Ibid).— Hyacinths and tulips to flower, by the help

of pits, for Christmas, should be p ttted by the end of August, and
plunged in a bottom heat of 75°, with air to keep that of the pits from
55° to 6o°. By the end of October, and as the leaves and buds advance,

allow the top heat to rise to "0° or 75° by day, and ten degrees lower at

night. Crocuses can be taken up from the borders at the beginning of

November, and, as above, will be in flower at the same time.

Bedding Geraniums {Flora Mo.itague).—We regret to say that,

with the exception of his highness Ibrahim Pacha, not one of your

geraniums are fit for a flower-bed, except, perhaps, as a make-shift.

Thev are all the best of the florists' sorts for competition, and if you plant

them in a bed they will grow enormously, and produce flowers here and
there, and perhaps none for weeks. Negress, Lady Sale, Orion, and
Pearl, would do well in a mixed border, but certainly not in a bed
according to the present style of being always in flower. Punch, if of

the right kind, will do well on a light soil.

Campanula Carpatica, Blue and White {Ibid).—They require

only to be taken up in April and divided; the blue one from si-eds in

spring will flower late in the autumn; the white one does not seed

with us.

Verbenas {Ihid).—Vour collection is good; but as you have the

colours, who can better mix the shades than Flora Montague herself?

AVe never yet could excel ladies in that branch. Keep Robinson^s Defi-

ance towards the back, and Wonder of Scarlets in the front row, and
with the rest you cannot well err; and our word for it you will have a

splendid show. And we should like to have a leaf out ot your book at

the end of August.

Flower-garden (Rev. C. C W.L.).—Received your plans, and will

answer you in the next page ; like yourself, we never saw Lobelia

fnlgcrts planted " effectually," neither can it be. It is one of the make-
shifts.

Flower-garden {C. F. J.).—For your space you have certainly made
the best of your ground. The greatest improvement of which your

garden is capable, is to have an arch of evergreen roses at the entrance

;

the plants to be planted within a foot of the walk, and the roots directed

to beds l6 and 1/ ; the same in front of the greenhouse, with the assist-

ance of 4 and 5; this arch to be covered with the Passion-fliiwer and
1 summer climbers, as Eccremorarpns, Lophospermam, Canuri/ plant,

OT the Riin7iing coneolimlns major; and one more arch in th': m ddle,

according to your own taste—that is, on the supposition that you would
not be too crowded. You might first try the effect with simple rods and
a couple of Canary plants ; but we stake our credit on the improvement

;
an arch at each end would make. You did not say what you planted

' after your florist tilings were over.

Brugmansia (J. G.).—To protect the roots from frost, scrape ofl" a

I

little of the damp soil on the surface
;
put four or flvc inches deep of dry

I

sifted coal-ashes, or very dry sandy peat from a shed, over the ben
; iflace

small rods round the outside of the bed, gathering them at the top !ike

I

the ribs of an umbrella, and tic them together ; then fill the inside with

I dry fern or broken straw, and thatch the eoiie so as effectually to throw
' off rain, and look once a month to see that no wet has reached the inside,

which should be as dry as a bed-room. Of course the plants have been

I cut down to the surface.
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CuDAR llhitD.—Vnlcss your ccilar-trce bus been prepared before tbis

season by cutting round the roots, you will assuredly lose it by removing

it; besides, tbc time for moving eedjirs is now past for this season; never-

theless, we sliall soon oxjiUun un easy way of performing such work.

AituANGEMF.NT OF GiiouND (A'. G. S.).—Vou Will do wcll to cmploy

two or three of the plots wttli potatoes. You may produee good ones

another year or two by using annually a little very old manure, and espe-

cially fresh soil, if only road-serapings. Your gas material may assist

;

but you should always use a little ordinary manure as well. You may

plant cahbagcs, ike, on No. 5., provided you do not dig to within four

feet of the tree stems. You must tret your gooseberries carefully pruned.

MEUcnRY(/f. IP'/m-A-MJori/t}.—The perennial plant mentioned to you

by a Lincolnshire farmer as an excellent substirute for spin^ich, is the

C/icnnpodium boniiN Henvicm, known by the various names of Angular-

leaved Goosefoot, English Mercury or AUgood, Good Henry, Good King

Henry, and Wild Spinach. In many parts of Lincolnshire, as about

Boston, it is cultivated to u?c as spinach ; the young shnots are also

peeled, boiled, and eaten as asparagu-;. Sow the seed in March—but in

October is better—in a well-manured bed, jn-ef.ared as for asparagus

;

in the middle of September plant thii seedlings, during rainy weather, in

a similar bed in rows, a foot apart each way. Hoe frequently, and use

the slioots or tops as required. Dress the Ijeds with manure the same as

for asparagus ; they will continue in production many years.

Siiakspgake's Plants {J. 0. //.). — It is not improbable that

some day we may g've a series of essays on these.

Vines and Stove Plants {li. C, Juii.)—'Vhe combination is diSi-

cult. but you shall have an answer next week.

Ward's Cases OY.).—You ask, " Why when plants thrive so well in

Ward's eases, it is deemed necessary to ventilate greenhouses by opening

the windows?" Only particular plants, such as Ferrts, Mosfiss, &c., the

beauty of which depends upon their verJure, will thrice in Ward's cases.

That verdure is cliielly promoted by a close damp air, such as is secured

by a Ward's case; but to obtain flowers or fruit, you must give the

plants producing them a more liberal supply of carbonic aeid gas, less

damp air, and more exercise, which can only be secured in a green-

house by judicious ventilation.

Geometric Garden {A Constant Subscriber).— You will find what

you require in Loudon's Villa Gardener, a new edition of which is just

published. A u>esi wall, though fully exposed to the sun, is not so good

for ripening fruit as a south or even an east wall.

Dyeing {D. H. i?.)-— ^Vc c;mnot aid you, for no amateur can dye large

articles usefully. Ink cannot be made of galls and nutgalls only, unless

you use gum the black colouring matter becomes a mud at the bottom

of the bottle. Rain water, though saved in a cemented tank, is good for

the purpose.

Poisoning Rats (G. M. H.).—There is nothing like phosphorus pills

for the purpose. Can ynu not put them in places quite out of the way

of the fowU ? The Doiiu'sUj Fuiul, by Sir. Richardson, gives the infor-

mation you desire.

Names of Plants (P"^'"'-'*).— !- Asplenium rutamuraria. 2. Cete-

rach officinarum. 3. Polytriehum juniperinum.

Name of Fruit {H. H.).—Your large strawberry-like fruit is that of

Benthamia fra^ifcra. It is a native of Nepaul ; and as you take The

Cotta-^e Gardeners^ Dictionari/, you will find the particulars you require.

If you want any special direction, let us hear from you again. "The
four-petalled flowers" of this shrub are four-leaved involucres.

Drain Mud (J. S., SUaford).—1\ic black mud from your drain, mixed

with decayed leaves, will be one of the best composts you can give to

your flower-borders, or, indeed, for any crop in your garden. Your other

question next week.

Criticism {A Constayit Reader, Windermere).— Thanks for the

trouble you have taken. Not a cottager but will find each crop easily

referred to. There may be much in the Dictionary he does not require,

but it meets the wants of others.

Vinegar Plant (/. W— L.).—All that we know concerning it is

given, with a drawing, at page 9-1 of our second volume.

Five-pound Greenhouse {J. Campbell).— It did not require you to

consult "a most honest man," to learn that if you intend to employ

luorkmen, and buy new bricks, that you cannot build a greenhouse for

" twice the money." Any one who has a mechanical turn like J. B.,

and who will erect the greenhouse himself, buying second-hand bricks,

making his own putty, &c., can do what J. B. has done. If you cannot

do the same, we can only suppose that you have not the same opportu-

nities.

FLowER-BiiiDS (Snowdrop).— 15, wants a white edging; Sweet Alys-

aurn, or White Ivij~leaved geranium would do. 1 should be exchanged

for 2. Heliotrope, being ot no decided colour, would then agree with

tine distinct colours in the ends of the 5 beds falling towards 1 ; but

unless 1 is a yard across, the Heliotrope would overrun its bounds in the

autumn. A Verbena of the same colour always heightens the effect of a

Heliotrope lied; we use Durhess d\iumale. 0, white, should be in 4,

and 4 in (i; then two distinct colours would be on each side of the centre,

and looking over across 4 towards 15 your colours are, as it were,

balanced, and a wliite is always a safe foreground for a scarlet. A white

ring round 15 would not mar this effect, as the dark green ivy below it

comes in between the two shades. As you did not put the aspect, or

south a\id north, we cannot well say how 9 corresponded with 6, or 13

with 2; but unless there was a particular reason for it, neither a White

Petunia or Lilac Verbena should stand in that relation to the [dant as 2

and g ; if you adopt our suggestion with the centre group, exchange 7

with 9, and 13 witli 11. In any future arrangement of plants, we would

adhere to that way of disposing of the colours. It is not ho much the

kinds of plants that are used, as the disposition of the colours that

heightens the effect of a flower-garden like yours, where the dilfercnt

groups of beds come so near into each other.

Standard Roses {Ibid).— Prune those newly planted next February,

and fork in some rotten manure any time during the winter or spring

when you dress the borders ; and liquid-manure may be given to all sorts

of hardy rosea any month in the year.

Flowkr-garden (Sub.'icriber).—YaMT garden is very pretty indeed,

and very suitable for that situation ; and more so if G could be planted

like 5 with flowers ; but without knowing what flowers you have already,

or how disposed, we cannot be of much use to you. ^Ve would plant

4 with nothing but dwarf perpetual roses, and only with six sorts, which

you can see in many of our pages, and repeat them tdl the bed is full.

1 1 we should plant all with Dahlias. 10 we cannot decide, unless it were

a mixed collection of such things as Penstemomt, Pldoxes, and Salmas.

7 and 8 should have scarlet and yellow, and 9 white. 5, blue, or three

colours, the middle one a white ; but all is only a rough guess, we have

no guide from you.

Vases (P.).— Bei^ides the trailers, vases ought to be filled with Gera-

niums, Calceolarias, or a mixed assortment, as in fiower-bcds, and the

plants to trail and train down and around plants at the sides. In a

sheltered situation, many of the summer climbers answer well. The

Canary plant, varieties of Conmb:olus major, dark-flowered or spotted

common Nas-turtiam, Rhodochiton volnbile, and Lophospermwn ; the

latter with the larger leaves picked olf once in three weeks or so ;
all

these fill up fast, but must be tied in or regularly trained. Petunias,

also, do well that way. Moneywort is the best one to hang down natu-

rally, but does not last long in bloom.

Flower-garden {Rev. C. W. L.).—Your details are well arranged

for consideration, but one plan with a duplicate list would have been

enough. Here we have a plan of the flower-garden and front of the house,

with a list of the plants of 1S50 and of those proposed to be used next

summer, with a few banks for us to fill up, besides an opinion on the

contemplated arrangement—all on one page. How well some can put

their ideas on paper in small compass. 1. Why not try dark blue or

scarlet Convolmlus major, with the Canary plant round the basket;

then mixed Verbenas, with an edging of Eucandium grandijiorum, or

Sphenogyne speciosa, close round the sides till the Verbenas spread. 2.

Not by any means ; the mixture outside will not do. Sow a row of Sitene

pendula, nine inches from the side, about the middle of April, and clip it

a little on both sides, lor a regular hedge, and it will bloom as long as

the Heliotrope. 3. Plant a broad band of Lobelia ramosa, from April

sown seeds, round it when the turbans come off. 4. Bad edging last

year; sow two rows a foot apart, and nine inches from edge, of T^.^'e^es

tenuifulia, and keep a free space in the centre all the season. 5. Very

good. 6. Only some annual, to come off in August. The present crop

will cover by that time. We would sow mignonette over the whole sur-

face, and let the Fuchsias run over it. 7 and S. Very good. Sow Visearia

1st of April and first and last week in May. The rest seem very good.

Flower-garden [J. H. .Y.}.—You made the best of your ground,

and you ought to have a fine display. We would not. on any account,

plant 1 as you propose; it is the key bed. Yellow Calceolarias in the

middle of it, or Lobelia ramosa, or a mixture of lightish Verbenas, or

Heliotropes. lU, II, 12, and 13 are the beds for what you propose for

No. 1, and what you propose for them we would have in 14 and 15. You

are quite right about lb and i;, but l6 was outrageous last year, and 17

so and so. Quite right about 6, 7. S, 9 ; but get dwarf sorts. The rest as

vou say. Except l6and 17, all the outside beds ought to have your tallest

plants, and lower them as you approach the centre. 11 and 12 should

have the &ame kind of plant, or the same colour; so also with 10 and 13.

Gladiolus (C. H. C.).—Plant your Gladiolus next February. Feiicite

Perpetuellc is as good as any of the evergreen pillar or climbing roses
;

but there are five or six others not much behind it, which we have often

described. William Jesse rose will answer well as a half standard.

South-west is not a bad aspect for bees.

CALENDAR FOK JANUARY.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Air. In this first month of the year we frequently have severe frosty

nights and clear, bright, sunnv days. The heat necessary to keep out

tiie trost, and the bright sun, will raise the temperature of the house too

high ; to'lower it to the right pitch air must be given, and the apertures

to'give air ouirht to be so placed that the cold air does not rush in directly

upon or through the plants. Blocks: plants on these will require

att'-ntion; any that are loose should be refastened; cleanse the leaves

and pseudo-bulbs from green scurf and all kinds of insects. Cvrtopo-

DiuMs, see to; if any fresh growth is observable, lepot in a rich compost.

Dendrobiums, remove into a cool house ; such as show growth may be

potted and kept moderately moist. Heat: keep both the houses to the

lowest puint of heat for the first half of the month ; as the days lengthen

allow the heat to increase a few degrees. Insects, continue to destroy.

Moisture: on sunny days sprinkle the walks, walls, and pipes two or

three times a-duy. Potting, continue to perform upon all orchids

be'^inning to grow- Sobralias, place in a cool house ; heat, 55^ by day
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and 50° by night ; cut down all the shnots that flowered the prccetlina;

summer, to allow room for the younu shoots ; keep them quite dry while
at rest, SYaI^GE blocks as directed la-^t month. W'.VTr.R at the roots,

apply carefully ; do not wet the younir shoots. T. Ai-plisby.

PLANT STOVE.
See last month. Pot a second Ijatch of A'^himene.t, Gexneras., and

Gloxhii/ta, to succeed chose done last month. Give moderate supplies of
water till they begiu to i^rrow. Tiic hent of this liijusu mu^t still ne kept
low, as too much excitement wilt, for want of light, cause tbe plants to

grow weak, and the youn^ leaves to come yellow. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Air. "Whenever the sun overcomes the frost draw ofFthe lights, it will

refresh the plants much; if kept on the plants will begin to grow, and
will be more lial)!e to suflFer from close covering during severe weather.
In dull, humid, mild weather, give air at the back or sides by tilting up
the lights. As the frost in this month is often very severe apply Cover-
ings of sufficient thickness to keep it out; light open material, such as
fern or straw, with a single mat over it to prevent it blowing about, is

better than a covering of three mats laid close upon each other. Use
hoops and mats over the tuUp and hi/ucinth beds in severe frosty or heavy
rainy weather. Pi^ks : after the frost is gone press the soil to with the
hand firmly, or they will be thrown quite out of the ground. Ranun-
culuses may be planted, weather ])"riuittlng, the last week in the
month (see former number of The Cottage Gardener as to the
manner). Water : give none in frosty wnather. but as soon as a change
takes place apply it early in the morning of a tine day. T. Ai-pleuv.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Annuals in borders keep free from fallpu leaves or other litter ; and,

if the weather is fine, sow a few more at tiis end of the month. Bulus,
see that mice or rats do not get to th'^m : fresh soot keeps th'-m off for
awhile. Cuttings of various hardv deciduous shrubs, climbinj roses,
and the like, may yet be put in. Edgings, see that they are in good
order; slate edgings are the best, then box: either may be laid this

month. If the soil is dry at the end of the month plant some Gladioli.
such as Psiftarinu^, and continue in monthly succession to the end of
April. Forget not to procure such sfufcff, rnd-t, /v^.s', and taltifn as may i

be wanted next summer, in time. Destroy ruts, mice, and other creatures
destructive to seeds and roots. Again look at tlie protected plants to see
they are dry. Grass, keep it clean and well rolled. Hedges, evergreen
and otherwise, may be yet planted and dressed. Layers of evergreens
or d'-ciduous shruljs may he made as the borders are rlcaned. AIanure,
in composts, apply to such flower-beds as may require assistance ; and in

a solid, rotten state to all roses. HIulcii all newly-planted trees, Sic.

Potted plants in reserve-garden secure from frosts. Planting, push
forward in mild weather. Prune and regulate every tree or bush which
reipiires it: be more sparine with evergreens. IIanunculuses, if the
soil is dry, plant a lot for another succession. Roses, prune, plant, and
dung, if not already done: and wash them with strong lime and soot
paint, to kill moss and insects. Seedlings and all young plants protect
according to their hardihood and strength. Suckers, iiull up and
destroy, unless wanted for increase, as those of some roses, S:e. Trench
vacant ground. Walks, roll as soon as they are dry after rains or frost,

and keep them regularly cleaned. Weeds, destroy everywhere. Wheel-
ing, reserve for frosty or very dry weather. '

Jj. Beaton.

admit as freely as possible. Musiiroom-deds, carefully protect; in
house, use much air moisture. Protect glass in very severe weather,
even in the daytime, but under such circumstances do nut keep up a high
artificial heat, let it be several degrees lower than in favourable weather.
Nectarines and Peaches, in blossom keep at about 50=* during the
day, and at night about 40"*; water very sparingly; shake branches
gently to distribute the pollen; stir earth around often. Pine Applus
(fruiting) may require increased l>ottom-heat to about /.)' t(> m^ ; water
if really re(iuisite—if plunged, and the Hoor damped, they need but little ;

temperature in h^u^es from 6i)' to t)5^ Stovk, temperature, not above
60^ in the day, and at night 10^. Strawberries, in pots, introduce

;

when blossoming, water freipiently, and ventilate freely; day tempera-
ture not more than lit)^ Thermometer, watch its dictates oiit of doors,
and regulate your fire occasionally. Vines, in leaf, keep about 60^; in
blossom, about 7l>' during the day if the weather be light—at night .15^

to 60^; protect stem* outside by haybands, and the roots by fermenting
matters. Wash the leaver of all plants, as requisite, either with a
sponge or by watering. Watek, soft, and warm as the house, apply as
requisite; in pots, &c., keep constantly in the house.

R. Errington.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit at every favourable opportunity, whenever the temperature

outside is above :15^ except in windy or foggy weather, especially among
heaths, epacrises, and azalcis, that you do not wish to bloom earlv. Soft-
wooded plants should be kept atone end of the house. Bulbs and hardy

I

Shrubs, such a^ lilies, azaleas, and ro*es, introduce from the forcing

I

house, placing them at the closest and warmest end of the house ; cal-
i ceolarias, cinerarias, geraniums, and Chinese primroses, clean, shift, and
I

supply at times with manure-water. Climuers, prune in, if not already
done, those that produce their flowers on the young wood; others, such

I

as Kennedyas. nnv flowering and growing, attend to, and especially train,

I

every day, the tropo^olums, if you wish to prevent confusion. Firks,
I light in close, dull weather, to enable you to give a circulation of air.

I

Beware of heating too much when frosty, as, without due precaution, the
I atmosphere will be too dry; it is better to use coverings for the glass.
I Succulents, unless growing and showing flower, refrain from watering.
i
Water other plants onlv when requisite, and perform the operation after

,
hreaktast, using water rather higher than the m:?diuni temperature ot the
house. Place a few achimenes, gesnera. and gloxinia-roots, into heat for
early blooming. In a conservatory or greenhouse, where no hurd-woodcd
plants to speak of are grown, and where a medium heat of 50^ cm be
maintained, Poinsettia pulcherrima, Euphorbi, and Jacquiniflora, &c.,
may be introduced from the stove. 11. Fisu.

ORCHARD.
Almonds, plant. Apples (espalier) prune. &:c. ; plant. Sec. Apri-

cots, plant; prune and tmiu in frosty weather. Brine, apply with a
scrubbing-brush to stems and branches of fruit-trees, to destroy insects,
eggs, and moss. Ciierriks (wall and espalier;, prune and train ; plant.
Cuf.snuts, plant. Cukrants, prune; plant. Cuttings of goose-
berries, ike, may be planted. Drainagk, attend to. Espaliers,
prune and regulate. Figs, plant; protect from frost. Filukets,
plant. Fork the surface around fruit-trees. Gooseuerriks, plant;
prune. Layers, plant. Leaves, collect for various uses. SIedlars,
plant. Mulberries, plant. Mulch, put around newly-planred trees.
Nectarines, plant; prune and train in frosty weather. Peaches (see
nectarine). Pears, plant; (espalier), prune, "&c. Plums, plant; (wall
and espalier), prune. Pruning, attend to generally. Quinces, plant.
Raspberries, plant; prune and dress. Services, plant. Snails,
destroy in their torpid state. Stake and support trees newly pl.mtcd.
Standards, renn/\e dead and irregular branches from. Suckers,
plant. Strawberries, top-dress and protect. Trench and prepare
borders, ike, for planting. Vines, plant, prune, and train, \\'all-
TREES generally, ]>rune and regulate. Walls: it is a very beneficial
plan to paint these by means of a whitewashcr's brush, with a liquid
mixture of lime, soot, and sulphur— lib. soot, 2 lb. sulphur, and "J. 11».

lime. It destroys and banishes insects, as mcU as by its dark colour
promoting the warmth of the wall. The liquid employed, in which to
mix the above, should be urine and soapsuds— in equal proportions.
Any trees proposed to be rrgrafted in the spring may be headed down

now in open weather, but the stumps of the brandies should be left suffi-

ciently long to permit a few inches more to be cut olf at the time of
grafting. R. Errington.

FORCING-HOUSE.
Am, admit, as often as circumstances permit. Apricots fsec peach).

BARK-P.EDS, stir, and renew, if heat decbnes. Cherries (see ])each).
CocuMnRRs, in pots, introduce; sprinkle frequently over head, but
rather sparingly at the roots, and train. Currants, water when neces-
sary. FrGS (sec vines): they should be in pots in the vinery—if set in
pans all the better. Gooseberries, water fretiuently. Kidn'ey-Beans,
sow in small pots—about seven-incU ; increase the size of the pots as the
days lengthen ; use now light and rich soil; water frequently. Light,

,

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Artichokes, attend to, shelter, &c. Asparagus, plant in hotbed

;

attend to that forcing ; temperature abjut tij'^, and at uijht 50^. Beans.
plant, b.; earth up early ; protect from frost; plant in hothed. Beet
(red) plant for seed. Brocoli, protect from frost. Cabbages, pbmt,
e. ; sow, e. ;

plant for seed. Cardoons, attend to, shi^lter, ike. Car-
rots, sow small crop; plant for sed

;
(early Horn) sow on gentle hot-

beds, fill the frame up well with eartli. so as to bring the crop up close to

the glass ; attend to early thinning out and earth-otirring with a little

pointed stick among all frame crops. Cauliflowers in frames, attend
to protection from frost, and give all open air possible in open weather

;

also hand-glass crops, clear away all decayed leaves and slugs, and earth-
stir often ; if young plants arc required 11 pinch of seed may be sown in
pans, and placed in any heated structure, but have a gentle hotbjd made
up ready to prick them out upon, keeping the younj crop up close to the
glass. Celery, earth up, shelter, ike. Composts, prepare and turn
over. CucuiMBKRS, sow and prick out; temperature, by day 71)^ to "5^,

and at night tio~. Dung, for hotbeds, prepare; wheel on to vacant
ground. Kartu for hotbeds, prepare. Earth-up and fasten plants
disturbed by frost, ike. Endive, blanch, protect. Frost, protect plants

from, by temporary covering. Ground, trench vacant. Horse-radish,
plant, e. Hotbeds, make and attend to. .Tercsalem Artichokes,
]dant, e. Kale (Sea), force, h. Kidney Bkans. sow in hotl)ed, e.

Leti'Uces, in frames, attend ;
protect from frost ; sow on warm border,

e. Liquorice, plant, e., and dig up three-year old. Melons, sow, for

fruiting in May; da.y temperature 75^, night 6r>°. AIint, force, in hot-
bed. Mushroom Beds, make, and attend to those producing

; procure
horse-droppings for. Mustard and Cress, sow in hotbed. Onions,
clear from weeds ; examine stored; sow a small cnq), e. ; plant for seed.

Parsley, sow, e.
;
protect from frost. Parsnips, plant for seed. Pe.\s,

sow; earth up ; shelter from frost ;
plant in hotbed; and prepare sticks.

This is a good season for making main sowings of early and second early

peas where the soil works well and the weather is open. Potatoes,
plant in slight hotbed ; and they may also be planted out in the open
border, or quarters, in fine open weather, where the soil works well.

E.'camine those in the store. Radishes, sow in hotbed; thin out as

soon as the plants can be handled, and sift a little dry earth among
them; sow in border, e. Rape (for saladtug), sow in hotbed; (eddde-
rooted), sow. Rhubaud, attend to; force, cither in pols, to be placed
in some heated structure, or covered up with pots or tuba and fermenting
materials. Salauing (Small), sow. Savoys, plant for seed. Spinach,
clean and sow, c. Tansy, plant in hotbed. Tarragon, plant in hot-
bed. Turnips, plant for seed ; should the weather seem inclined to set

in severe, store in a good supply, or heap them and cover them over with
coal-ashes. Weeds, continually destroy, and do any work which will

lessen that of the following busier months. Woodlice, destroy in the

mushroom-house by trappmg under dry hay, and scalding it in hot
water ; or by baiting small pots with boiled potatoes, or slices of potatoes
under dry moss.
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Retuknixo to the oonsidevation of the food oLtained by

a plant from the soil hy the agency of its roots, we find

that silica, or the pure substance of Hint, is pivsent in

all soils; is soluble in water, i-eqniring one tliousand

times its weight of this li(juid to dissolve it (Kirtoan's

Minci-((h(/i/, vol. i. ]i. 10) ; is found in many ])lants, and

in all tlie grasses that have been analysed. Alumina, or

the basis of clay, present in all soils, is so soluble in

water as to be inseparable by the filter, and is much

more so when any of the acids are present {Scniiebier's

Phiisiolofjij. I'lyct. vol. iii. p. 18) : it is found in plants

in minute quantities, especially in the grain of barley,

oats, wheat, &o. (Sohncder, in GeJilcns Journ. vol. iii.

p. 52.J.) Lime is found in almost all soils; it is easily

soluble in water, and there is but one plant that is not

known to contain some of it as a constituent, the Salsola

Soda. {Anil, de C'hiiiiic, vol. xviii. p. 70.) Magnesia,

generally present in soils, is soluble in water, and is

found in manj' plants. Iron is present in all soils, in all

natural waters, and in all plants. Manganese is found

in some soils, is soluble in water containing acids, &c.,

and is found in a few plants. But none of those sub-

sta.nces in a state of purity, either simply or combined,

have ever been found capable of pei-fecting a plant

through all its stages of growth, when moistened only

with distilled water; the contrary is the ease, however,

when the water contains in solution vegetable or animal

matters, as the dung of animals. Now these matters

contain carbon, hydi'ogeu, oxygen, nitrogen, and vai'ious

salts; the three first are absolutely necessary for the

existence of all plants, every part of which is ohieSy

composed of them; nitrogen is found in most plants ;

and the importance of salts to vegetation is demonstrated

by the facts, that clover will not Hourish where there

is no sulphate of lime; that nettles follow the footsteps

of man for the nitrate of potass, which always abounds

near the walls of his habitation, and that marine plants

linger for the common salt of then native haunts. Salts

of some land or other are found in every species of

plant, but none of which the constituents have not also

been detected in soils. During decay, vegetable and

animal matters also exhale various gases. Carbonic

acid, liydi-ogen, carbin-etted hydrogen, ammonia, &c., are

of the number, all of which have been aj)plied to the

roots of plants with great benefit by Sir H. Davy and

others.

Although plants will not grow upon soils composed of

the earths only, yet these have a great influence over

plants, not merely by their secondary powers of regu-

latmg the amount of moisture, heat, &c., but by entering

directly into the constitution of the plant; for it is a

result of experience, to which we know of no e.xoeption,

that a plant contains more of any given earth, if grown

in a soil where it pi'edorainates, than if gi'own in

a soil where it is in less abundance. This fact was first

pointed out by Saussure, who found that the Rhododen-

dron ferrwjineiim, when growing on the calcareous foi'-

mation of Mount Jura, contained in its ashes 43.25 per

cent, of carbonate of lime, but only 0.75 of silica. On

the other hand, the ashes of the same plant,' from the

granitic district of !Mount Brevere, contained 2.0 per

cent, of silica, but only 10.75 of carbonate of lime.

However varying in the proportions, yet every soil is

composed of silica, alumina, lime, magnesia, oxide of

iron, salts, and animal and vegetable remains. The
most important consideration is, what proportions those

are wliicli constitute a fertile soil.

The heaii ideal of a fertUe soil is one which contains

such a proportion of decomposing matter and of mois-

ture, as to keep the crop growing upon it always suppilied

with food in a state fit for its consumption, yet not so

superabundantly as to render the jilants too luxuriant,

if the object in view is the production of flowers or seed

:

but, for the production of those plants whose foliage is

the part in request, as spinach, or of edible bulbous

roots, as onions, which have a small expanse of leaves,

so as to be almost entu-ely dependent upon the soil for

nourishment, there can scarcely be an excess of decom-

posed matter presented to their roots. Spinach, on rich

soils, will yield successive cuttings the same as aspa-

ragus ; the latter, especially, demands abiuidant appli-

cations of nourishment to its roots ; since, like the

onion, it has little foliage and slightly fibrous roots, at

the same time that it has to atibrd repeated cuttings

;

and thus, requiring a rc]ieated development of parts,

needs abundant food in its immediate neighbourhood.

A soil with a just proportion of decomjiosing matter,

will be capable of absorbing moisture during the droughts

of sunnner from the atmosphere, for the most fertile soils

are always the most absorbent, yet it must not be too

retentive of moisture, which is the case in such soils as

contain too much alumina ; neither must it too easily

part with moisture, a fault which is a characteristic of

those soils whicli contain an excess of silica. A subsoil

of gravel mixed with clay is the best, if not abomiding

in oxide of iron, for clay alone retains the moisture on

the arable surface in too great an excess ; and sand, or

chalk, on the contrary carries it away too rapidly. It is,

however, evident, that to insure these good qualities in

any soil, at all seasons, is impossible; and it is as mani-

fest that a soil that would do so in one climate would

fail in another, if the mean annual temperature of them

should differ, as well as the amount in inches of rain

which fall during the same ]5eriod. Since, in the western

parts of England, more than twice as much rain ocoin's

as in the most eastern counties, or in the jiroportion of

42 to 19, a soil in the east of England, for any given

crop, may be richer and more tenacious than the soil

required for it on the western coast.

Alumina, or clay, imparts tenacity to a soil when
applied; silica, or sand, diminishes that power; whilst

clialk and lime have an intermediate cflect. They

render heavy soils more friable, and light soils more

retentive. These simple facts are important; two neigh-

bouring gardens, by an interchange of soils, being often

rendered fertile, which, before, were in the extremes of

heaviness and lightness.

From these statements it is evident, that no universal

standard, or recipe, can be given for the fornuition of a

fertile soil; but a soil, the constituents of which approach
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in tlieii- proportions to those of the following, cannot he

iinpvocliiotive in any climate. It is a rich alluvial soil,

which Mr. Sinclair, in his iuvalaahlo Ilorlus Orainiiiciis

Wohurnensis, gives as heing the most fertile for the

grasses :

—

" Fine sand, Uo ; aluminous stones, 70 ; carhonate of

Imie, 23; cleoomposiug animal and vegetable matter, 3i;

silica, 100; alumina, 28 ; oxide of iron, 13; sulphate of

lime, i ; soluble, vegetable, and saline matter, 7 ; loss, 8

;

total, 400."

We have already stated what forms it a fertile soil ; it

may be added, that, to constitute it eminently such,

much of its earthy particles must be in a minute state

of division. In the above analysis, 185 parts only were

separable by sifting through a fine scarce, 215 parts

were impalpable; whereas poorer soils will often have

300 parts coarse matter to every 100 of finely pulverized

constituents.

NEW PLANTS.

IHEIR POra'It.VlTS AND B10GIl.\PH lES.

The Bell-flowbred Hoy.\ (Iloi/a canqidnulatii).—
Botanical Magazine, t. 4545.—The genus IToya was

named by Brown, some eight and forty years ago, in

honour of Mr. Hoy, F.L.S., then gardener to his Grace

the Duke of Northumberland, at Sion House; and cam-

juMulata, or bell-shaped, alludes to the conformation of

the flower of this species, which was first exhibited two

or three yeai's ago by the spirited firm of Veitoh and

Sous, of Exeter. We have seen the now Hoyas, such as

bella, campaniilata, and inqimalis, which the younger

Low found in liomeo, and, notwithstanding all that Mr.

Appleby has said respecting their diU'erent merits when
highly cultivated, we must give the palm of preference

to the elder plant on which the genus was founded

—

lloyii ciiraosfi—" the honey plant" of our boyish days;

and those who have seen it treated as in the days of

yore, wo are much inclined to think, will be of oiu'

opinion. The lloya carnosa, with its thick ivory-like

flowers, fi'oni each of which a dew-drop of tlio purest

nectar—said to be the wiiie of the heathen gods—hung

of a morning, would look down on the subject of our

present biography with that kind of feeling which " The

Authoress of My Elowers" so touchingly dwelt upon the

other day, with respect to the unsuitable flimsy dresses of

the present day as compared with the red cloaks and

lioods of the last century; and well it may ! The flowers

of this Hoya campanulata partake much of the thin

flimsiness aforesaid, without the gaudiness of colour

which, in oui' day, country girls consider the main

evidence of genteel dress. These flowers are neither

snow-white, nor milk-white, nor paper-white, nor even

whitish. Yet, after all, the plant has great merit in

the sweetness of the flowers. As to the flowers of

the Huya imperialis, when we last saw them they

were too elevated for us to go so near them as to

find out whether they were perfumed or otherwise,

and we forget if Mr. Appleby said anything on this

head.

AVe should be very much at home if ifr. A. D., or I'.,

or, indeed, any of our weekly instructors, were to give a

chapter on the old Hoya and its garden varieties—if they

are really so, Pottsii and trincrcit,; as, before we can give

a final verdict, we should much like to see them and the

Imperialis grown side by side under similar circum-

stances.

The Hmja campamdata is a stove twiner, found wild in the
momitaiu copses of Java. Leaves, rather leathery, longish
oval, and iiointed. Floirera on slender drooping stalk, aud
in a globe-forra bunch, like the tiueldre rose ; calyx, live

segmented ; coroUa, above an inch aud a quarter in dia-

meter, slightly waxy, more liice a broad shallow cup than u
bell, buff coloured, and its edge cut into live broad lobes,

with a point iu the centre. Tliey ai'e best seen wlieu the

plant is trained along a rafter. It is jiropagated like Huija
beUn, as described at p. 50 of the present volume.
The Natural Order of which the Hoya is a member is

Asclfpirliails, the characteristics of which is that the pollen

bags or anthers are, with the stigmata, glued into a con-

solidated mass. The nearest alliance to it of wliich gar-

deners have much knowledge is Ceropegia, a dingy-flowered

cUmber, . belonging to what ai'e called succidents. Iloi/a

belongs to d-Penianc/r'ui 2~Diyijnia of Linnteus.

PniNCE DE Salsi's Oi'UNTiA (Opuntia Salmiana).—
Botanical Mayazine, t. 4542.—This Indian fig is named

in compliment to His Highness Prince Salm-Dyck, a

celebrated German grower of succulent plants, and

author of a large work with coloui'cd plates on the Capie

Fiooids, Mesembryaoese, Dyckia—a little aloe-like plant,

and his commemorative genus. Opuntia is a name of

doubtful origin, but given by Tournefort, aud ^n'obably

on the old supposition that an Indian fig was Theo-

phrastus's Opuntia, a view not now entertained by

modern botanists, who will have all known species of

this large order of succulent plants to be natives of the

new world. Cactacefe, or Oactu.i-uvrts, is the name of

the Natural Older to which they belong, and to 12-/t'o-

samlria l-Monoyynia of Linufeus. Curiously enough,

the researches of modern science have brought to light

.1
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tliat these plants, often in tho lorra of mere masses of soft

vegetable matter armed with a formidable array of close

set spines, are in immediate affinity with the gooseberry

aud cm'raut, and that the fruit of the ludian figs are as

refi-eshing as that of either. Opuntias, generally, are no*

favourites with gardeners, and yet there are many of the

dwarf species peculiarly suited for those who have little

time to watch the requirements of more delicate races.

The common Indian fig, Oimntia ndf/aris, like the

houseleek, will live for months on the tiles of a house if

a foot-holding is provided for it, and without any water-

ings. We have known specimens of it outliving several

winters iu such airy places both in England and in

Ireland. One peouharity in the growth of the Opuntias

is their extending in successive joints, the connecting

parts being often not larger than the stalk of an apple,

while the flat pieces between these joints extend to

several inches, witli the broadest end often uppermost.

Yet, iu the course of time, this is changed in the stronger

species into straight stems as circular aud firm as the

handle of a garden rake. In short, wood for fuel is

obtained from Opuntia as well as from the lofty columnar
Gereuses.

The great value of Opuntia is in the production of the
cochineal insect, whicli is reared on the soft parts of Opmilia
cochenilllfera, called nopal in South America, aud the chied
insect, oochiuiUa by the Spaniards, wlio had a monopoly iu

the cochineal trade before the revolt of the Spanisli American
provinces. Since that revolt tliis trade has taken a more
natural course from the producing plantations, or from
neighbouring ports, as that from Mexico and the Spanisli
Main tln-ougli the British West Indian Colonies. Tlie
cochineal insect furnishes an extremely rich red colouring
matter, long used iu scarlet dyeing, and in the manufacture
of carmine, one of tlie cliemical components of cochineal
being now called carminium—a solid matter, of a perfect red
colour, very soluble in water. " If gelatinous alumina be added

i to a solution of carminium these two substances combine,
aud the solution is completely decolourised. The compouud

thus obtained is of a fine red colour, aud is called Lake ; but
'

it may be rendered crimson by heating it in the Uipior in
[

which it is formed." The red or crimson of the fochiueal
is rendered scarlet by what the dyers call "tin spirits," that
is, miniate or chloride of tin. In appearance the coclnneal
insect looks much like the white woolly substimce kmiwn to

gardeners Ijy the name of American blight, or woolly insect,

so destructive to their apple-trees. The female insect only
is collected, and the ditl'erence in the ditferent kinds of tlic

cochineal of commerce arises from the ditferent methods
employed to kill and dry the insects. Adulleratious are

nuide by mixing old insects, consisting of mere sldus, with a

fresh and genuine sample.
Opunlia Sulmiana is beheved to be a native of Brazil, and

came into the Kew collection from the Prince de Salm's !

gardens at Herenhaussen. It is a stove jilimt, not more
[

than two feet high. Branches, upright, cylindrical, ashy- i

green, blunt at the end ; an-olcs, or little woolly patches, are
;

an-anged in quincunx order over the branches, with six or
j

eight small piicldes issuing from each. Floucrs, about !

two inches across, clustered at the top of a branch, suljdiur
j

coloured, streaked with red and pink in the centre. It is

easily propagated from seed, cuttings, and " by buds pro-

duced on each ai'eole of tlie fruit, which ultimately fonn
sepai'ate and distinct plants." B. J.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
Vines in Pots.—We mav now commence with the

propagation itself, by means of eyes, which is the estab-

lished mode, and approved by all, us probably approach-
ing nearer to the seedling state than any other; and as

information is frequently sought on this head by
amateurs wlio attend to their om'u gardens, we must
give our advice in regular detail. WeU ripened wood
from healtliy established vines is the best, and that

with very large joints, removed with a small portion of

the two-yeiu'-old wood, grows the strongest. About one
inch of the shoot above, aud one below the bud, ^vill

suffice; the cutting will thus be two inches in length.

Some ])ersons cut the shoot through longitudinally,

reserving three-fourths of the wood on the bud side,

and most of the pith ; we, however, never found any
decided advantage iu the practice. Single eyes may
now be put iu pots about four to five inches in

diameter;—soil, a rich and mellow loam, or any good
garden soil. Care must be taken to seciu'e excel-

lent drainage; and the eye must be placed an inch

at least below the surface of the soil. And, now, a

bottomdieat, althougli by no means indispensable, will

be of immense service ; it will, indeed, rear them iu

half the time otherwise vequu'ed. From 70° to 80°

will be proper; aud if they can be secured an atmo-

spheric warmth of 50" to Ii0°, they will soon produce
shoots. If they are plunged, means must be taken to

prevent the worms getting into the pots ; three inches

of coal-ashes beneath the pots will ensure this. After

potting they will want little attention until tliey have
made shoots above the soil ; a little water will be re-

quisite occasionally. In a month they will be nice jdants

of about six or eight inches in lieight, and their pots will

be full of roots ; and tliose who wish to obtain large

plants, must give them a " shift," and such may be a

iinal one for the season. Seven or eight-inch jiots will

now be necessary, and a more generous soil still. Xothiug
can B.xceed an old turf whicli Inis lain in the compost-

yard for a twelvemonth, with one-third its bull; of

old leaf soil, and good manure, adding a little sand and
charcoal to the mixture, which must not be lino ;

thorough drainage as before. They should again receive,

bottom warmth until the [lots are nearly filled with

roots ; and if the eyes were started in the boginniug of

February, such will be the case about Midsummer,
when, if necessary, the pots may be removed from tlie

plunging medium ; caution, liowevcr, must be exercised
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ill doing so. We would advise ia tliis event that the

vines be double potted, that is, the pot with the plant

sunk into another, aller the manner of tender Ericas,

&o. ; and it' tliey are placed over a source of heat—as

pipes or flues—all tlje better. It must be understood

that tliere is no absolute necessity for taking tliera out

of the plunging medium ; we merely recommend it in

order to get them as near to the light as possible—this

being an all-important affair.

The stem must be carefully trained up stakes, or other-

wise so as to expose all possible foliage to the sun, and
tlie lateral shoots all stopped at one joint from the main
stem. Some persons now stop tlie main shoot when
about six feet in length, but we would only recommend
such iu ease of necessity ; for we will suppose that

another year's culture is necessary, in order to obtiun a

good crop. Thus, regular training and sto|)ping, and
liberal waterings when requisite, witli tepid liquid ma-
nure, with a complete exposure to light, constitute the

remaining culture of the season.

I'y October the leaves will be all fallen, and the plants

may be instantly pruned back to about nine inches ia

length, when they may be pihmged in any sheltered and dry

spot for the winter ; laying the pots on one side to keep

out the rain, and tlu'owing some litter over them in severe

weatlier to keep out frost. In tlie course of January, in

the succeeding year, they may be again introduced to

heat, as before, and must receive the fi)ial shift ; the

size of the pot must be in part dictated by tlie position

they are to occupy ; a pot, however, at least a foot in dia-

meter must be used. And now, again, the most perfect

drainage must be employed ; and both it and the lumpy
turfy material must increase in the size of their com-
ponent pai'ts, in a just ratio to the increase of pot room.

It is needless to go over cultural matters again, a

similar course to that of the preceding year must be

followed, only they will require more liberal waterings
still, wlieu the new pots are full of roots. Wlieu the

buds commence growtli, a selection must be made of the

eyes or shoots to be reserved ; and here practices difl'er

:

some retain four or five shoots, others only one or two.

These jioints must be ruled principally by the position

they are to occupy. We may merely observe, that most
good cultivators reserve only one cane ; and this is

trained carefully, as in the preceding season, and is

usually stopjied at about six feet in length. This throws
extra strengtii for a while into the principal leaves, and
through tliem into the fruit buds at their base. The
stopped shoot will shortly push another leader, and this

may be permitted to produce another foot or so of

shoot, when it will be well to practise a second stopping.

All this while the laterals are regidarly stopped, as in the

first year's culture.

In August or September they will sink to rest, and
may bo pruned immediately ; the length left to bear
must be entirely determined by the size of the pots.

About three feet, or nearly so, may be left to a 12-inch

pot; and about four or live feet, if' iu lO-inch pots:
regard must, however, be had to the space overhead, as

to height, &c. They must now again be plunged for

their rest period ; and the best place is a shed or out-

house facing the north, taking care to protect well the

roots.

If requhed to be forced early, they may be introduced
to heat soon after Oliristraas ; and now a bottom-heat
of 70° will be of great service, it' only for a couple of

months. They will require no repotting. A little of

the powdery surface sod may be removed from the top

of the balls, and replaced by a rich and turfy top-dress-

ing. It is good practice at first introduction to heat, to

form the cane into a curve, in order to make it develope
the buds with more equality. As soon as the young
shoots show tlie bunch, a selection must be made ; three

shoots with bunches will be plenty for a 12-inch pot,

allowing one more bunch to every inch of inci'ease of

size in the pot. Thus a 10-inch pot would carry six

bunches, one on each shoot. Not a shoot must be left

on but those carrying bunches. All the subsequent

management as to stopping, &c., is precisely as for vines

in houses; each shoot is stopped at a single eye or two

beyond the bunch just before the bunch blossoms ; and
through the summer the stopping must be continued,

sutteriug a leader on each shoot to ramble a little occa-

sionally, especially whilst the stoning process is going

on, when they may be suft'ered to acquire a liberal ex

tension of foliage. As soon, however, as the last swell-

ing couimeuces, a somewhat close stopping may again

take place, and lienceforth new growths must be kept iu

check ; such would only rob the system of the plant; for

all now becomes concentration and elaboration. Tlu'ough-

outtlie whole process, as great a surface of foliage must
be presented to the light as possible ; and the smaller

leaves of laterals must not be permitted to shade the

principal leaves.

We will now add a few maxims of the greatest import-

ance in the way of recapitulation.

Hoot Management.—Water moderately at root when
emerging from a state of rest, increasing the amount
progressively as the amount of foliage increases. As
soon as the berries are nearly ripe, decrease tlie amount
slightly until the fruit is all cut, using clear water during

that period. When the fruit is removed, if the leaves

are green, again resume occasional waterings of liquid

manure.
Soil.—Let three parts the volume of soil be chopped

turf nearly twelvemonths old.

Potting.—Let one-sixtli of the depth of the pot be

drainage of imperishable materials ; such as coarse

boiled bones, charcoal, and crocks; covering the whole

with fibrous turf from which most of the soil has been
shaken.

BoTTOJi-HEAT.—Whether a plunging medium can he

obtained or not, so place the pots as tliat the chief

volume of the roots are a few degrees warmer than the

average temperature of the house; and screen the pots

from the immechate action of the sun. Pans, with water

in them occasionally, may be resorted to with benefit by

cautious practitioners.

Top-DHESsiNG.—Towards the middle of Jlay, it may
i prove a benefit to apply three inches of rich half-rotten

manure on the surface of tlie pots.

Rest State.—Let the roots become nearly dry before

the pots are plunged for the winter.

Atmospheric Management.—Keep the atmosphere

very moist whilst the vines are budding, somewhat drier

whilst blossoming, and, again, a liberal amount of air

moisture whilst the first swelling is proceeding ; and

cease to use appliances of the kind from the moment the

last swelling for ripening commences.
Syringing is a great enemy to a flue bloom; a good

cultivator will dispense with it altogether, except per-

haps at the " breaking " period.'

Steajung.—Have nothing to do with so dangerous

a procedure ; rather moisten floors and other surfaces,

if necessary.

Ventilation.—The more of this the better, provided

draughts can be avoided, and tlie necessary heat main-

tained ; above all, be sure to give air early in the morniug,

if only a very little—say towards eight o'clock a.m. during

•lanuary and February ; and as early as six o'clock during

the warmer months. Tlie bottom warmth should always

be a little in advance of the average air heat; if a plung-

ing medium is resorted to, let 80° be the maximum. As
to atmospheric heat, let it be ever rided by the light.

Commence with a day-heat of 00° through the break-

ing jieriod, advance gradually to 00'^ vuitil the vines are

in blooui, then rise to 70°
; and henceforth let this be

your maximum point by artijicial heat. Night heat iO'^
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at commencement, rising to 5.")° by the time the vinos

are in blossom ; afterwards do not exceed 00°. On very

dull days, and dui'iuc; severe weather, descend to the

night heat during the day. Whatever sudden advances

in heat are made over 70°, let it be lor two or tin-ee

hours after closing time p.m., and mostly by means of

solar heat. It may on siicli occasions safely rise to iso°.

Kinds.—We think the Bhicli Hamhurgli is tlie most

general favourite ; some, however, succeed well with the

Muscat of Alexandria. The Muscadines answer very

well ; and we have seen very good l''routiguans in pots.

Insects.—As soon as pnuicd their stems may be

dressed thoroughly witli the following mixture:—.Dis-

solve two ounces of solt soap in a gallon of warm water;

add three handsful of sulpluu-, and about a quart or

tlu-ee pints of lime. Stu- the wliole well while using it.

We conclude with one more wholesome piece of

advice. Never sufier the air of the house to be charged

with atmospheric moisture when the sun is shining.

Vines will scald sooner at 7.j° thus situated than at 90°

with a dry ail'. li. EnmNOTON.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
G.iRDEN Walks.—I have said that garden walks may

be made of any thing but gravel, which will bind, or

concrete,—from oyster-shells to granite ; and now I add,

that they may be made also witli gravel alone, concreted

withoutauy of these substances ; but roads for very heavy

weights are best, if they are constructed without gravel

;

or with only just enough of it to make the body bind,

as mortar is used for building a house. Here, where we
have abundance of good gravel on both sides of the

house and garden, and witluu less than half a mile off,

they did not use aparticle of fresh gravel in making the

approach road, which I instanced as having had to

undergo the severest trial that any road could be put to,

as soon as it was finished. Tlie old road was broken up,

the gravel turned right and left, then sifted ; the stones

and the roughest portions of the gravel, that is, particles

from the size of a marrow pea upwards, retained to make
the new road with ; and the small gravel, such as one

would use for the top of a garden walk, was carted away
to fill inerpialities about the ground, except perhaps a

tenth part to form the concrete for Ijinding the road.

This is the oldest kind of road we have on record,—so

that what I have said, or am going to say, on the subject

is almost as old as the hills, or at any rate a great deal

older than Komulus himself, who is said, in our school-

books, to have been the founder of Home. And the

Komau writers do not disguise the fact, that they bor-

rowed their gardening and agriculture, tlieir irrigation,

their vineyards, or orchards—and may I not add their

road-making and their garden walk-making?—from the

Carthaginians; and who can prove that the streets of

Carthage were not made on the self-same jilan as this

very road that I am Atriting about? At any rate the

Piomans introduced concrete road-making into England;
and where they could not get large stone Hags to cement
together for a roadway, they made the road entirely of

small stones, sand, and lime, but of such thickness as

would now ruin us. The oidy novelty, therefore, that

will be found in my plan is the small (piautity of mate-

rials that are necessary to make as good a road as ever

was done in the luxurioTis suburbs of either Carthago or

Home. Six inches in depth, on a soft clay bottom, can

be made to carry loads of five tons' weight in narrow-

wheeled carts, waggons, or ti'ucks ; and over a very dry

gravelly or porous dry earth, such as one would choose

to build a house on. A road only four inches in thick-

ness will carry the same weight, if properly put together.

The question, thereibre, is narrowed to this—which is

the best materials for wear and tear, or to stand against

the friction of the wheels and the tread of horses?
The Homans used basalt stones for making their roads,

in places where they must have carried them from a

long distance, and where they coidd procure stones hard
enough, to all appearance, on the spot ; and those of us
who are not thus particular, may use any hard stones

which MC can ]n'0cure cheapest,—from the sea shore, or

river side, from a gravel pit, or from the farmer who
gathers them in the spring from his grass lauds,—and,

in nine cases out of ten, this kind of mixed stones is

tlie best of all for forming a road with ; anil such were

the kinds of stones used for the road which I have
introduced, not as a model, but to explain the way I

would have all roads and walks within parks and plea-

sure grounds constructed.

I have said that a large quantity of soil had to be

removed in front of the mansion, hundreds of loads of

which were spread about on the grass in the park, and
on both sides of the new road, or rather the old road, for

it was not touched then. After the rains washed down
this earth there was a large quantity of stones left, from

the size of an ostrich's egg—or as large as my two fists

put together—down to the size of a robin's egg. A lot

of little boys soon collected these into heaps, and that,

with the stone sifted from the old gravel bed of the road,

nu^de the new' road, and some luuidred yards of another

road besides. The binding material was chalk, except

for eighteen inches on each side of the road, the sides

being put together with chalk lime, so that, as I said

last week, the sides were made stronger than the centre,

in oi'der to resist the strong cuiTcnts of rain water

which must pass right down the road until the building

and alterations about the hou.se were finished, when
drains and drainage wotdd come to be considered. Tliis

piece of road is in the most difficult part of the pari' to

form a road, and the road itself was an experiment from

first to last; and the original intention was to lay on au

inch of concreted gravel after all the r<nigh traffic was
over, or say after twelve months ; but I believe that idea

of making the road six inches thick is now abandoned,

and that it will stand at live inches; and be kept well

^Minted, as our men call gravelling the surface of our

walks. We first make the walks of concrete, and keep

them coloured with gravel, as people keep their door

and window frames coloured with paint ; sometimes a

door or a window frame goes two or three years without

painting, and it is just so with these walks; only, for

the look of the tlung, we colour our walks here annually

at the end of spring. Like paint, which if laid on

wood out in the sun too thick blisters, so with gravelling

these walks : we can only just cover them, and this coat

i

wo call the eighth of an inch, so it nuist be line ; and,

[
like a coatof paint, it ought to have Iho old coat removed

first from below it. The only diti'ereni-e between paint-

ing on wood and painting with gravel is this, that oil

painters choose a dry surface for their coats, and we with

the gravel damp the" surface, if it happens to be very dry

at the time we wish to put the gi-avel on.
' The best walks in the flower-garden here have only

one-fourth of an inch of clean gravel on the top ; and

some of them, after being in use for six years, are now
, as good as the first day tliey wei'e nnide ; and, if it were

needed, any length of "them' could bo made, by tliis way
' of colouring, to look as if the walk was only made the

week liefore. Where gravel is vei'y dear, 1 woidd never

use more of it in nuiking a road or walk than one inch,

and J could do in either case with half that thickness;

\ that is, if I could get a cheaper article to bind together

' into a solid body. 1 can see no oljection to any of the

materials that iiave been in use, or reconuuendcd, for

nuiking the liottom, or body, of walks with, exce]it lirifk-

\
lulls on II irct hotUim. On a dry bottom they will pass

1 muster, if nothing better can be had ; but I do not think

I that a good wall;, at least a cheap walk, can bo made
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over a bottom of brick-bats lyins on a bed of clay ; be-

cause, drain how you would, the bricl;s will suck up
moisture, and keep the bottom of the walk damp; aud
damp bottom is ir.imical to tbis kind of walk altogether.

One mon^ turn, and we shall begin the concrete ; and
that is, that this new way of making walks, after the

lloman fashion, does away with one branch of garden-

ing—but where or when did we liear of a revolution, or

a great change, which did not aiieot the interests of some
party or another. These kinds of walks do not produce
weeds ; we have a good many of tliem here whicli have

not been weeded since I first mentioned the subject lust

spring; aud the Editor, who looks over this sheet,

looked very keenly over these walks last September, and
he can say how many weeds he saw. I have been con-

sulting Wells, the foreman of the pleasure-ground, yes-

terday, to see if we could make out how mucli money is

spent on his department in a year for weeding walks

Wells is one of those conscientious men who tlnuk tlu-ec

times bel'oro they answer you once, for fear of giving a

wrong answer ; aud J can always rely on what he says.

Between us we have settled that five shillings a year

cover the expenses of weeding the pleasure-ground, with

the exoeptioia of two walks that have not yet been remo-
delled ; and there is a carriage-road from the mansion to

the coach-stables here, which is much used, and from
the end of luiS to this day it lias not been weeded at all,

except six inches on eacli side, which is swept up when
the roads are cleaned in tlie spring, and again just as

the family are expected back from the ],ondon season.

I never saw a weed on this road, and thei'e was not a

single particle of gravel put on it since tlie day it was
finished. It was made only four inches thick, and
about one half its length was made over a fresh bottom
of sandy soil, three feet deep on one side and nearly two
feet on the other, to fill up a natural hollow. Twenty-
yards of one end of it had to be taken up last spring, to

suit alterations, but the men could not well brealc it with
their picks from above, so they loosened away the earth

from beneath it, six inches or so at a time, and then
broke the crust into large lumps. This road was made
about one-half the strength of the one made last spring,

and that is tlie report on it at the end of seven years.

This includes all the sides of this subject, and I make
little ajiology for occupying so much time and space on
it ; for generations past we have been on the wrong
scent altogether with walks and roads—railroads and
all ;—they too might have been laid down at less money
after the bottom was put right; but now they go too

fast for alterations, and it was necessary that proofs
should be brought forward in place of assertions for a
different way.

I shall first of all say how the model road was made,
and then explain how we lay down walks. A thin layer
of small chalk was placed at the bottom, not more than
an inch or so, then a layer of the roughest of the stones,

and a heavy roller, drawn by two horses, passed three
or four times over this, which compressed the whole to

about three inches, the stones made to imbed in the
chalk, and the chalk squeezed and oozing up among the
stones. After that, a good watering with a water cart

to soften the chalk to the consistency of glazier's putty;
then a very thin layer of chalk, and another layer "of

stones of a smaller size, or broken with a hammer to the
size of a duck's egg, and over that a mixed layer of the
roughest of the old gravel and the smallest chalk

;

watered a second time to wash the last layer in among
the stones ; and next day, when this had drained down
and the surface got diy enough, the heavy roller went
over the road again several times. The last layer was
now carefully prepared, by mixing six quantifies of the
rough gravel with one quantity of the finest chalk, and
nearly an inch of this was spread over the whole surface,

except at the sides, where lime was used instead of chalk,

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Balconies.—Amid the changing scenes of life, and

the rapid shifting to and fro of tastes and fashions, there

are still some things, the use of which remauis un-

altered. The Holiy and the Jlistletoe, so much in

request at tliis sacred and festive period, were quite as

much employed by our Druidical ancestors as by their

polished Christian descendants of the nineteenth century.

The mode of using them has been slightly altered; the

great features connected with their use remain uii'

changed. Moralists may inquire about the propriety

of borrowing such customs from ages, in their opinion,

so dark and degraded, tliat their example in all things

was rather to be shunned than imitated; but we content

ourselves with looking upon them as signs of general

rejoicing,—as indications, that though the various classes

of society have stood too far aloof Irom each other, that

itoio there is something like the attention and the kind-

ness which evidence the perception of a common brother-

hood ; and that must ever exert an improving influence

upon all.

in order to have a firmer hold to resist the rain water

that was foreseen must pass down the road a certain

distance. The last coat was also slightly watered, and

when it dried sufiiciently to let the roller pass without

clinging to it, the final rolling was given, much in tlio

same manner as belbre, and thus a body of the best

stones that were to be had in this place were so firmly

bedded and compressed together, that when the whole

was dry it would have been no easy task to undo the

road again ; and although the whole might appear to lie
|

seven inches deep, the roller managed to leave it only

five. The original intention was to put on another layer

an inch thick, after the heavy hauling of the Caen stone

was done with ; and this layer would be of finer and iresli

gravel and the same proportion of chalk, that is, six of

gravel and one of chalk; the surface of the road to be

first well damped, but no watering over this layer, as

there would be no hollow spaces to fill up by washing

down the compost; after this last and finishing layer

was rolled so firm as to niak-e it as smooth as the paper

on which I am writing, the whole woidd get a coat of

very clean and very fine gravel, just enough to give it a

colour and no more, and the road would stand just six

inches deep. However, on the principle of lettuig well

alone, the chances are that this last layer may not be

applied tliese ten years to come. After a thousand tons

of stones were hauled up this road in loads, as 1 said

already, of from five to twelve tons a-piece, the Editor of

this work was driven over it, and I dare say he did not

perceive the difl'erence from his carriage passing along a

wood pavement on the streets of J-ondon; and if he chd,

he is still alive—to our great comfort—and may say so.

After this description, a garden walk is a simple pro-

cess. One stout layer of stones, from where you can get

them, or of broken any things, from shells to rough coal-

ashes or cUnkers, will do for a dry bottom ; chalk, or

chalk lime, or stone lime, in the proportion of one of

chalk to ten of the other thing will answer, well watered

and well rolled to the thickness of three niches, and a

rise in the centre of two inches, half an inch of gravel

and mi.xed lime or small chalk, then finish by one-

eighth of an inch of the best coloured gravel, roll till

you are tired, but no longer, and—for the sake of variety,

i kept the best part of the story to finish with, and here

it is—wliatever the width of the road or walk ; make up

the composition from the bottom four inches wider, and

thus you will have two inches on each side under the

turf;—the reason for this 1 shall say some other day.

D. Beaton.
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With such feelings blendeil witli llie desii'e to leani
sometljing, and observe the progress of a refined taste, I

have paced for hours, at Christmas times, the streets of
our meu-opolis, and glanced, too, at some of oui' country
towns, and if at many of our eatable-fiu-nisliing em-
poriums there was little to arrest attention but the pro-
fusion, mingled with the tawdiy in embellishment, I

must own, that often have 1 witnessed such arrange-
ments of colour, and exhibitions of refined and elegant
taste, as must have delighted the most fastidious, woven
together so beautifully, no doubt by the fair hands of

the female portions of the family, for in that respect
the ladies beat us " blue aproners" hollow. But these
artistic and evergreen emblems of rejoicing are not con-
fined to external and window display in our crowded
cities : they ornanrent alike the ball and the parlour

;

while in our country viHages such beautiful arches and
festooned wreaths decorate the mantel-pieces, and the
windows of the cottagei-s ; that looking upon these
manifestations as the signs of rejoicing, or merely as the
wish to be happy.—for the wisli rightly formed goes a
great way towards its realization,—I have fi-equently

wished, in the words of an old song, " that Christmas
time would last all year,"

But what has all this to do with balconies ? More
than at first sight meets the eye. Every thing that
breaks in upon the monotony of our existence is cal-

culated to be of benefit. The exchange of neighbourly
and friendly greetings in the end of December, and the
first part of .January, viewed even in that light are
highly useful. I speak not of the scrubbing and cleaning
in-doors,—that is not our province; but, first, look how
nice the leaves of the plants iu the window have been
sponged and washed,—how clean the pots and saucers
are,—bow free from dust, and insects, and yellow leaves
are the plants in the little greenhouse; nay, glance out
of doors, and though the place be small, twenty to one
but it is a picture of neatness : every witliered leaf has
lieen abstracted or buried ; the grass-plot has been swept
and rolled, and the walks made as inviting as possible
for the pattering of little feet, or the more leisurely

saunter of their senior folks, as a sort of relief from the
enjoyments within. But look at the balcony ! It is no
great loss that the curtains are late drawn in the mornijig,
and early brought into requisition iu the afternoon.
There are many exceptions, and honourable ones, but
how generally does the balcony exist at this season of

the year as a blot and a drawback from the otherwise
pretty scene even in winter. In summer, the greatest

care was taken to render it beautiful and atti-active ; voiv,

you cannot get a peep from the window of what is in-

viting without, except by first encountering the decaying,
the ugly, the wasteful, the unthought of almost close at

your elhow. There, right in front of the parlour window, is

an elegant basket, bought, its owner may tell you, because
one of tliose chaps in The Cott.\ge G.^iiDENEn sneered
at the staring red \iots; and, certainly, he will add, it was
very much admired before the frost came, and this rc-

trospect is sutticient to counterbalance the dead and
decaying vegetation with wliich it is now deformed.
There, again, are some nice vases ;—here the owner
has been more thoughtful. He could see no beauty
even in dead geraniums, however fascinating they might
have been when alive, and, therefore, they are removed;
but the vase is a beautiful object in itself, and, therefore, it

shall remain. The earth in it without sometbi]ig growing
in it, is, to he siu-e, no great attraction but then it can
hardly be allied with dclbrmity ; and liow will strangers
know but I may have some beautiful hulbs or tubers in

it ; and do not I recollect the trouble in getting such
good sod, and the pulling and blowing to get it carried
uji here; and I am sure from what these writers say, it

will do very well for another season, at least with the
addition of ii little sharp sand and some rotten leaves.

.Vnd visions of shrewdness and economy flit across the
good man's vision, only to be rudely biokeu when.

' after sevei'al days of rain aud a sharp frost succeeding, he
finds, some fine morning, that his splendid vase is

f cracked from the top to the bottom.
It will at once lie seen, that all these disasters were

merely the result of a want of a Sjiice of forethought.
That venerable lady. Mrs. I'liiitlt-iii-timc, would have
had her pots safely stored in the dry. She would liave

emjitied her vase, or covered the toji with a water-
jtroof substance : it matters little whetlier it was lead,

or zinc, or wood, or a nice cone of green moss, pegged
so as the wind should not move it greatly;—she might
do all this, but wo question if she really would. .She

would be more ready to say, " My balcony was beautiful

in summer ! why should it not be interesting now?
There are the green laurels, and hollies, aud junipers,

and cypresses without ; and here are hollies, green aud
variegated, with flat leaves aud curled leaves, and red
berries and yellow berries, in profusion, with the flower-

ing laurustinus, the painted aucuba. the blooming arbutus,

the green and variegated phillyreas, aud alaternus, all

blended together, with sprigs of the mistletoe within ;

and why should my balcony, the connecting link between
the inside and the outside, e.xist as a scene of desola-

tion?" There is no reason whatever why this should
not be. A small reserve gar-den would keep a number of

beautiful evergreen plants ready to be moved to the

balcony as soon as the summer beauties were gone.

The uninitiated had better keep tliem in pots; though
from being moved eveiy year, and a little care exercised,

they may be moved to the vase or basket, out of the

ground at once, without injuiy. If for the sake of

variety, we should be fonder of some other colour than
green, then there are enough of variegated plants hardy
and common enougli to interest us. There is the beau-

tiful Anvuhu, which the murkiest, smokiest atmosphere
will not kill, though it would thank you for an occasional

sponge or brush during the winter. There ar'e also the

variegated broad-leaved HuUics, almost equally eudvu'iug

in similar circumstances, though the curious prickly,

curled-leaved sorts will, at least, require a suburban
retreat. The variegated Bo.rcs, the little Sidiii tnv. the

trailing Daphne cncornm, the Golden i/eic, the beautiful

varieties of I'inca major and minor (the larger and lesser

Periicinliles) are ord}' a little more impatient of smoke
than tlieir green-leaved neighbours. There are also

many of our early-flowering, low-growing herbaceous
plants that have vaifegated leaves, such as the 2Iint.<>,

Gronnil iri/. Balms, Aral/is, and Ali/ssnms. A nimiber
of these variegated plants, with a few upright C'l/jiresses,

would form a very interesting winter balcony garden.

Pretty plants of Porliiijal laurel. Arbutus, and flower-

ing Lauruslinus may be admitted as contrasts. Each
vase or basket may be distinct, or composed of several

varieties ; for instance, a large vase or basket has its

centre fifled with a comjiact flowering plant of Laurus-

tinus ; hanging in profusion over its sides are the white

aud yellow variegated lesser Periirinlde. while between
the periwinkle and the laurustinus a row of Snoadriips

may be peeping. A nuiss of Erica cariiea nught have
a fringe of white or blue Crocus ; whilst yellow, &c.,

might be the border for an evergreen shrub. In uuld
seasons the Arabis blooms during the most of the winter,

and it, as well as every early-llowcring thing—such as

Poli/anthus and Ilepatiea, might come in as border

jilants ; and thus in winter and early spring Iho bah-ouy

would contain the concentrated beavity of the out-door

garden.

But a soraethiug, or a somebody, is tugging away at

my elbow, and saying, " All very nice, but will not the

rains and the fi'ost crack and destroy the pots and vases

as easily with plants in them as when filled with earth

without them?" No, not quite ; first, because the plant
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itself will tlii'ow a (quantity of tlio water wide of the

earth in the pot; aud, secondly, heeause a liealtliy grow-
ing plant will so far prevent the earth being sodden as

to hinder a violent expansion hy frost. There is, how-
ever, so much truth involved in your inquiry, tliat it is

nex-t to impossible to keep plants healthy in balconies

with the common treatment that is generally given them
in winter. The first essential to success is either a
covering above to throw ofi' the rains, or a temporary
covering for each pot, of any light material, so formed
as to be fixed to the rim, and leave space enough in the

ceutre for the stem and branches of tlie plant. Here
little or no water would enter, except through the

medium of the water-pot. This covering may be of tin,

aud of any dull uucouspicuous colour ; the best substi-

tute for it—nay, it should be used along with it—is a cone
of green moss over the earth, as IVost will not penetrate

it, aud after a little time, even when uncovered by the

tin, no rain wUl penetrate of any consequence. Keeping
this in view, a second means of success will be the using
of double pots, or discarding them altogether for large,

roomy, artistic vases. The use of the double pots is,

that the lesser may be set inside the larger one, aud the

space between stuffed with moss, or any other non-con-
ducting substance : the drier the material is for this

purpose, whatever it may be, the better it will answer.
This, and the moss cone and covering above, will pre-

vent the soil being frozen, unless in extreme cases.

We must recollect that a liardy plant in an exposed pot
is very differently situated from a similar plant growing in

the ground, with a suitable supply of moisture in the soil ;

if that is completely frozen, the plant can gain no ad-

vantage from it. I mentioned the other week about the
parching ettects of a dry cold air ; this would be more
telUug where the jjlant could r(!ceive no supply to make
up for the waste. Hence, plants in pots, in such circum-
stances, have brown, and blotched, and killed leaves,

when their neighbours in the 0])en ground are unin-
jured. Here, too, independently of their beauty, we
recommend for such pinposes large, thick, hard-burned
vases, and especially for winter use the lips may bo very
spreading. If well covered at the surface, it will require
a long continued severe frost greatly to aflect tliem. A
third and additional means of success would be to sub-
stitute wooden baskets and vases for all compositions
of earthen and stone ware ; its non-conducting proper-
ties would ensure from cold, and the covering from
above would prevent unnecessary moisture. They
might be made of almost any shape or pattern, and
painted to resemble stone, or even china. By using
separate pieces, a large basket or vase might thus be
formed, and then it matters little whether you use pots
inside or not. Even for single plants a wood box or tub
is far preferable to a common pot. A slender basket,
even of wire, will answer better than a common pot if

the sides are well stuflfed with moss.
A fourth means of success is carefulness in watering.

After they are fairly established, they wUl want but little

during the winter, though they must not be aUowed to

get dry
; give water, however, when necessary in fine

weather. The moss on the surface will tend to prevent
exhalation there to a gi'eat extent ; water will chiefly be
wanted to supply perspiration from the foliage. If sunny
mild weather rendere the water-pot necessary, there can
be no difficulty in the matter

;
give as much as is re-

qiusite. But if you know that the soil is dry, and a di-y

frosty air has lasted, and is likely to last, for several days,
you may give a little at the roots, and replace the moss ;

but instead of deluging, it would be preferable to syringe
the dry tops witli cold water, and that will instantly he
turned into a slight coatuig of ice, which, while it will not
injure such hardy plants, will prevent the dry air robbing
them of theii' essential juices. I have noticed hardy
plants killed, and their twigs split into ribbands in a

dry frost, when similar jihints iu hi)iiilar circumstances
stood a lower temperature uninjured, when coaled with
ice and hoar frost.

And, lastly, common loamy soil, with a little sand and
leaf mould, will do for all I have incidentally mentioned ;

but where American plants, such as lihudodcmlron.s,

Kidiiutin, Aiidromcdas, aud some of the more delicate

evergreens shoirld be preferred, sandy 2)eat soil will be
requisite ; and greater attention must be paid that they

are not allowed to become over dry in winter, Tlie

midcliing of moss on the surface will be one of the best

securities from danger. li. I'ish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
STOVE PLANTS.

Medixilla.—A family of stove shrubs, remarkable for

fine foliage and liandsome panicles of rosy white flowers,

sometimes succeeded by bunches of very pretty berries

highly coloured, aud by that addition continuing their

beauty for a long period. These handsome shrubs are a
great acquisition to our hothouses, for independent of

then- beautil'ul flowers, their foliage and general habit
are truly pleasing.

M. EEYTHROPHYLLA (Esd-leaved M.) ; Brazil.— A
curious plant with handsome foliage. The flowers arc

small, produced in bunches out of the old br.anches

below the leaves. Only worth growing for its fine

leaves. 3s. 6d.

M. spEciosA (Showy M.) ; Brazil.—This is very
properly named ; for when it is either in flower or fruit,

there are few objects in the stove that can surpass it in

beauty. There is now iu the stove at Pine Apple Place

a plant of this kind 2-1- ft. high, well clothed with large

handsome foliage. It showed its buds of flowers between
the highest places early in September, and was in full

flower by the end of the month. Each drooping panicle

(they were five iu number) continued to produce a suc-

cession of flowers tlu-ough the moutlis of October and
November, and the berries succeeded the flower through
the next month, and are now of a beautiful purplish red
colour, and as handsome as so many bunches of small

grapes,—the largest bunch measuring six inches long,

and four inches through at the widest part. In this state

the plant is quite as beautiful as when in full bloom. It is

a very desirable plant, which ought to be in every col-

lection, however small. 5s.

M. SiEiioLMANA (Dr. Siebold's M.) ; Brazil and E.
Indies.—This noble plant was sent by Dr. Siebold,

three or four years ago, to the great horticultural estab-

lishment of Louis Van Houtte, at Ghent. Like the

preceding species, it has large handsome leaves, and
branching panicles of rosy white flowers. The chief

points of diiference are that the panicles spring Irom the

axils of the leaves, and are upright, not drooping, like

M. speeiosa ; the flowers are of a dee])er tint ; the

stamens are bright red, and the anthers deep chocolate

or violet. Like the former species it is a handsome
desirable plant, as yet, rare in collections. 15s.

M. MAGNiFicA (Magnificent M.) ; Java.—We have
written highly admiringly of the beauty of tlie two pre-

ceding ijlants, bow tlien can we wTite in sufficient

]iraise of the grand and noble plant, M. maijnijica

!

The panicles of flowers spring from between the highest

pair of leaves ; they are drooping, and brandling, and
from a foot to fifteen inches long. The buds of the

flowers before they open are of the briglitest red ; the

corollas when fidly expanded are of a deep rose colour.

The panicle is surrounded by four large bractes or floral

leaves of a whitish colour, and nerves of a pale rose.

Those are very handsome, but unfortunately soon fade.

Tliis fine plant was received by Messrs. Veitch and Son,
Nin-serymen, at Exeter, direct from Java, through their
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successful collector, Jlr. Lobb. It flowered for tlie

first time iu Em-ope in their hotlioiise last spriug, fiud

was exliibited, and received a large mediil from tlie

London Horticultural Society. Tliey have not, as yet,

obtained a sufficient stock to distiibute it to tlie public.

Messrs. Hendei'son, of Pine Apple Place, possess

another species of Medinilla, of a dwarf habit, with
smaller leaves, named M. radicans, but we know, as yet,

nothing of its value as an ornamental plant.

Culture: SdH.—Tliese plants being of a strong free

growth, require a rich liglit soil. The compost we have
found to suit them consists of two parts strong yellow

loam, two parts good peat, and one part vegetable

mould from decayed leaves, or the same quantity of

two-years-old decayed duug. Add a sufficiency of sand
to make it open and light. Let the pots be well drained

with broken potsherds in the usual manner.
timnmef Culture.—Pot iu March into pots two sizes

larger than that in which the plants had passed the

winter. If the plants are j'oiuig, the}' should have a

second ])ottiug in June. Old plants will not require

this, as it might prevent them flowering the same year.

When the plants make their first slioots, they should be
stopped to make them bushy. As tliese plants are found
on the sides of the mountains, they do not require the

highest temjierature of the Indian orchid house. A tem
perature of 75^ during summer by day, and 60"^ by night,

will be quite sufhcient. As they have large foliage,

they will require a liberal supply of water during tliis

season, i'requent syriuging over head will be of a

great service previously to the bloom expanding ; alter

that, it should be withheld.

Winter Treatment.—As soon as the ])lant3 have done
blooming, the quantity of water ought to be consider-

ably lessened, and the heat moderated proportionably to

00" by day, and oO'-^ by night. This will induce rest

from growth.

Propai/ation hi/ Cuttings.— I^ike most plants, this

tribe is best propagated from the young shoots. The
best time is in early spring. Take olf the first-made

shoots, pare the bottom quite smooth, about one iucli

b"low the two leaves, and the cutting is ready for inser-

tion. If a great increase is desired, and cuttings are

scarce, pass the knife througli the pair of leaves e.Kactly

in the centre of the shoot, and each leaf will then have
a bud at the base, which, wlien roots are fornied, will

vegetate and make plants quite as well as the entire

cutting. Put the cuttings into a pot well-drained, and
filled with the compost to within an incli of the top

;

the remaining space fill up with jnire white silver sand,

water it geutly, and then plant the cuttings round the

edge of the pot, placing them so that the leaves will

lean inwards, and thus not touch the bell-glass. Pit

this witldn the pot, jiressing it close into the sand so

as to completely exclude the air. Plunge them in a

warm bark-bed up to the rim, shade i'rom bright siui-

shine, and wipe the moisture olf the glasses every day
for the first fortnight. They will be rooted in a month
or six weeks, and then the glasses should be taken ofl'

every night to harden the plants to bear the full air and
light. As soon as they are well-rooted, let them be
potted into small pots singly, placing them under a

hand-glass for a week or ten days, shading them till

fresh roots are emitted, and then gradually inure them
to boar the fidl light and air of the stove, and repot and
grow on till they flower as directed above.

jEscHYX.\NTnus d.\VANicus (Javanese JE.).—-Calyx,
tubular, edged with red ; corolla, tubular, spreading
limh flattened, and of a beautiful scarlet colour. The
flowers spring from the axils of the leaves iu pairs and
threes; they are very handsome, aud of elegant habit.

As its name imports, it is a native of -lava, and was iu-

trodncod by Messrs. llollison, of Tooting. It flowered

in their stoves, grown against a trellis; and is certainly

equal to, if not lietter than, any other species yet intro-

duced.

Culture.—AVe have, in a former number, described tlie

culture of the ^'Eschynauthus, and must refer our readers

to it, as the same methods answer equally forthis species.

SiNNiXGiA GUTTATA (Sjiottcd S.) ; Bra/.il.—A beautiful

old plant, named in houour of W. Sinning, gardener to

the I'niversity of Bonne. T'lie flowers are cup-shaped,

of a pure white ground, thickly dotted with crimson
spots. The root is a fleshy bulb, from which, when
large, spring several stems clothed at the bottom with

large handsome leaves. The stems rise to the height of

twelve inches, flowering abundantly, and lastuig a long

time iu bloom, at which time few plants possess more
beauty. AVe have written this week chiefly about new
plants, but we do not forget old favourites merely be-

cause they are old. Such of our readers as do not

possess this elegant flower, should immediately procure
it, that is, if they cultivate stove plants at all. It is by
no means common, or, at least, not so much as it de-

serves to be.

Summer Culture. — Early in spring bring out the

plants from their winter quarters, turn them out of the

pots, and gently shake off all tlie old soil previously to

re-]iotting. Let the following compost be prepared :

—

Light turfy loam, fibrous peat, and half-decayed oak or

beech leaves, in equal parts. Mi.K them well together

and add about one-eighth of river sand. Let it be

moderately dry when using. Use pots in proportion to

the size of the bulbs. One potting for the season will

suffice. Dj-ain well, and cover the bulbs half an inch

deep. Place them in a gentle heat—OU^ will be suth-

oient, for too much heat at first will cause them to start

weakly. Let them be as near the glass as possible—

a

shelf in the stove will be a good situation for them.

Give but little water at first, but as the phmts advance
in growth increase the quantity, but be careful not to

over-water them in the early stage of growlh. 'When
the leaves are fully grown syringe them every morning
and evening till the flowers appear, and then only water

at the roots. Large bulbs should be in eight or ten-

inch wide pots, and will produce eight or nine stems of

flowers.

Winter Culture.—As soon as the bloom is over reduce

the water considerably, so as to bring them gradually

to a state of rest; then put them away into a place

where they will be dry and i'ree from frost.

Frapag'ttion.—When the shoots appear- first there will

often be more than are wanted ; take them oft', and
insert them singly uito small pots under band glasses,

in heat; they will soon strike, aud should be hardened
oil'. They will probably flower the first year.

T. Aerj.i'.BY.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The whole business of the florist at this season may

be described in one word

—

proteetion. We have re-

peatedly mentioned the means to be used, and hojie our

rcaders will have used them efi'ectnally. Evi^ry oppor-

tunity must be seized upon promptly to expose to the
(((')• in mild weather. 'T. ArrLKisY.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The principal operations to be performed at this

season have already been mentioned ; and should severe

frost set in, strict attention must be paid to every tiling

of the small and tender kind, as well as all winter vege-

tables, &c. In rough weather, when out-of-door work
cannot be so well attended to, temporary protectors may
be made of various kinds. Tallies should also be pre-

pared and painted iu readiness for the naming and
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iliitiug of everytliiiif? that is sown ov planted, and space

sliould be left on tlie face of tlie tally for any futuve

obsoi vations. ^^'e always, at tlie time of sbrnbbeiy-
lliinniiig, tree-cuUiii!,', or any other kind of wood-work,
take care to save plenty of stieks, about two inehes in

diameter, and store tbem by, ready to bu pnt in order

dmintj roLigb weather; when they arc trimmed out, cut

into lengths from eighteen inches to two feet, pointed at

one end, and out at tlie otlrer with a hatchet, and after-

wards jilaued to a smooth surface. I'he tallies arc then

jiainted lead coloui', dried and stored ; and, if we fancy

the faco not quite smooth enough for writing on, with a

bit of broken glass, it is quickly made as smooth as

required. Where such tallies as these can be procured,

they are the most durable, and save the expense of

buying laths, which would otherwise be the best articles

to pi-epare for such purposes. The saving of valu-

able time is very great when the busy season comes
on, if we have all these little matters conveniently ready

at harid.

Framing at this time requires strict attention.

Ciicumhers or IMeloiis already ridged out should have, as

much as possible, the heat applied at the top, keeping

the interior atmosphere healthily heated from about 70°

to 72°, apjilying air liberally, and keepiug the interior

well sprinkled down at shutting-n]) time with tepid

water, keepiug up at all times a kindly humidity. Yoimg
plants should be maintained in a sturdy couclilion, by
being kept close to the glass, giving occasional a|)plic!i-

tions of a little tepid liquid manure, airing liberally, and
applying heat to the summit of the frame or pit. Seeds
of favourite varieties should be sown in succession.

Place also in heat iu succession, Asparayns, Sea-I,-tde,

and Ehuharb. The Asparagus in full cut may be nnich
assisted by applications of diluted tepid clear manure
water.

Carrots.—The well-known Horn variety still main-
tains its character for earliness ; and is, indeed, as

profitable to grow for genei-al pui'poses as any variety

that can be named. It may be cultivated on shallow,

chalky, clayey, or gravelly soils, even where it is almost
useless to attempt the cultivation of the other varieties ;

and on rich light soils this variety does not run so niucli

to leaves as the other, so that we consider it worthy of

culture in every garden. The next best variety for

cottage culture is the Orccn-lop, which i)roduces ex-

cellent crops, and is a very free grower ; the Surri'ij is to

be recommended for good colour and long keeping; and
the Orani/f. Altrinr/liam, and lirhjiiin, are also fa\'Oi.iritcs

for some kinds of soils. The While Bchjian is the most

profitable to cultivato for cattle. Oiirroix sboidd always

be sown in drills, the seed being first well parted, and

mixed in charred dust or wood-aslics.

Cdertj.—There are uumy improved varieties of late

years, but a good descri]ition of both Red and White is

all that is required for any garden ; and sown on a little

heat in April is soon enough to secure good plants, which

will not be likely to run or get pipy.

Gress.—The Plain-letiveil or common cress, with mus-

tard, is the best for sowing in warmth for mnter salad ;

and the Curled for sowing out of doors in the autumii, as

well as for an out of doors supply tbroughout the winter

;

and the American for sowing in any corner also, for a

winter's supply. The latter resemljles the water-cress

more than either of the others.

A small spot of Clierril should also be sown in Sep-

tember for winter use, and occasionally throughout the

year, by those who are fond of it ; as well as CanJoons

and Corn salad.

Endire.—There is a good curled variety which, as well

as the Plaindeaied improved Bataviaii, are amongst the

best kinds ; and to afford a winter's supply, they may be

sown from June until September.

Lettuce.—There are many varieties, the Hardij Broun
Cos, which stands foremost as the best variety through-

out the year ; the White Cos, which is a good summer
lettuce ; the Victoria. Cabbage Lettuce, and the Broun
Genoa are also good summer lettuces ; and the liardij

Hammersmith Cabbage LMtuce is a good winter variety.

Onions.—We have never been able to discover a better

kind than the White Globe, the Old Broun ditto, or

James KeepiMf. The Depttford and Beadin;/ are good

for general winter's use ; and the II7(i'/« Spemish and
Broun Tripoli may be grown very large, and are good

autumn kinds ; and the Two-bladed Onion is a very

useful kind when its culture is understood.
James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

AN EXTRA SCALE OF EXPENDITURE.
Si/ the Autliorcss of " My Flowers," &c.

I have received the accompanying Estimate from a lady,

whose views and practice of economy are strict and deter-

mined. She has, in her changeful life, experienced almost

every shade of ijoverty and plenty, and therefore her
opinions are not visionary, nor her ideas theoretical. What
she states is the trnlli, and truth of tfie present day. She is,

at this present time, practising the very closest economy
upon a small hut sufficient income for a widow ; and having
done everything, and directed everything herself, through
all her vicissitudes, she is well acquainted with all that

money can and ought to do, and aU that small means oblige

us to do without. Her residence is in a small but beautiful

town in Sussex, and her Estimate is founded upon the rate

of provisions, house rent, and wages of that county, at the

present time.

The remarks with which my friend introduces her calcu-

lations are the follomng ;
" Imagine a young couple with

three children, reduced to iilOO per annum, what are they
to do ? Prayerfully seek help from God, and lay aside.

annually, £y> of that small pittance to he devoted to His
sendee; and altliough little can he done with so small a

sum, the resolute determmation that no want, hov/ever

great, shall make them encroach upon that mite, will bring

down a blessing on the rest; and surely tbey will have

enough and to spare. I do not say that this is all they

can give, but it is all tbey devote exclusively for that pirr-

pose."

My friend has ever practised what she here suggests
;

and in the midst of severe difficidties aud trials, she has,

with undiminished cheerfulness, rested in hope : tlie afflic-

tions that have been softened in their descent, and the

dangers that have been averted just when they seemed at

hand, in conjunction with the privations through which she

has been safely and comfortably led, prove tlie truthfiUness

of her own remark, that there will be " a blessing on the

rest," and encourage us all to strive that our "deep poverty"

may aboimd " to the riches of cm- liberality," to the praise

and gloi'y of God.
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I.N'COME—-£100 per annum.—Family of fl\o persons.

£ s. T>.

Cliarity 5 II

House rent 15

Clothes—gentleman, X'lO; laJv and cliilili-en,

£10 :
'20

Butcher 1-f

Breail anil H.iiu- k (I (i

Butter and mill; (i II d

Clieese 1 o li

Vegetables :J 1

1

1

1

Beer,. li 10 (i

Sen'ant and cliar-woman b (1 (i

Coals aiul wood 8 n

Salt, spice, vinegar, &c OKI II

Soap, etc '2

Candles 'J

Tea •> 4
Sugar 1

Rice ]

Education :; 10
Medicine .J o 1

1

Extras ] u o

Total t'lOO (I

effect order, and comfort, and economy in hc-y liitle domicile,
yet laboui-ing and worrying herself in vain 1 AVith zeal and
/.iioirk'i/i/e, one family of narrow means will be clean, and
cheerful, and regular, while without it, another of even
better cu-curastances will he dirty, disorderly, an.l poor.

Let me impress my friend's " rough draft " upon the
attention of all who desu-e to organize tlieir domestic alfuii-s

in the best way, wlien tlie income is small, and where the
family are required to assist much in the home department

—

wlien every member is willing to act -with cheerfulness and
good temper, in the diii'erent branches of liome service, a
striking benelit mil arise from it and there will be nothing
in tliese labours of love to endanger the good breeding of
the lady, or to disqualify lier for a larger and highiT sphi-re,
should she, in the providence of God, be removed to it; and
above and before all, there will he nothing to deaden the
taste for spiritual things, or to deprive her of peace at the
last.

My friend adds, " This is a scale that suits this neighbom'-
hood. At litis time it is very liberal, and would render the
family really comfortable. For the rent, a neat little box
could be had, witli a morsel of garden. The supply of coal

would wasli all the clothes itl home; and the soap, char-
woman and all, be ice// paid. The struggle to make a decent
appearance is very trjing for those who have been well and
carefully reared, but an honest heart overcomes all, and a
right feeling carries the day. Tlie lady will be, to a ccrlniii

f.vteni, her own senant. She will rise very early and admit
the ohar-wnman, who, for a breakfast, comes in and does the
morning work.
"The mother dresses her children, if they are young, and

makes them di'ess themselves and each other, if older.

The father then reads a portion of Sciipture, and offers up
the morning family prayer, and then reverently askuig a
blessing on their meat, they sit down to breakfast.

" The sleeping rooms are then arranged for the day ; if the
children are old enough, tliey remove, and wash up the
breakfast things; and while the mother attends to her
meii(i(/e, they return to the parlour, and occupy themselves in

reading and needlework, uutU their mother comes to them.
They then prepare their lessons for a master or governess,
who attends tliera for two hours every day. The chilcU-en

also lay the cloth, and prepare the room for dinner. Exer-
cise must be taken at suitable hours ; if there is a garden,
tliey may be out at every spare moment of the day. Their
lessons should be learned in the evening for the next day.
Early hours for the children, and for the jiarents if possible.
The pai-ents do not use candles during the long summer
days, that is from May to July. The char-woman must be
engaged all Saturday, to clean every thing, and cook the
dinner for Sunday, cleaning shoes and knives, and putting
all things in readiness, that nothing extra need be done on
the Sabbath day. This is a rough cb'aft to be improved

;

but without which all rules would be useless."

I have given ray friend's " rough draft " because it may be
a valuable help to some inexperienced mistress of a I'amily,

who mil be able, by its light, to arrange lier daily routine, so
as to make the most of a small and inconvenient domestic
estabhshment. By early rising, method, and activity, sur-

prising things may be done in a household ; and it is a
special beneiit, and indeed a blessing, to young women of the
higher ranks, to be so accustomed to assist in these duties
from tlieir earliest childhood, as to feel them no burden or
difficulty in their mamed life. j\lany a young woman of
birth marries a man of \ery small means, and is for years,
perhaps, h-arning and sta-uggling to do that which was un-
known and inconceivable, until she found herself plungeil
into comparative poverty, wishing and longing to make her
husband comfortable, yet not knowing how to do it, or to

direct its being done. How many troubled moments,—how
many contentions arise, where all should be peace, from
the young, ignorant, but well meaning wife, labouring to

A SELECT LIST OF CHINESE .AZALEAS.
AiirnnlUi siqjcrhii—orange-browni colour'.

Apollo—crimson ; bold stout flower.

Arhorea purpurea—large puiqile, with a reddish centre.
Anient—splendid scarlet ; first-rate form. New.
Aurora—scarlet; neat habit ; free bloomer. New.
Broiii/liloiiii—light purple, finely spotted.
Ditc de Brnbnnt—crimson ; good shape.
JDiihe of Devonshire—scarlet; good free bloomer. New.
J-haiielslaiin siiperlut—deep crimson ; neat foliage.

Eximia—light salmon eolom', finely spotted.
JS.ri/i{isilr{—violet pink, white edged, spotted with red.

Exlranii—dark scarlet; good shape, veiy tine. New.
Fiilijens—deep red.

Fielders—white, Uke old albii in colour, but a finer shajied
flower.

GledsUmcsii—white streaked with red; exquisite shape.
Q. execlsa—violet rose

; good sliaj^ie.

G. caiididissima—fine snow-white ; fine shape. New.
Hehc—scarlet.

Hendersonii—rosy purj^le.

Holdeiiii—distinct colour.

Incomparable—large clear rose colour.

Ivori/ana—white and red striped ; fine form. New.
Kniiihtii—white ; evergreen foliage.

Lateritia—salmon colour; extra fine form.

L. ulbn—tlie best white out. New.
L. j/rundiftora—same as LiUeritin, but larger fiower.

Leueomcijisla—clear white ; free bloomer.

Ma(jniflora—fine large scarlet.

Mrs. Fry—bright red ; very large flower.

Mitrrai/ann—violet rose ; large, fine shape.
Modesta—peach colour ; splendid ; double.

Opilima—crimson ; fine shape.
Pallida—pale pink ; fine.

Preslnnlissima—orange scarlet ; fine shape ; splendid.

Piirpnrea plena—double purple.

Bosea punctata—crimsfiu, spotted ; fine.

Eefnlriens—scarlet ; free bloomer ; very useful.

liuhra plena—double scarlet ; distinct and good.
Reddini)ii—large scarlet.

Maivsonii—plum colour; free bloomer.
S'peciosissinid—good large scarlet : only fit for exhibilion.

Splendens—light scarlet ; very good.

Sinensis—orange yellow.

Triiimphans—rosy pink spotted ; free bloomer; fine shaped.
Varieijala—rosy red, striped, edged with white. New.
T'iolaeea sn2>erba—damson purple Cidom' ; iirsl-rate. New.
fivicans—white and red, lively distinct colour.

Floweruig plants of those marked " new," average os.

each ; the others from 'Js. (Id. to :1s. (id. each.

New.

tlATHEK UP THE FEAGJIENTS.
An article which appeared in your last number, entitled

"Soup for the I'oor," and which will, I hope, prove useful

to mail}' wi\es and mothers of families of the ]toorer classes,

leads me to trouble you with a few remarks intended for

those whom Uod has blessed wilh the good things of this

life. Though mudi might he done by a poor woman in

cooldng the food for her family in the best way, and in
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buyinp; the ohenpest materials, yet many are so -nTetoliecUy

poor, tliat a little assi^ilance from their richer iieis'lihours at

this season of the year (more especially) would be most
thankfully received by them. I am convinced, from ray

own experience, that every gentleman's wife might, if she

pleased, give soup weekly to a certain numljer of poor
|

families, and this soup be made solely from the scraps and
leavings ol' her own household. To illustrate my meanmg
I will mention my own plan. My cook, in the first place, is

hired on the distinct understanding that she is to have no
perquisites,—nothing is to be sold,—wduxt cannot lie consumed
in the family is to be given (under my sanction) to the poor.

Thus a great temptation to waste and tlishonesty is removed,

and kind feeling promoted to those who are in want. From
my family—thirteen in number—we find scraps sufficient to

supply eight poor persons with a gallon of soup each,

weekly. All the bones, pieces of skin, and trimmings of

meat are carefully put by in a pan until wanted ; and by the

side of my bread pan I have a smaller one, in which are

put all broken pieces of bread, and the crusts from the

toast we have in the parlour. In the course of the week
these amount to a considerable ipiantity, and are soaked and
added to the soup when seiwed out. The scraps of meat,

fat, vegetables, and bones, are all put in a large boiler, and
allowed to simmer a long time ; occasionally a little rice or

oatmeal is thrown in to thicken it. I have asked some of

my friends to adopt my plan, but they tell me their cook,

says she has nothing to make soup of : this is in families

where strict economy, I know, is not observed. What,
then, becomes of the " scraps ? " They must either be
sold—in this case the cook has an obvious interest in being

wasteful,—they are put into the pig-tub, or given to unde-
servuig beggars at the door. Having mentioned a pig-tub,

I must say we have a pig, but he is fed on garden and dairy

refuse, with the rinsing of plates and dishes, until his

fattening time. I cannot bear to feed my pig on what
Christians are thankful for : when my poor people are

served I stiU lind enough scraps for piggy. In my eai-ly

manied days an honest servant once pointed out to me in

the man-servant's candle dr<iwer five and twenty pieces of

dinner bread, some dry and mouldy. They were thrown
there from sheer idleness and waste, and were destined, I

believe, ultimately for tlie dust-hole. This taught me a

lesson not to have more cut than was necessary ; but in

every household, especi ally where there are children, some
hard and di-y pieces of liread will be left. How much better

that these should be collected and given away by the mis-

tress than slyly disposed of by servants. Should you deem
these humble remarks wortliy a place in your paper, may
they be the means of leading some to provide out of theii'

abundance for the wants of some of their poorer and most
deserving neighbours—thus fulfilling our Sanom-'s words,
" Gather up the fragments, that nothing be lost."

—

Helen.*.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Vines with Stove Plants {R. G., Jim.).—You say that you cannot

take the vines out, and that your gardener says that if ynu give a higher

temperature than 50° the vines will be injured, and that in that temper-

ature your Torrenia asinticu and A/j/telttndrn crlstata are drooping and
dying by inches. Now, first, we should be better able to advise you if we
knew the plan of the house and the mode of heating. Though the vines

cannot be removed, they might be brought horizontally close to the glass

at the front of the house ; and, even if the heating material was near the

front, it would be possible to keep them cooler there than any where else,

and very easily so if the heating medium was at a distance— say two or

three feet from the front wall. Secondly, what your gardener means we
presume to be, that your vines would be started sooner than you wanted
them if ynu exposed them to a higher temperatui-e than 50°; and we
would not wish them to remain long at a time in such a temperature
when having their rest period. By keeping them, however, at the front

of the house, giving air there, and placing your tenderest things upon a

stage at the back of the house, and giving no air there, you might
command a mean temperature of from 50° to 6o° at the back, while the

front would range from 45° to 50°. In many such cases it would be
desirable to have double front sashes, and then the vines would be trained

in winter between thein ; or if that were too e.tpeusive, the vines could be
secured close to the front, the front sashes taken out, and secured in a
temporary manner behind them. The vines would still have the pro-

tection of the top sashes, and be kept dry, and you could give what more
you thought necessary. Thirdly, without resorting to any of these
methods, you must not expect great vigour in your stove plants during
winter

;
but there is no danger of many of them dying at a temperature

of 50°. Wc preserve large plants and small ones of Torrenia at a teni-

jicrature considerably lower; and Aphdundras will be the better for their

rest period soon after flowering. Wc are satisfied with -15° for their

winter treatment, but then all their leaves become yellow and fall off, but

the buds will swell. They may be cut down and repotted, and stimulated

into fresh growth when a higher temperature is retiuired for the vines.

Hence, when vines arc a principal object, and you cannot take them out

of the house, nor resort to the means adverted to. you must grow stove

plants for the pleasure they afford for nine months in the year, and be

satisfied merely with preserving them for the three, when the vines

require to be kept the coolest.

CEANoTnus AZUKEUS (.4. B.).—This is still the most beautiful, and

we rather incline to think you have got the true one, though it bloomed

late. Cut in its hanging shoots to a bud or two, and fresh ones will be

produced, terminated with their bunches of tlowcrs. Where the shoots

are strong, and there is room, fasten them in, leaving most of their

length.

Flowering Myrtle (A Subscriber).—1\ik is ton large for a room,

and you have no greenhouse for it, and you ask, does it require a rich soil,

and much ])0t drainage ? To the two last queries :—Saudy loam will

answer, and a fair amount of drainage. Yon might try your plant against

a wall, protecting it w'th a mat or spruce branches in severe weather in

winter, or if it is a great favourite, keep it during the winter in any place —
barn, stable, or dry cellar, where it will not sulfcr much cold ; setting it

out of doors in fine weather, and giving it a good shift in May. Keep it

in a sunny situation afterwards, that the -sun may harden its wood ;
return

it to similar quarters during the following winter, and afterwards it will

constitute a pretty ornament to be placed near your dwelling, in any of the

modes that have been lately adverted to as suitable for oranges, &c.

Scarlet Geraniums {Ibid}.—These four in a pot now standing in a

window, will not be injured, though not separated until they are

planted out, provided they obtain plenty of soot-water in spring, except

that they will scarcely bloom so soon as those that have been potted

separately in March and April. We turn out multitudes from their

cutting-pots, which contained not four, but more likely a dozen. But we

use them chiefly for outsides, that a round bed, for instance, may have

a conical appearance.

Calceolaria Seedlings (W. H.).—The smallness of your plants was

owing to your sowing so late as October. You have done right in moving

them from the seed-pot in little patches. When the seedlings stand so

thick together, they arc apt to go off by shanking and damping at the

surface. As soon as you can, however, divide these patches again, by re-

moving the largest plants first, until you have thus separated the complete

patch. This plant, from its youngest to its oldest growing state, rather

likes a moist atmosphere, not too hot. Y'ou do right in moving your plants

from the pit to the greenhouse, but you must take care that they do not

suffer in the latter place from a dry air, more than they would have done

in the former from a moist one. To guard against this, set the pots in

damp moss, which you have previously soaked in boiling or very hot

water, or a few sings may clear your pots in a single night.

Heath Seed {Ibid).—This, whether the sorts be hardy or from the

Cape of Good Hope, you cannot err in sowing as you propose in the

spring.
Smallest Size of Iceberg {A Constant Reader).—This is a very

difficult question to determine. A cone twelve feet high is probably as

small as should be trusted to.

Geraniums(J". B.,il/acc^e.syie/rf).—Geraniums taken up from the open

borders in December should be cut down to tlie ripened wood, and kept

half dry for two months at least. There is no such thing as ^l7?ior^//is

lungifttJia atba-pteno that M-e know of. The Cape Crinum tongifolium

is often sent home as an Amaryllis ; if that is your bulb you may let it

rest till March. It will do buried six inches deep in a damp bed out of

doors, or it will do in a pot, the bulb half buried, .and to have a saucer of

water under it in May, June, and .July. If we had two inches of the

point of the leaf, we could tell you if it is what wc think.

Hv.^ciNTils {Ibid).— Unless you are well acquainted with manure

waters, pray do not try experiments with Hyacinths ; they will do very

well with rain or any soft water.

Ceylon Seeds (G. L.).—2, 3, 6, 13, 14, 22, 24, 31, common balsams;

44, coxcomb ; 45, 5fi, and 63, are common things from our own gardens

taken out to Ceylon; 1, 4, 7, 19, 20, 49, are stove climbers; 1 and 4

would do for the new conservatory at Kew ; the others not worth much.

The rest are splendid trees, or shrubs, or fruiting plants, medicinal

plants, and plants we hardly know, and some from all climes. IS, 23, 30,

40, 43, 4G, 47, 57, are good old fashioned stove plants. None of these

tropical things arc now seen but in botanic collections. Ci^salpinias,

Indian Mimosas, teak wood, Bixas, custard apples, Hedysarums, Cassias,

&c., fkc, are now out of date.

Potting Camellias {F. W. T.).—You will find a list of Chinese

Axaleas in the present number that will, we hope, answer your desire.

Your large Camellias must not be potted till the end of .luly or beginning

of August ; the smaller ones pot in April, as you wish them to grow rather

than flower. If Camellias are potted early, there is a danger of causing

the buds to drop olf by disarranging the roots. We have no knowledge

of the raiser of Queen Victoria Camellia. Albertii, Albertus, and, we

believe, Prince Albert, are all one variety. Pressly, not Priestly, is right.

Indian Corn {Cordelia). —Indian corn must have a perfectly sunny

situation. A light and sandy soil, slightly manured, suits it the best.

Too much manure will throw it late. Sow about the middle of April in
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drills at least three feet apart, dropping the seeds about ten inches
apart—two or three corns in every patch. Seed nearly two inches deep.

\\'hen the plants are four inches high, single thcni out to one in a patch.
Hoeing and other cultural treatment similar to mangold wurtzel. If you
can raise the plants in a frame, they will be earlier. Tliey may then be
sown in the middle of March, and well hardened off by the second week
in fliay, wlicn they must be transplanted.

Flower-beds {./. IF. G.I.—The Dutch flower-garden in front of the

greenhouse could not be better laid out or jil-tnti'd. Tlie outline of the

large bed, 8, is the only thing—we think—tliat any one could ulijeet to ;

but we are quite satisfied with it, and with the way you planted every

bed over the whole ground, and also with the covered walk. How nice

to have the two styles of gardens in one's place ; but surely that was not

your first or fifth attempt at picturing, else you must have devoured
Tub Cottage Gahdeker vi-eekly from the beginning. What was put
in 2 after tlie NemophUa ? almost even,' one has a Nemophila, but do not
say or ask what to succeed it.

Clematis Sieboldii {J. S.).—The best soil for it is light rich sandy
loam, on a dry bottom. If your soil is heavy put three inches of the

decayed stuif out of the ditch over it now. and after the frost has crumbled
it down, then, in February or March, mis it well with the soil, and in

April turn out the clematis. \\'ith your conveniences layers of the last

year's wood, made in April, is the easiest way to increase it, but gardeners

do so in various ways, as by cuttings, grafting, and inarching on the

roots or stems of stronger sorts. The roots of C. muntunii are, perhaps,

the best stock to graft it and the large blue one on. It is hardy enough
to stand out near London.
List op Hardy Evekgheens (.-I Constant Reader),—You request

a list of quite hardy evergreens that will live in pots to be plunged in

a bed for show in winter. The following are suitable for that pur-
pose : the tallest for the centre, the next size in front of them, and
the dwarfs for the front :—Alaternu3 (Rhamnus alaternus), 2 ft.; A.
aureus (Golden-edged), 2 ft.; A. argenteus (Silver-edged), 2ft. ; Arbor
vita (Thuja orientalis), \h to 3 ft.; Arbutus unedo (Strawberry-tree), 3 ft.

;

Aucuba japoniea, 2ft. ; Bay-tree (Lauras nobilrs), 2ft. ; Uerberis glu-

macea, 1ft.; B. aquifolia, 2ft.; Box-tree (Buxus sempervirens), 3 ft.;

Box-tree (Silver-edged), 2ft.; Buxus balearica (Minorca Box), 2ft.;
Cistus ladaniferus (Gum C), 2 ft.; Cistus helianthemus (UwarfC),
many varieties; Cotoneaster microphylla (Smnll-leavedC), 1 ft., trailing;

Daphne eneorum (Trailing D.), dwarf, requires peat; Erica australis

(Southern Heath), 2 ft., and E. vulgaris (many varieties), dwarf, rciiuire

peat; Gaulthcria procumbens (Trailing G.), dwarf; Hollies, striped

varieties, 3 ft.; Ivy, striped varieties, trailing; Lavender, 1ft.; Oak
evergreen (Quereus ilex), 3 ft. ; Rhododendrons, many varieties, 2 to 3 ft.

;

R. ferrugineum (Rusty-leaved), dwarf; R. hirsutum (Hairy), dwarf;
Rosemary, 1ft.; Ulex europeaftorepleno (Double-tlowering Furze), l.^ft.;

Yucca tilamentosa (Thready Yucca), i ft. ; Y, gloriosa, 3 ft.

Covers {D. W. H.),—Before a man vents his indignation, he should
be careful to direct it at the right offender. Ifyou direct your bookseller
to procure you a cover for the double volume. IS 18—9, you will have that
which you require sent. You can return the other, or keep it for the
double volume just concluded, as best pleases you. The Advertisements
arc on the first and second pages of our weekly numbers, and the Go-
vernment Commissioners of Stamps will not allow us to repeat tliem in

the monthly parts. Your query about Clematis sieboldii is answered in

our reply to-day to another enquirer.

Plot of Ground near London (Rustic),—You wish for from two
to five acres. We do not know of any such plot. Advertize for it.

BIe.\ly Bug (V., Somerset),—All wc can recommend is given at page
.157 of our present volume.
Back Numbers (If/id),—Yon can have all the back numbers of The

Cottage Gakuener, some having been reprinted twice, of Messrs. Orr
and Co., 2, Amen-corner, Paternoster-row.
Rylott's Flour-ball Potatoe (I. N. M., North Devon),—We do

not know where you can obtain this excellent variety, except of I\Ir. John
Turner, Neepsend, Sheffield. As you have written to him for it, you will

be certain of having a supply. The frost is probably severe there, and
he may not like to move them just now. We cannot help you as to

Himul/ii/ah pumpkin seed. We do not know Tlnirston's Conqueror
potatoe. Can any of our readers say whether it is kidney-shaped ?

Autumn-planting Potatoes in Devon {Ihid).—U you planted
late in November, we do not think that any winter in North Devon would
induce the shoots to appear above ground. In addition to your Forlif-

fnlds and York Jiegents, we can recommend as good storing potatoes

Rt/lotfs Florir-ball and Martin's Seedling, and the Red Ash-leiwed,

Soot and Salt for Potatoes (Z/i/rf).—Thirty bushels of soot and
eight bushels of salt per acre have Ijcen used with the greatest benefit to

jjoiatoes. Sown over the surface and dug in just before planting.

Garget in tlEiFER (Joseph Burgess),—This hardening of the udder
is very common in young cows. Bathe it with hot water, and then rub
in, night and morning, a i)iece the size of a nutmeg of the following oint-

ment :—Hydrodate of potash, one drachm, rolled very fine, and mixed
with one ounce of siiermaccti ointment.

Newtown Pippin (^1. /I.).—This came from New York about the year
1823. The true variety has been cultivated successfully in this country,
but it requires a wall or very favourable situation. At the mouth of the
Teea we fear you arc too far north for tliis apple.

Painting Bee Hives (A Sul>sa-iber).—You may paint them now, or

at any time in dry weather. If you refer to our indexes you will find all

that we have to say about flowers for bees. Nothing is better for you
than iVIignonette—keeping it longer in bloom by taking care to cut each
stalk down as soon as it begins to form seed vessels.

Black Bakley (John Unbinson).—Our cnrrespondcnt, a very intelli-

gent weaver, has sent us some l)lack barley, which he says is very pro-
lific. One grain produced tu'entu-six stems, and some of the stems liore

i^'^bl// grains. Any one wishing for some m.iy enclose two j)enny postage
stamps and an envelope, n'-idi/ directed, to John Robinson, \A'eaver,

Ardsley, near BarnsTey. Yorkshire.

Vinegar Plant (A Gnite/ul Subsrrib^'r).—WiU J. Thorpe (page 154)

give his "exact mode of prc]).iring the vinegar for pickling; is it put
on hot; and in what proportions V

"

PiNE-APi'LE Seed (F. M'. T,],—Certainly pine-apples produce seed,

and they are contained in the pips of the outer rind. They are small,

dark brown, and not unlike those of the Siberian Crab. A few years ago,

Mr. Barnes sowed three seeds of an Enville pine, given to him by Lady
RoUe. They M'ere sown in lightish turfy loam, mixed with a little charcoal,

well drained in a "-inch pot, filled to within an inch of the top. The seeds

were placed near the centre, upon the soil, and covered 3-Sths of an inch

deep with the same kind of soil, mixed with a little charcoal dust and
sharp sand, to prevent its binding. The pot was plunged to the rim, at

I

front of the fruiting pines, in the stove, in a very moderate heat of barely
80° at that time, and the atmospheric heat kept about Co^ or barely »o

much. The surface of the soil was covered with a bell-glass. The seeds

quickly vegetated, and the seedlings were above the surface like sturdy

grass plants, in the course of twenty days from the time of sowing. They
were pricked into thumb-pots, making use of the same kind of soil, rather

sandy and open with charcoal, the thumb-pots placed each inside another
' pot, filled with porous rooty soil, and then plunged to the rim again in the

same situation, under a bell-glass ; watering and giving air as they re-

quired it. dispensing with the glass altogether as they became establislicd.

and shifting them into larger pots when necessary. By the month of

March, in the following spring, they were become sturdy plants, with

leaves 5 or 6 inches in length, thick and fleshy, and were placed amongst
the other succession plants. They differed materially from each other,

and not one resembled their parent, the true Enville variety, either in

ciuntenance, colour, or habit, of plant or foliage. F,ach plant fruited

within two years and a half from the time of sowing the seed, [iroducing

pretty, sizeable, well-swelled fruit, and were spoken of as being high
flavoured, but differing in size and shape from each other ; one only was
of a pyramidal shape, similar to the Enville, but not in colour, and the

other two were somewhat oval shaped. There was, at the time the parent

Enville was in bloom, in the same house, some Queens, a Black Jamaica,

and a Green Olive. We cannot account for the hybridising which
certainly did take place, farther than the bee had free access at the time

of ventilation.

Port Natal {Ibid).—Let your friend who travels so far into the inte-

rior send you seeds of anything that may strike him as beautiful. That
is the only direction to give to a no-botanist. Tell him, however, to look

out for the Vetluw Gemnium. One is found somewhere in the interior.

Let him send slips and rooted plants ; some of one or other may arrive

alive.
"

Newly-grubded Wood (J. B., Worlley).—Tliis probably will make
excellent garden-ground. It will be quite fit for cropping nest year

without manure of any kind.

Sugar Beer (Presley John).—In making this according to the recipe

in No. U6, the sugar is ?20t boiled in the water with the heps. The hop-
liquor is strained on to the sugar whilst boiling hot, and stirred until

dissolved.

Sawdust for Potatoes (J. B. C).— M'hcn Mr. Turner recom-
mended sawdust " not from resinous wood," we presume that he merely

reported what his own practice justified ; hut we know of no theoretical

reason ag.ainst using the .sawdust of the fir tribe. In using lime for pota-

toes, at any season, it should be slacked, sown over the surface, and dug
in just before planting. The White nettle, although not so difficult to

exterminate as the Common nettle, yet has a perennial creeping root not

certainly killed by being turned into the soil.

Tobacco (/. G.).—The mode of drying this you will find at page 3/4

of our 4th vol., and its culture at page 31() of vol, 2.

Flower-bed Siiapus (S. T-F.).—The suggestions made as follows by
our correspondent are good, and will answer several queries :

—" I lately

heard of some ladies, remarkable for good taste, having selected the

prettiest formed pieces of ginger as models fur their Ihnvcr-bcds, and that

the etl'eet was extremely good. I am adopting a similar plan, and find it

to answer my wishes exactly. If the selection is good, and the curves

elegantly formed, a nondescript kind of figure has a less formal and more
])lcasing effect tlian the hearts, diamonds, circles, crosses, stars, and

other kindred shapes so frequently seen. I was told, however, a few

days ago, that a star-shai;ed bed of Anemones has a strikingly good
eflect." Pray conquer your dislike for letter writing, and let us hear

from you again.

London: Printed by Haury Wooldridge, M'lnchcstcr High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somkrville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Pariah of

Christ Church, City of London.—January 2nd, 1851

.
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its single and double white ivory flowers, mingled witli

those of the Yellow Wood Anemone {A.RanuncuJindcx)—
blooming together in early April, and continuing for

months " thickly strewn in their woodland bowers." In

May and June she had the Palmate-leaved Anemone
{A. palmata), with its golden stars, together with the

many-tinted cups of the Gai'land Anemone (A. coronarla)

and of the Garden Anemone (A. Jiortensis). Nor were

the Common Pasque Flower (A. puhatUla), with all its

varieties of red and "blue flower-cups, nor the Alpine

Anemone [A. alpimi), with its still more varied blos-

soms, sparingly found in her borders. If we remember
faithfully, the last Anemone blooming in her garden was
the A. Nuttaliana, sometimes with purple a,nd some-

times with cream-coloured flowers, and those lasted

through July aud August. How she managed to have

Anemones in autumn aud winter, by the aid of her

greenhouse, we know not ; for in those days we thought
more of the flowers than of their cultivation ; and she is

now gone to rest who would have delighted to impart
her knowledge to the readers of The Cottage Gar-
dener. She was not only a cultivator but an historian

of this flower; and many relative pages, original and
selected, were in lier portfolio, of which but few now
remain ; nor have we the means of ascertaining from
what authorities she gathered her lore.

"I have loved the Anemone from childhood; for my
earliest recollection of a flower is that white one of our

woods; and I call it still 'my pretty page,' because my
father, as we strolled together, used to point them out
as ' Springs pretty pages.' As I grew up, he told me of

the fabled creation of our garden Anemone ; and the

translation from Ovid which I then read, re-read, aud
mourned the while over the fate of the beautiful Adonis,
has never since been forgotten." Venus, it will be
remembered, is said to have warned Adonis from the

chase in which he died, aud that fi-om his blood she
formed the Anemone.

" Then on the blood sweet ncctnr she bestows,
The scented blood in little bubbles rose

:

Little as rain drops, which fluttering fly,

Borne by the winds along a low'iing sky.
Short time cnsu'd till where the blood was shed,
A flow'r began to rear its purple head

:

Still here the fate of lovely forms " e see.
So sudden fades the sweet Anemone.
The feeble stems, to .stormv blasts a prey,
Their siekly beauties droop' and pine away.
The winds forbid the flow'rs to flourish long,
Which owe to winds their name in Grecian song."

As the Greeks derived its name from ancmos, the wind,
so in England is the Wind-flower one of its popular
names; and by both nations has it been held in esteem
as a powerftd medicine. Pliny says that, in his time,

the people were directed to gather annually the first

Anemone they saw, uttering at the time the incantation,

" I gather it as a remedy against tertian aud quartan
fevers." The Romans also wreathed it in their hair;
" and there is scarce any flower better calculated to be
artificially imitated for the purpose of ornamenting the
temple of Venus

; for as its flowers are of such various
colours, the Venuses of every clime, from the blackest
of Africa to the fairest of Britain, may suit wreaths of

Anemones to their complexions."

In I'ltrncr's Herhal, published in l-JGB, it is called

the Anemone; but he adds, " it may be called in English

Rose Pai'sley, because there groweth a flower like a

single rose in the middle of this herb, which is very like

parsley in the leaves that are about the root." Gerard

writing a few years later (1507), says, "The stock or

kindred of the Anemones, or Wind-flowers, are without

number, or, at least, not known unto any one that hath

written of plauts. For Dodocns hath set forth five sorts;

Label, eight; TabcrmoiUamis, ten; and myself have in

my garden twelve diff'erent sorts; and yet I do hear of

divers more differing very notably from any of these.

Every new year bringeth with it new and strange kinds.

Every country hath its peculiar plants of this sort, which

are sent unto us from far countries, in hope to receive

from us such as our country yieldeth."

The taste for this flower continued increasing ; aud

when Parkinson wrote in 1027, he specified sixty-seven

Anemones, adding that there were innumerable others,

to distinguish which "would gravel the best e.x:perienced

this day in Europe." Yet the art of raising vai-ietics of

them from seed was not familituly known in England,

but it was "practised extensively in the Low Countries

(Holland) ; some of their varieties bearing such a high

price, that no Englishman would buy them."

We may lament the less, that our friend died without

beiqueathing to us her modes of cultivating this flower,

because we have now before us Hints on the Culture of

tlw Anemone, double and simjle, by their most successful

cultivator, Mr. Carey Ti/so, Florist, Wallingford, Berks.

Like our friend, we prefer very much the single to the

double Anemone, aud we will quote from Mr. Tyso his

mode of projiagating it, at the same time recommending

our readers to send to Mr. Tyso four penny postage

stamps, in exchange for whicli he will send tliem the

entire pamphlet, post-free.

IMany beautiful colours of this species exist, both self and
variegated ; and tbougli they are not usually propagated
separately, under name, like the doulile sorts, there are

certainly many of them deserving this distinction. It often

happens, that persons raise two or three first-rate vmieties

from seed, quite worthy of perpetuation ; but for want of

seiiarate culture and ilistriljutiun, they live aud die with

their raisers : and to this circuiustonce may lie attributed

the slow progress made towards perfection in this llower.

AVhen single varieties are left in the ground, or jilauted

early (in August for iustance), in cougeni.al soil, they attain

great strengtli ; aud flower through the winter, malung a.

great displixy early in spring. On this account they are

worthy of more patronage than has hitherto been bestowed
upon them. They produce seed freely, and in this way may
be easily multiplied, as well as by division. The lituess of

j

tlie seed for gathering may be laiowu liy its parting I'roni the

axis or llower-stalk, to which it is but slightly attaehed.

Wheir this is observed it must be secured without delay, or

the wind N\ill disperse aud waste it. Select flowers of t)ie

best ipiality for seed bearers, such as have bioad smooth
cupped petals ; if selfs, of dense luitl luuforni ctilour ; if

striped or mottled, then the colours should be rich and
deflned. Remove or destroy all with inferior nari'ow aiul

flimsy petals, to prevent the stock being deteriorated by im-

jiregnation from tliem.

As soon as the seed is gathered, prepare a bed of nice

mellow soil of which vegetable matter and road grit are

large constituents, aud rake it level. The seed being woolly

aud adhesive, put it into a bowl willi sharp sand, and rub it

in tdl tlie seed aud sauil ai-e evenly uniigled. Then sow
rather thinly, and cover lightly with sirnUai' compost. Little
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more will be required thnn the extermination of weeds and
worms—a supply of water in jieriods of drought—and a

slight top-dressing of rich soil among the young seedling

plants which will appenr in less tliau a month. Thus en-

couraged, tlio seedling plants will grow vigorously till

Novemher. JMany will llower in the succeeding April, when
the best should be moi'ked, the worst rooted out, and space

thus given for the growtli of those that have not flowered.

^Vhou the tubers are at rest, the largest (which will be in-

dicated Ijy the strength of the foliage) should be lifted, and
the bed again toi^-dressed Avith rich soil to encourage tlio

small roots which should remain undisturbed in the bed
another year. The roots taken up may be dried and stored

as directed for tlie double Anemones, but should be re-

planted rather earlier in the autumn than is recommended
for them.
A second sowing of seed should be made in February, on

the plan described above. A few of these will llower in

autumn, and many in the following spring.

Single Anemone roots may remain in the ground for two
seasons, if this be preferred ; strong plants will remain
green nearly all the year round, and during most of tlie

luonths will furnish ornaments to the table boufiuot as a
rewai'd to the cultivator.

NEW PLANTS.

THEIR POETIIAITS AND BIOGKAPUIES.

RED-rLOWERED Almeidea [Almeklea rubra).—Botani-

cal Maf/azine, t. 4348.—Tliis genus of Brazilian shrubs

was named by St. Hilaire, in honour of Don R. P.

de Almeida, Ids friend and patron ; and rubra refers to

the red colour of the flowers, wliich in this species are

produced at the end of the branches on close sjjikes,

called thyrses. Five more species of these pretty bushes

have been recorded, and all natives of Brazil. They

belong to the Natural Order Riicworts (Rutaoeffi), and

the nearest alliance is Oalijtca, from the same country

;

and what we did not expect to see repeated in the

" ]3otanical Magazine," it is stated, that the Almeidea

rubra has the calyx and nectary of Ouspariece, stamens

of Oalvpea, two ovules attached as in Cuspariea:, and a

false aril as in ilonniera—Cusparia itself being only a

synonym of GaVipca, which has ten other synonyms

besides, given by eight different botanists. Oalipea was

named by Aublet, in his work on the "Plants of French

Guiana," in 177;?. Subsequent botanists have been

deceived in it ; and, to make bad worse, the genus given

in honour of Aublet himself, Anblelm, was pre-oocupied

by Linnosus as Momnera, referred to above. lilie the

Orchids, the Rueworts are arranged into seven natural

groups, two of which chiefly inhabit equinoctial America,

and Almeidea belongs to one of them; Cusparieai, named

after Humboldt's Caxparia, now one of the synonyms of

Oalipea. The other American group of Rueworts is

Pliilocarpe<c, called after Pliilovarpms. At the Cape of

Good Hope, Rueworts are abundant in the shape of

Diosmas, and those allied plants now called after other

names than Diosma; while in New Holland they abound

in the forms of Boronias, Eriostemons, Groweas, Correas,

and such like old favourites with greenhouse gardeners.

They all possess, in a more or less degree, the acrid bit-

terness and strong odour of the common rue. The bark

of a species of Galipea is said to be one of the best

febrifuges we possess, and much preferable to Cinchona,

or Peruvian bark, for malignant bilious fevers.

The Almeidea rubra was discovered near P.io Janeiro. It

is a branching stove shrub, from three to five feet high.

Leaves alternate, shaped like those of the willow, but larger

and broader in proportion to their length, and with inch-long

stalks. Flowers red, in a spike, on smooth stalks, thickest

near the flower ; calyx in five sharji teeth
;
petals reversed-

egg-shaped, ancl very blunt at the outer end. Stamens five,

with slightly downy filaments grooved near the base, and with

two hairy pimples above the groove. Anthers oval and in

two segments. Style longer than stamens, with stigma

di\ided into five sections. Ovary five-celled. Seeds Iddney-

shaped.
It belongs to ij-Pcntandrial-Monocjijnia oi'Lvansx.vs. It

blooms in September.

Purple-flowered Calaxthe (Galanthe Masuca).—
Botanical Mayazine, t. 4.541.—The genus Calanthe was

founded on Calanthe veratrifolia—reKommended by jNIr.

Appleby at page 166 of our present volume—by Dr.

Brown about thirty years back; and is' derived from
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Kahs, handsome ; and AntJtos, a flower. An appro)5riate

appellation. The specific name, Masiica, is softened

fiom Masiil,-, or Masuka ; the name by wliieh it is

known among the natives of northern India, ilr.

Appleby tells us his selection from this genus is of easy

management, which we readily believe: for our memory

carries us back to a date when few gardeners could

manage to keej) orchids alive, much less gi'ow or flower

them ; yet at that period, in the early history of the cul-

tivation of orchids, we have seen in the provinces some

large flowering specimens of the elder C'alanthe ; but to

within the last year or two we did not observe evidences

of high cultivation with it among competitors at oiu'

London fetes. Mr. Appleby did not say that these

CaJanthes would grow well if gardeners were to turn

them from pot culture into rich beds, as is now success-

fully accomplished with the pine apple ; but such, we
believe, woidd be an improved system of management.

We saw the old Calanthe treated that way twenty years

ago ; and we remember that the late Mr. Lambert and

a nurseryman at Warminster, Mr. Wheeler (through

whose kindness we obtained a fine treat of private gar-

dening in that town), expressed themselves with surprise

at the luxm'iance of a O. veratrifolia, which was also

first pomted out to us as a great rarity, growing in a

bank made against the end wall of a stove with roots,

blocks of wood, tm'fs, and, if we do not mistake, leaf-

mould also. The flower-stems were called magnificent,

and they were so for such a scarce plant at that day, but

nothing to be compared with some we have since been

shown by Mr. Scott, gardener to Sir George Staunton,

at Leigh Pai'k, near Corsham.

How far the subject of our present biography may be

adapted to this kind of treatment, we must leave for

Mr. Appleby to determine, with this suggestion—that

we should like much to see a bed formed for the fi'ee

cultivation of stove terrestrial orcluds and others which

are manageable in pots, as Phaius, Bletia, C'ymhidmn,

AcaiitJiophijjpium, Peristeria, the El Spirito Sancto,

Cijrtopodium, Dendrobmm, Sohralia, for the centre of the

bed, and smaller growing ones round the sides, falUng

towards the edge of the bed with Cijpripediums and such

things, to AncTCtochilus itself in one corner. If a manage-
able hot-water system for warming the bottom of a bed
of orchids, tm'iied out this way, could be easily put into

action, many of our amateur readers who cannot attend

to the more delicate points in the culture of tliese beau-

tiful plants, would here find sources of endless amuse-

ment and interest, without that close attention which

seems to take away the pleasure of everything connected

with orchids.

Gulanihe Mosuni is a stove teiTCStiial orchid, found in
many districts of tJie tropical East—as Nejial, Bengal, Ceylon, '

and probably .Java. It first bloomed, in 1S12, a't Messrs. Eol-
lisou's, of Tooting; its tloweriug time Ijeing July and August.
Leaves herbaceous, and in sbape much like tliose ot the
AhneUlea, but tar lai'ger, streaked and plaited. Flowers witli

I stem about a foot and a half liigh (the leaves being still

longer) are in a raceme or spike, and purple. Brack's large,
membranous ; upper ones pale purple. SejMls and Petals
alilie oblong, ending in a point. Lip deeper pm-ple, and
divided into three parts, extending behmd mto a long up-

i

cmTed spin-, furrowed and forked at the end. Anther in a
lioUow of the very short column. PoUeu masses in two rows
of eiglit.

It belongs to the Natm-al Order Orchitis, and to iO Gi/naii-

dria 1-JIoiwiiilria of Linna'us.—B. .1.

THE FEUIT-GARDEN.
Fkuit-rooms.—This valuable adjunct of a good garden

requires a careful consideration—in its construction

—

of principles on which both the keeping and maturation
of fruits depend. (jardeners and otlicrs differ some-
what, both as to the modes of construction in the building,

and the subsequent management of tlie fruit ; and it is

probable that much of the diflerence is traceable to au
undue mixing up of distuiot portions of the main ques-
tion. Thus, some persist in tlie necessitv of a damp
room ; others, in one that is very chy. ^ow this, we
conceive, arises ti'om omitting to consider, that the mode
wliich will preserve any given fruit for the greatest

length of time, is not that which will ensure the highest
amount of flavom' ; especially with our winter or spring

pears.

The keeping of summer or autumn fi-uits of an
epliemeral cliaracter, is altogether another matter. Tins
is merely retarding through a somewhat eaidy gather-

ing, and a removal to some situation wliere at least

sudden excitement, through sunshine and the swiftly

vai-ying conditions of a summer or autumn atmosphere,
is warded oft'. These conditions are, of course, to be
met with in almost any ordinary fruit-room; but our
" text " requires that we take into consideration the

causes which bear upon those anomalous appearances
in fruits, which sometimes puzzle exceedingly men of

both practical and scientific attainments. Now mere
rotting is an ordinary occurrence; this may occur
through accidental bruises, and even through a want of

maturity in the fruit ; we do not mean ripened in the

ordinaiy acceptation of the term, but that land of lean-

ness, if we may use the term, which at once argues bad
culture, and au improper condition of either root or

atmospheric action. Some cases are termed "bletting;"
the fruits seem all of a sudden to lose their jiuces, and
to attain the sleepy character of the medlar. This ap
plies cluefly to the pear. Some will, all of a sudden, ]-ift

or crack, and others will approach the character of a

petrifaction, as some have humorously remarked, whilst

others will be simply insipid.

Now. for all this, we feel assured the mode of construc-

tion in the fruit-room is not alone to blame. Much of

the fault lies in bad modes of culture, inasmuch as these

evils principally beset our more tender pears, of those of

continental origin. Here, then, the question ought to be
sejiarated, and viewed fi-om two points : the one, whether
any kinds, as far as the fruit-room is concerned, require

artificial heat, and at what period; and the other, what
kinds do not rcqiure it.

We here oftcr an opinion, which may or may not be
cm'rent : and that is, that there is a period in the life of
every fi'uit at whiidi a chemical chaugc ought to take

place, and during which a decided alteration in tlie cha-

racter of its juices wOl be the sm'e result. Tliis change,
we believe, requires a certain specific temperature iu

order to be accomplished ; and if such temperature he
not fiu-nished, either naturally or artificially, some ano-
malous appearance must of necessity be presented.

We dare not here mix up the question with observa-
tions on tlic necessary degree of maturation in the fruits,

j

although it strictly forms a part of the question. Dm' I

space will not permit our doing so, or it were easy to

show how over-cro]iping, over luxuriance, worn-out soils,
i

stagnation through water lodgments, improper stocks,
j

&o., alone, are capable of doterioratiug the liavoiu' and
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general qualities of many of our most valuable fruits.

Having oflbred tlicse liiuts in a collateral way, we will

proceed to the general functions of dryness and mois-

ture, lieat and cold, as alioctiug the main body of our
eouserved fruits.

It is well known that many apples keep longer if

pitted after tlie manner of potatoes, than if exposed on the

open shelves of tlie fruit-room. It is also equally well

known that in such a situation, if prolonged beyond
their ordinary time, they lose flavour—become earthy as

it were. We have never tried our best pears that way,
but doubtless the result would be the same. Here they

ai'e constantly damp, of course, and in addition the air

is excluded. On the contrary, on the open slielvea of a

dry up-stairs fruit-room, witli liberal ventilation, they
become shrivelled betimes; but instead of losing flavour

such generally becomes, up to a certain period, more
highly concentrated, although what is termed cby and
woolly, losing that smai'tness for vvliieh most fruits are

so much esteemed.

It woidd a]ipear, then, that where fruit of various
kinds have to be housed in one room, a medium condi-

tion, as to botli air and moisture, is the best ; and such,

we believe, most e.tperienced persons will agree to. We
may, however, add here, that pears require a drier atmo-
sjiliere than apples; and, indeed, if an error must be
committed, by all means let it be on the dry side of the

question.

The following, we think, will be found safe principles

to guide the inexperienced :

—

Site.—A somewhat low level, with a subsoil perfectly

dry, or rendered so.

Aspect.—An easterly or northerly one; any point but
south or south-west.

FnosT.—The house rendered perfectly secure against

this. We would never have the general store-room sink
below forty or rise above fifty degrees.

AiE.—The power of thorough ventilation when neces-

sary, and equally the power of rendering it almost her-

metically sealed.

Light.—Windows to admit light, of course, for the

sake of operations in the room; generally speaking, how-
ever, a ii'nit-room cannot be kept too dark.

We have here the main principles on which sucli ope-

rations should be conducted. Let us look over them
separately.

1st. Site.—^We have said low, because we feel assured
that by keeping the floor, if possible, even a little below
the ground level, less fluctuation of temperature will be
experienced. Sooner, however, than be liable to much
damp, we would go as much above the level as is neces-
sary in order to avoid it. Concrete should be used for

tlie flooring, and a portion of the ibundation walls done
in cement, to prevent the transmission of damp upwards
by capillary attraction. The rats and mice are great
annoyances ; the cement and concrete would keep them
at arm's length. A preventive drainage may, by all

means, be applied also rovuid the exterior, if the locality

be damp.
2nd. Aspect.—We have said easterly or northerly,

merely because the winds are generally drier from such
quarters ; coolness in summer, too, is of course a great
consideration.

3rd. Frost.— To "create an artificial warmth, and
merely to keep out the cold, or rather to proome as
inuoh as possible, the amount of warmth which the
interior possesses, are two very different affairs. With
regard to artifical heat, we wUi otter our opinion in the
sequel; and as to preservation of the natural interior

warmtli in winter, such is best effected by double walls,
possessing a cavity of some three inches in width. The
power of what are termed hollow walls, as non-con-
ductors of heat, is well known, in these days, to be very
considerable. Neither can exterior damps be readily

transmitted ; and, moreover, such are cooler in summer;
for the sluggish agency of such walls in transmitting

heat is as much in keeping out summer heals as the

colds of winter. If the roof is an exterior one, it

should either he double, or other means taken to keep

out the summer heat.

1th. Air.— Of course a very liberal ventilation is

necessary when much fruit is housed in the autumn.
There should, therefore, be a special provision for both

the egress of moisture, and for tlie ingress of fresh and
dry air. The higher the level at which the latter enters,

the brisker will, in general, be the circidatiou.

5th. Light. — Most good practitioners agree in the

necessity of excluding light as mucli as possible. Scien-

tific men say, that tlie smface skin of fruits perspires

exactly as the surface of leaves; and that light is a

prime agent in inducing such perspiration : hence,

heat and light are conjoint causes of shrivelling. The
windows or other apertures, therefore, must be provided

witli close fitting shutters, and these should be double,

even as the walls. During severe weather, mats enclos-

ing hay may be fastened over the exterior.

And now, as to artificial heat, we do think, that every

good general fruit store-room should open into a small

closet, which should be so fitted up as to produce an
artificial wai'mth when necessary. If adjoining a mush-
room house on the one side, or any place where asm'plus

of lieat was available, such would be readily accom-

plished without extra expense in fuel. Some persons

liave advocated the placing piping to convey heat inside

the cavity of the exterior walls : this sounds somewhat
philosophical, inasmuch as in such a situation, with a

slight amount of controllable ventilation, tlio non-con-

ducting cavities might be kept dry and warm. The
situation of pipes or other apparatus, however, should

depend on the arrangement made for the fruit : the

heating source, pipes, &c., being as far removed from

them as possible, and certainly not immediately beneath

tliem. Such a little closet might possess merely a stand

for drawers down the centre ; which stand should be an

exact counterpart of a stand in the centre of the general

storeroom ; and the best pears, or other tender fruits,

being placed in parcels in the general store, might be

removed in portions to this ripening room, a whole

di'awer at once, without moving the li-uit.

R. Eeeington.

THE ELOWEK-GARDEN.
Gaiiden Walks—Concrete.—The derivation of this

word has been misapprehended by some. Those who
refer it to Ooncretus, or to Cuncresco, are not on the

right scent ; it is made up of two Latin words, con,

meaning together, and ereta, chalk, or lime ; that is,

things put together by means of chalk or lime. Our
new walks and roads, therefore, go by tlie name of

concrete walks, or concrete roads. I have, for the last

seven years, written more private letters about concrete

than I can enumerate ; for during this time, it was a

sidiject of private conversation and comment, whenever

two or tliree of us met together—and once or twice

annually, a whole committee of gardeners met together

on Turnham Green, and washed down their bread and

cheese with a hearty dose of some kind of concrete or

other ; and yet without swallowing almost all the scientific

ideas each of us had already imliibed on the phflosophy

of cultivation, none of us dared to let the cat out of the

bag, for fear of being thought singular, or out of the

fashion of the daij—tliat greatest tyrant on earth.

It will be seen by my last two letters, that I have

broken the ice in one of the departments of concrete

making, and I have used it in every other department

throughout the garden. I have full experience on its
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eflects, under tender roots, to keep them from cold bot-

toms; and also as a tliatcli to throw otTsuow water from
where such roots could not well do without some kind of

covering. I have even gone so far with it as to keep the

roots of a tliirsty plant from receiving a single drop of

water, in an\' shape whatever, for the space of live years

in succession ; and yet the roots never lacked moisture
all the time ; while the jjlants, under the discipline, kept
improving all the time. It will not he thought strange,

therefore, if I say that my miud is folly satisfied as to

the use and abuse of concretiug ; nevertheless, with the

exception of my new walks and new roads, I never yet
recommended tlie use of concrete ; nor do I now, and for

this reason, that witli the greatest latitude, I cannot
reconcile its eil'eots with any known principle already

familiar to the tillers of the soil ; and it is in direct

opposition to every idea yet set forth about cultivation.

Some of our very best gardeners have occasionally let

out a few glhnpses of the value and use of concreting,

in a way that all of us could refer to old ideas ; and ti'om

such facts, a sound theory has been established lately.

When the evU tyrant, however, will let go his grasp,

and we are permitted to hear all that is thoroughly
known on the subject, tliis theory shall crumble down

—

or rather be taken down—by the builders of it ; and I

think I know who could tell much about this founda-
tion, if we could get him to talie up his pen. I must
observe, in faii-uess, liowever, that when a number of

isolated parts, all tending the same way, are laid before
the man of science, wlio after car'efuUy and paticntlj'

—

as has been the ease with concrete—weighing the evi-

dence before him, propotmds a theoiy thereon, according
to the facts prodviecd, he has done all that is required of

science to do—explained the natural laws on the subject;

and the Lord Chancellor could do no more in a ease of

equity.

The use which I wish to make of this garden concrete
to-day, is to point it out to gardeners as inapplicable for

roads and walks ; it is too flat, or too rich, as we say, for

that purpose ; it is all made up with fine gravel, and
lime or chalk, in the pro^iortioii of one to six ; and it

will be remembered that i said at first, page ISJl, that
walks are best when made with " sohd concrete : made
with anything, except, gravel, that will concrete

;

" and
now I put more stress on this, as I have heard already
of old walks tliat are to be concreted over the surface
next March ; the present top gravel to be used instead
of fresh. This would certaiuly be better than the old

walks, if only to get rid of weeding ; but unless the bot-

tom is very dry indeed, and much less chalk or lime be
used than is now done, for concreting to thatch borders,
the first frost will split them all to pieces. That would
not signify niuoli in a garden-walk, as on the first dry
day, the roller would put the whole together as firmly as
at first; aud that is the reason for saying that concrete
is superior to the Roman cement spoken of; once the
cement is crushed or broken, it is like glass, you cannot
put it together a second time. Not so this kind of con-
crete : whenever the frost overtakes it in a damp state.

it loosens the surface in some degree, but that is soon
settled, as I have just said. Now, on a road much fre-

quented, if the top has been laid Avith gravel and lime,
and it gets loose by the fi-ost, the wheels will sink into it

more or less ; that is not the case, however, when small
stones are used. Though they be loosed by a very hard
frost, after rain, their concrete bed keeps them still so
close, that the wheels cannot remove them to and fro.

Although we say here, that we make our walks cheaper
tnan other people, there is one, eight feet wide, wliich
cost twenty-two shillings per running yard, five years
ago. It is nine feet deep ; aud the foundation was laid

forty-eight feet wide, just forty feet wider than at the
surface: the reason for tins was to get to the level of
other walks, winch foiiued part of a design ibr an ever-

gi'cen winter garden ; the whole was made up with chalk,

to within two feet of the reqivu'ed level; the rest with
soil, except tlie breadth of the walk in tlie middle. In
carting in the chalk, the horses or wheels came against
the guide sticks, at any rate, as they could not say no,

they were blamed, when it was proved that the" first

levels were out of joint by two inches; and as eveiy one
knows an inch out of level in a design is as much as a

I
mile in many tilings, there was nothing for it but to

reduce the intended depth of the walk by two inches

;

j

three inches of concrete over the body of chalk was to

be the proposed walk, but now one iucli must siUfice, or

i
else submit to have the walk like a pig with one ear, in

reference to the other walks in the design. The walk
had a good fall too ; and this uich must bo made in ear-

i nest, else the first summer storm would wash it down to

the bottom, where an Ai'cadian shepherd and his dog sit

quietly watcluug the whole scene, and that would never
do. AVell, a rough garden screen with which cinders

are sifted, was put by the side of a large heap of gravel

close by, and the roughest paiis from the heap were soon
searched out—aU the hands on the job feeling anxious
about the credit of the " Sufl'olk Bays," as if this walk
shoidd fiul, they woidd be sure to have the blame for

altering the levels. To ten baiTOw loads of this rough
gravel, one barrow load of fi'esh slacked lime, at three-

pence the bushel, right hot ti'om the kiln, was added;
the foundation chalk well watered, and nearly two inches

of the mi.xture spread over it, almost quicker than 1 can
write about it; a hand roller passed over it as hurriedly

as possible : three men required to take it u)i hill, and
two to walk after the roller coming down, with a mnii

by the roller botli joimieys to keep it clean, with an old

broom, as the concrete had not time to dry before the

rolling must be finished ; and from that day to this, 1

believe no one has told of the level sticks, whoever jmt
them wrong. Next morning, the roller, with some ad-

ditional weights inside, went to work as earnestly as on
the evening before ; and after awhile, it was reported

that the concrete was pressed down to the level requirid :

but whether the bottom of the concrete was sunk into

the chalk one inch, or whether the chalk rose so much
amongst the concrete, remains a secret to this day ; cer-

tain it is, that this nine feet deep walk had lim-cUy two
inches of prepai'cd concrete in the loose state, and that

a quai'ter of an inch of line gravel is about idl the ad-

dition it has had these five years; as the flat end of a
Viudding knife has proved more than once to incredulous

visitors.

Talking of the incredulous, reminds mo of a story

which is too good to be lost. The respectable firm, who
contracted for the new buildings here, are the well-

known Messrs. lAicas and Brothers, of Nonvich and Ijon-

don ; they too are great road-makers, after the Telford

and McAdam school, when they build a large house
or castle in a park, or alter old ones; the next thing is

to make carriage roads mid " coach rings." Now, one

would think, of all people in the world, great builders

ought to have been the first to lay down a concrete

road ; more especially, when, as in the present instance,

such builders take to road-making as part of their call-

ing. What dill'erence could it be between a bed of

stones from the beach, made up with blue lias lime, into

concrete, foi' the foundation of a castle, than for a, car-

riage road to that castle?'—only in the weights each bed
would have to uphold. If a man, or set of men, will not

hesitate to pile up a thousand tons on a ten feet square

of concrete, not more than two feet in thickness, surely

they could risk ten tons on the same space, if only of

one-fourth the strength ? Notwithstanding their great

experience in both branches, the Messrs. Lucas pro

tested against altering the old road, till they had the

first ship load of stone up at the front-door; saying, the

extra hauliutr would take the cream off llieir contract, if
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they had to dvn.g up hill on a new-made voad; yet the

head of this firm told me the other day, tliat if I had
taught him of this way of making roads seven years hack,

he would have saved siioh quantities of money on the

roads he laid down since that time, that he could now
ali'ord to face my cottage witli Claeu stone, if not build

me a new one fi'om the bottom ; and I believe Mr. Bariy
is exactly of the same opinion, but I liave not seen him
to ask, since I lieard of my new convert. Therefore it is

some encouragement for me to ]iush on this new system

all over the country ; and if I hear of an old road-maker,

or of a young gardener, who refuses to ado))t my plans,

if required, I know now where to supply their places

from with confidence ; for tlie very man who was fright-

ened at the mere idea of this new road last May, says

now, that he shall never lay down a road on any other

plan ; so that the old adage about a man convinced

against his will, being of the same opinion still, does

not always hold good, after all ; and depend on it, these

great architects and builders look on us poor gardeners

just now, with a jealous eye, seeing that they have lost tlie

credit of making glass palaces, and concrete liighways

;

but at the same time, I am equally confident, if we do
not brush up a little better in another department of our

craft, these very men will soon drive out some of us at

the north gate. Look at the lecture which Mr. Owen
Jones, the architect, who won the prize for colouring the
" Crystal Palace," read the other night, before the Insti-

tute of British Architects, in London, and substitute

the words flower-beds, for his columns, girders, and all

that sort of thing, and j'ou might fancy Mr. Jones did

little else, since he left college, but plant flower-gardens,

according to the rules laid down in The Cottage Gae-
DENEB ; and all this while we have been wrangling
about landscape gardening—words, about which no two
men on earth will quite agree as to their proper mean-
ing. I see plainly enough, if these great men find out

tlie highest of our best coloured plants, so as to be able

to suit their figures to the different heights, they may
walk in any day and take the laying out of all geo-

metric gardens out of our hands ; at any rate, I earnestly

entreat all those ladies, who are anxious about making a
proper disposition of their flower-garden, plants, and
colours, to read Mr. Jones's paper on colours ; it is

reported, word for word, in the Times of December 17
;

and I could also advise every young gardener, who can
get hold of that number of the Times, to cut out the

lecture, and commit it to memory ; and in the mean-
time, I shall transcribe the third paragraph of the

lectm-e, as applicable to the subject on niy own hands
at present. " No one can, in this world, hope to obtain

the universal acceptance of bis views on any subject,

more especially on one so unsettled among us as deco-

ration. What pleases one person, will be distasteful to

another ; yet, as truth is always truth, however different

minds may receive it witli different impressions, if I can
but arrive at an approximation to true principles in the

decoration I jiropose, I may hope to obtam the voices of

the greater number of my proiessional brethren; and I

must bear, as best I may, the disappiointment of the

rest." D. Beaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Window Plants.—Were it not for the length to which
the notice on balcony plants extended last week, this

subject would have been introduced as an outrider, as

very many othei- matters and distinct families of plants
are contending lustily for early notice. In giving this

subject such prominence, I am only meeting the wants of

many readers, as evidenced by the enquiries, and mis-
givings, and doubts of correspiondents. Before entering

upon a consideration of the subject, I may mention, that

tlie list of plants for balconies in winter may Ije greatly

increased where there is room. I merely instanced a

few of the more striking : but there is one wliich I

would wish to add, the Berheris uqidfolimn—not only

because it is cheap and an evergreen, but also because

it produces its yellow blossoms early in spring, and the

flower buds look pretty during the most of the winter.

Where there is no balcony, a large box filled with

GiipsoeaUis (Erica) Carnea, and patches of linssian

violet, Winter acordte. Snowdrop, Dnrj-toolli violet, and
crocus, stuck in along its sides, would look very interest-

ing during the winter and early spring. If the box is

well made, and the sinface of the soil well covered with

moss, the frost will not do any injury ; but the little

heatli will rear its blossoms amid drifting snow and
raging storms.

To grow plants successfully in our dwelling rooms in

winter, pre-supposes an amount of zeal and enthusiasm

which intelligent amateurs only can furnish, and failures

are the result alike of ignorance and even of know-
ledge, when the latter is associated with carelessness or

foi'getfulness. Let us first, then, allude to some of the

causes of disappointment, and thus elicit the light that

reveals the remedy.
First. In winter, tlie air of sittinrj-rooms is too drij for

growing plants in general. In the matter of succulents

it is somewhat different : the injury is soonest felt by
plants with large, soft, somewhat spongy, open-pored

leaves. A correspondent complains, that cinerarias

removed from a frame to a cool airy greenhouse,

kept shrivelling up their leaves. Minor reasons

there may be,—the chief one is, that the more open
and drier atmosphere of the greenhouse deprived the

leaves of their moisture faster than the roots could

absorb it. Watering at the root must be attended

to ; but syringing the shelves and foliage, especially

dm-ing smishine, until the jilants were used to their

new position, is quite as important. Such an effect

would be more striking still, if such plants were brought

into the dry air of a room. In mild weather this

woidd not be so nuich perceived, because the fire -would

not be so large, consequently the air not so dried,

while the fresh air rushing in at every crevice, by win-

dow and door, would be amply supplied with moisture

;

and besides, at times the window might be op)ened—and
should be opened. But here, as in the case of plant

houses, the season of keen frost, however short, is the

most trying : not only is the air of the room dry, but
that which finds its way from the outside has also had the

moisture condensed from it. To supply evaporation from
the foliage, water is given judiciously to the soil,—and so

far right ; but then evaporation is not confined to the

foliage—the air is not merely dry, but somewhat warm
withal, and moistm'e is rising freely from the watered
soil,—nay, finding its way through the sides of the pot,

because wise men have insisted, and continue to insist,

that pots must neither be painted nor glazed, nor burnt

hard, nor anything but beautifully soft and porous,

for then there need be little bother about draining ; and
the consequence is, that the perspiration from the leaves,

surrounded by' dry heated air, cannot be met by absorp-

tion from the roots ; because the cold produced by evapor-

ation from the siu-face of the soil and the sides of the

pot has prevented them from sucking in freely, though

surrounded with plenty of moisture. The remedies

are simple, but efficacious. Pots glazed or painted on
the outside, the use of double pots, the putting the

common pot inside of beautifid vases of china or other

material, filling between them, at top at least, with moss,

and in either ease covering the suri'aoe with moss, would
keep the roots in an equable state, as respects moisture

and temperature : the roots would absorb more freely,

because not cooled down by evaporation. But there is
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no occasion to test this absorbing power to its utmost
limit ; tbe moss on the swfaee not only cheeks evapor-

ation of moisture and radiation of lieat from the soil,

but if itself kept moist on tlie surface—which is neces-

sary to keep it nice and green—that moisture will rise

in vapom- about the stem and leaves, and so far coun-

teract the debilitating tendency of the dry air ; and
tbe last, but not the least effectual remedy in such cir-

cumstances is, freiiuenthj sponijbi'j or dampinrj tbe foliage

with water through a very line rose, because then tlie dry

air is obliged to be content, for a time at least, to absorb

tbe moisture you have given to the outside, instead of

drawing it from the inside of the leaves. This moisture

instead of being prejudicial, will rather be beneficial to

the inmates of the room—as a very dry air is not good
for men, any more than it is for plants. I have been

more particular here, because attention to these matters

will render casualties fi-om other sources less likely : for

instance,

Secondly. As respects watering. The rule is—give

enough to moisten the earth tborouglily as far as roots

are to be found, and then wait quietly until yom'
services are again required ; and, but especially in

winter, use soft water a little warmer than tbe atmo-

sphere of the room. Inattention to this ruins hosts of

plants. The pots will stand in saucers, if the pots are

single ; the water that passes into the saucers should

not be allowed to remain any time. If the pots or vases

be double, the water may stand in the saucer, jirnvided

it is not so high as to reach the base of the inner one
in which the plant grows. If the plant had its lower

roots in water, a grossness of habit would be encouraged,

and disease would follow, as the result of evei'v accident

and change. Wlien the soil has become so dry as to

allow the water to escape by tbe sides of tbe pot, instead

of making an exception in the case of such a plant and
filling the saucer with watei', so as to allow the soil to be

moistened by capillary attraction, which is all ve)'y well

for proficients, I would soouer dislodge tbe difficulty

by setting the pot at once in a pail of water, and when
thoroughly soaked allow the pot to drain, beibi-e re-

placing it in the saucer. Now, by attention to the

means first specified, watering will be comparatively

seldom necessary, and, therefore, there will be less excuse

for entrusting it to unskilful or uimilling hands. Then
the same holds good as respects,

Tlui-dly. Temperature.—The same rules apply here as

we saw a few weeks ago applied to the ventilation of

plant houses. Warmth without fresh air is as debi-

litating to plants as to animals. In the case of people

in comfortable circumstances, in general, in winter their

sitting rooms are too hot and di'y, even for their own
health—and hence the colds, &c., tbe result of the

slightest change. Plants in these circumstances are

often far too hot, in proportion to the light they can
receive—and hence they become lanky and diseased. If

kept close to the window during the day, there is less

clanger, because there the temperature will be consider-

ably lower than it is by the seats at the chimney corner.

It is when light is gone, and the shutters and curtains

are fixed and drawn, and the doors kept closed during

tbe evening, that the greatest care is necessary to keep
them in a cool position. A few cheap thermometers
would soon enable our friends to perceive the varieties

of temperature in the same room. Now, whether during
the day or during the evening, the sprinkling of tbe

foliage will be a good antidote to a hot dry atmosphere.

It will be necessary that the leaves be cb'y before retning

for the night,—as after the lire is put out the temperature
will decline. The best position for room plants at night,

in severe weather, has several times been referred to.

The centre of the room, or against a party-wall at the

gi'eatest distance from the door or window, wUl be best

;

and in extreme cases, after tbe fire has been some time

extinguished, the register of the stove might be stopped,

to prevent the escft])e, too quickly, of the heated air.

fourthly. Ohcudiness.—Itespiring, perspiring, absorb-

ing, decomposing, and assimilating processes are carried

on in tbe leaves and green parts of the stems of plants.

But these things can only be done when the leaves are

clean. Hence the importance of a cover of clotli when
the room receives its morning cleaning. But with all

this attention, wherever there are pattering little feet,

tliere will always be dust to encrust the foliage. Wliat

more delightful than to get the owners of these little

feet to sponge and sprinkle the foliage which they had
helped to encrust! What a zest might easUy be given

for this exercise of their tiny hands. Early impressions

are the most lasting. Children jnust be active How
desirable to lead that activity into channels that would

promote a love of the useful, the beautiful, and kindly

in sympathy.
We say notliing now of draining, tbe state of the soil,

the potting, &c., because these have frequently been

referred to. Where all these are right, attention to the

nratters above noticed wUl ensure bushy, healthy jjlants,

i)ivolving just more cares, and therefore more honour, if

successful, than if the plauts had gi'own in the green-

house. I may here be asked, '• if these double pots

—

upon which you place so much reliance, especially if the

outer one is really, or merely a cheap imitation, of Cldua

—

constitute your beau ideal of window gardening?" By
no means, I would banish the connnon red pot alto-

gether from tbe windows of those who made any pre-

tensions to refined taste, and whose means allowed them
that gratification. Amateurs here must take no lesson

from gardeners. Whatever some of us may think, there

are reasons why we are obliged to be slow coaches on

the road of improvement. I woidd not banish neat

little vases for setting single pots with plants in tlower,

because variety even in size is compatible with, nay,

necessary to, a united liarmony of object. But ibr the

principal part of the plants I would have shallow wide

vases, or baskets of all sizes and patterns, made of

cement, porcelain, wood, willows, zinc, tin. or galvanized

iron, so that they be light and elegant—so formed, or so

lined, that all the water from drainage should trickle to

one point, and thence be discharged into a vessel con-

cealed by the pediment on which the vase or basket

stands, and which could easily be emptied at pleasure.

In these vases, &e., I would plunge the pots in moss,

and cover with the prettiest and longest, which is to be

obtained in damp places in woods. By this method
the plants would bo easier kept in health, the labour

would be abridged, and saucers be dispensed with
;

whilst the massive effect would be far more interesting

than that produced by rows of plants growing singly iu

pots. The pots need not be so large for this purpose, as

the roots may extend a Utile among the decaying moss
with advantage ; eveu little creepers, such as f.inai'ia.

Lobelia gracilis, and the smaller creeping Verbenas may
be introduced with advantage, and thus a more finished

and artistic effect produced. There might not easily be

room found for tlicra in pots, but that is not nece.-isary ;

they may be grown several together in a small pot, then

wrapped in moss, and just inserted where they can have

a. supply of water. Those who are ])articuhirly anxious

might strew a little leafmould and charcoal aiuougst the

moss in which tliey were plunged ; but they will flourish

luxuriantly among the moss alone. A little care, how-

ever, must bo exercised, not to disturb the roots greatly

when removing pots and replacing with fresh ones.

I intended saying something of the plants to be grown,

but I find I must postpone this to another opportunity.

a. Vian.
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HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC ORCHIDACEiE.
M.ANTS THAT THRIVE WELL IN POTS (Continued from

page 104,).

Cmnii.EA BKACTEscENs (Bi'aoted C.) ; Bra/.il.—Sepals

aud petals white ; the lip yellow and fleshy, divided into

two lobes, or parts, aud each part is folded twice. -l'2s.

C. LyEvis (Smooth C.) ; Brazil.—Sepals aud petals

large, aud of a bright yellow colour ; lip same colour,

and spotted with brown. 43s.

C. LoDDiGEsii (Mr. Loddige's) ; Brazil. — Sepals

greenish yellow, striped across with dark red, aud
spotted ; petals the same colour without stripes ; lip the

same colour, but curiously formed, ais.

C. inisTis (Sad-coloured 0.) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
petals dark-coloured, almost purple, tinged with blood

colour, and greenish yellow; the lip purple. The
flowers are fragi-ant. This is the most common of all

the genus. 15s.

Oidture.—Though the flowers of this genus are not so

sliowy as a Gattleija or a Dendrohium, yet they ai-e worth
growing, because they are produced on long pendulous
racemes springing numerously from the base of the

pseudo-bulbs, and bearing many flowers on each. At
some of the exhibitions at the Regent's Park, and Chis-

wiek, plants of tliis tribe were shown with thirty or

forty of these spikes of their pretty fragrant flowers

hanging down, and all roimd the sides of the pots in

which they gi'ow.

Tlie compost they thrive best in, is chopped sphagnum
(a white moss found growiug in boggy springy ground)

;

very turfy peat, broken, aud the small sifted out, using
only the fibrous part ; and a free mixture of small broken
potsherds. If a little half-decayed leaf-mould is added,

it will be found serviceable. Pot them in March, or as

soon as they begin to grow ; keep them in the coolest

part of the Indian house, and water always moderately,

even during the growing season. In winter keep them
without water for six weeks or two mouths. At whatever
season the water is ijiten, let it be of the same temperature
as the air of the house. This applies, of course, to all

orchids as well as CuThseas. The annual growth of these

plants ought to be finished by the middle of August, and
then their winter, or season of rest, ought to commence.
To induce quietude, place them in a cooler temperature,
and give water very seldom, only just enough to prevent
the whole plant from drying away. The season for

flowering is May and June.
CcELOGYXE BAEB.iTA (Bearded C.) ; Khoosea Hills,

East Indies.—Sepals and petals white : the lip the same
colour, streaked with briglit yellow, and fringed at the
margin. Rare. Cos.

C. CRisTATA (Crested C.) ; Nepal.—It is found growing
on rocks, and in the hollows of branches of trees, where
the leaves and small twigs aflord nourishment to the
plants. This is the finest sjjecies of the whole genus.
The flowers are produced at the base of the pseudo-
bulbs, on long racemes. They are very fragrant and
large, sometimes measuring four inches across each
flower. Sepals and petals pure white ; lip wliite, with
the centre raised into plaits or crests—hence its name.
These are bright yellow, which contrasts strikingly with
the delicate transparent white of the rest of the flower.

A very desirable free-growing species. 43s.

C. CujiMixGii (Mr. Cumming's) ; Sinoapore.—Sepals
and petals white ; lip bright yellow, with three white
elevated plaits or ridges upon it, terminating with deep
orange-coloured edges ; very pretty, but shy to flower
till the plant is of considerable size and strength. Rare.
43s.

C. ELATA (Tall C.) ; East Indies.—Sepals and petals

white ; lip also white, but has a stain of yellow at the

end. The leaves are a foot long : the pseudo-bulbs are

large and oblong, the raceme of flowers springing from
the top of them; a circumstance very unusual in this

genus. 43s.

C. FULiGiNosA (Sooty C.) ; East Indies—Sepals and
petals cream colour, transparent and shining ; lip of

tlie same colour, but has also numerous large blotches

and streaks of a dark sooty brown—hence its specific

name. It is also delicately fringed at the edge. The
flowers are produced on a stem that is terminal, like

C. elata. Worth cultivating. 43s.

C. Gahdneriana (Dr. Gardner's) ; Khoosea Hills.

—

The whole flower is white, tinged with yellow. This is a

handsome early flowerhig species. Tlie pseudo-bulbs

are round and tapering, five or six inches long, of a

beautiful light green colour. The leaves are produced
at the top of these bulbs in pairs, about six inches long,

and one and a half inch wide in the centre. The
flower-stems spring from the base of the last formed
bulbs. It is a handsome species. 31s. Gd.

C. MAOUL.AIA (Spotted C.) ; Khoosea Hills.—Sepals

and petals whitisli ; lip having the same ground colour,

but beautifully and richly spotted with a variety of ex-

quisite colours. This species was very rare till last

year, when a lai'ge importation arrived, thus rendering

it more plentiful. It is a bulbous species. When the

shoots begin to advance into leaf, there are on them two
or three curious fleshy swellings smTounding it, looking

like green frills. 43s.

C. ocELL.iTA (Eyed C.) ; East Indies.—Sepals and
petals pure white ; lip white, with a yellow spot in the

centre, edged with chocolate, something like an eye

—

hence its name. Scarce. 63s.

C. PRECOX (Early C.) ; East Indies.—Very like C.

Walliohianu, from which it difi'ers by flowering in

spring instead of autumn, and by the sepals and jietals

being of a paler hue, and the pseudo-bulbs smaller and
perfectly green. Very rare. 84s.

C. sPEciosA (Showy C.) ; Borneo.—Sepals broad,

bronze yellow ; petals very narrow, reflexed quite back-

wards, colour white ; lip broad, the end quite white, the

rest streaked with rich brown ; large flowers, and a rare,

handsome species. 63s.

C. Wallichiana (Dr. Wallich's); East Indies.

—

Tliis species and G. pnecox have been called " The
Crocuses of India," from the resemblance they bear to

that species of plant in their bvdbs and place of gi-owth.

Mr. Gibson, late collector to the Duke of Devonshire,

when he was in India, found them growing amongst the

grass on hill sides, just iu the manner that the crocus
' grows in its native wilds. It has also been found on
' rooks, and on the lower branches of trees in moist woods.

i

The sepals and petals are a beautiful deep rose colour

;

!
the lip is the same, with a dash of white in the centre,

and finely spotted with a darker colour. It was imported

largely at the same time as G. maculata, which circum-

stance has considerably reduced the price. It blooms in

November and December. The flowers spring I'rom the

base of the pseudo-bulbs formed the previous season,

generally singly, but sometimes in pairs. It is a very

handsome species, and very desirable. 31s. 6d.

Gulture.—To cultivate this genus successfully, it should

be divided into two sections :—The first to consist of C.

harbata, cristata, Gummingii, data, fuUginosa, oceUata,

speeiosa, and some other new species from Borneo not

yet bloomed in this country. The second section will be

O. Oardneriana, maculata, praco.v, and Wallichiana.

The compost for the first section should be the same
as that recommended for the genus Girrhaa. The season

for potting is when they begin to grow, which generally

happens about February. Some of the species have

long rhizomas (creeping stems), aud would soon run over

the edges of the pot. A good method to keep them at
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borne, is to place an upright block of wood in tbe centre
of the pot ; clothe it witli moss, and as the plant advances
in growth train to it, and fasten it witli tine copper wire.

It will root into the moss, and form a handsome elevated

plant. When gi'owiug they require a liberal amount of

water, but care must be taken that the water does not
lodge in the hearts of the young leaves, as if it does
there is great danger they will rot. In very hotweatlier
syringe the plants in tlie morning, and give air to dry
up the extra moisture. Shade from bright sunshine—re-

moving the shade by four or five o'clock. This treatment
applies only to the warmest part of the year. The annual
growths should be finished early in the autumn, and then
the heat and moisture should be reduced; and when
winter approaches cease watering altogether.

The treatment the second section requires is difierent in

several respects. The soil they should have is a com-
post of sandy peat, fibrous loam, and half decayed
leaves, with a small portion of river sand.' Drain mode-
rately well, and place four or five bulbs in a six-inch pot,

excepting C Gindneriann, which is a strong grower, and
roc[uires a larger pot, and fewer pseudo-bulbs in it. The
time for potting is as soon as the bloom is over, because
as soon as the flowers decay the young leaves begin
immediately to push forth from the saine sheath, and
will soon begin to put out new roots ; before that takes
place the plants should be potted. This Rule applies
10 ALL (.)RCHins, for if the new roots have progressed to

any extent, or even at all, before the potting takes place,

there is the greatest danger that they mil be injured
;

and if the fii'st young roots are destroyed, the shoots for

that season will certainly be crippled, and the produc-
tion of flowers the following season be rendered doubt-
ful,

—

therefore, alirai/s jiot in time

!

The situation in which to place this section of Ccdo-
gi/ne is on a shelf near the glass in a cool stove ; we
have proved this to be the best place for them. Whilst
growing they should be freely watered—moderately, till

the leaves are considerably grown ; and then abundantly,
to encourage the production of fine foliage; which is sure
to cause large pseudo-bulbs, and, consequently, plenty of
flowers the following season In potting them, use the
precaution to place the bulbs just on the surface of the
soil, and keep that level with the rim of the pots, not
elevated, as is quite proper and right for all orchids that
grow entirely on trees. In fact, pot them as you would
any other terrestrial orchids, except keeping the pseudo-
bulbs quite on the surface.

Winter or Resting-period Treatment.—As soon as the
pseudo-bulbs are fully formed cease watering, and allow
the leaves to turn yellow and die ; remove them and
continue the plants in tbe same situation, keeping them
dry and cool. Pay attention to them occasionally, to see
that the bidbs contiiuie plump and fresh ; should they
appear to shrivel, give a little water, which will cause
them to swell again ; but be carehd not to overdo it, or
you may induce them to start prematurely. It is quite
possible to have two crops of flowers the same year from
this section of the genus, and it has been recommended
to do so by a writer on orchids, but we fear it is asking
from these lovely plants too much ; and we think it

woidd exhaust their strength and power to produce such
fine bulbs and flowers as they will do, if tbe usual annual
growth is contentedly allowed them.

T. Appleby.

FLORISl'S' FLOWERS.
The long talked of, and, perhaps, long to be remem-

bered, year lnol has come upon us at last; and very
mildly too, at least, in the neighbourhood of London.
V/e do not remember ever seeing the various florists'

flowers look so fresh and lively as they do at ]n'esent,
more especially Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks. We

[Januaki 9.

trust all our florist friends can say the same, and we may
congratulate ourselves upon the fair prospect there is

tliat liritisli florists will have it in their ]iowcr to jnit

tlieir i'avouritos in their best trim and holiday dress, to

meet the eyes of the great numbers of ioreign florists

that will visit this country during this wonderfully
attractive year. The floral exhibitions we trust will be
so good and excellent, that tlie continental growers will

go home astonished at the riches that Flora has bestowed
upon, and rewarded our industrious and zealous florists

with, in tills our own hmd.
See back numbers for instruction ; there is not nnicli

actual woik or operations to be done just yet. Turnover
composts during frosty weather to mellow and piflverise.

Keep all plants in pits and frames tiglitly covered every
night; there is no certainty that the grand enemy, frost,
may not pay us a more unexpected than welcome visit.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
The mild autumn of tbe past year has been very

favourable for all out of door operations ; and those who
are really fond of their gardens, and take a true interest

in what they are doing, can always find plenty of em-
ployment. Take special care at all times, when tlie

surface of the soil is steady, to keep it open by hand-
scarifiers, Dutch lioes, &c.; for by keeping these opera-
tions in full practice, tlie surface of the soil is at all

times kejit in a healthy condition ; and severe frost

does not injure the crojis to any extent, whilst severe
damage frequently occurs when the soil has been allowed
to remain undisturbed, and become in any way close,

or surface-bound.

If the weather continues open, keep the cabbage
quarter filled up, should any vacancies occur, and the
yellow leaves cleared ; keep the soil about them also

loose, and plant in succession. Sow peas, too, and beans,
and a little cauliflower, in pans, as well as lettuce.

Warm borders may be sown with radishes, and early

Horn carrots ; also a small warm corner with letluce,

and any favourite variety of cabbage.
C'aidijloirers in pots should not he allowed to get dry,

or pot-bound ; those intended to turn out in February,
shoifld have their final shift at this time.

Parsh'!/.—The best curled variety should be procured

;

half an ounce wfll sow a drill 100 ft. in length. Two
sowings should be made in every garden—one in Feb-
ruary, and the other after midsummer, which will fur-

nish enough of tliis useful herb for tlie whole season.

The Parsnip is a very nutritious root ; and for those

who are fond of it, it is a very profitable vegetable

to cultivate. There are two or three varieties : the Jlol-

loir oroimed, tbe Onernsci/, &c.

Radishes.— Wood's early Frame. Long Salmon, with
the red and white turnip, would furnish a succession

tlu'oughout the year. A small spot of the lih(ck S2ianish

may be sown for winter.

iSjiinach.—The round,, for spring and summer, is a good
variety; and the prickli/ for winter. The Flanders is also

a good variety, and will answer the purpose for either

summer or winter use. If a plant or two of the New
Zealand spinach be raised in beat with the ridge cucum-
bers, and placed out under a hand-glass on a little heat,

witli the same treatment as the ridge cuciunbers, they
will furnish a plentiful supply of green leaves in the heat
of summer, at a time when the others are apt to run
quickly to seed.

Tiirni/is.— Early Dutch, Vlille stone, Snou'bcdl, and
Rvd-loj)pcd American are all very good varieties.

The ahoYi-'yi'mWArcyelidde marrow should be cultivated

by every one who bus a garden. Jajies ISaunes.
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MISCELLANEOUS INFOHMATION.

OUR ^•ILLAGEES.

By the Authoress of " Mij Flowers," Ac.

The opening of a new j'ear ia a louil call to all men,
whether high or low, learned or unlearned, to consider their

ways. Wa are all cliildren of one Fatlier, and His commands
are aildressed to us as such—there is uo law for tiie rich

but tliat wliioh is also for the poor; and none can slip

through its meslies, because he is small and of no account.

Tlie jjoor man may perhaps think that his low estate

preserves him from many sins, and screens him from many
temptations, and that the quiet, sheltering roof of his snug
cottage, and the waving trees around it, shut out the world,

and much of the dangers tliat surround the path of man.
Thora is indeed, or miglit he, peace within the latticed

"window, and tlie rose-covered porch, and few may be the

temptations that approach him through tlie narrow wicket

lliat leads to his neat and comfortable home, as much lus

own as the lordly castle, or the palace of liis sovereign ; but

his heart is cast in the same mould with the hearts of all

men, and it is from wUhiii and not from without tliat peril

comes. If tlie heart were sound, no outward attempt could

move it; and where it is evil, we are never safe—not even
in the lowliest walk of Ufe, among the calm and beautifid

things of the peaceful country, wliere few sounds reach us

hut tlie stroke of tlie spade, the lowing of herds, or the roar

of the mntry wind.
Let the cottager remember this, for he may be comforting

himself under a terrible mistake ; and when he hears the

startling midnight peal that marks the beginning of another

year, lie may listen quietly to its music, without considering

the solemn warning it so loudly gives.

The cottager's "daily bread" comes as immediately from
the hand of tlie Lord as tlie rich man's plenty. It is daihi

breai in tlie full meaning of the words as regards bodily

food, for his loaf depends upon his labour ; and if worlc fails

or slackens, he has no store to fall back upon to supply his

wants. He needs as deeply as his rioliest neighbour the

daily blessing and the daily grace, for how can he tell what
a day may bring forth to cut off his scanty earnings ? How
many poor, hard-working labourers have I seen, during tlie

prevalence of severe frosts, unable to earn one shilling! and
in other times when work was scarce, eitlier removing with

their famiUes to the Union, or bringing upon themselves a

debt for bread, that years perhaps could scarcely clear away

!

It is impossible to say that one class of persons is more
dependent upon God than another, for He is able to bring
ruin on tlie merchant, the landed proprietor, the tradesman,
or tlie nobleman, " while the meat is yet in their mouths"

—

in an instant, in the twinkling of an eye, for all hold these

possessions only by his mil; but the peasant is no more
- safe than his betters ; and the new year solemnly repeats

those impressive words :
" Consider your ways."

A striking instance of the gracious dealings of God with
the pious "cottage gardener," occurred about two years ago;
and as I was an eye-witness of the fact, I can state it fear-

lessly. An old man of very i-eligious principles,—one who
had for years loved and feared God, and knev,' " the truth as

it is in Jesus," met with an accident of a frightful kind. He
was assisting to take in a wheat rick, and went on tlie top of

the load into the barn. By some uaintentioiial want of care,

a pitchfork that he had with him struck against tlie top of

the barn, and by this means Isaac C was thrown ofl' the
waggon with the fork, which struck deeply into his leg, and
was obliged to be drawn out by manual force. Tlie flow

of blood that ensued was immense, and the poor man was
carried home almost in an e.^hausted state to his agonized
wife. The wound was so deejj and severe, and the weakness
from loss of blood so great, that his medical attendant at

first entertained little hope of his recovery: but he lay

quietly in his bed "in perfect peace," trusting in the Great
Physician, who brought him signal deliverance. No fever
followed, comparatively little pain was felt, and the lacerated
flesh healed as soon as possible. Even the surgeon ex-

pressed surprise at the rapidity of the cure, Ijut Isaac felt

no surprise at all. Ho blessed and magnified the Lord
who had so remarkably preserved and made him whole, but

he said, 'tlic promise of the Lord was sure to all wlio

trusted in Him, and wliy should he feci siirprheil, when His
word came to pass ? " He said he had endeavoiu-ed to walli

with God for forty years, and during the whole of that time

he found that "mercy and goodness had fiiUowed" him;
his trials and afflictions had been good for him, and he had
been, as in this case, " delivered out of all." It was a beau-

tiful sight to see this Christian lying in his humble but

cleanly bed, rejoicing in the affliction, because he said it

brought him into full and close experience of what his

Bible taught him, and of the Jkithfiiliicss of Christ. Many
might have learned a wholesome and blessed lesson by his

beclside, who were far beyond him in station and learning

;

for " the poor of this world, rich in faith," can set an
example that mouarchs would do well to follow.

Isaac C 's cottage is very small, but brightly clean,

and an air of cheerful peace seems to fill it. His wife is

one of the very neatest, cleanest little creatiu-es possible;

and although they are both aged, and suffering from the

natural decay of strength, they are full of contentment and
thankfulness for all their blessings. He has never so fully

recovered from his weakness as to be able to do regular

work since ; hut he does what he can ; and dehglits to "tackle

the land," as he calls his little allotment, which is some dis-

tance from the village, but to which he devotes much of his

time. He is a cottwje gardener, and as such, his short and
simple history addresses itself to many of my readers. His
children are steady and respectable, and are comforts and
supports, too, in his declining age. I often meet him in

warm, sunny weather, resting on a bank, on his way to or

from " the ground," and it is always refreshing to stay a few

minutes and talk to him.
How good would it he for all cottage gardeners to walk

in the steps of poor old Isaac C ! How quietly tliey

would then rest under those Almighty wings, ever ready to

shelter them, and from whose mighty secm-ity no man upon
earth can tear them ! How harmlessly would the evils of

life pass over them,—how complete would their enjoyment

be, whatever might betide, and how dazzUng would be the

home awaiting them, when their cottages are crumbled into

ruins, their gardens broken up into wild desolation, and

"the earth also and the works that ai'e therein shall be

burned up I

"

We are beginning another stage ot our joiu'ney towards

eternity, but we cannot tell how soon our chariot wheels may
stop. Let us be watching against that hour, of which
" knoweth no man ;" for it may be " at hand " to every one of

us. As the new year opens upon us, whether in youth or

age, in poverty or plenty, in health or sickness, let us all,

my cottage readers, " consider our ways

!

"

SCARLET THORN, AND SCARLET
HORSE CHESTNUT.

Mr. Rivers, of the Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, has written

to me two letters, from which the following are extracts :

—

" Dec. 14, 1850.
" You have got us poor nurserymen into a mess, by

calling the Double Fink Thorn the " Double Scarlet."

There is no such thorn. There are, as you well know, only

two double thorns, the Double White, wdiich fades to a pale

pink, and the Double Pink, most properly named, for it is

always pinlc, and never red or scarlet. Pray, make this right,

for already people order Double Scarlet Thorns, and will "not

believe there is no such thing, because you say there is.

No honest man can label a thorn " Double Scarlet," for it

would be a lying label.

" Again, the Scai-let Horse-chestnut is JEsculus ruhicunda
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of Loudon, and of all of us ; m)' specimen tree is 30 ft. high.

It cannot, therefore, be called dwarf. I have never heard it

called " Scarlet Pavia." This name is apjilied to Paviu
rubra, and its variety P. Iiumilix, hoth dwarf, and with deep

crimson flowers. I liave never seen either of them called

Paula rubicimda : this latter name always being attached to

^Hsciiliis, yom- Scarlet Horse-ehestnnt, with large rugose

leaves. The Pavias have all very siuooth foliage. By the

Kay, Paula iliscohr raokes a nice free flowering standard.
" I have long wished to get standards of P. m<icrostaclii/a, a

great favom-ite of mine, but the buds have always failed. I

think I have tried it at times for these twenty years, and
have never succeeded in making it a standard by in-

arching."
"Dec. 24, 1850.

" The four popular varieties of the Hawthorn ought to be
named as follows ;

—

" The Pink Thorn, or Hawthorn, formerly known as the

Scarlet Thorn.
" The Ciirason Thorn.
"The Double White Thorn.
" The Double Pink Thorn.
" There is not the least approach to scarlet in any of them.

Neither ought tlie ^scidus rubiciimla to be called the
' Scarlet Horse-chestnut,' but the Eosy Horse-chestnut.

You see the old way was (but we must change such matters)

to name a variety, not according to its actual form or colour,

but according to v.'hat was tvislied for, or desired ; thus, the

first deviation from white in Hawthorn was called ' scarlet.'

Too bad, was it not ?"

At first, I thought JMr. R. put me down as a fast writer, who
wrote at random, and to meet that charge I prepared the

following defence :—In tlie first letter, Mr. K. wrote Scarlet

Horse -cliest)ud as we all do, being such a common word in

the nurseries. In the second letter, he is not far from my
translation of rtihicunda. What he says about his beautifttl

specimen oi ^lEsciilits nibiciinda. is a feather in my cap, for it

thus appears that under first-rate management this beautiful

tree attains to a greater size than I, or any of the authorities

stated, was aware of. Still I should not feel myself justified

in calling it otlierwise than as I have. Last summer I saw
six plants of Queen Victoria geranium about five feet high,

and fine bushy plants ; but few would take me for a faithful

authority, if I called the variety more than a dwarf; and so

with this chestnut. I did not know that Pavia macrostachj/a

was so obstinate as to refuse uniting by grafts or buds,

and notwithstanding Mr. Fdvers's great authority, I am not
satisfied about letting it off from further trials. Will it take
on any of the smaller Pavias / Unless it refuses to do that,

we may be sure of it yet, by double working, or, perhaps, by
inarching in August, after the flowers are over ; there are

many plants that will neither root nor take by grafting while

preparing to flower, or when in a flowering state.

I know all the double thorns, and the red thorns well, and
also the chestnuts, but would rather not trust to my own eyes
when I am called in question. In Ttie Gardeners' Chronicle,

vol. h. p. .5, Dr. Lindley writes of the true Double Scarlet

Thorn, and of the single form of it
—" the most brilliant of

aU the thorns, with bright crimson blossoms, and the double
variety of it has also flowers nearly as intense." Dr. Lindley
would not thus describe a pink thorn, and therefore the
probability is that Mr. Rivers does not know the sort. Re-
specting the Scarlet Hoise-chestnnt, I learned that name also,

and did not make it ; but there is no such in existence. No
one has ever yet seen a Scarlet Horse-chestnut. Here, too,

I cannot trust to my own eyes. The first account of the
Scarlet Horse-chestnut is in an old French periodical of

more than forty years standing, called Herbier de I'Amateurs,
or, as one might say, a French Cottarje Gardener. There it

is first called rubicunda, that is, r/tou-inri red, or as we say in

the country, a jolly red face. The next account we have of

it, is in a work published at Berlin, in 18!i'2, called Dendro.
logisctic Flora, with a plate. No. 'il. In 18'3.5, it was figured
in London,in a work called Dendrolnijia Briiannica,]]\ate 1'2I.

Here it got paler, and was called Carnea. Dr. Lindley also
named it Carnea, in the Botanical Register, plate 1050. But
the elder DecandoUe adopted rubicunda, in his large Pro-
dromus, \o\ i. ]). 957, just five-and-twenty years ago. Don,
in his Miller's Dictionary, did the same, vol. i., p. 052.
Loudon followed the true name in all his Arborelums. A

Polish botanist, Schubert, called it riibicundum ; and a Ger-
man botanist, who seemingly got into Paris through the
very centre of the multiplication table itself, and who, out
of old iron, manufactures new names for old plants by the
score, for the pages of Annates des Sciences N'alnrelles, calls

it Watsouiana, very Ukely, after the author of Deudrolor/ia

Britannicu—derivations being fashionable just now—and I
recollect the day when, if Dr. Lindley had found two trusty

friends like Mr. Rivers and myseU', he would have gone over

tn Boulogne to "meet" this German botanist, with a piece

of old iron. But having missed that, let Mr. Rivers consult

the above authorities, and if any of them called his tree a
scarlet sort, or if the best of them did not range it below the
medinm size, I shall consent to be called a fast writer, not

knowing what I am about. D. Beaton.

NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK CLAY.

TaE clay, or (as the Editor of The Cottaoe G.vrdener
more properly calls it) the clay-marl, of Norfolk and Suffolk

is used not only as a manure, but also as a building mate-
rial ; large bricks being marte of it, and dried in the sun.

These bricks are provincially called " lumps." Labour mil
be spared if the clay, which is to be used for this purpose,

is cast before the winter ; for then it will be in some mea-
sure crumbled by the frost. The work of making the lumps
may be begun in the sj^riug as soon as it is probable that

tliere will be no more frosts severe enough to injm'e them.
The first thing to be done is, of course, to temper the clay.

This operation is performed in the following manner :—

A

quantity of straw is cut into lengths of eight or ten inches

;

some of this straw is sj)read on the ground, so as to form a

bed two or three inches thick; this is done in order to pre-

vent the soil from being mixed with the clay. On this bed
of straw some clay is laid, and trodden by a horse, ha\ing
been first sufficiently moistened. While this operation is

going on, the clay is watered as often as is necessary, and
some of the chopped straw is, from time to time, scattered

upon its surface and trodden into it. I need hardly say that

the use of the straw is to make the clay hang together, and
to prevent the lumps from cracldng as they dry. Eight or

nine cart-loads of clay maybe trodden at one time. In about

two hours the clay will )je suflicienLly tempered ; and the

clay which formed the bed on which it was laid, will bo
found to be mixed with the mass.
The lumps are moulded in the same way as common

bricks ; but as no sand is used, the inside of the mould
must be kept wet, tliat the clay may not stick to it. The
length of the lumps is always eighteen inches, and their

thickness six inclies ; but the width varies, being twelve, or

nine, or six inches, according to the thickness of the wall

that is to be built. Thus, it' a fourteen-inch wall is to be
built, lumps twelve inches thick must be used ; for the inside

and outside coatings, of which we shall speak presently, will

add about two inches to the thickness of the wall.

When moulded, tlie lumps are laid, an inch or two inches

apart, upon the ground to dry ; as soon as they are stiff

enough to handle, they are turned upon the other side, then

successively upon each of the edges, and upon each of the

ends. In about three weeks, if the weather be fine, they

will 1)6 dry enougli to be used for building ; or, if not imme-
diately wanted, to be formed into piles.

AVhen these lumps are used in bviilding, they arc laid, not

in or upon the ground, but upon an underpinning of bricks,

or, more frequently, of flint with brick quoins, ami a course

of bricks on the top ; for flints are very abundant in this part

of the country. Tlie under-pinning should not be less than
two feet high. The lumps are laid just as bricks are laid,

except that they are all placed lengthways ; the width of the

lulup being, as was before said, nearly equal to the thickness

of the wall. They are laid, not in mortar, but in clay, tem-

pered in the same manlier as that of which the lumps are

maile; but no straw is mixed with the clay used for this pur-

pose. Since, therefore, it cannot be trodden iipnii a bed of

straw, the ground upon which it is teniperod should be very

lirm.

After the building is roofed in, both the inside and the

outside of tho walls are coated with plaisler, conqiosed of

equal parts of clay and a kind of moi'l, provincially called
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" miu*gin
;

" this mai'l, as was said in a former notice, con-

sists almost entirely of pulverized chalk. Tliis mixtiu'e of

clay and margin, willi the addition of cut barley straw, must
be well tempered ; it therefore ought to be trodden about

foui' horn's, and the stones and lai'ge pieces of chalk should
be picked out of it, as well as from that in which the lumps
ai'e laid. Bai'ley straw is used, because, being softer and
more tlexible than that of wheat or oats, it will yield more
readily to the trowel ; and, tlierefore, the surface of the plais-

ter will be much smoother than it would'be if any other kind

of straw were used. Sometimes a second coating of fine

mortar is used in the inside. The outer coating may be
washed with white-wash made of lime. Before the coatings

are laid on, the surface of the walls should be moistened.

The spring and the autumn are the seasons most favourable

for coating the outside of the walls ; for if the plaister is

frozen while wet, it mil be defaced, or perhaps detached
from the walls ; and if it dries too quickly, it mil craclv.

That part of the chimneys which is above the roof must be
built with brick.

Clay buildings are very dtirable, provided the tops of the

walls are protected from the wet ; they are also very dry and
warm. Most of the cottages, and some very respectable

fai'm houses, together with barns, stables, and other out-

buildings are thus constructed of clay ; and they are very

neat indeed. Where the house is built with other materials,

the out-bnildings are usually of clay.

The advantage of clay lumps over brick is their cheapness.

The whole cost of a wall built of clay, is about one-fourth

that of one buUt of brick and mortar.

In disU'icts m Avhich the clay of the eastern counties is

not found, I think that some other descriptions of marl, or

brick-earth, might be used for the same purpose.

Bricks very hke those here described were in use at a veiy

early period,—certainly more than three thousand years ago.

In the book of Exodus, we read that Pliaraoh reduced the
Israelites to slavery, and compelled them to make bricks.

At length, with the design of rendering their drudgery more
severe, and of setting them a task which they could not
possibly perform, he ordered that straw should no more be
given them, but obliged them to gather straw or stubble

themselves, at the same time requiring them to make every

day as many bricks as they had been used to make, when
they were supplied mth straw. Some of the readers of The
Cottage Gajidenee may perhaps wonder, as I remember I

once did, how it was that bricks could not be made without
straw. These bricks were lilvc clay lumps, evidently made
of some kind of tenacious earth, and not burned, but dried

in the sun, and therefore could not be properly made mth-
out a mixtvu'e of straw. It is probable that such bricks were
extensively used in Egjqpt ; for if durable buildings can be
constructed with lumps or sun-dried bricks in the rainy
climate of England, they are plainly still more suitable to

the climate of Egypt, where rain is almost unknown.
I hope I may be here allowed to remark, that some are per-

plexed with passages which they meet with in the Bible,

because they do not consider that the events recorded in

Scripture took place in remote ages, and in countries the
chmate, and productions, and customs, and juanners of
which were very different from those of our own country.
Of this we have an instance in the circumstance just re-

ferred to; for though bricks very similar to those which the
Israelites were compelled to make in Egjq^t are very com-
monly made in Norfolk and Suffolk, and perhaps in some
other parts of the United Kingdom, yet I think it not im-
probable that this notice may meet the eyes of some who
have never seen or heard of a sun-dried brick or clay lump,
and therefore cannot conceive that there is a description of
brick that cannot be .made without sti-aw. It is admitted
that a knowledge of such things is by no means essential to

a right understanding and a cordial reception of the great
truths of revelation, yet we think that no kind of knowledge
is quite useless which tends in any way to throw light
upon the Holy Scriptures. I will ventm-e to add another
remark, which I hope Avill not be deemed out of its place in
The Cottage G.\rdenee. There is another kind of know-
ledge which is most essential, and for want of which, we fear
that the Scriptures are a sealed book to many who are
" expert in aU customs and questions which were among the
Jews " and other ancient people : this knowledge God alone

can give, and we trust He will give it to all who pray for it

;

and the most unlearned reader of the Scriptm'es, even the
most unlearned hearer, though unable to read a word, will,

if he obtains it, be made "wise unto salvation, through
faith which is in Christ Jesus." Itev. E. Simons.

THE PLAN OF MY FLOWER-GARDEN.
As you lately expressed a wish for patterns of flowerbeds,

I send you a plan of a grass garden, which, though prob-
ably nothing new, yet certainly has a very pretty and gay
eft'eet from the drawing-room windows, and' is much admired
for being so constantly gay, at so very little trouble or
expense of labour beyond that of keeping it neat.

It has often struck me, that there are two serious ob-
jections to the modern "bedding-out" system: first, that
it involves much labour and consequent expense; and
secondly that in the interregnum, or " transition state,"

the beds are often dull and flowerless, and one's privacy and
comfort often disturbed by workmen in the pleasure ground,
and imtidiness before the windows. I have been my own
head-gardener for the last twenty years, despite of almost
constant Hi-health (during which time this pm-suit has been
my greatest recreation), and I think I may say, that I
have succeeded in keeping my garden constantly gay, with-
out the aid of a greenhouse, at a very small expense of labour,
by the following arrangement :

—

Around every bed, at about three inches from the grass,
there is a complete and thick border of crocuses, of all

coloirrs mixed ; the yellow begin in February, and the pm-ple
and white continue tiU April, closing over the yellow as they
wither, and as the beds interlace each other, nothing can be
more gay or beautiful than this bloom -nith a number of dif-

ferent hepaticas and early heaths in the beds. At about
six inches mthin tlie crocus hedge, and eight inches from
each other, are planted double tulips ( chiefly Eex ruboriim
and double yellow) ; like the crocuses, surrounding every bed,
and being like them, only disturbed every three or four
years, they form thick clumps, with several flowers on each.
Between each of these tulip plants, or clumps, and in the
same line, are plants of anemones or hyacinths. These are
to succeed the crocuses, and form, vnth a little help
from purple primroses, &c., my April bloom. It is not quite

so brilliant as my March and May bloom, but still is gay.
As these fade, the tulip bloom in May comes on and as
these close over the fading anemones and hyacinths be-
tween them, they seem to form a perfect hedge of mingled
scarlet and gold, round every bed of which the effect may
really be termed gorgeous. There are, of course, within
the beds a few May flowers to combine with them ; and I
consider this the most brilliant time. As these fade, all the
June fibrous rooted plants, beginning with early blue lupines,
double pm-ple, and double white rockets, peach-leaved cam-
panulas (blue and white, double and single), with small
purple Siberian larkspurs, scarlet lychnes, and all those
beautiful, but now much neglected " border flowers " come
into beauty

; then roses of all colours, white lilies, &c., with
annuals and stocks planted or sown near the edges, so
as to grow over the vacant space left by the bulbous root
borders ; then, the autumnal low growing phloxes, lobelias,

and even in the more distant beds dahlias, with annuals and
hardy calceolarias, last till the frost sets in ; and one feels that
neatness is now all that can be sought for, till sjiring restores
gaiety and beauty once more.

I cannot admire those masses of colours now so much the
fashion, unless the flowers themselves are handsome indivi-

dually. A bed of geraniums is always beautifiU ; but there is

something so non-interesting in a bed of white, or yellow, or
lilac candytufts, compared to the beautiful mi.xture of our
border flowers of all colom'S, tliat it seems to me as if so
much yellow or white cloth laid on the grass would answer as

well. I ought to mention, that in my walled-garden I have
formed beds of ranuuculusses, double anemones, amiculas,
and other florists' flowers ; and these, too, I think I manage
to keep more constantly gay than is usual ; but I have
trespassed too long on yom- time.

An Invalid Lady Gaedener.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottai^e Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.'*

ICEEERGS {G. Porcher).—Mr. Beaton has sent to us a letter which,

totally ref^ardlcss of the above notice, you have sent to him, and in which

you ask whether the article on L-ebergs, with his signature attached, was

^vritten by him ; because, as you arc pleased to allege, of the frequent

false statements made in the public prints. Now, if you had reflected

for one moment, you would have seen that you were asking, in other

words, whether the Editor of The Cottage Gardener had committed

forgery for the purpose of swindling the public. Comment upon this is

needless ; and we will only add, that in future all private letters sent to

the writers in this paper will be burnt and unnoticed.

Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary (Ibid).—It is too much to ask us

to define terms, which every one who knows anything of Botany has at

his fingers' ends. Every Natural Order (Nat. Ord.) is a group of plants

more or less resembling each other, and after one of which the Order is

named ; thus, Blimosads is the Natural Order of which Mimosa is a pro-

minent member, and (Fabaceje) is the name usually given in botanical

works for the same Natural Order. 23'Poti/gamia \-Mona:cia are the

class and order in the Linniean system, the numbers aiding the memory
as to their position in that system. These particulars apply to Acacia,
but will serve as explanatory of all the others.

Cabool, Plants for.—In our answer about Cabool seeds Clitoria

ternata is put as an annual, which it is not ; we ought to have said

treated as an annual, which is by far the best way to manage it in a

warm country. A friend, who so used both that and the Marvel of Peru,

at the Natal River, told us how well they did.

Burying Bees {Cornnbiensis).—Our correspondent says, "An Old

Bee-keeper," who kindly cautions your readers against being led astray

by the quotation from the Hereford Times in page 33!) of The Cottage
Gardener, relative to the entombment of bees, has certainly arrived at

a wrong conclusion. That comniunieation ap.peared originally in The

Gardeners' Chronicle for 1S41, pp. 717, 785, bearing the signature
" Yeoman ;

" in reference to whom Dr. Lindley assured his readers, that

although his correspondent chose to preserve an incognito, he was in all

respects trustworthy.

Excrescence on Peacu-twig {A Junior).—The regularly arranged

rows of a bead-like band round the enclosed twig, are the eggs of the

Lackey Bloth, of which you will find a drawing and description, as well

as of these eggs, at page 20/ of our first volume.

Hoses (Jf/zie, Ireland).—Yes, we allude to young wood only ; but if

we were on the spot we should probably order whole shoots to be removed,

without reference to the age. Strong hybrid Chinas, and others of that

free style of growth, must often be dealt with that way, and some of their

young shoots left much longer than we advise in a general way. French

pruning is not applicable for our climate in all cases. When shoots,

j'oung or old, small or large, in a rose or any other bush, get too crowded,

the only safe rule is to cut out some of them quite close to the older wood.

Pray repeat the question about the pear-trees, and say the age, kind of

growth, and the nature of the subsoil.

Flower-garden {Inralid Lady Gardener).—Your beds are of the

very best forms, and very well arranged, with the exception of the second

one from the house in the middle, between the house and basltet.

Instead of that, we would repeat a couple of the nine-feet beds beyond

the basket; if smaller, that would not signify. The uniformity of the

whole garden would be preserved with a good selection of plants ; and by

keeping the tallest in the large corner beds, you might make a very good

picture of this garden. But in the absence of lists or any guide we can

go no farther.

Tools (Sigma).—All the tools that a half-acre allotment holder

requires, arc a good spade ; two broad hoes, nine and seven inches ; two
small hand-hoes, four and three inches ; a couple of strong round-toothed

ironra/ces; Vi strong wooden ral\e ; a. Uutch hoe ; a -strong potato fork

;

TL hay fork ; 73^ garden line; n wheelbarrow, or two; and a small wooJe/;

roller. The plough has no business here. " Half- acre men" should

show—which they well can—that the spade pays better. A small donliey

cart would be readily planned by a country wheelwright. The main
thing is, to get the land in good tilth by thorough working when dry.

Without this all is uphill work ; and it is thus that more powerful imple-

ments become necessary. Lucerne is sown at the rate of about twelve

pounds per acre. Ri/c about two bushels. We will discuss the cow
question in our Fcbruai-y allotment paper.

Bee-houses {W. F. G.).—Your plan for a bee-house is a very good

one; the asphalt felt would be objectionable. Paint the whole outside

with stone colour ; cither green, lead colour, or white, arc not so well

;

and be sure to have height sutlicient for two supers upon each stock,

which will very frequently be required; and if of glass, they must be

covered, notwithstanding their being enclosed in a house, The holes you
mention will afford sufficient ventilation, except in the height of the

honey-gathering season, and at swarming time, when the doors inttst be
open, or the roof raised, as well as the wliole front being shaded by mat-
ting or canvass.

Plan Returned (G. S— B.).—Wc have no recollection of your plan
out of the multitude we hare to inspect. Wc certainly have it not in our
possession, Wewill inquire about figs inpots. We saw some rowing

I

in Mr. Rivers's greenhouses, at Sawbridgeworth, and our remembrance is

that they occupied about four square feet. He keeps them dwarf, like

small currant bushes.

Grass Seeds for a Lawn (Mrs. Edwardes).—As you tell us that your
soil is "a good loam," wc have no difficulty in answering your question.

For an acre, you will require 6 lbs. of Cynosurus vristutus ;Crested Dog's-
tail), 3lhs. Fe.'ifuca duriuscula (Hardish Fescue), 2 lbs. Festura tenui-

foliu (Narrow-leaved F.), 20 lbs. Lotinm perenne it'?»/e (Slender perennial

Rye grass), liilb. Poa nemoruUs (Wood Meadow grass), l2 lb. P. uc-

moralis sempervimns (Evergreen do.), li' lb. Poa irimiHs (Common
Meadow grass), 7 lbs. TrifuUiim repens (White clover), and 2 lbs. T.

7ninus {Small Yellow clover''. An Amateur will please to take this

as an answer, if his soil is similar; if it is not, he must state its character.

Crop after Potatoes (Causidicus).—As your light land in Norfolk

was manured for the potatoes (hence one cause of their being virulently

diseased), you need not do more than give it another slight dressing of

manure, and sow barley early in the spring, as you wish for a uniform
crop. It ought to produce a good crop if sown early.

Mistletoe Seeds (G.)-—You will find a very full account of how
these should be sown in our 29th number, page 22.

Minor Questions {An Inquirer).—Messrs. Knight and Perry will

send you lists, if you apply in the mode you mention. The true Forget-
me-not does not grow by the side of ponds. You have some one of the

half-aquatic species of Veronica, and these will not flourish in dry garden
soil. Your Morello cherry-trees are blighted annually. Blight is too

indefinite a term. Do you mean they are attacked by insects, and if so,

of what kind? The caterpillars attacking your Brocoli were probably

those described at page 20/ of the jiresent volume.
Name of Plant (Sancho).—Yours is the Christmas rose (Hellehorus

niger). Thanks for your hints.

Begonia Coccinea (An Inquirer).—The leaf is a full sized healthy

one. You have acted right in every respect; only wc would not have

given it such an amount of rotten dung. It will not interfere with the

luxuriance ; only it may render it longer before it flowers. You have
nine shoots 14 inches long. They are likely to bloom in a month or two,

and all the readier if you kept it rather dry and cool for a month— say in

a temperature from 4j° to 50^—and then put it in a temperature 10^

higher, and give water. Do not think of shifting it; but if it does not

flower, as you may have grown it too luxuriantly, do not cut it down,
but shift it in April, or thereabouts, and grow it on all the summer,
when you will have a specimen that for abundance of bloom will be

worth going to see at this time next year. Sec articles on Begonia, by
]\Iessrs. Fish and Appleby.

Cineraria Leaves Curling {F. W. T.).—The removing them
from a clcseish damp frame to an open dry greenhouse is the cause.

They like a moist atmosphere. Give a sufficiency of water, and syringe

the shelves and foliage for some time at least. See an article to-day

by Mr. Fish.

Plants Not Doing Well (J. B. H.).—There is no doubt but you
will succeed, even in Liverpool. Your hopes are well founded ; for we
never knew an instance of a man that was ashamed, not frightened, at a

failure, but who ^^as destined ultimately to succeed. Your fresh, damp,
new due, with a temperature raised from it of nearly 6Q° in a frosty

night, was sufficient of itself to produce some of the appearances you
mention,—and, besides, it was at least IS^ too high for every plant you
mention, except the Pentas and the Gesnera zebrina. Your second error,

therefore, was putting plants in the same house that re<iuircd different

temperatures. To preserve your Pentas, place it at the warmest part of

your house; if the leaves of the Gesnera are still beautiful you may
place it beside the Pentas ; but as soon as it gets unsightly put it beneath

the stage, and give no water until it begins to grow again in March or

April, when you may pot it, and it will bloom nicely towards the autumn,

but your house will be too cold in winter. Before your flue gets nicely

set and dried be satisfied with 40° in a cold night, and then you may let

the heat rise 5° or 7'^ afterwards, with an allowance of 10° or 15° for sun-

shine.

fliELiANTHUs MAJOR (J. W. G.).—This Is an old plant, peculiar for

being found almost solely at the Cape of Good Hope and Ncpaul. It is

a strong-growing tree-like shrub, with beautifully cut milky-grccn leaves;

the flowers are produced in large bunches, but arc not very striking. It

likes sandy loam with a little peat. It will require much room in your

greenhouse to grow it in perfection. It has stood and thriven well

against a wall, with a slight protection in winter. In Devonshure it

endures the winter in the open border.

Derivations (A Clergyman).—In the same spirit which dictated your

criticisms are those criticisms received ; and the Editor begs to return

you more than common thanks. M'ill you further oblige him, in strict

confidence, with your address, as he wishes much to write to you pri-

vately.

Spanish Cock (,T, N— , 33),—Our correspondent wishes to know
where he can obtain one of the pure breed. Payne's Cottage Hire is the

best for yuu ; if you write to J, H. Payne, Esq., Bury St. Edmunds, he

will supply you probably.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridgk, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Ivalundar; ami Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at thc Oflicc, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—January 9th, 1851,
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will thus be seen that this, the hack line of studs, will staml i

seven feet in height clear from the surface. For the front

wall ten studs, four feet long, must be inserted in the ground
;

one and a half feet, so that they stand two feet si.x inches
\

clear from the surface;* on tliese studs, b(ith at front and
back, must be nailed a plate four iuclies liv two and a half,

on which the rafters are to rest : the studs are thus far

arranged in two lines. Now then for the rafters: these

must be fourteen feet long, and four inches by two in thick-

ness, placed with the narrow surface upwards, to spare the
j

trouble of "ploughing," to make the rebate for the glass,
'

which is great labour and waste of material. On the upper
side of each rafter, exactly in the centre, must be nailed a

slip of half-inch board, thi'ee-fjuarters of an inch wide ; this

will leave half an inch and oneeiglith on each side for the

glass to rest on,—not too much wlien the width of the glass

is given. We have thus the rafters so far prepared for

glazing, but not yet fitted on the plates at top and bottom :

j

they must never be morticed, l>ut let in at top by cutting out

a piece, and sloped oil' at bottom.

To receive the glass at the top of the rafters, a piece of

three-quarter inch deal Ijoard, si.x inches mde, must be
nailed along the top to the end of each rafter, so as to be
even witli the surface, and in this should be a groove to

receive the upper end of each piece of glass ; at the bottom,
apiece of board, one inch thick and six inches wide, nmst be
let in for the glass to rest on, and to carry off the water. We
have thus so far a slojiing roof, seven feet three inches (with

the plate) high at back, and two feet nine inches high in

front; but the glass is not yet in. The most economical
glass is 10-oz. British sheet, which can be bought at ijd. or

3d. per foot, and the best size, twenty inches by twelve

;

puttj'ing the laps, as it prevents breakage by frost
;
placing

it cross-wise, so that the raftei'S must be ubont ftri'nii/ hichrs

nsiirnler. On and outside the back studs, half-inch boards
must lie nailed, well seasoned, so that they do not shrink too

much ; tliese must be painted white. In the back wall,

sliding shutters, two feet six inches by one foot, in grooves,

must be fixed, for complete ventilation ; two close to the
roof, and two about eighteen inches from it.

Tlie front must have also half-inch boards, nailed on out-

side the studs; one of them, the upper one, to be on hinges,

so as to let down the whole length of the house ; these,

when all open in hot weather, ventilate thoroughly. To add
to this, and it is all requu'ed in summer, the boai'ds will

shrink- and let in air: a tierce sunlight is thus admitted by
tlie large glass, and abundance of air, in which all fruit-

trees thrive to admiration. So much for the timber and
glass; but when one sees that to walk along tlie centre of

the building, Avhich is about lour feet nine inches in height,

a person must be of very dinlinuti^e stature, the inquiry

arises, how is head-room to be made? How simple is the
answer : make a trench two feet six inches wide, and two
feet deep, in the centre of the ground plan ; this will leave a

border on each side four feet nine inches wide. The bottom
of this trench forms the foot-path; its sides must be sup-
ported with boards, or with four-inch brickwork. Now, as

[

everything depends on these borders,—for there must be no
1 benches and no shelves—care must be taken to make their

I

surface loose and open : loose materials, such as coarse cin-

ders, lime—rubbisli from old walls, or bricks broken into
places in size from a nut to a walnut, may be laid on them
about four inches deep ; they may then be forked over to

about nine inches in depth, well mixing the above materials
with the soil ; you thus have two borders not too far from
the glass, and on which your orchard will thrive admirably.

I

It will appear odd to read aliout trees thriving on instead of

in a border; but when I explain that this is to be an orchard
!
in pots, it will not seem so contrary to our usual garden
culture.

BUILDER'S ESTIMATE.
To . An Estiiudte for Erectiiiir a Forcing House, 21 ft^t't long, 12
feet 6 inches wide, 2 feet 9 inches high in front, and 7 feet 6 inches
at back.\

d. £ s. d.

3 feet of oak door sill, 3 by 4, including labour 6 1 6
184 feet of memel fir, for posts, plates, ratters, door-frame,

&c., including labour, 3 by 4 3i 213 8
26 feet ditto, for 4 corner posts, 4 by 4 4^ 9 9

These respective heights of front and back are a matter of choice;
my builder gives six inches more in his estimate.

t The best kind of paint for these structures is Carson's anti-corrosive.

d.

feet ditto, small posts between others, 2 by 2 H
feet ditto, rafters, 2i by 4

".

i.J

feet deal, for top groovina: piece, li by 4j 2
feet ditto, bottom rail, U by SJ 2A
feet super, of 3 deal, for rebates on rafters, facings on

di tto, corner and door fi llets 3 ^

feet i inch deal boarding, and labour and nails 2
feet 3 by 9 >ellu\v deal for flaps to front, with 3 paiis of

8-inch j<iints. and buttons
feet i deal ledged door, joints and latch, comp
feet I -inch deal for boarding side of path up tlie centre,

with piles, and labour and nails 4

sliding shutters, 2 feet long each, with slides and handles
square of l6-oz. sheet glass, 20 by 15 inches, with

putty, labour, and painting rebates 11

.€ s. d.

15

1 12 1

3 8

4 7

oil 8

2 13

8 G

10

S

S 10 8

.£17 8 9

By using larch poles in lieu of squared timber for the studs, a consider-

able saving may be effected.

Figs.—The fig is not a general favourite ; but to those
who like them, as I confess I do, their cultivation in the

orchard house is interesting and most simple.

They may be planted in the compost abeady recom-
mended, and in pots of the same size, top-dressed in spring,

syringed in summer, and put to rest in autumn ; in short,

exactly the same treatment as recommended fori>tlier fruits.

Although fig-trees against walls require protection from the

frost, which would otherwise destroy the young fi-uit which
is the first to ripen in early summer, under glass, with the

mould perfectly dry, and the shoots then Highly ripened, lliey

will be safe from injury from the most se\ere frost. If a

well-formed bush cannot be procured, the tree must be cut

down the iirst season to within nine inches of its base, the

shoots when they make their appearance thinned out to five ;

when these are about a foot in length, pinch olf the end from
four, leaving the central shoot for a fortnight or so to elon-

gate, then pinch oifits end in the same manner : your bush
will be formed, but you must not expect any fruit the Iirst

season ; in succeeding seasons tliose must be pruned in the

same manner that you would if a bearing b'ee is purchased
and placed at once in the house ; i.e., in May or tlie begin-

ning of June, as soon as the young shoots have made about

six inches, pinch out the terminal bud of each; this will

make them produce fruit which will give a secoml crop ; the

first will be piroduced from the shoots of the previous yeai'.

The tree will, in a yeai' or two, become too much crowded
with young slioots; thin them with a sharp knife, leaving no
spurs, but cut close to the main branch or stem. Figs

require more heat than any other fruit yet mentioned : they
must have the warmest corner of the house, as they do not

recjuire much ventilation ; a house with fire-heat is, indeed,

the most eligible place for tbem, and they must have abun-
dance of water or the fruit will all drop, when nearly full

grown, without ripening. The varieties best adajitcd for pot

culture are, the White Ischia ; the Saint .Jean,—both most
abundant bearers ; the AVliite Marseilles ; the AVhite Genoa;
and the Brown Turkey: if more varieties are rociuired, the

Nerii and the Bregussata may be added.

We have thus given specimens of the varied contents

of !Mr. Piivers's new publication, and they are but imper-

fect specimens ; for there are niucli fuller directions for

the culture of all other fruit-trees in pots, except vines,

as well as particulars relative to brick-stoves for heating

glazed structures, &c. Indeed, the pamphlet, if not

cheap as to size, is cheap when we consider the useful-

ness of its contents ; iiud we recommond each of our

readers to forwai'd thirty penny postage stamps to " The

Churchwardens, Sawbridgeworlli, Herts," who, iu return,

will send them a copy of the pampldet, postage free.

Now, if a fourth part of our readers do this, we are

enabled to siiy that Mr. Hivers's chai'itablo object will

be accomplished. It appears that tlic parish cliurch of

Sawbridgeworlli, " from causes not proper to bo meu-

tioucd here," is in a very dilapidated state, and Mr.

Rivers dedicates the profits of this work, as a contribu-

tion, towards its repair, which, to use liis own words,

J
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to tlie

was " the churcli of my forefathers, and, I trust, of my ' pbnele, fat, alluding to a viscid secretion of the plant;

children's children."

Now, when our readers visit London in June next, for

the purpose of being amazed and edified by " The Exhi-

bition of all Nations," we would recommend one day of

mingled delight and profit to be sociu'od by a visit to

Mr. Rivers's Sawbridgeworth Nurseries. If they will

proceed by the Eastern Counties Railway to the Harlow

Station, they will be witliin a pleasant walk of a mile

from those nurseries, where they will see, among other

things, all the best Roses and all the best Pears in full

perfection, and cultivated upon the dwarfing system.

They will see his mode of protected trellis culture, and,

pervading all, they will perceive a constant attention to

demonstrate how everything may be effected most econo-

mically. They will find, too, in Mr. Rivers, that spirit

which, though justly proud of the sixty acres now under

his spades, yet retahis, and is pleased to point out, the

nook of ground on which a grandfather began the hvmihle

foundation of the family's prosperity. They will be

enabled, at the same time, to forward the charity in

question by buying on the spot a copy of The Orchard

House.

NE-R^ PLANTS.
THEIIt PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

M

Large Flower-headed Pimelea (Pimelea ina.cro-

cephalii).—Botanical Magazine, t. 4543.—This favoiu'ite

genus of ornamental shrubs, abounding in New Hol-

land, and now containing about fifty species, was named
by Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Solander, who first disco-

vered P. linifolia, on which the genus was founded, when
on Cook's circumnavigation voyage. The word is from

and macrooephalus means large head, refcrrin

terminal heads of flowers.

The Natural Order under which Pimeleas are placed

is that of Daphnads, founded on the Daphne (Thyme-

laceae) ; and having hut two stamens and one pistil tbey

fall into Liunasus's •l-Diandria \-Monoijijnia.

Although this genus has long been a favourite one

with cultivators, if we except P. rosea and the variety of

it called Hendersonii, we shall find Pimelea sjjeotabilis

engrossing the attention of competitors at our metro-

politan exhibitions. How far the present subject of our

liiography may encroach on the province of the older

favourites, is not within the jurisdiction of the chronicler

to say ; but, in passing, let us remark that young seed-

lings, or plants a year or two old from spring cuttings of

the old Pimelea decussata, are the best stocks to graft

the weaker and more scarce species on ; and that such

grafted plants are more easy to manage than if they were

growing on their own root, and we believe they will live

all the longer if so grafted; but those who have more

acquaintance with spade and grafting tools than we can

claim to, can best tell the tale.

Phndea macrocfphtila is a greenhouse shrub, introduced

by Messrs. Lucomlje, Tince, and Co., of Exeter, direct iiom

Swau Eiver. It is about three feet high, brunches erect,

round, smooth, reddish underneath, green above, leaved

quite up to the tlowers. Leaves opposite, leaning to one

side, stalkless, smootli, rather leatliery, shaped like that of

the willow, hut broader in proportion to the lengtli, milky

green. Involucre, or outer flower envelope, of four or si.^L

leaves, like those of the stem, but larger. Flowers many,

crowded together, very pale pink. It thrives best in turfy

peat, mixed with a little loam, and well drained.

Sjiootii-leaved Spathodea {Spalhodea Iccris).—BoUi-

nical Magazine, t. 4537. The derivation of this stove

plant's name is from Spathe, the flowers being terminal

with a spathaceous calyx. It belongs to the Natural
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Order Bignomach, and to \-k-Didijnamia 3 Angiospermia
of tlie Liuuaeaa system. It is a native of the iiestilential

coast from Sierra Leone soutliwards, through the Bight

of Benin, the Ashautee country to heyond the equator;

was introduced in 183:"), and prohably lost witliout

having flowered. In 1846 it was again brought under

cultivation, and flowered last summer by the ilessrs.

Lucomb, Pince, and Co., of Exeter. It is a moderate

sized tree in the Aftican tropics, but, like its allies the

Jacarandas, will flower as a small plant if the ends of

the shoots ai-e rooted after tlie plant has finished its

gi-owth, and they are half ripened. There is another

Sputliodea in our stoves, sent over, we believe, by Mr.

Whitfield, some ten or a dozen years ago, but which, we
think, has not yet been brought into a condition to

flower. It is believed to be S. cainpamdata, a splendid

tree of from twenty to thuly feet in lieiglit, with a rough
stem, having a spreading liead of branches clothed with

long pinnate leaves ; the whole tree appearing at a dis-

tance much like a palm. When our postal steam-packets

are established along the African coast, as they will soon

be between Eio, Bahia, and other Brazilian stations, and
Southampton, the cultivators of such fine plants as are

recorded among BignoiiUuh will find an easier way of

introducing them, by pieces of the old roots packed up
in sand or mould. These being from old establislied

flowering jilauts, will, no doubt, flower a year or two
after their introduction to our stoves. Even by the

present arrangements for commnnicating with the Bra-

zilian ports, we have often wondered that such men as

Mr. Beaton and Mr. Appleby have not thought of this

scheme of introducing such plants as are difficult to be

obtained by seeds. We are indebted to the former, it is

true, for a hint about introducing the top parts of the

Columnar Cactuses from Mexico and Peru, but oiu- long-

cherished idea of thus using the large fleshy roots of

trees, shrubs, and climbers, have not engaged the atten-

tion of any of our industrious gardeners, and we should

be gratified by hearing their opinion of it. They are

already aware of how difficult it is to import sound seeds

of Bignoiuads ; these are so small, and being entirely

destitute of albumen, there is but little clianoe of ever

getting many of them to vegetate after a long voyage.

The African Spatkodcas owe then- name, and all that is

known to us of their liistory, to one of the most persevering
botanists of tlie last centmy, although Ms name is no^t
famiUar to Eugfisli ears. Ambrose ilai-ia Francis Joseiili
Palisot Je Beauvois, a French naturalist, possessed of con-
siderable family i^roperty, whicli did not enervate his indo-
mitable spirit of discovery, took advantage of tlie French
expedition to the coast of Africa in 17S(i, to found a colony
in opposition to the EngUsh influence in that part of the
world, and sailed, at his own cost, with a \iew to prosecute
his favourite pursuits in Benin and tlie neighbouring king-
dom of Oware, where lie spent tifteen months investigating
the natural history of tliose pestilential swamps,—swamps
which our seamen are now blockading against tlie slave
traders. Here he made a large collection of skins of ani-
mals, insects, minerals, and dried plants, a part of which he
sent to JI. de Jussien, at Paris, and among wliich were spe-
cimens of these SimUwdcas. Part ho put on board a vessel
in whicli he sailed to St. Domingo, but tlie chief portions of
his collections were destroyed by the Enghsh fleet who
burat down the ^vllole of the French setrlement. At St.
Domingo he increased his collection considerably, and on

the InsmTection of the slaves in 17i)3, he was commissioned
liy the French authorities to the United SUvtes to solicit

from the goveniuient assistance against tlie slaves. On his

return from this fnutless mission, the slaves being masters
of the island, liis whole collection was burnt in the cnnlla-

gradon of Cape Francois, and himself put in prison, whence
he expected daily to be taken out for execution ; liut he
made his escape, and on reaching Fhiladelphia, pennyless,
he learned that liis name was among the prosciibed in

France ; but nothing daiuited, like the late King Louis
Phiffippe in his adversity, he supplied his wants cheerfully
by teaching music and languages until the arrival in the
United States of the French ilinister, Adet de lieanvois,

who soon supplied him with means to jimsecute once more
his precUlectioiis in natural history. I-le explored many
parts of the United States, and on his return to Phila-

delphia, loaded with acquisitions, he learned that his pro-
scription had been erased, and also that his patrimony had
not been sold. Forthwith he retiu'ned to France, and
arranged liis collection, and re- collections, for publication.

But that by which he is best linowii to botanists is his Flare

d'Oicure el de Benin, in which many extremely oiuious and
rare xilants are described from tlie portion of his herbarium
sent to M. de Jussien, among which are the Spalhwleas, as

we have said, and also the greatest curiosity in the vegetable

kingdom, which he called after Napoleon Buonapai-te, Xhjm-
leona imperenlis ; a plant recently introduced to British gar-

dens, and which was afterwards called after its discoverer,

Belvisia cwrnleo ; but tlie prior name must be retained.

Pahsot d'Beauvois's Flore d'Oware, eU\, was pubhshed
between IfSOi and 1821; and in it the wood of Spathodea
campiiinilata is mentioned as that of a middle-sized tree,

smelling of garlic. Mr. Ansell, the young botanist who
accompanied the ill-fated late expeihtion to the Niger, says

he too had the satisfaction of seeing the Spathodea in flower,

in ditferent situations ; and no doubt some more species are

yet to be chscovered in the same regions, as well as more
species of the Napoleona and other jilants, which have not
been seen by any naturalist except Beauvois. When we
reflect on the increased communications between this coiui-

try and those parts of the coast of Africa where such splendid

trees aboiuid, and that pieces of their roots may be as easily

brought home as a packet of seeds, and at whatever season
of the year they may be met i\-ith, we may congratidate om'
ftiends on tlie expectations they may naturally entertain of

such acquisitions. Since writing part of the abo\e, we have
learned that our plan lias been actually in operation for

some years between Sydney and London. The large roots

of the Australian Waratab (Telopea speciosissima) are said

t'-i eudure a four months' voyage if well packed m strong
wooden cases fiUl of soil. We ourselves ha\e had four cases

of plants, large shrubs, from a friend in South CaroUna, by
way of New York, and they were two months on their way to

London ; and on then amval we thought them dead,

although the soil in the cases was moist, and said to have
been kept so throughout the whole journey. On the advice

of a skilful gardener, however, we examined the roots, and
found them quite fresh, and plants have been reared from
them ; but the wliole tm'ued out common things, which we
might buy at a hundredth pai't of the expense of the car-

riage at the neai'est nursery.
Spulhodeii hevis has a woody but soft stem. Leaves mostly

alteniate, leafleted, leaflets opposite, pointed egg-sliape, with
lai'ge-tootbed edges, smooth, and stalkless. Flmrers in a
bunch, or' panicle, at the end of a branch, with w bite pink-

streaked corolla, fimnel-sbaped, irregularly fi\e-lobed, so as

to be obscm'ely two-lipped ; calyx green, lipped with red,

chaimeUed, and split down one side ; stamens four, with an
abortive iiftli siirrouiKhng the pistil. It is raised from cut-

tings in sand, under a glass, with bottom beat. It prefers a
light rich loam.—B. J.

THE FKUIT-GARDEN.
Peach Forcing.—Tins is an excellent period at which

to begin forcing this noble smd luscious fruit, which will

thus he ripe by the beginning of June ; and, by good
management, continue in succession until the middle of

July. We have said, noble fruit ; for, notwithstanding
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the nmouiit of dignity possessed by tlie piue-ajjple,

and tlie great antiquity of the juicy grape, tliey can
soai'coly claim a pre-etiiiiience even in appearance on
tlie dessert or tlie oxbibitiou tabic.

We may presume, that peaclies for early forcing are

plants witliin the house, and that its wall is on arches.

Peaches or nectarines in pots will, of course, require at

least a siinilai' course of atmospheric treatment; we
need, therefore, give no sepai'ated detail of proceedings

as connected with theiu, but may just observe, that

when thus situated they may enjoy one advantage

which those planted out seldom can— the advantage of

a shglit anrouut of bottom-beat. Those who have early

vuies in tlie commencement of forcing, frequently avail

tliemselves of the chance offered of introducing a body
of fermented material within the house; and this serves

to plunge various pots in, which are just commencing the

first stage of forcing. Tliis is very good practice ; for,

somehow, we have not so genial a warmtli from either

pipes or flues, although a good provision be made for

producing atmospheric moisture. One thing is certain

with fermenting material, namely, that any amount of

heat which the fermenting material may evolve, will

certainly be accompanied by a good proportion of atmo-
spheric moisture, together with the stimulating gases

of the manure, which most practitioners adjudge to

have an influence on the bursting buds. The manure
may be introduced fresh from the stable door, pro-

vided no plants possessing foliage are in the house

;

the ran'v steam from the reeiiiug manure will go far

to extu-pate insects ; and with a turning or two, and
frequent waterings, it will be iierfectly harmless by the

time the vines, &c., have budded. In such a situation,

vines in pots, figs, cherries, peaches, with roses, lilacs,

and other liowering shrubs may be partially plunged for

the benefit of bottom-heat ; which, however, should not
e.Kceed 75° at the depths the pots are p)laced. When
the buds are developed, the pots wiU. require removal to

a lighter situation.

We v\fill suppose, that the peach-house is established

witli trees in a tolerably thriving state ; that they were
forced last year, and introduced for a somewhat early

forcing annually ; the borders inside the house, if the

previous management has been proper, will be tolerably

di'y, and water must be administered liberally. Pre-

viously, it is well to remove all the loose-looking soil,

which the surface of a peach or vine border annually
presents if dry. This may be lightly swept away; and
the process we are about to recommend exactly accords

with the " tojxlrcssing" or " surfacing" of pot-plants.

The fact is, the surface of soils subjected to di'yness

through artificial heat, becomes, after a time, wliat is

commonly termed exhausted—its organic structure re-

duced to a powder, and all its manurial properties dis-

sipated. Such is well removed, and rei^laeed with chopped
turty loam and manure blended; and this compost may
be an inch or two thicker than that previously removed.
On this our practice has been to lay about three inches
of half decomposed manure, leaf soil, &c. ; and this com-
pletes the top-dressing aft'air.

And now comes the wateriixj : this must be done a little

at a time, for if the border be very dry, much water will

escape at first in the fissures created by dryness. Clear
water, of the temperature of 9U°, may therefore be
ap])lied two days successively; and the third day we
would give liqiud manure, clarified, at the same tempera-
ture. If no other kind is at hand, three ounces to a

gallon of the best Peruvian guano will make an excellent

liquid dressing.

All is now ready, so far as the root is concerned ; but
we must inquire a little concerning the branches. If

these have not received a dressing of any kind, they
must have one; not only as a destroyer of the eggs of

insects, but as a preservative. Our practice is to beat

up two ounces of soft soap in a gallon of tepid water,
j

then to add three pints of liesli lime, and three haudsful i

of sulphur. This is all well beat up, and in addition, I

the mixture is kept frequently stirred duiingthe appli- i

cation. Every branch and twig should be well painted

with this mixture ; and the trees being properly primed
previously, may now be carefully trained, and all is

ready for the commencement of forcing.

The projjerly awakening a deciduous tree or shrub
from a state of repose, is not a thing however to be
dated from any given day ; much caution is necessary

in the first approach towards a stimulating temperature.

The first part of the process is to merely shut the house
close, and to preserve a constantly moist state of atmo-
sphere; in fact, to imitate one of those fine growing days
in spring, when primroses love to unfold their buds, and
birds to collect materials for buihUng their nests. Frost

must of course be excluded, and until tlxe buds begin to

open, the day thermometer may range fi'om 45° to 55°,

and the night from 40" to 4-5° ; an advance of 5° may
be allowed in sunshine.

Slight sijrin(/ini/s morning and evening may be resorted

to, but we would rather depend chiefly on securing a
certain amount of atmospheric moisture in the air by
other means; fearing lest the syringe should too soon
wash ofl' the dressing ; however, a fine rose may be put
on the syringe.

In about a fortnight or so, the blossom-buds will

begin to show the tint of the corolla or petals ; and now
a slight increase of warmth may be jpermitted, and
shortly the amount of dampness must be decreased,

especially in the day-time. Still much caution is neces-

sary: it must be remembered that the bud requu-es a
given time, in which not only to burst its envelope,

but to progressively enlarge, until the corolla and all the

other parts attain their fair proportions ; and nature will

not be driven with impunity beyond a given rate.

The blooming period having in reality commenced,
let a somewhat liberal amount of artificial lieat, if really

necessary, be kept up during the early part of each day,

in order to enable the operator to ventilate liberally ; for

this is most conducive to the free setting or impreg-
nation of the blossoms. And now the thermometer, by
artificial heat, may range from 55'^ to 05"^ daily, provided
a very free ventilation may accompany it. During sun-

sliiue the thermometer may rise to TO"-', which heat we
should not think it exi^edient to exceed ; we would
rather increase the air. Still, at night, descend to about
45°, and apply moisture liberally about floors or other

cool surfaces—but no syringing. Thus the blossom-
buds in their various stages wiU, in ordinary parlance,
" feed," or, in other words, will absorb, so as to open
with renewed vigour dining the ensuing day.

In another week or so, the ijoung fruit will be seen

peeping from the point of the husk or decayed corolla

which encases them, and the bonds of which they must
be enabled to burst. And now it is that tlie true con-

dition of the root action can be pretty well ascertained.

If they are many days struggling to get free, it is a sure

symptom of a sluggish action of root ; on the contrary,

fine fresh trees in their prime will soon enable their

progeny to escape.

Now must some slight modification take place in our

gardening tactics; now a less amount of ventilation

being requisite, less ai'tiflcial heat will be necessary. A
moistened atmosphere is now particularly requii'ed, and
syringings must be resumed. As for temperature, persist

in sustaining in the day 55° to 60°, and at night 45° to 50°.

With this heat rest contented; in sunshine let it rise to

75'^, provided a circulation of air is established with it.

On dull days it is not objectionable to syringe, not only
morning and evening, but also in the course of the day,

if the air feels dry; this will enable the young fruit to

escape from the dead ooroUa.
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Wheu once this is cast, all will be stvaiglitforwai'd as

concerns the fruit, and we must now direct our attention
to the young shoots, wliich will soon bo ready for (Jis-

huddiiirj, for such must commence when they are about
two inches long, in order that it may be done pro-

gressively; for we would have this process to run
through a montli at least, doing a little every three or

four days. Strong and youthful trees which have not
done much work, will jJroduce abundance of foreright

shoots. Sucli are not essentially different in character
from the rest, it is merely in the amount of luxuriance
they possess, which inclines them to assume a bolder
position than the rest. Some of them are tlie central

bnds of groups, formed on robust shoots of the preceding
year, and as such, by their very position, become forced
outwards.

Most shoots of this character are not only somewhat
ineligible from the direction tliey take, but they too
frequently produce wood of a watery character. These,
then, are generally disbudded, some at one period, some
at another. In the lirst disbudding a few of the most
conspicuous only should be removed, repeating the
same on others as they become manifestly in the way

;

reserving, however, even shoots of this oliaraoter where
blank spaces are likely to occru'.

We have before said, that the disbudding should
extend over some four or five weeks ; and thus it will,

in fact, scarcely have ceased up to tlie period when the
fruit commences " stoninrj," which period may be
easily known by the fact of the fi-uit becoming sud-
denly stationary. All tl)is time there will be no occasion
to deviate mucli from the temperature already pre-
scribed, except in the case of sunshine, when, as the
light increases through the natm-al advancement of the
season, so may the solar heat be allowed to accumulate.
Let us, however, be guarded ; the word accumulate must
be qualified : we do not mean that it must be permitted
to interfere with tlie necessary ventOatory proceedings.
Our readers will doubtless remember some old-

fashioned advice given in previous pages, not on the
subject of fruit alone, but advice which our clever
fellow labourers, Messrs. Fish and Appleliy, as workmen
cunning in artificial climates, do not hesitate to advise
occasionally, for their pets of the floral world. Greater
liberties may be taken with the enclosure of solar heat
in the afternoon than in the forenoon, or at least that
such is found by experience to be the case in hot-
houses, on account of the obliquity of the solar rays.
Dm-ing the stoning period, it is well to be very
cautious in the case of artificial heat, or, indeed, of a
sudden and great excess of natural heat. The fact is,

that " force" as you will, it requires both a given time
and a certain order in the elaborative system to com-
plete the organization of the seed. Eegrilar syringiugs,
as before, must be kept up morning and evening; 'for it

will be required even as antagonistic to the red spider.

^

We must here advert to a most important point, lost
sight of since we spoke of tlie commencement of forcing.
This is root management. It is barely necessary to
observe, that the border will require watering occa-
sionally, and that the water should bo applied warm,
and enriclied with manurial matters if necessary. If
applied at a temperature of DO'', it will prove stimulating
to the root, for this ninety will be reduced to seventy
immediately by the body of tlic soil. The quantity
applied must be determined by the openness of the soil

and by the energies of the trees. This no man can
determine without seeing tlie trees. We may just
remark, that if the border is well drained, and the soil

free, they will take water liberally almost weeldy. As
soon as the fruit begins to change for ripening, a less
amount of water must serve, but air in abundance must
be given night and day, if high flavour and good colour
are desirable. We will conclude with a few good maxims.

Heat.—Through eveiy part of the process, only use
artificial heat as a necessity. Let all real advances be
made under the influence of increased light. Beware of

i high night temperatures : we have had a thennometer at

j

from 38° to 40° during the first swelling, without any
perceptible barm.

j

Air Moistcre. — Never permit the atmosphere to

j

become dry at any time. A somewhat dry and mellow
state of air is requisite at blooming time, and more
especially whilst the fruit is ripening. A dry air long
continued, will be almost certain to produce red s])ider.

Beware, however, of much moisture with very low night
temperatures.

Disbudding.—Not only disbud fi'equently, but at all

times pinch off the points of shoots which are gi'omng
too luxuriantly. Disbudding should bo completed by
tlie time the stoning process commences, if possible.

EirExiNo Process.—Tlie slower peaches are rijieued,

the finer and higher flavoured will be the fruit. Those
who think to increase the size and appearance of their

fruit by a close course of treatment, will find themselves

miserably mistaken. R. Ekrixgton.

THE PLOWER-GAKDEN.
Banks. — Kitchen gardeners write and talk about

sloping banks, and flower-gardeners about rockwork, or

rockeries, for such and such plants, but I cannot recol-

lect of any one who has written about banks for flowers;

and yet few large flower-gardens are without a bank of

some sort or another ; and I believe the first preparation

for a rockery is a bank of earth to lay the stones or

boulders on, in various ways ; but, I confess, I know
very little about making rockwork. I never yet saw one

in a garden that pleased me, except one, and that one

was certainly very good of its kind. It was in the

Surrey Zoological Garden—a view of tlie old town of

Edinburgh, and the rock on wliich the castle and bar-

racks stand was imitated very cleverly ; I never saw so

good an imitation before or since But, after all, if one

had watched the raven or the eagle's manoeuvres, build-

ing its nest some two or three hundred feet above one's

bead, on a ledge of rock, as I have done more than once,

a chapter on banks might be supposed to be more in the

gardener's way than one on artificial rocks.

Some years since, I liad charge of a bank, which was
both useful and ornamental. It was made on the flat,

and in a flat part of the country; and it could not be

mistaken ibr a natural bank. It was made of a large

quantity of clay that was taken out of tlie bottom of

walks, or where new walks were to bo made; and tlie

expense of carting it .away was thought too mucli, and
that was the reason why it was formed into a useful

bank. I have often thought since, tliat if ever I had
anything to do with new ground work in a garden,

when more earth of any kind was on Iniud than could

be disposed of on the spot, the cheapest and easiest way
to get rid of it would be to heap it up into some kind of

shape to train fruit or flowering plants against, after the

manner of the original bank from wliich 1 got the first

idea. Unless in a case of this kind, I do not think that

I would strongly advise the formation of this sort of

bank which I sliall now describe; but there is a second

kind of bank—of which there is a very good exam]ile in

the flower-garden here—that one might often malce at

little cost where alterations were going on, or new gardens

being formed,—and even at times when no such oppor-

tunities oU'ercd. The first bank was of stiff' clay, as I have

just said; it ran right north and south, and formed a

division between two diflbrent styles of gardens ; 1 forget

tlie exact width of it at the bottom, but 1 think from ten

to twelve feet might be the width ; from this bottom

the two sides were formed exactly like the sleep roof of
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a house or bavn; but I forget the angle of steepness also,

but that does not signify mucdi, any angle of from ^0° to

(iO° would answer just as well, or if \Ye say the common
angle of 45°, it will answer very well ; and any width at

bottom, from ten to twenty or thirty feet, according to

the quantity of soil on hand, would also be as proper

as any other. Indeed, a whole system of cellars above

ground for holding ice, potatoes, fruit, roots, tools, and
what not might be made close to one's premises, in this

fashion, cheaper tliau any other way that I can think

ofjust now : by first building a vault or arch of ordinary

dimensions, and then covering it over with any thickness

of earth, bringing it to a ridge, like the roof of a house,

witli a door at one or both ends, which might be liid by
shrubs. Let us suppose that a rising piece of awkward
ground is in one's way, and that with a little contriv-

ance it migbt be formed into a kind of ridge,—no matter

in what direction, we shall find some ornamental plants

to cover it ; a bank of some kind being determined on,

and that we mean to use it for training evergreen roses,

or other climbers, all over it, the jn'oposition is reduced

to the mere routine of executing the work as elfectually

and as cheaply as we can.

At the time the original was made, it was a common
belief that black surfaces were more warm and congenial

to fruit trees than any other ; therefore, both sicles of

the bank were covered with dark slates, lapping over

each other, but not so close as in common roofing ; and
over the slates were placed horizontal lines of stout iron

wire, as they do sometimes against fruit walls ; these

lines were a foot apart, and were held three inches from
the slate by iron supports driven through the slate

into pieces of oak wood let into the bank. Peach and
apricot trees were trained against the west side of tlie

bank, and plum and cherry trees on the east aspect,

and the whole answered very well indeed. But for the

new bank, I mean better things than peaches and
plums (with Mr. Errington's leave), and for much
better gardens than cabbage ground (if Mr. Barnes
will allow it so) : nothing except the very best flowering

climbers shall I admit for my bank ; and we shall have
no slate covering either, only a concrete surface and a
trellis of some sort. Gardeners know, full well, the

value and use of concrete in these days, although we
have been loth to write much about it yet. Let us now
suppose that a ridged bank has been finished after the

manner here intended, the soil equally pressed on all

sides, forced into a sharp ridge, and smoothed down with
the back of the spade ; if left in this way, and uncovered,
it would soon crumble away, with the changes between
rains and frost, thei-efore we must cover it with the

concrete to keep it safe. But, first of all, srqiports for

holding the trellis should be fixed at stated intervals in

the bank ;—nothing is better than pieces of dry oak
scantlings, two or tln-ee inches square, and a foot or

fifteen inches long, with sharp points to be driven into

the bank so as to have the ends flush, or even with the

surface, six or eight feet apart in the horizontal direc-

tion, and about a foot apart up the bank ; or, if it was
thought sufficient to use lath-like strips of wood instead

of wire, the ends of the oak pieces should stand out, say
three inches from the bank, and be rather nearer to each
other in the horizontal lines than for wire. An inch of

concrete, which will be quite suificient, would then re-

duce the distance of the trellis from the bank to two
inches ; which would be about the right space to allow
a current of air between the bank and the plants, and
still to allow them to be so neai' as to get the benefit of
the heat from the bank.

All this being settled, a quantity of very fine or sandy
gravel, or, what is still better, a quantity of fine sifted

coal ashes must be had for making the concrete. Some
lime, and if the lime be strong, that is, stone lime, one
baiTowful of it to eight baiTow-loads of ashes will do ;

and if it is chalk lime, one to six will be better. These
are to be mixed as they mix mortar for bricklayers, and
to be made nearly as soft, and then to bo spread all over

the bank, beginning at the bottom and plastering it on all

the way up. A handy man will soon get into the way
of doing it properly, after a trial or two ; and he may
lay it on much thinner than an inch, if the concrete is

made of the proper softness. A trowel, or a plasterer's

tool, woidd do the work neater than an old spade ; but,

for want of a better tool, such a spade would do ; and,

in either case, the tool should be occasionally dipped in

water, and then run over the surface, to give it a very

smooth or glossy touch. About the end of April, or

\vben hard frosts are over, is the best time for this con-

creting; for if the weather is too hot or dry, the concrete

will dry unequally, and then crack ; and it is a good plan

to look over it after a day or two at any time, to smooth
down any cracks with the back of the spade. After the

concrete is perfectly dry, a single coat of gas tar run over

it, either hot or cold, will preserve it from the frost for a

long time; and then after fixing tlie trellis, the whole is

fit to be planted. If iron holdfasts are preferred for

holding the trellis, let them be four inches long, sharp

as a nail at one end, and an eye hole in the other to

pass the wire through ; these holdfasts are let into the

oak pieces with a gimlet-hole ; they need not be very

stout, a little thicker than a pen-holder will do. In a

clay countiy, or where three inches of clay worked to a

soft jiaste could be made cheaper than this concrete,

that wordd do equally well for covering such a bank;
and if the bank is made altogether of clay, the outside

ought to be worked with soft clay, so as to get a smooth
surface ; and when the clay is quito dry on tlie outside,

and has done cracking, and the cracks are smootlied

over, the whole surface must have a coat of the gas tar

in the same way as the concrete. The cheapest way to

get at the tar is to borrow an old tar-barrel from a

neighbour, wdien you have not one already at hand, to

send it to the gas works, and tell them to measure out

so many gallons. I forget what they charge for a gallon,

or what quantity of surface a gallon will cover ; but I

know it is very cheap. A reverend gentleman in the

next parish to us has used quantities of it—I think he

told me for twenty years past,—and lie strongly recom-

mends it; indeed it was through his strong advice that

I first took to it this way. He told me, moreover, what
few people are aware of, that it is best used cold, just as

it comes home. Some of his glebe lands are stiti' clay,

and he has it used for walls, banks, paths in the dry;

and I think he told me he w-as going to floor his coach

house witli a layer of clay thus ])repared, and to give it

a coat or two of tlie cold tar; and, from some former

experiments, he was confident of as good a bottom as if

he used the asphalt instead. He reads this work, and if

I have erred, or want more instructions about it, I am
quite sure of being put on the right way. What I have

used of it was just in the manner here stated.

This bank, which I said was in the flower-garden here,

has often been admired; but it is on a ditlerent plan

altogether, having only one sloping side, and that i'ull

to the south. It was paitly cut out of the natural

ground, and the rest added to the top, to form the side

of a terrace ; the length of the slope is nine feet, and the

angle of inclination 45°. It is trellised and covered with

roses, and has been in use now twelve years. At the

time it was made, concrete was not in use, except as

foundations for buildings; and we never had this bank
quite to our lildng, till it had been concreted and tarred,

as I have just said; but since, it has answered all our

expectations. Now, this last kind of bank might be

made in veiy many places at veiy little expense. Sup-

pose a natural bank, or broken piece of steep ground,

anywhere within the pleasure-grounds—and I have

known such places to be eyesores—reduce it to an even
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surface, and have it covered with concrete or clay, as

above; and no matter what the length of the slope is.

Some of the very strong climbers, in a good border at

bottom, would cover it in time. Another way has

occurred to nie, but I never tried it ; the former, or two-

sided bank, might be made without meeting the sides iu

a ridge at the top, but stopping short when they came to '

within eighteen inches of each other, to form a hollow

border there, and to plant a line of half standard roses

along the top ; so that one might have a whole mountain
of roses iu little compass. I shall furnish a list of best

climbers for these walks in my next. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

H.A-ViNG last week alluded to some of the principal

considerations to be kejit in view for keeping plants

healthy in dwelling rooms, I shall now specity a few which
will best reward, and which most demand attention at

this season, placing them into groups, though without
any great degree of particularity, so that those who have
several windows may have something different in each,

while those whose space is more limited may choose for

themselves.

1st. There is the bulbous group, foremost iu which
stand the htjacintlis, hoth for beauty aud fragrance. Some
first-rate kinds have been named at dift'ereut 25eriods, and
those who are jiartieular with regard to scarcitj' aud
novelty must pay for them ; but fine llowering bulbs may
be procured at a cheap rate. The distinctiju in most
catalogues as to bulbs that wdl flower best in glasses aud
in earth, is one of those wonderful trade secrets that

growers need not trouble themselves about; as, if they
obtain good bulbs, they will bloom well in either water
or earth, though tliose grown in the former will require

more care, when tliey have done flowering, to get any
good from them afterwards. Under proper treatment,

the strength of the flower-stalk will chiefly depend upon
the quantity of organic matter stored up in the bulb.

Hence inattention to the foliage of bulbs after they are

forced, is the chief reason why they do no good after-

wards ; and hence, too, the reason why the finer and
plumper, with stored up matter, the bulbs are, the better

will they bloom in small pots and glasses. The secret of

success consists not in this or that compost— this or that

number of grfdns of stimulating, enriching material in

the water, tliough these have their importance

—

hut in

Itavinf) the roots in adcance of the flou-er-stem and haves.

Thus, other things being equal, the sooner that bulbs,

intended for forcing or merely growing in the green-

house or window in winter and spring, are potted in the

autumn, and slightly covered and plunged, the better

they will succeed. The heat in the ground is upon an
average, higher than the atmospheric, and thus roots

are formed plentifully before there is much expansion oi'

leaves ; so that there is no want of nourishment for the

flowei'-stem aud leaves when free growth takes place.

Hence those who did not pot early, and yet want early

bloom, may obtain their wish by forming a slight hot-

bed out of doors, plunging their bulbs iu pots in it, and
' covering them merely as much as will exclude frost.

Any light soil, such as sandy loam and leaf-mould, will

]

grow them admu-ably, if supplied at times with weak
manure water. A 3^ or a -i-inch pot is quite large enough

;

and if to be flowered in the pot, most of the bulb should
be covered, to prevent the perspu-ation of its juices.

The same i-ule applies to those grown in glasses; though
I never saw any advantage in so growing them, beyond
getting rid of saucers for pots, and enabling the little

ones, who cannot be gardeners too soon, to learn all

about roots and their properties. It is a general pro-

perty of roots to eowt dai-kness, and shun light. The

other week I noticed a great many hyacinths and other

bulbs in rows, in glasses, in windows, just begiuning to

gi'ow, while several were rottiug aud moulding at their

base. This casualty might have been prevented by not
allowing the water to touch either the bidb or tlie roots,

;

until the latter were one-third of au inch in length.

A quicker return, if not a mucb more luxmiant ap-

pearance, would also have beeu cfl'ected, by keeping the

glasses at least iu the dai'k until the roots were plentifully

produced. A little extra attention would also be re-
|

warded ; such as keeping the bulb IVee of the water,
I

usiug the water in a warm state, say from tiO° to bU°,
;

stufHng round the bulb some cotton wadding or green
moss—the latter, if fine, need not bo removed—and wrap-
ping the glasses in cotton wadding, or any non-conduct-
ing substance. Treated in this manner (except that when
roots are produced, the water must not be above lJO°j,

and then taken to the window, they will frequently beat 1

those set in a window at first, by a fortnight or three
|

weeks. The water, upon an average, should be changed
twice a week ; and a little brokeu charcoal put iu each
time will be an advantage. AVhere there is the advan-
tage of a Ijotbed, many bulbs from the first potting iu

October will now be in bloom. "WHiere successions are

wanted for glasses, they should always be grown in pots;

and they may easily be removed at any stage, even when
in bloom. All that is necessaiy, is, to turn the plant out of

the pot, place the ball in a pail of water slightly warmed,
gently squeeze it with the hands, when all the earth will

fall away without hurting a fibre ; and, with a little care,

the bidb will be as safely dropped into the glass. Glasses

have been made of various colours, and, of late years, are

much improved in shape ; while they can be obtained of

all sizes to suit narcissus, tulips, as well as even crocuses

aud snowdrops ; and yet, pretty as they are, it requkes
no spirit of prophecy to foretel that all such stilted con-

trivances will be banished for neat vases and baskets of

tin, iron, porcelain, china,—and why not of glass? the

plants bciug grown iu small pots, and plunged either

with or without then' pots in moss, the surface-cover-

ing beiug as green and interesting as possible. The
whole, or a part, may be replenished at pleasure, as

whenever one plant begins to decay another will be sub

stituted in its place, while a great amount of labour will

be saved. Those who once try the method will never

again resort to glasses, except from necessity ; the

groups will be so engaging, whethei' cousisting of one or

several families.

The same remarks apply to the other members of the

bulbous group. The Narcissus merely requires pots

an inch or two larger ; and the following are the most

j

beautiful and best for early flowering

—

Unnid munan-h,

States-general, SoJeil dor. Double lioman, and Paper-

irhite. Of early Tulips, I may mention the single and
double Van Thol, Tournesol, Buuhle-i/cllvu-, Marriage de

•majille, Rex ruhornm, lloyal standard, kc, &c. These

may be planted three or fom' in five or six-inch pots, it'

to be bloomed in them ; but I'om'-iuch jjots, if to bo

plunged into vases, as it is advisable to have them iu as

little room as possible. Jonquils, single aud double,

may be treated in a similar manner. Crocuses, all the

colours ; and Snoudro2)s, single aud double, may be

gi-own by themselves, or as an edging for higher growing
bulbs in vases. For the latter purpose, half a dozen

bulbs may be gi'own in four-inch pots. These latter do

not force weU. In fact where there are plenty of them, it

is best to lift them out of the ground carefidly, as growth
has commenced.

Thei-e are a few other hardy little bulbs which, if so

treated, would be very ornamental to our windows in

winter and spring; a few of which may be mentioned:

Ived

—

Eri/throniuni dcus canis ruhruni, CorijdaHshulhosa,

longijlora, Scilla bifolia rubra. White

—

Erythroniuui dens

canis albidum, Scilla bifolia alba, Oniithogalum Jimhria-
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turn, Leucnjum venimn, L. tyicophi/Uiim. and several soils

ol' Xdrcissiis. ]31ue

—

Sc'dla sililrica, anucnn, and hifoUa,

Tnchonema ccelestinum ; but the last requires a iVame
j

in winter. Yellow

—

Eruiilliis hijemalis, Narcissus piimihis,

minor, and Bulhiiauliiuii. Piu'ple

—

Bidhooodium verimm,

Trichnnema jjurjinrasceiis. Various coloiu'ed

—

Iris reti-

culata, ttihcrosa and persica, and varieties.

2nd. ])w,\UF Hebbacisous Plants.—Those worthy of

a flrst place are the Russian, Tree, and Neapolitan

violets, all wliich will now be beautil'uUy in bloom, it'

raised from cuttings last i\Iay, planted out during the

summer, and potted in the end of September. Chinese

Primroses—red and wliite, from seed sown in May.
Gjjclanien—all the varieties ; of Persicuiii,, the prettiest and

!

sweetest. The treatment has often been given. Beware of

saturating them with water. If not fresh potted in the

autumn, top-th-oss with rotten old cow-dung. To these

may be added such hardy plants as pohjanthis, single

and double ; and primroses of all colours, single and

double ; Anemone hcpatica, nemorosa or Jlore plena, and
varieties of Daisy.

3rd. T.iLLEB HcnBiCEous Plants.—Cineraria. Of
this, suckers taken off in the end of July or the beginning

of August, or seed sown in ]\Iay, and not overpotted,

will have supplied flowering plants. If from suckers,

take fi'om kinds with the small round leaves, such as the

Messrs. Henderson are so successful in raising ; if from

seed, clioose those with the smallest leaves. The more
compact the plants, the easier will they be kept in a

healtliy state; the larger and fleshier the leaves, the

more will they suffer in a dry room, besides taking up
much more space, and recpiiring more water. Scarlet

geraniums propagated late, and kept from flowering

during the summer. Oeranium Unique, wliieh will pro-

duce its deep purple flowers all the winter, should be

raised in the spring previously, as it is ratlier shy to strike

in the autumn. Calceolaria—Kentish. Hero, struck late,

starved during the summer, aud potted and encouraged

in September. Ageratum mcvicanum, dwarf, and Sahia
fulgens, the variegated-leaved variety, struck under a

liand-light in July, and grown on. With the exception of

Orohus vermis, and Tassilago fragrans, and pahnata, the

scent of whicli many admire, there could be little help

obtained here from hardy plants, except some nice ivall-

flowers.

4th. Shbubby Plants. — Daphne odora rubra, D.

odora variegata; the latter blooms in the beginning of

winter, the former in winter and spring, and is a most
desirable window plant : one bloom will deliciously

scent a room. These are generally grafted and budded
on the common spui'ge laurel ; the riibra I have not

made much headway with as respects growing it luxu-

riantly, though Mr. Wood, of the Bedford Nursery,

Hampstead-road, the most successful propagator and cul-

tivator of it I have seen, says there is nothing particular

ill its management ; and with lum, with apjiarently

rougliish treatment, it thrives amazingly. The Otaheite

orange and the Seville orange fi-om cuttings. Gorondla

glaiica, Cgtisus racemosus, dwarf stubby plants, with

which the chief tiling is to keep them free of red spider

during summer, and getting them in doors before fi'ost.

A double white and a double red camellia, a few China
roses potted in summer, and pruned in autumn, and if

care is given to air,- a heath or two, such as Erica
Willmoreana and Linnaoides, and several Epacrises, as

impressa, and nivalis.

5th. Plants with interesting Foliage, such as oak-

leaved, cut-leaved and curled-leaved Geraniums, along

with those whose foliage is delightfully scented, as Prince

of Orange, Citriodora, C. purpurea, &o.

6th. Vabieg.aied-leaved Plants.—I have mentioned
the variegated-leaved Salvia fulgens, a small plant is

very pretty. The foliage of the Coronilla glauoa varie-

gata is also Tery pretty, and the flowers ai-e as fine as in

the spe(;Les. Some kinds of double wall-flowers have fine

variegated foliage. Many others will at once suggest

themselves; in fact, from the geranium family alone an

interesting grou)) might be formed of variegated-leaved

plants,—some cut, some round, others cupped, and others

nearly plain, like little Dandy. As coming under this

division may be mentioned the Sa.vifraija sarmenlosa, a

regular old woman's window plant, but not the less in-

teresting on that account, when suspended from a basket

stufied witli moss ; its runners festooning themselves

in several generations at all periods; while in the begin-

ning of summer many are studded with their neat white

blossoms.

7th. A Succulent Group.—I am not aware of any

very striking plant that will be in bloom at present, and

suit a window, ey..a%i)t Epipihgllum truneatum; and where

there was no house, it could only be made to do so by
nearly roasting it with sun-heat against a wall or paling,

from J uly to the end of September. Speciosa would also

bloom if treated in a similar manner, The whole of the

Cactus group, and also the small Aloes, and Hawortldas,

und Mesemhryantheniums, &o., maybe hepit in such a posi-

tion, and will reward you with bloom during the summer,

if properly managed;' and the chief point is merely to

sjJOiige the foliage now and then, but to give little or no

water from the end of Octolier to the end of ilarch.

During this dry period they will also endure a consider-

able amount of shade without injury ; but wlieu growing,

not a ray of light should be missed.

8th. Here may be included the principal plants for

spring and summer blooming, such as pelargoniums cut

down ill July and August, fine calceolarias raised from

cuttings, succession cinerarias, which ought to receive

the greatest attention of all with regard to light, turning

the plants, watering, &c.

9th. Stobe-pots foe the Flowee-gabden. — These

will also require a fair amount of light and air whenever

the outside temperature is above 38^, and just as much
water as will keep them from flagging. As far as space

will admit, every bedding out plant may thus be kept

;

but the \essjire that is seen in the grate the better.

10th and" last division will consist—Of Deciduous
Plants, such as fuchsias, all manner of bulbous and tube-

rous jylants which die down to the surface, and many
hard-leaved evergreen plants, such as the myrtle,

all of which, with the exception of the evergreens

that should be placed in the light on fine days, will

stand safe, until growth has commenced, in stables, cow-

houses, cellars, gaiTets, empty rooms, or in any place

where you can prevent the frost getting at them. The
soil should only be slightly damp, in opposition to being

powder dry.

Some will say, " You will poison us with so many
plants." This opens up a large question ; I would merely

say, healthy plants in dwelling rooms ])romote health

and cheerfulness in their possessors. Introduce them^

sparingly into bed-rooms, especially if in bloom ; and if

not removed, let them stand upon the floor at night.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
STOVE CLIMBERS.

Cojibretum pubpubeum ; Madagascar, 1818.—This is

a truly elegant plant, with handsome opposite leaves,

and terminal racemes of bright scarlet flov.'ers produced

in succession from June to October. There are few

plants that surpass this when in flower. Though each

flower is individually small, yet from the great number
on each raceme, and the elegant feathery-like appearance

they make, every beholder is struck with admiration.

It is, indeed, a' beautiful object amongst other fine

tluiigs. Where there is room to cultivate it no plant

is more wortliy. 3s. 6d.
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C. LATiFOLiCM (Broad-leaved C.) ; Sien-a Leone, ISi-i.

—

Though not so elegant a plant as the preoediug, 3-et this

species is a very line one. The foliage is much larger,

and the racemes of {lowers much more dense, and of a
deeper colour, approacldng to crimson, hut not nume-
rous like those of O. ]mrpuiviim. Tjs.

C. ELEGANs (Elegant C.) ; Brazil, 18,:iO.—This is

described as a very flue plant, but it is very rare, if it- he
at all in cultivation.

Thei'e are also several now Combreturas, introduced
from Africa bj' ilr. Wliittteld, named 0. acciiminatum,
O. Piiicerinum, C. voliihilc, and some others. They are
cultivated at Pine Apple Place, but they have not yet
flowered. Tliey have all handsome foliage, and we hope
will soon produce blooms, when we shall report iipon
their merits. We are not aware they have flowered
elsewhere. Should that have taken place anywhere, we
should he obliged by any information as to their quali-

ties, mode of flowering, colour, &c.

Cidture.—The best way to cultivate these flue climbers
is to plant them out in a border in the stove, or, if there
is a bark pit in it, to build a square pigeon-holed pit in
a corner of the large one ; two feet square, or even
eigliteen inches, will be a suitable size. Train them up
an upright pillar, and then either iqi the i-afters or on
chains hung up in festoons lengthwise of the house.
They may be grown in pots and trained to a trellis, but
they do not then thrive or flower at all satisfactorily.

Soil.—The compost should not be too rich. Three
]iarts peat, one part loam, and one part leaf-mould, will
form a compost tliat will cause them to grow moderately
and flower abundantly.

Slimmer Culture.—The only care they require in the
warm days of summer is to give them a proper supply
of water at the roots, taking care, wdienevej- it is given,
to bestow a sufficient quantity to moisten the soil quite
to the bottom. When not in flower in the early part of
the season, a free use of the syringe will be useful, both
to clear the dust and dirt from the leaves and to prevent
the attacks of the red spider. Tie in the rambling
shoots occasionally, but not so tight or close as to give a
bundled ajipearance. The training of climbers, either
in the stove, greenhouse, or the open air, is a work that
requires considerable taste and skill. They should not
appear wild and uncultivated, neither should they appear
dipt and shorn like a weU-kept bo.'i-edging : the medium
between the two extremes must be constantly kept in view.
The habit of eaclr species should also be considered. If
the flowers are terminal—that is, appearing at the ends
of the young shoots—they should not he shortened in ;

but if they spring from the axils of tlie leaves, all the
weak shoots may be ]n-uued away, and the strong ones
will produce the finest flowers, and have more room to
disjilay thera.

Winter OiiUiire.—As soon as the blooming season is

over, the climbers ought to be considerably pruned in
and thinned. This operation sei'ves two ])urposes—it

strengthens the plants, enaljling them to grow stronger
the following season, and so produce more and finer
flowers ; and, also, tliis pruning by thinning the branches
allows a gi-eater quantity of liglit to reach the plants
below, and tliat at a season when light is most needed.
Whilst the climbers are loose and being pruned, tlio

branches and leaves that %re left shoidd be tliorougldy
washed with a sponge, and every cranny and joint
cleansed out, so that all eggs of insects, as well as any
living ones, may be completely destroyed. When this

is well done tlie branches may be pretty closely tied in
again, and wdil then require little more attention till the
spring.

Propar/ation hy Grnftiiuj.—The first species does not
easily stiike from cuttings, but is usually grafted upon
some other freely-rooting species. For stocks to graft
on, we have used the O. Fiiiceaiium, and it answers weU.

The best month for grafting is March. Tlie stocks

should be the same thickness as the scions, and the
mode of gi-afting suitable for them is what is known as

the wdiip grafting. It may be described thus : the stock

is cut down near to the soil, a side piece is cut oti' sloping
upwards, the scion is cut in a sloping manner dowii-

wards, tlie two are fitted together, especially the two
barks, which slionld exactly fit each other, then with
the very sharpest knife make a slit downwards in the

stock, and one upwards in the scion (this is called

tongueiug) ; lit the tongue of the scion into the slit of

the stock, fitting tlie two barks together, then imme-
diately tie them pretty tightly together, either with bass
mat moistened, thick cotton, or worsted thread ; a small
ball of clay well wrought may be then neatly fitted

round the graft; but this is not absolutely necessaiy,

because the grafts will take without it in the situation

where they should be placed, namely, under a hand
glass upon a heated bed cither of sand or aslies.

Bij Cuttinijs.—The rest of the above species strike

easily by cuttings, managed in the usual way, in sand
under a bell-glass in heat.

Insects.—These plants have the usual number of

plagues in the shape of insects. Perhaps the most
troublesome is the ]Mnte meahj bur/, at least it is the

most difficult to get rid oft'. We were assured hy a
gentleman a few weeks ago, that lie had got rid of it by
washing the jilants thoroughly all over, wood, buds, and
leaves, with a sponge dipt in spirits of wine. If any of

our readers are troubled with this disagreeable pest, this

remedy is worth a trial. The gentleman said it had not

injured his plants in the least The ichite scale some-
times prevails also where the plants have been neglected.

We have found a strong lather of soap laid all over the

plant with a slioft shaving-brush, a safe appUcation, and
effectual destruction to them. The brown scale may be

destroyed with tobacco water. For the red spider,

washing the leaves and buds with a sponge dipt in tepid

water is the most certain, though rather tedious appli-

cation; a great preventive is the fi'equent and copious

application of water through the garden-engine and
syringe, and keeping up in warm weather a moist
atmosphere in the house. Tlie thrip and ijreenjlij may
be got rid oft" by frequent smokings with tobacco.

Iposi.ea.—This is a splendid genus of climbers with
large crimson, rose, blue, and white ttowers. The roots

of some of the sjiecies are eatable. The sweet potato of

America is the Ipomcea batatas. The genus is a veiy

extensive one, comprising more than a hundred species.

Of course amongst such a Iprge number there arc a few

that may be considered the princes of the family. To
these we shall direct our rearlers at this time.

Ipom.ea cAXDiOAxs (Wliitisli I.) ; N. America.—This
is a very fine species, and though a native of N.
America requires a moderate stove to bloom it to per-

fection. The flower is large, of a milky white colour,

with a deep crimson blotch at the bottom of the cup. It

is a very desirable species. 3s. (id.

I, HoitsFAM.i.E (\lr. Horsfall's I.) ; S. America—The
finest of tlio genus. The flowers appear in terminal

bunches in considerable numbers, opening in succession.

The flower-buds are beautiful, being of a sinning dark
colour, almost black. The flowers are of a brilliant

crimson, and the season of blooming is of considerable

duration, extending from February to October. Tho
foliage, too, is exceedingly handsome. We have seen

the original plant in Jtr. HorsfaU's stove at Evcrton,
near Liverpool. It was much esteemed there, and the

roof of one house was entirely devoted to it, which it

completely covered, and a more splendid object of flori-

culture we never beheld. It is a fact, that of all its

progeny there is not one that has, as yet, come up to the

original one for size and beauty, fis.

I. iNsicNis (Noble I.) ; N. America.—This is a truly
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fine species, though not equal to the last. The flowers"

appear from the a.xils of the leaves in hunches of three

or four flowers. These are large, and of a heautiful

rosy lilac colour, appearing iu .Uiue, and continuing in

flower till Septemher. It is a strong quick grower, with
fine foliage. 3s. fid.

I. FrciFoi.iA (Fig-leaved I.) ; S. America.—A hardy
free-growing and free flowering species. Will thrive

well in a conservatory during the summer moiiths, but
is well worthy of being grown in the stove. Tlje

flowers are blue and of a medium size. 2s. Od.

I. Learii (Mr. Lear's I.) ; S. America.—Flowers large,

and of the most brilliant azure blue, produced iu great

numbers from May to October. As this is such a fine

climber, and flowers so long and grows so fast, it ought
to have plenty of space allowed. Jt is quite capable, if

planted out in rich soil, of covering in one season the

entire roof of a moderate-sized conservatory or stove,

and a better covering for effect of colouring can scarcely

be conceived. "We cannot recommend this fine creeper

too much. It is worthy of general cultivation, and will,

during summer, thrive well even in a greenhouse.

2s. 6d.

I. MDTAEiLis (Changeable I.) ; S. America.— The
habit of this S])ecies is much like the /. Learii. The
flowers cliange from blue to rose : in tlie morning they
are bright blue, and in the evening they assume a rosy
tint scarcely less beautiful.

I. Tykianthina (Tyrian Purple I.).—This is a fine

species with deep purjjle flowers, exceedingly handsome.
It is hardy enough for a gToenhouse in summer. We
once saw it doing well out of doors trained to an
imibrella-shaped trellis. It is, however, too tender to

live through winter even in a greenhouse, and is, there-

fore, essentially a stove plant.

Proparjation.-—Ipomaa Horsfallin; does not easily

strike by cuttings ; it must be grafted upon one-year-old

plants of /. iiuignis, which strike easily. Graft in the
same manner as described above for Combretum piir-

pureiim, and at the same time. Guttinys of the free-

growing kinds may be struck and rooted in the same
way as the Combretum. T. Ai'pleby.

(To be continued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The fine weather of the early part of this month will

have enabled our floricultural friends to give plenty of
air, and water too if the soil in the pots has really become
quite dry : the roots must be kept alive, or the eflfects of
i'rost will be ruinous.

Examine the roots of Dahlias, and cut away all

decaying parts, or the disease will soon spread. Also
see to tlie roots of yoiu- choice Ranunculuses, and expose
them to the light for a few days before planting. This
should he all finished by the first week in February. Be
careful and keep the beds diy, so as they may work easy
when you wisli to plant. Examine also the Auriculas
and Poh/anthuses ; stir the smface of the soil in the
pots, and clear away all rubbish, decaying leaves, snails,

and slugs. Should any worm-casts appear, turn the
plants out of the pots, and pick out and destroy the
worms. Pay strict attention to protection to all plants
in pots in frames, &c. ; and do not forget the Tulip-beds
also. If the mild weather continues, shade them from
the sun to keep them back—the frosts are yet sure to
come, and if the plants get above ground they will

suffer severely. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
All out-ofdoor operations must be perseveringly

attended to, although we must at the same time be
guided by the weather, so that they may be performed

with method, and be made to answer the desired purpose,
if the weather continues moist and mild. Slug baits

should be laid as previously directed, and notliing will

be found more likely to attract their notice tlian new
brewer's grains. Time may genei-ally ho belter atl'orded

now for these matters than wlien tlie season gets fartlier

advanced, and every advantage should be taken to

manure, trench, ridge, baulc, surface-stir, and got forward
with every available operation that can ]iossibly be
alteuded to now, for as the season daily advances, so

will the requisite operations appear to increase; and
the favourableness or unfavourableness of the season
has so much influence over gardening operations, that

it is requisite for those who have to cany them on
throughout the year, to be always strictly economical of

their time, turning every minute to the best account.

Frosty mornings at this season of the year are often

prevalent after foggy, rainy, mild evenings, and in order

to succeed in the production of good, luxuriant early

crops of vegetable, salads, &o., a watchful eye should be
at all tiuies on the alert, for it is astonishing the sacri-

fice and destruction of valuable property that may be
prevented by a little care and forethought, in havhig all

things prepared against such casualties. Even common
dry dust stored away in the summer season in old boxes,

barrels, or sheds, is invaluable for winter comfort and
protection to vegetation. Charred old tan, saw or wood
dust, or charred earth of any kind, is still more valuable,

as these are not only first-rate protecting materials, but
they act also as stimrdants to every kind of vegetable.

Jerusalem Articlinkes.—Those who may cultivate this

useful tuberous-rooted vegetable, and who have also

pigs, poultry, or game to feed with them, will find the

present a good season fortrenclung them out, rejdanting
and sorting them ; the best sized tubers will be saved
lor table, and the others placed in a convenient place,

so as to be available for pigs, &c., when required ; we
find that poultry of all kinds, as well as the Gold, Silver,

and common Pheasant, are particuhirlj^ fond of the arti-

choke ; and we believe the common pheasant may be
enticed and domesticated to any particular cover by
feeding them with this tuber.

Framing.—All available fermenting materials should
be collected together, tm'ned, and well parted and mixed
together; the season is now advancing when it will be
required for various hotbeds, linings, &c. The Aspa-
ragus should be taken up at intervals of twenty days
and placed on slight kindly-made hotbeds. Here a daily

supply throughout the season is required ; such as is in

full cut should be occasionally well watered with tepid

water, which has a small portion of salt dissolved in it,

and a portion of liquid manure also. Rhubarb, too,

should be placed in heat in succession, so as to keep up
the required supply; and Sea-kcde should be covered
with fermenting materials in a regular manner, so that

a kindly steady heat should be maintained, and only
enough covered at a time to keep up the reqmred sujiply.

The last year's planted Rhubarb, if it has been well

managed, should now have fine strong bold crowns, and
it should not be forced if it can be avoided. Although
the last crop may be taken from it, by placing over its

crowns before this month expires, a cone of dust or

fine ashes, taking care to examine the crowns in Feb-
ruary, and as soon as the growth has commenced earth

it up with fine pulverized earth, to the height of eight or

ten inches, cone-shaped ; the earth may he scraped up
on a fine day between the rows, if the earth's surface has
been kept well forked and scarified.

During the winter, beautiful Sea-kale may also be pro-

duced, in the same way as the rhubarb, without any
material injiu'y to the next season's plants ; indeed, no
injury can be done if a little after-assistance is supplied

in the way of liquid manin-e, with salt added to it ; the

season of Sea-kale may be considerably prolonged by the
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foregoing plan, and still furtlier by adopting the same
treatment to the old early-forced plants ; if they are not

requu-ed for the next season's forcing, a very nice tall

crop may be tlius produced as a second crop.

[J.iyr.iitv 10.

Iladishes, Lettuce, Carrots. Cauliflowers, and siich-liko

framing crops, should oocasioually have dry healthy
dust sifted amongst them on a dry day, after being first

surface-stkred. James B.irxes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOBIY.

By thf! Authoress of " lify Flowers," d-c.

I DO not think that bacon is sufficiently valued and used
among people of small means. It is a mnst wholesome and
excellent description of animal food—light, nutritious, and
agreeable, when good of its kind, and nicely dressed. A
piece of well cured bacon, with abundance of cabbage and
parsnips, is a dinner fit for royalty in fact, although its

simple nature makes it often considered vulgar and dis-

tasteful.

In former days, bacon was almost universally the food of

the farmer and tlie labourer—at least, in those districts of

England where it principally abounds ; and what better

proof could be given of its strengthening qualities than that

the stout stalwart sons of the soil were brought up upon it,

and rarely tasted other sorts of animal food ? In the

l^resent times the case is mncli altered. Tlie farmer's

family is too frequently fed witb more exiiensive, and
perhaps less wholesome, viands ; and the poor hard-working
j)e,asant is thankful wdien lie can enjoy a sufficiency of breud,

without thinldng of anything to increase its reUsh. When
wages are low, and bacon is sevenpence or eightpeuce per

poimd, and even higher stiU, it is not possible to obtain it;

but now very good bacon indeed is to be bought for four-

pence per pound, and even less ; and this brings it within

the reach of the poor, at least occasionally. I do not wish
to eat better bacon than that which we procure at four-

pence ; and we find it more palatable than what; is home-
cured, inasmuch as that it seems less rich. We have eaten

it very good as low as threepence x^er pound, but tlien it is

uncertain, and sometimes it possesses a disagreeable smell

;

but at fourpeuce it has never failed. Economists would do
well to turn their attention to this cheap bacon, one pound
of which, with plenty of vegetables, w'ould make an excel-

lent dinner for a family, because bacon goes so much
farther than meat, and there is no bone. A side of bacon,

kept in a dry cool place, is a treasure to the striving family,

particularly when the house possesses a little garden fidl of

nice cabbages. Even if vegetables are to be bought, the
expense is not great when they constitute food, wdiich they
really do with a small piece of bacon ; and with well-made
mustard, and everything clean and neatly laid out upon the

table, can we complam of such true EngUsh fare ? What
is provincially called a "hollow" pudding is a great addi-

tion, when the simiile repast requhes a little assistance.

This is merely a hgbt pudding made wdth flour and lard, or

dripping—the latter, if delicate, is best. Aliout three ounces
of dripping to one pound of flour is the right proportion.

It must be rubbed into the flom' with a spoon, a little salt

and grated ginger added, and then boiled, but not so long as

to make it eat hard ; it should be light and fcullieri/ to the
taste. It may be eaten either with tlie dinner or afterwai'ds

as pudding ; and in either case it is extremely good.

Another cheap and excellent pudding is a " hard batter
"

pudthng, which may be eaten served up in the same way.

It is simply batter ivithout eijgs, Ihorotujlilij well boiled, and
it ought to cut smooth and very iirm, but not liard. To
those who are anxious to live cheaply such simple prepai'a-

tions are vei-y usefvil,—the expense is trifling, the addition

to a frugal dinner considerable, and they are very palatable

also. Suet, lard, and dripping irj puddings are extremely
nourishing—tliey are animal food, in fact ; and to those who
cannot obtain much meat they are valuable substitutes.

Cold bacon is excellent for breakfast, when meat cannot
be indulged in by gentlemen, and anything is required in

addition to the sweet household loaf. Many persons of

delicate health have derived benefit from taking a slice

either cold or toasteil, instead of butter, at the morning meal.
When thus eaten, bacon sliould not be fried, but toasted on
a fork before tlie fire Uke bread. Tlie greasy particles

escape, and the rasher is drier and more wholesome. The
drops that fall from it should be caught in a basin, because
bacon dripping is good for many pm'poses. Eashers for

brealrfast should be cut from bacon already dressed.

The water in wdiich bacnn has been boiled alone, should
be poured into a basin and suflered to grow cold, that tlie

fat wliicb settles on the surface may be skimmed off. It is

useful in many ways. If cabbage has been boiled with it

(which improves the cabbage inconceivably), the skimmings
would not be so good : and in this case the liquor will make
very good soup for the poivr, if rice and vegetables are

added ; or they will thank-fully accept it just as it is. Nothing
should he tb.rown away. A little bit of dripping or i'at the
size of a walnut, put into the water in whicli cabbage is to be
boiled, makes it eat far more soft and tasty than when it is

boiled alone. It is not considered to look so delicate, or to

be so refined upon an aristocratic table: liut that is a very

secondary consideration with myself, or tliose wdio alone

will honour my remarks by glancing over them. We are

aiming at the cheap, the simple, and the satisfying ; and a

nice disli of cabbage thus softened ami enriclied, witli a

piece of bread, is a dinner which a thankful heart may well

eat witVi a relish.

In the island of Guernsey, there is a soupwliich is in very

general use among the native families in tlie upper ranks,

but is almost the universal food of the peasantry, and is pre-

ferred by them, and senants also, to almost every other
thing. Large well-hearted cabbages are boiled in water,

Avitli a piece of prepared suet about the size of a pullet's egg
when three large cabbages are used, and so in proportion.

When they are thorouglily done, the whole mass is poured
into a tm'een, liquid and all, and eaten with bread. Tlie

cottagers cut pieces of bread into a basin for each person,

and pour the soup upon it. The preparation used is made
by rendering down equal quantities of nice mutton suet and
lard together, and pouring it oft' into pots, in wdiich state it

will Iceep a long time. It is very dehcate, and makes a most
relishing and uuexpensive disli with very httle trouble. To
a large family of children, so nourishing and cheap a dinner

is truly valuable ; and although in England we are little

accustomed to use such simple ingredients, yet, let us not be
prejudiced against such things as others find to be good, but
try them, and endea^o^u• to profit by our neighbours' better

management and experience. A wife and mother labouring

with all her heart to keep her weekly expenses within

bounds, will gladly seat lier little ones round a tureen of

Guernsey soup twice in the week at least; and those wlio

feed only upon pulse, on a strong and holy jirinciide, need
not fear but that they will have faces as fair as those who
sit at the king's table.

to CORRESPONDENTS.
Various Queries (Flnru Mttiilngtie'.—Tliere is no g:ootl white gera-

nium for beiitlinc? except the one you named. Double Jrtro/teii : Yfuing

plants from spring cuttings, as verbenas, will flower from June to October

in any good soil ; old plants of it will not do well. It is a good ])Iun to

turn young bedding plants into frames, without pots, as soon as they arc

hardened for the change. Furlisin ffloljosit is a tit subject for a neutral

bed, not in an arrangement of colours. Ftfchsiiis Icept tirij hi iriitter are

potted in February or fllarch, and then watered. We do not know a good

Wtiite Culecolaria for beds. Do you happen to know it, and have you

seen it in bloom ? If so, let us know your opinion of it. A pyramidal
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bed might be made with a Hnmea in the centre ; but what plants do you

I

propose to follow ? Follow *' Aunt Harriet " to the letter with your gin-a-

niitms. Climbing roses, when they have covered the trellia/ should be
I cut close, not before.

I

Endive (A. B. C.).—Endive is blanched like lettuce, by tying up the
:

plants when they are quite dry.

Weeping Ash {ihid).— It may be trained in any direction on a house
by fastening the shoots with ties, or nails and shreds, as they grow ; but

I the only advantage it will have there over the common ash is, when it

I reaches the top that the shoots may be trained downwards again. We
' would not plant it against anything, or any other tree. The weeping
I

ash will graft easily on the common ash in April, the same way as you
;

would graft an apple tree.

I Newly-planted Shrubs (A^of'fcf).—You have done quite right by
placing a lot of leaves over the roots and soil, to keep them down ; at the
end of April remove this covering two or three inches from the stems,
and let the mulching remain all next summer. The best evergreen roses
are mentioned in all the former volumes several times. No evergreen
climbing rose can well be grown as bushes, but as you are a recent sub-
scriber we shall name the best evergreen climbing roses, and in the order
of their superiority r—i-V/iViVe Pcrpetuclle, Prinrcss LoJiise, P7'i>icess

Marin, Myrianthes, Odurata or Triomphe de Bolivyllen, Adelaide d'

Orleans, Spectahile, Itampant, Briinonii, and Banksiajlora.
I-Iardy Plants {B. B.).—You ask for the names of "half a dozen

hardy and half-hardy plants." Before we can answer you, we nmst know
if the plants are to be trees or shrubs, climbers, herbaceous plants, or
bulbs. "\Ve are not aware of any recent additions to the best annuals.

Flower-garden (Nfival Officer).—Yoar plan surprised us. We.
too, have been in every clime and kingdom—bay, bight, strait, and
"road-stead," from pole to pole, in our own little library, and we have
often thought that if we had the good or bad luck of having R.N. affixed
to our clanship, we would make our flower-garden represent the globe
on a flat surface—not in two half globes, as the geographers have it—but
by cutting up the old ball into four or sU pieces—all the seas would he
in grass, the great continents in masses of trees, the adjacent islands in

clumps of shrubs, and the Archipelago in flower-beds ; the great routs
through " the highway of nations " we would lay out in concrete walks.
Then, in the evening of our pilgrimage, we could communicate with the
whole without the aid of the submarine telegraph. Instead of all this,

however, you have chosen the perfection of geometric forms and lines,

and the result is a perfect gem of the first water. If the "retaining wall"
could have been placed so far back as to give an equal length and breadth
on each side of the bow-window, Euclid himself, with the best analyst of
perspective at his elbow, could not have made you a better plan for the
locality, which we last saw when you were probably at the Antipodes.
We shall write again as soon as we have studied your "log."
Floweh-garden (W. P. if.).—"The man" ruined the effect of your

garden by making 1 twice or three times too large, leaving all the rest
screwed up to the smallest compass. The situation is only fit for a
regular geometric figure—working both ends alike from the centre oppo-
site the entrance. Y'ou must have experienced the full force of our aver-
sion to long sharp points in flower-beds. As it stands, we would make a
rosary of 1 ; 2 and 7, scarlet gera7iiums ; 5 and 8, yellow calceolarias ;

6 and 9, hlueiih, or purplish verbenas, or heliotropes, or lobelia race-
mosa; and the rest with such low things as you might fancy yourself.

Covering a Wall, &c. {A,B., Renfrew).—Dig out a trench eighteen
inches deep and two feet wide on the lawn side of the wall, fill the trench
with the best soil you have, and plant ivy, as large as you can buy it,

about two feet apart. Water it well the first two seasons, and by that
time your wall may be completely covered. In the neighbourhood of
London, you could cover the wall at once, with established ivy plants in
pots from seven to ten or fifteen feet high. Hloneywort (Lysimachia
Nummularia) is the htst plant for your vase, and see that it has plenty
of water in summer, good soil, and good drainage.

Flower-garden {T. P. S.).—To study a whole map of the Chinese
Empire would be nothing to that of reading the plan of your flower-
garden on a page of post paper, with a multitude of writing in thirteen
different directions. Our poor old head became giddy the first niglit
turning the page round, and round, and round again, and then we could
not make it out. But now having mastered your composition, we are
quite at home with you. Your own plan for a flower-garden for that
exact place could not be improved on by any one in Liverpool ; and your
arches, as far as we can judge, will look extremely well when once
covered

;
but do not confine them to roses only. Have a proper mixture,

which you may easily select from our previous list, and have them all
planted in good soil before the" end of February. Rout out the whole of
the present hedge, and plant a row of Gloire de Rosamene rose instead

;

but first read what we said about it last summer, and go on accordingly

;

but add a little fresh soil. You shall have the names for your beds nest
week.

Lichen Pyxidatds {T. M. W'.).-Why do you use such bygone
botanical works? they are of no authority. No wonder that you did not
find this moss in any other book than " Green's Universal Herbal." We
suppose it is the Cenomyce pyaidala of modern authorities. It is one of
the commonest of the mosses on banks and other dry soils.
Raspberry {A Subscj-iber).—Any respectable nurseryman will supply

you with the varieties you name.
Peas (Twi^-).—Your list is a good one, and your peas should be sown in

the order in which we enumerate them. Prince Albert, Early Charlton (if

these are sown at the same time, the latter will rome into gathering ju^t

as the first is over), Ringwood Rlarrow, Imperial Ularrow, Bishop's Long
Pod, Hair's Dwarf Mammoth, Fairbcard's Champion of England,

Knight's Tall Marrow, Tamarind. This is the order in which we should

sow them until the end of May, but after that time we should only sow

Ringwood Marrow, ICarly Charlton, and Prince Albert, these being the

quickest growers.

Bees {B. B ).—l. Mr, Payne has not published a fourth edition of his

" Apiarian's Guide.*' 2. You have advocated ada])ting boards, and I

found their use last season in enabling me, by passing a divider between

them, to remove a small super with ease. Now, how is this to Vie done

with the hive havingTaylor's shade—j\lanual,p.37) -tth edition;—the inner

rim is to stand up half an inch, and the super stands outside. A divider

cannot be introduced without lifting the super, and thus breaking the

combs—the object sought to be avoided. The super is placed outside the

rim, the adapter must be inside, of thin mahogany, and twelve inches

square. It may be necessary to cut off the corners to allow the under

rim of the shnde to fit over it ; at the depriving time the shade is

removed. 3. No adapting board required with Taylor's bar-hive. 4. In

boxes placed upon stocks it is certainly right to have a bottom (easily

removed) with a four-inch hole in it. This fixes the combs, and renders

them less liable to break down in carriage.

Pruning Newly-planted Trees {J. S.J.— Itis best not to prune

newly transplanted trees till the spring— this we have stated already more

than once ; and when the planting is deferred till the spring, pruning

and planting must run close on the heels of each other; but a better

plan than either, when home plants are to be removed, is to have the

pruning eff'ected in September, or, in the case of evergreens, five or six

weeks before their removal.

Rhododendrons (Ibid).—^^'hen the soil is favourable these will

grow on steep banks as well as on the flat—witness the fine rhododen-

drons growing on the common soil on the burning slopes at Malvern

Wells. When the soil is unfavourable they are better on the flat system,

more shaded if possible, and the surface of the beds to be covered ^\ ith

a thick layer of moss. Rhododendrons have had as much quackery

about their treatment as any plants we know. Chalk and calcareous

earths they do not like.

Meslin Bread.—A correspondent at Newcastle-on-Tyne says, "In
your Cottage Gardener last week regarding the proper quantities of

flour and rye to mix for Bleslin, too much rye is stated. Being constantly

in the habit of getting it ground myself for sale, the quantities I can

state as used here are two-thirds wheat and one-third rye, which makes
a most excellent brown bread."

Sugar Beee.—J. E. W. writes to say: "It may be interesting to

some of the readers of The Cottage Gardener to know, that the

diff"erence between this beverage and that in ordinary use consists more
in name than in reality. The constituents of barley necessary for the
manufacture of beer are gluten and starch, part of which are converted

into SUGAR either by the process of malting or that of mashing ; and it

is from the sugar that the sweet-wort is formed. Sweet-wort may be
prepared from raw sugar in the manner already recommended in Tue
Cottage Gardener ; and if it is analyzed it will be found to be nearly
identical with that procured from mtilt—the chief difference being that
slight traces of alkaline salts will be found in the malt liquor.

Casiellia Leaves Browned (J. ^^).—We can hardly make out the
reason. There are traces of scale and thrip ; and as it has been sent you
as a present, we think it might have been injured by being too long shut
up when it was growing freely. Take off the discoloured flowers, and
syringe with clear soot and sulphur water, but we give you no great
hopes of success until next season. If all right at the root, you may cut
in the straggling head about April or May ; and the closer and hotter you
can keep the plant afterwards, with plenty of moisture in the air, the
better it will break, and all trace of dist-ase and insects disappear. If

such treatment would render your greenhouse too hot— if you cannot
manage the matter there during the summer—erect a temporary place
for such a fine plant as was lately recommended for unhealthy oranges.

Mulching over Rose Pots (/I Subscriber).—Quite right ; the water
used will thus carry a portion of nourishment to the roots from the
decayed dung you have placed un the surface.

Mosses and Ferns [Lady Bird).—There is no such work on the
Mosses as Mr. Moore has written upon the Ferns. Asplenium Filix

fismina is the correct botanical titles of the Lady Fern. MTierever it is

called Aspidium it is an error. You will do no harm to your Ferns, whilst
you increase the beauty of their effect, by growing among them such
flowers as oxalis, dwdsl campanulas, primroses, orchises, 2.nh. snowdrops.
Adiautam formoswn is a New Holland fern, and most of the Doodias are
from the same country; but there is no such species as the one you
mention, neither do we know Pteris marglnata.

Double Scarlet Thorn (A Nurseryman, Chehnsford).—It was
Mr. Beaton, and not I\fr. Fish, who wrote about this ; and you will have
seen what has passed between Mr. Rivers aud himself upon the subject.
ViNEGAu Plant (T. IF.}.— It was once said to be a native of Italy,

but at page 94 of our second volume the subject was set at rest. It is a
fungus native of vinegars in our climate, and capable of propagation by
offsets.

HiMALAYAH PuMpKiN Seed.—The Subscriber having a few saved
last year, will be happy to forward a couple to any person on receipt of
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an envelope properly directcil, and two postage stamps.—J. B. Store//,

Oakham.
Payne's Hives (IF. A. E.).—You are quite right as to the prices, and

if you send the money \vc have no doubt he will have you supplied. We
shall be glad of a little of the seed you mention.

Rhubarb Sowi>G {Cornubioisis).— It should have been "sown in

?teftt," not '•;J('«^" If you sow 100 seeds of Red Rhubarb, you may
cxjicet to have seeJiings all red in various degrees of intensity.

Potatoes (.-I St'/Jford^/iire I)ifjnirer).—riaut ni/lutt's Flour balls, or

Martin's Early Seedling. Remove your brucoU plants with a good ball

of earth round each.

CxhU'ouTiW {An Intending Emigrant).—By no means go thither if

you are tempted by visions of a gold harvest. We have now before us a

letter written by an officer on board H, I\I. S. Deedulus, dated St.

Francisco, October 31st, and he says :
—

'! It is all luck now, you may dig

for a week and not get anything. The diggina are getting worse and

worse."

Fruit for North of Ireland {J. N., Omagh).—Apples.—Kerry

Pippin, Golden Heinette, King of Pippins, Scarlet Crofton, Ribston

Pippin (Summer), Golden Pi])|)in (October), Reinctte du Canada, Pear-

son's Plate, Lamb-abbey Pearmain, Sturmer Pippin. Pe«rs.—Citron dc

Carmes, Jargonelle, Duumorc, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Beurre d'Amalis, Bcurrii Diel, Hlonareh, Glout Morceaus, Hacon's In-

comparable, Beurr(5 Ranee. P/»ms.— Orleans, Greengage, Kirk's Coe's

Golden Drop, Washington, Pond's Seedling, Quetsche St. Martin's, Reine,

Claude Violette. CAemcs.—May Duke, Royal Duke, Reine Hortense,

Elton, Kentish MorcUo. We have placed the above fruits in their order

of ripening, arid you will see we have expimged some you named, and

added others. The north of Ireland is not a very flattering climate as to

tender fruits.

Figs {G. S. B.).—Figs in a dwarfed state planted out in a pit, will

require from two to two and a half feet square to each plant. Same sorts,

however, need more room than others, this is determinable by the size

of the foliage conjointly with the habit of the plant. Mr. Rivers grows

his figs (in pots) about the size of small currant bushes (see our editorial

to-day). If you want to economise room, let us advise you to use a soil

somewhat poor, or at least, certainly not rich. A plain maiden light

loam will be quite good enough, and you can use liquid manure if

necessary, whilst the fruits are swelling. The better your soil, the more

room the plants require ;
just as do potatoes and other green crops.

Various Queries [Philocarpus),—There are several "makers" of

pruning knives, and each, it may be, in high esteem somewhere. We
are not aware that there is any peculiar form extant, which ought to

claim precedence over those which may be met with in every really re-

spectable nurseryman's shop in this kingdom. Spur-pruning is not the

maxim with gooseberries. Pray purchase the back numbers of The
Cottage Gardener. You will find all the information there, on this

head, which you seek. Moss on apple, plum trees, &c., is readily

extirpated on the remedial system, by applyinff the urinary matters of

the farm-yard or the stable, during the " rest," or winter season. Any
ordinary "dusting brush" will enable the operator to search every

crevice. Nevertheless, as prevention is before cure, we may as well add,

that those who follow the planting advice given in the pages of " The
Cottage Gardener," will not want to resort to remedial measures as

to moss. Graft a cherry stoekwhen as thick asavery stout gooae-quill, if

you are in haste. Sir H. Davy is right in recommending fresh dung to

be used, if the matter is viewed abstractedly. Let ua, however, submit

such doctrines to the various expediencies which are forced on us, studying

the purpose to which they must be applied. As a general principle, the

main point with manorial matters is get them to descend, not to ascend.

As to your hempen rope for preserving your blossom, we remember

a trite old saying to this effect
—" An empty house is better than a bad

tenant." Pray put aside the "hempen rope" this one spring, and

according to advice in our back numbers, try the retarding principle for

once.
Various Questions (C T. /.).— 1. A list of 12 or 15 Calceolarias

for bedding purposes. See page 201, where Mr. Appleby mentions 10,

most of which we have proved, with the exception of JBo^/e/'s Hero and

Vivid, but which we have no doubt are good. Add Cuies^ Yellow ; Salvi~

/o/ia, yellow and tall; FrostH, dwarf yellow ; Indian Chief, compact,

dwarf, brownish purple ; Lord of the Isles, buff, dwarf, free flowering.

2. Cinerarias.—We do not know of any peculiarly fitted for bedding pur-

poses, as they will not stand the sun well in summer. These with the

habit of old King answer best. If you want some worth growing, select

for yourself from page 182, all of which are good—the newest being the

dearest. 3. Gera7iiutns.—You do not say how many ; and Mr. Beaton

did the matter such justice that we fear to intrude. Tom Thumb, and

Punch, and Imprurcd Frogmore, are the best dwarf scarlets; Pumllu

and Lilliputian are rare little things ; Coinjnictiim is about the best red
;

and Lucia rosea, and some of its varieties, are the best pinks ; but it is

fitter for a pot than a bed. All the variegated-leaved ones are pretty

whether with red or pink blossoms. Prince of Orange and Citrindora

make pretty whitish beds, and their foliage is fragrant ; Unique makes a

fine purple bed. 4. Petunias (6).—The old Pha-niccn makes a splendid

dark bed ; so does Prince Albert in a quiet place and well supported.

Shrubland roie is a beautiful thing, with a clear eye; Madame Parfait
is a nice striped thing, and so is Sir Walter Scott ; Pet (Ivery's), pale

mottled pink, margined with purple. There are many whites of superior
,

form, but partaking more or less of the old Nyclaginijlora, which, for a

large bed, is not to be laughed at. 5. China Asters.—You must depend
upon your seedsman, he will send you almost as many colours as you can

think of. C. Ra)iU7U'ulns (12).—For borders none equals the Turban
Ranunculus. For a bed properly prepared, to be planted in the end of

February, the following may be chosen :— U7j(7e, Pausanias; White and
ro.se, Tcmeraire ; while, purple-edged, Heine dea flcurs ; rose, spotted,

Evelina; dark rose, Surpasse tout; i«j?. Jlauricc ; orange, Cedo nuUi;

yellow, La purite and Voltaire ; very dark, Tippoo Saib ; crimson, Duke
of Bedford ; scarlet, Hxihens

;
purple, Terpsichore, &c. All the others,

except No. 6, may be planted out about the 20th of May. J. Passijlora

fjuadrangularis will not bloom in your greenhouse—winter temperature
'10'^ to 15'^, summer temperature (3o^ and upwards—unless in summer;
and then you must wait until it mounts near the top of the bouse, which

you must keep warm there on purpose.

List of Plants for a Gkeenuodse (Ibid).—It is 13 feet by 12 feet.

As you have already Ericas, Epacrises, Cytisus, Gastrolobiums. Gera-

niums, Fuchsias, Azaleas, Cinerarias, Roses, Petunias, Verbenas, Gar-

denia, Sec, we are afraid to recommend more ; however, we should like

to tempt you with a few Camellias and Correeus, of which lists have

lately been given. You must make up your mind, however, not to have

large specimens, as you already have got far too much, if you have no

cold pit, &c., to help you.

Climbers {Ibid). ~ Hoya carnosa will require a warm place fully

exposed to light, and then it will do well, keeping it dry in winter. We
would substitute a Mandevilla suaveolens, a DoUchos lignosus, and a

Plumbago capensis, which, though not a climber, will answer as one,

instead of the C"oia?«, the Eccrcmocarpus, and the jl/Hur«»rfyo, which

will not only grow out of all hounds, but will be a constant vexation with

their decaying foliage in winter.

Various Queries {J. W. T.).— 1. Why plants should have succes-

sive shifts, instead of one shift, in potting ? Because there is less danger

attending it, especially where there is any hap-hazard work with the

watering-pot ; both plans have their advantages and disadvantages, which

may ere long be discussed. Tender Azaleas frequently drop their leaves

at this time, from being kept too late out of doors in the autumn, and
being allowed to get too dry. As they, like many other evergreens,

yearly lose a portion of their leaves, these generally fall before the buds

swell much, even under the best treatment. The Pe/(/rg-07ii«;HS shifted

a month before Christmas, from S^-inch to Q-inch pots, and looking

exceedingly well now, show that you understand all about it. Neverthe-

less, we would have taken the plan of your neighbour, and, at such a
;

season especially, preferred pnts of 5 or 6 inches. We suspect they will
'

require rnorc heat and attention than otherwise would have been neces-

sary. ^\'e like to give large shifts after the dark days are gone. You
must be on the look out, or your neighbour may yet twit you about your

large shift. Your proposed umbrella trellis is just the thing for Ver-

benas ; in fact, it is much the same as was recommended sometime ago,

only the centre should be a little higher, and then the mass of bloom 1

would resemble a very flat rounded cone. You must grow them well to

get them filled in Blay. They would require to be in their blooming

pots in the beginning of March at latest. The following, we think, will

suit you :

—

White, White Perfection, Mont Blanc; blueish purple, Impe-

ratrice, Josephine, and the old Emma; purple, Royal Purple and Defi-

ance; scarlet. Emperor of Scarlets, Emperor of China; crimson. Gem,
Pink, Delight; light pink, Madame Rattier; j?p.s/i coi'o^r, Vulcan and

Superb; dark crimso/i, Saint fllargaret. Princess Alice, light, with

pinkish eye. For dwarf compact masses, but which will not run far :

over the sides of the pot, the following will answer :—Louis Philippe,

dark crimson ; Samee, large bright pink ; Cliarlwoodii, small dark

purple; Barkerii, bright scarlet; Duke of Cornwall, small crimson;

Mehemet All, crimson. These are all cheap. The greenhouse plants

named will suit your purpose, except that for good plants you must

give more money. The Lapageria rosea is said to be a beautiful large-

flowered twiner, found in Peru. The Pleroma elegans requires caicful

treatment
;
you will find some weeks back a note as to its management.

Various (Lancelot).—There is no white variety o{ Ageratum Me.ri-

canum that we know of. Lobelia erinus albus, sown at the end of Feb-

ruary in heat, will flower alter midsummer. It docs not always come

true from seed. It is a good plant for a very small bed. You ask us to

" name a flower that may be raised from seed to flower the first year, and

to correspond with a bed of heliotrope—Agcratum excepted." We can-
,

not do it; we do not know anything that will do that way. Tom Thumb,

Punch, and Shrubland Scarlet stand as 1—5, and 9 with regard to size

and strength : they arc three sorts of scarlet. La Belle d'Afric is a dark

geranium with a pink eye, very dwarf. Ytolin.fkii and Statatskii are us

one for a flower-bed, and only fit for very small neutral beds, oning to

their want of colour. Sidonia is a beautiful striped flower, but a tender

plant ; the same about Ibrahim Pacha, but his colour is good—red and

white. Bouquet de Flora is one of those namby-pamby flowers Ibcy call

white. It makes a nice bed by itself nevertheless, and so will all in your

list; but, with the exception of Lady Mary Fo.r, none of them wdl be

cftectivc in a good arrangement of colour.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—January l6lh, 1851.
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the porb'aits of the Spotted Eagle aud the Peregi-ine

Falcon, for they are true to the life in attitude and in

gaze, just as we have seen them; yet we only name these

as hest where all are good, because we happen to have

been acquainted with tliem in a state of nature. The
Peregrine Falcon has an interest in the mind of every

one familiar even witli no other than our lightest litera-

ture. The days of falconry were days of chivalry and of

romance, dear to our youthful memories, and associated

with passages of fervid feeling, such as those of Juliet

when she yearns " to lure her tassel yentle back again ;"

aud that in Jlassinger, also alluding to the Peregrine,

describing the " tiercel-gentle " pursuing his game

—

with sucli speed, as if

He carried liglitning iu his wings.

One of these birds we shot on a hawking ground of

King .Jolm, between Woodham and Colchester, in Essex,

and where it is recorded he was in the September of

1212. That bird illustrated the firmness and bravery

which every true portrait of him indicates he possesses.

The shot had inflicted a death wound, yet when a

pointer attempted to take him in his mouth to bring

him to our feet, the bird gathered its last remnant of

strength into one effort, aud died in fixing its beak into

the dog's throat. That it is a bird without fear is also

told by the fact recorded by ilr. Morris, that although

its native haunts are far from those of men, yet, " strange

to say, it has been known to take up a temporary resi-

dence on St. Paul's Cathedral in London; anything but

'far from the busy hum of men;' preying wliile there

on the pigeons which make it their oote ; and a Pere-

grine has been seen to seize one in Leicester Square."

We unwillingly leave the theme, and we will do so by

heartily recommending to our readers the work which

suggested it.

I

small, uuiuerons, generally and chiefly of a pinkish

colour; indeed, tlicy may be called New Holland Alijiucs,

NEW PLANTS.
THEIR PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

Sharp-poixted-leaved Siylewort (Stylidiiim mueroni-

folium).— Botanical Magazine, t. 4538.— The genus

Stijlidium was named, towards the end of the last cen-

tury, by Olof Swartz, a German botanist and author of

several botanical works ; and Dr. Brown has enumerated

forty-five species of Sti/lidiiiiit in his Prodromus Flora:

Nova; HoUandim, nearly forty years back. Since that

time many others have been introduced. The name,
Stylidiuin, is a diminution of Stylus, a column, and is

the head of a small Natural Order called Stileworts (Sty-

lidiaceai), belonging to the Gynandrous class of liin-

nteus, 20-Oijnandria 2-Diandria. The filaments which

carry the anthers in this order are united to the style

which bears the female, or pistil, the two parts forming

together au elongated column, hence the name. The
second, or specific, name is from miwro, a shar]) point,

and folium, a leaf; indicating, in this instance, that the

leaves end in a sharp bristly point. Stylidiiun is a New

I

Holland genus, forming little tufts of herbage, from

j

which rise the flosvers, either singly or on little rigid

stems, in spikes or racemes, like au ear of oats, but

branched out in several directions. The flowers are

having a peculiarly neat manner of exhibiting their little

gay flowers. They are easily managed iu a greenhouse

or window iu little pots of some light earth, aud many of

them seed very abundantly, and are not difficult to rear

that way. We shoidd like Mr. Fish, or Mr. Appleby, to

name half a dozen of the best species he may happen to

be acquainted with as ornaments, and we woidd impress

on the fathers of families to procure some of them, if only

to teach the yomig ideas the extreme singularity of the

conformation of their flowers and seed apparatus. Those

are the best introduction we know of to the study of the

same parts in the wonderful creation of the Orchid race.

In the first place, the flower is in one piece (monopeta-

lous), and tlie opening expansion is divided into five

parts, as in orchids; one of the divisions is smaller than

the rest, and answers to the lip, or labellum, in the

orchid tribe. Tins lip rolls back, or is deflected, as the

botanist would say; the column is longer than the open-

ing of the flower, and hangs down with a bend over the

short lip, as if wishing to get away from the flower. On
the top of the style, or column, is now seen two anthers

full of pollen, each dividing into two parts, and covering

the top of the column ; thus keeping the stigma of the

pistil, or female, out of sight in the early stage of the

flower ; and if the anthers were to open while the parts

were thus arranged, the pollen must necessarily fall away

without a chance of reaching the hidden stigma; but

here another extremely interesting phenomenon occurs ;

an insect, or a puft' of wind, or, it may be, a hidden con-

trivance in the parts, beyond our observation, disturbs

the c ilumn, and instantly it springs up, fixes itself on
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the opposite side of the flowers, the anthers expand, and

tlie stigma for the first time comes to light, and may he

seen seated in a little cavity on the top of the eolnmu ;

somewhat after the way this part is arranged in Uoude-

nicuh, as instanced hy a common greenltoiise plant,

LeseJienauUia formosa. This kind of irritability is seen

in many other flowers, hut the way the anthers and

stamens are connected into one body is not seen in any

instance that we arc aware of out of the orchid alliance.

Sli/liiliiim miicronatimi was iirst lUscovered by Sender, but

introduced into this country by Messrs. Lucombe, I'ince,

and Co., of E.K.eter, from Swan Biver seeds. It is a pretty

greenhouse or room pUxnt. Ulein tufted, and very leafy.

Leaves smooth, spreading, narrow, bristly pointed. Flower-

stem one on each branch, nine inches high, covered, as weU
as the crili/x, with hairs tipped with glands ; flower-leaves

(corolla) bright yellow, with a zigzag line of orange.

and nearly two inches across, hang down singly from

tlie axils of the leaves, and afterwards give place to ber-

ries as large as a small cherry, juicy, and of a fine purple

colour. It was sent to the Kew Gardens, in 1840, by

Mr. Wilson, of tlie Botanic Garden, Jamaica, where it

flowered in September, 1800. Altogether it is a welcome

addition to our gardens.

The Gordonias of North America and Java, it will be recol-

lected, are stationed among Tlieails, and with the Tea plant,

the Camellia, and a few others from China, they form tlie

principal plants of the order Icnown to the British gardener;

: but there are many very beautiful trees and shrubs of this

I same order in the woods of South America and in the East

I

Indies whicli remain yet to repay the exertions of the plant
' collector. The Assam tea plant we lia\e seen seems much
more robust in all its parts than plants of the China species

of the same age and under similar management.
Freziera theoirles is described in the Fhm of Jamaica as

resembling the Black Tea plant of China, both in leaves and

Howers. It is an evergreen shrub about four feet high,

though in Jamaica it attains to five times that height. Leaves

alternate, pointed oval, dark green, saw-edged. Calyx in five

segments, with two pclah heart-shape, point uppermost.

Seerls angular and numerous.
We must observe, and express our deep regret, that while

the above was being penned, intelligence has arrived that

Dr. M'Fayilen, the author of the " Flora of Jamaica," had

been hurried to the grave, a victim to his professional duties,

amid the fe\er and cholera now devastating that island.

Tea-like FuEZiEnA (Freziera thcoides).— Botanical

Magazine, t. 4i3I6.—The genus Freziera was named by

Swartz, in memory of A. F. Frezier, a French botanical

traveller in Chili and the South Sea Islands. The spe-

cific name intimates that the leaves are like those of the

tea plants of China. The nearest genus and species

among its kindred is Lettsomia tomcntosa, a beautiful

Peruvian shrub, described by Euiz and Pavon, the

Spanish travellers, in their Flora Peruviana. It belongs

to the same Natm-al Order as tlie Tea and Camellia,

Theacls (TernstrbmiaoesB), and to the first order of the

thirteenth class of the Linnsean system, Pohjandria

monogi/ina. It is a native of the Blue Mountains in

Jamaica, is a strong evergreen shrith, requiring the tem-

perature of a warm greenhouse, or a structure with a

temperature between a common greenhouse and a stove,

wdiich gardeners call an intermediate house. The leaves

are glossy green, and notched on the edges, and smaller,

but much in the shape and consistency of those of the

Camellia, provisionally termed leathery leaves, owing to

their stiffness. The flowers, which are of a creamy white

THE PEUIT-GAEDEN.
Pkesent Position of Hardy Fruit CtiLiuRE.—An

inducement presents itself to ofler a few general obser-

vations under this head—probable usefulness to tliose

who intend planting fruit-trees this spring ;
and what is

done in this -n-ay, we may add, must he done speedily.

It would appear, that there is as much room still for

improvement in this department of gardening as in any

other—perhaps more. In The Gardeners' Journal for

Januaiy the fourth occurs the following remarks :

—
" In

passing through this famous emporium of vegetables,

fruit, and flowers, Covent Garden, two or three days ago,

we were particularly struck with the scanty supply of

hardy Emjlish fruits. The only good pears, for example,

were two or three samples of Olout Morceau, and the

Jersey and Guernsey OhaumoateUe." The apples, too,

are said mainly to consist of the Ribston rip}iin, which,

it is well observed, haS never yet become "a drug" in

the market.

Many other remarks occur, which we have not space

to quote, all, however, tending to show that the selection

and cultivation of hardy fruits in Britain is anything

but what it ought to be.

Whilst adverting to the complaints of the metropo-

litan horticultural press concerning this question, we
may as well add, that an article in The Gardeners'

Ghroniele of the same date, by a strange coincidence,

animadverts somewhat strongly on the want of skill in

the English hardy fruit gardener, as compared with

his continental neighbours.

Now, all this is sutficienlly astounding. The question

instantly occurs to the mind—how is it, in the first

plaje, that our great London commercial gardeners (who

are known to he pi-etty astute as to mattei's of profit, as

connected with the demands of the markets) cannot

arrive at such modes of cultine as shall not only readily

supply the market demands, hut absolutely glut them?
Another view of the question also arises ; some of the

gardening periodicals are, it may be said, replete with

information on this head, and have been ever since the

days when the ill effects of stagnant and over manured
soils were first pointed out. How then is it, that a
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thorough refoi-m in hardy fruit culture has not heen
effected, or if it has, why are not the benefits sensibly
felt even in our markets ?

These are grave matters for inquiry ; and, craving the

]iatience of tlie readers of this work, we will just

glance at the main features of the question. We must
in so doing see wluit is the substance of the advice on
hardy fruits given in tlie pages of The Cottage Gak-
DENER since its commencement. Such, on a careful

examiuation, will be found to be as follows :
—

•

First:—Avoidance of stagnation in all fruit soils.

Second.—A due attention to the mechanical condition
of soils, iri'espective of the question of manures.

Third.—Manures applied with more caution, and
mostly as top-dressings adapted to cases of real need.

Fourlli.—A recommendation of the " platform " mode
of plantmg, by which, in conjunction with a proper
adaptation of stocks, a much earlier profit is obtained

;

by which, moreover, less labour is entailed in the
operation, a greater collection of fruits may be indulged
in, and, lastly, superior qualities obtained.

Fifth.-—Protection of blossoms based on a rdardinrj
'principle ; this is not yet half appreciated, even by first-

rate practical men.
Si.rtk.—A due attention to the summer growths, as

superseding much useless labour in the end, as well as
many over-elaborate formalities connected with mere
modes of training, which liave but too well succeeded
in decoying the attention of inexperienced persons from
the real basis of this question.
Now, witli the rising year, we would fain so recapitu-

late some of those leading principles, as to attract a
renewed share of attention, from at least the inex-
perienced ; and in order that the stigma of inferiority

may be speedily removed from Kiitish gardeners, who
we had verily fancied in our yearnings after British
supremacy, were the very fuglemen of three-parts of the
gardening world.

Avoidance of Stacjnatio^i.—Are there readers of this
work who still entertain hopes that their damp and
stagnant soil will do prettij well without draining ? Let
them at once dispel the idea. A poor man who has not
money to pm-ohase a lew tiles, or to obtain the drawing
of them, may have some excuse; not so the majoi'ity of
our readers. We have seen many scores of little

orchards in our day, composed of as good soil as ever
" a crow flew over," yet consisting of stunted and moss-
bound trees, totally iniprofitable to their owner, who
would frequently stand with folded arms wondering
how it was, since he had manured them so well, and ob-
tained such good sorts.

A due attention to Mechanical Condition.—If any one
does not thoroughly understand the appUcatiou oi' this
term, whicli merely relates to what used to be called the
staple of the soil, we beg of him to observe that it is not
the mere colour of the soil, nor the amount of manurial
matters it may contain, that alone adapt it to the weU-
beiug of any given crop. The texture of the material
should be of such a character, that moisture wlien im-
parted should speedily and equally become diffused
through the whole mass ; not passing through it in
seams or rifts, or remaining suspended too long. Now,
to accomplish this, it is necessar-y that a due amount of
sand (or sometliing to represent it) be mixed with clayey
or over adhesive soils, and vice versa. Those of a ])oaty

character, too, need the application ol both sand and
clay, or marl. There is no rule ibundcd on principle as
to proportions; it is a mere rule of thumb affair: every
man must judge for himself We may here observe,
that the tost used at the potting-bench by gardeners
holds good here. Take a handful of the soil when
neither wet nor dry, squeeze it close in both hands, then
let it drop from a yard in height to the ground. If it

instantly divide into powdery material, it 'wants more of

the adhesive principle ; if it does not divide, it requires
sand, and so forth of all the intermediate gi-ades.

Apqilication of Manures.—We may here observe, that
the mixing of too much of manurial matters in the soils

about newly planted fruit-trees, under the dignified title

of compo.sts, has been the cause of more miscliief than
even the other evils, especially to .tmaU (jardcners who
want a quick return, together with many kinds in a
small compass. It is one thing to apply rich top-

dressings to trees in full bearing, and altogether another
to mi.x a lot of stimidating manures in the soil, which
cannot, if a case arise, be easily extracted again. If

people would well master the subject of mechanical tex-

ture, and exercise a severe economy \\\ the mode of using
maiden soils or loams (through the use of platforms on
given stations), they would be enabled to reserve ma-
nurial matters for other and more legitimate purposes,
the latter amply repaying even the purchase of loam, if

necessary.

Tlie Platform System.—This consists, as before ex-

plained, in preparing soil at given stations for the re-

ception of fnnt-trees. As a matter of economy, and
greater certainty, it thus stands opposed to the old plan
of border making, which is a fearfidly expensive pro-

ceeding, and has frequently proved as unsuccessful as

expensive. By the platform mode, there is no occasion,

on even inferior soils, to prcpai'e and improve more than
si-X feet square. Our practice is to use stone, brick, or

other imperishable material at the bottom, but by no
means concrete, or anything imjiervious. AVitli any
ordinary garden soil of decent character to begin with,

six barrows of sound loam is sufBcieut for any fruit-tree

tlie amateur may desire to plant. Indeed, four will

sufiice for most. This mode of planting is so very im-
portant, in om' estimation, as proved by long practice,

that we shall feel bound to recur to its details.

Retarding Blossoms, as we have before observed, is

not yet half appreciated. We take some credit as to this

practice.' as being the first to bring its importance promi-
nently before the jndjlic ; buttbemerit.if itpossesses any,

will no doubt be claimed by some future practitioners as

soon as they perceive the importance of the piinciple.

Thus it has happened in the matter of sea-kale forcing,

on a simple and more economical principle, by taking

up the roots ; tlie latter grown in a special way for the

very purpose. j\.lthough not the very first to practise it,

we were, doubtless, the first to ckaw public attention to

the question, having advocated tlic practice strongly for

some twelve years at least. Now we perceive most of

our best gardeners fall in with the practice. Tlie readers

of this work will find information about the retarding of

blossoms in back numbers.
Attention to the Summer Growth.—Without this it is

impossible to attain that pitch of success of which
trained trees are susceptible. Much has been said on
this head in previous papers, and much remains to be
said; but we hold it the best policy, in a general way, to

shape oiu' weekly papers as much as possilde to the

]ieriod at which Ibcy arc written.

Once more, then, we beg om- readers to bt'lievo that

only a very small portion of the success of which our

hardy fruits ai'e capable, has yet been achieved. Let
not any one b? daunted because he has hitluTto been
foiled ; lot liim rather endeavour to acquire an intimate

knowledge of tho.ic first principles on which «io«« success

can be based.

Modes of training, and such matters, inusteverbc held

a subordinate all'air ; nevertheless, it is quite possible,

nay, easy, to combine the utmost symmetry as to train-

ing matters with thoose conditions which insure healthy,

jiermanent, and fruitful trees.

Above all, let every lone be exceedingly cautious in

choosing kinds. Let the maxim of our best idant-

gi'owers of the present day be that of the fruit grower

—
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Selection, not collfct'mii. Inquiries concoming Isinds are

always ausweved witli the utmost (laution in these

columns ; and we may here remarlc, tliat iii the absence

of spcciiil information as to the geographical position of

the locality, we are compelled to prescribe for about

the centre of England, as being least likely to mislead.

Let not inexperienced readers imagine these to be imma-
terial affairs : tlie grape-vine is a pretty good illustration.

Wlio would plant a vine for its fruit amongst the hills of

tlie north of Ireland, or at Johnny Groats?
R. Ereinoiox.

THE PLOWER-GAEDEN.
Rose Bank.—Of all climbers for covering such banks

as I described last week, perhaps roses are the most
appropriate. A rose bank is indeed a very pretty thing

where roses do well—tjiat is, where the natural soil of

the place suits them. Like the vine, the pink, and the

tliousand other plants with wliich we have to do, the

rose likes one partioulai' kind of soil better than any

other, and far better than the best artificial mixture the

gardener and the chemist can prepare it; and, which is

more strange than that, with all our practice and our phi-

losophy, there is no rule yet established by which we can

determine beforehand whether this or that kind of soil

will best suit any given kind of plant. There is one

tiling, however, which any one who has grown the rose

for any length of time may have learned, and tliat is,

that a I'ose garden can hardly be over-dunged, and

that no soil is too good for the rose. It follows, if we
are to grow roses after the manner here suggested, we
should in the first setting out prepare a thoroughly good

and rich border for them, and also make it a standing

rule—never to be departed fi-om on any pretext what-

ever—that no other plant is to share with the rose the

good things in this good border. If there is one thing

more than another in which gardeners, amateurs, florists

and all err, it is in making a suitable bed or border for one

kind of plants with the right hand, and with the left one

putting in others "just for a season or two, while the soil

is fresh." Those who cannot resist this bad style of

cultivation should not go to the trouble and expense of

making a rose bank.
On either a sandy or open gravelly bottom we seldom

think of putting in drains for flower beds or borders,

and I believe I have said already that there is hardly a

flower bed in the gardens here that has not been clayed

at the bottom to prevent the escape of moisture too fast

;

nevertheless, such a border as I now contemplate must
be provided with a thorough good di'ainage, whatever
kind of natural bottom it may be on, because all the

rain which falls on the whole surface of the bank must
of necessity run down on the border, as off the roof of a

house ; indeed, the borders on either side of a ridged

bank may be compared to gutters under the eaves of a

roof Climbing roses would do all the better if the

border is full two feet deep—they do not require a very

wide border, but their natural way is to strike their

roots down a good depth ; a yard wide will be qiiite

enough for any climbing rose I know, if it can go down
deep enough. If the bottom was favourable—say either

rod;, sand, or open gravel—I would choose a four-feet-

deep border a yard wide before a six or seven feet wide
border only eighteen inches deep. Some day or another
I shall advance proofs suflioient to establish the fact,

that we—at least, we gardeners—have established an
untenable doctrine with respect to the depth tliat roots

should be allowed to reach ; but for the present border
let us say two feet deep and three wide, of the best

materials, the surface of the bank made sure for the

next dozen years, and then we are ready to plant ; and,
that our next-door neighbours may not find out what we
have been driving at all the winter, the best plan will

be to put in a double crop of plants at once, placing

two and two of a kind next each other; and when the

bank is covered, which it very soon will be, we shall

have a whole host of duplicate plants to take up and

dispose of in any other of the ways that we have been

suggesting in The Cottage Gaedenek.
I should think, if every thing went on favoiu-ably,

that at the end of the third year we might begin to thin

out some of these fast-growing climbers where they

became too thick ; then would be a good opportunity

to try the experiment of close pruning them in the

middle of September, so as to be ready to transplant six

weeks afterwards, and do as well the year foUowing as if

not interfered with at all. Another way would be to try

some of them against old or young trees about tlie

garden, after the old tar-barrel fashion, and these would

Just be the very kinds of plants for this experiment.

But why suggest, when there is no end to the ways one

might dispose of a lot of well nursed and established

hardy climbers like these? Therefore, the best «'ay

would be to order them in the lump, just as the nur-

serymen often advertise them, and plant tliein at five or

six feet apart to begin with : this would be by far the

cheapest way, only if a large number was bargained for

I would stipulate that one or two of the best sorts in

each class should be included. And here I may as well

give my voice in aid of a suggestion I saw in a con-

temporary the other day with respect to rose ciitaloijiics.

The suggestion, I beg to assure the dealers, if acted on,

would put more money in their pockets than would pay

for printing a double impression of their most useful

catalogues. It was to the eflect, that all roses whatever

shoidd be entered in a continuous alphabetical arrange-

ment, and the class to which each rose belonged be

marked in one column on the same page, as is now done

with heights and prices. I was once of opinion that

not only rose catalogues but all dictionaries and encj'-

clopffidias shoidd be arranged in natural groups, as

botanists do their genera, and as rose growers do theii'

catalogues at present ; but I am now old enough to see

the great folly of such ideas ; and if I were not, the

queries from correspondents of this work woidd con-\ance

me of my error. It is all very well for we gardeners, and

for all those who have a pretty good notion of any class

of subjects, to have them presented to us in their

natm-al classification, but depend upon it, if we ai-e in

earnest in wishing to carry the great bulk of our coun-

trymen and countrywomen along wdth us in the march

of improvement, there are no means so easily to effect

our purpose as the A 13 C plan of arranging all our

catalogues and dictionaries. Witness the present

demand for our own new Dictionarij, and the praises

already sung in its favour, before people are aware of

even a" tithe of what is still behind.

Now, to make a begmning, here is my own list for a

rose bank just in the way all amateurs wish for the

whole catalogue. Evr. stands for Evergreen; CI. for

Climber; A^oi. for Noisette; Ayr. for Ayrshire; Bnli.

for Banksian; Brslt. for Boui'sault; Pra. for Prakie

roses ; Mlt. for IMultiflora ; and Msk. for Musk climbing

roses; and what is to hinder any one from following the

same plan if the sections were double the number, or

any other simple plan which may be more easily under-

stood. At the beginning of the catalogue all these

abbreviations, or shortenings would be set down, also, in

the order of the ABC, thus :

—

Ayr.
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Cabbage rose, Soui:eiiir de Mahnaison was my peculiar

favourite, wbich, by tbe way, would be quite true; be
would only bave to turn to S and look down tbe line

till be cainc to tbe very name; tbcn, passing bis eye

across tbe page, be would see in one of tbe ruled columns
tbat it was a Br., or Bonrbon rose; inn., a moderate
grower for a Bourbon; li.-Jl., a ligbt-flcsb or blusli-

coloiu'ed rose ; v. I., a very largo one ; and Is. or Is. Gd.

cbarged for a nice bealtby plant of it. xVnd wby not trans-

late tbe names as we do in tbe Dictionari/ ? Tbus, Sou-

venir means remembrance, and Mahnnison means a

palace residence near Paris, once occupied by tbe ill-

used Empress Josepbine, tbe faitbfnl and cruelly divorced

wife of Napoleon ; tberefore tbis rose is a remembrance
of Malmaison ; or, if you like it better, a rose to tbe

memory of tbe faitbfnl Josepbine—tbe best of all tbe

Freucb roses. Let Mr. Rivers try bis band on tbis way
of arranging bis rose catalogue, and he will bave more
customers tban he can grow roses for.

Best CLuinixG Roses.
1. Banksia : wliite ; requires a south aspect on a hank, and

protection in winter for the first fuur or five years.

2. lianlfsia : yellow; same as No. 1.

3. Banlislcpflom (Kvr.) : white llowerwitli a buff centre, very

hardy.
4. Bennci's ScccUiiirj (Ayr.) ; pure wliite, and very hardy and

fast grower.
I). Crimson BniirmiiU : tbe best of its class.

0. Dundee liambler (Ayr.) : whitish, very hardy, and free

grower.
7. JDonna J][tiria {ViW.): pure wliite, very hardy, and fast

grower.

8. FelicUe-Pcrpe/iicl/e (Evr.) : small creamy white flowers,

veiy liardy, and free.

0, Gracili.'i (Brslt. ) : a strong free grower, with pink flowers.

10. GrevUlii (Mlt.) : tlie seveu sister rose, of various hues;
treat it as No. 1.

11. Incrmis (Brslt.) : a large red flower, and free baliit of

growth.
13. Jaunc dc Prcz (Noi.) : a strong grower, with huif flowers

;

tender; treatment as No. 1.

1.3. La Biclie (Noi.) : a strong grower, liardy, with large
clusters of white flowers.

14. Lamnrk CNoi.) : tender; splendid large whitish flower,

free, and best worked on No. 8.

1.5. Lniira Daronst (Mlt.): rather tender; a fine sort, with
liglit-shaded flowers.

10. Liiica—Fortune's double yellow—(Evr.) : said to be
splendid.

17. Maria Leonida CMak.) : tender; light-flowered; to be
treated as No. 1.

18. Mijrianthcs (Est.) : very hardy, fast grower, perhaps the
best.

19. Prinri'ss Louise (Evr.) : very hardy, very strong, and
blush-white flowers.

20. Princess Maria (Evr.) : very strong, very hardy, with
pinkish flowers.

21. Jlamimnt (Evr.): a strong hardy sort; white flowers,

blooms in autumn.
22. Bivers (ilsk.) : a sweet pinkish flower, tinged with buif.

2^3. Splcndens (Ayr.) : very hardy, fast grower, with creamy-
white flowers.

24. Qneen of the Prairies : a fast grower, Ijut tender, and
must be treated as the Banksians ; it has large red-

dish flowers, sometimes striped with white.

This list of climbing roses is the most serviceable one
hitherto furnished in Tii]'; Cottagk Gakdexer, or any-

where else. It is quite long enough for tbe largest

establishment in tbe world ; and I bave grown every one
of them, anil twice tbe number, e.Kcept 10, Eortunc's

yellow China, and 24, Queen of the Prairies. I believe

there has been some mistake about IG: it was pro-

nounced in London, as soon as it flowered, to be
good for nothing; but last summer twelvemonth I bad
a report of it from tlie neighbourhood of Hereford which
said it was most magnificent then, and tbe admiration
of everyone who entered tbe garden. The reporter knows

roses as well as I do, and I know tbe best of tliem as

! well as anybody, therefore I recommend it as tbe best

and newest in the list. Nos. 1, 2, lU, 12, 14, l.j, 17, and
24 are tender sorts, atleast until they are well cstablisbed

;

but on a sloping bank facing tbe south they woidd
answer much better than against a south wall, and
would be niucb easier protected there with lir or spruce

boughs or laurel pruniugs stuck among tbe branches.

Here I budded 14 on many sorts of stocks, and those

which it likes best are )S and 18; ou the former as a
pillar rose, and worked eight or nine feet from tbe

ground ; I never saw it flower better; and when it does

well, there is not a liner white rose in existence ; with

me it does not do well against a south wall. 5 and 12

will generally bloom in the autumn, and to encourage
them to do so, tbe strongest of tbe flowering shoots should

be out back half their length in May, or as soon as they

show flower-buds, and many more of tliem might be made
to flower later tbat way. Of all the roses l.j produces
most flowers in a bouse; 3,8, 17, 18, 19, 20 are the best of

what we call evergreen climbers. They will do on any
aspect, and all tbe hybrid perpetual roses will do remark-

ably well budded on 8, 17, 18, and 10. ]3 is a very

large one for its class ; and tbe Ayrshire roses, 4 and G,

to which Eiiija might be added, will grow freely where
few roses could e.x.ist ; and finally, no hedge, or bank, or

brae should be )ilanted with roses without a good many
of the Glurie dc liusamene being put in at the same time.

D. Be.\ton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Forcing HAHcy Plants foe Decorating the Green-
house IN AVinter anu Spring.—As a sequel to other

lists, for varied purposes, lately given, it may not be out

of place to advert to a few luu'dy things that may be

used for ornamenting tbe greenhouse from Christmas,

and onwards, until they bloom naturally out of doors.

]f introduced even at this season, tbe flowers will be

interesting, and the plants will require less attention

tban when the bloom is wanted early. In either case,

however, success will greatly depend upon having a

forcing pit, or a bouse of some sort where a higher tem-

perature can be maintained until tbe flowers are ex-

panding. If there is nothing but tbe greenhouse to take

tliem to, without injuring tbe other plants, hardy speci-

mens could not be got into bloom many weeks before

their usual time, unless tliey wore introduced very early

in autumn.
T shall first give a short list, and then allude to some

of tbe main points of management, premising that the

list will not be e.xtended, and tbat it will be less dis-

tinguished for novelty and rarity than as a group of

common plants tbat will bloom early with but a limited

amount of attention. Tbe following may be considered

a group of dcciduotis shruhs well suited for this purpose.

Ami/gdahii,- (Tbe Almond) nmia, incann, sihirica, and

]iuniihi are neat little shrubs from two to four feet in

height, producing an abundance of pink flowers upon
dumpy spurs, and also on young shoots of last summer's

growth, and flourishing in any common soil.

A^aleii, jiontica, witli all its yarieties, and tbe beau-

lifid garden hybrids, especially if tbe latter, are not

introduced into beat until after Christmas. Do not

force it very early, as if tiiat is tried tbe colours will bo

too pale. Sandy peat best suits all tbe varieties.

Ccrasus (Clierry (jrouji) Mahaleh and Pfciido-ccrasiis,

from five to ten feet in height; piimiht and jii/i/iiiiru,

three to four feet in height; flowers white
;
jiijwiiiai and

jifljniiiai mulliplf.v, from three to five feet, flowers wliitish

with a shade of pink ; bloom most freely on the two-

year-old wood.
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Ohimnimnthus fnigrans (termed sometimes Cahjcaii-

tlius ^/ivfcoo;), yellowish red ; graiulijlonts, dullish yellow,

ilowers not showy but delightfully fragrant, produced on
short spiu'S and well ripened young wood. Jjittle or no
forcing will he requisite for these, as if put in the green-

house in the end of autumn they will yield their odour

during most of the winter. Common loauiy soil with a

little peat.

Ci/donia jnponica, large red flowers
;
jiiponica nlhfi,

white, plants from three to six. leet, bloom produced
ehieBy on the young wood and short spurs ; sinensis,

pink bloom, aud stronger growing. Common soil.

Oi/tisus scojKirius, Jlorc j'^i-'no, white, six feet; race-

mosiis, yellow, and sweet ; jiurpureKS, purple, from three

to six feet. Good open loamy soil, with a little forcing

in the beginning of winter. Eticenwsus will bloom
freely in winter and spring.

Dapline mezcreuni, red ; album, white, three to four

feet in height; rt?/rtica, white, three feet; Fortunii,h\\ie\sh

lilac ; hut to have this in bloom will reijuire similar

treatment to odora and odora rubra, alluded to last

week, which, to be in bloom, require merely to be grown,

not forced. D. Collina has purplish flowers, and D.
cneorum has trailing shoots, aud beautiful heads of pink

flowers; and there is also a variety with variegated

foliage, but these two last species are evergreen, and
like a good portion of sandy peat in the soil.

Dentzia scabra, staminea, corymbosa, all white. With
the first we are best acquainted ; the flowers almost equal
those of the Lily of the Valley in gracefidness, and are

l)rodiiced abundantly ou well-ripened young shoots. It

should be treated like a stool of raspberries ; the old

shoots when done blooming being cut away to give light

and air to the young ones. The more this is attended
to, the greater will be the success. Plants in pots to be
forced early, should be kept in the sun all the autmnn.

Fotherijilla ainifolia, white, four feet. Sandy peat.

Fors!/thia viridissinui, a Chinese shrub, not deciduous;

flowers brownish yellow, produced from the axils of the

fine green leaves. Stands a little heat well.

Genista canariensis ; this is projierly a greenhouse
evergreen plant, flowering late in spring; but with a
little extra heat, it will bloom nicely after Christmas.

Peat aud loam.

Jasminum officinale (the common White Jasmine) ; if

not put in heat too early forces well, if jiruued early in

autunni ; rcrolutum, yellow, does the same ; and nudi-

florum, yellow, rather new, is said to bloom freely in

winter with the shelter of the greenhouse.

Kerria jajionica, yellow ; where grown, to be forced

;

should be treated like the Deutzia. Common soil.

Philadflphus coronarius. This is the tallest of the

group, frequently in good garden soil reaching twelve
feet ; but at half that size it forces very fair, if not put
into heat until now. Most people admire its sweet,

wliite, somewhat orange-scented flowers ; the other spe-

cies are all white, and dwarfer in their habits : coro-

narius Jiore jtleno, hirsutus, tomentosus, aud t/randifiorus

may be selected. Common soil ; requires to be thinned
out after flowering,

Pcconia Moutan. This, in most of its varieties, will

succeed well if not forced earlier than the present time,

and will make a magnificent appearance.
Pruiius iniiritima,white; about four feet; common soil.

Pi/rus arbutifolia, white; three feet; common soil.

lihodora canadensis, pinkish red ; three or four feet in

height; common soil.

Pibes sanffuineiim, red; speciosum, red; the first resem-
bling the currant in its mode of flowering, the second
the gooseberry, are the two best for this purpose ; and
the first the most beautiful. Flowers produced most
freely from the well ripened wood of last season's growth;
common soil. If these are attempted early, the flowers

will be destitute of their rich colour.

Poses—Moss, Provence, Perpetual, Teas, Bourbon, and
China may now be introduced, and will come in by the

end of April.

Spircca crenata, alpiinn, liijpcricifolia, tiralcnsis, dwarf,

with wiiite flowers; blooming profusely ; bclla is a pretty

thing, with j>inkish flowers, but requires a longer time

to force it ; connnou soil.

Si/rini/a ridijaris, the common lilac ; all the varieties

force well—blueish, purple, and white ; jiersica, the white

aud purple va,rieties, the plants are more compact and

bushy than the common. Ohincnsis, violet; habit much
the same ; Josileaa, deep lilac ; habit more like vuhjaris;

common soil ; plants require merely a little thinning in

summer.
Weijjda rosea. The specific term describes its colour;

blooms chiefly on the well-ripened young shoots; a very

desirable addition for this piu'pose.

Of Evergreens I shall jjierely mention a few, and these

for the present shall be confined to what is termed the

group of American plants, all of which have small flbry

roots, and require heath soil to grow them well.

Andromeda c(dijculata, white ; several varieties of the

same colour; angusiifolia, white; jwlifolia, pink; there

are some half dozen varieties, varying chietiy in the

foliage ; rosmarinifoUa, speciosa, glauca, decdbata, are

other piuk-flowered species, all growing from one to two

feet in height.

Ealmia glauca, purple ; rosmarini/oliu, latifolia, an-

gustifulia, and varieties ; and cuncata, reddish and white ;

dwarf pretty shrubs.

Sedum palustre, latifoVmm, canadense, all white and
dwarf.

Rhododendron.—This would constitute a good supply

of itself; fine bushy plants oifcrrugineum and hirsutuiu,

with their red flowers, make a fine appearance ; the

whole of the varieties of pontiemn with purple, white,

and reddish flowers, force well ; and the splendid

hybrids between arboreum, and other more hardy kinds,

do best of all when they are well set with buds—almost

equalling, if not excelling, arboreum in colour, and far

exceeding it in the profuseness of their blooming. A
few good plants are a gi-eat outset to a greenhouse or

conservatory in spring, although the last mentioned will

do out of doors well in a mild spring, yet they never

have the same splendid appearance as under glass, the

rain and winds, not to speak of frost, injuring their fine

blossoms.

Of herbaceous plants, in addition to many others

already indicated, I may mention the Lihj of the Vcdley,

which stands heat well ; if not potted before autumn, the

strongest buds should be selected, and the pot be packed

closely with roots. The Mimulus nioschatus, the JMusk

plant, is also a favourite with many, and forces well

;

old pots may be kept, or a little fresh raised Irom the

garden. PinJiS should also have a ]ilace, and especially

the Anne Bolleijn ; these do best from cuttings taken off

early in spring, planted out, and lifted with balls early

in autumn. The Forget-me-not forces well, if there is

not a high temperature given to it ; and the pretty flowers

are nearly as interesting as its associations.

GENERAL THEATMENT.

1st. It is important to have the plants in good order,

the buds well set, aud the wood well ripened.

and. The plants should be well established in the

pots, by being potted early. The pots should be plunged

during summer in an open situation. If kept in a shady

place the buds will be flimsy. An exception as respects

potting may frequently be made in the case of the

Ameiican plants just mentioned, and also their allies,

the Azaleas, as they will rise at any time from peat soil

with good balls.

3rd. Forcing should commence gradually, beginning

with 45°, and rising by degrees to 60°.
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4tli. The bottom-heat should, if possible, be higher
than the top tcmperatui'e. Success may be obtained,

where there is uo means of giving bottom-heat, but the

trouble and risks are greater. In every case of foi-cing,

the roots should not follow, but precede the expansiou
of the branches. In the present case the difference at

first may be b^, increasiug gradually to 1.5° or 20°. This
difference is easily regulated where there is a hotbed, by
the mode of plunging the pots—setting them in merely
at first, and phmguig deeper by degrees. Although few
deciduous phints answer so well without being esta-

blished in pots, yet we have taken up many of tliem with
fibrous roots, such as Lilacs, and even Buses, to a consider-

able extent, and succeeded very fairly with them, 0"\ving to

being able to give them bottotn-Jwut. They were treated,

however, diftereutly from established plants. I'hey were
at once plunged in a temperature of from 60° to 70°, while

by keephig air on, back and front, or takmg the sashes
off, the top temperature ranged from 35° to 45°. The
object here was to get roots plentifully formed liefore

the buds commenced expanding. This matter will be
worth the attention of those who would hke to try a

few things now from the open garden. If fresh potted
American plants are thus ti'eated, they will succeed all

the better, though the bottom-heat at first must not be
quite so high as for roses, &c. In growing thus in

bottom-heat, the plants should be gradually moved out
of it before taking them to the greenhouse. All sudden
clianges should be avoided.

5th. When the plants have done flowering, if it is

desirable to use them again, they must not be placed
out of sight behind a wall. If possible, a situation

under glass should be given them, and what pruning
they rec^uire (unless stojiping a luxuriant shoot after-

wards) given to them. Air, in quantity, should be ad-

mitted gradually until they will not want the sashes,

and then they may be top-dressed, or shifted, and
plmrged in an open situation, and midched over for the

summer. If such a plau is adopted, such plants will

soon come in early of their own accord, while those
taken from the open border will al\\a}'s be mere tyros

for forcing.

fith. I say nothing of watering, syringing, &c., because
tliey have lately often been referred to ; the chief thing
in the way of prevention will be a frequent putf fi'om

the tobacco fumigating machine, to keep down insects.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC OECHIDACEiE.
OBCHIBS THAT THRIVE WELL IN POTS (Continued from

ixtge 230J.
Cohyanthes macrantha (Large-flowered C); Caraccas.

A most extraordinary flower, even among this tribe of

out-of-the-way forms of inflorescense. It is very large.

One of the lower parts of the flower forjns a kind of cup,
overhanging which is a pair of fleshy horns, irom which
distil drops of a bitter liquid so frequently as nearly to

fill the cup. The sepals and petals are of a fironzy

yellow coloiu-, striped and spotted with purple. The
lip is very thick and fleshy, dull yellow, striped and
spotted with crimson. It is, however, impossible to

give any correct idea by description of this monstrous
flower. We strongly recommend all orchid growers to

procure it, in order to observe one of tlie most extra-
ordinary productions in the shape and size of a flower
nature produces. 42s.

C. MACDLATA (Spotted C.) ; Demerai-a.—Not so large
as the jireceding, but equally curious. The ground
colour of the whole flower is yellowish white, thickly
spotted with dull crimson. 42s.

C. MACDL.ATA vtiv. Parkerii.—The same colours as I

the last named species, excepting the Up, which in this
\

variety is beautifully shaded with dark brownish purple.

It is also more rare. 03s.

C. sPECiosA (Showy C.) : BrazU.—There is a great
similarity of form in this species to O. muculahi, but it

|

is nearly self-coloured, being of a bright yellow colom' i

generally. Mr. Brocldehurst, of the Fence, near Mans- '

field, once imported a large mass of this species, wliieh '

bloomed the second year afterwm-ds, and the upper part I

of the flower was of the most brilliant crimson, or rather
!

bright red, the rest being the usual colour. Unfor-
tunately, this variety grew less and less every year, nud .

at last perished. The species is very ditjicult to keep.

Perhaps it is often grown too fast by giWng too much
heat coiistautly, and so the shoots grow weaker eveiy
year, till the plants finally die. We have a few plants

,

here that appear to be doing very well at present.

31s. ed.
I

Culture.—The leaves of this family arc long, tliin, and
delicate, and when in a young state are stUl more so,

consequent!}', are very impatient of moistm'e. The
flower-stems protrude from the side of the pseudo-bidbs,

and arc of a drooping habit. These two peculiarities

point out to the experienced cultivator tlie particidar

points necessary to adhere to in order to succeed in

growing them well. The pots must be extra-well

drained. Ttu'u a small pot ujiside down over the hole

at the bottom of the pot, fill in round it with roughly-

broken jjieces of potsherds, and cover them and the

small pot with smaller pieces of the same material.

This drainage will then occupy about two thirds of the

depth inside the pot ; fill the remainder with a compost
of very fibi'ous peat and cliopped sphagnum with small

pieces of charcoal, and small broken potsherds inter-

mixed. I^et this compost rise a little above the rim of

the pot. Then tm'u the plant out of its old pot. and
break as few of the living roots as possible ; shake off

all, or nearly all, the old soQ ; remove all the dead roots,

brown sheaths of the psuedo-bulbs, dead leaves, and
insects : then place the plant upon the compost in the

fresh pot, and pack it round with the rougher jueces of

the compost, finishing with covering the roots up to the

liase of the pseudo-bidbs and no higher : give a gentle

watering from the fine rose of the syringe. The potting

of the plant is tVien finished, and it will stand upon a
small conical hillock in the centre of the pot. . In that

jiosition, the water will easily run off, or be evaporated
from the young shoots, and the flower-stems will have a
more free egi'ess into the open air than if the plants were
potted level. The season lor potting sliould be when the

young shoots begin to appear from the base of the last

year's growth; and by managing the growth and rest

properly, they will begin to grow in the early part of the

year. Jf this growth liappen in March, it will be the

right time, because then tlie days are becoming longer,

aud the sun has more power—two circumstauces which
will almost insure health and vigour sutficient to grow
well, and produce large and healthy pseudo-bulbs, with-

out which it is hopeless to expect fine high-coloured

flowers. In summei'. these plants should have a high
temperature; 70° by night and t^5° by day. AVhilst

growing, especially as the bulbs begin to swell, a liberal

supply of water at the loots should be given ; but the

syringe must be used very cautiously, and only in the

mornings of sunuy days, so that the moisture may bo
evaporated amongst the young shoots once every day.

When the pseudo-bidbs are fully formed, the season of

rest, or winter treatment, ought to commence. The
moisture both at the root and in the air should be
considerably lessened ; and when the very shortest days
arrive, almost no water should be given for three

months. This low, cool, and dry winter culture will

keep the plants in the best possible condition. They
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will be attaining strength to start with power when the

stimulating materials of fresh compost, increased heat,

light, and moisture, are applied at the commencement
of the growing season. The time of flowering is, under

such management, from May to Jnly.

Sltuallon.—As these plants are all low growers, seldom

exceeding a foot in height, they ought to be placed

pretty near the glass. If possible, they should not be

further off than three feet, or nearer than two feet.

Cyonoohes baubatum (Bearded 0.) ; New Granada.

—

Sepals and petals greenish white, spotted with pink ; lip

the same colours, and beautifully fringed ; small flowers,

but very pretty. New and rare. 03s.

0. CHLOHocHiLUM (Yeflowish green lipped C.) ; Deme-
rara. — This is a very fine plant, with large hand-

some flowers. They are of a yellowish green colour

;

the lip being lighter. The column is gracefully curved

like a swan's neck, and the pollen masses form a head.

Tliis faneiful likeness is the reason for the first name,
which is derived from the Greek words kiiclaios, a swan,

and auchen, the neck. It is commonly known in English

as the Swan plant. The flower is veay fragrant. 21s.

0. OuMMTNGii (Mr. Gumming' s) ; Sincapore.—Sepals

and petals are white ; the lip is the same colour, with a

bright yellow spot in the centre. Very I'are. (iSs.

C. LoDDioEsii (Mr. Loddiges's) ; Surinam.—Sepals

and petals greenish brown, thinly spotted with dull

purple ; the lip is white, blotched with dark red ;
very

fragrant. This is a very desirable handsome species
;

the spikes produce four or five large flowers each. 21s.

C. LoDDiGEsii var. LEUcocniLrjt (White-lipped va-

riety) ; Guiana.— Sepals and petals greenish yellow,

blotched with brownish red; the lip, as the name im-

jiorts, is white, shaded round with yellow. The flowei-s

are very large, frequently five inches across. It is a

desirable sweet-scented variety. Bare. 42s.

C. MACULAT03I (Spotted C.) ; Brazil.—The flowers are

of a buff' colour, spotted thickly with piu-ple. The pseudo-

bidbs are shorter than any other species ; the flowers

are produced on a long raceme, are rather small indi-

vidually, but are very numerous on the spike. 42s.

C. PENTADACTYhON (Five-flugered C.) ; Brazil.—Sepals

and petals pale yellow, tinged with green, and have
broad chocolate coloured blotches ; the lip is the same
colour, and is divided into five parts like a man's hand ;

hence the second name. A curious interesting species.

42s.

C. venthicosum (Inflated C.) ; Guatimala.—The most
common of the whole genus. It is very like G. cliloro-

cluliim. but not so large. It is the most sweet-scented of

all, and the most easy to cultivate. 1 5s.

C. VENTiucosuM vur. Egertonianum (Sir Philip Eger-

tou's var.)—This is a most oiu-ious departure fi-om the

usual forms and colours of this family of plants. We
have seen spikes of its flowers full half a yard long, and
the colours the darkest puqile, almost black. It sports

sometimes back into the original species, so that one
year it may be G. lentricosum itself, and the next this

very dissimilar variety. It is, however, more difficult to

cultivate. 42s.

Culture.—The same compost as is described as suit-

able for G(.elogynes will grow these plants well ; if a
little sand is added it will be an improvement. The
simimer culture begins about March ; the young shoots

will then begin to make their appearance, and tliat is

the riglit season for potting. Follow the same method
as is described for the previously named genus, ex-

cepting it is not advisable to pot them so high ; that is,

they should be pretty level with the rim of the pots.

Water moderately at first, but when the pseudo-bulbs
are half grown, give water in abundance, maldng the

compost thoroughly wet at least once a week. The
syvinge, also, should be used freely, and a very moist
atmosphere kept up constantly. This free treatment

win cause large strong pseudo-bulbs and equally fine

flowers. The season for flowering is immediately al'ter
I

the bulbs are fully formed, a circumstance somewhat

unusual in orchids, most of them requiring a rest after

the growth is completed, before they flower, llio flowers

appear near tlie top of the last made pseudo-bulbs,

through the months of June, July, August, and Sep-

tember. We have had them even as late as December

in this last year. Winter culture begins as soon as the

bloom is over. No water after that must be given, and
,

they should be placed upon a shelf near to the glass,

wiiere no water can possibly reacli them. Here they

will lose all their leaves, and the bulbs will become

firm and dry, and here they may remain till the potting

season retm'ns. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas.—The weather we had lately has not been

the most healthy for the Aiuicula ; sharp frosty nights

and clear bright days would be far preferable. The

seasons in this comrtry being so variable and uncertain,

they exercise all the skill and ibrethought of the florist

;

but dull, foggy, damp weather is the most difficult to

protect against, and the most injurious to such alpine

plants as the Auricula. We have seen several collec-

tions lately, and they i.miversally look unhealthy. The

large leaves of last summer's growth are all decayed, and

but little left of the plants except the very heart leaves,

and even they (or at least some of them) are mouldy.

We fear tliis state of things is but too general. Certainly

the kinds of florists' flowe)-s we mentioned lately are

looking well yet, but we observe, here and there, a little

of the spot and mildew have appeared. What can we do

mider these circumstances ? Very little. Pick off the

decayed leaves ; keep all Auriculas very dry, and give

abundance of air, and protect from wet; place fresh

ashes under the pots. Mildew on Carnations—dash

some sulphur upon the leaves, and see tlie plants are not

dry. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Cadliflowek Plamts in pots, intended for turning

out next month under hand-glasses, or on sloping warm
banks, &c., should at once have their final shift, if not

already done; and care should be taken to keep them

close to the glass, so as to keep them vigorous. The
lights should be taken ofi' during the whole of every

suitable day, and air should be admitted both at the

back and front every mild night. The roots must not be

allowed to get dry. If the plants are deficient in strength

or size, tepid liquid-manure applied in moderate por-

tions would remedy any defect of this description. The
plants under our charge, which were sown in the last

week in September and first week in October, potted in

a very young state into thumb-pots, and afterwards

shifted, are now well-established large plants ui seven-

inch pots, and will shortly be turned out into well-pre-

pared soil, under hand-glasses, in the valleys, between

high sloping banks ; others will be planted on the warm
sheltered sides of sloping banks, with no other protection

than the rough ridged earth. Those placed under the

hand-glasses, with some future care and attention, in

the way of au-ing freely at all times in genial weather,

applying dry dust about them when wet, cold, or frost

prevails, and repeated surface-stirrings in geuial wea-

ther, with an occasional application of tepid liquid-

manure and raising the hand-glasses with earth formed

round them in a ridge, in order to prevent then- being

crumpled or bruised, will produce fine cauliflowers in

the month of April ; by sowing in succession, from

tl;e present time until October next, cauliflowers may,

with energy and contrivance, be produced throughout

the year.
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Beocoli.—The early varieties now coming in sliould
liave some attention, with regard to tlic protectiug of
their liearts, by jilaciug over them some outside leaVcs.
If severe frost prevails, tlien fern, pea-liaidm, straw, or
evergreen 'boughs may be used to considerable advan-
tage.

Horseradish.— Tlie present is a good season for

trenchiug out and replanting. The lied of Horseradisii
to be treiiched out, according to our practice, sbonld
have first wheeled on to the surface a quantity of decayed
vegetable refuse, coal-asbes, and any other kind of spare
refuse, to the depth of ten or twelve inches ; a trench
should then be taken out at one end, the same way as
the rows run, to the depth of two feet, and two feet wide

;

the bottom forked up with a ipiantity of the manure
with it. Some forked-rooted Horseradish, with strong
crowns, should be selected as the work ])rocceds from
tliose trenched out, and placed standing against the base
of every two-feet trench, one foot apart, having the
manure regularly mixed in with a portion of earth with
the digging forks as the work proceeds, leaving the soil

in ridges; by which process the crowns are left between
each ridge. If these ridges are kept well surface-stirred
in suitable weather throughout the spring, about May
the crowns thus biu'ied will have made considerable
growth, when the ridges may be levelled down evenly
all over, and the crowns will push through the whole by
midsummer. If the soil is very rich, light, and well
pulverised, fine clear, white, well flavoured roots of Horse-
radish will be produced the first year ; but in general it

answers the purpose best to stand two years before
trencliing it out, when a good crop of large straight roots
fit for table will be obtained. In the event of there not
being rough forked roots enough for replanting, we take
off the side crowns from such as can be spared from the
crop put by for use ; and our practice is to keep it always

I

thoroughly clear, and an open loose surface by frequent
surface stirrings.

PoT.iTo Plaxiing.—If not performed in autumn, an
early opportunity should be taken ; it having been so
well and satisfactorily ascertained that early planting is

the system the most safe and secure, and that in late
planting there is no certainty. This will be found a good I

season for placing a quantity in heat, for sprouting in

readiness for transplanting on slight hot-beds protected

by frames, hoops, &c.

Mushroom Beds.—Those now in bearing, if protected
with litter, should have strict attention with regard to

keeping them clear from short mulch ; with those not
covered, and which are grown by the assistance of a
little heat, care should be taken not to allow any cold

currents of air to pass through the structure ; a kindly
humiditj' should be kept up by occasionally sprinkling

the Hoor with tepid water. Make new beds in succes-

sion by collecting together good stable manure, working
in amongst it, when the bed is formed, a sufficiency of

loam to maintain one nnifoini warmth and moisture. The
mushrooms gro^\^l on this principle will be firm, heavy,

and short-legged in quality ; and the beds will continue
to produce abundance for many weeks, if not months,
with strict attention to the above directions; and when
the bed has been in bearing some time, and the produce
is consequently of lighter quality, npidications of tepid

liquid manure should be apjilied, brewed IVom cow,

shee]), or deer dung, which will cause the production to

be mneh improved both in quantity and quality.

Charring.—A store of every kind of refuse priming
and eveiy kind of spare rubbish should be collected and
stored for the process of charring in due season, so as to

be in readiness for the spring seed time. With us, the

greater part of December was remarkably mild, and the

present month, up to the present date, has been remark-
ably warm, humid, and exciting; at 4 o'clock, a.m., this

morning (.January 12th), the thermometer stood, out of

doors, at 4y° ; it has been from i')° to -j.")" at night up to

this time, and above U0° occasionally at midday in a
northern aspect. So excitable is this temperature that

some of the varieties of thorns (Devon) are opening into

full leaf; plums are coming into blossom, and buds of the

wall fruit-trees, espaliers, pears, &c., are just ready to bmst
open. The birds are mei-ry with song ; amongst them
are the king-dove, generally known as the ringdove,

the mistletoe thrush or storm cock, the grey or song
thrush, the robin, and hedge sparrow; and the beautiful

warbling of the wood lark is also heard at the present

time amongst our merry songsters. Ko doubt but we
shall have some cold and searcliiug weather at a season

we shall find it very nngenial. James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INPOEMATION.

OUR VILLAGERS.
jBij the. Authoress of *' 3Ii/ Fhtrcis,' ^c.

A SOURCE of estreine mischief among cottagers, is the
habit of day labom- for the wives and mothers. It is

most uncomfortable, in the best light in which it can be
viewed; but it is highly injurious in others. I know well,
that tlie wives of spendthrifts are compelled to work, because
by their own exertions alou/e they can olitain money for
their families, and in such cases we can only mourn" over
the cause tliat drives them from their homes; but where
this is not the case, the woman would be doinj,' her duty
better by staying at home, looking after her cbildreu, mend-
ing the clothes, and making the most of the simple food
they can obtain, than by earning sixpence a day by labour.
In the latter case she goes out so early in the morning, that
all things are left in dirt and confusion; the little children
are either dragged after her, to sit and play under a heilge
all^ day in the dirt and cold, or they are tm-neil over to a
neighbour's care, or left under the charge of a cross, idle,

mischievous girl, Uttle older than themselves, who teaches
theni bad words and worse ways, and very likely iujures
their health and limbs, by neglect ami carelessness. After
worldng hours are over, there is no time to make the house
and children comfortable—to get any food prepared—or to

mend the clothes that have been torn or injured by toil-

The husband finds all in disorder i\hen he arrives, and
either has patiently to endure the misery of such a cottage

evening, or goes angrily otf to the beer-house, to close his

day amid the wretched company who are there assembled.

I remember last summer returning from a walk between
eight and nine o'clock in the evening, and we entered a

cottage to leave some trifling message, on our way. The
scene of discomfort I shall never forget, and it impressed
my nund strongly with the mischief arising from this

custom. The fire was just lighted up, the pot was waiting

to be i)ut on, and the wife was on her knees upon the dirty,

wretched floor, peeling potatoes, with the help of her little

girl. Oh, what a home for a husband to return to, after a

lo)ig har\est-d.ay, when his first craving must be fur food,

and the next fur rest! 'We could not help exclainu)ig at

seeing only preparations making at such an hour for her
luisband's retmn; hut the poor woman was an ignorant,

helpless, unpersuadable creature, and she C(ndd sny notliing

but that the " tatoes would be ready 'an bye," as soon as she
could do them, and there we were obliged to leave her.

At the Uttle wicket we met poor JIartin and his two boys, all
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looking labour-soiled, tired, and hungry ; and our hearts

aolied fnr tlie poor fellows oi)liged to wait nearly an hour at

least, till tlie jiotatoes were boiled at a gallop, and dished

up wet, and sodden, and unwliolesonie. p'ortunately no
beer-house was to be found within reacdi, and Martin is,

besides, a sober as well as a (piiet hard-worliing man ; but

sucli ways as these are very trying to a man, and liave often

changed a husband from a steady one into a drinker.

On anotlu^r occasion, calling at the same cottage, we
observed a little cliild with his petticoats all burnt away on

one side, and tlie tatters hanging dismally about him, like

the sketches of Irish wretchedness wliicli we sometimes see

in illustrated newspapers. On inquiry, the motlier said she

had been drawing water a few days before, when startled liy

the screams of her child, who had set himself on tire, while

lier back was turned. She very quietly said she had no
other clothes to put him into, and it did not seem as if she

had thought of mending and patching tliem, for the cliild

was going about as if nothing was the matter. Only a few

weeks ago, this very woman was caught in our own planta-

tions, tearing otl' the larch boughs with a liook fixed to a

long pole, and teaching the same wicked practice to her son

who was assisting her. Upon my sister's remonstrances
with the parent, the child was in floods of tears of shame
and grief, for he had always been an honest good boy in his

daily conduct. Tlie pain of convicting a mother before her
child was severe, but in this case it could not be avoided.

Thus, in very many cases, the day labour of the wife leads

to great evils. Her home duties are neglected, unthriftiness

leads to want, want to dishonesty, and guilt and shame.
Many are obliged to pay for needlework being done for

them, to hire a girl to take care of the children, besides

wearing out their shoes and clothes much faster than if

they staid at home; and all these expenses fully swallow up
the Aveekly gain.

We have heard some labourers say that they will not

allow tlieir wives to work, on this very account; and that

they are even gainers by so doing. In one instance when
this plan was followed for some time and then given uj), the

different appearance of the cottage was marvellous. We
used to see the neat wife sitting at work, clean and quiet,

when the house was in order, and the little one's fed;

whereas in the other case, when she was to be seen at liome,

she was running after her work as it were, with untidy dress,

her cap at the back of her head, and her house full of dirt

and litter, with screaming children, and a giii slapping and
scolding them.

These may seem trifles to write about ; but to those who
see and observe the internal arrangements of cottages, and
who know how much domestic comfort has to do with the

well-being of man, and how many evils arise from its neglect,

they are not trifles, but matters of great moment. A happy,

well ordered peasant's family is, if possible, a more beauti-

ful and gratifying sight than even among the upper classes.

It seems to have more to do with England's welfare and
stability; and there is a simplicity and nature in all that

concerns tlie poor, that is peculiarly refreshing and agreeable

to the mind, when they are respectable and well conducted,

and especialli) when they live in strict accordance ivith the

life-giving doctrines of the Word of God. Whatever, there-

fore, tends to this end, should be pointed out, and as much
as jiossible encom'aged; and I cannot but think, from my
own observation in conjunction with tliat of others, that to

be " keepers at home" applies to woman in every rank, "v^'hen

she has become a wife and mother, and is essentially neces-

sary to the jjersonal, moral, and religious improvement of

tlie peasant's family. Lawdess, untidy, unsettled habits arise

from being constantly away from home ; neglect of the pro-

prieties of life comes on, and very soon a vital sin is

committed by the desecration of the Sabbath ; for a woman
who is never at home from Monday morning till Saturday
night, except for an hour or two in the evening, will be
strongly tempted to stay away from church and do many
things for which she has no time in the busy week.

Should these remarks meet the eye of the cottager, I

would recommend him to consider them ; and if he is in-

duced to try the plan, by allowing his wife to give up, for a
time, weekly labour, where they have a family, and should
find the comfort and advantage arising from it, in a cleaner

house, well-mended clothes, better order-, well-behaved

children, and more comfortable ways, I shall rejoice most
truly, and hope tliat oth(3rs may do the same, liut iii this

case as in every other, I must observe, tliat wliatcver is

undertaken and carried on witliout tlie blcssin;/ of God,

without a daili/ and Iiourlij dependance upon His Grace and
lielp, however good it may be in fact, will nexier prosper. It

may for a time look fair to the eye, but a canker is within;

and in an liour when we are not prepared for it, om- briglit-

est prosperity will be clouded over, and our fairest hopes

wither and die. Let us «// consider this.

HISTORY OF AN APIAEY.

Once more I resume the thread of my last year's apiaiian

reminiscences, after tlie long interval that has occurred,—

•

thanks to the intrusion of other matters of apiarian interest

on our attention, since I acquainted you with the success of

my three first stocks.

On referring to page 903 of vol. iii. of The Cottage
Gaudenee, you will find mention of " two very rich hives

"

which " I purchased in October, each weighing over 30 IB,

with a view to carrying out several interesting experiments

in the spring." One of them, which was a prime swarin of

the current year (1849)—as, indeed, each of them was

—

turned out a lamentable failure, and disappointed me. Last

February saw it as active a stock as any in the apiary—the

bees having well survived tlie winter, and continuing in

vigorous health till the second week in March. From that

date, however, and during the remainder of the month, a

marked change in their deportment was perceptible. They
now flew listlessly about, coursing in lazy circles around

the hive when the sun shone warmly ; but I am not aware

that half a thimbleful of pollen was carried into the hive in

all that time. I sufl'ered them, however, to remain in this

condition till the 5th of April, indulging the hope that they

might yet recover themselves, though I might have reflected

that tills was an impossibility so early in the year, if, as

turned out to be the case, the queen w^as dead ; for even if

the bees had reared a queen artificially out of brood left by

the old queen at her death she could have come to no good,

as no drones would have anywhere appeared till nearly seven

weeks later, at the very earliest (i.e., dating from the 7th of

JMarch, at which time, or before, I suppose the old queen

must have died), by which time all the surviving bees would

have paid the debt of nature, and the hive have perished for

want of a succession of youthful inhabitants. Be this as it

may, getting tired at last of their indolence, I resolved to

fumigate the hive, and at the same time to inspect its

internal condition, so as to ascertain, if possible, whether my
conjectures were right, and the queen were really dead.

Having accordingly procured some of the Eucodium cellare

which Mr. Taylor recommends, and satisfactorily tested its

power the evening before on about fifty bees taken out of

another hive, I proceeded, towards six o'clockp.ii., on the 5th

I

of April—armed with the Oxford fumigator and a pan- of

I

bellows (see Mr. Taylor)—to the scene of operation.

j

Several friends were present to witness the process, and to

j
assist if necessary. After inserting the tube of the fumi-

gator, and pufling awhile (the hive, be it observed, stood on

I its board as usual), a great buzzing was first heard, then
' followed a profound silence. After a few smart raps on the

roof of the liive, to dislodge as many bees as possible, it

was lifted up, while about 1000 bees, more or less stupified,

which covered the floor-board, were swept into a large bell-

glass, and covered up with a piece of muslin. On looking

up into the hive a great many bees still appeared clinging

to the combs, which we in vain tried to bring down. As they

came very (juickly to hfe again, the hive was re fumigated

;

but finding we could not dislodge more than about 300 of

the remaining insects, drum away as we might (these, how-

ever, were saved as the others), I proceeded to cut out the

combs one by one. The bees which were swept oft' these

combs on to the ground were obliged to be massacred as

they fell, as tliey came to life far more speedily than was

agreeable, and not one of us was armed against them.

The result of this operation did not tend to reconcile me
to the process of hive-fumigation, of which I had had no
pleasant recollections before. There was much honey drop-

ping about, defiling everything with which it came in con-
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tact—not to speak of the necessity of desh-oying so many
valuable and innocent lives in so disagreeable a manner.
I now mentally resolved to have nothing to do witli finni-

i
gating again—i.e., mtli a view to saving the lives of bees.

I

The brimstone pit is by fai' the most merciful way of dealing

with them, if driving will not succeed in dislodging them.

On examining the hive neither eggs nor brood appeared,

nor was there a scrap of pollen to be seen (which I much
wondered at), hut I foimd about 8 11) of very good honey in

the ATI-gin comb, which would soon have been eaten by

the surviving bees, or become the prey of robbers. The
1300 bees which we saved were united the same evening to

one of my weak stocks, whom they very beneficially sti-ength-

ened, by increasing the temperature of tlie hive several

degrees, and so promoting a greater development of brood

in a hi\e that miglit otherwise have peiislied, but which
yielded me IS J lb of honeycomb, and is stiU (December 19)

in prime health.

In uniting tliese bees, I was sm-prised to find how readily

they were received by the old inhabitants of the hive to

which they were joined. I used the precaution of inserting

a bit of perforated zinc between the glass (in which they

were) and the top hole but withdramng it in about '20

minutes, the bees fraternized with all imaginable goodwill.

I observed that those new bees appeared stupid andinilolent

for a good while after; but my main object was effected,

viz., a temporary increase in the heat of the hive,—I say

terapor.iry, for these bees could not have survived above a

month I should think.

I have learnt an important lesson fi'om this hive's 11151017,

that it is not every prime sivarm (as such) that is v.'orth pur-

chasing. A piime swarm may have, and often does have,

an old queen ; hence the many casualties that occm' in com-
mencing bee-keeping. Another time when I buy a stock, I

shall be careful to ascertain the peditjvee or aije of Its qneen,

and shall prefer to purchase a two-year-old stock, provided I

can learn that it swarmed once the year before, for then it

must have a yonnij queen ; and I would recommend eveiy-

body else to do so too. A Countey Curate.

SHADING BEES.

I EEAO the theory, and the various reports of practical

experience, of the numerous correspondents to your instruc-

tive periodical on the culti\ation of bees with much interest

and advantage. I have for some years devoted my attention

to the subject. My object is amusement, accompanied by a

desire to ascertain whether these busy little insects can or

cannot be made a som-ce of profit to the industrial classes ;

and on that, I confess, I am still undecided. I hope, how-
ever, yet further to develope the subject myself, and to

witness its development by others ; and to efiect this I

know of no better plan than l>y the experimenters recount-

ing their experience in your paper;—thanks to you for

opening yom- images for the purpose. My object in this com-
mimication is to tell your correspondent, " An Old Bee-
master," that his i)lan of jdacing hives in situations entu'ely,

or nearly, removed from the influence of the sun's rays, will

not invuriahlji prove successful. One of the greatest annoy-
ances I have experienced as a bee cultivator arose from
trying his plan two years ago. I placed a powerful young
hive under a fir tree densely covered with i^-y; indeed so

sheltered and dry was the situation, that during the heaviest

storms the rain ne\er moistened the covering. The bees
had an excellent and uninterrupted success. They worked
well, and they laboured as hard as any hive in my collection

;

but, alas I they lost their labour, and they perished in the

attempt. Daily, dmiug the months of March and April, I

found hundreds lying on the ground, under and round
about the hive, and even on the board with the jiroduct of

their exertions, but physically unable to convey it to its des-

tination. It appeared to me that the moment they left the
direct influence of the sun they became jiaralj'zed. I daily

collected them together, and by means of a butter-boat

WieraMy poured them into the hive through a hole cut at the

top, by which means, doubtless, many thousands of lives

were saved. I could not endure to wtness my little favoiu'-

ites thus " mther, «aste, and die," and, therefore, I restored

them to theii- beloved simshine, and there they prospered,

and before the end of the summer fui'nished me with a fine

swarm. I am convinced that I shoidd have lost my hive,

had I allowed them to remain in their cheerlrss and sunless
position. Then- powers of endurance are unquestionably
very great, but there is a limit beyond which nothing can
extend. Do not suppose me to call in question your valued
coiTespondent's communication, or to deny his facts. I
merely desii'e to show from experience, that a sunless aspect
will not hold good under all circumstances, in all situations,

and in all seasons. It may be, th.at " An Old Beo-ma«ter"is
warmly located in the south of the Island ; my habitation

is not so favoured: I reside in the county of Nottingham.
I would suggest that the total seclusion from sun be tried

with great cai'e and caution, if tried at all; and, particulai'ly,

that tile ground around be closely examined for bees unable
to land home. Let them be cuUected together by means of

a feather and put into the hive. I will not trespass furtlier

on your space ; now, if you are not full of correspondents
on this subject, and deem this letter worthy a place in your
paper, I shall have much pleasure in occasionally convcrsini/

with my brother bee growers, tlirougli the medium of Tun
Cottage G^vrdenee. A Countev Somcitoe.

NAXn-E WILD FLOWERS.
Jan'uaey.

The floral wreath of snowy Januai-j' is not a gay one, the
wratli of elements seems to stifle for a time the energies of

the vegetable creation, and to the ordinary obsen'er

" Not a leaf or sprig of green
On ground ov quaking liusli is seen,

Save grey-veined ivy's liardy pride,

Round old trees by the common side."

While the garden border can boast of its Christmas roses

and winter aconites, and the conservatoiy its gay chrysan-

themums and camelUas, the hills and hedgerows, when
uncovered of their snowy mantle, present a bleak and
barren aspect, with scarcely a single blossom to inrite the

botanist to a morning wall;. Some of the cryptogamic
tribes are, however, now developing their lo\ely forms in

obscure retreats, where the practised eye of the botanist

can alone detect them : to some of these interesting plants

we have already directed attention since the readers of The
Cottage Gardener have been enveloped in the present

winter's gloom ; and we shall take an early opportunity of

calling their notice to other cryptogams hitherto unspoken
of in these papers, believing that the gai-dening reader will

at such a season be more disposed to listen to our remarks
upon such minute objects, tlian he would in the midst of

summer's bloom, when all eyes are absorbed in the admi-
ration of floral fashion.

It is a true saying of the poet, that " the daisy uo\er
dies ;

" and altliough we cannot claim for this flower a con-

spicuous share in the January Flora, yet a stray crimson-
tijiped blossom of this universal favourite may occasionally

be oliserved in the pastiu'es and by the waysides. A more
conspicuous object is the common fiu'ze ( Z'le.v Europa-ns),

which in favourable seasons often produces a profusion of

flowers in .January ; and its clusters of golden blossoms,

defended by their prickly branches, may freciuently bo seen
shining through the melting snow. y\'e need scarcely

remind our readers that this is t)ie plant which so delighted

the "immortal Swede" on his \isit to England, that on
first beholiling it he fell upon his knees in a transport of

admiration—feeling, as Ha'uke afterwards did on beholding

the ^ ictoria Reguia in its native waters, a deep and lovcrent

sense of the power and majesty of God, as fxhibited in the

works of creation. Several varieties of this plant are in

cultivation in gardens. Tlie dwarf furze flowers in the

autumnal months, in some localities extending its blooming
season till the present time ; althougli found in a few locali-

ties in Scotland, it chiefly abounds in England and Irolnud.

In a little work—"Wild Flowers of the Year"—pubUshod
by the Religious Tract Society, which wo have quoted more
than once mtli commendation, it is stated that this plant

"often grows on higli lands; and the Ptnllnnd hills are

covered ivith the monnlain tjnrses^" a statement which proves

one of two things—either that the author has never lieen

upon the Pentland hills, or that he docs not know the one
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species of Ulex from the other. "We offei* this remark in
|

the hope that the error uiay be corrected in the next edition

: of the excellent httle treatise.

j
The green ilower of the ivy {Hcdera heVix) may have been

' obsei'ved by our readers appeai'ing above the deep green

I

foliage of the plant; and the lioUy will still look gay with

I

its rich array of red berries in places where they have not

: been devoured by the birds. As for the mistletoe
(
I'iscum

I

album), it has been so frequently the subject of attention at

' recent Christmas and other convivial parties, that there

seems no necessity for us entering upon any description of

it here. G. Lawson, F.R.P.S., F.B.S.

GREENHOUSE FERNS.
A(lia7ilum assimile, m. 2s. 6d.

* — pedahim~ m. 33. Gd.

€2tneatiitn. m. 3s. 6d.

jnibescens. m. 2s. Gd.
* fonnoffuin. 1. 39. 6d.

Allosurus sagitti^folius, 1. Bs.

Asplemum obtusattim. 1. 3s. 6d.
' ebtneum. s. 23. 6d.

palmaticm. s. 3s. Gd.

*Aspidium proUfentm. m, 53,

*Cheilanthes viscosus. s. 33. Gd.

Ciliothim Buromets. 1. 3s. 6d.

*Ci/rfomium falcatum. 1. 3s. Gd.

*Dttrea odontites, ni. 2s. 6d.

*Dnimllia canarieiise. in. 2s. 6d.

*DicUsonia mitarctica. Tree fern,

very large and fine. 2l3.

*Doodia aspera. s, 33. Gd.

Lomaria nuda, m. 3s. 6d.

NothoclcBna distans. Very small.

5s.

*Onocl£Ba sertsi/jilis. ni. 3s. Cd.

*Oni/chiinn lui:id<nn. ni. 2s. Gd.

Poll/podium BiUitfdieri. 1. 3s, Gd.

Polystichtoii fiitcinnellum. ni. 5s.

*Ptci'is atropurpiirca. m. 5s.

• umbrosa. ni. 3s. 6d.

hastata, 1. 2s. 6d.

vespertilionis. 1. 3s. 6d.
* ti-emula. 1. 3s. 6d.

• chinensfs. 1. 3s. Gd.

*T}-ichoma7ies bremsetum. ra.

10s, Gd.

Woodwardia radicans, 1. .13. Gd.

Culture,—The above are all elegant species, hardy

enough for the greenhouse. Those marked with an asterisk

(*) are the most beautiful. Trichomanes hrevisetum is a

native of Ireland, foimd near the waterfalls about the lakes

of KiUaruey. It requires to be kept constantly under a

handor bell-glass, in a situation moderately shaded.

Soil.—Peat, loam, and vegetable mould in equal parts

will be a sviitable compost, with a i^ortion of sand and i)ieces

of sand-stone mixed amongst it. Any part of the green-

house will suit them, as most of them grow in shady places.

Noihoclisna dislans, Dood'ai aspera^ Picris atropurpnrea^ Adl-

animn pcdatum, and cunealum, should have an open situation.

They require repotting twice a-year ; first, in early spring,

and secondly, about July or August. They ai'e increased

principally by di\'ision, but sometimes by seed, although this

is an uncertain mode. If yoii like to try it, procure some
rough sand-stone, or small pieces of brick, scatter the spores

or seeds iipon them, and cover them with a hand-glass ;

keep tlieni moist by syringing with the finest rosed syiiuge

possible, and place shallow pansful of water amongst them.
The seedlings will soon come up if rightly managed, and as

soon as they put out their first frond (or leaf- branch) pot

them in very small x^ots; keep them under a hand-glass till

they begin to grow again, and then give aii', and gradually

inure them to bear full exposure ; repot and grow on as

directed above. Some of the smaller kinds will grow very

well in the cocoa-nut husks you speak of; and hung up in

the house, they hang down and are very ornamental ; or they
will thrive well in wooden or wire baskets in the same way
as orchids are grown. T. Appleby.

[This is an answer to a correspondent {Dickey Sam). In
the list of fems, 1, stands for large, m, for medimn size, and
s, for small.]

BROCOLL
Seeing in the columns of The Cottage Gardener for

December I9th, some important queries by H. T., relative to

the best kinds of brocoli for succession, I have been in-

duced to forwai'd to you my experience in reference to this

subject ; haring been engaged for several years, extensively,
in their culture for market pui-poses. PI. T. asks for a list

of six of the best varieties—two for spring ; two for autumn
;

and two for winter ; but as I am ia the habit of growing
more varieties than these, for the pm-pose of succession, it

may perhaps be advisable to state my plan of proceeding, by
I which I secure succession nearly the whole of the year

round. For spring use, I find tlie two best varieties, both
in reference to quality, size, and hardiness, are EUvlson'a

Improved Wilcovc, which comes into use from the latter end
of February and through JMarch ; to succeed this, Blldson's

Mammoth I find the best, which comes in through Aptil;

and then to fill up the vacant space which occurs between
this and the time when the hand-glass cauliflower comes in,

I find Sumner's pHriicnlarly late White very useful. This
generally supplies me through May, and from this till

November I grow the Walchereu. For November use I

grow the Purph: Cape, and Snow's Imperial Hardy JJliilc

Cape^—a sjplendid sort, as white and as firm as any summer
caulifiower. This, if sown in the beginning of May, will

also come in well up till January. From this time till

March, Adam's Early White is the best with whifdi I am
acquainted. There are many other varieties in cultivation

which at times prove useful, but I think that these seven

kinds are sufiicient for most purposes.—J. II. Knight,
Market Gardener, Battle.

TO CORRESPOS^DEMTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.''

Garden Plans.—It is requested that no more Garden Plans may be

sent until next September. Mv. Beaton will comment upon those already

sent, but he cannot attend to any more until the month aliOve-7i(uned

arrives.

Flower-beds {fJ. iJ.)'—You are all right, excepts, and that would

lOok well as you propose, but recollect yoii could not depend on it after

the first week in September one season out of five, and that is the very

worst time of the whole season to lose a bed, as you could not then

supply its place. Repeat the colour of 3 with a different plant ; an edging

of what you propose for 5 would be effective round 2, and four and six

inches from the edge. Thanks for your brevity.

Flower-garden (IF. D. H.).—A good plan completely spoiled by the

arrangement of planting. The very same plants differently disposed

would make a fine show; 2, 3, 12, and 13, outside, and largest beds in

neutral colours could not be better planted for destroying the effect of the

rest ; 2 and 1 2 should change places with 7 and 1 ; 3 and 1 3 discard alto-

gether, and repeat the colours in their opposites with different plants,

having the same heights, for the sake of variety ; unless you are a fiorist,

1 1 must be unsatisfactory—also the edging of 4 ; the rest as they are.

Your P. S. has been under consideration for a long time. The great

secret of making a right plan for a flower-garden, is to fix first on the

arrangement of colours intended, then to know the habits of tlie difl^erent

plants best suited for that particular arrangement, and then to lay out the

beds accordingly ; the usual mode is the reverse of this ; a collection of

beds, ov groups of beds is first made, and we puzzle ourselves for years

afterwards to find out the most effectual way of planting the figure.

Flower-garden (Naval Officer).—We have now studied your plan

and numbers. Every group would make a complete garden of itself ; we
never saw anything more completely finished. What you want now is a

richer variety of half-hardy plants, if you have room to keep them in

winter. How can you say "you know very little about gardening."

Why you put us to the blush already. Who made the plan, and who
planted it—Capt. Spike, Mrs. Bud, and Rosa of Key West ? Celebrity

could could not have done so much in double the time. Read what we
have said about flower-garden plants last year ; make your own selection ;

send us the list, and as we shall file your plan, we can tell you a penny-

worth of gossip about them. We were uot aware that the summer plant

in 6 would have answered so well.

Flower-borders {Amateur).—To match your border of heartsease,

anemones, and ranunculus, Nemophila insignis sown early in Sep-

tember, and transplanted to the border in February, is the best. This

spring try the Tree-violet, or some of the beautiful spotted hardy

Miimdus.

Flower-garden (Subscriber, Bury St. Edmunds).—Now you have

the best design about Bury. That is the right style for a flower-garden

in such a place. We have plans enough now to occupy our spare minutes

for the nest sis weeks at least, and all that we can do, is to say that if we
like a given plan, and the proposed way of planting it ; it is utterly out

of our power to think for others how to plant a whole garden, even of the

smallest size ; S and 10 very good; make 9 scarlet, and put no red in

4, 5, or 13, H.

Flower-garden (P. V.).—Thanks for the shortness of your letter,

and the systematic way of references. Your plan. No. 1, is most beau-

tifully arranged, and if all the plants do well on your soil, we would not

alter one of them, unless it were for the sake of a change ; when 4, 6, 8,

12, 10, 14, and 17, might be planted in their opposites ; 7 in this figure

we never heard of before. You said crimson—is that right? Plan
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No, 2. Very pretty, and very difficult to manage, but we cannot alter a

sina;le bed out of more than thirty. We cannot make out 12. Do you peg

it down ? Iluif^e et Noif v,ould better match 2:2 thun the one you have

in 21.

Bee-feeding (S. T'.).—Sir. Payne in his usual calendar will give a

description of a bee-fccder for the top of a straw hive. The /wst kind of

food certainly is honey; next to that is lib. of lump-sugar, i pint of

water, and 4 oz. of honey, boiled for two minutes; but feuding with

barley su-ar is far less troublesome, and equally good for the bees. It is

better not to prevent the bees from coming out, except when snow lies

upon the ground. Vou may easily grow both canary and hernji seed for

your birds. Sow in March.

Apricot Shedding Fruit (T. G.).—Your apricot goes on satis-

factorily "until the time of ripening, and then sheds its fruit, on

examining which you find a speck on the stone." Surely your tree must

be easily affected by drought, which during the last swelling of the fruit

would produce the effect you describe. Try a mulching and thorough

watering when the stoning is nearly completed.

Teaining to Studs (Clei'icifs, Nuttinghamens'is),—You find this

chafes the branches, though you have used soft string. We, have used

strips of lead, and. twisted tight, we do not find the branches chafe. It

is tying loosely, which allows motion, that causes chafing; but flir.

Errington says, " I am not assured that this is the 'sole objection' to

the training to studs or nails. The loss of heat is so considerable by

the greater amount of detachment in the shoots from the wall, that here

(Cheshire) we were compelled to give up the idea some years since."

Vines Ovekcropped [Constant Render, Binningham).—Your "job-

bing gardeners " have made a sad job of your vinery. Like many other

new vineries, they have been too greedily loaded with fruit— a great fault

with young vines. We much doubt, loo, the character of the border:

perhaps too much manure in the compost. If so, a little " bounce " for

a year or two is ill repaid by a progressive falling away. You must see

to the border, and prune closely where immaturity is perceived in the

shoots. Perhaps you will have to write again.

Camellia Buds Dropping (Leicester).—Your plants are very

healthy, and you do not think they are in want of water. Is the drainage

all right ? because when tlie flower is just opening, a very dry or a clammy

saturated soil would produce the effect complained about. We almost

incline to think from your description that the plants are too dry. If

the drainage is .all right, to make sure of the whole ball being saturated

it would be well to set the pot in a tub of water of about 00°, and let it

drain afterwards. I\Ianure water will be of benefit afterwards, but not

strong. Give also plenty of air.

Flower-garden {One who loves a Garden).—Your two plans are

capitally planted, and plan No. 1 is very well laid out; plan No. 2 luoks

the prettiest on paper, hut the laying out is on a wrong principle, and

here is the proof ; bed No. I is the tallest, and looking at it from any

point round the garden, you cannot see what is beyond it, therefore

what comes between the eye and it, all round, should agree with it, either

in contrasted colours or height of plants. Looking across 12 and 6 in

September, you have the only view in the whole design which gives the

graduated heights and good contrasts. The outside plants all round

from 12 to 13, are too high for those in 3. 4, 5, and in 7. 8, 9. so that to

make the best of this design. No. 1 should be the lowest, and of mixed

plants, to keep it of a neutral tint. If it could be seen from above, your

own planting would be best. I\Iany thanks for your brevity.

Flower-beds {Adeline).—You misunderstood the notice about flower-

gardens, we did not say that we would fill up a single bed, much less a

design; we only criticise designs already planted before our eye, as you

sec in the notice next above; all that we can say is, that the shapes of

your beds are very good. The canary plant is the common annual

climber, Tropceolinn cunnrieiisis, as easy to get from seeds as mignonette,

cither in heat, or in the open borders. It is best to sow it in a warm
frame at the end of I\Iarch, and as soon as it is up an iuch or two to

remove it to a cooler place.

Worms in Pots {One, 3fc.).—A w.atcring or two with lime-water or

weak soot-water would be disagreeable to them, but the most effectual

way is to turn the balls out of the pots occasionally, and search for them.

Colouring Rock Work (C. A. IF'.).—There is no more secrecy in

giving any tint of colour to artificial rock work, than to a street door.

We have stood by the side of IVIr. Gay, the eminent rock work artist, who

coloured, and we believe, arranged the rock work you name, by the hour,

and saw all his process from first to last. We have also slood Iiy the side

of the highest artist in rock work among our high nobdity, directing a

country bricklayer to fashion large lumps of brickwork into "artificial

stone," which we have afterwards seen to puzzle good geologists, and

from an early acquaintance with rocks, not to be imitated; we should

say October is the best time in our climate to colour artificial rock,

for this reason, that while the colours were yet fresh, the most minute

lichens and mosses which inhabit the rocks, if native among us, are

easily fastened to the surface, at the best time of the year fur transplanting

them, and so give the "rock work" at once a stamp of antiquity.

Cement and the common colours of the jjaintcrs, with proper stains, also

from the paint shop, are all the mystery ; the effects produced are

according to the skill of the directing genius.

PoRCU {J. R. P.).—Plant Princess Maria, and Felicite Perpetuelle,

climbing evergreen roses, and they will soon cover it.

Blighted Cherry {An. Inquirer).—It is very evident we were right
inrefjuesting a more definite explanation, because it is now from your
explanation certain that what you call blight is canker. " The young
shoots die away." We have often seen similar cases, and in every in-

stance have found that it arose from the roots being in stagnant water.
Your garden probiibly requires draining. We know of no remedy against

the caterpillar of Mamestra utcrncea. Frequent hoeing and sprinkling a

little gas lime round the plants might be effectual. The Forget-inc-nut
for your garden should be obtained from the fields ; any common garden
soil will suit it, and you may plant it now. Verbena cuttings treated as

recommended at page 352 of our last volume, will not be lost as com-
plained.

Cucu-MBEE Seed (J. T. C).—You may obtain Latter's Victory,

Victory of Bath, and Duncan's Victory, of any of the seedsmen who
advertise in our columns. You cannot make Gas Ammoniacal Liquor in

the way you propose.

Grasses for a Light Soil {Sabscriber).— In laying down your
pasture on a light soil resting upon magnesian limestone, we should sow
barley by the drill this spring, and then previously to rolling Afopecurus

prafensis, 1 lb.; Dactt/lis glomerata, 3 lbs.; Festuca duriuscula, etatior,

pratensis. and rH6(V(, 2 lbs. each ; Lolium italivani, 5lbs. ; L. perenne,

8 lbs. ; Phteutn pratense, lib.; Pua nemuralis, sempervircns, and pra-
tensis, 1 lb. each ; Medicago lupitlina, I lb. ; TrifuHum pratensc, 1 lb.

;

2'. pratense perenne, 2 lbs. ; T. repens, 4 lbs.

Charcoal for Disinfecting {Ctericus Rasticus).—There must be
something wrong in the arrangement of your tank for liquid-manure.

The one we know constantly in use has all choking prevented by the pipe

discharging itself into a very open wire basket, which retains all solids.

Any charcoal will act as a disinfcctor, even common wood charcoal.

Stopper Fixed in Decanter (J. W. B.).— Dip the neck into hot
water, or coil a piece of string once round the neck, and draw it rapidly

backwards and forwards until it becomes very hot; this will make the

neck expand and release the stopper.

La:»ip in Greenhouse {//. P.).—A small oil lamp in your greenhouse

will not produce a sufficient amount of gas to be injurious to your plants,

but we should enclose it so as to render the place dark at night, for light

is stimulating to plants. The Club moss and the cutting are ready for

vou, but we have received neither your direction nor the stamps. We
do not know any one who would supply you with fern spores.

Fuchsia Sucker (T. M. W.),—Stop it to make it branch, and then

let it grow.

Lilium Lancifolum {J. Newman).— Lilium album \% \\h\tt ; pnnc-
tatum, white and spotted; cruentum, crimson; roseum, pink; and
rubrum, red ; they are all beautiful, so select the colours which best

please you.

Salt and Soot for Potatoes {A Subscriber).—The salt and soot

may be mixed at the time they are required to be applied. The frost

will not cut off your potatoe tops, unless we have unusually late frosts, if

you do not plant until February. It is only slightly injurious for the

tops to be frost-bitten, if they have only just appeared above ground.

The stems come up and leaves arc formed again.

Fuchsia Sowing {A. W.).—Sow in March or April in a sandy soil on

a gentle hotbed, with a bottom-heat of 7^°', no water is required until

the seedlings arc above ground, then water gently, and give air freely, or

they will damp off. When tlicy have their second leaves, prick them
out five together in a 5-inch pot. At the next potting, put them singly

into 2i-inch pots, and afterwards you may put them into larger pots, or

plant them in your borders. The three first volumes of The Cottage
Gardenf.k may still be had, bound in cloth, at fis. 6d. per volume. Any
wholesale dealer ought to supply you with glass, not larger than six

inches by four, at three- halfpence per foot, in quantities not less than

one hundred feet.

Himalaya!! Pumpkin Seed.—Any one requiring these, may send an

envelope, ready directed, with two postage stamps, to Mr. C. Sterens,

Box 4/2, Piist-ojfice, Bristul. We shall be glad to hear the rcbult of

your potato practice.

Solubility of Earths in Water (Rev. C. A. A. Lloyd).— Liebig

(page 8/) states that precipitated silica possesses a certain degree of solu-

bility even in pure water ; and at page 88. he states that water distilled in

glass vessels dissolves a portion of their earthy matter. But in soils, wc
have not to deal with i)ure water; and whoever will take the trouble to

analyze dr.ainage water, will find not only saline, but siliceous and alumi-

nous matters in them. " That silcx is dissolved in water by processes of

nature can scarcely be doubted, since it is found in considerable quan-
tities in a crystallized form."

—

Henry's Elements of Chemistry, i. 255.

Hardy Flower Culture (S. P., Rushinvre).—Thanks for your

suggestion. Wc are aware of the many cottages springing up in almost

every county, in connection with Building Societies ; and we will en-

deavour to have a series of articles un hardy herbaceous plants, and other

things that grow readily in our borders,

London: Printed In' Harry Wooldridge. Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Obr, at the Otllce, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—January 23rd, 1851.
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buried in the churchyard at Kcw, near the graves of hia distiniruishcd

friends, Zotfany, Meyer, and Gainsborough. He was succeeded by his

son, W. Townsend Alton, Esq., who was no less e-itecnied by KinR
George III. than bis father had been, and who, liesides conducting the

botanical department, and taking charge of the extensive pleasure

grounds, was also employed in the improvement of the other ri'yal

gardens, in all which he 'displayed great skill and judgment, and an
intimate acquaintance with his profession.

George III. duly appreciated the talents and services of Mr. Alton, and
rewarded tliem in 1783, upon the prnmution of Mr. Haverficld, by adding

to his other appointment the lucrative superintendancy of the pleasure

and kitchen gardens at Kcw Nor did Mr. Alton acquire the esteem only

of his sovereign, for when the power to serve had passed for ever, the

good and the highly gifted still demonstrated their regard—for Sir Joseph

Banks, Dr. Goodenough. Mr. Dryander, Dr. Pitcairn, BIr. Dundas, and
Mr. ZofFany accompanied him to the grave as supporters of the pall.

That he merited such a demonstration of regard we may believe from this
testimony of one who knew him—"The evenness and mildness of bb

I temper, foundeil in real piety, were almost beyond example ; hence he
I
became admirable in every social office : a steady friend, a most aflection-
atc husband, a kind father, and to the meanest of his servants and
attendants uniformly gentle and humane."
fliETEOEOLOGY OF TOE Wkek.—At Clilswick, Bccording to the ob-

servations of the last t«enty4'our years, the average highest and lowest
temperatures of these days are 43.7° and 3-2°, respectively. The greatest
heat, 56^, was on the 2nd of February, 1845. On 69 days rain fell, and
99 were fine.

We are in that position now, witb our amount of cir-

culation—a circulation lar larger than that of any other

gardening paper,—to make an efi'ort to supply what we

find to be more than one want felt by our readers. The

most prominent of these wants is told in many post-

scripts of letters now before us, and they all coincide

with this one from a well-known clergyman :
—" Why

do you not give us more advertisements relative to seed

dealers?" And the gardener of a large establishment

writes to us specially for an answer to this query

—

"Where can I get cheapest, good glass for our new

pinery?" Now, the answer to these queries is one and

the same—The seed dealers and the glass manufacturers

do not send us then- advertisements, and we cannot feel

justified in saying to any one, Deal with such a fia-m

in particular, when we know there are many equally

deserving.

Now, we are quite ready to increase the size of The
Cottage Gahdenek, without any extra charge, if adver-

tising parties will aid us. We will devote four addi-

tional pages exclusively to advertisements. We can

hold out no other inducements to advertisers tlian the

three facts, that we find our readers very generally

require such advertisements—that we are at liberty to

refer to some of those who do advertise with us for

information as to the results—and that we circulate

among the gentry and gardeners of the United King-

dom thousands more than our gardening contempora-

ries. Tliese considerations ought to have the influence

we wish; but we beg no one to anticipate that we pur-

pose making any reduction in our charges— this we

shall not do, not only because of the extra expense

for paper and printing that we shall incur, but because

we give fuller advantages to the advertiser than he can

reap elsewhere for similar charges, advantages greatly

increased by our having made arrangements for insert-

ing all future advertisements in both om' Weekly Num-
bers and Monthly Parts, without additional charge. We
may refer to Mr. Duncan Haibs, Seedsman and Florist,

109, St. Martin's Lane, London, and to Mit. Tuhner,

Neepsend, Sheffield, for testimonies as to the benefits they

have derived from advertising in The Cottage Gar-

DENEE.

So many have been the applications we have recently

received for information relative to the Knol-kohl, or

Kohlrrubi, that we have taken some pains to gain

information we can rely upon relative to this very desir-

able vegetabltfj; but before we give the results of our

information, wo will insert this extract from the letter

of a Jersey correspondent ; because the evidence it con-

tains from General Le Coutem-, sustains that which we

have gathered from elsewhere :

—

" A ileld officer, a most accurate obsen'er, to whom Jersey
i.s indebted much for its marked advance of late year's, men-
tioned to me that ho has found the Knol-kohi. one of the
most productive crops which he has yet tried. He considers
the liesh more soUd than, aud the size nearly equal to, tliat

of the Swede turuip ; while it resembles the cabbage in ap-
pearing to improve in growth by transplantation. But the
really su})erior point in his estimation is, that it commimi-
cates no tlavour to the milk or butter of cows fed upon it.

This last quaUty would render it second only to the parsnip;
but I confess the weU-kuown chemical composition of the
Crucifer<B makes me sceptical of their enjoying such an
immunity.

" The General, however, is very anxious to have your
opinion on the subject, and the benefit of either your own
experience, or of tliat of some of your ti'uly scientific corre-

spondents, from whom we so often get valuable hints, the
result of oljservation and reflection, not the mere chronicle

of some lucky accident."

Tlie Knol-kolil, or Kohl-riibi of the Germans, is tlie

Brassica caulo-rapa of botanists, the Tui'nip-stemmed

Cabbage of the English, and the Chou-rave of the

French. It is sometimes called, also, the Cape Cabbage.

The stem is thick, rises about eight inches out of the

ground, is swollen into a globular form, very like a large

Swedish turuip growing above grovind, and is crowned

with leaves, slightly scolloped on the edges, undulated,

and milky gToen, lilce those of the turnip we have men-

tioned. There are several varieties of it, and some one

or other of them are very common in the north of

Europe, especially in the cottage-gardens of Poland aud

Sweden ; but the gi'een-stemmed and the purple-stemmed

(especially tlie latter) ai'e to be preferred.

The summary of the highly satisfactory testimony we

have received in its favour, amounts to the following:

—

It is sweetei-, more nutritious, aud more soUd than either

the Cabbage or White turuip ; will produce a greater

weight per acre than the turni]), and prefers a heavier

soil than that root ; is liarilier aud keeps better than

any other bulb ; and unparts very little of that flavour

either to milk or butter known as turnipij, and so objec-

tionable to all palates. So much relished is it both by

cows and sheep, that they will leave either turnips or

cabbages to partake of it. Hares and rabbits are so

fond of it, that where tliey abound Knol-kohl can scarcely

be grown. It deserves remark, also, that cattle eat the

leaves more readily than they do those of the turuip, as

they are less bitter.

The mode of culture usually pursued is to sow tliera

in the first week of March, and the plants arc put out in
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June in vows foiu' feet apart, if the soil is iertile, but

only tlii'eo feet if tlio soil is loss productive, and three

feet from plant to plant in tlio rows, The ]ilaiits must

have the chief part of their stems lel't mioovered by the

soil. Two pounds of seed produce enough plants for an

acre. It is an excellent crop for cleaning the soil, as

the width between the plants and rows enables the hoe

to be efficiently used, and during a lengthened period.

When blanks occur, these may be filled up from the

seed-bed witli fresh plants.

Tiie produce is from eighteen to twenty tons, and

upwards, per acre ; the bulbs may be kept sound and

nutritious until very late iu the spring, even much later

than the Swedish turnip. When given to covi's, it pro-

motes the secretion of milk, and sheep fatten upon it

rapidly.

Wo consider the Knol-kohl a very valuable ci'op, both

for the farmer and allotment tenant, who has either a

cow or a pig ; for the latter thrives well upon it, especi-

ally when boiled. But it is also used as a dinner vege-

table, being peeled, quartered, boiled, and served up with

a white sauce, like the Jerusalem artichoke. The young

sprouts are very good also in spring, and especially if

forced and blanched early. For household use, a second

sowing should be made at the end of August, the young

plants to stand the winter, and to produce bulbs for use

in the spring.

FoK some time wo have had before us the very excellent

Catalogues of Seeds, Plants, d-c, published by Messrs.

llendlo, of Plymouth; Messrs. Knight and Perry, of

Chelsea; Mr. Duncan Plairs, of St. Martin's Lane; and

Messrs. Lawson, of Edinburgh ; and we had purposed

to point out the particular merits of eacli; but we have

refrained from so doing,' because we have long thought

that both we and om' contemporaries have been unjust

to the trade generally, by inserting such notices except

in cases of extraordinary improvement. Our advertising

columns are open to all, and they are the proper place

for acquiring attention to articles offered for sale.

NEW PLANTS.
IHEIB PORTRAITS AND BIOGKAPHIES.

Mb. Jackson's Pitcaibnia [Pitcairn'ia Jacksoni).—
Botanical Magazine, t. 4540.—The genus Pitcairnia was

named by Charles Louis L'Heritier, a French botanist,

about the year 1777, to the memory of Archibald Pit-

cairne, a physician, and author on medicine and natural

history. He studied divinity and law in his native luii-

versity, and medicine at Montpelier, whither his health

obliged him to go. He was the most renowned prac-

titioner of his day iu Edinburgh, and had held a pro-

fessorship at Leyden, where the celebrated Boerhaave

was among his pupils. He died at Edinburgh in 1713.

The specific name is in honour of the well-known firm

of Messrs. Jackson and Sons, of Kingston-on-Thames.

Pitcairnia belongs to the Natural Order of Bromelworts

(BromeliaoeEe), of which the Pine-apple plant is the chief

representative in British gardens. They ai'e all six-

stanicned, and, thoreroro, in the sixth class of tlm Lin-

uiean system, (j-Hexandria i-Monogijnia, and arc asso-

m

elated with such plants as Eillhergias, TiUandsias, and

JEclmieas, plants of no known use, if we except Til-

landsia itsneoides, or the Pastlo of South America, which

hangs down in long strings from the branches of trees

;

is elastic after drjdng, and used for stuffing birds, pillows,

and other articles, and, more recently, by plant collec-

tors for packing purposes. They are all natives of the

Now World, but being very tenacious of lile, some of

them have been distributed to Africa and to the East

Indies, and other tropical parts. They grow in dense

profusion in the liot parts of the New World, and often

leading a sort of epiphitioal life, climbing up huge stems,

which they fringe with a perpetual verdure, feeding on

the hot damp air and exhalations from decaying vege-

tables around ; or grasping with their eager roots such

dead vegetable matter as may chance to be within their

reach. Their leaves form a deep cavity in the centime by

their close growth at the bottom, and in the rainy season

the cavity is filled with water, with which tlie plant sup-

plies itself during the periodical droughts. The eager

collector of orchids climbs up a tree thus clothed with Pit-

cairnias and other Bromelwoi ts, in search of his Epideu-

drums, and in bis hurry upsets one after another of these

•water pitchers, and is instantly deluged from a source

he cannot for a moment divine. On accoimt of this pro-

vident habit of sustaining themselves with food and

moisture, and also for the gaiety and fragrance of then-

blossoms, they ai'e great favourites in South American

gardens, where they may be seen hanging about in all

directions, from trees, fences, balustrades, and balconies,
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where they flower in profusion, without any earth or

care, filling the air with theu' delicious fragrance.

The whole race of Broraelworts would flourish iu our

stoves, fastened to logs of wood, like Mr. Aijplehy's orchids,

or nailed to damp walls under tlie sliade of other things ;

also planted in pieces of hoetroot, which, if the leaf end

hung downwards, would soon put forth a new crop of leaves

that would nestle a Bromelwort in their attempt to secure a

more natural position. Such ai-e the Pitcaimias and their

allies, which, under a liberal system, would soon multiply

themselves by sucliers and seeds to an inconvenient extent.

PHcnirnia Jacltsoni was imported accidentally by Mr. Jack-

son, among tufts of orchids, from Guatunala. It is a stove

plant; roots fibrous, and producing many suckers; leaves

full a foot long, pointed sword-shape, spined-saw-toothed on
the upper part only, upper side dai'k green and smooth,

rmder side white-powdered. Flower stem, leafy at the bot-

tom, powdered, and bearing scarlet tlowers, of which the

powdered flower-stalks stand out slightly raised, with bractes

;

calyx powdered, three-cleft, scarlet, with yellow edges; corolla

three inches long, and scarlet; stamens length of petals, and
the pistil rather longer. Found native in dry places ; in-

creased by suckers ; and thrives in a mrstm-e of light loam
and peat.

PALE-FLOWEnEnCALOCHOKTUs(C((Zoc7«3)-?(W^3rtH;(Zi/.s).

—

Annalcs de Gaivl., t. 225.—This is a very beautiful genus

of bulbous plants, belonging to the LUijworts (Liliaoesie),

and nearly related to the Tulip and the Fritillayij, but

easily distinguished from both by having the sepaline

petals, or the three which represent the calyx in this

order, of a different form, colour, and texture, from the

true petals. They are almost exclusively found wild iu

the warm vallies in California, or in their neighbour-

hood; but neither Pursh, Douglas, or Hartweg, who
have seen them growing, Tiave related the exact condi-

tions of climate under which they are found, nor oven

the precise localities where the best species inhabit.

From Hartweg we learn that those he met with in the

upper parts of the Sacramento Valley, chiefly luteus and
2Mllidus (?), begin to grow at the end of October, when
the rains commence; and that they flower in May, after

the rains have ceased sometime, and when the annual

clothing of the valley is withered up by a scoi'ching sun.

From this scanty infonnation we can perceive the reason

why all, or almost all, the large importations of them by

the Horticultural Society, and -nhich they distributed

among the Fellows nearly twenty years ago, have been

lost to the country. We ourselves flowered maerocarjKi,

spUndens, and venusta, three of the most handsome
flowering bulbs wliich we ever had the good fortune to

flower in one year, but we never saw any more of them.

Indeed, we went under the impi'ession for some years

that they were altogether extinct in our gardens, until

we were informed lately, when making inquiries for the

subject of this biography, that Mr. Groom, of Clapham

Rise, the gi-eat bidb grower, has succeeded in saving

them, and that he stands alone as a successful cultivator

of the Calocliortl; and if Mr. Groom should see this

page, we make little doubt, from his well-known libe-

rality, he will benefit our readers by sending a short

account of their treatment to The Cottage Gardexeii.

The name Calockortus was given, nearly forty years ago,

by Frederick Pui'sh, a Prussian botanist, who travelled

extensively in North America in search of botanical

novelties, and who wrote a woi'k in two volumes on the

new plants he discovered in the north and north western

parts of the New World—a work which was published

in London in 1814 under the title Flora Americana:

Septentrionalis. The word Oalochortus is derived from

kalos, beautiful, and chortus, grass ; the young leaves of

these handsome bulbs issuing forth like blades of grass

on the return of the periodical rains late in the autumn

;

and with the allied Cijclobothra, Brodiaa, Tritelcja, and

such like bulbs, form the only herbage when they are in

blossom; as no plants except ti'ees, shrubs, and bulbous

rooted ones, can withstand the May sun of California.

Hence it is that large tracts of the country are clothed

with plants having only an annual duration. Bulbs

from such regions are exceedingly impatient of wet when
they are not growing ; but we shall not anticipate Mr.

Groom in respect to their true culture.

Wlien Darid Douglas went out on his second and last

mission from the Horticultural Society to the northwest
const of America, and tindmg it impracticable and unsafe to

ascend the great Columljia river, according to his instnic-

tions, he pushed on liis way to CaUfornia, which he reached
this time twenty years back, and he spent the next two yeai-s

exploring the gold country, whence he sent those Culochorti

which were distributed by the society. Still we are ignorant

of the exact locahties where he met mth them, and his

jouiTials and papers, through some unworthy feeling on tlie

part of the officers of the society, as it is understood, liave

never been published, but to this day remain in the archives

of the society. This is raucli to be regretted now that a

regular communication has been estalilishcd witli California.

Were we in possession of Ilouglas's jom'nals, they would
surely give a clue to the localities wliere the writer met with

such beautiful bulbs. If their native places of growth have
been really pointed out by j\Ir. Douglas, it was a very serious

omission ou the part of the council of the Horticultural

Society, not to have made Hartweg aware of them wlicn lie

was sent lately to California, and where he spent a long time
without having met with many, or even with llio best, of the

old Oolorhnrli. But, as in the case of Douglas, tlie officers

of the society chose to differ with Mr. Hartweg about tlie

scantiness of his journals and otlier things ; so tbat, before

he had^time to collect his ideas, and record tlu'in, after liis
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fliTival in England, lie was diamisseJ without ceremony, and

the cream of his labonrs, we make no doubt, will bo for the

advancement of foreign gardens. He is now one of the

com-t gardeners to the Emperor of Austria, at whose expense

he was first sent amongst us.

Oalochortus pallirlus is a native of Mexico. It is bulbous

rooted, and grassy leaved, hke the rest of tlie genus. Flowers

in loose umbels
;

petals reversed egg-shape, pale brown,

hairy in tlie middle, witli a very dark triaugulai' spot at the

base.—B. J.

THE PRUIT-GARDEN.
Early Cucujibehs.—So numerous arc the demands

with the rising year, which may be made on practical men
who endeavour to cater for the public mind in the gar-

dening world, that the purveyor of such materials feels

sadly p\izzled in exercising the duty of selection. We
really did want to complete some papers about fniit-

gardoning, or rather the arrangement of fruit-trees in

newly-made gardens, but the lengthening days remind

us that we shall one day be too hot, and that a cooling

salad—the cucumber not being absent without special

permission—will be a most welcome appendage of the

dinner-table, whether that of the gastronomist or the cot-

tager. As to the former, we would strongly urge the ex-

pediency of having a small cucumber-house, as advised

last year. Mr. Rivers has shown that an artificial

climate may be formed in an economical manner, by
means hitherto unthougbt of; and, indeed, the five-

pound greenhouse—details of which have been afforded

in a previous portion of this work—will furnish capital

bints of the mode of procedure.

Our readers will here remember, that it is not the

most expensive plans tliat are most successful ; and that

to secure economical ones, the whole of the work must
not be thrown on the mechanic. Nearly one-half may
be carried out by a smart labourer, provided the prin-

cipal himself is in the way, and can direct well a host of

subordinate matters. It need scarcely be added, that

independently of the cost of material, expensive or ill-

directed labour, fearfully enhances the cost of production

in everything. So we may conclude that the old adage
is as fresh as ever in its application to labour matters

—

" He that by the plough would thrive,

Himself must either hold or drive."

We will now proceed to discuss the ordinary dung-
bed cucumber culture, for, doubtless, many of our readers

will at once tliink, that if the dung at their stable-door

must ferment, the heat evolved ought by all means to be
made available to some useful purijose ; and really it

does look a very common sense sort of affair.

Prei)aratwn of Dang.—What is termed by jn'actioal

men "sweetening" fermenting materials, is a process

not confined to the cucumber alone; many cases will

occur to those who have the ordinary frames which re-

quire fermenting material ; and as the process is the

same in aU eases, one account will suffice.

We will commence with the dung fresh at the stable-

door ; the first tiling is to throw it into a close body to

" sweat." Those amateurs who have plenty, and to

spare, will do well to shake it over loosely, and reject a

portion of the mere droppings ; for these take the most
purifying, and, moreover, engender an over-powerful,

and sometimes unmanageable heat, which in un-
practised hands is capable of much mischief. Such
droppings are admirably adapted for mushroom culture,

and need only be strewed over the floor of an open shed
for a few weeks (imtil three parts dry), in order to form
a capital bed with little farther preparation. The main
bulk of the material thus thrown together, will in a

week or so become exceedingly hot, and must tlien be
turned completely inside out ; and in so doing, every

lock or patch which adheres together must be divided.

Water will now be requisite, and must be regularly
applied as the work proceeds, rendering every portion
equally moist. After the mass has lain for about foui'

days longer, it is well to administer a liberal amount of
water on the top ; this will wash out at the bottom of

the heap, much of its gross impurities. In a few more
days it must be again turned inside out, using water if

dry in any portion ; and after laying nearly a week it

should be almost fit for use ; but it is well to give it even
another turn, if labour is at hand. If any tree leaves,

strawy materials, &c., or any simple vegetable matter is

to be added to the mass, it may be added at the last

turning but one.

These things accomplished, the heap ought to be
" sweet," and such may bo readily ascertained even by
unpractised persons, for a handful drawn from the

very interior, and applied to the nostrils, will not only

be devoid of impure smell, but actually possess a
somewhat agreeable scent, similar to the smell of mush-
rooms.

Beds.—All things will now be in readiness for build-

ing the bed, and one necessary point is to select a spot

perfectly dry beneath, or rendered so. It must, more-
over, be thoroughly exposed to a whole day's sun, but
with this, the more it is sheltered sideways the better, as

starving winds, by operating too suddenly in lowering

the temperature, cause a great waste of material as well

as labour. Some portable screens, therefore, are useful

things for early work—of which, more presently.

The gi-ound plan of the bed, or ground surface, should

be nearly level ; a good builder, however, wiU be able

to rear a substantial bed on an incline, and such is not

a bad plan, so forming the slope as to have the front or

south side several inches below the back ; the front

being with the ground level, the back raised above it.

By such means there will be as great a depth of dung at

ft'ont as back, which is not the ease when the base is

level ; for then, unluckily, through the incline necessary

for the surface of the glass, the dung at back is generally

much deeper than the front, at wliich latter point most
heat is wanted. We merely mention this as a subor-

dinate affair, and may observe, that good gardeners not

unfrequently use a portion of weaker material at the

back, such as littery stuff, containing little power as to

heat. It is well, also, to fill most of the interior of the bed,

after building it half a yard in height, with any half-

decayed materials, such as half worn linings, fi'esh leaves,

&c. ; this will in general secure it from the danger of

bm-ning, whilst it will also add to the permanency of

the bed, for the cucumber roots will descend, and thus

secm'e an indefinite amount of food during the hot

weather of summer. We have known beds thus cir-

cumstanced, continue bearing well until the following

autumn, producing up to that period an almost in-

credible amount of cucumbers.

At this period, a bed should be at least four feet high

at the back ; if Ave feet, all the better ; and as soon as

built, let some littery manure be placed round the sides

in order to prevent the wind searching it. As soon as

the heat is well up, or in about four days from the build-

ing of it, the whole bed should have a thorougli watering.

It is now well to close it until the heat is well up again,

when a second and lighter watering may be applied

;

and now it will be ready for the hills of soil any time.

It wDl appear tedious, we fear, to some of our readers,

to dwell so much on the preparatory steps of dung
sweetening, &c., especially having formerly handled the

subject ; but it must be remembered, that in early dung-

beds, everytMnf) depends on the sweetness of tlie material

;

as air eaunot be given with that liberality with which it

may at a more advanced season.

In making the hills of soil for the ])lants, we generally

make a hollow in the centre of each light, half the depth

of the bed. In the bottom of this we place nearly a
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baiTOwful of brickbats, on tliis some lialf-rotten dung,

and finally a flat sqiiare of turf, on which the hillock is

placed. It is almost impossible for the roots of the

jilants to ''scorch" with this precaution. The soil at

this earlv season may be one-luilf good tinfy loam, six

months old at least, and tlie otlier hnlf-rotten manure,

old vegctalile soil, and sandy lieatli soil, well blended.

In placing the hillocks, most old practitioners keep

them at first in a globular tbrm in the centre of each

light ; this enables the cultivator to apply water occa-

sionally, in case of burning, without wetting the soil.

We have thus conducted the novice in cucumber
growing up to tlie period of ridging out, as it is termed,

and we may now speak of their subsequent treatment

during the early stages.

Culture.—This may be said mainly to comprise a duo

attention to ventilation, sprinkling, and constant care

over the linings. If the bed is established as it ought to

be, the principal of tbe beat will have to be furnished

by the latter ; for if the body of the bed is in a slight

fermentable state, there will always be hottom-lieat cnoiir/h

;

for such should not be permitted to rise above 90° hi/

aiuj means, nor to fall below 75". Protection to the

liniiu/s was named at the beginning of this paper : Ave

proceed to explain. It is well known tliat a good deal

of laboui' is involved in tbe culture of very early Cucum-
bers by the ordinary dinig frame ; and not ouly this, but

the loss of much manure. Now, by having some kind

of screen to ward off the \Aind, linings A\ill both last

double the time and also be nuieli less liable to injurious

fluctuations. A great economy of labour wiU also be
achieved, and, lastly, success rendered more certain.

Some persons use spruce boughs, or otlier bi'usb-

wood; and very good they are, but unsystematic, and,

moreover, not always within reach of our suburban
gardeners. To such we recommend the use of wooden
frames, covered with tarpaulin, sail cloth, or anything

impervious to wet. The frame may be a mere skeleton,

like, in fact, an old picture-frame, and bound across, for

strength, at each angle; and the cloth, mats, or other

material stretched tight and nailed down all round.

Made in about six-feet lengths, by aboiit four feet in

depth, they can bo readily shifted according to need, by
even lady amateurs. Sucli adjuncts are gTeater eeono-

misers than many would imagine : beds made of properly

sweetened fermenting materials, and tlie linings kept

moist and protected by screens, will almost work them-
selves, ventilation being of course attended to. Never-

theless, the linings should be turned over about once
in a fortnight during February and March, choosing
mild weatlier for tbe operation, never turning the whole
at once, but back and front alternately.

As to ventilation, a good surface heat being insured,

we say, give air night and day, less or more, so long as
70° can be secured by day, and from G0° to 6.5° by night;

suffering, however, a rise at all times in ajust proportion
to the amount of light. Let tbe maximum pitch be
attained generally from about three to five p.m., during
which period the frames may be closed. Alter this,

again, give a little air for the night, cautiously, and
slightly sprinkle round the sides of the frame.

E. Eerington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
PARTicur..\R Walks.—I have had a plan in my head

for the last five years for making a walk across a swamp
where one could not step a foot witliout sinking down
knee-deep, if not much deeper—probably the most
difficult kind of bottom that is to be met with anywhere
for making a walk or road on. Yet there is no great
"engineering difficulties" about it, as the railroad

writers used to say, and railroads have been carried

over such places, but, as I conceive, on a wrong prin-

ciple altogether, and at ten times the expense tliey

might have been done, and done well too.

In this neighbourhood— between Stowmarkct and
Bury St. Edmunds—the line of raflroad had to pass
over a piece of ground of this very description ; and
report said at the time, that they were sinking money in

this swamp deeper than it would be jiossiiile for the

Chancellor of the Exchequer himself, with all his host,

ever to get it up again; and we all of us know that

thetj can get out money where few people would think

of trying for it. Very lately I explained my plan to a

good engineer, who, after screwing down his eyebrows
five or six times, declared tliat I should never sink into

a swamp if I could but get money enough to walk over

it in my own way, and that thousands might have been
saved by the plan on works which he mentioned.

The usual mode of securing a firm bottom for a road-

way in a place of this description is by first putting

down a quantity of fagot wood, or—as in the case of

some ])arts of the railway over Chat JNFoss, between
Liverpool and Manchester—a platform of timber and
hurdles of sutficient depth and strength to bear up the

weight of tbe road, and prevent the boggy ground from
bulging up on either side : so far, so good. Witliout a

floating bottom tlie thing is impracticable—the error

has been that more weight was put over the floating

materials than they could bear without sinking into the

marsh or bog, without at the same time making the

stratum itself more or less of a floating nature also.

Concrete would have done this eflectually, if jiut on in

separate thin layers, as I described when explaining

about the road. Now the way I propose is this, and
only for a walk sufficiently strong to carry a barrow-

ful of something as heavy as a stout navigator could

wheel across. Instead of using fagots for a float I

would prefer loose branches, and of them I would lay

down two, three, or four layers, according to the softness

of the surface ; over Ibis I would place a couple of

inches of long straw, and over the straw a layer of good
concrete three inches thick. The weight of lliis would
not sink the wood and straw even in Avater, supposing
the width to be above six feet. In extending the work,

1 would carry the wood, straw, and concrete over this

layer by a system of planks, in the usual way of wheel-

ing with barrows ; and by the time the first layer of

concrete was finished across the marsh the first end of

it would be set, and firm enough for a second layer of

the concrete about the same thickness, or, if not dry,

time must be allowed for it to set, and then it would be

in eft'ect as if a thick layer of planks had been used

instead of it—or say a raft. By the time the second

la3'er was set we should have six inches of stuff as firm

as if it were in one piece of wood, slate, or stone, wliieh

would then float on a muddy surface without wood or

straw. Alter that, other layers would be added in suc-

cession, according to the weight the road or pathway
would ha\'e to carry, up to tlie weight of a " goods

train." and still the marsliy bed would be not disturbed

more than with the first layer of three inches. Such is

my firm belief, at any rate ; and it is confidently backed
by the more scientific views of the engineer.

Few people, except builders, have any idea of the

strength of wefl-made concrete, and none of tliem have
yet any experience of the wear that is in small stones

when thus put together ; hut, from the concurrent tes-

timony of writers and keen observers. I am quite sure

that a road or walk thus constructed would last longer

on a marsh or yieUling bed than if it were laid on a

solid rock.

The next most difficult situation for a walk is a soft

spongy clay on a dead level, within arm's length of high

spring-tide mark, or inuiidatious by frequent floods.

Here, too, the same principle that is involved iu the
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instance of tbo marsh must be the ruling guide. The
surl'aoe of the clay must not be disturbed in the least

degree ; no straw to keep back the particles need he
used ; and smaller branches will suffice to set across tbe

pathway. The use of the brushwood is, of course, to

prevent tbe bottom of the walk from mixing or sinking

into tbe clay, tbo surface of which, and the bottom
surface of tbe concrete ought to form two distinct faces

or layers like two panes of glass, tbe one over the other.

The great blunder in making and tbe enormous cost

of repairing oross-couutry roads will thus be got rid of

altogether. A parish surveyor, if his head has been put
on the right way, will go to work with a new road like

a philosopher until he comes to tbe laying on of tbe
" materials,"—a ditch and bank on either side are made
as good, if in England, as they could be made any-

where, if not much better. In Scotland these ditches

and banks next to parish or other roads are all but
unknown : tbe rents are too high in Scotland to allow

them to waste tbe land tliat way. While the ditch and
bank are in progress, the bottom of tbe road, in recent

times, gets a good inclination ; and if wet and spongy,
it is drained herring-bone fashion—that is, right and left

to either ditch from the back-bone or centre of tbe road;
or, if there is but one ditch, a culvert or large pipe-drain

is carried across occasionally under the bed of tlie road.

All this, as far as it goes, is as it should be ; but no
sooner do tbe materials for constructing the road with
make their appearance than surveyor, men, horses and
all are out at sea—deep as " ankle deep,"—but no
matter : it is winter time, the men are employed, and
tbe work is finished before tbe horses can get ou tbe

land ; and without grumbling at rates and other things
they say of us as a nation we could not exist for a

twelvemonth. Tlie winter is the worst part of tbe

whole year for making or mending roads or walks,

except, perbapis, preparing the bottom, all necessary
drains, raising or lowering the surface on either side—in

short, all the requisite preparations except putting on
the materials ; and from March to the middle of May is

the best time for making and laying tbe concrete, unless
the weather happens to be wet, when it will be almost
impossible to carry on the work without .distiu'bing tbe

bed for the road or walk.

The next difficult kind of bed to form a walk on
with precaution is stiff clay, without being wet, or, if

a little moist, easy to drain to the sides. Here the

brush-wood may be dispensed with ; and if chalk is to

be had reasonably cheap, a layer, two inches thick, to

keep the concrete from fixing in tbe clay, is tbe best

material ; but iu the absence of chalk, the walk should
be made a couple of inches thicker than the standai'd

depth of four inches, to guard against the possibility of the

frost swelling tbe clay, which might crack tbe concrete.

Any kind of soil that is retentive should first be formed
on the slope both ways from the centre, before the con-

crete is laid on, and if there are any doubts about wet
reaching it, small cross drains should be laid at sliort

intervals from the centre to the sides at right angles
with tbe line of the walk, to communicate with tbe

drains, which may be necessary for surface draining
both sides of the road, and into which all the surface
water from the walk must he led in tbe usual way if

the ground is flat. The neatest way of managing the
escape of the surface water that I have seen is that in

tbe Royal Gardens at Kew; but the taste of the proprie-

tor, as Mr. Kemp very justly remarks, should be allowed
to sway this part of the details. In the flower-gardens
and pleasure-grounds here, where we count the walks by
the mile, there is not a single drain necessary anywhere.
Even on the flat surface of the level terraces we do not
require them. At the present moment, and for the last

two months, we have hundreds of yards of new walks,
fi'om nine to twelve feet wide, ui progress, besides two

new handsome terraces, and one of tbe old terraces, to

be remodelled, and up to tliis date I have seen no reason
for a drain of any description. The whole are to be
finished just as I have been describing in these letters,

and we are so confident of our handiwork, that we should
feel no uneasiness if we were told to-morrow that a mill-

stream were to be let loose down tlie surface of any one
of our sloping walks three days after it was finislied;

yet the greatest depth of gravel that will be laid on
any of them will not be quite half an inch. The new
road up the hill, which I have so often mentioned as

proof positive of the strength anddurability

—

orunwcara-
hilihj, if there is such a word,—has bad another severe
trial during the late damp muggy weather : a very large

quantity of the Caen stone has been hauled over it in great

blocks, averaging about five tons a-piece, by six horses,

and on narrow wheels ; and now that this baiding is

finished, tbe half inch of gravel laid on last May to

form a smooth surface for the wheels, scraped ott' tbe

road, is now just as good and as firm as it was when tbe

first load went over it. Another half inch of fine gravel

put on before the surface gets qixite dry, and rolled three

or four times, will make it as smooth and fine as the
best garden-walk in England ; and its whole thickness
is not a fraction more tban live inches, and all the new
walks will be equally strong for what is intended for

their traffic ; but their thickness will not exceed three

inches iu any part, and on tlie average of the whole
surface, less than half an inch of gravel will be all that

will be used. Tbe terraces I shall form a little dift'erent

irom the walks ; but I shall say nothing about them till

tliey are finished.

I have said that the body of the walks should be
made four inches wider tban the walk is intended to

he. There are many advantages secured by tliis plan.

On level ground the rain-water collects along the sides

in ordinary walks, sinks down there, and after a while
feeds the sides of the turf so much, that the grass is sure

to appear more coarse tlian elsewhere; a bed is also pre-

pared for a crop of weeds, and the more you disturb it to

get rid of them, tbe better the bed is prepared for the
next crop. When tbe edging-shears cuts tlie grass, you
will find that tbe roots have disputed for the bed with
the weeds, and instead of being able to sweep u]) the
grass as easily as off' an oil-cloth, you will be in a mess
for nobody knows how long, striving to divide your loose

gravel from the grass and weeds, and before all is

over the chances are, that the temper will get loose

and mixed like the mass. A couple of inches of solid

stnff" under the turf will do away with that branch of

gardening ; weeds cannot grow upon it, nor will roots

from tbe grass edge strike into it. Tlie grass is as short

along the edges of the walk as ou any part of tbe lawn,
and unless the turf was cut very badly in tbe first in-

stance, the depth of the sides will be uniform through,
and need not be quite half an inch. Last of all, tbe

extra width of concrete prevents tbe rain-water getting

to the bottom of the walk, which would be the worst
part of the whole story. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

Choeozejia.—To those who are experiencing the first

symptoms of enthusiasm for the possession and culti-

vation of beautiful plants, few tilings are more bewilder-

ing than the names by which they are known, more
especially if such persons have not previously received
the rudiments of a classical education. Even with tliis

advantage the difficulty is not at once or easily removed,
even so far as tlie meaning is concerned ; for after

bothering themselves, for instance, to find the meaning
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of a generic name, it may very likely turn out tliat it

has uo peculiar meaning at all, but is merely com-
memorative of some individual who has rendered good
service to this branch of natural history. Even when
the meaning is perceived, as in the present instance of

the Chorozeiiia, which is compounded of the words
cheros. a dance, and zema, a drink, stQl, without farther

intelligence of tlie matter, we might puzzle ourselves
for years with the beautiful pea-shaped blossoms, the

compact habit of most of the species, the various formed
leaves—some resembliug a heath, others not unlike,

except in size, our prickly holly—witliout being able to

discover anytliing to remind us either of (ir(Hci«(/ or drink-

iruj. Could we, however, at once bring before oiu' mind's
eye the French botanist Labillardierre strolling along
the south-west coast of New Holland, fatigued and
pai'ched with thirst, trying every j.iool of water that

came in his way, but finding them luidriukable from the

salt they held in solution.—coming at length upon a
bubbling fountain of delicious water, should we then
wonder that the vivacious botanist would dance as he
quaffed the refreshing liquid ? or could we question the
lirojH'iety of his christening as Clmrozema the beautiful
new plant found growing upon the banks of the reser-

voir, as alike e.-cpressive of his feelings and commemo-
rative of the event? Even this circumstance, trifling

though it may seem to some, presents us with the solu-

tion of the chief difficulty respecting the cultivation of

the various species, and especially of those that are

somewhat tender and shy in their habits. Stagnant
moisture—either from insufficient drainage or a want of

porousness in the soil, or the soil allowed to become dry
while the pot stands upon u dry shelf—are alike and
equally ruinous.

Our collection of this group is at present rather
limited

; for, like many more, to sustain the pleasures
arising from variety, old favourites must be set aside, in
order that others may charm for a time by their novelty,
if not by then- superiority. Old beautiful plants, thus
discarded from limited collections, when introduced
again have even more pleasing associations in some
respects than new luitried species. The Chorozcmas as

a whole are all so good, that where there is room there

is not one but deserves cultivation. Like the Epacris
and Cornea, to both of w^liich attention has lately been
directed, they are natives of New Holland, and its near
neighbour Van Dieman's Land. They appropriately
follow both of these groups, inasmuch as if the;/ delight
us in winter, the Chorozcmas commence blooming in

March, and in some of the species continue to do so

until the commencement of autinnn. The flowers are

produced in lai-ger or lesser racemes, proceeding chiefly

from the axils of the leaves near the points of the
shoots. This points out a pecuUarity of culture to be
attended to—namely, the securing not of a few strong
shoots, but by timely stopping and tying out a great
number of shorter and yet stubby and well ripened
ones.

The following are among tlie best species, though
there are others very good. As most of tliem prodiice
seed freely, we mS,y expect many superior varieties when
once the hybridist sets earnestly to work, such as plants
with ttie large flowers of rarium and the compact habit
of triangularis and ovata. For greater usefulness, we
shall arrange the limited list into three groups.

1st. C. Henchmanii, stems upright ; leaves needle-
shaped, like a heath ; flowers scarlet, with a yellow
mark. Introduced 1825.

C. angustifolia, branches slender, inclined to be a
climber ; small linear leaves ; flowers yellow and crim-
son. 1830.

C. Z)ie/f4-on«, stems compact; leaves narrow ; flowers
red and yellow. 183U.

These grow, upon an average, from two to four feet

in height.

2nd. C. ccirdata, stems slender; leaves heart-shaped,
spiny at the edges ; flowers red.

C. ovata, stems slender; leaves ovate; flower's scarlet.

1830.

C. illicifolia, stems slender ; leaves oblong, sinuated,

and spiny ; flowers yellow and red. 1803.

C. varia, stems stronger gi'owiug ; leaves roundish,
sometimes plain, sometimes notched and jagged, hence
its name ; flowers yellow and red, and large. 1839.

These generally grow from two to four feet in height.

I have had a large bush of varia from live to six feet,

and diameter in proportion. This division has beau-

tiful flowers, and, upon the wliole, is easiest managed.
3rd. C. nanii, stems and leaves compact and small

;

flowers yellow and red. 1803.

C. spartioides, stem and leaves spartium-like ; flowers,

yellow and brown.
C. trianf/uiaris, stem slender; leaves long, sinuated. and

with prickles on the edges; flowers scarlet and purple. 1830.

C.flava, stems slender; leaves sinuated, and toothed;

flowers creamy yellow. 1848. This lastl have not seen,

but I have been informed it resembles the others in this

group ; all of which are naturally of a slender dwarf
habit, varying from one foot to eighteen inches in height

;

though, of course, they will get taller when well gi'own,

and kept for a long period.

The diflerenoe in the treatment of these divisions

consists chiefly in the soil or compost to be used. In all

it should be of an open porous character, and yet not so

rough, but it will go pretty closely together The_/rrs<

division principally require roughish peat. I have found
the following answer well :—Rough peat, li'om which
the very finest was removed, and the largest pieces

ranging fiom the size of small marbles to that of chest-

nuts and pigeon's-eggs, according to the size of the shift

given ; such fibry peat, four parts ; fibry sweet loam, one
part; broken charcoal, broken pots, small clean stones,

such as is procured from the washing of road-drilt, and
sUver sand, from one to two parts. This woidd make a
nice open light compost. The surface must be covered

with finer material to prevent the air entering too freely.

It is necessary that the charcoal used should be clean,

good, and from hard wood. Any rubbish charred will

do for common purposes ; but for ])lants a little shy,

something better than charrings from the rubbish-heap

must be obtained. For the second division, with an
equal amount of open porous matter, equal parts of tmfy
loam and tiu'fy peat may be adopted, or the loam may
nearly equal the peat. As a general principle, it will bo

found that the larger and plainer the leaves, the stronger

will be the growth, and the more nearly may the loam
equal the peat in quantity. For the third and dwarfest

division, three parts of peat to one of loam, with enough
of sand, charcoal, &c., to render it ojien, will answer
well. Having said so much upon soil, I shall now I

merely specify a few points of management.
Choosing plants in a Nursery.—Let them be dwarf,

stubby, and yoimg, with the roots just getting to the side

of the pot. A stunted, pot-bound plaut,however large, will

never do any good. A struck cutting is to be prefeiTed.

If the family is new to you, it is best to get the plants in

the spring, as the growing season is belbrc you.

Pruning.—With the exception of stojijiiug very vigor-

ous shoots, which should be done at any time, this shoidd

be principally done when the plants arc done flowering.

The plants should be kept a little closer and warmer
afterwards, to encourage fresh growth, when this has

taken place.

Potting should be attended to when necessary, ]iaying

particular attention to drainage. Very large shifts can

scarcely ever be given with safety to large established

plants, though it may be safely adopted with vigorous
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young ones when potted early in the season. For those

who do not thoroughly understand the system, they will

succeed hest by the successive mode, never giving a

large shift at a time. After potting, the plants must be

kept close until fresh growth of roots has taken place,

and then be exposed gradually to tire open atmosphere,

that the wood may be fully matured.

Watering.—I have already hinted that the plants

must never be soaked, like an aoquatic, nor dried as a

succulent may be at times. The first is prevented by

attention to drainage and open porous compost; the

second is guarded against, botli in summer and winter,

by using double pots. The watering-pot, especially for

the first division, nevertheless, must be used with judg-

ment, and the water, if possible, should be soft and pure,

and in winter at least 5° warmer than the atmosphere.

When making their wood, they may obtain a few times

a weak-coloured infusion from cow-dung. The other divi-

sions, and especially the second, wUl rejoice in such a

solution frequently.

Syringing.—This may be practised freely wlien the

plants are growing; and after potting a frequent dusting

will be better than watering. Do it, however, so care-

fully and gently that their will be no danger of mudding
the surface soil in the pot.

Temperature and Situation.—In winter the heat should

seldom be below 4.')°, and air given in abundance, when
the outside temperature is a little above 40°. During
winter they should have a place well exposed to light.

When in bloom in April or May they should either be

in a shady place or in double pots. In summer the best

place is a cold turf pit ; but if tliat is not to be had, they

should stand in a shady place in July and August ; or if

exposed to the sun, there must be double pots, or the

single pot protected by mulching in such a way as not

to impede di'ainage, or prevent the air circulatuig round
it ; and in the later mouths, before being housed, they

may be exposed fully to light and aiv, only they must be

secured from heavy rains and violent winds.

Propagation.—This is easiest effected by seeds, which
are often produced freely, and though many would
weaken the plaut, yet a pod or two might be left for that

purpose. The seed may be sown when ripe, but in all

the latish flowering ones, it is better to save them over

the winter ; soak them for a day in water about 130°,

and sow in the spring m a gentle hotbed. Pot off when
a few inches in height, and stop to make bushy.

Bij Cuttings.—Nice firm half ripened shoots about two
inches in length strike most readily. These are most
easily secured after priming, and where fresh growth
has been made, and is advancing to maturity ; but then

it often happens that the cuttings, thovigh treated with

as much care, and in a manner similar to that which
the other day was recommended for the Corrcea, are not

enough advanced to be fit for moving before winter. To
remedy this inconvenience, and where only a few are

wanted, these may be secured generally in spring, by
looking for, and detaching close to the main stem some
short stubby side shoots.

Diseases ami Insects. — Mildew is apt to assail the

small leaved kinds, such as Henohmanii, and the red

spider relishes the roughest leaved species that exists.

Sulphur is the great remedy for both. For the first

when it appears, dust the parts all over, but keep it

from the soil in the pot. Set the plant in a shady
place for a couple of days, and then place it on its broad
side, and syringe it all round until all the sulphur is

removed. Inure it gradually to the light, and if not
too far gone, all will be well. The same method may
be adopted for the spider ; but a cleaner, and even
more effectual mode is to introduce the plant where you
can put a little sulphur on a hot-water plate.

R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC STOVE PLANTS.

(Continuedfrom p. 245.)

Stove Climbers—Passifi.oua (The Passion flower).

—

This is a well known family of plants, having much
interest attached to it from the amiable, though super-

stitious, fable that on its first discovery in South America
was attached to it by the Komish missiouaiies. They
declared that the part of the flower resembling a pillar,

and which bears the three stigmas, represented the cross

on which our blessed Savioin- suffered; the five anthers,

the hammer and the nails with which he was fastened

to the cross ; and tlie rays were said to figure the crown
of thorns. The petals, ten in niunber, were said to

represent the ten Apostles ; but as there were twelve, to

get over that discrepancy, it was alleged that one denied

and one betrayed his Master, and so they had no place

in the flower ; and as our Saviom- was three days in liis

tomb, this flower commemorates that circumstance by
opening and shutting within three days. On such a

foundation this genus was named the Passion flower.

It is a large genus, and we shall follow our usual method
of selecting a few of the most strong and attractive species

worthy of being recommended for culture.

P. ACTINIA (Sea-anemone-flowered P.) ; Organ Moun-
tains.—A very handsome, large flowered species, discovered

in 1842 by Mr. Lobb, the successful collector of Messrs.

Veitoh, of the Exeter Nursery, in whose establishment

it flowered the same year. It is not unlike P. quad-

rangulai'is. It is climbing ; with leaves large, entire,

twisted, and bordered ; dark green on the upper side, and
milky green underneath ; the leafstalk has four glands

or fleshy protuberances on it—two near the middle pretty

close together, one near the base of the leaf-stem, and
one close to the leaf The flowers are large and solitary,

springing from the axils of the leaves. There is a three-

leaved involucre under the flowers, and each leaf is

heart-shaped ; the rays or crown of the flower are long

and twisted at the ends; the prevailing colours are white

and purple in bars across each filament of the crown.

It is a handsome fragrant species, and from its affinity

to the fruit-bearing granadilla, will no doubt produce

fruit if properly impregnated. IGs. Od.

P. AMABiLis (Pleasing P.).—Garden hybrid. This is

a seedling variety, raised six years ago, between P. ^nin-

ceps and P. alata, by Mr. Schlachter, a gardener residing

near Lisle, in France. The leaves, like those of the

latter species, ai-e entire. The petals on the upper side

are of the most biilliant ci'imson ; the rays are white,

stained with crimson towards the end, a contrast of

colour that renders this charming variety well worthy of

cultivation. 10s. 6d.

P. ALATA (Winged-Stalked P.) ; West Indies.—Tins
species has also a close aflinity to P. quadrangularis,

but is easily distinguished by its winged stem and smaller

flowers. It is also a less rampant grower, and therefore

more fit for small stoves. 3s. Od.

P. BuoNAPAHTEA and P. PHCENicEA are also much like

the P. alata, but the former has the flowers more in the

shape of a cup, and the colours are much more vivid;

the latter is chiefly distinguished by the colours being

more inclined to purple. We can only consider them

as seedling varieties. 3s. Od. each.

P. cocciNEA (Scarlet P.) ; Guiana.—A very handsome
distinct species, with entire leaves, and involucrated

leaves under tlie flowers. The colour is a brilliant

scarlet. Very scarce, if at all in cultivation.

P. EDULis (Eatable P.) ; West Indies.—The flowers

are not showy, being small, and of a dull white ; but

they are succeeded without any trouble by plenty of

fruit, about the size of a hen's egg, wliich has an agi'ee-

able taste, and is of a beautifiil purple colour; thus
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rendering tbe plant useful as well as ornamentHl. The
leaves are tlu'ec-lobed. Tlie Howers are iuvolucrated,

and the invohicres are three-leaved. 3s. (id.

P. LAURiFOLiA (Laui'el-leaved P.) ; West Indies.—The
flowers of this species are green and ]iuri>le, and are

rather pretty, tliough small. Tlie fiuit is eatahle, ahout

the size of P. ednlis, and of a line lemon colour. It is

of a much slower growth than the precedhig species,

heing of a more slirubby habit. Worth cultivating on

account of its line fruit. 3s. 6d.

P. ker:mistna (Crimson P.) ; S. America.—A beautiful i

fine-leaved, weak-gi'owing species, suitable for pot-culture '

and training round a balloon-shaped wire trellis. The
flowers are of a medium size, and the petals on the

;

upper side are of a bright reddish crimson. A very

desirable species. 2s. Od.
j

P. oN'YCHiNA (Deep blue P.) ; S. America.—This is also '

a weak-gTowing, small-leaved species, remarkable for its ,

pretty flowers, which are entirely of a pleasing blue I

colour. We saw it beautifully in bloom last summer in
i

the Royal Gardens at Kew. 3s. Od.
'

P. QUADRANGui.Anis (Square-Stalked P.) ; Jamaica.— i

This is the most noble of all the Passion flowers. It is i

called in the West Indies the Grauadilla. The leaves are !

entire, and larger than those of the common laurel. The
j

flowers are also very large, wlien fully expanded mea-
suring five inches across ; their colom-s are green, blue,

and red, beantifully varied ; tlie fragrance is very power-
^

ful, but not unpleasant; and the flowers are succeeded

by large fruit, which hang down from the roof like as

many melons. Their pulp is of an agreeable acid sweet

ness. It does not set its truit readily in our stoves with-

out help. The method of impregnating the germ of the

fi'uit requires considerable dexterity. The wliole of the

calyx, corolla, and crown must he cut off with a sharp

pair of pointed scissors, and this must be done without

injuring the flower-stem. When all these are cut away,

there only renmins the essential p.irts of the flower: the

stamens, five in number, and the three stigmas. Then
cut oifone or more of the stamens bearing the anthers,

and do this without shaking the dust or pollen out of the

anthers ; tlien gently touch each stigma with the anther,

covering them with tbe fertilizing powder. Take tlie

opportunity of performing this operation early in the

morning at the very time when the anthers are observed

to be bursting. In a very few days the little germ under

the flower will be seen to swell, which sliows that the

business has been properly performed. The swelling

will take place sometimes without cutting away the orna-

mental parts of the flower : but it is not so safe or so

certain, because those parts are very fleshy, and when
they decay are apt to cause the whole to decay, and the

fruit to drop ofl'immaturely. 3s. Od.

This plant is used in the West Indies to form arbours,

for which its rapid growth and large leaves admirably
adapt it. We ought to have mentioned that when the

fi'uit is ripe it is soft to the touch, and of a pale yellowish

green colour.

P. KAOEjrosA var. pbinceps (The Princely raoomed P.)

;

Brazil.—As the P. quadranfjuJaris is the most noble,

this is the most handsome of the genus. The leaves are

three-lobed, smooth, fleshy, and of a briglit green. The
flowers are of a flue red, approaching to a scarlet, pro-

duced in racemes at the end of the shoots, and are of

the same beautiful colour in the bud before they open.

A finer sight in floricultui'e cannot be conceived than a

rafter, or festooned chain, from which these splenthd

racemes of scarlet Passion flowers are hanging down
profusely. We remember, some ten or fifteen years ago,

v/ituessing a splendid specimen of this species in a

circular conservatory at that noble place, Alton Towers,
the seat of the Earl of Shrewsbury. It covered the roof

entirely, and the racemes of flowers hung down in the

greatest abundance. Even on a much smaller scale it

is very handsome. And again, the Icngtli of its bloom-
ing season is not its least recommendation. It flowers

from March to November. The leaves make a braiUihd

garnish to dishes of fruit; for if, when gathered, they

are rubbed with a piece of leather pretty bard, tliey

ajipear of the finest polish, like green marble; and on
account of their suhstuuce they do not flag so soon as

the generality of leaves used for that piupose. Every
one that has a stove ought to grow this charming plant.

It will even live and thrive well in a greenhouse con-

servatory, though in such a house, owing to a want of

heat in spring and autumn, the blooming season will be
considerably shortened. 3s. Od.

There is no doubt but Passion flowers will hybridise.

Some little has already been done in tliis way ; but the

great difficulty is to find room to grow any considerable

number of hybrids on trial till they flower. In such

houses as the large ones at Kew and Chatsworth there is

space enough for such a purpose; and if tlie Crystal

Palace in Hyde Park sliould be given by our government
for the purposes of floriculture, there would be room
enougli for such ex2ieriments, wbicli there cannot be any
doubt would be attended with tlie happiest residts.

Culture : Soil.—Passifloras require a light, rich soil to

enable them to grow and flower finely. The surface of

an upland pasture four inclies deep, taken off and laid

up to mellow for twelve months or more, and frequently

turned to ameliorate, two parts ; heath-mould from a

moor where the wUd heath thrives, one part; decayed

leaves, half a part; and rotten cow-dung, half apart;

with a due addition of sand, will form an excellent

compost.
Situation.—The finest plant of P. qiiadrangularis we

ever saw was one we had under our care in a large pine

stove belonging then to tbe Piev. James Armitagelthodes,

at Horsforth Hall, near Leeds, in Yorkshire. This

plant flourished so well, flowered so finely, and bore fruit

so profusely, that we cannot do better than describe the

method by which it was managed. A corner of the

bark-pit in which the pines were gi'own was built round

with bricks, the space enclosed being two feet square;

the bricks were laid with spaces left, or, as is commonly
called, pigeon-holed; three or four courses from the

bottom being solid. The wall was brought up to the

level of the curb-stone round the pit. At the bottom of

this small pit nine inches of drainage, of brick-ends and
large broken potsherds, were placed, and upon them a

layer of green grass turf, with grass side downwards, was
laid. The remaining space, about three feet deep, was
filled with a compost, unsifted, of the same materials

as we have just described under the head " soil." A good

watering was given, and it was allowed to remain for a

month unoccupied, that the soil might settle ; a little

more soil was then added, and the plant, a pretty large

stout one, five feet high, was planted. It hore one or

two fruits tlie second year, and continued to produce

more and more as long as it remained in that situation.

We frequently found, wlienever the bark was renewed,

that abundance of roots had penetrated through the

pigeon-holes, running freely amongst tbe bark, but more
especially close to the sides of the bark-pit itself These

roots, at least the strong ones, were carefully preserved, and

placed amongst the new bark, and the fresh heat thereby

engendered always stimulated a fresh, vigorous growth.

The same plan would, no doubt, answer well for all the

fruit-bearing Passion flowers, and all those grown merely

for their beautiful flowers. Where there is not the con-

venience of a bark-pit, they may be very successfully

grown in a border at the back or front of the house.

The rest of the points of culture of these charming plants

must be deferred, as our allotted space is filled.

(To be continued.)

T. Appleby.
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
In describing the different operations and cares periodi-

cally necessary to tlie successful cultivation of any kind
of plants, there must of necessity appear a considerable

amount of repetition, although the writer may exert his

iitniost skill, and bring all his knowledge to bear upon
the subject. In our variable climate, for instance, wo
have (and it is om' bouuden duty) continually to remind
our readers of the indispensible necessity of being con-

stantly on the a]erlto jiroiect their favourite flowers from
the changes from heat to cold, from drought to wet

weather, and immediately to apply tlie necessary pro-

tection, either from frost or too much sunshine, and to

su])ply the necessary amount of food in the shape of

water, or to withhold it when the weather is against its

apjilicatiou. We trust the parties interested in these

matters will bear with us if we appear at times to imagine
they may have forgotten our oft-reijeated warnings and
instructions. In our next we shall write something more
fully under this head, and particularly on the subject of

iJoses j« |?ofs for exhibition purposes. T Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
The early 2}la>ited Cabbage should bo properly looked

over; for after so long a continuance of mild ojien

weather it is not unlikely that some of the early sowu
may start; and if any such are to be found, lose no
time in pulling them up, and filling the vacancies imme-
diately from those pricked in autumn, or some of the

strongest plants from the seed-bed. Plants growing in

gentle heat should be pricked as early after they can
be handled as possible, either on a gentle hot-bed where
they can be sheltered with hoops and coverings, or in

some warm corner where they may be protected for a
time.

Cauliflowers and Lettuce should meet with the same
treatment; and all those that were sown and sheltered

in autumn should be kept quite clear from decayed leaves,

frequently surface stirred, and occasionally dredged with
dry dust. Yoimg Carrots and Radishes in frames should
also be treated m the same way, and a succession should
by all means he sown in drills at this season of the year.

We press the drills eight or nine inches asunder for the

Carrots, and a drill of Radishes between them. The
latter are early, and are kept well thinned, and their

growth is encouraged by dredgings of dust, surface

stuTiugs, and applications of tepid water; so that they
ai'e soon out of the way of the Cairots.

Kidney Beans planted in pots at this season should be
kept high or cone-shaped, and a rill or cavity should be
left between the earth and the outside of the pot, so that
the water may be applied without touching their stems,
at the base of which they are liable to shank in dull

dark weather. If hot-beds are prepared for their culture,

the fermenting materials should be well wrought and
sweetened in the same way as for Cucumbers and Mel-
Ions, and the bed made of about the same substance.
The soil for the Beans should be placed in ridges fifteen

or eighteen inches asunder, and the Beans should be
planted on the siunmit as close to the glass as can be

allowed for the setting of the bed, and the growth or

height of the kind of bean cultivated.

Sprouted Potatoes should be planted in succession on
the same beds on which Asparagus luis been forced, or

on slightly made beds, protected with hoops, mats, &c.

Cucumbers and Melons grown in structui'es erected for

their culture, and heated with a hot-water apparatus,

are very easily managed by keeping up a kindly heated,

humid atmosphere, and when once in a fruit-bearing

state, assisting their growth by applications of tepid

liquid manure, and syringing them occasionally with

clear soot water; but those cultivated in pits and frames
will require skilful attention, if vigorous growth and an
abundance of fruit is desired. The materials with which
the beds are made requires to be well wrought, healthy,

and sweet, and to be kept in this condition by the appli-

cation of linings of similar materials, effectively placed
and well protected with thatched hurdles, furze, or

other evergreen fagots, and the top well wrapped up
with dry litter, mulohy hay, dry leaves, or any other

thing that will attract the principal lieat to the summit
by which an healthy, kindly interior atmosphere may be
obtained and kept up.

Stopping and training also require constant attention ;

but at the same time opportunities for performing these

operations must be watched. Cold cm-rents should be
avoided when giving air ; and it is sometimes necessaiy to

place a little open straw or a few evergreen boughs before

the cavity. The seed of either Cucumber or ilelou, if a few
years old, should be sown in a strong kindly heat ; the

pot or pan should be plunged to the rim, and a piece

of glass placed over it. As soon as the young plants

are observed to be coming through the soil, the glass

should be taken oft', and in a few hours afterwards

the pot or pan should be Itl'ted up, and placed close to

the glass. A little kindly soil and some small pots

should be placed ready crocked in heat, and when potted

they should be placed on a temporary shelf close to the

back of the frame so contrived that it may easily be
lowered as the plants progress.

Cucumbers should be stopped at the first joint that is

made after the first rough leafappears, and should then be
allowed to make three joints; after which they will show
fruit, and then they should be stopiped at every fruit

showing.
Melons may be allowed to make three joints previous

to stopping ; after which, if they break properly, they

will make three shoots, which should be pegged and
trained tOl each shoot has made six or seven joints,

and then stopped. They are then expected, with good
management, to break at every joint, and to show plenty

of fruit. We generally practise stopping one joint above
every fruit showing, giving them good encouragement
with heated air and kindly humidity rintil in blossom,

and contriving to have the requisite quantity of fi'uit

set, as nearly as possible, at the same time, at which
period extra heat should be applied ; they should be

shut up earlier, and a very moderate moisture maintained

in order to start all the fruit into a kindly growth toge-

ther. Abundance of fine swelled fruit will be the result

of such attention if their growth in the after-manage-

ment is encouraged by liberal applications of tepid liquid

manure. James Barnes.
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SALTED MEATS.
Bij the Authoress of " Mij Flowers," <tc

Bacon is so useful, mitritious, and economicil as food,
that it is desirable to know how best to keep it; for it is

often infected with insects called hoppers, and acquires a
rusty taste also, if not properly managed. Bacon should be
kept in a box or chest anions finely sifted, clean and dry
wood-ashes. A layer of these should be placed at the
bottom, and between each flitch more ashes should be
thickly strewed; and six or eight inches in depth should be
put over the top of all. Malt dust may also be used. The
great point is to keep the air completely away from the
bacon, as well as the flies. If the ashes get damp, as they
wUl do sometimes, they should be taken out and well dried
near the fire. This plan i\-ill keep the bacon perfectly

sweet and fresh, which will not be the case for any length
of time if exposed to the air. Haras, or gammons, or
small portions of bacon may be covered with coarse linen
cloth, stitched neatly and closely on—the cloth should then
be Avhite-washed all over, and suffered to get cb-y, when
another coat should be laid on, and this method repeated
four or five times in all, allowing each coat to dry before the
next is laid on. This effectually prevents the attack of

hoppers ; and is the plan in America, where the summers are
very hot. Without such precautions, great waste and injury
takes place both in bacon and hams, •.tc. ; and nothing is so
unpleasant as sb'ong rusty Ijacon. It is cut away, and
wasted, and what is even eatable is not good. The chest
where the bacon is kept in ashes, &c., should be in a dry
place.

Hams are extravagant eating for those who have little to

live upon. A good piece of gammon is cheaper far, and
quite as good. If bacon is used at home, the hams would
be more profitably left on the side, than cut off and cured as

a delicacy.

Very fat parts of beef and mutton may be salted and
smoked like bacon, and mil keep a long time. The lean of
beef wiU not be good, and should not be used, only the fat.

Pickled pork and beef are excellent and economical for

family use; but they should never be salted, which makes
meat hard, unpalatable, and very unwholesome. The fol-

lowing recipe is most excellent, and no family should be
without it:—Boil up as much water as is required for the
pickle, and to tim qalloiis add when boding, one pound of
salt: if less water, less salt in proportion. After the salt is

added, let the mixtm-e boil up again, and then jjut into it, a
middle-sizedpotatoe, with the skin on. If it sinks, take it out,

and add a little more salt, boil the mixture up again, taking
off whatever scum rises to the surface. Try the potatoe again,
and when it ^floats, there is salt enough in the pickle. TUl
the potatoe floats, salt must very gradually be added, and
the trial made every time the pickle boils up ; but the
potatoe must on ni5 account be kept swimming aU the time.
In my first blundering attempt, I kept the potatoe in the water

;

and heaped in the salt, till the potatoe itself was boiled, the
pickle more briny than the sea, and my labour of many
hours after all was a total failure. The pickle must be well
stirred when salt is put in, or it will sink to the bottom.
When the scum has ceased to rise, the pickle must be put
into a vessel to cool ; when qiiile colli, the pork, &f., may be
put into it, but not until the meat is completely drained, so
that it may not in the least discolour the pickle, which
should be as clear as pure water. This method of preserv-
ing meat is superior to any other; it never becomes salt and
hard, and will be as juicy and fresh at the end of six weeks

:

as if it had been in only one. It must be constantly looked
j

at, and the liand put into it, to see if tlie colom- is clear ; as if

any redne-is tinges the iiickle, it must be thrown away, and a
fresli quantity made ; and the meat must be well drained and
put into it. Sometimes the pickle will be very clear, and yet
a scum will have settled on the surface. In this case, pour
off the pickle, after taking off the scum, and boil it up again
ivith a little more salt, test it with a potatoe, skim, let it

grow cold, and pour it again over the joints. A wooden

pickling tub, or small cask, is convenient for this pm-pose,

particularly the former, which is made larger at the bottom
than at the top. A pan liowever will do, if a wooden vessel is

not to be had ; for they are expensive to buy, and when not

in use must be carefully attended to. .Jomts of mutton may
be put into this pickle, if not wanted immediately, and they

are very delicate. It is most convenient on this account,

especially in the country, wliere a butcher's shop is at some
distance, for meat w-ill never be salt in this way. A small

bit of pickled pork or mutton, \\ith vegetables and a simple
pudding, is an admirable dinner at any tune, and it is a great

comfort to an economical housekeeper to have a resen'e of

this kind to go to occasionally. Satlal meat must be soaked
for hom's before it can be di'essed, and then it is qiiite imli-

gestible and distracts one mth thii'st, but tlie " Guernsey
Pickle " for meat prevents every inconvenience.

I have known joints of meat preserved for a time, by being
buried in dry salt, and have been told tliat they keep almost
like fresh meat; but never ha\'ing tasted it, I cannot speak

from my own obsenation. I have no reason, however, to

doubt the authority of my informant. But the pickle I can
confiilently recommend.
A very small piece of fat pork makes an excellent pea-

soup, and may either be taken out of the soup and sent up
by itself, or cut into small pieces and sexwed up in the tureen.

The first day that pea-soup is made, it may be sent up with

the peas in it, and strained afterwards. It is not so refined

a way to sei-ve it, but it is extremely good, and goes farther

too, which is a recommendation to some of mi/ readers.

It is a great mistake to suppose pea-soup cannot be made
without meat, although it is certainly an improvement.
Very excellent soup may be made simply with water, and I

do not tliink that a better dinner need be pro\ided than a
good tureen of pea-soup, with potatoes, or parsnips, or both,

to eat with it. They give it soUdity, and make a most com-
fortable meal for high and low, whose means admit not of

luxuries. And better would it be for those who are rich in

tills world, if they lived upon simpler fare. Their own
health would be soimder, and they might bring down a fuller

blessing upon their store, by giving yet more abundantly to

those wlio need. I will ventiu'e to say, that on a dying couch
there are few things upon wiiich we shall look back with less

satisfaction than upon that which we have eaten.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR FEBRUARV.
In the January advice we adverted to " mixed cropping,"

promising to enter into particulars in a futm'e paper. Such,

to be of senice, must be entered into fortiiwith, for the

advent of February is, at least, a signal for all those wdio

have to do with the soil, to have all things in readiness.

There are two very important reasons why mixed cropping

frequently becomes expedient. Tlie first is, that liy it a greater

amount of produce can assuredly be obtained ; proritUng, as

wus before observed, the cultivator, following such policy,

takes care to make himself thoroughly acquainted with the

habits of growth of the resjicctivo crops, as well as the amount
of light absolutely necessary for each, and their times of ma-
turation; or, at least, the period when any given crop,

although not quite ready for removal, will endure the partial

shade of an advancing crop. The second reason is, that by
the occasional practice of mixed cropping, a greater variety

of green or root crops may be indulged in than by the un-

mixed system,—and this is a thing of no mean import to

those who, holding but a limited portion of land, can aft\u'd

to indulge in some vegetable luxuries, and desire, as much
as possible, to corabino " the useful and the sweet," the

greatest amount of prolit with the greatest amount of culi-

nary accommodations. xVmongst the latter class, we may
mainly reckon our amateur friends, many of wiioni wo learn

are extremely well disposed towards our labours, and who
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ili.sdaiii not to take a " leaf out of the book " of the little

Cottage G^vudener, and can turn with pleasure and with

profit from an estimate of the make and qualities of a tulip

or a pansy to the cultm'e of potatoes, Swedes, mangold, or

cabbage.

Potatoes.—Everybody now knows that early planting is,

at least, one of the steps by which we must endeavour to

restore our lost position with regard to this invalualjle root.

Some years since, at the commencement of the disease, we
wrote much, in various i^eriodicals, to show the country that

this visitation was induced through man's neglect ; and we
now find that these remedial measures have been pmsued
by most good cultivators, and eveiy one knows that, in pro-

jjortiou as such have been followed up with a steady perse-

verance, the disease lias receded or disappeared altogether.

Before suggesting certain mixed crops, let us ad\'ise those
who care about the purity and strength of their crojJS, to

take all their potatoes for planting, out of pits or bogs imme-
diately, if not already done—not a day must be lost. To
jiroceed mth our matter, we must commence with the potato
as an associated crop, and one, under a proper management,
together with a judicious solution of kinds for the pm'pose,
highly eligible. In using potatoes for this purjjose, a
careful distinction must be made between the early and the
late kinds. We do not merely mean as concerns the earli-

ness of the tuber alone, but the condition of the haulm ; for

we know of kinds that, althougli ripe with the fruit, or
nearly so, continue green in the haulm for weeks longer,

and, consenuently, produce a heavier crop. Of this charac-
ter are some of tlie kinds commonly termed " second-for-
ward ;" a list of which would be given, but that the many
are, for the most part, local, and may therefore mislead.

E,u!LY Potatoes with Makgold.— This has been so
usefid a mixed crop, that we have grown it on the same
plot for some fifteen years at least. Our potatoes, of the
very early class, are planted about fifty inches apart in

double drills, that is to say, a pair of drills side by side, and
only nine inches asunder. The potatoes are, of course,
angled thus— ".".'.', and they are placed
about ten inches apart up the rows. We jJant in the middle
of February ; the potatoes having been carefully preserved
on dry floors, and possessing sprouts, very stm-dy in cha-
racter, about two inches in length. The mangold is intro-

duced in small cU-ills formed immediately on the heels of
the last course of cultm-e which the potato receives, say the
end of April. It need only be observed here, that the ground
is manured altogether with coarse or half-decomposed
manure previous to planting; and in addition, a little soily-

looking manure and soot has been used with excellent
effect in the (.li-iUs at seeding time. A sprinkling of salt is

applied over the ordinary manure at the original digging.
iUangold is known to be partial to saline matters in mode-
ration. We must lea\'e the subsequent culture to a more
advanced season, and pass on to other associative crops.

Eakly Potatoes -^vith Swedes.—The proceedings are so
similar-, both as to culture and distance, to the mangold,
that few observations iriU suffice. In this case, however,
we prefer transplanting llie lurnips from a seed-bed.
Eahly Potatoes \^tth Dkuhhead Cabbage.—In this part

of the kingdom, Cheshire, the potatoes are altogether grown
in what are termed bouts,—in the vernacular, " buts." This
is neither less nor more than the " lazy bed " of our more
northern neighbours. Whatever may be the merits or de-
merits of this plan, we have certainly witnessed, during the
last twenty years, some very profitable crops thus produced.
However, there is no neccssUji to adopt the " but" system in
combining cabbage with potatoes. Que thing we would
ad\ise in this combination, viz., that the cabbage should be
from a venj earlij sprinij sowing, made in the second week of
Februai-y, on good light soil. Such would be ready to trans-
plant by the time the potatoes had received their last cul-

ture, about the second week of May. We should put the
potatoes in double drills, as before suggested, each pair of
drills nine inches apai-t in themselves, and at least three
feet fi-om the next pau- of drills. By the time the potatoes
are removed, the cabbage will bear a heavy earthing-np.

Eahly Potatoes with Broad Beans.—A veiy useful mixed
crop for people in a small way, for they may thus " snatch,"
as it is termed, the beans requisite for culinary purposes,
at least, without occupying a special plot. Manuring and dig-

ging as for other crops, the potatoes planted early, and the

beans any time from tlie end of February to tlie middle of

April. AVe may now say something about late potatoes,

both of later kinds for tlie main crops, and also, if combined
witli other crops, planted somewhat later. For such, what-

ever is combined with them, must be supposed to be mth-
drawn first from the noil, leaving the late potatoes sole occu-

piers, in order that the crop may be ample, and that they

may acquire a perfectly sound and keeping character with

the greatest amount of quality. Om- readers will see that,

in the case of early potatoes, we have taken it as a necessary

condition that the potatoes be first removed, and the reverse

with the late ones.

Late Potatoes with C/U)bage.—It was supposed neces-

sary, in former days, for cabbage to stand a long while on

the ground. It was common, in many gardens, to plant

the l;u-ge kinds in October, and to let tliem remain until

April of the second spring, thus making eighteen months.

Now, although cabbage stumps in highly manured ground
wUl produce abimdance of sprouts after the heads ai'e cut,

yet, such a com'se involves but a short-sighted policy at best,

inasmuch as it impedes the course of a proper rotation, and

tends to clog the principle of associative or mixed crops

;

moreover, in these days, we have sucli excellent varieties

of cabbage, producing much bulk of nutritious food in

a very small compass, such as the Matchless, the Nonpa-
reil, ShiUing's, &e. Thus, good Matchless cabbage sown
in the first week of August, and "pricked out" betimes,

will be a very stout jilant by the time some of the root-

crops are removed in October, when the ground may be

maniu'ed and deep dug immediately, and planted with the

cabbage preparatory to the introduction of late potatoes in

spring. Now, if the allotment holder fully understands

the utility of always having a few plants at hand, he will sow

cabbage every month from the beginning of February to the

end of August. Thus provided, we would plant a couple of

rows of very strong plants of the July sowing just where the

row of potatoes were to be, and those of a month's later

sowing in all the intervening spaces. Thus the July sowing

might be drawn up straight a-head in the beginning of

April, bunched, and sent to market, thus maldng way for a

single or double di-ill of potatoes. The remaining portion

would stand until the middle of May, at which period they

will have nice hearts, and may be bunched as before, and
hurried into market. We can now fancy the cottier saying

that he wants to grow cabbages for his family's use, and a

laudable object too. We will, however, show him how to do

this, and put an extra pound or two in his pocket besides.

Let liini,then, plant all the cabbages required for his family

on portions of the ground where they are not compelled to

be huiTied off; we grow some thousands every year in four

feet beds on mere borders. One bed of ten feet long by
four feet in length produces, at least, eighty nice " Match-

less " cabbages. To return to the late potatoes, the drills

must be nearly four feet ajjart; that is om' practice. But a

di-ill is drawn on each side of this fomr feet line, thus re-

ducing that chstance ; in fact, the jiotatoes are planted in

double drills, as before described. The potatoes may be

cleared and thoroughly cultivated after the cabbages are

gone, and the "breathing-room" between the double drills

will be found not bj any means waste ground, for the po-

tatoes will stretch freely out, and we wiU engage that each

drill in that amount produces thirty per cent, more produce

than continuous drills.

Late Potatoes and Broad Beans.—In this case we must
tiu'n the tables awhile. With the early potatoes as an

associative, we talked of planting the Broad beans in March
or April. We have now to support the bean planting as

early as jjossible, for they are naturally a late article. In-

deed, i)lant as early as we will, the beans cannot be cleai-ed

away before the end of July, therefore we assuredly see

little gain in alternate rows of beans and potatoes. We
have, however, known this combijiation a very useful and
successful one, when the potatoes were planted in the " bouts"

before described. Our favomite plan, nevertheless, would

be double diills, which, although at first sight apparently an

unworthy compromise between the drill and the " bout," is

assuredly in several oases a very profitable course of cultm'e.

In such a course, the ground should be prepared in the

autumn or early in the spring, with the necessary amount
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of manure, and the beans planted in raised drills in pairs,

the centre of each pair being about tliree feet apart, and a
row of beans about tlve inches respectively apart from tlie

centre of the drill, plautinc; the beans about a foot apart in

their own line. Such drills being well raised, and tho-

roughly worked, the soil would be m a mellow state late in

spring, and we would plant the potatoes one row down the

centre (between the double row of beans) about the middle
of March, at "which period the beans should be four or five

inches in height. Neither the beans nor the potatoes would
recpiire any particular cultm'e imtil the middle of IMay, when
the hoe may be pi^t in use, and the crop altogether put in a

thorouglily clean condition. The beans will be in use from
about midsummer until the beginning of August, when,
whether completely exhausted or not, they must be cut off

level with the groimd, and thrown to the hog. "We have
now exhausted the principal suggestions we had to make
as to that kind of mixed cropping, of whicli the potato forms
of the principal features. We feel that oiu space ^vill hot

permit us to go further into the subject of mixed cropping
at present, neither is it necessary that we should do so ; it

Avill, probably, be resumed in the allotment paper for ilarch,

and the observations will be directed much to seeding

matters, for other crops fonn occasionally interesting and
proiitable combinations. We conclude with a few miscel-

laneous remarks.
PE.A.S.—The beginning of February is an excellent time

to sow a full crop of peas. These will corae in during July

and August. We think no sort better for an allotment

holder than the Green Imperial, for these are lai'ge and
fine peas, heavy bearers, and have the property, useful in

this case, of ceasing to ramble as scon as they are well-

cropped. They may thus be cleared off the groimd in the
end of August, and a thorough crop of the Slatohless cab-

bage, from a .Time sowing, obtained off the same plot.

Beaxs.—Plant the Broad Windsor hberally in the first

week.
Cabbaoe.—Look over the plots planted in the autumn,

and mind any blanks which may have occmTed. Those
who have nice plants pricked out in the autumn, must get

them finally planted out by the end of the month. Let a

sowing be made also in the second week, choosing a dwarf
sort. Of course, the hoe mil be used amongst existing

crops, and a little soil drawn to their stems.

SwTSDE Turnips.—A few strong roots put close together

in a drill in some warm corner will produce delightful

sprouts for greens through March. Let them be put hi

during the first week.
Hoes Curroi.—Sow some in well-wrought and rich beds

in the second week. This is one of the most profitable crops

a cottager can grow, especially if the soil be warm. Every
small holder should count on sending a few hundred
bunches to market during the month of May, when they

realise good prices.

Parsnips.— These may be sown duiing the last week
of February ; trench deeply, and put the maniu-e in the

bottom of the trench.

Lettuce.—In the last week, also, a pinch of the Bath Cos
lettuce may be sown on a warm border.

Spinach may be sown in the middle of the month, as a

temporary crop between some others.

Prep.veatory Work.—Let all stubborn soils which had
been ridged before winter, and which are intended for

seeds of onions, carrots, &c., lie turned over, if possible,

when in a dry state. Manures should, of course, be got out

as occasion serves, and if they must lay awhile without
digging them in, by all means throw a coatuig of soil over
the hillocks, in order to prevent a waste of their quahties.

Pi. ElUUNOION.

THE BEE-IvEEPER'S CALENDAR.—Januaby.
Bi/ J. II. Payne, Esq., Author of " The Bcc-Kccper's Ouide."

Look well to the coverings of hives at this season, and see

that no wet gets through them ; and to bo.ves, also, that no
moisture is generated within them by condensed vapour
(see Calendar for January) ; and upon a mild day let tlie

Jloo7- hoards of both be cleaned with a dry hard brush. Feed-
iny must also be carefully attended to, for the mild tempera-

ture of December and the early part of Januai-y, has caused
a greater consumption of food than is usual at this sea.son.

Feedino Pans.—Havhig been frequently applied to for

the iilaii of a feeding pan best adapted for my Improved
Cottage Hive, I am induced to answer the very many appli-

cants through the pages of The Cottage (.Iaehene.r, by
giving a description of the one I have been using for the

last two or tliree years. It is made of stout zinc, circular,

eight inches in diameter, two and a half inches deep, baring
a cu'ciilar hole of two and a half inches in the middle of the.
bottom, with a rim round it standing up two inches ; a float

of wood veiy thin and perforated with holes is made to fit

inside, but sufficiently easy to rise and fall with the Uquid in

tVie pan ; the holes in this float must first be made with a

gimlet, and then burnt with an iron, or they will fill up
after having been in use a httle time; the whole is covered
by a hd with an inside rim, the hd baring a piece of glass

in the centre, of two and a half or three inches in diameter.

When first using this feeding iiaii. Ifound much inconvenience
in being obliged to remove the lid every time that a fresh

supply of food was required; to obviate this difficulty, I had
a half circle, three inches in diameter, attached to its side,

with a lid or cover, .and communicating with the interior of

the feeding pan by a hole cut in the side, and covered with

apiece of perforated zinc, so that by looking through the

glass in the lid I can see when a fresh supply of food is

required, and I have then only to raise the lid of this addi-

tional side-piece and pour in the food, wiiich passes readily

through the perforated zinc, and raises the wooden float

upon its surface. Four very small tacks should be diiven

into the under side of the float, at equal distances from each
other, to prevent its going quite to the bottom of the pan ;

and it is also necessary for the rim in the centre of the pan
to be roughed with a fUe, or to be lined with perforated zinc,

to enable the bees to ascend more easily than they would
otherwise do if it was left quite smooth.

a, Circular hole through which the bees aseend ; b, The fcciUng pan
containing the food, which is put in at the aido-spout, c, and upon
which the float rises and falls.

The float should be less than an eighth of an inch in

thickness, and is better to be made of mahogany. Should
wood be preferred to zinc, a very good one lias already been
given on nearly the same principle in page 130, vol. i., of The
Cottage Gardener ; but I very much prefer zinc for several

reasons.

The Grand Exhibition.—.Vs an apiarian I am anticipating

a very groat treat at the forthcoming Grand Exhibition in

seeing a vast quantity of hives of different kinds, as well as

some very superior specimens of honey, There are, I under-

stand, a very great many exhibitors both of hives and honey

;

indeed, more, it is feared, tliaii will be able to obtain the

room they are wishing for. I took a trip myself for a few
miles the other day to superintend the packing of two splen-

(Ud specimens of honey in glass for exhibition, and the

apparatus by which they were both obtained from tlie same
stock, and that in a straw hive. By tliis little invention the

yery finest honey is certainly obtained, and swarming also is

said to be eftectually prevented. I am happy to say, that as the

Exhibition opens in May, it will be quite in time for us all

to copy this little affair, and to have it in operation this

season ; for it is a very simple thing, and may be made iu

two or three hours.
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HISTOEY OF AN AriAEY.
I COME now to the histoiy of my fifth stock,—that ono of

the two intended for expennient, whieli survived the winter.

It was tlie perusal of Dr. Scudaraore's book on artificial

swarming (of whicli I have already spoken more than once)
which induced me to purchase these stoclis, with a view to

give tlie system advocated by him a fair trial. I doubt not
the majority of your apiarian readers will be glad to know
the result of my experience on tlie subject; the more so, as

I am liajipy to say it is at present decidedly in favour of this

method of managing bees :—I use the word " happy " ad-

visedly, because it is evident that if artificial swarming can
be practised systematically with success in the matter of

profit, and without the existence of any very serious objec-

tion to it on the score of diflScuUy of management, it is a

discovery the most valuable and important imaginable to the

amateur bee-keeper. I must, indeed, prepare the reader

for disappointment in respect to my own stock, for my first

trial of the process, as recommended by Dr. Scudamore, cer-

tainly ended in a failure ; but in a second series of experiments,

conducted in the apiary of a clerical friend, who is as fond of

experimenting with bees as myself, somucli success followed

om" labours as to convince me that the practice of artificial

swai'uiing is deserving of extensive adoption, certainly in

all apiaries which pretend to be conducted on scientific

pi'inciiJles. In my forthcoming bee-book I have given ample
instructions to all who may be desirous of learning how the

process may be most safely and easily conducted,—instruc-

tions based on the conclusions which my last year's expe-

rience has established satisfactorily to my own mind ;—in

tliis place I propose to detail the experience itself on which
those conclusions were founded.

To begin, then, with the history of my own stock, I find

the following entry in my note-book, under the date of

February 35tli. " Saw bees laden T\ith pollen, in numbers,
entering E. hive." Tliis of all signs gave the best augury
of success : and pollen-gathering continued witli similar

activity thi-ough the early part of March and the wliole of

April. Diligently, however, and impatiently as I watched
the stock, not a drone appeared (the signal of preparedness
for experiment on the part of the stock) till the 9th of May,
when one fine fat gentleman was caught in the act of enter-

ing the hive after an excursion in the air " to get him a

stomach" (as old Butler quaintly expresses it) by air and
exercise. A note was in consequence quickly indited to my
friend Mr. C, acquainting him with the joyous event, and
requesting his presence on the 11th, weather jiermitting, to

assist in forcing a swarm from the stock. With what impa-
tience was tlie day expected I "With what anxiety was the

weather watched ! It will be still fresh in memory how un-
seasonably and drearily May 1850 ushered itself in, and how
far into the month tlie last struggles of \rinter extended.
Fortunately, however, tlie 11th tmiied out everything we
could wish for; the morning was mild, calm, and cloudy —
the perfection of weather, in short, for the purpose we had
in view. True to his summons my friend appeared, when,
after a hasty breakfast, we sallied forth to the scene of opera-

tion, distant a mile off; for my own garden is unfavourable
to the establishment of an apiary, owing to its proximity to

a town. Arrived there, the preparations for our day's Avork

took us some time, chiefly because we still groped in uncer-
tainty as it were, so that eleven o'clock came before we
actually commenced the operation. Soon, however, we found
ourselves in media re, with a be\'y of curious spectators

gathered round us, standing, however, at a respectable dis-

tance. Well for us indeed was it that we were well protected,

albeit, not in Bond-street costume, else we should have suf-

fered considerably from the weapons of our insect foes ; and
yet they were by no means so \icious as I had anticipated.

It was just at first that they seemed most angry
;
perhaps

the discovery of the loss of their queen disarmed their fury
after awhile.

The proceedings opened with the familiar process of

driving the bees out of the stock into a temporary bell-hive.

We succeeded in dislodging them most effectually, the ope-
ration being conducted within two yards of the old stand,
whence the full hive was taken, and where, during the opera-
tion, a second temporary hive stood to amuse the bees
wliich returned from the fields, unconscious of the removal
of their old dwelling. These were very numerous, so as

quite to present the appearance of a swarm issuing from its

hive, and coursing about in tlie air ; but few of tlieni were
such as escaped from tlie stock itself during the couductofthe
operation, On removing the upper hive, after drumming
twenty minutes or so, a veiy powerful swaiin disclosed itself

to view depending from its roof, in a state of stupified and
motionless tranquillity, while the old stock itself appeai-ed

almost depopulateil. The swarm was now iilaced as car-e-

fuUy as possible on the old stand, after removing the tempo-
rary hive from off it, and the old stock carried off to another
part of the garden. Unluckily, as will be shown in the
sequel, it was left uncovered. Returning quickly to the
scene of action, a table-cloth was spread on the ground in the
same place where the driNing iirocess had been conducted,
and the new hive, a large flat-topped one (imjiroved after a
fashion of my own), rested on slicks upon the edge of it.

Without delay the swarm was I akeu olT the stand, and dashed
out cii masse upon the cloth in front of the new hive, which
they were destined permanently to occupy. Nothing can
equal in interest the scene which usually occurs on this so

rough treatment : the bees seemed stupified at first, and at

their wits-end ; there they lie where they fell, moving indeed,

but purposeless and nresolute. The queen, however, is the
first to recover; her motions reanimate the bees : she runs
huiTiedly towards the nearest object (which in tliis case is

the hive purposely set neai' at hand in order to attract her,

redolent with honey and the fragrance of sweet herbs, with
which it has been smeared) ; her subjects, some of them at

least, also move in the same direction : presently the whole
swarm catches the new impulse, and marches after her
almost in military order, with their wings fluttering, their

hearts beating (as we may believe), and their pulses quick-

ened mth emotion ; for this forward movement occm-s simul-

taneously mth the general discovery by the whole swarm
that their queen-mother is in their neighbourhood, and in a
place of safety. Thus was it in the present instance ; the
bees were too occupied with their unusual circumstances to

sting, and the spectators were too much interested to care

about their possible attack; so that the novel sight was
thoroughly enjoyed by all present.*

In five minutes the major part of the swarm had ascended
into the hive, which was lifted off the ground, and placed on
the stand whence the old hive had been taken. At first

there were a great many hees spread over it, hut in the course

of the day they all found their way into the hive ; so tliat

when night approached not a bee was to be seen outside of

it. A common bell-hive was then set over the new swarm,
surmounted by a liaclde ; and thus it remains to this da}'.

After arranging the swarm comfortably in this way, atten-

tion was directed to the old stock, which had hitherto been
forgotten. On examining it previous to removal, scarcely

half a dozen bees appeared among the combs ; all who were
able to fly had doubtless escaped and entered the new swarm,
which stood in the identical place where they liad been
accustomed to seek their old home. Without loss of time it

was tied up, and carried off to another garden half a mile
distant, where the bees were kept prisoners till early in the
morning of the 13th. A Couniky Cueate.

BEE-FEEDINa AND DEPEIYING.
I Ajr indebted to The Cottage Gaedeneh for a vast deal

of information on various subjects, but most particularly for

having rekindled in my breast the noble ardour that I felt

when, as a small boy in pinafores, I revelled in the romances

of the fourth Georgic, and for having prompted me to keep

bees. Of com'se I began by improviinj upon the instructions

that I had derived from your interesting pages, and from
Taylor's Manual; concluding that the bees would act accord-

ing to my wishes, and not according to their own instincts
;

but, by degrees, I have curbed the impetuosity of my desires,

and am now following pretty well in the paths of my prede-

cessors. Altogether, I have been very successful in my
management; in fact, more so than I anticipated, seeing

that I am domiciled in a locaUty that my country friends

ai-e pleased to call London, but which is in reality one of

those delightful places where evergreens ai'e evergreens

* It is not always safe, however, to approach too near at such a time,
especially in warm weather.
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but in name,—where self-constituted architects indulge in

their peculiaiities by clapping Corinthiau columns and
Gothic endows into buildings of a "Composite" order, that

tlier are pleased to call houses, where the comfort of the
dwellers in the attics is sacrificed to the pictm-csque efiect of

an I-don't-know-liow-many-pomted roof, and where stucco

gentility and " aerial " policemen are the order of the day.

Of course, under these circumstances, I had to contend witli

the predictions of innumerable prognosticating females.

First, I was not to have any honey at all ; then, if I

should liappen to have any, it would taste of soot ; then, if

it did not taste of soot, it would have no flavour at all, and
so on. However, I persevered, and the result has been
honey that has satisfied all the soothsayers. I send you the

following suggestions, that have oecui'red to me in the coiu'se

of my short experience :

—

As tofecdiiKj.—Jletal feeders ai'e frequently objected to, on
the ground of tlieii' being cold and slippery for the bees to

mount. This objection I have obviated by rougliing the
bottoms and tubes through wliieli the bees ascend with sand.
I wash a little rough yellow sand in difierent waters till all

clayey matters are gone, and then dust the clear grit over
the parts wliere it is wanted, liavini; first wetted the part
with spirit varnish. Upon repeating the process two or three
times, a good rough and comparatively warm bottom is ob-
tained. My bees certainly objected to enter the feeders
before I had taken this precaution, but then I used to feed
them with sugar and beer ; whether they would come up
now for the same beverage I do not know, as I do not use it at

present, having taken to sugar and water (1 lb to half a pint),

as recommended by Taylor. I never had any difficulty in
disposing of siigar and beer at the bottom of the hive in

saucers, when the weather permitted the bees to be out; and
I fancy it greatly aids the first swarms, however fine the
weather may be.

But why use metal feeders at all ? The bell glass, i-c,

ai'e expensi\ e, and with very little trouble—say getting up
half an hour earlier three or fom" times—^ou can make ex-
cellent feeders for a mere song. Mine may be described as
follows :—A box of wood, eight inches square and three
deep, inside measm-e. The bottom is made of three-quarter-
inch stuff, shaved away a little at one end, by way of allow-
ance for the incline forward of the hive. The sides of
quarter-inch mahogany piinel board. Any wood will, of
course, do ; the di-ier the better. An inch from tlie thin
end of the bottom is a dirision, running to within '3-lCLhs

of the bottom.

The tube through which the bees ascend is made of one
of those tubular German lucifer match boxes, that have
almost superseded the old chip ones. The bottom of the
lucifer box is cut out, and tlie rabbet on which the hd fits is

fitted tightly into a liole cut in the bottom of the feeders. A
fiat piece of glass goes over the whole. The box is well
painted inside, and the whole production is rather neat than
otherwise. It works admirably. You have only to push
down the glass so as to uncover the inch division, when you
desire to give more food, and push it up when your object
is accomplished. There is no doubt about the celerity n-ith

which the food is dispatched.

A fork of wood, or a couple of bits of the garden broom, to

hang on to the edge of the tube, and so down into the hive,

I liave sometimes found convenient for the purpose of let-

ting the bees know wlurt is going on up above.

As to floats.—I have tried all sorts of things, but I Inive

fonnd nothing to do so well as tliin cork, punched full of
holes, and dipped once or twice into spirit varnish, taking
care on eacli dipping to blow through the holes to clear
them. It is not always possible to get cork in sufficiently

large pieces. A needle and thread, however, will soon enable
one to sunuount this difficulty.

As to dampness in the hives.—Tliough Ihave always carefidly
kept the bell-glasses over the centre hole in my hives, they
sometimes Iiappen to get very wet from C(mdensed vapour
inside, which seems to be confined in one place by tlie pecu-
liar curved formation of some of the comljs. A hole aliont

a quarter of an inch square effectually carries off such
vapours, and the straw gradually dries. The hole can be
made with a penlinife in half a minute. I am very particular
about ventilation; the consequence of wliich is, that though

I change my floor boards twice a year, I might as well save
myself the ti-ouble.

As to taking off small hives, <ic.—Tlie first portions of honey
that I took this year, I had the usual amount of trouble
with moring about the glasses from place to place, sweeping
off the bees from the honey, exposed by diriding the combs,
&c. ; besides flourishing about, for the edification of my
neighbours, mth my coat buttoned close up to my throat,

and my body enveloped in yellow gauze, which was ten-ibly

close work on a warm siunmer's day. However, on the
last occasion, my good genius came to my assistance. I
thought I would try the plan pointed out in the books for as-

certaining where the queen is, by dividing the super from the

stock, ami seeing which half toolc the infliction most quietly.

I did so; the stock continued quite happy, so I left the

whole as it was for the night, hoping that the confusion

which I calculated was taking place in tlie super would
become worse confounded by the next morning, and that I

should have no trouble in beaiing ofi'my shai'e of booty in

triumph. But it happened that the next morning there was
not a single bee in the super. I at once searched for the
cause, and found that, in consequence of an irregulaiity in

the working of the straw, there was a considerable aperture

in one place between the adapting board and the super, that

I had not before perceived (I keep my hives protected from
the weather, both sun and rain, by a Idnd of jacket, made of

tin, that stands upon the floor-board, which is considerably

higher than, and entirely surrounds, the stock hive; and being
covered over with a millc pan, leaves me plenty of room for

the working of glasses, &c., inside). The bees finding that

they were cut otf'from their queen, made for this aperture,

and entered the stock from the outer entrance. I have not
had another opportunity of trying the same thing, but shall

certainly do so. It can easily be managed by Ufting up the
super a little on one side, after baring dirided it from the
stock. If the plan mil always answer, the ingenious trap

described in one of yoiu' former numbers, and the trouble

incidental to taldng jars of honey, may be dispensed \rith.

Sliould the queen happen to be in tlie upper hive, it wiU
soon be discovered, and the attempt again made on another
day. She is, however, generally in the brood combs.

SELECTED LIST OF CHRYS.iNTHEilUMS FOR 18.51.

0r.D VABIETIES.

Annie Salter ; pale yeUow ; very double.

Beauty ; pale lilac ; large and fine.

Campestroni ; pm'ple ; large and fine form.

Compte de Rnntzeau ; bright crimson.

Defiance ; white ; very good.

Duchess d'Aumale ; lai'ge white ; a fine ilower.

Fleur de Marie ; very beautiful, white ; Anemone-flowered.
Formosum ; white and yellow ; fine form.

Grand Napoleon ; purple ; rather quilled.

King of Crimsons ; fine dark crimson.

Ln JReine d'Or ; golden yellow ; very double.

Madame Pot/gi ; crimson maroon ; fine.

Madame MeiJlez ; pale peach ; fine flower.

Nancy de Sannet ; ijure white; Anemone-flowered; very
good.
Pharamond; fine, large, salmon coloured.

Princess Marie ; rosy blush ; fine flower.

Princess Royal; fine large rose.

Queen of Gipsies ; dark orange.

Queen of Yellows ; fine dark yellow.

Temple de Salomon ; bright yellow ; very fine.

Triumphant ; pinli ami Viuff; early bloomer.
Victory ; fine large whiti^.

Vulcan ; fine dark crimson.
Zoe ; very liu'ge ; rosy-blush.

VARIETIES MOSTLY SENT OUT IN 1840.

Agcnora ; rosy claret.

Armand Tessier ; rosy pm'ple.

Barharossa ; buff.

Belle de J'ersailles ; creamy white.

Bijou ; fine violet carmine.
General Neijrier ; orange nankeen ; fine.

Gouvain St. Cyr; dark bronze'd orange.
Louis Napoleon ; reddish salmon.
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Madame Goinerson ; crimson ; flue form.

Nazar; small white, tipped with rose ; beautiful.

Nelson ; rosy carmine, orange centre.

Phidias (new) ; rosy carmine, liglit oenti'e ; very fine.

Pearl ; pearly white.

Pilot ; fine large rose.

Queen ofEiujlaud ; blush-white ; splendid large show flower.

Rose d'Amour ; pale peach ;
tine.

Sulphiireimi pallidum; sulphtu' and yellow; Anemone-
flowered.

Trilh/ ; vermillion red.

T'esta (new) ; bronzy rose.

VAKIETIES LET Ot'T IN 1850.

Cloth of Gold ; golden yellow ; extra large and fine.

Oluclc • bright gold ; Anemone-flowered.

Jenny Lind ; sulphur white, yellow centre.

Lady Talfourd ; large pure white ; vei-y delicate and pretty.

Lavinia; rosy blush.

Sydenham ; cai'mine red.

Rabelais; cai'niine and yeUow; incurved.

The Warden ; deep orange.

POllTONS—VAEIETIES OF THE CHUSAN DAISY-FL01\'EEED

CHUYSANTHEMUMS.
La Laponne ; white, tinted with Ulac ; very pretty.

_

Le Nain Behe ; pale rosy Ulac ; very double ; the size of a

daisy.

D'Or; bright golden yellow ; veiy fine.

Bijou ; lilac ; very pretty.

DESCEIPTION OF THE DOVE-COT PIGEONS.
SIXTH EAOE.

{Continued from j>age 72.)

The Lisle Pigeon : Cohimba insuhnsis.—This superb

race of pigeons belongs to the di«sion of Pouters, since like

the preceding, they have the power of swelling their throat,

tliough not to so great a degree. The sweUing in the

Pouters always has a spherical form, whereas in these it

takes the oval form of a long pear, the narrowest part of

which is towai'ds the breast, and the largest to the imder
part of the beak. These jjigeons have derived their name
from the city of Lisle, where they are as much esteemed as

common. Their head is small, and the beak long and thin

;

they are not subject to the same complaint in the crop as

the Pouters.

41. The Elegant Lisle Pigeon: Columba msulensis ele-

gans.—It is of an elegant and graceful form ; the body placed

almost vertically on its legs, so that the head is in a line

with the feet; the head is small ; it has no filament round
the eye ; and the iris black ; the feet are shod, the middle
claw only is covered with feathers—a chai'acter beingmetwith
in this variety alone; wings long and crossed; plumage blue,

with black stiipes, or aU white, silveiy white, slatish coloured,

or white mth wings streaked with pearl grey. In this last

colour, which is the most rare, and, therefore, the most
esteemed, some have the wing marlced with brown spots,

like the Ermine ; otliers are dotted with grey, or a purplish

colour. This bird, whose flight is rapid, is very fruitful

;

and we cannot too highly recommend it to those amateurs
who lilce to combine utility ivith beauty.

49. The Clapping Lisle Pigeon : Columba insnlans cre-

pitans.—This pigeon makes witli its mngs, when it begins to

fly, a noise resembUng a clapper, from whicli it derives its

name. M. Vieiltot only considered it as a variety of the

Tumbler pigeon, with winch in fact it has a great analogy

;

but it swells its throat in a visible manner, whicli the other

never does. The wings are long, and crossed OA'er the tail

;

it has a filament round the eyes ; the feet are shod and
spurred ; its plumage is white or chamois-coloured, or blue

shouldered with white, that is, liaving tlie upper part of the

wing white. It is very productive, which causes it to be
much sought after.

{To be continued.)

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
(Continued from yajfc .358 of vol. iv.)

ON THE YOtTNG PIGEON.

At the age of six weeks, or two months, young pigeons

have all their feathers and the greater part of their colours.

It is then that amateurs ascertain their real value, and it is

also the time when the merchants, anxious to sell them,

dress them up to deceive the honest purchaser.

As soon as young pigeons can feed themselves, the

breeders take them from the dove-liouse, to prevent their

inten-upting their parents and the new brood. If they are

left with them, they continue to foUow them sometime after

they are capable of flying; wiU annoy them even in the

nest, from which the female especially, has not the courage

to drive them ; and soil or break the eggs, or at least

impede the incubation. They may be disposed of in the in-

terior breeding-cage, or in any cages that can easily be

cleaned, pro^-ided they are sufficiently large, and it is in these

cages that we can the soonest judge of then- sex.

From the age of three or four months the small species

begin to show their sex, by the first amorous signs. It is a

cooing they begin to make, accompanying it with some
salutations when they approach a female. The lai-ge species

are more backward, and it is not till near five or six months

that they exhibit such signs. At this age aU specieg may be

coupled.

The two little ones of a brood are very commonly destined

by nature to form a couple, that is to say, that they are

generally male and female; but this is not an infallible rule

;

and when they ai'e of the same sex it is very difficult to

recognise them, because in both cases one is always larger

than the other. It is extremely difficult to distinguish the

sex of a pigeon, whatever the age may be. We may acquire

some knowledge by great experience, but never sufficiently

to be able to judge with certainty. Some amateurs, how-

ever, have even boasted of being able to tell the sex of a

pigeon before it is born, that is to say, as soon as the egg is

laid ; they pretend that in looking through it, if the spot or

germ is placed a little way from the end, the bird mil be a

female, but if on the contrary the spot is very near the end,

it will be a male. It is unnecessai-y for us to say that this

opinion requires to be confiimed by careful experience,

which is very difficult, because the pigeon is in the habit of

mo™g its eggs every day while sitting. It would be ab-

solutely necessary to mailc them, and then the moment they

are hatched to talce away the shells, and distinguish the

little ones by some means, which appear to us much more
difficult to find.

Young pigeons are still more embarrassing than the old,

when we seek to recognise their sex, because it is not be-

trayed by any amatory sign. However, the males generally

have a larger head and stronger beak. In the striped
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vaiieties tliej' may bo (Ustinguishcil by theii' sti'ipes, tbat is

to say, by some black spots winch the females never have.

Old birds present some other charactoristics besides these,

but which are not less iiQce.rtain. In the males, the pro-

minence of the nostrils is much more appai'ent, whether we
look at the beak sideways or facing; the white tubercle;;

that cover this membrane are also larger. The beak of the

female is straight, seen sideways, and its tubercles are

smaller ; the upper end of the beak is covered with rather

longer feathers ; its head is more tine and straight; its eye

is softer and not so sharp ; its tail, always less furnished, is

also cleaner than tliat of the male, because when he is in

love, he is in the habit of trailing it heavily on the ground

;

the result of which is, that from turning incessantly round
the female, he ^vears out, soils, and breaks its extremity.

I have seen a remark nuxde which I do not vouch for as

being more sm'e than the preceding, which is, that when
we take a pigeon, especially a yonng one, the male bristles

up, snaps his lieak if he is veiy young, and sti-ongly presses

down his tail ; whilst on the contrary, the female, more
gentle in character, does not show any sign of anger, raises

wj) her tail, or keeps it in a horizontal position. The way
never to be deceived, is not to judge of the bird's sex until

the amorous age anives.

We ought to couple pigeons as soon as we perceive signs

of that age, but they will not he in their full vigour until a

year old, before that time we have no right to expect very

regular broods. From one year old to seven and even eight

tliey enjoy tlieir greatest strength, and possess all the

fecundity of which they are capable. After that time their

broods diminish, and generally cease altogether when ten

or twelve years old, which is the common life of these

animals. They have, however, been known to lay and rear

their young at twelve or thii'teen years of age, and live to

fifteen, but these very rare examples are exceptions to the

general rule.

ENGLISH CAGE BIRDS.
the wood warbi.ek.

Insessokes Dentit.osthes. Syltiad.e Insectwokj:.

Sylvia syh-icota; j]Iofai'tlIa Irochilits ; Oitrruca sihilatrir

;

Sylvia sihikitrix : The Wood Warbler; Wood Wren; Yel-

low Wren ; Liuty White.

This beautiful little bird is another summer visitant

arriving in this country about the end of April, the males
usually making their appearance first. Its usual resort is

amongst woody plantations, preferring tall trees, especially

beech or ash. Its song is very simple, being a continuation

of a note resembling the word Iwee, sounded long, and very

frequently repeated ; and it is said to be accompanied by a

tremulousness of the wings as the notes are repeated quicker
in succession. Its song is often delivered dming Hight. Its

natural food consists of insects and their laiwa:, catei-pillars

and their flies. It does not eat either fruit or berries

;

nevertheless it can be kept in a state of confinement.
Those which I have had in captivity, have been reared
from the nest, being fed on meat and hard-boiled eggs,

bread and milk and hempseed mixed together, and mag-
gots obtained from the tallow melters. I keep tliem in

a round basket in their nest, taking care to have them
scrupulously clean and v.anu, varying their food as

above, and giving them a drop or two of water. They
require to be fed several times a day, giving them as much
as they will take each time. They will, at length, learn to

feed themselves ; but they will peek at living insects some time
before they will eat the artificial food prepared for them.
They delight in pecking off the branch of a rose-tree the

aphides or plant lice with which the rose and other ti-ees

are infested, and thus are of essential benefit to man in tha

destruction of those pests. The Wood Wren leaves this

country about the middle of September. Its nest is of an
oval shape, domed over, always placed amidst herbage on
the ground, and is formed of dried grass, dead leaves, a

little moss, and lined with fine grass and hairs, but no
feathers—difiering from other species of this genus in that

particular. W. TiAV-xek.

[Mr. McGillivray, in his most truthful flistury of British

Birds, gives the following notice from his friend 3Ir. Hep-
bmn :

—

" It was on the 5th of May last (1838), the thermometer
.Oft", that I first observed the Wood Wren, Syhia sibilatrix.

A solitary bird was skulking about a hedge-row, which
bounds a plantation on this farm (AVhittingbani) ; the wind
was cold, and the sky overcast. The following morning was
most deUghtful, dew-drops hung from every spray, glistening

like peaiis in the rays of the bright sun ; the ^\'ood Wrens,
joyous at returning to their native land, and full of animation,

were sporting about, and making the woods resound with

their sweet wild notes. Nor were our more common birds

silent ; a mysterious sjTupathy seemed to unite all in per-

forming one common hymn of grateful praise to the God of

nature ; the very calmness of the clear blue sky seemed to

utter tlie gentle breathing of enjoyment. For some lime

after their arrival, the male loves most to mount to the top

of the tallest tree, where, adroitly poising himself, he iioui's

fiu-tb his beautiful song, resembling the syllables, lure, lirrr,

twi-'e, at first ratlier slow, but afterwards in a hurried manner,
and accompanied by a curious shake of the vrings, and
occasionally by a slight vertical motion of the tail. On Mon-
day the 14th May, when observing the manners of this bird,

one of whicli was sporting in a tall hedge-row, I disturbed a

humble bee, Bombus ten-estris, which was feeding on the

expanded flower of the common but beautiful Daudchon.
After circling and murmuring roimd my head, it flew off in

a direction parallel to the hedge ; and as it passed the AVond
Wren, he ceased his song,' and darted at it. I was so neai'

that I distinctly heard his bill crack against the bee's homy
sides. The insect was stunned, and nearly fell to the ground,

while the Wood Wren returned to the hedge, from which ho
again made an misuccessful dart at the poor bee. From
the lJ,th to the iSth July, I never heard the Wood Wren's
song, although I saw plenty of the birds daily. During this

period the weather "nas cloudy and veiy often wet, the cast

winds felt cold, although the themiometer ranged from oS^

to 09° at noon. Ahev this we had fine weather, when their

song was again heard.
" Between the Sth of August and the 10th of September

their vfice was not heard during windy weather, unless

wiien it fell calm. Notwithstanding tlie high range of the

thermometer, the wind, particularly the east ^rind, felt veiy

cold, when they did not sing. The Cth of September was a

very stormy day, but about noon the wind and rain ceased,

the sun broke forth, and the Wood Wren's note was again

heard. AVhen bad weather was impending, they sung veiy

little. Both this bird and the Willow AVren are veiy tame
;

those in our gai'den would allow me to approach to within

five or six feet of tliem, and often nearer. It was on the

10th of September that I last saw this favourite bird :

several were sporting on a row of tall poplars in the garden

;

the weather was very calm ; their song was very distinct.

It still rings in my ears, and I long for the season when
the Wood Wren will revisit his native place. The young
are fledged about the beginning of July."]

WALLS OF EAETH.
" Earth leads to many thoughts."

—

Anon.

I nAVE been greatly struck mtli Mr. D. Beaton's treatise

on bank walls or mounds ; and though in some fear of

appeai-ing wise beyond what is written, I cannot help trying

to put into words the association of ideas which have luisen

in my mind from the pleasant perusal of his very practical

suggestions.

The old so-called walls of ancient cities are formed, in the

manner partly described by Mr. Beaton, of clay, sun-diieil

bricks, and proper baked bricks. Many of the most ancient

houses were of a nature of the ice-houses, tool-houses, etc.,

suggested by Iiim for the interior of his constructions.

Further, it would not be diflicult to trace an analogy between

his facings of concrete, and ornamental trellises uf flowers,

ttc, with the stuccoed facings, and painted, sciflptured, and
otherwise ornamented surfaces of the old walls described by

Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus, and the best of wiiters, whoso
poetical descriptions men were slow to believe till Layard
and Co. began to excavate the seeming heaps of mere earth.

Now, I wish to know what is to prevent a scholar-like

patron of one of youi' scientific gai'deners from trying at his
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garden grounil, and perhaps, too, his j)leasure garden, sur-

roiiiuled by a wall of Babylonish construction ; tlie coach-

housie and stabhis miglit be hid from sitjlit; the east wind or

the north, or any other pcrnicions blast, might be thus

etfectually screened off; and the mound thus made at tlie

same time might tell lor something—convey a reminiscence

of the past, and so a better idea of the future. I once travelled

on a railway, on an opening day, with a great antiquary. When
the train should have set off, it hacked. Some looked afraid

;

otliers laughed, but said it was a bad omen. " The anti-

quary " quoted an old French proverb, " Pour mieux s<iiiter il

fixul n'ridir." At the time I was much amused at his queer

face wlien ho flrsl told us what the sense of the words was

;

and then, pretending to have forgotten his French, he with

great effort blundered out the words with as much show of

ignorance as a pedant would have made of knowledge.

Afterwards, when the shares recoiled I bought in, and made a

good leap in consequence. This is always my apology for the

alleged retrograde, crab-like tendency of ancient learning.

To return, then, to the year 1851. I think it would be a

great gain to supersede the ugly, expensive, house-of-correc-

tion-style of park wall or kitchen-garden wall, hy something

in the Ninus and Semiramis style of tlie year circa 18S1, b. c.

Possibly a Ha-ha outside would be required. At some rail-

way stations one often sees little gardens laid out with great

taste ; but I apprehend that much larger surfaces of embaak-
ments might be Beutoned to profit for fruit, strawberries, and
what not. Everybody kno^ys the value of a fruit wall, and

most gardeners like a nice sloping exposure towards the

morning sun ; hut a slope as steep as the roof of a house is

not often seen in cultivation.

There is, in the recently published account of the suiTey-

ing voyage of Colonel Ohesney, some very cui'ious information

about water, and the general practice of convejing it under-

ground. I do not know that it would be immediately inter-

esting to the readers of The Cottage Gakdenek ; but as a

matter affecting the health of both animals and vegetables, I

think that the principle is excellent, and should be more
strictly enforced in this country, though for the contrai-y

reason. There water is scarce, and they convey it all by pipes

underground to save the loss by evaporation. Here, at least in

this neighbourhood, it is in excess, and we suffer from the

great evaporation going on from our ditches, hahhhng brooks,

&c. They should, as a rule, all be piped ; and a great popu-

lous country like om's ought not to be behind such an out-o'-

the-world place as Persia. And yet in this respect we are so.

And to read of the water carried nobody knows how many
miles by pipes made of raw hides for the supply of Cambyses'
army, it is astonishing that with gutta percha now at our

command so little is made of that material. Here is the

passage :

—

"During the mad expedition of Cambyses, a king of

Arabia caused a canal to be made of the skins of oxen
and other animals, sewn together raw, extending from the

river Corys, a distance of twelve days' journey, into tlie arid

country, where it sujiplied the army." The author quotes

Polybius, B. iii. ch. 9. He states that water is, in one instance,

now carried by subterraneous pipes for forty miles. The
whole account of Chesney, ch. xx. vol. 2, is highly interest-

ing ; and mutatis mutandis much of it miglit be well imitated

in this country. Think of giving a man the inheritance of

iive generations in the land for bringing water where no water

was before ; think of the Shah being paid rent for the water

instead of for the land ; and above all the following passage :

" The day of bringing the water to its ultimate destination is

made a day of rejoicing among the peasants, who having
patiently tvaited the fortunate hour named htj the astrologers,

receive the gashing fortli of the stream with shouts of joy,

accompanied by songs, music, and loud expressions of the

anxious desire that prosperity may attend it."

In the article of manure, I think it is well to hear in mind
that four-fifths even of solid ordinary manures is water;
while in guano and bones the proportion is almost reversed.

This shows the necessity of excluding the water from the
dung-pit, both top and bottom. If four out of five cart-loads

or barrow-loads of manure be merely water, why needlessly
add to the charge by carrying out perhaps five out of six

parts of water ? Besides, nearly all the poisonous gases are
the compounds of hydrogen, arising from the decomposition
of water. The cinders from the fire, if well riddled, give the

best deodorizer available near at hand, from a clmrred mid-
den near a house; but they make matters worse if the rain

gets in.

So now, Semiramis, " ccetilibus mnris," and D. Beaton,
railways, Cambysos' vein, and the Ai'abian King, the Shah of

Persia, and sanatory reforms, be they wet or dry, have come
to an end. Vibgyor.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.*'

CuEYSANTHEMDM FAILURES {L. C).—After tlic vatious clear in-

structions given we hardly know what to do more, especially as you
perceive where your error lies. Stopping them until August will never

do. If you had allowed the shoots to grow from the liegiiining of July

you would have had flowers, if from June they would have been liner;

a certain time must be given the shoots to organise and mature flower-

buds. The cuttings which you took in August failed from a similar

cause: if you had laid the points of the shoots you would likely have

succeeded, but the buds not being formed in August, and the check given

by removing the cuttings from their parent plant, rendered them uuuble

to form flower-buds, which they might have done if left alone. We can

hardly advise you for the best respecting your plants now ; one thing is

certain, they will not give you any flowers until next autumn, so that

keeping them in that expectation is useless. After being sheltered in

any warm corner and protected from frost, cut down in March, and

planted out, they would succeed well against palings or walls. The
smallest plant might, after cutting down, be again repotted—the shoots

stopped if necessary, so as to give you, by April, as many shoots as you

would require—and then you might shift and water well, when, without

more stopping, you will have fine large plants that will set their buds

early and flower splendidly ; or you may take suckers from larger pots at

the same time, or merely cuttings, but if the latter, and in April, you

must lose no time, and omit no encouragement ; and even then you will

not obtain bloom so early as from your young plants.

Lilies of the Valley {Ibid).—If in the greenhouse, there was no

necessity for covering them with eight inches of coal ashes. Force them

as soon as you find the pots supplied with roots : see a paper a fortnight

ago. A little light manure, such as leaf-mould, sprinkled over them out

of doors will do them good.

Cow-dung and Soot for Rosk-teees {Ibid).—Capital stuffi You
are lucky to have it. Better point it into the ground, or your next

neighbour's garden will receive benefit as well as your own.

Root-budding for Roses (D. il/.).—Can any of our readers give ug

information on this practice, for we never tried it; but in bad weather, in

the abeds, have grafted scions of well ripened wood 'upon largish but

fresh pieces of roots. All that was necessary was to slice a piece off the

side of the root, a corresponding piece off the scion, binding the scion

and root together with a piece of matting, planting them so as to cover

root and scion too, with the exception of a bud or so of the latter. Many
failed, but many also did very well.

Flower-garden {E. and ii/.)-—The plan is very good indeed, and

that way of grouping the beds new to us. The propoaed planting is also

judicious, but instead of planting " mixed plants " in the middle of the

four beds we would plant them at the inner ends, and remove what is

intended there to the middle, and for this reason, that the outside ends

would agree better with the middle in the uniformity of growth, which

no kind of mixed planting can do. The etfcct would be the same as you

propose—4 and 6; blue and white Lobelias must be of the erinoide

breed, and therefore too dwaif for the plan and size of the beds ; we

would abandon that plan. Remove the two Lobelias for bordering a

couple of the mixed ends, and use Lobelia rucemosa or Salvia Chamts-

drioides for 4, and White Perfection verbena for 8, which are your own
colours with more suitable plants. The mixtures will include China-

asters. Stocks, Indian pinks, Minuduses, Viscaria occulata, (Enotheras,

Penstemons, or, indeed, such as come readiest to hand, and keep in

flower a couple of months or more. The first week in April is time

enough to sow such hardy annuals as you require.

Roses and Fucusias (.4 New Beginner).—k^i-d.r ?.s t\\Q. pruning of

the newly planted roses is concerned, Bourbons and hybrid perpetual?

must be cut the same way, that is, close pruned ; and you may cut them

now, or as soon as you like. Bourbons are a particular race, but they

flower as long as the hybrid perpetuals if they are of the right sorts.

Your fuchsias, now growing, must soon be shook out of the old soil,

their roots well trimmed, and then be repotted in fresh soil and be

watered.

Error (B. B.).—Our reply to you at page 247 should be thus cor-

rected:—"The super is placed inside the rim ; the adapter must be of

thin mahogany, and twelve inches square.'*

Caps on Cottage Hives {James C. Roberts).—het the caps be

placed upon the stock-hives the first week in May (but only upon the

ver^ strongest stocks), put two or three small pieces of clean empty comb

at the top of each cap, and see that the aperture in the top of the stock-

hive is not less than three or four inches in diameter. The guide-combs,

as they are called, are easily fixed in the caps by warming them a liitle,
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and stirkiiic; them on whilst warm ; pieces of an inch long, and half an

inch deep, mil be quite larpe enoiiph.

Walks (G. PojvAi?r\—The best chalk marl is not strong enouph to

make a pood concrete walk. It would make a tolerably good bottom

layer of two or three inches, with rough stones, for a four or six-inch

walk, and so lessen the expense where chalk is not at hand ; but lime is

by far the cheapest for making the concrete, as one measure of it will do

to twelve measures of rough gravel.

Seeds (A. D.).—We cannot recognise the seeds from Valparaiso, but

we shall sow them, and let you hear if we can make out what the plants

are.

Flower-garden {A Novice).—Yo\xt garden in front of the green-

house looks well, but it is not in the geometric style as you said. 1 is

the best for the Scarlet Geraniums'; 7 for the Heliotrope ; 1, Fuchsia glo-

hulosa or Lobelia bicolor, with a Fuchsia in the centre; 8 and g, Scarlet

Verbenas ; 5, Cupheas, Strigilosa in the middle, and edged with platy-

centra ; 6, strong Pink Verbenas ; 10 or H, or both, with Salvia fulgens
;

2 and 3, mixed Petunias ; Pansies round 4, and Lobelia fulgens would do

for the centre of 4 instead of a fuchsia.

Flower-garden {L. M. N.).—Your plan docs very well for the situa-

tion, and "your ideas " are quite in conformity with the fashion of the

day. There is no good real lilac verbena for a bed. You could, perhaps,

gather a nosegay of lilac ones ; but when spread out in a bed, what with

the leaves, grass, or gravel, the colour is neutralized. You ought to have

the Duchess of Northumberland, or Miller's Favourite Verbena for 5.

The rest just as you propose ; but for D, Lobelia racemosa would be a

great improvement, or gracilis, only that it will not last quite so long in

the autumn. 6 is Macrocnrpa, not Eccremocnrpn.

Heaths, Large, Flowering in Jdly (Sigma).—Erica aitoniania,

ampullacea, bcrgiana, arenthioides, depressa, Cavendishii, Ewenana, in-

fundibuliformis, Irugana, mirabilis, vestita coccinea, ventricoaa coccinca

minor. Averaging 2s. each.

Twelve Good Greenhouse Plants (/6)V/).—Acrophyllumvenosum,

Aotus gracilliraus. Aphclcxis macrantha purpurea, Boronia serrulata,

Chironia pinnata, C. glutinosa, Chorozema nana, Crowea saligna,

Eriostemon intermedium, E. scabrum, Hovea celsii, Polygala oppo-

sitifolia.

GREENHOrSE CREEPERS SUITABLE FOR A TrELLIS {Ibid).—Gom-
pholobium polymorphum, Rhyncospermum jasminioldes. We trust

these selections will suit you, in addition to those you already have.

Various [E. W., Hoxton).—The season for pruning Catalpa syrivgce-

folia is the middle of Rlarch. h^y may be planted any time from Sep-

tember till April. Cuttings will root, but they are two or three years before

they make vuich growth. Your question about Arums is a wide one.

There are plants of that tribe found in the hottest, temperate, and

coldest parts of the globe. If, as we suspect, you mean the large white-

flowered Arum {Calln (fthiopica), a window plant, you must procure

roots fas it seldom produces perfect seeds), and pot them in March.

Rosa indica, a China rose, will grow and flower in your ordinary garden

if you make the border dry, and mix leaf-mould with the soil freely, pro.

tecting the young shoots with fern tied loosely round the young ones.

Instructions in Gardening {Scrutator).—We can assure you that

there is no royal road to a knowledge of gardening. A lad to acquire

such knowledge must be employed in a garden where he can participate

in and observe all the requisite operations, from the most difficult

departments of forcing down to the mere hard labour of the kitchen beds

It is thus, and only thus, that he can acquire a knowledge of the practical

part of his business. Let him have a general knowledge of botany,

chemistry, and geometric drawing, and then all that is taught in

hooks,—every new plant under cultivation imparts knowledge which he
knows how to benefit by in actual gardening. Practice with science

enables the cultivation of the soil to be carried to its greatest perfection,

but practice is the first power to be acquired. Your hint, however, shall

be kept in view.

Ornamental Gardening (Sigma).— "There is one department
connected with gardening on which you have not yet treated—that which
relates to the embellishing the grounds of a mansion on a large scale, as
regards the shrubberies, the woods, and park. The view from a house is

one of the most important considerations connected with it. The bouse
should be adapted to the ground which lies around it, and the ground to

the house. I have often thought, that were I ever to build a mansion, or
a cottage, I should like to employ a scientific gardener and an architect

together, in order that they might select the best spot and the best style

of building for the situation, or for what the situation might be made.
I believe the late Mr. Loudon undertook to build a house and lay out the
grounds about it himself : has his mantle not fallen on anv other shoul-
ders ? If a man wants to erect a nice house, and to make the most of
the adjacent land, he had best proceed on a good plan from the first, in
respect to both bis objects. I should like to hear you discuss this subject.
Connected with it in some degree is another point I would fain seek
counsel on. Suppose a humble cottager wants to lay out his acre, or two
or three acres, immediately around his house, to the greatest advantage-
just a lawn, a small shrubbery or two, and a flower and kitchen-garden,—
this would not be a matter sufficiently grnnd to call in a Loudon about

;

but a cottager so circumstanced might be very willing to give any scien-
tific man five or ten pounds for counsel bestowed on such a plot of
ground, merely to gratify his taste, leading profit out of the consideration.
Now, where is he to seek such counsel ? Probably you would not like to
recommend any one by name, but you might give a hint as to the proper

track in which to seek for such aid." It is quite true, that we have
avoided entering either into disscrtationa upon the embellishments de-
sirable for grounds around a mansion, as well as into otfering plans for
villa gardens, and for the cogent reason, that general rules are to be
found in every book upon landscape gardening, and specific plans can
only be recommended after a survey of the places requiring them. We
have no doubt that the mantle of Loudon has fallen upon oiher shoul-
ders, and that there are many who are very capable of furnishing the aid
you require

;
indeed, we have seen their advertisements, and our columns

are open to them.
Allotment Ground (Ibid).—Two acres well managed as ground to

grow food for a cow and pigs, ought to afford profitable employment for
your man at twelve shillings per week.
Dressing yoR Pasture Land (J. E. B.).—How can we'tell'you

"what is the proper and cheapest dressing for your pasture," unac-
quainted as we are with the soil and what manures you can procure.
There is generally nothing better than decomposed stable manure, with
a little gypsum and dissolved hones. Of your wood ashes, you may apply
forty or fifty bushels per acre in fllarch. sowing them broadcast over the
field. They are an excellent top-dressing for grass land.

Ageratum Mexicanum (Lancelot).—We repeat, there is no wliite
y(7riWv of this. The list you mention as being in The Cottagb Gar-
dener's Dictionary, are oi species of which three hear white flowers.
We are not aware that any of these are used for bedding out. In plant-
ing a round bed of Geranium.^, the best mode is to plant in circles,

beginning at the top. Onio/is ought not to be grown on the same plot
every year. It is useless for you to send a plan of your garden before
next September. Answers to your other queries next week. You can
have the copy of The Cottage Gardener you name, by sending /owr
postage stamps, as all the stamped copies are sold.

Potato Planting ( Cartoj'el—Jersey ) .—Your grass field dug up last
April, cropped with parsnips, and now trenched, may be planted with
potatoes without any additional manure. We should plant immediatelv,
but as the ground is heavy, the very worst for potatoes, we should dig
the ground into ridges, and plant along their top.

Bokhara Clover (IV. C. G.J.— It is a biennial, and, in favourable
soils and seasons, reaches the second year to the height often feet or
more. It may be cut monthly, both the first and second year, as soon
as it is eighteen inches high ; but even then it is coarse, and not relished
by cattle of any kind. Sow thinly in drills in the spring, two feet apart,
and keep the hoe going between the rows. We do not know the direction
of the manufacturer of the Compound Carbonised Animal Manure, but
our columns are open to his advertisements. Peat charcoal is sold in
London at about ^7 per ton. Do not manure your joo^o/ow ; plant
theirPon a plot already fertile.

Carrots {Causidicus).—If you trench your light soil two spades deep,
and turn in a little stable manure with the bottom spit, you will probably
obtain a good crop. Sow the Long Horn carrot, if you require them for
table use; or tlie Altringham. if you require them large and for sale.

Sow in drills eight inches apart for the Horn variety, and twelve inches
apart for the Altringham. 6ce what is said about them in the nest num-
ber of The Cottage Gardeyier's Dictionary.

Begonia Fdciisioides (A Subscriber).—You. will find full directions
for the culture of this and other species of Begonia, at page 172 of our
last volume.

Poultry and Bees (A Subscriber, Cottesmore).—Buy Richardson
on Poultry, a new edition just publishing, and Payne^s Bee-Keeper's
Guide.

Rustic Baskets {Anna Maria).—We have no dra^-ings of these, but
we will look out for some.
KoHL-RUBi (H. Badcocke).—Sec an editorial to-day.

Trisecting an Acute Angle (IF. JBurg-ess).—We know of no reward
for doing this.

Lawn (£". S. M,).—It is useless for you to fight against the worms
;

you may destroy a few, but their places will soon be supplied by others.
Rolling frequently, sowing lime rubbish as you propose, and a mixture
of the grasses as recommended at page 234, will be your best mode of

improvement. Your only mode of getting rid of Couch grass and Con-
volvuluK, is to have the ground carefully forked over, employing boys to

watch the fork, and to pick out every fragment they see it tliro«s out of
the underground runners, usually, but erroneously, called roots. How-
ever careful they may be, fragments will remain, and each piece will

produce a plant ; therefore, grow a crop in drills, with wide intervals,

that will permit war to be waged against them with the hoe. It is only
by patiently pursuing this course for two or three years, that you can
subdue these enemies in your neglected soil. Your old walls, full c)f nail

holes, we should have pointed all over with good mortar, and when this

is quite dry painted over with coal tar. This will destroy all the vermin.
Draining, liming, and frequent hoeing, arc the best subducrs of sluga.

Your old pear-trees we should, by degrees, graft with better sorts. Scrape
off the moss from their barks, and scrub them with brine.

Forcing Sea-kale and MusHnooMS (J. C).—The temperature of
your cellar, 45°, is not high enough. ()U° will not be too hot, and you
may use a stove for such a purpose without any injury. This is all you
need. Do not remove strawberry plants merely because barren one year.

If they are so a second, then destroy them.

Poultry Feeding (A Poultry Fancier).—If your poultry have ground
to roam over, they require a handful of corn to three fowls twice a day in
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sunvner, and three times in winter ; but they ought also to have at both

seasona a little boiled potatoes, turnips, cabbages, &c., and other kitchen

refuse.

I

llAiN IN 1850.—R. Denison, Esq., has favoured us with the following

j

tabic of the quantity of rain that fell at Rliddleton, near Beverley, in the

year 18.10 :—January, 3.39 in.; February, 1.25 in.; March, 0.80 in.;

April, 2.59 in. ; May. I.JO in.; June, 2.04 in. ; July, 3.42 in.; August,

1.48 in.; September, 1.67 in. ; October, 4.03 in. ; November, 2.0? in.;

December, 0.85 in. Total, 24-99 in. In 1847, 28.04 in., fell; in 1848,

38.1 1 in. ; and in 1849, 29-61 in.

Succession oi' Bkocoli (A Subscnber from ihe First).—You will

find a very good article on this subject in The Cottage Gardeners' Die-

tionury. We have had no difficulty in obtaining a supply from October

to May, by sowing as follows :

—

Early Purple Cape and G^-anges Early

Cauliflower Brocoliy the second week in April and the first week in

June; they will yield heads during October and until mid-December.

Green-closc-hettded, first week in April, to produce heads from November
to the end of January. Dwarf Brown, second week in April, for heading

from February to end of April. Sulphur and Spring White, in second

week of April, for production in April and May following.

Clubbing in Bkocoli (Ibid).—This you will also find fully discussed

in The Cottage Gardeners^ Dictionary, under the head Ambuey. Re-

peated watering certainly does not cause it, but rather tends to check it.

Sprinkling soot thickly, or gas lime thinly over the seed-beds, and on

the surface among the plants when finally set out, are good preventives.

These prevent the fly depositing her eggs in the young underground part

of the stem. Those eggs produce grubs which are the cause of the

disease.

Peas (J. S. G.).—You have only room for three sowings, and you ask

us to name the varieties and times for sowing. As your space is so

limited it is useless to think of growing either the very early varieties,

which are all comparatively unproductive and tasteless ; or the very tall

late peas- We should select one productive variety, and grow no other.

The Scimetnr is as good as any for your purpose ; sow at intcr^'als of

three weeks in March, April, and May.
Sulphur Fumigator (An Early Subscriber).—There is a machine

for dusting with sulphur, but none for fumigating. As you have no hot-

water pipes in your house, support a saucepan of boiling water on
bricks so high as to admit a small oil lamp underneath to keep it hot

;

put a piece of tin or zinc over the mouth of the saucepan, and sprinkle

some flowers of sulphur on this.

Heracleum giganteum.— Tastes vary as to this plant. The editor

of the Durham Advertiser says :
—" This is the proper season for sowing

the seeds of that magnificent herbaceous plant, Heracleum gigantcum,

introduced by Messrs. Hardy and Son, of Maldon, and which has been so

highly recommended by Mrs. Loudon, and also by Mr. Thomas Moore,
the distinguished botanist, Curator of the Chelsea Botanic Garden, and
one of the editors of the Gardener's Magasine of Botany. For bold
scenery this is one of the finest plants that can be grown, and in a moist

situation in a garden its appearance is described as magnificent. We
had a plant sent in the spring from a friend in the south, and though only

a small seedling, it made leaves during the summer measuring eighteen

inches in diameter, We have no doubt, from what we have seen of the

plant, that everything said of its beauty will be fully realized when grown
.properly ; and as it may be procured for a few pence, we think it a very

desirable plant to be grown in ornamental places, and also in small

gardens, where many suitable places for it may be found,'*

Creeper, Red-leaved in Autumn (A Subscriber).—This, which
you saw against houses in various places during your October tour,

must have been the Virginian Creeper (Ampelopsis hederacea).

Earliest Bee-flower (S- J. R.).—The plant you enclosed as being
that from ^^hich "bees get their first han-ests in woody situations," is

the Dog's Mercury {Mercurialis perennis). It is poisonous to men and
quadrupeds.

CALENDAR FOR FEBRUARY.

ORCHID HOUSE.
Air, give a small portion during the middle of sunny days. Baskets-,

plants in, may now have a good steeping, by taking them down and
dipping them in tepid water, just up to thepseudobulbs, and whilst they
are in the water look out for wood-lice and other insects, which the water
will force up to the surface, and may then be easily destroyed. Let the
plants remain in the water till the compost is completely and thoroughly
soaked- Heat : the temperature of the houses may now be considerably
increased, as numbers of the plants will be growing. The warmer house
during the day may be kept up to 70°, and the cooler, or Mexican, house
may be allowed to rise to 60°. Potting, continue to all such as may be
starting into growth. Water, give moderately to growing plants in the
fore part of the day. Steam, cause by wetting the pipes or flues
morning and evening. Syringe blocks every morning, and keep the
walks wetted in the Indian house when the sun shines. T, Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.
Air may now be given freely in mild or sunny weather, takiu'' care that

the cold draught does not blow directly over the plants. Many plants willnow require Potting
; take care to have the several composts brought in

to dry and air
; have also a quantity of broken pots of various sizes ready.

In removmg the plants to pot, do not expose them to the cold air out of
doors, Heat may now be increased five degrees, and more water given
to the plants that are growing. Pot another batch of Aahimenes. Gesntrras.
and Gloxinias. Prepare a pit (ov ginger, if required in quantity. Also
pot the earlier flowering kinds of Amaryllids. Put to rest Amaryllis
uulica, and Gesnera zebrina. Water, give freely to fast-growing plants,
and apply it in the shape of moisture in the air during sunny weather!
Let the stages, walls, walks, and glass, be all thoroughly cleaned whilst
the potting is going on, su that the plants may have a sweet clean habi-
tation to come into after they have had a regular good potting, and
cleansing themselves. Prepare a hotbed for cuttings, seedlings, Ixoras,
Gardenias, and other hard wooded planls that require a stimulus to grow
them freely early in spring. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyantuuses will now begin to grow again, and

should have a little more water given them, but as much air as possible,
to counteract damp. Protect them from sudden frosts. Carnations
and Picotees will also require freely watering, to keep them in good
health and vigour. If kept too dry the roots will perish. Dahlia roots
examine, and clear away all dead ones. Towards the end of the month
a few of the newest may be potted and placed in heat to grow, in
order to obtain cuttings from. Older kinds may remain in quietness till
early next month, unless they are very scarce. Pansies to flower in pots
may now be potted for that purpose, and kept under glass in a cold frame
or pit. Ranunculuses, plant in the early part of the month ; shelter
continue to bulbs iw beds, protecting them from cutting winds, frost,
and heavy showers of snow or rain. Roses may yet be planted.

T. Appleby.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit freely among hard-wooded plants, such as Ericas, Epacris,

Diosma, &c., when the atmosphere is clear, and the outside temperature
from 35° to 40°. In damp, foggy, or frosty weather, it is better to use
little firing, and keep the house more close, unless you have the means of
heating, and so far drying, the air before it is admitted—the drying, of
course, to take place only when the air is loaded with moisture." When
the fog gets into the house, light a little fire and give air, and it will soon
be dispersed. All these plants will now ^ant more water, but do not give
it in dribblets; after doing it thoroughly, wait patiently until the soil is

getting dry. Azaleas and Camellias, place those swelling and burst-
ing their buds in the warmest end of the house, and you may remove
them to the coldest end when in bloom. Supply such rather liberally
with water. Those to be retarded, keep as cool as possible, and not so
moist. Bulbs, Cinerarias, and Primulas, in flower, assist with
manure-water; the double Chinese Primula give a warm corner, as it is

(especially the white) a splendid object when well grown. Fornyt/iia viri-
dissima, Deutzia scabra, and Weigelia rosea, will yield their blossoms
during this and the following month if slightly forced. Forced hardy shrubs
keep at the warmest end of the house at first. Begonia obliquamakes a
fine conservatory plant in winter, if the night temperature is seldom
below 45°. Calceolarias and Geraniums, keep at the best place for
light and heat. AH these soft-wooded plants require more heat than the
hard-wooded ones ; the former shift as necessary. The forwardcst of the
latter, stopped and shifted before Christmas, tie out and train. Place in
flowering-pots those stopped some time ago, and now breaking ; and
stop more young plants for succession, to be shifted when the buds have
broken again. Franciscea lafifolia, and uniflora, do well in a conservatory
at this season, if they had previously received a little extra heat, after being
allowed to become deciduous in the beginning of winter, the wood being
well-perfected previously. Fuchsias, start some favourite kinds, if you
can, in a nice sweet hotbed, as at this season they stand heat well. Cut
them well down, and thin the shoots afterwards to as many stems as you
may require. The young shoots taken olf, treated as cuttings in the
hotbed, under a hand-light, or shaded, will make choice summer and
autumn plants. Repot those for the greenhouse by the end of the month,
and prune back freely ; those intended for cottage wmdows, had better
remain in their winter quarters for another month, keeping them rather
dry, and as cool as possible, so that more room at present may be afforded
to other plants. The same Hotbed would do for seeds, cuttings, &c.

;

and also for starting some Achimenes, Gesneras, and Gloxinias—the two
former either in the pots in which they grew, or by removing the tubers,
and placing them in pans with light earth, until they grow a little; the
latter either in their late pots before they spring, or, what will do as well,
in fresh pots and soil, so that, whenever they start, they take hold of the
fresh material. For Fires, Protection, Dressing, and Cleaning,
see last month, /asec/s wLU now begin to be busy, and the best antidotes
are sulphur vapour and tobacco fumigation, but, above all, cleanliness and
good cultivation. R. Fish.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Anemones, sow; finish planting, b. and e. Annuals (Tender), sow

in hotbed ; admit air to daily ; water slightly ; cover with mats the glasses
at night ; sow seeds of blue and white Campanula carpatica in heat, for
autumn-flowering, e. ; pot old plants of each, and put in heat for cuttings,
b. ; sow Nemophila, and other Californian a/i7iuals, to flower after
autumn sown ones

;
(Hardy), sow in borders, e ; for eaily blowing, sow in

pots in a hothouse. Auriculas, dress, and attend carefully those under
glass, as the buds appear. Biennials (Hardy), sow, e. Bulbs, finish
planting. Carnations, plant, and shelter from cold \vinds. Dahlias,
sow, and place tubers in hotbed, to break buds for slipping. Dress
borders generally. Edgings of Box, &c., may be planted and repaired.
(See January.) Cut round the roots of evergreens to remove about next
July, Evergreens removed last autumn may have liquid manure in fine

i

weather. Evergreens, plant in mild weather, e. Grass, roll and
j

sweep weekly. Gravel, roll, and weed in dry -weather, weekly, and try
the concrete system. Hedges (Deciduous), plant, b.; (Evergreen),
plant, e. Hyacinths, shelter, for they begin to appear. Migno-
nette, sow in pots, and place in hotbed, or hothouse, and greenhouse,
for auccession. Neatness, attend to every where. Perennials
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(Hardy), sow, e.
; plant suckers, slips, and partinfrs of roots; (Half-

hardy) uncover, if frosta gone. Planting of flowering: shrubs, complete.
Polyanthuses, sow ; earth-up with rich compost. Potted Shrubs,
prune, shift, and dress thesoil. Phumng, the later it is done the more it

checks the bloominc^. Uanunculuses. finish planting, b. and c. Hoses,
manure with cow-dung. Sowi.ng of tree and shrutt seeds, complete
generally. Support, with stakes, Sec, newly-jdantedshrulis. Tulips.
shelter as they are now appearlnL^. Turf may be laid, and see that

plants are in heat for cuitings. such as LobtliaSy Veybfiuts, &c.
Climbers, s\xc\\ as honeysuckles and jasmines, should be pruned and

trained in the early days of the month. Reduce to moderate-sized patches

such plants as phloxes, asters, veronicas, &c., otherwise they will occupy
too much space, injure their neighbours, and harbour vermin. Her-
baceous pl'infs should be planted out from nursery-beds into the borders

without delay. Half-hardy shrubs, &c., may have their shelters partially

removed, closing them up again at night, according to the mildness or

inclemency of the season. D. Beaton.

ORCHARD.
Apples (wall and espalier), finish pruning, b. ; plant ; sow for stocks.

Apricots, finish pruning and protect carefully, b. ; plant. JJerbee-
RiES, plant. Blosso:us of early ^^'aU fruit, shelter in frosty and windy
weather, and retard. Cherries, finish pruning and training; plant;
graft, c. Chestmjts, jilant and sow. Currants, finish pruning, b.

;

plant. Cuttings, plant, of gooseberries, currants, figs, filberts, mul-
berries, vines, &c. Dress and fork over the earth of tlie borders, &c.
Filberts, plant, hang male catkins, &c. Gooseberriics, finish prun-
ing, b.

;
plant. Grapting, commence, if mild, e. Scions, collect

ready for use. Layers, make of figs, vines, filberts, mulberries, and
muscle plums, the last for stocks. Manures, apply where required.

Medlars, plant. DIosa, on trees, destroy with brine or urine. (See Janu-
ary.) Mulberries, plant. Nectarines, finish pruning, b. Orcuard
Trees, finish dressing, Peaches, finish pruning, b. Peaks, sow for

stocks, &c. (wall and espalier) ; finish pruning; graft, e. Planting,
generally complete, e. Plums (wall and espalier), finish pruning; plant;

graft, e. Puuning, finish generally. Quinces, plant. Raspderries,
finish pruning, b.

;
plant ; dig between and remove suckers. Services,

plant. Standards, finish pruning. Strawberries, clear and spring
dress, and plant in nmist weather, e. Suckers, for stocks, plant.

Trench ground for planting. Vines may still be pruned, b. ; cuttings
plant. Walnuts, plant and sow.

In collecting scions for grafting, remember that the principle is to cut
them before the sap begins to circulate. They should be kept in a cellar,

or a cool damp place out of doors, until the sap in the stocks, for which
they are destined, is in motion. R, Eerington.

FORCING STOVE.
Air, admit freely when weather permits. Bottom-heat, attend tb

(See January). Cherries, in blossom, shade when sun is l)right ; a thick

net answers well; disbud as required; day temperature 6U° maximum;
night 45°; keep a moist air. Earth of borders, K'C, stir occasionally.

Figs, when in leaf, require a day temperature aljoiit OiJ°. Heat, nmst
advance with light. Kidney Beans, provide successions; use richer

and stronger soil as the day lengthens (See January). Labels, renew,
where required. Leaves, keep cleaned; decayed and weeds clear away
constantly. LiauiD-MANUEE, apply to the roots of fruit-trees in forcing,

if dry. Peaches, and other fruits in blossom, should not be syringed
;

disbud ; thin when too thick, and as large as peas ; day temperature 60
;

night 55°. Pines, remove from bark-bed to pots; and generally re-

gulate. Secure Atmospheric Moisture. Strawberries, in pots,

introduce for succession; a slight bottom-heat is useful ; see that those
in reserve arc not injured by frost. Small Salading, sow in boxes.
TnEKMOMETER, for most Btove-plants, may be at 70°, during mid-day,
if bright. Tobacco, give fumigations weekly, or oftener, if insects
appear. Vines, treat as in January ; do not .syringe whilst in blossom ;

thin berries ; day temperature 70°
; night G0°. Water, give more freely

than last month ; keep in open pans, over pipes or flues, constantly.
Watch sedulously for the green fly and red spider; against the latter,

sulphur and moisture are the best preventives, as well as cure.

R. Eerington.

KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Artichokes, defend from frost. Asparagus, plant in hotbed, and

attend to that forcing. Balm, plant. Beans, plant; earth-up, and
transplant from frames, e. Beets, sow a little for early use ; plant for
seed, and dig up for storing any left in the bed. Borkcole, sow, e.

Brocoli, sow, e. Burnet, sow or plant, c. Cabbagks, plant; sow;
and plant for seed. Carrots, sow in a hotbed, b., to draw young

;
plant

for seed, e. Cauliflowers, attend to, airing, earth-stirring, removing
all decayed leaves and slugs

;
plant out winter standing should the weather

be open and mild, and attend to spring-sown crops (see last month)
;

sow, m. ; prick out. Celery, attend to carthing-up, protection, &c.

;

leave for seed, and sow in hotbed, c. Chervil, sow. Clary, sow, e.

Composts, prepare and turn over. Coriander, sow. Corn Salad,
sow. Cucumbers, attend to those forcing; prick and plant out; and
sow in hotbeds. Dill, sow, m. Dung, prepare for hotbeds. Earth-
iNG-up, perform when necessary. Endive, still protect from wet and
severe weather. Fennel, sow or plant. Garlic, plant. Horse-
radish, plant. Jerusalem Akticuokes, plant. Kidney Beans,
sow in hotbed, &ic. Keep a good supply of earths in the dry for im-
mediate use. Lkeks, plant for seed; sow. e. Lettuces, plant out
from frames, &c., of the winter standing, towards the end of the
month, and sow in the open border. If short of plants sow in frames on
a gentle hntbed at the beginning of the month. Liquorice, plant and
digup. Melons, plant out for early crops; sow and pot off j attend to
this sort of work on a kind calm afternoon just before slmttiiig-up time,
till next month; clean winter crop; (Putato). plant. Parsnips, take
Mint, force, in hotbed; plant. Mushroom-beds, attend to ; make
day temperature (}(i° to 65°. ftlusTARD and Cress, sow, e. Onions,
ftow main crop, m., if soil light and situation warm, otherwise defer this

up ; plant or leave for seed, and sow towards the middle of the month in
particular, in light soils. Parsley, sow. Peas, sowings may be made both
ofeiirlyand secund on the same day, where the soil works well, as the
one will be found good succession to the other at picking lime ; also to
suit some unfavourable situations it is well to sow in frames in small pots,

or in sods of turf, which is by some thought best, to plant out when a
good season offers; also attend to sticking, earthing-up, and protecting
other forward crops. Pennyroyal, plant, e. Potatoes, plant in hot-
bed of any favourite early kinds ; this may be done from the first to the
end of the month ; also plant out during this month all the main crops if

the suil will admit of it, and plant whole sets in preference to cut ones.
R.vDiSHEs, attend to (sec J?nuary), and sow in succession either in

border or hotbed. Rape (for salading), sow; (Edible-rootedi, sow.
Rhubarb, sow in large pans, or open warm border, and attend to that

forcing, either in-doors, or cover up with pots or tubs and fermenting
materials fur future transplanting. Sage and Savory, plant, e. Sal-
SAKY, sow, e., in small quantity, for early use. Savoys, sow, m. and e.

ScoRZONERA, SOW, c., in small quantity, for early use. Sea-kale,
attend to that forcing; cover up in succession. Sualots, plant.

Skirrets, sow, e. Spinach, weed; sow, m. Soerels, sow and plant,

e. Tansy, Thyme, and Tarragon, plant, e. Turnips, plant for

seed; sow, e. Vacant Ground, dig; weed, &c.
In sowing Radishes this month, if a sheltered south border is selected,

and the surface is covered with ferns, reeds, or straw, the crop will be
almost as early as that from seed sown in frames. Garlic and Shulots,

being very Uatile to decay if excessive wet weather occurs, should be fixed

on well-drained ground, on the top of ridges, and be manured with
charred vegetable refuse. Smooth the surface of the ridge, scatter over it

some charred refuse and a little lime, and then merely stick in the end of

the bulb. In light soils, plant in November or October, or even at this

time. Spinach in drills may be advantageously sown now, and at all

times between every two rows of Peas. The ground is thus economized,

and the shade from' the peas continues the spinach longer in a state fit

for table use.
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For plantes and for stockcs lay afore haml to cast

:

i

but set or remouo them while twelve tido doe last.

I Set one from another full twenty fote square :

the better and greater they ycrcly will bare.

In the course of the volume he chives '* a poyntc or two of huswifry ;

"

j
and from thenee, as well as from other authorities, it is apparent tliat the

kitclien-Rardcn was considered as specially under the e:iie of the housc-
I wife. He says, under this head :

—
In Ularchc and in Aprill, from morning to night,

in sowing,' and settinf^ good huswiues delight.

To have in their garden, or some other pint :

to trim up their house, and to furnish their pot.

Have millons at Rlihelmas, parsncps in lent,

in June huttred beans, saueth lish to be spent.

"With those and good pottage inough hauing than
thou winnest the heart of thy laboring man.

Of the tenants of the garden and orchard, Tusser enumerates of
" Seedes and herbes for the kychen ; herbes and rootes for sallets and
sawse ; herbes and rootes to boyle or to butter ; strewing herbes of all

sortcs ; herbes, branches, and flowers for windowes and pots ; herbes to

still in summer ; necessaric herbes to grow in the garden for physik, not
rehcrst before," above one hundred and fifty species. Of fruits, he men-
tions many kinds of apples, apricoches, bar-berries ; boUese, black and
white ; cherries, red and black ; chesnuts, comet-plums, (Cornelian

cherry ?), damiscna, white and black ; filberts, red and white ; goosc-
bfrries ; grapes, white and red ; grcnc or grass plums, hurtil-hcrrics

(Vaecinium vitis-ida-a), medlers or merles, raulbcrrics, pcache>s, white,

red, and ycUow-fleshcd
;

pcrcs of many kinds; peer plums, black and
yellow; quinces, raspes, rcisnns, (currants?), hazel-nuts, strawberries,

red and white; services; wardens, white and red; walnuts, and wheat
plums.
And here we must close this notice of one who may be justly termed

the English Columella ; for, like him, he wrote practically on the culture

of the soil, and, like him, clothed a portion of his instructions with
verse. It has been sug;;ested that he would have been more useful if he
had written in prose, and so he might to the few, but in that case he
would not have been read and remembered by the many. His " points,"

like Poor Richard's sayings, became proverbs throughout the land, and
how popular they were is told by the fact, in those days of few readers

and scanty literature, that in twenty-eipht years—the time between the

book's birth and the author's death—it had run through eight editions.

That these tended to improve the culture of the soil of England there

can be no doubts, for the rules they contain are sound and practical, and
written in verse were learned and repeated by many who had never been
taught to read.

RIeteorology of the Week —At Chiswick, from observations

during the last twenty-four years, the averace highest and lowest tem-
peratures of these days are 45.4° and 32.1°, respectively. The greatest

beat, 1)5'^, was on the lOth in 1831 ; and lowest cold, 3'' below zero, was
on the nth in 1845. Rain fell on 78 days, and QQ days were fine.

THE GLASS PAVILION IN HYDE PARK.

The above slcetch is a faithful representation of the glass

pavilion, in which is to be accomplished this year the

great reunion of the manufacturing slcill and productions

of all nations ; but faithful as is this sketch, yet it fails,

as all pictures fail, in giving an adequate impression of

vast extent. We had seen all the pictures of this pavi-

lion, we had seen the ground marked out, we had walked

around it whilst in progiess, but it was not until we had

entered it when completed that we were fully and justly

impressed with its magnitude. It is 1848 feet long, or

1801 according to some authorities, and if so, being the

date of the exhibition, memory is aided. The width is

4.jG feet in the broadest part; the height of the principal

centre roof is 04 feet, that of the adjacent side portions

44 feet, of the outer sides 94 feet, and of the transept,

with the semicircular roof, 108 feet, so as to enclose some
of the tallest elms of the park, '.fhe grouud-floor covers

a space of 752,833 square feet (about 17^ acres), and

the galleries provide 192,058 square feet additional. The
total space enclosed by the building is 33,000,000 cubic

feet. A good mode of realising any amount of space is

by comparing it \\\i\\ some enclosure familiar to us

;

therefore our readers will be aided by the fact, that it is

longer than either three St. Paul's or Winchester Cathe-

drals, with that of Carlisle added to the triplicate; and

in width it is just twice as wide as Wincliester Cathe-

dral, and almost twice the width of St. Paul's. If pur-

cliased, the price is .£150,000; but if pulled down and

returned to the contractors, ;£79,800.

We have noticed this striking feature of the year on

various accounts. It is the invention of one of the best

gardeners of the day, and we rejoice in this for the

honour of the craft. Mr. Paxton is an able engineer

as well as an able horticulturist; and this union of

acquirements suggested and enabled him to perfect bis

design, and it is another evidence of liis skill and indo-

mitable perseverance. From the time that he first

attracted the Duke of Devonshire's notice in Chiswick

Gardens, where he was an assistant, by bringing a glow-

ing cinder for his Grace's cigar, initil the present time,

the same have been his characteristics, and the Duke
has never swerved from the opinion he lately expressed,

when he said, "I never knew Mr. Paxton resolve to

undertake what he dkl not fully accomplish."
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Not ouly is the building designed by a gardener, bnt

it will have assembled within it much that is of high

interest to gardeners. We know of implements and

other structures that are to be exhibited not only de-

monstrative of the skill of the artizini, but ottering great

aids to the cultivators of the soil.

Above all, wehojie we see in it a permanent structure,

and after serving the purposes of the exhibition that it

may remain as a winter garden where it now stands.

Such an opportunity for so desirable an establishment can
never recur; for it has elevation sufficient for the tallest

Palms, and it would not be either difficult or expensive

to have it divided by glass partitions, so as to have within
the temperatures and vegetation of every clime. Nor
need the vegetation here be stuck in formal rows of

glaring pots, for tliero is space enough, not only on the

ground floor but in the galleries, for the display of artistic

arrangement.

When lirst we heard of the proposed building our
memory at once carried us back to a day about twenty-

four years ago, when we stood amid the ruins of the

Athena;um at Brighton. That building was entirely of

iron and glass, enclosed within its circle about an acre,

and the prospectus stated that " while it possesses the

requisite strength for covering so vast a space, it is delicate

enough to admit the light with perfect freedom." This
assurance proved fallacious, for the building fell, and
involved in its ruin that of its projector, Mr. Phillips.

We do not fear that Mr. Paxton's pavilion will ftill from
a similar cause ; but the trial to it will be if a gale of

wind occurs when its floors are loaded. Upon this

point, however, we do not hazard an opinion ; though we
do venture to express a fear that the ridge and fun'ow
roofs will very soon cease to be rain proof.

We will conclude by giving an extract from Mr. Pax-
ton's own account of the origin of the design.

When the six eminent architects and engineers were selec-
ted as a committee to choose a design, Mr. Paxton says that
he had no intention of offermg one, for he took for granted
that something worthy of the occasion and of the nation would
be selected by them. V/hen the time approached for the pro-
duction of plans there was a discussion in the newspapers
as to the design best adapted, and he must say that the first
sketch he saw in a number of tlie "Builder" did not inspire
hun with any exalted notions, or raise any very splendid
expectations of the result. It was not until one morning
when he was present with his friend iUr. ElUs, at an
eai-ly sitting of the House of Commons, that tlie idea of
sending in a design occurred to him. A conversation took
place between them mth reference to the conslnictiou of the
new House of Commons, in the course of which he (Mr.
Paxton) observed that he was afraid thev woirld also commit
a gTeat blunder in tlie building for the ludustrid Exhibition

;

adding, that he had a notion in his head, and that if he (Mr.
Elhs) would accompany him to tlie Board of Trade he would
ascertain whether it was too late to send in a design. He
asked the executive committee whether they were so far
committed to the jjlans as to be precluded from receiving
another. The reply «as, " Certainly not ; the specifications
vnU. be out m a fortnight, but there is no reason why a clause
should not be introduced allowing of the reception of
another design." He said, "Well, if you will introduce
sucli a clause I will go home, and in nine days hence I will
bring you my plans all complete." No doubt the executive
thought him a very conceited fellow, and that what he said
was nearer akin to romance than to common sense. Well,
this was on Friday, the 11th of June. From London he

went to the Menai Straits, to see tlio third tuljc of the
Britannia-bridge placed, and on his return to Dorliy he had
to attend to some business at the board-room, dui-ing whicli,

however, his whole mind was devoted to his project; and
whilst the business proceeded be sketched his design on a

large piece of blotting paper. He was sorry he had not the
original with him, but the fact was, Mrs. Paxton had taken
possession of it, and if they were at all anxious to see it, the

only possible way of gratifying their desire was by sending
for her to the meeting. Having sketched his design on
blotting paper, he sat up all night until he had worked it out

to his own satisfaction ; and by the aid of his friend Mr.
Barlow, on the ISth he was enabled to complete the whole
of the plans by the Saturday following, on which day ho leit

llowsley for London. On arriving at the Derby station ho
met Mr. E. Stephenson, amemberof tlie building cnniuiittee,

who was also on his way to tlie metropolis. Mr. Stephenson
minutely examined the jjlans, and became thoroughly en-

grossed with them, until at length he exclaimed that the

design was just the thing, and he only wished it had been
submitted to the committee iu time. Mr. Stephenson, how-
ever, laid the plans before the committee, and at first the

idea was rather pooli-poohed; but his plans gradually grew
iu favour, aud by iniblishing the design in the "Illustrated

News," and showing the advantage of such an erection over

one composed of fifteen millions of bricks and other ma-
terials, which would have to be removed at a great loss, the

committee did in the end reject the abortion of a child of

their own, and unanimously recommended his bantling.

NEW PLANTS.
IHEIR POriTRAtTS AXD BIOORAPJllES.

T

Speae-poixted-leayed Polygoncm {Puhjijonum cus-

pidatum).—Paxton's Floiver Garden, i. 13T. Annales

de Gaud., v. -161.—The name of this genus, Pohj<jonum,

originated with Linnasus ; and the meaning of the word

is many-jointed, in allusion to the stems; from ^jo/ys,

many ; aud gonu, a joint or knee. Cuspldahmi is a term

applied to leaves which terminate suddenly iu a point

—

a cuspidate or spear-jiointed leaf. If the number of

species iu the genus Polygonum had been fixed on for

giving it a generic title, the name would be Protea, or

Leijiona—for they are vast in number, if not Protean in

aspect. In the cool and temperate parts of both hemi-

spheres. Polygonums inhabit waste places, as heaths,

mountains, and way-sides, either trailing on the ground

or twining among neighbouring plants. Their uses are

as various as their aspects, and their celebrity has to be

recounted in various ways. The Fagopyrum csndentwn,

Buckwheat, or Brank, was once a Polygonum, and now
the whole of the genera or families partaking of the

same botanical constniction, are named in their Natural

Order, Buckwheats (Polygonacea?). Properly speaking

they are flowerless, or devoid of petals ; but the calyx is
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often coloured, and passes with common obscrrers for

real flowers. Their triangular seed vessel is called a

nut in the language of botany, each nut having one

kernel or seed. Tlio Watcr-pcppcr of our own ditches is

Pohjgonum Hijdi-oinpcr, well known as an acrid plant,

whose leaves are so much so as to raise blisters on the

skin, and if used in the green state is said to be a power-

ful diuretic. In Prauoe and Belgium Polygonum tinc-

torium is cultivated for a dye, and is said to yield a blue

little inferior to indigo. The Simhe-weed of our meadows,
Poli/gonum historta, in the form of a decoction, makes a

good gargle for relaxed sore throats. In India and
South America, several species are in use in various

ways medicinally ; but the greater portion of the nume-
rous species are mere weeds. One of the greatest

favourites of them, among cottage gardeners, being the

Red Persicaria, Polijyonum perswaria. They belong to

the third order of the eighth class of the Linnasan sys-

tem, S-Ociandrui o-Trigijnia.

Poly/jonum cuspidal ii?n is one of the prettiest species
lmoT\-n

;
and though now aimouiiced in Belgium as one of

Dr. Siehold's novelties, it has been cultivated for some years
in tlie gardens of tlie London Horticultural Society, gromng
there in an ai-tificial swamp ; to ivhicli it was introduced
from China as lioulUiynia (-orchifa. It is, in fact, n

Japan plant made known by JI. Thunberg in 1S20. Sk-m,
eight feet iiigli ur more, straight, branching, smooth,
x'ounJ, hollow, purple spotted. Leaves, broad, oval, trans-
parently red edged, smooth. Flowers, in two's and three's,
in panicles from the axils of the leaves ; they are greenish
yellow on red footstalks. It appears in May, but is cut down
by the fii-st frosts. Although it grew in a swamp, yet it

prefers a dry light soil ; and Dr. Siebold relates that he saw
it employed in .Japan for fixing loose sand, whicli it did
effectually by means of its running roots, whicli are raiin-

fured by the severest frost. B. J.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
Platform Planting.— Although some observations

were made on this most economic and safe way of
planting in an early number of this work, we feel bound
to go into farther detail on the subject, and tliis in tiiue

to be of service to spring planters. We do hope that
no person will in these times be so unwise as to make
what are termed " borders " for fruit-tree planting,

—

borders—at least, in the old acceptation of the word

—

whicli generally involved an amoimt of expense the
trees could never repay, and which in many cases,
fi-onr being made deep and rich, became a positive
injury. Certainly, if any one has a vast amount of
fresh or maiden soils come to hand, for whicli there is no
other use, and has a kitchen or fruit-garden of a very
inferior staple, he may do well to cjencrallu improro it in
this way; but to fancy that fruits cannot be successfully
grown without seriously damaging rich old pastures, by
tlie removal of the turf in such enormous quantities, is

a most preposterous idea.

Turfy material, everybody knows, is highly eligible
for fruit-trees, but by no means indi.spen sable, inasmuch
as organic matter in the shape of tree leaves, straw, or
litter of any kind, and even the carpenter's shavings,
may be used up for this purpose. Those wlio live ucar
to wastes may procure the veiy furze and coarse weeds,
and chop them up altogether to blend with the soil.

We do not affirm that these things blended with the
soil will render it equal to loamy turf, but we know that
they will constitute a pretty good representative, and
will at least serve to eke out a plan which will save our

[FuBKlTAnY 0.

suburban amateurs much expense ; for many of these
articles are at all times within their reach.
Economy, then, is the basis of llio platlbrm mode

;

and in order to convoy an idea of what plaUbrin jilanting

means, wo may observe, that it signilies so Ibrining a
station for any given fnut-tree as that, in the event of
any improvement lieing needed in the soil, about four or
five baiTows of sound loaia sliall suffice for any tree;

and that this shall be so husbanded in its application as
to secure to the fi-uit-trce a space of ground wliich shall

always belong to the tree, unmolested at all times by
the spade, unless for some special ]iurj)ose connected
with the tree itself. Such a space may be about seven
feet square: tins we have proved to be amply sufficient;

but as it frequently happens that on marginal borders
the trees are within about three feet of the walk, the
form of the excavation for the platform may be a
parallelogram. Sucli is om' practice ; and the trees on
the marginal borders being within three feet of the walk,
we allow foiu' feet on each side of the tree lengthwise,
thus making a hole of six feet by eight.

Having been during the last week jnaking a line of

platforms along a border, in order to plant some apples
on Paradise stocks, which are not only of first-rate

quality in the dessert, but, what is of equal importance,
known to suit the climate, we can scarcely do better

than detail our mode of procedure. It so happens that

we have access to abundance of loain ; but, although
such is the case, we still repudiate the idea of a proliise

use of it, rather wishing to show forth in practice what
we advocate in theory. We have, therefore, gone to

work in as economical a way as though we liad a town
or suburban garden to plant. The soil is a poor and
weak sandy loam, containing veri/ much red coarse sand.

The subsoil at thirty inches in depth is a clean red
sand ; and from a depth of one foot from the surface

the sou merges gradually into this red sand.

Now, here is a point on which wo would caution
young beginners, some of whom we have known in otir

day to make sad mistakes. Tlie observations about to

be offered apply to other kiirds of planting tlian li-uit-

trees, but especially to the latter when planted according
to the rather close limitations of tlie platlbrm mode.
These remarks may be thus embodied :—Never, if -^Oi-

nihle, caxry prepared soil below the level of the regular

surface soil—rather increase it above the ground level.

We do not wish it to be understood that our platform
trees must for ever be confined to the ]u-epared soil ; the

tinre will como that theii' extremities will ramble into

the adjoining soil in quest of food ; and, such being the \

case, we would not have them revel in clay, or mere
|

sand, or any other suspicious material, «diicli they may
do if tho above precaution is not attended to.

To return from this digi'essiou, the lioles for the

platform being marked out, all the best surface soil was
excavated on one side, and the remainder on the other,

to the depth of about twenty-six inches. On this

bottom brickbats or stones were placed, closely, side by
side, and a wheelbarrowful of sifted cinders, the size of

horse-beans, swept into every crevice. Next, a barrowful

of tree leaves were spread on the cinders, and then two
barrows of sound or adhesive loam on the leaves—the

reason for which proceedings will be given in tho sequel.

And now two barrows of loam being used up, three

more were wheeled beside the excavation, and on tho

other side two or three barrows of half-rotten leaves or

garden rubbisli, weeds, &c. This done, the holes were
filled up by throwing the whole in alternately, using
twice or thrice as much of tho ordinary surface soil as

the loam, and tossing a little of tho half-decayed vege-

table matter all through tho mass.
In plantuig the trees, the roots were spread on tho

surhice level, to which height the holes were filled, tho

surface first being made quite Hat, in order that the
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fibres might be spread in a horizontal position, or

neai'ly so. The use of organic matter of any kind

is sure to occasion a scttHng of ii few inclies, and tliis,

of course, must be anticipated by high planting. It

is well to use a more generous soil in contact witli

the roots at planting time, for it promotes a speedy

revival of tbe exliausted powers of the tree ; and 1 have

many a time known a twelvemontli gained in this way,

whieli is no despicable affair in tliese days of quiclc

return. Nothing can exceed the surface of an old

melon, cucumber, or mushroom bed for this purpose,

combining, as sucli generally do, loamy soil with tho-

roughly decomposed manui'e. And while on this

branch of tlie subject, wo may be permitted to tell our

more unknowing friends wliy we sometimes appear to

" blow hot and cold,"—sometimes revelhiig amongst
half-decayed manure, sometimes among that which
through age, fermentation, and a consequent amount of

decomposition, has well-nigh attained the character of

soil.

Highly decomposed manin-ial mattei's, whether vege-

table or animal, being capable of furnishing food to the

roots from the moment they are applied ; tliey are, as a

consequence, the sooner e.\liausted. Not so, however,

raw or fresh organic matter, such as tree leaves, straw,

litter, &o. Thus, whilst the old manure from a cucum-
ber bed of the previous year will by some scourging

crops be all but exhausted within a couple of years,

leaves, especially from hard-wooded trees, will endure as

a slowdy acting manure for at least half a dozen years ;

at least, we have repeatedly turned flakes of them up
with the spade from the bottom of huge shrubs which
had been planted that time.

Now, through the mass of the soil such slowly acting

materials not only prove a service as a constant soiu'ce

of food to the plant, but they, in conjunction with littery

materials, preserve elasticity in the mass, which elasticity

is well known by our fancy pot-plant growers to indicate

the presence of organic matter in any compost, and of

course of nutritive powers also, as well as endurance of

textiu-e.

Such points, then, established, itmay be observed, that

it is well to cause most fruit-trees to make a somewhat
vigorous start during the first two years, which decom-
posed matters in contact with the root enables them
to do.

To retm'u to our subject. The trees being thus planted,

a coating of mulch, composed of half decayed manures,
was immediately applied, two inches in thiolmess, and
the work was considered complete.

We hope our more experienced readers submit to those

little details for the sake of those who want to begin at

the beghming ; for we are assured by the character of

many queries tTansmitted to The Cottage Gardener,
that a considerable portion of its readers desire to be
reminded of mere rudimentary matters.

S It must not be imderstood that the procedures hero

detailed are precisely fitted for all soils under all circum-
stances : we have no such presumption. So much
depends on the character of the surface soil, and the

nature of the locality, that modifications of some kind
will become necessary in most situations. In some
places the sm'face soil will be of a harsh and clayey
character; here our loam receipt will scarcely be needed,
and sandy materials, old lime rubbish, the refuse of

the brick bank, the rubbish from old buildings, &c.,

must be called in to the aid of the planter.

Stubborn soils require much more time to get them in
oi'der ; and those who have such plots to deal with
should, by sdl means, mark out and excavate their plat-

form stations in the end of October, sufiering the soil

intended for use in filling the holes, to i-emain spread for

the action of frost during the whole winter. They may in
the meantime procure materials ready to blend with it,

and seize the first dry period in the end of February or

beginning of March for filling in the holes, taldng care

not to do so untd the whole becomes very dry; for on

this proceeding will depend, in a great degree, tbe charac-

ter of the soil as to its free reception and equalisation of

moisture so long as the tree remains in it.

In all cases it is well to use raw organic materials

liberally in the soil ; there is no danger of their pro-

ducing tliat pernicious excess of luxuriance which

animal manures are but too apt to engender.

It has been much the fasliion of late to reconnnend

concrete for the bottom of borders or tree boles ; but of

tliis we frankly confess to no very sanguine opinion.^

We would neither arrest the ascent and interchange of

the groiuid warmth, nor the descent and free escape of

accumulating moisture, knowing that any imperishable

material placed below the trees in a fragmentary manner

will suffice. If our soil was in danger from springs or

bottom waters, we would just elevate the mass that

much higher. To be fair in the argument, we must

confess to inexperience in the use of concrete for such

purposes. This subject is by no means exhausted, and

we must hope for aiiother chance in due time of taking

a broader view of it. K. Ebhington.

THE FLOWER-GAEDEN.
Garden Pl.^ns—Planting Flowers in M.vsses.—A

large proportion of those plants we grow in stoves, or

hothouses, come from places where the days and nights

are of about equal lengtli all the year round ; and we are

taught to believe that plants go through a very difierent

process in the dark, or during the night, from that wliich

is natm-al for them to do in open day. Now, if that be

true—and there seems to be no great reason to doubt it-

how is it, tliat instead of twelve hours one way and

twelve liours a contrary way, these plants, having in our

country only six hours, or say eight hours on the average,

all the time they make their yearly growth with us, can

do so in a jiroper way luider such altered conditions

fi'om what is natural to tliem ? Here, then, is a new

question for the pliilosophers, which I believe has not

yet been treated of in the EngHsli language, if in any

other. But my woi'd for it, this subject deserves to he

handled by those who can do it in the light way ;
and I

often wish I was one of them ; but the subject is too

deep for me. I do not know if it is so in the animal

kingdom, generally, or not, but I know there are animals

which work very differently by the light of the lamp

from what is their part to do when the sun shines, and

even when he does not sliine at all for days and weeks

together ; and when the nights begin to get out of all

proportion to what they ai-e where many of our stove

plants come from, these kinds of animals cannot possibly

do so much of the lamp work as they are expected to do

in open day. Hence the reason why the plans of flower-

beds have been postponed till the day and night come

to an equilibrium, or equinoctial proportions in favom-

of the lamp, as was intimated at page 201. Before the

subject is dismissed, however, for this pai't of the season,

I want to record some of the impressions received from a

perusal of a great number of plans, in various styles,

which were sent for criticism.

In the first place, I was very much struck with the

progi-ess the system of planting flower-beds in masses of

one colour has made, and that, I may almost say, with-

out much aid from garden literature. With the excep-

tion of three or four writers, of whom I have been the

last to enter the field, nothing that coidd assist the ama-

teur—except in very general terms—could be met with
;

and yet I am now in a position to assert, with all con-

fidence, that the system is so fuUy established, that

supposing the whole of us were to turn round and write
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against it, we could malio very little impression. Tlie

ne-xt step will be a better way of laying out plans to suit

this style ; for at present there seems to be no way of

displaying a quarter of those plants that are by nature

more fitted for this style of gardening than for any other.

There is now a widely-spread idea—and a very erroneous

one—that particular shapes for the Hower-beds are all

that are necessary to crown the system with success

;

whereas, it is their proper sizes and situations in a com-

position which, at present, are the principal delects.

Elegant shapes will certainly add to the effect, but if the

beds are either too large or too small for tlie plants best

suited to give the riglit colour, or the right shade of

colour, all the elegancies put together will not mend the

matter.

In places of limited extent there is no style of

laying out beds half so effective as the true geometric

style ; and yet where people are very fond of flowers it

will not encompass all that they think necessary, nor,

indeed, all that is necessary for a full display; some
groups of beds ought to come in as it were, like Paul

Pry, full in view, but not intruding. Single beds, also,

with two or three colours are very effective in certain

situations in ground of very limited extent, as well as in

those of the largest number of acres ; and where it can

be had, a " mixed border" is also a great luxury, where
nothing will come amiss. Geometric figures or beds are

endless in shapes, and they sliould in all cases be re-

petitions on two or four sides from a given centre. The
form of beds arranged in a group not geometric, must
be in a great measure guided by the size and figure of

the place they occupy, and it is only where the single

bed by itself comes in appropriately that full scope can

be given to a particular form or o\Uline ; and here, if

sharp corners or angles be avoided, any one sha])e is as

good as another, provided the owner is satisfied with it,

and that it is not held forth as being better than what
our neighbours choose for themselves in the same way.

Besides what I have been learning for the last dozen
years about these things, every one of tlie points were

clearly before mo among the different plans I had to

look over for the last three months.
Tliere is one very happy idea now carried out in

several lai-ge estaljlishments, but which I believe first

originated in the flower-garden here, though not by the

writer, and not a trace of it coidd be found in all the

plans which reached me—it is the shading system of

planting. Indeed, that way could Jiot be shown in any
of the plans before me; shadiug means more than two
shades of any colour. With the exception of scarlet and
white flowers, there is not a plant fit for a flower-garden

of which one could not find three or four shades, and if not
in the same genus, then in one which has the same style

of growth, so tliat the growth as well as the tints agree.

And the last step of all is to look out the different shades
in plants that grow to different heights, or what I have
often said, "heiglits and colours;" thus, for e.xauiplr, a

plant with dark purple flowers, and tliree feet high, for

one bed ; the next plant to be only two feet high, and the

shade of purple one degree lighter than the last; and the

third plant to have the flowers of a still lighter purple,

and to be a foot in height, or capable of being trained

down to twelve inches. Now, here are three shades of

purple, and three heights. The size of the beds, to make
the most of the colours, ought to be in proportion

to the height of the plants ; tlierefore, the beds are of

three different sizes. For a make-shift, Geraniums would
give three tints of scarlet, and three sizes of giowth, but
that is the most difficult to produce. Pinks, blues and
yellows can be worked as the purples ; and where the

shades would kill the effect of each other, put white
between them, and no harm is done. After trying as

many shades as I could find, I have come to the con-

clusion that three of each are the best, so that they run

in three degrees of comparison, like adjectives in our

school gi'ammar—good, better, best; tall, taller, tallest;

and so on.

One more observation and I have done. With the

exception of three or foiu' of the plans, there was a great

scarcity of ])lants. I could see very clearly where most
of the ideas for the planting had been got—from The
Cottage Gardener; and there was no want of variety

in that quarter; therefore, I conclude that it is easier to

learn to plant well, than it is to propagate successfully.

But let us not be behind our neighljours in stock tliis

spason at any rate, as all the world are comijig over to

see our doings. Besides we never had a better winter

season for keeping things from the frost and damp—aii'

on, or lights off, almost every day ; and now is an e.x-

cellent time to get cuttings without having first had to

force a young gr-owth. Every young top is in motion,

and with a gentle hotbed will make roots almost as fast

as we can form them into cuttings; only the very tops

should be taken, and if the mother plant is a scarce one,

and we want to make the most of it for the next two

months, cuttings two inches long are a very extrava-

gant length ; short ciUs and fast returns is a better

plan. To make the best of the season, it is the height

of folly and extravagance to waste time in sending letters

asking where a)iy plant can be bought; every nurseiy-

man or seed agent in the three kingdoms can get any
plant that is on sale in Europe or America, if he chooses;

and the commission is likely to piay him for his trouble.

If that fails, write to London at once ; any of those

dealers whose address may be seen in our advertise-

ments, will soon get any plant, if he happens not

to have it. Four years since Mr. Ajjpleby sent me
a nice jilant of Campunula carpatica ci/ba, by return

of post, and I made two good beds out of it the

same season ; and the yeai' following I had to jrat

twelve plants into heat about this time, to get a very

large stock from, because everybody admired it. Since

that time I have never ceased writing about it, and
strange to say, not a trace of it could I find this winter

among the hundreds of flower-garden beds I examined,

nor of the next best plant to it, except in two instances,

I mean the lace bed of Snponaria cahihricci, the very

finest flower-garden plant in the whole world, as far as

we know; a little anuual as easily managed as migno-

nette, and six pennyworth of seeds would plant a cir-

cidar bed ten feet in diameter. It would be a good plan

to sow lots of annuals now, or very soon, on any spare

piece of ground. Thej' would all transplant about the

beginning of May, when the sju-ing bulbs will fade ; and if

they were lost altogether the damage would not be great.

I do not like the plan of sowing them thus early uhere

theg are to Jimver, even if the bed is already full of bulbs
;

there are so many chances that some of them will be

gappy, or not come to much that way, that transplanting

is far preferable, when every inch of ground may be

covereil, and every plant in a bed flower and be done
with at the s.ime time. Without a host of annuals no

garden can be gay from the middle of May till mid-

summer ;—no, not witli " herbaceous plants," and that

is really their true prime season. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

A Group or comparatively Hardy, Eart.y Flower-
iNCr, Yei.i.ow, PEA-ni.ossoNtED Greenhouse Shuiuis.—
I have several times alluded to some of the most prouii-

nent and useful of these, such as the Cgtisus and Genista,

recommending them both for windows and greenhouses.

At all times, but more especially in winter, a yellow

colour is necessary to lighten up and show oft' other
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colours ia plants to advantage. A number of years ago,

a young man then, but now holding a respectable posi-

tion as a metropolitan nurseryman, who had obtained

muoli experience iu the making up of small nosegays,

used to say that no " posy" could be perfect, however fine

and rare tlie flowers it contained, unless there were some
sprigs of yellow—alike to enliven and blend tlie others

in harmony. Some of our friends hold similar opinions,

and despite the rage for novelty are not inclined to turn

their backs upon good old useful plants; but they com-

plain, first, that there is a difficulty in obtaining them,

owing to many nurserymen not keeping them, and lilte-

wise owing to the confusion of the nomenclature, as

wliat is termed a Ctjtisus in one place, will bo named a

Genista in a second, and perhaps a Spartlum in a third.

And, secondly, they complain that when they do obtain

a young healthy plant it generally gets sickly, and loses

the most of its leaves before the winter arrives.

However scarce such plants may be in some places,

they may be obtained in the neighbourhood of London
in any quantity. Botanical nomenclature is not my
province ; the nicety of description is left, and rightly, to

practical scientific botanists, though, in the case before

us, some striking peculiarity in the genera may be
noticed at first siglit ; and with a little care the plants

may be kept in health and luxuriance.

The genera alluded to belong to the Monodelplious
(stamens all united in a bundle) group of pca-blossoraed

leguminous plants ; the seeds being produced ia legumes
like the pea. From a little fancitul resemblance in such
pea blossoms to a butterfly, the blossom has been stj'led

liajnlionaceous. On examining such a blossom, in the

plants alluded to, the first thing that strikes the atten-

tion is the large petal, standing nearly upright, called

the standard ; the two smaller ones on each side denomi-
nated wings, and the two petals generally smaller still,

and so joined that without examination they would often

be taken for one, and termed tlie l-eel, from their less or

more striking resemblance to that part of a ship or boat.

Now, keeping this in view, oiu- young friends -will be

able to distinguish, with very Uttle trouble, the leading

characteristics of these diflerent genera, now frequently,

from their similarity, so much jumbled together. With
respect to Spartimn, the most striking circumstance is

the smooth, round, shining green, rush-lilie appearance
of the stems, which rendered the Spanish broom useful

at one time for large ropes, hence the name from Spartan
cordage ; the leaves are lanceolate, and small, and soon
fall off'. The standard petal is large and rounded, and the

keel sharp pointed. This genus is now confined to plants

that will grow in our shrubberies, the tenderer kinds which
once it possessed being transferred to Cytisus and Genista.

The chief observable difference between them are, that

in Cytisus the leaf-stalk is alieays terminated by three

leaflets, the standard of the flowei' is ovate, the lieel

rounded obtusely, and shutting from observation the

stamens and pistil. In Genista, on the other hand, the

leaf-stalk generaUy terminates iu three leaflets ; but some-
times the leaf is simple, the standard is much longer for

its width than in Cytisus, and the keel is oblong, not

wholly inclosing the stamens and pistil. Although
there is a great similarity between them as to the mode
of flowering, yet, especially in those we shall mention,
the racemes of flowers' are longer in Cytisus than in

Genista, and are therefore more elegant, as well as better

fitted for cutting for nosegays.

Cytisus r.vcejiosus, flowers in long spikes; blooms
from January to May and June.

C. KACEMosus LATiFOLius, mucli the Same, with the

exception that the plant is more luxuriant, the leaves

larger, and the spikes of bloom quite as good. Both
originally from the Canaries, at least believed to be so.

C. PROLiFERUs, yellow; habit much the same; very
free flowering; blooms iaova. February to midsummer.

We have seen a white variety ; but perhaps the most

interesting White Cytisus is the Lalitrnainjilipes, intro-

duced from Teneriffe about 1838. All tilings considered,

I give the first place to racemosus.

Genista canariensis, bright yellow flowers in small

racemose spikes at the end of the branchlets ;
small

trifoliate leaflets; introduced from the Canaries two

hundred years ago ; blooms like the Cytisus racemosus,

when a foot or eighteen inches high; but will make a

fine bush of six or eight feet in height if desirable.

G. Attleana, a seedling from Canariensis, and dif-

fering only in blooming, if possible, more freely, and

having longer racemes of flowers.

G. LixiFOLiA, flowers largish, in short racemes ; leaves

shining, wliitish, especially on the under side; habit of

the plant not so compact as Canariensis, but the bloom is

more showy ; flowers from Christmas to June. Intro-_

duced more than a hundred years ago ; is a native of

Barbary and the south of Spain.

G. HHODOPN.ifA, racemes of flowers longer than Cana-

riensis, and very sweet, somewhat rose-scented ; blooms

from Christmas.

G. Spachiana, large showy spikes of flowers ; intro-

duced a few years ago from the Canaries.

G. Virgata, handsome and slender in its habit ; in-

troduced from Madeira nearly a century ago ;
grows to

the size of three or four feet.

Propayalion.—These two genera require similar treat-

ment. Young plants are easily raised from seeds sown

as soon as ripe, or kept untfl the following spring. In

the latter case it will be advisable to steep the seeds in

warm water for a day or two before sowing them. In

keeping the seeds, it is safest to keep them in the pods. In

raising plants from seed many slight variations in habit

and size of flower may be expected. They will not bloom

until the second or th'ird season. When six inches higli,

and sometime after being potted, they should be stojjped

to make them bushy ; unless when it is desired to have

a standard with a clean stem several feet iu height, when
one shoot should be encouraged until the necessary

height is obtained. In such circumstances all side buds

should be extracted as they appear, and when the termi-

nal bud is picked out, and a few inches near the point

irom which the buds have not been extracted, a beauti-

ful head is soon formed ; and a few thus grown look very

interesting when standuig among dwarf bushy plants.

For such a purpose seedlings are better than cuttings.

When raising plants by the latter mode, young shoots,

from two to three inches in length, answer best, obtained

when fresh gi'owth has taken place, after the flowering

period is over, inserted iu sand, above sandy peat and

loam, with a bell-glass set over them, and put in a close

frame.

Soil.—Equal portions of roughish peat and loaai, with

a little dried cow-dung as manure, and enough of silver

sand, and pieces of charcoal to keep the compost mo-

derately open, will answer well. Where these cannot be

had, sandy rough loam wiU do ; but in this case, a top-

dressing of decayed dung, or manure waterings, when

the plants are flowering and growing, wOl be indis-

pensible.

Insects and General Treatment.—\s they are compara-

tively hardy, existing if frost is merely excluded, and

even enduring, without much injury, several degrees of

dry frost, though of course not presenting the same

aspect as they do under regular greenhouse treatment;

the chief difficulty in their management is keeping thein

clear of red spider, as they seem to be one of its chief

delicacies. For this purpose, eveu in bright days in

winter, when it can be done without injuring the bloom,

a syringing with clean water, or clear soot water as the

case may be, shoifid be given them ; and if there are hot

water pipes, and if not a hot water plate will answer

the same purpose, namely, brushing them with a solu-
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tiou of flowers of sulphuv, iu order that tlic fumes may
be dissipated without hurniug; the sulphur, as that would
destroy the phints as well astlic spider. If the pipes, or

tlie plate, are nearly as hot as water cau make tlicm

when almost boiling, the fumes will Ivill tlie insects with-

out injuring the plants ; but for many tender plants the

water must not be warmer tlian from 180° to aOU°, un-
less care is talien to give a very little air. When done
flowering, the plants shoidd be pruned aud syringed,
and, if possible, kept close and moist until fresh growth
has commenced. Then expose the plants to the full air

by degrees, and give them a shady place out of doors
during the hottest months, layiug them down on their

sides aud syringing them several times with soap water,

and using clean water in a similar manner the following
day. By tlie middle of September the plants should
stand lull in the sun, protected, however, wdth glass, or
any other means, from drenching raijis. They should
be housed by the end of October, and plenty of water
given to them at all times, especially when growing and
flowering.

CoRONiLLA GL.\ucA.—The keel of the flower of tins is

so acute, as to resemble the turned-up point of a Chinese
mandarin's slipper. This yellow-flowered plant is well
known; a native of France, and has been grown here
more than a hundred years. Flowers sweet-scented in

the daytime. It is a compact dwarf bush. The C.

variegata I noticed the other week.
C. vALEXTiM.v, or sTipuLARis, is more open in its

growth than glnica ; it is a native of the south of Italy,

aud its yellow flowers are scented at night. It is almost
always in bloom, but February may be said to be the
chief time for both. Treatment the same as for Genista
and CijtUus; they are not quite so much troubled with
red sjjider, but a white scale frequently annoys them.
For the latter, I have found nothing better than a solu-

tion of clay or mud in water, made iu a tub, tlie plant
turned topsy-turvy in it, until every leaf was completely
covered, then layiug it down in a shed for a couple of
days, until the mud was thoroughly dried, when rustling
the shoots between the hands woiild bring oft' the most
of tlie caked mud, and the vermin along with it. After
several syriugings and washings it might then be
restored to its proper place.

Where there is room all these plants make fine speci-

mens when planted out, and would do very well in such
orchard houses as Mr. Eivers's, with the assistance of a
brick Arnot's stove. My space being occupied, I will
merely mention a few nioro plants belonging to this
group, and of dwarf compact habit, but requiring more
care and chiefly peat soil to grow them ia.

Gomphohhiiim gmndiflorum and latifoUmn, blooming
from February to August ; Podolohiuiii trilohatntn, from
March to June; Qastmlohiiim hilohum, fi'om February
to May; Goodia latifolia, from March to July; Pidtena:a,
many species, from the end of February to midsummer

;

Scottia angustifolia, fi-om February to June ; Oxijlobium
cordifoUuni, March to June ; Eiitaxia mgrtifoUa, Ba.v-
teri, and ^«(Hjt'«s, from March to JiJy, and even later.

All these, especially those ending in lobium, will
require treatment more like that spoken of for Chorozcma
than for Gijiisus. E.. Fisu.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC ORCIlIDACEvE.

OBcnins THAT THRIVE WELL IN POTS (Continued fivm
page 257^.

CyjiBTDiuM ALoiFOLiu.-.r" (Aloe-leaved C.) ; E. Indies.

—

This is a very old and handsome species. We know a
garden in Wiltshire where there are several plants of
it that are at least 10 years old, growing in 8-iuoh

pots, and although they have not been repotted the

whole of that time, yet they grow and flower well.

They are placed on a shelf against the back wall of a
pine stove, and have made such a quantity of roots, tliat

the plants are almost pushed out of the pots. To wet

this mass of roots was quite out of the question. All

that could bo done was to syringe the whole plants fre-

quently during the summer, and to keep tlicm dry

throughout the winter. Notwithstanding this almost

utter neglect, the plants, as we said before, gi-ew well,

and sent down every summer numerous spikes of thou-

beautiful flowers. And yet this spei^ies is said to be
terrestrial; that is, growing on the ground. Wliatthen,
any one may justly observe, is the use of all your direc-

tions about composts, pottings, moisture, growing and
resting seasons, &c., &c. ? We can only use, iu our de-

fence, the old adage, that there is no rule without ex-

ceptions. The plants referred to were in a moist pinery,

and the moisture arising from the tan-bed, together with

the steamings and syringings, was sufficient for the

support of such old-established plants : besides, the

leaves of this species are thick and fleshy, like its

namesake the aloe, and in consequence can bear great

extremes of heat aud cold, drought and moisture, and
fi'om this extreme case we may learn the advantage of

severely resting orchids of similar character. The flower-

stems arise from the base of the leaves, aud soon push
forth and hang down gracefully over the edges of the

pots. We have known one large plant produce as many
as twenty of these handsome spikes averaging two feet

each in length. The flowers are of a rioli jmle purple,

striped down the centre with a long stripe almost black.

7s. Od.

C. BiooLOK (Two-coloured C.) ; Ceylon.—This gi'ows

on trees in its native wilds, but thrives well in a pot.

The flowers are much like the first species, but a distin-

guishing specific dillerence is the presence of a sack or

bag at the bottom of the lip, and also a number of

stains and stripes of very deep crimson. Rare. •31s. 6d.

C. Devonianum (The Duke of Devonshire's) ;

KhoozeeaHiUs.—Sepals and petals creamy white striped

with red; lip rich purple crimson. Flower-stems droop-

ing. This fine species was found by Mr. Gibson, the

Duke's collector, growing on the trunks of decayed trees

in hollows that wore filled with vegetable earth. Yet
very rare. lOos.

C. EiiURXEUM (Ivory C.) ; East Indies.-—Sepals and
petals pure white and fleshy like ivory ; the lip is the

same colour with a dash of yellow in the centre. The
flowers are very large and handsome, lasting a long time

in flower. Flower-stems erect. This is the handsomest
species of the whole genus, but it is veiy scarce. 210s.

C. GiGANTEU.M (The Great C.) : Nepal.—The flowers

are hrown and purple. This is a noble plant with lai'go

short pseudo-bulbs, and very long leaves. The flowers

are produced on long racemes, drooping, aud very hand-
some, jas.

C. PENDULUJt (Pendulous C.) ; Sylhet.—Sepals aud
petals brown ; tlie lip is red, striped with white. A
noble handsome species. -las.

C. siNENSE (Chinese C.) ; CliLna.— Sepals and petals

brown and purple , the lip is yelloxrish green, spotted

with purple. The flowers arc produced, very numerously, J

on tall erect spikes, and are deliciously fragrant. On that

account the plants are worth growing.
There arc sevei-al more species, but we consider that i

we have enumerated the best. It is a luuidsomo genus
of plants easily grown.

Culture.—Though several of the species are found on
trees, yet from the jieculiar situations iu which they
grow, namely, in hoUows of the trees and in the joints

where the branches meet, in which situations there ai'C

dejjosits of decayed leaves, sticks, aud other matters of

nourishing qualities to the jdants, it is found in culti-
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vating them that a rich soil formed of similar materials,

is the most suitaWo. The compost that we iise is a mix-

ture of very sandy peat, very fibrous loam, half rotted

leaves, pieces of rotteu wood, and pieces of charcoal. In

tlris compost they grow luxuriantly, and flower freely.

Such species as have pendant flower stems are potted

high ; that is, the plants are set upon a little hillock in

the centre of the pots. AVhen in flower, the pots con-

taining the plants are set upon other pots tall enough to

elevate them so much as to allow the flowers to be seen

to advantage in their natural drooping position. The
other species, of which the flower stems are erect, may be

potted in the usual way, level witli the rims of the pots.

Summer Culture.—As the most part of this genus are

natives of India, they should bo grown in the warmest
house. In sunnner, the heat should be 8.")" by day and
70° by night. When growing, they should have plenty

of water at the root, and be frequently syringed over-

head. In their native country, the rainy season lasts for

two or three months, and there is at that time no mis-

take about the matter. The rain pours down in torrents,

completely soaking all vegetation, from the orchid that

grows on the highest trees to the creeping moss at their

roots. It is during tins truly wet season that the orchids

make their growth, and when it ceases send forth their

beautiful flowers in gi-eat luxuriance ; at least the Cym-
bicUums do, though there are numbers that require a

season of rest previously to blooming

—

DenJrobuims for

instance. Such being the conditions in their native

wilds, it follows that in our stoves the treatment should

approximate as much as possible to it, in order to obtain

the same or liner results. We have no doubt, excepting

in peculiaidy favoured instances, the orchids in our stoves

are, like our pine-apples and grapes, much finer in a

state of cultivation than they are generally found wild.

Winter Culture.—As soon as the annual growths are

perfected, cease watering in a great measure, but not

altogether, for the roots of these plants are very fleshy,

and would shrivel and perish if left quite dry for a loug

season. The temperatm'o should be considerably reduced,
60° by day and 55° by night will be the proper heat; but
whilst in this low temperature the air of the house
should be moderately dry and the syringing entirely

cease.

CYPRtPEDiiijis.—We have already written upon the

culture and described the species belonging to this genus
at page 3f of the third volume of The Cottage Gar-
dener, and to that page we must refer our readers.

C. FiLTPES (Thread-stalked) ; Guatimala.—Sepals and
petals reddish brown, striped, and bordered with yellow;

lip pure yellow. The flowers are produced on long
slender stems. We have seen a specimen with jiine

stems of flowers, and then it was I'eally a pretty

object, though each flower individually is but small. It

is worth cultivation. 15s.

C. FLAVEscENs (Straw-colourcd) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
]ietals pale yellow ; the lip is deep yellow, spotted

with red. This species is rather shy to flower, but
when it does so it is very pretty. The plant itself is

of neat habit, and may be fiowered by severe resting.

31s. 6d.

0. MAOULATUM (Spotted) ; Vera Cruz.—Sepals and
petals greenish yellow, striped with fine purple; the
lip is whitish, with "some stains of red. The flowers
are large, produced on spikes a foot or eighteen inches
long, standing pretty upright. This is a really fine

species, well worthy of cultivation. 31s. Gd
There ai'e two or three varieties ; the best of them is

named G. maculatum, var. Bussellianum. Of this variety
Mr. Skinner says, " Its habitat is a cold climate, and its

treatment will be the same as Oncidium leucochilum : it

luxuriates amongst pines, but only attaching itself to

oaks. No i)lant of the Orchidias tribe is ever found,
except Catesetum, towards the north coast; but there

these plants form such a mass of haiiy roots, as to secure

them completely from the uiUuencc of the pitch which

in all hot climates constantly exudes from the pines.

Climate, 65° to 70° generally." This variety has very

large riclily spotted flowers. Very scarce. 03s.

C. 5IYSTACIND5I (Whiskered C.) ; Peru.—Sepals, petals,

and lip bright yellow; the column is curiously fringed

or whiskered. The flowers, though small, are very

beautiful, and pretty numerously situated on rather

tall flower-stems. 42s.

G. STELLATUM (Star-like C.) ; Brazil.—The sepals and

petals when expanded, form a star with five points.

They are cream coloured, with markings of pink in the

centre of the flower. It is shghtly fragrant. 21s.

Culture.—"Hhem plants are easily cultivated. They
thrive best in a moderately-heated house. The Mexican

house is the suitable place. The compost for them
should be formed with lumps of peaty turf, with all the

fine earth sifted out from them, and tlieu a few pieces of

charcoal and broken potsherds mixed amongst it. Drain

well by turning a small pot upside down over the hole,

and fiihng round it with largish pieces of potsherds ; pot

them rather high in the pot. The potting season is

when they begin to grow, which, if the resting season is

well and timely managed, should bo about this time

(February). Pot in time, before the new roots begin to

push forth ; for we know no roots so brittle and liable to

iujuiy, from the least touch, as those of orchids. This

genus will bear greater extremes of culture than any one

we know. They will grow and flower well in a common
stove, or they will bear and do well amongst the natives

of India ; but the medium treatment is the best, and

most pmdent. Water gently at the first; but as the

pseudo-bulbs begin to swell, give abundance of that

liquid, to encourage the production of large growths. As
soon as the bulbs are fully grown, reduce the quantity

of water, and during winter give very little: once a

month wfll be quite sufficient. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Rosesfor Exhibition.—Those intended to be exhibited

in May "shoifld now be prepared to commence growing

for that pm-pose. Before placing them in the pit or

house give them a good soaking of manure water, which

may be made by steeping horse-droppings in water

in a large tub or hogshead. One bushel of the drop-

pings will make sixteen gallons of strong liquid manure

;

add a shovel of soot, wliich will add to the richness of

the liquid manure, and will be very distasteful to the

worms. This will be too strong at the first brewing,

and should be reduced by adding as much more water

when used. After the first lot is used, pour as much
more water to the dung, add a little more soot, stir it up

to the bottom with a strong stick, and let it stand for a

week, it will then be nearly as strong as the first lot.

About the first week in March, the first lot of Roses to

be exhibited in May should be placed in a gentle heat

of 60°, and plenty of air should be given in fine sunny

days. The gi-een fly will soon appear on the young

leaves and buds, and as soon as it is observed smoke

the house or pit with tobacco. The " worm i' the bud "

will also begin its destructive propensities, and must be

diligently sought for and destroyed by crushing it with

the thumb and finger. Use the syringe almost every

day, as that wUl cause the buds to swell kindly, and

prevent the approach of that insidious enemy the red

spider. Train the young shoots to sticks in an open

manner, so as to allow every leaf its due share of light.

Avoid particularly too much haste in forcing, as that will

cause weak shoots, smaU flowers, and pale colora- in the

flowers. Place the Rose plants as near the glass as

possible to prevent weak spindly shoots, and imperfect

leaves T. Appleby.
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THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
If the weather conti)iues open, ranch will now require

to be done. Cuulijloucr plants that have been cjrown

in pots should at once he tiu'ued out under hand-glasses.

It is a good plan, sujjposing the ground to have been
previously well manured, trenched, and ridged, to

stretch the line across the quarter intended for tlie

plants, and to cast out a shallow trench about three

or four inches wider than the glasses, and from lour

to six inches deep, and then to mark out the jilace

for each glass, and take out a few spits of the damp
earth, replacing and intermixing witli the soil some old

mnsbroom-hed materials, dry vegetable soil, old dry

cucumber or melon soil, or some other healthy dry

material ; and when the plants are turned out, to well

dredge the siu'face aboiit their stems with dry dust of

some kind, occasionally repeating this operation, raising

the glasses in due season as growth ju'oceeds, and apply-

ing tepid liquid-iuaniu'e. Although the weather nuiy be
cold, the growth of the plants thus treated will be rapid ;

everything being healthy and fresh about them, they
will make astonishing progress compared to those that

have been wintered nnder hand-glasses, which, after a

long damp winter, are likely to have the earth become
cold and close about them, and, consequently, not in a

kindly condition to admit of a free circulation of air.

In some close retentive soils, if planted out under hand-
glasses in autumn, the jilauts are liable to become much
injured by canker about their stems at the surface of the

soil, which occasions the loss of many ])lants about the

month of JIarch, when the sun is becoming powerful

and the wind searching. This disease should be closely

looked to at this time, and dredgings given of fresh

slaked lime or newly made wood ashes, both of which
applications \\e have seen successfidly used to prevent
farther progress and chy up the canker blotches. Such
as have been wintered under hand-glasses, may also he
considerably assisted by removing from their stems
some of the wet surface soil, and replacing this with
some dry healthy materials. The hand-glasses we prefer

are of zinc framed, and, of course, all with moveable

roofs or tops, and the base made to stand as a fixed

shelter ; air can thus be so well regulated in all kinds of

weather, without either punishing the plants with cold

and sudden draughts, or being iu any feai- of drawing
them weakly up.

The young plants in pans, or those sown in slight hot-

beds, should be pricked ott'as early as possible after they

can be handled ; at first, they may be pricked in pots or

pans an inch apart, and if placed in a comfortable situ-

ation, taking care to surface-stir often, the)' will soon be

in order to prick on slight liotbcds or some healthy

situation under protection.

Routine AYoiiic.—Take into a dry sheltered shed or

cellar some Endirc to blanch ; look well after the frame
Lelt.Kccs to see whether they are blauchitig now for use,

as well as the growing plants of various sowings. All

things should he kept dry, but well aired, and health

and vigour must be maintained by frequent surface-stir-

rings and methodical dredgings of dry dust, which will

prevent, as we said before, both canker and mildew.

A succession of Peas and Beans should be sown, and
the earliest crops protected with brusliy short slicks,

having their stems dredged occasionally with dry

dusty materials. Every advantage should be taken of

frosty mornings, for the purpose of forking over all ridge-

trenched ground as often as possible, in order to get it

into a healthy pulverized condition for spring seeding

and general cropping.

Firmiinij at this season requires every attention, form-

ing kindly hotbeds for various purposes, taking care to

have the materials well-worked by frequent turnings

previous to forming tlie beds, and repeated forkings

after the beds are made, so that both fermenting mate-

rials and plants may always be ready for every available

light that becomes vacant.

Lettuce ^^lanls, Cauliflouers, &c., and the early sown
Horn Carrots, growing in temporary made turf-jiits,

may now be protected with hoops and mats, or with

straw, canvass, asphalte, or any other kind of available

material made into hght protectors the same size as the

lights; and every glass light shoidd be turned to forcing

account. James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

our. VILLAGERS.

By the Aiitliorcss of " Mij Flowers,' d-c.

How deliglitful it is to go into a clean cottage 1 I wish all the
poor,—all the female members of the laboming classes,

—

would see and feel the immense importance as well as

comfort of cleanliness. It is health too, as well as heauty
and respectabihty, and children ue^•er look half so pale and
sickly, however poor their food ni.iy be, when they five in

cleauUness, as when they ai-e dirty, and exposed to an un-
wholesome atmosphere in consequence.

It is nevertheless a remarkable fact, that however dirty

and wretched the lower rooms may be, I have scarcely ever

seen the sleeping rooms iu the same state ; they are geiie-

ralli/, but I wiil not say otiemjs, neat and clean, the bed-hnen
remarkably so; and in cases of illness, allowing for the want
of comforts and even necessaries always strikingly apparent,
there is much less wretchedness to be seen irp stairs tlian

there is below.
In some cottages it gives one real pain to see the dirt and

disorder of the whole household, maldug poverty loathsome
instead of interesting, to the spectator's heart ; and speaking
so plainly of careless, unthrifty, wasteful habits, as to cause
evau the feeling of charity to withhold that which wotdd
certainly be misused or squandered thoughtlessly away.

It is a hopeless task to attempt to make people clean and
comfortable against then- will, or what is the same thing, in

opposition to their habits. It really is time and money
thrown away. A lady of whom I have often heai'd my sister

speak, :\'bose ample means were wholly devoted to charitable

purposes, and whose eye and baud guided and superintended

aU, experienced this continually. In every case of dlrlij

wretchedness that met her eye, she strove to malce them

clean,—would replace the tattered, broken fm-niturc with new,

and would, at her own expense, have the cottage and family

made tborouglily clean, and properly clothed from bead to fi^ot.

But no sooner was all this done,—no sooner were the gowns

and frocks put on, and the women who had scoured tho

bouse departed, than all was again dirt, and rags, and nun

;

and the sum expended upon tlie short-lived decency might

as well have been thrown into the tire. This only shows

liow necessary it is to give children habits of cleanliness

from their earliest infancy, for when once the habits are

formed, when once the pliant twig has become a tree, no

training or forcing can change its form, and the mischief

can never be undone. Money may be spent upon such a

family, sum alter sum, without their being in the least

degree benefited by it ; fur where cleanliness is wanting,

neither orderly nor saving habits are to bo fouud.

I think the poor often suppose that because they are poor

they cannot help being dirty. What a mistolie is tins!
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Some of the very poorest people I laiow are the cleanest,

wliilo others who are in reality better ofl', are not fit to be

seen. A clean gown, or cnat, if ever so old, looks beautiful

upon the cottager, particulaily if it is well patched and

mended. I look upon such a sight with more pleasure than

on the finest picture, because it is so hounurable. Kags are

not the sign of poverty half so much as of idleness and

extravagance ; and when I see clean, well-patclied clothes,

they excite the liveliest admiration aud respect. We may
always expect, too, to find the cottage of suoli persons as

neat and nice as themselves, ami their children under bettor

control than those of tlieir untidy neighbour. The principle

of neatness can scarcely be strong in the mind, without

peeping out in everything.

"We once called at a cottage in the \illage to incpiire after

a man who, we were told, was ill. It so happened that we
did not know the family, but we heard that Willoughby was
ill, and unable to work, and we stopped to make inquiries.

On opening the door, I shall uever forget the impression it

gave us. Tliey were at tea, the cloth on the table was snow-
white, the cups and saucers were brightly clean, and the

loaf, the morsel of lard on a plate, the knife and the

spoons, were equally delicate. The husband's shirt which
seemed to have been lately ironed was airing at the fire, aud
was as snowy as the table cloth. The whole kitchen was
so clean, the chairs, di'esser, clock case, ttc, shone so

brightly, and everything had an air of so much neatness,

that our first exclamation was of delight at such a scene.

Poor '\^'illoughby had been out of work some time, and they

had two or three little children to support, yet the wife

could not be dirty or untidy, and the scanty food they

possessed was served up comfortably. The man looked

happy imder his trial, and seemed gratified at the praise we
could so well bestow on his wife's good management; and to

some observation made, he replied, " I never have come
home to an untidy house, ma'am, since I've been married."

What an honourable and pleasing testimony to the exertions

of the wife and mother ! and wliat checlvs to the beer-house
would such wives and mothers bel The Willoughbys are

poor labourers, not in the least differing from their neigh-
bours, except in tlie habits of the wife, n-ho is always neat
in her dress, and keeps her husband's clothes in the same
good Older. 'They are next door neighliours to Isaac C ,

of whom I have already spoken ; and are always ready to do
them kindnesses in their old age. After Isaac's accident,

when lie was thrown behind hand with his allotment ground,
I obsers'ed Willoughby and his wife working on the land with
all their might, with their little child bundled up in a cloak,

laying on the ground near them. I found they were helping
Isaac, who could not work himself to get in his crop, and
were both digging away as fast as they could to lose no time,

and seemed only too happy to be of so much use to their

sick neighbour.

Now it is quite as easy for every labouring man's wife to

te clean and neat, as for Mrs. Willoughby. It is quite as

easy for them to make their husbands comfortable in thnl

way as for her. Poor and scanty food may be put before

him as neatly and as pleasantly as if it was plentiful and
savoury. The house, and the furniture, and the clothes may
be as clean and shining as those of the Willoughbys, for

one man with a family, dependant upon his daily labour, is

neither better nor worse than another, as fai' as outward cir-

cumstances are concerned. The cUft'erence is only caused
by the habits of the people themselves. An untidy,

slothful, slatternly woman will be miserable and destitute,

and dirty, and starving, where a clean active one will be
respectable, decently clothed, cheerful and contented. In
my next paper I will give a further proof of this assertion
by sketching the characters and habits of two of " our
villagers," which will, I hope, place in a striking hght the
advantages of cleanliness over dirt, and the possibility of
maintaining the former under almost similar circumstances
of sickness and poverty. Very happy shall I be, if any of my
cottage readers will think over what I have said, and endea-
vour to follow the example of Eliza Willoughby. They will
not find it a disagreeable task, although it may at first be
difficult ; and if they strive with a desire to do their best in
the station where their Heavenly Father has placed them, it

will cheer them on, and hghten their toil. It is our duty to
make the most of everythingjwe have, and to improve eveiy

situation by lawful means ; and in the humbler station of lifo

we shall be doing a part of our duly to tlod and man, by

ni.aking our homes and our families as comfortable and as

happy as we can. Hut, without the grace of God, we can do

nothing.

SHADING BEES AND I'UMIGATION.

I HAVE read the communication in your last number of

"A Country Solicitor" on the suliject of aspect for bees.

One sees daily, almost, such frequent instances of failure in

experimenting on bees on the part of some proprietors, and of

success in trying the very same thing on the part of others,

tliat it is really often difficult to discrimuiate who is right, or

wliere the fault rests. Probably there is none anywhere ;

for so many points are to betaken into account that he must
be a bold man who prescribes any one universal law in all

localities. I am not about to contend there was notliing

amiss in the case cited by your correspondent of his shaded

hive ; but I incline to the opinion that he draws a wrong
inference. Our friend says his " bees had an excellent and

vminterrupted success : tliey worked well, and as hard as

any hive in his collection." Now, would this have been the

case if there had been anything materially wrong in position,

or in the domestic arrangements of the family ? We must
look for some other cause ; for I cannot for an instant

imagine that these bees, working so well, would have been

found by hundreds " lying on the ground and paralyzed the

moment they left the direct influence of the sun." It would

thus appear that in the short time, the very few moments
during which the bees were flying from the sunshine to the

shaded hive, their "powers of endurance" were exhausted.

This is utterly at variance mth all probability and all expe-

rience. Now, I can tell your correspondent that I have

seen precisely the same thing where the hive stood in a

broiUng sun, especially towards the evening, when the bees

return home loaded and fatigued. At that time a slight

puff of wind or draft of air is sufficient to prevent their

reaching the hive, and they fall with little chance of rising.

Tlie position chosen for the stock belonging to the " Country

Solicitor" does appear to unravel the mystery, and to be tlie

very one to cause all imaginable currents to sweep around

the hive. Or if any overhanging bouglis of the tree, or ivy,

intercepted the line of flight of the bees, the mischief is

explained at once. If bees require exposure to the sun,

how is it with them in such houses as Mr. Gelding and
others recommend—entirely closed up from its rays, and
the hives facing any way or all ways ? Tlie interior warmth
of a hive is always sufficient, and external heat the bees will

escape from if they can. The great matter is security from

any wind ; and no doubt this is wanted to the greatest extent

where a north aspect is chosen.

I am induced to add a word regarding your other cor-

respondent's letter, " A Country Curate." Nearly the same
obsen-ation might be made as to the conflicting opinions

among apiarians relative to the practice of fumigation—some
finding it to answer well, and others either imperfectly or

not at all. I was led to try it, some years ago, after witness-

ing its success at the apiary of the then existing " Oxford
Apiarian Society," where the curator practised fumigation

in making autumnal unions, often, as he said, with the loss

of " scarcely a bee." I at once w-ent to work in a similar

way, and never had the difficulty spoken of by yom- corres-

pondent. There must have been something wrong, either

in his material, or apparatus, or mode of proceeding, for my
experience has always resulted in a complete stupefying of

every bee within reach of the smoke. I have even been

rather wanton in testing its effects ; for several times I used

it in the middle of the day, by way of experiment, on a side

box where the bees were working. These dropped down
like so many peas, as I saw through the window, and so

remained, probably a quarter of an hour or more, when I

opened the ventilator, and they recovered and crawled up
the combs again, no worse that I could see. Neither could

I obseiwe that the bees were either weakened by the process

(as some apiarians have said) or in the least degree irritated.

To me they seemed to have no more consciousness or recol-

lection of the trick played upon them than a man who has

had a fit, and recovered. I own my sui^prise at the obsen-a-
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tion of "A Country Curate," that " llie brimstoue-pit is by fai'

the most niereifal way of dealing with them," particularly,

as he tells us in the succeoding paragraph, that the •' l:JOO

fumigated bees, which were saved were united the same even-

ing to one of his weak stocks, which they verj' beneficiaUy

strengthened by increasing the temperature several degrees

in a hive that otherwise might liave perished." Your cor-

respondeut proceeds to say, " In uniting these bees, I was
sui'prised to find how readily they were received by the old

inhabitants of the hive to which tlicy were joined. The bees
fraternized with all imaginable good will." I have witnessed

the same beneficial results often ; and, after such satisfactory

testimony, can but be astonished at the eulogy passed by "A
Country Curate " on the " brimstone-pit." It may be perti-

nent to observe, that a little experience is required in prac-

tising fumigation, both as to the material and the mode of

using it with eftect. I have known instances amongst my
neiglibours where what is called Racodium n-llare has been
entirely mistaken, and another fungus inefl'ectuaUy substi-

tuted. Perhaps on another trial your correspondent will be
successful in saving, not LSOO valuable lives, but many
thousands, to invigorate his weak stoek-s, and reward his

humanity. An Old Bee-mastek.

HONEY DEW—DEPBIVING BEES.

I wrLL, in the first jilace, briefly say that I tliought I

might not have answered the inquiry of " P. V. M. F." in as

clear a manner as I had intended ; but on reference to my
note I think he ought to liave understood my meaning. I

wUl assm-e him it is a fact. Bees do collect honey dew, and
I have seen bees collect it. If " P. V. M. F." will asli the

question from some nurseryman who grows young oaks, he
may be able to ascertain the fact in a more satisfactory man-
ner than from a grey-headed man like myself, of only '2^

years unremitting attention to bee management ; and he
will find, also, that honey dews are not of such unfrequent or

of such rare occurrence as lie appeal's to think.

I will now tell you that I never wilfully destroyed a hive

but the first I possessed. Since that tmie I have kept them
either in square boxes or common straw hives, the size of

which ought to be regulated by the situation in which they

are placed. A country abounding mth woods is the best,

both as regards quantity and early collecting of food. Where
hazles are abundant, bees first collect from the catkins of

them ; next, the bloom of the large butter-dock, and another

plant in tlie woods, the name of which I am ignorant of

;

the leaves and flowers of a dark green, and the roots trail in

the ground. (Jllcrciirialis i>erennis. Ed.)

I knew a veteran bee-keeper some tbii'teeu years ago, who
kept bees close to the woods of Lord Grey, between Wordsley
and Enville. This old gentleman had two hives in the

spring, and at the end of the season they had increased to

eleven. Now here, in a situation like this, large hives would
be j)roper ; but in most places hives or boxes ten inches

square are quite large enough, and made of two-inch stuft';

if larger, except the season is favourable, it is more than
possible a swarm put therein in the middle of the swarming
season, mil not be able to fill the hive ; and a small hive

full will stand the winter far better than one of twice the

capacity wlien only half full. They undoubtedly commence
in an empty hive at the top, and there you will always find

the honey ; the young bees will ever be found lower, antl

also .any vacant cells. If it is I'cquu'ed to increase the size

of the box, when it is observed through a glass window of

three or four Indies square that tlie first box is full, add
anotlier eight inches deep, and of the same size across

;

place this under the other (not over it), and if through a

similar openuig in the lower box you see honey half-way

down, not later than the 12th of August, in a good locality,

you may venture to remove yom' upper box. Now, your
lower l)ox being composed of the same stutf, that is, two
inches thick, and having neither top nor bottom, but baring n

top previously prepared with screw holes therein, ready to

place thereon when the upper bo-X is removed, pass a fine

wire between tliem, to separate the combs in the upper from
the lower box ; take ofl' tlie top box, reverse it on a stand
accommodated to be the same height as the entrance to the

lower box, place on the lower box the previously adapted

cover or top ; screw it down at your leisure. You are now
in possession of what was your object

; you \rill have honey,
but neither young bees, nor bee bread, nor pollen. The
young bees will suffer no loss, as the nm'ses will not be
disturbed in tlieir occupation ; the poUen will bo there to

supply their wants ; and you do not want it yom'sclf. Now,
as to yom' prize, I will assure yon by this method you will

leave them the same door, the same house, though less, and
they will want no whipping to induce them to rejoin their

companions. If they delay to leave what you want, disturb

a few of them with a (iuill-feather, and give the box a few
gentle tajis at tlie side they remain on, and you will vei-y

soon see it expedient to move the box some twenty yards
from tlia place; and your work will soon be finished by
remo\ing tlie few that remain with the feather. I'oii need
have no feiu' about their return to the proper quai'ters.

Should such a thing occur as the queen to take wing, why
the rest will follow ; but it will not, on such an occasion, be a

long journey ; and you need not fear this, if you, in the first

instance, cause a commotion in the box by tapping,—you will

know that all is right, as the greater jiart of tlie bees will

take a crowded course over the edge of the box exactly

where the queen has gone iu her removal from one box to

the other.

Now, if your colony should require assistance through
unforeseen bad weather or other cause, place a proper feed-

ing box under that in which your bees now are ; whilst they

can bring in poUeu, you can feed with the cheapest foreign

honey at much less cost than the value of yom' own, and as

the season advances, add thereto a Uttle good brown sugar,

and this last, you will find by experience, is the best jire-

server of then' existence you can supply them with, so soon
as you observe them to have given up their regular flight in

quest of their proper food. You will at the latter end of the

season frequently, and especially before a heavy rain, which
may follow the next day, see them come out for air and
exercise. Feeding now with liquid food I much deprecate, as

great numbers will be induced to jiartake too freely, and
must perish from want of their summer strength, and drop-

ping in cold and shaded places. By this method you
destroy few, comparatively none, of your bees, and you have
the best part of the honey.

Again, small boxes may alwajs be expected to swarm
earlier than large ones ; and a new swarm wiU ever, if placed

in a clean and new hive, work much better than an old stock.

And, further, old combs produce small bees, baring been so

frequently Uned ; are also of much less value, making very

little wax. If the season is fine, a top-glass may be used,

with this precaution, to wrap any such glass very closely

with linen cloths ; as without preserving a temperature iu

the glass equal to that in the hive or box, you need not
expect the bees to work therein ; nor can you expect tlie

proper temperatm'e if you do not be careful to fix any such
glass close to the box or hive, either by paste or sealing-wax;

and it must be remembered tliat cross bars are essentially

necessary, in the boxes mentioned particularly, two to cross

the upper pai't of the lower box. S. I. E,

VARIOUS RECEIPTS FOR VARIOUS PEOPLE.
At this tune of the yeoi' every second person one meets is

looking wretched, and shuddering, complaining of colds and
coughs ; and although no notice is often taken of a " Uttle

cold," depend upon it most of the '• ills to which flesh is

heu' to" can trace their origin to a " cjiill!"—That most
exiiressive word used so often by our (loorer neighbours.
" A stitch in time saves nine," and a " little cold," a slight

chill nipped in the bud, thawed, as it were, away, prevents
the seeds of ill-liealth and future misery from taking root.

I know what a trouble it very often is for the family of a

labouring man to apply to the pai'ish doctor, and how almost

impossible it is to walk, it may be some miles, to procure
medicine for a slight ailment; but tliose who U\e in the

country and have the smallest piece of garden, can easily

raise medicines which often perforin cures for tri\;al ncbei

and pains quicker and more pleasantly tlian the drugs from
the apothecary's shop. We all know what a common lierb

saye is, and yet there are few things so sen'iceablo for a cold
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as smje lea. It is made thus;—Put a handful of sage

leaves into a teapot, pour boiling water on it, and let it stand

close by the fire for half an hour. Drinlc it when in bed,

and whilst it is quite hot. Eepeat the dose for a night or

two, and youi' cold will most lilsely have disappeared. In
order to make the sage tea more palatable, a few leaves of

lemon thyme may be added.

Penuyrojial is also a most nseful herb, and must be used

in the same way. There are, I believe, many wild herbs

wliich are most valuable for their medicinal properties, but

ns I am not sulficiently master of the subject to write " know

iiiglll
" about tliem, I must leave them to theii' fate, merely

mentioning one which I know from experience to bo very

serviceable in cases of coughs and delicate lungs—this is

the (/round ivy. It is found in almost every hedge, and

must be steeped in boiling water, and then allowed to get

cold. It should be drunk the fii-st thing in the morning,

and if it is thickened with a little honey, may be sipped (with

much benefit) during the day when tlie cough is trouble-

some. How often when a poor little child has a sufliciently

bad cough to keex3 its mother awake at night, is " some-

thing" bouglit at tlie shop for it, which certainly lulls the

cough, and gives the mother a good night ; but it is done at

the risk of the child's future comfort, for it merely stops the

cougli during the time the child is stupefied. If medicine

has to be resorted to, the medical man, the clergyman, or

some kind neighbour who understands the nature of drugs,

slKuild be consulted. Look at the squallid miserable ap-

pearance tlie poor children in most towns present ! I have

heard doctors say, that generally speaking, this wretched-

ness is caused by their parents so continually giving them,

feeding them almost, on " a drop of something soothing."

If they only remembered what a store of misery they were
laying up for them, in tlius training them, as it were, to

di'am drinking, tliey would pause before they brought their

chikh'en up to certain unhappiness in tliis world, and (unless

tliey turned to Him who always is waiting to receive sinners),

to eternal misery hereafter. A very efficacious remedy for

the coiujh of a child, is to shce a common turnip rather tliin,

and over it to sprinkle brown sugar ; let it stand for a few

hours with a saucer pressed down on it, and the syrup whicli

has run from it will be found very soothing to the chest, if

sipped frequently. To those wlio propose and give medicine

to the poor, tlie folloning receipt will be found useful, par-

ticularly for old jieoplc

:

—One tablespoonful of honey, one
of vinegar ; let it stand by the fire till it is well mixed, and
then add 60 drops of ipecacuanha wine, and HO drops of

laudanum ; take a teaspoonful night and morning, or oftener

if the cough is very troublesome. How often in the case of

accidents by fii'e is time lost, by the neighbours not knowing
how to act, and waiting till the medical man an'ives. If it

is remembered that the very best thing to be done when any-

one has received a burn or a scald, is to lay on the part that

is injured a thick coating of cotton wool or wadding, so as

to completely exclude the an-, much futm-e pain is avoided,

and the recovery is more rapid and certain than if several

of the old-fashioned remedies had been tried, such as scraped

potato, turnip, &€., which although they ease the pain for the

moment, yet do no permanent good. A capital domestic
remedy for a severe cut axe the leaves of the common wdiite

lily ; they sliould be steeped in brandy for some weeks, ready

for use, and then a leaf bound tightly round the woinid.

For an eur-nche, toast an onion thoroughly, take the heart

out, put it into a piece of flannel and insert it in the ear,

having previously put a few drops of hot water into the ear.

Bad strains or bruises are much eased by fomentations,

either of poppy heads or chamomile boiled in water, or

plain water alone, only taking care that it is as hot as the
hand can bear. A Fpjend,

ECONOMY—BROWN'S FUMIGATOR.
I use a quarter of a pound of shag tobacco to fumigate my

greenhouse, l-ift. by 10 ft. Cost, Is. After fumigating, pour
four separate half-xiints of boiling water into the copper
fimiace where the tobacco has been placed, turn the handle
smartly, the tobacco dust with the oil will instantly be re-

moved from the interior, and the inside will immediately be

dry. The quart of decoction or infusion of tobacco will

make three quarters of a gallon of strong tobacco water,

worth the first cost of tlie tobacco, to any person who has

wall-fmit trees, roses, itc, for destroying the tjreeu fly.

Care should be taken to use a glazed earthen vessel for

pouring the decoction; if wood be used, it will smell of

tobacco for weeks.

—

Eosea.

FUEL ECONOMY.
In common with several other gardening periodicals, I

read your very excellent work, in my estimation, so superior

to any other of the same class in point of sterling informa-

tion, as to put them completely in the shade ; but there is

one point on which I think I can enlighten a great number
of yom' readers. Are you aware that the inhabitants of

South Wales are in the practice of economising their coals

to an immense extent by mixing clay and small coals toge-

ther ; about one-third clay to two-thirds coals, or as many
coals as the clay will combine with ? By this means, the

cottagers keep in tlieir fires day and night, for a whole
winter, with one ton of small coals. Tlie fire once made up,

will keep in for 24 hours. It is particulai-ly applicable for

greenhouse fires, either with flues or hot water, as the com-
bustion is slow and steady. The only cai-e to be observed

in using it is to combine tlie clay and coals intimately toge-

ther—the better way is by tramphng,—also, that the tires

are not distiu'bed by poking.

—

Taffy.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications sliould be addressed "To the Editor of

The Cottage Gaj-dener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Roiv, London."

N.B.—We have to apologise to many correspondents for being pre-

vented, unavoidably, answeving their queries this week.

Yellow Cacti (M. D. P.).—These require similar treatment to the

red sorts. If we knew which division of cacti you refer to, we should be

able to give a more definite answer.

Cantua BicoLOR (Ibid).— We are not quite sure whether it is,

strictly, a greenhouse plant. We suspect that you mean Gitia coronojn-

folia, or aggregata, both of which are biennials, requiring to be sown in

summer, potted off, and established before winter, and kept in the

greenhouse all that season. They require sandy loam and peat.

Cinerarias showing Flower (J. M. F.).—We are afraid these will

disappoint you for exhibiting in May, as for that purpose you should

have kept them cool, and grown them on by shifting them. If you have

no others to fall back upon, cut, or pick, the flowering stems out withia

an inch or two of their base
;
give manure water, when water is required,

until they begin to push again, ^hen you may shift them into one size

larger pots. They will thus give you a nice head of bloom, but the indi-

vidual stems will not be so fine as if they had been unstopped. Whilst

on the subject, wc may as well mention that from large pots the plants

and flowers are not, generally, equally good in proportion to the size used.

When grown to ornament the greenhouse and sitting-room, sis-inch

pots are large enough for the former, and four and five-inch pots for the

latter.

Flower-beds (Lanceolet).—The white Matricaria will make a bed

certainly if you like it. We never use it. Petunias " will get broken "

]jy the winds and rains, as we have stated frequently, unless they are

managed as we always insisted on. See the back volumes.

Moon's Victory (Ibid).—" Moon's Victory" was certainly not dull,

and the Geranium of that name is the very brightest of the bright varie-

ties ; but we never recommend it for a bed—it is not a bedder by any

means— only fit for a mixed border, and one of the best for that mode of

growing.

Verbenas and Heliotropes (Ibid).—Any of the Verbenas will

grow with the Heliotrope, as well as the Duchesse d'Amnale, but not for

the same effect as we obtain by that mixture.

Geraniums (H. S. TV.)-—"Which are the two best and showiest

fancy geraniums for planting out ? " \\'ho can tell '/ Can you or any of

your friends tell us the best pattern for a lady's dress for nest summer ?

She is full height, not stout, nor bowed in the shoulders ; her hair is

dark, brown eyes, and a light complexion. The easiest way to get out of

such difficult matters is to give three patterns, and we shall name the

three best Geraniums we know. 1, Diadematitm ruhescenn; 2, Diade-

matum; and 3, Lady Mary Fox; but which of the three is the best, or

which are the best two of them, we cannot at this moment determine.
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Your flower-garden next week. It 13 quite original. Do the circles all

meet at the edpcs? You show some that may and some not. You have

room enough to give another new feature—but try it first on paper.

Exactly in the middle between every two circles, and nearer to the walk,

draw a triangle, with one point directed to the centre between two beds ;

a quadrant would be a better shape with the sharp point turned to the

centre between the beds. Then rrpeat the same fiRure on the opposite

side of the circles, and let us hear how you like the whole.

Orchids (.4 New Beffhifier).—Yon have got a treasure in Catlleyn

supurbu. It is a han.lsome species, and very scarce. Take it out of the

pot, and fix it to a piece of cork wood, with the bark on it, in the manner

Mr. Appleby describes. Do this at once, as it will soon he putting forth

new roots, and a fiesh shoot. After it is fixed, cut it through the rhi-

zoma, or shoot to which the bulbs arc attached. Let the cut be made

two bulbs behind the leading one. It will then, and not before, nor

afterwards if not cut. make a new shoot immediately behind the cut.

The other three orchids you mention are not worth growing.

Stove Climbers (Lo^'^'tfr/iWirf).—Considering the size of your stove,

you could not do better than have narrow boxes next to the windows

filled with rich earth for your climbers. They would fill the space you

allot to them sufficiently without the pits you allude to. Your selection

of the kinds is a good one, excepting Dipladenia crusshwda, which is

more fit for pot culture, and training to a trellis. The Pussijiora quad-

rangitlaris would be more suitable.

Anemonk Sowing (June).—Sow anemone seed in April : cover

slightly. Anemone hortense sow in pans, under glass, in a cold frame.

Increase by division, as by seed is uncertain. The half-inch covering you

allude to was an oversight.

Protecting Fruit Blossom (/iirf).—Fruit-trees against walls are

best protected by canvass covers fixed to a roller, let down at night, and

drawn up again in the morning. Woollen netting with rlose meshes is

a good substitute. It should not be close to the tree, but at least five

inches from it.

Grass [EUen Reed).—li the grass of your lawn is made up of the

coarse species and varieties, it would be as rational to ask, " if there is

anything that can boused" to change the colour of the Ethiopian, as to

change the nature of the smallest blade of those grasses. Constant

mowing and rolling will keep the grass, so far fine, and nothing besides.

Daisy rakes will carry off daisy ;?oift'r5, but daisy flowers are as harmless

to grass as butterflies; doX^y leaves and roo^s do the mischief, and no

rake can reach them without injuring the grass also.

Verbenas (JAfVi).—These do not group with geraniums in the same

bed. M'e advised only one kind of verbena to be planted with helio-

trope, but any of the strong ones will grow as well. W'e are not aware

of any better verbenas than those we named last season, but we shall

inquire. We have discarded the Voltaire heliotrope from the flower-

garden, for looking every morning of the season as if frost-bitten the

night before, and wc have no experience of it from seeds. All the best

bedding plants from seeds or cuttings, with culture, propagation, height,

colour, and habit, arc given in our two last volumes.

Arbutus (7v.).—A bush of Arbutus, a yard in diameter, and three

yards high, can easily be removed next August, ur us soon as you can

count the flower-buds, which is the true criterion for the best time for

transplanting. It must be carefully prepared this spring, however, for

the change, and we arc in daily expectation of a long promised account

of a novel mode of preparing such plants, from one of our contributors.

Names of Plants.— l. Teucrium mayum—Cat-thyme. 2. Mt/rtus

connrntnis, var. tarentina—the Box-leaved, as near as we can judge from

the small bit sent. 3. Muthiola ^Ws/(i'—commonly called the Night-

scented Stock. 4. L?/svnac/iia ninnmuliifia—commoidy called Money-

wort. 5. Trcmandru vertiviihtta. 6. Ap/tele.ns proliferum. 7. Adc-

nnndrn fi-agrans. H. Uncertain. Send us a specimen when in tlowcr,

9. SoUya hetcrophijUa. 10. Lysimachia cp/ietneriim—the Willow-

leaved Loose- strife. 11. liuscvs %;jofi-/o5.?um—Tongue-leaved Butcher's

Broom. 12. Leaf of hardy herbaceous plant so broken that we could not

make it out. Send us a specimen when in bloom, with a flower-leaf too.

13. Se}nperiiirum tor/iwsuin—thc Gouty House-leek. 14. Cerens fla.

g-c//(/orm(S—Creeping Ccrcus. 15. Aloe UHWf^-H/tr—Partridge Breast

Aloe. The insect is the common cockchafer.

PiG-STYK (J?. J.).—If large enough it would convert into a greenhouse,

but we know nothing of what it is constructed.

CoNCRETR Walks (J. S.).—Gas lime will not do for these. Various

shades of blue would appear on the walks, it would not bind, and it would

kill all your box edging.

Scarlet Geraniums (F. H.).—k row of these may be planted in the

front of your standard roses on the bank before your drawing-room win-

dow. Answers to other questions next week.

Draining Land (.1 Constant Subsn-iher)

,

—Cut a main drain down

the centre of your ground, with side drains falling into it. The main

drain must terminate in the lowest part of your garden. Too many cir-

cumstances concur in altering the price of the operation to enable us to

tell you what will he the expense. The cost varies from about ^'i lOs.

to £b per acre.

Platform Planting {F. P, V.),—You will find an article by Mr.

Errington in our pages to day, and much more in previous volumes.

Eggs and Bantams (An (h-iginal Subscriber).— *' Can any of your

readers inform me how long hens' eggs can be kept, before they are too

old to be hatched ? And whether a breed of bantams is to be purchased

having a black tail and mane, with white body, as a distinct breed?"

Carnations (IT'. J. ]il.).—You will find alist at page 90 of our present

volume, and directions for hybridising at pages 2.VJ and 274 nf vol. 4.

The best time to purchase a swarm of bees is in May or early June,

taking care to have a first swarm.

Himalavaii Pumpkin Seed.—When wc announced at page 2G2 that

Mr. C. Stevens was willing to su]''j>ly these seeds, knowing from expe-

rience the hos'.s of applicants he would have, wc stated, of our awn
accord, that two postage stamps must accouijiany each application. We
were not deceived in our anticipation, for we have since beard from Mr.
Stevens, who is a private gentleman, stating that he intends to pay over

the value of the surplus stamps to the funds of the Aged Pilgrim's Friend

Society.

Cineraria not Blooming (T. S. C).—You do not tell us where or

how you are growing this. The buds seem to intimate that the plant has

been kept too dry and too warm. Cinerarias never do better than in a

cold pit. We could not discern any insects on the leaves of your C/ioro-

zema Chandlerii. The brown patches on the under part seem to be

small masses of a fungus.

Dyeing Woollens Black (M. A'.).—In explanation of the recipe

given at page 27 of our 4 th volume, an ounce of ascetate of iron is required

for a quart of water, and half a pound each of logwood chips and madder.

Exotic Ferns (A Subscnlter).—\Ve cannot recommend nui-serymen.

Any of the principal houses will supply them.

Manuring Apple-treks (C G.).—There is very little probability of

your over-stimulating these by applying liquid-manure to the grass of

your orchard. If the trees are old, most likely you will greatly benefit

them. In more than one instance we have recommended to an emigrant

cultivator Stevens' Book of the Farm, and the four volumes of The
Cottage Gardener. Thanks for your hint.

Sauaki Nuts {Sister A7in).—These, the Suwarrow nuts of the shops,

are the produce of the Caryocar nuciferiim, which is a tree reaching the

height of 100 feet, and is a native of Guiana. Wc are not aware that

there is a living specimen of it in England. An answer to your other

question next week.

Sloping Bank {\V. D.).—You may plant lettuces or any other crop

that you wish to retard on the north side of this. Without knowing the

nature of your soil we cannot advise you as to the trees you should plant

for a screen.

Scrapings ok a Train-road (J. P.).—These which you say consist

nearly all of horse dung mixed with coal-tar dropped from the wheels of

the trains, you will find a very rich manure. Tliey will do very well to

mix with the soil in making your new asparagus-bed.

The Use ok Tobacco.—A gardener writes to us thus :

—" I have been

a subscriber from the beginning, and am a great admirer of your work.

The Cottage GARUicNiiit. but I think of late there has been too much
levelled at the cottager, I have the happiness of living among many
cottage gardeners, and take great pleasure in them, fur I love the man
that loves his garden and his home ; and well may the authoress of My
F/oiceri- say, fur October Slat, 'although they are poor they have wills

and ways of their own, each in his British castle.' I like to see iheiu

treated with tenderness ; and why may not the labourer enjoy the

fruits of his labour?— the rich have their wine, and the comforts of this

life ; but I am sorry to aay some think the poor require nothing hut

work. And why should the poor man be deprived of his pipe, which la

the only enjoyment for hundreds of our fellow men in humble life, when

walking round their gardens or allotments in the company of their wife

and children, alter their hard day's labour? Those men that spend

their nmiiey at the beer-house are not the men that cultivate the cottage

gardens. Hundreds of labourers take their pipe after their frugal meal

without tasting beer for months ; but I should aUo like to see them have,

as well as they can afl'ord, their own home-brewed, for a hard-working

man requires it. The man that looks well to his garden ia, I am quite

sure, the mau that also looks well to his home." W'q agree for the most

part with what our correspondent says, except in charging us with being

too hard upon the cottager. There is not an applicalde line in our

pages that is not written fur his good. If tobacco is smoked medicinally,

wc have not a word to say against it ; and if it proceeds no farther than a

pipe during a walk in the garden there is no great harm there, though we

do not feel that the society of the wife and children could not be enjoyed

without one, Wc always remember that 360 pipes cost 303. ; and even

if it stopped there, the cottage smoker at the end of the twelve months

would look with more satisfaction upon aOs. in the savings' bank than

upon the reflection that they had been dissipated in smoke. Our corres-

pondent should remember, also, that we write against general conse-

quences. The consequence usually is, that a smoker is a drinker j and such

as our correspondent are the rare exceptions.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William

Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Pariah of

Christ Church, City of London.—February 6th, 1851.
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Codling:, or Pomroy. or of pimpled coat
The Russet, or the Cats-Head's weiphty orb.
Enormous in it's growth, for various use
The' these arc meet, the' after full repast
Are oft requir'd, and crown the rich desert?

Let every tree in every garden own
The Red-streak as supreme, whose pulpous fruit

With pold irradiate, and vermilion shines

Tempting, not fatal, as the hirth of that

Primaeval interdicted plant, that won
Fond Ei'e in hapless hour to taste, and die."

The period had now arrived for the poet to cease from his labours. He
was purposinf: to write a poem upon the Resurrection and the Day of Judg-
ment ; but he was taken away from bis purpose to appreciate in another
existence bow impossible it is for mortal pen to describe what "it bath

not entered into the heart of man to conceive." He had been long
troubled with a lingering consumption, attended with asthma, but with-
out a symptom of discontent or uneasiness ; and disease now bowed down
his strength. By the advice of his physicians, he went to Bath the
summer before bis death ; and the falsely flattering disorder somewhat
intermitted. He then removed to Hereford, where bis mother was a
resident ; but the disease returned more severely, and here the period to
his life arrived on the I.5tb of February, 17O8. He lies interred in the
cathedral, with a Latin inscription over his grave, which had been much
better if it told us in honest English that a sorrowing mother recorded
there the worth of the son who had preceded her.

fllETEOROLOGY OF THE \\'eek.— .\t Chiswiclc, from obscrvations
during the last twenty-four years, it is foun.l that the average highest and
lowest temperatures of these days arc 45. b^ and 31.4°, respectively. The
lowest cold observed was 16° ou the 13th in 1845. Rain fell on 63 days,
and 105 were tine.

NoTHiXG is SO vile or so worthless as to be incapable of

a profitable use when man's mind is once devoted to

ascertain its qualities ; not a single part of that weed,

the Nettle, but is used for food, or clothing, or dyeing
;

even the sand of one of our rivers supplies the world

with Bath bricks ;'' old bones form one of ovu' cultivator's

best fertilizers ; old rags, if woollen, are the enrichers of

our hop) gi-ounds; and if linen, are the raw material of

which our writing paper is fabricated.

We have been led into these remarks by the fact that

the Prize for the best Rustic Baskets, offered by ]Mr.

Savage in our 4th volume, page 44, has been awarded

to some made of the cones of the Larch. The maker is

Mr. H. Howlett, Gardener at St. Osyth's Priory, near

Colchester; and they are so unique and handsome,

of that subdued brown which harmonises so well with

all flowers and foliage, and are so suitable either for the

sitting-room and entrance hall, or for the plant house,

that we are quite sure if lie makes arrangements to sup-

ply customers, he will have a large demand. They are

hextagonal, 6-sided, for standing ou a table or shelf, and

with chains to suspend from the roof; or half-hextagonal,

with chains to suspend against a wall. The chains are

formed of the larch cones joined end to end, tenninating

in a bow also of cones ; and the basket or vase for

enclosing the flower-pot is covered artistically with

similar cones, their small ends pointing outwards. For
orchids, trailers, and other plants in pots that look to

most advantage suspended from the roof, these I'ustic

baskets are the most ajjpropriate of any we have seen ;

but larger baskets might be similarly made, and would

be most effective for plants on lawns. We recommend
om' readers attention to them particularly.

GARDENING GOSSIP.

We have seen (February 3rd), in all the simplicity and
beauty of open air culture, side by side, two of the most
lovely harbingers of spring—the Scilla Siherica (Siberian

Squill) and the Snowdrop ; something before their time

it is true, and only stray blooms in a warm corner ; but
the Scilla is not known as it ought to be, for it is the

" At a philosophical lecture at Taunton on the deposits of the river
Parrett, it was stated there were made from them 8,000,00y bricks every
year, the value of which at present amounted to .#12,ono or j£'13,00l).
The number of persons employed is very great. Sometimes a man, his
wife, and four or five children, are kept at work at one moulding, and
thus they could often get as much as j^'a in one week. This deposit is
not found anywhere in the world besides, so that Bridgewater has to fur-
nish the whole world with it; and it is rcmarkahle that these "Bath
bricks" are just as well known in China as in England. They are known
in India and all over the world.

I

most brilliant of all the spring hardy flowers. Tlie bright

j

blue racemes are most beautiful, and grow no higher than

I
the snowdrop, than which they are fai' more effective,

independently of their colour ; for they have a spike of two

or three flowers to each stem, and a patch of them is really

strildug. There are several varieties of the Scillti, some

with white flowers ; but we can hardly say too much in

favour of the <S'. Siberica ; which, however, is catalogued

at sixpence a root; a large price, perhaps, for a bulb not

larger than a good sized nut; and we cannot but think

that the cost alone must have prevented it from being

generally cultivated.

The report of the South London Floricultural Society

demonstrates, that some change is required to increase

its income. It exhibits a deficiency of thirty-six pounds.

It will be found in time, that the tax on " non-members,"

as they are called, from whom large fees are demanded

for the privilege of showing, will always keep the shows

inferior to those of the Botanical and Hortieidtural

Societies at which anybody who happens to possess rai'e

plants in perfection may attend and exhibit them, with-

out paying for the privilege, or being a subscriber to the

funds.

Oldham is one of the head-quarters of floricidture. At

tlieir last annual tlinner, held at the Crown and Anchor
Inn, Mr. G. B. Neild, the chairman, in the name of the

Oldham Society, presented Mr. John Slater, of Cheetham

Hill, with a piece of plate, as a mark of respect for his

persevering exertions in promoting the science. The
chairman in congratulating the meeting on the success

of tlie society said, that of upwards of two hundred cot-

tiiije gardeners who were members, there was not a single

defaulter. Mr. Slater, who is one of the most energetic

florists in the north, returned thanks in suitable terms

;

for he is a warm-hearted as well as a warm-heailed

florist.

At several of the meetings of horticultural societies

for the preparation of their schedules of prizes, it has

been unanimously resolved not only that the prizes for

flowers shall be awarded according to their merits, by

the rules laid down in Gleuuy's Properties of Flowers

and Plants, but that such conditions shall be published

iu the schedules, that both judges and shewers shall

know by what tests the prodiictious are to be tried.

Complaints have been very general that for tlie last

two or three years spurious seeds liave been too gene-

rally sold for the Walclieren Brocoli, and it has been

difficult to obtain any that can be depended on. It is
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to 1)0 wished that those who deal in seeds would consider

well, that a gavdeuer who is disappointed receives a very

great injury. It would be far more honourable for a

secdsnian to say that he had none he can depend upon,

because a gardener could then have some other kind.

The Socifti/ for the Promotion of FhricuUurc, one

branch meeting at Kingsland and the other in the City,

had some hundreds of new flowers and plants exhibited

for certificates dining the last year, but did not grant in

the wdiole half a dozen. This check upon the issue of

worthless novelties has been of the greatest service to

amateur purchasers, who have been preyed upon by

dealers in new flowers at great prices, that have turned

out good for nothing, imtil confidence had been all but

destroyed. The productions are not judged by the mem-

bers, but each branch elects si.K judges by ballot, and

the twelve form a board, of which three form a quorum

;

and to those judges who may happen to be present are

all novelties submitted. The consequence is, that if a

plant, or flower, obtains a fii'st class certificate, it may

be relied on by any amateur as an advance upon the

best we have already.

The Annual Dahlia Show, which has taken place in

or near Loudon for many yeai'S under one direction, and

which has for a considerable time settled the fate of

seedlings, is likely to be transferred to other hands—and

report says to Netting Hill, where it will be held upon

an extensive scale, under the auspices of several well-

known patrons of the flower. We hope they will secure

proper judges, for the awards at many of the dahlia

meetings have been very unsatisfactory.

The cultivators of the dahlia are beginning to propa-

gate their favourite varieties, and making up their notes

for ordering new ones. Those who wish to add to the

beauty of their garden collection, will find but few really

novel colours; and the best formed ones are, one and

all, uncertain. The most sticking colours are, Baltic, a

rich golden buff; Queen of Fairies, a singularly beauti-

ful white, with a lavender or rosy lilac spot. Neither of

these are of first-rate form, but very beautiful in colour.

Two rival whites. Queen of the West and Bar-maid, are

fine models, but not very certain ; the former will be

rather thin for the late season of showing; and the

latter has a thin green scale in the centre, but occasion-

ally comes without it. Admiral is a fine rosy lilac,

something like very fine blooms of Fearless, Duke of

Cambridije, and Queen of Lilacs, apparently constant

;

but as the advertisements appear, we shall notice all

that have been publicly exhibited.

Mr. Reudle, of Plymouth, has formed his grounds

into regular horticultural gardens, and offered them to

the Royal Devon Horticultural Society upon conditions,

which, after awarm discussion, have been rejected. This

has led to one of those unfortunate differences which

end in the establishment of rival societies. A public

meeting has been held for the purpose of forming a new,

or " South Devon Horticultural Society," in connection

with the new gardens, and a committee has been ap-

pointed to cany out the design. A number of the resi-

dent gentry having entered their names as subscribers.

The most persevering and, perhaps, most fortunate

raiser of the Verbena, Mr. George Smith, has this year

produced some half dozen novelties, which are an

advance upon the varieties now in cidtivation. Three

we have noticed in fine condition publicly exhibited

—

Exquisite, Enchantress, and Slujlocli ; Othello and British

Queen we saw out of condition, but apparently little

inferior. The first three have been universally admired.

Balsams are, it seems, to be a leading feature at many

of the country exhibitions ; and we are glad to see plants,

which contribute so greatly to the brilliancy of a show,

when well grown and of good sorts, brought into greater

notice. There was a time when the balsam used to

excite the skill and attention of the gardener; and these

qualities in the cultivator were almost measured by the

manner in which he would produce them. But if the

societies wish to encourage general competition, they

should attach the conditions to the competition, and

give the growers some notion of the properties they

intend to consider perfection. I'or instance, the size of

the pots must be limited, say six, seven, eight, or nine

inches in diameter ; or say pots twenty-four to the cast

;

then the breadth or shrubbiuess of the plant; the

doubleness of the flower ; the quantity and closeness of

the blooms ; the contrast of the colours ; are all qualities

which should be specified in the schedule ; because last

season, at most of the show^s, the judges had to decide

upon plants of all sizes and conditions ; some were all

four or six of a colom- ; some well grown plants, with

worthless semi-double flowers ; some past bloom, and

others not come into flower. We shall be glad to see

the balsam brought into general cultivation ; it is the

most noble of all annuals ; requnes great care to pro-

duce it fine and shrubby, and good seed is most essen-

tial. The antiquated notion that new seed is not so

good as old, has been exploded; because Balsams were

produced last year as fine as they could be from seed

saved the year before.—E. Y.

NEW PLANTS.

THEIR PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

Sulphur-flowered Francis's Echites {Echites Fran-

ciscea, var. Floribus sid2]hureis).—Botanical Magazine,

t. 4547.—This is a genus of very interesting stove

climbers, which has a wide range in the East and West

Indies and in South America, climbing up trees, which

they embrace in coils with theii- smooth stems, and the

young wood often streaked with diflerent hues giving

them much of the resemblance of huge serpents ;
hence

the name from echis, a viper. In almost all our cata-

logues, the origin of this family name is attributed to

Linnfeus, but the true atithor of it was Patrick Browne,

an Irish botanist, who wrote the Civil and Natural His-

tory of Jamaica, published in London in 1756. Echites

belongs to the Natural Order Dogbanes (Apocynaceae),

a large order, remarkable alike for plants bearing lai-ge

showy flowers abundantly and produced chiefly on the

wood of the same season's growth; and also for the

venomous or acrid qualities of their milky juice. The
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nearest affinity of Eddies is the now well known Mnn-
devilla, and botli bolonfr to the first order of tlie fifth

class of the Liunsean system, h-Pentandria l-Moiiogi/iiia,

and to the natural group called Contortaj by the illus-

trious Swede.

Most gardeners appreciate the system of grafting

tender or delicate plants on others tliat are more hardy

in then- constitution, either in the stove or in the

orchard—and here is a case in point for immediate

experiments. The roots of Maudevilla are acknow-

ledged to be all but hardy with us in dry soils, and in

the consecutive arrangements of the most scientific

botanists, the Mandevilla itself is the next genus to

Echites; therefore, without the test of actual experience,

we cannot imagine any natiu-al difficulty that forbids the

union of members of the two families, by grafting or

inarciiing; consequently, our more practical brethren

will look on the suggestions of tlie biographer with the

moi-e confidence ; and whether they succeed or not in

this instance before us, sure we are that the Editor will

gladly accept of their accounts for the use and guidance

of his readers. Experience has, long since, sUenced all

disputes and cavDs about the feasibility and advantages

of such experiments. Some years ago we were engaged

in experiments of this nature, witli tlie view of getting a

more satisfactory answer of the question—has a gi-afted

plant any influence over the stock on whicli it is made
to grow ? We selected a number of variegated plants

both for grafts and also for stocks. Tlie issue remains

yet undecided. Our line of reasoning took the following

du-ections ;—After the lapse of a few years, the grafted

parts were to be suddenly cut ofl' a short time before the

growth of the season was completed, when the stock

might reasonably be expected to make an effort to fur-

ther gi-owth, but yet too languid for the display of its

natural strength. Thus we have often imagined that a

weakness, or disease, or whatever else may have caused

plants originally to become variegated, might be induced

by this process to continue to do so arlificially ; and

that a young growth from a green stock, under this ex-

periment, might show a disposition to variegation, from

the sap of the variegated plant just removed. Here also

is a new field for tlio ingenuity of amateurs and gar-

deners, for or against which science does not ofl'cr any

encouragement or opposition. We have been less for-

tunate than gardeners, in so far as that we have not been

able to cause a union to be eft'ected between a plain

green Pehtrgovium and a variegated one; and yet we

made more than half a dozen attempts both at iuarcliing

and gi-afting, without being in the least degree success-

ful. We would, therefore, be much indelited to any

reader of this work who shall give a minute description

of a successful plan for grafting the Pelargonium, stating

more particularly the proper season, or the right stage

of growth, necessary for the plants to be in at the timo

of trying the experiment, as we more than suspect that

we made choice of the wrong time m the growth of the

plants operated upon. Returning to the subject of our

present biograjiby, let us observe that it may be neces-

sary to use some caution in thus operating with the

Ecldt.es, as the milky juice of the whole order is to be

suspected as very acrid, if not altogether poisonous to

some constitutions ; a drcip of it falling on a recent

wound by the budding knife would be most dangerous.

The present variety of Echiics Franciscea was sent, in

1849, to Kew, from the Garden of Plants at Paris, and

described as a native of Brazil. It is a stove twiner,

and easily cultivated either in a trellised pot or planted

in the border of the house, and trained up a wall or

pillar.

Chai'I'Y-flowebed Prickly Thrift (Acantholimon

glumaceum).—Oardeners Magazine of Botany, ii. 101.

—

This is a name of recent manufactiu-e by Bossier, in

Deoandolle's Prodromus ; we need not trace it farther.

However, we place it at once as a synonym, or alias, of

Staticc, or Thrift, and a veiy pretty little Thrift it is,

with a rosy pink blossom. We saw the plant iu flower
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in a gi'eenhouse witli Cape Peloi'goniiims, at the, Kew
Gardens last summer, and being new to lis, we made a

hasty examination of it, and notwithstanding the au-

thority of the Prodromus, we hesitate not to assert the

impossihility of establishing it as a legitimate genus.

Nevertheless, we would recommend it as a fit associate

for a few Styleworts (StylidiumJ iu the window ledge of

the cottage, having much the same liabit of plant, and

style of flowering on short rigid stalks, which end and

flower iu a spike, the individual flowers arising from a

glume or chafty scale with which the flowering parts are

thickly set, keeping the calyx out of view within their

embrace. We have not heard by whom it was intro-

duced, or fi-om what country, but from the name it bears

iu nursery gardens, Statice Arrarati, it may have been

found on that mount, and, for aught that we know, have

been amongst the first flowering plants which gladdened

the eyes of Noah after the deluge. Whether that be so

or not, the plant is of that class called alpines, and we

believe hardy enough to live out a few years on dry

rock-work ; biit even with some advantages in site and

aspect, rock plants or alpines never make more than a

few years stay with us; therefore, we woidd advise this

n&'^ plant and candidate for rockeries to be kept in a

little jiot full of some porous earth, and to be chiefly in-

creased by seeds, which it will ripen quite freely, if it is

grown in a pot, as we ourselves can testify from the

plant we examined at Kew.
There is a very faithful coloured plate of it given iu

The Oardeners Magazine of Botany, a work so far in

advance of all that relates to practice and high art, that

it seems hardly necessary to point to it as a standard

authority. Acantliolimon, or, iu truth, Statice gluma-

ceum, belongs to the Natural Order of Leadworts (Plum-

baginacese), and to b-Pentandria l-Monogynia of the

Linnfean arrangement. It has been cultivated in the

vicinity of London for at least five years. Branches,

naked at bottom with leaves bending back at top;

yearling shoots diamond-shaped, leaves crowded. Leaves,

equal, prickle-pointed, lowest flat, upper three-sided.

Flower-stem, downy, flowers in two ranks in flattened

spikes of seven or nine florets ; bracts broad, longer

than oalys-tube ; limbs of calyx without a prickle,

marked with blackish veins.

We may conclude by observing that Statice is derived

from the Greek statizo, to detain, alluding to tlie utility

of this plant in holding together sandy soil. Thrift, the

English name, alludes to its hardy nature, no high-

land nor lowland, no exposed sand, nor enclosed city

garden bi-ing death to it. In the time of Queen Elizabeth,

Gerarde tells us "it servethvery fitly" for edgings, and
it was then known also as Lady's Cushion, and Sea

Gilloflower. B. J.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
F0EM.\TI0N or TRUIT AND KITCHEN-GABUENS.

(^Continuedfrom page 146.)

In order to understand this subject in all its bearuigs,
our readers will do well to turn back to page liB, and
observe the proposed order of the subject. It was there

remarked, that in consequence of the varying circum-

stances of families, no one rule can easily be laid

down for planting kitchen-gardens with fruit-trees, inas-

much as one family requires early fruit, others the

reverse. Thus it seems necessary iu advising on this

head to avoid the extremes, and to shape our obser-

vations to what may be considered the generality of

cases, those in which the proprietor desires a constant

and well planned succession of the best fruits at every

season.

We are now about to show how a kitchen-garden may
be estabhshed without cropping the borders with vege-

tables, and this, iu order that the roots of every fruit-tree

therein may receive culture of a special character when
necessary ; as, also, that general priuciples may be carried

out at all seasons without hindrance; for such must ever

occur when the borders contain other crops ; and it is

not too much to affirm, that the greatest portion of the

ill-success so frequently com])lained of, has arisen from

unworthy compromises, forced on the cultivator by the

injudicious cropping alluded to.

As general principles, applicable in common to the

roots of most trees, we may uiention top-dressings, mulch-

ings, &o., the former being chiefly the application of

good soils or composts on certain occasions. As special

ones, root-pruning instantly presents itself, and, indeed,

the application of particular manures or composts, be-

sides other matters equally important—such as watering

in droughts, &c. Now, these things, we repeat, cannot

be carried out with certainty and facility by the old

system.

Let it be understood at once, that the remarks which

follow have particular reference to a dwarfing system

;

the ordinary orchard standard we have nothing to do

with at present. We, tlierefore, have to urge the use of

trellises, especially for small gardens, as producing less

shade to the adjoining borders ; as insuring an earlier

fruitfulness ; as 'enabling the proprietor to indulge in a

gi-eater amomit of good J'ruits ; and, finally, as being a

source of much pleasure to those who feel an interest in

hortiordtural affairs, and wlio have occasionally to per-

form the manual operations with their own hands.

Trellises.—This understood, we come to the character

and form of trellises, and tliese are various. The follow-

ing are the principal at present in vogue :—The Pei-pen-

dicular Espalier Kail. The Horizontal or Table Trellis.

The Saddle Trellis. The Inclined Trellis. The Trellis

Arcade. Others may be suggested, but these are the

principal, and we will give a brief description of each

before proceeding farther.
^ |

The PERPE^-DICULAR Espalier Rail.—This being

well known, needs little description. It is generally

about five feet in height, and composed of parallel rods

running in a horizontal form at about five or six inches

apart. Such may be found in many of the old gardens

of the nobility ; and when established on souud piiu-

ciples, are well adapted for most fruits, especially for

apules. Some of the cherries, too, such as those of the

Bigarreau section, and some coarse wooded pears, which

are rather unmanageable under a more prim mode of

training, may well find a place here.

The HoRizoxTAL or Table Trellis.—This is well

represented by an ordinary iron field hurdle thrown into

a horizontal form, and supported a foot above the

ground at each corner by some means. We have used

these for some years, and find them well adapted for our

more tender pears. Almost all our more delicate-wooded

fruits would svicceed on them. The cross bars should,

if possible, run only north and soutli.

The Saddle Trellis.—These are iu extensive use in

Her Ma,iesty the Queen's gardens at Frogmore, and are

a very usefid foim of trellis. They are generally about

four feet high at the centre of the curve, and the training

bars are carried to within a foot or so of the ground:
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They are very well adapted for most fruits, but we de-

cidedly object to tlieir being placed ia the direction of

east to west, for tliey tluis produce a northern side to

train on, which is of little iBe.

The Jnxlined Trellis.—This form is not quite so

often met with, and we wonder why. We shall, how-

ever, have to suggest a use for it shortly. Its title

points to its character : it is, in fact, neither more nor

less than the table trellis made to slope to tlie stdar rays.

For tliis 2)iu'pose, we would have the front as low as

possible—about si.x inches above the ground level, and
rising to about tliirty inches at back. This is the trellis

that we intend to recommend for all south borders on

the uvill side of tlie walks ; and when these are once well

understood, they will go far to obviate many difficulties

in the way of fruit culture, now the subject of so much
complaint.
The Trellis Arcade.—This may be considered more

in the light of an ornamental appendage to a garden
than as facilitating the maturation of our tender fruits.

Such we suggested as a very eligible mode in ordinary

gardens of forming a transition link between the di'ess

and the kitchen-gardens. They must be si.\ feet in

height at the sides before the curve springs, and must
have some parallel rods of strained wii'e, as the other

trellises. The sides maybe arclied in a scolloped manner,
thus permitting an agreeable peep at the flowers, unless

any disagreeable objects are to be shut out, wlieu they

may be of close work.

Having now fairly opened the question as to the

disposal of our various hardy fruits in the kitchen-

garden, we must beg to ofl'er an opinion as to aspects,

and, indeed, choice of kinds.

It will be remembered, that these suggestions ai'e

based on the principle, tliat the proper culture of fruits

ought to proceed in such a way as to be totally unfettered

by mere vegetable culture; and we here repeat the

opinion, that aii}' admixture of these objects will ever, in

a great degree, defeat the end in view ; and if we may
hazard an opinion, it is tliat the production of superior
hardy fruits will ere long attain a position hitherto deemed
visionary; but we live in expectant times.

Let us commence by supposing the kitchen-garden all

in one—a square or parallelogram ; and tliat the walls,

as usual, possess borders ; next a walk ; and tlien on the
other side of the walk a marginal border for dwarf fruits.

We will not affirm that this arrangement is the only

good one ; but until we get a better it is really a very
good one, for several reasons. Still, we must suppose
that there are " slips," for few would like to throw away
the advantages of such an expensive thing as a wall.

If we bad the disposal of such matters, we would make
it an indispensable condition with the "schemer" tluit

both sides of every wall should, as far as possible, be
made available for the training of fruit-trees.

Having established our claims to a " slip," we would
fain beg a marginal border for some stamhird fruit-trees,

which, as before observed, might readily be made sub-
servient in eftect to the decorative portion of the gi-ounds
exteriorily.

Tills form and arrangement of the kitchen-garden
will thus produce a variety of aspects ; and for the in-

formation of those uninformed, we must give each a
title, thus :—

-

Inside.—Interior Wall Borders. Interior Marginal
Borders.

Outside.—Exterior Wall Borders. Exterior Marginal
Borders.
Now, our readers must learn, if they please, not to

confound a border with an aspect. An " aspect" in
gardening phraseology, signifies that portion of a wall
that is presented to any of the cardinal points. Thus,
an east aspect is the east side of a wall, which runs
north and south ; and so of every other point.

In treating of the walls, then, we must use the term
" aspect :" this alone will point out the wall-trees from
the border-trees.

Tills brings us to the trellises again, and tlie disposal

of them. Tlie garden being square or a parallelogram,

we would carry a walk of some five feet in width all

round the exterior, and two others crossing each other

at right angles in the centre of the garden. This will,

of course, throw the garden into four equal quarters or

squares. We would carry our marginal borders all round

every square ; but along those which intersect each other

at right angles in the centre, we would plant the bush
fruit, dwarf nuts, &c.

This arrangement wUl, of course, force all the apples,

pears, plums, cherries, &c., which were to be gi'owu

away from the ivalh, all round the exterior. In larger

gardens it is usual to have a capacious walk, cleaving

the garden into two equal divisions. This generally

communicates at one end with the mansion itself, or

with some portion of the grounds which forms a connect-

ing link between the " utile and the dulce." Such adds

great dignity to tlie garden ; and in such a case we
would introduce the perpendicular espalier rail down
each side. The whole interior arrangement might then

stand thus :

—

Principal Centh.^l W.\lk, perpendicular espalier

rail.

M.\RGi>;.\L Borders, North to South, the saddle

trellis.

Marginal Borders, E.\st to West, the table trellis.

South Wall Borders, the inclined trellis.

East and West Wall Borders, the table trellis.

Subordinate Walks, margin of bush fruit.

Slip, pyramids and standards.

Having thus delivered oui' views on the general dis-

posal of trellises in the kitchen-garden, we must proceed

in a future paper to point to the best kinds of fruit, and

to show their adaptation to the various situations and

aspects. In doing so, as gardens vary so much in size

and character, we cannot assume specifically to direct

the proportions, as to number, of each ; but merely show
how kinds of well-knowni merits ought to be disposed of;

and in so doing we shaU suggest every kind worthy of

notice, irrespective of novelty. New kinds must by all

means receive a marked attention ; but in small gardens,

it behoves the planter to secure aU truly good old kinds

first.

There is, assuredly, a safer ground of success in im-

proved cultural practices than in a mere hunt after

novelty ; and we would fain direct our humble eflbrts

mainly to the promotion of the former, but by no means
to the utter exclusion of the latter. Our readers may rest

assured that hardy fruit culture is still much in arrears.

Would that we could persuade our great show managers
to bend a little more to the shrine of Pomona ; for

assuredly, the devotees at the shrine of Flora have been

much more assiduous in their devotions of late years.

We have no fear, however, but that our favourite god-

dess wLU yet " have her day." K. Errington.

THE TLOWEE-GARDEN.
Bedding Plants.—Among the very first plants for

the ensuing season, let us make a strong effort to get a

bed, if ever so small, of the White Campumila carpatica.

If you once get it to flower, nothing but some great

accident or misfortune can drive it away from the place.

It is as hardy as the common daisy, and will increase

from the roots as freely as some people say spear grass

or couch grass will do, although 1 believe that no kind

of grass can be increased by its roots. At first, when
one has but a snudl plant to begin with, it should now
be in a warm jilace, and as soon as an inch of young
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gi-owth is made, it is ready for a cutting, and the cutting

will rodt nearly as fast as one of a verbena under the

same light; and cuttings of it made to the end of April,

will flower the same season. I am not sure if it has

seeded with any oue yet, and if it has, I would not put
much faith in the seeds until I proved them, as it is itself

only an accidental sport from the blue one. The blue one,

or Campanula carpatica, ought also to be in every flower-

garden. There is no more U'oiible with that either, than
with a daisy. Seeds of it sown any time next Maixh,
and treated as they ought, vnW flower from the middle of

August till tlie frost; and old plants of it taken up on a

fine day at the end of February, put by in the potting-

shed until the first raiuy day, then divided into little

pieces, and put iu a basket, will be ready to plant out

when the first fine day comes ; and if the end of April,

or the montli of May be very dry, the bed or rows ought
to be watered, and they would be in flow(u- early in June,

and continue so until the seedlings were fit to take their

places. But to have them in bloom from the first of

July to October, about the second week in April is the

right time to take up old plants of tliem for dividing.

For mixed beds or borders, some of the old plants should

not be disturbed, as these would come in earlier than
the transplanted ones, and, of course, would be over

much earlier in proportion. It is very singular, but it

is certainly a fact, that many, or say all the summer-
flowering herbaceous plants wdiich creep about by their

roots, or by stolons, which are nndei'ground branches
and not tnie roots, will flower from twice to four times
their natural time, or usual length of time, if they are

taken up in the spring before they make much growth,
and are divided, like as I have just said about these cam-
panulas ; and it is as likely as not, that there are many
more of the Campanulas themselves that would yield a
good profit by the same treatment. We only use two
sorts at present that way, the carp(tUea, and the much
smaller one, ^HO?jiZrt, both blue, and both having white
varieties. There is another nice one as small a,s ^yutnila,

with a much larger flower, which is called pulla, and of

the taUer sorts there is no end to them.
There are a great number of hardy plants in the way

of composites, or with aster-looking flowers ; and many
of them might be had in flower more than double the

usual time if they were treated after the manner of the

campanulas. I used to know a great many of these old-

fashioned plants, and not a bit the worse for being so;

but I forget many of them, as oue so seldom meets
with anything now-a-days which is thought much of,

unless it be new, or recently introduced ; but I make no
doubt about there being numbers of bedding hardy
plants now neglected iu botanic arrangements, or in

shrubbery borders, and the hint I wish to convey re-

specting them is this :—When the borders are having
their spring dressing, let side pieces from old patches of

herbaceous plants be divided a little, and reset near to

the established plant or patch, and let them be looked,

after for the rest of the season, and see they have no
lack of water, or air, or thinning, or supports, or, indeed,

iu any of their needs. Then mark how much longer
they will keep in flower than the old plant ; that is on
the supposition that they belong to the right section of

herbaceous for that experiment. Note down the result

;

try again and again if you should fail in every one in-

stance ; because you did not hit just on the exact way it

should be done at flrst. There is not a plant in the
whole garden that I would let pass at the spring dressing
without trying some experiment or another with it, so
that I might know as much about it as anybody else, if

not more. It must be very tiresome to have to send to

The Cottage Gardener to ask every little thing one
would like to know about flowers, and, if so, why not try

and learn by experiments ; which if they do not turn out
to any good, no one need be the wiser ; depend on it, the

spade, the fork, and the trowel at work on a long border
of old plants, could turn up more facts than the pen of

the best writer amongst us.

Before the spring propagation begins in earnest, we
ought to have a clear understanding about the number
of plants that we may requii'e of the difl'erent varieties,

and then to put iu a certain per centage of cuttings over

and above the actual number of plants required ; and
this additional stock will vary in different situations.

There are kinds of soil in which all the Verbenas, for

instance, will grow away as fast as possible as soon as

they are let free into the beds ; and in other soils many
of them will stand still, as it were, for a while, without
moving or making a single additional leaf, and, there-

fore, are more liable to mishaps; and it is the same with
almost all the plants in use. Some do well, and some
do not : and what succeeds best iu one place may be the

most difficult to get established a mile ofi:'. Nothing
short of actual practice, tlierefore, can determine how
many of this or that kind of plant one ought to have for

a given bed. The best rule is to have plenty at any
rate. Except in the neighbourhood of London, I have
not seen for many j'cars how flower beds are first

planted; but there, 1 think, I have seen the two ex-

tremes; that is, the soil in the beds almost hidden the first

day of planting, or so thinly furnished that it takes five

or six weeks before the beds are full. I hold with thick

planting, if I had to pull out some of the plants soon
afterwards. Where the stock is limited, or the means
of providing it are on a narrow scale, I know of no
better way than that of transplanting annuals iu the

intermediate spaces between the permanent plants, as I

have often recommended; and this is just the time to

think of all this. Sow lots of them here and there, or

anywhere, in the shrubbery borders and other places,

and if the half of them do well, what an advantage it

will be next May at planting-out time, if you should
happen to come loo short of anything; or say, that a

number of new plants are just come home to be propa-

gated fi'om ; it may be the first of May before a proper

stock is obtained from some of them, and the end of the

month ei'e they are suflBciently hardened for planting

out, without something to take their places. All this

time, what are we to do but wish that we had thought of

all this iu time. " Here is a long narrow bed, or small

cu'cle, and from what I have read about the llldte Cam-
panula carpatica in tlie Cottage Gardener, I have
resolved to have it planted this season with that very

plant. I have just bought a couple of nice plants of it,

which they say may be increased from cuttings as fast

as Verbenas." But somehow or other, let us suppose,

the plants are not strong enough to turn out till the end
of May ; but that all this was seen at the end of April

;

and having a stock of early spring-sown annuals to take

our choice from, the difiiculty is got over at once. We can

I

even keep to the colour. White Virginian Stock just

I
opening its first flowers will do ; the white with dark

spots, Neinopliila maoulata, the same ; Narel-wort also;

or White Candy tuft from seed self-sown last autumn;
any of these will bloom in May, and as soon as they

appear to fade, pull them up and put in the Campanula,
and so on with many, many othei' plants and beds.

If Sweet peas cannot be forced a little like kitchen-

garden peas for an early crop, put in a row of it imme-
diately for early bouquets. Cornftouers are extremely

pretty in bouquets, and you cannot have them too early

or too late. Make a sowing of them also without delay.

The book name for the best two kinds of them is Cen-

taurea. Ci/anus, this is the sky blue one ; and C. clepressa

is a different blue, with purple or red bottoms to the

florets ; and there are two more shades of these—one

with a speckled flower much lighter than the blues, and
one pure white. These are the fom- fit for bouquets

;

but there is no end to theii- variations. These simple
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flowers are exquisite for sliadiiig a cb'cular bouquet.

Siceet scahioua is the best for a ceutre to a Coruflower
bouquet ; sow a row of them at the same time. There
is uo eud to their varieties, if one couUl but get them ;

try a packet or two of ' mixed sweet scabious." 1 ouce
picked tweutj'-uiue shades of colour from a bed of them,
aud stuck theui iu a border in oue cuutiuuous row,

beginniug with tine wliitest, aud so on up to the darkest

I could find. 1 did the same with Cornflowers in

ft'ont of them, but only seven or eight shades. That
very morning I took up a fancy—an odd fancy I owu

—

which may as well get wings as be caged any longer. It

is this, that ladies sliould select the colours of the flowers

used for their bouquets to suit the prevailing colour of

their dresses. This might be done during the summer,
and I am cjuite sure there is more philosophy in the

thing than most of us are aware of If it is worth while

to caiTy bunches of flowers at all, surely there can be
no great harm if they are used to some purpose : at pre-

sent bouquets are made at mere random, like the old

way of planting " lierbaceous plants,"—no contrast, no
harmony, no nothiug-at-all, compared to what they will

be by aud bye, and what they now are in some few
places. Who will help me to sow aud plant all the best

bouquet flowers for a whole season? D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAEDENING.

Hot-beds roa Cuttings: Sowing Seeds, &c.—We are

very apt to undervalue a species of knowledge merely
because we ourselves are familiar with its principles.

Did we only accustom ourselves to look backward as well

as forwards, we would note many modes of action now
clear and distinct that formerly, to our minds, were
confused and unintelligible. The greatest truths are

extremely simple, but that simplicity is apparent onhj
after they are known. To many of the readers of this

work anything upon hot-beds will appear superfluous,
because they will have digested and practised the direc-

tions previously given. And yet among new readers,

and especially the cottage and window garden portion of
tliem, almost everything about a hot-bed. and the manage-
ment of fermenting material, is a matter of mystery aud
hap-hazard. Amongst young amateurs generally there
are few things more mortifying tlian want of success in

this department. With many minds the idea of a hot-

bed is associated witli vigour and hL-iuriance in vegeta-
tion in all oircumstanoes. Hence plants are sometimes
subjected to heat only to be rendered weak and enervated.
The giving of one of our hardy plants hot-bed treatment
is just as preposterous as expecting a shrub from the
trojiics to flourish on the sides of the Grampians. In
all intei-mediate cases between these extremes heat must
be regulated by that which the plant enjoyed in its

native locality, or similar results will follow, though not
so quickly psrceptilile. Not so long ago a very knowing
person in his way went to the expense of procuring a
collection of the finest Calceolarias, about which no
smaU noise was trumpeted. He was to astonish us
slow coaches! Extraordinary i-esults be set about
accomplishing by extraordinary means. He had a shal-

low frame at liberty ; but too shallow to sidt his purpose.
Turfpits had been recommended, and why should be
not have one? And the answer to the inquiry was a
goodly structure, from two and a half to three feet in height.
This pit was tilled within with dung and leaves, not
much fermented, a few ashes sprinkled over the surface,

the frame set on, the Calceolarias placed inside, and tlie

glasses slid down, and kept rather close during the day,
and altogether close at night. When air was given,
between nme and ten in the morning, the steam rushed

out as from a boiling caiddron ; aud fi-om that day to

this our friend is mum as respects the results.

The using of hot-beds for cuttings must be attended
by regulating the beat aud other circumstances to the
nature of the plant, oi' almost similar residts will follow.

I say almost, because though this attention to the uatm'e
of the jilant must be given, still cuttings taken from our
plants in windows and greenhouses in spring, intended
for balconies or small flower-gardens, will bear, nay,
rejoice in an increase of temperature tlien, for a limited

period, which would be ruinous to them at any other
time. Hence the making of hot-beds for striking gi'een-

house and bedding-out plants in summer and autumn,
is as unnecessary as the jiossession of them would be
advantageous now. Many cuttings are ruined from the

coddliug they receive in the propagating department in

summer and autumn ; and if made into jjlauts a consi-

derable time elapses before they become stiu'dy iu their

habits. Many cuttings of window and greenhouse
plants that are succulent iu their nature, as Geraniums,
would do better iu summer and autumn in the open
border ; aud others, such as Calceolaria, succeed best in

a sluidy place, with merely ii frame or a hand-light placed
over them. At that period there is enough heat in the

soil to encourage the protrusion of roots, even though
the tops of tlie cuttings should be compai'atively cool.

Failures in such circumstances are ofteuer the result of

too anxious meddling, must-be-doiug carefulness, than of

gross inattention ; owing chiefly to the fact that the

cuttings are so long in striking. I had a fine strike of

Calceolarias on a north border last autumn, and with
little trouble. Light soil was used. Some old trees

constituted back, aud front, and ends of a shallow pit,just

to support some old sashes, laid on without rafters, and
which were six or nine inches above the cuttings. They
were well watered when inserted, and « itli the exception

of some slight dustings from the syringe in very bi'ight

days, they received neither waterings, nor air, nor
shacUng afterwards. Of course air would to a certain

extent find its way between the sashes, aud between the
laps. Before they were all struck, however, required
between two and three months time. One advantage of
this system was, that though the cuttings were beauti-

fully rooted, they were quite stiinltj in their habit, having
grown upwards little or notliiug. It will at once be seen
that what was gained here in point of want of ti'oubie,

was lost in a great measure in point of time. We cannot,
by any mode of operation, secure all advantages. By
the help of a hot-bed itow, cuttings of similar soft-wooded
things may be easily struck iu as many days as these

Calceolarias requu-ed weeks. The reason of this is obvious.
In the autumn, the mother-plant is not so much grou-
ing as slowly assimilating its peculiar secretions.

The same processes must be continued iu the case of

the cutting, if we wish it to become a sturdy plant for the
winter. The attempting to gain time, to hasten the

process by placing the cutting in additional heat, even
though the hot-bed be sweet and all riglit, will do no
great thuigs iu accelerating the formation of roots ; but
it will be amply eflectual in expanding the cutting in au
upright direction, at the expense of the orgauisable

matter it formerly contained : and as there is no great
time for hardening its constitution, it generally becomes
an invalid during the winter, and finally decays as the

result of the slightest change—whether arising from
cold, from damp, or even from sunshine. When, from
various reasons, cuttings are not struck, and yet the
autinnn is drawing to a close, the pots may be plunged
in a slight hot-bed ; but the tops should be kept in as

cool an atmosphere as possible to be safe. The less

expansion upwards the better, because then, size for

size, the ]daut contains more organisable matter to sus-

tain it during the winter.

But now circumstances ai'e entii'oly diflereut. During
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February, March, and onwards, at all times, and more
especially alter sncli a dull, mild winter, do what wo
can with our plants in windows, greenhouses, and cold

pits, we cannot keep them from growing. The expand-

ing princij)le is contending, and but too successl'uUy,

especially in dull weather, with the accumulative prin-

ciple. The stubbiest phint becomes lengthened, the

tissues are expanded, the hard ejiidermis becomes soft,

and the whole system is teeming with vital excitabiUty.

So much is this the case, that at this season there is no
necessity for cutting to a joint in making cuttings from
the majority of soft-wooded plants, as in favourable oii'-

cumstanoes roots are freely protruded from any part of

the stem. So much is this tlie case, that instead of

requiring two nodes or joints to make a cutting, our

clever amateurs, when it is worth their while, think

nothing of splitting each joint into as many divisions

as thei-e are buds around it, using the split part of the

stem alike for inserting in the soil and protruding roots.

But all this could never be effected if any great check

was given to vital expansion. Success gi'eatly depends
upon increasing the stimulus. No doubt even now our

friends may multiply their favourites by inserting cut-

tings under hand-glasses and bell-glasses, and keeping

them in shady places, either in the window or green-

house ; but the result will neither be so certain in the case

of soft-wooded plants, nor half so engaging from its quick-

ness as when placed in a sweet moderate hot-bed. There,

the excitability already aroused is still farther developed

by the increased heat ; this heat being made to act more,
if possible, upon the part of the cutting embedded in the

light porous soil, than the part in the atmosphere; and
thus roots are emitted contemporary and often before

fresh expansion in upward growth ; while the moisture

rising from the bed prevents rapid evaporation from the

leaves, and the whole medium of the soft spongy cutting

is inhaling nourishing gases from the decomposing
matter that furnishes the heat. We may praise as we
will hot water tanks, &c., for this purpose ; but for all

common things, give to us a bed of dung and leaves.

Even in that case, however, the assistance of a hot-water

pipe to dry up the damp would be desirable. So great

is the heat that soft-wooded cuttings will bear in the

spring with impunity, that for years I propagated the

chief supply for a large flower-garden in the front of

frames for early melons and cucumbers, hardening them
by degrees until they could stand in the open air. Many
of our greatest favourites for this, as well as for window
and balcony decoration, that are rather shy to propa-

gate in summer and autumn, are easily propagated now,
after fresh growth has commenced, by means of a mode-
rate hot-bed; for the heat in a cucumber box is too liigh

for them, and, consequently, there is a little more care

required in hardening them off. So easy is it timing
the present, the following, and even April months, to

propagate, by means of a hot-bed, the various soft-wooded

plants used for the above piu'poses, that I have uni-

formly recommended those who had little room, to ensure
merely a young healthy stock in autumn from which
they might propagate to their heart's content in spring.

Let us not forget, however, that if we do not obtain this

stock in autumn, we shall be rather badly off for cuttings

in spring, and thus be forced to borrow and buy instead

of having the pleasure of lending and giving. The
knowledge, then, that plants are more quickly propa-
gated in spring, will hardly avail you if you have got

none to propagate from. A friend once wrote request-

ing to know whether I could spare him any cuttings of

soft-wooded plants,—Verbenas, Calceolarias, Geraniums,
&o. This was in September. The reply was, " Yes, a

donkey-load, if you please." I heard and saw nothing
more of him imtil the middle of March, when our fiiend

appeared—not with a donkey, but with a pony-cart,—just
after almost every plant had been stumped. Though he

did not go away quite empty-handed, the lesson was one
he never forgot. lie found out that though plants jiro-

pagated in spring i-equired less trouble, that if he
neglected to provide a stock in the autumn, he must
either buy or condescend to beg at a time when people

were not wondrously fond of giving.

I find I have been running on, and yet should like to

gossip a little longer. Hot-beds may be divided into the

gentle, the moderate, and the strong. By the first is

understood such a bed, consisting of from one to one

and a half foot of fermenting matter, as is used for

setting hand-lights on for the propagation of pinks and
carnations, &c.,—the object merely being to present an

increase of temperature to the base of the cutting ; and

byl the third is intended such beds as woidd be suit-

able for cucumbers and melons, then the second or

moderate hot-bed will be a medium between the two,

such as in this and the succeeding month will give a

bottom-heat of from fciO° to 80", and an atmospheric

temperature from 4is° to 60'=. It is this moderate hot-bed

that is most suitable for greenhouse and haU-hardy

plants that are quickly propagated in spring.

The m'tteriah for a hot-bed may be varied accord-

ing to circumstances. There are few gardens, how-

ever small, where the means cannot be got for such.

All decaying vegetable matter when thrown together

will produce heat during its decomposition, if moisture,

heat, and air be present. Where dung is not to be had,

all vegetable refuse should be kept dry until it is de-

sirable to obtain the heat from its decomposition. Saw-

dust, with a very little other animal or vegetable matter

mixed with it and damped, will give a nice regular heat

for some time ; the only disadvantage attending its use

being its likelihood to cling round the pots and impede
their drainage. Fungus substances are also too freely

produced. The refuse from flax-mills is also a good

medium, and requires little or no previous preparation.

Eighteen inches thick will retain a nice heat for a con-

siderable time. Hops from large breweries are also

most useful for giving bottom-heat in beds. They
merely recpiire to be thrown into a heap to sweeten

a little before using. Good oak leaves, well fermented,

are the best of all, if it were not for the slugs and creep-

ing things that they contain, which, in a short time,

would make sad havoc of the tender cuttings. In rising

them, as I do, I like previously to give them a good

heat by mixing them with stable-dung, turning them
together once or twice, and watering only where either

seems dry. The more violent they heat at first, the

better I like it, as it either kills or flits the slugs, and

destroys a great portion of the fungus spawn which is

apt to adhei-e to the leaves. When the condensed mois-

ture is clear as a dew-drop, any vegetation may be

trusted with safety. Three parts leaves and one of stable-

dung will make a good combination. A bed from eigh-

teen inches to two feet in depth will be sufficient for

several courses of cuttings, with, at the most, a turning

of the material and a little fresh added at the bottom.

In making such beds, I do not like the material to be

much decomposed, though sweet, to be very moist, nor

yet to be built very firmly together. I want to olitain,

and not to give to the open atmosphere, the heat which

is the result of decom])osition. I want not a scorcher,

but a steady heat, and by not squeezing the ma.terials

too firmly together, air is enclosed between their par-

ticles, and fresh air is always gaining access. If after a

time the heat dechnes, I know it is because the material

has become too dry for the air to act upon ;
and by

boi-ing small holes over the bed, and pouring into these

hot water, I communicate both air and moisture, and

heat is given out as the result of farther decomposition.

R. i'lSH.
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HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

EXOTIC STOVE PLANTS.

CULTURE OF PASSiFLORAs {Continued from p. 273.)

Siinwier Treatment.—We liave so lately given our
practice iu training creepers, wlien writing ujion Ipomeas
and other stove climbers, that we need not repeat it

here, as the same principles apply to training the
Passion-flower. One particular regarding the fruit of

the Granadilla it will be as well to mention, aud tliat is,

as the fruit is of a considerable size and weight, it is

desu'able, as a matter of precaution, to supi)ort each
fruit either with a piece of broad bass mat or tape of a
sufficient length. The way to apply it, is to take hold
of one end and pass the other over the rod or chain to

which the shoot bearing the fruit is attaclied ; bring
each end equally down below the fruit, and then cross
them over each other, and bring them up on the opposite
sides of the fruit, and over the rod, to which it should be
securely fastened, leaving sufficient space within this

kind of basket to allow the fruit to swell to its full size.

Tied up in this way it cannot possibly di-op on the
ground, even when it falls fi'om the branch after it is

fully ripe. This precaution is necessary, because when
the fruit is ripe the sldn is thin and tender, and if it

should fcJl would burst, aud so be unfit for tlie table.

Water.—Diu'ing their growing and flowering season,
these plants, on account of their rapid growth, require
a liberal supply of water, and will be greatly bene-
fitted by copious showers of soft water through the
syringe, care being taken not to wet the flowers. As
the Granadillas flower, let them be impregnated in the
manner described at page 372. Other fruiting kinds do
not need artificial setting, but will set and swell tlieir

fruit without help. Temperature during summer, 75° by
day and (30° by night.

Winter Treatment.—As soon as the blooming season
is past, prune the Passion-flowers in very severely, leaving
ouly a young shoot at intervals of a foot or more between
each. At the same time reduce the quantity of water
greatly, as in this state they do not require stimulating.
Tlie syringe may yet be occasionally used to wash the
dust ofi' the leaves, and to keep down insects. Neither do
they require now so high a temperature—60° by day and
.50'-' by night will be sufficient. Occasionally a lew
yellow leaves will occur; let them be instantly removed,
both for a neat healthy appearance, and to prevejit the
ill-etl'ects arising from decaying vegetable effluvia, ahvay*
offensive to the sense of smefling, and to the health of
the living leaves.

Propoffation: by Cuttings.—The whole of the genus
strike easily from cuttings; the young tops make the
best cuttings. The material in whicli to strike them is

a compost of peat and loam in equal parts, made very
sandy, with a thin layer of pure white sand on the sur-
face of the pots

; put the cuttings in round tlie edge of
5-inch pots, place them upon a heated surface of sand,
or plunge them in a bed of tanner's bark, cover them
with hand-glasses, and shade from bright sunshine,
watering occasionally as they require it. They quickly
root, and should then have a little air given them every
day for a week or two previously to pottuig off. As soon
as they are a little hardened to bciu- the morning sun
and air, pot them oft' into small pots, and replace them
imder the hand-glasses for a week or two, shading them
as before till fresh roots are made, then give air and
gradually inure them to the full exposure of light and
an-. Tliey will soon reqmre larger pots, and the season
following they will be strong enough to plaut out in the
places where they are to grow and flowei'. The smaller
growing kinds put into large pots to be tranied round a
trellis of any shape the cultivator may fancy.
By Seed.—To raise hybrids, it will be necessniy to

take the pollen or male dust from any kind with superior

shape or higher coloured flowers, aud place it upon the

stigma or female part of the flower of another species

possessing some desirable qiiality. And to make more
sure of a new aud improved variety, remove the anthers

from the mother plant long before they burst with pollen,

and cover the flower with a kind of muslin called leno,

to prevent any officious insect from spoiling the intended

efiect.

As soon as the seed is perfected, let it be cleansed

fi'om the pulp by frequent washings, and place it upon a

piece of paper in the sun till it is quite dry, then fold it up
in brown paper and keep it in a diy room till spring.

Sow it in February or March in a gentle hotbed, in

shallow pots filled with the compost smtable for cuttings,

and when the seedlings have three or four leaves pot

them singly into very small pots ; continue them in the

hotbed, and repot them when required ;
grow tlieni ou

till they flower, and it is more than probable there will

be some much improved varieties that will abundantly

reward the cultivator for the extra trouble he may
bestow upon them. It is not necessary to give to seed-

lings on trial so much room each as we have described

for established desirable species and varieties. Seedlings

may be gi'own in pots comparatively small till they flower,

and afterwards such as are decidedly better in quality

than their parents may be kept, and every advantage of

the best cultivation given to them, so as fully to prove

their superiority ; and all others that are deficient in

such approved qualities should be thrown away. We do

not conceive it necessary, except perhaps for nurseiy-

men, to raise seedlings of this tribe of plants merely for

the sake of increasing the individual species, because

they are so easily increased by cuttings.

Insects.—There is something in the taste and smell'of

these jjlants that the generality of insects do not approve

of—hence they are comparatively little subject to their

attacks. On some of the thinnerdeaved varieties aud
species, the pest almost ever present on all plants, the

red S2}ider, makes its appearance. AVhenever this is tlie

case, immediate and persevering efforts must be resorted

to, to destroy it. The best remedy is the old and sure

one of washing every leaf, bud, and stem with a sponge
dipped frequently in tepid water. This, though a

tedious, is a sure remedy. Severe syringing is also a
good destructive as well as preventive remedy. It

washes ofi' the eggs, and destroys the webs these insects

spin to rear their progeny under.

Climbing stove plants have occupied our attention for

some time. There are several others we have not yet

noticed, which shall appear in our pages very shortly.

For the remainder of our space tins week we shall draw
the attention of our readers to an old fine plant which
we have now in flower at Pine Apple Place.

SoLANDn.\ GHANDirLOKA (Largc-tlowered S.) ; Jamaica.
17S1, 5s.—Named after Dr. Solander, a celebrated

botanist, who accompanied Capt. Cook rormd the world.

It belongs to the Natural Order Solancaj, an order that

contains some beautiful plants, such as Brugmansia,

Petunia, Prunsfelsia, and Franeiscea. In it are. also,

some usefid plants, such as the potato, the capsicum,

the tomato, and tobacco. All these interesting and
useful plants are classed by botanists with the noble

Solandra grandi/iura—and very properly too ; for if any
of our readers will lie at the trouble to comjiare the

flowers of the most dissimilar hi point of size, they will

find a great similarity in shape and texture.

Tlie flowers of S. grandijiora are large aud trumpet
shaped, of a creamy \\ liite colour, and are very deliciously

fragrant, yet not overpowering like Brugmansia siiaeeo-

kns. They are wdiat botanists term monopetalous, that

is, one-petalled : the tube is a little swelled in the centre,

the border spreads out like the mouth of a trumpet ; the

foliage is large, almost oval-shaped, and of a beautil'ul
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dark gi'peu. Altogether it is a very desirable fine plant.

The only drawback upon its general onltivation is its

shyness to flower, but that defect may be overcome by a

metliod which we shall describe below.
Soil.—This stove shrub being of a woody habit, and

very much branched, requires a rather strong soil. Turfy
loam of a yellow colour, such as is known about London
as the Nunvood loam, is the best. Mix it with about
one-fourth peat, and one-eighth of vegetable mould made
with decayed leaves two j'ears old.

Slimmer Culture.—Supposing tlie plants have attained

tlie right size to flower, pot them early in March in the

above compost, in pots rather small in proportion to the

size of the plants. This is to cause a dwarf woody
growth. The flowers being produced on short woody
branches, water must be given pretty liberally during
summer to give strength to the branches. The heat

should be during this season 75° by day and 60° by
night.

Winter Culture.—In September reduce the quantity of

water considerably for the first month, and after that only
water once or twice through the winter. The plant will

then shed most of its leaves and be in a state of rest,

which is the grand secret to cause this fine plant to

flower. The essential points to secure that desirable

end, are to obtain free growth and ]ilenty of foliage

during summer, and a complete rest in winter.

Propaijatioii : hij Cuttitiys.—Half-ripened shoots form
the proper cuttings, very young wood Ijeing apt to decay
immediately in tlie close confined air and moisture under
the bell-glasses. Choose cuttings with the lower portion of

them nearly hardened into wood. Fill o-J-incli pots with
pure loam made very sandy, and place a layer of pure
silver sand upon it one inch deep. Then put in the

cuttings with the leaves inclining inwards, so as not to

toucli the bell-glass when it is fitted on just within the

rim of the pot. Place them in heat ; if convenient, a
tan-bed will he the best, plunging the pots in it level

with tlie rim. The cuttings will take a considerable

time to strike, and the glasses must be wiped quite dry
every morning. Unless these directions are strictly

attended to, no success will attend the operation.

There is another species named Solandra Umis, more
recently introduced, so named because the leaves are

very glossy and smooth. It is quite as handsome as the

8. (jrandijlora, and will flower when the plants are

young. We have had plants of it in flower not a foot

high. 7s. 6d. The same treatment as the preceding
species suits it exactly. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Auricula and Polyanthus.—These lovely spring

flowers will now require attentiim. Let some compost
be placed under cover to dry. The best that we know
of is made with light loam from an upland pasture one
half; decayed leaves (vegetable mould) one quarter ; and
two-year old cow's or sheep's dung one quarter. Mix
these well together with the hand, keeping a strict look

out for wire-worms and shigs, and destroying every one
as soon as it is found. When the compost is ready, take

a few plants out of the frame and set them on the

potting-bench, then examine each plant in succession,

clear away all decayed leaves, and if there appears to be
any worms in the pot, turn the ball carefully out of it,

and pick out the worms, replace it equally carefully in

the pot. and remove a portion of the top old soil without
disturbing any of the roots ; replace it with the fresh

compost, filling the pot to within half an inch of the

top. Press the new soil rather firmly round the stem of

each plant. Proceed thus till the whole are finished.

Then wash the entire inside of the frame or pit, stages

and all. If it is a pit whitewash the walls. Turn the

light upside down and wash oiT all the dirt from the

glass. Then give a coating of fresh dry ashes on the

surface. Your frame or pit will now be in a clean sweet

condition to receive the plants. Give eacli a gentle

watering to settle tlie fresli top-dressing, and when they

ai'e dry replace them in their situation for blooming,

giving them the usual attention of protection Irora

frost, air on all favourable occasions, and the due

quantity of water. 'T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The winter has been thus far remarkably mild and damp,

so much so, indeed with us in Devonshire, that many of

the beautiful scarlet varieties of Rliododendrons have
been for weeks in full bloom in our American garden, and
other places, without the least protection of any kind

;

and so have several varieties of the Camelia, and other

spring flowering plants in the flower-garden. Some of the

Peach-trees, too, against the open wall are in full bloom,

and vegetation of all kinds is in the same forward state.

Early Cabbages, planted for coming in in April, are all

turned into good firm-hearted Cabbages. Cauliflowers

have been abundant all the winter in open quarters;

and even a quantity of oddsand-ends of plants, cleared

from the seed-beds late in August, wliich were planted

with other things thicldy on wheat ground for sheep

feed, have grown all through the winter, and are at tliis

time producing good sized flowers.

Peas and Beans planted earlier than we have recom-

mended, will no doubt be found much too forward to

withstand the weather which we may naturally expect

within the next ten or twelve weeks ; and as the object

of a little seed is not much, it is advisable to sow again

wherever the Peas and Beans do appear too forward to

withstand cold cutting winds, severe night frosts, and
glaring sunny mornings. A drill can be drawn within

a few inches of each row, and more sown at once. Those
sown late in December, and through the last month, will

do well, and may easily be protected by sticking early,

and dredging with dry dust about their shanks of an
evening when there is any appearance of frost. The
jjresent is a good time for sowing a full crop of the

second early and Marrow peas.

Parsnips, if not already trenched out, should at once

be attended to ; for if not trenched previous to their

growth commencing, they will not be wliolesome to eat.

Plant also, for seed. Carrots and Beet, Turnips and

Suedes, if not already done. A few of tlie truest and best in

quality of Savoys, Borecole, or any other favourite variety

of Kale, shoirld be set apart for seed ; and if not conve-

nient for them to stand for seed in the quarter where

they are growing, they may be cai'efully removed to any

obscure corner for that purpose. Onions may also be

planted for seed, and the autumn sown be transplanted-

Small bulbs also of the two-bladed and silver-skinned

Onions should be planted thickly in drills for early spring

bulbing. Spanish and Tripoli varieties may be sown on a

little heat to forwai-d for transplanting; the two-bladed

may be sown on a warm border, and protected with

straw, fern, boughs, or furze, for early spring drawing.

The strongest plants of the early Lettuce should now^

be planted on warm borders, sloping banks, &c. ; and if

a little dry dust can be afibrded about their stems, it is

a good preventive against canker,—a destructive disease

which frequently occurs in wet seasons.

Parsley may now be sown ; and the most curled and

perfect plants in the rows now in use should be marked

for seed. Sow also a row or two of round or Flanders

Spinach.
Framing.—Asparagus may now be placed on slight

kindly hot-beds, sheltered by bundles of refuse prunings

or other materials, and hooped and protected with mats

without glass. The linings of Cucumbers and Melons
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should be well topped-up, and protected with mulch of

dry liay or other litt«r, and the sides barricaded with
tliatched hurdles or protectors made witli evergreen

prunings, furze, or some Icind of easily jn'ocur'able

materials. As the seed sowing season is advancing,

it is well to liave manure of some kind in store lor

drilling in with the seed. The beneficial effects of

charred materials in forwarding the early germination
and healthy i-apid growth of every plant are well known ;

and supposing that all available I'efuse jjruuings. old

tan, saw or wood dust, ditch scourings, and hedge
trimmings, &c., &c., have been carefully put by, a place

for the convenience of charring it should be chosen, and
the hoard, whatever it may be, should be placed so that

it may be chaiTed in readiness for all the crops of tlie

coming season; no matter what crop it may be applied

to, it is sure to produce a beneficial efi'ect. As we have
had some years experience in charring almost every

available article, from a stone to the stem of a large tree,

and in turning it all to account in the cultivation of tlie

soil, and plants of all kinds, both in doors and out,

and having been possibly one of the first in the present

generation to point out its beneficial effects, it may not
be amiss, for the amusement and, we trust, also for the

benefit of some of our cottage readers, to point out tlie

method we have long practised, in turning to account
much that we have seen others reject as useless rubliish

;

and we will commence with a few practical remarks on
charring, for pointing out, in the first place, in what
way the cottager may easily turn to useful account all his

garden refuse, and every thing that is supposed to be
by some people notliing but rubbish. Gooseberry
prunings, rose prunings, hedge prunings, old hard stalks

of cabbage, broooli, borecole, sweepings, rakings, &c.,

for all these, rather than dig a pit, we like the charring
spot a little elevated, for more than one reason, for sup-

posing the foundation of the kiln or char platform to be
damp, the material damp, and the weather also damp,
the cliarring will be a slow and rather an uncertain
process, particularly to those unaccustomed to the ope-

ration, to get readily rid of the superfluity of raoistiu'e in

a pit: but if a little elevation is given to the platform,

which should on all occasions be made firm and level,

the excessive moisture, caused solely by evaporation.

may be condensed and made to ooze out from the base;

if the materials are to be placed circular and conically-

shaped, place three rough stakes or pieces of wood in

the centre, by driving them into the ground at a little

distance from each other, in order to leave a cavity inside

of them of 4 or .j inches in diameter, into which a straight

stake or piece of wood should be placed about the same
diameter, if allowed to run to the surface of the jdatform
all the better, it will prevent any of the materials to be
charred from running in and choking what is ultimately

to be the centre chimney or draught flue; awitliy, hay,

or straw band, or piece of rope-yarn or string, should
be then placed round the whole to prevent collapsing.

The stakes to form tlie chimney may be 4, 0, or more teet

high, which must be regulated by the quantity of ma-
terials to be charred ; if they are placed a little Un high
for the quantity of materials, no matter, they may readily

be sawn otf. At the base of this commem-e by placiug
some of the drycst and easiest iguitible materials,

packing as close as possible together in courses whatever
refuse materials there may be to char, taking care if

any portion be earthy, close, or damp, to intermix with
it, in forming, some of the iguitible materials, so that the
process may proceed uniformly ; the outside should be
cased with the finest part of the materials, and when the

whole is packed tlie centre piece of wood or stake should
be withdrawn, and a few burning embers or fire of some
kind dropped down to the base of the chimney to ignite

it ; three or four draught holes shoidd tlieu be opened
through the casing at the base, and as soon as properly
ignited a turf or sod should be pilaced over the summit
of the chimney, and with a stick about the size of a
broom-stick, a row of holes should be pierced through
the casing within a toot or fifteen inches, at first, of

the summit, in order to let out the smoke. As soon as

red fire appears, stop tliose holes, and make another row
lower down; aud thus continue till finished properly at

the base, when all may be securely blocked, and a hole
pierced through on the summit, and a little water poured
down ; the hole should be immediately slopped, the
sudden vapour blocked in will readily smother out the
fire, and after remHining 10 or 12 homs closely blocked
in will be found in readiness to take away, sift, sort, and
store for use. James Bahnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

THE SWEDISH TUENIP.

By the Aiithon'ss of *' My Floit't'vs," li-c.

In these days of difficulty, when the clieapness of provi-

sions is counterbalanced by the want of money to procure
them, and when the failm-e of the mvaluablo potato, has
deprived us of one of the most useful articles of consump-
tion, I would particularly draw the attention of my really

economical readers to a vegetable wliicli I daresay they have
never thought of as food, I mean the swede. Wiat has
been so long and so exclusively regardeil ns provender for

our domestic animals, may be imagined unfit for the use
of human beings, or at least quite improper for the table of

any but the very jjoorest classes. But this is quite a
mistake : we have never indeed, until of very late years, re-

qmi'ed a substitute for the delicious potato,—a root for which,
perhaps, nothing will ever malie up ; and possessing that

favourite vegetable, we needed few others, except the delicate

products of the smnmer; but now we look roimd anxiously
to see what we can employ in its stead; aud the swede
appears more nearly to approach the potato than any other
root. In fact it is a more nourishitiy article of food ; for the
potato, with aU its good quahties, was said to possess less

actual nourishment than some other of our gai'den produc-
tions ; wdiereas the swede fattens not only cattle, but our-

selves, and that in its natural state too. I remember
hearing an observation made to a medical man, that the

children of some jioor person could get nothing better than

a raw swede for food, aud how sad it was to think that they

should be in such a state of destitution. To my surprise the

reply was, that they could not oat a more nourishing thing;

and though it seemed to us a great hardship, it would feed

and strengthen them much better llian numy cither things

would do, which were more esteemed among us.

Since this observation was made, ray sister was speaking
to a poor woman who had a lai'ge family to support, ami very

little to give them; and was observing to her how good the

swede was in place of the potato, the failure of wdiicli is so

heavily felt by the poor. The woman replied that she had
never known that the swede was so wholesome as my sister

described it, but that she had no doubt it was so; for cme of

her Uttle boys who worked for a farmer was so fond ot raw
swedes, that he used to pick up and eat the pieces cut for tlie

cattle, and that she had scolded him, because she feared they

would make him ill. "But," she added, "that boy is the

stoutest and healthiest of aU my children, and he eats more
swedes than he does bread."
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These are facts; and another fact is, that we ourselves find

the swede to he a most excellent A'egetable for the table.

My own fondness for potatoes has always been such, that if

I could dine upon them, I cared little for anything else ; but
since they have been so scarce and dear I have become
entii'ely weaned from them, and liave fixed my atlections

almost as fully upon the parsiiip and the swede. The parsnip
is so much dearer to buy, that in times like the present, when
ii is the bounden duty of all who suffer under their pi'essiire

to choose the least expensive diet possible, it is not to be in-

dulged in so freely; but the swede is to be bought now for

fourpence and fivepeuce a bushel, and is so sweet, so firm, so

turnip-like in flavour, and so satisfying, that it forms a most
excellent and cheap accompaniment to tlie frugal fare of tlie

economical family. Plain boiled and cut into pieces as an
apple is divided, or maslied like turnips, it is delicate and
agreeable ; and to those who have to pm*chase garden
produce, or make the most of their own little plot of gromid,
the swede will be found next, in convenience to the jsotato.

Swede tops are very excellent when boiled and served up
like greens. The cottage gardeners have of late grown them
very much in j)lace of potatoey, and have found them more
profitable than almost any other crojt. Tliey keep very well

in pits, and wlien relished and made use of will be found ex-

tremely advantageous as a winter vegetable.

It may require some little eft'ort to take to that which has
never been eateiT before, and seen only in farm-yards as food

for cattle ; but pi*ejudice will vanish by degrees, and we shall

be thankful for anything that is wholesome, and cheap, and
nouiishing, when we are stri\'ing to raamtain om'selves or our
families upon a trifling pittance.

I do not know whether I ever mentioned the leaves of the
dandelion as a vegetable ; but at the risk of troubling my
readers mth a repetition I wiW observe, that when boiled and
served up like spinach the youny leaves of that plant, parti-

cularly in spring, can scarcely be distinguished from the

delicate vegetable of our garden. There is sometimes a
shghtly bitter taste when the leaves are not quite young, but
it is by no means disagreeable ; and when we do not possess
a garden, or one only large enough to contain the useful roots

and herbs, it is pleasant to be able to obtain a delicacy without
expense. When chilcken are taking their daily walk, it would
be sometimes an amusement to them to gather a basket of

dandelion leaves for the next day's dinner; and a few eggs
poached, or fried, and laid upon them, when cheap and
plentiful, make a nice and nourishing meal.
To those who have a garden the vegetable marrow is a

very useful and wholesome plant. If a hedge or paling

commands a good aspect, the jilants may be trained against

either; and six or eight plants will give very nearly two
hundred weight of solid food, which is a material addition to

the *' ways and means " of a little household. Plain boiled,

and served up alone, or upon toast, this is a most excellent

vegetable ; and it may also be stewed with meat, or by itself

in gravy.

Another most nutritious vegetable, very little regarded in

England, but deser\'ing of geueral esteem, is the Harricot

bean. It is a small, delicately white bean, possessing highly
nutritious properties ; and when stewed or thoroufjUly well

boiled, and eaten ^vith pepper and salt, it is a dinner in itself.

A gentleman who was anxious to ascertain its real character

as food, tried the experiment of feeding a man, who wilhngly
undertook the ser^dce, for a certain number of days upon the

Harricot bean, and an equal number upon the potato ; and
the result was greatly in favour of the former. The man
stated that the support derived from the beans was superior

to that afibrded by potatoes, and that he could work much
better on the one than the other.

I have never observed any remarks upon this vegetable in

the pages of The CoxTAtiE Gtarbener; but so useful and
strengthening as it is, it might with much benefit to the poor
be brought into notice, and its cultivation encouraged

;

because the loss of the potato makes it necessai'y to use
every substitute possible for that once invaluable root ; and
the Harricot bean is so easily kept dmnng the winter,
without trouble of storing and presei'ving from frost, that it

is certainly worth the attention of the gardener and the
laboui'er, and of all who are anxious to obtain cheap and
nutritious food for their famiUes in these days of pressm'e.
A sack or two of these beans would be a comfortable store

for the winter, and may be kept any where in a dry place, as
they neither emit any uni^leasant smell or cause dirt and
litter. I shall be glad to know that the cottage gardener has
tm'ned his attention to them.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Sweet Window Flowers (.4. iV.).—You wish these for a box to be

gay outaide a south window uutil June. We do not think we can add
much to the lists lately given for balconies, &c. For the present, you
must only have such hardy things as are there mentioned : Pofi/anthuses,
Violets, WaU-flowers, &c. ; and early bulbs—as Snowdrops, Crocuses,
and Hepaticas. When gentle April comes in, if you do not mind a little

protecting care at times, you may have Hyacinths for beauty and fra-

grance, and Titfipsfot show, and early autumn-sown Stocks; and towards
May, plenty of Mignonette, saved over the winter. It would be of little

use putting out anything very tender until at least the middle of Slay.

Azalea Sinensis (T. W, T.).— lt is ditficult to get this to grow in a
roimd specimen-like form ; and \vc do not think its beauty would be
increased if it was. If, however, you are very anxious, you may pick
oat the centre of your tallest shoots, when growth has commenced, and
leave the dwarf ones alone. You must not re-stop in summer or you
will have wood imperfectly ripened, and therefore unsupplied with flower

buds. If the plant is at all healthy and vigorous, it will want a shift

from a five to a seven or eight-inch pot, and tliat after growth has fairly

commenced ; taking care that by shading and a close atmosphere the

plant is not checked. If, on examination, you find the pot is not well

supplied with roots, remove a portion of the old soil, and transfer to a
similar sized pot. It will not bear pruning so freely, nor break so freely,

as the other Indian sub-evergreen azaleas.

Mandevilla SuAVEOLENS CuTTiNGS {Ibid).— Ripe cuttings of this

inserted in sand, over sandy loam, and plunged in a moderate hotbed,
will succeed ; but we prefer small young side shoots three inches in

length, taken off in the beginning of summer, and treated in a similar

manner, with the addition of a bell-glass over them,
Bulbs now Flowering ; how to Ripen {H. G. B.).—\'ou must

preserve the leaves of your Crocuses, Tulips, and Hyacinths healthy as

long as possible, by keeping them growing, preserving them from frost,

and ensuring the roots plenty of moisture until the foliage naturally

decays. We presume your bulbs arc in pots.

The Water Violet {Ibid).—This is the Hottonia palvstris—a prim-
rose-looking aquatic, growing in England in pond's and ditches, and
protiucing flesh-coloured flowers, which are very interesting.

Daqlias and Hardy AauATics {Ibid).—The latter you may plant

out at any time ; if, however, you have got them under shelter, you might
defer planting until the end of QIarch. The dahlias are not safe, if

growing, until the end of Way. If you mean large roots, little, or not
at all vegetating, you may plant in the beginning or middle of Maj'.

Anemones, &c. {Samoycd Laplnnder).—Your proposal for rearing

these and ranunculuses in pots, for transplanting in succession, will not
answer; but you could plant them in a bed this month, and again in

March for a succession in the open beds. Verbenas, Geraniums, Helio-

tropes, and Fuchsias cannot be so managed from seeds as to blossom fit

for a flower bed the same season : annuals are almost your only resource.

It would be more cruel in us to recommend one nurseryman over another
than to advise you to go back to Lapland again.

Flower-garden (S. H. TT'.).—We liave said, last week, your plan
was original, and quite new to us ; and we may add, it is the only one
in the series sent to us adapted for the different heights as well as the

colours—indeed, the only one we have seen on paper out of our own
hands in which this idea is at all recognised; and your first question
comprehends all that need be asked on flower gardening,— thus: "The
plants are required to be gay for as many months as possible, to present

a good arrangement of colour ; and it is desirable that they should
diminish in height from 6 to 11, and from 6 to 1, as the beds diminish in

size." You are perfectly right, and your colours were not badly disposed

last year ; but your heights were out of joint. Your first start was an
error at 6, and you could not possibly have carried out the idea after G

was planted. We would plant a much stronger geranium in 6, but the

same colour ; remove 1 to 3 ; do away with the plant in 3—a mere weed
(Double dwarf Feverfew), and put Nierembergia gracilis in 1 ; the rest

as before.

Law of Rents (J. S. L.).—We cannot advise upon a legal point so

diflScult. If you cannot get in your rent, wliy not submit your case to

the Guarantee Rent Society. They guarantee the rent, or merely collect

it : you will avoid much anxiety, trouble, and risk by employing them.

To those persons whose income is limited, and who know from experience

that uncertainty is the mother of confusion and misery, it surely must be

worth while to pay a small per centage in exchange for regular guaran-

teed payments at stated interv'als.

Vinery {Amateur, W allingford).—By all means ventilate by sliding

shutters in the front and back wall ; but pray make those in the back
roomy. Your twenty feet house will be about five lights in length, and
we would place three large " shutters " equidistant at the highest level

you can attain. They ought to be at least two feet long each, by about

a foot in width. The front ones need not be quite so large, and both, to

be complete, capable of graduation. Your angle is too sharp for our

taste: a flatter roof, say 6o°, will give less anxiety. If, however, you

adopt *' rough plate," which excites much less jealousy than it did, per-
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haps a sharper angle would be well. Place your flue about a foot from
the front wall, have a good cavity all around it, and take care that the

surf;ice of the flue is, at least, a yard distant from the vine stems. Make
your front wall on arches. Plant the vines inside in materials described

in early numbers of Tue Cottage Gardener, but take care that they

be allowed to ramble freely throu'j;h the front arches. Kememher that

thorough dntinnge and a free and open soil is essential ; stagnation of

any kind is sure to prove fatal to your plan. You want to embrace other

objects in your vinery, and so should we. Write again, and give us a

definite idea as to what period of the year, and for how long, you require

grapes. We will then undertake to settle the rest. Say aUo if you have

other gh'-ss, and what your general aims may be.

Neglected Pear-trek (Philucarpus).—If your tree is gross, prune

away all wild-looking foreright shoots, but tie or nail down a great many
of the more inodeiate and shorter-jointed ones. Unless you arc deter-

mined on symmetry, let your large branch ramble away, although poach-

ing on his neighbour's manor ; that is, as long as he is able to " pay bis

rent." The cutlers will give you the best information about rusty knives,

albeit we do know that if seldom used a slight dressing of sweet oil now
and then is a good preservative. The age of cherry stocks is not alone

the criterion as to grafting. Graft them as soon as they are as thick as

a strong goose quill. The old May Duke is a capital sort for a half

standard. A half standard has about three to four feet of stem. A
dwarf standard is, we conceive, a misnomer. Such a term, we conceive,

may be applied to fruit-trees grown as bushes ; that is to say, without a

length of naked stem. Gooseberries do not usually make tap-roots ; by
all means encourage surface-roots.

Tulips in Holland (Sisfer Jnne).—You would be sadly disap-

pointed if you went to Holland to see a fine display of the best kinds of

tulips, such as are emphatically called florists' tlowerd. You would sec,

it is true, immense quantities of such things as double and single Van
Thols, Tournesols, Pottebaakers, and such like ; but vou would look in

vain for such flowers as the Semper Augitstas and Viceroy, for which
such immense sums were given during the Talipom-inia, If you desire

to sec the finest sight in tulip culture, you must visit a place much
nearer home, I\Ir. Groom's establishment, at Clapham Rise. There you
may behold a truly magnificent collection of the finest tulips in the

world. If, however, you are hard of belief, visit the ancient city of

Haerlem about the first week in May, and inquire for the flower-gardens

of P. Van Velson and G. Byvoet, two of the greatest growers of tulips in

that country.

Forced Bulbs {G. A. F.).—Your hyacinths, tulips, and crocuses that

have been forced, will be of no use for that purpose next year. The
hyacinths arc fit for nothing but to plant in the borders next year.

Place such as have been forced in pots, in a cold frame, and give plenty

of water, till the leaves begin to turn yellow ; then place the pots on one
side out of doors in a shady place. As soon as the leaves are all dead,

turn them out of the pots, dry the bulljs, remove the dead roots and
leaves, and in autumn plant them out in the borders to flower there.

Hyacinths that have bloomed in glasses are still more injured, as the

water does not add any fresh coats to the bulbs. As soon as they have
done flowering, take thera out of the water, and lay them in a shady
border, covering the bulbs and roots with soil and protecting them from
frost. When the leaves are all yellow and dead, take the bulbs up, and
treat like the others mentioned above. Tulips and crocuses must be

treated in a similar manner the first year after forcing, and t!ie year

after should be planted out in a bed of rich earth rathsr thinly. Here
they will recover the effects of forcing, and two years afterwards may be
forced again. But these bulbs are so cheap now, that it is scarcely worth
while to be at all this trouble to bring them round again. They serve

well to ornament the flower border, but we recommend fresh roots from
Holland for forcing every year.

Forced Roses [Ibid),—Your perpetual roses in pots will answer well

for forcing again next year, if you take off all the flower-buds as they
appear in the summer. Indeed they, like all other shrubs, whether
flowering or otherwise, will acquire a habit of flowering early. Nip off

all flower-buds that may appear daring the summer and autumn, and
place the plants in a cool, but not tree-shaded, place, so that no trees

should drip upon them. Behind a north wall, or the north of a low
hedge, is a good place for them. Repot in autumn in rich soil, and
prune early.

Zepiiyranthes Grandiflora (F. H.).—This is a bulbous plant of

considerable beauty. It may be potted now in sandy peat and leaf

mould, two parts of the former to one of the latter; put three bulbs in

aSA-inch pot, and place them on a shelf in the greenhouse, watering
moderately at first, but as the leaves advance give more abundantly.
Wlien the leaves begin to turn yellow put the pots in a cool place where
no frost can reacli them, and in the spring repot again, when it is pro-
bable your plant will flower.

Hotbed toa Cuttings (7//(VZ),—Procure a quantity of fresh stable
litter, throw it on a heap and dash some water amongst it ; turn it over
frequently, and when it is uniformly moistened and in good heat make
it into a bed the size of the frame; beat it well with the fork as it is made
layer upon layer : 2^ to 3 feet high will make a good bed. Set the frame
upon it, and tilt the lights behind, to let off the rank steam. In a fort-

night the heat will be moderated, then cover the surface with some coal-
ashes, or sawdust, or sand, and it is then reaJy for the cuttings.
GoldkussiaAnisoi'iivlla wot Flowering (E..(^. P.).—Your plant

is of a straggling habit, and docs not flower. You do not state how you

have grown it, nor the condition its roots are in. It is probably pot-bound,
and will never flower so long as it is so. Cut it down and give no water
for a week, then turn it out of the pot, reduce the ball, trim off part of the

roots, and repot in the same sized pot in a compost of loam, peat, leaf-

mould, and sand; keep it in the stove all the summer, pinching off the

ends of the shoots two or three times to make it bushy. Keep it rather
cool during autumn and the early part of winter, and there is no doubt it

will flower freely next spring. Put in a few cuttings to raise a new plant
or two to succeed the old one when it beoomes weak and straggling again.
It is worth all the trouble.

Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary (G. Haygood).—The December,
January, and February parts have all appeared regularly. Your book-
seller is in fault.

Sugar Beer (S. J. Y.).—The hops should be put in when the water

is boiling, and be boiled only five minutes. A temperate place—10° or
30°—is that in which the fermentation should proceed.

Storing Potatoes {J. li. C).—We arc glad you find our plan of

storing in alternate layers with dry earth so effectual. Hay does not

answer—it does not exclude the air, and is apt to become damp and
ferment. Keep the mulch over the roots of your newly-planted fruit-
trees ; it will exclude the drying winda of spring and the drought of

sumnier.

Heating Greenhouse by Gas (TT. B.).—We have a small gas stovo,

merely to exclude frost from a greenhouse, and it answers very well. It

is a small circular stove, with one Argand burner, and an iron tube

instead of glass round the burner. A tin chimney carries off all the

noxious gases, and the air to support the flame is supplied from without-

side by a pipe passing into the bottom of the stove.

Name ok Plant (A Florist).—Your plant is Pelargonium echina-

tum, from the Cape of Good Hope, and requires the same treatment as

the Ixias, and as you have given to it in part. Under the best treatment

it is a shy bloomer ; it will grow in any kind of light porous compost, and
your own seems as good as any. "We find plants from three to five years

old the easiest to bloom, and wc think a dry shelf, or under the stage in a
greenhouse, is rather against it, About the end of May we turn the pot

on one side under a south wall, to take its chance till the end of Sep-

tember, then keep it in a cool part of the greenhouse all the winter, with

very little water till the end of January, and only once in ten days through

the spring. It flowers in April, and a very pretty whitish flower it is, on
long footstalks. It will also force to flower in February, but the plant is

not willing to flower for three or four seasons afterwards.

Flower-beds (C. T. J.).— For standard Fuchsias, take Coralina as

the best, then Epsii, llicartonit, and Ejroniensis—all red ones; and if jou
want white ones. Sir Henry Puftiiiger and Cassa/idra are as good as any
of the newer ones for standards; all the plants you name, and nine-

tenths of the present race, will do very well in your border IS inches wide
and 2 feet deep of good soil. RaniinciUuscs and Anemones are not im-
proved by " good stable manure," and may be spoiled by too much of it.

Keep the manure for ths summer crop, and what remains of it will be
just the thing for the "florists' roots."

Flower-gaeden {Naval Officer).— Olr. Beaton commenced his flower-

garden lists from October 18-19, and through the following winter and
spring he described all the best in our gardens. Read his remarks on
these before we trouble him any farther on the subject.

Bees {Reu. T. H. Roper).— We arc glad that you are about to demon-
strate to your parishioners the vast superiority of the depriving system.

You must begin by buying swarms in May or June. Use Payne's hives.

Mr. Payne will have you supplied if you write to him. Do not have a
shed, but shelter your bees with a milk-pan. It may be placed upon
the uppermost hive with safety, though there be tiiree or four hives one
above the other. If you have an early swarm, and the season be good,

you will require both the large and small hive of I\Ir. Payne. Guide
comb is necessary, See Tnu Cottage Gardener, page 281 of present

volume.

Everlasting Sweet Peas (Hudiljras).—Sow them an inch deep in

the open border at the commencement of April. They require no par-

ticular culture. Weeding and supporting includes the whole.

Eartiiing-up Potatoes (ff. W. S.).—We shall be much obliged by
your notes on this subject. Thanks for the offer of seed, but no more
required,

Mildew on Vines (A Subscnber, Lewis N. B.}.— Dust the affected

parts unremittingly with flowers of sulphur as soon as the mildew is

detected, and dress the stems and branches of the vines with n paint of

clay and sulphur.

Geranium Leaves {G. F.).—Remedy for your diseased geranium
leaves ! Why, keep out the frost from your greenhouse; they have been
destroyed by it.

Passion-flowers {Philo carpus).—You may cut off large branches

of these if absolutely necessary ; but it is much better to unnnil them,

and retrain those crossing each other. The eggs you enclosed are those

of the Lackey Moth.

Fekns kor Glass-case {Y. 7..).—You will find a list at page 308 of

vol. 4. We cannot recommend tradesmen. AVrite to any florist who
advertises with us.

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,
in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMRRviLLE Obr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of
Christ Church, City of London.—February 13ih, 1651.
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The second essay, and there are hnt two, is Aji nrconnt of some e.r-

perhnpnts tending to iniju-ifi'e thp cnflitre of Lufei-ne, and. like the other
essay, is as distinijuished for its sound practiciil information, as for its

fund of good reasoiiinc:, and ot ancedote. No one can read it ^vithout
interest, and no one desiring to cultivate Lucerne, can read it without
profit. It is true, that he may be in error when reeomnrcnding it to lie

raised in a nursery-bed, and the seedlings to he then transplanted in

rows, hut there is abundance of good informal ion applicable to all modes
of cultivating it, antl we are not sure that he is wrong in the mode lie

advocates, liut we must conclude, and it shall be with an extract of I\Ir.

Harte's poetical description of the Lucerne, or Alfalsa, hay harvest in

Spain.

" Th* impatient mower, with an aspect blythe,

Surveys the sainfoin-fields, and whets his scythe.

Vnoisa, Agnes, Beatrix iire^iare

'I'o turn th* alfalsa swarths with anxious care :

(No more for IMoorish sarabands they call,

'I'heir castanets hang idle on the wall:

:

Alfalsa, whose luxuriant herbage feeds

The lab'ring ox, mild sheep, and fiery steeds
;

Which ev'ry summer—ev'ry thirtieth morn^
Is six times reproducM, and six times shorn."

IMrtrouology of the Weeic.—AtChiswick, from ohser^'ations during
tlie last twenty-four years, the average highest and lowest temperatures ,

of the above days arc -17^ and 34°, respectively. The greatest heat, 64°, '

was on the '25th in 18iG ; and lowest cold, 21°, was on the same day in
;

I817. Rain fell during SS days of the pcriL-d, and S9 days were fine.
1

KscHEwiNG, as we do, an interference, even the most

ilistaiit, with political topics, yet we shall venture to add

our voice in favour of a repeal of the duty on paper;

and we are the more hopeful that this repeal will be

accomplished, because it is a glaring anomaly, that whilst

the governmeut have facilitated the difftision of litera-

ture, by the postage reductions, and by permitting books

to be sent in the mail bags for sixpence from the Laud's

End to the Orkneys, yet, by retaining tlie duty upon
paper, they check the production of that literature, which

they have thus given the means of diffusing. No work
can be diffused among the mass of our population unless

it is very cheap; and no work is sufficiently cheap for

circulation among that mass, if its price exceeds two-

pence ; and it is upon tliis class of publications that the

duty on paper presses most injuriously. In our own
case, tlie money received for the sale of 82,000 copies is

annually taken by government for the paper duty. Now
we do not complain of this, because we took it into our

calculation of outlay when establishing The CoTT.iCE

G.WDENEU. We knew that we should have to pay that

paper duty, and this being so, we knew we could ouly

afford to pay so much for literary assistance, and we
could only afford to give so many pages. The reading

public, therefore, are the sufferers ; for they would have

a larger number of pages for their money, and a greater

number of minds engaged in their service, if the duty on

paper was removed.

The mischief, however, does not stop here; for Messrs.

Knight, Cliambers, and others, will coincide with us in

stating, that the sale of a cheap periodical increases in

proportion to the number of its pages and the excellence

of their contents. Tlie duty on paper, we have shown,

reduces both these, and consequently lessens the sale.

The results from tliis are, tliat thousands of workpeople

—

paper-makers, printers, folders, stitchers, and others, are

kept out of employ. 'J'hat this is no imaginary picture,

but the actual results produced by the paper duty, we
have this unimpeachable testimony from ilr. Knight

and Mr. Chambers :

—

Mr. Knight says :
—" I have announced a ' Supplement' or

' Companion' to ' Tlie National Cyclopiotlia,'wliioli will oousist
of a Series of Treatises on Scientific, Industrial, and Social
Progress. To produce this work as it ouglit to be produced,
I must endeavour to procure the assistance of the best
minds in the country—of the most eminent professors in
every department of knowledge. Asstmie that this work
Avill in quantity be etpial to a third of 'Tlie National Cyclo-
paedia,' or foin- volumes,—I cannot secure such assistance
under an expenditure of 2,0(10/. In that case I must sell at
least 2.'i,no.) copies to cover my outlay. Such a risk ' must
give us pause.' I have dei'orred the commencement of this

important book until I see if the Government contemplate a

repeal of the Paper Duty in the next session of Parliament;
for if 1 piint '2.'j,00il copies of this book, I shall use 0,-tOO

reams of paper, weigluug '20 Hi. and paying a duty of '2.?. TJi/.

per ream, increased by the duty upon tlie covers, whether
paper or milled board, to 2.s. !W. a ream. Here then is a

burden of 8^0/. imposed upon this undertaking. Picmove
the burden of the 880/., and I should liave little hesitation in

carrjing out my idea. My risk in the greatest original

expenditure, the copyright, would be reduced to 300/. per
volume, instead of being .OOO/. per volume. But suppose I

should liold it my interest to go further,—not to put the
saved tax directly into my pocket, but to ni ake my book more
valuable, and therefore more extensive in demand, by adding
the 880/. to my original estimate of the sum to be paid for

copyright—by paying 700/. per volume instead of .')00/.

The inevitable improvement mid consequent popularity of

my book might diminish my risk to a greater degree than
the saving of the amount of the Tax. If I would have the
very highest assistance, I must show my sense of its worth
by the most liberal payment. The Paper Duty adds nothing
to the value of my book. The readers cannot receive any
benefit from this large item of expenditure. But if I am
relieved from the Paper Duty, I have a fund in reserve

whicli will enable me to ask the highest in scientific know-
ledge and in literary accompUshraent for their invaluable

aid. If Sir .John Herscliel would receive what Sir Charles

Wood might be pleased to remit to me, my project would be
comparatively safe. The fund out of which I could produce
an unequalled boolc, by an extraordinary payment to the

highest class of authors—the fund by which I could benefit

my countrymen as much as by any educational grant—is in

tlie hands of Parliament. "Will Parbanient let me wisely use
it for the pubic advantage,—or will it continue to demand it

as a small item to swell the Excise, in the same return with
the impost upon gin ?

"

" The ' jMisceUany of Tracts,' " observed Mr. Chambers,
" was closed as non-remunerative with a steady sale of

83,000 ; while it was calculated that this work, up to the end
of last year, had paid C,220/. of duty. Now, had not this

money been taken by the Goveniment, we might have been
advised to continue the work. There was a business stopped
which distributed 18,000/. a year in the employment of

labour and the profits of retail trade,—there was an organ
of intelligence and morality for tlie jieople of this counh'y
closed by the Goverinuent, as effectually os if they had sent

the police to break the presses. To illustrate this matter
further, we have since set a-going a similar work, but at

three-halfpence a sheet, and on some^yhat more ambitious
principle as to the grade of subjects anil style of treatment.
Driven from the penny field by the Paper Duty, we tiy that

of three-halfpence. But of this series of sheets the sale is

under one-half of the former. The higher ju'lce appears to

be the chief cause why the sale is thus restricted. As the
profit is but small, this work may liave to be given up also."

These are facts admitting of no dispute ; and as similar

arguments did jireva'd to obtain more light to our]dants,

by a repeal of the duty on glass, and (ire pivraUhig to

obtain more light to our dwellings, by a repeal of the tax

on windows; so do wo anticipate that they «(7/^j/'C!.'aii

in obtaining the abolition of that duty which operates

equally prejudicially by dimiuisliing the light that is

diffused by our cheap literature.
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GABDENING GOSSIP.
Thu Societij for the Prumolioii of Floriculture in Great

Britain have, nt tlieir North-eastern Branch, elected

Charles Pahncr, Esq., of Shacklewell, president; and

Mr. Gurnoy, of Betlmal Green, vice-president, for the

year 1851; and the City Branch bavo elected—^Dendy,

Esq., and Mr. Theodore Locldiart, to the same offices.

The judges and committee, who gave such satisfaction

througli 1850, have, for the most part, hecn re-elected.

This society has determined that no competition of old

flowers shall be entertained, the sole declared object

being to receive froTii members newly raised subjects,

and to report their character.

The meetings got up at Worton Cottage having sig-

nally failed to do any service to the floral public, have

been very properly given up. The public begin to look-

very jealously at a high priced flower, with even a good

character, unless they know whose opinion it is that is

recorded of it.

A sort of rivalry lias sprung up among the leaders of

London shows, and the Dahlia will be the subject of

several popular metropolitan exhibitions. The South

London Florists, who condemned the Marchioness of
Oornnallis and the Standard of Perfection, which now
stand their ground among the first class flowers, will

endeavour to get up a display. The Chelsea growers

intend to Iceep up their annual meeting. Tlie Shackle-

well gentlemen, who have this year obtained the pa-

tronage of the leading cultivators for sale, are making
great preparations. The Stoke Newinrjton Society goes

on as usual. The North London Florists, notwithstand-

ing the serious fracas at the dinner, where a gentleman

showed another's flowers, having made some changes of

men, and gained in number, much to the society's advan-

tage, will not forget the Dahlia; and one of. the large

squares at Notting-hill has been applied for, to hold a

monster show in that locality. The general opinion is,

tliat Shacklewell will take the lead, and Notting-hill

come next ; but all beyond one, near Loudon, are too

many.

Dahlias grown for sale—make cuttings very carefully,

and so remove merely two joints with the top, that they

may have all the benefit of a break at any joint ; but

this is not the best plan for those amateurs who want
but few. One plan for persons who want but two or

throe of a sort, is to throw all the dry roots into a hot-

bed ; or, for want of that, to keep them in a warm place

until the eyes show where they will break, and then to

separate the tubers into as many pieces as plants re-

quired, but to leave only one good eye to each piece ; the

others are easily scooped out. These pieces of tuber

may be cut into a reasonable size for potting, and be
kept growing until jilanting time. If more plants are

required, pot all the roots with the crown or collar above
the soil, and as each shoot that comes up attains two
inches in length, break it oft" and pot it singly in a thumb
pot—not one in fifty will miss striking. The plants thus

formed are the best and strongest, and form the best

tubers. These bints are woith the attention of any
amateur who has not acted upon the priucples before.

At Nottingham, the florists, who are culhusiastic in

the cause, are getting up a testimonial of respect to

Mr. Wood, of the Cojipice, a steady veteran advocate of

the science, and a well known cultivator of the Carnation

and Picotee. A great number of men, whose liall'-crovvns

are more to them than pounds would be to many, have

joined in this testimonial, which, being the work of

numbers, will be highly complimentary to the receiver.

No florist has earned a reputation by a larger exercise

of perseverance in the improvement of florists' flowers.

T)ie Early Tulip is one of those welcome visitors that

give brilliance to the garden when flowers are scarce.

None but those who have seen the scores of varieties

now grown in Holland, can form an idea of what may
be done with them. We have seen in a garden at Ful-

ham, and a regular florist's garden too, more tlian fifty

varieties, and thousands of each sort, forming a mass of

colour that would have a beautiful effect in geometrical

gardens—white, rose colour, brilliant scarlet, yellow,

and striped of all kinds, are at command ; but very few

of tlieso early kinds are what the florist would call

"clean;" they have all stains in the base, which ren-

der them worthless as show flowers. Yet we think they

might be subservient to any grand eff'ects to be pro-

duced in fancy beds and borders.

The weU known, but not very old plant, Weiijela

Rosea, has been shown as ill grown as anything we

know. We have seen it this spring in flower, not twelve

inches high, quite as much across, or through, and one

mass of bloom. It was allowed to grow out of doors in

its pot (size 3d) all the summer, and before it was put in

the greenhouse it was cut down, the wood having well

ripened. The result is a very handsome little plant, in

profuse flower, much less and much better bloomed than

any we have seen at shows.

Tbe only safe season to plant Ranunculuses is this

:

as long as we can remember, Valentine's Day was con-

sidered so good a time, that the nearest open weather

was taken to plant all the better kind of tubers for the

flowers we depended on to exhibit in June. Autumn
planting is far better for tbe increase of the stock; but

in some seasons we have known them all cut off. This

may be obviated by covering elfeotually ; but spring

]5lanting is always safe ; and if we do not obtain quite

so large an increase, we are much more secure against

positive loss.

In Bethnal Orecn, which, before the ground was

cropped with bricks and mortar, was a most important

land of flowers, there are many societies for the promo-

tion of social exhibitions. The members pay one shil-

ling per month, which, with donations from neighbours,

and various sources beyond these periodical payments,

form a fund for prizes, deducting merely the price of an

annual dinner : the prizes are the same in number as

the members, all of whom are bound to show the best

flowers they can, good or bad, or they cannot take tlie

prize to which they are entitled, only on coridition of

showing. In the division of this, tlie members begin

witli their own subscriptions, say twenty members at

eight shillings each, is eight pounds; and say there shall
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be a fall of only sixpence from one prize to anoUicr, llie

highest prize would he fourteen shillinfcs, tlie lowest four

shillings. But if there be, from other sources, five

pounds more, that would ho equally divided among the

twenty prizes, raaldng the first nineteen shillings, the

last nine shillings—because it is presumed that all the

members interest themselves alike in procuring the

extra funds. And none but those who have attended

these meetings, can form an idea of the enthusiasm that

prevails when the cloth is cleared, and the flowers are

on the table. It is scarcely credible how these little

riv^ilets help to swell the groat river of floriculture. Five

hundred such societies would do good ; hiit multiplying

public shows in the same localities does mischief; there

is not enough patronage to keep all doing well.—E. Y.

NEW PLANTS.

THEIR PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

Gauntlettei) Tacsonia (Tacsoida maiiicata).—Pa.v-

ton's Fhicer Garden, i. 1:^1.— A splendid half-hardy

climber—the finest of this beautiful section of Passion

flowers—with brilliant crimson scarlet blossoms. A native

of the western declivity of the Peruvian Andes, where it

was first cUscovered, in ISli, by Mr. Hartweg, who trans-

mitted seeds of it to the Horticultural Society, in whose
garden, at Turnham Green, it was reared in 1843. •-;= The
so-called genus Tacsonia was founded by the venerable

Jussieu, many years back, on the Indian name of some
of the species which yield eatable fruit, as, for instance,

MoUissima, Speciosa, Tripolita, and probably others not

known to us. The second name, Manimta, means, lite-

rally, a gauntlet, or sleeve, and is a]iplied, in the lan-

guage of botany, to the surfaces of leaves or other parts

of plants covered with entangled hairs, which can be
torn off like a skin; and we believe it is appHed in the

instance before us to the downy hairs on the under sur-

face of the leaves, which may be stripped off in flakes.

Tlie large lu'acts arc also furnished with a Manicale

* The Gardeners' Maguxilic of Botuny is ivronR in savinc—intro-
duced in 1817.

covering of down. It belongs to the Natural <')rdcr

Passion tloncrs (Passifloracea;), and to the third order

of the fifth class in the Linuajan system, b-I'cntaiidria

'i-Trir/i/7iia.

The progress of scientific cross-breeding will, in time,

we believe, reveal tlie truth that the Passion flower

family has been unnecessarily divided into fictitious

genera, of which Tacsonia is the most conspicuous, and

offers the least of those essential characters on wliich

sepai'ations among vegetables are based. In Paxton's

Flower G'arden, in which Tacsonia manioata is figured,

Dr. Lindley, the Editor, confesses that " the grounds

upon which Tacsoiiias arc separated from the Passion

flowers, seem by no means clear. De Candolle relies on

the long calyx tubes and scarlet coronet of the former,

with which this species does not agree. Meisner's

analysis brings out no more; and it is impossible to

gather any distinction from Endlichor's descriptions.

Nevertheless, there is something very peculiar in the

appearance of Tacsonias, and we trust a real distinctive

character will, in time, be discovered." Here the "ruling

passion" is, at least, "acknowledged." J3ut the truth is,

whether the art of cross-breeding can establish the fact

or not, nature has not stamped " a distinctive charac-

ter " on Tacsonias that will maintain their separation

from the true Passion flowers. Manioata, itself, is a true

link between tliose Passion flowers which have a coronet,

or filament-like appendages called rays, and those, the

Tacsonias, in which these appendages are not fully, if at

all, developed. Among the older Passion flowers, them-

selves, a far more marked distinction is seen in the ter-

minal spike inflorescence of Passijiora raccmosa, from

the more usual axillary flowers of the genus, than the

want of, or partially developed, fringes in the flowers of

Tacsonia. And as this distinction has not proved a bar,

or forbidden the union of the axillary-flowered ca:rulea,

and the terminal raceme-flowered, or racemosa, we may
entertain the opinion that the want of a developed

coronet in Tacsonias, will not liinder their union with

the older Passion flowers ; and we cannot conceive two

parents more likely to pay the labours of the gardeners

who would apply the pollen industriously, and at tlie

proper time, under favourable circumstances, than the

subject of this biogriqihy and Passijiora racemosa. Even

an entire failure to unite the two sections by tlic influ-

ence of the poflcn dust, would not shake our faith in the

identity of kind, nor in the possibility of obtaining a

mule ; that is, on the supposition that the Tacsonias

are capable of breeding among each other, and that the

"something peculiar in their appearance " foretells tlie

fertility of their union.

It is woU known, Ifiat llie fruit of ten or more species of

the Passion tlowei- are good for eating, and also tlial of

tlirec kinds of Tacsonias ; and this circumstance is not lo

be overlooked \\li(?n cxpcrinunits in cross-iirecding oi'e enlor-

tiimcd. Ttiimni'tit moUiss'ima crossed witfi Vassijiorn cflitlis, or

iitcnrnalii, ivoiilil procure us a jilant witli a more hardy con-

stitution tlian eillier of tfic latter, witfi Ifio chance of an im-
proved fruit, in adilitiou. 0\\ their iiropcc cultivation it is

not our priiviiicc to enter. Mr. Aiiploliy and Jlr. Beaton
liavo cacfi, in tlicir turn, (fescrilird tficic cufture lately in

these pages. Mr. Lobli aniihonxc Tiusnnia mollhsbmi, and
Mr. Hartweg mot with others, and imrticiilnrly a yellow one,
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not far from the City of Lima, which did not hear the home-
ward journey, and remain yet to be introduced. We may,
tlierei'ore, looli forward witli hope to tlie opening of tlie

Panama route for these, and still greater, acquisitions from
tlie equatorial Andes.

Tacsonia manicata has been found in Peru at an elevation

of 700(1 feet above the sea, where a climate occurs not much
differing from that of our southern coasts. Tlie briids of

this plant are entire, downy, united at their base, and longer

than the calyx-tube. Leaves, downy beneath, smooth above,

deeply divided into three saw-edged lobes ; leafstalks

glanded. Slipuks, purple, roundish, toothed-crested. It

lias bloomed in the conservatory of A. F. Slade, Esq., at

Ohiselliurst, whose gardener says it requires room, and is

impatient of much pruning.

Large-leaved Seaside-Grape [C'oeeoloha macro-

phjlla).—Botanical Magazine, t. 4.536.— Jaoquiu, au

Austrian botanist and voluminous botanical author, is

the authority for this genus, which be uamed and

described iu bis Stirjninn Amerioanarmii Historia, in

1763. It was founded on the Seaside-Grape of Jamaica,

Coccoloba uci/era; a tree of large size, from whose grape-

like fruit a kind of Mno has been prepared, rivalling iu

astriugenoy gum kino itself. The name is derived from

koJckos, a beny, and lobos, a lobe, alluding to the forma-

tion of the fruit; macropliylla means large-leaved. The

species of this genus bave eight stamens and three

styles, which refer them to the eighth class and third

order of the Linnsean system, 6-Octandria 3-Trigynia

;

and in the natural classification of Jussieu, tbey are

aiTangod with Bucltu-Ueats (Polygonaceffi). The grape,

or currant-like berries of the Seaside-Grape, are eatable,

having a sharp jileasant taste; but it was the succulent

violet-coloured calyx which enveloped the fruit, that sug-

gested the name of Seaside-Grape. That such gigantic

trees, as many of the Coccolobas are, should be in close

aflQuity with our Persicarias, Dochs, Rhnbarh, and Sorrel,

to Bay nothing of those numerous weeds found iu Poly-

gonum itself, is sufficiently curious. They are all apeta-

lous; that is, having no petals to their flowers. They

thus, at once, refute the doctrine that plants have any

office assigned to them by nature, beyond that of adding

a charm to the " flowers of the field." *

A farinaceous food, for the use of man, is obtained from

the buckwheat; tarts aud tonic medicines from the leaf-

stalks and roots of rhubai'b; an agreeable acid from sorrels;

Polygons, as astringents, are in repute with practitioners in

all parts of the world, aud even in the inhospitable regions

of the North Pole they are met with in the genus Oxyria

;

dyes and dyewoods they also yield, the wood of our Cocco-

loba dyeing red; and i\ir. Backhouse tells us that pies and
puddings are made, in the penal settlements of Australia,

from the curraut-like berries of 3Iuhlenberghia adpressa, or

the Australian Seaside-Grape, which is the very next genus

in affinity to the West Indian original plants of that name.
We may add, that a legion of medicinal attributes are

ascribed to this large order of no-petalled flowers, in both

hemispheres.
Coccoloba macrophylla bloomed, for the first time, in the

large stove of the Kew Gardens, during IH.JO. It is believed

to be a native of South America. The name is not appro-

priate, for the leaves are three-fourths smaller than those

of C. pubcsccns. Heighth, twenty to twenty-three feet,

crowned with a dense club-shaped raceme of the richest

scarlet flowers, which continue in beauty for two months,
July and August. Stem, furrowed, erect, almost unbranched,

leafy from the bottom to top. Leaves, stem-clasping, alter-

nate, dark green, distant from each other, heart-shaped,

sharp-pointed, wrinkled, and strongly nerved. Raceme,

cylindrical, two feet long ; stigmas yellow ; berries red. May
be propagated by cuttings, and thrives in a light loam.

B. J.

THE FRUIT-GAEDEN.
FOKM.iTION OE FRUIT AND KITCHEN-GAEOENS.

{Continuedfrom page ,304.)

Selbciion and Disposal of Fbuits.—It will be re-

membered, that we had previously brought this subject

to a close, with the exception of the promised fruit lists,

and their adaptation to the proposed trellises. The
latter is now the subject in hand, and it is necessary to

make a few preliminary remarks, in order to pave the

way to a clear understanding of tlie subject.

Iu the first place, as climates differ so much, aud we
are anxious not to mislead, it may be observed, that we
think it well to propound a scheme foi- about the centre

of England. Those who live much north and south of

such position, therefore, must learn to make allowances

in that respect.

Secondly. The lists are as much condensed as possible,

scarcely any but icell-hiown and good fruits being in-

cluded; selection, not collection, being the aim.

Thirdly. The most general names alone are given.

Synonyms would have trespassed too much on our

limits.

Fourthly. A few novelties being introduced, some
apology may appear necessary. As such, we inay urge

tlie great respectability of such authorities as Mr. Rivers.

ABBREVIATIONS.

(I.) Inclined trellis. (T.) Table trellis. (S.) Saddle trellis. (P.) Per-

pendicular trellis. (Asp.) Aspect on wall. (Slip.) All exterior ground,

whether the trees be dwarf standards, ordinary standards, or pyramids.

APPLES.

1. Ashmead's Kernel ; table. November to May. S. P. Slip.

2. Alfristoii ; kitchen. November to April. Slip.

3. Pearson's Plate ; table. November to April. S. P.

4. Kerry Pijipin ; table. September to October. T. P. Slip.

5. imte Juneatiny ; table. July. P. Slip.

0. Ord apple ; table. February to May. I T.

* This is not logical. Are not stamens usually essential, though not

found in feriis?—Ed. C. G.
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10.

11.
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1-t.

1.5.

l(i.

17.

IS.

l!l.

.iO.

21.

22.

U.
2-3.

20.

8.

!).

in.

11.

12.

13.

14.

10.

16.

IT.

18.

It).

20.

21.

Keswick Codliiirj ; kitchen. August to September. Slip.

Hanks Codling ; kitchen. August to Jnnuary. Slip.

Dnmelow's Seedlini/ ; kitchen. Novemher to April. Slip.

Gooscherrt/ apple ; kitchen. Jlrtrcli to !Miiy. Slip.

Gruvcnstein ; kitchen, table. November, December. S. P.

RviJ Jnncaimij ; table. '.July. S.

Hick's Fancy ; table. November, December. S. P.

Marijil ; table. November to Januaiy. P. S.

Slnrmcr Pippin ; table. February to June. P. S. T.

Nanpariel (old) ; table. November to April. T. S. P.

Pitmaslon ; table. November to Jlwch.
Brad/lick's ; table. February to March. T. S.P.
Enss' ; table. November, December. S.P. Slip.

Pcannain, Adam's; table. November, December. P. S.

Shp.
Lamh-ahbcy ; December, May. S. T. P. Slip.

Jicinetle, i/oldcn ; table. October, November. S. P. Slip.

Rilisloii Pippin ; table. November, Jlaixh. P. S. Slip.

John apple ; kitchen. November to May. Slip.

Hawiltorndcn ; kitchen. October to December. P. Slip.
I

Rnsset, Boston ; kitchen, table. February, March. P. S. i

Slip.

TE.UiS.

Aston Tonii. November. P.
Brown Benrre, October. I.

Beniri Rancc. March to May
Benrre D'lel. November, December. P. Slip.

Beurrc de Cap'mnmotil. October. S. P. Slip.

d'Amulis. September. P. Slip.

d'Aremberi/. December. East or west asp

Slip.

East or west asp.

S. P. East wall.

Easter. Decemlier to February. S. P.

Lanrjclior. December, January. I. S.

I. T.

Shp.
East or

23.

2i.

2.5.

2G.

27.

2H.

2a.

30.

31.

33.

3i.

3.-).

30.

west asp
Williams's Bon Chretien. September, October. Slip.

Delices d'Hardenpont. October. P. Slip.

Althorp Crassanne. November. P. S. Slip.

Doyenne d'lliver Xouvean. Januaiy to May. I. S.

Duehcsse d'Ani/onlemc. November. S. I'.

Dnnmore. September. P. Slip.

Fondanle d'Automnc. October. S. P. Slip.

Furelle. December. S. P.
Glout Morcean. December. S. I. T.
Hacon's Incomparahh. December. P. Slip.

.Tarijonelle. August. P. Elast or west asp. Slip.

Josephine dc Malines. February to May. East or west
asp. I.

Lonis Bonne of Jerseij. October. Slip. P. S.

Marie Lon'isc. November. S. East or west asp.
Monarch (Knight's). January. East or west asp.

I. T.

Orpheline d'Enijhein. January to March. 1. T. East or
west asp.

Passe Cubnur. December, January. East or west asp.

I. T.

Heckle. September. S. P.
Thompson's. November. T. S. East or west asp.
Th-banistc. November. S. P-
I'an Mini's Leon le Clerc. February, March. S. 1.

Ticar nf Winkjield. December, January. East or west
asp. I.

Swan's Eifij. November. Slip.

STEWING PEAKS.

Calillae. February. Slip.

Ban Chretien. Ture or Flemish. March. Slip.

finmmer Compote. August. Slip.

Medaillc St. Germain. May. Slip.

PEACHES.

Acton Scott. August. South asp.
Gros Miijnonnc. August, September. South asp.
Royal Gcoryc. August, September. South asp.
Nobhsse. August, September. South asp.
Bellijarile. September. South asp.
Lute Admirable. September, October. South asp.
Walbnrtoii Admirable. October. South asp.

NECTARINES.

Hardicicke Seedlinij. August. South asp.
Elrnije. August. South asp.
Violet Hntivc. August, September. South asp.

1.

3.

i. Late Xewini/ton. September, October. South asp.
J. Pitmaslon Oramjc. September. South asp.

PLUJIS.

Early Favorite. July. I. T. Slip. East asp.
Morocco. July. T. East or west asp.

Prccoce de Tours. July. I. P. East or west asp. Slip.

4. Orleans (Smith's). August. T. P. East and north
asp. Slip.

>. Reine Clande J'iolette. September. East or west,
(i. Gi-eenyaye. September, b^ast orwcst asp. S.I'. Slip.

7. Golden Drop. September. P. Slip.

8. Dennislon's Snperb. September. P. East or west asp.
!). 7)»/)in(/)-(«' (Ickwortli's). October. East or west asp. I.

10. .Jefferson. September. P. East or west asp.

11. White Maijnnm Bonnm. Sept. P. Slip. North asp.

12. Qnetsche St. Martin's. October. 1'. East or west asp.

13. Saint Catherine. Sept. P. East or west asp.

14. Wine Sour. September. Slip.

CHEKP.IES.

1. Early Purple Griotic. May. South or east asp. I.

2. May Dnkc. June. South or east asp. I.

3. Late LJnke. August, September. P. East, west, and
north asp.

4. Royal Duke. July. East or west asp. I.

f). Biynrrcau (white). August. P. Slip.

0. Waterloo. August. P. Shp.
7. Black Eaijle. August. SUp.
8. Elton. July, August. East or west asp. P.
0. Florence. September. East or west asp.

10. Morello. September to Novemlier. Noi-th asp. T. P.

(Buttner's). October, November. North asp.

T. P.

12. Kentish. Slip.

APEICOTS.

1. Blenheim or Shipley's. July. South or cast asp. 1. T.

2. Breda. August. P. I.

.'I. Royal. August. South or east asp. I.

4. Gros Ronye. August. East or west asp. I.

0. Moor Park. August, September. South asp.

We fear the lists here set forth, with their iibbrevia-

tioiis, will, at first siglit, somewhat puzzle some of otu'

renders. Such must remember, that abbreviations be-

come absolutely necessary. Tliey are, however, suffi-

ciently plain, and five iniuutos consideration will render
them quite familiiU". Thus, we will take for instance,

the Beurrc d'Aremhcnj Pear, No. 7 on our list, w'here it

stands thus: oast or west asp, I. T. The meaning of

which is, that those -who have limited gardens, sliould

(in selecting this kind) place a tree on a wall facing cast

or west, and that, if another or two are required, one
may first be placed on the inclined trellis (see abbre-

viations) : and if a third, on the table trellis. Aud so

with all the rest.

It will thus be understood, that the first sur/r/estion,

whether wall or any of the trellises, has most weight, as

to a single tree, and that tlie certainty of success do-

creases in a corresponding ratio with the increase of the

abbreviatory marks.
Persons of much jn-actical experience, living farther

north ov south, may feel inclined to differ with some of

the suggestions ; and no wonder. Perhaps no two
practical men in Britain would produce two similar

lists, liaving a variety of trellises and aspects to deal

with. Those who would fain cavil, however, have the

remedy in their own hands; let them show forth a
better scheme, and we will try and become converts.

We have numbered each group, and such numbers
will serve to refer to on some future occasions: for as

the pages of U'he Cottage OAiinENKR are not of levia-

tlum proportions, we are obliged to deal with them in

a cubical, rather than a superficial way. We have
heard of the gold beater, and such-like artists, s]iiuning

out their material to an almost indefinite length ; this

process will not do for us.

We would hero remind our readers of the very great
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benefits to bo derived from the adoption of trellises,

pi-ovidod the platform principle be adopted, and that the

soil is prepai'ed with a special reference to the habits of

the kind intended for the station. The latter is, indeed,

one of the chief elements of successful culture ; for who
does not know, that in any one family of fruits, one kind
shall be gross, almost to wildness ; another shall be
delicate, nay, even weak in appearance ; whilst a third

shall bo a happy medium between the two. Take
for instance, tlie Manks Codling apple — who ever

found this gi'owing too luxuriant? It will grow strong,

certainly, hut what is the consequence? Why, that it

will bloom on the last year's wood almost to the very

points. Let, however, any one take the Dumelow's
Seedling, and highly excite it in a young state, with
stimulating composts, and he will not gather a peck of

apples for some seven years after planting : and there

are others more strongly illustrative of tliis principle

than the " Dumelow." Again, amongst cherries—Take
the lai'go leaved section, of which we may offer the

Bigarreau as a type, and compare it with the Morello ;

who would attempt to give both equal treatment ?

Mr. Rivers thinks the INIahaleb stock will cure aU these

difficulties ; we feel some slight doubts about it at

present; albeit, it is shewing a good deal of temerity to

differ from so good an authority.

And now we offer an opinion still further in favour of

trellises ; and it is, that wlien these things are well

carried out, with a due attention to the main principles,

that there will be small occasion for orchard houses any
where south of York. Not that we would for a moment
slight such structures ; but, economic as they are, there

are thousands who cannot afford to dabble much this

way, and yet can perhaps put iqi a few yards of trellising.

R. Eerisgton.

THE FLOWEE-GAKDEN.
Transplanting.—I have been seeking an opportunity,

for some weeks back, to write a paper on transplanting

such ti'ees or shrubs as one meets with in or near a
Bower-garden ; and, at the outset, I would strongly

advise those who cannot command the services of an
experienced transplanter, not to be in a gi-eat hiu'ry

after they determine on removing any favom'ite tree or

shrub, but first to prepare the roots in a proper manner
some mouths previously to removal. Any one, there-

fore, who will be influenced by this advice, will not
undertake such work this spring.

It is now too late to remove large trees of any kind,

and it seems a settled opinion among all gardeners that

lai'ge evergreens should not be removed at all in the

spring, though I equally think there are few gardeners
of experience to be found who would hesitate to remove
an evergreen of any size any week in the whole year,

and that, in fact, evergreens have been so removed with
safety for many years back ; but that is no reason why
a favourite Arbutus, Cedar of Lebanon, or a Portugal
Laurel, should be experimented upon by persons rniac-

quainted with such works, except at a season when the

greatest number of chances are in their favour, and
even then, only after, all the roots had been prejDai'ed

for the change.

It foUows, that all which I mean to show or advise to

be done this spring, is the proper way of managing the
roots, and to repeat, what I have often said, that J uly,

August, and September are the best months to remove
evergreens, and October and November the best for

deciduous trees and shrubs, that is, for jjlants of a largo

size. Young stock of either class will do, with ordinary
care, either at the end of the autumn or in the spring.

The soil in the park here, and about the gai'den, is so

light and oi'ten so shallow over sand, chalk, or gxavel,

that the removal of large trees is a dangerous work if

the following summer is very dry; so that we liavc found
it necessary, for some years, to depart from tlie more
usual routine, and in time wo have established a system
of our own. I am now so far convinced of the supe-
riority of this plan, both in removing large trees, and
in the previous way of managing their roots, over the

best plans hitherto set forth, that I have full confidence
in recommending it, not only to amateurs, but to all my
brother gardeners and foresters. Gardeners will see the

advantages of the system at once, when I say that a
full grown tree may be removed, with three or fom' tons
of soil about the roots, without laying the least strain

on either roots or branches, or on men's arms, in any
way farther than what is necessary with spades, forks,

and picks.

Let us first begin by preparing the roots, for the
next six weeks is, pei-haps, as good a time for this part
of the work as any other, if not the best. All we gar-

deners are well aware that trees derive tlie greater part
of their nourishment, during a hot summer, from those
roots which go down in the soil, rather than from those
which spread right and left near the sm-face, where no
moisture exists at such times; and ii'uit-growers are

as well aware that when these down-roots, or tap-roots,

get into a damp bed much below the surface, the ti'ees

grow either too fast or become cankered. Therefore,

the first part of the business is to get at the tap-roots,

out them off, and so force the tree for one season to feed

by the surface-roots. The growth from this feeding is

not so much as formerly, but it is better ripened, and
short well-ripened wood is preferred at planting time.

Then, the cut ends of the tap-roots are healed over, and
a beard of small fibrous roots formed all round, and in

this condition a tree sufiers very little indeed if it is

removed at the proper time. The usual way of pre-

paring the roots for removal, is by cutting a trench all

round a plant, at a certain distance from the stem, and
as deep as the side-roots are found—then to fill the
trench with the same, or with better, soil, and this is the

way that we have liitherto dnected in The Cottaoe
Gardener ; but now that I have had sufficient proofs

to back me, I say at once the plan, old as it is, is on a
wrong principle. The side-shoots should not be inter-

fered with until the day the tree or shrub is to be re-

moved, except in a few cases, where the kind of tree is

diflicult to remove with safety—say a Cedar of Lebanon,
or an Evergreen Oak ; but I shall take a view of excep-
tionals by-and-by. Now, let us supjDose a large Portu-
gal Laurel before us, on level ground, and that we are

to go about it according to the newest fashion for re-

moval. At the end of next July—the best time for the
Poi'tugal Laurels—five or six feet from the stem, mark
off a square of four feet on the side, and dig it out a

yard deep. In a less space, a handy man could work a

spade right or left, or straight forwai'd, with ease ; but
as all men are not equally handy in a square pit, let us
say four feet instead of tliree. If any of the side-roots

were in this space, they were cut, and there was no help
for it; but the man is' now in the pit, and he must
be told that no more side-roots are to be cut on any
account, but that he may now work Ids way to the

stem of the laurel by loosening the face of the bank
before him with a fork or pick, throwing out part of the

soil, and casting the rest behind him in the pit, so as

to lessen his task. Tliis is only a small section of the
kind of labour necessary in removing large trees—the

side-roots are taken care of. and the man gets as near
the stem of the tree as these roots will allow him, in an
open trench, and it often happens that the very side of

the stem or collar of the plant is reached without any
impediments from the roots. The trench just under
the side of the tree need not be more than two feet

dee]), so that the man is working his way up to the
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tree. Here it may be asked—AVIiy not begin witli a two
feet deep treneh at once? but tlic answer belongs to

anotlier part of the stoi'y, and wc sball hear it after

awhile. Now the tree is to be tiuiiiellcd under, working
earefuUy with the fork only to bare the roots, the loose

earth to be removed by the spade. Any of the roots that

are deeper than two feet, are soon found, l.uit not, if pos-

sible, until the tunnel is forced two feet beyond tlie tree,

lu loose soil, this is moro necessary, as, if the roots are

cut sooner, the upper part, or roof, of the tunnel is liable

to fall in. Suppose now that one large tap-root is found

going dowir in a pei'pendicular (Urection, and several

smaller ones not far from it; direi-t the man to pick the

roof of the tunnel very carefidly with the fork—still

leaving the roots uncut—and tlie nearer he can get up
to the bottom of the tree, without hurting small fibrous

roots, the better; if he gets to within a foot or a little

more of the surface, it will suflice ; then, with a small

saw, let him saw off the tap-roots as high as the roof of

his tunnel will allow; let him also cut off the bottom
parts as low as he can, because opening this tunnel will

be the first part of getting up tlie plant ne.\t July or

next July twelvemonths. The roots being thus cut

and smoothed at the cut ends with a knife, fiU in the

tunnel again, trench and all, and the work is finished

nearly in as short a time as it takes to write about it.

Tlie next plant, let us suppose, is on the side of a hill

or bank, or say some uneven ground, and always, when
that happens, begin the trench on the upper side, be-

cause the roof or sides of the opening are very apt to slip

in if the lower side is opened for getting at the bottom
roots. When the time comes round to remove a plant

thus prepared, the same trench is opened nearly in the

same way as before, only the end farthest from the tree

will ha.ve to be made into an easy slope, as it is in-

tended for the ball to be drawn away along this slope, and
the pilant being on uneven groumi, the lower side must
be opened first, as it is easier to pull down the hill than
the contrary way. AVhen the opening is clear under
the tree and a couple of feet beyond it, a similar opening
is made on the opposite side : and now a four feet wide
passage is free right under the tree, and, unless the soil

is very light indeed, the surface-roots will hold up tlie

soil over the passage ; but our soil here does not do
that in some oases, so that we are obliged to support
the I'oof by a thick plank let in, and supported at each
end, until the whole passage is cleared out. Our plant-

ing, or, rather, our carrying truck, is of the simplest

form—four feet long, and nearly as wide, running upon
two rollers, with a strong iron ring at each corner, so

'

that it may be drawn by either end, backwards or for-

wards, as easUy as a railway truck ; it stands about a

foot high, with only a flat top. When the passage
under the tree is ready for tills truck to enter, two
garden planks are set down first, and the rollers set on
them, and pushed along till the centre of the tree or

ball is Just over the centre of the truck : then the sur-

face-roots are disengaged in the usual way, by opening
a trench at a certain distance from the stem, and forking

away the soil gradually; and if the small roots are very
numei'ous, they are tied in bundles for more security

;

and in a short time a ball, five or six feet in diameter,

is formed, and resting on a truck ready to be dragged
where you please. But I forgot to say, that when the

truck was first put in, the jilanks under it were raised

up first at one end, and then at the other end, and some
of the loose earth packed under them, so that the truck

is pressed up tight ugninst the roof of the passage, thus
bringing my words true, that no strain is put on either

roots, firanclies, or arms, in getting the largest tree in

England on a truck, so as to be ready for locomotion.
Last autumn, we removed a great number of large trees

and shrubs, — some of them the most ticklish kinds to

move; the balls were from two to four tons in weight; and

ibr the latter, owing to the nature of the grounds, wo
had to use five horses one after the other. The pits for

those )ilants are made according to the thickness of the

balls. 'J'he farthest oif side of the pit is sloped, to entice

the first horse to step down into the jiit ; but the side

where the jihint is to enter, is left perpendicular; and
when the last horse is in the pit, a couple of short and very

stout pieces of plank are let into the side of the pit for

the truck to roll over them, their other ends reaching to

the middle of the pit. The horses now arc encouriigcd

to pull very steadily indeed; we have two old horses who
understand this part of the business so well, that we
never make a miss. The grand point is to get tlic

ti'uck to slip down into the pit as easily as jiossiblc.

Wlien one end of the truck is set fast in the bottom of

the pit, and the other end still on the planks, the horses

are unhooked. I). Beaton.
(To be continued.)

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

A Group of Stove Plants that Bloom Freely in

Winter and Spring in a Warm Greenhouse.—Last
season I mentioned a number of these, with a short

outline of their treatment; and now, in the first place, I

will make a lew notes on some of those formerly men-
tioned ; and, secondly, allude to a kvr others that are

well fitted for a similar purpose, provided tlie tempera-

ture in winter is seldom below 45'=, and there is an
opportunity of giving the plants, at certain seasons, a

higher temperature and a moister atmosphere than
would be suitable for the inmates of the greenhouse

generally.

1st. The beautiful blue-flowering Erantliemmn jnil-

chellum was mentioned as suitable for this purpose, and
so it is in autumns and winters with an average amount
of simslmie ; but this season, owing to the weather

being so dull, the flowers neither opened so well, nor

were of so good a colour as usual, llemoving them to

a higher temperature improved their colour. This plant

succeeds best, therefore, in greenhouses in bright wintei'S.

Poinsettia puleherriina.— The pecidiar character of

the winter lias not aftected this injuriously ; the mild-

ness of the season has been all in its favour Its large

crimson bracts, forming together an irregular cu'cle

from ten to fifteen inches in diameter, have been quite

dazzling for more than three months. It seems to con-

tinue longer in such a house than in a stove, in a tem-

perature from ten to fifteen degrees higher. The only

drawback is, that the leaves are apt to full belbre the-

showy bracts give any signs of decay. The plants were

raised from cuttings a few inches in length, dried for

the best part of a week, and then inserted in sandy soil,

and placed in a little bottom-heat, were shifted and
grown on in loam and peat, received roughish treat-

ment during the summer, but towards autunm, were

plunged in a pit with a very little bottom-heat, and
fully exposed to the light, where the bracts and flowers

unfolded by the end of October and the beginning

of November, since which time they have been re-

moved to the greenhouse. When they can easily be
jirocured, cuttings from a foot in length may be used,

as the stronger and larger the cutting, the sooner will a

large jilaut be formed, if properly used. This month
and the next will he the best time to procure them,
when they are comparatively in a dormant state. Fail-

ing these, old stems and small side-shoots may be used
and procured at any time.

En2)horbiii jacijuinijlora.—This mild season has been
peculiarly favourable for this elegant pdant also, when
treated much the same as the above. When done
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Howcriiig, out down, and repotted, tlioy do well undoi'

the sliado of creepers, ov even of vines, bnt tlioy must
lie exposed to unsluidcd lif;bt by tbe middle ol' August.

By gradual exposure, 1 have placed tlieni lull in the

sun, out ol' doors, in tbe autumn, and tbey llowered

beautifully. Rut tberc is danger in getting tlic foliage

browned, wliieb is prevented, if tbey can be allowed to

stand in a bouse or pit unshaded.
Phaiiis (jrandifoUus (Bletia Tankervillife).—The treat-

ment of this plant, for greenhouse decoration, has been

Ibrmorly given. I introduce it here for the purpose of

mentioning the following fact, to show that general

rules have their exceptions. When done Howcriug,

oncoui'aged to grow, repotted or divided, every encou-

ragement is given until autumn, when the plants are

kept cool, and dryish during tbe winter. When placed

in a higher temperatiu'e, tlie ilower-stems soon begin to

lieep, when water should be pretty freely given to

cause them to come strong, if kept dry and very cool

for some time after the stems appear, they will almost

be sure to be weak. When a few of the lower flowers

begin to expand, the plants will continue to do well in

the warm end of a common greenhouse. AVheu moving
the plants to plunge them in a pit for their winter

quarters, I noticed that a small plant, with two psuedo-

bulbs, was showing three stout flower-stems, even

though it had received no check, ov re.it, whatever ; and
this plant being encouraged with a little extra heat, has

graced the conservatory for more than two months, and
half of its flower-buds are not yet open. The flower-

stems of the other plants are .just beginning to peep,

and \\i\\, ere long, be removed to a vinery for a time,

before transferring them to tbe conservatory. The little

plant, flowering as above, was merely a matter of bap-

liazard, so far as cirltivation and care were concerned

;

liut, if by early growing
I
and early resting, we could

depend upon getting this fine old plant into fidl bloom
in November and December, it would add greatly to the

beauty of our conservatories, at a time when flowers are

the scarcest. The small plant alluded to, has, when in

bloom, been several times in a temperature below 40°
;

in general, the temperature has ranged from -ib" to -18°,

and the plant stood at the greatest distance from tbe

ventilators. Tbe genus, however, must have the heat

of a moderate stove when growing, and again when
exciting it into bloom.

All the other tender plants, previously mentioned,
have done better than usual this winter—one of the very

best is tbe EpiphyUum truncatum. There are several

varieties of this species, and a pretty pink species, Eus-
selianum, more slender in its habits ; but the old one is

stiU the best for winter work. If merely kept in the

greenliouse, it will generally commence blooming there

in November. Many plants did so here this season

;

and when nearly done blooming, were removed to a

cold house, where plenty of air was on night and day,

the frost being merely excluded, tbe intention being to

allow them to remain there until they could obtain,

by-and-by, a little more heat to encourage fresh growth.
After remaining there a few weeks, a second set of sinall

flower-buds began to show themselves ; and, by placing

the plants in heat, they have bloomed a second time,

not so well as the first time, but still very fairly and
serviceably. As soon as they are finished flowering,

they will be encouraged to make fresh growth, shifted

into rich open compost if necessary, placed out of

doors, full in the sun, in August and September, lioused

and kept dry in October and tbe first part of November.
I have lost so many fine plants, from being gi-afted on
Pereskia acideata, that I have lately used as a stock tbe

Cactus speciossimiis, and though the plants are yet

young, they seem as if they would never sufl:er from
that which constituted their ruin m the other case,

namely, the insufficiency of the stock to convey enough

of nourishment to the scion, when that swelled out to a
huge head like an umbrella.

2ndly. 1 will now add a few more plants as suitable

companions to those previously given. Cenlindenia

rosea, a small, compact growing semi-shrubby and semi

herbaceous plant, of a very elegant habit, and enveloped

in winter and spring with its small pink flowers. The
plant will succeed, so far as growth is concerned, in a

moderately warm greenhouse ; but it will not flower so

freely, nor look so liealthy, as when it is encouraged with

a warmer temperature for a short time when growing,

and before flowering. When tbe flowers are nearly done
with in a moderate greenhouse, the removing of the jilant

to a warmer place for a week, or a fortnight, will render it

again as beautiful as ever. The flowei's, at the best of

times, being small, the chief interest in the plant consists

in its ])eculiar graceful habit and appearance. The genus
is allied to Melastoma, and was introduced from Mexico
seven or eight years ago.

Franciscea.—This genus belongs to the order of Fig-

worts. The two species most ajjplicable for this purpose

are F. Hopeana (called also unijioru) and F. latifoUa.

The colour of both is bluish pur^ilo, shading oft' some-
time before the flower falls to a pure white. The blos-

som of tbe first is about the size of a shilling ; and the

flower of the latter, a little larger than a crown piece:

both plants are very beautifrd, and also sweet-scented.

Tbe first is a native of Brazil ; tbe latter of Rio Janeiro.

Treated as stove plants, they are evergi'cens ; but the

flowers do not last so long as in colder temperature.

Treated entirely as greenhouse plants, the plants become
deciduoxis, or nearly so ; but if the wood is well ripened,

as the advancing heat of the spring comes on, tliey will

bloom as profusely as in a stove, and continue to do so

longer. Treated upon an intermediate plan, giving

them a little extra heat to make a short growth, resting

them again for a sliort time in bright light, giving them
another lift with heat, and then, when in bloom, resting

them in a cool temperature, the same plant will bloom
several times during the season. If ever the plants are

much below 45°, they will lose their leaves ; if below
40°, they will be injured ; if from 45° to 50°, they will

open their blossoms freely; from 50° to 00°, will be suf-

flcent both for starting into growth, and starting into

flower. A large plant of Hopeana has not been out of

the conservatory since last spring. It has been seldom
below 45° ; in a simny day it would be at least 10°

higher. It is just now covered with buds, swelling, and
a few days, in a temperature of 60°, or even 55°, would
bring it into full bloom. A large plant of latifoUa bad
been so starved, that it lost all its leaves by the begin-

ning of November. The wood being firm, it was moved
into a temperature of 55°, and in three weeks or so, was
in bloom, and now it has formed one of a group along

with Poinsettias, Euphorbias, &c., for tvfo months in tbe

conservatory, and its beauty is not yet gone. I forget

bow often these two plants bloomed last season, ajid

never were unwelcome, because they are so sweet. All

who have a warm greenhouse, or a cold greenhouse mtb
a warm pit, need have no fears of growing them well.

Rough peat and hunpy loam, with pieces of charcoal,

suit them well. Cuttings of small firm young shoots,

inserted in sand under a bell-glass, and plunged in a

gentle bottom beat, will root, but not very quicldy or

freely ; at least, they have taxed my patience several

times. Manure water may be given when growing, and
when in bloom. As the flowers are produced upon tbe

young wood, it is advisable to avoid strong shoots, and
to have the whole of the plant covered with stubby

shoots, resembling short snags, which will thus ensure

tbe bloom being general, and in a complete mass.

Begonia.—This is the last genus I shall mention at

present, and chiefly for reconunending to all and sundry,

who have got a conservatory or a greenhouse, the beau-
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til'ul pink flowering B. incarnata. I have already given

the genei-al treatment of the genus, for this purpose; and

Mr. Appleby has done so, as respects the plant stove.

This may he deemed a constant bloomer ; but, if any
thing, its chief season is winter and spring ; and, best

of all, though it would not quarrel with a little liigher

temperature at times, yet it tioiu'ishes beautifully in

gi-eeuhousc treatment, if not much below 45°
; and

young plants, a foot in height, and older plants, from

four to five feet, are equally good for blooming—only the

latter will produce so much the more. I have had this

plant under several names, but I believe the above to be

the correct one ; and, to enable purchasers to obtain

it true, the following is a rough description : Stems

—

smooth, with irregular whitish streaks, here and there ;

swollen at the joints. Leaves—unequal-sided, dark

green, waved at the edges, short stubby hairs thinly set

upon these edges, and smaller hairs thinly scattered on

the surface of the leaf, which is from four to si,\ inches

long, and generally from one to two and a half inches

in bi-cadth. Tlie clusters of flowers are not very large,

and are supported on short foot-stalks, from three to four

inches long.

B. manioata is also a beautiful thing for this season,

where a little extra heat can previously be given to it.

Its stem is short and thick, inclined to trail or droop

from the top of this stem, even though the plant be

small ; it will produce from six to twelve flower-stems, or

peduncles, often nearly two feet and more in height ; and
these then divide again, so that the snuxll flowers, so

scattered, have a very graceful and airy appearance.

After the flower spikes appear, it thrives in such a house

far better than in a stove. The leaves ai'e green, and
very large ; from the veins, on the under surface, crimson

scales depend ; and, near the stalk of the leaf, these are

collected into a beautiful fringed rufl', that might have

given the idea for those crimped and starched-up collars

that ouce-on-a-time were used by our fair countrywomen.
B. hiidrocotj/lifoUa has creeping stems, and small round

leaves; tlie pink flowers arc produced in close racemes,

at the end of upright stalks a foot in height. Though
serviceable at this season, similarly treated, it has no
claim to elegance, when contrasted with the above.

B. (irifi/rontigma and sangninca.—The first with white

spots on tlio leaves, and the second with the lower side

of the leaves of a crimson colour, will both thrive in

such a house, M'ithout any additional heat, but the

flowers are small and whitish, and the leaves constitute

their chief beauty. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPAKTMENT.
EXOTIC ORCHIDACE^.

OROlllDS THAT THRIVE WELL IN I'OTS

—

(Coillinucd flVm
page 2i>-'t).

Cyrtopodium.—At page 2(i7, vol. iii., of The Cottage
Gardener, our readers will rind a fidl description of this

genus, and oiu' mode of culture.

DENimniuuM.—Wo have now come to one of the fine

genera of tin; Orchids—one of those of which the extreme

beauty has caused the wliole to bo termed the diislocmci/

ofiiUnits. And very wortliy arc tliey of being so entitled
;

for in colour they are varied and bright in every shade

;

fragrant beyond even the violet or the eglantine ; and
in shape most fantastic, yet most elegant ; finished with

a perfection such as is found solely in the works of their

Great Author. Every part of tlio world has its vegeta

blc beauties, excepting, perhaps, the frigid zone ; but in

the jungles of the eastern and western tropics, the ele-

gant and singular orchids are mostly i'ouud, where they

woi.dd have continued to "bloom unseen," had not such

cultivators as Cattley, ISatcman, Clowes, Brocklehurst,

Paxtou, Rucker, Holi'ord, Mrs. Lawrence, Mr. Lyon, and

many others, by purcluisiug them at liberal prices, ren-

dered it a remunerating labour to collectors to peneti'ute

into the forest recesses where they luxuriate.

D. ADUNCUM (Crooked \).); East Indies.— Sepals,

petals, and lip creamy white ; column ti)iped with jmrple.

Tlie flowers are produced on short racemes from two-

yeai'S old stems; a beautiful species. 31s. lid.

D. AGOREGATUJi (Clustered D.) ; East Indies.—Sepals

and petals pale orange; lip very broad, and a deeper

colour. A neat-growing desirable species. ;ils. (id.

D. AUREUM (Golden!).); Ceylon.—The whole flower

is of a rich orange colour. It is delightfully fragrant,

especially in the evening. 42s.

D. AUREUM i-«/'. PALLIDA (Pale Goldcn D.l ; Ceylou.

—

Sepals and petals pale yellow; lip the same colour, with

a baud of orange clown the centre. The delicious, reviv-

ing fragi-ance of this variety is equal to the lai'gest bed
of violets. Scarce. 84s.

D. ccERULESCENs (Bluish D.) ; India.—Sepals and
petals white, broadly tipped at the ends with rosy pink

;

the lip is white at the base, witli a broad pia-ple or

bluish spot at the end ; it is sharper pointed, and more
recurved than D. iwhUe, wliich this species closely

resembles. 21s
D. CALCEOLARIA (Slipper-like D.) ; India.—Sepals and

petals rich orange; lip dark chocolate, edged with yel-

low. This is a strong growing species. We have a

plant with pseudo-bulbs five feet or more high. When
flowered freely, it is a sjilendid object. 21s. .

13. CANDiDu.M (Pure AVhite D.) ; Khoosea Hills.—The
whole flower is ])ure white, and very sweet ; a desirable

though rare species. ti3s.

11). cupheuji (Copper-coloured D.) ; East Indies.-

—

Sepals and petals pale copper colour, veined with pink;

lip the same colour, with two chocolate-coloured spots

in the inside ; a strong free-gro\\ing, pretty species.

3 Is. lid.

D. cnysoTOXUJi (Jlost Golden D.); Burmah.—Sepals

and petals clear bright yellow; the lip has a deep orange

blotch, and has a most beautiful and delicate yellow

friuge. The flowers are produced towards the top of the

two-year-s old pseudo-bulbs in a raceme six or eiglit

inches long ; they are nnich more thinly placed on the

raceme than those of D. ihusijioriim, hence each flower

is more distinct. It lasts, also, much longer in bloom
than that sjiecies. It was first flowered at Pine Apple

Place ; and Dr. Lindley, at the meeting in Regent-street,

when it was exhibited for the first time in bloom, said,

" it was the finest of all the yellow Dcndrobes." The
pseudo-bulbs are short, thick, and nearly round. It

is a very fine species, but the true one is yet very

rare. f05s.

D. Dalhousianianuji (Lady Dalhousie's) ; East Indies.

—Sepals and petals pale yellow, or bufi-colourcd, with the

edges stained with jiiuk ; tliey also have stripes of the

same pink hue; lip buff coloured ground, with stripes of

purple, and two large blotches, like two eyes, of rich

brownish purple on each side of tlu^ lip ; the stems often

are three feet high, and are beautifully strijicd with

pink, which distinguishes this species, when out of

flower, from all others. It is truly a s]ilendid species,

but rather scarce, good plants being worth l(l")S. each.

D. DENsiii.oRrji (Thickly-flowered D.l ; Nepal.
—

'This

is a beautiful, free-llowering species. Sepals, petals, and

labellum, or liji, are a pure yellow ; the lip is prettily

fringed. 2Is. 'This is a comparative hardy s]iccies. We
had a plant, after it had made its growtli in llic orchid-

house, placed in a common greenhinise, the cold of wliich

seemed to agree well with it. 'The leaves and pseudo-

bidbs kept quite green and plump, tlioiigh it liad been

in that situation through the winter. Tlio object was

to prevent its flowering before the great e.\bibitions at

Chiswiek and the liegent's Park. 'Thus its hardiness

was accidentally proved.
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U. FfMRRrATUM (Fringed D.) ; Nepal.—The whole
flower is of n, eleav pale yellow, wilh llie lip oleganlly

fringed. This, when well grown, and freely hloomed,
is a ti'idy heeuitiful species. 21s. \Yhilst we had the
management of llie orchids belonging to T. Brocklehin'st,

K3(|,, we had the good fortune to grow and hloom a veiy
fine specimen. It measnved three feet liigh, and as nmcii
throngli, and had npwards of two thousand flowers npon
it. It was exbihited at Manchester, at the iJotanic

Garden exlnbition. and obtained a premier prize.

D. FORMosuM (Handsome D.) ; Klioosea Hills.—Sepals

and petals ivory white, and very transparent ; the lip is

the same colour, but has a diamond-shaped pale yellow
spot in the centre. The flowers are very large and
liandsome, and the plant itself is very ornamental. 'J'ill

lately, this species was very scarce, but a large importa-
tion was received by Messrs. Veitch and Son, from their

indefatigable collector, Mr. Ijobb, the greater part of

which were brought to the hammer in Mr. Stevens's

rooms, in King-street, where they were sold at moderate
prices,—so that now, instead Of teu guineas a plant, a

very lair plant may be bad for .Sis. Od., and a small one
for a Is.

D. GiBsoNii (Mr. Gibson's D.) ; Khoosea Hdls.

—

Sejials and petals dark orange ; lip briglit yellow, with
two dark purple spots on it. Mr. Gibson says, be
"found this plant growing on rocks, hut so situated,

that during the rainy season the mountain stream
washed comi)letely over the tops of the plants." This
shows the necessity of frequently and plentifully syring-

ing over the plant when it is growing. It is a flue

species. 4'2s.

D. HETERooAKPaji (Vai-ious-podded D.) ; Khoosea
Hills.—Tlie flowers are ])ale yellow, with faint pink
stripes. It is very fragrant. 31s. fid.

D. Heyneanum (5lrs. Heyne's) ; Bombay.— The
flowers are produced on long, drooping racemes ; they
are pure white. There is a vai'iety with a shade of piink

in the bloom. It is a jjretty species. 42s.

U. loNOSMUM (Sweet-scented D.) ; E. Indies.—Sepals
and petals purplish lilac, beautifully veined with dark
purple. It is very fragrant. This is a rare and splendid
species. 210s.

D. MONiLiFOBME (Bracelet-formed D.) ; China.—Sepals,

petals, and lip of the most beautiful rose colour on the

upper part, shading down to the centre into a pure
white. Nothing can exceed the beauty and delicacy of

these flowers. They are freely produced on bracelet-

formed pseudo-bulbs, in two's and three's. Like D. deii-

aijionim, the season of their flowering may be lengthened,
by keeping the plants in a very cool house through
winter and the early months of spring. By this treat-

ment, they may be successftilly prevented from flowering
till the ilay exhibitions take place, though the usual
season is March and April. Every grower of orchids
ought to possess this charming species. 21s.

D. jioscHATDM (Musk-scented D.) ; Pegu.— Sepals
and petals are j'ellow, striped with cream ; the lip is

egg-shaped, of the same colour, but richly striped with
dark crimson in the inside. A strong-growing, fine

species. The flowers are very large—nearly four inches
across—and smell strongly, like musk. There is not a
very great difference between this species and D. calceo-

laria, and B. cupremn. Where there is plenty of room,
this plant is very desirable. 21s.

D. NOBiLE (Noble D.) ; China.—Sepals and petals

bkisli white, tipped with bright rosy pink ; lip large,

i nearly round, not pointed like that of D. cmnilescens,

yellowish at the base, with a dark purple blotch at the
end, edged with pink. These are quite sufficient cha-
racteristics to distinguish this fine species from any
other. The colours may be much heightened by a full

exposm-e to the light, near to the glass. This eti'ect was
proved by Mr. Green, gardener to Sir E. Autrobus.

Two or three years ago, he exhibited a well-grown speci-

men, so hi,ghly coloured as even lo deceive the Judges,

who thought it a splendid new variety : hut he assured

US, that it was the real species, only subjected to a high
degree of light. There are, however, several varieties

of this truly noble species. One, named D. nohilc

iii'ijor, has flowers full one-third larger ; another, named
/'. Walllehkina, is of a more dwarf and stouter habit;

but the differences between Ihem all are very slight.

Every grower of orchids must have this fine, easily-

grown species in his collection, especially when he con-

siders its comparative cheapness: a good plant showing
bloom may be had for a guinea, and a small healthy
one, that will flower the next year, for half tlie money.

T. Appleby.
{To he coniinued.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The Tcit.tp.—This mild weather is bringing up the

tnlips very fast; and, as we may reasonably' fear frosts

will yet come pretty strong, the florist must keep wide
awake, and be ready to protect them quite securely fi'oni

its dire eftects. It ]nay often happen, during this month,
that a wet evening will be succeeded by a sharp frosty

morning ; and it is such sudden changes that do mucli
mischief 'The leaves of the tulip, as is well known,
come up in pairs, and form a kind of cup, which in rainy
weather retains the water. Now, if this becomes frozen,

the tissue of the tender leaves will he irreparably injured,

will tin-n yellow, and the bloom will be ruined. Against
such evil we lift our warning voice ; because, if the

freezing occurs, there is no cure for this season, at least.

Tlierefore, we say, cover up every night ; and, if the

morning is tine, uncover eaily, and no harm is done

;

but, if frost intervenes then, how pleasant it is to reflect,

that we have saved our bloom bj' a little care, foresight,

and trouble. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
The season is now advancing, and it is very possible

that, with those who did not get well forward with their

gardening operations previous to the late continual rains,

some matters may be getting rather behind. With us,

in Devousbii-e, a great quantity of rain fell in January;
it rained, indeed, every day, little or much, throughout
the month. Should the weather now continue more
favourable for a few weeks to come, much will be re-

quii'ed to be done, and due advantage must be taken of

the opjiortuuity for applying manure, trenching, ridging,

surface scarifying, and hoeing the surface of the earth

amongst every kind of crop, and forking over the ridged,

trenched, and dug ground ; it cannot be too often per

formed, if the weather be only favourable for the ope-

ration. We have many times attended to such work by
moonlight, or very early in the morning, in order to keep
pace with the season's operations ; for we always con-

sider that where there is a will there is a way, and a

time for doing all things ; and a little extra exertion in

such preparation of the soil is amply repaid : first, by
securing a kindly friable seed-bed, wherein the seed, if

a fine day is chosen for sowing, is sure to germinate

quickly, and send forth strong plants, that will grow
quickly and luxuriantly, if after encouragement is also

well attended to, by surface-stirring, hoeing, and duly

thinning ; no matter what the season may be, the pro-

duce of crops thus kept in order will he abundant, and
of the best quality ; as to slugs, grubs, snails, or wire-

worm, they would be nearly eradicated; and if such
culture were continued from year to year, these ])ests

would become scarce ; weeds, too, would never be seen

at any season. We are always vexed to hear people

talk of hoeing down weeds, because, if tbe soil is pro-
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perly cropped and iiiauageJ, no weeds will have a elnmce
of making tlieiv appeai'ance, or vermin either.

Tlie soil, if the foregoing observations are well carried

out, never requires I'est, all that is needed, is to have seed
and plants always in readiness for each and every piece

]

of ground immediately it becomes vacant. Another fact,
;

I

too, is that soil, well managed, does not require half tlie

quantity of seed provided or sown for cropping, that is

required for inferior managed soil ; neither is there any
risk of robbery, either by weed or vermin; nor is the

trouble or expense of the high cultivation system so

great in the end, as is the slovenly, weedy, behind-hand
system of management ; the former keeping the soil

always in condition, and ready, when suitable weather

j

prevails; while the latter has too frequently to imdergo

I

a partial or imperfect system of cleansing, just at the

I

very time when it should have been ready for receiving
the seed or iilants, and then, in consequence of unfa-
vourable weatiier for performing such operations, the

season, perhaps, gets too far advanced to insru-e strong

I
plants, and those prodLiced, wider such a system, are

always more than usually subject to disease, stagna-
tion, and vermin,—commonly termed bliglits.

FB-iMiNG.

—

Ciiciiiiihers and Melons should be sown
in succession, and seedlings potted oif as soon as they can
be handled, taking care not to bury the stem. Place
these in a kindly heat, close to the glass; keep their

surface stirred with a small pointed stick ; stop tliem at
;

the first joint, after one rougli leaf is made: shift them
early, and take care to have a kindly heat and soil to

turn or ridge them out on ; increase the heat about those
early turned out, and to the cucumbers now in bearing,
as the days and nights increase, apply weak tepid liqiiid-

maoure to commence with, increasing its strength as the
plants advance in fruit-bearing.

Mint and Tiirrar/on may now be forwarded, by placing
over them a hand-glass, small boarded frame, box, or
sea-kale pot. with a few boughs or light straw. Mus-
tard and Orcss may be ]iroduced in the cottage window
on a small portion of soil placed in anything, or even
sown on damp flannel. Fadishes a.nd Corn SaUad shonU
be sown in succession. Mnshrooni-hedx made, as pre-

]

viously directed, with good stable manure, and healthy- \

holding loam, and those beds that have been some tinie
'

in bearing should have a supply of tepid manure water.
Chauring E.ahth.—Every kind of material may be

charred and turned to account for the cultivation of the
|

soil. Coarse, sour, or weedy earth may easily be charred,
and made a valuable manure; and the month of March
is often an advantageous time for performing this opera-
tion, on account of its drying windy days and frosty

nights, wliich act so favourably in diying. Close, heavy,

adhesive soils that are to be found under hedges, all

waste corners, &c., may be dug up roughly, phiced edge-

ways or in ridges to diy partially, and may then be
charred in conical heaps or in continuous ridges. The
best system for performing it is to place three rough
stakes triangle-shape for the centre flue or chinniey, as

directed in the last number for garden refuse ; if intended
for a conical kihr, or at intervals of ten or twelve
feet, if iu a continuous ridge, the intervals, or distance,

that the flues or chimneys are to be placed, should be
regulated, of course, by the width and intended heiglit

the ridge is to be jiacked. To commence packing, in

the first place, the interior of the chimney should be
filocked with a piece of wood for the three stakes to be
bound too, after first placing a small portion of easily-

iguitable materials inside at the base. This centre

piece of wood is to prevent the otliers fi-om collapsing

while the kiln is packing, and to be drawn out when the

kiln is ready to be ignited. If there is not a tolerable

quantity of vegetation, to mbc with the sods intended
to be charred, a small portion of hedge-trimmings,

refuse wood, timber-yard chips, saw or wood-dust, or tan.

or other rubbish, should be worl;ed iu as the process of

packing goes on; first, by placing round the base of the

chimney a small portion that is likely to be easily

ignited, then some of the driest sods next it. The kiln

may then be packed to the desired height and width, as

the materials fall to hand, leaving the crumbs and tine

earth to be added for the last casing, to prevent flai'c.

The same principle holds good for charring in ridges of

any continuous length. Notliing more has now to be
done except withdrawing the centre chimney-stick, and
introducing the fire at the summit, and when it has
sufficiently taken hold at the base, to place over the

summit a sod, and introduce draft-holes at the side, or

all round at first, within a short distance of the summit,
and thus continue to make them lower, and blocking the

uppermost as the charring process goes on; blocking

with a case of fine earth the whole at last, and making
it air-tight. In order to smother the fire, a little water
may be introduced into the centre, and be immediately
blocked in with a sod, to prevcjit tlie evaporation from
escaping. This latter process, of course, is not required

till all is properly charred : after which it may be stored

in the dry or temporary thatched place where it has been
cliarred, if the time has not yet arrived for making use
of it, and it should be required in the immediate locality

where it has been charred ; but be very careful not to

let it get wet previous to being required foi' use.

James Barnks.

MISCELLANEOUS INTORMATION.

OUR VILLAGERS.
Bij llif Aiilluvrss of " Mij Floircrs," itc.

Many years ago it was my delight to go and see a poor
suffering woman, who had been afflicted, almost from her
childhood, with many ailments, which had checked the en-
joyments of youth, and deprived her of the strength and
actirity of niaturer age; and when I first knew her, she was
scarcely able to move across the small room in which she
sat, and was a constant sufferer. She lived in what might he
called a shed, built in the yard where once her parents lived,

and in which her mother and herself had settled themselves,
when the husband died and the son succeeded to the house
and business. This small and miserable hut was divided
into two apartments, in which two persons could with
difficulty turn ; but it was not until the mother's death that I
knew anything of Hannah A .

Her brother was a careless, indifferent man, with a dirty,

ill-tempered wife, who grudged every kindness be seemed

inclined to show to his afflicted sister; so that the walls of her '

two UtUe rooms were neither properly plastered nor white-
j

washed; they were all stained with damp and mildew, from
the slight manner in wliich they were built ; and a waggon
which was backed against the corner of the shed, had rent

the feeble brickwork, and left an opening nearly fi'om the

ceiling to the floor, through which the M-ind was allowed for

years to whistle. I

Yet even now I look hack with pleasure to that cold and
solitary dwelliuL;, for it was the palace of cunli'nt, loid the

pink of cleanliness. The moment a friend turned round llie

gable, and peeped through the little window, a joyful sndle
lighted the pale face of the iimiate, as she sat by lier lire in

an easy cdiair lent her by those who truly regarded her; and
the beautiful order and neatness of the two little rooms
were refreshing to the eye, on entcruig. How she contrived
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to be so exquisitely clean, with all hev sicknesses and
infirmities, X never coulil tell ; but I believe, nay, I am sure,

that those who are brought up to be thoroughly clean, can
never be i-lirty, let, tlieir after circumstances be what they

may; ami Hannah's family had always been strictly cleanly

in all their ways.
With the exception of the walls, which were always a

trouble to her, not a grain of dust or dirt could be seen, no
litter was ever laying about, no dii'ty corners, no cobwebs, or

rags were to be found ; but everything was in its place, and
as clean as hands could make it. On the cliair in the little

bedroom, by tlie side of the cleanest quilt and curtains,

stood a little basket containing the snow-white articles of

linen she possessed, all mended and patched with care, but
very few in number. How trifling are the real minis of

man!
Every one lilced to help Hannah, and she had many

friends. Tlie kind wife of the village butcher would send
her in a little bit of meat sometimes, and her special friend,

the laundress, washed for her for years, without seeking

any return. The sawyer would often firing her a heap of

sawilust, with which she backed up her Are ; and others

would remember her when they could spare a little from
tlieir Sunday meal. She was so clean, so uncomplaining, so

thankful, and so patient, that no one ever wearied of doing her
service; and she loved best of all, to be read to from tlie

Book of books, for her own eyes were growing weak and dim.
It seemed that the peace of God, did, indeed, dwell within

those humble walls; for her trials were wonderfully softened,

and her end was joy in the Lord.
From such a smiling picture, it is painful to turn to one of

a very opposite character, in the case of Widow T , who
sits in her dirty, wretched cottage, the image of loathsome
poverty. She has a more comfortable, cheerful dwelling

than poor Hannah had; but she is innately dirty, and it is

impoiisible to make her clean or comfortable. She sits

rocking in a chair with all sorts of dirty rags banging over

it, her fireplace is rarely swept, a dirty saucepan and kettle

are always boiling, a box stands close to her, on which are

two cr thi'ee dirty basins, and in the corner is a heap of

wood, and coal, and dirt, and spiders, and all uncleanness.
Her bodily sutferings are great and increasing, but there is

no comfort in helping her; no one likes to go near her, or do
anything for her; and her complaints of her neighbours'
neglect, are as continual as poor Hannah's testimony was
to their kindness and attention.

The poor are very seldom luikind to each other in sickness

or helplessness. We have frequently witnessed then- readi-

ness and untiring exertions, where little except thanks could
be returned ; and it is a pleasure to bear this testimony to

their kind heartedness. But with regard to Dame T
there is no cheerful assistance given. The woman who is

paid by the parish for waiting upon her hurries away as

quickly as she can ; and it is very rarely that a neighbour
will go and sit a few minutes to cheer her loneliness. It is

melancholy and distressing to see old age, and sickness, and
poverty, stripped of all^ their charms—for charms there are
in all, when they are home as christians ought to bear them

;

and this poor old woman would be interesting in another
way, if she were only clean and quiet in spirit like Hannah
A . She was the wife of a marine, who was lost in

H.lVr.S. St. George, many years ago, and she had gone
through many varied scenes wdtli him. She had been with
him in the West Indies ; she remembers well the mutiuy at

the Nore ; and almosts forgets her bodily anguish when
relating all her adventures by sea and land. Her life has
been a most eventful one ; and probably her roving and
unsettled habits may have led to much of tlie untidiness and
wretchedness of her household ways ; but she never could
have been clean; she never could have had a love of neat-
ness, or she would not, under any circumstances, bo what
she is.

I

If the poor knew how much more respectable they would
be in the eyes of their neighbours, and of those in the
higher classes, by clean and orderly habits—and if they were
at all aware of the greater degi-ees of comfort they would
experience themselves, in sickness and old age, from strict

attention to tliem—they would not be so careless and so dirty

i
as they often ai'e, or allow theh' children to grow ui> idle

I

and slatternly, to be dirty, untidy mothers in their turn.

In our attempts to help one another, we ought not to

neglect the wants and sutferings of those who are disagree-

able, improvident, and unsatisfactory; for God " sendcth rain

upon the just, and upon the unjust," too; but we cannot help

feeling how much moi'e good to the one class of persons, our

money or food do than to the other ; and how disheartening

it is to our earthly nature to show mercy, wlieu so miserable a

return is made ! Let us, however, persevere in doing good,

wherever we see sickness or destitution, in spite of our own
tastes and pireferences ; and let us e\er remember the

patience and long-suffering of our Father towards our cold

returns and base ingratitude. This will quicken, and cheer

us on.

The cottage in which poor Hannah A lived so peace-

fully, is, like herself, no more ; but I never pass the yard in

whicli it stood without a lively recollection of her. The
hammer and anvU that used incessantly to i-ing close to her

aching head, are ringing still, but she is beyond their reach

;

and all the neighbours who used to be so kind to her, are

sleeping round her in the same churchyard. How much I

wish that all the poor would strive to follow her good
example

!

To
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ALL Correspondents.— Having so many queries to answer

weekly, we beg; you will put only a few questions at a time, otherwise our

answers must be less full tban we wish them to be.

Feeding off Lucerne {J. B. H.].— It depends how late you make
the last cutting, and whether the land is dry, and incapable of becoming
"poacbed,"—that is to say, its texture injured by the tread of the sheep.

We should say, that it would be better policy to make the most of the

cutting, and to give the lucerne time to rally again in the autumn,

preparatory to a good spring crop. We certainly would prefer avoiding

putting the sheep on the young plants,

Iron Trellis—Greenhouse Building {Rev. R. Blackburn).—We
should have little fear of iron trellises, provided they are painted once

in every three years. When the paint becomes corroded, or worn away,

however, they will rust, and all trees are somewhat averse to the drip

from rust. In heating your greenhouse, be cautious of introducing

stoves : we would rather depend on hot-water piping from a little " Bur-

bidgc " boiler, fixed especially for the purpose. This will be as econo-

mical in the end, and by far more certain and satisfactory. If the

grounds are of a decorative character outside, you can easdy sink your

little furnace below the ground level, and cover it with a trap door,

hinged, and around this a trellis of ornamental creepers may be thrown.

In such case, a couple of four-inch pipes—a flow and a return—along

the front would suffice; for your back wall will be always warm. Or,

what would be better, one tank a foot wide, with a flow and return in it,

and a lid moveable at pleasure. This would be of immense service to

the vines during their "breaking" period, as furnishing a wholesome

and moist air. As you want to combine vine and pot culture, pray keep

your vines to the rafters, on the spurring system. You may then grow

anything on the back wall. We do not know what you mean by

"Bluseatel" grapps; there are Rluscadels, Moscatels, and Muscatellers

—

perhaps you mean Frontiguan : these are too uncertain to recommend,

where only three are required. We should choose the Hambro, Mus-

cadine, anil the West St. Peter's. These would produce, in sucecssion,

from July to November; and you coidd graft a twig, here and there,

with fancy sorts. Eighteen feet long should give you five rafters, each

carrying a vine. By all means, place a partition wall, if other trees grow

near. Do not sink your floor—rather raise it. Your back wall may be

from ten to twelve feet; your front just enough to make a convenient angle.

You must get a handy mechanic, who has been used to such things. Mr.

Errington thinks that the position of the border trees next the walk may
be amended, by planting them about a couple of feet or so from the

edge. However, by his plan the walks must be of prepared soil, for he

intends the trees to take possession of them with their roots.

Keeping a Horse (I. S. L.).—Your problem is a somewhat hard one.

Had the case been cows and pigs, instead of a horse, we could have

better advised. We are quite aware, that a horse may be in part dieted

on steamed roots, &c. ; but, after all, good hay. and some other dry and

more concentrated diet, is necessary. Two acres, you say: well, one

acre, if good soil, may possibly produce hay enough, in conjunction with

a system of mashes and steamed roots, chaff", &c. ; but we cannot discern

much economy in the affair. In this case, it is obvious that the roots

must take the place of pasturage. Give your Beurre Difl Pear a rich

and loamy top-dressing, three inches thick, very shortly. B, Diel is

certainly only second rate.

Flower-garden {Montem).—Mr. Beaton cannot "decline" so old

an acquaintance as your plan, which was published by the late Mr.

Loudon, just twenty years ago, in the /th volume of his Gardener's

Magazine, page 33, where you will find a good list of plants to fill it, in

the mixed style. Nothing is easier than to plant this garden, and your

own planting is very well arranged, except 9 and 5—carnations—and they

are objectionable for that style, as they do not flower in the autumn

:

put some blue flowering plant in both of them. Salvia chani^drioides is
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the most suitable, but TVrifpifi Impernfrirc Josephine will do. As j'ou

do not rt'turn till July, why not sow Lobelia rnmosa about the tenth of

May, and tvansiilant them tliere till you have a stock of the Salvia ? We
would sow an edging of Nemuphiln round the roses in 1, about the last

week in April, and the rest with Mij^nourlti-y which would cover the

ground, and spread out after the Ncmaphila was over. Fachsins are

inadmissible, and moss would loak very bail. C jldeu \'ariegatcd Hoflies

are the best things for your corners ; you can cut them to any shape, and
keep them to any height for many years. We cannot be at tlie cxjicnsc

of returning plans.

Daphne ODonATA, (Ibid).—You ought to cut it down close to the old

wood after flowering, and the young tops will make cuttings.

LiLiUM LANciKOLiUM [Ibid).—Shake it out of the old mould imme-
diately, and repot it in a fresh compost, in the same pot. It ought to

have been potted long since, and the white Lilies ought to have been
transplanted last October. This is a good time to plant Hollyhocks, but
October would have been a better time for them also ; the dealers supply

them ready for transplanting. Double Poppies are annuals, and to flower

them in the autumn, sow three times in May ; at the beginning, middle,

and end of the month. Picoteea and Cnrnutiona should be planted now,
or soon

;
you cannot retard them, but in your locality you will have

Cloves in August.

"A LARGE Circular Pond in a flower-garden, which is to have a

fountain in the centre, has a margin of grass four feet wide all round,
then a gravel walk of six feet ; now, this pond looks cheerless in winter.

What can be introduced round to give it warmth in winter? The border

is too narrow for Rhododendrons, and rock-work is objected to," Can
any of our readers give a good suggestion ?

Tan for Hot-bed (.Tiverton) .—Three loads, put in a two-light pit,

will be sufficient for all the propagating and specimen-plant purposes

you name ; but the retaining of heat enough for cucumbers, will depend
upon the time you wibh to use it for this purpose. Mr. Fish forgot to

mention fan, the other week, as a medium of heating, or he would have
said that the drier it could be made, so as just to allow decomposition to

proceed, the more mild and lasting will be its heat. Tlierc is little

trouble with unhealthy steam from tan. Ucfore using the bed for cucum-
bers, it would be advisable to turn it, and add a little fresh at the bottom.
Rough Plate Glass {Ibid).—This will have no prejudicial influence

either upon your cuttings or cucumbers, but quite the reverse. You will

have enough of light, and require no shading. M'e have seen abundance
of it used, with no detriment, but have had little experience with it our-

selves.

Potting after March {Ibid).—This must be regulated by the object

aimed at. We are potting almost every day in the year ; but as many
are a little uncertain, as well as yourself, attention will soon be given to

it, in a more extended form than could well be done in this column.
AuTUMN-sowN Annuals {Cowes).—Autumn-sown annuals need not

be transplanted till after the middle of March ; where they are thick,

remove them in little patches, otherwise in single plants, and plant them
pretty close to one another. Lobelia ramosa must be sown in heat, about
the last week in March ; and for late autumn flowering, again early in

May.
Nemophila Insigis (F, p. S.).—This is the best bedder of its cbss

and colour as long as it lasts, or say five or six weeks, and Lobelia ramosa
is the best to succeed it on the same bed, and the easiest to manage for

that purpose. If the Nemophila is sown in the spring, the Lobelia, to

succeed it, need not be sown till the middle of May. Please to repeat

the portion of your question which has not been answered; it has escaped
our memory. Sanvitaliaprocumbens, sown about the middle of April,

is the best dwarf yellow plant to succeed your yellow pansy ; it will go
on to bloom till the frost stops it. You may sow it in the open ground,
and transplant any time up to midsummer, after you remove the pansies.
Pig-sty {11. P. H.).—Seeds will not vegetate in the plaster you sup-

pose. Blake a border, and plant fast growing climbers to run over the
sty. Your plan for a «'(7;o((' hedge will answer perfectly; such hedges,
made with various plants, were common some years ago round Perth,
and we saw one so planted in the Experimental Garden, Edinburgh.
Scarlet Annuals (J. TK.).—There is not such an annual as you

want, that we can recommend.
Many Questions {Flora Montague).— Cnt off" the tops of your Cat.

ceolarias, to keep them back. We do not recollect having seen the
Mistletoe on the ash, but it grows on the acacia. Proceed as advised
last year. The blue and white Campanula you will have seen men-
tioned last week ; plant them three or four inches apart, after inuring
them to a cold frauie. Sow Anfirrhtntim and Penstemon in March, and
they will flower next autumn. Celsta grandijiora, from cuttings this
spring, will l)loom next autumn. The shade of trees will not do as a
substitute, either for a bank or north wall. A cold pit may be above
ground, or partly sunk ; the name signifies that no artilicial heat is

applied. Dtanthus is the family name for Pinks, Carnations, Sweet
Williams, with Indian Pinks, and many others— all nice in the Ijorders

of a mixed garden. Calceolarias and other plants may be potted in

March. The Globe Amaranthus is a tender annual, and will not do as a
bedder. Pelargoniums are better the second and third year from cut-
tings. You certainly are not at all " unscrupulous to occupy so much
room ;" but you should write oftcncr, and not let questions accumulate •

then you could be answered at greater length, and better to the purpose;
a whole page might be usefully filled in explaining your two sheets of
questions*

Economical Fuel.—A Berkshire friend says : "Your correspondent,
' Taffy,' alludes to a species of fuel commonly used in South \^'ale8, and
I can, confidently, confirm his statement from the experience of my own
family when residing there. We lived for some years near the coast, and
found the clay balls a most excellent substitute for coals. They were
worked up into the size of large cricket balls, and laid, (piite in a wet
state, upon tlie fire, and so as to allow the air to pass between tliem.

They soon became red hot, and gave very great heat. Itut they were
always made with a particular strong blue clay, dug out of the sandi

when the tide was out. Cun ' Tali'y ' inform us whether atir/ clay will do

for this purpose ? If so, it will be an important benefit to almost all

your readers."

Grafting Passion-flowers {Ibid)—You may graft the Scarlet

Passion-flower upon the blue one, but it is not liardy. The new bright

blue variety you inquire for, is Nemoph'la insignis grundijhira

.

Primula contusoides [E. S.).—This a deciduous perennial ; that

is, it loses its leaves from September to jNIarch. You need not fear but

your plants will grow and flower well next spring.

Soiling Cows [Spes).—On your light, rich soil, no crop will answer
so well as Lucerne. Sow thinly in drills, 18 inches apart, at the end of

Rlarch. Sixteen or eighteen pounds are sufficient for an acre. Italian

Rye Grass is frequently sown after Tares, but the sowing should not be
before September. It will come in during April fur mowing for your
cows. Give abundance of liquid-manure after each mowing.
TussER {A. M. B.).—When we said the name is extinct, we meant

that no one is alive of that name—not that his works are forgotten !

Our Volumes (S. TT-'. W.).—We publish them in half-yearly volumes,

because many people like that size. If you prefer it, you can wait

until the end of the year, and we supply covers for those who select that

size.

Old Walls {E. S. M.).—If you cannot have them pointed, there is

nothing durable we can recommend.
Moore's Han»-book of Ferns (S. E. H.).—The price is five

shillings.

Bees (G. E.).—Keep your bees in the old hive, allow them to swarm,
put the swarm into a new hive, and drive the old stock in the autumn.
Barley-sugar does not require to be moistened before giving it to the bees.

British Ferns.—A correspondent (il/. C. R.) requires specimens of

Lastraa rigida, Woodsia alpina, Cystopteris jnontana, Asplenium ger-

manicum, and Trirhomanes sjn'ciosam. Also Sl fertile frond of Lnstro^a

thelypteris, and a frond of Polystichum angulare. She will make any
necessary rcniuner.ation.

Tarring Walls [A. Foster).—We can say decidedly, that blacken-

ing the walls with gas tar, does forward grapes grown against them,

especially if radiation from the walls at night is checked by the glazed

frames, as you propose. Black Barley, we believe, is best sown in the

autumn.
Name of Plant (D. A. J5.).—Your creeper is called by some Calam-

pelis .scabra, but we jirefer the elder name, Ercremocarpns scubra. Sow
the seeds you name in fllarcb, in pots plunged in a gentle hotbed.

Thanks for your criticisms. A German scholar tells us it is Koht-rubi,

and not rabi.

Charcoal Fire (T. Hughes).—This would be decidedly injurious to

your plants in a greenhouse. You must advertise for the other infor-

mation you require.

Old Eggs for Breeding.— U'. J. M. writes to us thus :
— ** In reply

to your corresponilevit, 'An Original Subscriber,* who wishes to know
how long eggs may be kept prior to hatching, allow me to say that I

have hatched chickens from eggs three months old, which had been kept

in a cool, dry room, in bran ; however, I would not make sure of hatching

eggs after two months old. As regards Bantams having a black tail and
mane, with white body, I have never heard of any such breed, although I

have hatched and reareil hundreds of all the best varieties of Bantams;
but for beauty, size, and abundance of eggs, none will beat the Gold and
Silver spangled (Sir John Seabright's breed) ; these, if pure, are ex-

ceedingly small and Ijeautiful."

Melilotus leucantiia (A Subscriber).— Any London seedsman
will obtain seed for you. The seed of Saleia nemorosa can be had, we
think, of DIr. Stark, seedsman, Edinburgh. Cut down your old Melilotus

plants.

Baking Powder {B. M.).—Can any of our readers give a receipt for

making this, which is used in pastry? Your other questions next week.

Red Spider {Fearful).—Sulphur, applied by means of a hot-water

plate, will not injure your plants ; we prefer this to brushing it on the

flues.

Our Villagers {E. R.).—The authoress has published no separate

work, but her " My Flowers," in a volume, will Ije published in the

spring.

Nutt's Cf-leuv {A Cottager).—You should have inquired the price

bcfure you ordered it. Eight shillings for half an ounce, is exhorbitant.

We suppose he wishes to sell plants, not seed. At all events, he will

not sell much at such a price. Why not return it, with a civil note,

saying, you cannot afford to pay such a price ?

London: Printed by Harry Wooldridge. Winchester Iligh-strcct,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalondar; and Published by William
Somerville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—February 20th, 1851.
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soss one or botli of tbose qualities much move conspi-

cuously than the Pei'iwinlde and tlie Dropwort.

So strongly do wc feel the truth of tliis, that we have

ajiplied for information to Jilr. Weaver, gardener to the

Warden of Winchester College; hecause his experience

and success with our hardy border flowers is as remark-

able as that of auy one we know; and, in reply, he has

furnished us witli the following notes upon the Sjnraas,

of which tlie Dropwort is one :

—

This being the season that so many persons will be busy,

re-labelbng, re-arranging, and manimng, or top dressing

their flower borders, I would reraarli, that there are very

many of our bardy border flowers, that are the better fur

not being disturbed at the root for many years. Others, on
tlie contrary, require to be taken up every two or three

years and separated; whilst a third section require to be
taken up every year, in order to keep them witliin appro-

priate bounds. In any of these cases, if the object be to

increase tlie number of plants, let tlie plant be taken

entirely up, and divided into auy number of suitable pieces,

and let the soil be well pulverized, and fresh, rich soil, or

manm-e, ailded previously to replanting. Let it also be
borne in mind, that it is all the better if one species be
placed where some other species has grown, for it is like a

change of crop. Of plants that spread out, and require taking

up for the purpose of making them less, always choose an oid-

sii/e piece to form the new plaut, and never chop these kinds

of plants round, as is often done, so as to leave the centre.

The outer portions are always most vigorous. In these

notes, I would first ask for attention to the following sorts

of Spirwas, for they are very ornamental, hardy, border
plants.

Spinea aruncus (Goat's Beard S.) is a very beautifid

plant, and a uative not only of Siberia, but other parts of

Em-ope, and even of Japan, and A'irginia. It was inti'oduced

so long ago as 1030, by the elder Tradescant, and is

described by Johnson, in bis edition of Gerarde's Herbal.
This old plant, although so handsome, is only now and then
seen m gardens. It is very liardy ; is readily increased by
root-division; grows from two and a half, to three and a

half feet high ; and when planted in a suitable situation,

might remain for many years. Indeed, to take up an old

establislied plant, either for the sake of moidiig it to another
situation, or for division, the roots are so strong and tough,
a grubbing axe is almost necessaiy. It flowers from June
to July. Strong established plants put up an abundance of

large flower stems, clothed with large branching or compound
leaves, and crowned with a jirofusiou of pauicled spikes of
white featliery flowers. These are admhed by every one,

and always eagerly sought after for bouquets. Any common,
rich, garden soil suits it.

8. barhata (Bearded S.) This is a little resembling the
preceding, but very much less in its growth. It is a native

of Nepal, introduced to this country, 1800, and often called,

S.japonka (a name which was given it, on account of its

introduction from Japan, by Dr. A'an Sieboldt). It bad,
bowi'ver, Ijeeu previously discovered in Nepal, by Dr.
Wallicli, and by him named 8. barhata, in allusion to a little

cluster of hairs which occurs at the base of each leaf stalk.

It grows from one and a half to two feet high, and any rich

soil suits it. It is readily increased by root-division, and
may remain where plauted from three to five years without
being disturbed. Its beautiful and delicate white flowers,

and its shining green leaves, render it a perfect gem, from
the end of Slay to the end of June.

8. Filipeiiihtla (Dropwort). This is a tuberous-rooted,

indigenous sjiecies, of which there are one or two varieties.

The roots connected together by a thread occasioned its

name. Both species and varieties are ornamental border
flowers, and they may be called evergreen, as their beautiful

fem-like root leaves never die do>vn. Well-established
plants produce numerous leafless flower stems, from one
and a half to two feet high, \villi flne bunches of white
ilowers. Very beautifal indeed, is the double variety, called

fdipi'iiiliila plfuo. I have heard of a red variety, but have
never seen it. Tliere is another variety, called multiplex,

which is a stronger grower, \nl\i single whitish flowers.

The beautiful leaves of tins species should mner be cut
away from tlie plants, and once planted, it may remain in

tlie same situation for many years, but it is readily ineivascd
by ruot-divisiou.

-S'. ulmaria (Jleadow Sweet.) This, which Marlyn calls

Qnern of the mciulous, is another indigenous species, and
though a common plant, is pretty and sweet. There are
two varieties of this sjiecies that are ornamental border
flowers, namely, ulmaria pleuo, or the double-flowered, and
the other is uhnariu variajatn, the golden-coloured niarldngs
in the leaves of which are so beautiful, as to render it a
veiy desirable border plant, pai-ticularly if grown a little in

the shade, or in a cool situation. The flowers are white,

and similai' to that of the species of which it is a \ariety.

It delights in a rich garden soil, but should be taken up and
divided every two or three years ; the suil enriched, and a
moderate sized outside jjiece planted again. This species
grows from two to two and a half feet high.

8. lubata (Lnbed-leafleted S.). This is a very beautiful
plant, growing from two to two and a half feet liigli. It is

a native of North America, and very similar to our indi-
genous 8. ulmaria ; but the terminal leaflet of its leaves, is

very diftVrent, being larger, and or 7 lobed. It produces
beautiful buuchey heads of rosy-red flowers from July to
August. The plant dehglits in a rich, holding soil, and
should be taken up, and divided, and replanted, about evei-y

three to five years. The roots are sweet scented.

8. dif/itata (Finger-leaved S.) is another beautifid plant,
is very neaiiy alUed to the last mentioned, and requires the
same treatment. Its flowers are nearly the same colour, and
grow about the same height.

There is another one, called 8. jialmata (Hand leaved S.),

but this I have not sieen, though I beUeve it to bo very
pretty, and much Uke the two preceduig species.

We shall publish similai' notes monthly, or oftener.

We can confidently recommend to the attention of our

readers the very practical and good directions for the

management of the poultry-yard, wdiich we have com-

menced to-day. Tlie signature is fictitious; therefore

we will add that the directions are from the pen of a

lady who teaches what she has practised witli success

for years.

This leads us to recomniend to the notice of our

readers, the new and enlarged edition of Ricliardson's

shilling volume on The Domestic Foui. The informa-

tion it contains, and the beauty of the numerous illus-

trations, render it one of the best, as it is the cheapest,

worlv upon the siihject. It includes ornamental poultry,

with tlieir Natmal History, and treatment in health and

disease.

GARDENING GOSSIP.

The Balsam is very constant, generally, in the charac-

ter of its seed. At a meeting of the Society for the

Encouragement of Elorioulture, the subject of seed

sowing from this beautiful ])laiit was brought forward,

and some very experienced florists advocated the use of

old seed; and refereuoo was made to some very beautiful

single flowers that were shown at Chiswick a few years

ago, which were grown from four and five-year-old seed;

but it was objected that ago had not anything to do with

the doubleness, and the varied cohmrs were deemed to

have been the result of natural sporting; but these were

effects of saving from mixtures. As a proof of a disposi-

tion to constancy, it was stated that from an extraordi-

naiy close flower, perfectly white, and as large neaiiy as

a Camellia, purchased at a nui'sery the year before last.
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forty seeds wore saved and raised last year ; of tliese,

thirty-six were like tlie parent ; one quite as double, of a

rich piu'ple ; one a peach ; and two semi-double mottled

kinds ; and thirteen seeds, saved from a straw-ooloured

variety, of iine habit, but not so double, the entire tliir-

teen were lil<e the parent, and so like each other, that

nobody could make a distinction in form of any speci-

men. Of seeds saved from mottled red, mottled purple,

mottled peach colour, the plants, in general, came nearly

true as to the colours, but varied much in the quantity

of colour and quantity of white. But the mottled red

had nearly half a dozen distinct shades of red, from a

dark brickdust to a brilliant scarlet. All these preserved

tlieir doubleness in such a remarkable degree, as to

defeat the saving of seed in any quantity ; the flowers

on the main stem being so close and compact, as to form

no pod. From the lateral brandies seed was saved from

the distinct vaiieties separately ; and the ne.\t sowing

will determine, if it be not determined by the flrst expe-

riment, whether the balsam seed be not as good at one-

year-old, as at any time, and settle how far it is constant.

The properties of the Fuclisia led to a very animated

debate at a recent meeting of florists in the metropolis.

The old story about the impossibility of ever producing

one according to the rules laid down, was repeated, and

flowers of various characters were introduced in illus-

tration. One party observed, that there could not be

two opinions on the beauty of the globidar form; for the

old Olohosa, Glohbsa major, and several others of that

form, surpassed all others in richness ; and although he

never expected to see a Olohosa bud actually turn up
and fold itself backwards, to form the globe, with its

petals turned, there could be no doubt of the beauty of

sueh a flower, if it could be had- He would mention

several flowers that were favourites in proportion to their

reflexing qualities. To begin with old ones, Ricartonl

expanded its sepals straight out, in a true horizontal

position, and showed the corolla; Formosa elcgans went
a step furtlier, and reflexed a little ; Roseola reflesed

still more, and was, therefore, a still greater favourite

;

and these three were all dark. There was such a decided

objection to sepals, which hugged and partly concealed

the corolla, and, moreovei', the outside of the sepals were

always so much less brilliant than the inside, that how-
ever difflcult it may be to obtain, he could not see an

objection to the rules laid down. After many objections

by two or three persons, it was decided, that round was
richer than long buds, that the inside of the sepals was
brighter than the outside, that the corolla ought to be

e.xposed entire, and that the superiority of a variety that

would reflex completely, might be easily imagined by
referring to the Martagon Lily.

The Phlox, as most of u.s know, is propagated by cut-

tings and by parting the roots ; but we saw a favourite

variety, when its flrst blossoms showed its character,

bent down and pegged along the ground, and the stem
just covered with soil the whole length ; last month we
saw it taken up ; every joint of the stem had made a

root, and shot up a small branch ; so that it was lite-

rally cut into more than twelve plants, independently of

its full increase at the mam root. We live only to learn,

if we look about us a little.

We have noticed a Pensiemon, called Saltern, we
believe so entirely new in its character, that it is fairly

a step in advance. The bloom is about tlie ordinary

size ; colour, full cream, a margin round the lip is pale

rose, and there is blood-red, or a deep crimson, veiny

marking in the lower part of the throat. We presume

it will come out in the course of the ne.x.t year; but it

was the seedling plant we saw, and we presume it will

be advei'tised. The plant was more dwarf than many
of the Penstemons, not exceeding twelve inches.

Weigela Rosea has been shown, accordiiig to our ob-

servation, vei'y tall, lanky, and bare below. We have it

covered with blossoms. The earliness is from our hav-

ing forced it; not a foot high, quite a foot or fifteen

inches through, and a perfect specimen. The treatment,

however, is as important as it is simple. We turned it

out in its pot, to "rough it" all the summer; in Novem-
ber, we brought it into the greenhouse, and cut it down
to about six or eight inches high ; every stem was cut

down to that length. In January it had started at

every eye, and showed its bloom-buds ; we then removed

it into the intermediate house, a sort of cool airy stove,

ranging 00° for night, and allowed to reach 00° by daj%

without air, and open wlien above that; and in this

house it flowered beautifully. It was an experiment,

and we recommend everybody to cut them, when they

house them for the winter, to a handsomely formed

skeleton ; they will find it one of the most rich and

beautiful of modern introductions.

We were present at a meeting, not long since, where

the advantages of a floral union were discussed with

great animation ; and on the unfair advantages taken of

young florists by older ones, it was m-ged that on enter-

ing such an order, a pledge ought to be exacted from

every member that he will, in all transactions and at all

exhibitions, act with honesty himself, and expose all

who do not. It was, on that occasion, regretted that

some persons, holding the rank of gentlemen, or of high

standing as tradesmen, were not above exhibiting

flowers collected by their gardeners from other person's

gardens, and declaring, or making their gardeners de-

clare, that such flowers were their own growth and jn'o-

perty. It was recommended that such societies should

be confined to the discussion of floral and horticultural

subjects, and to e.xhibiting at periodical meetings

—

First,

newly raised fruits, flowers, plants, and vegetables, for

the double purpose of making them known, and collect-

ing opiuions_ of their merits; and, seconclli/, to exhibit

well-grown, curious, rare, or handsome specimens of

anything already known. A one shilling subscription

from each member would pay a secretary and all imme-

diate expenses; and tlie members of every other descrip-

tion of society could belong to this union, without draw-

ing much upon their finances ; and from a central

meeting in London, societies, or rather branches, in

every part of the United Kingdom, could be communi-

cated with in a single post. A disagi-eeable task might

be imposed on the society, if thought necessary. Any
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person, be bis rank wbnt it may, actually detected in

any disbonourable act, might be denounced througbout

the union, by merely communicating to all the branches

that Mr. A. B. is not considered eligible as a member of

the union. We hope our country friends will consider

this subject.—E. Y.

NEW PLANTS.

THEIR PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPniES.

BoRDER-coLOBRED Pharhitis (Phaihitis Vimhuta).—

Canhner's Mmjazlne of Botany, ii. 217.—Tbo specific,

or second, name of this very beautiful Bindweed, indi-

cates the manner in which the two colours are arranged

in the flower ; Imhatns, meaning that one coloin is bor-

dered round by a difiereut colour—an arrangement of

colours not usually met with in flowers. The flowers of

this Bindweed are of a deep violet pui'ple colour, edged

round with pure white; giving them, at once, a singular,

interesting, and very handsome appearance. It is an

annual, a native of Java, whence it was introduced, in

18i8, by the Messrs. KoUison, nurserymen at Tooting,

near London. As it produces seeds freely, and only

requhes tlie same kind of culture as tlie old Convolevhis

mfijor, it will soon be as common as that annual, making

a handsome addition to our half-hardy summer climbers.

Plants like this, having very showy flowers, and produc-

ing their seeds abundantly, have been so carried about

from one country to another by seafaring men, that it is

difficult to ascertain their native country after a few

years. It may yet turn out that this plant from Java

bad been introduced there by a Dutch captain from

some Brazilian port. Wc have an annual Bindweed

from the Brazils, called Pharhilis Nil, which, at first

sight, might be mistaken for the subject of oui' biogi'a-

phy. A third plant, or a variety of this, was discovered

by the late ilr. Gardener, in Brazil, which be referred

to Pharbitis Nil; and the characters by which the three

are distinguished one from the other are so sliglit, that

we incline to the belief they are referable to the same
type. Be that as it may, the circumstance does not

lessen the value of our Java plant. There is a highly

finished coloured plate of Pharhilis limhata in the last

November number of the Gardener's Magazine of

Botany—the best and most spiritedly conducted work

of all our gardening monthly periodicals. Pharhitis is I

a genus recently divided fi'om Ipomcca, and the principal '

distinction between the two families is, that Pharbitis

has more seeds than four in the capside, or seed-pod,

the true Iponwa having only four. The name is derived

from pharhc, colour ; alluding both to the brightness of

the colour, and to its variation in the same flower at

diiferent periods. Thus Pharbitis Learii, or Ipomtca

Learii, the finest of the family, opens iu the morning a

light blue, and fades away towards the evening a ])ale

purple.

The genus Pharhitis was named by .J. D. Cboisy, a

Swiss botanist, who is the latest author who studied this

order, and arranged the genera in Decandolle's " Pro-

dromus," and in a long memoir published at Geneva iu

1834. His labours among the Bindweeds have been

very sharply criticised by Mr. Bentham in the London

Journal of Botany, for May, 18-15. Nevertheless, his

Pharbitis has been acknowledged by Mr. Bentham and

others in ttds country as valid, and also his Exocjonimn,

which includes the true Mexican Jalap plant, which

formerly went by the name of Ipomcea Jalapa and /.

Purga.

The source of the Jalap di-ug was a mystery for many
years, and is so to this day by the great mass of plant col-

lectors. We cannot, therefore, employ the space allotted to

this hiograjihy hetter than liy gi^ing that of the Jalaji plant,

Exoyonimn Pitrytt, of Choisy, or the Ijwmfca Piirya, and Oon-
volriiliis Jalaptt of otlier days. Exoyonium is taken from exo^

outside, and yoiwiio, to beget; alluding to the stamens being
exserted, as botanists term it, that is, growing out beyond
the limb of the ilowers; a Bindweed, witli e.Kserted stamens,

must, therefore, be refcixed in future to the genus Exoyo-
niiim. The true Jalap plant was known to Pliilip Miller,
" the King of Gardeners," from seedlings of it which he
reared in the apothecary's garden at Chelsea ; but be did

not tlower it, probably because he mistook it for a stove

plant, which it is not. He says, " from a drawing of the

plant made by a Sjxinitirrl, in the eounb'y where it grows
natiu'ally, who gave it to Dr. Houslmin, and is now in my
possessioii, the flowers are shaped like those of tlie common
Great Bindweed, each footstalk supporting one Hower ; but

as it is only a pencil drawing, so the colour is not expressed,

therefore I can give no farther account of it." Ha\Tng seen

this plant in tlower in the open air in England, we can mal%e

up for Miller's deficiency, liy saying the colom is a light

crimson ; and as the Piirya requires about the same kind of

treatment as the J)ah]ia from tlie same country, we recom-

mend it as a fine tljing; and we would jdant out tlie roots

on a south warm Ijorder, that the slender stems luighl liave

the advantage of a soutli wall. In the neighbourhood of

Edinburgh, it has been Howered in a plantj^stove lately, but

that was an unnatural way of treating it. The true Jalap

plant did not escape the great Humboldt. Ho says (A'cio

Spain, vol. iii.), "The true Piirya ite Xatapa delights only in

a temperate cUmnte, or rather an almost ci.ild one, in shaded

vallies and on the slope of mountains." Wo may, therefore,

assert confidently that the Jalap plant would repay its culti-

vation in Australia, New Zealand, the Cape, Port Natal, and
othei' colonies ; a fact of great importance to practitioners

in these settlements, were it only to avoid the ill effects of

the adidteralions of the olficinal drug, a common ]prrti'ticc,

the roots of the white Bryony, and ntlier less dnngerotis sub-

stances being mixed with it. The Jalap roots are not much
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lai'ger tlian a Koose's (?gg, and if sent out of Eurojie in Octo-

ber or November, they would travel from country to countiy

without taking any harm for the next five or six months. A
friend of ours, with whom we had seen the plant in llower,

said, " These very roots were detained at Vera Cruz, under

the French blockade, nearly two years, but began to exhibit

signs of vitality in a short time after they were placed in a

hot-bed, and here they are in flower the same season." The
word .Talap is a corruption of XaJapa, which the Mexicans
pronounce Jalapa, the pro^•ince of Mexico, where it is a

native of, or, at least, whence it has long been sent to ^'era

Cruz for exportation.

Dr. Sohiede procm-ed it from a different locality, on the

eastern declivity of the Mexican Andes, at an elevation of

COlX) feet. The reason why the true plant, winch supplied

the Jalap of commerce, remained until a few year's back

without behig accurately determined, was this : Michaux, a

French botanist, who travelled in America, named an
Ipomaa, with a very large root, Macrorhiza, which grows

ueai' Vera Cruz and other parts of the country, as well as in

the Floridas; and tlie drug being exported from Vera Cruz,

naturalists rested satisfied tliat the som'ce of the Jalap was
this large rooted Ijiomwa, and hence the idle stories about

Jalap roots weighing 5016 or CO 115.

Pharbilis limhata belongs to the Natural Order B'liuhi'eech

(Convolvulacefe), and to 5-Penhmdria 1-Moiiogijnia of the

Linn.-ean system. It is a twining annual ; stem clothed with

bent-back hairs ; leaves heart-shaped, but with three pointed

lobes, and hairy
;
flower-stalks single, one-flowered, and half

the length of the leaf-stalks ; cahjx sepals four, long, nai'row,

bristly at the base, and hairy at the top. B. J.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
" Delays are Dangeeous."—Although much has to

he advised shortly, hoth as to iu-doov and out-door fruits,

yet we feel inoliued to stir up the memory of our readers

as to some important matters oonoeruing hardy fruits.

The weather has been so unusually mild for several

weeks, that the blossom-bud is now, in what we must
term, a most alarming state, for the pears and goose-

berries here (Cheshire), are half developed in some oases

;

and, indeed, the peaches, &o., too much advanced. We
much fear, therefore, a great destruction ; for who can
expect the whole spring to run on in so unusual a way.

Let every one, who can command evergreen boughs,
whether of spruce, or other firs, holly, laurel, privet, &c.,

immediately stick them, as we have done during the last

three days, through all the best gooseberries, j^ears, and
other forward things ; for if they do no good, they can-

not possibly do harm. Ours are simply laid over the

tops of the fruit-trees, and if any happen to become dis-

placed by a storm, why a man in a couple of hours re-

adjusts them.
Pears, here, being mostly trained horizontally, or, as

low bushes, are covered with great facility, and we shall

make a point of taking the boughs ofl' for three or four

days in about three weeks time—seizing a period free

from frost for the operation, with the barometer steadily

in our favour.

BooT-P-RUNiNG.—Those who have such o]5erations still

to perform, must see to their completion without a
moment's delay ; and, remember, that the operation
should scarcely be so severe now, as when performed in

November, for the roots, doubtless, not only commence
to cicatrice during winter, but either produce new fibres,

or prepare the very germs of them.
Top-dressing.—Whenever this is needed, let it be ap-

plied forthwith. As we never dig over the surface of

our fruit borders, we apply a thin dressing annually (the

moment the bushes are pruned), to all gooseberries,

raspberries, black currants, i&o. One barrowful, gene-
rally, suffices for two or three trees. This is spread in

a circle round the bush, and then a little soil strewed
over to prevent loss by drying. Other fruits, too, re-

quire attention at times, in this way ; all apples, pears,

plums, cherries, &o., wl}ioh appear exliaustcd by heavy
cropping, will be benefited. It is quite interesting, at

tills period, to observe the early action of the black
currant roots ; where top-dressings are annually applied,

they will be found in a most active state now, close

beneath the surface.

Insects.—We must here allude more especially to

the apple blight, and the Apricot scale. By the latter, we
mean the scale of the Narrow-winged Red-bar Moth, the
Pwdisca angustiorana, an account of which will be found
at page 81, of vol. iii. 'I'lie former, termed the American
blii/ht, may, by persevering in the use of spirits of tur-

pentine, be totally eradicated The scale is a most
serious pest to the apricot, and should be hunted out
now, on the old stems of the apricots, where the eggs
will be found at this period just beginning to enlarge,

preparatory to their hatching into caterpillars. They
are in patches, and ajipear like oval daubs of paste.

These we assiduously destroy, for it will be remembered
that such produce the caterpillars, that are almost sure
to make their appearance with the young leaf, which
they so mutilate and roll up, as seriously to damage
both the present and the lu'ospective crop, and also

paralyze the system of the tree. There can be little

doubt that the usual soft soaji, lime, and sulphur dress-

ing, as applied to peaches, would destroy them, if ap-

plied betimes ; but this we have never proved.

We recommend those who are desirous of having
healthy crops of that most useful fruit, the hlaclc currant,

to water or syringe their trees over, forthwith, with the

strongest soap-suds of the laundry. We would give them
a second application, if possible, before the buds unfold.

This will prove, in a great degree, antagonistic to those

ruinous apliides, which annually do so much mischief;

and will, moreover, be almost equal to a manuring.
Indeed, the old plan, as practised by the celebrated

Speechly, in his day. of pouring soap-suds constantly
over the walls containing particular fruits, durijig the

rest season, is well worth introducing to modern practice.

We should always do so, but that over amount of labour
will not bear us out, unless wo have every confidence in

its utility.

Peaches and Nectakines.—These of course will be
all pruned and trained by the time this advice reaches
our readers. Let us advise that the apphoation of

the sulphur paint be not forgotten. Beat up three

ounces of soft soap with each gallon of tepid water ; add
four handsful of flower of sulphur, and, if necessary,

add some soot to subdue the tone of colouiing imparted,
which, without the latter, is a lively lemon colour.

We generally add some thick clay water, making the

whole the consistence of ordinary paint. Let this be
applied by a brush to every space between the shoots,

and if a little should pei'cbance touch the shoots, it will

not harm them.
Gkafiing.—This will probably have to be performed

earlier this spring, and we advise those who have pear-

trees of some size, which do not give satisfaction, to

insert as many grafts as they can find time for, of truly

good kinds adapted to the locality. Wherever such
" take," the spray of the original tree may be pruned
away in the following autumn, and the shoots from the

grafts tied down in their places, or otherwise trained.

Ample directions for grafting will be found at page 229

of the vohnne for 1848-9.

Plums, cherries, apples, &c., may be served in a
similar way, and were this jilan more frequently prac-

tised, there would seldom be occasion to totally destroy

established trees.

A Nursery.—Our readers must not feel alarmed at

such a heading ; we do not wish them to enter into

business in this way, but merely to hint, that where an
amateur has room, and desire for severe economy, and
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feels an iutorest in the rearing of his own fruits, he will

do well to set apart a plot of gromid for this purpose.

Unless the ground is pretty good, however, it is scarcely

w-orth his while, as stunted trees or plants are seldom

profitable. He can, of course, combine the useful and

the sweet—the things belonging to the ornamental, with

those of the culinary or fruit do):artment. I'or tlie latter

ho will require to procure a lot of stocks, and they shoidd
j

be planted immediately. He will need quinces tor

dwarf or trellised pears ; the ordinary pear stock for
|

orchard pears ; the Paradise for apples under a dwarfing

system ; and the ordinary crab for common standard
|

apples. For weak growing plums, the Brussels stock,

and for the coarse growing kinds, the Muscle stock; the

latter he may also use for peaches. For the apiicot, our

uin-serymcn use, we believe, the " commoner " stock,

which is of a thorny character.

Thus equipped, and tlie stocks planted out two feet

apart between rows, and fifteen inches between the

plants, he will be able to bud on them this summer, or

graft the following spring, if planted carefully, and the

soil is good. It must be observed, however, that as to

the quince stock, it is little use plantuig this in dry or

sandy soils. The quince loves a permanency of mois-

ture; but when we say this, we do not mean that the

soil must be wet, only that it must not be liable to

sudden drought. Of course this is not a question of

manures, but of the mechanical texture of the soil. The
subject has been repeatedly handled in these pages ; but

we may repeat, that the clayey principle should form an

important part of all soils or composts intended for the

quince. AVe have known the quince-trees in the neigh-

bourhood of London thrive exceedingly on a coarse

gravelly loam, or dirty clay, of about a foot in deptli,

resting on a watery and dirty white sand. Soils of an

alluvial character, such as the sediments of ditches on

clay soils, will be found to suit the quince well, if plenty

of ordinary sand of a fine chai-acter be mixed with it.

If the clayey principle is present in sutficient quantity,

the dryer and sounder the bottom for this the better.

It must here be observed, that the latter niceties refer

to our fancy pears ; that is to say, to the quince, after

being worked with them, and planted out finally.

IiETAiiDiNG Blossoming.—As a little sound advice

to the readers of The Cottage Gaudeneii, who take

an interest in fruit culture, we beg to suggest a due

attention to the protection of the blossoms of their pet

fruits already established; and this, as we have before

remarked, consists not only in warding off frosts, but in

endeavouring, by all fair means, to retard the opening of

the blossoms. This we have repeatedly proved to be

sound practise in proper hands; and, if we mistake not,

we were the first to urge it strongly, in the pages of

The Cottage Gardener.
We are glad now to see the subject taken up, and its

importance recognised, by other gardening periodicals
;

and indeed the whole thing is such a common-sense sort

of an affair, that it needs but pointing out, with its conco-

mitant arguments, as a principle, together with the colla-

teral ])roofs of practice, to be at once enlisted into

modern practice. Still, here, as in everything else,

some caution is necessary. If any one should sufler

their covering, of whatever kind, to remain constantly

on until the blossoms become what we gardeners term
" drawn," we most earnestly beg they will not impute

the failure which will in all probability follow to our

advice.

When once the blossom buds commence expanding,

we little fear the roughest storm during the day, avoid-

ing frost, and, generally speaking, drenching cold rains

or sleet, and for this purpose, where canvas or bunting

is used, it becomes expedient to lower it every evening,

taking care to uncover next day if possible.

R. Errington.

THE FLOT\T!lR-GARDEN.

Transpl.anting.—Before we plant the large tree refer-

red to in ray last letter, let me run over the lieads of the

instructions given in it. A large shrub, or tree, is in the

way of something, and it must be removed, but no one is

at hand who understands the process of transplanting,

therefore, to insure success, the roots arc prepared—the

spring before—not by cutting round the surface roots as

is generally practised, but by cutting a passage under
the tree to get at the top roots, which are cut, and the

passage is then filled up. At the proper time for re-

moval, the passage is opened again, two wheeling planks

laid down, and a truck on two rollers is passed in over

the planks and fixed so that the roof of the passage

rests on the truck ; the plant is then disengaged in llie

usual way, and now rests with a large ball on the truck,

just as if nothing had been done to it ; horses arc now
\

hooked to tlie truck, which, being on the planks, runs
|

easily out of the hollow, and wlien on the surface may
be carried in any dii'cction, lilce a garden roller. The
last account left us in the middle of tlie pit for trans-

planting; the one end of the truck down in the pit, and
the other end on planks, or on the edge of tlie pit with-

out the short planks. If we consider it—this is a very

odd way to see a tree in—it is placed on a truck which
is now standing on a steep incline, like the roof a house.

How can it stand on the truck '? It does not stand on
it, only rests against it; as soon as the one end of the

Iruck was brought to the centre of the pit, the ball

slipped down to that end, or was pushed down by raising

the back end of the truck ; the horses are now unhooked
from tluit end, and one of them is hooked to the other

end of the truck, to pull it backwards, which must be

done very gently, and as the truck slips away from under
the ball, the tree or bush comes to the perpendicular,

without the least violence to any part of it. If it should

happen that the ball is not got to the centre of the pit,

but is more to one side, and, therefore, the roots cannot

find room on that side, it is better to widen that part to

let in the roots, than to endeavour to shift the ball to

the centre of the pit.

Now, I aflirm with confidence, after seven years ex-

perience of this system, that it is the simplest, the safest,

and best of all the ways that have hitherto been hit

on for removing, or preparing for removal, large trees

or shrubs—tunneling under a tree, or half way under
one, is the only way to get at, and cut short off—loots

which have gone down into the bad bottom-soil; or

when we wish to make the best of the root-iiruuiug

system, without reference to transplanting. When the

plant to be removed is of a size that four men can carry

it away on a hand-barrow, the barrow, owing to the legs,

cannot well be got under the centre like the truck, in

that case I would use the mason's hand-barrow, which is

without legs, or what would be better still, I would lay

down two handspikes, tv.'O feet or more apart, and nail

boards across them in the middle, and make my carrying

barrow on the spot to suit the size of the hall to be re-

moved. A planting truck, sufticicutly strong to carry

five or six tons weight, and running upon two rollers, is

nearly as easy to make as the simple hand-barrow, with

handspike handles as above ; if one were near a turner

or wheelwriglit, who could make the rollers, any one who
can drive a hand-saw and a hannner, could make tlio

body of the truck in less than an hour. First of all got

three pieces of oak quartering, as long as the truck, or

say frimr three to live feet, according to the balls it is

intended to carry; our's is four feet six inches long, and
three feet nine inches wide : the three pieces to be throe

inches thick one way, and two or two and a half inches

the other way ; lay them down at equal distances from
each other, and at the widtli of the trudi : thru miil

strong boards an inch thick across the three pieces, till
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you cover tlicm, except two or tlu'oo inclics at each end,

anil your truck is finished, except tlio rollers ; tlie upjier

surface of it being just four inches from the gromid
(three inches the ribs, and one inch the boards laid

across) ; tlie ends of the middle rib need not jn'ojcot like

the side ones ; saw them oflf. Tlie rollers should be nine

or ten inches in diameter, and should be placed a foot

from each end of the truck, and when the whole is

finished, the top of the truck will not bo quite a foot

from the ground; so that it can be pushed under a tree,

or stone, or anything else you wish to carry on it, by

making a passage under it afoot deep ; and it is a very

handy thing about a place for many things. If it had
moveable sides, you might carry a horse-load of soil, or

any thing with it, across the lawn to flower-beds, if the

horse was in boots. But we have not got the rollers

fl.xed yet. They are made the exact width of the truck,

and say, ten inches in diameter ; four inches at each end
are then reduced to the diameter of eight inclies, and a

space of four inches is then reduced in the centre of each

roller, and nearly five inches in depth; this space is to

allow room for the centre lib to fall into, and to allow

of the rollers working freely without the middle rib

touching thom. The two outside ribs are scolloped out

a little over tlic reduced ends of the rollers, so as to allow

them to bed in, as the carpenters say; this scollop

is in form of an arch, and no more than an inch deep
at the crown of the arch. Wlieu the truck is in motion,

the reduced ends of the rollers turn round in these

openings in the side ribs—wood working against wood ;

and, by keeping the wood axles greased, they work as

free as if they were polished iron, and they seem to last

much longer than iron axles would do luider the same
work. By looking at the truck from either end, when
it is in motion, you would think that each roller was in

two pieces, owing to the space cut out of the middle
of it. The way the rollers are fastened to the ribs is

very simple and strong ; a piece of iron, about the

width and tluekness of the rim of a carriage-wheel,

bowed near the middle to clasp round tlie end of the

roller, is screwed, behind and before the roller, into the

rib-piece,—not unlike the way some barrow-wheels are

fastened ; the outer end of this iron is continued out to

the end of the rib-piece, and then formed into a ring,

to hook the traces or ropes to for drawing it along, and
to make it all the stronger. These ends are wound
round with lioop-iron, just behind the rings. From all

this, I think, the merest hedge-carpenter could jHit up
a planting truck, if he had a lathe to turn the rollers,

and pieces of rough ii'on hoop, to fasten them.

Harry Moore is our planter-in-chief here, among fo-

rest trees ; he has been at it, every winter, these twenty
years and more; first, under Mr. Lovett, the old gar-

dener, but, for a long time on his own account, and is

not too old to be taught any new improvement in the

way of planting. I would back him to remove a full-

grown tree against any planter I ever heard of; and he
says, this truck, and this way of planting, is by far the

best and easiest, for men, and horses, trees, and all.

The plan of tunneling under large trees belongs to him
;

he has planted that way for the last six or seven years,

but he owns he took the idea from seeing roots prepared
that way in the gai-den where he works during the

summer. The truck was made for him after he failed,

in one or two instances, to carry very large trees on a
sledge with five horses. He has a set of chains, by
which he can fasten a tree to the four corners of the

truck before he starts ; and what with the weight of the
ball, and the help of these chains, his trees go across

the park just as they stood, and are never off the per-

pendicular, except at the moment of planting. There
are no heavy lifts, or straining, at this kind of planting,

and the men prefer the work to planting small trees

from the nurseries ; and when the wind is high, or the

tree top-heavy, he uses two guide ropes, fastened near

the top, one on each side, to steady the tree as they go

along, a couple of his men holding each rope. To liuisb,

as I began, these letters on planting, let inc again urge

on those who have not had practice in this kind of

work, not to attempt to remove any tree that is above

ten years planted, till next autumn, but to have the

roots prepared forthwith.

From planting large trees and truck-maldng, let me
free, for one sliort paragraph, to hunt up a beautiful

Spanish bulb, one of the prettiest of the season, easier

to find than the Crocuses of Spain, and, like them,

everybody's flower, and as pretty as any crocus can be,

and not unUke them in colour; it was described by

Clusius more than two hundred years since, but, strange

to say, it has never yet been introduced into England.

If we can re-introduce Yellow Geraniums from the south

of Africa, surely we can get over a beautiful bulb from

Spain, if we go the right way about it. I was looking

over some old memorandums the other night, to get

ready for our new Dictionary (about which it is very

gratifying to us all to hear such favourable reports), and

there I met with the name of this Spanish bulb, and a

pretty sounding name it is

—

Lapiedra I'laciana ._ the

most conspicuous bulb belonging to the Spanisli Flora.

It has leaves like the Yellow Amaryllis, which blossoms

with us in the autumn—the Opomiithiis of botanists^

and a white baud down the middle of each, like

that in the leaves of Hijipeastrum striatifoUim. The

flower-stalks support from six to eight beautiful white

starry blossoms, something in the way of a white crocus

flower, or a Hijpoxk. A variegated bulb with such

flowers would be a great acquisition to us. Any one

looking for it might know it at first sight, without

being "in flower—the variegated leaf is enough. If I

were a nurseryman, I would rather have a thousand

bulbs of Lapiedra to dispose of than a large bundle of

Spanish Bonds! It grows among stones, and in the

clefts of rocks, and I^agasca, a professor of botany in

Madrid, says it grows near the Church of San Fuen,

near Agesiras, and near Malaga, also on the stony

heights above Valencia, so that it may easily be ob-

tained. D. Beaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

When should Pl.\nts be R.EeoTiED?—Thecompre-
hension of a principle on which an operation is based,

is of great importance, both as respects successful

result, and as convoying to the operator a degree of

intellectual pleasure. Practice, then, instead of being a

matter of mystery, and hap-hazard routine, becomes

allied to, and identified with, scientific induction. From
the correspondence we are permitted to see, our friends,

young in gardening, are apt to faU into two opposite

errors ; one party requiring all, the very simplest, ope-

rations to be detailed respecting the cidture of their pet

plant, and troubling themselves little about the prin-

ciple; whilst another class require, above all things, the

rationale of operation, to the comparative neglect of

those minutice of detail, attention to which constitutes

no mean element of success. In the case of those indi-

viduals far better acquainted with general science than

it is possible for us to be, this second error is apt to

arise from a difference between a science bearing upon

unorganized material, and a similar science having

reference to organized existences,—these being divided

into numerous groups and families, possessing many
general analogies, but greatly varied in character, and

requiring, for their fidl development, separate features of

management—features which cannot be discovered by

theoretical jirinoiples, unless these are associated with
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extended observation, habitual attention to tiifles, and
many practical experiments. Far, tberefore, I'rom un-
dervaluing tirst jM'inciples, we would yet suggest, that

tbey alone will not constitute a royal road to success in

gardening. Hero, as well as in most cases, e.Kcelleuce

is the result of riglit-directed labour, and unwearied
industry.

These remarks will apply to several correspondents,

whose cases, as opportunity oilers, I shall gladly endea-

vour to meet. The heading of our article to-day, is

owing to the following question—" Are the instructions

(where no top or bottom-heat is ap])lied) to shift plants,

such as Geraniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Cinerarias,

&o., &c., in March, and even after that time, to be fol-

lowed?" Our friend tells us that he has hitherto done
so without comprehending the princi])le or physiology
of the operation; that he was generally rewarded with
leaves, and with but little bloom, and thinks tliat some
simple explanation might be given as to whether plants

that had filled their pots with roots were to be shifted

or not.

Now, here it will be obvious, that no definite instruc-

tion can be given to suit every case. The manner in

which a plant blooms, the ]ieriod at which that bloom
is wanted, the mode in which it is desirable to secure it,

whether from small plants for a window, or large mas-
sive specimens for a greenhouse, must all be taken into

consideration, along with the question of time, as, if

oorameucing with a young plant, the sooner we expect a
return in tlie shape of bloom, the smaller the specimen
we must be satisfied with. And yet the principle on
which we would base operations, frequently seemingly
drtferent, is one and identical, namely, that in vegeta-

tion, continued luxuriance in growth is opposed to fe-

cundity in flowers and fruit; m other words, whatever
tends to the free production of leaves and leaf-buds,

militates against the production of flower-buds. You
want a simple illustration ; walk into some old orchard
in the spring, and observe which is the apple-tree most
densely covered with bloom. It is not one tliat is young
and vigorous, but some old weather-beaten centenarian,
stunted and flat-beaded, scarcely able to send out a
gi-een leaf amidst its masses of rosy flowers. Every
plant is a separate, independent existence,—yes, but it is

more ; that existence is composed of an assemblage of

iudi\'idualities, in the shape of leaf-buds, each of which,
when sepai-ated from its neighbours, is capable of be-

coming an existence similar, in every respect, to its

parent. Whenever, from want of space, arrival at ma-
turity, from natural or artificial causes, there is an
obstruction to the production of leaf-buds, nature imme-
diately puts forth an effort, in another direction, to per-

petuate the race, by means of flower-buds followed by
seeds. The same principle is applicable in the animal
as well as in the vegetable world. Fecundity is encou-
raged by a deficiency of fat, not by the plethoric state.

Stock farmers understand tliis well. The same principle

guided Mr. Erringtou to the valuable discovery of root-

pruning fruit-trees. It was beautiful to see pear-trees

rivalling the trees of the forest in luxuriance, and pro-

ducing beautiful timber; but, somehow, our teeth could
not masticate t)ie wood, though they would have luxu-
riated in grinding a melting pear; ouly, under the old

system, we could hardly expect to get them plentifully

from trees of our own planting, until our hairs were
tolling a certain tale. By shallow borders, by poor soil,

by curbing the roots, by cutting them when too great
luxmianoe appeared, the sun and air had less to do in

maturing and elaborating the juices, and thus we were
presented with/r»i< instead oi shoots.

A similar prhiciple, under a difl'erent mode of develop-
ment, must regulate our treatment of flowering plants.

We want the free blooiuing of the old apple-tree, with-

out its decrepitude and ajipearauce of decay. We want

as much luxuriance as will convey the idea of perfect

health, and yet will not interfere with the size and
number of the blossoms. To etfect this, there will be

no necessity, except in extreme eases of luxuriiuu'e. for

the pruning-kuife at the roots; all can be accomiilished

by soil poor or rich, water clear, or strong with manure,
and a complete understanding of the object of potting,

and the peculiar habits of the plant.

The peculiarity of the plants to be treated, must form

the groundwork of the application of the principle—

•

luxuriance is ojiposcd to J'ertiVUij. Hence, as a conse-

quence of that principle, plants never flower so weU as

when their pots or tubs are crammed with roots. When-
ever the roots reach the sides of the pot, and are kept

safe there, an obstruction to growth is given ; and, as

they cross and recross each otlier, contending lustily for

an outlet—provided a due exposure to sun and air is

atlbrded—-a concentrating and ac'cumulatiug iiroress,

instead of an expanding one, commences, resulting in

the development of fruit or flower-buds. Other things,

therefore, being equal, the finest blooms are often pro-

duced from comparatively small pots ; and size for size,

and weight for weight, more in a proportional ratio, is

obtained from a small pot, well attended to, than from

a larger one. Of course, the brilliancy of a fine, large,

well-flowered specimen, is not to be expected, but the

small one may be as perfect in its way.
Our friends (for it is for numbers, and not for one, we

discuss this question) will be pretty well able to discover

whether they should repot their plants or not. If the

pots are full of roots, and they want eaily bloom, they

must not attem))t to repot them. If flower-buds ai-e

formed, you would, in many cases, render them weak, or

cause them to go blind (a technical expression for im-

perfect flowers) by the check given them in tlie opera-

tion, and when that check was over, and luxuriant

growth had commenced, you would have to wait until

the same process of filling the pots with roots was
repeated belbre you coidd expect a fine head of bloom.

The object you aim at, and the capabilities of the plant,

must constitute your basis of operation.

Let us, if possible, illustrate tliis still farther. Here
is a plant with large leaves, that throws up a flower-

stem from the base of these leaves, where they are united

into a something between a short stem and a bulb—

a

Bletia, for instance. The more luxuriant the leaves

this year, if well exposed to light, so as to lodge highly

elaborated matter, the better will it bloom the next.

Good soil and manure-water is, therefore, given in sum-
mer, and all necessary potting attended to, and the

plant is rested a little during the winter, and then when
the stimulus of heat and moisture is applied in the

spring, the flower-stems rise strong and vigorous. Shift

that same plant into a larger pot in spring, and ten to

one, though the leaves would get more luxuriant, the

flower-stems would be weak aud puny. Again, there is

the Epacris : its mode of flowering resembles the Peach ;

when cut down after flowering, the fresh shoots made
are those that will bloom next year. If shifting is

necessary, you may give it at once or several limes

during the summer, according to your fancy, provided

the pots are getting full of roots before winter, and more
full before tliey flower in spring. Shifting just before

blooming is out of the question.

Again, here is a tribe of plants that produce sjdendid

umbels or racemes of flowers upon strong stiu'dy shoots

of the current year's growth ; witness the Clerodeiidriim.

Here, on starting, you may pot into the blooming pot at

once, or you may sliift and reshift, provided you obtain

a luxuriant, stubby growtli, and have the roots his.iinff

tlie side of the pot by the time the flower-buds appear.

Did you shift when the flower-bud was furiitimj, you
would not only weaken it, but would throw a too great

strength into the leaves. Then, as respects the phuits
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mentioned liy our con'ospondent, tbe sarno principles

apply. The Vcihena, being a continuous blooniei', would

feel the cbeok of slufting tlie least ; and, tliercfore, it

could bo potted at almost any time wliere greater luxu-

riance was required, as tbe hurting a little of tbe present

buds and blossoms would be compensated by a greater

number of fresh ones; for as it grows it will bloom.

]>nt here, as elsewhere, the bloom will be the finest and
most abundant, when, from obstruction, the accumulative

process exceeds the progressive.

Again, the strength of the flower-stems, in the case of

a Olnerayiii, and in a Calceohiria, especially a herbaceous

one, consist in the store of matter lodged in tbe axis of

the plant; and therefore we encourage luxuriance of

growth, and expose the foliage full to the light, aiid we
shift and reshilt, preventing the roots ever matting

round the side of the pot, until we deem that we have

luxuriance euongh to form and carry a lai-ge head of

bloom; and continuing tlie process, the pot is soon

tilled with roots, and the bloom-stalks shortly appear.

If, when the Hower-liuds were forming, or duly formed,

we repotted tbe plants, we should expect weakly bloom,

and large leaves.

And, lastly, as respects Geraniums—for we must close.

Continuous blooming ones, like Verbenas, would not

suffer so much from continuous shifting and potting

without an object. But all those Pelergoniums that

bloom only for a period would he sure to be injured by
indiscriminate shifting and potting. For instance, here

are a number of strong plants cut down last August,

potted and repotted again in December; thougli no
manure-water has been given, the leaves are large and
green, and the flat appearance of the point of the shoots

is telling that the iiower-buds are not far oft'; repot these

now, and the luxuriance would be increased, and the

tlower-buds weakened. There is a lot of smaller plants,

potted in October ; the strongest shoots were all stopped

a few weeks ago, alike to keep them back and make tlie

plants bushy. They are now breaking again, and will

be repotted directly, and will come in in succession to

the first. Other younger plants stopped and repotted,

and very likely stopped and repotted again, will succeed

these, to be again suceeded by others ; the same thing being

to seenre moderately strong shoots after stopiiing and
potting, never allowing tlie roots to be densely matted,

until you wish the plant to bloom, and never to pot a

plant so supplied with roots, espei-ially if there is the

slightest appearance of bloom. By such treatment,

Pelargoniums may be bad in bloom all the season. If

a plant is not so large as you wish it, if it shows bloom
sooner than you want it, shorten tbe shoots, wait until

the bnds in the axils of the leaves are sJwotiitg, then
repot, and encourage tbe fresh shoots ; and when the

pot is full of roots, you may expect that, before long,

other circumstances being right, flower-buds will soon
make their appearance. In using light soil with a little

manure and leaf-mould for geraniums, no manure vrater

should be given until the fiower-bnds appear. In the

case of Calceolarias, it may be given at times before,

but more liberally after, the bloom-stalks present them-
selves. B. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC STOVE PLANTS.

There are a great number of stove plants which
require, or, at least, are much better grown if cultivated

in a pit heated with dunrj, and especially during the

early part of the year. As glass is so cheap now, no
gardener of any pretensions ought, orneed, to be without
such an useful appendage. There is here, at Pine Apple
Place, three such pits, of three lights each, which are so

excellent, and answer the purpose so well, that, for the

benefit of our readers who may now be desirous to im-

]irove their plant departments, we shall endeavour to

descrilie them.
The situation they are placed in is on the south side

of a wall, and pretty close to it. They face the east,

which is considered an advantage, because, at mid-day,

the sun shines across the glass, and, consequently, the

plants do not require so much shading, and may be

exposed to the full light duriug the whole of the after-

noon.
To support the frames, four walls, a brick in broadlh,

are run up three feet high, one at each end, and two
equadistant between them. These walls are the exact

size of the three light wooden boxes sot upon them.
When the walls are built the jiroper height, and quite

level, thick slates are laid from wall to wall, meeting in

the centre of the two inner walls, and reaching to the

outer edge of the two outer walls. When these are

finished, an ordinary three-light box is fitted upon the

slates or flags, and tbe spaces underneath are filled with
well-fermented stable-litter, packed in very tight, and a

lining, eighteen inches wide, placed against it, a little

higher than the walls. When all the three pits, or

frames are at work, the spaces between each are filled

with stable-dung, also in a state of fermentation. This
keeps the heat in under tbe frames for a very long time.

As soon as the heat is up, the slates are covered with

coal-ashes, two or three inches thick, and the plants can

then immediately be placed in, as there is no fear of

burning the roots; but which there would be without

the intervention of tbe slates. Our more learned gar-

dening friends will immechately perceive the great

advantage, and the many uses, to wliich such a structure

may be appUed. In the first place, the moist dung-heat,

deprived of the power of burniug the roots or scalding

the leaves, is an excellent stimulant to many hard-wooded
stove plants, which, in a common stove, are difflcidt to

cause to grow with that luxuriance which they do in

such a frame as we have described. In the next place,

a frame of this kind is a most successful situation in

which to striJie various kinds of cuttings ; and, lastly, it

is a very efficient nursing frame for seedlings of stove

plants, and also is very serviceable for holding such

grafted stove jjlants as require propagating by that

means. Even Cucumber and Melon plants may be

raised better, and more quickly, and more safely in such

a place, than by the old method of a common dung bed,

with the frame set upon the dung without any protect-

ing medium. Another advantage is, that the heat can
be renewed with greater safety, and more effectually.

All that is needed being to have a sufficient heap of

dung in a good fermented condition, then to remove all

the spent litter, and place the fresh in the cavities under
the frames. This will renew the heat completely.

The kinds of stove plants that are greatly benefited

by being placed in such moist stimulating heat are,

Aphelandra aurantiaca, ; Cyrtoxeras rejiexus ; Gardenias,

several species ; Ixoras, the whole genus (no species of

plants are more benefited by this treatment than this

line family) ; Jatropha j)andur(sfoUa ; Lemonia, both

species ; Nctpoleona imperialis ; Pareita horhonia ; Port-

landia (jrandijiora ; Quassia amara; Jasminmn samhac

Jlore pileno. This last-named plant, though half a

climber, may be trained so as to allow its being placed

in this moist heat chiefly for the purpose of destroying

the red spider, to which it is frightfully subject. Huch

a situation, partly for the same reason, is very suitable

for Gardenia Jiorida pleno, G. Fortuniana, and G. ra-

dicaiis. All these are plants much valued, on account

of their pure white, double, and powerfully, yet agree-

ably, perfumed flowers, and in a moist heat, like that in

the pit described, the plants grow freely, are of a good

colour, and quite free from the red spider.

After all that has been written about other means, the
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heat from feriMonted duug, when moderate and well

sweetened, is more grateful and stimulating to all exotic

plants, when in a young state, than the heat ohtained
from either tanners' bark, tree leaves, or hot-water taulis,

though we are quite willing to grant it is not so sightly

or agreeable to human senses.

In sucli a pit, so heated, stove shrubs (that in conse-

quence of having become straggling and unsightly, it is

necessary to cut down, and to reduce their roots and
pot room) will break out fresh shoots, and more quickly
make handsome, bushy, freely-flowering jilauts than they
would do subject to the ordinary treatment in the plant
stove.

Cuttings.—All the soft-wooded stove plants will strike

in such a situation without the aid of bell-glasses—a con-
sideration in many oases of some weight. We mean
such plants as Achimcnes, ^-Eschi/nanthiis, Agalmi/lti,

Balsambm, Bcgoiii'is, Oyrtoceras, Oesncras, Gloxinias,
Hoi/oji, Siphocampi/liis, and such like. Now, if cuttings
of these kind of plants bo ])Ut in pots filled with the
proper compost, having an inch of silver sand upon it,

and are placed in a frame thus heated, and due attention
be paid to shading, giving air to let off the steam, with
a very moderate application of water, almost every
cutting will grow, and that more quickly than if jjlaced

oven under glasses in a bark-bed, in an ordinary stove,

and also with a great saving of time and labour. Hard-
wooded stove plants, such as I.voras, for instance, will

also strike root more quickly in a pit heated as above
described, though they will require a bell-glass and
shade, &c.

Such a frame, so heated, will be found useful in the
greatest degree for striking cuttings of Calceolarias,

Chrgsantlummns, Dahlias, Fuchsias, Ilolhjhoclis , Petu-
nias. Ver!)eniis. and a host of other bedding-out soft-

wooded ])lants. All these would strike roots in an
almost incredibly short space of time, and without bell-

glasses, 'fhe only precautions necessary, being to

remove them out of the moist heat as soon as they show
symptoms of growing too fast, and weakly ; and efleo

tually shading them from sunshine, or even light, for

two or three days. Caution should also be taken that
the steam should escape (if too powerful), both by night
and by day. Let the lights be tilted two or three inches
high during the day, in mild weather, and with a piece
of wood or slate the thickness of a penny piece during
the night. The opening, however, should be covered
with a thin mat, to prevent the cold wind from blowing
upon the tender, growing cuttings.

For grafted plants, these frames are an admirable
]jursery. As for Comhretum pnrpnrcum, and Ipomea
HorsfalUa; also, with a less degree of heat, numbers of
greenhouse plants usually increased by grafting, would
find this frame a comfortable nursery, which would soon
cause the strange scion to unite in such close bonds, or,

like matrimony, would never be dissolved till death. The
following ]]lants we allude to— Chinese Azaleas, Ca-
viellias, Eriostentons, and Pimelcas, several varieties and
species of which require grafting upon froe-growing
stocks, to cause them to grow stronger, and live longer
than they would if on their own roots.

In one of these pits, some two or three years ago, we
grew a considerable number of seedlings of that beautiful
tribe, the Gloxinias, and e.xoellently well they tlourished,
so much so, that, with very few exceptions, they all

flowered the same year; and amongst them wo raised
that splendid variety, Gliixiniagran(lis,w\nii\\ for perfect
form, and brilliant colouring, stands far above any other.
This points out another great service rendered by a
frame so heated.

"\Vo are aware that this is no new invention; but we
are also aware that the invention is little known and
ra,rely used, circumstances that have had no little weight
with us in bringing it forwards now to make its merits

known, and perhaps inducing some of our readers to

give it a trial.

And now the question may be asked, " Will such a
pit or frame, so heated, be useful and manageable to an
amateur who cultirates his little stove, small gri'enhouse,

and small flower-garden himself?" We answer, de-

cidedly, and advisedly—Yes ! With due attention, and
using tlie proper precaution, he would find such a struc-

ture an invaluable assistant to all his plant lurbitatious.

To have diti'erent conveniences to suit his circumscribed
wants, it would be easy enough to partition the frames
into divisions, by placing one of boards or slates, or even
bricks, under each rafter, and then by warmer covering
for one division, and less for another, and none at all for

a third, giving air acoordingi}', he might have with
perfect certainty three separate temperatures, which
wotdd suit plants requiring each. Thus—one might be
for stove plauts and their cuttings ; another for gi'eeu-

house grafts and cuttings ; and the third for bedding-out
plants for the flower-garden. And as this is the very

period when such a structure will be most useful, we
trust our communication is well timed. T. Aitlebv.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pansies.—This almost ever blooming favourite should

now have its due share of attention. 'I'he weather,

hitherto, has been so mild, that the plauts in beds are

beginning to grow, and in some instances show flower.

If any shoots stand high from the ground, it will be ad-

visable to pin them down to the gi-ound witli hooked
pegs, this will prevent the cutting March winds blowing
about, and perhaps twisting them ofi'. Any that the

frost may have loosened from the soil, must, on some
dry day, have the soil pressed pretty firmly down to them,
so as to fasten them in their places.

Dahlias.—As the shoots become three inches long,

continue to take them ofl', and put them in heat in

sand to strike. Keep border vaiieties yet in their winter

quarters, it is too early to plant them in the open frame.

T. AprLEBY.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Jehusalem Artichokes shoidd at once be trenched

out, and the next season crop planted, if not already

done. Olohe Artichokes should have their protecting

material loosened, and put away a little from tlie suckers,

in order to prevent their stems being weakened and
blanched.

Routine Work.-—Spring crops of Cahhage should be
planted in succession, and a liberal sowing made ; also

a sowing of Borecole, Brussels Sprouts, lied Jhitch Cah-
hage and Savoys. Caulijloners shoidd be planted in the

quarters and borders in full crop, and a sowing made;
the plants of former sowings being also pricked and
nursed on. 'The main and full crops o( Beans and Peas,
if not already sown, should be done fcn'thwith; and
those peas and beans growing on strips of turf in

wooden shoots, boxes, pans, or ]iots, should also be
planted out neatly, and at once bo dredged with dry
dust. A little Celery may be sown on heat for early

purposes, also Chervil and Corn Salad. 'The planting of

Jlorseradiih, Sea-kale, and RhuharJi, should be finished.

'The crowns of the early h'huharh. if slightly protected

with a little loose straw, fern, or other material, may
be considerably forwarded. 'The crowns of the early

|

forced Sea-h<de should be looked over betimes, in order
to rub oft' all spurious, small side-shoots, leaving only
one or two of the strongest crowns. Unions may be
sown on any light, early soils that are in good condi-

tion, but not unless both soil and weather are entirely

favourable for the purpose. 'The Antunin-soun and I'o-
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tato Onion, Shalots, and Garlic, if not already planted,

should be attended to at onoo. Eor Sea-kale seed and
Asparagus, wo always find it the safest time to sow the

beginning of April, as, if sown earlier, the morning frosts

often kill or cripple tlie yoinig plant so, that they never

afterwards thrive well. Round, or Flanders Spinach,

should bo sown little and often in single drills. Every
piece of ground, as it becomes vacant, sliould at once be

trenched and ridged ; and our oft-repeated directions for

snrfaca-stirring kept in mind to prevent weeds, disease,

or destructive vermin, making their appearance.

Charring.—Wood dust, commonly called saw-dust,

is an article that may be turned to valuable account by
charring, but it requires some care to char it well; that

is to say, to roast, it black, instead of burning it to ashes,

and there are more ways than one of accomplishing the

desired object. One plan that we have successfully

tried, is by forming a chimney with three stakes set up,

or driven into the ground, in the shape of a triangle, as

previously recommended, and tying round the outside

of these a little straight straw-, furze, or brushwood, just

enough to prevent the dust from running between the

stakes, and choking up the intended chimney. It is

first necessary, in beginning to pack, to place next the

base of the chimney, a few shavings, refuse chips, furze,

brushwood, hedge-triramiugs, or open rubbish, and then

to commence packing the dust very firmly against it,

beating, ramming, or treading it well, and working in,

at intervals, as the packing proceeds, a little of aay of

the above-mentioned refuse, to prevent it from getting

air-bound, which we have found tliat it sometimes will

do, if wood-dust only is packed for charring by itself.

The heap, or kiln, may be packed to any desired height

or dimensions, always remembering that the larger it is,

the longer time it will take to char properly. All that

is required to be done when the heap is formed to the

intended size, is to give it a thin covering of fine earth,

to withdraw the centre or cliimney stick, introduce the

fire at the base, by dropping down a small quantity of

live embers, and, as soon as properly ignited, to place a

sod over the summit; introduce draught lioles all round,

within a short distance of tlio summit, as previously

advised, and thus continue to block and open fresh

holes as the charring proceeds ; if, at the first igniting,

or even afterwards, it should get air-bound, or too slow

j

in burning, we have found it an easy remedy to thi'ust,

j

from the outside base to the chimney base, a good sized

stake, to admit air at three or four places, which may
I be again blocked when all is going on well.

Another plan, which we have found very good, is to lay
' a small train of straight straw, brushwood, or furze, &c.,

: from the base of the chimney to four opposite points, pre-

I vious to commencing the packing. But where there is a
' large quantity to be chaiTcd at the same jilace, it is tlie

j

best plan to form out a little three or four-inch trench

from the base of the chimney to four points, and to

cover them either with refuse, outside slabs of board, or

brick. Air is tlius at full command when required, by

merely opening the mouth of eitlier trench, or the whole

of them, as required, and punching a hole tlirough the

summit sod witli the kiln-stick, or, as it may perhaps, be

termed, the ventilating stick ; the stopping up the whole

or a part again, must be regulated by the progress the

fire is making ; sometimes the effect is so quick, that it is

quite necessary to block up again almost immediately;

but these are matters over which the effects of weather,

and the condition the material is in, liave great influence,

and a little experience and watchfulness in its progress

will soon render any one efficient in such matters.

There is also another method of chaning wood-dust,

where a large quantity is made, which is, to put it into

a pit or hole, where it can be well moistened and trodden

by liorses, and, when half decomposed and well inter-

mixed, to mould it out the size of bricks, and place these

to di-y, when they may be easily packed for charring.

Fresh wood or saw-dust is also very useful in assisting

clay and earth charring, by mixing a portion amongst

it when being packed for charring. James Babnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEOEMATION.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOR MARCH.
Seediicct Period.— Fi'om time immemorial, doubtless,

March would constitute a period when om- veueraV. '.a ances-

tors would begin to think of their seed bags—althtugh not

stuffed, in those days, with such newfangled, hings as

mangold, the swede, &c. And, indeed, useful as they are

—

nay, almost invaluable—still the old-fashioned turnips can-

not be dispensed with, neither the carrot, the origin of

which, ill its present highly improved state, must, we
suppose, be sought for in the dusty records of bygcne days.

Having jiromised, in the February paper, to pursue a
little farther the subject of mixed or associative crops, we
now resume the subject.

Onion Sowing.—These valuable bulbs, which form one of

the most important condiments of the cottier, to say nothing
of then- immense consumption by every cook,—-these, we
say, are a well-known late harvester in most parts, and good
cultivators are generally anxious to get the seed in as eai-ly

as they think it safe. However, extremes must here be
avoided, for we have frequently known a good crop com-
pletely paralyzed by a too early sowing. The young plant

will endure a moderate white frost or two in April ; but a
May frost—a thing not altogether unusual—is indeed, in

Sliakspearian terms, " a killing frost," or, perhaps, a nipping
frost ; for the blade will become so injm-ed at times, that

the crop never fairly rallies, and this mishap is aggravated
in proportion to the luxuriance of the crop. Let me not,

however, deter folks from a somewhat early sowing—say in

the second week of March. We must also advise against a

too liberal application of manures. The market gardeners
about London make a practice of taking a crop of cole-

worts or cabbage from the ground intended for onions,

the manure being applied to the cabbages. They, in

general, sow broadcast, but for limited gardens we prefer

beds ; for in the broadcast way the culture is carried on by

means of small hand hoes, in the use of which their men
are peculiarly expert ; and we have always found it difficult

to get this work done to our satisfaction in the country.

Beds, moreover, of forty-two inches in width, are easily

reached by a cottager's children, and all the weeding should

be done by them—maldng, in all cases, bed crops capable

of being reached easily, without the foot being placed on

the beds. Our market men generally throw a sprinkfiug of

lettuce seed mth their onions ; but these are withdrawn if

the onions thrive well. A sprinkling of radish might be

added also. Let those who would desire a good crop take

care that all spade operations are performed when the

ground is veiy dry. We generally sow when the soil is

dusty, and we always tread it in as hard as feet can make it.

Let no one, however, tread if wet. We then cover thinly

•ndth soil—say the thickness of a dollar—gi^'ing it a shght

raldng after ; and then, in a fortnight or so, when very diy,

we roll the surface. One oimce will sow a bed of this width

about twelve or fifteen yards. Onions are generally a profit-

able crop to the cottager, for they generally realise good

prices ; and, as another recommendation, it may be observed,

that if they fail, they generally fail in time to enable tlie

cultivator to estabHsh some profitable autumn crop on their

ruins.

Parsnips.—These reqiure sowing early, for they ai-e

always somewhat late in perfecting their roots, whicli ai'e

assuredly amongst the most nutritious of this class of vege-

tables. They can scarcely be applied amiss, whether to
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cows or swine, not forgetting our own species. Now, these
things, hlie the carrot, are generally reconiuK'nded by high
cultivators to be sown in drills; and nut without reason.

The high culture invnhed in the drill practice is universally

known and highly esteemed. Still, we ought not, in all

cases, to take only au abstracted view of any question, for

we are quite prepared to show, that the practice of the

fai-mer and the cottier may, and ought sometimes, to differ

with regard to rcpot or green crops. As an associative crop,

then, the parsnip may be grown on the double drill system

—

that is to say, pairs of drills within nine inches of each
other, the centres of each pair a yard apai-t.

At this season, between the parsnips, cabbages may he
well cidtivated ; but, to gain any positive advantage with this

combination, the cabbages should either have been planted
last October, or introduced immediately after the autumn-
sown plants. A line being dra\vir down each centre, a row
of cabbages may be planted about six inches apart all down
each side of the line. The rows of caljbages will be thus
about nine inches apart also. The kind should be Match-
less, York, or some of the early hearting kinds ; for we
would have the cottager grow no other, except a few Drum-
heads for autumn cow-feed. These plants should be in

heart in the end of April, and then bundled and sold at

the nearest market. By this time the parsnip would lie a

nice plant; and then we would hoe carefully through tliem,

single them out, and eratlicate every weed;—this done,
rough dig the ground where the cabbages stood.

In July, a double row of curled kale, Brussels sprouts, or

even swede turnips, may be planted just where the cabbages
stood: we should prefer tlie kale, especially the tall kind.

For this coiu-se of cultm'e, the ground should have been
liretty well manured previoxisly. If parsnips are sown by
themselves, they should be in rows at least half a yard apart,

and the plants must be singled out, finally, to about eight
inches. Sow in the last week of February.

Hor.N Cakkots.—We wonder how long it will take to per-

suade the cottager or allotment jiolder to increase tlie cultm'e
of this most valuable root ? The fact is, that people who do
not understand its peculiar' capability of being got early into

the market, and of their realising thereby an astonishing
prolit (through the close culture of ivhich it is capable),
simply compare the full grown root with those of the Altring-

ham, or larger kinds. This is the fully, for we can give it no
milder name. Now, we are prepared to prove, that the
culture of tlie Horn, rightly cai'iied out, will yield thrice

the prolit of the larger lands ; for we \\ill midertake to

produce Iwo full crops between the first weeli of February
and the first week of November, on the same plot. We
have before alluded to this affair, and suggested that, ivhen-
ever the cottager has a light, or fine and favom'able soil, he
should, if a good market be at hand, endeavour to pay a
good portion of his rental by tliese things. Tiiree or four
poles of ground under high culture, sown in the first week
of February, and leceiving a protection similar to early
radishes, would keep his wife and tlie larger bairns bunching
and marketing all May and .Tune.

RmjBiVnB.—Here is another article of easy culture, and one
wiiich may readily form part of an allotment plan ; at least,

the production of very early rhubarb for the neighbouring
market. Those who possess a free and generous soil, and a
warm and sheltered nook or slope of ground of a pole or
two, may realise a very considerable profit by a little extra
attention or labour, for it is principally by such means that
a cottier must expect to better his condition.

Those who would commence in earnest, should procure
and plant some nice young plants, immediately, of the Vic-
toria, or some good and early kind. The soil should be
trenched deep, and dung introduced between the spits,

placing the raw material, weeds, &c.., below, and keeping the
rotten manure at a higher level. The plants will require to

be a yai'd apart. About after culture, and a simple mode of
getting it early for market, more by-and-by.

Leeks.—-An excellent ingredient in the poor man's soup
or broth. No cottager should be without a small bed or
row of leeks. They should be sown directly, and if they
can be planted in a trench lilce celery, and manured in a
similar way, they will prove a very superior article, both in
size and quality. They will be half as thick as a stout
man's wrist, and, being earthed-up, wUl be eatable for nearly

a foot in length. When in this high condition, they are
equal, well lioiled, to tlie finest sea-kale ; and sliould be
eaten witli a little butter and salt.

I'E.is.—A good row in the first week of 51 arch, and
another in tlie la-^t week, will produce peas from tlie begin-

ning of ,luly until the end of August, ^\'e recommend the
Green Imperial for both sowings, for it is a heavy cropiier,

and is sooner off the ground than any other ; and tlii.s

enables the cottager to pursue a most economical course,

by securing a good after crop the same autumn.
Broat) Beans.—These have been so freely dealt with

previously, that we need add little. It may be ob^(r\ed,

that they are not an allotment crop of any profit, if planted
after the middle of March.

Cabbages, Greens, &c.—It is difficult to assign any given
period for the sowing of these useful tribes, when they form
associative crops, or are intended to succeed any given
spring or summer crop. Jlost of our readers are, doubtless,

tolerably familiar with the time it requires for cabbage,
green kale, or otlier greens, to become fit for transplanting

;

they must, therefore, sow accorilingly. As a general maxim,
sow a little dwarf cabbage crcry vionlli, from the end of

Februai-y until the end of August. Sow green kale in the
third week of March ; savoys in the beginning and end
of the month ; Brussels sprouts as the savoys.

Miscellaneous Matters.—Having for the present month
despatched the principal crops which concern tlie allottee or

cottier, we will just bestow a piassing glance on a trifie or

two, wliich not eveiy one can or will attempt.

Spinach.—This may be sown in the first week, soaking
the seed in tepid water for one night. It is a very whole-
some thing for either cows or pigs ; and, since it may be
talcen as a stolen crop, it is well to have some, providing

ground can be spai'ed.

Cabbage Plants.—Every remaining plant should be got

out in the first week of March. If of the dwarf kinds,

every one will be useful, and they may be " dodged in
"

almost anywiiere, as they will be soon off the ground. If

much pressed for room, plant a bed or two, manured, at six

inches apart ; and if the land be the true Matchless, the

produce will be enormous, and in a veiy short peiiod.

Lettuces.—A little Paris Cos, and some Drumhead Cab-
bage lettuce, may be sown amongst the onions, as before

observed. It is well, however, to sow a pinch of the former
in a very inirrn corner, immediately.

Jerusai.em Artichokes.—These must be planted without

delay. Any rough corner will do for them; and they would
not make bad divisions to allotment plots, or boundary
protection.

Store Boots.—-All potatoes in pits should bo carefully

examined forthwith, if not already done. Suspicious sam-
ples should be hiu'iied into the mai'ket, after picking the
roughest out for the cow or pigs. All those for seed should
be immediately spread on some floor.

Swede Turnips.—These begin to sprout betimes ; and
those who can find time, and desire to keep some very late,

will do well to sti'ew them abroad some fine suiin,\ and
windy morning, on a safe day ; they will be well dried, and
the vegetative powers checked, by the afternonn, wiien the

sprouts may be rubbed, and they may again be housed or

pitted.

Carrots may be served as the former.

Parsnips.—All those left in the ground must be trenched
out forthwith, their crowns cut ott', and served as the swedes.

As a concluding piiece of advice, let all digging, levelling

down, ch'ill-rh-awing, sowing, &c., be perfonned when the

soil is very dry. No crop can be counted secure which is

got in whilst the ground is wet ; besides, such involves

double the amount of after labour. Let the allotment

holder make up his mind to give no quarter to weeds, and,

to be in earnest, he must make an early start. No manures
should be left uncovered after the beginning of March ; if

any is wheeled out, and not spread or dug, let a thin

covering of soil be put over it, smoothing the surl'aco to

keep out the rain. 11. Errixoton.
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THE YliARLY TRANSACTIONS OF THE HEN-YARD.

A TEiCTICAL GUIDE J?OK THOSE WHO HAY WISH TO KEEP A

SEW rOWLS AND EIND THEa PROFITABLE.

I HAVE reason to say it is botli an easy, and a pleasant

thing to keep a sntKcient niunbei- of fowls, for the supply of

a family with now laid eggs, and a few nice chickens for the

table in autumn. But, if the space you wish to devote to

their use, be a small bit of ground, at one side of your

house, do not, as you value your poultry's comfort and wish

to ihid them protitable, crowd it with as many cocks and

hens as should run over a quarter of an acre. A number of

hens, however small in proportion to the ground allotted to

them, I have no hesitatiun in sajiug, will repay the care and
expense bestowed upon them.
As I now look forth upon the pleasant orchard, dotted

over with line Cochin China, Spanish, and common fowls, I

can yet thmk with pleasure of my first attempt at poultry

keeping, nine or ten years ago, when one fine day in Mai-ch

I became the happy, but nnprepared possessor of a common
cock and four little hens: no gardener was at work—no
materials readj'—all the facUities that presented themselves

were two or three pairs of little willing hands, an old kitchen

table, and a few rough bits of Ijoard ; the theatre of action,

a small yard, some ten feet by twenty in measurement.
The old table, placed on end nearest the warmest angle of

the yard, shaped out the future hen-house; a roof and
front of the loose boards ; an old broom handle for a perch,

and a basket for a nest, completed the accommodation for

this very humble stock of poultry. They, nevertheless, gave

a good supply of eggs ; because, I believe, humble as the

appointments were, the number of fowls was small in pro-

Ijortion.

After this I raised a number of chickens, and felt most
averse to have any killed. The poultry keeper must not

encom'age this kind of sensibility. Some were pretty, some
were good; my number became too large, and the fowls were
less profitable. My position approached that of some, who
keep hens, and talk of the eggs costing sixpence each. I

became on the point of giving up the poultry ; but, instead, I

persevered and learned by experience. I did not give them
up, and nine years have since passed away. The result of

these nine year's' experience, I now endeavour to render as

plain and as short as possible, in hopes that some persons
who feel pleasure in keeping a few fowls, may avoid the

disappointments that I have experienced, and arrive, by an
easier road than that which I have followed, at my jiresent

success.

It must not be supposed that these iiajjers are intended or

are lilcely to interfere mth those larger works on poultry, so

useful to the poultry-fancier ; and if the reader is struck with

the constant repetition of I and my, I hope he will recollect

mtli indulgence, that these notes are the result of my own
experience, and pardon the egotism.
With regard to the kind of fowl to be kept, perhaps the

most ijrofitable for eggs and for the table, is a mixed breed
from good sorts ; but these, of course, have not the same
money value, as those of any good breed kept pure. Of
such of the choice kinds as I can si)eak of from experience,

I will say a few words at a future time. This jiresent

introductory chapter, I will conclude with half a dozen
general rules.

1st. I would particularly recommend, that the stock of

fowls be rather small, in proportion to the space you can
spare for them. If they are confined to a yard, six hens,
and one cock, will be quite sufliciently crowded—from the
time the chickens grow up, until they are eaten, or otherwise
disposed of.

2ndly. Let the fowls' have a constant supply of clean
water to drink, and abundant, but not wasteful, feeding.
They should eat up clean, and if they then still seem
hungry, give them more. Always count the fowls after they
are at roost, and see that they are comfortable.

3rdly. Let their food be varied. It is a good plan to let

one meal consist chiefly of soft food, such as boiled or
roasted potatoes, meal, middlings, a very little cooked rice,

and things of that sort; the other to be com alone. If any
bread is given, it must be well soaked. A little green food
is good, especially in warm weather. Two meals a day are

enough for grown up- fowls ; but young chickens must eat

much more frequently—five, or three, times a day, according

to their age ; and, at first, oftener than that. Barley is the

best corn for making hens lay abundantly, and this shoubl

be of good quality. It may be sometimes varied by a fort-

night's feeding on oats, or rye, with a few peas. "Wlieat is

very good, but"too dear to buy at full price. But, whatever

the corn, give one good meal a day of it, and just a little

with the otVier meal.

4thly. All poultry, but especially those which are conliued

at liome, must be supplied with a hillock of gravel and old

mortar-rubbish, or lime, in some form or other. Gravel,

from which to picl; up little stones, is uecessai-y to keep

them in liealth, by assisting digestion ; and, without lime,

they cannot lay abundantly, as they require this material

for forming the egg-shell.

Othly. I suppose I should say something about a hen-

house, on account of those who may have the power to

choose ; although with most persons it may seem super-

fluous, as many are glad to make use of any outhouse they

may happen to have : to such, however, I would say by all

means render it warm and weather tight ; and if you can bj-

any contrivance give a warm house, with a south aspect,

your supply of eggs will be all the better. The yai-d where

the fowls run should l)e paved or graveled, for the damp
cold of a muddy place is very injurious. My present hen-

house is a warm stable, looking to the south. In very

wet weather I confine them to it almost all day ; at other

times they have a paved yard ; and, in tlie middle of the

day, are allowed to run out into an orchard, to peck grass

and insects for three to five hours. The fowls do exceed-

ingly well, and give a good supply of eggs from the^ begin-

ning of December to the end of October.

6thly. Fowls wiU never thrive unless they are kept very

clean. The bouse should be cleaned with birch broom and

shovel once a week at least, however small the number of

fowls ; much oftener if there are a good many. It should

also be lime-washed at the commencement of the warm
weather, and two or three times during the summer. 'The

nests must be kept clean and sweet, and prevented being

used by the young fowls for roosthig places. They should

be washed once a month, or whenever from muddy weather

or other causes they happen to get dirty, then di'ied before

the fire or in the hot srai, and supplied with clean straw, well

rubbed and broken up. The fowls should have access to

fine dry gravel, earth, or sand—or to a dry dust bin—for

pm-poses of cleanliness, that they may be able to clean their

feathers, and keep them free from vermin.

{To he coiitiimeil.) Anstek Bonn.

THE APIARIAN'S CALENDAR.—Makch.
By J. H. Payne, Esq., author of the " Bee-lreeper's Guide."

HrvES.^The time has now fully arrived for all careful

apiarians to possess themselves of as many hives, glasses,

boxes, bee-ch-esses, &c., as they are likely to require during

the coming season ; and to those who prefer tlie use of

straw hives, I would say (and that most emphatically), never

put a swarm into an old hive. Mr. Huisli has said, and

with much truth, that old hives are generally so overrun

with vermin of an obnoxious character to bees, that, even

should the swarm condescend to remain in them, the

ensuing -ninter will place the hive in such a ruinous state,

that the bees -will forsake it in seai-ch of a more salubrious

domicile, or the contents of the hive will be destroyed by

the insects. Boxes that have been already tenanted should

be cleaned most carefully, and boihng water, from the spout

of a tea-kettle, poured over the joints where the eggs of the

Wax moth—that redoubted enemy of the bee—-ivill very

probably have been deposited.

Feeding.—Great attention must be given to spring feed-

ing ; it is always beneficial, and generally necessary, but more

especially so this year, for two reasons : First, on account

of the last season being a very bad one ; and, secondly,

from the universal mildness of the present mnter, which

has caused a much larger consumption of food than is

usual. I have this day, .lanuary 27th, obsen'ed my bees

carrying water into their hives very abundantly, which

shows that breeding has commenced, and which makes the

feeduig of weak hives still more necessary. I have, also,
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observed tliem to day, for the first tirue, endeavouring to

brusli tlie pollen from the anthers of the winter aconite

into their little baskets,—a veiy gratifying sight this to a

devoted apau-ian.

SH.vDiNii Bees.—I read, -n-ith much pleasure, the paper
of "A Coimtiy Solicitor," on shading bees, in the liilst

number of The Cottage Gaudener, because his experience

exactly accords willi my own ; for in every case where I Lave
seen it tried, by placuig them in the north, it lias proved,

more or less, a failure ; indeed, I once saw a reraarkalily

fine stock in a Nutt's hive entirely destroyed by being

placed in a north aspect for tlie winter. I believe the only

chance of success will be to place the hive which is to be
e.xperimented upon in a bee-house, and to let it be a sirarm

of the day in wliich it is placed in this situation, and not a

stock removed from another pilace. I have already recom-
mended this experiment being tried, and some of my friends

liave agreed to attend to my recommendation, and to give

me the result, which I hope to be able to give in full, at

some future time, in The CoTTAse Gaedenee.
Water.—Water should now lie supplied in a convenient

place nigh to the apiary, but in a place where the sun
sliines upon it all the day. This is importaut. I have for

the last year used a pan of zinc, nineteen inches by nine,

and four inches deep, ^ritli a float of thin wood perforated

with holes. The result of my cxxieriments with salt mixed
with the water, and the preference given by the bees to

water without salt, I have ali-eady stated in a prerious
paper.

Iju'EOved Cottaoe Hn'ES.—I take this opportunity of

saying, that my hive-maker has been busily employed,
during the winter, in getting up a stock of hives, which I
shall feel much pleasiu'e in directing to be forwarded to anj'

persons who will make application to us for tliem.

N.iTIVE WILD FLOWEKS.
FEBIttTAKY.

Few and far between, as the stars of a summer sky, arc
tlie wild flowers of February. They ai'e unassimiing too in

their aspect, and gain their chief interest by reason of their

presence at such a peculiarly flowerless season, when the
melting snows lay bare a world of desolation and cheerless
gloom. First on our list of tlie floral licralds of coming
spring is the pearly and 'peerless Snowch-op ; tliat fragile

thing which peeps from the bare herbage of the woods and
hedgerows, craving oiu- pity amid the ruthless buffetings of

the storm, while its beautiful yet unassuming form at once
excites our wannest admu-ation. We prize it as a " holy
thing," and forgetting not tliat

" A thing of beauty is a joy for ever,"

we, season after season, keep tlie little gem in fond remem-
brance, and earnestly watcli the dissolving snow-wreatlis for

the fn-st appearance of its " dangling blossoms." Much as
this little Uower is loved by every one, it is he alone

" Whose pleasures are in wild fields gathered,"

that can fully estimate its worth and beauty. He views it as
the " herald of a brighter bloom ;" and sees mirrored in its

pale droopmg flower a thousand gnyer blossoms that will ere
long be fresh and blooming in tlie lap of flowery May.

" Pleased, we hail thee, spotless blossom,"

for thou art rich in promise of green fields and flowery
meads, singing birds, bright skies, and syhan beauty. Tliou
bearest the welcome tidings of the coming of tliy fair sister,

the Lily of the Yale, and of her meet companions in the May
wreath, the fair Narcissus by the mirroring waters, and the
dancing Daflodil of the woodland glade ! But still metliinks
lovelier tliau all is thine own modest form,—so pure and so
graceful thy simple green and wliite array. Galaiilluis nivalis

is the becoming name by which botanists designate this lovely
favourite. Althongli not a rare plant in some districts, it

is by no means common generally ; and its right to a ])lace

in tlie )3ritish Florals questionable, and has been fiuestioned
repeatedly. Certain it is tliat it it was originally introduced
at a remote period into tliis country, it lias now aciinired a
prescriptive claim to Brilisli soil, the cljiet olijection urged
against its being a true native is, that it is generally found

in orchards, beside old castle ruins, and in woods and bye-

lanes, often where a cottage has stood, as well as in other
suspicious habitats. Few, however, of the admirers of

the Snowdrop whose eyes may scan this iiage, will care to

look upon it as the child of another clime ; for the writings

of our native poets, and the earliest observations o( uur
woodland wanderings, have taught us instinctively to claim
it as one of our own wild flowers. Nor mil ntl admirers of

our native Flora readily accede to the strong disposition

evinced liy the British botanists of the present day to regard

many of the most beautiful wild flowers of our land as

aliens from another clime,— a cUsposition by no means
erinced in the same degree by the botanists of any other

age or coiuitry.

The golden glow of the Furze gi-adually increases in

brilliancy, upon the hills and moorland pastm'es, during the

present month ; and should the present li'O genial weather
continue (I write towards the end of .lanuary), we shall vei-y

soon liave a rich display of spring flowers, before then'

customary time. The Daisy, the Shepherd's-purse, the

Chickweed, ami a few other never dying flowers, still continue

to produce a few blossoms as they have done throughout the

whole whiter ; but the month must be considered a peculiarly

barren one for ivild flowers, although those that do appear

are exceedingly interesting,-
—"the tirst offerings of the infant

year."

In my last montli's paper on wild flowers, I intimated my
intention of taking an early opportunity to offer some obser-

vations on the interesting tribe of Mosses, and their cultiva

tion ; but in the very same number of The Cottaoe
GiUiDEKEE in which that intimation was made, a highly

interesting jiaper on the cultivation of Blosses was published,

which, being from the accurate pen of so excellent an
observer as iny friend Mr. Stark, renders it quite unnecessary
for me to enter upon the subject. The instnictions given

by Sir. Stark will, I have no doubt, encourage some of your
readers to attempt the cultivation of these interesting plants;

and I triist we shall hear how they succeed through the

pages of The Cottage GjVkdenee.
G. Lawson, F.ll.r.S., F.B.S.

THE DOMESTIC PIGEON.
{Continuedfrom page 280.)

THE diseases OF MGEONS.

It seems that man, in subduing animals and civili/.uig

them, has caused them to jjartake of inconveniences as well

as the benefits of this civihzation. All domestic animals

are attacked with fhsorders, more or less dangerous, un-

knciwn to those which live in a wild state. Horses and dogs,

and all the different species of cattle, ai-e examples of this.

Pigeons are even more unfortunate ; for, not being so valu-

able, much less trouble has been taken to study the com-
plaints they are subject to, and to seek proper remedies to

i"ecover them. The majority, also, of tlicir diseases are

considered as incurable ; and the little attempt that has

hitherto been made to render them relief is far from being

satisfactory.

Mon/tinff.—Tlie most general law, perhaps, tliat Nature
has imposed on animals is, to renew frequently during their

life, the hair, or other bodies, which seiwe them as outward
j

coverings ; and wiien this renewing talics place during a •

certain season, it is called moulting. All birds moult at a i

fixed time of year—a httle sooner or later according to the

species and climate. Pigeons generally begin to moult i

about the end of .Tuly; and, with some of them, it lasts

almost to the beginning of winter. The pigeon that gets

over this operation of Nature the best, is still in a slate of
j

suffering and weakness for, at least, two months. Duiing I

all this time its imlitforence for its mate is remarl;alile ; it is

even sometimes carried so far as to make tliem uni'ouple.

Captivity is one cause wiiich frequently I'endcrs moulting
dangei'ous ; the want of exercise and activity makes it

degenerate into a painful complaint, which the birds sup-

port for some time, but wiiich always ends in death. It

presents itself with dift'ereut symptoms, which we will now
describe :

—

(

1st. We perceive that the bird has great difficulty in

breathing ; at every respiration its tail beats uji and down,
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ami its breast has a convulsive movement. These symp-
toms increase so rapidly, that by night, or the next day,

tlie animal is in a desperate state.

3nd. A bird sometimes joins other symptomatic charac-

ters to this one. Its beali remains half open, and a slimy

liumour appears inside, which soon hardens, and has a

yellowish colour, and announces the existence of an ulcer in

the throat.

'h-d. Other symptoms may also accumulate before death,

such as the droojjing of the wings, starting of the feather.s.

and seeking out the darkest corners of the dove-cot.

This disease, when indicated in the two first ways, is not

always incurable. When a young bird is alfected by it in

the first degree, we may hope to save it, by Iceeping it to a

strict diet, as by feeding it mth pure bai'ley, and gi\ing it

water to drink, with a little alum dissolved in it ; and, giving

it a little salt. As soon as the intenseness of the complaint

decreases, we may leave it to itself; in time it will entirely

recover. If the complaint has arrived at the second degree,

wc shall apply the treatment described for young pigeons
;

and, if the ulcer is formed, it must be treated as we shall

describe presently in the article " ulcer" ; but, if it presents

the symptoms of the third degree, there is no hope of its

recovery—at least, unless Nature makes an unaccustomed
ellbrt.

It frequently happens that a bird remains the rest of its

life ill and weak after a bad moulting ; its constitution

being so weakened, that the disease may reappear every

year, at the same time, and with the same virulence. This
bird will never be good for any thing ; and the anu^tem' who
does not wish to waste his grain and space, will remove it

from his dove-cot.

False Moidtinij is a moulting that has been hindered in

its progress by several particular circumstances that one
cannot entirely foresee. Whenever moulting is not general,

it is a false moulting, and very serious accidents result from
it. Generally, the bird affected in this manner remains the

whole year in a weak state, and at last perishes. It is not

so dangerous when it only has produced some feathers

turned the wrong way, but the bird suffers almost as much.
Sometimes, in a neglected dove-cot, a bird dies from not
being able to throw off three or four large wing feathers

;

but the careful am.ateur soon perceives this accident, and
ajiplies an easy renieily ; he iduclis them out, taldng care

not to break them, or tear the flesh tliat adheres to the

quills. As to the other inconveniences of the false moult-
ing, they resemble those described in the preceding article,

and are treated in the same manner.
Diseased Ooary (Avalm'e) is a defect of conformation in

the ovary or womb, piroceeding from an accident that may
happen at every age, but particularly when a Ijird is old.

We may discern this disease, by a lai'ge hard substance that

may be felt in the abdomen of the female, which has caused
some merchants to believe that the gizzard or stomach of

the bird had fallen into the ovary. A female affected with
this disease is incm-able ; she will remain barren all her
life ; but she may still hve some time. If we cannot cure
this disease, we may at least prevent it, in more cases than
one ; for we know that it is generally the result of too much
ardom- in the male. If he hastens her too much in laying

—

if he persecutes her—it is almost certain that he will give

her this complaint; therefore, as soon as we jierceive this

we must immediately take him away, and, bring to her a

less amorous mate.
{To he contlmicd.)

Pigeon. These birds are very productive ; they often have
young ones and eggs at the same time. They fly well, and
travel somo distance irx search of food; they are not neoi'Iy

so delicate as the Pouters, nor are they subject to the same
complaint of tho crop.

43. Blue SrEcla.ED, on Jacinth Pigeon ( Columha macii-

lata cwruleata').—The head and tail, slate colour ; end of the

DESCKIPTIONS OF PIGEONS.
SEVENTH BACE.

(Continued from page 279.)

Specicled Pigeon (Columha maculata). — Buffon, and
other naturalists who have contented themselves with
meanly copying him — even M. Yieillot himself— have
ranlced these pigeons ivith the Pouters, although tliey differ

from them essentially in their figure, which is smaller;
their throat, which is not nearly so much swelled ; their
legs, much shorter ; and their wing coverts singularly
remarkable for the handsome spots with which they are
covered. The last author we have just quoted, thinks they
have been produced by crossing the Pouter with the Mixed

taO, darker coloured; the lai-ge quill feathers of the wing,

white; the cloak, or covert of the wing, white, spotted with

light blue, with a blue and a black stiipe placed at the

extremity ; all the feathers that are streaked with blue ha\e

the under side blue, and the outside has a large white space

edged with a blackish embroidery; no embroideiy round

the eyes ; and feet naked.

44. Entihely Blue Specioled Pigeon (Columha maculata

cwruleata jik-na).—A little smaller than the preceding ; and

differs from it in the large quill feathers of the wing, ^Yhich

are entirely blue.

45. Fi.AME-sPECiCLED PiGEON (Columha maculata ignes-

cens).—A blue, red, and black stripe across all the feathers :

the black stripe placed at the extremity ; it differs essen-

tially from the Jachith, having a sort of red-colomed spot

instead of white.

4G. Entire Fi.ame-speckled Pigeon (Columha maculata

iijnescens plena ) —The only difference between this and the

preceding, is in the large quill feathers of the wing, which

are black, reflecting a kind of reddish brown.

47. TAWNY-sPEciajiD Pigeon (Columha masculata fulva).

—Resembhng the No. 40, but with specldes approaching to

to a fawn colour. It is a mongrel, proceeding from Nos. 43

and 4o, but forming a constant variety.

48. Light Blue-speckeed Pigeon (Cohimhn maculata

ruhiijinosa).— Spotted like the preceding, but resembling

Nos. 43 and 47, of which it is a mongrel, and forming a

constant variety. Speckled light blue ; and large quUl

feathers of tho wing white. This last character, according

to some authors, makes it a pigeon of a pure race, which

sufiiciently proves the carelessness of tlieir observations.

49. Entikely Light Bllte-specivLED Pigeon (Columha

maculata ruhir/inosa plena).—This only differs from the pre-

ceding in the large quill feathers of the Ming being of a

bluish black. These birds, and the Swiss Pigeons, present

us with the most brilhant and rare colours.

(To he continued.)

HINTS TO COTTAGEP.S.

The chief object of my present ftaper, will be to try and
[

lay before my humble readers the pleasure of having a
|

comfortable, clean cottage, and a well conducted family

:

|

and I also hope to give a few plain, useful hints, towai'ds i

obtaining these ends. There ai-e a few cottages, in every !

liarish (woidd that there were many more!), which might I
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serve as models; but ueJgUboui'S mil not readily talvo

example from each other ; this is much to be regretted, as

niufh good is always done to both pai'ties by setting and

following a good method. Tliere are, I suppose, I'aidts on both

sides—the thrifty and tidy cottager, perhaps, holds her head

a little too high, not remembering that if she is freer from

outward faults tlian her neigboiu'S, it is by God's grace that

she is so. Wliilst, on the other hand, the untidy and careless,

fear to look into matters, knowing that they have no excuse

(wliieh will bear inspectiou), for the difference that exists

between them.

Truth is generally unpalatable ; but people will often beai'

to nail it, when tliey will not lisleii to it; and, therefore,

perhaps, a few random shots from the pen of an unknown
" Friend," may " come home " to the fireside of some of my
readers. "IcUeness is the root of all evil," is a proverb of

which we see the truth every day. There are two sorts of idle-

ness—iiUeness of the body and idleness of the mind; and lam
very sure, most of the wretchedness seen in our \illages is

caused by the latter. A very great deal of the happiness or

misery of a cottage home depends on the wife; "A man
' must ask his wife's leave to thri\ e," is a true sayiirg ; for of

wJiat use is it that a man brings home, regulaiiy, his hard-

earned wages, if they ai'e not made the most of by the wife '?

Two things ai-e very necessary to be learnt, before you can

become a good manager, and they are—activity and fore-

thought. If the wife lounges about the house, looking at

the dirty state of things, and wisliing they were clean, will

they become so? or, if she stands at her door, chatting to

the passers by, till the hour is passed when the potatoes

should have been in the pot, and then suddenly remembers
that they are not washed, can she be surprised at receiving

cross words from her husband on his return? The sure

way of dri^ing a man to the ale-house, is to make liis home
uncomfortable. Cleanhness is one of the first points to be
attended to, in order to make a cottage comfortable. Do not

imagine, because you have but little to spend in soap, tliat,

therefore you cannot have your home clean; this is a mistake

—boiling rain water and some nice, inire sand, will make
boards look as white as you need them ; and thongli for

your clothes some soa^i is required, yet xeiT little wiU suffice,

if you boil wood-ashes witli the water in wliich you intend

wasliing them, and as for the cleanliness of yourself and the

children, hot water and a liai-d cloth is all that is required.

Do not hnagiue, because your kitchen is clean, that the rest

of yom' cottage need not be attended to; tliis is deceiving

yourself, and setting a bad example to your childi'en. You
are in hopies that your girls will get into "respectable

service," when they are old enough, are you not ? Well, then,

be sure they wiUncvermake good servants, and, conseqiaently,

never get good places, unless they are early taught habits of

cleanliness :
" Tr.ain up a child in the way he should go, and

when he is old, he will not depai't from it." Do not (as

many bustling, hard-working mothers doj perform the hard
worlc yourself, and leave the gui to " mind tlie baby ;" this is

a bad x^lan both for her and for yourself. Make your
children assist you in everything you have to do; it will

require a Uttle patience at first, but you will soon be repaid,

by the amount of trouble they will take off yom' hands.
Most of you work hard for your children's bodily wel-

fare : are you as earnest for their minds and then- souls ?

Do you see that they attend a school regularly? Eemember, if

they do not learn to read, and sew, wlien they are young, it is

very unlikely that they will do so when grown up. How many
a weary hour has been profitably and pleasantly passed,

even in health, by being able to read ; and when an accident,

or illness, overtakes you, what a delight it then becomes; and,

as you never knoiv " wliat a day may bring forth," it believes

you to prepare them for a day Avhich is sure to arrive—

I

mean a day of adversity. Do you pro\ide for the spiritual

wants of your children, by attending to family prayer, and
reading God's holy word once during the day ; and do you
accompany them to a place of worship on the sabbath,

teaching them, on that holy day, to abstain as much as

possible from all work? And now, having gone thus far, let

me give you a few rules, in order to make yom' homes happy,
and to keep yom- husband from the ale-house. Kise early

;

offer a jirayer to Almiglity God, who has preserved you
through tlie night, before you leave yoiu' room ; have your
chikh'en washed and your Jdtchen clean, before your husband

returns to breakfast, which, of com'se, you will have ready for

him; mend yom' clotlies before they go iuto the ^^ash tub,

and, if possible, get your washing out of the way before the

ilinner hour ; have a hot, nicely-cooked dinner ready, by the

hour you expect your husband; in the afternoon, attend to

your garden as much as }'ou can; and, in the evening,

have a bright fire, a warm supper, a clean apron, ami a

smiling face, ready to greet yom' husband, and I will answer
for it, he will not leave his own lire-side. After supper, jmt

the cliildi'en to bed early; take yoiu' work up and ask .\om'

husband to read a chapter in the Bible to you. Attend to

these rules for a month, and many a cottage home will

become " the model " of the \illage.—A I'ki£XD.

PEGGING-DOWN.
Having seen, in one of the June numbers of The Cottage

Gakdeneu of last year, in tlie Uower-garden department, a

paragraph headed " Pegging-down ;

" and having read the

various ways that Blr. Beaton has enumerated, I have to offer

a far superior one to either. The pegs wo use, or rather

broaches, are made with the wood of the Snowben-j', and
though all parts of the wood are usable, the last year's slioots

are the best.

The broaches shoiild be about six inches long, split hi

four parts, or more, according to the size of the shoot, then

taken between the two fingers and thumb— writhed or

wrung precisely as a thatcher does his liroaches, and tlien

thrust into the ground. This fixes the plant like a staple, as

firm as possible, and lias no unsightly appearance, indeed no
appearance at all, and as few shrubberies arc without this

material, broaches of Snowberry can be had with the greatest

facility. We grow some on pui-pose, and have used nothing

else the last seven years, since then introduction, and as

they can be made in wet weather, ready for use, tlie time

saved wlien they are wanted is a desideratum, a very little

practise will rencler any one expert in making them.

I take no merit to myself for this invention, as I in-

herited it from my father, except that I discovered the

Snowberry to be the best material. Some thousands may be

made in bad weather ready for use, and if they sliould be too

dry wlien used, lay them in water a short time pre\iously to

using, by which means the saving of time is very great, and
desirable at a time when so many irons are in the fire. I

look forward, with the greatest cimfidence, that this simple

method will become generally adopted wiien known, I might
not have taken this liberty of adih'essing you, had I not seen

that Mr. ]3eaton has taken no notice of anything of the kind

;

but if I can add the least mite to the stock of knowiedge of

that master of the flower garden, I do it with pleasure ; for it

is no more than I ought in return for the great benefit I

have received from his writings.

Geo. Goodwin,

Second Gardener to Geo. Thomas, Esq., Woodbridge, Suffolk,

[We have tried this mode and can add our testimony as

to its efficiency. You need make no apology for sending

such scraps of very useful knowledge, and the oftener they

come the better we shall be pleased.

—

Ed. C. G.]

APiTIFICIAL SWAKJIS.

I HA^'E been much interested in perusing the vaiious

letters which a " Country Curate" has fiu'nislied to your

valuable periodical. His plan of saring the lives of bees,

by putting those from two stocks into an empty hive, I have

tried vrith success. On the 7th August, two were ihiven into

one hive, fed, and at the end of three weeks weighed 22 lbs.

On the titli September, the bees from three stocks were
placed iu another empty hive, fed, and in the weeks weighed
1!) lbs. ; both arc now doing well. To convince an old Bee
master of the practicability of the plan, and the advantage

of feeding on the lop of the hive, I placed this last-named

hive in his garden, provided him with the requisite food, and
promised him 2s. tid. for his trouble, if the bees lived

through the winter. He told me yesterday, that ho saw, a

few days pre\iously, bees loaded with farina. One hive I

have now imder ground, the bees in which are evidently

alive, as I can hear them chstinctly through the tube. You
will agree with me in thinking that I have not had much
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experience in bee-keeping generally, wlien I remark, that I

was induced to commence only last March. I can, however,
ajieak with some degree of confidence in reference to tlie

removal of bees by fumigation. Last snmmer I tried it in

seventeen cases, and succeeded in aU but the first, to the

perfect satisfaction of numerous spectators as well as old

bee-masters, who stood amazed to see that accomplislied

which they had so often stated could not be done. A
" Country Curate" disapproves of the plan. I prefer it as

being more easy, safe, and expeditions tlian driving. Two
stocks I drove, but after a good deal of rapping did not suc-

ceed in removing all the bees, and was obliged to use smoke
to get tlie remainder out. More bees were lost in tliis in-

stance tliaii in any of tliose by fumigation. In the sixteen

cases together, I do not think 1000 bees were lost ; in some
instances, scarcely a score, and in one case only did I or

my assistant get stung, though we generally went to work
unprotected, except with gloves. I write to encourage other

young bee-keepers to a<lopt the plan, assuring them the

most timid may do so with complete success. I have had
to encounter old hives, broken floor boards, ami almost
every inconvenience, and have succeeded sufficiently well to

induce even a bee-keeper of forty years standing to promise
to adopt it the coming season. The articles I provide myself
with are, wet clotlis to keep tlie hive tight ; fungus ; a lamp
rivetleil ; a pair of bellows ; a cigar to keep the bees, if any
chance to be about, from my face ; a xiair of gloves ; a light

tub, about four inclies deep and twel\ e inclies in diameter,

with a broad rim level with the top ; a piece of pierced zinc

to taelc on to kee]5 the bees in the tub ; a wing or two to

sweep tlie bees from the boai-d and comb ; a little sugared
ale to rub through the zinc, to keep the bees fjuiet as they
revi\'e and reconcile those to whom they are to be united

;

a small bottle of liquor potassaj, to apiply immediately to

stings, if required. As soon as I get the bees home, after

carrying them often six or seven miles, I place tlie hive to

which they are to be united upon the rim of the tub ; draw-

away the zinc, and on the following morning, the bees thus
united are placed upon their old stand.

The first hive alluded to consumed in three weeks, lOJ
quarts of food; the second 19 lbs. liquid sugar, and 3 lbs.

of honey in five weeks.
On the 4th of October, I was asked to take tlie bees from

a cast, and having no hive requiring any addition, I placed
them, about a 1000, in a small box, nine inches square by six

inches deep, with two windows. In it I fixed, as well as I

coidd, several combs wliieh, as they gave way, tlie bees soon
effectually secured. I fed them as long as they would eat.

They weighed in addition to the comb, bees, &c., on the 1st

of December, 3^- lbs. ; on the 1st of January, 21 lbs. ; on the
30th of January IJ lbs.: how should I act with them? I

thought of putting them on a 13-inch hive and letting them
work through it. I intend to begin feedmg them and my
other seven stocks about the 15th February. In what quan-
tity should food be given ? Is there not fear of stimulating

them too eaiiy :' We may have much cold yet.

I have been told to-day by a bee-keeper, tliat drones seen
after Michaelmas are a sure sign that tlie bees of the hive

to which they belong will die. Is tliis correct, if so how is it

to be accounted for ? B. B.
[Place your Ijox of nine inches square upon the top of a

12-inch hive, as you propose, and let the bees work through
it. Feed at the top of your hives ; see a good sort of feeder

in The Cottage Gaedener, vol. 5, page 270. Fill the
feeder, and as soon as emptied fill it again. Tliere is no
fear of stimulating tlie bees too early. You may go on to

feed from the 15th of February. If drones are seen in

a hive after Michaelmas, there is a great probability that
the queen has died, aiid that the bees will either die or
forsake the hive.]

CELEEY CULTUEE.
I send you the method of treating my celery, from the

time I sow the seed to the time it is ready for table. I sow
in pims, the latter end of Februaiy, covering the seed as

lightly as possible with rich soil. About a week after the
plants have made then' appearance, I give tliem a little air in

the day time, to prevent the seedlings being di-awn. Wlien
tliey have been in theii' second leaf fourteen days, I prepare

my frames for transplanting, by filling them with new stable
lifter, which I cover with three inches of ricli soil, ami when
it is nearly the samo heat as the I'rames of the seed-bed, I
begin planting. After tlie plants have thus been trans-
planted about a week, I give them air in the day time, and a
little water occasionally, till they have commenced growing
nicely.

When I prepare for planting out, I dig my trench eighteen
inches deep, and tliirty-six inclies wide, and into this put
fifteen inches of new manure, stable litter, pig dung, and
shambles manure, mhxed witli bone or hom dust, wliich I cover
in with three inches of rich soil—mixing the soil amongst
the manure about six inches deep. When I put tlie plants
in the trencli, I have a basket of ricli soil ; and make a hole
a little larger than the root of the plant, into which I put
some soot, so that the root will not touch the manure.
I plant out about the middle of May, setting the plants

from twelve to eighteen inches apart. They want a good
supply of clean water. I begin earthing when the plants
are twenty inches high, adding a little earthing once a fort-

night, and leaving it slanting towanls the edge of the
trench, that the water may not touch the stems, as it causes
them to rot. Sly reason for digging the trench so wide is,

because I sow small seeds—such as cauliflower, savoy,, or

lettuce—and get fine plants from them. I forgot to say, that I
tie a string loosely round tlie celery, to preserve them from
being broken by the wind ; by this jilan they will not want
so much liquid manure. Mr. George Blarsden, of the
British Lion, Thomas-street, Sheffield, has grown ten plants

of my Champion celery, which averaged six pounds and a half

in weight.

—

John Nx'tt, near St. John's Church, Sheffield

Park.

GAEDEN MAKE-SHIFTS.
Undoubtedly, many readers of The Cottage Gardener,

cottagers especially, are annoyed by baring their rows of

parsley, and their choice pinhs, eaten off hy yame ; to those
who can afford the outlay, wire protectors are the most sightly

;

but those who cannot, may effectually guard their choice

things, by a few strait rods and brambles, provided they
possess the smallest degree of ingenuity.

Take a strong osier, and form a lioop, then take three
otliers, not so strong, tie one end of naeh finnly to the
hoop, at equal distances, by means of small yellow osiers

(Saliz ritellina), as these are the toughest, and, at the same
time, neatest looking of all the osiers ; bend them over to

the opposite side, and there fasten them in the same
manner, they will then form a lialf sphere; then take a
long bramble and bind it round the frame work ; tie at each
angle with osiers; and you have a guard for pinks, or
other single plants ; but for a row of parsley, the form must
be varied—take three strait rods, one inch in diameter, and
form these uito a triangle, like tlie roof of a building, by strong
braces at equal distances ; then cut brambles into lengths
according to the height of your frame, fasten these obliquely

on to the frame, and tie fii-mly at each angle. These osiers,

however, will not bear tying in knots like string, but must
be tied as when used for espaliers, raspberry canes, &c., for

which jiui-pose they are far preferable to string, being
cheaper, neater, and quicker to use. In using osiers then,

both for this, and also for espaliers, place yourself on the
side least exposed to riew, lake the osier in the right hand,
large end foremost, thrust it under the branch, and on the

right hand side of the upright, bring the end over the

branch, with the left hand, and place it across the small end
(stiU held firmly by the right hand), and with the thumb
and forefinger of the right hand, give it two twists round,

and stitch over the end, between the branch and stake. For
durability—they surpass string of any kind; and are ex-

cellent for nailing pears, iilmiis, ifcc, where lai'ge clumsy
shreds would otherwise be requked. H. H.

FERNS FROM SEEDS.

I 0ESER"\"E, with much pleasure, that you are directing

the attention of your readers to the cultivation of that

beautifiil tribe of plants, the ferns. Perhaps it may
interest some of yovu' readers, to know how easily ferns are
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raisctl from seed, ami that any one may haxo a good
cidlection in a short time, if they can procure seeds, even
from dried specimens.

I have, at present, above twenty good plants of difterent

kinds, raised from seed; the seeds kindly given to me hy
friends, from theii- dried specimens, from New Zealand, the

Cape of Good Hope, and Madeira, and a very great number
growing, but still too young to be named. Some of these

plants are from seeds taken from specimens which had
been eipht ami ten years dried.

At one time, I thought that old seeds were longer coming
up than fresh seeds, but greater experience leads me to

thinlc that is not tlie case. Lately, I sowed some seeds of
the Lastrea ]\lultitloni, from specimens dried two yeai's and
a half ago, and they have come up in less than aix weeks

;

before this I had not seen //-fsA seeds come up wniXev three

moiifjis. Some seeds, having had exaetly the same treat-

ment as tliose that are now grown to be good i^lants, are
only now coming up, after being in the ground four years
a}id a half!

Tlie plan I have followed for raising ferns from seed, is

so\\'ing tlie seeds in a saucer (or small 7;rt», perhaps, is the
proper gardeners term), sprinkling a very little soil over
tliem, ami putting this saucer in a larger one, whicJi is

always kept filled with water, so as to keep the earth in tlie

inner vessel always moist. It is better to have a hand-glass
over the seeds, but not necessary. In this way, I have
reai'ed almost all the ferns I have, most of tliem in a

room with a soitth exposm-e, and iu whiter where there was
always a fire.

Jly ferns had grown so much, that this autumn a house
was built for them, and it is in this house that the seeds
liave come up so quickly, in consequence, I suppose, of the
warm, moist, and equal temperature they now enjoy. The
plants and seeds are all plunged in sand, which is kept
damp, and slightly warm by a flue below.

If any of your readers (should you think this notice
deserving a I'tlace in your " Cottage trAnuEXEU") wish for
more information, about tlie cultivation of ferns from seed,
I shall be ha^qty to give all I can, but I am only

Am Amateuh, anij Loveu of Eeens.

THE GEEEX FLY.

The season is now approaching, when the green fly will

(if not prevented ) lie very infestive. ^ly mode, and one quite
successful, is tliis :—Heat a jdate of iron, red /a*/, then place
a quantity of true Cayenne pepper upon it, and close the
liouse. I find that the pepper does not injm-e even the
most tender plant; it keeps my house quite free, and I
believe, destroys sings also. Many of the readers of The
Cottage GAiiDEXErv, will be glad of this certain remedy.

—

L. Fisii, Blackburn.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
VuiiBENAS FOR Exhibition {West Kenter).—Your question is rather

a liirge one ; and, to answer it fully, would take up too much space. M'e
can only give you general hints. You ask for the best soil and situation

for verbenas intended for exliibition, but you do not state whether you
intend to exhibit them in pots or in cut blooms. We will, as briefly (to

be useful) as possitjle, describe the culture of both, and, for more infor-

mation, we must refer you to previous pages of The Cottage Gae-
DENER. Soit—Very well decomposed manure, one half; good yellow

loam, one (piarter ; sandy peat, one quarter; as much sand as will give '

the whole a sandy character, and a small portion of charcoal in very small i

pieces. This compost is suitable for plants in pots. In beds, considc-
i

rahly less manure will be desirable. Ciittitre—Procure young plants
i

early in Illarch
;
you will receive them in small 6O3. Pot them imme-

diately into 4 J-inch pots, and place them as near the glass as possible,

and give water as they require. Never allow them to flag. Smoke fre-

quently with tobacco, to destroy the green fly, which is the worst enemy
the verbena has to contend with. Stop them as soon as the shoots have
made four inches growth. This will make them bushy. In April, pot
them into 8-inch pots; or, if larger plants are required, you may put
three plants of a kind into U-ineh pots. Stop them again, and allow no
blooms to appear, till six or seven weeks previously to the day of exhibi-

tion. Train your plants to a flat trellis, one and a lialf feet wide. When
your plants show bloom, you may, with advantage, gi\'e them, once
a-week, a watering with we.ik liquid-manure. If hot weather, shade
from ten to three, and give plenty of air. By closely attending to the
above points, you will have a splendid lot of jjlants for show. In beds

out of doors, tie the trusses, intended for exhibition, to stout sticks, and
contrive a covering with a bell-glass, at three inches distant fi-om the
truss. This mil keep them from wet, and bring out bright colours.

Should the green fly appear, dust it with Scotch snuff, and wash it off

when the insects are dead. Trusses intended for exhibition in pans of
twelve or twenty-four, should be protected about ten days before the

show day, and should be beginning to open before they are covered.
Varieties—The following will be a good selection to begin with :

—

Gem of
I

the West, Vulcan superb. Mug fi>finis, Ijihe^enia, Princess Alice,

I
Standard of Perfection, Clotllde, Tommn, St. Margaret, Anaereoii,

{
Henrietta, Remarkaljle, General Brea, Ariadne, Emperor of China,
Cvlestiua, Mudume Gournni/, Magnificent, Mrs. Mills, Euphrainie, Sir

S. Blane, Nupuleun Bounaparte, and Bicolor grandiflora. Verbena
chamcedrifoHu was the first and original species, from which all the
varieties now in our garden have been originated. It was introduced

from Buenos Ajtcs in 1827.

Dahlias D. D. Dobbs).—The fresh ground you intend to plant with

dahlias, should be immediately trenched, turning the green turf down to

I the bottom, and covering the surface, after trenching, with three inches

I

of good rotten dung, digging it in immediately, and, in three weeks,
again mixing the dung well with the top spit. When your dahlias are

a foot or eighteen inches high, cover the surface all round each plant \\ ith

a mulching of littery stable-dung. This will protect the roots from
drought, and the rains will wash down the nourishing constituents of the

manure. Your collection is a pretty good one. The following will be
useful additions :

—

Andromeda, Chai-les Turner, Miss Vi/se, Toison d'Or,

Louis Philippe, Scarlet Gem (Is each); and of fancy varieties— Ge//cr«/

Cavaignac, Unique, and Roi du Points.

CycLA^MEN Bloosis DviNcfT. F.).—Your note came to us, but no
specimen. You ask the cause of your cyclamens dying off? How can

we tell without knowing how you have treated them since they bloomed
last year. Write again, and state full particulars of the soil you grow
them in : Iiow you kept them during the summer, autumn, and winter

;

and how, and to what extent, you watered them, and then, perhaps, wc
shall be able to tell you the cause of their blooms dropping.

Hyacinth Glasses, &c. (J. P. M. F.).—We are not aware of any
use to which hyacinth glasses can be applied, after the hyacinths are over ;

annuals will not do any good in them. 'Put three or four spadesful of

the half rotten dung to each of the roses on your poor soil, and slightly

fork it over with the soil. Your Jacubofa lillics will not flower, if left

always out of doors ; they ought to be taken up in October or November,
dried for tlie winter, potted at the end of March, and kept in a frame or

greenhouse till they flower, and then planted out iu I\Iay. If flowers do
not appear by the time the leaves arc four or five inches long, they will

not flower that season.

Concrete Walks (T. M. G.).—Chalk is certainly the cheapest thing

to bind the rough stones, it must be in very small pieces, and if in powder
all the better ; enough to fill up the rough surface will do. Roll this till

you get an even surface, then put on small gravel mixed with onc-tcnth

part of lime, roll this also, and finish with a slight coat of gravel, enough
to hide the colour of the lime.

Scarlet Ruododendkons {Ibid).—The hardy sorts will answer for

your bog-bed certainly ; tell the nurseryman how you mean to plant,

&nd he will give you the proper kinds,

SiiRUBs {Ibid}.—Your selection of shrubs includes the grandest trees

in the world, for our climate. That of which you forgot the name, is

Auracaria imbricata. Unless you take the Cedar of Lebanon, or the

Mount Atlas Cedar, the Douglass Fir would be the next best match for

those you propose planting. Tell all this to the rhododendron man, and
he will put you right. Avoid plants in pots ; get them rather from the

open ground. We shall soon have something to say about many fine new
trees and shrubs.

Annuals {C. T. L.).—Sow the annuals you name about the end of

Blarch or before the middle of Ajiril.

Sweet-scented Flowers {Ibid),—You want a list of the less com-
mon sweet-scented flowers. There is nothing new that way, if you mean
hardy plants.

Disease of Heaths {A Lover of Ferns).—There is neither cure nor

accounting for the disease which kills, suddenly, Heaths, Epacrises, &c.,

unless it be that the centre of the ball is so hard, that water cannot reach

it, or the collar of the plant gets too much wet. Tuniarij: gallica does

make a good fence near the sea.

FLOWEit-GARDEN (/iiV/).—"We aro compelled to put off these till next

autumn; but we have glanced at your plan, and we must say wc like your
arrangements very well indeed, and also the shapes of your beds ; wc sec

nothing which wants altering, and we (juite admire your splendid Scarlet

geraniums, from six to ten feet high ; wc never saw them so well

managed.
Proi'AGAting Magnolia grandiflora {Peter).—\on may follow

Mrs. Loudon's plan of increasing your Magnolia grandiflora by circuui-

position, and the month of April is the right time to attempt it. When
the branch has made roots into the divided pot, you may cut off the
shoot from the tree, place it in a shady place till more roots arc made,
and then your young i)lant is safe ; but if you can bring a branch down
to the soil, and can tongue it as you would a carnation layer, covering the

tongued part with earth, and laying a small stone upon the earth, you
would obtain a plant more easily, and more certainly. Magnolia pur-
purea is always, and readily, too, increased by layers, and is frequently

used as a stock for M. conspicua.
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Charcoal Drainage (C. P.).— It is quite impossible that charcoal

drainage, if used in lumps so that the superfluous water could easily

escape, was the cause of your plants sickening and dying. Be assured
your drainage was imperfect, or there was some other cause for the

fatality, quite independent of the charcoal. This has been used by the

best gardeners for every species of potted plants, and without injury.

Cement i-'or Zinc and Glass (IK. J. il/.).—Our correspondent

rctpiires a cement, or glue, suitable for uniting lapped joints of zinc and
glass, so as to resist the continual action of hot water. Can any reader

furnish a recipe for such a cement ?

Candied Honey (C. A.).—To use the candied honey as a. food for

your bees, put a pound of it into a saucer, with a quarter of a pint of

water, and let it simmer over a slow fire for five minutes; the crystals

will then be dissolved, and when cold will be in a very proper state to

give to your bees. The price of Paijne^s Improved Cottage Hive, is

Is. 6J. ; the small depriving hive, Is. 2d. IMr. Payne will have you
supplied if you write to him.

Diseased Cucuhiber Leaves (A Cotmtant Subscriber).—They are

kept too hot and too dry, consequently are attacked by the tfirip, and
perhaps by the red spider; paint the inside of the frame with a mixture
of sulphur and clay water ; and keep the air more moist.

Diseased Camellia Leaves (A Constant Subscriber).—The brown
blotches on them are causeil by drops of water upon them, and the sun
shining upon them whilst the house is closed—or as gardeners term it,

they are scalded. The buds probably fall because there is a deficient

supply of water and warmth to the roots proportionate to the warmth
and moisture of the air.

Spanish Hen's Eggs.—A correspondent near Derby, wishes for some
"genuine;'* and another in Cheshire requires some "fowls of the

genuine Cochin- Cliina breed, or a few of their eggs."

Peat Cuarcoal.—A correspondent (W. C. G.) says that he has just

received one and a half ton from Dublin, at 47s. per ton, including sacks.

The freight to Liverpool being 4s. per ton additional.

Melilotus ledcantha.—R, A. wishes to be informed where he can

procure seeds of this bee flower. It is a white-flowered Trefoil-like

plant, not at all ornamental.

AuTUMN-BEAttiNG RASPBERRIES (J". 31. G.).—Thcrc IS Only oue sort,

though called the Double-bearing, the Siberian, and the Late. It may
be obtained of any nurseryman who advertizes in our columns. You will

find directions for its culture at page 258, and other parts of our first

volume.

Wheat Gluten (Pi/rus).—This is the remainder after washing from
wheat flour all its starch. This gluten mixed with salt has become
putrid, and unfit for use in your business, and you ask if it can be era-

ployed as a manure ? Certainly, and you will find it a very powerful fer-

tilizer. Now that it has fermented, it mixes perfectly well with water,

so you may use it in that way, pouring it over ground about to be dug
for the cabbage tribe, or to your asparagus beds, but do not apply it to

any flowers except your rose-trees.

Pear-trees (Ibid).—Blany of our finest new pears would bear as stan-

dards in your climate (Stockport), but whether they would possess flavour,

is altogether another affair. You have no alternative, as far as we can see,

but to cut them back, and graft them with kinds which will withstand

the climate, and tend to produce a succession. Try to get Beurre Diet

(December); UK/imore (October) ; Haeon's Incomparable (December);

Louis Bonne of Jersey (November) ; Thompson's (November, December) ;

Glout Morceau. (December) ; Beurre Langelier (January). These will

be enough for you for ordinary standards ; if your case had been a wall,

we should have advised somewhat diiferent. See some remarks ia our

fruit article to-day, as to grafting old trees.

Dwarf Apples and Pears {J. L.).—Twelve dwarf standard apple-

trees, as follows:— Ribston Pippin, Margille, Pitmaston Nonpariel,

Lamb-aljbey Pearmain, Kerry Pippin, Pearson's Plate, Ashmead Kernel,

Sturmer Pippin, Boston Russet, Golden Reinette, Ross' Nonpariel, Red
Juneating. Six pears

:

—Jargonelle, Dunmore, Louis Bonne of Jersey,

Ufarie Louise, Beurr^ Dicl, Glout Morceau. Plant your apples sixteen

feet, and your pears twelve feet apart. Your soil, by your description, is

very eligible; pray do not put much manure in, especially for the pears.

Oleander, not Flowering {A Subscribe}').—If your greenhouse is

cool, it is time enough for it yet to show flower. If it, by-and-by, docs

not do so, you must not have exposed the shoots sufficiently to light and
nir last season. As the plant is too large for your house, your only remedy
is, after giving a little more patience, to prune it back, and keep it rather

warmer afterwards, encouraging it with plenty of manure water, shifting

it, if necessary, into fresh rich soil, and getting it full in the sun, first in

the house, and for a short time out of doors, before housing it in the

autumn. Next season you will have flowers from the points of the shoots

made in this.

Seedlings of Achimenes, Gloxinia, and Gesnf,ra (D. J. M.).—
How long will it be before they bloom—depends upon treatment

; generally

from one to two years. We have had plenty during the winter, and still

have plenty of bloom, and we believe with good treatment would have
plenty of flowers all the season from Gloxinia plants, the seed of which
was sown in the spring of 1850.

Hardy Autumn Flowering Herbaceous Plants (Ibid).—These
are too numerous to be enumerated ; we should fix upon the Phlo,res,

among which are beautiful things ; then the hardy Asters, and Solidagos.
Litpines will continue until late, if they are prevented seeding. For

striking effect, few things would equal the Iiardy Gludlohtses, such as
Pscittacinus, Gandavensis, Sec, but they are all bulbs.

Aphelbxis (Ibid).—'\Vc should consider the kinds you mention as
varieties, but should not like authoritatively to say that they are not
species, as the distinction is easily seen ; it is a matter of little practical

importance whether you consider them species or varieties.

lilAKiNG A Hotbed between Brick Walls (H.).—We prc-iumc
you mean putting your fermenting material into what U technically

termed a brick pit, for this purpose your material must be o.-^ well pre-

pared as for any other mode of making a bed ; if for purposes that will

admit of turning, the freshest or best prepared may bo put at the bottom,
and thus less material will be necessary to insure a certain degree of heat.

If we do not meet your case, explain your wants and wishes more fully.

Forcing Vines, and Growing Geraniums (T. It. Lucas). ~-\Vc
presume that you have vines up the rafters, and geraniums on a stage.
The geraniums have been kept hardy, are starting into growth, and you
M'ish to know whether you should repot them, or wait until they have
done flowering. Now, flrst, if you force your vines much, your house
will soon be too hot for your geraniums, if florists' kinds, unless you
could remove them altogether, when your temperature at night exceeded
55°. Secondly. If you wish for early blooming in April and May, neither
stop the shoots, nor fresh pot ) but as your temperature'advances, and
especially as the flower-buds begin to appear, use manure water, but not
before. Thirdly. If you wish summer-blooming large plants, stop ram-
pant shoots, encourage them to break afresh, tie out the shoots, and when
the pots are filled with roots repot again. By one lot succeeding each
other, you may have flowers until autumn ; but recollect your geraniums
will not do well in your house, when nitev forcing the roof gets covered
with foliage. There is an article to-day by Mr. Fish, that will suit you,

as respects potting.

Cannabis Sativa FORFuMiGATiNG(Jfii(Z).—Wethink you must mean
C. indiea ; but at this moment we cannot refer to the page you mention.
Both are annuals, that merely require to be sown in common soil.

Haricot Bean.—This is nothing but a variety of the Kidney bean in its

dwarf state {Pkaseolus vulgaris), and in its rambling condition of

scarlet and white Dutch runner {Phaseolus ramosus), which will soon
reach the height you mention, though by stopping they may be success-

fully cultivated as dwarfs. Their culture has often been given. \\'hite

seeds are most esteemed as Haricots.

Sparmannia Africana iAmateur).^-Yon ask, how to make it bloom
more freely in a greenhouse ? This, though rather rough-looking, is an
old favourite of ours, which we have not lately seen— its blossoms being
useful in spring and winter for little bouquets. \\''hen done flowering,

or nearly so, prune it into good shape, and give it a warm corner until it

breaks, then encourage it to grow, by fresh potting and plenty of water

during the summer ; any quiet place out of doors will do. Get it sup-

plied with as many stout, stubby, healthy, well-ripened shoots as pos-

sible. House it before frost, and abundance of bloom will crown your
efforts.

Potting (Tive}'to7i).—See Mr. Fish's article to-day.

Gas Lime (J. S.).—You greatly err in considering that you can keep
your land fertile by the aid of such applications as gas lime only. There
must be an annual addition of animal or vegetable decomposing matters,

to restore to the soil the carbonaceous matters taken from it by preceding

crops. The sea-weed you mention will do excellently for this purpose,

but we should not mix with it gas lime in a larger proportion than one

cart load to five or six of sea-weed. Cinder ashes from the gas works
are useless for mixing with land, unless this be very heavy.

Jersey Cows (Utile et dulce).—They are usually white and brown,

the first colour prevailing. They will thrive with you in North Devon,

with only ordinary care and feeding. We shall best answer your wish by

thus announcing that you are desirous of purchasing two, and would be

glad to hear of any one who will deliver them, having their first or

second calf by their sides, all of the real Jersey breed, at your residence,

and for what sum. They could come by steamer to Southampton. \Vill

some of our Jersey readers oblige us with some information on these

points.

Asparagus Beds (J. H.).—If you will refer to vol. i., page 113, and

to vol, iv., page 51, you will find full directions for making these. If you
trench 'your ground three feet deep, mixing abundance of rich manure

(you cannot put too much), throughout that depth, you will have a good

soil for the bed. As your soil is stiff", it will be an improvement to mix

fine coal-ashes and sifted bricklayer's rubbish with it, as you trench in

the manure. You can obtain three year old plants of any of the nursery-

men who advertise in our columns.

Soft Clay Soil (Rusticus).—This is a bad soil for your parsonage

garden, and the worst of all possible plans for planting it, is that which

you have adopted, of having holes dug in it for your shrubs, and filling

the holes with good soil; they will act like so many wells, into which

to drain the water from the clay and chill the roots. You had better

mix your better soil with a little of the surface of the clay, and plant in

stations upon the surface, mulching over the roots, to keep them moist

in the spring and summer. If you have chalk, coal-ashes, bricklayer's

rubbish, drift-sand, and such like opening materials at command, you
cannot have them trenched into your ground too abundantly ; but, above

all, and before all, drain your garden. We are glad you have succeeded

in obtaining a bright scarlet thorn.

Calla ^THiopiCA (A Window Gardener).—You may remove the

suckerg from this at once. You cannot supply it with too much water.
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Last summer we saw many of them growing in a rapidly running stream,
[

into which their pots had been lowered, and very beautiful objects they i

were. Tepid water 13 best for the Oleander, and remember that you
|

cannot well supply it too aljundantly with moisture. See Mr. Beaton's
|

directions in former volumes. Celery plants raised last autumn, are not
]

available for planting next season. If they do not run early to seed, they

come within the rule, that a celery plant once stunted never regains a

vigorous growth.

Sunflower Seed {Janet >F.).—We believe, to have the produce ripen

thoroughly, the seeds should be sown at the end of March in a slight

hotbed, keeping the seedlings growing freely, but with plenty of air,

until the middle of May, then to be planted out in rows four feet apart,

and three feet from plant to plant in the rows. Each plant should not

be allowed to bear more than four heads. Horse-radish can only be i

extirpated by persevering in trenching out each plant as it appears above I

ground.
^

Fkeding Bees {Bretthigbif Cottage).—Atomaq. the bees in hive a, by
j

letting a few drops of honey fall amongst the combs, and rulibing n little
!

inside the tube of the feeder: do this upon a mild day. If hive b is
[

tolerably heavj'—say seven pounds of honey—begin to feed on the first
j

of I\Iarch ; if less than seven pounds, begin now.

Bees, Fowls, and Cows (Sigmti).—The brown-coloured drops about
i

your hives are the excrements of your bees. Clean your floor-board fre-
I

quently. Bees will die about the feeding-trough, and a jury of apiarians

would return a verdict of " Died from natural causes," Hens cannot be

kept either profitably or humanely in a small space under a net. Thanks

for your hint about Cows. Salt is a good addition to a dunghill—adding

to its value as a fertilizer—but it does not check its steaming. In valuing

your crops, ask some farmer what is the value—this varies too much in

diflFcrent localities for us to give a specific answer. High keep is

good, even for Coivs in milk, hut not to such an extent " as if you were

fatting them for the butcher ;
" for what they gain in actual fat is lost

from the pail. It is desirable to give a little hay and straw (cut into

chafi', and mixed with steamed potatoes, is the best mode), to check the

purgative consequences of a diet of green food.

Fancy Pigeons iAldo7nasley).—Onr correspondent wishes for some

Black Barbary, Trumpeters, and Spanish Runts. Have any of our readers

these varieties to sell ?

Cape Heaths (D. Johnston),—You will find a good essay on their

culture, by Blr. Beaton, at page 26 of our second volume. Your money

has been received ;—thanks for your hints. We shall be glad of any

scraps of gardening from you.

Management of Gecenhouse Plants (J. BI. F.).—See an article

by Mr. Fish, to-day. and he will endeavour farther to meet your wishes ;

there are, however, several points we will glance at now. First. Baric

for hotbed.—This is what the tanner throws aside, when he has done

with it. After it has been allowed to drain, and get thus a little dried,

the sooner you can get it the better, and try and dry it more before you

throw it together in a bed, and then the heat will not be so violent, but

more continuous. Second. Cuttings in bark-bed beloiv a stage.—Your

box four feet by three, and three deep, will give ample heat for cuttings

in such circumstances ; but will you not be troubled with drip from plan ts

in the stage; and will not the cuttings be too nmch shaded by the plants

above? If you have a light for your box, or any contrivance to pre-

vent drip, you may succeed with many things, provided you give them

more light as soon as struck. It will do capitally for Dahlia roots,

Achimenes, &c., by and by. You will see that Mr. Fish at this time

scarcely uses any shade at all for his cuttings. Third. Ammonia, and

other liquid-manure, should it not be given to flowering plants before

the bloom-buds appear ? See the article referred to to-day. Never give

it when luxuriance would be purchased at the expense of blooming. In

general circumstances, it is safest to refrain. Fourth. If air is requisite

for plants, why not use wet soil ? It would shrink, and leave a place for

air ;l11 rnund the ball. Aye, that it would, and, therefore, we would not

so use it .T.t all, any more than we use that which is dusty dry ; in the

latter cnse there would be no wetting it easily; in your case the water

would run off in the channel you made for the air ; the ball would get as

hard and as dry as a brick, and the plant, without the requisite remedy

being applied, would soon be fit for the rubbish heap.

MiisK Plant—Mimidns moschatus— (Lacullus).—Yuu truly say

that "this is a universal favourite. It cheers the toil-worn artizan in

the dusty factory, and the faint needle-worker in the murky garret. It is

grown with a zest in the rich lady's boudoir, and in the labourer's

cottage." And glad arc we, that though your garden is confined to

"beau-pots in a window," you have yet read every sentence of the

Cottager, and made innumerable notes, and amplified indexes for your

peculiar benefit, and felt that you were again among " fields and flowers,

and groves and glades." Such testimony as yours, is more then a re-

compense for toil ; and while hoping to have the benefit of some of your

notes in future, we would try in a few words to satisfy the lady re-

specting her pet window plant. The Musk is a plant of the easiest cul-

tivation, and perfectly hardy, unless in very damp clayey soil. Many
people purchase it fresh every season, when if they only ke]it their pols,

they would have enough to supply themselves, and their neighbourly If

you have a strong pot early in the spring, cut it down when done flower-

ing, and set it in a shady place, and it will bloom a second or third time

the same season. ]\Iuch of what is obtained early in London has been

gently forced by the nurserymen. Such amateurs would sooner grow it

themselves. Supposing then, that you placed your Musk pots last

winter in the cellar, or any out of the way place ; by this time they will

be beginning to throw up little shoots, and if not, water the pot, and
place it near the chimney for a short time, when the heat will cause
growth to commence, and then you may remove it to the window. Keep
some of your store old pots in the coolest place you can, and fresh pot
them, or divide them, as a small piece of the roots, or rather underground
stems, will soon fill a pot. By this means, and cutting down, resting,

and bringing in again your earliest plants, you may have musk dur-
ing the most of the season. Any light common soil will do, and while
growing, plenty of water must be gi\en.

Baek Bed {0. P.).—See what has been said already. You may keep
the best and roughest of the old, but do not mix it with the new—rather

place it above it. It will answer perfectly for propagating verbenas, and
starting achimenes, &e. ; and it wU! not be too early, if you have means
to harden oft" the one, and grow on the other. Without these means, you
had better defer a few weeks. 2. You may repot and forward your
bedding-out plants on the same principle. Your general stock of gera-

niums do not want such heat, unless ynu have a ]iarticular object in view.

3. Do not mix the exhausted bark for potting, it contains too much acid.

1. W'e think, that raising the chimney will be sure to increase the

draught of the flue. Is the pipe large enough ? Is the bottom of the

furnace eighteen inches, or a foot, at least, below the bottom of the flue ?

Shall always be happy to serve you as far as we can.

Names of Plants.—We must beg, that when specimens are sent to

us to discover the name, that a sprig bearing a flower may be sent us if

possible. A fragment of a leaf is often all that we receive. (S. F. S.).—
Yours is Piptnnthus nepalensis. It is a hardy deciduous shrub, and
grew well against an open wall in Winchester. {R. D. L-).— 1. Leche-

naultia formosa. 2. Diosma capitala (?) 3. May be Cacalia kleinia,

but it is impossible to tell that, or 4, from a fragment of broken leaf.

CALENDAR FOB l^fAECH.

ORCHID HOUSE.
As the sun obtains power, Air may be given pretty freely, when tha

out of doors is mild and the sun shining brightly. Blocks : plants on
these should now be renewed ; raise the living roots carefully with a
thin bladed knife, and if the plants require new or larger blocks, fasten

them to them with zinc wire—it is softer to the plants than copper. To
such as require moss, add some that is living and green, as it looks neater
and more natural. Baskets will now require dipping two or three times
during the month. Catasetoms and CvcNocnEs will now be growing,
and if not potted last month, this must now be done. Cockroaches:
wherever these insects abound, there is great danger that young roots
(which are now beginning to put forth, and which tender food just suits

them) will be eaten just at the end. thus stopping their growth and the

means of feeding the plants. The following we can warrant as a certain

destruction to them ;—Melt a tallow candle, and mix it with arsenic, and
when cold lay it in small portions, upon pieces of wood, in the places

where they abound. The cockroaches will greedily devour it, and it is

certain death to them. Dendrobiums will now be showing flower and
growth. They should be placed in the warmest part of the house, and
should be watered and sjTinged moderately to encourage growth. HIois-
ttjre in the Air, give plentifully, by wetting the pipes and walks fre-

quently, especially in sunny weather. Potting : continue using prat,

chopped sphagnum, broken potsherds, and charcoal. In potting, or even
basketing, Aeuides, and plants ol similar character, use only sphagnum,
without chopping it. Shades prejiare, so as to be in readiness for bright

sunsliiny days, which may come towards the middle and end of the month.
Water, use moderately to all plants starting into growth. Now is a
good time to write to correstondents aljroad, to send home these

plants ; they will then arrive in time to grow a little before the winter

sets in. T. Appleby.

PLANT STOVE.

Air, give freely from 10 to 3. Achuienes : pot another batch; divide

and repot those gro\nng ; increase new ones by cuttings of the tops, or

divide the scaly bulhs into sliort lengths. Aphelanura cristata and
aurantiaca pot, and plunge in bark bed. to encourage rapid growth.

Clerodendrum fallax, and similar species, pot liberally in rich soil

to flower in .Iidy ; nip ott"the tops to cause branches. Creei'Ers : attend

to their training once a week. Gksneras, Gloxinias, and Gardsnias,
continue potting. Hedvchicm repot. Ixoras pot; train out, so as

to make bushy plants
;
place in a frame heated with dung, to encourage

free growth. Air Moisture: to cause this, wet the flues, pipes, walks,

and walls, thoroughly, when the sun shines. Propagate all kinds ot

stove plants during this and the next month. Shade from bright sun
during the four middle hours of the day. Water will be required libe-

rally both at the root and the top with the syringe. Cleanliness: in

e^'cry part of the house keep all clean; let no decaying leaves be seen
;

sponge the leaves whenever they arc dirty, or the red spider appears.

Close attention to cleanliness, will insure bright coloured foliage and that

healthy appearance which is so pleasing to the eye and assii^tant to the

plant.
'

T. ArrLEDY.

FLORIST'S FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyanthuses finish top-dressing early in thi'

month. Carnations and Picotees water freely, and expose fully on
all favourable occasions. Cinerarias repot, and keep in cold frHines

close to the glass ; water freely, and protect bccurely from frost. Dah-
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lias: all kinds intended for propagation, should now be put into heat,

Those placed in heat last month, will now be starting into growth. Cut
off the young tops when three inches long, and put into sand in heat and
shade. Fuchsias start in gentle heat, and propagate by very young
shoots in sand, in heat and shade. Pinks see to, and if the frost has

loosened the soil, press it to the plants again firmly with the fingers,

Pansirs peg down to the soil, and layer the long shoots, which will

cause them to put out fresh roots and greatly encourage fine flowering.

lloSBS for exhibition, water with liquid manure, and bring into a green-

house, or deep pit, in succession. Shelter, give particularly now in

frosty weather, as the spring shoots are very tender and liable to damage
from sudden changes. TuLirs : these more particularly muat now be

attended to, to prevent wet and frost from stagnating their growth.
T. Appleby.

FLOWER-GARDEN.
Annoals (Tender), such as the Portulacas, Mesembryanthemums,

Lobelias, &c., sow, b. ; (Hardy), sow on dry borders, b. and e.

Biennials, sow, e. Cuttings, push on the propagation of cuttings,

and transplant them as far as they root. Daulias, sow, and force old

roots for stock, b. Dress every part within the boundary as early as you
can. Edgings of all sorts finish off as early as possible. All P>ver-

GREENS transplanted since last August, may have liquid-manure this

month, and throughout the season after this mild winter. Flowers,
prick ofi' plants you want cuttings from, b. Finish all the Plant-
ing and Spring" Pruning of trees and shrubs, and all necessary

alterations as soon as the weather will permit. Grass and Clover
Seed sow with a liberal hand over patchy grass: keep the grass in

clean, trim order, and roll it three times this month, and oftencr if you
can. Gravel, clean, roll, and relay. Hand-glasses, the best of all

aids to rear half-hardy, and such other annuals as come up weakly at first,

place them on a warm sheltered aspect. Hoeing : never hoe a border in

March, for fear of killing something which you cannot yet see. Hotbeds
are only good helps to those who can well manage them for the flower-

garden; keep them up to 70°, and steady. Hyacinths andotherBuLBs
;

as soon as they appear, stir the beds and lighten the soil round the plants
;

and plant spring Gladioli at once. Perennials, with the exception of

long fleshy rooted ones, ought to be removed—divided, if necessary—and
receive some fresh soil, or be planted in new situations at least every
third season ; see to this rule, and treat one-third of each family, every

February or Blarch, according to it. Protection is necessary for almost
all young things of a tender nature, this month. Rakes : lock them up,
b. ; if your man cannot dress a border without a rake, pity him. Roses
finish pruning, b., except, perhaps, a few strong ones he left unpruned
till April, to bloom later ; but this plan is radically bad, and not necessary
now with our perpetuals. Seeds, do not sow a packet of rare seeds in

one pot only, sow in two or three pots to provide against accident to one.
Seedlings, in heat transplant as soon as you can handle them. Stakes :

see if you have a stock on hand for your dahlias, hollyhocks, and all other
plants requiring them next summer, and see that all the old ties and
rotten stakes are out of the rosary. Sweet Briar, sown in a single row,
win grow and make a hedge in such poor soil, as would kill other roses.

TuRT, lay. D. Beaton.

FRUIT-GARDEN.

Apricots, prune, if before neglected, b. ;
young ones, head down;

search for eggs of Red Bar moth. Apples, dress for blight. BlossoiUS
of wall-fruit, protect. Corrants, finish planting and pruning, b.

Espaliers, generally finish regulating, b. Figs, plant; make layers;

plant cuttings. Fork over the borders and quarters, if before omitted.

Gooseberries, prune, if before neglected, b. ; finish planting, b.

Grafting, in mild weather, is best done in this month. Scions, pre-

pare. Hoeing cannot be done too often. Mulch round the trees

newly-planted, to keep the roots moist. Medlars, Mulberries, and
Nectarines, neglected before, prune, b. ;

young, head down. Pears,
carefully prune and train. Peaches and Nectarines, apply sulphur
mixture to. Planting, omitted, complete, b. (See Feb.) Pruning, in

general, complete without fail, b. Raspberries, finish planting, b.

Root-prune, where omitted, b. Strawberries, finish dressing, b.

;

plant Alpine runners. Standard Orchard-trees, finish pruning, b.

Suckers, for stocks, may be planted (See Feb.). Support, with stakes,

trees newly-planted. Stocks, raise from seeds of apples, pears, quinces,

and medlars. Trench, &c., ground for planting. Trellised Fruits,
train; protect. Vines, finish pruning without fail, b. ;

plant cuttings,

and make layers.

In Grafting, commence with plums and cherries ; but scions on the

latter, if inserted on large trees, seldom succeed. Loose branches, and
last year's shoots of pears and other fruit-trees, trained as pi/nnnidals,

fasten in their proper positions. . R. Errington.

FRUIT FORCING.

Air, admit freely. Aphides, destroy in all forcing structures by
fumigation or tobacco liquor. Cherries ripening require abundance of

air, but little water. Foiward Cucumbers, whether for boxes or frames.

Leaves, clean by the sponge and syringe. Pines require more water
and greater heat ; syringe occasionally ; give liquid manure ; shift into

larger pots. Peaches, thin ; the day temperature for them should not
exceed 70°, with plenty of air ; disbud; trim; water freely. Straw-
berries, in pots, continue successions. Temperature for pines

should be about 85° with sun, and during night 6o°. Sulphur, apply

on flues and pipes, to destroy red spider. Tobacco fumigations, con-

tinue. Vines are now all in motion; thin ; stop; train; keep well

supplied with liquid manure ; air, keep moist, except to those in

blossom ; use sulphur, or the mildew may visit you ; temperature as

last month. Melons, provide succession.

R. Errington.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, Rflmit in flne weather, when the outside temperature is above 35°;

a shut house is better than cold currents and niglit fires ; in foggy
weather, however, light a fire, to clear and di-y the atmosphere. Bulbs
and Tuberous roots, introduce, and water more freely ; start the various
kinds of Achimenes, Gesnera, and Gloxinia, in hotbed ; seeds of the
latter, sown now, will give nice little flowering plants for the autumn and
winter, if you can give them heat. Calceolarias and Cinerarias,
water more freely

;
give manure water to those flowering and showing

their flower-stalks ; shade in sunny weather ; shift for succession.

Camellias and Azaleas, water more plentifully when in bloom ; keep
those intended for late blooming as cool and shaded as possible, so that

frost does not injure them. Diosma, Epacrts, Heaths, give abun-
dance of air when growing and flowering; Prune freely when done
flowering, and keep close until they begin to grow, when the roots had
better be examined. Hotbeus, prepare for sowing Primula seeds, and
any other desirable greenhouse plants, raising cuttings, sowing seeds, or

striking cuttings of tlie commoner sorts for stocks, on which to inarch

or graft Corrcas, Oranges, Camellias, &c ; the grafting of such plants is

easily effected in such a sweet moist hotbed, and does away with much of

the trouble of inarching. Such a bed will, also, be necessary for starting

Cockscombs and Balsams, &c. Insects, destroy. Leaviis and Stems,
clean ; a little soap in the water is a great auxiliary for removing all kinds
of lilth; syringe with clean water afterwards. Lilies, Japan : after the

stems appear, place in a light, airy situation. Mignonette, and tender
annuals, sow in slight hotbed, to be afterwards hardened off. Soil,
prepare ; turn ; and expose for a general shifting aljout the end of the

month ; but do not knock about fresh soil intended for potting, so as to

shake the filire out of it. Train large plants of Pelargoniums, intended
for early flowering ; Stop those for late summer and autumn. Scarlet

Geraniums, intended for specimens in pots, give good shifts to, and if

they can get a little bottom-heat, they will come all the stronger and
bloom the flner. Tie Climbers to rafters, afterduly pruning them, keep-
ing in mind whether the flowers are produced on young or old wood ; train

those daily on trellises ; and, as the season is now getting on, let neatness,

order, and cleanliness, everywhere prevail. R. Fish.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
This is a busy month; every day brings its work; a favourable oppor-

tunity should never be lost for doing any particular kind of work ; take

advantage of open mild weather for every kind of planting; in taking up
transplanted plants from nursery beds of any kind, or at any time, always
lift them up with some kind of tool or other, as a transplanted plant

always suffers so much more than a plant drawn from the seed-bed.

Angelica, sow, or plant, e., autumn sown. Alexanders, sow, m. or e.

Asparagus, sow or plant, e. ; and dress off out-door beds; attend to

that in forcing; water with liquid-manure once a week. Artichokes
and Balm, plant. Basil, sow aUttlefor early use. Beans, plant; and
earth-stir growing crops. Beet (Red), sow a little for early use.

Borage, sow, and earth-stir autumn sown, and thin out. Borecole,
sow, m. Brocoli, sow a little of the early kinds, and mark any favourite

kinds for seed, Burnet, plant or sow. Cabbages. Any early kinds

may be sown, or Red Butch, should plants be wanted. Capsicujis, sow
in hotbed, m. or e. Caedoons, sow, e., for first crop. Carraway", sow.

Carrots, sow for early crops ; attend tc thinning-out those in growtli,

and earth-stirring. Cauliflowers, plant out the winter-protected
;

attend to spring-sown, as to airing, pricking out and earth-stirring;

also assist the early hand-glass crop withsoakings of liquid-mamu-e, &c.
;

and sow in succession, e. Celeriac, sow Celery, sow main crop, m.,
and prick-out early-sown on gentle hotbed; leave for seed. Chamo-
mile, plant. Chervil, sow ; save seed from autumn-sown. Chives, may
be planted. Clary, sow, e. Cress (American), sow. Corcposts, pre-

pare. Coriander, sow. Corn Salad, sow. Cucu^ubers, ridge out;

pot otf ; or sow in succession ; attend to those in bearing ; keep up a good
moist heat. Dill, sow or plant. Earth-stirring, attend to in all

cases, and often. Fennell, sow or plant. Garlic, finish planting.

Hoeing, attend to in dry days. Horehound, plant or sow. Horse-
radish, finish planting. Hyssop, sow, or take up and divide old roots.

Jerusalem Artichokes, finish planting. Kidney-beans, sow in

succession ; attend to those in bearing, assist them with liquid manure,
Leeks, sow. Lettuces, sow

;
prick out ; and plant out. Marigold,

sow. Sweet or Knotted Marjoram, sow a little for early use. Mar-
joram (Common Garden), divide and plant out. Melons, sow in

succession, and ridge out; attend to earthing-up, training, &c., the

early crops. Mint, plant. Mushroom-beds, make, and attend to;

assist old beds with a little tepid manure water. Mustard and Cress,
sow, once or twice a week. Nasturtiums, sow, e. Onions, sow the

main crop
;
plant for seed, b. ; also finish planting the Undcvground or

Potato Onion; also the Tree Onion; and look over those in the store.

Orach, sow. Parsley, both kinds, sow. Parsnips, sow, b. Peas,
sow in succession ; earth-stir, or earth-up, and attend to sticking, &c.

Pennyroyal, plant. Potatoes, finish planting, either in hotbed or

open quarter, Radishes, sow in succession; attend to tbinning-out

young crops. Rampion, sow. Rape, sow, common, and edible-

rooted, e. Rhubarb, sow or plant, b. Rochombole and Rosemary,
plant. Rue, plant. Sage, plant. Shallots, finish planting. Sal-
safy and Scorzonera, sow a little for early use. Savoys, sow. Sea-
kale, sow or plant out ; attend to early covering-up, to exclude the light

from the crowns, for successional and late crops. Skirrets, sow, e.

Succory, sow. Sorrel, plant or sow. Spinach, sow in succession.

Tansy and Tarragon, plant. Thyme, sow or plant. Tomatos, sow
in hotbed, e. Turnips, make a small sowing two or three times during

the month. T. Weaver.
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Hartley's
PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS FOR CON-

SERVATORIES, A-c.

See Article in the Gardeners' Chronicle nf Satitrdiiy, Dec. B, 18J9.

" Continued experience leaves us no room to tloulit that this is the

best material yet produced, and that it will in time supersede glass of all

other kinds for the greater part of Gardening purposes." " As for

the article substituted for Rough Plate it is wholly unfit for any

horticultural purpose." " The best sample of it which «o have yet

seen was Manufactured by i\Icssra. HAnTLEVB, and sold by

Messrs. J.UIES PHILLIPS If Co., 116, DISIiOI'SG.lTE STREET."
Supplied "Wholesale, Ketail, and for K.\portation ; cut to order in

panes of
8 by fl under 10 by 8 .IJd ; 10 by 8 under 11 by 10 5d.

]'4 by 10 under li foot, not above 20 inches loug. . 5^d.

lifoot — 3 feet — 30 — ..6d.
3

" feet — 4 feet — 30 — . . Oid.

i feet — 5 feet — 35 —
. . 7d.

PACKED IN BOXES of .10 feet each.

8 by 6 and SJ by 6J IS Od
9 by 7 and yj by /I and

10 by 8 16 6

Welt worth the attention of Narserymen and Market Gardeners.

LACTOMETERS, for trying the quality of MILK ; 4 Tubes, 5s,

6 Tubes, 7s 6d.

MILK PANS—from 2s to 6s each, METAL HAND-FRAMES. Glass

Tiles and Slates, Propagating and Bee Glasses—from 2d each, Grape
Glasses, Cucumber Tubes— Id per inch, Peach Glasses, Wasp Traps,

Pastry Slabs, Hyacinth Glasses and Dishes, Fish Globes, Plate and
Window Glass, Lamp Shades. GLASS SHADES. Estimates and List

of Prices forwarded on application to their Warehouse,

ll6, BISHOPSG.iTE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON.

^KTENTr^

a by 4 and6.+ by 4J. ...lasod

7 by 5 and 7| by SJ. . . . 13 6

PRICE TEN SHILLINGS AND UPWARDS.
A Portable loBtrumcnt for Funiic:ating (jreenhoiises, Stoves, and

Frames, or Shrubs and Flowers in the open air, without injurinp the most
delicate plant ; delivering the smoke cool, in a dense mass, and eli'ccting

a GKEAT SAVING OF TOBACCO.

Manufactured and Supplied to the Trade by

MESSRS. BARBER AND GROOM, LONDON,
And may be had of all Ironmongers, Seedsmen, and Florists.

SSairs' ^warf ^reen
Maisuxnotla KnigM^s Pea»
This Pea is allowed by every practical man

that has seen it to be the most valuable Dwarf
ever introduced; its habit is entirely distinct

from anything in existence. Sown from Feb-

ruary to the end of fliay. in rows three feet apart,

and the Peas four inches. Price 5s per quart.

bishop's longpod early
dwaPlF pea.

This is remarkably early, commencing with

the Early Frames. It grows 18 inches to two
feet ; in good soil producing from 13 to 24 pods
per stem: in flavour it is first-rate. It should

be sown in rows two feet apart, and the peas

four inches. Price Is per quart.

BUUBIDGE ECLIPSE, OPv

STUBBS' MABBOW.
A most valuable variety of Imperial

;
grows

one foot and a half; produces finer pods than

any other variety
;

great bearer ; and flavour

undeniably first-rate. Price Is per quart.

Duncan Haius, in offering the a))ove three

Peas to the gardening world, cannot too strongly

recommend them to the notice of every one
anxious for the improvement of horticulture.

WHOLESALE AND IlETAIL.

Catalogues can be had, on application, free.

DUNCAN HAIRS,
109, St. Martinis Lane, Charing Cross, London.

FLOWER & VEGETABLE SEEDS.

'Wan. Hamilton.,
Seedsman, ^-c, ISG, C/ieapside, London,

Begs to call the attention of the public to his

Stock of the above, and to state that all who
favour him with their orders may rely upon
having them punctually executed, with Seeds
of first quality.

His Dkscriptive Catalogue, with prices

of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants, Roots,

Implements, &c., may be had on application.

Address 15(5, Cheapside, London.

Choice collections of Hardy Annuals (with

directions how to soa> and to grow), done up in

sealed packages, to go by post, 2s Od ; ,53 ;

lus ; and 20s each.

Iffiitchell's
ROYAL ALBERT JillUBARC

Has proved itself to be the earliest, finest fla-

voured, and most productive kind, as well as

tlie best for early forcing, ever yet grown.
Strong roots, 12s per dozen. Al.io IMyatl's Lin-
naeus, r2s per dozen ; and Victoria, i)s per
dozen ; with usual allowance to the trade.

Post-otfice orders are requested to be made
payable to William I\Iitciiell, Enfield High-
way, Post-office, Enfield, Bliddlesex.

Sutton^s Superb Eiettuces.
J. Sutton and Sons had the honour of supplying the Horticultural Society's Garden at

Chiswick with the above-named Lettuce seed, in Feliruary, 1819; £ind in i\Iarch, 1850, ihe Editor
of The Gardeners^ Chronicle, in a critique on Lettuces, says of the first of these—" This is the

very best Cos Lettuce, very large, light green, leaves hooded at the top, so that they close in

without tying, blanching white, crisp, so excellent that one would suppose no higher degree of

perfection could be attained as regards a summer Lettuce." And, of the other two, he further

says^'* Sutton's Superb Green Cos: tliis very much resembles the preceding, but is of a
darker green, and hardier, therefore is preferable for sowing early in spring, and also for autumn
use ; in warm, sheltered situations, it will stand the winter, if the latter prove mild. For the

generality of winters, however, a hardier Cos is required; such is the following

—

Sutton's
Berkshire Brown Cos : this is the best Cos for standing the winter ; it is large, and of good
quality, blanching very crisp, therefore its brown outside should not be considered objectionable."

The above-named superior Lettuces may be had, post free, in packets Is each, sufficient to raise

several thousand plants. Address
JOHN SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SEEDS OF THE BEST QUALITY, CARRIAGE FREE".

J. CS. Wheeler and Son
Have had the honour of being appointed Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Association.

Their Priced List of Seeds for this season is just ready, and will be forwarded on application free

by post to any address. This Catalogue is not a long list of useless names ; it is really what it pro-

fesses to be, a List of the best Seeds in cultivation, and will be found a safe guide to all purchasers.

Dr. LiNDLRY, in the Gardeners^ Chronicle of the 2nd March last, strongly recommends it in the

following terms:—"The Catalogue of Seeds sold by J. C. WHEELElt AND CO., Gloucester,

appears to us to deserve notice, because of the stand which its authors ilinke, in cmnion with

ourselves and others, against the useless, incomprehensible Seed Lists of the day. In this, as in all

matters of taste, there will be a difference of opinion as to the relative tiualitics of varieties
; yet the

mass of buyers who have no fancies, but who dislike being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is

excellent, will greatly prefer a short select Seed List to an interminable labyrinth of names, which,

for the most part, represent nonentities or rubbish. Rlcssrs. A\'HEELKK'S little book will do
something to satisfv their expectations."

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Kingsholm Nurseri/, and 99, Northgate Street, Gloucester.

Industry and Humanity, v. Plunder and ]R(Eurder.
For 30s, MAURIOTT'S much imjirovcd Cottage Hive, uith glass windows, doors, and ther-

mometer, with four glass store rooms, for obtaining the finest quality of the virgin fruit of industry

without destroying the bees, and an interesting building, without foundation, of the Exhibition of

Industry. The Bee Pavilion, or Niitt's Collateral Hive, complete with stands, .£'6 5s. Taylor's

Amateur Bar Hive. Huber's Observatory and Box Hives, &c. Bee feeders, and prepared clarified

honey for feeding bees, which will pay a heavy interest to the liberal apiarian.

MARRIOTT'S Honey Warehouse, 74, Gracechurch Street.

THE ONLY STOVE WITHOUT A FLUE

:

For ^v^ICH Hicit Majesty's Royal Lktteus Patient tiavk been crantep.

Joyce's Patent
To be seen in use, daily, at the Sole

Proprietor's, SWAN NASH, Iron-

monger, ^53, Oxford-street, and at the

City Depot, 119, Newgate-street, Lon-
don.

PATENT PREPARED FUEL, 2s 6d per bushel; only to be had
genuine with the Proprietor's Name and Seal on the Sack.

S. N. solicits the honour of an inspection {at his spacious Show Rooms,
253, Oxford-street, London) of his large and elegant assortment of

Stoves and Fenders, Fire Irons, Kitchen Ranges, Tea Trays, and all

kinds of Furnishing Ironmongery, unsurpassed for beauty of design and
moderate prices.

NEW PORTABLE VAPOUR BATHS, with Curtain, complete, 3Is (id,

Registered Svphon A[r Vent Taps, 33 and 33 (id; Electuo-Plated, 5s and

S. NASH, 253, Oxi'ord-Street, and 119, Newgatk-Strket.

in.
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Now that glass is so reduced in price, we hope to see it

supersede extensively all other materials for the protec-

tioQ of wall-trees ; and we will to-day endeavour to

dispel a remnant of ignorance which we did not helieve

lingered in the mind of the oldest johhing gardener in

the least frequented nook of all the British Isles—an

ignorance thus expressed to us a few days since—" Glass

cannot be so warm as woollen netting !
" If either the

woollen net or the glass was touching the body to be

kept warm, there would be some truth in tliis opinion
;

but when they are at a sliglit distance from that body,

so as to inclose air between it and the exterior cold, the

contrary is the truth. We will explain this once more,

although we have done so as follows both in these pages

and elsewhere :

—

All cooling is occasioned either by the heat being

conducted from a body by a colder, which is in contact

with it, or by radiating from the body cooled, though

circumstances accelerate or retard the radiation, and

whatever checks the radiation of heat from a body keeps

it warmer. For example,—a thermometer placed upon
a grass-plat, exposed to a clear sky, fell to 35°, but

another thermometer within a few yards of the preced-

ing, but with the radiation of the rays of heat from the

grass checked by no other covering than a cambric

pocket-handkerchief, declined no lower than 42°. No
difference of result occurs, whether the radiating surface

be parallel or perpendicular to the horizon ; for when
the mercury in a thermometer, bung against an openly

exposed wall, fell to 38°, another thermometer against

the same wall, but beneath a web of gauze stretched

tightly at a few inches distance, indicated a temperature

of 43°.

These results explain the beneficial operation of appa-

rently such slight shelter to our wall-fruit when in blos-

som. A sheet of canvas, or of netting, prevents the

direct radiation of heat from tlie wall—the cooling goes

on more slowly, and is not reduced to that of the exterior

an- at night before the return of day begins to re-elevate

the external temperature.

The colder the body surrounding another body, the

more rapid the radiation from the latter ; for it is a law
of heat that it has a constant tendency to be diffused

equally, and the greater the diversity of temperature

between two bodies in contact with each other, the

greater is the rapidity with which the progress towards

equilibrium goes on. Tins is one reason why a tem-

pei'ature of 32°, with a brisk wind attending it, will

injure plants to a far greater extent than a temperature

many degrees lower with a still atmosphere, but it is

aided by the operation of another law of heat, viz., that

aeriform bodies convey it from a cooling body, as a wall

or a tree, by an actual change in the situation of their

own particles. That portion of the air which is nearest

to the cooling body is expanded, and becoming specifi-

cally lighter, ascends, and is replaced by a colder por-

tion. This, in its turn, becomes heated and dilated, and
gives place to another colder portion, and thus the pro-

cess goes on until the cooling body is reduced to the

same temperature as the air. In a still atmosphere this
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goes on slowly, the air in contact with the wall and tree

rises very gradually as it imbibes warmth from them ;

but if there be a brisk wind, a constant current of air at

the lowest temperature then occurring is brought in con-

stant contact with them, and the cooling is rapid in

accordance with the law of equilibrium just noticed. A
shelter of netting, or even the sprays of evergreens, are

of the greatest service in preventing the sweeping con-

tact of cold air at such times.

We could give some further illustrations of this, but

are spared the necessity at present by the following com-

munication from G. Sparkes, Esq., of Bromley, Kent:

—

"Tlie amelioratiou of climate produced by a glass cover-

ing, without artificial heat, having of late been prominently
brouglit before the public, it may, perliaps, interest some
of your readers to leam tlie result of some observations

made and recorded from tlie 1st February, 16.50, to the

31st January, 1851.
" The structure within whicli the observations were made,

is a lefm-tn, with low front wall ; roof at 4.'j'^, glazed with

thick crown; air damped occasionally with hot water; aspect

S.S.E., but rather shaded in tlie morning and afternoon. It

was only close to the floor that I was able to find for the
thermometer a place screened both from the direct and
reflected rays of the sun, and also from any warm vapotur.

" A glass structure has a two-fold office. First, to excite

growth by increased beat; and, secondly, to preserve life by
protection from cold. It is obvious tliat a thermometer
placed near tlie floor can only indicate the extent to which
the latter office is fulfilled.

" The external temperature was not taken from actual

observation, but from the Chiswick tables. Considering
the elevation of this spot, and its proximity to Greenwich,
the temperature of which is .44" below Chiswick, it is rea-

sonable to suppose that at least half a degree ought to be
added to the difterenees recorded below :

—

Difference during tlie three montlis of spring between tlie

mean external and internal temperature 5.9°

Summer 5.5°

Autumn 5.5°

Winter 3.6°

" These differences will at first sight appear tiifling ; less,

indeed, in winter, than the ordinary difference between
London and Penzance. Yet within the house it only froze

six times during the year ; and tlie lowest point the tlier-

mometer ever reached was 29°
; out of doors it fell to 14",

and on the same night, even in Cornwall, to 23°. After a
warm sunny day in spring everything within is compara-
tively safe, however low the external temperature may fall.

A difference of 14° is common, and on one occasion 10°

were obseiwed.
" The daily maximum within the house is seldom much

greater than that without; and this equality reduces tlie

average difference. Thus if, on any day, the maximum of

the two thermometers is 00°, and the minimum at night is,

indoors, 50°, and outside 40°, the mean temperature of the

twenty-four hours is recorded as 55° in the one case, and
50° in the other; so that the difference seems only 5°

instead of 10°. Talcing, for instance, four consecutive weeks
in August, 1850, the average maximum inside the liouse

was 72.3 ; the average minimum 58.5; the mean 05.4. At
Chiswick, during the same period, the maximum was 71.9 ;

the minimum 47.0 ; the mean 50.7. The difference is

almost entirely in the minima. It may here be noted as a

singular fact, veriflcd in each of the twelve months, that the

average minimum inside the house closely approximates,

and is generally all but identical mth, the outside mean at

Cliiswick.
" The average difference is reduced by warm, dull, damp

weather from the south-west. In this case, the air is wamied
not by sunshine, but partly from the heat given out by the

condensation of vapour, and partly from having passed over

the warm current known as the gulph stream. When,
therefore, the external air becomes itself the source of heat,

it is obvious that the inside of a greenhouse may, for a time,

be the coldest spot in the garden. It is fortimato, however,
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that imder these circumstances, the glass ceases to assist

just when its assistance can best be dispensed with.

"The most unfavoiu'able weather is continued, haze and
snow, from the north-east. In this case, the greenhouse
gradually parts with its lieat, and, after a few days, becomes
reduced almost to the temperatm'e of the surrounding air.

" In order to encourage those who may be inclined to erect

a similar sli'ucture, I may observe, that last year, though tlic

season was far from favourable, the Purple Constantiue
Grape ripened perfectly. The mention already made of

hanng damped the an-, though during the growing season
only, with hot water, certainly admits the use of a little arti-

ficial heat; but it must be remembered that the introduction

of spring water into a wai-m greenhouse wotild, in reality, be
an arlificial chill; and the heat of tlie water, liowever great,

will hardly compensate for the cold which is in'oduced by its

evaporation."

GARDENING GOSSIP.

The Norfolk ami Nonoich Horticultural Socieli/ is

proceeding this year under a now management. We hope

they will give cottagers' prizes for vegetables and fruits,

instead of for flowers only, as heretofore. It must

strike any reasonable man, that we ought to encourage

the cottager to cultivate his cabbages, carrots, parsnips,

potatoes, and onions, in preference to liis taste for pinl^s

and pansies, over wliich he must lose more time to show

halfa-dozen, than it would take him to cultivate two

rods of vegetables. Mr. Hussey, of the Horticultural

Gardens, Norwich, is the newly-elected secretary.

The diiSonlty which an amateur must experience in

choosing new floicers, may, in some measure, be esti-

mated by the fact, that ilOO will not buy one of a sort

of dahlias, fuchsias, verbenas, and geraniums, that are

described with the most tempting properties ; yet there

are thousands who cannot afiFord to lay out one-tenth of

the money. How necessary is it, then, that some au-

thority should give the floral public the benefit of sound

judgment as to the few very choice things they ought

not to miss. What a puzzle, to lay before a man of

limited means lists comprising fifty or sixty new dahlias,

aU. of which are described as " first class," as " fine

show flowers," the " best of their class," the " crack

flowers of the season," and so forth; the most, perhaps,

the purchaser can command being half-a-dozen. The
gi'eat diflttculty in obtaining tlie information that is so

desirable is, that whoever ventures to point out the few

that are really worth buying, makes enemies of the

owners of the rest, and few men woiild feel inclined to

encounter such a test ; nevertheless, there is the great

fact before us. We must choose the few we require from

the hundreds that are offered, and must risk whether we

buy the best or the worst. Siu'ely societies may in time

cure this enormous evil. -

The Gardeners' Benevolent Society, at their annual

' meeting, made no addition to the number of pensioners

on the fands. So far so good. Many an institution has

failed in consequence of the illusive nature of " elections

of objects." Scores of new subscribers join for the

piu'pose of voting for some favourite candidate, and

never pay a second subscription ; and Committees of

I Management rarely consider the real value of an an-

I
nuity. Perhaps, ojie with another, every pension voted

may bo worth i:150; and we remember, two or three

years ago, the Benevolent Society was warned that they

were going too fast, for they were electing two or three

pensioiiers twice a-year. We also remember that some

of the managers were quite offended at what they con

sidered a very hostile attack. It had, however, the effect

of drawing the attention of some judicious members to

the state of accounts, and the result was, dropping the

half-yearly elections, and having only one a-year. It

has now been found expedient to suspend even that.

But had the caution been acted on at once, and the

reduction been made at the time, there would have been

no occasion to suspend the elections altogether.

The subscription for a {/reat Nortliern tuUi-) show goes

on swimmingly, and there is no doubt of a great meeting.

There seems, however, to be repeated hints, and frequent

sentences of ambiguous import, on the subject of strin-

gent rules to compel men to show their own flowers ; in

fact, our Northern friends, as indicated by their own

publications, are, month after month, writing at some

body, or, perhajis, at several, to whom this trick of

showing flowers grown by others is imputed ; and we

seriously advise those who are in the habit of contri-

buting to floral periodicals, to drop all inuendoes, and

at once denounce such persons by name, or to say

nothing more about it. We hate personalities ; but

implied charges against nameless persons are infinitely

worse, because offensive to the wide circle of exhibitors

alike—the innocent and the guilty. Besides, strangers

to the science of floriculture, vcho might desire to join

the ranks, must have an ill opinion of any class that are

perpetually assailing one another. One society in tlie

North has spoken out, and e.x:pelled certain persons, by

name, and advertised a prohibition to their showing.

We hope this has not been upon slight evidence ; for

although, under justifiable cu'cumstances, it may work a

reform, the public cannot but know, that for the two or

three victims now punished, scores of equally culpable,

and, from their better circumstances, less pardonable

delinquents, have escaped. There is nothing does more

mischief than unfair showing ; but we dislike the vague

charges which are made against persons not mentioned,

and the consequent injustice done by the conjectures as

to who are the parties—as often wrong as right—we,

therefore say, " speak out unequivocally, or say nothing."

—E. Y. __________
THE EOSAEY.

[Under this bead we purpose jiublisbing such in-

formation relative to the Rose as we may bo favoured

with. We are induced to do this from our knowledge

of the increased and increasing interest taken in its

cultivation.

—

Ed. C. G.]

SoLL FOR EosES.—Whoever wishes to cultivate the rose

successfully, must either choose a situation where the soil

is suitable, or make the ground he chooses for the piu-pose

of the proper quality. If he is so fortunate as to have a

garden, the staple soil of which is a good strong loam, of not

less than a foot deep or more, with a diy subsoil of gravel or

shale, he may plant roses with every prospect of their grow-

ing and blooming well. A good deep loiivii/ soil, iviih a dry

hotiom, is the best soil for the rose. But it is not always in

the rose grower's power to choose a situation where the rose
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will tiud a suitable soil to grow iii, yet there is no necessity

to give lip this pleasing pm-snit. Any one may grow either

the rose, or any other shrub, where the soil is naturally

good ; but where it is not so, the cultivator must either

exercise his own judgment in improving it, or depend upon
the ad%-ice of those who have had experience in the matter.

AVe win suppose, then, the worst situation possible in which

to attempt growing roses, viz., a low wet swamp, mth a thin

stratum of soil, and that as bad as need be. The first thing

to do is to try to get rid of the water, by di-ainage ; if that

cannot be done, the next remedy is to raise the surface of

the soil, by digging deep ditches and throwing the soil on

the surface, and then adding a covering of good loamy soil.

Then plant the roses upon raised hillocks, so as to elevate

the roots as liigh as possible above the bad subsoil. That
this plan will answer we can bear practical testimony, even

for the tender Cliina and Tea-scented roses, if a large

portion of decayed vegetable mould be mixed with the

raised soil. For sb'onger growing varieties, sucli as B.

Gallica, M. damascene, and Mi/brid perpi'tuelle, a mixture of

good well- decomposed manure will be useful.

Again, suppose a niiire favour-able situation—one elevated

enough, but with a thin soil—the remedy here is obvious :

di'ain the ground, and add soil and cUmg sufficient for the

rose to have a good space for its roots to run into a nourish-

ing, dry compost. In such a situation with a soil so

prepared, the rose will thrive almost as well, as in the most
favoured and best soil; but even here, the tender lands vriU

require a large admixture of leaf mould for their fine roots

to rim and flourish in.

We may easily conceive a variety of soUs, where it may be
desirable to cultivate the rose, that are unfit for it, either to

thrive in, or if it exists for a time in it, to find tliat its hfe

wiU be short, and disappointment attend its cultivation.

One other kind of soil we may notice, and that is a poor
heathy soil, very much exposed. The remedy here is, either

to dig out the poor soil, and replace it with a suflicient

depth of the proper kind, or, at least, to give a large

admixture of it, to that soil ah'eady on the spot. In fact we
cannot conceive any soil, or situation, so unfavourable as to

he totally unfit for tlie rose. Industry and the application

of the proper means, mil overcome every opposition ; so

that the rose may blossom in the desert, and thus prove

that " where there is a will there always is a way," for

industry aud perseverance to overcome apparently insiir-

mountaljle difliculties. T. ArpLEBY.

NEW PLANTS.

THEIR rOBTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

Cl.imjiy Astrap^ea {Aslrapeaa viscosa).—Botanical

Magazine, t. 4544.—The genus Astrapesea was founded,

about thirty years back, on ,-L WallicMi, by Dr. Lindley

;

a splendid low tree, with largo rough leaves and droop-

ing clusters of very liandsome pink flowers; a native of

Madagascar. The name is derived fiom astrape, liglit-

ning, in allusion to the bright reddish pink colour of the

flowers. The subject of our present biography is also a

native of Madagascar, and a larger tree than A. V'al-

Ucliii, attaining the height of tliirty feet or more. It

was named by Sweet, in 18:i;3, from a plant in the col-

lection at Mr. Colvillc's Nursery, then a celebrated esta-

blishment in the King's-road, Chelsea, of which Mr.

Sweet had the chief management for some years, and
from which he derived much of the useful information

be so industriously disseminated tlirougb his various

publications. Although this species of AslrajicMi was
thus early named, we believe the drawing in the Bota-

nical Magazine, is the first representation of it which

has appeared in this country.

There is only one more species of them loiown in our col-

lections; it is called the Lime-tree-leaved Astrapesea (A.

tiliirfoHn), andis a native of the Isle of Bourbon. They
belong to the Uy-JMoiiadclpltia S-Poli/andiin of Linnajus, and
the Natural Order lii/ltncriads (Byttneriacere) ; an order
founded by Dr. Brown as early as 1814, although, imtil veiy
recently, acknowledged by some systematic vn-iters as only a

section of Sterciiliads, having pait of the stamens always
barren, and the anthers turned inwards, or towai'ds the pai'-

tially monadelphous colunm. But they are readily known
from the Sterculiads, which exhilnt the columnar stamens
ot Mallvwu-oils, ^yithout barren ones, and with the antliers

tiu-ning away from the column. All these orders, bordei-ing

on the Mallow-worts, abound more or less in gummy matter

;

and from the bark of some, fibre is obtained for cordage

;

but the product for which Byttneriads is most remai-kable, is

the cucoa of commerce, the cliief ingredient in citocolalc.

The common Chocolate-nut tree, is Thnihroma Ciiaio of Liu-
nfeus; but several other species yield seeds equally good for

this most widely consumed article—for it is only the seeds
that ai'e used in cliocolate—and they vaiy in sii:e, .and in the
numljer; each fruit yields according to the species from
whicli they are obtained. The number of seeds is generally
from twenty to thirty in a fruit—the pulp of which is eaten
in the coimtries where they are cultivated. The seeds are
called beans ; the average size is that of an almond kernel,
but some ai'e twice as large as others. The best ai'e those
which undergo a process of fermentation in heaps biu-ied in

the earth, and those dried in the sun are inferior. Since
the reduction of the duty on chocolate in 184'J, the con-
sumption is on the increase ; aud for tliose who jirefer it to

tea or coflee, we would strongly advise them to use only the
ground nuts, or flake cocoa, which consists of the nuts merely
pressed into flakes ; whereas, when reduced mlo a paste, \l

is often adulterated. Mog's bud and sago arc added to

mal;r up weight, and red ochre to give it colour.

jUtntptPO vtscnfia, as we saw it in flower last spring, is a
noble tree studdeil over with balls of llowers, like tlie Gneldre
Koso, but rendered more brilliant by the crimson seen in

the ceuti'e of each flower. Young braiiclies and young leaves
very clammy; leaves on stalks aliout eight inches long, broad
heart-shaped, with three or five angles, and saw-edged.
Flowers rise from the axils of the leaves near the ends of

the branches; stalks about eight inches hmg, with two heart-

shaped bractes (floral leaves) near their middle. The globe
of flowers about four inches in diameter ; petals five, wedge-
shaped, twisted, white, with a crimson base. It is easily
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propagated by cuttings, imder a bell-glasa, Tvitli bottom heat;

it likes a light loam and abundance of water. It may be

kept within bounds by cutting back the leading shoots—B. J.

THE FEUIT-GAEDEN.
The Vinery.—We must now depart from the con-

sideration of out-door fruits for a week or two, in order

to aid our amateiu- friends iu their little forcing aft'airs. l

The vine may claim first attention, as being, perhaps,
j

the very first in-doors consideration with the majority;

and as this is an excellent period to commence, for good

and substantial crops, we must just suppose that every

one possessing a vinery and plant-house combined, is

anxious to know how to proceed, without what is termed
" drawing" the pot-plants.

Now this is a delicate procedure, for it will not avail

to conceal the difficulties of the case, we would rather

show them forth in bold relief, iu order that young be-

ginners may learn betimes to steer clear of the extremes

of heat and cold—those injurious extremes whioli con-

stitute the Scylla and the Charybdis of in-doors gar-

dening. It is but fair to suppose, also, that persons

thus situated possess a. frame or two, or a pit ; and
when such is the case, they undoubtedly will do well to

appropriate one of such structures, at least, to the con-

servation of some portion of their stock whicli will not

endure the heat and moisture of the vinery. Supposing
this to be the case, we will advise accordingly. Now,
so various are the inmates in such houses in these days,

that, without seeing them, it is a matter of diflioulty to

advise. We would have wished, moreover, the matter

in the hands of our clever coadjutor, Mr. Fish, whose
province, indeed, it really is ; but, as the thing may
not at this moment occur to him, and as we can each,

now and then, just jump over our neighbour's hedge
without the danger of being indicted for ti'espass, some-
thing may be said on this head.

Geraniums in general, constitute a prime article of

garniture in such structures. A good sprinkling of

what are termed " hard-wooded plants," also, including

tlie Oamellia, may be met with ; and for the rest they

are generally of the soft wooded classes, in every sense

of the word. Then there will be that numerous and
interesting group, the Achimenes, Ocsnerns, Sinningias,

&c., and we may, for the present, close our analysis by
pointing to the Befjonicis.

And now as to choice of situation in the house;
here we may be able to find at least three distinct

positions witli regard to heat and light. With respect

to the latter, the front shelf or shelves will of course be

the lightest; and, as to heat, the end where the heat

enters, will, in general, be the hottest.

Oeranimiis will mostly succeed best on the front

shelf, at the cooler end of such a house ; for there they

will receive fresh air copiously, and this keeps them
from drawing weakly. T)ie Aehimciies, Oloxinias, &c.,

are partial to a somewhat shady situation, and of

course the warmer the better. As for the New Hol-

land, or hard-wooded plants in general, the best way
will be to separate them in two lots for awhile; the

one lot containiirg young stock and kinds for late

floweriug, and the other early blooming kinds, or those

whiclr have recently blossomed, such as the Epacris
family, and now require to be " forced into wood ;" a

mode of treament which has been found to answer well

with these lovely plants, especially if intended for eaiiy

blooming in the following winter. Any true stove

plants, orchids, &c., must be retained, of course, with
the latter lot, and such may be placed thinly about the

house, keeping, in general, the tall things very thin on
the back stage, and if any must be placed somewhat
thickly, let it be on the front or end shelves. However,

we would weed out all that can possibly be spared; for

even a portion of the geraniums can bo retarded by a

timely removal into cool pits, or frames, and become of

eminent service when the earlier ones are exhausted

with blooming ; tints prolonging the season, and ena-

bling the cultivator to cut one portion back betimes,

and thus get early cuttings.

We now proceed to consider the vines. These, of

course, have been pruned long since, and perhaps

dressed ; if not, the latter must by all means be carried

out fortliwith ; for wo need every precaution iu these

mildew times. Sulphur is nov/ well Imown to be antago-

nistic to this sad visitation, and the superiority of

preventive over remedial measures need not here be

enlarged upon. Our practice is to strip away carefully

every portion of loose outer bark; and, for a dressing,

we use nearly the same as recommended for the peach.

Two or three ounces of soft soap to a gallon of tepid

water, well whisked up ; to this add three or four good

liandfuls of sulphur, and some thick clay paint; the

whole well beat up, will make a mixture about the

consistency of paint, and this must be worked into every

crevice of the vine stems, not missing a point, and of

coiu'se applying abundance of the mixture. In addition

to this, we advise a liberal use of sulphur on all the

cooler parts of the flues or hot water-pipes ; remembering

not to apply it to any portion which ever becomes so

hot as that the operator would be shy in touching it with

his hand. We practice this early in spring, again just

before the grapes turn for ripening, and again the

moment the grapes are finished cutting; indeed, in

suspicious cases, much oftener.

And now for the earlier stage of forcing—if we may
so term it—perhaps we had better say the " breaking

period," which is the usual mode of technically expressing

it. If there is a pit for fermenting materials within the

house, by all means, we say, make use of it. Tan, tree

leaves, warm dung, saw-dust, any of these, or all mixed,

will answer well ; but of all things, a mixture of dung
and leaves covered over with tan is the best. If such is

used, and plants are retained in the vinery, attention

must be paid previously to rendering the fermenting

materials sweet. See advice about the fermentation of

dung for early cucumbers at p. 267.

Vines always unfold their buds with more freedom

and health under such circumstances ; and were it not

for the culture of pot plants, which is almost invariably

carried on in such houses, we should constantly advise

the use of fermenting matter; placing it on the floor of

the house in a ridge—if no stage. If, however, pot

plants are to stand on a pit containing fermenting

materials, care must be taken to prevent the worms
entering. The syringe nmst be used daily whilst the

vines are budding, and floors and other parts kept

moistened morning and evening.

A constant attention must be given to disbudding;

every barren shoot, and those not required for future

puiqwses, should he rubbed away the moment tbeii-

inutility is discovered. No barren shoot should be left,

for which a particular reason cannot be given ; and it

is bad policy to reserve a portion, on the ground that

they may be wanted. All the energies of the vine should

be concentrated as much as possible in the neighbour-

hood of the fruit. The shoots should be stopped as

they progressively develop their hunches; this tends to

husband die resources of the vine, and to give later, or

subordinate shoots, a chance of a better development.

If any suspicion exists of the rbots being somewhat

torpid, it is well to alloAV the leading shoots to ramble

considerably before stopping; this, although somewhat
opposed to size in the berry in the lateral shoots, tends

much to improve and renew the constitution of the tree,

by enlarging the sphere of root action. During all these

proceedings, let the utmost cleanliness prevail ; this, of
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course, iurolves a libenil use of water, -washiugtbe floors

aud moistening the shelves daily. Cleanliness has more
to do with the health of vegetation, especially indoors,
than people commonly imagine.
And now for ventilation, which, although only in

vulgar parlance "giving an-," is yet of the very first

importance. It is not merely sufl'ering sudden accumu-
lation of heat (of too violent a character to be safe) to

pass away ; it is the purifying of the internal atmosphere,
by an agitating current, which should doubtless be, if

possible at all times, night as well as day, suffusing the
internal area in a mild, equable, yet continuous way.
The difficulty hitherto, has been to accomplish this

without draught : for the latter, althougli a matter of
necessity with the culture of the outdoor vines, (whieli

are, it may be, cradled by the storm,) is, nevertheless,
frequently prejudicial to those luider a highly artificial

course of treatment, as all indoor vines of necessity
must be. Having thus pointed to the main features of
the " air-giving" question, our readers must endeavour
to work it out as a mere common sense affair. All we
can add is—Pray do not scorch your vines ; neither would
we have them starved. Give a little air early, verij early
in the morning, especially at the back of your houses,
soon after six .\.ji., if you please. Beware of fires left

in over-night; pray pull them out, or put them in sub-
jection, when you first give air; and if you want to get
your grapes forward, apply what artificial beat is neces-
saiy principally between four and seveji p.m.

E. Eekington.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN.
EvEBGEEEN's.—How different are objects associated

with the word " evergreen," compared with what we
used to understand by it twenty years ago! Laurels,
hollies, junipers, rhododendrons," and a few others,
made up the whole sum of them ; but now there is a
legion of them, and yet we see people planting nice
new gardens just as if no increase to this class of
plants liad taken place for many years. This afternoon
I called on a medical gentleman, a great gardener,
who within the last two years had been getting up an
entire new place, house, gardens, and all ; and he planted
the whole with such of the best old fiaiit and ornamental
trees as he and his nearest nui'serj'meu happened to
know between them, with the assistance of a fiiend or
two ; and the result is, that everything is good of its
kind all over tlie garden, winch, with the house, stands
on rather less than an acre of ground. Now, if I had
money enough to enable me to retire from planting
cabbages, and liad an acre of ground to plant for my
own amusement, when I made up my list of ornamental
trees and shrubs, there are very few families indeed of
which more than one plant co'uld be found in it; at
any rate, unless it were for the purpose of a screen or
hedge, I would plant no duplicates until I had the
cream of all the fine things that could be had for love or
money already planted. Instead of having lialf a dozen
of this or that plant, I would have six different kinds of
plants. On my way home I could not get rid of the
idea of having actually an acre of ground to plant this
way. The tea things were on the table when I got
home, and the first thing which took my attention was
the picture of the weeping willow on my plate—" the
willow pattern " as they are called. Well, then, from
this incident, I go on to notice several new and very fine
evergi-eens, suitable for planting in and about gardens,
small or large.

What all the rest of the world took for a weeping
willow, on the porcelain and jinper hangings of the
Chinese, has turned out at last, and very recently, not to
be a willow at all, but a most beautiful Cypress, an ever-

green, a plant of which I have just looked at, and I have
also read all tliat has been said about it ; but in the des-

cription of it I find a serious omission, which I nmst point
out, lest I be called over the coals again, as in the case of

the scarlet thorns, for setting our readers against the
uurscryinen about the Weeping Cypress of China, which
is so familiar to all of us from the willow-like drawings
on the china plates. The plants are not yet of an ago
to sliow this weeping habit ; it is only when they are of a

certain age that the side-shoots from the main branches
hang down gracefully, while the main branches them-
selves grow out from the trunk at right angles, and onlj'

weeping a little at the points as they advance in years.

Old larch and spruce fir trees grow that way in many
parts of this country. The trunk of the Chinese Funeral
Cypress grows as straiglit as an aiTow, like a spruce or

silver fir; therefore, a person buying tliis most beautiful

new evergreen might feel much disappointed at finding
no tendency of weeping in it at present. It looks now,
and will do so for some years to come, just like a juniper,

or red cedar, with this piecuhai'ity, tliat the veiy ends
of all the shoots flag as if the plant was beginning to

fade for want of water ; and this is a sure test to know
it by. Endlicher, a much-lamented German botanist

who died lately at Vienna, gave it a veiy expressive
name

—

not peiidulus, as we call our weeping plants—but
funehris, signifying mourning—the Mourning Cypress,

or Ciipressiis funebris ; but the waj' they intend to call

it here, is the Eunebral Cypress, a very easily-remembered
name. In China this name would have a double mean-
ing ; and it may have the same here if we plant it in

cemeteries and other burial-places.

The first account we have of tlie Funebral Cypress is

in Lord Macartney's voyage, wliere it is mentioned as

growing in a place called, " The Vale of Tombs, near the

tower of the thundering winds." This vale is in Chinese
Tartary, where the winters are much colder than in

England : more like tlie winters at St. Petersburg than
like ours, so that there is no fear about its hardiness in

any part of this country. Mr. Fortune, who wrote his
" Wanderings in China," sent large quantities of the

seeds of it to England, and tlie plants will soon be as

common and as cheap as the Italian Cypress, because
they can be increased from cuttings quite easily, and no
one -nho loves a garden ought to be long without it. As
it grows after the manner of a spruce, and not spreading
like a weeping willow, it will not require more room
than a larch or spruce, although it will grow to 50 or 60
feet high in good soil. It is very likely they keep some
of it yet in pots for ready sale in the nurseries ; and
when one is bought that way, the best plan is to shake
away all the mould, and spread out the roots at full

length at the time of planting out, as we have always
insisted on in such cases in The Cottage Gauuener

;

and the reason is, that roots confined in a pot will coil

round aud round in the ball, and if allowed to go on
that way after planting in the open ground, tlie coiled

parts would so increase in time as to act on the tree like

a corkscrew, and turn it, sooner or later, out of the

ground.
The next best of the tall Cypresses is one called C.

macrocfirpa, or large fruited, from Upper California.

Mr. Hartweg found it on the hills above ilontez, growing
to the lieight of from 00 to 80 feet; and says, when old,

it has much the appearance of a Cedar of Lebanon ; but
in the young state it grows up with us as straight and
as fast as the Italian Cypress. Tliis very handsome tree

has been in England these 12 years. It was introduced
from Russia by Mr. Low, of the Clapton Nursery ; seeds
of it having no doubt been sent from the Russian settle-

ments on the north-west coast of America. The late

Mr. Lambert gave seeds of it also to the Horticultural
Society in IHys, without knowing where it came from,
aud the Society called it after Mr. Lambert : but their
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collector, Mr. Hartweg, having named it, with descrip-

tions, and his name having heen published by the Society

before they were aware that it was the same as the one

they had from Mr. Lambert, the unpublished name,

Lamhertiana, must give preo(!denoe to that of macro-

carpa, according to the law in such matters, which has

been made for the convenience of the public. Thus the

Horticultural Society were obliged, by their own act, to

forego the pleasure of dedicating the name of so fine a

tree to the memory of a great patron of natural history

;

and this account of the story will save our readers from ,

buying one fine tree twice over under these two names,
|

as very likely it is in the hands of some nurserymen

who may not yet be aware of the change of name ; and

those who already possess one under the name Lam-
hertiana, need not ask for mdcroearjxc. From what I

know of this Cypress, I should class it as a rival to the

Araucaria of Chili, tlie Deodar of India, and the Cedar

of Lebanon ; and being a very fast grower, and liaviug

a light green foliage, perhaps it is the very best tree to

plant an avenue with that has yet been introduced.

The next Cypress on my list is called Ooveniana—
after J. K. Gowen, Esq., Treasurer to the Horticultural

Society of London. This also was sent from California,

by Hartweg ; and for very limited gardens it is the most
suitable of all the new ones, if not of the whole family.

It does not come to a tree even in California ; but only

a stout bush, eight or ten feet high. Like maorocarpa,

it is of the light gi-een-leaved kind, and all the more
lively-looking on that account. It will increase from

cuttings as fast as any of them, and is a very desirable

new hardy evergreen.

Oupressus tliurifera of Mexico is quite hardy, a fast

grower, and looks as if it would make a very handsome
tree after a few years. It is one that comes to a very

great size. In Mexico it rises to 100 feet in height;

but we must not be gidded altogether by the heights in

their native country when planting any of this family.

The Deodar grows to an enormous size, and so does the

common Larch, but then as they shoot up with a clean

centre column, they do not require so much room as

some of the common maples do in our lanes and hedges.

The whole race will bear heavy pruning, if necessary
;

and that is another favourable circumstance for those

who are pinched for room, as their side branches must
not be allowed to spread far and wide. Indeed, it is

the best plan with all of them, and with Junipers,

Cedars, and Arbor ritais, to confine them to one single

leader, and force them to assume the shape of a spruce

or silver flr for the first twenty j'ears after planting.

There is plenty of room above for them, and if the

strongest of the side-branches are stopped season after

season, and then allowed to grow out freely in smaller

branches, there need be no signs of a rigid discipline,

and the trees still be kept to the bounds assigned them.
A cedar of Lebanon will grow as upright as a lai-oh,

and much after the same fashion, if properly attended

to for the first twenty years of its age ; how much more,
then, a Cypress ? But let me not be misunderstood.

This is altogether a different style of pruning from that

which I have been long recommending for the upright

evergreen Cypress, commonly called the Italian Cyjiress.

Last summer I saw a great number of seedling plants

of the Chilian Cypress, with Mr. Low, of the Clapton
Nursery. I think he told me the seeds were gathered by
Mr. Bridges, after whom Bridgesia spicata is called;

and that he sent a glowing account of the splendid
appearance of the trees—in short, that they were the

very finest of the Conifera tribe. But all that was
known long ago, for Dombey, the French traveller, saw
them; and so did Popping, the Gemian traveller; but
the credit of their introduction here belongs to Messrs.
Veitch, of Exeter, and Mr. Low, of Clapton. Although
it has been called the Chilian Cypress and Chilian Arbor

Vitae, it has turned out to he neither;—the late Pro-

fessor Endlicher named it libooedar, Libocedrus, and
as this name has been acknowledged by British bota-

nists, and classified so hi their books, we must give up
the old names. Sir W. Hooker says of it

—"It is a tree

of great beauty ; and there can be little doubt, from its

native regions, that it will thrive well in the open

ground." Dr. Lindley, writing of another kind of it

found in Patagonia, says—" No doubt they are among
the finest Conifers in the world. Since they inhabit the

same country as tlie Chilian Araucaria, it is not impi'o-

bable that they may bo as hardy as that tree, and if so

they will be of very great value." This other Libocedar

I shall notice soon, because the spring is by far the best

time to buy them, although they need not be planted out

till the middle or end of May. D. Beaton.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Potting.—Having last week adverted to the times for

potting, I shall now hint at a few things that are neces-

sary to be attended to in performing that operation; for

simple as that operation ajipears, it will generally be

found that here, as well as elsewhere, attention to the

very minutiai constitutes the high way of success. And
1st. As respects the State of the Soil.—It should neither

be dry nor wet. If very dry, it will not pack so well in

the pot ; the water, if it passes freely at all, will find

chinks and crannies for itself, and it will be long before

the general mass becomes sufficiently moist to support

a healthy vegetation. On the other hand, if wet soil is

used, it is apt to pack too close; frequent waterings are

apt to puddle it; the very closeness, even when the

drainage is all right, pi-events the air from penetrating
;_

the sun beats upon the side of a porous pot ; part of

the moistm-e next the side of the pot is thus parted

with, the earth contracts, and fissures are made round

the inside of the pot, admitting di-y air to scorch up the

best fibres, while the internal part of the ball of soil is

even yet more than sufficiently moist. Equilibrium, as

respects dryness, especially when associated with soil of

a proper mechanical texture, will prevent all this. The
soil may become dry ; but unless, in extreme cases, it

will not' be cracked into fissures. How to know the pro-

per dryness. Take a handful ; if by tightly squeezing

it just holds together slightly, it will do; if it forms a

compact mass, so that it might be laid on the potting-

board without any risk of tumbling to pieces, it is too

wet. Hence the drying of soils is an important means of

securing success ; and when too dry, they must be

watered and turned a time or two before using. It is

not necessary, however, that the whole of the material

put in the pot should be in a uniform state as respects

moisture ; quite the reverse. For instance ; we want

j

some rough stuff to place over the drainage, that may he

! drier. The soil is ratlier fine ; and to improve its mecha-

! nioal texture we propose inserting little nodules of fibry

loam or peat ; little or big, in fact, in proportion to the size

of the pot, and the smallness and largeness of the shift

given. These nodules, if not too numerous, may be

1 drier; the fact of their being so will longer enable them

! to retain their distinctive mechanical character. So in

1 the case of a manuring principle, which we may wish to

I

act both as a mechanical agent, and to give out its nourish-

i ment not at once, hut for a long period. It should be

old ; but it should be hard and dried. From using it in

j
the latter state, we have found it, after being in pots for

'

a year or two, with its bulk not vastly lessened ; while

through it and around it were clustered masses of fibres.

When rapid action from manure is required, it should

be finely divided, and regularly mixed with the soil, or

used largely as a mulching or top dressing.
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2ud. The soil should he rough and ojwn—not close

and line.—Exceptions there are, such as a covering for

small seeds, wliich must be fine; in tact, il'just pressed

into the appropriate soil, a dusting of silver sand scat-

tered ovei-, and then a square of glass put over the pot,

it will answer better than the finest sifted soil. Even
here, in potting, however, the path of safety is that

between fineness and roughness. We would not use a

sieve at all, unless a very fine one, to get rid of the mere
dusty finely-divided portion ; and this should always be

done before adding sand as a lightening agent. But in

getting rid of the fine we must not rush to the op])Osite

extreme, and use chiefly huge lumps. In turning out

a pot I have sometimes found it crammed chiefly with
three or four pieces of soil, of as many ditierent

qualities. This was rough-potting with a vengeance.
These pieces, with plenty more of a smaller size,

mingled with finer and yet not very dusty material,

might have answered well in sixteen-inch pots; but
was out of all character to squeeze them into one
of six inches in diameter. There is ever a tendency
to extremes. First, for all, even the largest pots, we
sifted our soil as fine as if we were going to Jill a thumb-
pot ; anon, the rage for roughness became so rampant,
that a feeling of seli-eoraplacenoy could only be expe-
rienced at the potting bench, when we gallantly jammed
in pieces like a brickbat into a pot not more than four

times larger. Could we wonder, then, that the old sifters

gazed on with folded arms, and kept muttering to them-
selves of ruin and rubbish heaps ! The extreme progress
men, in their enthusiam for a new idea, could not stop
to see that they were entailing upon their plants most
of the evils arising from closeness of texture in riddled

soils, whilst they depi-ived them of that complete previous
aeration of the soil, and the thorough mingling and
blending of separate ingredients, which the old sifters

took cai'e to secure. Hence great, in many respects, and
for many peculiar purposes, as are the advantages of
what is termed the one or the Uirtje shift system, num-
bers of the failures and disappointments, es])ecially in

the case of plants intended to remain several years in

the same pot, have ai'iseu li-om the fact, that many of the
disciples of this system were not only convinced of the
importance of using rough soil, but also that the in-

dividual parts of the compost could scarcely be too large.

Rapid growth, in such circumstances, was very de-

ceiving. So long as the fibres kept crawling round the
sides of the lumps, " all went merry as a marriage bell

;

"

but when in quest of room and fresh matter, the roots

began to penetrate the large pieces that, however, aerated
before, were getting soured by the gradual absorption of
moisture, the plants often began to tell a different tale,

even when considerable attention was paid to water them
judiciously. The rule to follow, therefore, for general
purposes, is to use rough and lumpy fibry soil, in op-
position to that which is fine and sifted'; but let that
roughness consist in numbers of small, rather than a
few of larger pieces, and when the latter are used, let

tliem be in proportion to the size of the pot, and the
size of the shift given. For instance, for a four-inch
pot, the largest pieces may range from the size of peas
to horse-beans; for an eight-inch pot, the largest pieces

may be lilie walnuts, but not many of that size ; and
for a sixteen-inch pot, a few pieces may be as lai'ge

as eggs, with every other size downwards, and well
packed with the finer soil from which the mcro dust
lias lieeu extracted.

3rd. iSecurim/ and xirepariinj suiliiblo soil,—This was
adverted to last season. H'?ath soil, so necessary for

bair-liko I'ootcd plants, cnu only be procured from upland
commons where tho heath natur.ally grows. Loam of

almost ovoi-y quality cnu lie procured by taking the sur-
• face turf from pastuiv, and the sides of roads, and liuild-

iug it in uari'ow ridges when dry, and using it after being

so built up for six or twelve months. Failing these

sources, for all plants not requiring peat earth, suitable

soil may be obtained from the sides of highways, and by
skimming oti' the finely aerated flaky material liom the

tops of ridges that have been trenclied up for some time
in the kitchen garden. In using the latter, however,

you must in general be content with small shifts, as you
will not be able to get the soil rough enough for large

ones. The plants, notwithstanding, will thrive beatitifully,

and size for size will often yield more bloom tlian if you
had used large shifts and larger pots. If the latter is your
wish, you may use pieces of charcoal, or what will an-

swer extremely well, get a few fibry sods tdcen otf quite

thin, dry them over a furnace, or, wliat is better, char

the grassy sides by putting them on an old spade or

otlier iron, and then place them over a fire : allow the

sods to be exposed a few days to sweeten, and then, if

broken into small pieces, they will not only be useful for

placing over the di'ainage, but also for mixing with any
but chiefly .//»« soil to keep it open. Most plants seem
to like such charred tiu'f when used in moderation, and
there is no danger of any insects or then eggs lodging in

it. Where rough soil is wanted for large shifts, it is

best to pile the tm-f, when dry, in nari'ow stacks, through
which the air may circulate, and yet the wet he excluded.

In using such a heap, alter the time specified, there is

little occasion to expose and turn it frequently afterwards,

which would be necessaiw in the case of other fresh soil

not so exposed ; for we must not forget that every turn-

ing we give, while it renders the soil more aerated and
sweet, renders it also more fine and dense, from the

decomposition of its fibre. Charcoal, owing to its light-

ness, not to speak of its chemical properties, I consider

the best assistant for rendering the soil porous ; and
enough of this may be got from every garden by char-

ring tibe rubbish. Failing that, however, broken brick,

broken pots, and lime rubbish may be used with advan-

tage, if there is nothing in the peculiar plant to render

one or all unsuitable.

4th. Draining,—This has several times been referred to.

A plant badly drained wiU never sliow fine cultivation.

I

Where worms are likely to intrude, the convex side of

the potsherd should be placed over the hole ; but for

amateurs nothing is better than small caps of tin or zinc

to cover over the hole completely; and in cither case

plenty of drainage placed over them, the materials being
smaller as it ascends. For anything requiring nicety,

there ought to be at least one inch of drainage in a five-

inch pot, and so in proportion. The best covering for

the drainage is a sprinkling of green moss, to separate

the drainage from the soil ; over that some of the rougher
materials should be placed, and then some of the finer,

in which the base of the ball should rest.

5th. Potting or Shifting,— Need we premise that

the pots should be new or thoroughly clean. No man
deserves to have a nice plant who would place it in a

dirty pot, and rarely wUl he bo rewai'ded with one. Wlicn
he attempts to shift again it serves him right to find

that roots and soil alike arc so sticking to the sides of

the pot, that he must break tlie pot or lacerate the roots.

Before commencing operations, sco that the ball of tho

plant is moist from the centre to the circumfereuco. If

not, you can never moisten it afterwards without labour,

which may as well he spared. 3. If you wish to rattle

your plants on until a certain period, upon the succes-

sive shift system, never allow the roots to mat round
the sides of tlio pot; but reshift as soon as they reach

thoro. '!. If the roots should be a little matted, gently

disentangle tliein, even thdugh in dning so you get rid

of agooct quantity of the old soil, and sprcnd those roots

out into layers, packing tliem as you proceed witli soil of

vai'ious degrees of fineness, i'ou will not do this at first

quite so quickly as if you merely placed your plaut in

the centre of tlio fresh "pot, throw compost round it, jam-
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med it down with a stick ov your own lingers, lifted the

pot, and gave it a downward stroke on the bencli to settle

all right within, and then passed your open palm over the

surface to remove any extraneous earth, and with a look

as much as to say, Hav'ut I done well? And for com-
mon ephemeral things, we would at once reply in the

affirmative. But when you get used to it you will pack
your fibres nicely, without wasting much more time

;

while the pleasure of thus tending a favourite plant must
hefdt to be known. 4. The soil in general should be

as high in temperature, or nearly so, as the plant en-

joyed previously. Cold soil has injured many a fine

plant. I have said nothing of cutting roots, because

that chiefly applies to particular times and instances.

Generally, wlien after a period of rest, fresh growth is to

be induced.

(ith. Immediately after treatment.—Whatever system
of potting has been adopted, a greater excitement to

growth then usual should be given. If well watered
previously to potting, and a largish shift given, little

water will be wanted at the root for a time; but that

should be several degrees warmer than usual ; and fre-

quent syringings in bright weather should be imparted,

accompanied with shading, if necessary. If a small shift

was given, water will be wanted more freely at the root

;

and here, as well as in the other case, a higher tempera-

ture should for a time be maintained until fresh growth
has freely commenced, when air and e.-iposure may be
more freely given.

I intended as I promised to have said something
more in detail on the one-shift system; but its leading

features liave already been referred to, and its chief

peculiarities may be noticed before long. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC ORCHIDACEiE.

PLANTS THAT THRIVE WELL IN POTS

—

Continued from
jyage :^2o.

Dexdrobium Paxtonii (Mr. Paxton'sD.); East Indies.

—Sepals and petal, clear bright yellow, lip the same
colour, with a deep crimson spot in the centre. This is

a very fine species, grows strong, and flowers freely.

The pseudo-bulbs are generally three feet high before they
flower. 42s.

D. sANGUiNOLENTUM (Blood Spotted D.) ; East Indies.

—We described this species under the head Orchids tliat

grow well in baskets. Since then we have cultivated it

in a pot, and tied the psuedo-bulbs upright to small

green sticks, and the plants grow well and flower freely.

D. Speoiosum (Showy D.) ; New South Wales.—Sepals

and petals and lip of a creamy white, beautifully striped

and spotted with pink. It is a plant that grows strong

and freely, and must be large before it flowers. It

requires about two months high temperature, and then
the heat of a greenhouse for the rest of the year. Indeed,
it is a query whether, with judicious management, the

greenhouse treatment will not be best for it all the year.

Mr. G. Walker, of Eastwood, near Nottingham, a suc-

cessful bloomer of orchids, writes in the Gardener's
Chronicle, " My Dendrohiiim Sjieciosmn, with a constant
greenhouse treatment, will have nine very fine spikes of

flowers expanded in a few days." To such as have no
stove this is welcome news, as they may cultivate easily

in a greenhouse this very fine orchid. At the same
time, we cannot forget that at Chatsworth there was, some
years ago, a very large plant of this species cultivated in

the orcliid house, amongst Dendi'obhuns from India, and
other Indian orchids; and in that climate and situation

it flowered more freely even than Mr. Walker's. Neither
must we forget the large plant of this kind in the orchid
house at the Londou Plorticultural Society's garden,

which was described in The Cottage Gardexee about

this time last year; besides some others that we have
noticed from time to time. The fact is, the plants must
be of some age and a considerable size, and then with a

proper routine of culture, a growing moist season, and a

long period of rest, they will grow and flower most
satisfactorily, even in a common stove or orchid house.

10s. (id.

D.suLCATUJi (Furrowed D.) ; India.—Sepals and petals

pale yellow, lip orange, with two small spots of red

near the base. The flowers are produced on short

racemes, near the top of the flat-furrowed pseudo-bulbs.

It is a pretty growing species, and the flowers are

slightly fragrant. 42s.

D. TAuiiiNUM (Bull headed D.) ; Manilla,—The whole
flower is of creamy brownish hue, but finely margined
with purplish lilac. The petals are curiously twisted

like a corkscrew. When the flowers are open they bear

some likeness to a bull's head, whence its specimen

jiame. It will not flower till the psuedo-bulbs are very

strong. The plants are something like the more common
species, D. undulatum, inhabit. It is very scarce. 105s.

D. TORTiLis (Twisted D.) ; Java.—This is a new
species, and very little known. The flowers are of a

pale yellow, almost white. Mr. Mylam, gardener to

S. Rucker Esq., has under his care a fine plant, and he

informed us " that when it was better known, it would
be considered one of the most valuable of the genus,

both on account of beauty, free flowering, and its long

season of blooming." It was introduced by Messrs.

Veitch, of Exeter, and is yet very rare. 105s.

D. vEiioHiANUM (Mr. Veitch's D.) ; Java.—Flower of

a bufi' colour. This species is very much like D.

Cliri/sotoxiim, excepting that the stems, or psuedo-bulbs,

are square and mucli shorter, and the flowers of a paler

hue, and more densely flowered. It is a good addition

to the genus. New and rare. 84s.

Culture.—In order to be successful in their culture,

the tyro must know that the climate of their native

country consists of three seasons ; a wet one, a dry cool

one, and a dry hot one. These follow in regular succes-

sion, year by year. In the rainy season the Dendrobes
grow, in the comparatively cool one they rest, and in the

highest dry hot one they flower; and it is a remarlcahle

fact, ahvaiis to he home in mind, that in localities in the

warm rer/ions of the earth , where the dry hot and ecen tlie

cooler climate occasionally prevails, no epiphytal orchids

are found. The rainy season must take place also,

hence, in our artificial climate in our orchid liouse, to

succeed well we must, in a degree, imitate these pecu-

liarities. We must have a season of growth, a season of

flowering, and a season of rest ; and the best times, as

we are situated, for these seasons will be to have the

flowering season in the early part of the year, the growing

season during onr summer, and the resting season in our

winter. This is not exactly the natural way in which

they succeed each other, but experience proves that it is

the best and most practicable for this country.

Like all the rest of the tribe, this genus should be

potted when they begin to set forth new shoots. These

shoots ought always to spring from the base of the last

made shoots, close to tlie compost. Frequently shoots

will break out near the apex of the psuedo bulbs; unless

wanted for increasing the number of plants, these should

all be rubbed oS as soon as they appear ; if left on they

will prevent or weaken the proper shoots fii'om the base

of the last made bulbs.

Compost.—-The same mixture of rough fibrous peat,

chopped sphagnum, broken potsherds, and pieces of

chai'ooal, as recommended for Cattleyas, will answer well

for Dendrobes. It should bo in a moderately dry state

when used. These plants love plenty of pot room, but

the pots should be wider than deep. They must be well

drained, and raised a little in the centre of the pots.
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During the groiniig season they ought to be abundantly
supplied with water, botli at the root and top ; mode-
rately at first, till the new shoots have attained a foot in
height, at least such as grow to two, three, or more feet ;

the more dwarf growing lands may liave a more
abundant supply of water as the bulbs advance to their
usual size. During this growing season the syringe must
be used freely

; in very hot weather they may be syringed
morning and evening. Keep the air also well supplied
with moisture by flooding the paths, wetting the pipes
and walls every day. The hygrometei-, an instrument
used to denote the quantity of moistm-e in the air, will
be found an useful instrument, and ought to be in every
orchid house. The temperature, when tlie plants are
growing, should be at the maximum 70° by night, and
80° by day. When they are in flower, they will last
much longer if removed out of the moist hothouse into
a cooler and drier one, but as soon as the bloom is over
they should be removed into the growing house again.
As soon as the pseudo-bulbs are fully formed the

season of rest should commence ; the quantity of water
should be gradually reduced, the air should be kept
drier, and the heat moderated. This, if done judiciously
and slowly, will gradually harden the shoots, and form
the germs of the future tiow-er buds. If they are kept
growing too long the shoots will be elongated but
weakened, and the flower buds will be changed into
wood buds, which will, of course, disappoint the intention
of the cultivator. About the month of November, if the
desire for resting has been accomplished, all water at
the root, and moisture in the air, should be entirely
withheld; and this season may be prolonged two, three,
or even four months. Where several plants of one kind
are in the collection, the season of blooming may be still

further lengthened, by placing one or two plants in a
greater heat, and keeping the rest in a state of quiescence.
Those in heat will then flower early, and the rest may be
brought into heat in succession ; and every year, if the
same plants are started into flower at the same time, the
habit of blooming early or late will be induced, and so
the season of bloom be prolonged for several months.
Though the natural season for Dendrobiums blooming
is from March to April, yet by judicious resting it may
be delayed till iMay and June, 'it was by such prolonga-
tion of the season of rest that the exhibitors oWendrohiiim
nohile, and other fine species, were enabled to keep their
]ilants from blooming till the grand exhibition of the
London Horticultural and lloyal Botanical Societies took
place in May and June ; and we have no doubt the same
exhibitors have their plants just now in a state of com
plete rest. Of that we had ocular proof a few days ago

;

we had then the pleasure of looking over tlie grand col-

lection of orchids belonging to S. Rucker, Esq., at Wands-
;

worth, and observed six or eight large healthy plants of
Dendrobium nohile, D. candeseens, and B. densiflormn,
perfectly healthy in a common greenhouse! And Mr.
Mylam, the excellent grower of them, said they were
placed there for the express purpose of prolonging their
rest, so as to bring them into bloom at the very season

i

when the exhibitions were to take place. This is a
lesson wortli conning, even to the growers who have no
intention to exhibit, but who cultivate these charming
flowers for the gratification only of themselves and their
friends. And as several of the finest Dendrobes are
easily increased, either by division, or by the young
plants readily and frequently formed on the old psuedo-
bulbs, no cultivator need be without several duplicates
of several species, which he may, wljen strong enough,
flower in succession, liy prolonging the season of rest
for part of his plants. T. Appledy.

these flowers well, and to bloom them freely, the soil

about them should be close and firm, almost approaching
to hardness. If the bed lias been rightly prepaied, and
tlie flower planted according to the instructions given in
former numbers, all will be well. When tlie to])s begin
to push through the soil, it will be of the greatest

importance to tread the soil down very firm between the
rows, and if any symptoms of cracking in the soil appear,
the surface should be stirred to prevent it. Protection
from sharp late frosts which may yet occur should be
given, by covering wlienever such weather is likely to take
place. D.\HLiAS continue to prnpagatc. Carnations :

forward plants may now be placed in their blooming
pots, and kept under shelter from heavy rains and cold
sleet. For the treatment of other florists' flowers see
preceding numbers. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
R.4NUNCULUSES.—It is not so well known to private

growers as it ought to be, that to succeed well in growing

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The season being thus far advanced, with but little

of eitlier frosts or cutting winds, we shall soon begin to

find how much requii'es daily to be done during the
present month ; and particularly must we remember
to be prepared against the strong winds that are to be
expected at this season. Jlarcli is generally one of the

finest months in the whole year for sweetening and
pulverizing the soil, which should, as previously recom-
mended, be trenched, dug, forked, and surface-stirred

continually; and it is an excellent system at this season,

where lime is at hand, to dredge the earth before

trenching, &c., with some newly-slacked : this being an
excellent preventive, wlien stirred amongst the earth,

against the depredations of slugs, and the hatching of

their eggs.

Early Cmdifloicers, and those recently planted out,

as well as early Peas and Lettuce, may be assisted and
kept very healthy and hardy, by the application of dry
dust dredged about them.

Potatoes that have been some time planted, should
have the earth's surface well harrowed; but, previous to

the operation, two or three cwt. of salt, per acre, would
prove very beneficial.

Street Marjoram, Basil, Capsicum, Chilis, and TomO'-
toes, sliould now be sown in heat. Borage may be
sown, and also the Walcheren Brocoli. This last-named
variety, if obtained true, and sown at various times
from now till July, willfui'nish the table nearly through-

out the year. Cabbage and Caulijlowers should be sown
and planted liberally, and those growing under hand-
glasses should be kept well surface-stirred, the hand-
glasses raised in due time, and the cavity blocked with
the surrounding earth, so as to form a basin about the

plants, into which a small portion of half-decayed

manure or leaves may be ])laoed for inulching, and vqion

this liberal soakings of tepid liquid-manure may be
applied without fear of surface-binding the soil.

Sow also Horn Carrots, taking advantage of every

dry or frosty morning to get the soil in a pulverized

healthy condition for the main crops to be sown a

fortnight or three weeks heuce. The Onion, too, should
be sown in full crop, whenever the soil is in a good
condition for the purpose, and dry fine weather prevails.

Parsnips and Parsleg should be sown on tlie same
principle; and Potato planting, if not already brought
to a close, shordd be done forthwitli.

The herb plantations should also now be initin order.

Tarragon being an early grower,—shoots three inches in

length should be pulled up, with some of their fibres

attached to them, and planted si.x inches apart each
way. Sage should be ]iegged down and layered, and
the last year's young ])lants bedded out. Penngrogal
should be planted in a damp shady situation, liadishes,
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of sorts, should be sown in full crop. Spinach, sow a
little and often. Sow also Thyme and Winter Savory,
and replant and put in cuttings of all the different herbs
required.

Framing.— This depai-tment should now be well
attended to ; keep the vine of the bearing Cucumber
tolerably thin ; stop regularly and in due season all

leading shoots ; do not allow them to run away too

much previous to stopping
; the point of the shoot

should bo taken out as soou as it can be got at ; and
wliere more than one shoot at a joint shows, rub oft

all but one, and those left should be thinned ; tlie thin-

ning should be repeated when set, leaving at no time
moi-e fruit than the plants are likely to bring to per-

fection in succession without exhaustion. Sow in suc-

cession; attend well to the application of a kindly humid
heat, and apply tepid manure-water occasionally to those
in full bearing.

Melons prepare for, and ridge out in succession

;

those showing fruit should be stopped one j oint above
where the fruit appears. A brisk kindly heat should be

maintained. Air should be applied liberally, but at the
same time systematically, so as to prevent the admittance
of any cold cutting draught suddenly on the plants, and
taking care, if bleak winds prevail, that the air cavity is

protected by coarse canvas, bunting, st)'a\v, fei-n, or ever-

green bouglis, so that the drauglit may be softened by
simple means, whicli is very essential.

Mushroom-beds should be made in succession, taking
care to select well-made stable-dung, and apply to it

a sufficiency of holding loam, to prevent the evapni-ation

being lost, or the materials becoming too dry. Sjiawn
while the lieat is moderate, and case with kindly holding
loam, making it Arm. Beds that have been spawned a
sufficient time to be now showing mushrooms, and that
yet do not show, should be examined ; and, if found
dry and cold, bore a row of good-sized holes through
the middle, but not to the bottom, and pour boiling
water into each liole, immediately blocking in the heat
and evaporation with a wad of hay or mulch.

James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUR VILLAGERS.

Sy the Authoress

The advantages of character are very great to those whose
support depends upon their own exertions ; and this I think

most people, especially the young, are very apt to overlook.

Young people are heedless and inattentive to what their

parents tell them; they cannot see that good advice is

meant for their benefit, and fancy they shall do very well

their own way, without attending to the long lectures of

those who have grown old and forgotten what it was to be

young.
This is a grievous mistake ; but it is what every person may

have said when young, and sighed over when old enough to

see and suifer for their folly ; but then, better feelings are

often too late, the mischief is done ; and where character is

concerned, what is done cannot be undone.
I am sorry to be obliged to say, that in the present times

parents among the lower orders do not maintain that proj)er

authority over their children which they ought to possess

;

because children must be made to do what is right when
they cannot judge for themselves ; and prevented doing
what they like to do when it is wrong. How striking is the
proof of God's favom- towards Abraham on this very point

!

"For I know him, that lie v/iU command his children and
his household after him, and they shall keep the way of the
Lord to do justice and judgment; that the Lord may bring
upon Abraham that which he hath spoken of him." And
heavy and hitter was the judgment which the Lord sent

upon the family of Eli, because he restrained not his sons
from evil. Solomon assures us that " The rod and reproof
give wisdom : but a child left to himself bringeth his

mother to shame." A duty, therefore, to God, as well as to

man, is to he fulfilled in restraining children, and giving
them habits of obedience from their earliest youth.

I am going now to bring before my younger readers the
example of George B .

His father was a man of the best character and the most
respectable conduct. He had worked on om- property for

a great many years ; and when consumption had too clearly

marked him, to allow of his doing a good day's work, his
last lingering effort was to plant a strip of potato ground,
which my sister and I bad undertaken to manage. Jolni

B had always striven to make his children obedient and
respectable. He had maintained over them the due autho-
rity of a parent ; and had worked early and late to support
them comfortably.
Poor Mary B was left a widow with, five sons and a

daughter; the eldest boy being scarcely seventeen. Her
anxiety for these boys was great, knowing, as she said, " the

' My Flowers," rf-c.

way boys go on now, staying out all night sometimes, and
never minding what their fatliers and motliers say to them."
She particularly feared for her power over her eldest son,

whose stubborn temper had given poor .Tohu much trouble

and extreme solicitude, when he felt that his own arm would
soon he powerless, and bis voice sUent in the grave. But
during a long and tedious illness, he had wrestled for them
and his widowed partner, *' with strong crying and tears ;" he
had put them into the hands of the Father of the fatherless,

and the God of the widow, resting on those comfortable

words :
" Leave thy fatherless children, I will preserve them

alive; and let thy widows trust in me." The fruit of liis

deijendence upon God was remarkably evidenced. The very
son who was the subject of the parent's alarm, became to

his mother a very prop and stay. From the moment his

fatlier's eyes were closed, George stood forth to he a father

to his younger brothers, and to strengthen his mother's
hands. The orderly habits of the little household were
carefully presened. He would allow no staying out at

night, no idle company within, nothing that could "upset"
his mother, or lead his brothers into mischief or temjitation.

He himself was a pattern of sobriety, and steadiness, and
saving.

His temper was such that he had already lost two places

;

but lie made a capital day labourer, active, powerful, hard-
working, honest, and true; he came home quietly and
steadily every evening, shut up the house, and was fast

asleep at nine o'clock, with his brothers safely ai'ound him,
and was up with the lark, and oft' to work again. His
mother began to look young, and almost pretty, under the

well-ordered administration of her stalwart son; and lias

declared with tears of joy, over and over again, that George
was a husband to her, and a father to his young brothers

and sister. " He is ray only comfort " she used to say ;
" he

won't let his brothers do anything wrong at home; when
they come in they must beliave themselves. He bought
Charles a pair of shoes, with his own money ; and pays me
as regularly for his own keep, as the weeks come round.

He never goes out after idle boys, but reads his book at

home, and goes to bed, when other young men are idling

about the streets." Poor John! how happy his latter days'

would have been, had he known the comfort his son would
become to his widowed mother

!

George afterwards became an out-door servant to our-

selves. We employed him, becaiise his conduct u-as so steady

and trusty ; and we found bim, indeed, as his mother said,

" a comfort." He was so bandy, that he could do everything,
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and dill all thiiipts well. There was no need to loolc after

him, for he never loitered or sjiaved himself; and if George

was, by any chance, not to be found, there was no occasion

to suspect anything wrong : when liis open face came back,

aU was found to lie right. He may really Ise said to

have had au old head on young shoulders, for he was never

thoughtless or mischievous, like other lads, but always at

work, and never in harm's way. His only fault was his

temper, and that wc have reason to think is mended of late.

While under the gentle rule of a lady, he did very well, after

the first four months; he became softened and civiUzed;

but under two previous masters, he had misconducted

himself and suffered for it. He could not bear to be found

fault with ; and therefore lost two excellent situations, where

he learned much as groom, from his ignorant and self-

conceited insolence. He was out of worlc for some weeks

before he came to us ; and he could not have taken an in-

door j)lace again, because his temper could not have been

passed over ; but dm-ing the two years he worked for us, he

seemed to improve in temper and manner, and we were

truly grieved to part with liim. The offer was made him to

enter the service of a clergyman as groom, too good a

situation to be rejected ; and after long, and strong admoni-

tions against his liesetting sin, George entered upon do-

mestic service again. He lias now been in his place nearly

a year, and no fault, I am happy to say, has yet been found

with him.
Let young men think seriously of the value of character.

George's temper was frequently forgiven and overlooked,

because he was so steady and good. Yoitng people are too

often headstrong and full of their own consecjuence, because

they are too young and inexperienced to feel how ignorant

they really are. When they are steady and trusty, good

sons, and good servants, failings of temper may be over-

looked and forgiven, if they are sorry for their fault and
really strive against it ; but when there is nothing in them
to be depended upon and valued, a bad, ungovernable

temper, although it may seem a trifling fault, will not be

borne with; and want of emplojTnent, or continual change

of masters, wiiicli is always discreditable, will be the con-

sequence. "A good name is rather to be chosen than great

riches :" in fact a good name is riches, for one who can be

depended upon is sure to be always employed.

Let the young " Remember their Creator in the days of

then- youth." He alone can give grace to walk soberly and
honoiu'ably; and His blessing upon their ways, will give

them power to resist evil, and obtain favour in the sight of

man.

pluffy feathers, and there is great breadth over the back and

beliind; tlie mng is gathered up and p.ortly hidden; the

head is small and elegant; some have smootli legs and some
fealliered, the colour of the legs is generally yellow, but not

always. I do not believe they lay more than one egg a day,

the flavour of which is delicious. My birds are fed on good

sound barley, of firm wheat, grass, and occasionally a cabbage

or two, and now and then pollard, with a little Cayenne

pepper ; I also give them a piece of bullock's liver, once or

twice a weel;, as from my birds being rather confined, they

cannot procure wonns and insects. I think w hen this kind

of poultry is more generally known, it will quite supersede

other species.

—

Henev Copland, Clielmsfonl.

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.

The superiority of different breeds of poultry has lately

become quite a vexed question, and perhaps the experience

of an amateur who has tried several, may not be uninteresting

to your numerous readers. I tried Oie Everlasting layers,

common Barn-door fowls and Polands, but found that the

number of eggs obtained ivas very limited. Hearing of

Cochin China fowls, I applied to a gentleman who had his

stock from the Royal Poultry Houses, and began with one

cock and two hens ; and as they were very expensive, to

prevent any contamination of the breed, I l;ept no other

male bird. I soon found out the superiority of the Cochin

China fowls, and ga\e over all the rest of my birds to the

executioner, and have now a iine yard, of what I believe to

be a genuine breed. These fowls certainly lay more
than clouble the numlier of eggs I have ever had before

from a similar quantity of birds ; as I always attend to

them myself, and have kept a register of the eggs laid

from the time I first commenced keeping poultry.

Two gentlemen who have had the breed from me, have

been quite astonished at their fecinidity. The eggs are of a

brownish pink, or flesh colour, with minute white specks.

The eggs generally take rather longer to hatch than the

common fowd ; the chicks', are large and stm-dy ; the hen
leaves them early, and liegins laying again ; they grow
rapidly, and some birds from my eggs, weighed at 8 months
old, about 8 His. The colour is bay, either of a lighter or

darl;er shade; the tips of the feathers being generally

shaded of a dark colour ; the tail very short, and in the cock

bird bushy ; tlie thighs are covered with a mass of

THE YEAP.LY TRANSACTIONS OF THE HEN-YARD.

A rilACTIC.VL GriDE FOn THOSE WHO MAY ^^^SH TO KEEP A

I'EW FOWLS AND I'lND THEM PP.OEITABLE.

(
Continuedfrom 71. .331).)

JANUAIty .AND EEBEUARY.

There is little to do for the fowls, beyond giring them
plenty of good food at this early season of the year.

I believe few persons would consider early chickens suffi-

cient compensation for the trouble of a brood during these

usually inclement months. Any, however, who may think

tlie eaiiy chicks a reward for the trouble and probable dis-

appointment, I would adrise to sit the hen in a warm
place (a Idtchen in common use, for instance), and to keep

the young chickens under shelter, except when tliey can be

placed out in a little warm sunshine, and in a sheltered spot.

Have the floor of the house where they are kept thickly

strewed with gravel, and give them some meat chopped fine,

and a little green with their food. A good supply of eggs

is, however, as good a return as we can expect from the

fowls at present—perliaps the best—and to forward this end,

let them have a sufficient quantity of good heavy barley.

Wliile speaking on this subject of laying, 1 will give my
opinion of a tjood lai/imj hen—for many persons differ much
on this point. The best common hens I have, lay, in fair

weather, four days in five. I consider a hen a good layer,

tliat will give two eggs in three days ; a bad one wiiich lays

less than once in two days. Tiiere are few hens that do not

indulge in a week or two's hoUday sometimes; but if this

occur too often, or last too long, my lady had better bo urged

to her duty by a little warm food.

If yort now have some hens, wdiich at the proper season

got well through their moulting, or pullets aliove eight

months old, still unproductive—in spite of good feeiling

—

separate them from the rest every morning, and give them
a good meal of potatoes, pollard, and bailey meal, mixed
stiff' with hot water or pot liquor. Let it be given so warm
that you can just well bear your finger in it. I liave never

found this fail, if regularly persevered with for a fortnight

or a little more ; as soon as they lay let it be discontinued.

Warm grains from a brewery, warm baked potatoes, or fried

oats given warm, will answer the same purpose. This

treatment may be repeated throughout the year wlieuever

the fowis lay badly, always taking care to separate those

which lay well, on the principle—" that we must not goad

the willing horse."

A little meat or bullock's liver, given raw, is very good for

the hens in winter, and very likely to promote their laying.

It is a very good plan to keep them lading well at this

season, as tiiey mil thus bo more likely to sit in good time.

It is now advisable to reduce the numlier of fowls (if this

should not have been done already), by killing all superrtuous

cock birils for the table. Many persons advise killing the

hens ; tliis I seldom do, provided they are good la\ers, for

the following reasons :—First, I find those hens which

begin by being good layers, continue the same for several

years ; secondly, these hens being strong, and accustomed

to the cold of winter are more likely to be healtliy, ami to

lay eggs at that season than the pullets ; and, in the third

place, both from size and steadiness they make excellent

mothers. Instead, therefore, of having the old hens killed

without a sufficient reason, it is my practice to notice the

pullets particularly when they begin to lay, and to weed out,

for the table, all that do not lay well : this has one advantage
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not to be overloolied by those wbo keep but a few fowly

—

being less than a year old they make good fowls for roasting

or boiling; and, if well fed, ave in f^ood condition -ndthout

putting up to fat ; while old hens, on the contrary, fire only

fit for broth. If, after taking away the unnecessary cock-

bii'ds and all the pullets, which, liaving begun to lay—lay

badly—tlie number is still too great, some of the old hens

must of course go too. By February the stock should be

reduced to a number small in proportion to tlie place where

they run, allowing not more than six or eight hens to each

cock.

You may after this begin to preserve cffgs for hatch hig.

Notice those which are laid by your best hens, and let them

be put aside with care
;
place them on end in a box of bran

mth the broad end downwards. Eggs for hatching must

not on any account be more than a month old : they should

not have been laid above a fortnight.

Some persons coop and fatten fowls iniendcd for the

iahh. I do not tind that mucli is gained by this ; and tlie

poor birds are very uncomfortable all the time. Birds

Avhich are well fed will generally be fit for liilling without

fatting, but if on taking them up the breast bone feels too

sharp, get them aside in the middle of the day and let them
eat as mucli meal porridge as they choose; this, with a good

meal morning and afternoon among the other fowls, will

soon biing them into good condition.

AVOrJC TO BE DONE IN .TANUARY AND FEURUAEY.

Feed all the fowls abnndantly tmce a day.

Separafe bad layers, and feed them as directed.

Give a mUl-day meal to fowls soon to be killed.

Towards the end of February siore the egrjs of yom- best

hens for hatching. Anster Bonn.
{To he continued.)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Ame7} Corner, Paternoster Row, London."

Heating from Iron Plate at back of Kitchen Fire (.1 Begin-

ner).—We should have thought you would have obtained sufficient heat

for the purposes you mention ; of course, much depends upon the heat

of the plate. If that was very warm, eighteen inches of it exposed ought

to have thrown out heat sufficient. Have you tried taking a small pipe

from the greenhouse into this chamber near the plate, and another small

one out, stoppable at pleasure, so as to give a circulation of air ? We
cannot advise you to have anything to do with a tank in such circum-

stances. If your plate will not give you enough of heated air, neither

would it give you enough of heated water. If you were to fix two small

pipes to your kitchen boiler, you might heat your greenhouse, and have

a tank for propagating at your pleasure. If you had given a section,

however rough, we should have better understood you.

Annuals for Greenhouse (G. I. T.).—As you have the advantage

of a hot-bed, there are Balsams, Browallias, Cockscombs, Thunbergias,

Ipomeas, Egg plants, and Sensitive plants, &,c. The culture of all, or

most of them, has been given, but we will keep your request in mind.

Daphne Fortunii {II. W.').—We have no doubt this may be culti-

vated in a cold greenhouse where frost is excluded. It may not, however,

look so fresh as in a warmer house, and it will not flower so soon ; but if

the wood was well matured, it will bloom equally well though later.

Shifting Camellias and Azaleas (Ibid).—Vou are quite right

;

there is no necessity at all for shifting these every year. We have some
splendidly in bloom now that have not been shifted for several years, but

they drink like topers. When the growth becomes very stunted, it is as

much as saying "enlarge my pasture." For large plants it often becomes
unsuitable to shift often, as the pots would get so heavy. M'eak cool

manure water, such as from cow dung, must in these cases be frequently

given. See some late articles on potting.

Yellow Bed (Bruno).—Bartonia aurea and Sphenogene speciosa

are only six weeks* flowers. Sanvitalia, though not so bright as they,

will answer better to match the height of the Emma Verbena. Phlox
Dnunmondii will not do well in a shady place ; it would run too much
to straw, as a farmer would say.

Hieracleum giganteum (T, T.).— It will do well where you propose.
Give it rich soil ; it is a biennial, recollect, and you must sow a few seeds

of it every year as soon as they are ripe ; but you can transplant it next
spring.

Walks (Ibid),—A sensible gardener like j'ou, though without the

advantages of the "profession," should not be led away by a bricklayer's

labourer. If the lime does not slack equally, sift out, or rake out the
lumps, and keep them at the bottom. For your clay gravel, use only one-
twelfth part of lime. Try and write more concisely ; it is the best point
in letter writing.

ExcLusiVENESS OF THE AsH-TREE (Odo).—No plant, evergTCen or

otherwise, can be established in the usual way under an ash-trce any-

where. The roots of the ash will suck away the goodness out of the soil

before the new planted things can get hold of it. Yews, box, or laurel,

might be managed so as to compete with the ash roots after a time, by
using old tar barrels sunk in the earth, as we have often advised.

Cuttings in Water (Ibid).—The best way to establish in pots cut-

tings that have been rooted in water, is to place the pots under a hand-
glass, or some close covering for a week or so, and to keep the air very

moist about them, say by damping with water before the pots arc placed

under the glass.

Flower-beds—Petunias {Phdanthe).—We have said a hundred
times we never undertake to plant flower-beds on paper, and as often

assigned the reason. Petunias are trained on the ground, first, by
hooked pegs, or by doubling thin pieces of matting round the shoots and
fixing the ends in the earth. After the ground is covered, and they grow
nine or ten inches high, place the spray from the top of peas'-stakes, or

from the remains of old birch brooms among them—say ten inches apart

all over the bed. These sticks not to stand higher than the tops of the

plants ; ten days afterwards stop the shoots all over the bed, both to

make them come up thicker and to look of equal heights. Keep all

parts of the bed to a uniform height for the rest of the season, by stop-

ping such tops as grow faster than the rest ; and whenever the shoots

get top heavy, stick in a few short branches as before, and no rain or

wind can displace them.

Vinery (G. L.).—Your views, although exhibited in a much more
business like way than many queries, are still not clearly defined.

Gentlemen situated like you should at once make up your mind as to

whether you will have Pines or not. The latter can be grown with

grapes, but much better separately. We will, therefore, give you the

measurements of a good vinery, admitting, of course, of some front or

end shelves for plants, &c. We suppose that a wall stands already

against which to put the house ; back of house twelve feet above the
" floor-line ;" front wall five feet above ditto ; house thirteen feet wide

;

the floor-line thirty inches above the ordinary ground level ; by no means
below. Border outside at least twelve feet wide, and inclining nearly as

the slope of the roof. The front wall, if possible, ou arches ; the Vines

planted inside ; the mouth of the arch communicating freely with the

volume of the border. Soil porous, two feet deep, and most thoroughly

drained. You will thus ascend by some four steps into the house, and this

simple affair will, less or more, rule all other operations. Get a Burbidge's

boiler full size. Run two four-inch pipes, a flow and return, along the front

and two ends, the top pipe four feet from the roof at front, and the

bottom lying on the floor, having cemented sides to hold water occasion-

ally; and thus lying in a kind of trough of some eighteen inches wide.

If you want great heat you may even carry the flue through the house,

exactly in the middle and parallel with the frontage. We dare add no
more ; wc are now trespassing on room ill spared.

Raspberries (Philocarpus).—The " professional gardeners" who
rubbed all the buds ofi"the raspberry canes, were guilty of a most unpro-
fessional proceeding. We know no reason unless it be to prevent them
bearing. Strawberry seed will "come up" anywhere if the air is mild,

and the soil is kept continually moist, not wet. If such seeds are to be
reared in a room with a flre, place a thin coat of moss on the hot surface

until the seeds vegetate. Most plants which love a dry air will do as well

in a room as in a greenhouse, provided the amount of light is sufficient.

Such things, however, as orchids must have a damp air.

Weigela Rosea (L, BI. A'^,).—This will do well in the centre of your
bed ; but why have a shrub there at all : your bed will look better filled

with flowering plants during the summer, and evergreens in pots during
the winter ; these latter to be removed and placed in some hidden nook
of the garden during summer. Weigela Rosea requires a light dry soil,

and severe pruning in winter, and then the young shoots will grow strong

and flower well.

IxiA Seed {J. V.)—It is very likely you will get Ixia seed at Mr.
Carter's 238, Holborn. The three plants you allude to are Hepatica
triloba rubra, and cerulea, VLnA Aster alpina.

Evergreen for Pond Edge.—H. D. C. has obliged us with the

following good suggestion:—" I beg to suggest to the inquirer for a

plant to ornament ' a large circular pond,' in the number for February 20,

by naming Gau/theria procvmbens as a dwarf plant of compact habit,

and of a very attractive appearance, and easily managed in a confined

border. If planted in peat earth and leaf mould equal parts, in a moist
situation, it will thrive well It seldom is more than three inches high,

and its procumbent habit would be desirable in a narrow border, and the

effect of the scarlet berries and dark foHage would render the plant very

effective in such a situation."

Guide Combs {J. B. P.)—If worker's cells are not to be had, drone
cells must suffice, for guide-comb of some kind must be used to insure

the bees working upon the bars ; and it is more important still that the

guide-comb in the additional storing place should be leorker's-cojnb.

We believe that bees do not store honey in drones cells until after drones

have been bred in them, which in the additional boxes, &c., every means
are taken to prevent.

Time of Bees being Torpid (Ibid).—Our correspondent says

—

" My bees have only hybernated, or remained inactive, for about six

weeks ; and three stocks weighing in November last, viz., No. 1, 211b3.,

has lost 7 lbs. in weight. No. 2, 26 lbs., has lostS^ lbs. in weight. No.

3, 26 lbs., has lost 5 pounds in weight. My note book shows that they
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worked, with only a few days intermission, till the 30th December, and
I
were in full work again on Wtli February instant, and the early Ilowera

are now yielding a large supply."

EsciiscHOLTZiA coMPACTA {Qiteen Mab).—There is an annual so

named, and it has the quality agreeable to ita name. It is a preferable

speeies to the older ones. It is new, and may be had of any respectable

seedsman.

WooDLiCE {R. H.).—To destroy these, place fresh bones in their

tracks, and every morning, before it is light, puur boiling water upon
them. Lay sliced potatoes amongst the plants, and turn them up every

morning and destroy the woodlice. Keep some toads in the house, they

will greedily devour them.

Orange-tbees from Vvht,-^ {F. Little).—You will obtain the prices

of these by writing to Mr. E. H. Wood, Italian "Warehouseman, 3S,

,

Oxford-street, or to Messrs, Barto Vallee, and Co., 21, Haymarket,
London. The spring is the best time for purchasing.

ALSTRffiMEBiAS, Scc. (QiiefTi il/ofi).—A. aurca pulchella and varieties

may be left in the borders through the winter if protected with a covering

of tan, but it is safer to take them up and pot them. Kemophila insignis

grandijloi-a is a desirable variety, and quite as free a bloomer as N. in-

signis. The best blue Pcnsfemon is gentianoides, var. Marshalli.

Longest FaA:ME Cucumcer {Cottage Gardi'imr). That which you
can most readily obtain is Attends Victory of Suffolk, it is full two feet

I long when well grown. Mushroom spawn, to grow in cucumber beds in

the oi)cn air, should be inserted at the end of April. Other questions

next week.

SoLANu:*! Jasminoides (A Subscriber).—You can obtain it of any
nurseryman who advertises in our columns, for about eighteen pence.

India Seeds (A Younker).—We hope you are young, because that

is your only excuse for writing the note before us. Your other notes

are unreceived. Sow the above now. They are probably not worth the

trouble. Shift your Boronia scnntlata, and let it be established in its

new pot before you prune it.

Peaches, &c., Newly Planted (Clericits).—It is too late to prune
them now; train in the branches and disbud during the summer; they

will probably require but little pruning in the autumn. The Abutilvn

striatum requires no pruning. The sulphur mixture will not injure the

buds if these are not too nearly bursting. Matting, as a shelter, will not

draw and weaken the buds if it is taken off early in the morning.

Cheap Cottage {E. Hannam).—We will give you some information

next week.

Cochin China Fowls {H. B.).—You will find these described by
Mr. Copeland to-day. Hens sometimes will persist in all laying in one nest.

When one sits, put her into another nest, and cover her close for a day.

Passion-flower Grafting (Peter),—Do this as soon as the buds
are well swollen, showing the year's active growth has commenced. We
know the Negro potato well, and we enter fully into your "pleasant

remembrance of the great balls of sparkling tiour which used to make
their appearance on the nursery-table, looking as if some black currant

juice had been thrown over them, and then been sprinkled with snow !"

Have any of our readers some of this variety to dispose of?

Conservatory {M. S. S.).—The greatest beauty and most pleasure to

you would be derived from your conservatory, and we think that its own
permanent inhabitants, aided by your eighteen-feet pit, and your several

frames, ought to keep it gaily furnished througbout the year. Before

you build your conservatory go and see Mr. Wilson's at Stamford Hill.

Brocoli sowing (H. jV.).—You may have a supply from October until

the end of May, by sowing according to the following list :—Sow Early

Purple Cape and Grangers Early Cauliflower Brocoli the second week
in April and the first week in June. The produce will be fit for table

during October, and until the middle of December. Sow Green Close-

headed the first week in April. The heads will be ready in November,
and until January ends. Sow Dwarf-brown the second week in April.

It will be in production from February to end of April. Sow Sulphur-

coloured axid Spring-white the second week of April. Their heads will

be ready during the April and IVIay following.

WoBK on the Vine {H. S.].—Buy Errington and Johnson on The
Vine ; you can procure it from Mr. Bohn through any bookseller.

Soap-making (W.).—We received Mr. K.'s letter as well as yours,

and have vainly endeavoured to obtain any useful information.

Sdnflower-seed for Poultry (G. Tasker).— It is useless for you
to grow this unless you grow a good lireadth, say the sixteenth-part of an

acre. Manure the ground generally -. you will have seen what we said

last week about raising the plants. You may raise celery plants on a

warm border as you propose. The roots of the plants should be as unin-

jured as possible when they are transplanted.

Old Peae and Apple-teees {George).—Scrape off their bark, paint

them over with a mbcture of clay and urine; and have the branches

grafted with any good varieties you choose. It is very likely your soil

requires draining. It would be the work of years to bring the old trees

into bearing without grafting them.

Mossy Meadow {A Subscriber from the first).—Harrow it; sow it

with about half the quantities of grass seeds we directed a few weeks

since for a similar soil ; dress it at the same time with a cwt. of super-

phosphate of lime to the acre; roll it, and then drain your meadow, if

the gravelly subsoil is a clayey gravel.

Soils {A.B.).—Both where thoroughly mixed together ; the mixture

looked like sandy peat. In this state it would do for Camellias.

Nutt's Celery Seed {Enouch).—You had better write to i\Ir. Nutt,

whose direction you will see in our last number. We dare say he would

sell you a shilling's worth. \\\ budding ^nd grafting, the rind or bark

of the scion must come in contact, edge to edge, with that of the stock,

and not lap over. We usually nail in the young shoots of Peaches and
Nectarines their full length, having stopped them in the autumn pre-

viously by pinching their ends. The wood should be taken out of the

bud in budding, but so as not to make a hole in its centre.

Errors.— In our list of fruits at page 318, read Beurre Langelier,

and Uvedale^s St. Germain.
GiNSCHEN Root {R. G.).—This is the Ginseng of the Chinese, about

whose medicinal qualities many books have been written in China. It

has long been, and still is, a matter of uncertainty with botanists, as to

the plant, whose roots have attained to such celebrity. Panax quinque-

folia, was believed for a time, to be* the true source of the Ginseng, but

that seems to have been a mistake, for that plant is found in North

America, where no such virtues are ascribed to it ; but the Americans

are said to sell their roots to the Chinese, to adulterate the true Ginseng,

which they say is a native of some inaccessible regions of Chinese Tartary.

Meyer calls it Panax Ginseng, and says it has a sharp aromatic peculiar

taste. In the Medical Gazette, for 1843, page 238, it is stated that the

Chinese prescribe it for all diseases arising from the weakness of the body
;

but the Chinese, themselves, assert positively, that it is a universal

remedy for all maladies ; and they even go to the fabulous, and afhrm

that its ajiplication, if perseveringly persisted in, will renew their age,

and turn old men to the vigour of youth. Such extraordinary faith in the

virtues of a plant could not obtain belief, even with such people as the

Chinese, if it were inert.

Natme of Plant {Jane B.).—The flower was so shrivelled that we
cannot be certain of the name of your plant, but we think it is Bignnnia
Austrulis. Its yellow unhealthy leaves, and buds dropping, intimate

that the action of the roots is all wrong. They are either kept too cold,

or too dry, probably, but unless we know your treatment of it, we cannot
suggest a remedy.

London: Printed by Harry Wooldbidge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalcndar; and Published by William
SoMEBViLLE OuB, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—March 6th, 1851.

^tJbcrti^ScmcntiS.

George Neighbour & Son
Respectfully announce that they have prepared
for this season an extensive supply of their

various IMPROVED BEE HIVES, which are
offered to all who are desirous of cultivating
that pleasing and profitable branch of rural

economy—the Honey Bee.

The collection consists of " Nutt's Collateral
Hives," " The Single Box Hive," " The Ama-
teur Bar Hive," "The Improved Cottage Hive,"
Sec, from cither of which the honey may be
taken at any time without injury to the Bees,
and may be worked with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid and unaccustomed to
Bee manipulation.

A descriptive paper, with drawings and prices,
will be forwarded on the receipt of two postage
tamps.

Agents: Liverpool— Wm. Dury, Castle-
street. Manchester—Hall and Wilson, 50, King-
street, Glasgow—Austin & M'Aslin, l68, Tron-
gate. 127, High Holborn, London.

LiLiuM Lancifoliitm, Ranunculuses, Anesuones, Auriculas, and Pelargoniums.

Henry Gr oom,
Clapham Rise, near London, by Appoitmcnt Florist to Her JIajesty the Queen, and to

His Majesty" the King of Saxony, begs to recommend to the attention of the Nobility,

Gentry, and Amateurs, bis extensive assortment of the above FLO^^''ERS, He begs to say that
this is a good season of the year to make a selection of the various kinds. Ranunculuses and
Anemones should be planted immediately.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM album, from Is to

2s 6d each.
Ditto ditto punctatum, from 3s to lOs 6d each.

Ditto ditto roseuni, from 3s 6d to lOs (id each.

Ditto ditto rubrum, or spcciosum, from 3s 6d
to .£l Is.

Ditto ditto cruentum. from Ss to 10s 6d each.

LILIUM JAPONlCUIM.from 5s to 7s (id each.

A New Collection of HYBRID SEEDLING
LILIES, 6 sorts, named, for 15s.

100 RANUNCULUSKS, in 100 superfine sorts,

named, .-£^2 10s.

Superfine mixtures, from 5 to 2l3 per 100.

100 ANEMONES, in 50 superfine sorts, named,
^2 23.

Superfine mixtures (double), from 6s to
10s (id per 100.

12 AURICULAS, in 12 superfine sorts, named,
-il 5s.

25 PELARGONIUMS, in 25 superfine sorts,

named, ^3 3s.

Fine named varieties, from 12 to 18s per
dozen.

AMARYLLIS from RIO JANEIRO, without
name, fine large bulbs, .*2 2s jicr dozen.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM album, excellent

for planting in shrubberies, being perfectly

hardv, .t'3 ISs per 100.

A fine collection of named GLADIOLUS.
A Catalogue will be forwarded on application.
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appears. Natural gardening, when treated upon an extensive plan, when
employed with judgment, and conducted with art, is perhaps as superior
to all other sorts of culture, as heroic verse is to every other species of
writing ; hut there are many occasions, where neither the one nor the

other can, with the least propriety, be employed ; where they would only
serve to give a ridicule to the whole composition ; and where different or

less elevated modes of expression are, on all accounts, preferable."

We are not aware that Sir William was employed elsewhere .as a garden
designer, but he continued in extensive practice as an architect, Somerset
House in the Strand, and several other mansions being erected from his

detiens. Among other honours he was invested with the Swedish Order
of The Polar Star, was Comptroller General of Works to the King;
Architect to the Queen and Princess Dowager; and Treasurer of the

Royal Academy. After a long illness he died at his house in Norton-
street, on the Sth of March, I796, and was buried in M'estminster .\l)bey.

He died, says a contemporary, leaving a consideraljle fortune, acquired
honourably, and enjoyed with hospitality, bordering on magnificence ; but,
what is far better, quitting life with the regret of all those with whom he
had been connected, and esteemed, loved and lamented by all with whom
he had intercourse, either as an artist, or as a man,
INIeteorology of the Week.— From observations at Chiswick

during the last 2t years, the average highest and lowest temperatures of
these days is 51.1°, and 35.1°, respectively. The greatest heat, 69°,

occurred on the 19th, in IS35, and the lowes"t cold, 16°, on the irth. in
1S15. During the time there have been 110 fine days, and 58 on which
rain fell.

The time has arrived when our Horticultural Shows

are commencing; and we cannot do them disservice

by recommending societies to draw the attention of the

Judges they select, to some points whicli are essential

to be regarded for the sake of those societies' prosperity,

as well as for the advancement of their general object,

the improvement of gardening. In tlie first place, we
would advise tlie council of every country society to

inform the judge of the strengtli of tlie society's

finances, that he may apportion liis awards accordingly.

This is butjustice to the society andjustice to the judge;

for we have known tlie latter groundlessly blamed for

extravagant awards, wlien in reality his proportionate

distribution of rewards was strictly just, but he really

was in total ignorance of the amount of the society's

income. It is quite true that there are certain fixed

prizes in all societies, but it is always in the power of

the council to say our funds are in such a state, tliat it

is advisable to award to all a lower rate of prizes than if

our funds were stronger. For instance, where a society

has three prizes—a silver medal, valued at 15s.; a Ger-

man silver, at 10s. ; and a bronze, at 5s. ; it is no breach

of faith to award the lower ones only, or to withliold any
of them, unless extraordinary merit in the specimens

exhibited forbids. But it is by forbearing from awarding

extra prizes that the judge may always husband a so-

ciety's resources most satisfactorily ; and, therefore, if he
is told that economy is desirable, it is here that he should

exercise the most abstinence.

We had prepared some other notes pursuant of our
theme, but we withdraw them for the present, to afford

space for the following suggestions, in which we fully

concur—suggestions which are from the pen of a flori-

culturist of good judgment and long experience :

—

" A few suggestions to the managers of shows may be
worth attention, and of those liere given some might be
published in the judge's instructions. Especially we would
recommend they should be instructetl, first, in all plant ex-
liibitions, to consider size a secondary" quality ; and if the
lower portions of the plant be at all bare of foliage, to con-
sider it a great fault. Sucondli/, to look well to tlie training
of all the plants, and to consider all props, and ties, and
supports, except to climbing plants, so many blemishes, and
to place them lower accordingly. Tliin/l;/, to estimate duly
the proportion of bloom \vhich a plant carries, and to lower
those which have too little for the size and foliage of the
specimen; and not, as we have seen at country shows, to
give prizes to plants five feet high, in bushel pots, with only
two or three flowers to show what they were. FoiiHhh/, to
lower very much in the scale of prizes, or exclude altoge-
ther, all plants which arc drawn and weakly ; tliis being the
strongest proof of bad gardening. Fiflkhj, to remember
that in plant growing the foliage should be either close down
to the pot, or raised on a single stem for a standard ; the
former bemg desirable for all shrubby plants, the latter by

far the best adapted for plants of weakly or pendulous habit.

Let us take, as examples, two plants of the same family.

Erkistcnwn hiixifilUnn is a splendid shrub, as strong, and as

handsome, and as easily grown as the common box ; but E.
aispidalum would reipiire props to all the side shoots, and is

best grown with a centre stem, winch will recpure support for

a time, to two feet or even eighteen inches, and then allowed

to form a head; its ijcndulous habit is shown to the greatest

advantage, and the two objects are beautiful in contrast of

habit and style, independently of the ditference in their

foliage. Sixihhj, gardeners ought to be able to discover

what should be done with every plant to show it off to advan-

tage ; and be who fastens up a trailing plant as if it were a

climber, or allows a plant to trail which ought to climb, or

grows into a bush a plant naturally pendulous, or does any
other act wdiich opposes the natiual habit of a plant, has
only half learned his business. At the Smrey Gardens, we
have seen a plant of JEscluinauthiis, which should have hung
down all round the pot, tortured into a climbing plant, by
tying up the branches to a kind of bu'd-cage, with three-

fourths of the leaves exhibiting the under part only, and the

two or three blooms dragged to one side, lest anybody
should overlook them. On the other table, there was a

Tnrrenia Askiticn, a plant quite as much a trailer, made to

climb over a wire frame, with the backs of the foliage more
seen than the front ; and, which we consider the worst
aspect of the errors, instead of being the mistakes of one
man, they belonged to ditferent cultivators. Let judges un-
hesitatingly reject such things at once. Scvciithli/. In cut

flowers, sucli as Hoses, Dahlias, Pausu'S, Piii/cs, Cantatioits,

Picotees, Terhentis, and other subjects generally designated

"florists' flowers," look to form and not to size; and never
give the preference to size unless two stands are, in all other

respects, equal. The Dahlia shows have begun to assume a

disgusting coarseness. Judges who have either no eye to

symmetry, or uniformity, or brilliaucy, now too often merely
look to size ; and we all know that those who Uve in a good
air, and out in their plants, and give unlimited dressing, can
always command great blooms ; but there is always a corres-

ponding coai'seness which, in the eye of a connoisseiu",

destroys the value and the beauty of a specimen. Judges
are too apt to fancy there is a groat merit in monster grow-
ing, but there never was a greater mistake. There is no
skill required to grow plants or flowers large ; any boy can
be shown how to do it in a month ; and one of the best cor-

rectives to such a vulgfu' taste, or want of taste, which colls

for monster plants and flowers, would be for the societies to

limit the size. In a stand nf Dahlias, the back row of flowers

should not exceed five inches in diameter, the nddillc row
not more than four inches and a half, and the front not

more than fom. Plants or pots to be shown in collection

should not exceed a certain height and breadth, nor occupy
a pot above a certain size—single specimens only excepteil.

There are some cultivators wdio I'aucy that all the merit of

cultivation lays in the size they can bring anything to; and
last year's exhibitions at the Park and Chiswick, and else-

where, were conspicuous for some of the large, ugly, ill-

grown specimens, with bare legs (as carefully concealed as

possible with plants in front), and awkward straggling

growth ; some past bloom, others half bloomed, nothing but
the size to pass them ; but sucli is the vitiatetl taste, that it

did carry them through against better plants and infinitely

more meritorious productions. These remarks may be
resumed, but we hope the managers of shows in the coun-
try will set an example to those of the metropolis, and begin

to correct a most prevailing error—the error of mistaking iu

what the real merit of gardening consists—the error of
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that the size of a plant oi- flower exhibits any proof
;

where they meet, a nut and screw holds them fast. The
fancyin;^

of skill, while, unless accompanied by symmetry, compact-

ness, uniformity, and complete health, it only shows the

coarse notions of the exhibitor."

GARDENING GOSSIP.

Some people are sadly offended at the diagrams of

perfect Carnations and Picotccs ; but a writer in a

country work misunderstands the question altogether.

He discovers, iu the Gardeners Magazine of Botamj, a

diagram of a flower that nature never can produce, and

takes some pains to ridicide it on that account. It is

very well understood by many first-rate florists, that the

entire merit of " the properties of flowers," so called, is,

that they set the florist to work in a right way. We are

quite certain that the model laid down will not easily he

eqtialled; but there can be no mistake in two facts,

Jirst, that if they were, it would be impossible to excel

them ; and, secondly, that those which came nearest in

qualities would be the best. It is merely labour in vain

to tell us the thing is impossible, because the properties

were laid down purposely as a standard which coidd not

be reached ; but uobody can deny that those which come

nearest the model are superior. Old florists, who pre-

tended to give the criterion of a good flower, founded

the excellence on some flower then considered the best

;

but what was the eflect ? There was no idea entertained

of beatuig the best, because nobody knew what would

make them better. Many of those, however, then con-

sidered fine, have been thrown out of cultivation by

some which excel them in all the properties. Some

florists would limit the number of petals,—a convenient

mode of keeping, or trying to keep, some double varieties

in cultivation.

The Society for the Promotion of Floriculture held

their Kingsland Meeting on Tuesday, the 18tli ult. ; but

the business was merely routine—electing judges and

other officers, for which there was a strong competition ;

many eminently qualified having been proposed, though

only six were elected. The severity of the judgment on

new flowers in tliis Society has rendered it anything but

popular among those who generally contrive to send out

five times too many new things.

What is the meaning of hardy? is a question often

asked, and for good reasons. Some answer, " A plant

that will live through our winters." But there arc many

subjects which do not absolutely die, but all their

spring growth is cut back, their bloom destroyed, and

the plant so damaged as to want aU the summer to re-

cruit their health. Deutzia scahra has for three springs

been cut back, the effect of which was to destroy the

bloom. Some of Waterer's Rhododendrons, in the open

air, flower so early as always to fall a sacrifice. We
rather lean to the opinion, that those plants which

stand our winter and spring frosts, without losing their

beauty, are alone entitled to the tenn hardy.

A Rose Girdle was exhibited at the Horticultural

Society's Rooms, at a recent meeting; and it is just

possible it may be a favourite. It is a zuic band, which

goes round the rose and the stake ; and at the ends

band is used for a label. It is only necessary to rtxb on

a coating of white paint, as we do on wood, and write

the name with a pencil. A small plant label for pots,

which is formed a little like a fiddle-head teaspoon

handle, was also worth remarking, from its cheapness;

they are retailed at two shillings per hundred. We have

seen painted zinc, on which the paint and the name were

as plain as when it was written, and it had been in use

six years. It is far better to use paint and a pencil, than

indelible ink, for it is not half the trouble ; in fact, it is

no more trouble than writing on wood, and it would last

twenty years. E. i.

NEW PLANTS.

THEIR POBTBAtTS AND BI0SEAPHIK3.

Globe-headed Peimeose (Primula cajntata).—Bota-

nical Magazine, t. 45o0.—Our favourite Primeworts were

named as a genus by Linnreus, from the diminutive of

primus, the first or earliest; and a more expressive title

is seldom to be met with than Primula, which, in its

lowest and humblest forms, usher in and welcome the

early spring in the northern and colder parts of the

globe. At times, flowering from beneath a canopy of

snow, as Douglassia on the Rocky Mountains, and thence

down to the marshes and water-brooks in the centre of

the vallies, and to the level of the ocean, in hedges or in

groves, on the sunny side of the Alpine hill, ridge, and

bank, and at other times on the bleak side of the barren

heath. But the poetry of their existence must rather be

gathered from the chUd of nature in the infant schools—

The lisping babe coming in with a tiny handful of early

Primeworts, collected by its own industry and prompted

to the pleasant task by the pure voice of nature within

liim—is more of a true lover of nature than either bard,

or minstrel, or botanist. As objects for the care of the

cultivator, Primeworts rank high among those that are

most highly prized by the floi-ist, both on account of
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theii- easy management, eveu in his improved lurms, and

being the earliest liarbingers ol' spring ; and tlio country

herbalist eollects their llowers for his pleasant soporific

wine and sedative draughts.

PrimuUi capilala, hUe others of its Idml, is included in the
Natural Order of I'rimcuvrls, and in 5-Pcjilaiulria 1-Muiio-
it!/iiiri of Linnaeus. It is a hardy perennial, a native of gra-
vellj- soil iu the Sikldn Himalaya, where it was gathered by
Dr. Hooker in the Jime of 18i!), at an elevation of 10,000
feet above the level of the sea. It flowered in Kew Gardens
upon a rock-border in October.

Hool, or )7iiromo, a roimdish, rough, brown tuber; leaves

all springing from the root, averaging four inches long, usual
piinuosedeaf shape, tooth-edged, mealy beneath, footstalks
short and reddish. Flowers on a mealy stem a foot long,
densely collected in a globidar head ; corolla with a white
mealy tulie, but hmb five-lobed, deep pui-ple above and paler
beneath.

^
AVater shoidd lie appUed in the saucer of the pot

in wliicb it is gronii, and like many other natives of great
elevations, it seems to reiiuire the shelter of a cold frame in
winter.

ties of the Onion tribe, is the species now introduced to

our notice.

Allium acumiualum is about a foot high, and probably
hardy, if properly stored in winter, being a native of Cali-

fornia, whence it was sent liy Mr. Hartweg, and Howen-d iu

a greenhouse at C'hiswick Gardens diu'inf,' the sining of

1850. Its stem, Uke the Leek, is leafy at the base ; leaves

rush-like, and as lung as the dower-stem
;
y?oHvrs in loose

umbels, sepals and petals sharp-pointed, transparent, but
richly coloured at the points with crimson ; seeds mostly
unfertile, black, with a soft sldn. Mr. Paxton says, " Its

gay flowers can scarcely be regarded as inferior in beauty to

the Guernsey Lily itself, and they are fiU' less fugitive."

—

B.J.

l'oiMTKn-PET.\Liii) Onion {Allium acumiualum).—Pax-
ions Flower Qarden, i. 129.—Many of otu' readers, when
they look upon tliis member of the Natm-al Order of

Lilyworts, and of iJ-Hexandria l-Moncgynia of Linnffius,

will have no other associations with its form hut those

partioidarised by Dean Swift :

—

" This is every cook's opinion

—

No savoury disli without nn onion :

But lest your kissing should be spoil'd,
Your onions must be throughly boil'd."

Those who know none of the genus but the Onion,
Garlic, Leek, and others which are our usual kitchen-

garden tenants, may be excused for looking thus upon
thorn as ill-favoured both in form and fume ; hut there

are many of their sisterhood deserving a much pleasanter
character. For e.Kample, there are the Moly (^i. muhj],
tho Bwast-sreuted (A. fragvans), and A'ictors (J. Vioto-

rialis), all worthy to rank with such bulbous flowers as

the Jonquil and Hyacinth ; and first among these heau-

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
Pines.—Ever since the pine-apple eame into general

culture, the end of February and up to the middle of

March has been the period for a close examination and
re-arrangement of the whole stock. Now it is fit that

beginners should ask why? For in these stii-ring

and higVily progressive times, they should not rest

content with a rule without a reason; that is to say,

no mere rule of practice should be submitted to, however
high the authority, without first subjecting it to the test

of those recognised principles, which the investigationB

of science have proved to be interwoven with the well-

being of tlie plant in question.

Although the ]uue-apple, as to its natural habits, is

not decidedly inclined to a dormant state, yet such is in
a great degree forced upon it iu our northern climes.

Light is the only circumstance that caunot be artifi-

cially created. Heat can be furnished to any amount

;

moisture also, and a circulation of air ; but light—solar

light—is beyond ourreach. We have before remarked in

these pages that a certain amount of light is indispen-
sable to high culture ; all advances in growth attempted
without tlie necessary amount of this, the great horti-

ctdtural elixir, only tends to produce weakness, and
that condition of growth which gardeners term "drawn."
By the early part of November, therefore, all good

gardeners have brought their Pine stock into a state of
comparative repose, as far as concerns the elongation of
the plant. Fruiting phies, nevertheless, will continue
to elaborate juices, and to perfect their already formed
and blossomed fruit, iu spite of dark days, albeit at .some
sacrifice in point of flavour. Now, by the end of
February, the bottom heats, if of fermenting materials,
will become much declined, not only in their present
amount of temperature, but in the prospective chances.
The tan or other material becomes husky, and unequal
in moisture ; the drip may have injuriously penetrated
some portions, whilst other parts, near the beating
apparatus, will have become dried. It is almost super-
fluous to add, that most of these evils are avoided by
the use of a permanent source of bottom heat, as the hot-

water tank; and to this may be added, another and very
imiiortant matter with pines. There is then no necessity
for disturbing the plants as with fermenting materials,

and it is well known that the pine is very averse to being
disturbed; the latter circumstance generally involving
broken members, whether of root or foliage.

It not unfrequcntly happens, too, that during the
quarter of a year wdiich the pine passes in a state of
comparative rest, the stock becomes unequally classed.

Some which were scarcely expected to do so, have shown
fruit witliin the period; some kinds of faster growth
than others, and less afl'ected by low temperature, have
increased so much in bulk, as to need removal out of
the way of their humhlev neighbours; hence a re-arrange-
ment, regulated by height, becomes desirable. Added
to all this, rc-pottiiig, or shifting, becomes absolutely
necessaiy with many, perhaps most of them; and this
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is a vovy important affair. Having tlnis shown the tyro

in pines, the position of tlio question at the end of

February, wo cannot do better than offer some advice

about potting, for it is necessary that tins be done in

such a way as that the soil they are placed in may
remain comparatively fresh, iu regard of its organic

texture, until the fruit is ripe ; to effect this, fresh and
turfy soils shoidd be resorted to, covipled with the most
careful drainage.

We stay not here to attempt to settle the difference

(as to soils) betwixt Tweedledum and Tweedledee, per

sonages who, with all their altercations, have never

fairly brought their quarrel to a close; and we cannot,

therefore, report progress. This much is well known,
a good turfy loam, about halfway between what is termed
stiff loam and light loam, is complete in itself for the

culture of first-rate pines. Such in our opinion is best,

if procured in the September previous to the spring

shifting, and piled up in a sharp and narrow ridge in

the compost yard, taking care that no rains are permitted

to enter. Thus stored up for a few mouths, it will chop
down with the spade most readily, and plenty of this

kind of labour will bring it into a state of division

sufficient for tlie purpose, witliont resorting to the sieve

or riddle; for if we used the latter, it should be to

separate and reject the mei'o earth which is liberated in

the act of chopping. The spade sliould be applied until

scarcely a lump remained larger than a pigeon's egg.

The size to which the material is reduced, however,

should be regulated somewhat by the size of the plants

to be shifted ; for in the last shift—that is to say, into

the fruiting pots—very coarse pieces of turfy materials

may be thrust here and there, all round the ball of earth,

as the filling up proceeds.

Most cultivators use manure of some kind with the

loam, and wo think that to the extent of about a fifth

part of the mixture it is good ju'actice, and probably

notliing is better than the old linings applied to hot-beds

of the former year; or even the lialf-decayed beds

themselves, especially if formed of dung and tree leaves

mixed, for the latter longer retain their organic character,

and this is the point we would aim at. In fact, the

kmd of material and potting which a first-rate orchid

grower would use for what he terras his ground orchids,

wiU admirably suit pines in general. Thei-efore our

readers may with much benefit refer to our highly

practical coadjutor, Mr. Appleby, who has cultivated tlie

pine, as well as the orchideous tribes, in his day ; and
whose papers iu the back numbers, bearing on this

subject, may be consulted with no small profit.

Such a mixture then, well stirred up and blended, will

be complete for the culture of pines in general ; but as

the watering of pines is by no means an unimportant

item in their culture, and as by over-v/atering (oombiued

by an unlucky amount of cloudy aud dark weather,

which sometimes follows this process) the roots may
become inactive for awhile through stagnant moisture,

it is well to blend some material of an iudestruotible

character (and one that possesses very low absorbing

powers) amongst the compost. This facilitates the dis-

charge of moisture, by preventing an undue adhesion

or coherauce of tlie particles of soil, and this by a double

action, ensures the free egress of moisture, and by con-

sequence a ready admission of the air, that great pro-

moter of the vital forces in the roots. Indeed, it would
scarcely be unsound analogy to compare a plant in a pot

water logged to a fish in a basin frozen all over. iSfo

better material can be found for this purpose than chir-

coal, which may vary in size from a pea to that of a large

bean. Such may form a fifth part of the compost before

alluded to, and most cultivators add a little sand.

Aud now for tlis poUimj process, which we must
detail for the sake of young beginners. We have alluded,

in previous papers, to watering requisite to plants with

hard balls. The pine stock, therefore, should bo looked

over carefully a couple or three days previously, and

tliose whicli are reuJlii dri/ should receive a liberal

watering of tepid liquid manure. Those, however,

which are in the least moist, will by no means require it

;

especially such as the BhicJc Jmnaicas, for they root much
quicker in the new soil when the roots are somewhat

dry than if wet; and, indeed, in the latter case, will

" burn" much sooner with the least excess of warmth.

We advise in all cases liberal shifts. Plants wliich were

suckers any time during the last summer, and which had

become established in seven-inch pots, may be shifted

into pots two sizes larger, and thence, in three or four

months afterwards, into their fruiting pots; indeed,

where there is a tank heat, and room to spare, we would

shift them at once into their fruiting pots. The compost

being ready, and of course in a mellow and somewhat

dry state, and the pots at hand, the business may proceed.

Drainage materials must be liberally provided in the

form of roughly broken crooks, to cover the hole in the

pot, and some pounded material (from which all the mere

dust is carefully rejected) to cover the crocks ; the latter

material may be ' composed of equal parts pounded

crocks, charcoal pounded, and some coarse boiled bones

or oyster shells roughly pounded. This may be subjected

to a riddle of half-inch mesh, and all that comes tlu-ough

the riddle may be added to the general compost. The
rough crocks being placed in such away, that two or

three bold outlets for the escape of moisture and the

free ascent of bottom heat are formed, the whole may
be eased over with the pounded material. In all cases

we would have about one-sixth in depth of the pot

occupied by the drainage ; this done, let a few of the

turfy lumps amongst the compost be strewed over the

whole, or if such will throw the ball too high, a little

dead moss placed on the drainage ; and now the ball of

the plant must be placed, suffering none of the smaller

portions of the compost to intervene between the ball

and the crooks. The ball should in all cases be about

one-sixth of the depth of tlie pot, below the level of the

rim.

As soon as the plant is turned out, the ball should

be examined, and any loose or exhausted soil may be

suffered to fall away, and any mere drainage material

liberated carefully. Let us, however, protest against the

least disturbance to the roots. If some of the old

drainage does not at once loosen, let it go with tlie ball

into the new pot. And now the process of filling up

takes place ; and about this there needs little ceremony,

all that is needed being to continue throwing the rough

or turfy lumps recjnlarhj here and there continually

whilst filling in the compost. As soon as the filling has

thus reached the level of the ball of roots, let a casing of

the finer materials, of an inch or two in thickness,

be coated all over tlie top; this serves to control the

sudden influences of an occasional dry atmosphere. And
here let us protest against a.nj thumping of the pot on

the potting bench; a kind of practice in which our old

practitioners were great adepts, and which process merely

serves to undo all that has been done, to nullify by^ one

stupid act all the pains taken over the openness of the

soil. Sometimes it becomes necessary to use a stick to

cause the compost to descend, not to ram it tight with,:

we should, however, rather recommend such liberal

shifts as precluded the necessity of stick-work, which

often does serious mischief

Wc need hardly remind the pine cultivator of the

necessity of having a renewed bottom warmth duly

provided before he sets to work ; or if structures are

scarce, and the pots must remain out whilst his bed is

preparing, let the operator place them securely on the

fioor of some house, where a temperature of 7U° can be

insured to them until removed to their destination.

Any dark place will do, the temperature is the only
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binding point. Those which nia\- happen to have bad
I'oots may at once be disrooted, phiced in smaller pots,

and classed with young plants, or in a private hospital.

After replunging they may be syringed over, but no
water applied to the roots for three weeks of such as

Queens, Providence, &v., and not for at least double that

time to such shy rooters as the Jamaica. A moist
atoiosphere is the great desideratum, with a very

moderate amount of ventilation, and a slight shading
for a few hours on very bright days. Bottom heat S0°

;

atmospheric heat 70° day, 00° night, rising to 85° in

sunshine. It. ERniNGTON.

THE FLOWEE-GARDEN.
Floweb-Beds.—The chief portion of what relates to

this part of our work is referred to me, and all the letters

asking advice about beds and bedding-plants pass

through my hands. ^Month after montli, and sometimes
weekly, for tlie last eighteen months, I have declined to

undertake the responsibility of recommending the kinds
of plants that one should plant in a given set of beds,

and as often assigned the reasons why I did not do so ;

yet I am besieged, week after week, by such requests, and
this week I am threatened with—1 know not what

—

punishment, if I do not instantly plant ten beds for a

correspondent, who, in all likelihood, would see cause to

differ with me before the first of them was planted, if I

made the attempt. I-ately I have seen nearly a hundred
plans of flower-gardens, and the way they were planted
last season, and not two of them were planted alike, yet

on the whole they were very well planted. No two of

any profession will suggest exactly the same arrange-
;

ment, and if they did a third party would immediately
j

object to some of the details, and it is more likely to be
so in fancy gardening than in almost anything else.

Hence arises the reason why public writers on gardening,
set their faces against the hopeless task. In matters of

taste there is no standard rule to ajipeal to in case of
{

difference of opinion, therefore we must all choose for

oiu'selves ; and to enable us to do so in flower-gardening
all that I can do is to recommend all such plants as I

know, or hear of, that are suitable for the purpose
;
give

their heights, colours, and treatment, as I have hitherto !

done, am doing, and will continue to do, as long as I am !

in harness. The arranging of these materials I must
leave to individual elioice. A new subscriber wishes

j

for what has been said from the beginning of the work,
i

and if old subscribers would submit to have the same
[

dishes over again, our task would be light indeed. '

Nevertheless, 1 shall run over the heads of what I have
already said as opportunity occiu'S ; hut I must repeat i

once for all, and thus prominently, that it is waste of i

time to ask me, or any other public writer in our line,

to plant flower-gardens for any one.

T'he editor of a gardening periodical sent me two
packets of seeds the other day, of an entirely new plant
for bedding out.—Good news this. In bis letter he said,

"As I perceive you are labouring under a kind of

Oam2'>anula-phuhia , I take the opportunity of sending
you seeds of a new species, which I think will put your
pet [Campcmuhi carpatica alba) out of joint. It is quite
new, never having been in the country before, and I have
no doubt will prove a first-rate thing." Tliis new Cam-
juinula is a hardy, or half-hardy jierennial from the
Azores, and is called VideiUi or Tldal's BcU-JJourr, grows
erect, two feet high, and branches out bushy, has white
flowers, which continue in succession from June to

September. It is also a fit subject for pot cultivation
for a greenhouse, according to the account given of it

by a botanist (Hewitt C. Watson, Esq.), who has lately

described the plants of the Azores. The seeds for pot '

culture should be sown about April, and for bedding ;

out not till July, and to be put into the beds the May
following. Campanulas are certainly very good things

when well maiuiged, and I hope tliis new addition to

them will turn out what is said of it. Seeds of Cam-
panulas. Lobelias, Calceolarias, Portidaccas, and of a

great number of soft-wooded plants like them ; and of

Rhododenilrons, Heaths, Epa-erises, and others among
the firm-wooded tribes, to give them all the chances of

good gardening, ought to be sown differently from the

more bulky kinds of seeds, and as we are now entered

on the safest period of the spring to begin the souimj of
seeds generally, a word in season may help on our

young beginners, as well as remind the more experienced,

that attention to small things should not be lost sight of

In the first place, it is a common error to suppose

that particular kinds of earths, or composts, are essential

for particular kinds of seeds. " What kind of soil should

I use for sowing such and such seeds in ? " is a common
question

;
yet few gardeners use more than two kinds

for sowing all kinds of seeds in ; peat, reduced more or

less, for the seeds of American or peat-earth plants, as

the Rhododendrons, and there is not a seed in the cata-

logues wliich will not come up as freely in peat and sand

as in any other compost, and do as well afterwards ; but

the small seeds of American plants must have peat;

they will not do well in the poorest and most reduced

loams under pot and frame ma)iagement. All other

seeds, he tliey small or large, will vegetate and do well

in very light sandy loam, and if the loam is sandy

naturally it is better for small seeds than the best mixture

of loam and sand any of us make ; therefore, for all

flower-garden seeds I would choose light sandy soil, or

make it light by adding sand to it. "But how much
sand to a given quantity of soil or loam ? " for I always

use the two words as having the same meaning. No
gardener can tell unless be sees the loam ; all depends
on the quantity of sand already in the soil; all that

experience can suggest is that it is safer to have too

mucli sand than too little of it.

To begin with the smallest class of seeds : part of this

sandy loam must be sifted very fine, and if an inch of

this fine soil is under the seeds it will be quite enough,

indeed much better than if the pot or pan was filled with

it ; any common coarse soil will do to fill the rest of the

pot with over a good drainage ; and all pots, pans, or

boxes for sowing these seeds in ought to be nearly full,

as if but half an inch of empty space is left for watering

the young brood, and an inexperienced hand is allowed

to water, the pot is sure to get too much watei-, and
perhaps a fine promising crop is destroyed in the seed-

leaf therefore it is the safest plan to liave the seed-pot

nearly full, and to be well watered before the small seeds

are sown ; well watering means that every particle of

the soil should receive some. If very small seeds were

first sown and then watered in this way, the veiy thin

covering over them would be disturbed, and perhaps

the seeds themselves he washed to one side of the pot,

and when they vegetated be so thick together as no one

could handle them, and if one of them damped whole

patches of them would get moulded before the ne.xt

morning.
To guard against this damping offh is best to sow the

small seeds thinly. If the seed-pots are watered an hour

before the seeds are sown, all the better ; then take the

seed with the forefinger and thumb and sow it very

gently, keeping the eye on the surface of the pot all the

time to see that the seeds are properly distributed ; there

are other ways, but this is the safest of them all for

young beginners. It is a good plan to put down the

seeds gently so as to bed them in the moist surface
;

tliis can be done with the bottom of a small pot that is

clean, and not too dry nor too wet, as in either case the

seeds would be apt to stick to the bottom. In nursery

and large gardens where tlie sower has much to do, he
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presses down the seeds with a piece of circular wood
having a peg in the centre for a liandle. When tho

surfiice is thus made smooth, a little of tho sifted soil is

put on, just enough to put the seeds out of sight and no
more, and many gardeners never cover such seeds at all,

but rest satisfied with pressing them on tlie surface,

then put them into a hot-bed and lay a covering of old

newspapers over a lot of pots standing together, and it

often happens that the pots need no water till after tlie

seeds have sprouted. The paper covering is a good
contrivance at all times; keeping off the sun, drips from
the glass, and maintaining an uniform damp growing
atmosphere about the seeds. After the first tliree or

foui' days, the pots must be looked to every morning and
evening, and as soon as anj' of the seeds begin to show
a leaf, that pot should be removed from under the paper,

and if the seeds are at all of a hardy natin-e, the ])ot

must be removed from the hot-bed to a cooler place.

When one has a pot of very rare hardy or half-

hardy seeds at this critical stage, the usual way is to

remove it to a close cold frame or the inside front of a

greenhouse, and place a hand-glass over it ; if the

weather is fine, and the sun comes out strong, it is

customary to place a sheet ofwhite paper or a newspaper
over the hand-glass from nine or ten o'clock in the

morning till the sun gets well round in tire afternoon
;

but it is never a goodplan to keep little delicate seedlings

longer in the dark than one can help. In places where
a large number of seed-pots are to be looked after, a

front shelf in a greenhouse or vinery is cleaned and put
apart for this nursing stage, and then nine or ten inches
of tlie bottom of the glass along the whole front is

painted with lime and water with a whitewash bnisb

;

no other shading is necessary, and this subdued
light seems to agree with all young things. This is

exactly the way we do here ; but with the hand-glass
system one side of it coidd be so painted, which would
lessen the work and the anxiety of the sower. There is

nothing so bad as leaving seedlings in a hot-bed after

they begin to draw, or grow weak, and few things are

more dangerous than taking them out and exposing
them suddenly to cold air; veiy dry atmosphere, or

much sunlight, and the hand-glass or the smeared front

glass, or a cold pit that is not damp nor too deep, are the

usual modes of getting over the difficulty.

Smoincj seeds tjeneralhj.—It will also be sufficient to h ave
an inch or rather more of the best soil on the top, and
the largest Lupine seeds need not be covered more
than a half-inch thick, and from that down to one-eighth of

an inch, according to tho sizes of the seeds, will be
quite sufficient, and for them the pots may be watered
after the seeds are covered.

From this time to the middle of April a hot-bed is the

best place to get up seedlings of all pot plants, and
where a hot-bed is not at hand, the closer the seed-pots
are kept the better till the seedlings are up and on the

stage of a gi'eenbouse ; a covering of an old newspaper or

a hand-glass vnW much assist the sprouting. One great

error in managing such pots is to allow them to get

suddenly dry, and then to be obliged to deluge them
with water; and so it is with pots of cuttinrjs ; a uniform
temperature and absence from strong sun-light, and
from a dry parching atmosphere, are as essential for

young cuttings as for seedlings, and both ought to be
transplanted into other pots as soon as they are fit for

the change, particularly seedlings, and that is one of the

chief reasons for saying that an inch of good compost is

sufficient for the top of a seed-pot. Indeed, it is a
question if seedlings derive much benefit for the first

fortnight or three weeks from the soil at all; for if they
did, the seeds of every family would prefer that kind of

soil which the full-grown plant would prefer, and that
we know is not at all the case.

D. Be.\tox.

THE ROSARY.
Pruning and Protecting Roses.—No rule is with-

out exceptions ; so it is said. Rules in gardening,

however good, must be varied witli tho seasons. As a

general principle, hardy roses should be pruned at the

end of autumn. Why? Because the growth that ensues

during winter, will concentrate its strength in the buds
left, and they will break stronger inconsequence. Quite

riglit; if we have a winter, such as we generally have,

when but little growth takes place until ilarch and
April. But now, in this the beginning of March,
growth is as forward as we have seen it in the beginning

and middle of April; and does not the advocate of

spring, and late spring pruning, rise in his stirrups, and
tantalisingly point to your young shoots, and ask where
they will be if March, in a surly mood, should yet send

a ten or fifteen degrees frost, without a snow wreath as a

protecting mantle? He knows and feels that he is right

for once; he may have young shoots longer than yours,

but what cares he, the frost may take them and welcome,

for he must cut them ofi' at any rate, and there are

plenty of buds nearer the base, that are not yet bursting,

and which will not be influenced by frost; and ten to one
but the events of tliis year will be duly chronicled, and the

spring-pruning of the rose be incontrovertibly established.

But supposing that we should have no severe frost, then

the advantages of autumn pruning will be seen in

stronger shoots and earlier blooms. As that, however,

is more to be desired than expected, it is best to be
prepared. Laurel branches, and spruce fir branches, will

prevent any injury unless in extreme cases, and if stuck

or fastened thinly over the buds and shoots, it will help to

retard them in fine weather, as well as protect them when
stormy. Moss may be packed among the stems, and a

few barrowfuls of it sliglitly shaken over them, with a

few extra branches, would save a great number, even in

severe weather, from all harm. Of course, even more
attention will be necessary for the Tea, the tender China,

and the Bourbon roses. These we generally prune in the

end of March or beginning of April. R. .t'.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

Greenhouse Annuals, to be Grown in Suji.^ier

WITH THE AsSIST.\NCE OE A HoTBED.—So long as the

mind is constituted as it is, anything approaching a

stereotyped sameness of opinion will be as impossible

as it would be undesirable. We never hope for the

agreement of monotonous sameness, but we do hope
for the harmony which springs from unity in diversity.

To that point in the love of plants and gardening, the

readers of this work are fast tending, if the enquiries of

correspondents are to be taken as a test of general

wishes and aspirations. There is no longer the neces-

sity felt for having certain plants because they are

fashionable, nor yet for discarding others really beautiful

because they are " so common." People somehow have

begun to feel that, instead of blindly acquiescing, they

are quite competent to form an opinion of what is beau-

tiful and pleasing. The love of the beautiful, instead

of being contracted, is thus continually augmented in

the range of its operations. The number of rivulets

increases the body of the stream. Even he who culti-

vates with a keen relish a particular race of plants, is

anything but insensible to the attractions of a different

family, growing in his neighbour's garden, on the other

side of the dwarf separating wall. If they had grown
the same kind of plants, there would have been the ex-

citement of rivalry, but there would have been a want

of that superior delight which arises from contemplating

fresh and diversified scenes of loveliness. The great
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drawback in most of the little gardens iu a neigbbonr-
bood is, that one reflects too much tlie character of the

other, whilst, in many cases, too manj' things are at-

tempted to warrant very perfect success in any. Had
we any influence in forming the tastes of such a ueigli-

bourhood, we should implant a strong love for gardening

pursuits, because convinced we should be opening one

pathway to happiness ; but that done, we should leave,

nay encourage, every household to carry out their own
ideas of the beautiful and the desirable. We should

thus obtain beauty in diversity instead of sameness, for

we should trust to this love of gardening to break down
the stiiiuess of oiu' national ciiaracter, and to create the

desire of rendering our gardens not only pleasing to

ourselves, but a source of interest and instruction to

others. By growing only a few things, they would be
well grown, and when at the zenith of tljeir beauty, we
woidcl have every neighboxn- to visit and see them, and
then we would see all their splendid things in turn.

Wbat a fund of rational enjoyment, of neighbourly
feeling, of increased admhation of vegetable beauty,

would thus be created !

These thoughts have been suggested by the heading
of our article to-day, owing to inquiries about annuals
that could be raised for a greenhouse with the assist-

ance of a hotbed. Some of the most splendid things,

for instance Balsams, which, when well-grown, are truly

gorgeous, have been set aside for novelties, such as the

Acldmenes, which, though beautiful, we do not consider

equal iu splendour to the old Balsam. Now supposing
that in two small greenhouses one was to contain Bal-

sams in summer chiefly, and the other Achimeues
chiefly, both families ought to be better managed tlian

if a general mixture was grown. In treating of the

annuals suitable for tliis jiurpose, we hardly know
where to begin or where to end, as many that were at

one time kept in the greenhouse, have been found to do
equally well in the open garden after June. I shall

merely instance a few of the most striking, with an out-

line of their culture, premising that the seeds of all may
be sown in March.
BaUamina liortensis (Garden Balsam).— These as

soon as three inches in height, should be potted off into

small pots, and plunged again in the hotbed; the tem-
perature ranging from 60° to 80'-' at bottom, and from
50° to 70° top-lieat, with abundance of air. Similar

treatment shoidd be given, never allowing the roots to

get matted until tliey are in eight or twelve-inch pots,

but shifting them regularly. In these latter pots allow

them to bloom. Use light sandy loam enriched with
leaf-mould at first ; towards the last shifting, use equal
portions of rotten dung, free from worms, and sweet
tibry loam, and towards the last plenty of manure-water.
By this means tlie plants «ill get to a great size, and be
nearly as wide as they are high, if plenty of room and
air have been given to them. Anotlier mode where
room is limited, and fine bloom is more thought of than
size of plants, is to stunt the plants from want of room
after they have been put into foiu' or five-inch pots
until they show flower, then choose the best, and dis-

card the others. From tlie plants kept, pick out every
flower-bud, pot and encourage by every possible means,
giving no check to euoourage flowering until the plant
is about as large as you wish it to be. Again, some
people instead of having a stocky shrubby-like plant,

would prefer tliose witli scarcely any branches, but a
tall straight stem, and that i'urnished from top to bottom
with large flowers, and thus they certainly look very
beautifuh To secure this, kccji the plants rather thick,

and after the second or tliird sliifiing, keep the glass

lights rather close, but admit plenty of air beneath the
frame. To keep a succession for the house, sow in the
middle of April. There are several other Balsaminas,
such as liitifoUa, with blush reddish flowers, that makes

a very pretty flowering plant, but its flowers are single.

The double ones should be kept iu a frame or pit until

they are in bloom.
Braclnjcome ibcridifolia. A low gi'owing blue and

wliite aster-like plant, requires to be well drained, and
grown in light sandy soil ; is rather tender for the flower-

garden, unless iu good situations.

BroiralUa elata. A Figwort, allied to Salpiglossis, but
very different in habit; and with small Idue and white

flowers, produced in dense abundance. The growth is

compact and shrubby. Treatment similar to the Balsam ;

but after it is once up and potted, it neither requii'es so

much trouble as respects temperature or air.

Ciinna iiulica and other Indian-shots, with scarlet,

orange, and red flowers. Though properly speaking

perennials, yet they are so fiu' annuals as to flower well

in tlie greenhouse if sown early in March iu such a hot-

bed, and returned to it after one or two pottings. Itich

tibry loam.
Calandrinia graiic/ijtora, pui'ple, and iliscolor, rose-

coloured; are rather tender to be treated as half hardy
annuals. Piich sandy soil, with a little lime rubbish ;

and after being potted a time or two, may be removed
from the frame to a light open place in the greenhouse.

Tliey must be well drained ; for being like all the Piu'-

slanes, succulent, any redundancy of water soon rots them.

Celosia cristata—Cockscomb. Of this there ai'e num-
bers of shades of yellow, red, and crimson; the latter

being the most admired. This requires even more heat

and attention tlian the Balsam, and that attention must
be bestowed until the comb is full grown. With the

exception of keeping the atmosphere waimer and moister,

similar treatment to the Balsam may be given, especially

when large jjlants are desired. Wlien large well-shaped

combs are wanted, on extremely dwarf plants, the plants

are stunted, after being potted in veiy small pots, until

the combs show ; all the best broad ones are kept, and
the loose and pointed ones rejected. The roots if at

all matted are gently disentangled, as another shift is

given ; and then everything is done to encourage growtli

by heat and moisture, rich open soil, and frequent shift-

ings ; the growth by these means being tlu'own into the

comb. Those wiio are very particular as respects duarf-
ness, out off the small comb with a few leaves, and strlite

it in a small jiot, in a strong bottom heat, under a hell-

(jlass.

Cleome speciosksima, a pretty rose-coloured thing.

Treatment siiniliar to Browallia.

Gomph yeini r/lnhosa, Globe Amaranth. Splendid things,

with their red and white balls of flowers ; require

similar treatment to the Cockscomb ; must have the

assistance of the bed until several times shifted, and
instead of dung, they like a little peat blended with the

sandy loam.

Ipomica rubra cccndea. There are many others of these

Convolvulus plants, such as Bona no.v, Qiiamoclit, &c. ;

but the one named is queen of all for beauty. Pot it iu

loam and peat when a few inches high. Let it have
its last shifting, adding a little leaf-mould, sand, and
charcoal, in June; remove it to tlie greenhouse shortly

after, and either train it round a trellis, or allow it to

run rampant up the rafters.

Lobelia grocdis, ijrandiji.ora, ramosa, &c. : all pretty

blue things growing a few inches in height; but answer-
ing equally well for flower-gardens.

Maiirartdi/a Barclai/ana, purple ; llcndcrsoni, pink, &c.

;

good for trellises or rafters. Seedlings do not do much
good out of doors.

Mesnnhnjanthcmuni tricolor, ghdirum, &c.; jirotty dwarf
things, which wUl also do on sheltered places out of

doors. Should be placed ou the front shelf.

Mimosa sensitioa. The Sensitive Plant should receive

as much heat, &o., as the Cockscomb untU it is some
size ; sandy loam and peat.
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Pofiulaoca Gilliesii, Thelliisonii, splendeus, &c. ; beauti-

ful little things with large crimson and scarlet flowers,

which, tliougb they exist in summer out of doors, seldom
have tlie lieanty they possess on the front shelf of a green-

house. Tliey require to be grown in peat and sandy
loam, witli a good proportion of broken bricks or lime
rubbish

,

Rhodantlie Manglesii, requires similar treatment, sub-

stituting charcoal for lime rubbish, and a fair supply of

water ; the Portulacca requires very little in comparison
witli most plants.

Thunbergia alata, leiicantha, auranlinca, &c., with yel-

low, white, and orange flowers. This is a most beau-
tiful group. The plants should be potted ofl', and at

least once again before being removed from the hotbed
to the greenhouse. A strong heat is necessary to bring
up the seeds. In addition to plunging die seed pot, it is

advisable to place a square of glass over it. This is a
good plan for all small seeds. Sandy peat and loam are

the best for the first shifts ; but afterwards add a portion of

rotten dung and lime rubbish, with a little charcoal.

The great thing is to keep down red spiders ; and for

this purpose the syringe should be freely used, and
fumes of flowers of sulphur from a hot-water plate. The
plants may either be trained to a trellis, or allowed to

scramble over a branch, or the top of a young tree.

Clintoiiia pulcliella is a beautiful thing that should go
side by side with the little Lobelias.

The following, though not annuals, will blow well in

summer and autumn in the greenhouse, if sown in such a

hotbed :

—

Fuchsia, especially the fiilgens branch ; Lo2>Jw-

spermnm, especially the dwarfer kinds; Peiistemons, &[]

the frame varieties : TraclieUmn cceriilemn : Salvia, such
Afifnlgens ; and the he&utihil patens, and many annuals,
which, though often grown in the flower-garden, are

always richer and more brilliant when protected by an
airy greenhouse, such as Salpiglossis and Sohizanthus,

&o. R. Fish.

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC STOVE PLANTS.

Fhanoiscea confebtifloha (Crowded flowered F.)

;

South America. 5s.—This is a species lately introduced,

and promises to be useful. The foliage is large, of a

dark glossy green, and the branches ai'e thickly covered
with them. As far as we have had experience of it, it

appears to be an evergreen. The flowers are produced
towai'ds the ends of the young branches in considerable
numbers ; they are larger than any other species ex-

cepting, perhaps, F. latifolia, and they are qiute equal
in size to that fine species. The colour whcji they first

open is bluish purple, gradually changing, as the flowers

grow older, to white. It is a very desirable plant.

F. ra.'!7»!« (Noble F.); South America. l(js.—Intro-
duced to Pine Apple Place Nursery from the continent.

The continental nurserymeji speak highly ofthis species
;

but we have not yet flowered it, so cannot positively

describe its good qualities. The foliage is as large as the
preceding species, and is sufliciently attractive. It is

covered with a kind of silvery down which renders it

interesting and handsome.
Soil.—The compost we have found to suit is turfy

loam, peat mould, and vegetable earth, formed of de-

composed tree leaves, in equal parts, with a fair admixture
of sand to render it light and porous.

Summer Culture.—Supposing a young plant in March
to be in a 48, or five-inch pot, place some of the
compost well mixed, but not sifted, into a warm shed, or

some other place, to become moderately heated. Cold
earth would be apt to dull the roots, and so check the
growth for a considerable period. As soon as the
compost is properly warmed, bring the plant to the
potting bench, prepare a pot to receive it two sizes larger

than the one it is in. Drain it well by first laying a
large piece of broken potsherd over the hole, propping
it up on one side with a small thin piece of slate or
potslierd; then place upon it about half an inch of

smaller pieces, and upon them an inch of still smaller
pieces, and cover them either with a thin layer of moss,
or some of the very fibrous parts of the loam and peat.

Upon these place such a layer of soil as will allow the

ball of earth attached to the plant to stand just level

with the rim of the new pot, then with the hand work in

the soil all rormd the ball till tlie pot is quite full, but
do not press it hard ; then level the soil and the operation

is finished. Place the plants in a warm stove, tem-
perature, 70° by day and (jO" by night. Tliis is quite

heat enouglr for this tribe of plants. I^et them stand
within eighteen inches of the glass ; give a good watering
at the first to settle the earth close to the roots; keep
the air of the house moderately moist during the early

part of the year, but when the sun causes the heat to

rise high, have the floors, walls, and pipes, frequently

flooded to keep up a regular atmospheric moisture. When
the jilants are growing rapidly give plenty of water at

the root also, as the demand for nourishment is then
great. Air must also be given freely during this hot

season by day, and even a little in the night will be
advantageous, the grand aim being to keep down the

beat, both day and night, to the right degree. Syringe

the plants fi'eely morning and evening to encourage
growth, and to jirevent the attacks of insects. As soon
as the plants have filled the pots with roots they ought
to be re-potted, and then is a good time to stop the

young shoots; tie them out and so form handsome
shapely bushes. The shift this time should be pretty

liberal, as if all has gone on right the plants will be
strong and healthy ; return them into the stove and
continue the same liberal treatment. About the middle

of July the plants would be greatly benefited by a two
months sojom'n in a cold franje or pit; set them upon a
bed of coal ashes, shade from very hot sun, syringe

them every afternoon, and shut them up close imme-
diately. The benefit they will I'eceive by this treatment

is twofold—a more free, solid, stout growth, and complete

freedom from insects. We have practised this method
for several years, and can confidently recommend it for

young woody stove-plants of nearly every kind, the only

exceptions being Ixoras and Aphelandra aurantiaca

.

Winter Culture.—When the nights begin to be longer

than the days, remove the Francisceas into an intei-me-

diate house, heat 55° by day and 50° by night, and keep

them there through the winter. This will give them a

rest, and will, perhaps, cause them to lose part of their

leaves. During this tune give them but little water,

and keep the aii' of the house quite dry. This rest and
drought will cause them to grow and flower much more
satisfactorily than if they were kept continually excited.

Propagation. Bij Cuttings.—These plants should be

propagated by the young shoots they make in the spring,

after they are brought into the warm stove from the

cooler house they have been kept in through the winter.

Take the cuttings oft' just at the point they start from,

as soon as they are three or four inches long; jjlant

them in five-inch pots in the usual compost, with a layer

of pure silver sand at the top, give a gentle watering,

and place them under hand-glasses upon a heated surface

of either tanner's spent bark, sand, or coal ashes, shading

from bright sunshine. Be very careful in watering, for

being so young they are liable to damp ofl'. They will

soon strike root, and should then have air given to them
by propping up the hand-glasses for a week or two.

After that pot them off into three-inch pots, replace them
under the hand-glass for a week or two, and then

gradually accustom them to bear the full light and air,

and as soon as that is the case treat them in the same
manner as the older plants.
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S.\LPix.vxTH.\ cocciN'E.i (Scavlet S.) ; Jamaica, os. 6d.

—A very pretty winter flowering plant with tubular
scarlet blooms, white inside. Tliey are produced on
short racemes from the a.-iils of the upper leaves. The
foliage is handsome, of a dark glossy green. It is a

rather new plant, of considerable beauty at a season of

the year wlien flowers are scarce, and belongs to the

large Natural Order Aoaiithads. The flowers very much
resemble those of an Epacris.

Soil.—Like most of its congeners this plant loves a

light moderately rich soil. Turfy loam, peat soil, and
vegetable mould, in equal parts, with about one-eighth

of river sand, will grow it satisfactorily.

Propaijatlon. Btj Gultlngs.—The young shoots form the

best cuttings. Take them off' about three inches long,

put them singly into thumb-pots filled with tlie compost,
excepting a thin layer of sand on the surface, first trim-

ming off the lower leaves and leavingthe two uppermost
on. By placing them in these pots at first there is no
trouble or cheek in re-potting. Place them under a
hand-glass on a heated surface of sand, giving a gentle
watering at first, and repeating it when necessary,
shading from bright sun. They strike so easily and
certainly, that there is no necessity for putting them
into a cutting pot and using bell-glasses. As soon as

they emit roots, give some air and less shade for a fort-

night, and then re-pot them into pots two sizes larger,

about three inches in diameter. Tliey are then ready for

Summer Culture.—As soon as they have filled their

pots witli roots, re-pot them a second time into six-inch

pots. If thej' have grown four inches high, nip ofl' the
top buds to make them throw out side shoots, and form
compact bushes. Keep them ia the stove, giving them
plenty of w-ater, frequently syringing them over head,
and keeping up the usual moisture in the air of the
house. In July, if there is that convenience, place
these plants in the cold frame, treating them the same
in respect to air and water as is described for tire Fraii-
cisecrts. Towards the end of September bring the
Salpivanth'i out of the frame, wash the pots, top dress
the soil, and tie the plants up neatly into a handsome
form; but do not stop them any more, as it is from the
young shoots the flowers will be produced. Place them
in the stove at not more than two feet from the glass;
continue watering moderately at the roots, but do not
syringe so freely, the object being now to induiio, by
a drier atmosphere, short growths to produce a dense
mass of bloom. The temperature, also, for the same
purpose should be reduced, and this happily suits the
rest of the stove-plants. The flowers will begin to appear
in December, and will be produced in succession through
January and February. After the flowering season is

over the plants should be cut down ; and as most stove
plants are benefited by that operation, we shall finish
our remarks this week with a few practical observations
on that point of culture.

Cutting down- shrudby Stove-Pi.axts.— If stove-
shrubs are allowed to continue growing on without
pruning they will soon become unwieldy, long-legged,
straggling, and unsightly. To bring them into form,
and cause them to be shapely handsome bushes, it will
be necessary to give them annually a severe pruning; in
some instances even to out them down to within six
inches or a foot of the pot, according to the strength and
size of the plants. This applies more particularly to the
plants belonging to the Natural Order Acanthads ; such,
for instance, as Jnstieias, Eranthommm, Barlcrias,
Aphclnndras, Clerodendrums, and several other of similar
habits belonging to various orders. The right time for
this operation is almost immediately after the flowering
season, wliich will happen, of course, at various seasons
of the year. Whenever that takes places, cut them down
to such heights as the judgment of the cultivator may see
fit. Now it 13 a well-known principle that the fewer the

leaves the less supply of nutriment is required for the

support of the plant ; therefore, when a plant is suddenly
deprived of all, or the greater part, of its foliage it should,

in a great measure, be deprived of moisture, both at the

root and in the air. Give no water, then, to newly cut

down plants for at least a fortnight after the operation,

and then no more than is absolutely necessary to jirevent

the roots perishing, or the soil from shrinking fi-om the

sides of the pots. Follow this apparently starving sys-

tem till the plants begin to push out new leaves. As
soon as these have attained some size, take the plants

into the potting shed, turn them out of the pots, reduce the

ball of earth considerably, but carefully, so as not to

injure the main roots, repot them ui fresh compost, give

them a very gentle watering, and replace them in the

stove. If a bark-bed is in the stove the plants will be
all the better for the stimulus they would have by being

plunged in it. After they have made considerable

growth, and have become clothed with shoots and foliage,

they may be treated in the same way as the young plants

that have not been out down. T. Appleby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CiNER.\Ri-\s.—Continue to protect them from frost,

and as they begin to come into bloom remove them out of

the pit into the greenhouse. They will then require a

constant and plentiful supply of water, because the air of

the greenhouse is much drier than that of the fi'ame or jiit.

Those intended to grow into largo plants either for mere
ornament, or for exhibition, should have timely fresh

potting; for if the roots become too closely matted in

small pots, the plants will be stunted and the heads of

bloom small and badly coloured. See back numbers for

instructions about other florists' flowers. Shelter attend

to particularly, as the plants are very tender with the

mild weather of this season, and will be more liable to

suffer from the frost in consequence. T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
Routine Work.—Basil, siceet marjoram, beans and

2}ea^ of late varieties, borate and borecole, early Cape
brocolis, burnet, coleuvrts, caulifiowen, capsicums, lettuce,

onions, parsnips, iJarsleij, &c., should now all be sown in

full crop ; and as soon as plants of any kind of crop

make their appeai-ance, the surface of the soil should be
lightly harrowed, or one-way raked. Shallow surface

hoeing between the drills of small jilants will also be
beneficial ; but a good deep scarifying will be more
serviceable about the established crops.

Fn.VMixG.—Maintain a uniform kindly growing beat.

If the frames or pits are heated by fermenting materials,

they should, previously to applying them, be well

wrought by frequently turning, parting, and intermixing,

so as to sweeten and prevent their burning, cakeing, or

binding together. The heat should be ap]died to the

top, by frequently adding to that part of the linings, and
protecting it with dry mulch. The sides should be
protected with thatched hurdles, or some kind of refuse,

as previously directed, for maintaining a kindly heat,

and keeping the plants and interior dry, wdiich is a most
essential point for the jircvcution of canker, mildew,
or vermin. The forcing asparagus should be su]iplied

with tepid liquid manure water, as well as French beans

in pots. Sow and transplant in s\iccession. Let the

soil now be, for their growth, a little more loamy, as the

lighter soils will bo likely to get dry very often ; and if

the application of water bo at all neglected, they arc

very liable to be infested with the thrip or rod spider.

Frames, pits, or other forcing structui'es, sliould occa-

sionally be wdiite-washed over with hot lime. Take two
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or three stones of hot fresh biirned lime, and phxce it in

a pail or other utensil. Ponr on to this some boiling

water ; stir, and add to it as much water as will make it

the proper consistency ; then add a lew ounces of

snlplnn- vivura, keep it well stirred with a stick, and
make use of it immediately, brushing it well into all

cracks, crevices, and holes.

Ch.vriuxg Tan, either old or new. This operation

may be performed in the same way as recommended for

saw or wood-dust. Old tan may be trodden together

while moist, and moulded into bricks or cakes, or made
use of as an outside casing for charring other mate-

rials. All are most valuable for drilling in with

seeds, or for making use of about cattle-sheds, pig-styes,

cesspools, or other unpleasant smelling localities, for

absorbing all noxious, fetid vapours ; after which, if

made use of in the (iultivation of the soil, the valuable

and boneflcial iuiiuence of the materials are greatly

enhanced.
Feat.—That of late brought into note, and said to be

secured by a patent, cannot or ought not to prevent any
one charring peat to any extent they may please, upon
the principle pointed out by myself many years ago,

accounts of which have been published in various

periodicals and journals for years past. The extent of

peat in the United Kingdom, and witliin a short distance

of almost every locality, can, as I at that time pointed

out, be turned into a national wealth if charred for

manure ; and it could be disposed of so reasonably, that

it would cause a vast deal of that money to he expended

at home in labour, which for some years past has been
paid for foreign, and other less valuable artificial

manures ; and, as we have previously stated, one of its

most beneficial effects being its power of aljsorption of

all fetid and oftensive smells, whether from the atmo-

sphere, stagnated water, cesspools, uight soil, &e., &o.,

its influence may be made so beneficial and purifying to

some localities, as to render them more wholesome to

reside in. We have had many years experience in

charring, and in the use of charred materials, to a con-

siderable extent, for all kinds of exotic plants, hard-

wooded New Holland plants, heaths, soft free-growing

floricultural plants, pine apples, cucimibers and melons,

and, indeed, every kind of plant, both in-doors and out,

as well as every kind of kitchen-garden crop, dredging

the young plants with its dust to prevent the ravages of

the fly. And we have also used these materials to some
extent with field crops, &c., upon all of which it has

a most beneficial effect, more particularly where the

soil is kept well surface-stirred. Peat may readily

be charred in the same way we have recommended for

clay and sod charring, either in couical-shaped kilns or

mounds, or in continuous ridges, with chimneys left at

corresponding distances to the height which it is packed.

Peat may be cut, dried, stacked and thatched, to any

extent desired, in the summer months, and conveyed

to any locality to bo charred when convenient, if

not desirable to char in the locality where it is cut.

After this, it may be sorted and packed away, the dust

by itself All should be kept dry, by being packed or

stored in dry situations. It being of such an absorbing

quality, it will soon increase in weight, where it has the

opportunity of absorbing moisture irom the atmosphere.

Jajies Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INEORMATION.

CONCRETE .WALKS—TREATMENT OF BURNS, .tc.

I HAVE read, with a good deal of care, our worthy friend
" D. Beaton's " rather intricate, but interesting lucubrations

on Concrete Walks and Roads. So far, I think, I could make a

road on his principle, provided I had the same materials or

similar; but he uses the phrase " chalk lime." Now it may be

my ignorance, but I do not think we have such a material

with us ; all our lime is burned, and the stone previous to

burning is of a hard, unbinding character. Now if Mr.
Beaton can give me some idea how to proceed with our

Scotch lime, I should take it as a favour, as I have some
walks to form this spring and should like to try it. My
notion was to take our "lime shells," as the burned lime is

called here, and break it up on the top of rough stones or

bottom, so to speak, before the concrete comes to be laid.

Perhaps after all it is the difference of terras that confuses

me. I purpose using engine ashes screened, and the slag

from the u-on furnaces broken small. Such materials will, I

suppose, be suitable?

[Chalk hme and shell lime are both alike in property.

Do as you propose.

—

^Ed. C. G.]
Sometime ago you gave a recipe for making potato soup.

Now as this happens to be an especial favourite dish of

mine, and also, I think, essentially a;Scotch dish, it will not
be out of the way, if I correct your recipe in one important
point, viz., that the potatoes ought to be boiled by them-
selves before making the soup, and the water so used in

boiling thrown away, as it is not only useless, but injurious.

You can scarcely believe the difference this makes in the
soup.

In No. 183 in "Yarious Receipts for Various People," I

find the old fashioned, but very cruel method of treating

bunis a;iil .•icnlch, by the application of cotton, is recommended.
Now when it is considered that in many parts of the coun-

try cotton is a commodity not easily got, would it not be
better to turn to something to be found in everybody's house,
tliat is much more efficacious and speedy in its effects than
cotton? I mean " cold water.'! I know this is quite heterodox
to the generally received Opinion as regards burns and scalds

;

but any one who can bring to their mind's eye any party

whom they have seen burned or scalded, and treated with

cotton, and can recollect the painful state of the woimds
from the cotton stickmg in, also the long period that elapses

ere such wounds healed, and then contrast it ndth the

following cases under cold water treatment, \vill at once

see the superiority.

A friend of my wife's, who has a farina gum manu-
factory, during some operation with one of his workmen,
got himself and also the man severely burned, so much
so that they were carried to their homes in a very critical

state; he being a great hydropathist, at once applied cold

water, and in three weeks he was at work again nearly quite

restored ; l)ut the workman was treated in the old fashioned

way, and after six or seven weeks came to pay a visit to his

employer at the works in a miserable plight still, although

it so happened that the employer was the most severely

biu'ued of the two.

The next case was in my own h(nxse. One evening my
servant was ironing a few small clothes, and had laid to the

fire, amongst the larger smoothing irons, a small one, which

she had neglected until nearly red hot, and on taking it from

the fire laid it on the fender to cool; my httle boy, a child of

three years old, got sight of it, rushed at it and grasped the

handle; the consequence was, the pain was so great that he

either could not open his hand, or did not know what to do

—

and the girl shook the iron out of his hand You may conceive

the state his tender skinned hand was iu, being a mass of

blisters ; he was at once stripped and put to bed ; a basin of

cold water and some rags got, which were dipped, applied, and

changed just as they got warm, every five minutes at first,

during the great heat of the burn; this was continued for an

hour, w-hen the child fell into a sound sleep;—his hand was

then tied up in a wet cloth, and several folds of dry cloth above

it ; he slept well all night, and the first shout I heard in the

morning was, "Papa, hand quite well!' ami so it was; only

that the child, not feeling any pain, could not be got to take

care, and so broke some of the sldn of the burned parts,
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which made it a week or so ere his hand was ([uite re-

stored. The method of this application is simple; it is

always at hand—it is speedy—it is a rapid relief to the patient,

and no one who tr}-s it will ever regret it. As follows—Get

a hasin and oold water, and rags, linen or cotton ; apply

these wet, almost di'iiiping, all over the burned part, and so

soon as the patient says they are hot, apply another ra^j and

so on until you can see the inflammation is quite removed;

no covering is to be used until tying it up, when you can

then cover the wounded part with a wet rag, and a good

many folds of dry ones, taldug care tliat on opening it again,

if the inside rag is sticking to the wound, that water is freely

used ere the removal of the rag is attempted.

—

"Wm. R. W.
Smith, GJasijow.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustitiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed " To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Puternoster Ron; London."

Chinese Primula Culture (A Lnd//).—Seeds sown in April in a

little licat, and the seedlings potted off successively, will give fine flower-

ing plants early in autumn and winter; those from seeds sown after

June will come in after Christmas and in the spring. Light sandy loam

and leaf motdd suits them well. If sown soon, the seedlings must be

kept either in a window, or, better still, in a pit or frame, until they are

well established.

Fringed Primula (Ibid).—These are often advertised, and most

seedsmen will supply it. You may get them nearly all fringed, and

sometimes scarcely any. W'c have saved from fringed sorts, kept by

themselves, and at times we have not had one fringed one from the seed.

Trumpet Honeysuckle {Ibid).—The transplanting was probably

the cause of its flowering in 13*9; improper soil, and smotherings with

insects, was probably the reason of its not flowering in 1850. These are

a poor preparation for blooming in 1851. If still alive, proceed as

follows :—See that the soil is sandy and dry, and add a little peat. Prune

any small young shoots to the last bud, wash the plant all over with a

mixture of clay, soot, and tobacco water, when growth commences ; dis-

lodge every insect by the syringe and a little tobacco water; give water-

ings in dry weather, to perfect growth ; and, if you do not succeed very

well this season, you are adopting the means of having plenty of bloom

in 1852.

The Cloth-of-Gold Rose (Ibid).—This is propagated both by cut-

tings and budding ; and almost any growing stock will do.

Window Plants {H. H.).—You will find much on this subject lately

by Mr. Fish and others. As you are fond of small plants, you will find

notice of some things to day that would suit you—as the annual Menem-

hrnanthemum, Lobelia, Portidacca, &c. ; but if you have no hotbed it

would be of no use sowing them in the window until Dlay, and then you

would require a square of glass over every seed-pot. Of course these

would only last you dming the summer. As you have no fire, and wish

things green in winter, a collection of hardy Sempcrvii'tims and Sedtims

would suit you. If you could merely keep the frost out, another succulent

group might be added in the shape of the Cacti ; and if the large flowering

varieties would be too large, you could adopt as your proteg(;s those

strange-looking, but interesting, sections of the group—the Ecfiino cacti,

the Melo cacti, and the Mammelluria. As you want something out of

the common way. we think this last, along with a few dwarf Alots and

Hau'orthias, would just suit you. They would require all the heat and

light you could give them in summer, and a fair supply of water ; and in

winter as much light as possible, but scarcely a drop of water. They

would also stand a Sunday's darkness—synonymous to starvatio7i—better

than the generality of plants. Whatever other plants you grow, if you

must have them dark on Sundays, try and leave them in a dri/isli state

on Saturday night, and give water if wanted as soon as you admit light

on flionday morning. If you think of tlie processes performed by the

leaves in sunshine and light, you will see the necessity of this.

Transferring Bees (J. Hudson).—Let your bees remain in their

present hive; put their first swarm into Taylor's hive, with empty

combs ; hive the second swarm into any kind of hive you please ; and in

the autumn turn the bees in the old hive to the second swarm, either by

driving or fumigating. Look well to your second swarm, which weighed

only 3 lbs. in September, and which you have not fed, but which is

collecting pollen vigorously at the present time. Begin to feed them

immediately, and continue doing it so long as they will take it.

Climbers for a Trellis (J. M.).—To cover your trellis so as to

hide an unsightly corner of the garden, make a rich border on the sout/t

side, and for this season plant twenty plants of the Canary plant (Tro-

peeolttni canariense), and one or two of the different varieties of Convol'

v/ilus ?rta/or between every two of the Canary; sow the seeds now, and

plant out in May. On the north or garden aide of the trellis, and two
feet from it, sow now a row ofmL\ed sweet peas. All this is to screen for

one season ; for a more permanent covering put in this spring Evergi'een

Roses, Honeysuckles, and Clematis, and you will soon have an impene-
trable thicket and plenty of flowers, As your seedlings of hardy biennials

and perennials were kept in the seed-pota through the winter, be in no
liurry to plant them out yet—the last week in April will be time enough,

and if they are very good sorts we would give them a little pot each now ;

when slugs and other creatures come out in the spring little seedlings

are very apt to be eaten by them.

Yellow-uerried Holly (G.A.).—You can only increase the yellow-

berried holly by grafting, inarching, or budding on the common holly

;

you cannot increase it by cuttings, and it will not come true from seed.

If some of the branches are near tlie ground you can lay them, and in

two years they will be rooted sufiieiently for removal. The best way
of all to use this variety is to bud it in June on the tops of the side

brunches of the best white variegated hollies you can find ; they will

then grow less luxuriant, produce twice as many berries as by any other

way, and the yellow, and white, and green, well mixed, will have a fine

and novel eflect.

Gravel Splashing against a House (Devoniensis)

.

—"As Mr.
Beaton has been writing lately on the construction of walks, &c., perhaps

he would kindly suggest some method of preventing the splashing of

red gravel against a white house. At present the building is discolored

to the height of two feet or more from the ground. A row of flagstones,

eighteen inches in width, next the house has been proposed, hut this it is

feared would have an ugly effect. White gravel can be procured ; but is

this in good taste for abroad terrace round three sides of a white house?"
We have lately heard one of the first architects of the day, Mr. Barry,

had recommended a stone plinth, eighteen inches wide, to be set against

the wall of a house that was discoloured by the splashing or drips like

yoin-s, and a border of stone, of the same width, to be set in between the

gravel and tliis plinth. We conclude, therefore, there is no architectural

law violated by such process. The plinth was fixed, but the proprietor

objected to the stone border, because, like you, he thought it would look

"ugly." White gravel is very objectionable in front or round a white

wall. We would not hesitate one moment to put a stone border round

the house, concrete gravel would soon show a white line under the drip,

worse than all.

FucHSiA-BED (Ibid).—The foliage of Fuchsia Coralina is so rich that

it hides the flowers too much in a bed for the first two seasons after

planting ; the best remedy is to cut out some of the side branches, say

one-third of the number, three or four times in the season.

Grafting Camellias (G. A.).—^This is a good time to graft the

blush Camellia. Stocks of all sorts are best if in advance of the grafts
;

all grafts should be dormant at the grafting time.

Propagating Gloxinias [Cottage Gardener).—They must not be

divided at the roots like Dahlias; never cut the tubers of one of them,

and there is no occasion for it, as every leaf will grow as a cutting, and

we have seen twenty plants made out of one leaf by scoring the ribs at the

back and laying the leaf flat on damp sand; after rooting, the leaf was

divided into little pieces, and every one of them made a little tuber or

bulb.

Longest Cucumbers (Ibid).—Having once heard that Suffolk was

the " cradle^' of cucumber growing, we sent your ((uery to Shrubland

Park, and Mr. Beaton says that the Browston Hybrid variety is the

longest they know in that part of the country ; one which was sent to a

nobleman at Bath last spring was thirty-three inches long, but the Bath

reporters made it somewhat longer. It is not a profitable one, however,

to grow for general use, and should not have more than two fruit at a

time, if grown for length.

Chinese Azaleas (Ibid).—If *'the flowers are not an object," the

beginning of April, or just before they bpgin to grow, is the best time to

prune them, otherwise when the flowers begin to fade ; by the former

plan the plants are easier brought to good shapes and vigour,

Rose-beds (X. Y. Z.).—See what I\Ir. Beaton says to-day.

TROPtEOLUM Speciosum (Ht'firfcr).—After resting all the winter this

climber is now making its way npoutofa five-inch pot ; water it and keep

it as cool as you can till the May frosts are over ; then plant it out on a

north-west or east aspect; the south is too hot and dry ; but it will flower

on a trellis away from any wall, if the roots are strong enough.

Tokay Vine (A Young Gardener).—These are great lovers of a high

temperature, and yours, at night especially (/O"^—75°). is indeed high.

It is pretty evident that the heat suits them, as evidenced by the extreme

point of the shoot from the cool cud. Ilemember, hoMi vcr, that the

Tokay is easily overcropped ; a healthy young Tokay Vine will some-

times show ten times the amount of fruit it should be permitted to

retain. If such be retained the consequence would be that a few

bunches only would succeed, and those at the terminal point. Vou use

steam two or three times in the daytime. We cannot approve of this

practice.

White Campanula Cahpatica (F. H.).—This does not come into

blossom till the beginning of June, and ceases to flower about the middle

of September.

Lobelia Ramosa Culture (Ibid).—It must be sown on a slight

hot-bed iu March, and in the greenhouse, or close cold frame, in April

and May. A hand-glass would be a auflicicnt protection to the seeds in

;\Iay, and they would even do in the open air were it not that a heavy

shower would wash them out of the ground. The seeds of all I-obclias

are so very small that the slightest covering of earth is sutticient for

them. L. rareniosa may be transplanted with safety any time till it is

in full flower. The plants from the March sowing will be in flower early

in June, and will keep iu flower till the middle of September, or later in
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a wet season ; those sown in May will flower from the middle of July till

the fro6t cuts them down.
Tender Daphnes (F. W. T.).—There are not many Daphnes known

The following are the principal:

—

D. jwnticn rubra, a hybrid ; D. tini-

folia, stove, from Jamaica; D. odora; D. odora variegata ; D. indica

rubra; D. Chi7ie)ms, from China; D. hybrida, garden, nearly hardy;
D. pupyraceu, Nepaiil ; and D. tomentosa, from Asia. You may cut

down now your long-legged specimens, and put in the cuttings
; put

them into heat till they break ; use tops only. Put them in sand under a

bell-glass, they will strike, but with some difficulty; or you may graft

them upon the common Spurge laurel [D, lauriola), which is the best

way to propagate them. The grafted plants should be put under hand-

glasses in a gentle heat. The flower buds will set without any trouble if

you grow the plants in a heat of 55° to 60° in April and May, just as

you would a Camellia
;
place them out of doors after that till autumn.

Crowea Saligna {Ibid).—This ia a tender greenhouse plant that

will not bear full exposure in summer. It should be treated with the

Daphnes in April, and afterwards be placed in an airy part of the green-

house. Your present sickly plant will not recover, you had better procure

a healthy young one and try again. Cold water, when the plants are in

heat, is always injurious, as is also the smoke of a large town like that

where you live.

Window Gardener should have looked into our number for February

27th before he wrote his last letter.

Melilotus leucantha {R. a.).—Send a stamped envelope with

your direction on it to J. H. Payne, Esq., Bury St. Edmund's,

Su/Tofk.

Ferns from seed (JJ/—yH.).—Seewhatis said at p. 344 of our present

volume. For Bee-hives, apply to Mr. Payne, as above.

Cow-keeping (M. L. D.).—See the statements at pp. 154and3;j4of
our last volume, and at pp. 17 and 80 of the present. The details arc

sufficient for any cottager. There is The Modern Dair)/ and Cow-keeper,

by Cuthhert W, Johnson, price 3s. 6d.

Tobacco smoking (A Constant Reader),—Thanks for your very good

letter. You say, and probably truly, that 365 pipes full of tobacco cost

only I5s. 24d. But one pipe is the gentleman-usher to a second, and a

glass of something I

Eggs.—In answer to several inquiries. Cochin China Fowls* eggs may
be obtained from Mrs. E. Watts, Monk Barnes, Haverstock Hill, Hamp-
stead, a dozen for a guinea. Spanish /owls* eggs maybe had for four-

pence each, and Cochin China fowls' eggs for sixpence each, of Mr. W.
Roberts, Bank-street, Bishop's Waltham, Hants. See also an advertise-

ment in to-day's paper. W. J. M,, 37, Bridport-place, New North Road,

charges eightpence each for Spanish fowls' eggs.

Red-juiced Orange {M. H.).—Our correspondent wishes to know
where he could obtain some grafts of this. Your Bees will do with a

west aspect, but it is very far from a good one.

Indian-rubber Rings {W. J. M.).—These have been successfully

nsed to prevent the splitting of the calyx of the Carnation. We do not

know any particular Rabbit fancier ; if we did we would endeavour to

obtain from him a series of papers on the management of rabbits.

LiBOCEDaus cniLENSE (F.).—Mr. Beaton says you are quite right; it

was Mr. Low, of Clapton, that introduced this tree. Mr. Veitch was not

a party to the introduction.

Ranunculus-bed (Samohet).—We cannot advise you to pour whale

oil over this to keep in the moisture. It would not answer the purpose,

and would probably injure the flowers.

Cement to Unite Zinc and Glass.—Incubator writes to us thus :

" In answer to the inquiry of ' W. M. J.,' for a ' cement or glue suitable

for uniting lapped joints of zinc and glass, so as to resist the constant

action of hot water,' I beg to say that a cement suitable for his purpose

may be made by thoroughly mixing white and red lead together till they

become of the consistence of fresh putty. It is better {as in the case of

putty) to work it in the hands before using. Some correspondent will,

perhaps, inform me where I can obtain some thorough- bi-ed Poland fowls,
of the ' Silver ' Spangled and * Gold ' Spangled varieties."

Hyacinths in Glasses (A71 Inexperienced Admirer).—The flower-

stem of these being too tall intimates that you grew them in too much
warmth and too little light. ^V^ly do you not use for them Hamilton''

s

Hyacinth supporters ? Those bulbs forced this year will not bloom next

year. They are scarcely worth taking any trouble about.

Haricot Bean (J. Z>. B.).—The best mode of raising this is by sow-
ing it in boxes or pots early in April in a greenhouse, and transplanting

the plants into the open border when frosts are no longer to be dreaded

in May.
Tobacco Growing (W. J. M.)—You may do this for fumigating your

greenhouse. All that we know about its culture is given at p, 3l6 of our

second volume, and all that we know of drying it, at p. 3/4 of our third.

Your other questions next week.

Liquid-manure (R. P.).—Apply this very sparingly to your peas and
beans "growing in ground unmanured for a long time," until the

blossom-buds appear, then you may give it more frequently. Cauli-

flowers sown at the end of April, will be ready for planting out in June.
A cow's life is often saved by some one being with her when calving.

Your other questions next week. Thanks for the seed.

Guano for Potatoes (C. Stevens).—Never apply this. It is the

worst of all applications. If your soil is so poor that it must have a fer-

tilizer, give it a dressing of peat charcoal and Epsom salt just before

digging the ground for planting.

Vinegar Plant (J. Cvrrie).—l( yoa remit six postage Btamps, and
order No. 35 of The Cottage Gardener, you will have it sent post-
free. It is a double number, and contains a drawing of the plant.

Names of Plants (W. R. F.).— It is impossible from such fragments
of Cacti, to tell their names with certainty. No. 1 seems to be Cerens
grandiflonis, and 2, Cactus speciosissiJnus.

A Cottage Built for .^10 {E. Hannum).—The following farts

will be the best answer to your inquiry about a cheap cottage. They are

from a correspondent {W. H. W.). The cottage he describes is at

Enville, near Ongar, in Essex, and was built by its proprietor, Mr. Clay
assisted by a skilful farm labourer. " It is a building, three rooms in

length, erected at the corner of a meadow, on a spare nook which could
not well be turned to any other profitable purpose ; and it is a leading
feature in it, that, with the exception of the deal boards for the doors
and the glass for the windows, the whole of the materials have been pro-

I

duced on the farm. Tiie walls are built of " clay lumps"— that is, clay
I worked in the same manner as for bricks, moulded into lumps twenty

I

inches long, seven deep, and ten wide, and well dried in the sun in the

I

beat of summer ; these are laid with the same material, just as if building

I

with bricks and mortar, and when plastered over on both sides, and
thoroughly dried, form a wall exceedingly hard and firm, which no cold
or damp can penetrate. The roof is shaped with poles cut from a wood
on the farm, the place of thatch laths being supplied with straight sticks ;

over this an excellent coating of thatch is neatly laid, and the inside

is plastered and whitewashed. The windows, which are of ample size

for a cottage, are formed of large panes, a bar passing down the centre ;

and the transverse supports of the glass are of lead, so that the expense
of a regular window-frame is saved ; and, as a further proof of the extent

to which economy is carried, the door is made folding, and the half being
thus light swings on gudgeons, by which the outlay for hinges is spared.
The floor is composed of a sort of concrete, made of the brick earth and
fine sand; and the chimney, which contains a cosy enclosed corner for

the labourer at night, is built of clay lumps. An extra window in the
shape of a cross, studded with fragments of coloured glass, has been
introduced by the taste of the architect into the end of the bedroom, and
answers the double purpose of furnishing light and ornament. The whole
length of the building is 32 ft. ; width, ]2ft. ; height of walls inside, about
8 ft. ; and to the canopy of the roof, 1 1 ft. The size of the heeping-room is

10 ft. by 12 ft.; bed-room, 11 ft. by 10 ft.; kitchen, 9 ft. by 10 ft. We come
now to the actual cost. The following were the figures furnished to us, and
which we tested by the statements of the man by whom the work was done.
Making ,300 clay lumps, at 3s. 6d. per 100, £1 8s. Od. ; laying do., at

2s. 6d. per 100, iS\; thatching £\ l6s. : glass for windows 6s. 6d.
;

glazing and putty 5s. ; wood for doors, and making doors and window
frames .^1 la. ; rough wood for rafters and thatching laths lOs.; nails

and forming roof 12s.; claying inside and whitewashing j!?1 ; chimney
pots, &c., 12s.; making a total of ,^6 lOs. 6d. Thus it will he
seen that Mr. Clay, unlike most architects, has completed his building

for less than the estimate; and we think if the ^"'1 Qs. 6d. were
laid out iu providing some other material for the floor—for the idea

of a clay bottom does not strike us very jileasantly— it would remedy
the only thing about the cottage we were disposed to find fault with.

The house was furnished and occupied when we visited it, being
let, we believe, to a person on the farm, atfourpence a week., which yields

good interest for the outlay; and flir. Clay assured us he could readily

let it, if disposed, at 45s. per annum. Of course the idea may be ampli-
fied, and a cottage with the same materials built for a labourer having a
family at a proportionate increase of cost."

Profit of Poultry (A Widow).—Weforwarded your letter to a good
authority, and this is her reply :

—" I am rather at a loss in giving an
opinion from not knowing what facilities the widow may possess in the

disposal of her produce. If she knows a number of families who would
deal with her, it would most likely prove a mutual advantage, and render

her task much easier; for I believe the intervention of the retail dealer

wipes off the profit of the producer to a very great extent. I think fowls

kept by a person who could give them much attention might be made
very profitable ; but whether they would positively keep a person or a

family I cannot say. The produce of a garden, and the trouble of cook-

ing the vegetables for the fowls, would reduce tlie expense to one feed of

corn a day, and some meal for the young ones ; I do not think this would
come to more than one halfpenny a week for each fowl ; and I believe

fine fresh eggs in London would be purchased readily (by families who
might hear of them) eight or ten for a shilling. A good hen will lay nine

eggs in a fortnight. With regard to fowls for the table, they may be put

up to fat at from three to five months old
;
penned rather than cooped, as

there is sufficient space ; and the cheapest feeding is a kind of meal called

middlings, with potatoes and other vegetables cut small. A little cheap

boiled rice is very good. Some corn, of course. Ducks are such ravenous

feeders that I consider them less profitable than fowls. The widow's

premises must be admirably adapted for keeping poultry, and the cross

breed she mentions would be excellent fowls ; and, for the table, would,

no doubt, bring a good price in London."

London; Printed by Harry Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—March 13th, 1851.



THE COTTAGE GARDENER—ADVERTISEMENTS.
Valuable A'egetables.

Cauliflowers. — Mratt's Improved
Early. Much earlier than the old varieties,

more compact, and heavier ; considered by the
raiser as most desirable

; quantity very limited.
Is per packet.
Brussels Sprouts. — Improved variety,

direct from Brussels. Is peroz., Cd per packet.
Cabbagr.— Mitchell's Enfield. This has

been tried at the Horticultural Society's Gar-
dens, and pronounced one of the best. Is per
oz., Sd per packet.

,, Chappel's Colewort. Excellent
for winter greens, (id per oz.

Carrot.—St. Janus'. One of the best for

small gardens and shallow or heavy soils. 3d
per oz.

Celery.—Coles' Superb Red. Very exten-
sively grown last season, and pronounced first

rate. Is per oz., 6d per packet.
Lettuce. — Victoria Cabbage. But little

known, but one of the handsomest grown, and
which no gentleman's garden should be without.
Is per oz., 6d. per packet.
Pakslev.—French fringed. Verj- handsome,

much finer in appearance than the curled. 6d
per packet.
DUNCAN HAIRS, in offering the above

selection from his general list, begs to inform
his friends that he warrants them to be as des-
cribed.

109, St. Martinis Lane, Charing Cross, London.

Havdy Showy Annuals for present
sowing, suitable for growing in masses.

The following are recommended as being similar
kinds grown by Mr. Be.vton, Shrubland Park.

Ageratum Mexieanum. Gilia rosea odorata.
Agrostemna cceli rosa. Godetia rubieunda.
Allvsuni odoratum.
Bartonea aurea.

Calendula pluvialis.

Clarkia fimbriata.

Colinsea rubra.

Iberis umbellata.
Kaulfussia anielloides.

Larkspur crown, dble.
Leptociphon densiriora.

Lupinus nanus.
Convolvulusmiaorpur- Malope grandiflora.

purca. Nemophila maculata.
Coreopsis nigra spe- Oxyria ehrysanthe-

ciosa. moides.
Erysimum Perofski- Saponaria Calabrica.

anum, Silene cumpaetum.
Eschscholziacompact a. Viscaria oculata.
Eueharidium grandi-

florum,
Asters, four splendid varieties, will produce

all double show flowers, 2s.

Stocks, German, six brightest colours, very
double, 2s.

The whole of the above, including postage,
for 8s ; or the Annuals separate, a larj^e paper
of each sort, 3d ; the Asters and Stocks at the
prices quoted. A Descriptive List sent with
each Collection, giving the height, colour, and
month of flowering. To be had of \i'ILLlA3I
DENVER, Seedsman and Florist, 82, Grnce-
clntrch-street, near the Spread Eagle, London.
W. D. can supply seeds of the following for

Bees

—

Melilotus Leucantha, 6d per paper.
Borage, 6d per paper.

TN^•elve extra fine Double Balsams,
Striped. Spotted, and Selfs, in sorts, 2s 6d

;

mixed packet, Is 6d ; or 5s per oz.
12 superb Double Hollvuocks, in sorts, 2s ;

mixed, Is.

12 good useful sorts of Melons, Ss.

Ultra crimson Phlox Drummondii, and new
Carmine 10-week Stock, 6d per packet. All
the most popular and approved border Annuals,
including Asters, Stocks, Lupins, Larkspurs,
&'c., &e., 30 packets for 23 6d ; 60 ditto for 5s.

All post free. Enclose Stamps or Money
Order to WILLIAM JONES, Florist and
Seedsman, Stoke Newington-roud, London.

Genuine Horticultural and Agri-
cultural Seeds. JAMES CHAKTKES,

Seedsman, Ike, KingM'^ilUam-strect, City, Lon-
don, begs most respectfully to call the attention
of purchasers to his establishment, where will
be found an extensive stuck of Kitchen Garden,
Agricultural, and Flower Seeds, selected with
the greatest care, and grown chiefly under his
own inspection.

J. C. talics this opportunity to return his best
thanks to all who have favoured him with their
commands during the past season ; and it is

with much pleasure he can state that numerous
ladies and gentlemen who have visited his
establishment, as a proof of their satisfaction,
have recommended their friends.
A Descriptive Catalogue can be had on appli-

cation. Jan. 2, 1851.

New and Choice Flower Seeds, German Stocks, German Asters, &c.
We have selected, out of a large collection of Flower Seeds, twenty of the most beautiful and

showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to produce a fine effect when planted

out in beds or groups in the flower border. VJc have had each variety distinctly marked with its

Botanical and English name—height—time of flowering—colour of the flower—manner of grow-
ing—whether erect or trailing, ^c., &c.— the time it should be sown, and other valuable hints as

to its cultivation. In selecting these twenty varieties we have been careful to exclude all which
arc shy-bloomers, or have an insignificant appearance; so that the collection will comprise only
those which are really showy and handsome, and which we believe would prove to the entire

satisfaction of any lady or gentleman who might be disposed to order them. The German Stocks
and Asters, especially, are most superb.
The Twenty Packets are neatly packed up in one paper, and will be sent free by post, to any

part of the kingdom, for Five Shillings.

J. C. WHEELER AND SO N,
Nurser//men and Seedsmen, bij Official Appointment, to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Association,

KiNGsiiOLM Nursery, and 99, Nortugate Street, Gloucester.

IVTew and Beautiful Plants. HENRY AVALTON Legs to ofier the foUow-
•i- 1 ing new and first-rate Geraniums, Fuchsias, &c., &c., at the very low price attached, in

strong plants.
12 of the following new GERANIUMS, in strong healthy plants. Purchasers Selection, 12s, or

H. W'.'s, /s 6d.— Sparkler, Crusader, Terpischore, Plutarch, Jenny Lind, Foster's. Abd- El-Kader,
Belle of the Village, Alonzo, Virgin Queen, Gulielnia, Aurantia. Orion, Ariel, Black Prince,
Scarlet Defiance, Junius, King of Saxony, Rosa Bud, Flora, Flag, Champion, Mustce, Sir U. Sale,

Peri, Standard of Perfection, Garland, Distinctus, Magog, Negress, Avenger, l\Ierry Monarch,
Gigantia, Queen Phillipii, Rosmanda, Mercury, Picta, Zenobia, Cassandra, Beauty Surpass,
Forget-me-not, Francis Bullen, Valgus, Purpurea, IMultiflora, Favourite, Raphael, Isabella.

FUCHSIAS.—The following splendid new varieties, in strong autumn rooted plants, 12 for I8s,

from six inches to two feet high.—Diadem of Flora, Mayles, Prince of Wales, Lady Dartmouth,
I\Irs. \V. Taylor, Sir J. Falstafl", Igna, Beauty of Richmond, Beauty of Stortford, Kossuth, Inac-
cessible, Unique, Multiples, South Devon, Mirabilis, Striata. Fine old varieties, 73 6d. per dozen.
CINERARIAS.—12 of the following beautiful new varieties, in strong blooming plants, Pur-

chasers Selection, 12s, or H. W.'s, ps, or the set of 18 for l6s.—Fairy Ring, Angeliquc, Lady
Gertrude, Charlotte Grisii, ^\'edding Ring, Delight, Emperor, Gem of the Isle, Matilda, Madame
Parodii, Coronet, Newington Beauty, Satellite, Cerlto, Eleanor, Jefiny Lind, IMasterpiece, Calypso.
PANSIES.— 12 of the following splendid new varieties, of Spring, 1850, for iGs, or 24 for stX,

Purchasers Selection.—Elegant, Frances Cycle, Polyphemus, Juvenata, Ella, Helen, Conductor,
Viceroy, Mrs. Beck, Cossack, Clarinda, Oresta, Cyprus, Jenny Lind, Purple Champion, Bourbon,
Parian, Erebus, Alexandra, California, Snowflake, Alpha, Negro, Regina, Lady Gill, Orion.

12 of the following older varietiei for &:-., or 21 for lOs.—Duke of Rutland, i>uchess of Rutland,
Candidate, Optimus, Curion, I-^xquisite, Example, Clio, Kremlin, Lanii, Gem, Attraction, Lucy
Neal, Sambo, Blooming Girl, Carolina, Lady Sale, Notabilis, Premier, Aurora, Model of Perfec-

tion, Duchess of Norfolk, Zabdi, Juliet, Lady Helen Marr, Berryer, Perfection, Constellation,
Pizarro, Lady Harding, Bride of Abydos, Prince of Orange, Prince of Wales.

12 of the best DAHLIAS, of Spring, 18511, for 12s; 12 older varieties, 6s.

12 of the best VERBENAS, of Spring, 1850, for 6s ; fine older varieties, 4s.

12 of the best PETUNIAS, of Spring, 1850, for 6s ; fine older varieties. 43.

Also, all the new CHRYSANTHEMUMS, equally cheap, and all the new FUCHSIAS.
Catalogues on application, ekclosing one Postage Stahip.

It is respect/nfl// requested that all orders be accompanied with a Post-office Order, payable to

HENRY W A L T N, Edgend, Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire.

DEANE'S Warranted Garden Tools. Horticulturists, and all interested
in Gardening pursuits, are invited to examine G. and J. DEANE'S extensive Stock of GAR-

DENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best London made Garden Engines and Syringes,
Coalbrookdale Garden Seats and Chairs. Brown's Patent Fuinigator, price 10s and upwards.

Fumigators 1

Galvanic Borders and
|

Plant Protectors
Garden and

and

Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills

Borders, various pat-
terns

Botanical Boxes
Cases of Pruning In-

struments
Chart' Engines

,, Knives
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

G. and J. DEANE are Sole Agents for LINGHAM'S PERMANENT LABELS, Samples of

which, with the Illustrated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any part of the
United Kingdom. DEANE'S Horticultural Tool Warehouse, opening to the Monument, 46,
King William-street, London Bridge.

Chairs
Seats

,, Loops
,, Rollers

,, Scrapers
Grape Gatherers

Scissors

Gravel Kakes and
Sieves

Greenhouse Doors and
Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Hoes of every pattern
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets

Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

terns, in Zinc, Por-
celain, he.

Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menograplis
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mule Traps
IMowing Machine
Pick Axes
Potato Forks
Pruning Bills

,, Knives, various

,, Saws
,, Scissors

,, Shears

Rakes in great variety

Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various
Sickles

Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering Pots
Weed Extractors and
Hooks

Wheelbarrows
Vouths' Set of Tools

G'

•n
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

M W
D D

20jTn
21iP
22S
23|SuN

24 M
25 To
26W

MARCH 20—28, 1851.

Sun's declinat., 0° u' s.

Bank Swallow seen.
Horse Ant seen.

3 Sunday in Lent.

Red Currant leaves.

Lady Day. Lesser Periwinkle flowers.

Swallow seen.

Weather near London in 1850.

Barometer. Thermo. Wind., Rain in In,

30.242 — 30.108
30.300— 30.231

30.H.I7 — SO.OSfi

30.037— 29.979

29.981;- 29.955
29.914— 29.907
29.896— 29.842

46—27
53—29
42—36
44—30

44—27
40—33
43—32

Sun
Rises.

E.
S.W.
E.

N.E.

N.
N.E.
N.E.

57
54

52

Sun
Sets.

Moon
R,&S.

10 a. 6
I

10 12
12

I
11 26

13 morn.
15 i 36

17 1 39
13 2 34
20 ' 3 21

Moon's
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' The tomb of Humphry Repton, who died l\Iarch 24th, 1818.
* Not like the Egyptian tyrant—consecrate,

Unmist witli others sliail my dust remain ;

But mouldering:, blended, melted into earth,

fliine shall give form and eolour to the rose

;

And while its vivid blossoms cheer mankind.
Its perfum'd odour shall ascend to heaven.' "

I
BrETEOROLOGY OF THE \Veek.—From observations during the last

twenty-four years, at Chiswick, the average highest and lowest tern-

I peratures of these days are there, 51.2^, and 34.6^, respectively. The

I greatest heat, 69°, occurred on the 2(lth, in 1836; and the lowest cold,

! l6^, on tha 20th, in 1845. Rain fell on 63 days, and 100 days were fine.

" I CANNOT compreheiij tlie necessity for draining lands

when I see the Calla aitldopica flourishing in a pot

plunged beneath water; nor how roots can be rotted by

water when I see those of Hijadnths thriving in it in my
glasses." Such is a paragraph in a letter now before us,

and we will first reply to the objection, and then show
more fully why di-aining is beneficial.

As to the CalUi athiopica, we need only reply that it is

a water plant, and we can no otherwise account for its

roots requiring an overflow of water, whilst those of

some other plants decay if water is in the slightest

excess, than we can for the Hippopotamus and the Camel
being of similarly opposite habits. God made the one

to require an abundant supply of water, and he so con.

sti-ucted the other as to enable it long to exist without

even a small supply of moisture. Then, as to the

Hyacinth, we know that in water it exists for one season,

but dies if continued there longer. Its leaves and flowers

are formed from the elaborated sap stored up in the

bulb during the previous year's growth, and so far is it

from gaining in weight of solid matter during its growth
in water, that this is actually diminished. In fact it

endures the water for a short season, as many other

organised creatures will live in an unnatural state for

awliile, but the excess of water speedily brings to it

death.

It is only to those who are unacquainted practically

with the cultivation of plants, that it is necessary to

urge that an excess of water is prejudicial to them,
whether under glass or in the open air. It will be sufli-

cient to specify the damping off of cuttings and seedlings

under glass ; the waxiness of potatoes, the mossiness

of apple trees, and the gum and blistered leaves in

peaches. These are only a few of the actual diseases

occasioned by such excess of moisture in the soil ; but
the mischief does not stop there.

Wherever there is such an excess the crops are later

in coming into production, and are earlier in being cut

down by the frosts, and for the evident reason that the

more superfluous water is in the soil the greater is the

amount of evaporation, and tlie gi-eater the evaporation

the greater the degree of cold. Thus the experiments of

M. Sehluber and others show, that where a soil in a dry
state reached by exposure to the sun tlie temperature of

113°, the same soil in a wet state only attained to 90°.

This accounts for a well-drained soil having the for-

wardest vegetation, and that an ill-drained soil has its

crops soonest cut off by frosts, is because that as it is

heated slowly so does it cool rapidly from excessive
evaporation. It is over the lowest and wettest portions
of a field that the evening fog is first apparent, for as it

first becomes colder than any other portion of tlie field,

there first is seen the moisture deposited from the air,

for fog is nothing but moisture so deposited. Wo

never saw the consequences of this more markedly

demonstrated, than by the dahlias about Winchester

during the winter now closed. In the low grounds near

the Itchon they were cut down by the first frosts, Imt in

the better drained groimds on the chalk hills around,

they were untouched by the frosts for two months later.

The subject, however, has not been left to speculation,

for Mr. Parkes, Mr. Dickenson, and others, found that

the evaporation in inches from the same soO, di'ained

and undrained, was as follows :

—

Jan. April. July. Oct.

Drainetl Soil l-26t 1-0.5 3-30 a-fiO

Undrained Soil. . . . 1-40 4-06 3-7!) 2-80

Again, it was ascertained that the soil of a bog un-

stirred remained uniformly at 46°, but where it bad been

dug to a depth of three feet, the temperature of the air

being 6.j°, at seven inches deep the soil was 5.5°, and at

thirteen inches 51°.

We have said enough, we think, to explain why
drainage is beneficial to cultivated crops, and in previous

numbers we have shewn the different decompositions

which occur in wet and dry soils, and how much more

beneficial to vegetation those are in the latter; we,

therefore, now turn to the practical part of the subject,

and it is especially for the purpose of recommending to

our readers a little shiUing volume just issued from the

press. Land Drainage, Embankment, and Irrigation, by

James Donald, Civil Engineer. It is the best little

manual on the subject we have ever perused, and gives

every useful information on the principles and practice

of drainuig ; the size, distance, and direction of the

drains; the comparative value of tiles, pipes, and other

agents for effecting the drainage ; the cost of drainage,

and its profits. From this last named chapter we will,

in conclusion, make one short extract

:

" In various districts of Scotland now drained almost

throughout, much land, which only a few yern-s ago was wet
and stift', and considered luifit for the growth of tm'uips or

other green crops, has, by thorough draining and more
perfect tillage, been made more valuable than the light and
naturally dry land aroimd it. Its cultm'e, although better

done, costs less than formerly. Manure has full effect upon
it, and almost any Idnil of crop can be grown with certainty

and advantage. Formerly it was liable to bind together and
become hard and tough after a single day's rain, but now it

possesses only a proper degree of consistoncy, \vhilfit its

stamina has been developed, and its fertility called into

action; and whilst under good manngenient, it is scarcely

inferior to the lighter soils in the growth of turnips or

potatoes; it may produce heavy crops of beans, wheat, or

clover, when the lighter soils fail in doing so; but such soil,

nevertheless, requires perfect tillage and liberal manuring
to make it liiglily productive; every detail must be canned
out to suit the reipiirements of the case. I'adly done work
of any kind will not answer even after draining."

GARDENING GOSSIP.

At the last meeting of the Sociclij for the Encouragement

of Floricidtitro in Great Britain, J. Davidson, Esq., in
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the chair, theve were a goodly number of members pre-

sent. The chief subjects of discussion were the tlireateried

infliction of two more dealers' societies for giving cha-

racters to new flowers, by which the amateur purchaser

of novelties has been already so severely taken in, and

a series of articles which are going through one of the

periodicals, and which are considered grossly deceptive.

The list purports to be a statement of what flowers may
be purchased, and what should be avoided. In Pinks it

displays the greatest ignorance and injustice, and it was

unanimously denounced as a gross attack on trade. It

was properly remarked, that there could be no objection

to any man, however ignorant he may be of the subjecti

giving his opinion, and recommending good ones, or

such as he considers good; but for any man to condemn

a long list of flowers that on his dictum we are to avoid,

is perfectly unjustifiable, and more especially as there

are among them many better than those, he says, are

good. It was observed, truly, that the dogmatical tone

assumed by the writer woidd come ill enough from any

cue of experience ; but from one who necessarily acts

from hearsay, and is made the catspaw of a few favourite

dealers, it could not be too much reprobated.

Mr. Bucknell explained a method of producimj bottom heat

for growing Pines, ivhicli he had successfully adopted. It

consisted of an ii'on hot-water pipe, aiul return in the pit

wliich was then two-tliirds filled with very large stones as big

as fom'-pound loaves ; then a layer or two of smaller ones
;

and within a foot of the top a layer of peat turfs, top down-
wards, and on these the proper thickness of soil in which to

plant the Pines. These stones once heated retain heat a

long time, even if the fire were let out. The heat thus
attained can he kept at 100° with ease. Means were also

pointed out to supply moisture and steam ; it saved the entire

expense and trouble of tan. Mr. Locldiart called attention

to the numerous varieties of e.aritj Tulips which were now
rapidly advancing towards flower in the open air, and to the
great diversity of colour whicli they comprised, having, as he
observed, far greater extent of colours than the late choice
kinds, and blooming before many of the other early bulbs.

It was annoimced that the Kingsland Branch of the Society

would meet to elect three judges on the 18th instant, to

complete the board of twelve ; and that the meetings for the
show of seedlings would take place the first Tuesdays at

their rooms Salisbm-y Square, and the thu-d Tuesdays at

Kingsland, through the season.

At the last meeting of the South London FhricuUuml
Soflctg the report was more favourable as regarded the

funds ; and above twenty pounds were ordered for dis-

tribution in prizes for their April show.

The Royal Botanical Society having found the advan-

tage of the extensive show of American plants, are this

year experimentalizing on Roses.

Messrs. Paul, Rivers, and Lane, have each made a planta-
tion bed. We doubt exceedingly whether they will succeed
in producing flowers half so fine as they anticipate ; and if

they fall short much, it will have a bad eifect on buyers.
Om' opinion is that they will not bloom in perfection in that
locality. American plants are vei-y different. In the olden
time, when the present site of the gardens was a nm-sery,
they coidd always grow Americans well, and coidd not grow
Roses at all. Whether it is better drained now, or a soil

better adapted may assist them a little, remains to be seen.
They are to be shaded, to prolong the bloom, if there shoidd
be any.

Some of the rose dealers complain of the papers that have
appeared in a contemporary, recommending those Roses only
whieli continue in flower all the summer and autumn, and
say that it has greatly damaged the sale of those which only

bloom a month. But exhibitors must not forget that it is

on those very rejected Roses they must depend for the grand
specimens which are exhibited in June and early in July.
We cannot show twenty-four sorts at these exhibitions with-
out summer Roses. Continuous bloomers are excellent for
the garden, but not for single blooms.

NEW PLANTS.

THEIK PORTRAITS ANn BIOGRAPHIES.

Rogier's Bakbacenia (Barlacenia Ror/ierii).—Gar-

deners Magazine of Botany, ii. 209.—This genus was

named by a Portuguese botanist, Vandelli, in a work on

Brazilian plants, in compliment to Don Barbacena,

then Governor of Minas Geraes ; and the specific name

was lately given in Belgium, in compliment to M. Rogier,

one of the cabinet ministers of Iving Leopold, to whose

memory a genus of Cinchonads has also lately been

instituted by Dr. Blanobon, called Rofjiera, with ter-

minal heads of fine red rosy flowers, after the manner of

the old Ixora coccinea, but, apparently, a plant much

less difficult of management.

The Barbacenias belong to a small natmal order of plants,

proposed by Dr, Brown about forty years since, called Btood

Roots (HajmodoraccEe), a term suggested by a genus named
by Sir J. E. Smith, Hianodorum, from haima, or aima, blood,

and doron, a gift ; in allusion to the roots or bulb-like corms,

which are used as food by the natives of the Swan River

settlement. When roasted, they are said to be wholesome

and nutritious, though harsh and acrid in the raw state.

Blood Roots become thus a natural gift to the poor benighted

heathens in Australia. They occupy a midstation between

Irids on the one hand, and Lilgioorts and Amurytlids on the

other. Those of them which more immediately come nearest

to Irids, in being triandrous, or possessed of three stamens

only, have the opening of the pollen anthers facing the

style ; while in the true Irids the anthers are always faced

away from the style. But such as are hexandrous, or have

six stamens, Uke the LUg and Amuryllis, do not show the

usual distinction between the sepals and petals, and 3 et have

their leaves always equitant, or edge to edge, as in Irids.

Besides, in most instances, the flowers are covered with a

woolly down, as in Anigozanllius. Here it may be useful to

remark, that Blood Roots ai-e divided into three natin-al sec-
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tions ; tlie lir»t of them Ijeiug the true Blood Roois, with

smooth dowers ; the second having wnoUy covered Howers,

like Anigozaathus just mentioned ; and the tliird secuou, to

which Barhaccnia helongs, have the leaves much after the

manner of the Pine apjile and other Bromelworts ; so that,

in the ahsence of the lily-like flowers in our wood cut, the

plant could not be distinguished from a Pitcairnia. In South

Africa there is a race of dwarf tree Aloes, hranchmgby forks,

or dichotoraou-i, Haworth's Ehipodendron, and on the oppo-

site coast in the Brazils, are a similar race of dwarf tree or

perennial liUes, as IMai-tius calls them, named J'elhzias,

which also branch in two's of equal size, having then- leaves

in tufts at the tops of these goutj- arms. Imagine an African

Tree-Aloe, with a stem as high as a man, and as thick round

as his body, bi'anched out at the top to the diameter of from

ten to twenty feet, and you have the image of these tree

lUies, the J'ellozias, to which our Barbaccidas comes nearest

in affinity and also in statui-e in some instances. The Bar-

bacenias in ovu- gardens give no clue to the stature some of

them attain in South America. Sir Eobert Schombm-ck met

with a Barbaceuia in British Guiana from ten to twelve feet

high, and he named it Al'^xandrincv.

A selection of South American Barbacenias and Vellozias,

or ti-ee Lilies, with the New Holland Blancoas and Anigo-

zantlii, so much alike as not easily to be distinguished from

each other, with the Goiiosti/h from the same quarter, toge-

ther with a selection from the allied Bromelworts, such as

Pitcairnias, JEchmeus, TiUanthias, Giizmannias, &c., would

form an interesting group for a small house. The Australian

pai-t to be kept at the coolest end in winter, and turned out

amongst rockwork, in the front of the house, diuing the

summer ; with which, also, the cUfferent species of dwai-f

Tree-Aloes from the Cape would well associate. Without

going to the exx^ense of proriding for the Vellozias and their

tropical allies, we often wonder that the more hardy race

thus pointed out have never become fashionable in this

country for turning out into geometrical small gardens,

where they and all around would harmonise so well.

Barhacenia Boc/ierii came to England, in 1850, from IMr.

Van Houtte, of Ghent. It is probably a native of South

America. Leaves, like those of the Jonquil, narrow and

pointed, imbricated, that is, closely lappmg over each other

like tiles ; edges finely toothed. Flou-er stem shorter than

the leaves, pimpled near the top, single flowered ; corolla

lobes deeply two-cleft, pale claret colom'. Propagated from

suckerhke side shoots, and thri\ing ni a moist stove in turfy

peat and loam.—B. J.

THE PRUIT-GAEDEN.
The Peach-house.—Tliose who possess a luxury of

this kind will he watching with some anxiety the swell-

ing of the young fruit ; and at the same time their atten-

tiou will 1)6 drawn to the necessity of what is termed
dishudtUiKj—a proceeding which, with all healthy trees,

becomes an imperative course. And why imperative ?

the beginner may ask. Tlie tUrect answer is, merely
because the trees produce too many shoots Tlie space

assigned to artistically trained tiees is not sufficient for

that due exposure to light of every shoot which is requi-

site, in order to render the tree fertile in the eusuuig and
subsequent years.

Although intending at this moment to furnish remarks
principally applicable to Peach-trees in a forcing-house,

yet mucli of the jn-actice will equally apply to those on
the walls out of doors.

As has been before observed, tlie process termed dis-

budding is one which must bo performed with caution.

The immediate effect of disbudding is, generally, to

increase the strength of the remaining shoots for a sliort

period. This, liowevcr, is done at the expense of vigour

of constitution. Such may not be immediately percep-

tible in young or free-growing trees ; but in old ones, or

those which have carried heavy crops, the case is dif-

ferent. Indeed, it would not be a difficult matter to

destroy or to completely break up the constitution of the

latter by a heavy disbudding performed at one opera-

tion. Therefore, let the beginner of this practice pro- I

ceed cautiously. \

The following may be considered safe maxims to guide

the inexperienced :

—

i

1st. Commence disbudding as soon as the shoots can
j

be disthiguished. I

2ud. Perform the operation twice a week until the i

object is gained.

:3rd. In all doubtful cases be content with merely i

pinching off the terminal point when the young shoot is
|

a couple of inches in length. '

In commenting on these maxims, it must be borne in !

mind, that all shoots removed from trees during their I

development, and consequently before they can have i

performed the office of assimilation, ai'e a sure present

loss to the tree. Here, then, is a reason why, as in

Vines, superfluous spray should be removed or pinched

betimes. Since, however, there is a constant recipro-

city of some kind going on between the roots and the

branches, whilst trees are in a growing state, it is evident

that a severe disbudding must, for a while, tend to dis-

turb that reciprocity, and to paralyze, in some degree,

the functions of the tree. Thus it will be seen why twice

a week is recommended ; and this we think safe and
necessary advice. Tlie pinching or stopping of doubtful

shoots was before alluded to. We speak not hei-e of

stopping the over-luxuriant shoots or robbers; this is, in

general, a subsequent aftair. Old practitioners know at

a glance what shoots to disbud, what to pinch or stop,

and what are indispensable as to the next year's crop

;

as, also, the repairs of any deficiencies which may occur

in the form and character of the tree. Not so the ama-

teur ; for although the whole treatment seems so plain

to a practical man, we have been repeatedly astonished

to observe the difficulties which appear to arise in their

attempts to distinguish the shoots. Indeed, it is so with

many gardenuig processes; those who cannot compre-

hend are apt to think the whole an empirical proceed-

ing. It must be remembered, however, that it is one

thing to comprehend principles in the abstract, and

another to apply them to details successfidly.

The first -proceeding with strong and healthy Peach

and Nectarine trees is to rub oft' what are termed " fore-

sight" shoots. These ai'e abundantly produced in most

cases, and are readily known by then generally project-

ing from the tree at nearly a right angle ; whereas those

best adapted for future bearing proceed almost in a

training position at once. The foresight shoots, indeed,

merely receive their character from circumstances, and

would speedily, on a standai-d tree in a state of nature,

make an effort to become future leaders. Such, there-

fore, are greedy monopolists, and detract much from the

more useful energies of the tree bearing wood. To be

sure, if their points be pinched oft' when about three

inches in length, they are capable of furnishing good

bearing wood, at least in the succeeding summer, and of

sustaining a healthy fabric in the tree : and wherever

any doubts exist as to the propriety of retaining such, as

a nursery of i'uturc shoots, by all means let the shoots

have the beuefit of that doubt, and retain them, jiinch-

ing off their points immediately they have developed

some three or four leaves. Those for which no real

occasion exists must be at once rubbed away ; and now a

thinning out of even the proper or bearing shoots must
take place.

Two or three points must inftueuoc the selection.

The first we will suggest is, that every precaution bo

taken to secure successional wood at the lower portions

of the tree. Almost every young shoot, therefore, which

is situated lowest on any given branch must be carefully

preserved ; and if it should show signs of overtaking

the shoot next ahead, then the best practice is to pinch

ofi' the point of the lowest shoot, and it thenceforward

becomes a nursery or shoot in reserve.
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Commencing, then, at the lowest point, let the hand
be passed carefully upwards in the act of disbudding;
first removing one of twin shoots, then a slight " singling
out," as root-crop growers do their drill carrots ; and in
the lapse of a few weeks scarcely a shoot will remain
but what will be requisite for the pruning ordeal of the
following winter.

We must now recur to the method of stopjnng. Our
practice is to stop at all times any given shoot which
threatens soon to proceed side by side with any useful
shoot in advance of it. Those who lay their young
shoots in by the dozen, for fear they mifjlit be wanted,
ill due deference to the wisdom of their grandsires,
will be doubtless very cross with me for tlius promul-
gating what they very possibly may be inclined to deem
gardening lieresy. So be it. We are not for mere pro-

selytism, but for common-sense proceedings, backed by
successful practice, and led on by the sound deductions
of vegetable physiology. And if we fail in proving this

theory according to the most approved mode of our
schoolmen, we ha]]pen to know that it tells well in prac-
tice. Thin well, then we say, in due time, and stop well

;

do not hesitate.

Of course, the approach of the aphides has been watched

:

these pests are sure to come. We advise our readers to

fumigate lightly two successive evenings, as soon as the
fly appears ; remembering that delays are peculiarly
dangerous in this case. The red spider, also, will proba-
bly pay his visit about the period of full development of
the foliage. We know of no better appliances than free

syringings, and tlie use of sulphur on the pipes or flues.

The latter article should be timely applied ; but with the
caution given at p. 353.

Sijriiiging is an important affair in Peach culture ; and
most good cultivators actually " batter" thin trees by a
strong action of the syringe, worked right and left all

over the house. As long as this is not carried far

enough to injure the foliage, it is good practice, and
may safely be used every evening up to the period of
the fruit turning colour.

One thing must be observed bearing on the syringing
question : there must be no coddling through the me-
dium of a confined atmosphere. Wherever copious
syringings are employed, just in proportion, in our
opinion, should be the amount of ventilation shortly
afterwards. Good peach growers are very partial to a
good dowsing with the syringe as early in the afternoon
as the sun will permit on bright days; the house being
immediately closed, and perhaps no air given until the
following morning about seven. Some give the trees

airother dash with the syringe in the morning, provided
the air of the house is moderately dry. The morning
syringing is, however, in our opinion, a proceeding some-
times more honoured in the breach than the observance,
though it is, doubtless, good policy, any time after the be-
ginning of March, if performed early in the morning, and
followed by liberal ventilation, more especially in the
anticipation of bright days. At other times we should
say resort to the damping of floors, and other modes of
raising as much humidity in the air as will counteract
any injurious effects which an attempt at what is termed
forcing may create.

To conclude for the present, we may add—Ventilate !

Ventilate ! No tenant of the forcing-house better enjoys
^ free atmosphere to breathe in than the Peach.

R. Ekkington.

THE PLOWER-GARDEN.
EoSES FOK Floweh-beds.—After the fancy geraniums,

the next greatest improvement and novelty, in many
cases, is the use of Roses having decided colours; eacli
kind in a bed by itself; or a red or purphsh kind, with
a border all round of white roses. Of all the white or

light-coloured roses, either for an edging or for a whole
bed, there is none so good as the Old White China,
which, as far as I know, has no other name ; it has not
been mentioned in rose catalogues for many years,

unless it be under some strange name which I do not
recognise. It is one of the earliest to open in May, and
the last of all of them to fall before the frost in November;
it never rests through the season, and it is the longest
to live of all the dwarf roses I know. There are about
a score of plants of it in the flower-garden here, which
liave been in the same bed for the last fifteen years,

and only taken up twice during the time, in order to

renew the bed, and to cut in the large roots and strong
branches. As we do not require these rose beds to be
in bloom early in tho summer, the plants are closely

pruned towards the end of April ; but they answer very
well to be cut in March, and will be in bloom three
weeks sooner if primed so early. Even then a cold late

spring does not hurt them, but only keeps them back so

much. It is only when one is tempted by an early fine

season, such as we experienced last February, to cut

them before March, that late spring frosts hurt the
tender growths; but let us say the first week in April is

a good time to prune all the China and dwarf Bourbon
roses in flower-beds; and that also is a very good time
to i^lant a bed of them for tlie first time, provided yon
have strong two-year old plants for the purpose ; but, if

the plants are younger and small, the end of April and
the early part of May is a better time to turn them out.

The ue.xt best white rose for an outside row is Aimee
Vibert, a dwarf Noisette rose, which is always in bloom
in thick clusters ; and the best white flower among all

the China breed of roses is Clara Sijlvain, a true dwarf
China. The flowers of this are as large as those of the

old white China, much better shaped, and also more
scented; but the plants are not so vigorous or so hardy.

I had them twice out down to the ground by the frost,

when the old white stood unhurt.

No one seems to like Gloire de Rosamene for a bed

;

but by a particular management it makes a splendid

bedder, indeed the very richest of all the roses. For
bedding, this rose should be treated as a biennial, and
no more ; that is, to put in cuttings of it every year in

April (they will root anywhere, if you stick them firm in
the ground), and to plant thenr in the flower-bed next
Max-cb, or whenever the bed is j-eady for them in the

spring. Then, from the first of June to the end of

August, every shoot which looks very strong, and is

likely to run away with the sap, as gardeners say, must
be stopped wheir it is six inches long. In this way all

tiie shoots over a whole bed need not difi'er mucli in

strength, and they will not stop from flowering in July
or August, as this rose is apt to do when older plants are

used. After the beds have done flowering in December,
the plants must be disposed of, for all the gardeners in

the country could not make a regular bed of them the

second season, if the soil was ever so poor, and I do not

think there is a rose known that will do better in the

very poorest soil tliau this ; and it would grow in rotten

dung without any soil at all ; it is no matter, therefore,

for this rose where you plant it as a biennial. On thin

sandy soil the plants should stand at six inches apart

every way, or even thicker, and nine inches between

plant and plant will not be too thick for a good bed of

the richest soil, that is on the understanding that the

same plants ai-e only to flower one year on the same bed.

A border of the old white China, planted round a bed of

Oloire de Rosamene, thus managed, is tho very best

combination of rose colours I know of; and in a mild

autimm both will go on flowering down to the end
of November, and I have had them in good bud for

bouquets in Christmas week.

One woidd require to be intimately acquainted with

the habits of diflerent roses on the same soil, before he
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could plant a mixed bed of very distinct kinds. It is

for this very cause tliat I have so often bacl^ed out of

questions whicli have been sent, asldng ns to name so

many kinds for one bed. AVIiat my experience, or that

of any one else, would show on a particular soil, might

very easily lead a third party quite wroug in a different

locality, but with the single exception of the Gloire dc

liosameiw, tliis does not hold good with the China breed

of dwarf ones. For the bedding purpose, I look on the

Gloire ile Hosamene as a true CUiina, although they call

it a Bourbon in the catalogues. Once we get among the

true Bourbons, we enter on tlie difficulty of making
good mixtures for one bed.

Mrs. Bosanqitct and Barchiiinna are two old light-

coloured Chinas, but not pure white, well adapted for

beds, or for edgings to the dark red ones, as they are

constant bloomers, and gi'ow witliout making rambling

shoots. Barch 1 1/(111(1 has not been in the catalogues for

many yeai'S, but many gardeners prefer it to newer ones

for beds. I had it first from Chatsworth, where it was

a great favoiu-ite, and I believe is so still. These are

certainly the cream of the white bedding roses of this

class.

Among the red ones there is a great variety for choice,

and the Old dark red China, which is seen all over the

country trained up against the front of cottages, makes
as good a bed as any on the list; and Henry the Fifth

is the best to mi.-c with it, plant for plant, as they grow
exactly alike. The latter is a shade more red, and has

a light centre when the flower is full open, and some-

times a light stripe here and tliere ; all this with the

dark-red of the old one has a fine effect in a bed.

Madam Breon is one of the best rose-coloured Chinas

for cut blooms, and some are fond of it for a bedder,

but with me the flowers seem too heavy for the stalks,

so that it bangs down too much to show to the best

advantage, but on strong soil I should think it would
make a fine bed. Arclidiilce Charles, Cramoisie Supe-

rieure, Prince Charles, and Abbe Mioland, have four

shades of red crimson which assist each other very much
in a bed, and I would rather have the four mixed than
any of tliem by themselves in a bod ; but the four have
the bad habit of making' one or two strong shoots from
the bottom if they have their own way. Tliis shoidd
never lie allowed in a bed of Cliina roses, otherwise the

symmetry of the bed is all gone. Stop the strong shoots

when tliey arc under four inches, so as to keep them
close and bushy to the ground, as they never look ricli

or well managed if you can push a walking stick into

any piart of the bed without touching a shoot. FAigcne

Beauharnois and Belle de Florence are two which answer
pretty well together, they are a shade lighter than the

reds and crimsons. For a very small bed of one sort

Fabier is unquestionably the liest ; it might be called the

little grandson of Oloircde Rosamcne without inheriting

its manner of making strong shoots here and tliere.

Plants of Fabier, three or four years old, would mal;e a

good mixture with biennial Qloire de Hosamene. Both
of tliem have good light centres, and Fabier is more
double, witli a well-marked stripe in the petal. Out of

the above a nice shaded bed miglit bo formed, and these

shaded beds, of whatever kinds of flowers, look best in

circles. T'hcn tlu-ee plants of the strongest and darkest
should stand in tlie middle, say of Cramoisie Superieure

;

after that two rows of Abbe Mioland, or Prince Charles,

for a lighter shade, followed by one row of Belle de
Florence, and another of Eugene Beauharnois, then Mrs.
Bosanqnet ; the outside row to be either Aimce Vibert,

or the Old White China. If of tlie latter, the plants to be
qnite young, as it is a strong gi-ower.

The best way to prove lioses. Geraniums, Verbenas,
i&c, for shading, is to begin by planting one of each
along a border by tlie side of a walk, the border to bo of

nniforui richness throughout; to regulate the growth by

stopping strong shoots ; training others, either down or

upwards, and then to watch their habits, and colours,

and shades, both when they first open tlicir flowers and

as they fade away, and to mark all peculiarities and

memorandums aljout thcni, on the spot, in the gai'deu-

book. One or two seasons at this kind of gardening

would teach more than all the writing and reading of a

whole year, for there is liardly a family of plants but

shows something difl'erent in one place which is never

seen in another. Besides, to leai-n the real art of think-

ing for oneself is one of the greatest secrets among the

best gardeners, and without that, in some degree, one

may be led by the nose for a whole lifetime, and not be

much the wiser after all.

GF.n.^xiuMs i-oR Beds.—From my own notes on the

large florists' geraniums for the last four years, I am
enabled to say confidently that the Priory Queen, a

lightish one, is the very best of them all for a good bed.

Rising Sun is the next best, and Madeline Superbe the

third best. The latter is a very dark red one, that is,

very dark back, and deep red front petals. The Rising

Sun is a light red, and much of the same colour all over.

I crossed the tliree among themselves and with others

which I thought likely to answer for raising bedders from,

but all to no pmqiose, and I think it is quite useless to

fight with this class, although I have no doubt but the

florists themselves often get a bedding variety out of the

thousands they get from seeds, but which they destroy

as soon as they flower for fear they sliould spoil their

breeders.

Among geraniums the great desideratum is to get a

really good white one for a bed. There is not yet a single

white geranium fit for a bed. Once last year, while

lamenting the want of a white bedding geranium, I said

that I had just seen one seedling which came up to my
standard, aiid that the largest leaf on the plant might be

hid under a shilling. Very fortunately this seedling is a

breeder, and I may now congratulate my friends on the

certainty of having soon a choice in this class and colour,

as sure as we now have in the scarlets.

Another piece of good news about bedders is, that a

London breeder sent me lately leaves of a new class of

seedling geraniums which have not flowered yet ; but if

he is quite sure of the parents, I hesitate not to say that

he has found his way into a new strain that none of us

have yet hit on. Of course this is crying " chick, chick,"

before the eggs are batched; but 1 have staked what
little credit they give me as a breeder, on the issue, by

sending him word about the best and most promising of

his batch from a more sight of single leaves.

I wish I could write so as to entice young gardeners

and amateurs to embarlc in cross breeding ofjlowers ; no
matter what class tlioy take in hand, or what failures

they may meet with. I promise them, from my own
experience for twenty long years, that there is an endless

source of enticing amusement before them, very innocent

in itself, and which may add to the gratification of others

some day or other. But to be and continue so they

must keep clear of speculation, and never think of turn-

ing a single penny by their seedlings. Of course those

who make tlieir 'living by raising and selling phmts,

must look to who is to jiay the piper; but that is alto-

getlier a different thing from taking up tlie pursuit for

recreation and amusement.
In the flower-garden itself people will bo very busy

for the next six weeks, and for the sake of looking tidy

in a hurry we often put otT jobs which do not apjiear

to ns to be in immediate want of attention. Those who
are much troubled with moss on the lawn had never more
reason to apply an early remedy to keep it down. In
all my experience I do not recollect a winter more
favourable to the growth of mosses than this one ; a low

moist atuiospherc and steady temperature throughout,

has encouraged the moss to grow rapidly ever since the
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scythe was put by, and now if the first mowiug is put off

till the grass looks as if it must be done, the whole

bottom of the blades will have blanched in the moss, as

surely as rhubarb or seakale under pots and boxes.

Then if cold easterly winds come on after the first

mowing, and next iNIay and June turn out to be very

dry, this blanched bottom cannot possibly bear \ip

against it, and the consequence will bo that the finer

kinds of grass will be ruined, and the coarser sorts have

it all for themselves. Early mowing, even where no
traces of moss can be seen, is one of the great secrets for

keeping the grass fine. I saw a newly laid down flower-

garden, ten days ago, where the crop of Italian rye-grass

would make a good bite for a flock of slieep, and the

owner, a scientific gentleman, believed that tliis strong

grass was favourable for nursing the finer kinds ; I

pointed out to liim that there could not be a greater

error. Lawn grass does not want nursing ; tlie true

way of nursing grass under the scythe is to let every

blade of it have an equal share of light and air. The
mowing machine is far better than the scythe for the

first cutting or two where moss is getting ahead, because

the moss is so elastic that it yields under the scythe,

and is up directly behind the mower to blanolie the

tender grass as before. First of all have the lawn run
over with old stumpy brooms, or a brush bai'row, then

sweep clean and roll it two or three times, and next day
it is fit to cut. D. Beaton.

THE EOSARY.
Soil for and Teansplanting Roses.—Mr. Appleby

hit the right nail on the bead the other week, when he

stated emphatically—" A good deep loamy soil, with a

dry bottom, is the best soil for the rose." In no other soil

will they flourish for any length of time, without greater

demands ujjou the compost-heap and the manure repo-

sitory than can well be spared, except roses constitute

the all-in-all consideration ; for then they may he made
to flourish in any soil, however naturally unpropitious.

In the very best of soils they are hungry fellows, like

the horseleech, ever ciwing, Give, give ; and hardly

nodding acquiescence, did you evenrob your celery of fine

decomposed material to enrich them. \n all soils, but

especially in hungi-y, light, and gravelly ones, they dearly

like a regular soaking several times with manure-water

after the first of April. T'he rose dislikes stagnant

water, as much as being left in a dry state. Hence for all

gravelly and chalky soils, wonderful as are the efiects

of huge dressings of good dung, yet for a permanent
result nothing beats a moderate dressing of clay, nicely

mixed and divided with the staple soil. When largo

masses of bloom, rather than fine specimens of flowers

are wanted, the plants may be allowed to gi'ow large and
remain a long period in the same place. When fine

individual blooms are wanted, the plants must not only

be kept close pruned near home, but should have the

privilege of having fresh pasture ground every three or

four years. The rose rarely does well when mixed with
other flowering plants, unless they want treatment
similar to themselves. I have attempted to combine a
rosary of tree roses, and other flowering plants beneath,
but with anything but satisfaction. Koses, to be fine,

must have the ground to themselves, and then you can
give them the rich treatment they like and deserve.

Where alterations are suggesting themselves, roses may
yet be moved with perfect safety, provided they are rather

closely pruned, and a branch of evergreen is put over
them for a week or two. The hedges may also now be
ransacked for hriar stocks, and planted in good soQ for

future budding. R. Fjsh.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

General Manage jient of the Greenhouse.—Among
the characteristics of our times, the spirit of criticism,

and the prevalence alike of the attempt and the desire

to make knowledge easy, holds no inconspicuous place.

The abUity to criticise comes more easily to the many,

than the family inheritance of acres and wisdom descends

upon the few. My apprentice master used to say " a

fool can find or make a flaw in a wise man's greatest

work." The danger is that criticism let loose, is too apt

to beget in the critic an over-complaisant opinion of his

own transcendant powers, and thus becomes not an

incentive, but a hairier to progress in all that is ennobling

and refining. Everything is extremely simple to a

critic before he tries it; and then it will frequently

happen that the greater the simplicity the greater bis

difficulty, unless he valiantly cuts the knot by boister-

ously disparaging what ho cannot understand. We
now and then|.meet with a full-fledged specimen. Ladies,

in the height of enjoyment in a flower-garden, are en-

gaged in admiring and remarking upon the contrast

and shading of colours in groups of flowers, as only

ladies, with their acute sense of the beautiful, can do. A
gentleman unexpectedly joins them. Beauty! pshaw! he

can see no beauty. That! why it is a mere weed.

This ! trumpery. The others ! trashy. Green cai-peted

lawn ! stuff. Give him the hillocky meadow, the rough

ploughed field. As he uttered these outpourings of

oracular critical wisdom, ho was above noticing that the

smile of enjoyment was exchanged for the blush of

indignation.

Very different are the reasons which have led to the

heading of this article. A correspondent, in an interest-

ing letter, part of which has been already referred to,

wants some general rule or rules as to potting, pruning,

watering, resting, heating, and ventilating greenhouse

plants ; confesses that at one time he thought himself

ail fait in gardening, and capable of managing any plant,

but that now he feels quite jnizzled, and despairing of

following out in detail ample directions for each par-

ticular family ; he thinks that mediocrity at least may be

realised by attention to some general rules respecting

greenhouse management, and that obliging liim would

oblige many others in a similar predicament. Now, valu-

able as general rules are, and anxious as we are to meet

our readers' wishes, I must honestly state, that attention

to general rules will seldom carry the lover of plants to,

and far less beyond, mediocrity, unless, from the experi-

ence of others or his own experience and practice, he is

enabled to reduce tjeneral into pariiciilai- rules. There

are general rules for the management of a menagerie ;

but without attending to the appropriate and particular

wants of the different inhabitants, there would soon be

gaps in the establishment. So it is with plants. Who,
for instance, would think of treating in a similar manner

an Extacris and a Pelaiyonium? The desire of our

correspondent is a very laudable one; only let him

neither expect too much from it, nor yet be contented

with mediocrity. The feeling is very natural in these

knowledge-made-easy times, and especially as respects

gardening, about which every body understands as if it

were by instinct. For ourselves we can state two facts

;

first, that as we get older, we see our deficiencies more;

and, secondly, that even in these knowledge-made-easy

times, and grateful we are for them, no knowledge really

useful, or that will minister to a refined enjoyment, can

be attained without study and labour ; and if this holds

true in any thing, it holds particvflarly true in gardening.

General rules are admirable; nicety in detail, attention

to trifles, are everything. Should this be a damper to

young aspirants? No; but it may teach the wisdom of

not attempting too much at once. A few families well
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managed are far more interestijig than a lai'ge collection

distinguished for nothing but, perhaps, general int'e-

rioritj'.

The Greenhouse is a light airy structure designed for

plants from comparatively temperate latitudes, and high
altitudes in tropical regions, which can sustain a lowish

temperatui'e, but cannot withstand the vicissitudes from
frost to sunshine, aud from damp to dry, of our common
winters. It is distinguislied from a plant stove in re-

quiring but little artihcial heat ; and from a conservatory
in having all the plants (with, porliaps, the exception of

climbers for the rafters) grown in jiortable pots or tubs,

and these generally set upon a stage to bring them
nearer the glass.

The mode of construeting such a house must be regu-

lated by the wishes of the proprietor, and the conve-
niences at his disposal. For general pin-poses any
aspect will do in an emergency, except the north, and
that might be selected for those plants that delight in

the shade. The more command of liglit, with the means
at hand of contracting its fierceness and heat when too

powerful, the better. From due south to south-east and
south-west, may be considered the best as])ects. If it is

a lean-to house, having a sloping roof from a back wall,

it should always have a considerable amount of upright
glass in front to receive the oblicj^ue rays of tlie sun in

winter. By the side of a cottage ornee the front of the

house may tlius partake of the same style of architecture,

while the shed-like sloping roof may be exchanged for

a ridge and furrow one, aud that concealed from external
observation by a light entablature or frieze work. For
a neat detached structure it should stand, less or more,
north aud soulli, have a ridge aud furrow roof, and
means for breaking the sun's rays in the morning and
afternoon. We are supposing it to be glass all round.
When in connection with other buildings, a very useful

and elegant house is formed, having the front and ends
of glass, a hipped roof, and an opaque back wall. Here,
likewise, by an ornamental entablature, the roof, if de-

sirable, may be wholly or ])artially concealed, so as
not to interfere with architectural propriety, though we
should have no great scruples on this score, as the utility

of an object, if aiiparent, gives it appropriateness.
The size of the glass to be used must depend upon the

taste and the money wished to be spent by the pro-
prietor. For the roof, especially, it will be desirable to

have it at least sixteen ounces to the foot. Small squares
can be procured in boxes very cheap, as seen in tlie

advertising columns. These are the waste from cutting
large squares. Tliere is, however, a drawback to the
seeming advantage. What you gain in glass you will

partly lose from requiring so inany sash-bars. Large
squai'es of glass are very pleasing, and glass merchants
will let you have them of almost any size. We should not
care about having them much above eighteen inches in

leugtb, as if much larger, when one is broken it is a crash
indeed. All things considered, if we were to roof a house
most economically

, we should obtain strong machinery-cut
sash-bars, dispense with rafters, use glass froln fifteen to

eighteen inches wide, and say afoot in depth, and secure
means of ventilation without touching the roof, by means
of the upright glass, and wooden ventilators at the ridge
in the roof, and in the back wall. I cannot speak expe-
rimentally of the rough patent glass, but I have seen
a good portion in use, and the gai'deuers say they have
light enough for anything. If so, the getting rid of
shading will be getting rid of a great annoyance.

Stages.—These are generally shelves, arranged in
stair-like fashion, partaking less or more of the character
of the roof For a general collection, the stage may be
IVom five to six feet from the glass roof; for insuring
dvvarf, compact bushy plants, the distance should be from
three to foi.u- feet. The lowest shelf of the stage should
be a little higher than the shelf that surrounds the house

next the fi'ont glass. Where the roof is lapped, even
though the back wall be opaque, if the house faces the

south, the stage should be flipped too, terminating in a

single shelf, broad or naiTOw in the centre. The north
part would be admirable for keeping many plants in

winter, and exhibiting in summer those that wure in full

bloom. In a wide house it is always preferable to

have sevei'al stages, in the shapie of circles, ovals,

or triangles, whatever is most appi'oved, with walks
between them. The greater expense, and the room
apparently lost, are more than made up by the ease

with which all the plants may be examined, and the

greater thickness with which tliey may be safely set, as

the pathways will be so many breathing zones. For
low-liipped roofed and ridge-and-furrow-roofed houses,

flat table-like trellised stages wiU be the best ; the highest

plants being set in the centre, or, if necessary, one being
placed now and then on a pot. As an improvement on
tliis, where extreme economy was the object, we would
dispense with the wooden trellis, and substitute a bed of

earth, kept in its place by brick-walls, the earth being
first covered with cinders, and then with pure sand, on
which to set the pots. Tlie damping of this sand ft'om

watering in summer would be a source of health to the

plants, and save them from many visitations. Small
inclosures in such an earth-pit, if suitable compost were

used, would he a splendid place for the less hardy creepers,

which would be likely to maintain a lingering existence

if jjlanted as they sometimes are in a border close to the

front wall.

Temperature.—This must he regulated by the object

aimed at. If merely preserving the plants is the object,

then artificial heat may only be applied to maintain a

temperature of from 35" to -10°. This low tempera-

ture must not, however, be long continued in a stagnant

atmosphere. It will, therefore, be necessary to raise the

temperature to admit an during the day. Where it is

desired slowly to grow the shoots, and to keep a winter
display of plants in bloom, the temperature must not
sink below 45°. In either case a rise of 10° or 15° may
be allowed for sunshine in winter. In summer the chief

dilEculty will be to keep the house cool by admitting
all the air possible, and having it on night and day.

If the plants are turned out into pits and shady places,

and even very sunny places if their nature requii'cs it,

and their place is supplied with tender annuals, &c., then
more closeness and moisture must be obtained—a limi-

tation of air and plenty of moisture giving all the essen-

tials of a plant stove.

Mode of sustaining Artifieial Heat.—The best, because
the most equal and the cleanliest, is hot water ; and the

simplest of all is the best : a compact little boiler, well

set, and a flow and return-pipe on tlic simjilcst prin-

ciples. A small boiler and two-inch or tlirec-inch pipes

are the most suitable for a greenhrmse where only quick

aud occasional fires are wanted. With strange infatua-

tion, hot-watermen BX&ahore heating small greenhouses,

except at a cost that is sufficient to tei'rify any iimati'ur.

I have corresponded with several of tlieui, aud all were
to give the subject their best attention ; but as yet

nothing has come of it. Many advertise and tell liow

cheap their boilers are ; but can tliey not tell what the

price is, in proportion to their size, fitted with flanges to

suit certain sized pipes ? Everybody knows the price of

metal, and what is the use of attempting anything like

liocus poous trades' craft. I have a small lean-to house,

fifteen feet by seven, which has remained nnlicated,

because the lowest tender I have yet had was fifteen

pounds; while I considered the third of that sum quite

ample, as I was to do everything but the iron-work. If

I was near a foundry that would -nork reasonably to

order, it could be done for much less ; as thirty feet

of three or five-inch pipe would be quite suHicicnt, and
anybody could jiut them together. The man who wiU
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issue a neat little boiler—to suit various sized pipes—to
!

suit suol) little structures as I have iudioated, and at a

fair reiuuueratiug jirioe, will have orders uot iu teus but
huudreds. Without such be done, amateurs must take

the matter in their own hands, or resort to the old

smoke flues. Flues are far from being despicable con-

veniences. In some respects, in small houses, where a
higher temperature is wanted at one end, than another,

they answer better than hot water. When ueatly built,

they are no eyesore in a house. To insure draught the

flue should be at least a thu-d deeper than it is wide, and
the mouth of the flue should be eighteen inches above
the bottom of the furnace. A well-known first-rate

neighbouring gai'dener has several of these small houses,

heated by the smallest flues I ever witnessed. I cannot
be positive now, but so far as I recollect, the inside of

the flues were not above four or five inches wide, con-

sisting of one or two bricks set on edges, resting on a

tile. The floor is covered with paving-tiles. The
flue is first covei-ed with a thin tile or slate, and
over that Is placed the paving-tile on a level with
the rest of the floor; a small space being left on each
side of the lilliputian flue, and, Mr. S. says, nothing
could answer better. I was in the houses on a very cold

day, and they were very comfortable. They were cleaned
merely once a year ; the lowness of the furnace, and the

narrowness of the flue, gave a rapid draught. If for

our small parlour greenhouses we cannot obtain hot
water at a reasonable rate^should fail in getting a good
sized hail-pot, cast with a couple flanges—we mean to

visit Mr. S again, and have a small narrow under-floor

flue. Mind, we do not recommend such under-ground
heating wliere much heat is required. As a criterion, iu

addition to what I have previously mentioned, I may
state that, for greenhouses, one foot of four-inch pipe
will be necessary for every forty cubic feet of air, making
allowance less or more, according to the surface of glass,

or the presence of opaque walls; or, in other words,
taking the square foot of glass, it would I'equire a foot of
four-inch pipe for every six feet of glass ; or a foot of a

common flue above the ground for about ten or eleven
feet of glass. R. Fish.

(To be continued,)

HOTHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
EXOTIC OROHIDACE^.

PLANTS THAT THRIVE WELL IN POTS

—

Continued from
2iage 3.58.

Dendeochildm i'ilifobme (Thread-like D.) ; India.

—

A small genus of not very showy jilants. The species
named is, however, worth cultivating. The flowers are

small, and of a greenish yellow, pi-oduced on very long
thready stems, on which the flowers are placed very close.

When in bloom they seem almost to hang in the air,

and are exceedingly graceful and pretty.

Gulture.—They require the same treatment as the
Dendrobes ; namely, a season of gi'owth, a season of

bloom, and a season of rest. The same compost of

sphagnum, broken potsherds, and charcoal also suits

them. During growth a moist atmosphere, plenty of
water at the root, with occasional syringings, is neces-
sary. The heat should be ft-om 75° to 90° by day, and
66" by night. The moisture must be withholden when
the growth is completed, and the temperature lowered to
66° by day and 55° by night.

Epidendsum.—We have again come to one of the
large families of orchids. The species of this genus are
chiefly natives of the hot moist districts of South Ame-
rica. Great numbers are found in Demerara, others in
Brazil, some in the woods of Mexico, and others in the
cooler regions of Guatemala, some in the West India
isles, and a very few in India. As the name imports

{Epi,VL]}Qn; dendroH, a tree) they are chiefly found grow-
ing on trees, and especially where the trees overhang a
river or lake, the vapour arising from which feeds their

roots and encourages them to gi-ow and flower. This
large genus, unfortunately, does not contain, in propor-
tion to its number, such a stock of handsome plants and
flowers as are found amongst the large tribes of iE rides,

Cattleyas, Ooelogynes, Dendrobes, Ltelias, Lycastes, Mil-

tonias, Onoids, Saccolabiums, Stanhopeas, and Vandas.
So few, indeed, are the fine species of Epidendrum, that

a friend in Manchester, whenever he had a bo.^ of

orchids from the Western Hemisphere, always complains
of, as he terms them, the preponderance of " villainous

Epidendrums." Yet, notwithstanding this sweeping
denunciation, there are a considerable number of species

of the genus that are really beautiful, and generally they
have the advantage of being ejioeedingly and deliciously

fragrant.

E. ALATUJi (Winged E.) ; Mexico.—Sepals and petals

dull yellow; petals and lip) striped with purple. The
flowers are of a medium size, and are produced on tall

strong branching spikes. It is a pretty fragrant species.

31s. 6d.

E. ALOiFOLiuM (Aloe-leaved E.) ; Guatemala.—Sepals

and petals greenish yellow, changing to a rich brown;
the lip is large, winged, and pure white. This is a pen-
dant speoifis, and will grow on a log or in a basket ; but
the finest specimen we ever saw was exhibited last year
by Mr. I^Iylam, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., and it was
growing in a pot. Each shoot, or pseudo-bulb, was tied

to and supported by a stout stick, which showed ofl' the

large flowers to great advantage. 31s. 6d.

E. AUEANiiAcuii (Orange-coloured E.) ; Guatemala.

—

Sepals and petals bright orange; lip the same colour,

with a few stripes of crimson intermingled. This plant

is found in Guatemala in exposed situations. Mr. Skin-

ner, who resided for many years in that country, and
during Ms stay collected orchids in great numbers, says,

.speaking of this plant, " Same habitat (native place) as

Onddium leucochilum ; always found together, only that

this plant seeks exposm'e, and therefore is subject to

greater extremes of heat and cold ; the finest masses,
however, are always found on the steep brows of rocky
barranoos." This is a pretty species, but the flowers do
not expand properly. Mr. Brocldehurst, of tlie Fence,
Macclesfield, had once a plant of it that, in addition to

the fine colour, had the property of fuUy expanding its

blossoms. ;21s.

E. BicoBNUTUJi (Two-horned E.) ; Trinidad.—Sepals

and petals pure white ; lip the same colour, with the

addition of a few crimson dots. The flowers are lai'ge

and fragrant. Some cultivators ai'e of opinion that this

plant, when in bloom, rivals the far-famed Phalceiiopsis '

in beauty. Be that as it may, it is by no means so

easily cultivated. It is a difficult task to say which is

the best mode to grow it; perhaps two combined would
answer. .First, put it on a block, and when the new
pseudo-bulbs are half formed, place the block on the top

of a pot filled with the usual compost of peat and
sphagnum, but in a very rough condition, packing the

rough pieces round the block, but not quite covering

it. In this way we have seen a plant grow tolerably

well. 42s.

E. cALocHiLUM (Bcautiful-lipped E.); Guatemala.

—

Sepals and petals pale yellow, tinged with pm'ple ; lip

crimson, veined with a bordering of yellow. A very

showy, easily grown species. 42s.

E. ciNNABARiNOM (Vermiliou-coloured E.) ; Pernam-
buco.—Flowers crimson-scarlet, veined with brown. It

is a tall gi-owing plant, and the flowers are produced
near the top of the stems in the corymb form. It is a

a free grower ; and as the stems, with cai'e, may be bent
downwards, the flower can then be brought into a ]5osi

tion to be better seen, 21s.
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E. cnspiDATOJi (Pointed E.) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
petals pale yellow, changing to a brown : lip white,
beautifully fringed ; and the flowers are very iragrant.
Tliey very much resemble those of E. aloifolmm, only
they are not fringed. 2 Is.

E. Floribdn'Dum (Many-flowered E.) ; Mexico.

—

Sepal brownish, petals white, lips white also with a
curved line of reddish spots. A gi-acefully growing plant.
Though tlie flowers individually arc small, yet the long
spreading jiauicle gives them a pretty ap])earauce. 21s.

E. GnAH.\Mrr (Dr. Graham's E.); Mexico.—Sepals
and petals yellowish green turning to brown ; lip white,
long, and broad, undulated, and strijicd witli red. A
fine species but little known. The flower stems grow
about eighteen inches long, and each flower is near
three inches across. Very rare. 84s.

E, Haxbuhii (Mr. H anbury's) ; Mexico.—Sepals and
petals deep purple ; lip pale rose with crimson veins.
A fine species, with deep green roundish pseudo-bulbs,
from the. top of which the flower stems sprijig to the
height of eighteen inches or two feet. ols. Od.

E. lONOSMUJi f\'iolet-scented E.) ; Essequibo.—Sepals
and petals of a dull red colour; lip the same colour
and delicately sriped with deep lilac lines. The flowers
are large, and have a scent like that of violets. Scarce.
6.3s.

E. iiAcnociiiLUM (Large-lipped E.) ; Mexico.—Sepals
and petals brownish; lip piu'e white with a deep purple
stain at the base. It is by far the most conspicuous
part of the flower, being very broad and projecting well
out from the rest. The flowers are produced on stems a
foot high, and are handsome and fragi-ant. 42s.
E. MACROCHiLU.M vav RosEDM (Rose-coloured large-

lipped E.) ; Guatemala. — This is a truly beautiful
variety, like the other in every respect except the lip,

which, instead of white, is of a beautiful dark rose colour.
42s.

E. oxcimoiDES (Oncidium-flowered E.) ; South Ame-
rica.—Sepals and petals yellow and red ; the lip is

yellow.' A fine species; tlie flowers are like those of
OnciiUiim lundmii. It is fragi'ant, and remains a long
time iu bloom. .31s. 6d.

E. PASTORis (Shepherd's E.); Mexico.—Sepals and
jietals very narrow and sharp pointed, and streaked with
purple on an olive ground colour; tb.e lip is oblong,
fieautifully stained with purple on a cream-coloured
ground. Very fragi-ant. 31s. 6d.

E. PHOiNicEDit (Purple-flowered E.) ; Cuba.—Sepals
and petals light purple ; the lip has a shade of the same
colour running through it, mixed with a delicate pink
and veined vvitli crimson. This is considered one of the
finest species of tliis large genus. The flower stem rises
two or three feet high, branches, and the flowers arc
jiretty thickly studded upon it. Each flower is large,
and they keep expanding for two or three months. All
tiiesc good points recommend tliis plant to tlic notice of
cultivators as being well worth growing. It is, however,
scarce. 84s.

E. nuizoi'HonuM (Root-bearing); Guatemala.

—

Flowers produced in umbels at tlie end of the shoots, in
the same manner as E. cinnnharinum. They arc scarlet,
veined with crimson. This very handsome species has
been long cultivated without its blooming. The reason
for this is now obvious. It is a long rambling plant,
and most likely runs up the branches of the trees in its

native country, and as soon as it surmounts them then
forms a dense mass, and blooms sometliing like our
common ivy docs. Mr. Bassett, gardener to 11. S.
Holford, Esq., with his accustomed sagacity, has hit
upon a mode of growing this plant that assimilates in a
degree to the above supposition. He places it in a kind
of wido pan, and as the slioots grow, continually ];eeps
them pegged down, at the same time placing tlio plant
close to the glass. In this way ho blooms it finely evci-y

year, using the usual treatment of a moist warm atmos-
phere when growing, and a cool di-y one when at rest.

3ls. 6d.

E. ScHOMBURGKii (Dr. Schomburgk's E.) ; British

Guayana.—Tliere is a considerable resemblance between
this species, the preceding one, and E. Cinnnharimim.
They possess in common a long stem, the flowers are

nearly alike, and they flower in the same style. Not-
withstaijding these points of resemblance there are

sufficient distinctions between each to warrant their

separation. The E. Schomhunjlni may be distinguished

easily from E. cinnaharimim by the great number of dark-

coloured spots on its stems, and by its larger flowers.

The colour is also more brilliant, being bright scarlet.

T. Appleby.
(To lie continued,)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
C.VBNATIONS AND PicoTEES.—The scasou for shifting

them into their blooming pots has now arrived; the

right compost we have repeatedly described, but for the

benefit of our readers that may not have seen or read
this description, we will venture to repeat it. Good
light fresh loam, such as would be formed if a heap of

turf, three inches thick, from an old pasture were laid up
for twelve months and frequently turned ; to which
should be added oue-fourth well-decomposed dimg, and
as much leaf mould. You will then have a first-rate

mixture for carnations. If the leaf mould be uu-come-
at-able, then use a little more of the dung. A very small
dressing of quicklime would be serviceable both in im-
proving the soil and destroying insects. Look diligently

out lor their grand enemy, the wirc-uorm. The size of

the hloominrj pots is from ten to eleven inches across;

they must be clean, sweet, and perfectly dry. Place nu
03'ster shell, or a large piece of broken pot, over the hole

at the bottom of the pot, and about lialf an inch of

drainage above it; then fill it with soil till there is just
space left to allow the jjreseut ball to stand upon it level

with the edge of the pot. Fill iu the compost round the
ball till the pot is filled ; shako it down by a gentle stroke

upon the potting bench : give then a good watering, and
place the plants in such a position that you can readily

protect them from any severe weather that may yet occur.

T. Appleby.

THE KITCHEN-GARDEN.
The weather this month has hitherto been most

favourable for all kinds of out-of-doors work, and the soil

having been prepared for the reception of seeds or plants,

every corner or piece of spare ground should be witliout

loss of time ridged, trenched, forked, and scarified, and
no kind of sprouting cahbngcn, saroijs, JidIcs or liori'colcs,

swedes or turniiJs, should be left to exhaust the soil any
longer than is absolutely necessary. The late-planted

ciAeworts and carbi cabbage, Avith a good piece of spinach,

and naturally produced sea-liah; as well as the young
ca.rrots,forecd French heans, and asparagus, assisted with a

little heat and covering, will now be in request. On well-

prepared light soils, carrots in full crop may be sown.
'J.'he Earlg Dutch, American, and intone turnip, also, may
be so\\-n on gentle heat or sheltered borders, with tho

soil well-prepared and pulverized. Radishes, too, in

varieties, as well as small salad, should be sown in suc-

cession ; and also lettuce, of which u succession should like-

wise be planted out. Finish planting sea-kale. Put in

cuttings of lavender, me, norniuood, hyssop, &c. Part
the herbaceous herbs, and put the herb garden in good
order: sow, also, thyme, winter savoys, &c. Sow Kidney
heans for transplanting, on to slight hot-beds, to bo pi'O-

tected. Garden heans and late ^/cifs sow in succession;

those kinds already up, and intended for sticks, sliould
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be attended to in due season; and as soon as the early

varieties commence showing bloom, pinch out their tops

if a dish o( exlni Earlij peas be required. Salsafi/, soar-

zonera, and red beet, may bo sown in small quantities.

Tomatoes should bo sown in heat, pricked ofl" early, and
placed close to the glass, sloped whoa about three inches

high, and duly liardened otF for planting out against

walls or other close fences.

FiiAMiNG.

—

Gucamhers sow in succession; keep the

plants in health by placing them close to the glass, and
by liberal airing ; keep the vine of those ridged outstepped

and pegged down, and do not allow those in bearing to

bo overcrowded; take out tlio superfluous and weakest
vine carefully and at intervals, so as not to give any
sudden checdc by over thinning at once.

Melons should be encouraged by maintaining a

uniform kindly heat; stop and train the vine methodically.

They should be so managed as to have several in blos-

som at the same time on each plant, to set and start

together into growth; at which time tliey require more
heat, to be shut up earlier, and the interior atmosphere
for a few days to be kept drier. Take care that a suffi-

cient number of plants are in readiness lor all lights that

are likely to become vacant, or that can be spared from
the early carrots, radishes, jiotatofs, asjiaragus, dv., dc.,

as those things may now be only temporarily protected.

Ch.\reing Wood.—Wood of any kind may readily be
charred ; the process is simple and easy, and may
readily be understood by any one; any kind of refuse

wood may be charred and turned to account in the

cultivation of the soil, or plant culture of any kind ; but

for smelting and kitchen purposes, &o., of course the

kind of wood must be selected according to the purposes

recjuired. The spot we choose for charring is always

rather sheltered, and if not, we make it so by driving

into the soil round at a distance a few stakes, to vvliich

wo tie some poles, and then stand on tlieir butt ends

some furze or other faggots, in order to modify the

driving wind. The base of the kiln on which the wood
is to be charred we elevate a few inches above the sur-

rounding earth, and make it level and firm, and, as pre-

viously directed for other materials, if to be charred in a

conical shape, three stakes are driven triangularly into

the centre, with a billet placed inside them to witlidraw

when the kiln is set and ready to bo lighted. When
setting the kiln, a small quantity of small and easily

ignitable wood should be lirst placed close round the

base of the chimney, then a larger quantity, and thus

continuing with a larger and longer quantity until the

kiln is formed of the desired size, finislung the outside

with some small short pieces of wood, chips, &o., so

as to lill up all holes and unevenness. All should be

fitted and packed close, after wliich a little straw or

mulch should be shaken over thinly to prevent the out-

side casing from running amongst the wood. The
casing should be a few inches of tine earth and ashes

;

the kiln should be ignited at the top by withdrawing the

centre biUet, and smoke holes made as previously

directed as the kiln progresses. The fire should be

smothered when all is charred by closing all air holes,

damping the outside a little to prevent the dust from

rising, and admitting a little water to the interior from

the top, the evaporation of which, thus closely confined,

will readily extinguish the fire. Jaiies Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

OUE VILLAGERS.
Bij the Authoress of "My Flowers," /be.

I DAEESAT everyone of my village readers know what an
"Idle Corner" is. I fear there are few villages in which
one of these mischievous meeting-points is not to he found;
and, next to that disgrace to a Christian land, the beer-

house, the Idle Comer is the greatest evil.

In the large village near which I live, there ai'e tieo Idle

Comers, where all the lawless, idle characters get together

;

and when young men are out of work, I have seen some
loitering there, who have not yet done evil, but whose love

of company have led them to stand and talk where nothmg
good could be learned or heard. I have never heard or seen

anything but respectful conduct when I have been passing

by ; but those who live close to the scenes of action say,

that the shocking language, the oaths, the noise, and the

disturbance that at times are heard, are sad and disgraceful.

I scarcely ever enter the village without seeing at least two
or three lads grouped together ; and I grieve to saj', the

Sabbath does not prevent clusterings together of the same
kind, at various times of the day.

These are things that should not be in a Christian land

;

they are shameful in a civilized country only, how much
worse in one that is professedly religious ? Even supposing
that nothing worse than idleness is encom'aged by them,
supposing that the conduct of the loungers was always (juiet

and orderly, still the idling is in itself a sin, a waste of time,

a standing " in the way of sinners," an opportunity for

Satan, a giving way to the slothfulness and evil disposition

of the heart, a preparation for any temptation that may
offer itself to the soul. But this mild view of the case is

one that we cannot take ; the mischiefs ai-e more terrible,

the effects more lamentable ; and it is the duty of every
parent in the humbler classes to guard against the temj)ta-

tions of idleness and idle company that are placed in his

children's way. How many schemes of sin are planned at

the Idle Corner we cannot tell; how many thoughts of evil

are aroused, how many seeds of future crimes are implanted
there, Ave do not know ; but we ai'e quite sure that no man,

whether young or old, who fears his God, is ever to be

seen there; and that the Ethiopian and the leopard may
almost as soon change their skin and spots, as those may say

and do good, who have been accustomed to say and do byH.

At tlie head of these idlers, is almost always to be seen a

young man, whom I shaU call John Watts. He is an object

of great interest on one account, because he has lost an
arm ; but it was lost through an act of disobedience, which
will, I hope, be a lesson to some of my youthful readers.

When John was a little fellow of twelve or foiu'teen, he was
warned not to go near a huge iron roller, which was at work in

a neighbouring park, in fact he was forbidden to approach it.

Like many wilful, daring children, he persisted in doing

what he was desired not to do, little dreaming of the danger;

and mark the consequences I He was caught by the roller,

thrown down, and his left ai'm so dreadfully shattered, that

it was obhged to be cut off, and the bone taken out of the

socket. His agonies were unspeakable ; three smgeons were

obhged to assist at this distressing operation, and the poor

boy, no doubt, then bitterly repented of his disobedience.

But repentance in his case was not that which is " not to be

repented of." We are often very, very sorry for the effects of

our sins, when we do not mourn for them before God; and

I fear John Watts's soitow was of this kind, because he has

not borne the " fruits meet for repentance." Of course he

was greatly hindered by his want of an arm, in getting his

bread. He could not do as other boys did, iu a great many
ways; but he was not a steady lad, and by this want of

steadiness he suffered much more than by the want of his

hand. He was talien into the parish school as teacher,

hoping that he might be kept in such profitable employment

as might benefit his character, which was not then suspected,

at thesame time that it gave him weekly support ; and for a

time he went on very well. But he loved idle company, and

he was led to drink, and disgrace himself in the eyes of

man. How must he have appeared iu the sight of a just

and holy God ?
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His first fault was pardoned, in con.sideration of his

youth and inability to earn his bread by labour ; and he was

again placed in the school, as a trial of his apparent

repentance. But the disobedient boy, was tlie wild rebellious

youth. In a very sliort time liis evil habits again prevailed,

and lie was at once dismissed, to the great regret of those

who wished to serve him, and who would have been warm
and powerful friends. From that time John has got on as

he could. He is a tall, well-grown young man, and it is sad

to see so athletic a flgm-e deprived of so invaluable a limb

;

but it is still more sad to feel that he is misusing the " one

talent " the Lord has lent him, and leading others to do the

same. I sometimes see him employed in digging ground

for a neighbour; but this is seldom the case; and perhaps

somn may suspect me of rotnniice, when I mention tlie fact,

but it is ti-ue ; and may prove to some otlier crippled youth

how much may be done, even under sudi afflictive circum-

stances. I Iiave more than once been interested in seeing

poor John dig. He strikes the spade powerfully witli his

foot, and tlien, by shpping his hand quickly down to tlie

bottom of the handle, he is able to raise the blade of the

spade easily with its load of soil. I could scarcely see any

difference between his work and that of others.

Yet this young man is very often to be seen at the Idle

Corner, when he might have been a " door Iceeper in the

house of his God." He might have been useful in teachiug

the young, in setting an example, in persuading others to

keep at least out of the way of temptation ; and his first

sin and suffering might have been turned into a blessing.

Many would liave given him their countenance and support

the more zealously, on account of his infirmity ; but it is

not so, and poor John Watts is wasting precious time

disreputably.

I remember once meeting with a beautiful little tract,

called " The Idle Corner." I wish it could find its way into

every «Uage, and every young man's hand. It would show
them the perils among which they stand and tallc so

unconcernedly ; and perhaps be a means, by the blessing of

God, of causing tliem to keep away from such ungodly

places. To enter " into the paths of the wicked," and to go

"in the way of e^il rnen," is forbidden by tlie AYord of God;
and both these commands are disobeyed by those who lotuige

away their houi-s at the Idle Corner.
" The eyes of the Lord are in every place, beholding tlie

e^il and the good." Let the young and the old, the rich and

the poor, remember this. Let us all strive to avoid every

place, and " appearance of e\il." Let us endeavour to be

foimd only where those resort who love and fear the Lord.

Let parents watch over their children, to guard them from
haunts of ^ice and folly ; and let the young flee from such

temptations to sin, which provokes God to punish them.

Let every one take pleasure in saying, " Our village has no
Idle Corner."

THE YEARLY TRANSACTIONS OF THE HEN-YARD.

A PKACTICAL GUTDE FOR THOSE WHO NkY W^SH TO KEEP A

PEW FOWLS AND FIND THEM PROFITABLE.

[ (
Contlmiedfrom p. 361

.

)

MABCH.
March and the few following months may be reckoned the

busy season in the hen-yai'd. The endeavour' to rear' young
chickens without giving them the necessary attention, is but

com'ting the disappointment which so many complain of.

Those, tlierefore, who do not wish to bestow much time and
attention upon them, had better content themselves with a

small number of broods. A number of bi-oods, which may
be found easy to manage in fair weather, would prove diffi-

cult to shelter properly if the weather should turn wet or

severe. Thus a small nnmhcr of hirijc broods is what you
had better aim at, as most profitable, and least troublesome.
We will suppose that you have by this time reduced the

stock to a small nmnber of fowls, and provided a few good
eggs for hatching. Tliose hens which have been laying

well through the winter \vill most likely set early. This is

most desirable, as the chickens which are hatched in this or

the following month (or even earlier, if tlie season is fine)

will be stronger and larger than those of later broods.

Some /lens, wishiny to sit, cluck about the yard for several

days, while otliers will quietly betake themselves to the

nest at once. Those which cluck for a long time without
talcing to the nest, I have never ftmnd very good as sitters.

Try the steadiness of the hen by lea\ing her with two or

three nest eggs for two days or more, then give her those for

hatching. Place them in a clean nest of well-broken

straw ; but never sit a hen in a nest which lias been in use
in tlie hen-house. If she seems fidgetty at first, cover her i

over, and leave her in tlie dai'k for a few hours. Some hens
will get angry, and break an egg or two at first, and yet sit :

veiy well afterwai-ds.
\

I believe many broods are spoiled by giving more eggs
,

than the hen can well cover : for a small bird nine are quite

enough ; eleven or thirteen for a large one. I never had a
full brood from thirteen eggs, but as this is a number wiiich ,

is often named, no doubt others have been more successful

;

with nine and eleven I have had a chick from every egg.

If it can be done conveniently, it is better to sit the liens I

in a quiet place away from the lien-liouse ; if, however, you '

ai'e obliged to place any there, jirovide a iriece tif lathwork,
i

to fit the top of tlie nest, and tie it on tight—like a lid ; for

if the other fowls can get at the sitting Ilea, they wUl
distmb her, from a per\erse desire to lay in that nest in

preference to any other ; the hen herself, too, may leave her
nest before her feeding time, and thus the eggs mil he left

too long.

Let the sittimj hens leave their nests once every day; if

they do not leave of themselves, as soon as they are un-

covered, lift them off. Put them apart from the other

fowds, and give them plenty of barley, clean water, and dry

dust to roll in. If they can liave a run in the yard, at any
rate every other day, it will do them good, but they should

not mix with the other fowls. Most steady sitters

will retm-n to tlie eggs in ten minutes : they should not be
off' more than a quarter of an hour. Wlieu the time is up,

they should be noticed, in case tliey may require to be
hiunoured or assisted back to the nest. This is especially

necessary, if it is not a nest to which they have been
accustomed for lajing.

If several sitters be put downi in one jjlace to feed, care

must be taken, that those whiclr may be more timid than the

rest get a good supply of food. If a sitting hen is placed

alone in some corner, safe from rats, mice, and birds, it is a

good plan to place food ready, and allow her to leave the
nest whenever she likes ; but in this case it will be
necessai-y to observe that she ilois leave the nest and eat her
food, as some hens will remain on until they starve. It has
generally been found that the fresliest eggs hatch the
soonest. If they ai'e placed under the hen without be-

coming cold, I have Icnown it hasten the hatching four-and-

twenty hours. It may be convenient to act upon this, in

case of being short of eggs the day you set a hen.

I have above recommended the attempt to obtain a small
number of lai'ge broods, as most economical of time surd

trouble. A small brood will be almost as expensive, and
(juite as troublesome, as a lai-ge one. The same delicate

and frequent feeding, the same care to shelter from cold and
wet, and the same trouble in every respect, wUl preserve a

brood of eleven or thirteen chickens, as will be required

by one of five or six. Some contrivance in sitting the hens
is therefore very advisable. It is a very good pl.in to get

several hens to sit at the same time ; this may often be
managed by leaving a hen desirous of sitting, to amuse
herself -with nest eggs for a few days, dming wiiicli time

others may want to sit too. If several hens hatch at the

same time, two of them may very well take charge of tliree

broods, or one hen may take two small broods, while more
eggs may be given to tliose hens which are deprived of their

chickens.

If yon wish to get hens to sit, before they are disposed to

do so, wann food will be likely to promote this end, but

fowls will not sit until tiiey ha\c been laying some time. I

have given toast and porter witli occasional success. Pour
one quarter of a pint of porter (from the public-house) upon
some toast, and give it a few successive mornings anumg
three or four hens. Rut this must be had recourse to with

great caution, lest it interfere witli the health of the hens.

WORK IN MARCH.
Feed liberally twice a day, or thrice if they lay well, and

the weather is cold.
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Take the sitting hens from the nests every morning, and

give them corn, water, and cby dust, and see them safe

back again.

Continue to store eygs for hatching;
Ansiee Bonn.

(To be continued.)

EAETHING-UP POTATOES.
On the aOth of November 1849, I planted a patch of

ground in my garden with Forty-folds. There were fourteen

rows running from east to west. Directly the plants

appeared above ground, I covered over with earth half the

number of rows, and continued to do so, by drawing it from

the sides in the usual way, until the stalks became too high

to admit of being covered. The last hoeing was on the a9th

of April. The remaining half of the rows were not hoed

up, the eai-th between was occasionally stirred and kept free

from weeds. On the 30th of April all were equally healthy

and flom-ishing ; but on the next night we had a severe

fi-ost—the thermometer sunk to 25° ; and the consequence

was, that every potato not earthed up, was cut to the ground

:

they afterwards sprung up again, however, but none were so

tine in the haulm, as those which were earthed up and

which escaped the frost. The disease made its appearance

in the stalks in all equally, about the first week in August,

and soon after the potatoes were dug and weighed.

In both cases the tubers were nearly equally free from

disease, but the weight of the seven rows not earthed up,

was less than the remaining seven rows by 29ibs.: the tubers

were likewise of smaller size.

Now, although I am ready to admit that had not the frost

occm-red, the results woidd have been different, still I think

that the protection afforded to the young plant by the

earthing-up system, must always be of service ; and I have

never found that my crops of potatoes were inferior to those

of my neighbours, either in size or quality, and I have often,

as in the instance recorded, preserved them by the plan of

earthing entirely over the stalk, during the last eight Or

nine years that I have pursued the system.

Please excuse the length of this letter ; but the subject is

important, and any practical observations on the culture of

this popular root must be of interest. I shall again, this

year, give the two plans a fair trial, and shall be happy to

send you an account of the results.

—

Henry W. Lfvett,

Wells, Somerset.

[We are glad that some one besides ourselves is engaged
in this research. We uniformly find the unearthed potatoes

most productive in our light, cool-bottomed soil. We are of

opinion that the deficiency in Mr. Livett's experiment, arose

from the stems of the unearthed being cut down by the

frost. We shall be glad to have the report of further

experiments, and in them a statement not only of the

difference in the weights, but of the total weights.

—

Ed. C.

a.]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will write to the departmental wi'iters of

The Cottage Gardener. It gives them unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed '* To the Editor of

The Cottage Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London.^'

Hyacinths {Laplander).—As a stranger amongst us, we are glad to

hear that you arc in the hands of I\Ir. H., an old friend of ours ; and if

you tell him so, and request of him, in our name, to put you on the right

scent, when an immediate answer is desirable, we are sure he can tell

you how to proceed. There is not the slightest cause of apprehension

about the safety of your Hyacinths ; we have nearly a thousand of them
exactly in the same condition. Some people destroy their Hyacinths by
kindness ; they are as hardy in this country as the daisy. Yours will rise

much higher yet, and cause as much admiration as your crocuses did.

The natural light soil to the south of Cheltenham suits without any
manure.
Flovfer Gardens.—"Mr. Editor.—Tell your correspondents who

have transgressed by sending plans, after the announcement I made,
that I shall keep all the plans I receive ; and if they are sent again, when
I have time to resume the subject, I shall not promise to give an opinion
upon them."

—

D. Beaton.

YitiEB.Y (An Amateur).—About thirty feet in length is considered a

fair sized vinery ; in breadth about foUrteen feet ; the back wall to the

roof must be at least nine feet. Give the roof a moderate pitch, not too

sharp, otherwise very bright glass in large frames may cause burning. We

should use the British sheet, as does Mr. Rivers ; about l6 oz. the square

foot. You can grow either cucumbers or pines in your vinery, or even

figs, if you desire ; but you should get the advice of some practical man
near as to the interior arrangements. In planting your vines, put the

earliest sorts at the warmest end, finishing with the West's St. Peter's,

or the Hambrough, at the coolest end.

Saponaria CALABRicA {Flora Mo7itague)

.

— Plant it nine inches apart

every way. Your bed is too large for so dwarf a plant. Wc do not know
Saponaria multifiora, if, indeed, there is such a plant, which we much
doubt. Humeas look well singly on grass, and they require very rich aOil

that way. No plants will make a shot-silk-like effect except the two we
named. Old Scarlet variegated and Verbena venusta.

Veruenas (Ziid).— Inglefield Scai-let, Miller's Favourite, and Duchess

of Northumberland, arc pink; Barkerii and Louis Philippe, dark; Impe-

ratrice Josephine, bluish ,- Defiance and White Perfection would make a

fine bed, but Emma would mar the effect of it. We have given all we
know about Mistletoe more than once ; insert the seeds in the rough bark

next April. Treat Lobelia ramosa like the Saponaria, as you propose,

and treat both at first as half-hardy annuals. The Calceolarias in your

former letter were smashed ; each is as good as the other two.

Matricaria {Ibid).—Can any of our readers tell Flora RIontague the

merits and properties of the double Matricaria as a bedder, and how far

asunder she ought to plant it, and how long it keeps in flower, &c. ?

Honey FRoai Taylor's Hives {A Subscriber).—From a swarm of

June, 1840, put into a Taylor's Amateurs' Bar-hit;e, we obtained 28 lbs.

ofhoney, leaving in the stock box 23lbs. 1850 was a very bad year

;

should the present be a good one, we expect at least 35 lbs. of honey froiii

the same stock. The honey of Devonshire is said to be fine, but we have

never seen finer honey than that collected in the eastern counties.

PoiNSETTiA PULCHERRiMA {Y. Z.).— Your plant required to be

more bushy, should be cut down to within six inches of the pot now, be

put to rest in a moderately conl house for two months, and kept nearly

dry during that time. Then it should be repotted in rich strong com-

post, made of yellow or brown loam, peat earth, and rotten dung in equal

parts ; be well drained, and part of the old ball gently removed. Give a

gentle watering with water of the same heat as the stove, then place it in

a heat of 65'^ to 70° by day, and 55° by night, till it makes shoots a foot

long. You cannot make it bushy, and have fine heads of flowers. There

must be no stopping or pruning after it begins to grow. Keep it as near

the glass as you cau, and give moderate supplies of water at the root,

and syringe frequently in the evening. Give plenty of air to prevent it

drawing up weakly. If you have a pit heated with linings of dung, it

will thrive all the better for being placed in it during the growing season.

When the flowers appear, remove it into the stove. After the bloom is

over, reduce the water and give it rest till the potting time next year.

Fuchsias (W. B.).—Your Fuchsias, Coralina and E.roniensis, have

grown already a foot long. You have started them too soon ; but you

may take off the young tops, and put these in a pot with some sand on

the surface ; cover them with a glass, and shade from sun, watering only

at the first, unless the sand becomes very dry ; pot ttiem off when rooted.

Give the old plants plenty of air, or they will grow weak, and wUl not

flower finely.

Salvia patens {Ibid).—Thia drops its flowers, It is the nature of

the plant to do so ; but it will not fail so soon if you give it a rich soil

and plenty of water in dry weather. It will not do well in a shady place
;

in such a situation it would run all into wood, and the flowers would not

open at all.

Carnations {K. C).—If grown in pots, they are more easily managed
than if planted out in beds, inasmuch as they can be placed in a proper

situation, under an awning, for blooming, be more correctly watered,

and not so liable to disease. Now is the time to shift them into blooming

pots ; the size nine inches wide, with a compost of fresh light loam and

one-fourth well decomposed manure. By fresh loam is meant the surface

of a dry meadow, or old pasture laid up for a year or more and frequently

turned. The following dozen pairs are good :—CoUcut's Brutus, Wil-

mer's Conquering Hero, Bragg's Duke of Wellingtoii, Halliday's Lord

RancUJf'e, DIartin'a Splendid, May's Edgar, May's Mer/mtio, Cart-

wright's Rainbow, Smith's Queen Victoria, Puxley's Jolli/ Tar, Puxley's

Rising Sun, and Brook's Florals Garland. There is no standard work

especially devoted to the Carnation. The Cottage Gardener contains

all you need on their culture.

Cyclamen Blooms Dying (F. H.).—We now can understand why
your Cyclamens have not brought their flowers to perfection. Your soil,

you say, " was good taken from the garden." Now garden soil may be

good to grow cabbages in, but very unfit for such fine rooted plants as

Cyclamens. The following is the right compost : fresh loam (that is,

decayed pasture turf one or more years old), peat soil got from the moors

where the heath grows wild, and decayed leaves one year old, well mixed

together with a small portion of white sand. In this they will grow and

flower. Again, "you plunged them after blooming in a south border."

This was too hot a situation for Alpine plants like these ; a west border

would have been more suitable. When the leaves decayed, you should

have taken the pots up, and laid them on one side to keep them dry and

quiet till the end of September ; then repotted them in the above compost,

and if you had no better situation (a. cold frame for instance) placed them

in a window facing the cast, giving very little water till the leaves began to

appear and attain a considerable size, then you might water freely.

Instruction in Gardening {M, N. E.).—Many young men are

situated like you, and there are so many that have friends in the business,
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who make it a point to get tbeir young friends into situations, that it is

very tUfficult for one who has begun the business so late in life as you

have to get into a gentleman's garden to learn the business of gardening.

No trade requires so many years to pass through as journeyman as that

of a gardener. Many men that wc know have first ser\ed an apprentice-

ship of seven years in a gentleman's garden, and after that two or three

years as foreman, then two or tliree years in a nursery before they

obtained a hcatl gardener's place. Yet they battled through these diffi-

culties, and arc now reaping their reward. Patience, perseverance,

industry, good steady conduct, with a constant application of the mind

to acquire knowledge, are indispensable qualifications to make a good, and,

consequently, a successful gardener. From the sample of your hand-

writing, we feel certain you have some of the right qualities, and advise

you to persevere patiently. In the meantime, write to Mr. Appleby, of

Pine-Apple-Place Nursery, Edgcware-road, London. Wc know him to

be always ready to help his younger brethren on, and he will, we are sure,

do all he can to assist you ; but we must say again do not despond, be

patient and wait your time. You ask, what terms are usually entered

into on obtaining a situation ? That question would open a wide field for

discussion ; but it is no less a fact, whether right or not we will not say

now, for young men to pay a premium on entering a garden for in-

struction.

Hollow-tree Root (C .4. JI/.).—If you put good soil in the hollow

of the old root, any plant or seed which would grow in the neighbouring

soil will also grow there. The sweet-scented Clematis would be a good

plant, and you might train it up or down. Jmmitmm nudlftorum, which

flowers all the winter, would be a good plant ; the Solannm Jasminoides

also. But the difficulty would be to find a plant that would not do that

way. In very good soil all the climbers we have so often named will grow

rapidly after the first season.

Grafting Rhododendrons {T. Lindsmj).—All the finer and scarce

kinds of Rhodendron are often grafted and budded on other Rhoden-

drons that arc common and hardy. R. ponticum is a good stock. Young
plants ha\^ng the bark still soft are the best for grafting on ;

liut buds

may be put on the young branches of any old plant, from June to Sep-

tember, just like budding Roses. Grafts do best in the spring ; and side

grafting is the best mode. The way to do it is to cut a slice two inches

- long, with a downward cut, then cut across the bottom of the slice, which

will form a notch which should be one-eighth of an inch deep, then pre-

pare the graft so as to fit the place of the slice exactly ; tie with a shred

of bass-mat, and the work is done ; moss or clay to keep off the air must

furnish the covering. They ^vill not grow on Laurels. Gum cisliis is

best from seeds or layers in spring, and will grow well in any common
drj' soil ; the roots of your plants were injured. We cannot make out

your " Tea plant."

Standard Roses {Jane).—The standard Roses you describe were not

worth planting at all; it is only lost time to struggle with them ; but if

you keep them, the only chance of succeeding is to " absolutely prune

them," as you remark, and that to the last bud, and immediately. Mulch

over the roots, and water them regularly in dry weather.

Flower-garden (J. C. C).—Mr. Beaton, to whom you wrote, con-

trary to our rules, does not arrange flower-gardens for "remuneration."

Red-juiced Orange (/. D. Traumere).—This is only a variety of

the common Orange (Citrus aumntium). It is not caused by being

grafted upon a Pomegranate stock, for no stock alters the colour of the

juices of the produce of the scion grafted upon it ; nor does it arise from

accidental fertilization of the Orange blossom. It is a permanent variety

of the Orange, and may be propagated by grafts and buds.

Haricot Bhans ( ).—These are nut the Canterbury variety. The
best for cooking, when ripe and dry, are the produce of Brewer's White

(the Hagolet of the French), and the Deu.r de la touffc. The best plan is

to sow in pots or boxes at the beginning of April, to be placed in a green-

house, and the seedlings planted out late in May.
Hot-water Apparatus (/. W. Gibbs).—We see no reason for your

plan not answering; indeed, heating a tank for bottom-heat, and the

air by means of pipes from the same boiler has been long since practised.

You may have a slightly higher or lower bottom-heat at pleasure, by
dividing the tank into three compartments, as you propose; but we see

no advantage to be derived from it commensurate with the increased

expense of the apparatus. Your flue up the centre of the tank will tend

to keep up the bottom-heat in it uniformly throughout.

Budding's JMowing Macdine {Evesham).—Our correspondent has

a very extensive lawn, which required two men with the scythe to mow
and sweep; but with this machine a man and boy accomplish the same
in two half days, as the machine docs not act well until the grass has
become dry. See what Mr. Beaton says to-day about mossy lawns.

Pegging-down (/. B.).—We thought the directions for using the

Snowberry twigs were plain enough ; split the twig into four, writhe each

separately into the form of a broach or staple, and not together, as you
suppose. It is quite impossible for us to be more particular than we are

as to the colours of new plants.

Potatoes in an Orchard {Rev.M. W.).—As it entirely depends upon
the distance your trees are apart whether you can grow potatoes success-

fully, we cannot say whether you will probably have a crop. If the potatoes

arc much overshadowed, certainly not. Never grow a late potato any-

where. Many of the early ripcnning varieties keep quite as well as the

later ripenning, are {juite as prolific, are sooner off" the ground, and much
less liable to disease. Give no manure ; the soil of a freshly broken
up orchard cannot require it. We always plant with a dibble as fast as

a space large enough for a row has been dug, so that the dug ground is

not at nil trampled upon. You must expect a very small return in a

heavy soil, if even slightly shaded. Miss 3Iartineau's letter on Coiv-

keeping is in our 100th number (a double one).

Flowers in a Bed-room (T. P. L.),—All perfumes in a sleeping-

room we consider unhealthy. Turner's Budding-kni/e, we believe, is

eightcenpence, sent free by post. Our monthly parts are 13d. when a

double number is one of the five they contain. Coloured plates would
increase the price far too much.
Diseased Graves {Patria.).—The bunches not yet in blossom were

quite ulcerated and decayed, evidently showing that the air of the house

was kept too hot and too moist in proportion to the temperature to

which the roots are exposed ; the latter are unable to supply the sap

required for the rapid growth. Keep the house cooler and drier, and

the root^) warmer.

Laburnu!\i Decaying {W. E. W.).—It is useless to graft a tree that

requires its decaying branches to be continually removed. Examine the

roots ; if they are not extensively decayed also, dig down so as to be able

to cut away the deeply-striking roots, and point in some rich soil on the

surface to increase the upper development of roots.

Poland Fowls {Incubator).—You ask a question about the White
Top-knots of this breed which we cannot understand ; please to write the

word more clearly. A short advertisement is five shillings.

Honey-candying {W.A, E,).—You will find a full answer at page 170

of the present volume.

Raisin Wine (W/(f).—Our correspondent will be obliged hy tx good
recipe for making this wine.

Advertisements for a Gardener's Place (A Lorer of Flowei's).—
To promote the interests of gardeners, and of others who want their ser-

vices, we insert these advertisements for half-a-crown each.

Economical Fuel.—In reply to the query by " a Berkshire corres-

pondent," at page 326, Taffy replies, " Any description of clay will answer

the purpose, provided it is sufficiently tenacious to hold the small coals

well together. The sort of clay he mentions is commonly used near the

sea-coast, but inland they use the stift'est clay they can get ; in this case,

I observe, that they often put a little slacked lime in the mixture. It is

by no means necessary that it should be made up into balls as he des-

cribes ; it is useless trouble, except for fires where appearance is an

object. It is better after it has been made up for some time; and if it

becomes too dry, it must be moistened again with water ; but do not put

it on the fire too wet. Bank your fires close down with the mixture, and

then make a hole in the top for a draft. It will keep in by this means

for twenty-four hours."

London: Printed by Haery Wooldridge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint I\Iary Kalendar; and Published by William
SoMERViLLE Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—March 20th, IS.^il.
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pENUINE HORTICULTURAL
VJ and Agricultural Seeds. JAMES CHAR-
TRES, Seedsman, &c., King Williani-strcet,

City, London, begs most respectfully to call the

attention of purchasers to his establishment,
where will be found an extensive stock of Kit-
chen-Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds,
selected with the greatest care, and grown
chiefly under his own inspection.

J. C. takes this opportunity to return his best
thanks to all who have favoured him with their

commands during the past season ; and it is

with much pleasure he can state that numerous
ladies and gentlemen who have visited his

establishment, as a proof of their satisfaction,

have recommended their friends.

A Descriptive Catalogue can be had on appli-

cation. Jan. 2, 1851.

fJEW and CHOICE FLOWEE. SEEDS, GERMAN STOCKS, GERMAN
I'l ASTERS, &c.~M''e have selected, out of a large collection of Flower Seeds, twenty of the
most beautiful and showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to produce a fine

eflFect when planted out in beds or groups in the flower border. ^Xe have had each variety dis-

tinctly marked with its Botanical and English name—height—time of flowering—colour of the
flower—manner of growing—whetlicr erect or trailing, &c., &c.—the time it should be sown, and
other valuable hints as to its cultivation. In selecting these twenty varieties we have been careful

to exclude all which are shy-bloomers, or have nn insignificant apjiearance ; so that the collection

will comprise only those which are really showy and handsome, and which we believe would prove
to the entire satisfaction of any lady or gentleman who might be disposed to order them. The
German Stocks and Asters, especially, arc most superb.

The Twenty Packets are neatly packed up in one paper, and will be sent free by post, to any
part of the kingdom, for Five Shillings.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, by Official Appointment, to the Gloucestershire AgricJtUural Association.

KiNGsHOLM Nursery, and 99, Noutiigate Street, Gloucester.
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wlien such an autliority in fruit-cultuve comes forward

to correct us. lu a letter just received, March 10, ho

says :—

" To con\ince you that you are T\-ronf;, I ha^ e sent you the
three varieties as follows:— I. The Doiihlc-hcuTiiiii (tlie ori-

ginal sort). 2. Boiiers's T'ictorla, of the same lialiit as

No. 1.; i.e., giving only one autumnal crop, hut mth fruit a
little larger. ;J. Znri/c-friiited Montlihj. It is Fiamhoisivr
(le Ions h's mois a Ins i/ros fruits of tlie French. This, as

you will see, is very distinct; it is a rohust grower, and gives

a succession of fruit till the frost destroys them. Plant
them all in your garden in a rich soil, cut them down when
planting to within three inches of their roots, and watch
them in the autumn."

We have obeyed, and shall obey, the directions to the

letter. Our readers shall know the result ; and we hope

to be able to say there are three varieties gifted with

such useftil times and powers of production.

T\'e opened the pages where occurs tliis drawing of

the olive—that plant wliich announced to Noali peace
between God and mankind ; and, as if every circinn-

stance should aggravate the crime, it was amid the
shadows of the same plant that man betrayed the Prince
of Peace to his murderers.

Evehy sentence of the Bible," says Bishop Horsley,

" is from God; and every man is interested in the

meaning of it." It is a vast storehouse of knowledge

;

and whether we refer to it for those priceless precepts

which can make us wise unto salvation, or for rules to

guide us among the things of time; whether we refer to

it as a history of the first birth of nations, or for a

knowledge of their customs and productions ; whether

we consult it for information as to the dawn and advance

of the arts and sciences, or whether we look to it as an

unchangeable archive of our mother-tongue : from each

and all of such references, no man shall turn away un-

satisfied. Nor is this all ; for, as Professor Gaussen

observes :

—

" Its language is unconstrained, and ivithoitt rosen'c : it

speaks of every thing, and in every form of words: it is the
prototype, it is the inimitable model ; it lias inspired all

that poetry has produced in its most elevated character.

Ask Milton, the two Eacines, or Yoitng, and Klopstock

:

they wiU tell you that its divine strains are by far the most
harmonious, commanding, and sublime : it rides upon a
cherub, and wallis upon the wings of the wind. And yet
this hook never does violence to facts, not to the principles
of sound natural philosophy. Never in one single sentence
will you find it in opposition to the just ideas which
science has given us regariUng the form of our globe, its

magnitude, and its geology ; or respecting the void and vast
expanse ; or the inert and obedient materiality of all the
stars ; or the planets, their masses, courses, dimensions, and
induences ; or the suns whicli people the depths of space,
their number, nature and, immensity. In lil;e manner, in
speaking of the iu\isible world, and on tlie new, unknown,
and difficult subject of augels, this book will not exhiliit

even one of its authors wlio, in the course of the l,r)(iO years
whieli have been occupied in producing it, has varied in the
character of love, humility, fervoiu', and purity, which be-

longs to these mysterious beings,"

We were led into this reflection by the one-shilling

part of the new and cheap edition of The Pictorial Bible,

which is now before us,—a work wliich Dr. Chalmers se-

lected for his daily study, and wliich every one should

have upon his book-shelf. We say every one, because,

whilst it is replete with engravings, and with Dr. Kitto's

notes, illustrative of the customs, productions, and

We find, from the same pages, that the olive was one

of the earliest of cultivated plants ; for the oil made
from its berries was poured by Jacob upon the pillar

that he set up as a memorial in Bethel (Gen. xxviii. 18).

That oil was one of the chief sources of wealth to the

Israelites ; and when it is said that oil gave them a

cheerful countenance, it was not only because it served

to anoint their bodies, but because it was burnt in their

lamps, entered largely into then' food, and its wood

formed portions of their most sacred structures (1 Kings

vi. 31). The demand for olive oil, therefore, was very

extensive ; and it was a valuable product of their soil,

not only as a supply for home consumption, but because

it enabled them to carry on an extensive commerce with

the Tyrians (Ezek. xxvii. 17; I Kings v. 11). Hence,

when a fertile country was described, it was desoi'ibed as

a laud of olive-trees (Deut. viii. 8) ; when a day of

piuuisliment was threatened, it was to be a time when

the fruit of the olive should fail, and when the palmer

worm should destroy tlie trees in their full vigour (Deut.

xxviii. 40 ; Amos iv. '.)). So, on the other baud, the

evidence of a blessing being upon the people is spoken

of as the times when their store of oil increased, and

their children grew aroimd them like olive plants (Psalm

cxxviii. 3). Of the culture of the olive we have not

much inlbrraation in the sacred pages ; but of the extent

and importance of the olive-yards, we have the evidence

geography of all nations mentioned in its pages, there I
that they had appointed keepers, and other keepers of

is not one theological comment or doctrinal intorpreta- their produce (1 Chron. xxvii. 28). The chief fact in

tion, so that no man's tenets can be offended.
|
their culture banded down to us is, that, in common
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with tl-ic vine and other objects of cwlture, every seventh

year was to the olive-tree a year of rest (Exod.xxiii. 11).

The berries were not gathered, but beaten off; tlie

gleanings being left " for the stranger, for the I'atherloss,

and for the widow" (Dent, xxiv 20), and the oil was

expressed by treading (Micah vi. 15).

GARDENING GOSSIP.

At the meeting of the Society for the Encouragement

of Floriculture, the subject of showinrj flurUts' flowers in

pots, at public plant exhibitions, raised an animated dis-

cussion. It was at once admitted, that public shows

were not the places for the comfort of tlie showers, and

that the closeness of the single specimens, when packed

in a show bos, prevented any proper examination by

florists who took a real interest in them ; and while some

condemned the notion of showing Picotees and Carna-

tions on their plants in pots, every one admitted that for

effect it was by far the best mode.

It \vn3 considered, however, that if they were to he shown

in pots, thej' should be merely removed from the stages of

the grower to the place of exhibition, and be judged as

plants are judged, by the general appearance and eflfect, and

not by the rules wliich prevail in stand showing. If the

rules which are adopted at Carnation and Picotee shows ex-

clusively, when a split pod, a run petal, or even a crack, con-

demned a whole stand, the growers would be forced to cut

away every bloom that had the smallest blemish, and leave,

perhaps, only a solitary flower that woulil stand the test

;

thus they would not only destroy the beauty of their plants

for their own collection, but would make no efiective show
for the pubUc ; whereas, if they were shown as they were

seen on their own stage, three or four very showy blooms

whicli have the best possible efl'ect, might be seen on every

pot. Of course, the trouble of caiTying pots was objected to

unless the prizes were liberal ; upon this point, however,

there was no discussion ; and it was generally conceded that

for a public exhibition of plants, a tent full of Carnations

and Picotees would be one of the most effective features that

could be added to the present extensive displays at Chiswick

or the Fiegent's Park.

Florists' Flowers having been greatly increased of late

years, and frequent questions having arisen as to what

are entitled to that distinction, the best definition I can

give is, they are flowers which have been improved by

raising new and better varieties from seed, and each

of which varieties can be multiplied by means of out-

tings, layers, slips, offsets, grafts, buds, or suckers ; thus

enabling us to perpetuate by name any variety worthy

of being added to our collections. The Tulip, Hyacinth,

Pink, Carnation, Picotee, Ranunculus, Anemone, Auri-

cula, and Polyanthus, were for a long period the leading

florists' flowers; but the florist soon took xinder his care

the Rose, Geranium, Rhododendron, Azalea, Dahlia,

Verbena, Fuchsia, Hollyhock, Chrysanthemum, Camellia

Japonica, and many other subjects, which had been

almost limited to these species, and which now com-

prise many noble varieties, far surpassing the very best

of the pure species. AVe here talk of hybrids among
plantsmen, but florists' flowers would be a better term

for all garden varieties, unless a novelty be a complete

mule between two distinct families ; for the fact of a

plant produced by a cross breed bearing seed, fairly

shuts it out from any claim to the title of mule or hybrid,

if it does not actually prove the families to be the same;

at least, such is a very prevalent opinion among florists.

Objections to the present mode of disficjurimj plants

hy unnatural training, are becoming very general. Many

subjects of fine habit are grown in and on wire-work

frames like so many bird-cages, and the flowers dragged

through to the surface, or tied down in all directions

;

others have a frightful number of stakes and wires, so

as to destroy altogether the character of the specimen

;

and we are glad to find that some of the principal judges

who are appointed at a few popular shows, have deter-

mined to show their ahhorence of the system, by award

ing prizes to the best grown and most gracefully formed

and trained plants produced without supports, or with

the fewest contrasts of any kind. Those, therefore, who,

in imitation of some of the showers near London, grow

these plants among a mass of wires and stakes, and

fastening them with innumerable ties, will have the

mortification to find that small, compact, well-grown,

and well-bloomed specimens, produced according to their

natural habit, will beat all those overgrown plants which,

divested of their rigging, as a bystander once applicably

called the sticks, wires, and cords that supported some

of the monster specimens, would not sustain a single

branch in its proper position. For my own part, I

think the formality that reigns over a modern collection

of show plants, and exhibits specimens of all habits, like

so many monster sugardoaves, or beehives, or balloons,

destroys all the charm, and the sooner it meets with a

severe check, by the better taste of the judges awarding

the prizes to well-grown jdants of a fourth of the size,

the sooner will our Metropolitan exhibitions reap the

advantage of increased popularity, and the more encou-

ragement will be given to a large class of gardeners, who

will not condescend to cage plants, as people cage ani-

mals, and waste in mechanical contrivances and arrange-

ments that valuable time which should be devoted to the

liealth of the collections.

Torenia Asiatica.—We have seen this plant exhibited

many times little better than a weed, beautiful as is the

lilue velvet lookuig llower. The very small proportion

the blooms have borne to the size of the plant, has

greatly lowered its value as a show plant ; and as it has

always been trained up some frame or wii'e-worked

design, it has been made worse by the exhibition of as

much of the wrong side as of the right side of its foliage.

The proper way to grow this plant is to let it hang down

all round the pot, which is its natural growth; and in

that position it may be shown for months, with hundreds

instead of tens of flowers ; and all the foliage grows

with its best surface outwards.

The /Eschjnantlius tribe has been exhibited trained up

wire supports, and its blooms very scarce. Although

the plant is not a favourite of mine, I recommend culti-

vators to suspend the pot, and let all the growth hang

down all round it. The flowers, which come at the ends

of the long branches, are then shown to the best advan-

tage ; I have seen ten or a dozen sorts suspended fron^
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a rod extending from rafter to rafter, the length of the

lioiise, with tho numerous hranohes hanging down some

two or tliree feet ; others shorter, hxit all forming prett}'

ohjects in or out of hloom ; and I -n'ill defj' a gardener

to make it look well as a climher, which it certainly is

not—E. Y.

NEW PLANTS.

THEin PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES.

Lemon -SCENTED Toothed -tongue (Odontoglossnm

eitrosnmm).—There is a beautiful coloured representa-

tion of this very handsome orcliid in the last December

number of the Gardeners Miigcizine of Botany, ii. 201.

The genus Odontoglossum originated with Humboldt,

Bonpland, and Kuth, and the subject of our present

biography was named by Dr. Lindley some ten years

back. The genus is only a slight remove ft-om Oncidhnn,

and the difference is well expressed by the Greek com-

pound Odontoglossum, which is in allusion to the tooth-

hke processes at the base of the labellrau, from odoiis, a

tooth, and glossa, a tongue. These toothings are not

met with in Onoidium, and they take various forms in

the different species of Odontoglossum or Toothed-

tongue. In citrosmum there are two of them in the form

of fleshy plates at the bottom of the lip, and parallel

with the column, or the organ of reproduction. In

every other respect, and with common observers, the

flowers might easily be taken for those of a handsome

Oucidium ; and this close resemblance to the Oncids

runs through all the species of Toothed-tongue.

Eefoi'e we poss fiora tliis part of the plant, we may reraarlc

that the structure of the parts which compose the flowers of

orchids is mdely at variance from what is usually met with

in this part of plants. In orchitis there ai-e no central pistils,

with 11 certain number of stamens disposed round tliem, as

in other tioweiing plants ; liiU in place of them there is a

central column on which is borne the fertilising pollen, and
the stigma on wliich the pollen acts before tlie ovarj- is fer-

tilised. On the top of this column is placed a sohtary

anther or ptiUen pouch, and below this anther there is a

moist cavity in the front of the column, which is the ti-ue

stigma. The length and shape of this fleshy colunm varies

exceedingly in diflercnt genera, passing occasionally far

beyond the perianth or flower-leaves ; it is composed of three

stamens consohdated ; the two outside ones being imper-

fectly developed and ban-en in the great niunber of the

order. In the Ci/pripeiliiim section, of which Ci/pripctliimi

itself is tlic only genus about wliich an.\ thing certain is

known, the two lateral anthers ai'e feitile, and the middle

one is baiTen ; hence the first clue to tlie (riandrous, or

three-anthera character of aU orchids, notwithstancUng their

being monandrous, or one anthered, by defect ; and hence,

too, the foundation of a natural disposition of the genera

into allied groups. The true natm-e of the anther having

been ascertained, the groups, or sections, are founded

chiefly on tlic dillerent forms which the pollen grains or

masses assume ; for, Uke the rest of these cmiously con-

structed flowers, tlie poUen diflers widely from the usual

granulous form or powdeiy matter met with in other plants.

The genus Odontoglossum is peculiarly a South American
one, the greater nundier of species coming from Mexico and
Guatemala, and some from the north of the equator, on the

east side, and considerably beyond it on the west side of the

great Andes chain; and gardeners have found out, in prac-

tice, that orchids from these regions do better in a compara-

tively low di-j' teniperatm-e, after they have ripened a sea-

son's growth, and that lai-ge portions of fresh an- are need-

ful lor them during this period; but as soon as they natu-

rally begin to grow afresh, a high moist atmosphere, w-ilh

less air and absence from the direct rays of the sun, are

highly conducive to a fnU development of all their parts.

OclmitiH/lnssinn ci/rr'smnm is a native of Guatemala, A\'heuce it

was introduced about ten years ago by the late iMr. Barber,

of Birmingham, through Mr. Eoss, his plant collector; but

it flowered first near Macclesfield, with Mr. Brocklelnu-st, to

whom Mr. Barker had presented the plant. This plant was
exhibited before the London HorticuUnral Society in the

summer of l.Sb'3, when it was named by Dr. Lmdley. The
plant is said not to lie (hfficult to manage, and if that be so,

judging from what we ]<now of the great exhibitions round
London, it is not nearly cultivated to the extent its chann-
ing flowers would lead us to believe. It is (hfficult to con-

ceive a more handsome orchid. The flower raceme rises at

first from tl 10 bottom of the pseudo bulbs, and then tm-ns

over gracefully to one side, producing a host of lemon-

scented flowers of a wliite and lilac colour .along more than

lialf its length. The pseudo-bidbs are large, ileshy, and
somewhat flattened, having two leaves on the top, but not so

long as the raceme ; the whole plant having a green healthy

look.

JBiilbx, smooth, roundish, flattened ; lerires, two, strap-

shaped, blunt, and like the bullis deep green; svpals, tongue-

sluiped, wavy, wliite, tinged with lUac ; Ii2>, clawed, somewhat
kidney -shaped, lilac, two-pimpled, and yellow at the base.

—B. J.

THE FRUIT-GARDEN.
Strawberries.—We ought to have said somethiug on

this head a fortnight since, for we hold it good practice

to go over all strawberry beds or rows in tlie first week
of March, and aiibrd tliem a good di'essiug, for all will

need assistance of some kind.

It has been long since shown that autumn trimming
is a very unwise procedure, as lending to starve, nay. in

many cases to destroy, the crowns; or so to paralyse

their energies, that a partial barrenness may bo the

result. A little considoratiou will make this nmnifest to

even a young beginner; for, if good gardeners cover

their strawberry jjlauts iu pots with dry litter in order

to protect both root and crown, why not leave all the
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decaying loaves, wliioh are a protection as good as litter,

until tlie spi'ing:' Wo again advert to tliis matter on

acGoimt of seeing some plots last autumn trimmed so

sprucely for the sake of neatness, that tliere was scarcely

anything to be seen but bare crowns left to the tender

mercies of the blast.

Doubtless the best practice in strawberry culture is a

very frequent renewal of the stock. We dare hardly

recommend, without hesitation, what is termed the

runner system, that is, depending on runners annually

planted for tlie main crops. Sucli, in well pi-actised

hands and with tlie necessary appliances, may certainly

prove very successful ; but for general culture, it is by

I'ar tlio best to be guided by the conditioir of the plants.

Sometimes a plantation will carry an exhausted appear-

ance betimes ; and not unfrequently, if thcjilants should

partially miss a crop, and the ground is highly manured,

they will grow with an invincible amount of coarseness,

which is not unfrequently the precursor of barrenness.

The grub, also, sometimes commits sad liavoc in a planta-

tion ; and under any, or all of these circumstances, it

becomes a matter for considei'ation, whether to break up
a plantation after the first, second, or third year. We
dare not advise a continuance beyond the third crop,

for the plants generally carry an exhausted aspect by
that time ; and, indeed, it is probable that their duration

in a state of nature is not often extended beyond that

time. The young runners must soon establish them-

selves, to tlie prejudice of their progenitors, on the

very vegetable remains which performed the office of

swaddling clothes for them ; and the old stock nmst, at

no very long period, vanish by moans of what may be

termed vegetable suftbcation. The old stocks under

culture in our kitchen gardens, being annually freed

from superfluous runners, are of coiu'se unable to obtain

a lengthened existence.

As to spring dressing, our practice is to cut closely

down all decayed or decaying foliage in the second

week of March. Some of the older stock, such as

the Keans, which scarcely form a green leaf, we at

once cut close over. And now we run the hand through

all the crowns, in order to see if any more numcrs have

become wedged in amongst the stocks than we have
occasion for. The operator carries an old knife in bis

hand, and removes all that he deems supei'lluous. This

done, we mulch through them, generally using a half-

decayed material from the linings of frames or pits,

composed of tree leaves and manure which has gene-

rally been reserved in breaking u]) old beds during

the frost, for the express purpose of manm'ing various

culinary crops. This material is chopped to pieces

with the spade, and forms an admirable dressing

;

and those who can procin'o plenty of soot, will do well

to strew a considerable amount over the heap of mulch
before applying it ; the soot, of course, tumbling down
and blendmg with the manure in the act of filling the

barrows or baskets. Tliis we spread between the rows,

from two to three inches in thickness, placing it by hand
amongst all bare portions of the divisions of the crown
or parent stock.

We ought, however, to have observed in another

place, that when plantations are two or three j'ears old,

some clearing away of runners becomes necessary

between the rows, and such mav be done (of course

previous to applying the mulch) by deep hoeing and
raking, taking care to extirpate every runner between

the rows. Thus treated, the plants speedily become
covered with new foliage, which can expand freely with-

out hindrance ; and about the commencement of the

blossoming period, we place straw, clean new straw, on
each side of every row. This straw is drawn out of the

buudle quite straight, and divested of all chafly material,

and is Laid in bundles lengthways. Each bundle
1 straightened in the hand thus constitutes a kind of

cushion, propping the blossoms several inches above
tlie soil, and, indeed, through the intervention of the

straw, our berries do not touch tlio soil at all. Thus
enjoying a free cu'oulation of air, thoy attain a high
amount of flavour, and are at all times gathered with
facility and perfectly clean.

Here we must oft'er a caution. The common mouse,
it is well known, is a great post to the strawberry grower
in many places ; here particularly so. As soon as our
straw is applied, this little rogue is sure to take up his

residence on the strawberry plot, no doubt in anticipa-

tion ofmany a luxurious repast, coupled with comfortable

lodgings. And, indeed, from the amount of assurance

the little rogues suddenly seem invested with, we are

not quite sure that tliose marauders do not get possessed

with the idea that the strawing is specially directed to

their comforts. Now for twenty-three years we have
received an annual visitation of the kind, and we
therefore call our traps into requisition the moment the

straw is placed. The mischief these animals are

capable of occasioning is enormous. Before using traps

we have bad at least seventy-five per cent, of our fruit

rendered worthless, the mice having founded a sti'ong

colony in the neighbourhood, devouring the seeds from
tlie surface of the berry as soon as they possessed a

kernel ; and, indeed, nipping olf tliousands of berries by
the stock, as handily as one of our market-women could

do it. The ground, indeed, beneath has been at times

covered with the berries in this state.

The next point of good practice is to see that the

plantation is thoroughly freed from weeds. If not at-

tended to betimes, such fast gi'owers as the groundsel,

will spring up and produce seed unperoeived amongst
the crowns, and the ofl'spring from which is a source of

constant annoyance. They should, therefore, be care-

fully looked over in the early part of April; and finally,

more particularly just before the runners extend, which
will be about the end of May.

Waterhuj is another great essential in strawberry cul-

ture ; but with the practice here suggested of careful

mirlching, much labour will be spared in this respect.

Our practice is, providing the weather is dry, to apply one

thorough watering when the earliest fruits are sweUing otf.

Now this is no mere sprinkling attair : it is tlie next thing

to irrigation. Our soil, liowever, is a light, though deep,

sandy loam, resting on clean red sand, and constitutes

what practical men term a hungry soil. This watering

will carry them through nearly a fortnight in the driest

of weather; by which time they will require more, if

drought continue ; and such being the case, we repeat a

similar application ; after which, we seldom give any

more. We are no admirers of the sprinkling plan, which

with many crops only " flatters to betray."

Enough for the present of ordinary strawberiy culture.

Turn we now our attention to tlie Alpine, or, as our

French neighbours have it, the qiiatre saisons. Many
persoirs raise these from seed, as a tender annual ; and

such practice, doubtless, produces tlie finest berries, and

possibly the greatest crop, provided the seeds are sown
early, and receive the highest of culture. Our im-

mediate business, however, is with the runners, by which

mode we have known most excellent crops produced; for

as it is now long past the sowing period, those who desire

late strawberries must betake themselves to summer cul-

ture, for which the present period is admirably suited

as to a commencement. The first point is situation ;

and another, scarcely secondary, is soil.

Now tliis strawberiy belongs" to the thin-leaved section,

of which, indeed, it—or with, perhaps, more probability,

our common wild wood strawberry—forms the tyjie.

This section is somewdiat liable to tlie attacks of the red

spider. In order to combat this pest successfully, it is

necessary that the soil in which they are planted should

have a capacity for retaining some moisture during dry
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and liot periods, otherwise an inooavenieut amount of

labour will lie called i'ortli in watering them.

Soils somewhat adhesive, or, at least, what gardeners

term " sound," will, therefore, be found eligible for the

runner system ; but they must be well manured, and

dug deep. One other important point deserves atten-

tion : the beds on which they are cultivated mnut be

somewhat elevated. They can be grown well without,

we are aware ; but as the flavour of such late straw-

berries is so speedily deteriorated by a rainy autumn, it

becomes sound policy so to place them, as that they may
at least soon become dry or mellowed again after such

inclement periods. Beds, therefore, raised six inches

above the ground level, and running north and south,

will be found admirably adapted. Such beds we \YOuld

have about twenty inches iu width, and jiossessing an

alley of some sixteen inches. The line may be stretched

down the centre, and plants placed eight inches apart

down this line ; first planting a couple of inches on one

side the line, and then as much on the other, alternately.

This will, of course, constitute a double row, and they

will spread right and left, and by tlie beginning of

Augiist will occupy the whole bed. The young runners

will want watering at times, and must be kept clear of

weeds ; if they should make very rapid progress and
commence blossoming too earh/, the best way is to pluck

off all blossom up to the middle of July ; thenceforward

the remainder will be required for au autumn supply.

E. Ehuixgtox.

THE FLOWEE-GAEDEN.
CuTTixos.—It is one consolation for those who hare

not materials for beginning to propagate by cuttings

till after the middle of ilurch, to know, that from this

time, to the end of April, is the best in the whole year

for rooting cuttings of the great majority of flower plants;

though not the best time, it is true, for conveuieuce,

where a large stock of plants is needed. A cutting will

root now with one-third less heat, or excitement, than
would be necessary a month ago ; and as soon as rooted,

potted off, and established in the new pot, the season is

so fai' advanced that little more nursing is required.

The young stock goes at once into close cold pits, or

somewhere equally good, for hanUnimj ojf. Now this

hai'dening is not at all so easily effected with plants

of the same kinds that were rooted last February,

because they must have been so much longer in heat,

or very much confined for fear of bad weather. If

gardeners could so manage that all their spiing cuttings

might be made iu one day, I am sure nine-tenths of

them would be satisfied to begin during the last week in

March. Verbenas, Heliotropes, American Orounihel,

Anar/alUses, the small blue and wliite Lobelias, the

double Nasturiions, and such like, will root in four or

five days at this season, if the cutting pots are jiliuiged

in a bottom heat from 70° to HO", say in a close hot-bed,

such as one would like for a cucumlier bed ; but let us
say that a week is over after the cuttings are made before

they can be rooted, and another week is spent in getting

them established after potting, then, by the end of the

third week, they are in a cool pit. Here, then, is suffi-

cient enooiu'agement for young beginners to try their

hands at propagation, who may now be thinking that

the season is too far gone for tliem to set about this new
work, and equally so for those who are only half through
with their cuttings, and are afraid that the season is too

far gone for tlicin to make up tlieir number. x\s to the

work itself, small pots are far preferable for cuttings of

all sorts; and if tlicre is a couple of inches of good root-

ing compost lit the top, tlie rest of the pot may be filled

with any common soil that is open enough to let off the
water freely, as cuttings, like seedlings, should not

remain longer than two or three days in the pot after

they have made roots.

Equal quantities of sifted leaf-mould, sifted peat, or

light loam and sharp sand, will make as good a compost
as any one can wish for the cuttings to rot in, or for the

roots to get into as soon as they are made in a thin layer

of clean sand at the top. No matter how common a

plant we propagate, the work is always more sure and
more tidv if one-fourth of an inch of clean sand be on
the top, and the pot is quite full to the rim, which is

another great point, because you cannot then over-water

it; hut without the sand at top the cutting pots must
not be quite full, as, if the sandy compost recommended
gets once dry, it is not easily watered in a full pot, the

water would run off to the side for some time before the

surface got damp enough to let it pass down. It is not

so with sand, if it is ever so dry the least sprinkling of

water will pass through it at once.

When you first begin it is best to water the pots

before the cuttings are planted, to press down the surface

a little after the watering, but not so much as to make
the sand quite fii'm, and then to put in only one row of

cuttings in a pot, and just roimd the sides. But gar-

deners are not particular aboiit all this ; very often they

fill a pot as close as the cuttings can stand together, and,

perhaps, not even water the sand till all the cuttings are

in ; that, however, is no rule for beginners. If a cutting

is au inch out of the sand, and less than half an inch

deep in it, that is as good a way as any. Long cuttings

ai'e not so sure.

There is no good iiile for knowing when a cutting has

made roots, the nearest guess is when the cutting begins

to lengthen, but a great deal depends on the heat of the

bed. If it is too hot, many cuttings will leugthen or

look as if they were growing, when it is only the gi'eat

heat which forces them into growth before roots are

formed; and, on the other hand, if the bottom heat is

much higher than that of the top, roots may be formed

long before new leaves come on. Of the two excesses

this last is the best and safest.

Again, suppose one has only throe or four cuttings

now of a kind of wliich a score of plants will be required

next JMay, there is no reason to fear coming short of the

number; the only difference is that they will be later.

In this case, the cutting pot for the small number must
be aU filled with the best compost, because the few

cuttings nnist not be potted when they make roots like

those of which there are enough at first. Scarce cut-

tings nuist be kept at work as long as the necessary

number run short, and as soon as their tops are long

enough they are made into a fresh lot of cuttings, thus

doubling the number. By giving the rooted ones a

little water every day, or every other day, according to

the weather, they will grow away fast a second time,

and each will produce two or three tops this time. As
soon as these are little more than an inch long they are

fit for the second crop, and so on for successive crops

until you have enough. This is just the way they

manage in the nurseries where they require so many
jilants; but we must remember that plants from such

delicate growths require to be very carefully nursed for the

first fortnight after they are removed from the hot-bed.

They are so tender as to require the same management
as delicate seedlings.

The very best compost I know of to plant newly-struck

cuttings in, is this: two parts, oi' two-thirds leaf-mould,

not sifted, but rubbed between the hands; and one part,

or one-third sand, and it should not be pressed firm in

the pot.

Of every kind that is potted after the middle of April,

I would jiut two plants in a pot op])osite each other,

because at phintiug out time, late struck plants being

not so strong as autumn or early spring cuttings, I

woidd allow two plants for one. Indeed, it is the best
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plan to have two plants in one pot, or ball, of all the

liiuils that may bo trained flat ou the beds as soon as

they are planted. Then, at planting time, I would split

tlie hall a little on the top between the two plants, and
let each lean a little to one side ; a mnch safer way than
planting a whole ball, which might get so diy in a few

days that no water could get into it. I never allow a

whole ball to he planted, under any circumstances, for

that very reason; if there is only one plant in the

middle, more than one-half the ball is shook ofi', hut the

great bulk of oiu- stock here is planted with only as

much soil as will hang to the roots, because we turn

them out into cold beds in April, into leaf-mould and
sand, as fast as the weatlier will allow us to trust them
under mats, or some temporary coverings. Here they

stand full in the sun and get very little water, so that

the change to the flower-beds is hardly felt ; but then
everyplantis watered as soon as it is put into the ground,
and when a bed is finished a rose pot is applied all ovei-,

and next morning the plants look more fresh and bullcy

than they did in tbe reserve beds.

This is the right time to plant out old plants of Vcr-

heiia veiiosa, for the shot-silk-like bed. They are hardy
enough to stand the winter ; but they must not be lett for

another season without changing and making the jilants

smaller, by ihviding the roots. If they were left undis-

turbed they would grow this next summer so sti'ong, as

to master the variegated geraniums, and render the

whole bed next to useless. It is upon the nice balancing
of the two plants together that the effect is brought out,

and small plants of both are better than largo ones, if

they are planted thick enough. The way we do here, is

to take up the old plants before the winter, cut ofl' the

tops, and plant the roots under some spreading tree in

the shrubbery, and if hard frost sets in we throw some
boughs over them. The bed is then partly renewed with
fresh compost, dug roughly, and about the end of March,
when the w-eather is dry, it is forked deeply to mix it

well. The old plants are taken up, and the strongest of
the underground runners are out into pieces, from four

to six inches long, and the pieces are planted in rows,
a foot apart every way, and ten inches from tlie outside

of the bed. They are covered two inches thick with
soil, and, as each patch is planted, a little stick is stuck
down at the place, to guide the planter. When the
geraniums are put in next May, one row is planted
round the edge of the bed, and then along between the
sticks ; when there are plenty of pieces on hand, three
or four of them may be put together to guard against
faihu'es. When the Geraniums are put in a foot apart
each way the bed looks nearly thickly enough planted,
without the ves'beuas ; indeed, if the geraniums touched
each other all over the bed, it would not be too thick.

The verbena shoots will be able to push up among the
branches of the geraniums ; and if these shoots become
in the least crowded, some of them must be cut back, or
pulled up altogether. After the middle of July, the beds
must, or should, be looked over regularly once a week,
to see that no part is too thick or too thin of shoots

;

that none are longer than the rest; in short, the whole
should appear like a new-made bouquet, for the whole
season. There are no other two plants in England that
will produce the same efl'ect ; and I hope I have now
explained all that is necessary to know how to make a
rich ornament of this bed, about which I have had more
inquiries than any one could believe.

Companion to the Calendar.—I have told lately
how much amused 1 was with a threatening, that if we
did not tell all that was written in the former volumes
to a new subscriber, some of us would be " sent to

Coventry ; " and all of us have acknowledged that much
of our contributions is suggested by the letters of cor-

respondents. Now, without ha^dng any objections to go
down to Coventry, or to Bath either,! should very much

like to please new subseribor3,if it were only on account of
their having got into good company, and a Companion to

the Calendar is the best form that 1 can think of for such
a purpose. Then, to carry it out, I would suggest that
each of us should give an article or two every month, in

explanation of the Calendar : saying why such and such
things ought to be done so and so, and how to set about
it. In this way all our new subscribers will come in
for the cream of what has been already said in former
volumes. At any rate, if each of us had a monthly
article to explain the calendar for that month more at

large, we should be kilUng two birds with one shot, if

not three. New beginners, of whom a rising crop is

ripe annually, would be better instructed ; old ones
would be reminded of the principal things to be done
during the month, as, at present, by the calendars, with
this addition, that the reasons for particular ways
would be added, and the writers woidd escape, so far,

i'rom the artillery of correspondents. We need not,

however, tie ourselves down to any particular rule, but
each, in his own way, write what he thinks most needful
for a class of readers. Next week I shall endeavour to

put this idea into form ; and, from my own personal
knowledge of the anxiety of my brother writers to do
what is most likely to advance the usefulness and credit

of The Cottage Gaedener, I am qiute sure they will

fall in with my views.

Meantime, to make up for this digression, I propose
cm entirelji new Jhwer-bed for next suminer. I made
some trial experiments last year, from which I believe

the bed will answer perfectly, ft will be a neutral bed,

made up of equal quantities of the Zauclisneria Oal'i-

fornica and Oiiphea strigilosa ; the former quite hardy,
.and the Cuphea all but hardy, so that it is easy to liud

plants for this arrangement. Take old or young plants

of both (but not old plants of one, and young ones of

the other), and plant them in rows—one of Cupheas,
and the ne.xt of Zauchsnerias, and so on, all over the

bed; their leaves will relieve each other. Their mode
of growth and flowering is the same, and tlie red colour

of the CaUfornian will blend well with that of the

Cupheas. D. Beaton.

GEEENHOUSE AND WINDOW
GAKDENING.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF GREENHOUSES

—

{Continued).

Ventilation.—I have already alluded to the temper-

ature, and ventilation and firing are the means we
possess for regulating it. Means should be secured for

a thorough circulation of air from the sashes in front,

and the highest point in the roof, as there the heat will

generally be the greatest. In cold weather in winter,

unless there are means for heating the air before it

enters, the little given should be at the top of the house,

as thus the cold clry air would be heated and absorb the

moisture before reaching the biflk of the plants. When
the ail- is very dry, and the weather very cold, the less

air that is given the better. In such circumstances, the

heating medium should be cool before the sun strikes

upon the housCj and then the sun-heat will raise the

house the less ; and 10° or 20°, for a short time, from
sun-heat, is a very different affair from having that

increase from artificial means. The prudent gardener

must, therefore, be so far a weather prophet, as to notice

the signs of what is coming. The most knowing may
be outwitted at times, such as when a bright day
succeeds a very cold dull morning; but even then, in

very cold weatlier, when the house temperature rises

rapidly from the fire and sundieat combined, it is safer

to shade a little, in preference to admitting a great body
of air. i'or greenhouse plants, generally, in lavourable

weather, too much air cannot be given, night or day,
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horn the ijiiddit! of May to tlie middle of September.
For two montlis preceding May. and subseijucut to

September, air sliould be given early in the morning,
if it sliould be withdrawn or rcdiiecd soon afterwards, or

early in the afternoon. In winti'r, nnless the air is very

raiki, it will bo time enougli to give air by ten o'clock,

and shut up botwoen two and three. When tlio weatlier

is very severe, one hour, or even less, in the middle of

the day, must be sufficient. In dull, clo.se weatlier, air I

should be given, thougii a Ijrisk lire should be put on
i

during the day, on purpose. When, however, the green-
j

house is changed into a vinery, a place for growing
tender anuual.s, &c., the forwarding of the growth oi'

Camellias, Epaoris, Azaleas, &o., then the temperature
i

iu spring and summer must be higher, and the atiiios-
|

phere closer and moister. By means of divisions, you
\

may have almost as many temperatures and atmosplieres

in one house as you please, by the regulating the ven-

tilation of the dilfercut compartments. Slight wooden
moveable divisions wo lind e.xtremely useful iu pots, as

we can give a peculiar treatment to one or any number
of lights at pleasure.

Firing.—Every sliovelful of coal costs money and
laboiu'. The boat that comes from the sun brings light

iu its train, and costs us nothing. The heat from the
furnace merely extends vegetable tissues, that from the

sun e.'ipands and concentrates. No stoker should visit

his furnace without knowing the temiierature of his

house, tlio temperature of the e.N^ternal atmosphere, the

direction of tire wind, tlie changes that have taken place

in a certain number of hours, and thence calculate

what will be tlie most likely to happen. The minimum
temperature siiould never be exceeded by fire-heat during
tlie night. More than sufficient is not only iraste, the
plants are drawn and dried, while less advantage can bo
taken of the glorious light and beat which comes from
the snu. For dispersing damps, &c., use a brisk little

fire during the day and allow it to go out. In very dull,

close weather in winter, sucli a tiro often, if even for an
hour, would be useful ; not for beat, but for enabling us
to give more air, and causing a rapid circulation among
the plants.

Watering.—This has frequently been referred to.

Tlie rule is, water so as to reach every fibre of the
plant's roots, and then wait until a similar repetition is

necessary. A phmt may want watering twice a day in

summer, and, perhaps, only twice a month in dull

weather iu winter. I'rom tlie end of Sejitember to the
middle of J\Iay, let the temperature of the water used be
from Ti" to 10° liigber than the minimum temperature of

the liouse. From thepcriods mentioned, making of course
due allowance for peculiar weather, watering should be
performed in tlie morning; in cold weather not too early.

Thus the stimulus of sun-lieat, diminished though it be,

meets the plants when they 1 lave received their refresher

;

the extra moisture is jiarted with before tho evening
comes, and there is not that rapid cooling of tho soil

by evaporation during the night. During summer we
reverse tlie time of watering, and perlbrm the o])cration

iu tlie afternoon and evening. Anythhig that tends to

oool tlie soil and tho plant is then refi'eshing. liy

watering in a bright morning, the moisture is exhaled
rapidly from the soil, as well as through the foliage of

the plant, which does not, in consequence, receive the
full benefit of the watering, and, therefore, soon requires

a fi'osh supjily. la the evening the evaporating ten-

dencies are approaching the minimum ; tlie plant has full

time to absorb and refresh itself, and thus is abler to

stand the brunt of tlie following day.

Manure Waleriiig.—This should be applied often, but
weak and clear ; a little quicklime added will efl'ect the
clearing, at the expense of driving ofi' a portion of the
ammonia. It is applicable in almost any case whore
luxuriance of plant is the chief object; where size of

bloom and compact, rather than slender growth, are the

desideratum, it should not be applied until the fiowcr-

buds appear.

Syringing.—This is a most valualile mode of applying
water, as it promotes cleanliness, and is as necessary for

removing dust and incrustations from the foliage as

soap and water are for cleaning our own skius. In
winter it should be done at mid-day, when the sun
shines ; in spring aud autumn, iu the morning ; in sum-
mer, cbioHy in the evening, though at that season we
frefiuently give them a dash several times a day.

Pruning.—This is generally done when the plant has
finished llowering—when we wish it to start into fresh

growth. Of course there are CN.ce]itions; without these

exceptions the nature of a plant and the mode of its

growth must be the basis for a system of pruning. J''or

instance, we cut dowu the flowering shoots of an Epacris
and a I'elavgonium ; but we act very dificrently both

bclbi'e and after in tho two cases. The I'lpacris is bard-

wooded, aud if tolerably ripened it requires no prepara-

tion. The long branches of most kinds are cut in at

once, and the plant is then transferred to a closer and
warmer atmosphere to encourage the formation of new
shoots ; a cold pit, kept close, is the thing; some peojile,

with great success, keep them acouple of months in aphint
stove. Of course they are duly hardened, aud the wood
ripened by autumn. On the other hand, the stems of

the Geranium are soft and spongy; if a very valuable

kiud, this will have been increased by shading, to pre-

serve the colour of tho flower. The jilant altogether is

at a minimum as I'espects its possession of organisable

material; while, for the sake of the old plant to bo kept,

and the cuttings for seed from its stems, it is desirable

it should be at the maximum. The plants arc, therefore,

exposed I'ully to the siui ; not a drop nioi'C water is given

than just to keep the leaves from flagging; and the

stems, instead of being soft aud green, becomo hard anil

brown, by parting with their watery evaporations, and
assimUating fresh solid material. Many other close-

headed plants, such as the Azalea, merely re(]uire, in

general, the stojqiiug of a few of the sti'ongest shoots.

R. Fisn
(To be continued.)

HOTHOUSE DEPAETMENT.
EXOTIC STOVE PLANTS.

C.\Li.iANnR\ 'TwEEUiEi (Mr. Tweedie's) ; Krazil.—We
lately paid a visit to the Royal Gai'dens atKew. In the

large conservatory we observed two plants in flower of

this shrub, and was much pleased with their beautiful

Acacia-like bright green foliage, with here and there a
head of their rich scarlet-crimson, silk-tasscl-Hke blooms,
nestling, at it wore, amongst the beautiful leaves. Tho
plants were upwards of six feet liigh, and were tolerably

handsome formed bushes.

This iilaut belongs to a small genus of Leguminous
plants (I'abacciB). There are two other species ; namely,
C. JIarrissii, with rose-coloured flowers, and 6'. jmleher-

rimii with bright scarlet flowers. They are all luuidsomo
stove shrubs, but require to be of some ago and size

before they flower.

Soil.—Sandy fibrous peat, two parts ; turfy loam, one
part ; leaf-mould, one part ; with as much sand as will

give it a sandy character. This will form a light open
compost ;n which they will grow aud flower well.

Propagation. Jig Cuttings.—'The young tops, when
they become rather woody, make the cuttings lliat are

the most certain to strike, though they will take a longer

time to root than the younger wood. An experienced
carel'ul jiropagator would pi-cfer the youngest shoots,

because they root the ipiickest ; but to a less ex]H^ricnccd

amateur, the hall'-ripeaed wood is to be preferred, as not
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being so liable to damp off. And tbis rule ajiplies to a

groat lumiber of similar woody stove plants, it a culti-

vator bas not a good propagatiug-liouso, witb all its

couveuioucos of beat, moisture, sbades, bell and liand-

glasses, and plenty of time to attend to all tlio regular

shading, watering, wiping of glasses, &c., he had better,

generally, choose liis cuttings of such a state of wood-

ripeness as to ensure a strike, tbougli he has to wait a

few weeks longer before bis cuttings put forth roots.

Generally, the best time for planiiiKj ciitiiw/s is in the

early part of the year, in oi-der that ihey may be rooted

in time to receive at least two shifts from the cutting-

pot before the growing season is over. This gives them
time to become well-established woody plants before

winter, witli its dark damp days, sets in, which, if it found

them in a soft green state, might destroy them. Prepare,

tlren, the cutting-pots and bell-glasses, compost and
sand, as near tbis time of the year as circumstances will

admit. The compost we have described this week will

suit most kinds of cuttings to root into ; but to prevent

the decomposing power in the compost from acting upon
the young and tender cutting, an incli deep of pure

white sand is indispensable. Proceed, then, in the way
we have often described, and still press upon the attention

ol' those desirous to increase their plants, that is, first

drain the cutting-pot in a more carelul manner than is

done in merely rejootting estabUshed plants. Place first

a large piece of broken potsherd over the bole at the

bottom of tlie pot, prop it up on one side with a very

thin piece of blue slate, or thin potsherd, then place an
inch, or rather less, of potsherds ujion the large one, and
upon tliem about half an inch of still smaller broken

potsherds; upon them place a thin layers of moss or of

tlie fibrous siftings of peat, then one to prevent the finer

particles of the compost being washed down by frequent

waterings amongst the drainage, which would soon choke

up the drainage, cause the soil to become sour, and
bring disease and death amongst the cuttings, even after

they had put forth roots. This most important opera-

tion (in the art of striking cuttings) being well and duly

performed, then fill in the compost to within one inch

of the top, shake it gently down, and smooth the surface

with a circular piece of wood. Tlreu place ujion it an
inch of flue pure silver sand, filling the pot quite level

with the rim, give a gentle watering, which will give a

smoothness and firmness to the sand, rendering it in

a fit state to receive and hold fast the cuttings. It

may then stand on one side till the cuttings are taken

ofl" and prepared. If a bell-glass is used, the pot should

be of such a size as to allow the glass to rest upon the

sand just within the rim of the pot, and should now be

fitted to it, pressing it down so as to leave a mark
which will serve as a guide within wdiicb to put the

cuttings.

Preparing the Cuttings.—In the case of the CalUandras,

take them off, bearing in mind the above remarks on the

age of the wood ; above all things do not make them too

large. It may be laid down as a rule almost without

exception, thut the smaller the cutting, the more surely and
quickly it will root; and more especially this rule applies

to such small twiggy shoots as those of Oalliandra

;

coarser growing, such as Clerodemlrums ; or more soft-

wooded plants, such, as Oloxinias, may have their cut-

tings made a little larger ; but all others shoirld be made
as small as possible. One inch, or one and a half inch,

with a very few leaves at the top will be quite large enough.
Make as many cuttings ready at once as will fill one pot,

put them in pretty close to and withui the mark made by
the rim of the bell-glass, incline the leaves inwards so that

they may not touch the glass when it is put on, that the

moisture which condenses on the inside of the glass may
not wet the leaves, and so cause them prematurely to

decay
;
put the cuttings in with a small smooth stick,

one made of ivory is the best; pi-ess the sand to the

bottom of each cutting, and do not allow the cuttings to

be very close to each otlier; for if one happens to decay

suddenly it might infect its neighbours, and thus cause

destruction to the whole crop. I'Ol up the holes with a

little dry sand, give then a gentle watering, and allow

them to become a little dry before the glass is finally

fixed upon them. Ifyou have the convenience of a bark-

pit, however small, within tliepropagating-bouse, plunge

tlie cuttings in it quite up to the rim of tlie pot, smootliing

tlie bark close to it by patting it down with a small

piece of wood. Tlie cuttings are now in the best possi-

ble state and condition. The care necessary will be

to shade them from bright sunshine, or even strong

liglit, for a few days, or, perhaps, weeks will be necessary,

till they root. They must be examined daily, and all

decaying leaves or dying cuttings removed as soon as

they occur. The glasses should be wiped quite dry at

least every other day ; should the sand become dry, it

must have a supply of water; but the glasses must then

be kept oil' for an hour to allow the leaves and the sur-

face of the sand to become moderately dry. Early in

the morning is the best time for this watering to be done.

With this minute and daily care it may be expected tlie

cuttings will most of them grow. When they begin to

show signs of growth, the glasses should be left oft' for

two hours every morning, and if they appear to bear

tbis exposure well, they should be examined to see if

roots are formed. This may be performed either by
gently raising one of the most promising, or by lifting

the pot out of the bark, turning it carefully upside down,

giving it a gentle blow on the edge of the potting-bench,

and then catching the ball in the hand so as not to

break it. If there apjieai- plenty of roots they may be

divided at once, and potted singly into 2^inch pots, and

placed under hand-glasses till new roots are formed;

shading and watering regularly. After this gradually

inure them to bear the full air and light, and then

remove them into the stove, placing them on a shelf

near to the glass.

Summer Vulture.—From April to September inclusive

the beat should be by day Ca° to 75°
; by night 55° to

tiO'-'. Air must be given to keep the temperature to

within a few degrees of these points.

Pot in March, and if the plants are young, again in

June. Young plants place in a cold pit or frame from

July to the end of August, or the middle of September, if

the season is fine. We have found stove plants, at least

all that will bear it, to be greatly benefited by being

planted out in a sheltered sunny border during summer,
taking them up and potting early in September. One
beautiful stove pUuit, the Hindsia Ixmgijiora, and the

variety cdbu, we never could get to form dwarf handsome
bushes by any other means than planting out ; and it is

a practice we strongly recommend for a number of other-

wise difficult-to-manage stove plants.

Winter Culture.—Having got summer over, and a

good growth upon the plant, another less congenial

season approaches ; but if rightly managed during its

progress it will be found equally as beneficial to stove

plants as it is to our hardy siirubs out of doors. This

is the season when we must induce our hothouse plants

to go to rest. CalUandras, especially, require it. If they

lose the gi-eater part of thek leaves, so much the better ;

they will then require a careful pruning. All coarse

strong shoots should be shortened in, and very small

twiggy ones cut out entirely. This will strengthen the

remainder, and it is from the shoots made towards spring

that the flowers are produced. As we mentioned above,

they are now, in Mai'ob, in flower at Kew, and the

flower-buds appear amongst and along with the young
shoots ; the pruning, then, ought to be performed in the

early part of the winter ; the month of December, we say,

is the best month to do it, because then the plants are,

or ought to be, in a dormant state. During this season
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but little water must be given, and a lower temperature

—the maximum UO", the minimum 50". T. Apm.eby.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
All this class of plants will now require constant

attention. Auriculas and PoJi/anthuses will now be

showing bloom, and should have plenty of water at tlie

roots, and abundance of air. They will not need shading
|

as yet. Carnations and I'icotccs require to be finished

potting into their blooming-pots, and sheltered from

heavy rains, sleet, cold ciitting winds, and frosts.

Chrijsiinthemunu, propagate by cuttings. Dahlias, con-

tinue to propagate. Cuttings that are rooted should be

potted, and placed in a warm sheltered frame to gi'ow

stout and strong. Hyacinths, in pots for exliihitiou,

should be in a forward state : give plenty of air, and
place sticks to support the bloom ; water freely, and
every third time with liquid manure. Pansies, attend to

by top-dressing both the beds and pots with old de-

cayed manure; shelter from severe cutting winds and
heavy rains. Finks, top-dress also. Ranunculuses, shelter;

tread firmly the soil about them if not already done.

Tulips nuist still be carefully protected from lieavy rains,

late frosts, and sleet. T. Applery.

THE KITCHEN-GAEDEN.
Routine Wouk.—Persevere with general cropping.

If there are any cabbage-plants amongst the crop to be
found starting into bloom, clear them at once away, and
make up the deficiency with other plants ; make also

another small planting, and sow for colcwnrta. Gaiili-

Jiowers, growing imder hand-glasses, should be encou-

raged by the occasional application of tepid liquid

manure; the glasses should be raised in sufficient time

to prevent the plants ftom getting, in the least degree,

cramped. Plant out in succession, and make anotlier

sowing. Where ground is infested with the maggot, it

is an excellent preventive, previous to planting, to dip

the roots into a mixture of soap-suds and chimney-soot.

Sow carrots in full crop, also red and white hcet, hormje,

and basil ; as well as borecole, Eiji/]itian, and other hales,

Brussels sprouts and saioi/s. Sow the Purple Cape,

White Cape, Granges White, and Walcheren brocolics

;

and see that enough of cnjisicums, chillies, tomatoes, &c.,

are sown and pricked off'. Make, too, a sowing of Riihje

cucuvibers, horse-radish, and sea-hale. Jerusalem arti-

choke planting should be finished, and a beginning
made in thinning the small suckers from the strong

Ghbe artichokes. A planting of strong suckers may also

now be made.
Parsley, both curled and Hamburg, sliould be sown

in full crops, also salsafy and scorzonera. Sow the New
Zealand spinach in heat ;

prick off in due time a few

plants, and get them strong by shifting into larger pots,

so that they may be in good condition by May Day for

turning out under hajid-glasses or a little bottom heat.

Sow celery in full crop on a gentle bottom heat, and
]U'ick a sufficiency of early-sown plants. Sow chervil a

little and often ; save for seed a portion of the most
curled which has stood the winter. Thin out the crowns
of the sea-kale which has been forced ; apply liquid

manure to the early out-of doors rhubarb, li unions have
not been alrady sown, they should be attended to forth-

with. Early potatoes, under glasses, which have nearly

made their growth, should be kept pretty ib-y, neither

ajjplying water or allowing any quantity of rain to fall

on them. Apply liquid manure to old mushroom-beds

;

keep cold draughts from those in bearing, aiul place the

summer-bed in a shady situation. James Barnes.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

ALLOTMENT FARMING FOE ALEIL.

" The hand of the diligent maketh rich "—a fact, if noto-

rious in tlie days of Solomon, how much more so in these

times, wlien, from the severity of competition in this densely
peopled island, almost all real advances in position are

accomplished by sldll, or labour, or both.

The labourer is no exception to this nde ; for labour com-
petes with labour, as skill mth skill ; and although a lounging
and dilatory person may manage to get into the lowest grade
of employment for a great portion oi' tlie year, at a miserable
pittance, yet how different the condition of such a man when
compared to an industrious and careful cottnger or allottee

who thorouglily cultivates his plot of ground. AVell may
philanthropy point to an extension ol' the allotment system
as a radical cure for no snuall ])orlion of the evils,—social,

moral, and industrial,—with which this kingdom is con-
stantly atilicted or threatened ; a kingdom, too, presentuig
the strange anomaly of the very opposite extremes of riches

and poverty.

To excite the allotment holder to increased diligence, we
woidd simply tax his memory for a moment by asking him
to recollect how many of the truly industrious and obliging

amongst his compeers he ever met with begging his bread,
or driven into the lowest class of unprofitable drudgery .'

" I have been young, and now am old; yet never saw I the
righteous forsaken, or his seed begging bread." Thus spake
the Psalmist in his day ; and by such, coupled wilh the
constant and unvarying plinse of the question, as presented
in these, and indeed all other, times, it is suthciently mani-
fest that our groat Creator has indissolubly coupled industry
and propriety of conduct with success, and idleness and
dissoluteness—twin brothers—with want and woe.
Now, then, wliilst the spring is young, and so much may

be in very truth effected by perseverance, let us exhort all

cottiers, or others who may look over these papers, to buckle

on their armour, and to take the field in good earnest ; we
are assured that the majority will know of themselves that

such labours will be amply repaid.
" Take time by the forelock," is an old and somewhat trite

saying ; and since the daj's " 0' lang syne," the month of

April has been accounted the busiest month in the whole
year, to tlie farmer and the gardener.

The first question we would ask every small gardener or

farmer is—Have you tliorouyhly dcciJnd on a general policy

or scheme of cropping ? If not, you must do so forthwith.

A good scheme of cropping is something like a gengraphical

puzzle, one part removed or altered will derange nil the rest.

Economy of botli manure and labour are hitched on this

very point. Indecision will spoil a well-laid plot; aud as

our clever fellow-workman, Mr. Barnes, has observed, will

throw tilings into a " pretty muddle." ^Ve are not of those

wlio revere cut and dry rules, wdiere lilierty of action can
be guided by a good common-sense view of atfairs.

Two allotment-men, holding plots in common, are not

obliged to crop by an uni\ersal, and, as it were, stereotyped

system. Every man should consider his wants : those who
have large famUies, have to cater, in the first place, for many
a craving stomach, the youthful possessors of which not

unfreqnently importiuie the parent after the manner of

young birds in the nest. Now, although we would fain

induce cottiers, who .are lucky enough to hold a nice ganlcn,

aud who have few or no children, to tiy and make some
cash out of their plots, we are willing to concede that the

craving stomachs of the youngsters have a jirior claim.

Nevertheless, if nuy cottager can find out a scheme whereby 1
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to bring in some liaid dollars, as a Yankee would say, by a

niarlceting system, lie is decidly in a position to act as com-
missary-general of tlie forces under liis command.

" Htoclv," too, must be taken into account ; that is to saj', a

cow or a pig ; for we have no occasion to ascend to pluralities

in this matter. Where the plot is small, and the holder has, or

will attempt to keep, a cow, of course he will keep a pig or two

;

for it is, indeed, this circumstance which renders the pigs

much more profitable. In cases of tliis kind, roots, such as

the mangold and swede, become of eminent service, and
every nerve must be strained to produce them. "Without

pasturage this becomes a strange uphill procedure, but if the

holder has the good luck to possess an acre or two of ground,

we would always, if possible, encoiu'age a small portion of

good pasturage, inasmuch as the cow must, at times, have
out-door exercise ; and whatever may be tlie benefits of stall-

feeding, it is certain that a run in a jiasture, even for a couple

of hours, is at least conducive to the health of the beast.

Such, however, forms the exception to the class for Whom
our labours are intended, and we must, therefore, dismiss

this portion of the subject with a glance.

To return, then, to our point. "We will suppose that our
small holder has thoroughly digested such matter, and
proceed to cultural processes peculiar to the season.

Peei'aeation of Hoot Ground.—First of all potatoes. AVe

are decidedly of opinion, as heretofore observed, that the

potato disease is on the wane ; we dare 'not say extirpated.

The steadily progressive character of the restoration, how-
ever, through the country generally, is, in our opinion, sufd-

cient to warrant a much increased amount of confidence in

this general favomite ; still second only to wheat as to the

wants of the poor man. "We may suppose that these are all

planted by this period, and we may just remind cm' readers

that if the early ones should be inclined to thrust their

heads through the soil at the end of April, a little loose soil

should be instantly drawn over them. AVe do not deem it

safe to permit them to remain above the surface until the

second week in May, unless some covering be furnished

them. Moreover, it is by no means the case that the earliest

above ground are the first in the market. We hold it good
policy to get the potato at work, and fuU of root, as early

as possible below the surface ; such being the case, and no
check from late frosts, they will grow with immense rapidity

after the middle of May. We have found it a capital plan to

drop a hill of new sawdust over each set, just as it is emerg-
ing from the soil. This protects without impeding the pro-

gress of the yomig shoot.

Mangold Wuktzel.—-The ground must be forthwith pre-

pared (if such is not done) by deep digging, and a liberal

manuiing ; and if salt can be procured, let it be remembered
that this plant is partial to it. The salt and soot mixture,

so often recommended, would, doubtless, be of great service,

in addition to a little manure. Mangold is not a remimera-
tivc crop in very poor soils ; in those rich and deep with
high culture, it is, perhaps, second to none in bulk and
quality combined. Sow from the tenth to the twentieth of

April, in rows of from twenty to twenty-six inches, according
to the power of the soil ; tlie plants being singled,,^Ha//;/, to

a distance of ten to fourteen inches. Of course, the above
advice is intended to apply to parallel rows. AVe always
soak our seed in water for twelve hours previous to sowing.

The Swede Tuenip.—It need scarcely be observed, tliat

a very high degree of cultm-e is requisite for all the turnip

family; and the prime secret with the Swede, in order to

avoid the lly, is to apply a little extra stimulus in the drill

with the seed ; the plant, to be safe, must grow with rapidity.

Farmers use guano and finely ground bone to accomplish
this ; but for an allotment man we would recommend a

mixture. For this purpose soot, very old mellow and
powdery manure, leaf-soil, very old tan, &c., are eligible.

Let a lieaji be formed on an in-door floor previous to use,

the bulk regulated by the quantity requisite, adding the
soot last. The soot need not constitute above one-sixth
part, and if a handful or two of good Peruvian Guano can
be added, it will amply repay ; or if the plot be small, the
cottager will find it good practice to apply the guano in a

liiiuid state with the water pot, just after the plant has
emerged from the soil. If he practice the latter, two ounces
to a gallon of water is amply sufficient. The soot mixtm-e
must be thoroughly mixed, and almost any quantity of wood-

ashes may be added to the mass; at least to the extent of

lialf its bulk. This compost must of course be got in with

the seed, and it may be introduced with rapidity liy an

active person, indeed, as fast lie can walk. Such plans we
have tried for years, and would farmers practice it, they

would seldom fail. They, however, scarcely understand the

power possessed by what scientific men term humus; or,

in other words, the black and fine residue of the dung-heap,

the rubbish-yard, or the wood-pile. Nothing so speedily

promotes quick gennination and rapid growth whilst the

plant is young. Turnips, to remain where sown, may be

got in from the early part of April until the end. These to

transplant after other crops, must be regulated by the

period at which their predecessors are cleared oft'.

Careots.—AVe have before written repeatedly about the

Early Horn ; come we now to the larger kinds, as the

Altringham Surrey, &c. Trench deeply, and introduce

what manure is necessary in the lower part of the trench ;

we woitld have none nearer the sm'face than six inches, and

none deeper than fifteen. Means must, therefore, be taken

to blend the manure with the bottom spit, for the old way
of paring the manure to the very bottom we entirely disagree

with as a waste of property. Deep sandy soils are fittest for

carrot cultm-e ; w-e have, however, known very good crops

from adhesive soils where means had been taken to ame-

liorate them, and mellow dressings added. AVe consider

carrots safer from the grub when sown late, say from the

middle of April until the early part of May. Some able

persons recommend spirits of tar as an antidote to the fly

;

it may be sprinkled over sawdust, and the sawdust sowed

with the seed. Sow in drills about twelve to fourteen inches

apart, and single out finally to about four inches.

Paesnies.—These, of coiu'se, are sown; more about cul-

tural matters in our next.

Onions.—AVe have httle to add to our last advice. Those

who have not rolled them, had better do so when the beds

are quite dry. Advice about the onion grub in next month's

paper.

.Jeeusalem Aetiohokes.—If not planted, plant imme-
diately. Moderately manured, and in rows of thirty inches;

moderate sized sets planted whole, one foot apart in the row.

Pease.'—A good row or two of the Blue Prussian, or

Green Imperial, may be sown for the Cottager's lust crop,

in the first week of April; later than this wiU scarcely prove

profitable.

Beans (broad).—A few more of the Broad AVindsor or

Green Long Pod may be planted immediately, in a half-

shaded situation, on cool soil. AVe do not recommended
them, however, for profit.

BuNNEES.—Nothing more useful to the cottager. These

should be planted in the middle of April, not later. There

are many ways of cultivating these. Being ornamental, they

may decorate the cottage porch, festoon around its v.'indows,

hide unsightly buildings, cover brick walls, palings, &c. As
to mere utiUty, they are as well in a row, highly manured
and dug deep. Their sticks need not be more than four

feet high ; but in that event, their heads must be pinched

otf just before they reach the top of the sticks ; and topping

must be repeated through the season if necessary. Kunners
should be w-ell watered in dry weather.

DwAKF Kidney Beans.—Not so profitable or so good as

the former ; these do best in warm nooks or slopes. The
Bun-coloured and Negro are the best. In rows, two feet

apart; the beans four inches asunder; planted middle of

April.

Paesley.—Sow a little directly ; sprinkle some soot on the

ground before digging.

Tur.Nirs (Earhj Dutch.)—Sow a few directly on any spare

and poor plot.

CuGUMEEEs and THE A'egetable Maiseow.—In a warm
and much sheltered corner, exposed fully to the sun, dig

out a trench three feet wide, and one foot below the ground

level ; scrape together all the green weeds, long grass, or

other waste herbage, and fill the trench to the ground level

;

then place some manure, three or four barrowfuls, in a

flattened ridge, two feet above the ground, and soil the whole

over slightly at first. Make stations to sow the seed, two

feet apart, by forming a hollow for greater depth of soil

;

this fill with rich mellow soil, and drop a few seeds in each

patch. Slope a few poles over the whole, touching the soil
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at back, but elevated at front; and get some old cai'pct, mat,

or otlier covering, and lay it on the iioles, night and day, for

awhile, suffeiing tbe front to extend as far- as the bed, or

nearly so.

The Yakious Gkeens.—A little cabbage, as advised in

our last, every month. If broccolis are required, sow

Hammond's White Gape and Walchercn now, and in the

end of the montli ; and Monmouth, Winter Imperial, and late

White Russian, in the sccnnd week. Green kale sow dh-ectly

;

also Brussels sprouts and Savoys. The Green kale is most

protitable, being so sale a crop ; the Brussels sprouts on

good soil are very useful, and will stand the hai'dest winter.

We have said notliing about lettuces, spinach, etc., baring

so often remarked on these before. AVe do trust that most
of om- allotment friends begin to understand the drift of all

tlicse little things, as what we term stolen crops. We always

hold it a paramount duty to keep the cottager's attention

well directed to his root crops; these must constitute the

chief staple of his cottage, his cowshed and his pigsty.

EoHEliT EltEINGION.

HARDY BORDEE FLOWERS.
DicTAMNUS.—There are two species of this genus, the red

aiul the white. There is but very little other specilic tUf-

ference between these two plants, but tliat of colour ; indeed,

the one was, by many authorities, I believe, only considered

a variety of the other. Both plants were introduced into

this country in the year 159C, and both aie natives of Ger-

Bnany. Any rich garden soil suits them ; but all the better if

a little peat be mixed with it. 1 always make it a rule, when
I receive a new plant, whether from tlie nm'sery or a cliimp

(a rooted cutting) from a friend, to plant it well ; that is, to

well work the natural soil, ami add to it a good portion of

peat, turfy loam, and leaf-mould, all well worked up toge-

ther. This will suit almost any hardy border Uower ; and,

whether the plant be a rapid increaser or not, I talie the lirst

opportunity to oljtain from it a chimp, so as to have at least a

second plant in my possession. Of com-se this depends

upon its beauty or rarity. Now, if these two beautifid yomig
ash-tree-lea\ ed-like plants ai-e planted out in an open

situation in a border prepai'ed as I have before mentioned,

they might remain in that same spot for twenty years,

and I do not know how much longer, if not root-injured at

the time the Ijorders are di-essedofl'; but a little top-di-essing

of the above-directed mixture, at this time eveiy year, would

be very beneticial ; and the lover of these beauties is well

repaid for such care by .the scent impai'ted by merely draw-

ing their lai'ge, long lemon-scented sjiikes of flowers through

the hand. Strong, well-treated, established plants grow

from two and a half to three and a half feet high from

the ground to the tip of the large spUces of tlowers. The
plant being a slow increaser is one reason why it is not

more conuiion. It can be propagated by division of its

crowns, which should be done with a little care. Any small

bit with a root to it will make a plant. It tlowers from the

end of May to the end of July ; and even its dry glandular

capsules ai-e eagerly sought after for then- pleasing scent.

I say the plants may remain in the same situation for twenty

year's, because we have two plants, one of the white and one

of the red, which have stood in tlie same spots for the last

eighteen years, and noble specimens they are at this time
;

and diuing the past years I have taken fom- or five portions

from each ; and should I have the pleasm-e to watch over

them for another eighteen years, fifty to one if I sliould

ever take thera up or disturb their box-tree-Uke-lookuig

roots. Their botanical names are D. FraxincUa (Red
Fla.\inella), and D. Alius (White Elaxinella).

Yeebascuhs arc the plants I shall next make a few notes

upon. They are a large family, the majority of which are

stiiiwy biennials, both of the exotic and oiu' indigenous kinds,

and would look very showy if planted out at proper distances,

in autumn or early spring, among trees and shrubs in planta-

tions. They are most of them yellow-tlowered. AVe have

only one perennial kind in England; but there are four or

five exotic perennial kinds that ai-e worth keeping among
our hardy liorder tlowers, and once planted nury remain in

the same spot for several years. Any rich gsu'dcn soil soils

them. They have large ileshy roots, which should not be

injiu'ed at the time the borders are beiug dressed. The

perennials are readily increased by division. This family

of plants, especially the perennial species, have one very

great enemy in a very pretty cateqiillar. These hearty

feeders will very soon eat away all tbe herbage of the plant,

and destroy all its beauty fur the season, before one is

aware of it, unless closely watched. Of com'se this cater-

pillar should be destroyed as soon as seen. Its parent is

a moth calleil the Cuciillia verbud. (Sec The Oottaue
G.vudener, ii. HI.)

The very best fif these perennial A'erbascums is T'. Phw-
iiicLiim (Pui-ple Verbascum, or Mullein). Tliis one in par-

ticular I have tried in many ways tn grow for exliibiting at

the Horticultural Shows ; and as I never could lift the plant

from the border into pot in full bhiom without injmy, tlie

best way I ever bit upon was to plant good strong plants in

It-inch pots, in Novemlter, in a mixture of turfy loam, pt'at,

and leaf-mould, plunging pot and all in the open border,

and when the shoots were up from six to nine inches high,

the following season 1 just pinched out the tips. This
caused them to put out strong laterals so as to have a bushy
plant. In this way I have succeeded, and shown beautiful

specimens of tliis deep ijurple flowering species. It fiowers

from the middle of ilay to the end of .inne, or longer, be-

cause, in a rich soil, if the old or principal flower-stems

are kept cut away, it continues putting up others in succes-

sion to the end of the summer. On the whole, it is a vei-y

neat and choice pilant, not so often seen as it deserves to be.

It grows about three feet high.

V. PUNICEU3I (Light-red V., or Midlein). — This is a

stronger and much coai'ser-looking plant, growing from two

and a half to three feet high, and a profuse bloomer. It

continues putting up flower-stems most of the summer
months, when the advanced should be continually cut away,

and attention paid to tying up the yoimg shoots. Its flowers

lU'e of a cheerful lilac colom-.

V. FEEEUGiNEUM ( Rusty A^, or Mullein).—This species

rises from three and a half to four feet high. It is an inte-

resting-looking jdaut, and in flower most of tlie summer
months, if planted in a rich soil ; producing rusty-brown

flowers.

A'. CUPREU3I (Copper-colom-ed A'., or iMuUein).—This is

closely allied to the last ; but the flowers ar'e rather more
orange-coloured, and the plant is a much freer grower. It

reaches from two and a half to three feet high. T. AVeavee.

THE APL\EIAN'S CALENDAR.—xii-Eii,.

Bij ./. H. Faijiif, Esq., Author of" Tht: Bcc-kcepcr's Guide."

Young Bees.—The popidation of every healthy stock of

bees is now rapidly increasing, and mmibers of young ones

may be seen upon every sunny day crowding the entrances

of the hives to exercise their wrugs for the first time, w hich

they may be oliserved to do with the greatest caution, run-

ning from side to side of tbe alighting board, before venturing

to fly; the imperfect nymphs, also, are strewed upon llie

ahghting board of some hives during the night, tobecai'ried

away by the bees as soon as the hour of labom* commences ;

this cu'cumstance also indicates a rapidly increasing popida-

tion. A very large quantity of food is consumed by the

young bees wliilein Ihelarva ormaggot state, which draws very

heavilyupon tlie store of the food of the hive, which at present

(Slar'cb) can be very little augmented except by the careful

hand of the Apiarian ; it, therefore, behoves him to looli very

attentively to all his weak stocks, and more especially to

swarms of the last yeai', and to let them have a regular

supply of food ; and for those who like but little troul>le in

feeding, dnj harlri/ suf/nr is unquestionably the best modi' in

which it can be administered ; it may be given either at the

top or bottom of tlie hive, for it does not, lik>> liipiid food,

attract robbers to the hives that are supphed with it.

Bueied Bees.—I am now anxiously waiting the report of

our friends who have buried their stocks for the winter. The
time, I suppose, has now fully arrived for their disinterment,

and I hope, through the pages of The Cottage Gaubenee,
to leai-n the result of their experiments.

I received an account, a few days since, of o late srroiirl

suiirm which, hi September, weighed only three pounds,

iiicliuUiig honey, bees, and comb, and which is now in llie

most healthy state possible, carrying home pollen as actively,
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if mil more so, than any other stock in the apiary, and to

my astonishment it has never hafl food nf any kind admi-

nistered cither in the aiitnmn or the spring ; but I iiaye

strongly recommended its proprietor to lose no time in

supplying it, for it' carefully fed it will Ijecome a flrst-rate

stock, and withoiit lliat attention I should say it must die.

I hope that I have already said enougli upon the ad-

vantage of having it xiippltj of hivcx, i/lusscs, bo.vcs, <i-c., equal

to the demiuid of the coming season, to induce every apiarian

to supply hiiuseU' witliout further delay.

Q,LiKi5N Wasps.—The time has 'again arrived for the des-

truction of these insects ; for by destroying one only, a nest,

perhaps of thirty thousand wasps, will be prevented coming

into existence, robbing our bees and destroying our fruit.

A considerable reward is offered for them in some places

;

I have heard of as much as sixpence each during the months

OKNAMENTING A CIRCULAR I'OND.

In the 13oth number vol. v. of The Cot-

tage GjUiden'er, among the notices to cor-

respondents, I read, — "A large, Circular

Pond in a dower garden, which is to have
a fountain in the centre, has a margin of grass

four feet wide all round, then a gravel walk
of six feet; now this pond Ljoks cheerless in

winter. What can he introduced round, to

give it warmth in winter? The border is too

narrow for lihododendron.s, and roekwork is

objected to." Then om' worthy Editor says,

" Can any of om' readers give a good sugges-

tion?" And I think he is no bad judge, for

the question is rather paradoxical. The fact

is, it is driving one into a corner, when X learn

that the tmf is loo narrow for small shrubs,

and roekwork is objected to, and yet wish to

give it a warm, cheerful appearance in winter.

I"or grass and roekwork are two such adjuncts

to water, that no art can sepai'ate them with

any beneficial effect.

Yet, I will submit a plan of a pond, mth a

gravel walk and mixed flower borders, inter-

spersed with small shrubs round it; and if

om' friend can gather such a sufficiency of

ideas, as \n\l be applicable to the case in

point, I shall feel most happy to think I
have assisted in helping him out of his diffi-

culty.

In the plan before us, the size of the pond
is determined by the length of tlie beds and
width of the open spaces wdiich surround
it. Now to commence operations, I will say

that I want to make four small beds, to have three small

shrubs iu eacli. Two feet apart, and one foot at each end
from the edge of the bed, would be none too much for

shrubs of very moderate growth ; and that will make the

bods six feet long, and then there must be a grass verge

one foot wide, which wdl make eight feet; well, then, iu my
calculation, I shall put it down seven feet for the beds, and
seven for the open spaces ; eight times seven are fifty-six

—

(Uvide by three; the circumference of fifty-six feet is

eighteen feet, eight inches in diameter, then deduct four

feet fi'om that, to allow for a border of grass two feet wide
all round, and that will make tlie pond fourteen feet, eight

inches in diameter (I know there are fractions, but this is

near enough to answer my pm'pose), and this I call a very

small one. But for it to be ui projiortion, and in good
keeping with the other parts of the garden, the grounds
ought to be of some extent to admit of a pond, even of this

size, with its appurl^enances thei'eto. Now, without knowing
exactly what the size of our friend's pond is, I apprehend
that the size of my intended one is about the same as liis

;

and I will tell you why, the mai'gin of grass four feet, and
the gravel walk six, makes a broad band, encu'cling the

pond, ten feet wide. The alterations I propose, according
to my annexed plan, is all done in the same space ; thus
tlie margin of grass two feet, semi-circular beds three feet

wide, grass verge one foot, and the gravel walk four feet,

ten feet in all, thereby jn'oving the practicability of the

same, should our friend approve of my suggestions. The

of March and April ; and, perhaps, where fruit is largely

grown and liees are kept, it may not be ill. spent money. I

am afraid that after this unusually mild season (winter it

cannot be called), they will lie very numerous; still, their

increase depends more upon a mild genial s]iring, than upon
the severity or mildness of the winter, for when snugly

hybernated the cold has no effect upon them.
GuiDE-coHBs.—I wonlil recommend guide-combs being

fixed in glasses of every kind that are to he placed either on
hives or boxes. The bees are induced thereby to commence
working in them sooner than they otherwise would do, and
it must always be remembered that simply putting on a

glass, a box, or a small hive, will not prevent swarming,

excejit the bees commence working in it, which a small piece

of comb fixed at the top induces them to do more readily.

straight walks are six feet wide, the four beds marked A, B

C, D, are intended as mixed flower borders, interspersed

with evergreen shrubs; the figures in the four small beds

round the pond, allude to the twelve small shrubs, which I

recommend for vai'iety, and having a cheerful appeai'ance

in Avinter.

1 Silver Edged Box 7 Sweet Bay
2 Common Hollv 8 Silver Edged Holly

3 Accuba Japonica 9 Common Bo.x

4 Arlmtus 1" Oolden Edged Holly

5 Savin ' 1 Arbor Vitie

6 Golden Edged Box la Laurcstmus

Many of these, in a good situation, will attain a large

growth. But by selecting, in the first instance, small plants

of compact growth, and then, iu after-management, by a

little judicious pruning, they may be kept within the reqmred

compass for a very long time. It would be useless to

attempt Rhododendrons, Kalmias, and many other American

shrubs, without making up the beds mth peat. I should

like to know, through the medium of The Cottage Gae-

DEiNEH, what decision our friend comes to in this matter.

Geo. Haskek, Ball's Pond, IsliiKjlon.

TREES SUITABLE FOE PARK SCENERY.

It being now well known that The Cottage Gakdener

is read by many classes of readers, as well as the amateur

and humble cottager, a few remarks on the judicious se-

lection of trees proper to plant, singly or in groups, m the
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parks nr grounds siu'roundiiig a ninusiou, may, perhaps, lie

of service to some of its uumerous readers wlio may be

contemplating alterations or additions to their pai'k scenery;

and as the instructions left by that class of professional

gentlemen, called landscape gardeners, seldom descends to

particulaiise the kind of tree adapted for the ditlerent

pm-poses tliey may have planned out, we think a few hints

to om- gardening friends may be of service in preventing

their falling into errors fatal to their reputation hereafter.

It is hardly om- province here to suggest where a single

tree, a group, or a bulk of trees are to be planted, for such

details can only be arrived at by a careful obsenation of the

various objects in view on the spot ; but it is generally

admitted that certain prominent points, as the front of a

mansion, a summer-house, some elevated portion of the

lawn, or other conspicuous positions, should form points

from which distant objects of interest might he distinctly

seen to advantage; while the judicious hiding of objects less

pleasing to look upon, by pmdeut planting, fonns the highest

branch of the art of landscape gardening. But as the

vai-ious works already before the public convey, as far as

paper and print can do, a correct notion of such matters,

we will leave the selection of sites for the various objects to

be planted, and descend at once to our remarks on ti-ees

adapted for the various purposes.

For distinction, it is proper to say that the principal

features in park planting ai'e the single tree, the group or

clump, the avenue, the screen, and the belt. Plantations

on a more extended scale have generally other objects in

view than picturesque efi'ect, and consequently do not come
under our present view. We shall, therefore, begin in the

first place with single trees, and point out such species as form
the most pleasing objects, combined with other qualities,

enabUng them to withstand the inconveniences of their

isolated condition.

Single Trees.—Under tliis head we presume our readers

will expect to Jind us pointing to the Onk. Poetic feeling and
national olijects have vied with each other in doing homage
to tliis so-called king of the forest. But, though we are not,

as here implied, so disloyal as to dispute his title, we yet

think he has many compeers ecpially, if not more, deserving

of the coronet as chief baron of single trees. Not but tliat

the oak often is found in great beauty, but we think he must
jield to the wide-spread Urabs of the full-grown Wnlinit.

When a good specimen of the latter is seen to advantage, it

is generally acknowdedged to present as beautiful an outline

as any tree we are acciuainted with. In saying this, we may
as well explain that we do not confine our observations to

the appearance certain trees have at stated periods of the

year ; line and pathetic as the feeling may be that regards the

tree only with interest when in the " sere and yellow leaf;
"

and fai- be it from us to impugn that feeling, yet we often

think an undue importance, and wdiat is worse, an erroneous

impression gets abroad on the merits or demerits of certain

trees at that memorable period. Who has not heard the

oak lauded as possessing all the tints of the rainbow, while

of the heech and other trees few have sung ? Leaving that

subject, however, we may say that we look to the appearance

that single trees have in winter, as well as in autumn, and in

our opinion the walnut, the Iiorsc-cliesniif, beech (for its

feathering tips), and the plane, are all equally valuable as

the oak as single trees. We must not forget everybody's

favourite, the Wliife thorn, than which we know of nothing

more really beautiful ; the common white being the best for

distant views. The su-eet citesnut, also, lool;s well as a single

tree, its white blossoms contrasting well with its glossy

green leaves. The lime and majile may be more spai-ingly

planted, but we confess we do not admire them very much

;

still less do we like the elm, its dirty looking limbs loaded

mth a superfluity of small black twigs gives it anything but

an agreeable aspect in winter; besides, those limbs are more
liable to break off than those of other trees. The Si/cunwrc is

more suitaljle, but asli, and the whole tribe of tall jioplurs,

are out of place here ; while many of the less common
deciduous trees, as the Tidip tree, the Acnc'ia, the Purple

heccli, itc, are more proper as adjuncts to the group or belt,

than to stand unsheltered in an isolated state.

We fear, if the amateur thinks our list of deciduous trees

proper for solitude meagre, he will think our catalogue of

evergreen ones still more deficient, for, we confess, we have

not much faith on many of the lately inb'oduccd Pinuses

proving at all suitable as sinfjle specimens. We have, how-
ever, the Cedar oJ'Lehnuon, wdiich we unhesitatingly place lirst.

Evcryreen oaks seldom do well alone, although many are loU3id

in single stations, which have, however, been nursed by other

things. Yews will brave the weather in any dry exposed place

;

but where cattle are expected to feed they are dangerous,

for fear of their browzing on the leaves. The Imlli/ is better

adapted for plantations. If Piuuses must be planted singly,

try the Deodar Cedar, and some of those partaking of the

character of the Scotch fir, taking care to select such as have

proved themselves sufficiently hardy to withstand not only the

cold, but the tempestuous winds which single specimens are

subjected to, and mindful, that althoush a deciduous tree ui

a reclining position may at tijnes appear natural, and con-

sequently iiictm'esque, that a pine can only have a distorted

look when it becomes so. S. X. V.

{To he continued.)

HISTOKY OF AN APLVRY.
{Continuedfrom page 377.)

On the 1:1th of May, early in the morning, I released my
prisoners in the old liive, which (as it took the place of the

fourth stock, wdrose fate has been already reported) I termed
" 2nd D." The day before it appeai'ed the hive was in great

commotion, which argued that the population had increased,

and was increasing. HappUy the sun had shone out brightly,

so that, strildng on the hive, it had supplied the want of

natm'al heat, occasioned by the paucity of its inmates, and
liad, doubtless, hatched out many yoiuig bees. On first

examining the hive-entrance, before I withdrew" the list-

bandage which obstructed it, a considerable humming was
already perceptible, though so early in the juoming ; the

bees, too, were busily employed in gnawing at the list, through

which they would soon have forced their way. Ko sooner

was the bandage withdrawn, than an eager rush of the libe-

rated insects took place, and within half-an-hour I counted

upwards of a dozen that had retmmed from the fields laden

with pollen,—so speedily had they reconciled themselves to

theu" circumstances. The new swarm also appeared con-

tented with its new dwelling, crowds issuing and entering

earlier and later than usual.

Nothing of importance occm-red till the 18th, save only

that the weather having become cold again, I thought it

prudent to feed the new swarm (which I had presented to

the Idnd friend who allowed me the use of his garden) with

two or three pounds of honey. On the listh, however,

I went to assist an intelligent cottager in the parish in

forming a swiu-m artificially from his only hive, which seemed
full of bees. Whether the drones had appeared or not, he
could not tell ; iudeed, he professed himself quite ignorant

of thenatm-alliistory of bees, never having been aware of the

existence of more than one sort of the genus Apis. Now, I

coidd not have ventured to make an artificial swarm without

clearly ascertaining beforehand the presence of drones ; the

more so, as this was the only hive in the place ; but to make
sure, the bees were driven in the usual manner, and knocked
outof the temporary hive into which they had climbed.in front

of the dwelling intended for them ; at the same time that

the old hive was carefully removed to a new stand and tied up.

On attentively scrutinizing the swarm now exposed to view,

it was evident that no drones had yet appeared ; but we saw

the queen distinctly, and watched her enter the new hive,

followed by her subjects. Learing these bees, I turned up
the old hive once more and carefully examined the combs to

see if any drone brood could be found ceiled up in their

cells. The search, however, having proved vain, the old

stock was set on the ground, and the swarm once more
dashed out before it, and into it they seemed right glad to

enter. It was now replaced in its former situation, whither

all the out-Jlijinij bees quickly resorted ; nor did nurny

minutes elapse ere the garden presented its usual appear-

ance, save only that the bodies of some hundred bees lay

about the place, the unfortunate victims of our experiment.

The cottager, who had been the first to spy out the queen,

took a share and a lively interest in the wdiole proceedings;

and in spite of our ill-success, professes himself willing to

renew the experiment another year. Indeed, we had resolved
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to renew it immediately tlmt the drones fippoared ; but as

he lived at some distance, and eould not tell a drone from a

common bee, the hive was left to its own resources. It tlirew

off a famous swarm accordingly on the lirst of June, and a

east some days later, which, however, returned to the parent

stock. Both hives are now heavy, and promise well. I

mention this story to show with how much impunity a stock

may be meildled with even at the heiglit of tlie breedhig

season ; it should, liowever, be carefully handled for fear of

disengaging the combs, which are now heavy with brood,

especially in the case of a new liive, whose combs are fresh

and brittle.

Tliree days after the above incident I paid my apiarian

friend, Mr. C., a return visit, and assisted liim in forming

several artificial swarms. He had tliree stocks, in different

degrees of prosperity, tipon all of wliicli he determined to

operate. The first, a very strong one, had been set over an

empty flat-topped hive, far down into which the bees already

descended, though no works had yet been commenced in it.

This was driven in the early morning, before breakfast, with

complete success, though these bees were excessively irri-

table; the fact was, that the day before saw the commence-

ment, in this part of the country, of the grand honey-harvest

of the year, and the bees, in consequence, were in an universal

state of bustle and activity. The morning, too, was warm
and cloudless, and the sun shone full upon the hive. It mai/

be (though I am as sceptical as anybody on the point) that

the liees had scented the honeij-ckw, and that this i\as one

of those critical moments when (to cpiote Dr. Sevan's words)
" so great is the ardour of the bees, and so rapid their

movements, that it is often dangerous to be placed between

the hives and the dew." * Be tliis as it may, thanks to the

protection afforded by two of Mr. Payne's admirable bee-

dresses, om- insect foes were vanquished in spite of prodigies

of valoiu: on their part; the swarm was driven out of the

old stock in due time, forced to enter a large new liive, seven-

teen inches in diameter by twelve inches in height, and (in

the course of the afternoon) made to rejilace the old stock,

which, by the way, had been instantly removed to another

stand (after the expulsion of the swarm), fastened up, and

well shaded from the sun. In this instance, because we
had taken precautions to leave a considerable number of

bees among its combs, the aid of artificial or external heat

was not so necessary as in the previous case.

Towards the close of the day, about six o'clock p.m., we
drove, with equal success, the second stock, in wliich no drones

had yet appeared, on which account I in vain endeavom-ed

to dissuade ray friend from disturbing them. A consider-

able number of bees in this instance, also, were left among
the combs of the old hive, which was moved away as the

former had been (its place being taken by the new swarm,

its hopeful offspring), and planted close beside it, with all

the means of egress from it carefully stopped up. The
swarm obtained at this second driving could not have been

more than one-third as large as the first swarm, yet it was
placed, contrary to my adnce, in a hive in every respect

similar to the other.

The third artificial swarm was not made till quite dusk.

* Happening to be in London the other day, I availed myself of the

opportunity of increasing my apiarian library by sundry purchases among
the Holborn booksellers. Among other authors an old copy of Bonner's
celebrated work fell into my hands, who, I find, was himself practically

ignorant of the existence of honey-dew, and its collection by bees. As
this is at present a subject of critical investigation among your apiarian

readers (and we must all have our eyes about us next summer), I may be
allowed to transcril)e the following observations of this admirable bee-

master. " A friend informed me," he says, "that he has often discovered

both bees and ants upon the oak leaves, sipping the honey-dew ; which
agrees with the Abbe Boissier de Sauvages's account of it in France, .as

quoted by Wildman. For my part, although I have often travelled many
miles in the finest weather to places were oaks were growing in great

abundance, in order to satisfy myself on that point, yet I never could

discover a single drop of honey on them or any bees to collect it. And
many persons have assured me, that they never saw a single bee upon an
oaken-leaf collecting honey." Yet he goes on to say, " I am, neverthe-

less, far from discrediting the report ; as those who are situated nearer

extensive woods have doubtless much better opportunities of ascertaining

this fact than I. And that there are honey-dews to be discovered in such
situations I readily believe, as I have often observed my own bees col-

lecting honey (? propolis) from the oiitsides of the sockets of different

flowers, particularly from those of the wild runchos (?), instead of extract-

ingit by their proboscis from the inside. I have sometimes, though very

seldom, observed them on a fine morning about sunrise, busily employed
upon the leaves of a white thorn at a time when there was not a single

flower to be seen on it." I have, myself, seen much sweet dew on oaks,

but certainly not a bee to eat it.

As the old hive was only half full of comb, not half the bees
were got out of it. These, liowever, were sliaken out at

night into a small flat-topped liivc, and look tlie place of the
old hive, which, in its turn, was located near the other

similarly circumstanced hives, and treateil in the same
manner.
On revisiting the scene of action the f(jllowing day, all the

swarms seemed to be very busy ; but, on examing the third

swarm the next morning, to our astonisliment, not more
than a cupfull of bees were found in it. The only reason-

able conjecture we could make, and it was douljtless the true

one, was, that we had failed in driving the queen, on which
account, when the bees missed her, they must have entered

the neighbouring hive, wliich fortunately happened to be the

weakest of the two remaining swarms. Certain it is that

this swarm, which had been small out of all proportion to

the extent of its dwelling, appeared to have increased con-

siderably in size, and it throve far beyond my utmost
expectations, as will be shown in the sequel.

The imprisoned bees in the old stock, whose inhabitants

had first been driven, were liberated the second evening,

the others not till the third morning, after which everything

seemed to go on well. Thus we had succeeded in forcing

two magniticent swarms (one answering to this description

more particularly), while the three original stocks remained
for further experiment ; two of them being without queens,

as we certainly ascertained afterwards, and all three sufii-

ciently well off in point of population. A Couniey Gueaie.

THE YEARLY TRANSACTIONS OF THE HEN-YARD.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOE THOSE WHO MAY WISH TO IvEEP A
FEW EOWI.S AND FIND THEM PEOFITABLE.

{Continued from p. liyO.)

APEIL.

Having now considered at large the management of the

hen whilst sitting, we next come to the process of hatchinfj,

and the care of both hen and chickens at that period.

From the twentieth to the twenty-second tlay, the little

chickens make then' appearance. The hatching will some-
times take place on the nineteenth or twentieth day, but the

day three weeks is, I believe, the most usual time. I have

found it best to take the chickens away from the mother,

until she has hatched all the eggs ; but I have known some
persons who leave them with the hen, and have quite as

much success with their broods as I have. The hen must
not be distiu'bed more than necessary while hatching—at

the usual feeding time, and once more in the twenty-four

hours—not oftener.

.4s to helping the cliickens out of the eggshell, this is

indeed a sorry task, and I am sorry, on this point, to agree

with all who have written on the subject. A chick that is

too weakly to get out of the shell without assistance, stands

little chance of living to enjoy the life thus preserved to it.

Malay chickens, however, I have assisted with success, for

in the eggs of this fowl, the inner skin of the shell is so

tough, that a strong chick is often unable to biu-st it without

help. In this case, after the egg has been sprung sometime,

and if tlie chicken makes the shell crack, but is unable to

to break the inner skin, this may be a little nipped with

something sharp, but it must be done with the greatest cai'e,

as a touch may Idll or greatly injure the little delicate being

within. "When you remove the hen, clear away the empty
shells and any eggs you are (jiiitc sure are bad, but handle

them with the greatest caution.

Wet, or at any rate damp weather is most favourable for

hatching. If the day is fine and dry, I have found it a good

plan to moisten the air artificially. Have a tea kettle full of

boiling water carried into the hen-house, place a watering-

pot near the nest, and pour the water into it making as

much steam as you can ; then with the water in the watering-

pot, water the floor of the house, using a rose. If the hen is

tame, she will be glad to have a little water offered to heron
the nest, and will drink eagerly. If the little chickens are

removed from the nest while the hen is still engaged in

hatching, they must be placed in a basket and kept warm.

If a knitting pattern could be admitted within the pages of

a book on gai-dening, I could give a receipt for a much
better temporary mother than a simple piece of flannel.
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[Tlie receipt will be quite aJmissable.

—

Ed. C. G.] In keep-

ing Iheni warm, care must be talcen not to exclude the

air too much.
To enable the chiclcens to force their way out of the

shell, each little bill is gxiartled at the tip by a small homy
protuberance, I do not know tliat it is necessai^ to remove
this, but I always do so nevertheless; it is very easy to take

it off with the nail. In sixteen or twenty hom-s the littb;

strangers will be glad to peck tiny crumbs of bread or groats

broken up small, and will diink a little water. They will

soon ask for this refreshment so often, that notwithstanding

i\Ir. Canteloe's success in chicken raising without the hen's

care, you will lie vei-y glad to give them back to their

rightful owner, and to use the intervening services of a

good mother hen.

As I have been requested to give a more precise accomit

than I have already done, of tlic place in which I keep my
uicn fowls, and also to give an opinion as to liow small a run
will suffice, I must for the present defer the consideration of

the care necessary in raising the yoring broods.

My present hen-house is a two stall stable of the usual

dimensions. The farther stall is fitted up with jierches, and
the other is supplied w'ith nests for laying and sitting : tliis

is also used in the spring for the young broods and their

mothers. Some nests are made in the manger, and others

in square boxes, measuring sixteen inches Ijy twelve, which
are placed on and under the manger. The yard where they

run for the gre.ater i^art of the day, contains about 05 squari'

yards, and is well sheltered fronr cold winds. For a few
liours every day, the fowds are allowed to lun out into the

orchard. Ha^^ng this accommodation at my disposal, I last

spring reduced my ]iumber to eight hens. From these I

raised about tifty chickens; live died from accidents, which
might be avoided by greater care. Killing for the t.able

commenced as soon as the chickens were lai-ge enough, but
notwithstanding this, they became rather too much crfiwded

in autumn, and, in consequence, I lost three or four from
sickness. Taking warning by these mischances, I shall not
raise a smaller number, liut shall only use more frequent
cleaning and white-washing. I have not, however, always

had so much room. The smallest place in which I liave

kept fowds with advantage, was a little, well-sheltered yard,

twenty feet long and ten wide. It was surrounded by rather

a high wall, covered in at the top with a net, and the house
(four feet liy eight) was built in one comer. This yard was
on one side of a semi-detached dwelling house and as it was
warm and dry, the fowls did vei-y well. I think two or

three broods a year wouhl be as many as could be raised

with advantage in such a small place, and it would be a

a good plan to have the fowls of a sort, which might with
safety be .allowed to run out into a road or lane. I should
only give tliem tins indulgence for three or four hours in

the day, both for their safety, and also because too nuich
liberty makes the hens wild, wdiich is very inconvenient,
especially for sitters and mothers. At another jieriod, I

found the fowls do worse in alarger place, on account of the
yard having an eastern exposure.

Our readers had better take this opportunity to have the
hen-liouses well cleaned and lime washed, as sitting hens
and young broods, will soon render the operation more
troublesome.

D,\n.Y WOEK roK APr.II,.

The same as last month, with the addition only of

constantly feeding tlie newly hatched broods.

Anstdr Bonn.
{To he conliniieil.)

HONEY CONSUMED BY BEES IN WINTEB,.

I HAVE often' troubled j'ou in reference to my hees, and
now enclose you the result of my monthly observations upon
seven hives. i\Iy table does not show the correctness of the
remark—"that doubled stocks do not consume more food in

winter than single ones." Nos. 1, •'), 4, (i, and M.were fed in

tlie autunm with prepared food ; (i and H had nothing else.

This, however, would not account for their large consump-
tion, as No...") was not fed, and the loss in it during the winter
has been greater than in four of the liives abo\e nanu'd.
On referring In my notes of Inst year, T find tliat No. 5,

then a single swai'm, lost from 0th September to 1 st October

(31 days), .'li lbs.; while No. 0, bees from two stocks united

7th August and fed, lost from ;lOth Augnst to 1st Octuber
(31 days) only ^J lbs., lea\ing a considerable balance in

favom' of the doubled stocks. How to account for the dif

ferenco I know not. ]!. B.

[Mr. Payne will have something to say upon thii sub-

ject—En. C. G.]
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NKW FANCY DAHLIAS.

Belle lie Pecq (Miqiiet) ; blush eilged with yollow, nnd striped

with red; fimUbrm. lOs. Cd.

Eleijaidhxima (Jlitchel) ; rose peach, tipped witli white.

10s. (id.

Gustuvc (Buck); purple violet, tipped with white; fine.

10s. (Id.

Mrs. Hansard (Union) ;
yellow, tipped with white ; fine.

10s. Od.

Povipey (Tassart) ; orange, striped with crimson ; large and
fine. 7s. Od.

Princess Charhtic (Miquet) ; ™let pui'ijle, tipped with

I

white ; extra fine ; the best in its class. 10s. Od.

Tricolor (Turner)
;
yellow, tipped with white, and sometimes

striped with crimson ; curious and fine. 7s. (id.

J^iilcan (Tassart); large; red crimson, tipped with white.

7s. 6d.

SELECT OLDER VAIIIETIES (price 2is. the dozen).

Buffalo Girl (Cook) ; orange salmon. 3 ft.

Champion (Edwards); crimson purple. 3J ft.

El Dorado (Salter); canary yellow ; extra fine. 3 ft.

Elizuhelh (Daniels) ; fine hlac. -1 ft.

Esmeralda (Batteur) ; rosy fawn ; extra. 3 ft.

Fame (Tun'ill) ; shaded plum ; large high centre, and
constant. 4 ft.

Friedensonne (Sieckman) ; clear yeUow. 4ft.

John Edivard (Salter); vermilion scarlet ; extra fine. .5 ft.

Magnificent (Keynes); mottled amethyst ; extra fine. 3 ft.

Mademoiselle H. Gohcrt (Voisenon); clear rose; extra. 4 ft.

Mrs. Selilon (Turner); clear yellow; extra. 3 ft.

Ne(jro (Fellows) ; nearly black. 4 ft.

Queen of Lilacs (Tm-ner)
;
pale lilac; fine form, and excel-

lent show flower.

Primroses (Keynes); fine primrose. 4 ft.

the Isles (Skynner) ; white, tipped with deep
crimson ; extra fine. 3^ ft.

Seraph (Fellows); orange saifron ; fine. 4 ft.

Sir F. Bathurst (Keynes) ; fine crimson; extra fine. 3 ft.

Snowball (Barnes) ;
pure white. 4 ft.

Snowjiahe (Dodds)
;
jiure white. 4 ft.

Thames Bank Hero (Robinson) ; rich crimson. 4 ft.

SELECT OLDEB FANCY DAHLIAS (24s. per dozen).

Admiration (Balleur)
;
yeUow buff, striped with crimson.

4 ft.

Carissfma ( Salter) ; pm'O white striped with rose and crim-

son. 3 ft.

Elizabeth (Prockter) ; rose, tipped with white ; extra. 4 ft.

Floral Bcaatij ; rose, tipped with white. 3 ft.

Forget-me-not (Hooper); rose crimson, tipped with white

;

extra.

Gaiety (Dodds) ; orange, mottled with red. 3 ft.

Hi'/hland CA/t/ (Keynes) ; red salmon, tipped with white.

Jeannette (Fauvel) ; chesnut, tipped with white, 3J ft.

Leuchtende Von Koslritz ; scarlet, tipped with white. 3f ft.

Madame Durr; yellow, tipped with white ; extra. 3 ft.

Mrs. Lahouchere (Turner); scarlet, tipped with white. 3 ft.

Reine du Jour (Battem-) ; orange, striped with crimson. 4 ft.

SELECT OLD VAIIIETIES (l'2s. jjer dozen).

Andromeda (Collison) ; buff and pink; fine. 4 ft.

Attraction (Svhale) ; white, bordered mth carmine.

Black Eagle (Simkins) ; nearly black.

Beauty (Turner) ; white and crimson, mottled. 4 ft.

California (Whale)
;
good yellow.

Earl of Clarendon ; scarlet, bright scarlet orange ; fine. 3 ft.

Frederic Jerome (Widnall) ; violet pm'ple ; fine. 3 ft.

Gem of the North (Edwards); bright purple. 4 ft.

Golden Drop (Oliver) ; yellow; fine. 3 ft.

Grafin (Brandholf ) ; wdiite, tipped with carmine.
Grenadier (Turner) ; ruby ci-imson; fine form, and noble

habit, f) ft.

Inimitable (Laloi) ; rosy purple; extra. 4 ft.

Lord Mayor (Edwards)
; piuijle crimson.

Mr. Seldon (Turner); rose purple ; a noble constant dahlia

of first-rate properties. 3 ft.

SELECT OLD FANCY DAHLIAS Q.'ls. per dozen).

Belle de Noyent (JMea) ; scarlet, tipped with white.

Conspicna (Salter) ; crimson violet, tipped with white.

Dulcince (Morat) ; \iolet, tipped with white.

Emperor de Moroc (Hnidboy) ; brown, tipped with white;
extra.

Flora superha (Hooper); yellow, lipped widi white ; extra.

Gasparina (Fourstcn); maroon, striped wilh wliite; exU'a.

Minna Troil (Knight) ; scarlet, tip]ied with white.

Miss Blackmore (Dodds) ; pm'ple, tipped with white ; extra.

Q<^ilel Parfait (I'avis); orange, striped with red.

Picotee ( Pavis ) ; yellow, striped with red.

Rainbow (Keynes) ; red, tipped with white.

Striata perfectu (Batteur) ; lavendei', striped wilh rose

;

extra.

CHARCOAL FIRES FOR SMALL GREENHOUSES.
As it may be interesting to some of your readers, I will

state the result of a two winters' trial of the above, as burnt
in a Boughton's patent stove, whicli is of nearly the same
construction as both Carman's and .Joyce's, excepting that
the regulator is at the bottom, and that there is a half-inch

pipe passed through it from top to bottom, thus allowing a
circulation through it of heated air.

1. There is no advantage in using the patent charcoal;
the ordinary Icind costing less and answering quite as well.

2. Use it broken to the size of a walnut, as it lies closer

and ought to cost less : I give for small Is. Od. per bushel.

3. If well lighted, and a moderate di'aught of nir, the regu-
lator may be pushed in to within one-fourth its length, and
then the heat will be more uniform, and it will last from
eight to nine hom's before it will require to be reflUed. Two
bushels and a half serve me for about 200 hom-s—say
eleven days and nights.

Against this there are several disadvantages to be set oif

:

1. If in heating the fuel any coal should get mixed ivith it,

it gives out a disagreeable sulphurous smell. 2. It causes,

unavoidably, much dirt and dust, even if always removed to

lie filled up ; and it must not be placed in the house until

the heavy smoke has passed away, thus giving much more
trouble. 3. You cannot raise a uniform temperature; as

while when at its height it will raise the temperature to a
heat of 60° to 6o°, it will afterwards fall to a little above
freezing before it is quite out ; at the same time, experience

in regulating will go far towai'ds remedying this, but, of

course, cannot wholly prevent it.

Taking the j^^os and cons into consideration, I purpose
abandoning this mode, as I have the convenience of gas,

which I have just laid on, having seen it answer very well

at a neighbour's. The mode adopted by him in his lean-to

house of three lights is that of a six-inch tube of iron

running along the front of the house under the shelf, about
twelve inches from the ground ; in the centre of the tube is

a gas-burner, and a small tube at each end of the larger

tube passing through the wall into the open air, by which
the consumed and foul air escapes.

W. D. Paine, Cannonbnry Park.

FEEDING YOUNG CHICKENS.

As experience is lietter than theory, I just ti'espass on
your time for a few minutes, with a remark with regard to

the poultry yard.

I for some time fed my young chickens on groats, which I

was told was the best thing they could have. Great numbers
of my chickens used to gradually jiine away and die out of

every brood ; the reason I could not discover. However, last

spring, on visiting a farmer, his wife told me, that slie had
long since given up feeding her chickens on groats, as she

could not insure their being fresh, and when stale they

griped the chickens, and often killed them.

I took the hint, and have never since given my chickens

groats, and they have done remarkably well. I now give

them boiled lice, or ground Inuley; the latter I find an
excellent thing ; it is not ground to meal, but broken

into about the size of a pin's head.

H. L, K.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*«* We request that no one will write to the departmental writers of

The Cottage GAKDH?iER. It gives tlicm unjustifiable trouble and

expense. All communications should be addressed ^'^ To the Editor of

The Cottfigc Gardener, 2, Amen Corner, Piitcmoster Row, London."

Cochin China Fowls.—il/r. It. H. Bowman, Rose Vuley Penzance,

writes to U3 as follows :
—"I would stronslv recommend your Cheshire

correspondent, who wishes to buy fowls of the genuine Cochin China

breed, to obtain them of the stock recently imported, and which took the

first prizes, and also :in extra silver medal for unusual merit, at the Bir-

mingham Exhibition in December last. There arc very few of them in

this country, and I consider myself fortunate in having secured some,
though at a high price."

Waste Chloride of Lime (.1 Constujit Subscriber).—This refuse

from the bleachers will be a good addition to your decayed vegetable mat-

ters. It sjicedily is converted into muriate of lime, which absorbs mois-

ture from the air, and is very beneficial to light soils. Ten or fifteen

bushels per acre will be enough.

Teacheu of Botany,—Mr. W. F. Rogers, fi, Loughborough Park,

near London, wishes to meet with a person who teaches botany.

Payne's Cottagers' Hives.—The prices of these are cighteenpenrc

for the hive itself, and twentypenre for the small depriving hive attached.

The Winter Ciihrby {N. C).—This plant is the P/ii/sulis editfis. It

would grow from seeds, but we cannot tell where you could get them.

Carter, seedsman, Hulliorn, keeps such uncommon things, and possibly

might have them. If you get seeds, sow them in a hotbed directly
;

transplant the seedlings into small pots, and grow them on as you would
a Balsam. As soon as they arc large enough, plant them out against the

back wall of a vinery. We once saw a wall 30 feet long and 12 feet higli

quite covered with this plant, having hundreds of fruit upon it. If you
cannot get seed, we think j\lr. Appleby could procure you a plant or two

—

It fruits the first year ; he also can supply you with plants of green

ginger.

The Lily of the Nile (Ibid).—This is the Egyptian Lotus,

Nt/mjth(ea car/flea. It should be kept constantly in water, but more
shallow in winter than in summer. It requires a moderate stove heat.

Jtoif?crf^'o.v.v will make vegetable mould, but it is too close for potting

purposes. Your seedling Turkey fig-trees will fruit, but require at least

three or four years' growth first.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants {J. H. B.).—The following arc good
hardy, herbaceous flowering plants :—Adonis vcmalis, Aconitum varie-

gatum novum, Alyssum saxatilc, Anchusa Italica, Anemone Japonica,

Aquilcgia glandulosa, Asclepias tuberosa, Aster amellus. Campanula
carpatica, C. pyramidalis, Chelone ceutranthifolia. Coreopsis lanceolata,

Delphinium Barlowii, I). Atkinsii, Gentiana asclepiadia, G. gelida, G.
saponaria, Gcum splcndens, Iris, many varieties ; Lobelia cardinalis,

Lupinus grandifolius, L. polypliyllus, IVonias, Penstemon speciosus,

Phlox, many varieties ; Potentilla Ulaudyana, Pulmonaria virginica,

Statice latifolia, Yucca filamentosa, and Y. gloriosa.

Anemone and Ranunculus Beds {A very Young Gardener).—
These are in light good soil. This is not right ; they will do better, and
ought to be, in good heavy loamy soil. Tliis year you can only try to

mend yours by treading very hard between the rows. You do right to

shelter from frost, but uncover directly the frost disappears. You may
water them if they appear dry, but only in a dry warm morning as yet

;

weak liquid manure may be ai)plied occasionally. All the other flower

roots you mention may be benefited by the same application, but dilute

it with three times the quantity of water, and expose it to air a day or
two previously to using. Roses will bear it much stronger.

Heaths Diseased (/. W. F.).—What you call retsi in Ericas is, we
suppose, what cultivators in general call mi/dew. It is a parasitical

disease, which may be got rid of by dusting the plants infected with it

with flower of sulphur. The cause of it is too close treatment: a free

circulation of air, with plenty of light, is the best preventive.

Miniature Stove (B. T., Bat/i).—You. have converted a Wardian
case into a miniature stove by heating it with small hot-water tin pipes,

and a lilliputian boiler. We admire your ingenuity, and think it will

answer in a small way for all the things you mention. The way to

manage it will be exactly as you would a stove. Give air when the sun
shines, shade at the same time

;
give moisture in the air by svringing

the plants. Cuttings will strike readily in such a little warm pit. We
can only give you hints for its management ; having, we confess, had no
experience with such a " case." The Bignonia capreolatu is a cool

greenhouse creeper.
Flowers for a North Border (/. 7., London),—You wish for a

list of creepers and flowers to grow against and in front of n north wall.

Very few things will do. Ivy is the best thing as a creeper, but you
might try the hardy Clematis montana, and a few common ho/ieysucklvs.

On the border you might plant the Chyidnius rose, Primroses of sorts,

Violets, Lily-of-the-valley, London pride, some few buUjs, with biennials

such as Walljlowcrs and Sweet miliums, to be renewed every fliarch
;

but do not expect too much.
Calceolarias {I. A',).— It is not an easy matter to inform you where

to obtain the calceolarias you mention : some of them were exhibited by
gentlemen's gardeners, who raised them themselves; and, consecpiently,

they are not in the possession of any nurseryman. About half a dozen
may be obtained of Mr. Appleby, Pine-apple-placc, and a few of Mr.
Gaines, at Battersea. They will average about lis. tid. each. The leaves

you sent with spots upon them are not diseased by anything taken up by
the roots. We found some eggs of thrip upon them, and suspect they

arc the cause of the black spots. Pray give your house a good smoking
for two or three nights in succession. This will kill the living insects ;

the eggs may be destroyed by washing with a sponge dipped in tepid

water.

Hydridising Geraniums and Verbenas (W. J. il/.).—This will

take place naturally during summer, if you place some of the best kinds
together, and allow them to be rubbed against each other, and flics and
bees to have access to them. If you wish to be particular, you must
remove the stamens of the motlier plant before the pollen bags open,

and dust the stigma of the jji'stil with the pollen from another desirable

variety. And if you wish to be very particular, you must label such

fecundated flowers, and cover them with thin guazc bags ; but for general
results this is seldom done.

Pit for Wintering Geraniums (Ibid).—A^liat exposure, and how
heat it most economically? South will be best in winter, and at other

times shade can be given if necessary. A small boiler and tlirce-inch

pipes \vill be the cheapest for a forty-fect-long pit, by five and a half feet

in width.

Salvia patens (R. P.).—The roots will not grow unless they have
^

bud at their top. In this respect they resemble Dahlias; better not
divide them until they have sprung. Young Heliotropes should have
their flowers removed ; the ]ilants will be stronger in consequence.

Cayenne Pepper for Fumigating (L. R. Lucas).—How much for

a house 18ft. by 12ft. i* Mr. Fish declines stating, as his experience in

the matter is next to nothing. Would any other correspondent oblitre if

he can ? ]\Ir. Fish likes prevention better than cure, and for both pur-

poses finds a pulf of tobacco frequently applied, and not much at a time,

an easy way of effecting both objects, ^^'hen a plant is covered with
aphides, unless it be very valuable, it will be the best economy to transfer

it at once to the manure heap. The fly is easily managed if the first visitor

is sent to the right ab(mt. Steeping woollen netting in a tan pit would,
we imagine, act as a preservative ; it does so in common twine netting.

Pit for Geraniusis, &c., and Gooseberries {A Recent Sub-
scriber).—The idea, so far as we know, is a new one, but scarcely likely to

be a very successful one. The pit is thirty feet long, eighteen inches at

back, and twelve at front. Outside, at the l>ack, you propose planting

gooseberry cuttings, taking the branches through holes in the wall, and
training them to a trellis close to the glass ; and first you wish to know
if it will shade the Geraniums, \''crl)enas, &c., below, too much; and,
secondly, the best sorts for such a purpose, combining flavour and proli-

ficacy. You will find the latter in a list of Mr. Errington's lately. Any
good soil will do. But as to the first, the shade will be prejudicial as far

as the goi>sebcrrics extend ; and we do not see how you are to manage at

all in such a shallow pit, nor yet the oliject you have in view ; for if you
force the gooseberries, by keeping the lights rather close, you will ruin

the plants below ; and if you give abundance of air to suit the i)lants,

then your gooseberries will be little earlier than those in the open air ;

besides, if early gooseberries were your object, the plants should be
planted inside, instead of in the cold ground at the north siile of the back
wall. Birds arc now so common, and their ravages among the buds so

enormous, that if they arc not thinned, some method similar to yours
must be adopted for securing such valuable fruit. By giving abundance
of air, having your pit a foot deeper, you may keep your plants until the

gooseberries are getting into leaf, and then remove them ; and thus you
may have gooseberries a fortnight or three weeks earlier, and escape the
ravages of birds, &c. ; and by midsummer, or shortly after, you may
remove the sashes. If you mean to try, the following would best suit

your purpose:—Pitmaston, Greengage, and Champagne, red; Cham-
pagne, yellow; Rockwood's Hairy, yellow ; Keen's Seedling, red

;

Whitesmith, white. These are all rather early, and good bearers. \\'ere

we to select, \\q should use for such a purpose the Red Champagne and
Keen's Seedling, The latter, besides being as large a fruit as the late

Warrington, is good flavoured, early, and a great bearer.

Indian Shot (Harriet).—This is the Cannu Indica, and other Canna's.
You would see it noticed the other week. Having neither a hotbed, nor
a greenhouse, though you might manage to raise the plants in a window,
by keeping the seeds in the pot covered with a square of glass, you could

not do any good with them afterwards. As to their surviving the winter
out of doors, that is altogether out of the question, as they will not stand

any amount of frost. The rliisome roots of some of them resemble ginger
roots, and possess a considerable amount of starchy nourishing matter.

The seeds of some others are used as a substitute for coflce. All the

family are ornamental.

LiLiuM Lancifolium (Ibid).—This may be left out all the winter, if

the ground is a light rich soil, well drained ; and the bulbs are from sis

to twelve inches deep.

Hyacinths (R. B^.).—You ask for the treatment of those that flower

in moss and water, when done flowering, adding—" I am afraid to turn

them out of doors, lest frost should kill them ; will they flower next year

again ? " That altogether depends upon your treatment. To succeed,

you nmst give the leaves as much attention, in either case, as you did

when you expected a fine flower. If you keep them in the water and
moss, they must be equally well supplied with chantrc of water, tem-
perature, and light. If you transplant them, you should place those from
the glasses in loose light soil, and with those in the moss do the same,
keeping all the moss that would adhere about them. I'ut to succeed, not

a leaf should receive a check, cither from want of water, cold, &c., until
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they naturally begin to wither. At this busy season, so difficult is it to

attend to al! this, that it is generally preferable to get fresh bulbs for

forcing every year, and consign those previously used to the flower-

garden, or border, where, if they do not flower much the succeeding year,

they will do pretty well in the second. Whatever is done with the bulbs,

attention to the foliage, until it begins to wither, is the all in all for

future success. Taking plants either from a greenhouse, or a comfort-

able room, and placing them out of doors, without protection, in Blarch,

would give the whole plant such a check, that the leaves could not ap-

propriate a suffieiency of organiseable material to supply flowers the

following season.

ExrouTATiON OF CuTTiNGS {Suljsc>-ibcr).—Soh cuttings of roses

will not bear the journey to Italy, but shoots, with good eyes for budding,

might easily be sent there in June ; deprived of all the leaves, the ends

stuck into a potato, and the whole wrapped in a cabbage leaf, and then

covered with brown paper. Geranium cuttings would go that way, from

Bliiy to August, without the potato. The several packages would be

better in a deal box, nailed down, than in a tin box soldered, "We have

sent several kinds of cuttings and rooted plants that way, to Ulalta, but

we prefer putting the roots in damp moss. You talk of six weeks or two

months going to Italy, whereas you could get them to Calcutta, or half

round the globe in that time.

Flower-gardens (il/. D. C.).—We must be firm. No more plans

can be looked at for the present ; this announcement has been made long

ago.

Anndals (EUse).—Yout first attempt is not at all bad. No. 1 and 2

will do very well. No. 3, discard the Calandrinia, and use the purple

candy tuft, not scarlet, for there is none such, inside the Alyssum. No.

4, discard the Eiitoca, and Flos Adonis, and the other two will do.

Concrete Walks {W. C. E,).—Dirty gravel is unfit for concrete

walks, but a large proportion of sand is more favourable that not. On
moist soil, the top layer should be of lime and gravel, but on any soil

frost has the same efl^ect on these as on the common walks, it loosens the

surface, but the roller makes them firmer than when first made. It is

not a new scheme, the thing is completely proved by seven years' ex-

perience.

Indian Seeds (Simpleton).—V/e have seldom seen a more select list

of Indian seeds than your's, every one of the plants are beautiful in

India, but have long since been confined to botanic collections in this

country. We would not give five shillings the bushel for the usual col-

lections of seeds, introduced annually from public collections in India.

The days for private botanic collections are gone. The best of your seeds

are 5, 1 0, 1 7, 20, 22, and 23 ; 22 is a splendid low tree with large trumpet-

like flowers, but no one can flower it here.

Plumbago rosea (A. B. C. D.).—You. say the little growth they

make in summer, dies away before they flower in winter. Grow and

flower it in summer. Thus, as soon as, by and by, the shoots are a few

inches in length, shake the old soil from the roots
;
pot in sandy loam

and peat ;
plunge in bottom-heat for a month or two ; encourage shoots,

which, by and by, will be crowned with flowers. When done flowering,

ripen the wood by exposure, and keep the plant rather cool and dry

during the winter. Cutting down the shoots either in autumn or spring

according to your fancy.

PHtENOCOMA PROLiEERA CuTTiNGs (Ibid).—Read the description of

the propagation of the tenderest C/iorosema given lately; take off the small

side shoots, about an inch in length ; remove the little tuberculed foliage

from the base, and insert firmly in sand round the side of a pot that has

been fixed inside of a larger one, and cover with a bell-glass, and shade

in sunshine. Propagate now, or any time within these two months.

Heated Cellar (/. C).— Glad you have succeeded so well with

rhubarb, nmshrooms, and sea-kale, and are rather at a loss what else to

advise you to try in the vegetable way. Asparagus you should put at the

coldest end, and do not raise the heat too high, from 55° to 6o°, is quite

high enough for all the purposes you mention. By allowing it to come

more gradually, and cutting the asparagus a day or two, and setting it in

a saucer, with a little water at its base, in full light, in a window or else-

where, the bitter taste, we think, would not be complained about. In

such a cellar, you might have some old potatoes producing waxy young

ones, if you like them, or you might spring others for early forcing.

You might also secure abundance of endive, blanched for salads, or even

chicory, with scarcely any trouble. The leaves thus eaten, would be quite

as good for us as having the roots mixed in our cofi'ee, &;c.

Climbers (SflHcAo).

—

The Ma?idevilla sttnveolens and PharbitisLearii,

will both answer well on the spare part of your back wall in your house,

which is a combination of the vinery and the greenhouse ; but they

would answer better if your' father would let you take a slice of the roof

room, as they dearly like to ramble. If not, you cannot do better than

let them climb up one wire for a support, and then bring them down
another, though rather against the grain. Instead of planting out in

such circumstances, they had better be kept in large pots, in peat and

sandy loam, obtaining, during the summer months, a dash from the

manure tank.

Arnott's Stove {Ibid).—We hardly comprehend you here. See Mr.
Fish to-day. He and Mr. Errington seem to be at one as to heating,

and reducing the temperature at night. A stove in the house is always

objectionable, because, when very hot, the air is robbed of its moisture

and oxygen. But we cannot see how of necessity, when you light a fire,

the temperature should be 55° at night, which is more likely to draw your

greenhouse plants than 6o° or 65° during the day. Neither of them would

be out of the way for starting vines. Neither do wo sec why you should
light a fire cither night or day unless when it was wanted. Wliy the fire

in its strength should not be in proportion to the weather without ; nor
why a fire, once lighted, should be so made up as to burn all night, and
thus create those alternations in temperature you are anxious to avoid;

nor why, in a very dull cold day, you should not have a small fire during

the day, if even it should not be wanted at night. Have you no damper
to regulate the draught; no means of limiting the air tliat keeps up the

combustion ? If not, supply them, and the consumption of coke will not

be so alarming, while you have it under command.
Hepatica—Violets (L.).—The best soil for the Hepatica is a deep

sandy loam, and not to be often disturbed. Violets should be divided

and transplanted every year. The Single Russian at the end of February,

and the double ones when thoy have done blooming in April ; or the run-

ners of either may be removed in summer as soon as they have rooted.

They like a rich light loam. Your proposed measures of bone and guano
for the upland field is a fair dressing for grass and barley.

Marl Bank (J. K.).—If it stands the frost, and that you can make a

good border for the roots of fruit-trees, such as Mr. Errington recom-

mends, you may consider it in all respects as a brick-wall having a south

aspect; Peaches, Apricots, and the best desert Pears, whicli you will see

in our lists, will ripen fruit against it.

Gladioli {R. G. C).—If you keep them in pots, x^ut G. psittacinus

and ffandavensis into pots one size larger when the leaves are six inches

high ; but all of them would do better planted out into a good deep
border, say the first week in May.

Poultry-yard (W.H.).—Your hen-house and walk must be very

good. With such a place you may keep as many fowls as the house will

well accommodate. A Spanish-hen should undoubtedly have a white

cheek. Can any reader tell the points of beauty and value of tho true

bred Jungle fowl ?

Trellis—Fruit-border {Bealleu),—The shape of a trellis is a mere
matter of fancy. You must, of course, first collect the water, and then

provide for carrying it off". Introduce plenty of coarse rubble, and lead

a drain from the bottom. Secure eighteen inches of sound soil, adding

turfy material ; but little manure. Not less than six feet wide. Road-
scrapings will do good in proportion to the stiffness of the soil. Why
did you not name the aspect? Who can advise kinds without this ?

Tying-down Pear-shoots (Philocurpiis).—Our plan of tying-down

shoots looks not only " well on paper," but on our walls ; and which,

having been under the practice for some fifteen years, sufficiently attests

the propriety of the course. During this time we have made many con-

verts amongst soundly practical men, and we must still endeavour to

proselytise. Surely you did not expect your shoots of one year old to he
covered with buds ? We tie down our shoots, whilst growing, as much
as possible; they are not brittle then. The soil ought, if possible, to be

fresh for Peas. This, perhaps, is what the poor people mean ; for it then

requires no manure. Peas always pod best on fresh soil, which does not

need manure. Whether Honet/suckles cross each other or not is a matter

of fancy with the owner. In situations of " high dress " it is, perhaps,

better taste to train them artistically. Roll all your young seeds, if you

can, when thoroughly dry, with a light roller. For the Dog-distemper,

game-keepers place some reliance on the Hellebore leaf, which is thus

administered :—A pair of the lower leaves are for twelve hours stewed or

boiled in water ; and they only give this dose once to a full-sized dog.

What is termed Turpith's mineral is, however, esteemed best. Six grains

to a full-sized dog ; half that quantity to a puppy. The Hellebore they

use is the Hclleborus foetidus, known by the following English names :

Bear's-foot, Setterwort, and Stinking Hellebore.

Vines (Rev. R. Blackburn).—We should take one Dutch Sweet-

ivater for earliest, then one Muscadine to succeed it, next two Black or

WilmoVs Hamborough, and one WesVs St. Peter's for very late purposes.

The St. Peter's at the hottest end, next the Sweet-water, then the I\Ius-

cadine, and at the coolest end the Hamboroughs. You will not get

more grapes by giving up the back wall. The front wall on arches, by

all means, and so arrange the soil that the roots may go freely in and

out ; and, if you can, plant inside. The Frontignans are all liable to

what is termed shanking—the Grir:zly, we think, least so. The Bluscats

resemble them in flavour, but they are shy, unless much heat can be

afforded them. Surely your border must be narrow, or your trellis very

high. A five-feet trellis on an eight or ten-feet border would not shade

much until nearly winter, when the shade would be unobjectionable.

We should have used an horizontal or inclined trellis (see page 304 of

present volume). Do not trouble yourself about the atmosphere to your

walk roots—they will be all right : you will have control enough and to

spare between each two trees. You can, however, arrest the roots on

that side if you prefer it. We should never employ live edging.

Cucumber House {C. C).—You can easily grow cucumbers in your

vinery if you admit light to them ; but you must keep your bed nearer the

glass than the fioor line. Remove your roses directly. For aimuals under

the shade of your trees, try Escholtzias, Nolanas, Mignonette, Kaul-

fussias, Goodetias, Clarkias, CoUinsias, Lobelias, Calandrinias, Alyssum,

Leptosiphons, and Virginian stocks ; but you must not expect much
success.

Verbenas on E. Border (Sarah),—A border with an easterly aspect

will suit your varied verbenas very well. We grow our specimens in a

similar aspect, and very well they fiower. Buds of Camellias should

never be wetted after they begin to swell for blooming. Before that it

will do them no harm. Bain from the clouds in autumn, when out of
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doors, is rather nrlvantageous. The anJiuaf lO-n-rpks' storks may be

sown in August, potted and kept under a frame, and again in March, in

a gentle heat, and transplanted in April, liienmni storks, such as the

Queen and Bronipton, should be sown in June, and transplanted into a

warm border, six inches apart ur some may be potted and kept under

glass in a cold frame through winter, jilanting them out in April where

they are to bloom. Vour Azalea indicn nlbn does not produce healthy

leaves or flowers. We can only «ay. pot it in fresh peat and sandy loam,

with a little leaf-mould ;
place it in gentle heat, and it will produce new

shoots and leaves, and these will certainly be followed by flowers. Vour

Anemonts and nnnnnrulnsi-s cannot be taken up till the leaves are quite

withered. If yuu take up before, the bulbs will be small, ahrivel, and

probably perish.

Weicp.la rosea {X,//irffO.—This you may prune yet very safely. The

accent is laid on the .a-e of this name.

EvERCREEN Shrcds {A Burt/ S«iser(7/er).—The following shrubs

will suit you "on the edge of the moors :''—" Eiwrgrcen Bnx, Ever-

green Privet, Bfi-/>eris (t</ii!foUa, Aucuba Japonicn, common RtinOoden-

drons, if you can get peat soil ; the Snowfjerri/, Mountn'm Ash, and the

common Hansel. These will all grow under the drip of your tall trecH,

but you must sHr the soil well and deep previously to planting, and give

them some fresh loam about their roots when you plant them.

Names of Plants {J. B. H.).—Yonv plant with the mis-spelt name

we have no doubt is Serinigritphin G/tiesbreghtiantt, a name quite suffi-

ciently intractable when spelt correctly. It is a warm greenhouse or

stove evergreen. Being bare stemmed and otherwise mismanaged, cut it

down forthwith, repot it, after shaking otT most of the earth at present

about its roots ; replace it with a mixture of equal parts of loam, fibrous

peat, and leaf-mould. Plunge it in bottom-heat to start it, if it be only

aeucumber-bed. It used to be called an Apkelandrfi. {J. F. W.).—

Vour fern is the Common Polypody [Poii/podixm viilgare). (Kitigstou).

—Vour plant is Colens fniticosus, or as it used to be called Plcrtmnfhus

fruficnsHs. It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and is very fre-

quently seen in the windows about London under the name of the

Ivy-leaved Geranium, (E. P. E.rcter).—Asparagus rncemomis, a stove

plant not worth keeping in a good collection.

Diseased Cactus {L. C.).—lt is infested with a species of scale

(coccus). Sponge the leaves frequently with water, of the temperature

of 115°, and keep the air of your house more moist.

Lucr.RNE (J. B. H.).—On no account sow clover among it. No good

Lucerne can be grown imleas the hoe is continually employed to keep

down weeds, and the soil open between the rows ; and how could you do

this if clover was there ?

Stall-feeding Sheep (Sigma).—This may be done, but the floor of

their pens should be of earth and kept clean, otherwise they are liable to

diseased feet. They fatten rapidly.

Aluerney Cows (Ibid),—In keeping a cow, the profit arises from her

milk and butter. Her calf is of comparative indifference in the debtor

and creditor account, for it should be sold a suckling. The l>ntter of an

Alderney keeps as well as that of any other cow, fetches the best price,

and the cow eats less than one of any other breed.

Dahlia List (E/(>M/«'^/0.—Vours is a good selection, but you wdl

see one more extensive in our columns to-day.

DiELYTRA sTECTABiLis (F. 5.).—Can any of our readers say where a

coloured drawing of this species can be seen? It was introduced in

1810, soon lost, and again introduced recently by Messrs. Knight and

Perry. There are coloured engravings of three of the other species

—

D. cucuUurin, eximia, and formosa, in Mrs. Loudon's Ladt/'s Floicer-

Garden of Hardy Perennials.

Diseased Onions (F'pmj').—Our correspondent says—"In the spring

of last year I sowed my White Spanish Onions, which came \ip and

matured well, and furnished mc with an abundant and, as I thouglit,

first-rate crop for the winter ; but in this respect I have suffered great

disappointment, inasmuch as you will find, on opening the onions I have

sent, that the interior of each inner circle is woolly, and, my cook says,

simmers down to nothing but water ; whilst the outer part remains hard,

tough, and unavailable, and unfit either for sauce or to fry. The treat-

ment of the onion-bed was the same as I have ever given it, and they

were quite ripe when got in, and housed in dry weather. The onions

were strung in ropes by my gardener as usual, and have been kept hung

up in the same ilry keeping-place I have used for years. The cook did

not perceive the fault, as now described, in the onions 7intil two months

ago, since which they have got gradually worse ; the largest are the

worst. Bly gardener says they liave began to sprit much earlier." The
early spritting, or failing to sprit, of your onions is the sole cause of

your onions becoming so unserviceable ; in cither case the effect is simi-

lar ; and the early effort is a consequence of the extremely mild winter.

We have known onions, kept as usual, that were just like yours, wliilst

others hung up in an ice-house were in perfect order.

Potatoes after Turnips (/. Fairie).—If you now turnips, they

will be off the ground quite in time for autumn-planting potatoes. Vou
may replant your Box-edgiug now. You will find all you require in

The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary, now publishing. Wc cannot reply

by post.

Heracleum cicanteum (E. C. B,, Tewkesbury).—We think this

will grow, as you require, in a large tub ; but it ought to be at least

thirty inches in diameter. I\Iessrs. Hardy, of Maldon, will perliaps say

something about it in our pages. They have paid particular attention

to the plant. Pot your Cineraria seedlings five or bis together in pots or

pans, antl when they have made more growth, then repot Ihem singly

into small pots. The l)pst soil for them is a compost of turfy luam, two
parts; fibrous peat, one part; decayed leaves, one part; decayed cow-
ilung. half a part ; and a little drift sand.

Five Pound Greenhouse (Et/tbin).— If you refer to No. lia of

The Cottage Gardener, you will find drawings and descriptions of
the mode of heating and shading this economical stnicture.

Dublin lunKGULARiTiES (F. L.).—The fault rests entirely with the
Dublin bookseller; our Dublin agent is supjilied in time to dtdiver The
Cottage Gardener on the very day of publication. We will eniiuirc

further.

Pleuro-pneumonia in Cows (Isabella).—Our correspondent says

she is " living in a neighbourhood wiicre cows are dying by scures of this

malady." Can any of our readers inform us of any mode of treat-

ment which has been successful '' Professor Siinonds reconmiends a
diseased animal to be kept away from the uninfected, and in the

early stage of the disease blood to be taken from it until the pulse
falters ; diuretics, such as nitre in water, tu he given, and clothes to be
put over the animal to promote perspiration. It is very evident, how-
ever, that the veterinary profession have not yet mastered the disease.

liAitGEST Cucumber, IMelon, and Pumpkin [W. N. J.).—The
Snake is the longest cucumber, whilst the Hock melon and the Mam-
moth pumpkin are the largest. It is more worthy of inquiry which arc

the best.

Convolvulus (L. P. S.).—The major is the climber. We cannot
tell you where yuu can buy geraniums true to name at three shillings

per dozen.
Botanical Work (K. C. B.).—Loudon''s Encyclopepdia of Plajtts

describes foreign as well as British i)lants.

Index and Cover {E. N. S.).—Vou can have a complete Index for

each volume of The Cottage (Jardener. Vou can have a cloth cover

for each volume for one shilling.

Back Numbers (G. Westley).—You can have the back numbers of

the last volumes. Apply to some other bookseller, if your present one
does not procure them for you. Lilium lancifolium culture is described
very fully in our second volume, page 1/5. Vou can have Calceolaria

seed from any of the florists who advertise in our columns.
Potato-planting {Rnstieiis Ctericus). — He who defers potato-

planting until now, will most assuredly reap his due reward,—namely, a

diseased and deficient crop. We have written so fully, and for the last

five years warning, against late spring-planting, that we turn, with dis-

taste from the task of counselling how to proceed under such neglect.

However, plant whole middle-sized potatoes; plant an early-ripening
variety

;
plant six inches deep, and use no manure.

Brocoli-sowing {J. S. G.).—Sow your Grujige's Early White in the
first and third weeks of April, and tlic second week in June. We do not
know the Early White Malta, but think it does not differ from Grange's.
t'hajiell's Cream and Snow's Superb White, sow the second week in

April. They are not varieties to keep you supplied in succession.

Mice (L. B.).—To prevent these eating your peas, cover the rows two
inches deep and 12 inches wide with finely-sifted coal ashes.

Heating s:mall Pit {M. N. 0.).—In the plan given in our -Ith vol.,

page .1(1, you may use advantageously a cast-iron pipe fur passing through
the fire. Lead pipes are not Itad conductors of heat, and will be fuund
efficient. There is no danger of scorching in the arrangement. 'J'wo-

inch pipes would be better for a larger structure. If we had our choice,

we should prefer a liot-beil of tan, and a cold pit as you propose.

Bee-feeding and Depriving (A Subscriber from the first).—Will

our correspondent, who wrote a paper on this subject at j)ages 2/7-8, send
us a description of his floor-board, his hive, and his tin-hive jacket?
Corks drive into bottles more easily if wetted ; and it is not necessary to

tie them down if driven in tightly, much less need they be wired. Scal-

ing is totally useless. We cannot answer your other queries.

CALENDAPt FOTl APPiTE

ORCHID HOUSE.
Air may now be given pretty regularly by ten o'clock, shutting up at

three in the afternoon. Baskets should now be regularly taken down
once a week, and, if dry, dipped over the compost m a tank of tepid

water. Blocks with plants on, continue to renew, if required, and let

them be wetted at least once a day, or twice if Ihc sun shines brightly.

Heat may be increased as the davs lengthen and the plants are growing

freely. Day temperature, 7(f to 80'^; night, fio'* to 70^. Neo-i-tias, and

otlier terrestrial winter flowering orchids, repot, and keep rather dry till

new growth ajjpears. Oncidium : numbers of the species will now be

growing, and ought to be repotted directly, before new roots begin to

form. Insects, such as thrip and green fly, destroy by smoking fre-

quently with tobacco ; other kinds destroy by kcejiing quite clean with a

sponge; cockroaches destroy, as advised in the Calendar last nmnth.

Piiala:nopsis, dip daily in tepid water. Staniiopeas that have

finished their growth will now be showing the flower-spikes, and must
not be disturbed, or the stems might be broken ; they are very tender.

Syringing, apply freely, both to wet the baskets and blocks, and to raise

a dewy soft atmosphere in the house. AVater, give freely now the

plants are growing. Plants in ilower, remove out of the hot moist

house into a cooler and drier one, to prolong their bloom.
T. Applebv.

PLANT STOVE.
Finish all Potting, except for young cuttings or plants, early in the

month. Finish potting all the Gesnerads. Keep every part of the

house in perfect order and cleanliness. Air, give Ireely (except

frost happens) early in the morning, and close u)} early in the afternoon.

Syringe when shutting up, to cause a dewy air in the house ; this will

refresh the pl.ants greatly. Amaryllises, finish potting:, and plunge in

a bark jjit to encourage fine leaves, and, thereby, large lair liulba ; even

A. aulira may be potted the last week in the month. Crkkpebs. tie in,

but not too trimly, like a bundle of sticks, but allow plenty of space for
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every pisnt of every kind to have room to breathe and Rrow. Wateh,
apply regiitarly :mii freely to every growing i)lant. Insects, destroy by

every means till they are quite extirpated ; give them no rest day or night,

or they will incrca-se so rapidly iia to almost destroy, and eertainly to dis-

figure the plants greatly during the hotter months. Ixoras, if not

repotted last month, must be so without delay, and, if convenient, place

them in dung-heat, and tic out to form bushy specimens.
Ti Appleby.

FLORIST'S FLOWERS.
Auriculas and Polyanthuses towards the end of the month will

be opening their flowers, and previously to that will require close atten-

tion to keep the roots duly refreshed with plenty of water. The Aitricu/u

must not have the leaves watered ; their fine powder will be washed oft',

and so their beauty diminished. Carnations and Picotees, finish

putting into their blooming pots; shelter from heavy rains, but gentle

April showers will benefit them greatly. Cinerarias will now be

showing bloom, and will require a light shade from bright sun ; water

freely, "and smoke them frequently. Calceolarias require the same
treatment, but, in addition, a freer admission of air, as they might sud-

denly damp off. Dahlias; cuttings may yet be made; early struck

plants, place in cool frames, and give abundance of air to strengthen

the plant ; repot to prevent the roots from becoming pot-bound

;

old roots may be divided and planted out at once into the borders,

giving a couple of spadesful of dung to eacli plant Hyacinths in beds

will now he in great beauty, and must be carefully sheltered from rain

and cutting winds. Pansies and Pinks, top-dress with two-years' old,

well-decomposed manui-e. Pansins, peg down, and tongue the long
shoots ; they will strike roots, and produce much finer flowers. Ranun-
culuses will now be growing rapidly, and should have the ground made
quite hard by treading between the rows ; water freely in dry weather,

and shelter from frost, sleet, and cutting winds. Tulips, shelter in a

similar way from similar unfavourable weather. All this attention is

absolutely necessary if it is desired to bring the flowers to perfection.

T. Appledy.

FRUIT FORCING.
Bottom-heat, renew ; do not exceed as'^ on any occasion. Cucum-

bers in houses, secure a very moist air to ; in frames, frequently renew
linings; stop frequently. Capsicums and Chilis, pot oft', and for-

ward. Cherries; keep a drier air, and the most liberal ventilation.

Figs ; stop the young shoots when five or six eyes long ; see that the

root has a permanency of moisture. Floors, water frequently. Grapes ;

as they colour, increase the dryness of the air and ventilate freely ; Grapes
ripening, keep a drier air, with free ventilation. Insects, promote a
constant war with. Kidney Beans, water with liquid manure as soon
as in blossom; pot more. HIelons; frequently renew linings; stop a

joint or two beyond fruit, and keep down late laterals. Pines; finish

spring shifting and arrangements. Peaches ; disbud slowly. Shading,
use to disrooted things if the sun is powerful. Syringing; jiractice

occasionally with all but ripening fruit. Strawberries, water freely

with liquid manure ; keep down runners. Tomatoes, get forward, and
harden off. Thermometer, watch carefully; beware of extreme night

heat. Vines, disbud, stop, and thin berries. Watering, perform
carefully and regularly. R. Errington.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Annuals (Tender), prick out those sown in February and March into

a hotbed; water gently but often ; sow in hotbed; (Hardy) may be sown
in borders, &c., to remain ; thin those advancing. Auriculas in bloom,
shelter. (See Hyacinths.) Supply with water often; those for seed,

plunge pots in a sheltered border, where they can have snn until il

o'clock ;
plant offsets

;
propagate by slips ; seedlings shade during mid-

day. Auriculas done flowering, place out of doors, and separate off-

sets. Box edgings may be made, and old taken up, slipped, and re-

planted; clip box edgings. Biennials, finish sowing, b.
; plant out

those sown last spring. Bulbs, in water-glasses, done flowering, plant
in ground after cutting down stalks, but not leaves ; autumn-flowering,
take up and store. Carnations, in pots, give liquid manure every third

time, very weak, and water often; stir the earth; sow, e.
;
plant into

borders,]). Cluibing plants, train and regulate. Layer Rhododen-
drons and hardy Azaleas. Dahlias, plant to remain, h. ; or in pots,
to forward in a frame until May. Dress the borders, &c., indefatigably.

Frames, raise, by supporters at the bottom, as the plants within grow
tall. Grass, mow once a week, and roll oftener; trim edges; dress
with earth if poor ; and sow seeds, especially white Clover. Gravel,
turn and lay afresh in dry weather; roll after rainy weather often.

Hoeing and Raking are still the standard operations. Hyacinths,
shelter from sun by an awning or matting over the beds, from nine to
four ;

give the same shelter in bad weather day and night ; those done
flowering, take up as soon as the leaves decay ; separate off"sets and store.

Insects, destroy with tobacco smoke, or hellebore powder, or dusting of
Scotch snutt". BIignonette, sow in any warm border. Mulch, put
round trees newly planted. Pinks, sow. Polyanthuses, sow; plant
out and propagate by offsets, b. ; last year's seedlings now in bloom,
mark best for propagating. Potted Plants, give fresh earth to, if not
done last month; shift into larger pots ; water freely. Perennials, those
sown last spring may still be planted, and propagated by offsets ; finish

sowing. Sticks are required to blooming plants. Tulips, shelter from
sun and wet; take off pods to strengthen bulbs. Watering is now
required more frequently, yet moderately

; give it early in the morning.
Ranunculuses, water freely, and press the earth very hard between the
rows. Roses, thin buds where very abundant ; watch for grubs in the
buds, and crush them ; make cuttings of Gloire de Rosamenc to bed next
year. Tobacco water, use to destroy the aphides, by dipping the
shoots in it where the insects are. D. Beaton.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apples and other fruit-trees may be planted, though full late. Blos-

soms of wall-fruit, protect and retard. Budded (Trees), last summer,
cleanse if foul ; also head back the stocks. Cherries may be planted.

Disbud wall-trees and trained espaliers of enpcrfluous buds, in a pro-

gressive way. FoRCrNt; fruits in hothouse, attend to, on nimil:ir prin-

ciples. GraI'^ting (late kinds of Apples, Pearn, and Plums) may be done
stdl, b. Grai'Ts, lately inserted, see that the clay is firm, and rub titl

shoots below the scion. Heading down Wall and Espalier trees, finish,

b., if not done last month. Insects, search for and destroy. Lime
(early in the morning), dust over the leaves of trees affected by Cater-

pillars. Mulch over the roots of newly planted trees to keep in inoisturr".

Peaches may l)e planted. Prars may yet be planted. Planting in

general may yet be tried, to prevent a season being lost ; much care must
betaken. Plums maybe planted. Propagating by layers, cuttings,

suckers, and seed, finish, b. Pruning, finish, b. ; stop young shoots if

too luxuriant. Stake trees newly planted. Strawberries, remove
runners from, as they appear, and top dress; water in dry weather those

in bloom
;
plant Aljiiufs. Vines, propagate by layers and cuttings, b. ;

summer dress ; in Vineyard stake and hoe frequently ; old borders

manure; plant house vines. Wall-fruit, thin generally. Wasps,
destroy ; every one now killed prevents a nest. Water abundantly
freshly planted trees.

Fig-trees may have their winter-covering partially removed at the

beginning of this month, and entirely by the commencement of May ;

and they may then be pruned and trained. Newly Grai'ted trees are

benefited by being sprinkled by the water engine during dry weather.

Watch for the Caterpillar on the gooseberry bushes. Observe the

directions about Peaches in The Cottage Gardener, and use the

sulphur mixture ; also th^ tobacco water when the trees are fairly done
blossoming. Watch the development of the American Blight, and
use the brush. Apply soft-soap water to the stems of Pear-treks" in-

fested with the SCALE. Top dress Raspberries, also all bush fruit,
if requisite. Remove all Suckers from filberts; also from all bush
fruit, wall trees, espaliers, &c. Let all FauiT Borders be dressed and
edged as a finish to the garden, taking care to make sound walks,

R. Errington.

GREENHOUSE.
Air, admit freely in mild weather ; give sparingly when east winds

prevail, and then merely by the top sashes, to avoid cold draughts ; shut

up early in the afternoon, and if sunny sprinkle the plants from a fine

syringe when it is desirable to encourage growth; plants making their

growth should, therefore, if possible, be kept apart from those in bloom.
Azaleas coining into, and in flower, water freely ; those to be retarded

remove to a north aspect, under glass or even an opaque roof; a tempo-

rary protection by mats, canvass, or oiled cloth will answer admirably.

Bulbs, introduce. Camellias, water freely when in flower; those done
flowering keep close, to encourage growth, and shortly afterwards repot

if necessary. Sow seeds ; beware of burying the smaller ones ; the pots

should be well watered previously, and when settled, the seeds sown,

slightly sprinkled with a little sand, pressed down, and a square of glass

or a piece of paper put over the pot ; for these, as well as striking cuttings

of tender plants, inarching and grafting, a sweet hotbed would now be

desiraljle. Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Primroses, Cytisus, &c.,

assist with manure water, weak, but given often. Cactus, the late kinds

water at the roots, after swelling the stems by syringing. Cuttings,
insert; place in hotbed or shady place according to kinds. Climbers,
regulate. Epacrises and Heaths done flowering, cut back, and also

Tuny oiheT straggling plants, and keep them by themselves, so as to be

close and warm, to encourage them to break freely ; those in, and coming
into flower, keep in the airiest part. Fuchsias, water the forward ones

freely
;
fitmtgafe with tobacco at the first appearance of fly. Geraniums.

train the first, encourage the second, and pot and propagate for autumn
supply. Gesnera, especially Zebrina, and Gloxinia, various varieties,

start in a hotbed ; the roots may be kept safely during winter, if dry, in

a temperature of from 40'^ to 45'^. Prepare for general potting by
getting soil, pots, &c., in order, but do not let a plant wait for a time

when it wants attention. Propagate by seed, roots, cuttings, inarching,

and grafting; young plants thus get strong before winter. Seedlings,
remove as soon as possible from the seed-pans, and prick them out singly,

especially if thick. Sow balsams, cockscombs, thunbergias, &c. Pot
the various Achimenes, and introduce tubers for a succession. Remove
decayed leaves. Stir and loosen the surface soil. Succulents of all

kinds water more freely. Water for all plants will now be required

oftener. Vines on rafters, train. Strawberries, set in; even a few

on a shelf is a great luxury, and where the vine is scarcely forced, Avhcre

greenhouse temperature is merely maintained, with a rise from sun heat

during the day, the fruit may be obtained a month earlier than in the

open air ; keep the plants rather dry until the flower trusses show them-
selves boldly, then water freely. R. Fish.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Let the head and the hands work together; be on the alert to any

sowings that ought to have been performed last month. Alexanders,
sow, b. Angelica, sow, or plant out autumn sown. Artichokes,
plant and dress off. Asparagus, sow or plant ; dress off beds ; attend

that in forcing ; water with liquid manure; water once a week. Balm,
plant. Basil, sow main crop on gentle hotbed. Beans, plant in suc-

cession ; attend to earth-stirring the growing crops. Beet, of either

kind, sow, m. Borecoles, sow, and leave for seed. Brocoli, sow
main crops, m. ; attend to pricking out any early sown, and save for

seed. Borage, sow, and earth-stir autumn sown. Buknet, plant or

sow. CABBAGES, SOW, plant, or prick out, and earth-stir often. Capsi-
cums, sow in hotbed. Cardoons, sow. Carraway, sow. Carrots,
sow main crops, m. ; attend to thinning early frame or other crops.

Cauliflower, sow, prick, or plant out; attend to earthing up the hand-
glass crops, aud assist them with soakings of manure water. Celery,
sow for late crops, m. ; and attend to pricking or planting out early sown ;

save for seed. Chamomile, plant. Chives, plant. Chervil, sow;
save for seed. Coleworts, plant. Clary, sow. Cress (American),

sow in succession. Cucumbers, sow for hand-glass and other crops;

ridge out and attend to those in bearing as to thinning-out and top-dress-

ing, or earthing-up. Dill, sow or plant. Dung for hotbeds, prepare.

Earth-stirring, particularly attend to. Fennel, old roots divide,

and plant or sow. Garlic, plant, if not done, b. Horseradish, plant
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without delay. Hotbeds for all purposes, attend to. Hyssop, sow, or

plant out old roots. Jehl'salem Articiiokhs, plant without delay.

Kale (Sea), sow, or plant, b. ; carefully fork over old beds. Kidnet
Beans (Dwarf), sow, b.. where hand-glasses are at command; if not,

sow, e. ; and Scarlet Ruiinna, c. Lavender, plant. Leeks, sow, b.

Lettuces, sow in succession once a fortnight, and plant out; earth-

stir anions often. Makigold, sow. Marjoram {Sivcet), sow main

crop on gentle hotbed; {Commo/t Garden), plant. Melons, sow in

succession; pot ott"; ridge out; attend to topping and thinning-out,

weekly, the early crops. Mustard and Cri:ss, sow in succession.

MosHEOOM beds, make, and attend to. Nasturtiums, sow. Omons,
snw main crop, b., if not done before. Underground or Potato
Omon, plant without delay, also the Tree Onion. Parsley, sow of

either kind; leave for seed. Parsnips, sow without delay. Peas, sow

in succession; attend to sticking, &c. Penny Royal, plant in a cool

situation. Potatoes in frames, attend to. Radishes, sow in succes-

sion ; attend to thinning young crops. Rape, sow. Ruuuarb, sow or

plant; bring forward by inverting pots or tubs over olrl crowns. Rue,
plant. Savoys, sow. Salsafv, sow main crop, e. Scouzoneua and
Skirrits, sow, c. Shallots, finish planting, b. Sorrells, plant.

Spinach, sow once a fortnight ; thin out; and leave for seed. Tansy
AND Tarragon, plant. Tomatoes, sow in hotljcd. Turnips, j.

b. and e. ; leave for seed. Vegetable Marrow, sow in hotbed.

Wormwood, plant. T. \\'eaver.

2ltlbcrti£irmmt^.

mHE DAMPSHA MELON (vide

J. Gardeners* Magazine of Botanij, p. 4.1).

This splendid fllelon, the fruit of which will

keep for three months after it is quite ripe, re-

quires little heat, and will produce a heavy and

fine flavoured crop. 2s bd per packet.

Campanula ViD A LI I, a new shrubby species

from the Azores ; suitable for bedding, with

white flowers, and perfectly distinct. 3s 6d

per packet.

Digitalis purpurea superba, or Double
Foxglove, very distinct. Is per packet.

Stocks, six superb kinds, home saved. 2s

the set.

Larkspur, six superb kinds, home saved.

2s the set.

Calceolaria, from splendid kinds. 2s 6d

per packet.

Ipomea bubea c.erulea (true). Is per

packet.
Ualsam, ^\^lite and Purple Camellia, very

fine. Is per packet each.

Ditto, mixed, fid per pacliet.

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Snow's Winter White Ubocoli, from

John Snow, and warranted true. 2s per packet.

Walcheren Cauliflower, or Beocoli,
the true dwarf. 2s per packet.

Cape Brocoli, very choice and superb. Is

per packet.
Brocolis, the eight best for succession

through the season. A packet of each, in-

cluding the above, /s 6d.

Brussels Sprouts, very choice, home
saved. Is per packet.

Imperial Green Paris Cos Lettuce,
from the Azores, grows to the weight of 5 lb.

;

a splendid summer kind. Is per packet.

The Negro Potato (vide Cottage Gar-

dener, p. 362).
—" We know the Negro Potato

well, and we enter fully into your pleasant re-

membrance of the great balls of sparkling flour,

looking as if some currant juice had been

thrown over them, and then been sprinkled

with snow." A few bushels, in peck bags, at

23 per peck.

A line collection of Greenhouse Plants,

Heaths, Azaleas, Fancy Pelargoniums, Chry-
santhemums, Bedding Plants, &c., at reason-

able prices.

WM. p. AYRES, Nurseryman, &c.. Black-

heath, Kent.
Post-oflice Orders payable at Greenwich.

IVTEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, GERMAN STOCKS, GERMAN
1 1 ASTERS, &c.—We have selected, out of a large collection of Flower Seeds, twenty of the
most beautiful and showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to produce a line

effect when planted out in beds or groups in the fiower border. We have had each variety dis-

tinctly marked with its Botanical and English name—height—time of flowering—colour of the

flower—manner of growing—whether erect or trailing, &c., ivc.—the time it should be sown, and
other valuable hints as to its cultivation. In selecting these twenty varieties we have been careful

to exclude all which are shy-bloomers, or have an insignificant appearance ; so that the collection

will comprise only those which are really showy and Inrndsonie, and which we believe would prove

to the entire satisfaction of any lady or gentleman who might be disposed to order them. The
German Stocks and Asters, especially, are most superb.

The Twenty Packets are neatly packed up in one paper, and will be sent free by post, to any
part of the kingdom, for Five Shillings.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, by OJficial Appoint ment, to the Gloucestershire Agricjiliural Association.

KiNGsiiOLM Nursery, and 99. Northgate Street, Gloucester.

T)EANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS. Horticulturists, and all

JL/ interested in Gardening pursuits, are invited to examine G. and J, DEANE'S extensive Stock
of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best London made Garden Engines and Sy-

ringes, Coalbrookdale Garden Seats and Chairs. Brown's Patent Fuinigator, price lUs and upwards.

¥AND S. GAINES, Seedsmen,
• Florists, and Herbalists, opposite King

Street, Covent-Garden Market, London. Dealers

in all sorts of Medicinal Herbs, Essential Oils,

and Distilled Waters ; also, in the celebrated pre-

pared LENTIL POWDER, or Invalids Food.

W. and S. G. respectfully inform the Nobility

and Gentry that they have a choice selection of

Vegetables of all kinds for PICKLING. Im-
porters of GOLD and SILVER FISH.

IVfETTING, FLAGS, and BUNT-
i-i ING.— Superior Tanned Garden Netting,
for protecting Fruit-trees from frost, blight, and
birds, or as a fence for fowls, pigeons, tulip

and seed-beds, can be had in any quantity from
JOHN KING FARLOW'S Fishing-Rod and
Net I\Ianufactory, 5, Crooked-lane, London-
bridge, at I ^d per yard fine yard wide, 3d two
yards, and 6d per yard four yards wide. Woollen
Bunting, any length or widthi at 6d per square
yard. Forwarded to any part of the kingdom
on receipt of remittance, jiost-office order, or

stamps. Several good second-hand Flags to be
sold cheap.

Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills

Borders, various pat-
terns

Botanical Boxes
Cases of Pruninf

strumcnts
Chaff Engines

,, Knives
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons

Shears
Flower Scissors

,, Standsin Wires
and Iron

In-

and

Fumigators

Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Por-

Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat

terns, in ZinCj ~

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machine
Pick Axes

]
Potato Forks

I

Pruning Bills

j
,, Knives, various

I ,, Saws
,, Scissors

I ,, Shears

Garden Chairs and
Seats

,, Loops
,, Rollers

,, Scrapers
Grape Gatherers and

Scissors

Gravel Rakes and
Sieves

Greenhouse Doors and
Frames

Hammers
Hand-glaas Frames
Hay Knives
Hoes of every pattern

Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets

G. and J. DEANE are Sole Agents for LINGHAM'S PERMANENT LABELS, Samples of

which, with the Illustrated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any part of the

United Kingdom. DEANE'S Horticultural Tool Warehouse, opening to the Monument, 4(i,

King William-street, London Bridge.

Rakes in great variety

Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various

Sickles

Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
M'atering Pots
Weed Extractors and
Hooks

Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

London: Printed by Harry Wooldbidge, Winchester High-street,

in the Parish of Saint Mary Kalendar; and Published by William
Sojierville Orr, at the Office, No. 2, Amen Corner, in the Parish of

Christ Church, City of London.—March 27th, I85I.
|

-REE HIVES, as shown at the GREAT EXHIBITION of 1851. l.y

-D GEO. NEIGHBOURS SON, 127, High Holborn. London. No.]. Nutt's CoUalcral Hive.

2. Improved Single Box-Hive. :t. Taylor's Amateur's Bar-Hive. 5. Neighbour's Improved Cottage

Hive, working Three or Five Glasses. 7. The Ladies* Observatory Hive, &c., &c. A Priced Cata-

logue, with drawings and particulars, forwarded on receipt of Two Stamps.

Agents.— Liverpool : Wm. Drury, Castle-street. Manchester: Hall and WiLSON,
50, King-street. Glasgow: Austin and McAslin, 168, Trongatc.

INDUSTRY and HUMANITY, versus PLUNDER and MURDER.
X For 30s, MARRIOTT'S much improved Cottage Hive, with glass windows, doors, and ther-

! mometer, with four glass store rooms, for obtaining the finest {[uality of the virgin fruit of industry
' without destroying the bees, and an interesting building, without foundation, ot the Kxhiliition of

Industry. The Bee Pavilion, or Nutt's Collateral Hive, complete with stands. ±6 6s. Taylor's

Amateur Bar Hive. Huber's Observatory and Box Hives, &c. Bee feeders, and prepared clarified

honey for feeding bees, which will pay a heavy interest to the liberal apiarian.

MARRIOTT' S Honey Warehouse, "4, Griwenhurch Street. ^
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